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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 

the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological ordei^^r®4nüiding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to 
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77) ; notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99); 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77) .

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77); despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications "for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .

Class 0. General. Miscellaneous.
Class 1. Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Class 2. Extradition.
Class 3. Protection of Interests.
Class 4. Claims.
Class 5. International Congresses and Conferences 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Class 6. Commerce. Customs Administration. Com-
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I In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com- 

ymissions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

/ In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
/ Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
/ which the United States and Japan participated. There are 

| jecords of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
I /V®521-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
J^<(*Wtain  questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems.

are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
- 'ü^Siates at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 

^planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records
J mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in

lw8/and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Siho-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1~1338 F
This tElEgram must bE 
clos Ely paraphrasEd bE- 
forE bEing communicatEd 
to anyonE.

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

INFO: CINCAF
MARDET PEIPING

0021. Troop supply mov

MARDET TIENTSIN

March 21, 1938

REc’di 12:25 p.m.

Division of

of ‘

s Chinwarfcfe^o seven

to EighteEn March sEVEntEEn hundrEd woundEd EmbarkEd

hospital ships tv/Enty flat cars Ford sEdans ambulancEs 

fivE coachEs in infantry, ninE carloads munitions 

disEmbarkEd toward hErE. 600 soldiErs from Manchukuo 

dirEction TiEntsin pass Ed through during quart Er dty 

martial lav;. 0945.

SMS:CSB
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2. Th® Important events tar the past week have 
beam

a. Reports of heavy Japanese re» 
enforoenent  1» Sorth and Central China.*

' t\\ b« Japanese occupation of entire
rail eejaaunioatian net la Shansi Province.

e. kstabllshraent of a bridgehead
■- /' by Japneese foreos at Tseehui, era the eouth

J- ÿ bank of the TeXlo» Fiver, 2*>  miles north»
„/ east bf Chengchow.

<■A \
b. k. 8. BeUSs., 

Colonel, General «Uff,
2 enols. aeslstastt Chief of btaff, <W. ~
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CONrJDr/

PifMrt of Information 
Jino-Japaneae situation ' Marekg-11, 193Q ”

The United states Oovwrment has proclaimd coverelgnty osar 
Canton and inderbury, South Pacific islands in the Phoenix group. Can
ton Island is at Lat. 49" .iouth, Long. 171° 43f* .est end hnderbury 
is 40 miles southeast of Canton. The islands are to bo used for land**  
Ing bases for civil air routes. The British Oovaramnt is also claim
ing thec«; Islands and negotiations are now progressing toward & satis
factory settlement. Reports from Tokyo show sons anxiety over this 
traustiotlon as an indication of /mglo-^Uisrlean accord In navel, Pacific 
Ocean, and Par Eastern matters.

Chinese official reports dated March 8 state that a total of 
CIS Japanese pianos were destroyed or shot down since the start of 
hostilities. Of these, 216 war® shot down by aircraft or antiaircraft 
fire; 130 were destroyed on the ground by air raids on Japanese landing 
fields) 67 were destroyed by Chinese ground forces; and ths balance, 
94, were damaged in the air and crashed behind Japanese lines. In an 
officiel Japanese report, quoted last week, they claim the destruction 
of 764 Chinese aircraft and Japanese losses of only 78. Both reports 
must ba accepted with reservations•

Reliable reports indicate that tit® airplane mnuf us taring and 
assembly plants now located at Hankow, Chuehow in Hunan, and chuiohow, 
Awungtuffig, will soon be saved to Yunnnnfu.

According to a press dispatch dated Kerch 10 Ja-panere /.nbssssa- 
dor-et-Large in China liasayuki Tank, now at Shanghai, hinted at a possible 
Japanese-Britiah accord with respect to China, i.e., an agreement where
by Japan would respect British interests in 3outh China 1» exchnntte for 
British recognition of ^anchoukuo and of Japan*s  opeeial position in 
Worth China. He did not cover British Interests in Shanghai and the 
Yangtze Valley.

J apanese
The schism between the/Uovernaent and the political parties 

is continuing but the tension is reduced considerably. The national 
Mobilisation Law still is in committee. The klectric Power Control Bill 
was amended in the lower house In a manner clearly unsatisfactory to 
th® Government. The Government is putting on pressure to form a single 
national political party and is likely to succeed.

The Japanese «inlstry of commerce has prepared a bill, short
ly to be introduced in th» Diet, to regulate the machine tool industry. 
The bill 1» designed ta stimulate production and to provide additional
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CON FI DENTI A;

laanufaoturlug facilities. It provides for subsidies and privileges in 
taxation and finance.

The naval syekeawja at Tokyo announced en Me reh 10
that Japanese wrshl- s will thereafter be ccmpoiled to fire on all for
eign pleaRs tdxlch pass over than since it is difficult to distinguish 
the® from Chinese aircraft, all of which are of foreign make.

Reports from Tokyo state that negotiations ere under way for 
a Japan-Uaachoukuo-Italy barter agraement whereby Japan will receive 
Italian aircraft for Manchurian soya bean produets. An obarvor frt>R 
Manchuria reports that the Italian tre.de comics ion st Helaking is in 
disrepute for crude attenpts at bribery*

.xccordln,/» to a recently returned observer, business conditions 
in Manchuria ere bad, and Japanese tradesmen are discouraged. The Chi
nese faraers continue to resent th® consolidated village plan (compul
sory living in walled villages under Japanese supervision in order to re 
dues /juerrllla activities). About 800,000 troops, 200,000 of which are 
on the border, and less than bQO airplanes comprise the Manchuria garri
son. There are many troops in ueuth Manchuria, especially in Leiran, 
which is a rest camp for China veterans. Equipment is good but disci
pline is low.

A report fro® Mukden states that a defense law for iianctooukuo 
to be effective April 1, was promulgated on March 10. The law provides 
for the maintenance of peace and order during war or an "enorgeney." 
Clauses cover defense a#jaln#t attack, including air attack, and the pre
vention of obstruction to military operations. Personal liberty is 
strictly circumscribed includin' mvv.xent in areas to he designated. 
Comunication or transportation sssy be liai ted or prohibited. There 
is no opposition to government by military decree in t’anohoukuo as is 
now the ease in the Japanese Diet.

kurte canu
In Shansi, Japanese fore®» have succeeded in capturing all 

the important communication routes in the entire province. On the north 
swing of the Yellow River, ■sitlch foras the boundary between :haa«i and 
ùhenal, Japanese forces have reaehad the river near K&ku, Paoteh, 
hishih, 'iwnakou, and Yungtsi. Units from the Kmntung Army which 
captured Kokn and ‘'aoteh, crossed the Yellow Hiver into Shensi but 
were driven beak by Chinese counterattacks. In the southwest corner 
of 'Shensi, Japanese artillery shelled Tungwan, the citadel on the south 
bank of the river. Ths Chinese reported 30 shells and little damage, 
«hile the Jeionese control the main routes, including the Tung-i’u Rail
way (running from Tatung south through Taiyuan to the southwest corner 
of hansl), large bodies of CLlnese troops are in the areas between. 
It will be same tlse before they can be mopped up and they are now 
harassing and will continue to harass the Japanese oowaanlcatlons. The

tre.de
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Chinese destroyed a laivja nurabar of locoaotives and other rolling stock 
at the southern temlnus of the Tung-ïU Railway before its oapture by 
the Japanese.

Sellable reports fro» Helping dated Kayah 11» state that from 
dû to Japanese reinforcements entered Hhansi and Sorth Honan 
during January, in preparation for the present drives. These troops 
eaae via Johol and account for the rapidity of the Japanese advance». 
From ‘■ulyuen eon® the first reports of nilltary activity in months, 
General Ku Chan-ahan la reported to ba moving east toward Paotow and 
baa clashed with Japanese Mongol units south of uyuan.

In Hopei Chinese irregulars continua to bo active. I7request 
disruption of traffic on the i’lng-Han la reported. The Japanese are re
ported to be taking cruel reprisals a®r*lnat  Chinese civilians in ths 
areas whore irregulars ar» operating.

In Shantung, the Japanese cruiser Htme and three auxiliary 
vessels arrived in Uelhaiwi (north coast of Shantung) on March C. On 
...arch ? Japanese landing parties occupied the miniend without opposi
tion*  The Japanese udmlral stated that Japanese forces would not land 
on the island now under lease to the British for naval use.

Chinese lriv‘zulsrs ar® also reported activa near Tainan, 
.'hantung*

Th® Horth China puppet government announced that effective 
iiiaroh 10 the bank notes issued by the ne» "Federal Reserve Sank of China" 
will be the national currency*  Regulations providing for ® limiting 
date for the circulation of bunk nota» now in use have also bnon pro
mulgated*  The new note issue is tied to a parity with the Japanese yen. 
Five million dollars worth of the new nates were issued Karah 10*

L.0ÏŒ1I WK

The Japanese ai*e  now in possession of most of the north bank 
of the Xellw hiver from northwest of Kaifeng, west to beyond the Chanel 
border. In Hhauei they occupy the southwestern tip opposite Tungkwen, 
long range shelling of the i-un-liai Railway la reported from several 
points on the river. « Japanese crossing in force is reported at Toaahul 
between Chengchow and loyung*  There 900 Japanese troops and SO tanks 
are attempting to form a bridgsbeed. The Chinese are reported to have 
broken the dikes in the area, drowning nany Japanese soldiers and lm- 
mbbilialng the tanks. Heavy fighting is now reported in progress. Traf
fic on the mnghai opposite this point is interrupted. Chemjohow is 
only 2b ail»s to the east and unless the Japanese are driven back, the 
rail eomunieatlons of the Chinese forces along the eastern Hungh&i 
will be seriously endangered, ’Hail eoæwunieation to the wst la not so 
important us fair roads connect Sian, Tungkwan and Hoysag with l^nkow.

-3-
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heavy fighting la also reported In North Honan In rear of the 
Japanese 11m», Chine» counterattacks are reported at Sinsisng and to 
the wet. An unconfirmed report states that (tenoral Doihara mo killed 
in thio area.

as stated under North China 60- to 80,000 Japanese reinforce- 
nento entered Shansi and worth honaa to participate in them operations.

The fronts north end south of Bsuchow appear to be quiet, Me 
notion is reported in southern Shantung or northern Anhwei. If the ?0,- 
000 Japanese relnforcesmts reported to have arrived in Shanghai are 
destined for the Mntgfaal, renewed activity any bo expected la this area 
soon. k'ith this additional force the Japanese should have little trouble 
in forcing a junction of their two aoamnds on the Tain-Pu Lailwey.

Coaparatively little air activity was reported during the week 
in this area. Chengchow was bonbad twice. An American nlsai«n compound 
there was damged but no foreign casualties were reported. Another nls- 
aion at Teaghslen, Shantung was bombed March 8 by a low flying Japanese 
airplane. One bomb landed 112 feet froa a 36-foct Ajasrleen flag. Chinese 
air activity wa liaitod to a reported raid on ?ongllngtu, henel, just 
opposite Tungkaan.

Japanese claim that two Chinese airplanes. Identified as lius- 
sian bombers and carrying four machine (sans each, wore shot down in 
southern Chanel. Chinese claim that they drove back Japanese aircraft 
making two ettenpts to bomb 3 inn.

caîTitAi chima.

Little Military activity is reported in this area. The Jap
anese naval apokesRsan at ^Shanghai March 10 reported that Chinese defense 
at Tatung, on the Yangtze 60 nilas up river frm uhu, had been demolished 
by naval gunfire. Chinese irregular activity is reported west and. north
west of Hangchow.

The Chinese air force elair.e they mde a highly successful 
raid on the banking elrdrcme on March 11. More than 20 Japanese planes 
were caught on the field and at least 10 were destroyed.

a press dispatch dated March 10 states that according to for
eign observers 70,000 Japanese roinforcemuts have arrived at Shanghai 
during the past two weeks, presaging resumption of large scale operations. 
à Tokyo dispatch quotes the Japanese military spokesman stating Lerch 8 
that Hankow is the next objective of ths Japanese Military forces.

Japanese authorities at Shanghai announced that ae.ll would be 
censored from March 7. Local American and British authorities have pro. 
tested.
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General Chow Mng-ehin, former Chainam of Chekiang Province, 
wee assassinated in Shanghai Uarch 7. Chow was reported to have accepted 
the poet of war Minister la the proposed Japanese-sponaorod loosl gov- 
anaent.

American travelers report that an «wellent 60-foot highway 
la la operation from Sian to Hani (southaaat of Tihwa). la a two-day 
period they counted 200 ton»and-a-half trucks la convoya of 25. Maeh 
convoy also included one Ford sedan and an ambulance kitchen trailer. 
Driver and military escort oa each vehicle were üuasian. Cargoes, 
though covered, appeared to be artillery.

Further reports from this area state that 100 additional Russian 
aviators arrived nt Sian recently and that 23 more d»motorcd bothers are 
expected soon.

•K’VTH CHIMA

Japanese air activity in South China appears to have slowed 
during the wook. The railway north of awatow was boabed on iwireh 9 with 
little damage*  Chinese report a Japanese alroraft carrier had arrived 
off the mouth of the Searl hiver and expected an intenolfioation of Jap» 
anose air raids.

A dispatch from Chinese sources in Ceaton states that Japenea© 
warships are eonoentrating off the coast of Fukien. A eonfideatiai rs- 
port from Shanghai (unconfirawd) states that Chen Tl, Governor of Fukien 
i revinoe, has been bought by the Japanese with a two nillion dollar 
(hex.) bribe.

Chinees military authorities at Canton have warned foreign 
navel and merchant vessels not to pass the Boooa Tigris forts in foggy 
weather because of difficulty in verifying flags and identification 
signals.

If the reported reinforcements to the Japanese strength, 
60-00,000 to the rfhansi-Honan drives end 70,000 to the Central Chins 
forças, are correct, the Japanese say bo expected to rake considerable 
progress in the next few weeks. The Japanese bridgehead on the south 
bank of the Yangtze st Tnsshni now loons as a most serious throat to 
the Chinese forces on the central and eastern sections of the Lun^bti 
fronts. The throat from this bridgehead coupled with pressure from 
reinforced Japanese units moving north up the Tain-Pa railway is bound, 
to cause a displaemMnt of Chinese troops from the eastern Lunghal toward 
the west and southwest. Once the Chinese forces are placed in notion 
in a retreat, the superior Japanese nobility and driving power will 
give then an imenso advantage. 3ueh Chinese divisions as are now on 
the eastern Lun^hai fronts appear to be in a precarious position.
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The Japanese bave also <w«upiad esterai points along the 
Yellow River f owing the Shaa»i-4»henai boiter from Hotea 1» the north, 
to tenglingftt, opposite Ttegkwsn la the south. They ere now ta a posi
tion to drive either into north ahensi, the hone grounda of Che tah*e  
ex-eonnmlst emy, or to Stan by W of the tel Biver valley which 
joins the Yellow Rivar at Tungkmn. Ths loess country ta north Shansi 
is ideal for goorrllta operations. Therefore a penetration there is 
likely to be seriously handicapped. '<hils the Japanese would undoubted
ly like to ravage the Bed territory, the east is liable to outweigh the 
results. A pénétration west slang the Wei River valley to 31an ta nosh 
easier and would serve not only te out the line of cosaunioaticeis be
tween the ted fortes and the Central OovwnMiat but at the suae tine 
will out ths supply line to Turkestan, hither of the novas will con
tinue to extend the Japanese forces. It is therefore likely that W 
will not be attenyted until the situation slang the Minghai is steouhat 
clarified.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
March 26

Reference Taihoku’s Feb. 24 
entitled ’’Bombing of Taihoku and 
Shinchiku by Chinese Aircraft.

According to this despatch, 
local residents did not suspect 
when they heard an explosion about 
11 a.m. Feb. 23 that it was caused 
by a Chinese bomb. At l'-2b P:ro’ 
the air raid siren sounded ana at 
4 Lm. an official radio announce
ment of the raid was made but e^®n 
after that officials would not ad
mit knowledge of the raid. Nomen 

_ tion of it was made in news broad 
(L casts from Taiwan and it was P^yed 
’W*  ifcnwr» in "the "press» Chinese reports 

of damage are probably exaggerated.
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NO. 17.

AMERICAN CONSULATE,
Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, February 24, 1938.

1?’

Subject: Bombing of Taihoku and Shinchiku 
“ by Chinese Aircraft.

The Honorable 

«5 ^The Secretary of State,__

Sr Sir

Washington.
; O. ...

Division of
FAR aSÎEBH AÎ'FÂlR 
^.R 2 2 1938 

al Stoir.

°- ! I.have the honor to report that at about

til:05 A.M, yesterday morning a Chinese bombing 

plane or perhaps two Cropped several small and

one large bomb on the edge of Matsuyama Airport 

'which is on the outskirts of Taihoku and about

three miles on a direct line northeast of this

office. m this connection, a confirmation copy
•»

of my telegram of February 23, 6 P.M. is enclosed^

The concussion shook and rattled this building like

an old Ford on a rough road, and as did everybody

in the neighborhood everyone in this house and

of fi ce

the

rushed outside to speculate on the cause

explosion. Little was it imagined that

nese bombs had been dropped and slight attention

was paid to the aeroplanes overhead which are a

part cf the daily scene in Taihoku. It was thought

that perhaps a Japanese plane had made a bad takeoff

2.
69

<i
\ /V

6*
£6

L

and blown itself up, or that someone had made a

mistake and set off a bomb accidentally causing
'3

several others to explode Those in the Consulate

heard

cO CO 00 2

«
&
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heard one or two fairly loud detonations followed 

by one tremendous report which was in turn followed 

by two or three lesser explosions, all within the 

space of about 10 seconds. Although. I endeavored 

to ascertain the cause thereof for several hours 

thereafter no officials would admit having any 

knowledge of what had happened and until about 

2 P.M. even rumors heard did not include a visit 

by Chinese bombers. At about 4 P.M. an official 

radio announcement was made by the Army Air Defense 

Headquarters that a Chinese aeroplane or two had 

dropped several bombs from a high altitude on the 

Matsuyama Aviation Field and had been chased away 

by Japanese pursuit planes, that an air raid had 

been made on Shinchiku, (later detexmined to have 
taken place at about 1 P.M. ), that the raiding 

planes had been driven off and there was no further 

cause for alarm, but that light control measures 

would probably be carried out in the evening*

Although the Taihoku raid took place at 11:05 
!
j A.M., not until 1:25 P.M. was the air raid siren 

I sounded to call out air defense guards and warn 

the populace, which shows the surprise with which 
even the authorities were apparently taken. Before 

and even after the 4 P.M. radio announcement had 

been made, officials would not admit knowing that 

an air raid had taken place but the broadcast was 

confirmed in part through Mr. Kunio Kato, Chief 

in Charge of Foreign Affairs of the Military Police 

Section

j
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Section of the Government General and in part 

through. Mr, Choji Koshimura, Secretary Translator 

of the Government General. Why the Army authorities 

who had made the announcement, should evade admitting 

knowledge thereof, can only be conjectured by this 

office since it would be supposed that news of the 

raid rather than being considered a military secret 

would have been given as wide publicity as possible.

It is understood that the large bomb dropped 

nearby Matsuyama Airport made a hole about 50 feet 

in diameter and 8 feet in depth. Further it is 

rumored that about fifty casualties were caused by 

the various bombs, but no official announcement was 

made yesterday or today in either connection other 

than that several women and children were killed 

and wounded.

At the sound of the first air raid warning 

siren at 1:25 P.M, those engaged in defense duties 

were seen rushing about the streets to their posts. 

First aid stations scattered throughout the city 

were manned, and the women’s defense corps made its 

appearance, though apparently no one knew why he had 

been called. At 4 P.M. the first radio announcement 

was heard saying that defense warnings were withdrawn 

and the enemy planes had been driven away, which 

was the first announcement the populace had of the 

visit of Chinese planes. Light control measures 

last night were not strictly enforced in the center

of Taihoku, but were well observed in the Chinese 

quarter
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quarter, and likewise by the Consulate, in view of 

past experiences in this respect.

Nothing is known concerning the reported 
bombing of the suburbs of Shindhiku, otiier than the 

brief mention made in official reports.

Last evening Mr. James Young of the Japan 

Advertiser telephoned to me to ask about the air 

raid, but our conversation would no sooner start 

in English than it would be interrupted by cutting 

the wire and by the request that only Japanese be 

spoken. Over about a two hour period a frequently 

interrupted explanation was finally given in Japanese 

which I of course confined solely to my knowledge 

of the official radio report of the bombings, the 

safety of foreigners and the effect of the blast 
on ourselves.

This noon two different Japanese purporting 

to be representing the Associated Press in Tokyo 
telephoned and were similarly informed in two 

successive interviews in Japanese only of officially 

published reports of the bombing. Telephone 

connections on both occasions were very poor although 

they were excellent at the time of the Hoover disaster 

Shortly after noon today it was officially 
announced by Army Staff Officer Yamanouchi by radio 

that at 9:40 A.M. this morning 12 enemy planes were 

seen flying over Hangchow, China, headed eastward, 
further that it had been reported that at 11:45 

A.M. 10 enemy planes had appeared northeast of

Taiwan
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Taiwan and air raid warnings were thus issued at 

12:03 P.M. At 2:30 P.M. it was further officially 

announced by radio that the air raid warnings issued 

at noon were revoked since Japanese Army fighting 

planes sent to repulse the enemy had reported that 

no Chinese planes had been sighted*  News of both 

reports were passed on to those Americans who could 

be readied and to other foreigners for circulation.

During the day sand bags and additional guards 

were placed on the granite platform in front of the 

entranceway to the Government General office build

ing, which is about one mile southwest of this 

office, with the main railway station midway between.

In case of an air raid, with sufficient warning, 

escape could be made to the hills back of Hokuto 

by automobile, unless held up en route by officials. 

However, with the exception of Mr. George H. Kerr, 

American teacher of English in several local schools, 

whose house is in the heart of the Japanese residential 

section of Taihoku, the homes of other foreigners 

are suffi ci ently removed from the business and 

industrial sections of Taihoku, and from the airport, 

to be considered comparatively safe unless the 

Chinese are too poor shots. Mr. Kerr has been 

offered refuge here in case of necessity. Since 

some 95% of the population of Taiwan is Formosan 

Chinese, Taiwan has been considered comparatively 

safe from Chinese air raids, and perhaps a certain 

laxity in the “perfect defense facilities'*  permitted

the
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the "impudent*  raid of the 23rd. However, it may 

well be assumed that no further laxity will be 

permitted and by means of a radio which is kept 

on constantly at this office official announcements 

will be relayed in case of danger,to those interested, 

I am infoxmed by foreigners that although 

telegrams are received from relatives abroad, no 

telegrams which they have despatched had been 

received by these relatives up to this evening.

Not even a passing reference was made to the 

air raids in either the Japanese or English news 

broadcasts from Taiwan throughout yesterday and 

today, so strict is censorship. Except for one 

newspaper extra, on one side of a small dieet about 

8*  x 10", the news items in the local Japanese 

press have been short and obviously played down 

with small headlines. Translations are enclosed. 

It would appear from radio news despatches that 

stations other than those in Taiwan broadcast news 

of the air raid on the Island,various reports 

having been heard by me from Tokyo, Manila, Hongkong, 

Shanghai, London and Melbourne. Even Tokyo»s 

"current topics" broadcast at 7 P.M. this evening 

told of 8 dead and 28 wounded in the Taihoku bombing, 

and Chinese news broadcasts claim that 7 Chinese 

planes took part in the raid on Taiwan, dropped 

some 50 bombs, and that 40 Japanese planes and 

several hangars were destroyed at the Taihoku 

Airport. The Chinese reports of destruction are 

strongly
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strongly doubted.
This despatch is being posted in sufficient 

time to go by the air mail plane scheduled to 
leave Taihoku the morning of February 26 and duo 
to arrive in Tokyo at 5 P.M. the same day.

Respectfully yours,

Gerald Warner 
American Consul.File No. 820.02 

GW/tkh

!n closures:
Telegram of February 23, 6 P.M.

n « n 24, 3 P.M.
Three newspaper translations.

Tn quintuplicate to Department.
1 copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
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COPY.

U.S.GOVERNMENT MESSAGE

AMERICAN CONSUL _ TOKYO

CEDKY CEROZ BONUS FESIZ K HÏN ER BÏVUK NOBYB

RUDOW GAPIF PIFIV ABANY RUFEÏ DORER NEBPU

FUPIZ FELIZ DAMOW GOPEH KEEKJF BEPKA OUTED

LYPCE •TOFU CUMAD KETOZ MEBIB SYLUP DAZRY

GAZYD GOZAB MALEV KIMAR DIVÜB PELIZ DIVAZ

NADED BAMEG NOBYT NOGOD FUPIN CÜMÜD PUCUF

LEZOK NIKAZ NEBPU PUFYS NALEC BONUR H0BÏP

MUCYP POCCE DOTRE LEVGY BOTAK BKJFEX DIVOH

DTVAZ MYKAC FEVYS REGZO gateg BAPIS LYSUD

1HCAT MOLOK NYGZI DAVIM PYLSA FYTAC MECID

HADED KOSIF SADOG KYTAD POKYF BOPIM GITOP

NULAT LOSUW DYVOG FUVTM SEDYR LEZEX GETGM

BONUT KAPAN DOTAH KOTIR RAKIK FEZIT GUVEN

WARNER

Foreign Intercourse. Gerald Warner 
American Consul.

American Consulate, 
Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, 
February 23, 193B.
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COPY.

U.S.GOVERNMENT MESSAGE 
ODE

AMERICAN CONSUL TOKYO

CEFDY NOBYB BYVUR LINAV LUNEZ CEROZ K ENEB

NYKIC MIBUR SYBIN DUVOZ RAKAB FYRER LOVEV

NULAB POBEM MICAT DOMOG REGXU POCET LEZOK

CEROZ BASDY PEGIC LYNAB BOKUF GIZIM MIBIS

MYKAC MABUV BONUV GARYP KITUC LIPAN BONUM

KYTAG DOMOG FISEK litek BUN AM TODUT CKVYZ

CUTED DYSIM NYLBA NUBEZ NECAX FANAZ KAZMY

MEGAN GITOP KEVIG CYNYM NIGER FAZUB WARNER

Foreign intercourse. Gerald. Warner
American Consul.

American Consulate, 
Taihofai, Taiwan, Japan, 
February 24, 1938.
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ENEMY PLANES RAIDED TAIHOKU AND SHINCHIKU - 
IMMEDIATELY DRIVEN AWAY BY OUR FIGHTING PLANES.

(Published by permission of the Taiwan Army 
Headquarter February 23, 1938 at 4:30 P.M.)

"Today, February 23rd, at about 11:05 A.M. 
one or two enemy planes suddenly appeared over the 
Taihoku Aviation Ground, and dropped approximately 
ten bombs. However, due perhaps to fear of our 
perfect defense facilities, they dropped bombs from 
such a high altitude as to render them invisible 
from land in spite of the unusually fine weather. 
Therefore, the bombs fell at points far from the 
Aviation Ground. Several of the bombs hit native 
houses at Matsuyama-sho east of the city of Taihoku. 
There was: no great damage except that the bombs 
mercilessly killed and wounded several women and 
children in the neighborhood.

Also shortly after 1:00 P.M. enemy planes 
(number unknown) appeared over Chikuto Town east 
of Shinchiku, and dropped approximately ten bombs. 
In this raid too damage was confined to several casual
ties, and the enemy planes were immediately driven 
away by our fighting planes.

Simultaneously with the raid of the enemy 
planes the Army issued warnings throughout the 
Island, but withdrew them at 3:42 P«M. Upon receipt 
of the warnings defense guards in each area immediately 
took their position. Thanks to the successful 
results of air defense drills in the past the whole 
of Taiwan was calm. There was no unrest, and the 
whole of Taiwan is prepared for further perfection 
of its defense.**  (Extra of the Taiwan Ni chi Ni chi 
Shimpo February 23, 1938)
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PUBLIC MIND IN TAIWAN IS EXTREMELY STABLE - THE 
CHIEF OF POLICE ISSUES AN ORAL STATEMENT.

(Oral statement by the Chief of Police of the 
Government General of Taiwan)

"As already announced by Army headquarters 
by radio and press releases several enemy planes 
made air raids today. However, all of the 
inhabitants in the districts affected are settled 
and calm and show no sign of unrest. The public 
mind is extremely stable as in ordinary times. 
It goes without saying that guard operations and 
warnings in Taiwan have been strictly enforced 
since the outbreak of the China Incident in order 
to prepare for such a situation. Even in the face 
of the sudden air raid today there was nothing left 
to be desired in the air defense and guards, and 
it is reassuring that the purpose of the warnings 
has been thoroughly learned as a result of drills 
in ordinary times. Therefore, there is no need 
of the least concern regarding peace and order in 
Taiwan now.

The inhabitants of Taiwan are earnestly advised 
to understand this point thoroughly, and by placing 
confidence in the perfect guard of troops and police 
to diligently and peaceably attend to their occupations 
so as to do their bit as nationals behind the guns. 
Also in the light of the present incident the 
responsibility of the members of the defense guard 
grows increasingly heavy. Therefore it is earnestly 
hoped that the inhabitants will exert their efforts 
in the discharge of their duties in cooperation 
with the police."

(Taiwan Ni chi Ni chi Shimpo February 24, 1938)
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BLIND BOMBING INEFFECTIVE SAYS LIEUTENANT COLONEL 
NAKAMURA OF THE ARMY’S NEWS DIVISION.

(Tokyo February 23 Dome! News)

The overseas bombing unit is the pride of 
our matchless air force, and also the defense of 
our territory is strong*  Since the outbreak of 
the China Incident Chinese air forces have never 
been allowed to draw near to it. However, 
impudently enough enemy planes made air raids all 
of a sudden on the 23rd to the surprise of the 
people of Taiwan*  This is the first airjraid 
make on us since the foundation of the Japanese 
Empire*

Lieutenant Colonel Hayashi of the News Division 
of the Army said: "No need of making a fuss", and 
he looked very self-composed*  He continued: "I 
understand that bombs were dropped from the air 
above the aviation ground in the suburbs of Taihoku. 
However, as their altitude was exceedingly high 
it does not seem to have been known how many planes 
there were. Bombing from such a high altitude would 
be blind-bombing and would not be very effective."

When just at that moment loud sirens, sounded 
in Tokyo’s air raid drill of the 23rd, were heard 
througiout the War Department, Lieutenant Colonel 
Hayashi smilingly sàid: "Just like that. Our 
defense is strong."

(Taiwan Ni chi Ni chi Shimpo February 84, 1938)
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NO. 19

AMERICAN CONSULATE,
Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, February 25, 1938.

Subject: Chinese Air Raid on Taiwan
1—10M

Hn Ch.

The Honorable

tfjHE 

CM

’’•u./H
..............-.........

Secretary of State,
CO

Washington.-

Division i,r 
fiR EASTEBfe . • .

. MAR 2 2 193;
Department S? u.

o

6

,-SlR:
CM I h^ye the honor to enclose herewith the only 

gicturéà published to date in the local newspapers 
Sénnected with the Chinese air raid on Taihoku on

February 23. 1 understood that the Osaka Asahi
Newspaper has obtained fairly good pictures which 
may appear in its Taiwan edition published in 
Osaka. It is understood that no bombs made a 
direct hit on the Taihoku Matsuyama airfield itself 

-, w 
A’t- but fell nearby in Matsuyama-sho. I am given to 

g- understand that strict censorship is being made of 
j(û all telegrams and other means of communication of 

news of the air raid to outside sources, which 
> explains the lack of any radio news, other than

793.9
 4/1 2694

that connected with air defense preparations. Thé
blowing of sirens has again been banned, as it was

from August 14 to November 10, 1937, sirens being 
treserved only for an air raid, as Taiwan holds ~

CO

itself in readiness for further possible air bombings. œ

t"1-

j As a matter of friendly interest and on the 
ibasis of friendship, and emphasizing the fact that

the

T
T 
0
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the suggestion was not to ba taken as interference 

\ nor as other than my own personal view, today I 

told Mr. C. Koshimura, Secretary Translator of the 

Government General that silence on the part of Taiwan 

concerning the air raid will likely be construed 
abroad as agreement with news or propaganda equating 

from foreign sources. He agreed that he too 

personally felt that way, but that he could of 

course only obey orders in the matter from those 

vho control the news, and that they thought that 

propaganda from Chinese sources had thus far been 

found by foreign countries to be exaggerated, and 

therefore the Taiwan Government General considered 

it unnecessary to make any especial efforts to 

counteract such propaganda. I pointed out that 

radio announcement had been made from Tokyo concerning 

the bombing and he said that of course Taiwan could 

not control Tokyo's broadcasts.

All of which boils down to the fact that 

satisfactory explanations would be most difficult 
of 

in view of the sequence/events as related in 

yesterday*s  des patch No. 17.

v Respectfully yours,

Gerald Warner 
Bhclosure: American Consul,

'Newspapers photograph.

Hie No. 820.02
GW/tkh 
In quintuplicate to Department.
1 copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
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The aftermath of the frenzied outrage by Chinese planes.
(1) The front of Mr. Ozui’s house at Matsuyama-sho 

after the bombing.
(2) First aid treatment to baby badly wounded in the disaster.
(3) Activities at first aid station.
(4) Taihoku military on the spot.
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No. 1®»
A&mOM CGM..-UU.W,

TaXhctai, Taiwan, Japon, febsuory 25. 1938.

subjects Chines® Air hold on Taiwan.

TIB EOhVHi/.Bb'l 
inn of m’m,

WMTONftTüN.

SIR:
I have th® honor to enclose herewith th® only 

pictures published to date la the local newspapers 
connected with the (Mneea air raid on Taikoim on 
February R3. 2 understood that th® oaakn Asahi
Newsoaper tafl obtained fairly good picture® which 
my appear in its Taiwan edition published In 
deaka. *t  1® understood ttel no boribe raade a 
direct hit on. th® Talheim ^tsuyaraa airfield itself 
but fell nearby in Katauywa-eho. Z a» «tlren to 
understand that strict censorship is being aade of 
all telegma*  and other mans of cor«mnication of 
news of the air mid to outside source®, which 
explain*  the lack of any radio news, other than 
that connected with air defense preparations. Th*  
blowing of sirens has again been banned, ae it w« 
from Au.mst 1*  to November 10, 1937, sirens being 
reserved only for an air raid, as Taiwan holds 
itself in readiness for further possible air borabinge. 

as a raatter of friendly interest and on the
basis of friendship, end efephasislng the fact that 

th*
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the surest ion wo*  not to be take® as interference 

nor &e other than jay own personal view, today I 

told cr. S. KosUUaira, ceeretary ’^rmslutor of the 

Goverursent General that silice on the part of Taiwxn 

concerning the air raid will likely be construed 
abroad as ngrecmnt with new or propaganda aviating 

fro» foreign aourooe. He agreed that he too 

personally felt that way, but that he could of 

courte only obey orders in the natter frosa those 

«ho control the news, and that they thought that 

propaganda froa Ohitwae source» had thus far been 

found by foreign countries to be exaggerated, and 
therefore the Taiwan Governnent General coneidered 

it unnecessary to ïaoke any especial efforts to 
counteract meh propaganda. I pointed out that 

radio announoejaent had been sad*  frat Tokyo concerning 

the boating and he said that of course Taiwan could 

not control Tokyo'e broadcasts.

All of which boils down to the fact that 

satisfactory explanation» would be west difficult 
of in view of the eequenoe/evente ns related in 

yesterday*  e des patch So. 17. j

Respectfully yours,

closures
Gerald < ameT 

African Connu!.

Newspaper*  photograph.
me NO. 880.02
Wtkh
In Qulntuplicate to Gepurtewnt.
1 copy to abtissy, Tokyo.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
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The afterraath of the frenzied outrage by Chinese planes.
(1) The front of ;lr. Ozui’s house at iiatsuyaiaa-sho 

after the bombing.
(2) First aid treatment to baby badly wounded in the disaster.
(3) Activities at first aid station.
(4) Taihoku military on the spot.
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Department of state

• Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 23, 1938

Italian Ambassador
Consul General £

The 
'WATinformed 

Southard that he had advised^ 
General Chiang to make termsu 
with Japan» as soon as possi- ‘ 
ble; that the longer the de

lay, the less of China there would 
be to save from the wreckage; and 
that as China must have some na
tion to help in the development 
of the country Japan would be the 
logical nation to do so. Mr. 
Southard was of the opinion that 
the Italian Ambassador in express
ing these views was inspired by 
official instructions from Rome.
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No. 115
L 0£PA«n?tf.;;

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Hong Kong, February 23, 1938.

Subject: Italian Ambassador’s Advice to General

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

co I have the honor to report that Mr. G. Cora, 

Italian Ambassador to China, is at present spend

ing a few days in Hong Kong. His arrival here coin

cided with that of Sir Archibald Clark Kerr, the new

British Ambassador to China, who stopped in Hong Kong 

three days en route from Europe to Shanghai.

Mr. Cora was my colleague in Addis Ababa and we 

are somewhat intimately acquainted. In the course of

a general conversation which I had today with him he 

p\ y remarked that he had in effect advised General Chiang 

\ Kai-shek, on the occasion of their last meeting, to

' together with the Japanese and thus save what he -r

could for China; that the battle was inevitably a los- v ’ 

ing one (just as was that of Haile Selassie against ,,, 

the Italians in Ethiopia!) and the longer it went on 

the less China would have at the end. Cora further 

remarked to me that he couldn’t see why the Chinese 

continued to resist; that they must have some one to

help

795.94/12695
 

F/FG
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help develop their country, and why not have the 

Japanese who were so well situated and equipped 
for the purpose.

These particular comments of Mr. Cora are re

peated because I am impressed that they represent, 

although he did not specifically so state, thoughts 

inspired by his official instructions from Rome. 

The Italian Ambassador is leaving Hong Kong on 

February 25th, 1938, to return to Shanghai.

Very respectfully

Addison E. Southard 
American Consul General

In quintuplicate to the Department
Copy to Embassy, London
Copy to Embassy, Hankow

800.

AES/mm ' f Girton ■
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR r. piW j;r7----------- -, fourth marines। rJriU SEN ym
. FROM „

3X"T R
ACTION: CINCAF (ADMIN & FLAG) 

OPNAV

INFO; AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING 
COMSOPaT

arch 22, 1938

ec'd 9:35 a.m.

8622. On northern Tsinpu front Japanese artillery 

Hanchwang sector bombarding Chinese positions south bank 

Grand Canal. Nipponese in possession Yihsien 13 miles 

northeast Hanchvzang. 1859.

,i
CSB

793.94/126
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>.rD.n^tce,vtO UB.-ÏCÏ1 21 c
:'f pAHTMENT OF STATE

1938 m & p,m s 07

DIVISION OF 
vOMMÛNIC.Apûuc

Mr. Maxwell Han4S$cp^4.:.-..-J,, 
Chief Far Eastern DivISlbitJ 
State Dept«, 
V/ashington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hamilton: j

The enclosed came on the last China Clipper and

1208 Rennie Ave< 
Richmond, Va. 
March 17, 1958

was sent to us for confidentiàl use by President J. Leighton Stuart of 

Yenching University, Peiping. You may have received a copy in other 

ways but I am sending a copy to you anyway for it is extremely interesting 

and revealing. I hope you can pass it on to Secretary Hull.

I have just listened to Secretary Hill’s magnificent address 

over the radio.

Is it possible that strong representations to Japan regarding the 

return of American citizens, especially missionaries, to Nanking, Soochow, 

Hangchow, and other places, would force the Japanese military to 

improve their treatment of civilians and property in these areas» 

very evident that the Japanese military do not want foreigners to seo what is 

going on;

793.9W
 12697

Sincerely yours,
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Secret Japanese Press laws in Korth China 
Issued, by the Special Military Msslon

- September, 1937 -

IMPORTANT SIAM 1026 PÜR PRESS CENSORSHIP
1. what ths press may or may not print has been strictly 

stated in the second part of the standards.
£• The Board of 1'reas Censorship must send out notifications, 

whenever news may not be published.
3. Whenever a newspaper enterprise is not sure whether news 

may or may not be published, it must inquire fro£ the 
Board and aot strictly in accordance with the Board’s 
reply.

4. hews transpiring from broadcasting stations, telegrams of 
news agencies and foreign newspapers, taking a stand for 
Ranking may not be published.

5» The headlines on the second and on the third page have to 
be made up most carefully. If there should be objection
able words, they must be altered according to the 
regularion standards.

6. The hanking soldiers have to be quoted as "Ning" soldiers 
(name of Nanking) or as "Tang" soldiers (Kuomln "Tang" - 
party)»

7. kanchukuo and Ghitung ( ) may not be quoted as
"puppet” state ( ) or be put into brackets; e.g.,
Japanese "kanohukuo" soldiers, etc.

8. Japanese may not be mentioned only by their surnames but 
in connection with their rank, either with their full 
name or only the surname.

9. •his-flret-seet-àea The permission of the Board of 
Censors is required for the printing and selling of extras.

10. This first section and the second part must be kept 
secret; i.e., they may not be published in the press. The 
managers of the newspapers and news agencies will be 
held responsible for its being carried out.
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B. RESTRICTIONS OF PRESS PUBLICATIONS AND OF ILLUSTRATIONS
1. Restriction of items pertinent to the war:

a. That the Japanese soldiers are going to g fight as well 
as revealing their present and future plans.

b. Details pertinent to the mobilization of Japanese 
unit08 and military transports.

□. Detailed Japanese plan of organization and the 
number of soldiers  The name of the headquarters and 
the number of the unit must not be published in 
printj the particular division, regiment, company, etc. 
must not be mentioned  Only the name of the leader 
of the particular unit may be quoted.

*

*

d*  Under no eirournstanaos the quality and the names of 
Japanese military airplanes may be mentioned, suoh as 
soouting pianos, pursuit(fighting) planes and 
bombers*  Only that they are Japanese may be mentioned 
in the press,

e. Japanese troop movements ma|(y not be mentioned.
f. Adversities of Japanese soldiers may not be published 

in editorials and news*
g*  It may not be published that Japanese soldiers occupying 

a plaoe are unable to preserve the peaoe*
h*  It may not be published that Chinese soldiers are 

victorious.
1. It may not be published if Chinese airplanes bomb a 

plaoe.
J. Sufferings and defeats of Japanese soldiers or things 

connected with them may not be published*
K. finally, it may not be published if and when Japanese 

soldiers are going to fight.
g, other items pertinent to the «far:

a*  Siaperora, their families, national heroes, heads of 
governments and their ministers of befriended nations 
may not be unjustly profaned and nothing disrespectful 
may be written about th«a.

b*  Opposition to Japan, rebellion against her and Insults 
to her or other hinds of slandering may not be 
published in the press or in novels (particular care 
has to be taken with brief criticisms, advertisements, 
etc. )
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c. Foreign news telegrams may not oe published, if not 
credit has been given to the Japanese.

d. It may not be published that peace does not reign, 
according to wild rumours.

e. Financial disturbances mji not be mentioned in the press.
f. It may not be published if attempts should be made to 

destroy the economic life by putting business men out 
of work and if workmen and students should go on strike.

g. It my not be «ubliaed published if Japanese soldiers 
living in certain places pay leas rent than was paid 
before, or if workmen reoeive lower wages, or if persons 
are dismissed, or if salaries are being reduced, or 
finally if it is feared that there will be scarcity of 
food.

h» It may not be published, if the peace Preservation 
Association snould not be successful.

i. Nothing may be published concerning the teaching of 
licentiousness, the reviling in depraved language, 
the acquiring of bad manners or the corruption of 
good ones.

j. Nothing may be published concerning Important persons 
from dhl-tung (East Hopei) and princes of the 
Mongolian banners, whatever they may do in Peking 
and Tientsin.
Nothing unfavorable may be published concerning 
Mohammedanism and Mohammedans.

0» ENCOUMGEMENT TO PUBLISH NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS 
ACCORDING TO TnN ALLOWING REGULATIONS (Efforts should be made 
to act along the lines of the following rules).
1. That the Japanese soldiers fight for a very high ideal, by 

punishing and destroying Chinese opponents and the 
Communists» The Japanese want to create peaoe in the Far 
East, but decidedly they do not want to be hostile to the 
good Chinese people. All these points have to be under
stood clearly by the Chinese»

2» That the Japanese have come with a patriotic Idea, because 
they are good friends of the Chinese people} that they have 
left Japan for the heat and cold of China without their 
wives and children} and that they have to undergo fatigue and 
all kinds of hardships; that they have to march through the 
rain of collets} that they throw their lives away without 
hesitation» That they do all this in order to make the
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Chinese people ana future generations uappier, That the 
Japanese exert themaelves for th© sake of liberty and that 
under no airaumstanoes have the Japanese any ether 
intentions. That, therefore, the Chinese people must 
00-operate with tue Japanese army. If tala snored duty is 
fulfilled by our Joint efforts, than we will set up the 
Ear hast for a hundred years to erne.

If the above euggeationa should not be obeyed and if 
anybody should refuse to aot accordingly, then he will be 
punished most severely. tndox*  no oircumatjiees will he be 
released or uis punishment be postponed.

J. /or tae clear understanding ol all people it should os 
explained tout Japan, hanahükuo and China, representing 
the yellow race, are beeotuing fx-iendly, and that the 
conditions uro improving day by cuy. Hence, let us lay a 
good foundation for the /ar hast.

4. faut the Hanking Government has to understana that it has 
failed completely in the past and that it must admit this 
openly. In case it should not do so, then the Japanese 
would have to fight it.

If the Chinese people should become afraid that the war 
might spread too far, then the press should not emphasize 
(publish too much) that tae Japanese want to go to war.

5. If the hanking soldiers are committing atrootties, then the 
press should descx-lbe them in detail, so that everybosy may 
learn about them.

6. It should be explained in detail in the press that Coiang 
Kai-shek’s family and the Kuomintang have abused their power 
for their personal benefit, that they have not administered 
their offices for the welfare of the 400 million people; and 
Chiang wants to fight now because he has previously not 
done his duty.

7. It should be published tant the Kuomintang and the Making 
Gov erment have squeezed too much and that they have 
ruined tne a o un try and the people.

3» It should be made public in the press taat the leading 
personalities of the Hanking Government have diverted much 
money and that they have used crooked methods.

9. It should be made publia in the press that the banking 
army will soon be annihilated.

10. It should be published in the press that the coastal 
blockade impoversihes China.

t it should also be published:

11. 'i'hat there is dissension among the troops of the hanking
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Govornmant and tls,t enmity has broken ont among hired 
soldiers, not Chiang's soldiers and the Nanking troops.

12. That the Nanking Government co-operates with the Communists 
and lias made friends with Soviet Russia; that tje Communists 
make trouble all over the world and that everybody despises 
them, but that Chiang has made good friends with them in 
order to turn the whole country Communistic. ill- these 
misdeeds of Chiang should be made public in the press;

IS. That the fighting strength of the Chinese becomes smaller 
every day and that all the Chinese airplanes have boon 
destroyed.

, It lias to be elaborately explained that:

14. That t ie hanking soldiers have been repulsed wherever they 
fought, because formerly Chiang spread false news;

15. Thav the Nanking Government has sold too many bonds and 
that it has taken up too many loans from abroad.

15. It has to be published in the press that the Japanese 
soldiers are good people and that they have pleasant manners; 
and. that they like the Chinese.

17. It has to he explained in the press that the Nanking soldiers 
have no manners, that they are bad and disorderly, every
where the Chinese people dislike them, because the Nanking 
soldiers make much trouble and disturb the peace.

18. It should be published that the armament and the $oney of 
the Nanking armies are insufflaient»

19. It should be published that the Nanking soldiers have had 
heavy losses.

20. It should be explained in detail that the conditions in 
Manchukuo are improving and that the people there are very 
happy.
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Japanese propaganda In the kirror of Events

By An American Long Resident in China
- 7 r r' / /. ? '' * >■' ■■ > 

. A< /J . ttA,

In attempting to Justify their invasion of ûidna the Japanese 
have used a variety of explanations most of which oan roughly be 
grouped under the following three headings. There has now been 
ample opportunity to test their sincerity or reality by the 
record of actual happenings.

1. Their Mvine kission to the Other Peoples of Mia. 'i!his form 
of propaganda is intended chiefly for home oonsw.ption. 
According to it, not only the Emperor is descended from the -on 
Goddess but the whole nation, and especially the army, share 
somewhat in this semi-divine origin. This gives them a racial 
superiority and a sacred mission to spread their culture, They 
must liberate oppressed peoples like the Chinese from their 
corrupt and Incompetent officials or from western exploitation 
and bring to them the beneficent effects of Japanese rule. 
Only thus oan peace be brought to Eastern Asia. The army is 
not at war with the people of China for whom it has only the 
most altruistic intentions, but with their wicked government 
which must be duly punished and overthrown in order that the 
people may have the blessings that will follow. Seven months 
have now elapsed since the Japanese began their unprovoked 
Invasion. Wherever their armies have gone they have left a 
trail of utter devastation and disorder. Civilland have been 
slaughtered or bombed from the air whleh-ea with callous in
difference or deliberate frightfulness to an extent that remains 
worse than will perhaps ever be known because of the relentless 
censorship of news. The best authenticated facts are in the 
Shanghai-Ranking area whbne at least 300,000 civilians are 
estimated to have been killed during the advance of the Japanese 
forces. In banking the orgy of the slaughtering of soldiers 
who had ooluntarily disaxmed after having been promised pro
tection and of civilians, of raping of women from little girls 
to those over fifty years of age, of looting, burning and other 
vandalism, has no parallel within modern times in its bestial 
savagery. Owing to the presence in that city of press corres
pondents and other foreigners there has been a measure of 
publicity given to the uncontrolled brutality of the Japanese 
troops through several weeks following their entry, yet 
essentially th© same disorders have occurred wherever else 
they have gone with the single exception of the Peking- 
Tientsin area and of Tsingtao. Even in the two nothern cities 
there is a constant non-violent racqueteering under the menace 
of the ruthless force which is brought to bear upon the slight
est provacation. Elsewhere throughout the province, in 
Shansi, Inner Mongolia, and in the Yangtse Valley, eyewitnesses 
report similar killing of civilians, raping, looting, burning, 
but because of dear of reprisals they dare not let their names 
be used. many of the officers are meanwhile grafting as 
rapaciously as any of the Chinese mandarins from whom they 
claim to be saving tae people. The regions around the foreign
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aettlements at ^uangaai are divided into sectors, and 
foreign merchants have already discovered that in order to secure 
the movement of goods or other provileges essential to the 
restoration of trade, all that is necessary is to find the right 
Japanese entrepreneur who will then negotiate with the General 
concerned and divide with him the "squeeze” agreed upon, similar 
practices seem to be rife among all ranks of the army. As always 
under Japanese military occupation the sale of opium derivatives 
is pushed, with the active protection of officers who unquestion
ably share in the profits. The Holy »<ar for which the Japanese 
are being asked to sacrifice so much turns out to be a tawdrily 
tarnished spectacle revealing the basest of human passions and of 
d sordidly selfish motives.

II.The Preservation of Eastern Asiatic Culture. x'bis is also partia : J? 
'fa ""Bttt dhlefly perhaps for th®
elderly Chinese who feel disgruntled over the handicaps they 
suffer from their own lack of modern or western knowledge. It 
holds out to them the agreeable prospect of coming into their own 
again. But its bold inconsistencies are amusing. The claim is 
only listened to because of the aimed force which accompanies it 
and this from battleship to bombing plane and bayonet is copied 
down to the last detail from the West. So of the uniforms and 
tactics employed. So of the merchants and manufacturers who 
hope thus to extend their trade, dressed from top to toe in 
western attire and using tiolet all other other accessories from 
the same source, waking or selling cheap imitations of western 
goods. The officers stay in the most expensive British or 
French hotels in the port cities, -“ven their latest vices 
are learned from the West, notably their Increasing 
tendency to drunkenness. What really lies behind this specious 
contention is their desire to prevent the modernisation of China 
so that their military domination and economic exploitation 
of the country will not be hindered.

I
III. The Suppression of Communism. This line of sales-talk la al

most entirely intended to play upon the prejudices of western 
countries where the bogie of Bolshevism can still be effectively 
conjured up. It is the most disingenuous of all their arguments 
aa tested by historical evidence. The present Chiang Kai-shek 
Government, which they so rabidly denounce, began its program 
by the most vigorous efforts to eliminate organised and mili
tant Communism from China. This was unswervingly maintained 
through the first eight critically formative years of the new 
Government and resulted finally in the complete ascendancy of 

the national forces. During that entire period the Japanese never 
assisted to the slightest degree in this exhausting struggle. 
On the contrary they did everything possible to embarrass 
the anti-communist Government, fomenting disaffection 
north and south, seizing territory or revenues, consistently 
striving to keep China politically disunited and weak. xhey did 
attempt to coerce China into signing an "^nti-communlst" pact but 
on terms which no self-respecting nation could accept. It was 
really nothing other than the notorious Twenty-one Demands re-
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vamped under this thinly disguised eupnemisBi. General Chiang 
has been often criticized for wasting time and tn© nation’s 
resources over a futile and relatively unimportant issue when 
there wore other more menacing dangers. Western nations 
occasionally gave some help. 3<t Japan watcaed quietly until 
when in September, 1931, tae Government was desperately en
gaged With the troublesome red armies and ''Hina was afflicted 
by the most disastrous flood in human history, and western 
countries were other wise preoccupied, she had her covoted 
opportunity to seize ranenuria. in the years that 
followed Japan wrested away the Province of Johol; constantly 
harassed North Jhina, setting up the notorious Just .lepei regime 
as the nearest she could then oom© to her attempt to compel a 
secessionist move of the five northern provinces; instigated and 
protected huge smuggling operations on the North Jhinu, a oast; 
tried to prevent western nations from extending credits or 
supplying munitions; continued her intrigue and intimidation 
in ths Jouth as well as North; in short, did all possible to 
weaken the Uhiang Government, despite its persistent struggle 
against Gœmuuniam in the face of enormous interml problems 
inherent in the situation even if there had been neither 
Communism nor Japanese aggression. But resentment against 
Japanese imperialism and a growing realization of its dread 
consequences have aud. the strange affects of awakening Chlnaee 
Joiaminists to the consciousness that they were first of all 
Chinese and ot bringing about a rapprochement between them 
and their former enemies, - a ’’unit eÀ" "front,ÿ against a common 
danger far more important to them all taan differences in 
political ideologies.

Communism left to itself would have been absorbed into the 
national Life of Jaina, either becoming a minor political party 
or exerting some influence toward various socialized reforms/ 
As it is, it will increasingly furnish an emotional stimulus and 
an effective technique in resistance to Japan, ^coox’ding to 
official Japanese declarations there was "no communist peril in 
lanohuria” at the time of tuair occupation, quotations from 
similar bourse® reveal the growth of this peril and of the 
necessity for strenuous efforts to suppress its influence. The 
Japanese military now look forward rather optimistically to 
’’the pacification of hianchukuo” in another ten years. She 
same is essentially true of Korea where t-ae as in manchuria 
the virus spreads chiefly from Japan itself. In the past few 
months of Japanese occupation of North China it is becoming 
rapidly true. Away from the big cities and th© narrow 
corridor follovdng the railway lines there is everywhere chaotic 
anarchy being slowly reorganised for guerilla warfare under 
communist leadership. The same will doubtless be true follow 
in the occupied regions further south. There is therefore a close 
connection between Japanese rule and communism. Nor is the 
reason difficult to trace. Communism is a form of social re
bellion resulting from intolerable oppression by those more
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privileged. xt has a peculiar appeal for the common people, 
especially in those countries where democratic ideals'or 
praotieaa have not spread. It also aœxuends itself to 
students and other youthful radicals. It has a simple 
creed, a very concrete program, and a teohnique perfected by 
constant use. it contains the proaiee of relief dor all those 
legions of continental Asia wnion have been brought under the 
cruel tyranny of Japanese jallitary invawlou*  domination. xhe 
only real protection against Solshevitsa is the creation of1those 
social and economic improvements which it aime to bring about, 
the application af demeetia democratic principles so t iat the 
masses feel themselves to be in possession of real political 
equality, tne abandonment of arbitrary military force, 
tne abolition of poverty by reforms in taxation, high rates 
of interest, laud tenure, etc., and the development of civic 
liberty and oi individual human rights, ’fhere is no hope for 
any such progress in any region under alien Japanese military 
rule. *his  form of political absolutism will only breed 
more grinding poverty and embittered discontent with conse
quent revolutionary activities drawing most naturally upon 
communist terminology and technique, «estern readers un- 
familiax*  wits actual conditions whould oe on guard against 
Japanese assertions about Communism in China, ‘i.here is 
none of it in those urea» under the authority of the National 
vlovernment, nor the adoption of any of the cnaraoteristic^ 
policies of vne soviet Jtate. Japan is the real source of the 
spread of communistic influence in -astern Asia, both within 
Japan ano wasrever her military autocracy gains control. As 
taa physical »>ody oi forme a prooessfor ridding itself of some 
uaxtaful alment which is poisoning its life, no commmisim 
may be likened to nature’s remedy for ridding the body 
politic of a malignant» infection.

Only once has Japan really undertaken to prove her claim 
to oe a bulwark «gainst Joimunism in the 4r -East,” and that 
was not in ,-nina at all but in ■Jauiern Liberia. xhia was in tne 
tuxmoil following the Jx’eat -ar, and the real aim was of course 
to get control of the vast territory between Vladivostok and 
^ake Alka?- uhs nab the assistance and sympathy of several 
other powers, and spent a vast sum of money, but withdrew 
after four years ox wasted effort. She significance of that 
inolcx’ious episode for the pux*poae  of inis article is that the 
chief cause of failure was because the leanings-—suffered 
people of that region - by no means of predominantly communistic 
~iarmia - suffered so intensely under th© rule of the Japanese 
military anti tne Russian adventurers they set up as puppets 
ti&t they were prepared to welcome a communistic or eny other
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regime that would rid their 00untry of them.
The beet method of treating Japanese propaganda is not 

to argue for or ga against it but to test it by the record 
of easily ascertainable facts• The real metises for their 
persistent aggression in China are glory and gain, chiefly 
gain, - imperialistic conquest and commercial exploitation. 
In order to realise those objectives, as they themselves 
put it when they speak frankly, they must destroy the 
growing military strength of China, prevent her industrial 
development and eliminate foreign, especially British, influ
ence, These three aims can also be tested by the record of 
events ae planned and executed by the Japanese High Command. 
Prince Konoye summed it up when ho boasted that the purpose 
of all this frightfulness and destructive violence was to 
"boat the Chinese people to their knees and break their will 
to resist.•
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March 21 1938.

In reply refer to
FE

My dear Mr. Price:

The receipt is acknowledged with thanks of your 

letter of March 17, 1938, and the enclosures thereto 

in regard to certain aspects of the situation in China.

In reply to your Inquiry on the subject of the 

return of Americans to certain cities in China, I may 

say that we are giving the matter careful consideration 

in the light of all the circumstances.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

793.94/12697

Mr. Frank W. Price,

1208 Rennie Avenue,

OR
MAR 31 1938» /

Richmond, Virginia.

m
TÏ 
0

FEMTCVîREK 
3/21/38

FE
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CON r 1DENTIAL

U-2 Digest it Inforaation 
“ino-Japaaese Situation " 

February 2? - torch 4, 1938

After a quarter of e century of aorvlce in China the 13th 
Infantry sailed fro® Chingwangtao torch 3. Their departure w»a mrfced 
by friendly demonstrations by all nationalities. Their route to the 
train taking than to Chingwangtao wwb lined by British, French, and 
Italian troops whoee bands, in turn, headed the procession and played 
at the station. Guards of honor of those nationalities and from the 
Chinese Police sere posted at the railway station. The Japanese mili
tary were extra;jely courteous and helpful with arrangements for roll
ing stock and policing the station. They did not send s guard of honor. 

—American forces at Tientsin now consist of tw companies of torines, 
about 250 all told, detached from the tori»® iArabassy guard at Folping.

tollable confidentiel sources state that T. V. Joong, Just 
before he left -'ougkong for liantow, was approached by the Italian Am
bassador together with the ''unofficial Japanese Ambassador’’ (Ito) re
garding 31no-Japanese peace negotiations. Cora, the Italian Ambassador, 
outlined what he called “lenient" terras. These were: (a) special eco
nomic privileges for Japan in Forth China, (b) Japanese garrisons to 
be stationed in North Chine, (c) recognition of tonehoukuo, (d) indem
nity, (o) a neutral zone at Shanghai, Core stated that hia position 
as a mediator differed fro® that of th® ihnmn Ambaseedor in that he 
(..’ore.) would only transmit toms that wr® in hia personal opinion, a 
reasonable basis for negotiation. Joong believes that Clano and Musso
lini sanctioned the visit. Soong also believes that theue more moder
ate terms indicated that J«r.-an was anxious for an early eace. A rep
resentative from General totmil tad approached Joong at hon-jkong a 
short time before the Italian visit and also ri'OT'.isod "lenient peace 
toms"'if -j(x>n« would agree to nepotists. oong left for tonkw before 
any further nesotiations wore attempted.

T. V. h-joag has boon appointed Vie® Chairman of the Comiaeitm 
of .ioronautioal Affairs, hie job will be to coordinate the Chinese air 
force, todays Chiang tal-ehek still remains a meraber of the Comission 
triourh her post us secretary tonaral has boon abolished.

tony important activities of the Chinese Government formerly 
located at Shanghai are now at tongkong. Araon^ thorn are the head office 
staff of th® Bank of China, the 'Xtrchaslng Repartaient of the Central 
Trust, which had boon doing the Important purchases for the Chinese 
Government, the Purchasing Commission of the Ministry of toilways, the 
Railways Finance Commission, Postal Remittances and tovl-.^ Sank, the 
Resources Comission, and other government and quasi-government activities
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/ulvica fraa Hankow ladloates that the Chin»*®  JovernHsnt 
ha*  begun to control the exportation of Chinese eurranoy. A Customs 
order dated *-«rah  1 prohibit*  the ohljwent, or carrying out of the 
country, of eurraney counting to nor» than VbGO y«x. without an of
ficial perialt.

Confidential reports froa «ranoe state that aircraft are 
still finding their way into China via the Indo-Chinese railways, 
hila these praawrably were ordered prior to the hoatilltiee, the inter 

pretetlon on pre-war orders le mde liberally, a recent order for 30 
oten S3*  a haa b«en reported, «hile «usaian shipmate continue to in

crease, it i*  doubted that the Soviet >overmaent will take any retire 
pert In the war. /reach official*  In Tokyo believe that Japan nay be 
preparing for an attack on the Russian narltia® provinces in Siberia. 
They state that the Japanese high oomand realise that th® Japanese 
wr spirit is at fun flood now, and the people are ready for any sac
rifice. If this spirit were allowed to subside, It would be difficult 
to rouse again. The military leaders believe they oan gain a decision 
over iaiasia while holding th® Chinese flank with ease. Many /ranch 
officers also bsliava thio possible. The saaie sources state with 
reference to General Latsul’s relief that he «sight have boon recalled 
to Japan to be ready for a military coup in ante th® CoveriBM»nt*s  no- 
bilismtion bill Is defeated in the Liat. ûatsul is reported to ba Just 
the parson to bead such u coup.

The Japanese Diet continuas to resist the passajj® of the Jov- 
arnm>ut*s  National Mobiliration Hill. Isa Abo, leader*  of th© left wing 
Social Mas*  party, vu attacked by unknown assailants at hi® hone on 
karch 3, and had hla Jaw fractured. This attack resulted in a stormy 
session in the Diet in which proper protection for miners of iWlia- 
mnt was demuuad. A rinoa meting of Iso Abe*s  party voted to intro
duce a notion in the Diet to impuach .-«dniral Suntsugu, the <«oae Minis
ter, for failure to preserve peace and. order. Competent observers he
li-,ve that despite the strong opposition, the noblliratlon «oasur® will 
probably pass with only Mnor changes.

Th® Japanese ministry of Agriculture and Forestry announced 
on larch 1 that Japan Lus abandoned its plan to s.-nd "research ship»" 
to Alaskan waters to "study" auliaon Kigration. It visa hoped by this 
rnsans to eliminate sources of friction between the United States and 
Japan. It is not known whether the decision to withhold the "research 
ships" Included the floating canneries which had boon the real cause 
of dissatisfaction anong the Alaskan flahewaen.

hear Admiral £5oda, Japanese naval «;-ok»®aw et a press con
fer snea on March 3, stated that up to March 1 Japanese naval planes had 
accounted for 764 Chinese airplanes, 339 ef which had bean shot down. 
Japanese losses for the saw period were 78 planes. Ke further stated 
that th® success of ths Japan»»® mas air raid on Hauobang i?«bruary 26 
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was nost complote. In this ea«^agamsat 18 Japanese planes encountered 
&G Chinese aircraft, aostly Kuasian type. Thirty-seven Chinese ships 
were shot down and the Japanese lost only X. It is evident that these 
figures Bust be accepted with reservations.

aOHTE CgPta

The Japanese drives in 3outh Chanai have had a large measure 
of success. The Chinese were stubbornly holding along the dianai Rail
way south of d-lngshih until a Japanos® detachment driving west from 
l.uan captured Liafen on February £8, th a cutting th® Chinese rear. 
The Chinese forces in this arcs consisted principally of 1-rovinelal 
troops, stiffsrted with a siaable body of Central Jovernaeat troops. 
These units are retreating wat and southwest, à nwabcr have succeeded 
in crossing the Yellow River west into Shensi and others are apparent
ly out off in the vicinity of i-infen. Chinese losses have been heavy. 
It ia ostimted that IQ,GOO have boon killed and 40,000 wounded during 
the paat week. The Japanese now hold the ..ihansi Railway to a point 
south of kinfen; one Japanese detachment is reported lb nilas west of 
...in fan. According to unconflrMod reports enni, on the Shansi Railway, 
SO miles south of LinXen, has bean ta. on by & Japanese force which 
pushed in from Yuanchu on th® Yellow River. Another Japanese column 
moving fro® Fenyang, 90 alios southeast of Taiyuan, has driven north
west past Alshih to an important Yellow River Crossing Just wst of 
Lishih. Thia cro^ sing is on ths line of eooMuniaation serving Chu 
Tub’s irregular units in Shansi and x-opoi. <hil« the irregulars can 
live off the country as far as food, and shelter are concerned, their 
sviusunitloa supply my &e seriously hmpered. The Jaj^nea® should have 
little difficulty in clearing the remainder of orxjanisad C-hinea® resist
ance fro® southern ..'iiansi v.ithin th® next wak or two. .Juerrilla units, 
however, will have to be contouded with for*  a jajoh longer period.

Chines® irregulars in the vicinity of helping arc reported to 
be active, .evcrul thousand er® reported in th® hills wat of Ken- 
toukou, 20 miles west of Aaipin.;. A Japanese supply train ma wrecked 
February £8, killing a number of Japanese troops. A recent Japanese 
campaign to mop these raiding parties la reported to have be»n unsuc
cessful.

The opening of the Joint Reserve flank of Worth China, origi
nally scheduled for llarch 1, has been postponed. 

wwshax /routs

Japanese forces in Horth honan ar® now in complete occupation 
of the north bank of the Yellow hiver from a point opposite Kaifeng west
ward. to fuanohu, .just west of th® Rhanai border. They are now mopping 
up ths rcm&ats of Chinos® forces in the arcs. From the southwestern 
edge of thia sector at Yuanohu, a Japanese force is reported to be 
pressing toward kaual on the Shansi Railway to cut off retreating Ohines®

•3-
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units. Tlie Japanese have rads no serious attempt to cross the river 
as yet.

la southern Shantung the Japanese have mde slight progress 
wet and southwest of Tslning against Chinese resistance. There has 
been no change on the Tsin-iu Railway. East of the Tsin-?u, the Jap
anese have reached <^ini. Along the cosat Japanese units are reported 
to have pushed to Antungwel, just south of the ’.bantung border. This 
last point is only «0 miles from the eastern taminuu of th® hunghai 
Railway.

South of the Rungtai, strong Chinese attacks direaWL prin
cipally against the rear and flanks of the Japanese, have forced their 
withdrawal to the south bank of the Ew»i River. They are now held st 
ïiwaiyuan, i’engpu and Linhraikuan. It is not certain whether or not 
their advanced column at ,uho, on their right flank, has ala© been 
withdrawn. Chinese attacks south of Rèngpu »r® reported to be causing 
the Japanese trouble. Delated reports state that bitter fighting has 
been in progress for over a week nt Chanpaling, on th® Tsln-Pu Railway 
only riilcB northwst of Ranking.

Ghlxiooe forces at «Injskswag, hinhwaikuan «nd who were tombed 
by Japanese planes on Aaroh 1 in an effort to relieve the pressure on 
their hard pressed units. Chengchow »j also bombed on tarch 1.

The Military Attache to China, who has juat visited the Rung- 
tai fronts, reports that th®r« ar® no indication® that th® Chine jo con
templât® offensive action east of Chengchow. Their only thought la of 
defense «nd they give leak of air force and artillery as an excuse for 
inaction. Deeauae of this lack, the iâea that a stand-up fight ia no 
longer possible has taken root. Under such eircumtanctea even a stub
born defense la unlikely. H ««sever, the Japanese also ar® not in suf
ficient force to take the of fans! vs. Cuohow (junction of lunghal «nd 
Tain-Pu) is in little danger unless the Japanese materially reinforce 
their troops on one or both sides of the Tsin-i’u. Imports of battles 
in thia area have bj««n greatly exaggerated and may wounded in the 
Sucbow hospitals were believed to be suffering fro» self-inflicted 
wounds. The Japanese drive on the ring-han wa practically unopposed 
as an Chinese imita except tan Fu-lln's 13rd ^rray tad b on withdrawn, 
.an lu-lin is retiring toward th® southwest. The Military Attach® be
lieves that the Japanese now are trying to leak® their drives whore they 
can be done apiinst a minimin of opposition end that for the present 
they intend to do no nor® than to occupy the north tank of the Tollow 
River from Tungkwan to Kaifeng. He does not believe the Japanese plan 
to cross the river at present. The Chinese ar® prepared to prevent 
such a crossing if it is attempted.

CENTRAL CHINA

Except for air activity there was little action In this
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theater. Japanese planes bombed Xohang on February 3B. on fâarah 2 they 
bOKbed several langtso hiver cities including Ishang. Chinese report 
that one JapeneM {unboet and one destroyer were junk by Chinese air
craft on February 36, at a point 18 miles upstrema fron uhu.

Japanese authorities at Shanghai reported ?;arch 3 that Tang 
3hao-yl, first premier of the Chines© kepublio after the 1911 revolu
tion», bee agreed t© head a Japanese-controlled puppet government In 
Central China, to be established at banking. Thia report was scouted 
by Aiabaeaador C. T. îang at Washington, who asserted that th© report 
«ss fanteatie since Tang ass a states^» of high order and a true 
patriot and that he would, not be a party to Japanese intrigue.

Under instructions from Japanese military at 'shanghai, the 
local Comissloner of Customs is refusing to permit the raahiwent of a 
car^o of automobile tires from Chaa^ml to Hongkong. The basis for these 
instruction» la to prevent any so-called war mterifels from reaching 
Chinese government a^neiea. 3© far this prohibition has been made ef
fective only against automobile tires. Other types of mraiwidiae have 
been passed after représentations were mde to the appropriate Cuatoaa 
officials.

Reliable reports stat© that large scale smuggling operations 
in th® 3banghei area have bean started by Japanese.

cimiA

iMily Japanese air raids on the ^wanjjtung railways continue*  
Chinese aircraft la reported, to be more than holding their ow in thia 
area. Damage to railways la alight and through mil service is being 
maintained. The ftooca Tigris forts were shelled by Japanese ;saval ves
sels early In the week, but little activity 1» reported during the 
last few days. One Japanese destroyer wta reported disabled by gun
fire from the forts on February £3.

According to reliable sources increased Chinese air activity 
in couth China is principally due to foreign personnel now flying for 
the Chinese Government. British ssafie Gloucester Gladiator airplanes 
are now in use in this area and they have Inflicted considerable damage 
to attacking Japanese aircraft. It la raportud that at least six Jap
anese bombers were shot down by these ships between February SB and 
llareh 1. One Chinese ship was reported lost because of motor failure.

The British Ambassador at Tokyo presented a note from his 
Government strongly protesting the violation of Hongkong territorial 
waters on February 11 when a Japanese armed motor trawler fired upon 
and seized four trading junks.

swat

?iith the complete control of all th© main arteries in Shansi
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soon to be secured, Japanese occupation of the fit» northern provinces 
will be complété. The control of the Tientsin-Putow -tailway fro» Man- 
Ung to Tientsin still remains an unfinished job, but with the release 
of some of the forces now operating in Chansi and north Honan, that 
could be accomplished in about a month or so. The occupied area, how
ever, will be oon-stantly sub joe t to harassment by Chinese irregular 
units and the lot of small Japanese dotacluaents along their eomuniea- 
tion lin s will be an unhappy one.

Further penetration into China will require additional Jap
anese forces. It is not likely that the Japanese will attempt to 
cross the fellow River in Honan or into Shensi, against the expected 
Chinese resistance, with their present strength. The south bank of 
the Tallow River from Tungkwan to Kaifeng is well defended by fairly 
reliable Chinese troops*  A Japanese penetration west from the bend 
of the Tellow River at Tunijkwan along the ’del River va.' ley to Sian is 
possible but unlikely, .'forth of the »ei Hiver valley Shensi is made 
up of loose hills intersected by deep ravines, ideal country for guer
rilla operations. Since thore are no indications that the Japanuse 
intend sending large scale rolnforeomnts into China at present, it 
is probable they intend no further penetration at this time.

It is interesting to note that the Japanese forces which are 
experiencing difficulty north of banking are the suse units whose lack 
of discipline after the fall of Ranking caused such universai condem
nation.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
March 31, 1938.

^^The Embassy’s summary of 

Consul Sokobin’s despatch ap
pears to be adequate.

For an elaboration of 
the Embassy’s summary you may 
care to read the marked passages 
on Fages 2, 3 and 4 of Consul 
Sokobin’s despatch.

ARR
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, February 16,

Subject: Conditions at IWeihsien. Shantung »

The Honorable

Division of \ 
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS $

MAR 2 2 1938
x Department of State

3
 The Secretary of State, 

p Washington, D. C.

\ Sir:
. c'a

\ I have the honor to enclose a copy of despatch

1/ No.' 261 of February 7, 1938, addressed to the Embassy

by the Consulate at Tsingtao, containing information

supplied by an American resident of Weihsien, Shantung,^ H
00 P.with regard to the Japanese occupation of that city.
co 

According to this informant, Americans suffered °®
'%

no injury and their property no damage; there was 

"wholesale” raping of Chinese women; Japanese mili

tary took revenge for depredations against them in the 

vicinity of Weihsien by such actions as (1) the

destruction

793.94/12699
 

F/FG
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destruction of Anchiu, where Chinese forces, under 

the Mayor of Weihsien, killed or wounded a consider

able number of Japanese, and (2) the destruction of a 

village because Chinese Communists had urged the vil

lagers not to comply with an order of the Japanese to 

return railway tracks and ties which had been torn up 

by Chinese.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Enclosure: 
Tsingtao’s No. 261, 
February 7, 1938.

Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.

710

LES-SC
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No. 261 F O A V c

AMERICAN CONSULATE

Tsingtao, China, February 7, 1938.

uUBJECT: Conditions at Welhslen, Shantung.

The Honorable

Nelson True1er Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Peiping, China.

Sir;

I have the honor to q,uote below in full a memo

randum prepared by Vice Consul C. 0. Hawthorne of thle 

office following a call today by Dr. Hosmer F. Johnson, 
V 

an American resident of Vielhslen, Shantung:

’•Dr. H. F. Johnson of the American Presbyterian 

Mission at •elhslen, Shantung, called at the consulate 

this morning when the following information, believed 

to be of Interest, was obtained.

"Mayor Li and other local officials withdrew from 

A elhslen on December 28, 1937, and Japanese military 

forces from the west finally occupied the city with

out resistance on January 10, 1938. The taking over 

of the city was accomplished in an orderly manner, 

but wholesale raping of native women occurred during 

the first night of occupation. No damager has occur

red to American Ilves or property and none is expect

ed. Fearing attack by bandits the American Presbyter

ian Mission obtained written permission from Mayor 

Li prior to his departure to use armed guards to

protect.
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protect the mission compound in which several hundred 

natives had taken refuge. Mayor Li likewise supplied 

arms and ammunition. After the arrival of the Japanese 

Dr. Johnson requested and obtained, through the local 

Peace Maintenance Commission, permission from the 

Japanese military authorities to use armed guards 

against oandits. The Japanese military also caused 

to be posted on the gate to the Presbyterian Mission 

compound a notice in Japanese, warning Japanese troops 

that they would be severely punished should they seek 

admission except on official business.

’’Mayor Li is reported to have led the surprise 
I attack on the Japanese recently at xnchiu, 2b miles 

j southwest of weihsien on the «eihsien-Chucheng iaotor 

I road, when 60 Japanese were reported to have been 

J killed and 60 Japanese wounded returned to weihsien.

The forces at the Mayor’s command consisted of his 

personal bodyguards and an unknown number of Pi en 

Yi Tui. After this attack Li’s men are understood 

to have withdrawn southward and the Japanese retaliated 

by completely razing nnohiu. Mayor Li is reported 

to have returned to Weihsien in disguise several times 

I since his original departure. Dr. Johnson predicts 

further attacks on the Japanese by irregulars in 

southern Shantung, particularly in view of the treat

ment of Chinese women by Japanese troops at Weihslen 

and other cities and villages occupied by them. He 

says that the attitude of the Shantung people is that 

while...
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while they did not particularly object to the occu- 

| pation of the province by the Japanese military, in 
I the absence of any resistance they did not expect 

! that their women would be violated. Now that it has 

| occurred they feel that they might jMst as well have 

Ifought even though such resistance as could have been 

«offered would have been futile.

"Dr. Johnson stated that the rails and cross 

ties removed from the railway along the 25 mile 

stretch of track near «eihslen were taken by the 

poor people; the rails were not shipped to Hankow, 

as previously reported. The Japanese gave the natives 

three days in which to find all the rails and another 

three days in which to bring them back to the right of 

way. So far as he knows they have all been returned. 

The cross ties, however, had all been burned as fuel. 

To replace these ties each family resident along 

that portion of destroyed track was ordered by the 

Japanese military to supply a certain number of ties, 

the number to be supplied being dependent upon the 

amount of land taxes paid by each family- Consequent

ly 80,000 trees have been Marked by the authorities 

to be out to supply the necessary ties.

"According to a Chinese doctor attached to the 

Presbyterian hospital at 'Jeihslen, who visited his 

native village, 30 li from Weihslen, over the New 

Year holidays, representatives of the 8th Route 

Army, which is supposed to be concentrated in the 

southern part of the province, last week visited 

i the...
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th*  village adjoining that in which the doctor lives 

end enjoined the villagers not to comply with the 

Japanese request to return the rails and supply cross 

ties. This apparently became known +'/ the Japanese 

who, on February 3rd, burned the |*illage  in question, 

find rainy refugees from there havy arrived in weihsien. 

”ïrains are occasionally running from Tsinan 

down as far as Weihsien, but Dr. Johnson believes it 

will be several months before normal traffic can 

possibly be resumed.

Carl 0. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul."

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
American Consul.

800 
dS/GML

Original and five copies to Embassy, Peiping, 
Copy to Embassy, Hankow, 
Copy to Chefoo.

A t’Ue Copy nf
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\jepartment of StateJ ____ _
. division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 23, 1938.

Tokyo*s  No. 279? entitled 
"Representations Made by the 
American, British, and French 
Embassies in Tokyo with Respect 
to the Slno-Japanese Conflict", 
contains (1) summaries of the 
representations made by the 
three Embassies mentioned during 
the period from February 16 to 
March 1, 1938, inclusive. These 
representations have already 
been reported in full by tele
gram or by despatch.

FE:Ballantine:VCI
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the foreign service 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, March 2, 1938.

No. 2797

SUBJECT: REPRtsSELj TAT IONS MADE BY THE AD’ERTCAkt RUTm-rotr
SS WITH ^3PSCT T0’

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

The Honorable

kivissjujj y/' 'v

WAR I
V J

^«partaient cl Slate

Sir:

The Secretary of State,

Washington

With reference to my

1938, I have the honor to1/2/3

member of my staff on the

despatch No. 2771/of February 17 

enclose outlines prepared by a

following subjects:

I.

793.94/12700
 

F/FQ

o
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I. Representations made by the American 
Embassy in Tokyo with respect to the Sino- 
Japanese conflict from February 16 to March 1, 
1958, inclusive.

II. Representations made by the British Embassy 
in Tokyo with Respect to the Sino-Japanese 
conflict from February 16 to March 1, 1958, 
inclusive.

III. Representations made by the French Embassy in 
Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japanese conflict 
from February 16 to March 1, 1958, inclusive.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C. Grew.

710
GDA

E?/Wsures:
As listed above
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 2797 dated March 2, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I - REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE AMERICAN EMBASSY 
IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT FEBRUARY 16 TO MARCH 1, 1938, INCLUSIVE.

In his telegram No. 240, February 11, the Consul General 

at Shanghai reported that since August 1937 Japanese military 

and naval units had been occupying the premises of the University 

of Shanghai, a large and valuable educational Institution jointly 

owned by the Northern and Southern Baptist missionary societies; 

that some of the University’s buildings had been damaged and 

the majority had been looted during the period of Japanese 

occupancy; that no reply had been received from the Japanese 

Consul General in Shanghai to his (Mr. Gauss’s) repeated 

written representations but that orally he had been vaguely 

assured from time to time that efforts were being made to 

induce the military and naval authorities to vacate the property. 

On February 16 Mr. Dooman informed Mr. Yoshizawa of the substance 

of this telegram from Shanghai and said that such occupation 

by Japanese forces of the University of Shanghai could not be 

squared with the official assurances repeatedly given that 

American property would be respected. Expressing surprise 

over Mr. Gauss’s statement.that the Japanese Consul General 

had thus far failed to reply in writing to Mr. Gauss’s 

repeated written representations, Mr. Yoshizawa stated that 

he would inquire into the matter and do his best to see that 

it was satisfactorily settled. (Embassy’s telegram to the 

Consulate General at Shanghai of February 16, 4 p.m.)

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, the Ambassador 

addressed an aide-memoire to the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

on February 17 referring to the former’s notes of December 23 

and December 27, 1937, in which was set forth the interest of 

the
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the United States Government in the preservation of the 

integrity of the Chinese Maritime Customs and in which 

desire was expressed for certain assurances by the 

Japanese Government calculated to maintain the integrity 

and authority of the Customs. The substance of the Embassy’s 

aide-memoire was as follows: The American Government, before 

examining any plan for settlement of the customs problem, ex

pected to receive from the Japanese Government broad and posi

tive assurances that no action would be taken or countenanced 

which would disrupt the Chinese Customs Service or jeopardize 

the servicing of foreign loans and indemnity quotas from the 

Customs revenues and that the servicing of such obligations 

would be considered and treated as first charges on the Customs 

revenue after the deduction of the costs of maintaining the 

Chinese Maritime Customs. (Department’s telegram No. 59, 

February 15, Embassy’s telegram No. 112, February 17, 1938).

On February 16 the Ambassador received from the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs a note dated February 15 which requested that, 

in order that greater facilities might be provided to Japanese 

commanders in China for the protection of lives and property 

of American nationals, Americans and administrators of American 

property outside the zones occupied by the Japanese forces be 

asked to carry out the following provisions: (a) to set up 

horizontal beacons clearly discernible from high altitudes 

and, in addition, to set up large vertical beacons clearly 

discernible from a great distance on the ground; (b) to define 

by street maps if possible the exact location of such American 

property and to transmit these maps, together with the designs 

of the beacons, without delay to the nearest Japanese Army auth

orities or to the nearest Japanese Embassy or Consulate;

(c)
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(c) not to permit the Chinese forces to station themselves in 

the vicinity of such property or to set up military establishments 

there; (d) not to permit the use of the above-mentioned beacons 

by the Chinese forces; and (e) to communicate at the earliest 

opportunity with the nearest Japanese Army authorities or with 

the nearest Japanese Embassy or Consulate in case of damage to 

such property. The Japanese note requested that in those cases 

where it is difficult to communicate the exact location of 

property and the designs of beacons to the nearest military 

authorities or to the nearest Embassy or Consulate, the Ambassador 

so far as possible report this information to the Foreign 

Office in Tokyo. In conclusion, the note stated that it was 

believed, aside from the foregoing,, that if American nationals 

would take refuge in safety zones this, together with the 

fullest care on the part of the Japanese armies, would contribute 

greatly to the prevention of unfortunate incidents. (Embassy’s 

telegram No. 108, February 16, 1938).

On February 17 the Ambassador received a further note 

from the Minister for Foreign Affairs which made reference to the 

above-mentioned note dated February 15 and earnestly requested 

that in those cases where Chinese trains and other objects of 

a military nature lie in the vicinity of churches, factories and 

the like owned by American nationals, the Chinese forces be 

urged to move these military objects elsewhere and to refrain 

from placing them in contiguous areas. (Embassy’s telegram 

No. 113, February 17, 1938).

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, on February 21 

the Ambassador addressed a formal note to the Minister for

Foreign
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Foreign Affairs in reply to the latter’s note of February 15.

The Ambassador stated in his note that he had communicated the 

text of Mr. Sirota’s note to the appropriate American officials 

and that he assumed that appropriate communication would be 

made by them in so far as feasible to American nationals or 

administrators of American property in China outside zones now 

occupied by Japanese Imperial forces. The Ambassador’s note 

then stated as follows:

”1 am instructed, however, to point out that 
under the circumstances which prevail and in connection 
with the areas described there rests upon American 
officials and other American nationals in China no 
obligation whatsoever to take precautionary measures 
requested on behalf of the Imperial forces in Your 
Excellency’s note under reference; I am to state 
that toward safeguarding American lives and interests 
involved precautionary measures have voluntarily been 
advised and voluntarily been taken in so far as 
possible and that such measures will continue voluntarily 
to be taken; but that, nevertheless, irrespective of 
whether American nationals take or do not take such 
precautionary measures, obligation rests upon the 
Japanese military authorities to exert the utmost 
precaution to the end that American nationals and property 
shall not be injured by Japanese military operations; 
and that whether such requests of the Imperial forces 
have or have not been complied with, whenever and 
wherever American nationals or property have been or 
may be injured in consequence of the operations of 
Japanese armed forces the American Government is 
compelled to attribute to the Japanese Government 
responsibility therefor.

American nationals and property lawfully located 
in China possess there certain well-recognized rights 
which are in no way altered by the circumstances of the 
present conflict; American nationals, although advised 
by American authorities to withdraw from areas in which 
danger exists, are under no obligation to do so, and 
in some cases find withdrawal impossible; American 
property situated in areas which are made or which are 
about to be made theaters of military operations can 
in most cases not be removed; this is obviously the 
case as regards real property; the presence of Chinese 
military personnel or equipment in the neighborhood 
of American nationals or property is clearly a circumstance 
over which American officials or other American nationals 
do not and cannot exercise control, and it in no way . 
alters the rights of such American nationals or lessens - 
the obligations of the Japanese armed forces or authorities 
to respect those rights; disclaimers of the responsibility 
by the Imperial forces will not alter these rights or 
these obligations respectively. In the light of these

facts
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facts and considerations, failure on the part of 
American officials or nationals to have complied 
with the requests of the Imperial forces under the 
circumstances affords no excuse for injury which 
has occurred or which may occur to American nationals 
or property by Japanese armed forces; and any such 
injury, as has been stated in my note No. 781 of 
August 27, 1937, is considered by the American 
Government as upon the responsibility of the 
Japanese Government." (Department’s telegram No. 63, 
February 18, 1938. and Embassy’s telegram No. 121, 
February 21, 1938).

In handing his formal reply to the Foreign Office, 

and acting under the Department’s instructions, the Ambassador 

made reference to Mr. Hirota’s note of February 17 and 

orally stressed the American Government’s position, as set 

forth in its formal note, with regard to American property 

in the neighborhood of which Chinese military personnel 

or equipment may be located. (Department’s telegram No. 63, 

February 18, and Embassy’s telegram No. 121, February 21, 

1938).

In a telegram to the Department dated February 17, the 

Ambassador recommended that he be authorized to make oral 

representations to and to leave an aide-memoire with the 

Foreign Office concerning the fact that American citizens 

resident in Japan had received from Japanese taxation auth

orities demands for payment of the North China Incident Income 

Special Tax in accordance with the provisions of law No. 66, 

which was promulgated in the Official Gazette of August 12, 

1937. (Embassy’s telegram No. 1.10, February 17, 1938). By 

its telegram No. 65 of February 19 the Department approved the 

action suggested by the Ambassador and the text of the 

aide-memoire proposed by him. Consequently, on February 21 

the Embassy addressed to the Foreign Office an aide-memoire 

which pointed out that the above-mentioned taxes, along with 

other taxes which might thereafter be laid down for the 

specific purpose of providing funds for military purposes in

China,
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Ghina, were in their application to .American citizens 

contrary to the terms of the Treaty of Commerce and 

Navigation of 1911 between the United States and Japan, 

which provides that the citizens or subjects of both countries 

shall be exempt in the territories of the other country 

from all forced loans or military exactions or contributions. 

Stating that the American Government would welcome an 

expression from the Japanese Government of concurrence in 

the view that the taxes under reference are not applicable 

to citizens, whether private or corporate, of the United 

States, the aide-memoire concluded with the statement that 

the American Government invited an assurance that measures 

which had been taken to collect such taxes from citizens 

of the United States would be discontinued. (Embassy’s telegram 

No. 110, February 17 and Department’s telegram No. 65, February 

19, 1938).

On the basis of a telegram from the Embassy at Hankow 

dated February 15, noon, the Embassy addressed a memorandum 

to the Foreign Office on February 18 referring to the three 

bombing attacks by Japanese airplanes on February 14 on the 

American Southern Baptist Mission at Chengchow, Honan Province, 

reiterating the American Government’s views concerning unwarrant

able attacks upon humanitarian establishments and non-combatants, 

and protesting against these bombing attacks at Chengchow which 

caused damage to American property and jeopardized the lives 

of non-combatants. (Embassy's telegram No. 116, February 18, 

1938).

The Embassy was telegraphically informed by the Consulate 

General in Shanghai on February 18 that in behalf of American 

citizens the Consulate General had forwarded to the Japanese

Consulate
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Consulate General a considerable number of applications 

for passes to inspect American property located at 

Chiaotaotseng, Changshu, Chinkiang, Changchow, Kiangyin, 

Liuho, Quinsan and Wusih in Kiangsu Province and that 

none of these applications had been acted upon because of 

the refusal of the Japanese military authorities to permit 

foreigners to return to or even visit their stations. On 

February 19 the Embassy made representations to the Foreign 

Office on this matter, requesting that instructions be issued 

to arrange for and facilitate legitimate visits of inspection 

to their properties by American citizens. (Telegram from 

the Consulate General at Shanghai No. 275, February 18, and 

Embassy’s telegram to the Consulate General at Shanghai 

dated February 19, 12 noon.).

On the basis of a telegram from the Consulate General 

at Shanghai dated February 19, the Embassy made informal 

representations to the Foreign Office on February 24 concerning 

the continued occupation and the continuous looting and damaging 

of the properties of the American Southern Baptist Mission at 

Paoching, Chapel. The Foreign Office stated that the matter 

would be taken up with the Japanese military authorities. 

(Telegram from the Consulate General at Shanghai No. 284, 

February 19, 1938).

It will be recalled that on the basis of a telegram 

from Hankow the Embassy made representations to the Foreign 

Office on February 7 concerning the Japanese air attack of 

January 24 on the Evangelical Lutheran Mission at Ichang, 

stating that the damages caused to the Mission amounted to 

2,300 dollars Chinese currency.(Telegram from the Embassy at 

Hankow, No. 80, February 4, and Embassy’s telegram No. 84, 

February 8, 1938). The Foreign Office’s reply, dated

February
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February 21, expressed regret for the bombing of the 

Ichang Mission, stated that the attack had been due to 

frozen bombing equipment of the Japanese ai-rpl stir,g and 

was therefore an "unavoidable error", and added that the 

Japanese Government was prepared to give consideration 

to payment of compensation "after full investigation”. 

(Embassy’s telegram No. 128, February 24, 1938).

On February 26 Mr. Dooman left with Mr. Tshij of the 

Foreign Office an aide-memoire stating that information 

had been received to the effect that the Japanese military 

authorities at Shanghai were planning to impose a postal 

censorship. The Embassy’s aide-memoire added that the 

censorship of American mail by Japanese censors at Shanghai 

would be an unwarranted infringement of the rights of the 

American nationals concerned and requested that the 

appropriate Japanese authorities at Shanghai be instructed 

to refrain from instituting such censorship. (Embassy’s 

telegram No. 135, February 26, 1938).

In his conversation with Mr. Ishii on February 26, 

Mr. Dooman brought up the question of the large quantities 

of Chinese goods which had been imported into China, especially 

into North China through Tientsin, without payment of the 

prescribed Chinese duties. The Counselor of the Embassy 

pointed out that such imports, when placed upon Chinese 

markets, seriously prejudiced the sale of competitive American 

goods; referred to the conversation which the Ambassador had 

had on the matter with the Minister for Foreign Affairs on 

January 17; and read to Mr. Ishii the Ambassador’s memorandum 

of his conversation on that date with Mr. Hirota, stressing 

the point emphasized by Mr. C-rew that the importation without 

duty
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duty and placing on Chinese markets of Japanese goods was 

a violation of the assurance given by the Japanese Government 

that it would refrain from injuring American interests in 

China. Mr. Dooman then gave to Mr. Ishii the substance of 

Tientsin’s telegram No. 39, February 17, to the effect that 

412,000 gallons of kerosene had been imported duty-free at 

Tientsin under Japanese military auspices during February 

and that 354,000 gallons of duty-free kerosene had been for

warded to Peking by a Japanese petroleum company between 

January 1 and February 12 to be placed on the market there.
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On February 19 the British Ambassador addressed a further 

letter to the Minister for Foreign Affairs with regard to the 

failure of Japanese vessels to observe customs procedure in 

Shanghai, stating that this situation was creating a deplorable 

impression in Great Britain. There was enclosed in this 

letter a memorandum outlining the situation as follows: on 

foreign-owned wharves and ships other than Japanese customs 

work was performed by Japanese and other customs officers were 

not permitted to function; on Japanese-owned wharves there 

was no customs control; on Japanese merchantmen there had been 

no customs control since the outbreak of hostilities, the 

Japanese authorities regarding all Japanese vessels as trans

ports even though sailings of some were regularly advertised 

in the press; and since the outbreak of hostilities only 

two Japanese ships had paid tonnage dues. (Embassy’s telegram 

No. 120, February 21, 1938).

In a conversation on February 21, the British Ambassador 

told the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs that Japanese 

representatives at Shanghai were still trying to secure 

acceptance of deposit of revenues in the Yokohama Specie 

Bank before the question of the loan quotas had been fully 

discussed with representatives of the foreign Governments 

concerned. Sir Robert Craigie urged Mr. Horinouchi to instruct 

Japanese representatives in Shanghai immediately to begin 

detailed discussion of the loan quotas question with the 

Financial Adviser and the Commissioner of Customs, whereupon 
Mr. Hirota said that it would be useless to embark on such a Z

discussion
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discussion if the British authorities remained irrevocably- 

opposed to deposit in the Yokohama Specie Bank, which the 

Japanese Government regarded as a sine qua non. The Vice 

Minister repeated his former expression of doubt as to whether 

full service of foreign obligations could be maintained and 

the British Ambassador replied that he strongly deprecated any 

attempt to curtail the full service of the foreign loans. Sir 

Hobert Craigie then said that in his opinion the negotiations 

would be greatly facilitated if the Japanese Government would 

give the general assurances for which the American Ambassador 

had asked in his aide-memoire of February 17 and for which the 

British Embassy had also asked in somewhat different terms. 

Mr. Horinouchi stated that general assurances sometimes gave 

rise to misunderstandings through conflicting interpretations. 

(Embassy’s telegram No. 123, February 23, 1938).

In response to an invitation, the British Ambassador called 

on the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs on February 26 to hear 

his reply to the British representations with regard to the 

China customs. Mr. Horinouchi said in connection with the 

question of general assurances that, while it was the intention 

of the Japanese Government to maintain the integrity of the 

customs and the foreign loan services to the fullest extent 

possible in the abnormal situation prevailing at present, in view 

of the danger of misinterpretation and misunderstanding at a 

later date the Japanese Government was opposed to affording 

assurances of the scope which the American Government desired: 

that the Japanese Government preferred to regulate the question 

by negotiations on detailed points and by assurances in specific 

cases. The Vice Minister stated that the most important factor 

from the British point of view was that the foreign debt service

should
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should be maintained, to which, the British Ambassador replied 

that, while this point was certainly important, it was the 

British view that the retention of unimpaired authority by 

the Inspector General and the general integrity of the customs 

were quite as important, if not more important, considerations. 

Mr. Horinouchi then stated that the British objection to having 

the revenue deposited with the Yokohama Specie Bank was 

something the grounds of which his Government could not under

stand. Sir Robert Craigie expressed disagreement with Mr. 

Horinouchi’s views on this matter. Sir Robert Craigie asked 

whether there was any prospect of the Japanese Government’s 

agreeing that the Japanese share of the loan service and of 

such surplus as remained after foreign loan obligations had 

been fully met being deposited in the Yokohama Specie Bank, 

while the British and any other shares would be deposited in 

neutral banks. Mr. Horinouchi replied that his Government 

would not find it possible in the present circumstances to agree 

to this proposal. (Embassy’s telegram No. 137, February 27, 

1938).

Pursuant to his Government’s instructions, in the same 

conversation, i.e., the one held on February 26, the British 

Ambassador put before the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs 

the following proposal: (1) That the full services of foreign 

obligations will be maintained without interruption on due 

dates provided that revenue collections are sufficient, but 

otherwise unconditionally. (2) That foreign obligations will 

be treated as a first charge on revenue after the cost of main

taining the Customs Administration. (3) That foreign loan 

quotas will be settled by agreement with all the powers con

cerned at weekly or monthly intervals as may be agreed and

amounts
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amounts so settled shall be transferred forthwith by the 

Yokohama Specie Bank to the banks nominated by the powers 

concerned or responsible for the service of the loan, i.e. 

in the case of Great Britain there would be paid to the 

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank the quota in respect of the British 

Boxer Indemnity and in respect of the loans serviced by the 

Bank. (4) That any preventive launches, et cetera, still 

detained will be returned to the Customs. (5) That customs 

authority shall be exercised in regard to all Japanese non

military imports. (6) In addition to the above it is highly 

desirable to have a uniform tariff for all China. An assurance 

that the Japanese authorities will arrange for this with the 

Inspector General of Customs on the 1931 basis or otherwise 

would help to relieve the anxiety of the British Government 

regarding the integrity of the Customs Administration. 

(Embassy’s telegram No. 133, February 25).

On the following day Mr. Horinouchi submitted a counter

proposal worded as follows: (1) Total revenue collected by 

the Maritime Customs within the areas under Japanese occupation 

to be deposited with a Japanese bank (the Yokohama Specie Bank). 

(2) From the revenues thus deposited payments to be made by 

the bank on due dates for the service of foreign obligations, 

the quota for each port being decided upon in accordance with 

the principle of the full service of such foreign obligations. 

(3) A temporary quota for each port, calculated on the basis 

of the actual gross revenue for a given recent period, to be 

decided after discussion at Shanghai between the Japanese 

authorities and representatives of the interested Powers.

(4) Payment of foreign obligations to be treated as a first Z 

charge on the revenue after deducting maintenance expenses of 

the Customs Administration. (5) Provision to be made for the 

payment
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payment of the Japanese portion of the Boxer Indemnity «nd 

of the arrears on that indemnity. (Embassy’s telegram No. 138, 

February 28, 1938).

On or about February 24 the British Ambassador presented 

a memorandum to the Foreign Office referring to his communication 

of February 10 which had pointed out the extreme inadvisability 

of continuance of the restrictions imposed by the Japanese military 

and naval authorities in the Shanghai International Settlement on 

access to and removal of property. Sir Robert Craigie’s 

memorandum of February 24 stated that it was the earnest hope 

of the British Government that the military control of the 

International Settlement might be relaxed at an early date. 

(Embassy’s telegram No. 131, February 25, 1938).

On February 26 the British Ambassador addressed a note to 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs referring to the latter’s 

note of January 12 in which it was stated that the Japanese 

Navy had sent strict instructions to their detachments in China 

to take adequate precautions against the recurrence in the 

future of such incidents as that involving the violation of 

Hongkong territorial waters by a Japanese warship on December 11. 

Sir Robert Craigie’s note drew Mr. Hirota’s attention to a further 

serious violation of Hongkong waters on February 11 when a 

Japanese armed motor-trawler fired upon and seized four trading 

junks, ordered the crews to abandon the junks, and subsequently 

set fire to the junks. The British note stated that the British 

Government took the strongest exception to the carrying out of 

hostile operations on Hongkong territory or within Hongkong waters, 

requested that the Japanese Government take steps to insure that 

Japanese vessels strictly observe the orders issued by the Japanese 

Navy on this point, and added that in default of such steps the 

British Government would be forced to take appropriate measures

to
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to prevent the recurrence of such incidents. (Embassy’s 

telegram No. 140, March 1, 1938).

On February 15 and February 17 the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs addressed notes to the British Ambassador identic 

with those addressed to the American Ambassador on the same 

dates concerning the safety of the lives and property of 

nationals of third countries in China. (See Section I of 

the present outline). Acting under his Government’s instructions, 

the British Ambassador addressed a note to the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on February 26 reiterating the British Government’s 

views as expressed in the British Ambassador's note of October 

13, 1937, to the effect that the responsibility for insuring that 

British institutions in China are not made the subject of an 

attack must rest with the Japanese authorities concerned. The 

British note furnished the following comments on the detailed 

points set forth in the Japanese notes of February 15 and 

February 17, subject to the general reservation on the part .of 

the British Government of its rights as regards holding the 

Japanese Government responsible for damage or loss to life or 

property which may be incurred by British subjects as a result 

of action taken by Japanese forces in the course of the present 

hostilities in China:

"A. It has been suggested to those British insti
tutions, with whom communication is possible, 
that it would be in their interest to comply 
with the request that sites and buildings 
should be furnished with clearly distinguishable 
vertical and horizontal markings. It must be 
clearly understood, however, that His Majesty's 
Government cannot assume that this recommendation 
will be followed in every case nor, in the absence 
of identification marks, can they exempt the Japanese 
authorities from responsibility should British 
property be damaged or destroyed as a result of z 
action by the Japanese forces.

B. The Japanese request that the location of each 
property sjiould be reported to the hearest Japanese 

Military
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Military authorities, Embassy or Consulate, is 
being brought to the notice of those British in
stitutions with which communication is possible, 
in case they should wish to avail themselves of 
the opportunity of giving the desired information 
to the Japanese authorities. It will not, however, 
be practicable for His Majesty’s Embassy to under
take the formal and comprehensive communication 
of such information to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs.

C. and D. The Japanese Government will appreciate 
that the presence of Chinese military personnel 
or equipment in the neighbourhood of British 
subjects or properties is a situation over which 
those responsible for British property have no 
control. At the same time it is clear that 
British subjects in their own interests would 
not connive at any attempt by Chinese forces to 
occupy districts near British property for military 
purposes or to abuse the marks described in ”A” 
above.

E. This request has been noted.”

(Embassy’s telegram No. 141, March 1, 1938).
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SECTION III - REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE FRENCH WRASSY 
TOKYO, OTH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT, FEBRUARY 16 TO MARCH 1, 1938, IN
CLUSIVE .■

On February 15 and February 18 the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs addressed to the French Ambassador notes identic res

pectively with those addressed to the American Embassy on 

February 15 and February 17 concerning the safety of the lives 

and property of nationals of third countries in China. (See 

Section I of the present outline.) The French Ambassador ad

dressed to Mr. Hirota a note in reply dated February 19, 1938, 

the substance of which was that he would bring the Japanese 

notes to the attention of his Government but that he must make 

the most formal reservations with respect to the rights of 

French citizens to be indemnified for damages which they 

might suffer through the action of the Japanese armed forces, 

that it would be virtually impossible for French citizens in 

China to conform to the suggestions contained in the Japan

ese notes, and that failure to conform to these suggestions 

could in no case be interpreted as discharging the Imperial 

armed forces from the responsibilities which they might incur. 

(Embassy’s telegram No. 124 of February 23, 1938).

Having received his Government’s instructions concern

ing the Japanese notes of February 5 and February 18, Monsieur 

Arsène-Henry addressed a note to Mr. Hirota on February 25 

stating that his Government confirmed the reservations already 

macle, by him with respect to the rights of French citizens to 

be
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be indemnified for damages which they might suffer through 

the action of the Japanese armed forces and that in no case 

could the Japanese authorities evade responsibility by virtue 

of the presence of Chinese troops in the neighborhood of proper

ty belonging to French citizens, inasmuch as the latter are in 

no position to remove such Chinese troops.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
No. 2802. Tokyo, March 3, 1938.

SUBJECT: SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONS.

'■ STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

- J ■ ' .

The Honorable

The Secretary of

Washington

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch no. 2783, 

dated February 19, 1938, I have the honor to transmit 

herevzith, for the purpose of the records, further copies 

of various notes, letters, memoranda, and other documents 

relating to the present Sino-Japanese conflict.

With reference to enclosure no. 11 to this despatch, 

the Norwegian Minister has informed me in confidence that 

replies, all conforming in substance to his note of 

February 24, were addressed to the Japanese Foreign Office 

by the six representatives of the «Oslo States” in Tokyo.

.Respectfully yours,

Annfcac Joseph C. Grew.
List of enclosures.

j Lour boo Copl®*
AoC:mg (X jr'*  -JAx.
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List of enclosures transmitted with despatch no. 2802, 

March 3, 1938.

1. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew (Translation) February 3,1938.

2. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota. February 26, 1938.

3. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 12th February, 1938.

4. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American 
Embassy (Translation). February 21, 1938.

5. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota. February 21, 1938.

6. The French Ambassador, Mr. Arsène-Henry, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, le 21 février 1938.

7. The French Ambassador, Mr. Arsène-Henry, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr.^Grew. le 26 février 1938.

8. The Swiss Minister, Mr. Thurnheer, to the American 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

9. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, 
Mr. Grew. 26th February 1938.

10. The German Chargé d’Affaires, Dr. Noebel, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. (Received February 28,1938).

11. The Norwegian Minister, Mr. Koren, to the American 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew. March 3rd, 1938.

12. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
24th February, 1938.

13. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. February 24, 1938.

14. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. February 24, 1938.

15, The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. February 28, 1938.

16. Mr. Sasaki, representing Mr. Ishii, Chief of the First 
Section of the American Bureau, the Foreign Office, 
with the American Third Secretary, Mr. Schuler.
February 26, 1938.

17. Mr. Ishii, Chief of the First Section, American Bureau, 
Foreign Office, with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman. 
February 26, 1938.

18. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
28th February 1938.
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Enclosure no» i to despatch
ï? of MÀR3 1938from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. (Translation).

No. 12, American I Ministry of Foreign Affairs
CONFIDENTIAL. Tokyo, February 3, 1938.

Excellency:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your 

Excellency's note No. 867 of January 17, 1938, relating 

to the bombing on September 12 of last year by Imperial 

army aircraft of the American Missionary Hospital at 

Waichow, Kwantung Province, in which you state that you 

have been instructed by your Government to present a claim 

for damages amounting to 7,957.00 Chinese dollars proposed 

by the American Seventh Day Adventist Mission, operators 

of the above mentioned hospital, together with a request 

as to the method of payment of these damages, and in which 

you enclose a copy of a document dated November 2nd, last 

year, addressed to the American Consul General at Canton 

from the above mentioned mission concerning an estimate of 

the extent of damages from this bombing. In reply I have 

the honor to inform you that the above was conveyed to the 

appropriate authorities at once who are now conducting a 

careful investigation in accordance with the above mentioned 

estimate. As the authorities concerned have expressed a 

desire to receive as documentary data in the appraisal of 

damages in the present case, in addition to the estimate 

already provided, as many detailed photographs as possible 

showing the exact extent of damage, I have the honor to 

request Your Excellency's cooperation in obtaining this 

material.

I avail
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I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurances of my highest con

sideration.

Koki Hirota (Seal) 

Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

His Excellency

Mr. Joseph Clark Grew

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America
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Enclosure no. ' to despatch 
no.£8ü? of MAR3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr.

Mr. Grew, to the Minister 
Hirota.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NO. 881.
Tokyo, February 26, 1938. 

Excellency:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency’s 

note No. 12, American I, of February 3, 1938, wherein 

Your Excellency transmitted the request of the appro

priate Japanese authorities investigating the claim 

of the American Missionary Hospital at Waichow, 

Kwantung Province, China, for as many detailed photo

graphs as possible showing the exact extent of damage 

caused the Hospital by Imperial Japanese Army aircraft, 

and to inform Your Excellency that the American Mission 

at Waichow has furnished this Embassy, through the 

American Consul at Canton, with the three photographs 

enclosed herewith. There is also enclosed for the 

information of the appropriate authorities a copy of 

a letter, dated February 11, 1938, from the Mission in 

question, with which the photographs enclosed were 

transmitted to the American Consul at Canton.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH C. GREW.

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

etc., etc., etc.
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(copy)
WAI ON HOSPITAL & DISPENSARY 

of Seventh-Day Adventists
Waichow, Kwangtung, 

China.

February 11, 1938. •

The American Consul General, 

Canton, China.

Dear Sir:-

Replying to your inquiry which I received through 
Pastor A. L. Ham, in regard to pictures taken of the 
destruction of property caused by the bombing of the 
Mission homes and Hospital of the Seventh-day Adventist 
at Waichow, I am herewith sending those that were taken 
at that time. As these pictures -were taken before there 
was a thought of making a claim for damages, and as 
repairs were immediately undertaken, we did not think of 
the use of pictures as evidence. The pictures will give 
you an idea of the extent of the damage to the buildings.

One of the pictures I am sending shows how the plaster 
is down in the hall and this was largely the condition of 
the rooms up stairs. Another picture shows how the medi
cines, and equipment were thrown to the floor in the 
laboratory, and the one of the end of the building shows 
the windows and shutters blown away.

Thanking you for kindly forwarding these on, and 
trusting that we will be favored with an early settle
ment , I am

Sincerely yours,

sd/- P. V. Thomas
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
No. 23Q ? dated MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert
L. Craigie. to the American Ambassador, 
Mr. Grew.

British Embassy, 

Tokyo.

12th February, 1938.

My dear Grew,

You will remember that in reply to your 

memorandum >. ^e 15th December 1937 regarding the 

establishment of a safety zone at Hankow the Japanese 

Foreign Office replied on January 11th that "Japanese 

"forces will not attack the said area if no Chinese 

"forces are within it, if Chinese forces make no mili

tary use within it, and if the movements of Japanese 

"forces outside the area are not hindered from within 

"it."

I understand that the Consular body at Hankow 

approached the local Chinese authorities and pressed for 

the removal of military objectives from the area in

J question. It appears however that no complementary 

representations were made by the diplomatic representa

tives, principally on account of the opposition of the 

American Ambassador, who felt that the representatives 

of Foreign Powers in Hankow could not acknowledge the 

right of the Japanese to make the safety of foreign 

|lives and property depend on guarantees being obtained 

| from the Chinese. Nor could foreign representatives 

enforce such guarantees even if they were obtained. The 

Japanese conditions have not therefore been officially 

communicated to the Chinese Government (as distinct from- 

His Excellency the
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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the local authorities). There is now therefore talk 

of abandoning the idea of a safety zone and returning to 

the policy of a simple notification to the Japanese 

Government that foreign residents and property in Hankow 

are concentrated in the area in question.

I find myself strongly opposed to the idea of 

relying solely on the notification plan, if there is any 

chance of securing the agreement of the Chinese authori

ties to carry out the conditions for Japanese recognition 

of the safety zone. It seems to me that, as the 

Japanese never asked the foreign powers to take any 

responsibility themselves, there would be no objection 

to passing on to the Chinese Government the undertaking 

desired, and, in the event of their doing so, to in

forming the Japanese accordingly. I have accordingly 

telegraphed home in that sense, suggesting that, if 

the Chinese authorities can be brought to give the 

undertaking, we can in informing the Japanese Government 

state that, while of course assuming no responsibility 

in the matter, we have no reason to suppose that the 

conditions will not be duly fulfilled by the Chinese.

I have added that as things stand (i.e. on the assumption 

that we simply return to the notification plan) we have 

no adequate reply to the Japanese offer, which does not 

ask us to assume any responsibility.

Moreover if we fail to pass on to the Chinese 

authorities the Japanese proposals in respect of a

safety
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safety zone we not only discourage them from making 

conciliatory suggestions in future but give them a pre

text for maintaining that the Powers have failed to 

co-operate in their humanitarian efforts.

I mentioned this matter to you yesterday, 

but think you may like to have this letter in confirma

tion of what I said.

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) R. L, Craigie
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Enclosure no. 4 to despatch
no. of MAR 3 J938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(Translation).

to the Jimerican Embassy.

No. 21, American I. Department of Foreign Affairs

Tokyo, February 21, 1938.

KSiORANDUM.

The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to refer to 

memorandum of February 7 from the American Embassy reporting 

information that on January 24, 1938 bombs dropped by Japanese 

planes caused a considerable amount of damage to the property 

of the American Evangelical Lutheran Mission at Ichang, and 

protesting against this attack. The memorandum was at once 

communicated to the appropriate Japanese military authorities 

requesting investigation, from which it has been learned that 

on January 24 Japanese naval planes proceeding to attack an 

air field of the Chinese army at Ichang had to fly through the 

snow and clouds, in consequence of which the bombing equipment 

of the planes was partially frozen in such a way as to interfere 

with smooth operation. In spite of the efforts of the flyers 

to confine damage to Chinese military establishments which 

they were attacking, it has been ascertained that some of 

the bombs went amiss and it is surmised that they must have 

fallen in the vicinity of the mission. The occurrence was 

obviously the result of an unavoidable error. The Japanese 

Government, greatly regretting the occurrence of this in

cident, has the honor, with regard to compensation for 

damages, to state its readiness to give such consideration 

as may be found appropriate after full investigation.
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Enclosure No. 0 to despatch. 
No. 2SÜ2 dated MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Eirota.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, February 21, 1938. 
No. 880.

Excellency:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 

Your Excellency’s notes no. 6 of February 15, 1938, 

with regard to the marking of property in China of 

nationals of third countries, and no. 7 of February 

17, 1938, in which it is stated that the Japanese 

Government cannot assume responsibility for inci

dental damage done to such property in those cases 

where the Chinese have deliberately used areas ad

joining such property for military purposes. I did 

not fail to communicate to my Government the texts of 

these notes.

Under instruction from my Government I take note 

of the statement that notwithstanding the efforts made 

by the Imperial Army in its policy of respecting to 

the utmost the lives and property of nationals of third 

countries in China it is regretted that there have been 

instances where the property of nationals of third 

countries has suffered damages owing to inability to 

discern 

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

etc., etc., etc.,

Tokyo.
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discern the location of property or to lack of distinguish

ing marks or to use of such property for military purposes; 

and of the statement that it continues to be the policy of 

the Imperial Army to respect the lives and property of na

tionals of third countries in China. Further I note the 

request that I inform Americans or administrators of 

American property outside of zones indicated that they 

should carry into effect certain precautionary measures.

I have communicated the text of Your Excellency’s 

note to the appropriate American officials and I assume 

that appropriate communication will be made in so far as 

feasible to American nationals or administrators of Amari nan 

property in China outside zones now occupied by Japanese 

Imperial forces.

I am instructed, however, to point out that under 

the circumstances which prevail and in connection with 

the areas described there rests upon American officials 

and other American nationals in China no obligation what

soever to take precautionary measures requested on behalf 

of the Imperial forces in Your Excellency’s note under 

reference; I am to state that toward safeguarding American 

lives and interests involved precautionary measures have 

voluntarily been advised and voluntarily been taken in so 

far as possible and that such measures will continue volun

tarily to be taken; but that, nevertheless, irrespective of 

whether American nationals take or do not take such pre

cautionary measures, obligation rests upon the Japanese mili

tary authorities to exert the utmost precaution' to the end 

that American nationals and property shall not be injured 

by Japanese military operations; and that whether such requests

of
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of the Imperial forces have or have not been complied with, 

whenever and wherever American nationals or property have 

been or may be injured in consequence of the operations of 

Japanese armed forces the American Government is compelled 

to attribute to the Japanese Government responsibility there

for.

American nationals and property lawfully located in China 

possess there certain well-recognized rights which are in no 

way altered by the circumstances of the present conflict; 

American nationals, although advised by American authorities 

to withdraw from areas in which danger exists, are under no 

obligation to do so, and in some cases find withdrawal im

possible; American property situated in areas which are made 

or which are about to be made theaters of military operations 

can in most cases not be removed; this is obviously the case 

as regards real property; the presence of Chinese military 

personnel or equipment in the neighborhood of American na

tionals or property is clearly a circumstance over which 

American officials or other American nationals do not and 

cannot exercise control, and it in no way alters the rights 

of such American nationals or lessens the obligations of the 

Japanese armed forces or authorities to respect those rights; 

disclaimers of the responsibility by the Imperial forces will 

not alter these rights or these obligations respectively. 

In the light of these facts and considerations, failure on the 

part of American officials or nationals to have complied with 

the requests of the Imperial forces under the circumstances 

affords no excuse for injury which has occurred or which 

may z
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may occur to American nationals or property by Japanese 

armed forces; and any such injury, as has been stated in 

my note No. 781 of August 27, 1937, is considered by the 

American Government as upon the responsibility of the Jap

anese Government.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH C. GREW.

(Copy to the British Ambassador, Tokyo)
(Copy to the Swiss Minister, Tokyo)
(Copy to the German Charge d’Affaires, Tokyo).
(Copy to the Norwegian Minister, Tokyo).
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Enclosure no. 6 to despatch 
no. <602 of MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The French Ambassador, Mr. Arsène-Henry, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

AMBASSADE de FRANCE

au JAPON

Tokyo, le 21 février 1938

Avec les compliments de 

1’Ambassadeur de France

Son Excellence

Monsieur J. C. Grew 

Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis 

etc., etc., etc.

TOKYO
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(The French Ambassador, Mr. Arsène-Henry, to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

COPIE

Tokyo, le 19 Février 1938 

no. 10

Monsieur le Ministre,

J’ai exactement reçu les lettres collectives n°6 

et 7 en date du 15 et du 18 de ce mois, par lesquelles 

Votre Excellence a bien voulu me suggérer certaines 

mesures destinées à éviter que les Français résidant en 

Chine dans les zônes probables d’hostilités ne subissent 

des dommages dans leurs personnes ou dans leurs biens.

Je ne manquerai pas de porter ces documents à la 

connaissance de mon Gouvernement et m’empresserai de 

faire connaître à Votre Excellence les instructions 

qu’il me donnera à ce sujet.

Cependant je crois devoir faire dès à présent les 

réserves les plus formelles touchant les droits de mes 

compatriotes à être indemnisés des dommages qu’ils 

pourraient subir du fait des armées japonaises. Il 

leur serait en effet matériellement impossible de se 

conformer aux suggestions des lettres de Votre Excellence 

et la non-exécution de celles-ci ne saurait donc en aucun 

cas être retenue comme déchargeant les armées Impériales des 

responsabilités qu’elles encourraient./.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Ministre, les assurances 

de ma très haute considération,

signé : Charles Arsène-Henry
/ 

Son Excellence

Monsieur Koki Hirota

Ministre des Affaires Etrangères

etc, etc, etc. Tokyo.
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Enclosure no. ' to,..despatch 
no. of MAR 3 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The French Ambassador, Mr. Arsène-Henry, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

AMBASSADE de FRANCE

au JAPON

Tokyo, le 26 Février 1938

Avec les compliments

de 1’Ambassadeur de France

Son Excellence 
Monsieur J. C. Grew 

Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis

TOKIO
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(The French Ambassador, Mr. Arsène-Henry, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

25 Février 38

No.12 Monsieur le Ministre,

Comme j’ai eu l’honneur d’en prévenir Votre 

Excellence par ma lettre n°10 en date du 19 de ce 

mois j’ai aussitôt porté à la connaissance de mon 

Gouvernement les lettres collectives de Votre Ex

cellence Nos 6 et 7 en date du 15 et 18 de ce mois 

ainsi que la réponse que j’y avais faite par ma 

communication précitée.

M. Celbos vient de me donner pour instructions 

de faire savoir à Votre Excellence qu’il confirme 

les réserves que j’ai faites du droit de mes com

patriotes résidant en Chine à être indemnisés des 

dommages qu’ils pourraient subir du fait des armées 

•japonaises. Le Gouvernement de la République estime 

en effet que les deux lettres que Votre Excellence a 

bien voulu me faire tenir ne modifient en rien les 

droits des Français à être dédommagés de leurs partes 

éventuelles dans les conditions définies par la lettre 

que j’ai eu l’honneur d’adresser le 23 .lO’çt dernier à 

Votre Excellence sous le N° 88. En tout état de cquse 

les responsabilités qui pourraient être encourues par 

les Autorités Impériales ne sauraient être atténuées 

par la présence de troupes chinoises dans le voisinage 

de biens appartenant à des Français car il est bien 

évident que ces derniers sont hors d’état d’écarter 

les dites troupes ./.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Ministre, les 

assurances de ma très haute considération.

signé: Charles Arsène-Henry 
Son Excellence
Monsieur Koki Hirota
Ministre des Affaires Etrangères 
etc, etc, etc,

TOKYO
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Enclosure no. 3 to despatch 
“°. 2802 of MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Swiss Minister, Mr. 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

Thurnheer, to the American

LÉGATION DE SUISSE

AU JAPON

N.2.

Tokyo, February 22nd, 1938.

My dear Ambassador,

You have been kind enough to forward to me a copy 

of your letter dated February 21st, 1938, and addressed 

to the Foreign Minister. I read this answer to the two 

notes of the Japanese Foreign office, concerning damage 

in China, with the greatest interest; it shows a fair 

willingness to cooperate but leaves no doubt concerning 

the question of responsibility for past and future 

damages. This document has been useful to me in formu

lating my own answer, of which I have the honour to send 

you, confidentially, a copy here-enclosed.

With the expression of my thanks,

Yours very sincerely, 

(signed) W. Thurnheer.

1 encl.

His Excellency
Mr. Joseph C. Grew, 

American Ambassador to Japan,

Tokyo .
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(The Swiss Minister, Mr. Thurnheer, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

LEGATION DE SUISSE
TOKYO COPIE

N. 2. Tokio, le 22 février 1938

Monsieur le Ministre,

J’ai eu l’honneur de recevoir les deux notes que 

Votre Excellence a "bien voulu me faire tenir, la première, 

datée du 15 de ce mois, relativement aux mesures à prendre, 

dans certaines régions de Chine non-occupées par les 

Armées Impériales, pour désigner à l’attention les empla

cements des biens appartenant aux ressortissants suisses; 

la seconde, en date du 17 février, me demandant de m’entre

mettre afin que la Chine transfère ailleurs les objectifs 

militaires chinois qui se trouvent aux environs des églises, 

des usines, etc., appartenant aux ressortissants suisses, 

et qu’elle n’installe pas désormais tout objectif militaire 

aux environs des emplacements susdits.

Pour ce qui est de la première note (15 février 

1938), je n’ai pas manqué d’en adresser une copie à mon 

Gouvernement, et une autre au Consulat Général de Suisse 

à Shanghai, qui est la représentation suisse compétente 

en Chine. Ma transmission à ce dernier a été faite pour 

lui permettre de faciliter, autant que possible, la sauve

garde et le respect des Suisses et de leurs biens et inté

rêts, en collaboration avec les autorités japonaises. 

Cette collaboration volontaire, ou l’insuffisance, ou 

l’absence de celle-ci, de la part de mes compatriotes, ne 

devrait toutefois ni entraver la reconnaissance des droits 

et intérêts suisses, ni leur porter préjudice. En tout 

état de cause, je réserve, comme par le passé, les droits 

de mes compatriotes, pour le cas où ces derniers présente

raient à mon Gouvernement des réclamations relatives à 

des dommages qu’ils auraient subis.
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Quant à la seconde note (17 février 1938), je 

l‘ai immédiatement transmise a mon Gouvernement, pour qu’il 

puisse prendre les mesures qui lui paraîtraient indiquées.

Je tiens à exprimer à Votre Excellence mes remer

ciements pour le souci et la peine qu’Elle prend, dans les 

circonstances actuelles, à l’effet de sauvegarder les 

intérêts des ressortissants suisses en Chine.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Ministre, les 

assurances renouvelées de ma très haute considération.

(sig.) W. THURNHEER

Ministre de Suisse.

Son Excellence Monsieur Koki Hirota, 

Ministre Impérial des Affaires Etrangères,

etc. etc. etc.
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Enclosure no. 9 to despatch 
no. 2802 of MAR 3 1938 from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO

26th February 1938

WITH TEE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew
Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni

potentiary
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

No: 28 British Embassy,

Tokyo.

26th February, 1938. 

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your 

Excellency’s urgent identic note No. 6 of the 15th 

February last with regard to the marking of the prop

erty of Third Bowers in certain districts in China, 

and Your Excellency’s urgent identic note No. 7 of the 

17th February, in which it is stated that the Japanese 

Government are not in a position to assume responsi

bility for incidental damage sustained by Third Bowers 

in cases where areas adjoining the property of their 

nationals have been used by the Chinese for military 

purposes.

2. Under instructions from His Majesty’s Brincipal 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs I take note of 

Your Excellen'cy ’ s statement that, although it has been 

from the start the policy of the Imperial Japanese 

forces to proceed with the utmost respect for the lives 

and properties of nationals of Third Bowers, it is re- 

g^yetted that there have been incidents in which the 

property of foreigners has suffered some incidental 

damage in the course of engagements between the 

Japanese and Chinese forces. I note further that the 

policy of the Imperial forces for the protection of the 

lives and properties of nationals of Third Bowers in 

China will be resolutely maintained in future.

3. In
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3. In answer to Your Excellency’s request that 

certain steps should be taken in order to give the 

Japanese commanding officers in the field facilities 

for the protection of the lives and properties of 

British subjects, I have the honour to invite reference 

to a Note Verbale which was left with the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs on the 13th.of October, 1937, in which 

it was stated substantially that, while His Majesty’s 

Government gladly took note of the anxiety of the 

Imperial forces to avoid as far as possible damage to 

the property of nationals of Third Powers, they took 

the view that the responsibility for ensuring that 

British institutions in China were not made the subject 

of an attack must rest with the Japanese authorities 

concerned.

4. His Majesty’s Government are not prepared to 

depart from this principle, and the following comments 

with which I am instructed to furnish Your Excellency 

on the detailed points set out in Your Excellency’s 

note No. 6 are subject to the general reservation on 

the part of His Majesty’s Government of their rights 

as regards holding Your Excellency’s Government re

sponsible for damage or loss to life or property which 

may be incurred by British subjects as a result of 

action taken by Japanese forces in the course of the 

present hostilities in China. 

Point A. It has been suggested to those British 

institutions, with whom communication is 

possible, that it would be in their in

terest to comply with the request that

sites
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sites and buildings should be furnished 

with clearly distinguishable vertical and 

horizontal markings. It must be clearly 

understood, however, that His Majesty’s 

Government cannot assume that this recom

mendation will be followed in every case 

nor, in the absence of identification 

marks, can they exempt the Japanese au

thorities from responsibility should 

British property be damaged or destroyed as 

a result of action by the Japanese forces. 

Point B. The Japanese request that the location of 

each property should be reported to the 

nearest Japanese Military authorities, 

Embassy or Consulate, is being brought to 

the notice of those British institutions 

with which communication is possible, in 

case they should wish to avail themselves 

of the opportunity of giving the desired 

information to the Japanese authorities. 

It will not, however, be practicable for 

His Majesty’s Embassy to undertake the formal 

and comprehensive communication of such in

formation to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Point C. and D. The Japanese Government will appre

ciate that the presence of Chinese military 

personnel or equipment in the neighbourhood 

of British subjects or properties is a situa

tion over which those responsible for British

property
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property have no control. At the same 

time it is clear that British subjects 

in their own interests would not connive 

at any attempt by Chinese forces to 

occupy districts near British property 

for military purposes or to abuse the 

marks described in "A" above.

Point E. This request has been noted.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurance of my highest considera

tion.

(sgd) R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,

H. I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs
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Enclosure no. ? 0 to despatch 
no. 28Ü2 of MAR 3m 193d
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The German Chargé d’Affaires, Dr. Noebel, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

(Received February 28, 1938)

With the compliments of the

German Chargé d’Affaires
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(The German Chargé d’Affaires, Dr. Noebel. to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

Abschrift 1

DEUTSCHE BOTSCHAFT. Tokyo, den 26. Februar 1938.

Nr. 34.

Herr Minister!

Unter Bezugnahme auf die Noten Euerer Exzellenz 

vom 15. und 17. Februar Nr. 6 und 7 - betreffend Vor- 

sichtsmassnahmen zum Schutze deutschen Lebens und 

Eigentums in chinesischem Kampfgebiet - und im Anschluss 

an meine Note vom 18.2. Nr. 28 beehre ich mich, Eurer 

Excellenz nunmehr im folgenden den Standpunkt meiner 

Regierung zu ttbermitteln:

Was die Anbringung von Erkennungszeichen an 

deutschem Besitztum in China in der japanischerseits 

gewttnschten Form und was femer die Ubermittlung 

genauer Lageplhne zu den einzelnen deutschen Liegen- 

schaften in China anbelangt, so sind die deutschen 

ReichsangehBrigen in China bereits in einem frttheren 

Zeitpunkt aufgefordert worden, entsprechende Massnah- 

men zu treffen . Im Verfolg dieser Massnahmen wurden 

d^n Brtlichen japanischen Stellen teils direkt, teils 

fiber die deutsche Botschaft in Tokyo eine Reihe von 

LageplSnen deutschen Besitztums in China zugeleitet.

Auch hinsichtlich der übrigen, in den Noten 

Euerer Exzellenz vom 15. und 17. Februar enthaltenen 

Vorschlftge wird versucht werden, auf eine mBglichst 

weitgehende Berttcksichtigung derselben seitens der 

deutschen ReichsangehBrigen in China hinzuwirken.

In Ubereinstimmung mit ihrem schon wiederholt 

vertretenem Standpunkt legt meine Regierung indes

Wert /
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Wert darauf, festzustellen, dass eine Nichtbefolgung 

Oder Undurchführbarkeit der von Euer Exzellenz gege- 

benen Anregungen in keinem Faile eine Befreiung der 

japanischen Regierung von ihrer Verantwortung und 

Ersatzpflicht für allé SchSdigung deutschen Lebens 

Oder Eigentums in China begrflnden kann, soweit diese 

Schâdigung durch Massnahmen oder Handlungen der in 

China operierenden japanischen Truppen entstanden 

ist oder in Eukunft entstehen sollte.

Genehmigen Sie, Herr Minister, die erneute 

Versicherung meiner ausgezeichnetsten Hochachtung. 

gez. Noebel.

y.E.

dem Kaiserlich-Japanischen Minister 
der AUSwSrtigen Angelegenheiten, 

Herrn Koki H i r o t a,

Tokyo
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Enclosure: no. 11 to despatch 
no. Xou2 of MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Norwegian Minister, Mr. Koren, to the American 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

Légation de Norvège

Tokyo, March 3rd 1938.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE N0R7JEGIAN MINISTER.

His Excellency

Mr. Joseph Clark Grew,

The American Ambassador, 

Tokyo.
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(The Norwegian Minister, Mr. Koren, to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

copie

Légation de Norvège
Tokio, le 17 février 1938. 

15/1938. Confidentielle.

Monsieur le Ministre,

J’ai eu l’honneur de recevoir la Note con

fidentielle de Votre Excellence en date du 15 de ce mois con

cernant des mesures pour la sauvegarde de la vie et des 

biens des ressortissants norvégiens dans certaines Zones 

en Chine.

Avec mes remerciements de cette obligeante 

communication je m’empresse de dire que je n’ai pas 

manqué de porter le contenu de la même à la connaissance 

des autorités compétentes norvégiennes, et aussitôt que 

leur réponse me parviendra je me ferai un devoir de 

revenir à cette affaire.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Ministre, les 

assurances de ma plus haute considération.

(u) Finn Koren.

Son Excellence

Monsieur Koki Hirota, 

Ministre des Affaires Etrangères, 

etc., etc., etc.
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(The Norwegian Minister, Mr. Koren, to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

Légation de Norvège Tokio, le 24 février 1938,
Tokio

Confidentielle.

No.18/1938.

Monsieur le Ministre,

J’ai l’honneur d’accuser réception à Votre Excel

lence de Sa lettre confidentielle No. G0.7/A1 en date du 

17 de ce mois, par laquelle Elle a bien voulu, première

ment, me faire savoir que le Gouvernement Impérial ne 

se considère pas comme responsable des dégâts que 

subiraient incidentellement les biens des tierces 

puissances a proximité desquels les forces chinoises 

auraient créé des objectifs militaires et, deuxièmement, 

me demander de m’entremettre afin que la Chine trans

fère ailleurs ces objectifs militaires ou n’en installe 

pas aux environs des bâtiments appartenant aux ressortis

sants de mon pays.

En ce qui concerne le premièr point, je regrette 

de faire conraitre à Votre Excellence que je crois devoir 

réserver, pour mon Gouvernement, le droit de soulever la 

question de la responsabilité de l’Armée Impériale si le 

Gouvernement Hoyal était amené à réclamer une indemnité 

pour les dégâts qui auraient pu' être causés aux biens 

norvégiens dans les circonstances ci-dessus exposées, et, 

pour ce qui est du deuxième point, je me trouve obligé 

d’informer Votre Excellence que je ne suis pas qualifié 

pour m’entremettre auprès des forces chinoises ni à même 

de le faire.
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En ajoutant que j’ai aussitôt transmis la commu

nication de Votre Excellence à mon Gouvernement et que 

je m’empresserai de Lui faire connaître les instructions 

qu’il pourrait m’envoyer, je profite de cette occasion, 

Monsieur le Ministre, pour renouveler à Votre Excellence 

les assurances de ma plus haute considération.

(u.) Finn Koren

Son Excellence

Monsieur Koki Hirota,

Ministre des Affaires Etrangères, 

etc., etc., etc.

(NOTE: The Norwegian Minister has informed the Embassy 
in confidence that replies, all conforming in substance 
to the foregoing, were addressed to the Japanese Foreign 
Office by the six representatives of the "Oslo States" 
in Tokyo.)
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1 oEnclosure no. to, despatch 
no. /yuz of MAR 3 I93E 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO

24th February, 1938.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EJABASSY.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipot ent iary 

for the United States of America 
at Tokyo.

-MK SB » » BajkSH OB S3
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MEMORANDUM

As the Japanese Government will be aware the situa

tion in the International Settlement at Shanghai is at 

present most unsatisfactory from the point of view of 

economic activity, and a communication pointing out the 

extreme inadvisability of continuance of the restrictions 

imposed by the Japanese military and naval authorities on 

access to and removal of property was addressed to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs on the 10th February last.

His Majesty’s Government feel that a return to 

normal conditions, which the Japanese Government no doubt 

wish to ensure, is not to be expected until the military 

occupation of the north-eastern area of the Settlement 

either ceases or is relaxed to such an extent that the 

Settlement police can resume full control. In this con

nexion it seems appropriate to draw attention to the 

following two points:-

(1) The area is international. Japanese military occupation, 

insofar as it restricts normal residence and trade 

whether of foreigners or Chinese, constitutes a serious 

infringement of foreign rights.

(2) In reply to an Aide-Mémoire communicated by His Majesty’s 

Ambassador on the 4th October last the Vice-Minister for 

Foreign Affairs indicated orally that the defence of the 

Settlement necessitated its use as a base for offensive 

operations. The hostilities are, however, now far 

removed from Shanghai and there is therefore no longer 

any strategic necessity for the use of the area as a 

military base.

It is therefore the earnest hope of His Majesty’s

Government that the military control of this International 

area may be relaxed at an early date.
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Enclosure no. 13 to despatch 
no. 28Q2 of MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY- OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Memorandum

The American Embassy has received the following 

communication through the American Consulate General 

at Hankow:

"Baptist Mission, Pochow (Pohsien), 

northwest Anhui, have sent maps showing 

mission property on which they plan to 

house refugees. Maps being forwarded 

Shanghai and Peiping. Mission requests 

Japanese authorities be informed. Prop

erty is located north of river east of 

the walled suburb, also within the suburb 

and hospital within the city. Compounds 

all display United States flags."

Immediately upon receipt of the maps referred 

to in the foregoing communication they will be 

transmitted to the Foreign Office for the informa

tion of the Japanese military authorities.

Tokyo, February 24, 1938.
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Enclosure no. *■■ to despatch 
no. ,'8Uy of MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The .American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

embassy of the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Memorandum

The American Embassy has received the following 

communication through the American Ambassador at 

Hankow:

’’The American Presbyterian Mission at 
Yihsien, South Shantung, has organized a 
refugee camp at the mission compound out
side the south city gate for Chinese Christians, 
especially for aged and infirm and for women 
and children et al.

"a map of the compound showing American 
property in this mission is enclosed, three 
copies, that this property may be identified 
in relation to the city wall. Our buildings 
consist of one large hospital, one large 
church building, four large residences of 
large school building, all the above foreign 
style buildings; the following Chinese build
ings: one agricultural school, one orphanage, 
one small city chapel.

"The American flag flies from several 
of these buildings and is painted on the roof 
of two buildings.

"Miss Grace Rowley and Mrs. T. N. 
Thompson, .Americans, and Miss M. M. Wanger, 
German citizen, are residing in the compound."

The American Embassy is informed that the map 

referred to in the second paragraph of the foregoing 

communication is being forwarded by mail, and upon 

its receipt this map will be transmitted to the Foreign 

Office for communication to the Japanese military 

authorities.

Tokyo, February 24, 1938
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1 1>Enclosure no. to despatch
no. 2802 of MAR 3 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AIŒRICA

Memorandum

The American Embassy refers to its memorandum 

dated February 24, 1938, quoting a communication 

received through the American Ambassador at Hankow 

concerning the American Presbyterian Mission at 

Yihsien, South Shantung. The map referred to in 

the second paragraph of the communication under 

reference has now been received, and it is enclosed 

herewith in duplicate, with the request that it be 

communieated to the Japanese military authorities.

Tokyo, February 28, 1938
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1 AEnclosure no. -D to despatch 
no. ZyÜZ of MAR 3 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Telephone
Conversation February 26, 1938

Mr. Sasaki, representing Mr. Ishii, 
Chief of the First Section of the 
American Bureau, the Foreign Office, 
with the American Third Secretary, 
Mr. Schuler.

Mr. Sasaki called me at 3:30 p.m. to state that 

the Foreign Office had transmitted the contents of 

our memoranda on the bombing of the American Southern 

Baptist Mission at Chengchow, Honan, and the American 

Evangelical Lutheran Mission at Ichang to the appro

priate military authorities and had received the reply 

that markings on these buildings were not sufficient 

to distinguish them as American property and that the 

military desired more detailed markings of establish

ments of this kind. He referred to the Foreign Office 

notes no. 6 and no. 7 of February 15, 1938 and February 

17, 1938 respectively, regarding the marking of American 

property within the range of Japanese military operations. 

I replied that I would give this information to the 

Ambassador.

F.A.S
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1 7Enclosure no. -' to despatch 
no. 280/ of mar 3 193b 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation Tokyo, February 26, 1938

Mr. Ishii, Chief of the First Section, 
American Bureau, Foreign Office, with 
the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Proposed Japanese Postal Censorship 
at Shanghai.

I read to Mr. Ishii the aide-mémoire, copy of 

which is attached, with regard to the proposed Tn- 

stitution by the Japanese military authorities at 

Shanghai of a postal censorship, and handed the aide- 

mémoire to Mr. Ishii.

Mr. Ishii said that he had heard nothing of such 

a censorship at Shanghai, and he asked whether any 

announcement to that effect had been made at Shanghai. 

I replied that there had been no announcement, but 

that it had become apparent, by the assignment to Shanghai 

of censors formerly employed at the Department of Com

munications in Tokyo, that some such project was under 

contemplation. I added that the Japanese Government 

would readily understand that the American Government 

could not be indifferent to a plan that would thus 

infringe the rights of American nationals in China. 

Mr. Ishii said that he would make inquiries and see 

that a reply is made to us in due course.

E.H.D
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(The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Aide-mémôire. ï:

The American Ambassador has received information 

to the effect that the Japanese military authorities 
»

at Shanghai are planning to impose a postal censorship. 

Mr. Grew feels confident that the Japanese Government 

will take the view that the censorship of American mail 

by Japanese censors at Shanghai would be an unwarranted 

infringement of the rights of the American nationals 

concerned and that it will instruct the appropriate 

Japanese authorities at Shanghai to refrain from 

instituting such censorship.

Tokyo, February 26, 1938.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo).

(Copy sent to the French Ambassador, Tokyo).
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Enclosure no. '-° to despatch 
n°. 28Ü2.of MAR 3 Î938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EE33ASSY

TOKYO

28th February 1938.

WITH THE COMFLIIÏENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew
Ambassador Extraordinary and ’Pleni

potentiary
for the United States of xjnerica 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

No. 27 British Embassy,

Tokyo, 

26th February, 1938 

Your Excellency,

In your Note No. 5 of the 12th January concerning 

the violation of Hongkong territorial waters by a 

Japanese warship Your Excellency was good enough to 

inform me that the Imperial Japanese Navy had sent 

strict instructions to their detachments in China to 

take adequate precaution against the recurrence of such 

incidents in the future.

Under instructions from His Majesty’s Acting Prin

cipal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs I have the 

honour to draw Your Excellency’s attention to a further 

serious violation of Hongkong waters on the 11th February 

when a Japanese warship carried out hostile operations in 

those waters. The facts of which I informed His Ex

cellency the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs on 15th 

February are as follows.

On the afternoon of the 11th February a Japanese 

armed motor-trawler, flying a Japanese flag, fired upon 

and seized four trading junks between the mainland and 

Tungku Island at a point 22 degrees, 22 minutes, 50 

seconds north latitude and 113 degrees, 54 minutes and 

20 seconds east longitude. One of the crew of one of 

the junks was injured by machine-gun fire. After or

dering the crews to abandon the junks a party from the 

Japanese vessel set fire to the latter. The crews then 

landed on the mainland. A Hongkong police launch sub

sequently extinguished the fire on three of the junks;

the
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the fourth was already partly submerged. One of these 

junks was proceeding from Hongkong and had not left 

British territorial waters; the others are believed 

to have entered British waters from Chinese waters 

prior to their seizure.

As the attack took place between Tungku Island 

and the mainland Your Excellency will appreciate that 

the Japanese vessel could not have been in ignorance 

of the boundary. Her action was, therefore, in direct 

contradiction with the orders sent by the Imperial 

Japanese Navy to which I have referred in paragraph 

I above.

His Majesty’s Government takes the strongest ex

ception to the carrying out of hostile operations on 

Hongkong territory or within Hongkong waters, and I 

have the honour to request that the Japanese Government 

will take steps to ensure that Japanese vessels strictly 

observe the orders issued by the Imperial Japanese 

Navy on this point. In default of such steps, His 

Majesty’s Government will be forced to take appropriate 

measures to prevent the recurrence of such incidents.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

(Sd) R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency,

Mr. Koki Hirota,

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs,
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 8?5«.QQ..E».B.«..Eooehow/_12_0._________ for__ Despatch.$21.

FROM _____ Foochow....................   (__ Ward._____ .) DATED_____ Jfe.tL.—ft«1233.
TO NAME 1—1127 ®po

REGARDING*.
- Sino-Japanese conflict: Report on propaganda 

spread through Foochow district for resistance 
agaihst Japan, and funds received for same.

793.94/ 12702

aa
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a. Sfa.ss-traln.lng starts.  After some 
twenty days of Intern sire schooling in th» message 
which they were expected to carry to th» masses of 
th» Province, the college and high school students 
who compose the newly-formed Mass-Training Corps set 
out towards the close of ths month for the various

*

areas

♦See page fi of this Consulate’s Political He port 
for December, 1937. A more detailed report on "mass- 
training" activities will be submitted shortly.
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areas allotted to them to carry on propaganda for resis
tance against Japan.

b. Tooohow Illiterates to la arn about 
war. During January the Bureau of Education of Foochow 

began the selection from all residents of the city 

between the ages of sixteen and forty, of illiterate 

persons for whom it plans to open war time mass-training 

classes, fifty persons to constitute a class. The 

project calls for the opening, sometime in February, 

of a hundred and thirty such classes.

c. Artlsts mobilized. On January 11 

the Provincial Enemy Resistance Society called together 

the fifty Chinese art teachers who are at present 

engaged in the various middle and primary schools in 

Foochow, to instruct them in their responsibilities 

in connection with the so-called enemy resistance 

propaganda. They were told that in teaching their 

classes they should use as illustrations pictures 

and drawings emphasizing the necessity for resistance 

to Japan; that they should from time to time hold 

exhibitions of enemy resistance pictures and cartoons; 

and that they should donate seme of their om time 

to the preparation of war posters and placards of 

itiich the theme should be the necessity of resistance.

d. Childrens  toys to promote resistance. 

Nor were the children overlooked: to a conference simi

lar to that for the artists described above, all the 

toy manufacturers of the city were called on January 20 

to persuade them of the necessity for conveying the 

idea of resistance in the traditional colored lanterns

*

and
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and paper bats and beetles with which all Chinese 

children, and most of the grown-ups as well, amuse 

themselves on the lunar New Year. That this con

ference was not simply a newspaper concoction was 

fully pr-oven at the end of the month when the tra

ditional uoys began to appear on the streets in the 

unfamiliar forms of airplanes and soldiers.

e. Ch en Chao-ying commended. tfhen 

Ch’en Chao-ying head of the Provin

*

cial Party Headquarters, held his "old men’s enemy 

resistance publicity campaign mass meeting",*  he 

issued orders to the various districts of the province 

to undertake similar campaigns, and at the same time 

submitted a report on his effort to bring the old 

men into line to the Military Affairs Commission at 

Hankow for its approval. The Commission is reported 

to have replied in terms of high commendation, to have 

approved of Ch’en*s  premise that the elders of the 

country had tended to think more of their own families 

than of the nation, and to have closed by stating that 

orders were being issued for the convention, of similar 

meetings throughout the country.

f. Other patriotic activities. On 

the first day of the New Year of the western calendar, 

Comissioner Ch’en Chao-y Ing broadcast a radio address 

on the prospects for success in the war of resistance, 

and on the same day the Provincial Party Headquarters 

circulated

♦See page 7 of the Consulate’s Political Report for 
December, 1937.
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circulated an open letter, probably also drafted by 

Ch’en, urging that the wealthy give their money, and 

the strong their strength, to the war of resistance.

Toward the end of the month a 

quantity of gold jewelry contributed by various women 

in Foochow was exchanged by the Provincial Enemy 

Resistance Society at the Central Bank of China for 

cash, the sum realized being remitted to the war 

front as relief funds.

On January 25 a group of eighteen 

Chinese youths, said to be officers of the war-tirae 

service corps which has functioned in Shanghai, 

arrived in Foochow, presumably on their way south. 

They volunteered to devote their sojourn here to 

propaganda work.

During January Commissioner Ch’en 

Chao-ying proceeded on a further tour of inspection 

of enemy resistance work, visiting Fut si ng (^»b ),

Tsinkiang ), and points to the south.

g. Money for enemy resistance. In 

the opening week of the month, the Provincial Enemy 

Resistance Society remitted a sum of Tuan $20,000 

to the Central Executive Comission, Yuan $60,000 

having been spent in the province for tlr organiza

tion of propaganda work anong ths ma sses.

C. Relat ions of a 0eneral 
Character.

Nothing to report
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?(■;,■-tiD U?. Gv’^Kh!jdi,NT;

discussions regarding o new ravemment are tak
ing place daily at the Me« Asia ^otel in the Siongkew dla- 
trie t. Many automobiles carrying Chins so (who do not 
wish to be seen or reoognleed) visit that bail ding daily 
and the place is kept under strong guard by the Japanese. 
Just exactly what le being discussed le not known but 
fairly reliable reporte state that the Japanese are very 
anxious to get a Government under way for the area ^hanghal- 
Kamklug-hangehow. There are many Chinese ir. this area who 
are possibly not pro-Japanese but eufflatently interested 
to «et in or. the ground floor of »xy new government to do 
their bit to get one started. The name of tang Shao-yi 
has been mentioned as the present heed or st least as the 
usn the Japanese would like to have heading s new govern
ment but it ie understood that fang la ill at the present 
time. shether Tang is actually willing to need a govern
ment la not known but he will have to be careful in the 
future a» assassin.® might bill on sus. ieion. » Japanese 
general has arrived in Shanghai and la staying at the Few 
Asia iotel. General Matsuda ire is stated aa being the of
ficial advisor to the proposed government. A report wee 
received by this office th*t  General kenjl Soihara arrived 
in Writing on the 19th, returned to Shanghai on the B^th 
and was to leave on the Bist. The reason given for the 
visit was the proposed now government In which fioihara 
would be an unofficial advisor. However, no confirmation 
could be scoured as to the arrival of Dothara, the Japanese 
simply stating that they did not *think" he was in town.

In the MantaoCnative city) on January 11 a cere
mony was held inaugurating an autcuomoua commission for the 
governing of that section. In his speech, Mr. Chon Tun,the 
Chairman of the commission, stated that the new body was 
formed to "end privation caused by war and to help peaceful 
residents to pursue their daily tasks in happiness and pros
perity. The new body would set as a seed of a brighter 
future in Central China by freeing the people from the 
shackles imposed upon them by the Central Government."

The commission is comprised of thirteen members 
who hope for eternal peace in tao crient end have a desire 
to cooperate with any similar bodies in China such es theirs.

The vieo-ohalrman is l>lng Chi-tan who is described 
as a ”shipping magusto”, both of the Chinese mentioned 
have been friends of the Japanese for may years and recent
ly have assisted the Japanese special Service Section in 
Santao by taking over the so-called Jsoçulnot lone and es
tablishing other refugee centers.

There were many Japanese officers present at the 
inauguration.
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CW^FT: ïhat th» Japanese military should desire autonomoua 
govern»»nt to he set up under their guidanee is only natural 
It takes the weight of governing fro» Jepanese shoulders and 
reduces tge number of Japanese necessary for policing,etc., 
to a nlnimtM.
commis? iw£.vsrcîî at ha^v*.  :

ü fairly reliable source has informed this of
fice that there is a disagreement between the Southwest 
and Hankow Central Government due to the influence that the 
Communists are wielding at Hankow. It seems that the south
west, particularly the Cantonese, are desirous of increas
ing their influence and decreasing the so-called bed in
fluence in Hankow council. The Southwest desires that T.V. 
Soong go to Hankow to take over the Finanee Ministry from 
n.fi.&ung. In the background of this argument is supposed 
to be British pressure from Hong Kong on the Southwest to 
prevent an increase of Red influence in Central Government 
circles.
CC&mOT; «nils this might bo true there are several points 
which might be worth considering; (1) j-wangsl province 
leaders iai and 11 have not been afraid of v.sd influence - 
their province seems to be rur n a very Goclallstlo basis, 
and as a province It is working very will with the Central 
Geverasent in spite of Red influence that might be wielded 
at Hankow; (S) Can the Central Government afford to antago
nize the leaders of the 8th Route Army who are ceasing: the 
Japanese military untold embarrassment in Ehansl? This of
fice feels that they cannot as the 3th Route Amy is doing 
a major work for the Central Government and it would be 
foolish to throw awsy that support; (S) Are the British 
more afraid of æd Influence in the Centrad Government than 
of a Japanese victory over China? This office feels that a 
Japanese victory would be a greater blow to England than an 
Increase in Communist influence in a victorious Central 
Chinese Government and while the British might not like to 
soo Coausnnlst influence increase in China it would still be 
bettor than a Japanese victory.

Ahile there are reports of increased Comatmlst 
Influence in the Government, et the present time it doos 
not appear that Rod influence is paramount in any thing, , 
It should be greater in military activities as the ox-bod 
outfit is the only one that is consistently doing good work.

JAPAKESÆ kitUAC-TlUSS II? THE S.iA.-.:

Sixteen promotions of Japanese officers in the 
shanghai Municipal Aoliee recently took place. Two in
spect ora wore prenoted to chief inspector, two more made 
Inspectors, two suh-inspectors, and ten conetables wore pro
moted to sergeant. While those promet!os wore stated to 
have been not under pressure earning shortly after the Japan- 
see demand for greater participation in various branches 
of the Municipality it doos appear as though the ir"request"had. 
something to do with the promotions.

?WCS iRESiHOTlGl 1GBI£S:

According to Japanese sources all the large towns 
in the Shangfe al-Nanking-da ng chow triangle have formed lease 
^reservation Committees to assist in the rehabilitation of 
the various war ravage? areas, as time goes ok the Japenes'
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military will undoubtedly use these bod lea to form eases 
for Autonomous Govomnente in the areas involved.
HAnGATIW GF Taà ÏASfiîîi HlVSa:

iieports froa London intimated that the fangtso 
«Ivor would be closed to Don-Japanese ships. however,thia 
report is not in agreement with conditions that seem to be 
actually in use. The hritleh companies are now running 
their vessels to Santungchow and recently to Kowan between 
the &iangyin and Chinkiang booms.

These companies state that there has been no 
obstruction to their navigation of the river on the part 
of the Japanese.

The Japanese themselves state that it is not a 
desire to interfere with non-Japanese shipping but due 
entirely to the fact that at the present time there are 
mine'sweeping operations taking place and due to the changes 
in currents, water levels, etc., it is an impossibility 
to state that the river is free of mines. Furthermore,the 
booms were only broken through for military purposes and 
foreign vessels should not at the present expect to be able 
to pass through at their will. ~ny foreign vessel that 
wishes to go through is to communicate with the Japanese 
Wavy Headquarters so that an understanding can be made be
fore negotiating the booms.

COjMMKST: ««hile there may be other points in tale question 
that are being taken up behind the scenes, this pffioe can 
appreciate the Japanese position - the J a> a nose broke 
through the boom for military purposes and not oomereial 
and as long as Just a small passage-way exists in the boons 
the greatest care should be taken in passing throng and 
that passage should certainly ooks under Japanese naval 
Jurisdiction.

mflk-TSD ASSASSrSAHDMSj

baring the period under consideration, there 
were several attempts at assassination. Gn January Id,the 
Japanese report that one Kurita, evidently a military man 
belonging to the guards in Santao was wounded several times 
when attaekod by gun men in the French Concession. The 
Japanese military are reported to have lodged a protest with 
the Concession authorities.

Cn January 14, an attempt was made on the life 
of q Chinese lawyer, one Fan (Van) kong. He was ehot three 
times but in recovering. In this ease it la believed that 
ho was mistaken for another Chinese lawyer by name Fan who 
was said to bo slated for the Hantao District Court. It is 
believed that certain 'interests*  attempted to assassinate 
Mr. Fan believing that he sms the person slated for lantae 
Court. On the sane date another man who seemingly has 
had no political leanings but who was inters ateà in one of 
the refugee eamps, was abet and wounded seven times. The 
assailant escaped. The motive was certainly not robbery but 
the police are at a leas to state what the motive, if aay,is<

Cn the evening of January 16, tho Chinese-American 
paper ”Hwa Moi *?an  rao*'  office was damaged by the explosion 
of a hand grenade thrown by a person who nay have been Chin
ese, moreen or Japanese. Three eoolies wore injured as wero 
some windows in the office. 1© motive is known.
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These various activities on the part of robbers, 
terrorists or whatever th® perpetrator® are, o*u«ed  the 
police of the French ard the international are«s to raid 
certain place» on the evening of the 19th. My the evenln#r 
of the £oth, men had been brought tn by the relie® of 
the Ccneeselon and battlement. In this group were indivi
duels who are alleged to hove assassinated ^r. -oh *a-hong,  
and two of those who tried to kill fer. Fan (Van). It may 
be that the worst of the terrorist gsn.es have been caught.

üu*LtëSXTî  It is herd to state that & certain murder or 
attempted murder ess political or not. Sc^e of the acts, 
this office feels sure, have been mad® on a political 
basis but aince so^e of the individuals involved are not 
well known men it is difficult to see a political connec
tion although such raient exist.

Td.ï UWv MTaTI ■•

ïhis office 'nas received information from a re
liable source thftt the Japanese bad no desire to take over 
the radio station but certain actions on the part of *r.  
Mohecklln, who is said to have noted somewhat belligerently 
toward the Japanese forced the Japanese to take over, fhe 
Japanese did not wish to do so on account of foreign reaction 
-nd would much preferred to have a neutral coomitte® com
posed of two «me ricana, one British, one Germa® and one 
Frenchman run the place without any interference but the 
subsequent actions of the above Mentioned American forced 
the Japanese to take the action they did. The station is 
now being put into condition and will probably be run with 
all Japanese employees.

The Mackey radio is now working to Manila, nothing 
has been decided at to the impounding of funds but since 
neat messages are received and only a few sent the question 
of funds should net prove toe difficult of solution. This 
station has also all Japanese employees although nominally 
under an Amerlesn, Mr. McClellan who states that ho has a 
hard time getting into his own office. H*  further stated 
that all the Japanese are working for the Japanese Amy 
regardless of their former status in Japanese OMwraaication 
concerns - that they have just been drafted for service by 
the Japanese army and sent over to Shanghai.

G&WEHAL LÏÜ MilABG:

General Hu Hsiang, Chairman of bsochwan Province, 
died on January 20th, at £ankowt His death finishes the 
career of one of the former war-lords who finally cane into 
the Central Government fold after being an Independent for 
many years.

His death, which is probably not mourned by many 
people, opens up the possibility ef greater Central Govern
ment influence In one of the largest provinces of the coun
try, if the Govorneent appoints as new Chairman of the pro
vince, a reliable Central Government nan. It is already 
rumored that General Chang Chun, who is a Ssoehwaneso, may 
bo appointed.
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aiLITAXY:

The Japanese ooIum moving along the Grand Canal 
In hiangsu ïrovînoe still remains at the town ef laoya. 
Whether this is â.ne to Japanese desire or Chinese irregu
lars ie not known.

The column moving north along the Tientsln- 
«ukow line has still not reached ^engpu. Their last re
port wes that after severe fighting around the town of 
faingKwang, which changed hands several times, they have 
succeeded in reaching the town of Un Hwai &wan. The Chin
ese troops in the vicinity of xengpu have evidently been 
giving the Japanese much trouble. It is believed, but 
cannot be verified, that guerrilla warfare is hampering 
Japanese efforts to reach Jengpu. The Japanese press con
ferences have simply stated that nothing has been taking 
place which frequently scans that the Japanese are not moving 
forward as rapidly as they desired. This office believes, 
however, that they will reach iangpu during the next few 
days.

In the Hangchow area, the Japanese efforts te ad
vance have again been cheeked by the Chinese troops and 
the assistance of guerrilla units. The Japanese did try to 
cross the Chleatang ùiver but were beaten back. They are 
still et fiangehow.

In the sector, Chinese reports state that 
they have taken the mountains surrounding the town and that 
fighting of e guerrilla nature is taking place constantly.

Martial law was declared In the tootung area. The 
reason given is that there are 6,000-4,000 Irregulars in 
the area who need to be rounded up. Some of those Chinese 
irregulars arc stated to have captured the town of ChwanSha 
and to have taken prisoner some 2TC Japanese troops. The 
town ie now reported by Chinese sources to bo surrounded 
by Japanese troops who have not actually attacked tho town 
due to the Japanese prisoners held there. As this is being 
written, martial law is still in effect in Pootung and no 
reports ae to the Japanese operations are available, cthor 
areas said to be affooted by these guerrilla operations are 
Fanhwel and rengi»ien.
COrfMAST; Operations during this period have not teen very 
extensive on the part af the Japanese. Wether It has been 
the wish of the Japanese to go slow or Chinese guerrilla 
activities it Is hard to state. There has been recently a 
greatly increased activity on the part f the Chineso,chief
ly <*f  an irregular or guerrilla nature. This may be playing 
Its part in slowing down tho Japanese moves as it has boon 
very noticeable that the Japanese frequently aeon to oars 
nothing abeut their lines of communloottend which eon bo cut 
quite easily. This would naturally make supply a difficult 
problem for the Japanese if tho Chinese can continue this 
lino of attack. z_
JA1AWKSK ACTION IS WU.1SC:

A member of tho British smbassy reported that fol
lowing in the stops of tho Japanese elean-up in Banking 
that the Japanese removed any men from tho neutral sone 
that wan suspected f having been a Chinese soldier. This
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British official stated that on several oeeasions tho Japan- 
sit, having taken several hundred Chinese sen, would fem 
a large eirole with their troops. The Chinese would then 
be released ins ide this sirclo and the Japanese troops 
would then hold bayonet praetico on the living Chinese.
fter tfje Chinese were all on the ground, living and dead 

were dragged together in a heap which wag then thoroughly 
soaked with gasoline and kerosene and lighted off. Seedless 
to say, there were no survivors. This British official 
stated that this method was followed on several occasions.

COimOT; Kone.

GESSIâi. Hf.f W-CHU:

It has been reported fro® Hankow that General 
Han Fu-ohu, former Chairman of Shantung .roviuce, was ar
rested at Hsuohow by Cenerel 4.1 Taung-Jen on orders fro® 
the Central Government. General Man has already been sent 
to Hankow where he will atand trial for various offences 
InolMing negleot, failure to carry out orders, retreating 
without orders, ete. It is hoped that the Central Govern
ment feels strong enough to make en example of the gontleacn

COMMOT: There have rosently been reports to the offoot 
that many officers of the Chinese forces have been executed 
for falling to carry out their duties, that others have been 
domdted, etc. If the Government feels strong enough to cur
ry out strenuous measures regarding senior officers it can
not but react favorably on the rank and file of both the 
fighting forces and the people at large.

niKMTO:

The following has bean received froa an American 
who returned from Kanehangr, Kiangs! rovinoe on January 8. 
The Individual Is -riite reliable.

"There are two American aviation mechanics in 
Hanchang and I saw cas of them who stated that he was tired 
of the moss out here and wished he were back in the states.

i | He told me the following items - there are very few Amori- 
! I san aviators flying in China probably only five as nix and 
U a few other nationalities.

"Outside of about two dozen other makes all tho 
planes in Hanchang were Buosian of which there «ore approxi
mately one hundred bankers and pursuits. The Sessions had 
their own pilots and mechanics in other words, their own 
crews. Ho had hoard that tho Russians were only sending 

/ their seeond rate pilots and if this wore true, their first 
rate pilots must be sees, do had a very good opinion of 
their skill and estimated that their planes made bettor than 
300 mph. The Russians were asking almost daily bombing 
trips. Ho added that there were more filers ia Chinese 
servies than now but most of then were amateur fliers and 
had been quietly left out after a short tine. The America® 
mechanic had been teaching Chinese ground crews in Ssaehwan 
until recently when ho was moved back tM forth from Hankow 
to Hanohsng. Ho could not ^.eak Chinese and had no inter
preter so had to draw diagrams and illustrate with gestures 

: in explaining to the Chinese mechanics. He thought tho 
I Chinese pretty good for the small amount of training that 
I they had received but it took them too long to get bask to

-6-
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work after a bombing raid, fie stated that the carpenters 
at the Nhnchang airfield were kept busy making wooden dummy 
planes for the Japanese to bomb as from high up it was dif
ficult to tell the difference between real an< djarny planes. 
He added that In his opinion bombing did not pay, that he 
had changed his original opinion, the expense of sending 
out a bomber was eery high and they always went out In 
groups of flee to thirty and the proportion of itesa of 
Importance that they hit was very low and the waste of 
bombs very greet. (Mid of aeohanioe ite^s).

"I «’cnnd from talks with «r. x and others at "an- 
ohnng that Japanese places often released bomba in the open 
country and fields, doing little or no damage, apparently 
because they could not make their objective or «ere afraid 
to and were also sfrsid to return to their home airdrome 
without having used their boats. Useless trips «re ex
pen si ve.

” in ‘aneh^ng there were many soldiers, 80; of the 
civil population had moved away. I was told by an official 
that these troop» had eont from Yunnan and were all supplied 
with French arms and munitions. I saw many with the char- 
aoteristlo ¥renoh type trench helmet.

in an earlier letter I January 4) the seme American 
states that he left Kluklang by auto, used a military road 
which skirted io Yang Bn and eeae through Teh-An (this 
means that there Is a military motor road running practi
cally parallel with the Kallway from kiuhlang to ManChang, 
EOM). He stated that the Chinese did not expect the Japan
ese to attack seriously toward Sanchang for three months.

GSbfT Jai.*«3S«  OFFICERSs

To those acquainted with the squeezing of Japan
ese officers in Manohoukeo the following will oeeaston no 
surprise rather It will Improes once more that the J a pan
ose officer, regardless of his theoretically high morel 
standard, is just one more individual who is oat to get for 
himself wh»t he eae while the getting is good.

. Using one of its slogans as the desire to rid the
poor Chinese of s^uoeslng Chinese officials, civil and 
military, there is now going on in the Shanghai area such 
s scramble for money on the part of Japanese officers that 
former Chinese ws»r-lords and civil officiels would die of 
shame at being so out-done by the Japanese. The grafting 
group comprises officers of all grades in the army and navy 
who have any authority to do business with Chinese or others 
with the possible exee.tlon of General Matsui and Vleo-Ad- 
mlrsl Hasegawa. The best that can be said for the Japanese 
Bevy Is that its officers have not had nite the opportuni
ty that presented itself to the Army.

Specifically mentioned wore too Japanese Military 
and Saval Intelligence service*,the  Special Service Branch, 
and by sane General Mubsnl, vol one Is Misasnoto, Captain 
Morl, Colonel Maymi. a retired General Uohlda and offi
cials of Mitsui, Mitsubishi, the b.n.M. sad several others, 
There are also foreignore mixed 19 in it isolating Italians 
end several Amerloans. Two of the Italians are priests 
fro® »n Italian Saloslan Mission, Father Fontana and Father 
Antonio. Fontana la known es * person who Is supposed to 
be in the dru.« trade and is well known to people following

-?-
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the narcotic traffic, The Italian lawyer used by Father 
Footar», one Lizarraga, la also a «rook and has recently 
become persona non grata with the Japanese bat for Just 

J what reason is not known, vne of the games played by these 
| Italians (and this office helioses that Americans are 
jaleo Involved) is to locate cargo which my have the alight- 
lost trace of Chinese Government in which case it la sold 
|by the Japanese. Another game 1g to remove cargo, literal*  
)ly Btesl it or "lose’’ it enroute and the profita are split 
/between the Japanese in the deal and the foreigners.Colonel 
|KUs®Boto and his assistant. Captain *»orl,  no longer think 
jin thousand*  of dollars - tone of thousands is what they 
|want. the whole set-up 1® continually try 1rs? to double- 
pros» the other party In this scramble.

Cases have occurred where th-a Japanese have Is
sued passes for the removal of goods,raceired their ssjueese 
and before the Individual could remove the property from 
the goduwn, the property has been '’stolen'’ by Japanese and 
Chinese atavedors tnd sold for the benefit of the Japanese 
who |oeket the proceeds from both ends, the victim so caught 
has no place to go to complain srd 1b Pimply sinus the squeeze 
he pa d. and his re re hand Ise.

SWISH: It would be extremely difficult to prove the shove 
dur to the ïi& tural desire of any individu la connected with 
the above deals to keep uiet. -sat it 1? folnv on and this 
office feels absolutely sure that the foregoing represents 
only a small share of what 1» actually taking place. The 
above notes ootse from various sources.

J Av leu A al A.*  wvd)

The following regarding the imperial Conference 
cornea from a suxtro® that hae been fairly reliable;

Î
Duo to the dispute between the bw parties,mili
tary and civil,(or military and moderates) the Emperor had 
bo act as arbitrator. The moderate group is said to have 
j been eompoaed. of «rince Kanin, xrinoo Eushimi, rinse

I r.onoye and Finance Minister aaya who represented the banks 
J end industry. The military group was composed of General 
I Jasaki, Admiral Guetsugu, General arakt, Admiral Takahashi 
| and «rince Kuni(T). There were others also «resent, but 
I the above represented the main figures.

General Iraki read a petition or appeal which 
stated that (1} the present time insures or allows of 
fineness; (») in China which can be dominated by two measures • 
the declaration of the general blockade end Increased mili
tary efforts to the final ala of occupying the whole ter
ritory and the elimination of all foreign interference in 
tac îar East. (2) aioaemros to carry out these aims - mobi
lisât Ion of tea reserve diviaieae to full wer strength, the 
greatios of a new regime and the immediate récognition of 
ss.o when created, aetlvityaguiast tee regions around dong 
«eng, occupât Ion of aalnaa, etc.,(appended to this was a 
report from the Japanese military attache, dome, to the 
effect that If Japan showed force the British Government 
would certainly give up the whole Chine field.)

Ibis Iraki appeal was supported by àuni, Takahashi 
Suetsugu, Masakl and General .lakamura.
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i rince i-anin then read the apposition appeal which 
Is said to have been draws up by xrineo Sslenjl and which was 
supported byfonai, Suglyama, Tads, ror», “ushimi end -vaya. 
It contained the following' points - the creation and sup
port for a reglne for Chin*  should not be done before

s It is ebsolutely evident that the present r^lsta will not 
‘ enter into negotiations. It should only be done if the at

tempts fail as the continued an port of a new regime would 
tax the strength of Japan for several years end would snake 
it defenseless in case of other ware, there ic still a pos
sibility of earning to terms with the present Government as 
proved by the despatch to Herr *cr<  Glerkson froia Herr 
frantœann dated January 10th, which contains » series of 
tew proposals. (2) The depatches from General tshims fr m 
Berlin, received t>ie aeree date, leave no doubt that the 
srltlsh had advanced far already in negotiations with Ger

many and si bo Italy which et any moment might allow the de
parture of the fleet for the Far East. Also Salto's latest 
American depatcher begin to warn about the possibility of 
Anglo-Americfiii cooperation, not only with Fleets, but with 
ruioe. <ïita regard to the general acbillzatton of the ton 

divisions demanded not even the equipment for their complete 
mobilisation sas available, The Soviet danger, though not 
acute at present would materialise through sadden changes 
in the European situation ineludiag Hitler’s attitude.

^tatereuta from the agents a*  fade ard ; ore were 
rc-ïd from raris, Seri in, 'Oie end --or; Aon.

The aneeer of the Miperor is given as follows - 
Both the Chief» of the General Staff and the Admiralty heve 
my full confidence and thetr advise will be followed along 
the lines suggested, namely; The deoiolon as to a aew 
regime for ali China 1 place in th® hands of the Imperial 
Headquarters, but before the decision, efforts will be con
tinued to arrive at an undorstandlng with members of the 
present regime. The military operations in Chine meanwhile 
to be continued in a retarded manner »s worked out by my 
General Staff with no increase In mobilisation. The utmost 
caution shall b® adopted with regard to the rowers and no 
steps shall be taken which would load to armed oonfliot at 
the present time. The plan approved by myself is Sirota’s 
gradual advancing method in the elimination of Foreign 
xowors from China.

After this declaration it is stated thet Gérerais 
rail and Sasaki tendered th^ir résignât lore from the 

Imperial See<quarters.

Further instruct lens of these happenings are that 
Xonoye instructed Hlrota to begin a reconciliation move 
in London based on points (1) that British interests in China 
would not be touched end,(É) an Invitation be oatended to 
Britain for a Japanese-British conference on China, (3) 
that an American, BritlA end Japanese naval armament con
ference, after the Aeshington 1911 model,was urgently desired 
by Japan end that, (4) e general Far Eastern Conference is 
desired by Jo;, an In the near future.

In regard to China, the Curerai Staff received 
orders to continue the campaign la a retarded manner with 
the least possible forces with the following places limit
ing the ares - Swatcw, Changsha and Hankow.

Miro ta was also told to continue Geraan mediation 
attempts with members of the present relias but not the

-9-
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whole body and to eontaot the Headquarters of »atgui <rd 
Terauehi with a v.«w to partlelpatlng In efforts to In- 
dues members and ooMaandera of *ne  precbct regime te come 
to terms, at all events official su; port should be flven 
to all local «utonomy bodies as they sre created.

The question of the declaration o^ war and ootn- 
plstc blocktide was decided in the negative by the Conference

/ It is further stated that the results of the
imperial Conference was very disheartening to the Head
quarter a of General Hutsul. fhe Headquarters have desired 
/at least four additional division», an unlimited advanoe 
into China, a complete blockade and vhe elimination of

' foreign influence - it even hoped that "• «tairai auetsugu 
would replace konoye and that General hseati would replace 
.-rince kaain. The defeat is ascribed to the influence of 
Saionji over the Imperial Household snd %lso to the in
fluence of the bankers and industrialists. In short, it 
la felt here that the sr-ay has no longer a free hand in 
getting the results it desires in China, the moderates 
have won the day.

• In regard to peace terme atrots is «did to have 
told Van Dierfcson that China must recognise jiaKChvakao, 
China could act station troops in Uorth Chin» and the arms 
of the rest of Chinn muet be limited. Indemnities could 
be discussed.

The foregoing terms are regarded by the autteui 
Headquarters as « collapse of morale on the Government’a 
part due to financial stringency and fear of international 
eemvlications. The junior officers of the hat sei Head
quarters are being watched closely because ©f their dis
content over tne fact that neither e eloae blockade or 
anti-foreign measures have been adopted end another Feb
ruary 86th incident might be brought ebout.

vOHHuHf: Time is a necessary element needed to prove or 
disprove tne above. The Japanese offensive on tho fleutsin- 
. ukow railway is going slowly but whether this is du® to 
orders to tbs Japanese military or Chinese resistance, is 
difficult to state. At the present time thia office is 
Inclined to believe that Chinese resistance (and also poor 
weather) ie chiefly responsible for the slow Japanese 
advance.

While tn toe Shanghai area no Chinese Government 
has to date been recognized officially, the starts that 
have been made have certainly received a blessing from the 
Japanese otherwise they would not have been able to function.

|f ""
y Lines of supply for the Chinese ere stated to be
f tne following of which, at the present time, eovoral are 

no longer available for the purpose.

(1) uong i-ong-Canton - chiefly via the railway to 
Canton and hi now «©tor read which has just been completed.

(£) Maaao-Lappa - fo*  supplies have arrived at Waeao 
and have then been transported by truck to Cantos.(not im
portant. )

10-
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(?) kwongchottwan - steamers» h&ve tinloadad Here end 
then trucked to the *«8t  *iv«r  for further distribution.

(4) aongay (is Froaoh ludo-^hina near the Lwangtung 
border) then by truck overland to .ungchow.

(t) Baiynong - thence by rail Into Iubosq.

(6) iiaagocn ( Bunaa ) to tna Burmese border and then 
via road which is now ur.Jsr construction fro® Lumlong (Chin- 
esu ..‘an^ lung) to ïunnan. --as y o ho boras aide but dif- 1 
flcult on the Chinese aa the road at ^©SvXit 1» a caravan 
trail. Three convoys are said to have needed b6 days 
(average) to get to Tunnanfa. The road ie noat being made 
wider and also three <nore bridges ara needed before comple
tion. At best it will be a long, hard route,

*

(7) "’ingpo - thus inland by rail end motor truck, 
fan no longer be used.

(9) .watow - by rail (very short distance; and thenoe 
by truck. This route has been practically closed by the 
Japanese.

(9) Siberia via Chinese Turkestan to Laxichow - now 
being used for supplies from Soviet ùussla. The actual 
route ia not at present known. It may follow the route 
shown ia the 1936 foetal Atlas although a recent report 
indicates one route via south of h-ukonor (koto Lake) in 
Chiughal.

(10) Fro® the Siberian rail station south of Lake 
Baikal, thenee to Vrga, then considerably west of Xaotou 
Into Shensi province to Si An Fu. (This office doubts whether 
much can be xoved via this route ae the Japanese hold laotou 
end should be able to watah the routes west of that town for 
supplies from Outer Mongolia.)

The following figures are given as supplies receiv
ed during the month of December, 1937, via these routes:

Via French Indo-China - 18 batteries of Belgian 
manufBcture, 3000 cases various types ammunition, 3oc trucks, 
about 1000 machine guns and automatic rifles.(French Cus
toms Guard report )

Via Burma - throe caravans of ammunition.

Via E©ng Kong - 8 batteries, 230 eases cf ammuni
tion, 67 trucks, 1000 comb aviation spare parts, 40 motors, 
34 airplanes, knocked-down.Ï 

l Via Liberia - D’rga - 10,000 rifles, £ heavy guns,
*100 caste ammunition. By air - 78 planes with various war 
’material oh iofly bomba, 10 planes returned to Siberia.

} Llso from other sources, Skoda recently delivered
?42 8-cm. anti-aireraft guns which are reported to be the z 
’latest model. Reported as already arrived in dankow and 
■distributed to various fronts. Arrived via Homgay, «nohow 
jthenee Canton to Hankow. Two vkeda employées arrived with 
th er*  and will remain six months.

-11-
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; CUTICAL;

MCŸE3 TO «A K» AaTi.tîUMuVS GvUahME.Mf:

Discussions regarding » new government ar® tak
ing place dally at th® Boa Asia Hotel in the hongkew dis
trict. Many automobiles carrying Chinese (who do not 
wish to be seen or recognised) visit that building daily 
and the piece is kept under strong guard by the Japanese. 
Just exactly what is being discussed is not known but 
fairly reliable reports state that the Japanese are very 
anxious to get a Government under way for the area Ghanghai- 
fenkliig-Hangchow. There are many Chinese in this ares who 
are possibly not pro-Japancae but sufficiently interested 
to get in on the ground floor of any new government to do 
their bit to get one started. The name of Tang ohao-yi 
has been mentioned es the present head or st least as the 
®sn the Japanese would like to have heading a new govern
ment but it is understood that Tang is ill at the present 
time, whether Tang is actually willing to need a govern
ment is not known but he will have to be careful in the 
future as assassins might kill on suspicion. A Japanese 
general has arrived in Shanghai and la staying at the ^ew 
Asia Hotel. General •«st suds ire la stated as being the of
ficial advisor to the proposed government. A report was 
received by this office that General *enji  ûoihara arrived 
in banking on the 19th, returned to Shanghai on the 20th 
and was to leave on the Bist. The reason given for the 
visit was the proposed now government in which Doihara 
would be en unofficial advisor. However, no confirmation 
aould be secured as to the arrival of beihara, the Japanese 
simply stating that they did not “think" ho was in town.

In the HantaoCnativo city) on January 11 a cere
mony was held inaugurating an autonomous commission for the 
governing of that section. In his speech, Mr. Chen Yun,the 
Chairman of the commission, stated that the new body was 
formed to "end privation caused by war and to help peaceful 
residents to pursue their daily tasks in happiness and pros
perity. The new body would act as a seed of a brighter 
future in Central China by freeing the people from the 
shackles imposed upon them by the Central Government.**

The commission is comprised of thirteen ambers 
who hope for eternal peace in the orient and have a desire 
to cooperate with any similar bodies in China such as theirs.

The vice-chairman is Ling Chi-tan who is described 
as a ’’shipping magnate”• -doth of the Chinese mentioned 
have been friends of the Japanese for many years and recent
ly have assisted the Japanese Special Service Section in 
9antso by taking over the so-called Jaequlnot Zone and es
tablishing other refugee centers.

There were many Japanese officers present at the 
inauguration.

-I-
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CCMxEWT: fhat the Japanese military should desire autonomous 
government to be set up under their guidance is only natural 
Xt takes the weight of governing from Japanese shoulders and 
reduces t$e number of Japanese necessary for policing,etc., 
to a minimum.

COWWIST mSSMCiS A? li*>*AVw:  ■

k fairly reliable source has informed this of
fice that there is a disagreement between the Southwest 
and Hankow Central Government due to the influence that the 
Communists are wielding at Hankow. It seems that the south
west, particularly the Cantonese, are desirous of increas
ing their Influence and decreasing the so-called Aed in
fluence in Hankow council. fhe Southwest desires that T.V. 
Soong go to Hankow to take over the Finance ministry fro® 
H.fi.kung. In the background of this argument is supposed 
to be British pressure from Hong ^ong on the Southwest to 
prevent an increase of Bed influence in Central Government 
ciroles.

CQSMOT: fi'hile this might b® true there are several points 
which sight be worth considering; (1} uwangsl province 
leaders rai and 11 have not been afraid of ued influence - 
their province sterns to be run a a very Socialistic basis, 
and as a province it is working very wdll with the Central 
Government In spite of tied influence that might bo wielded 
at Hankow; (2) Can the Central Government afford to antago
nize the loaders of the 3th Monte Army who are causing the 
Japanese military untold embarrassment in Shansi? this of- 
floe feels that they cannot as the Bth Monte Army la doing 
a major work for the Central Government and It would be 
foolish to throw away that support; (3) Are the British 
more afraid of Hod influence in the Central Government than 
of a Japanese victory over China? This office fools that s 
Japanese victory would be a greater blow to England than an 
increase in Communist influence In a vletorious Central 
Chinese Government end while the British might not like to 
see Communist influence increase in China it would still bo 
better than a Japanese viator y.

while there ar*  reports of increased Communist 
influence in the Government, at the present time It does 
not appear that hod influence Is paramount in any thing* . 
It Should bo greater in military activities as the ox-nod 
outfit ie the only one that is eonslatently doing good work.
JAPAIESE IkGMOTIOSS IS THE S.M.-

Sixteen promotions of Japanese officers In the 
Shanghai Municipal Police recently took place. Two in
spectors were promoted to chief inspector, two more made 
inspectors, two sub-inspectors, and ten constables wore pro
moted to sergeant, ^hile these promotions wore stated to 
have been not wader très cure coming shortly after the Japan
ese demand for greater participation In various branches 
of the Municipality it doos appear as though their "request "had 
something to do with the promotions.
rSACE PHESEjiVATlOM BvSIES:

According to Japanese sources all the largo towns 
in the Bhan^iai-.Vanking-Hax^ehow triangle have formed ^oaoe 
Preservation Committees to assist in the rehabilitation of 
the various war ravaged areas, as time goes ©n the Japanese
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military will undoabtedly u« these bodies to form bases 
for Autonomous dovernmenta in the u>Ma involved.
HAVIGATIW OF Tuai YàSG'SZK alViU;

reports from London intimated that the fangtse 
«iver would bo cl owed to non-J«paneae ships. However,thia 
report is not in agreement with conditions that mm to be 
actually in uso. The -British companies are now mnn<pg 
their vessels to Bantungohow and recently to Kowan between 
the Aiangyln and Chlnkiang booms.

Those companies state that there has been no 
obstruction to their navigation of the river on the part 
of the Japanese.

The Japanese themselves state that it is not a 
dosire to interfere with ncn-Japenese shipping but due 
entirely to the fact that at the present time there are 
mine-sweeping operations taking place and due to the ehanpos 
in currents, water levels, etc., it is an impossibility 
to state that the river la free of mines. Furthermore, the 
booms wore only broken through for military purposes and 
foreign vessels should not at the present expect to be able 
to pass through at their will. Any foreign vessel that 
wishes to go through Is to communicate with the Japanese 
Bavy Headquarters so that an uMerstanding can be made be
fore Negotiating the booms.

COMMENT: Chile there may be other pointe in this question 
that are being taken up behind the seonos, this pffloo can 
appreciate the Japanese position - the Japanese broke 
through the boom for military purposes and not commercial 
and as long as Just a small passage-way exists In the booms 
the greatest care should be taken in passing through and 
that passage should certainly come under Japanese naval 
Jurisdiction.
AîTJM-'fED ÀSSÀSSmTIUdü:

During the period under consideration, there 
were several attempts at assassination. On January 12,the 
Japanese report that one Kurita, evidently a military man 
belonging to the guards in Santa® wae wounded several times 
when attacked by gun men in the French Cweesslcn. The 
Japanese military are reported to have lodged a protest with 
the Concession authorities.

Cn January 14, an attempt was made on the life 
of a Chinese lawyer, one Fan (Van) Long. He waa shot throe 
times but la recovering. In this ease it is believed that 
he wa« mistaken for another Chinese lawyer by name Fan who 
was said to be slated for the Hantao District Court. It is 
believed that certain ”interests" attempted to assassinate 
Mr. Fan believing that he was the person slated for fentao 
Court. On the same date another man who seemingly has 
had no political leanings but who was interested in one of 
the refugee camps, was shot and wounded seven times. The 
assailant escaped. The motive was certainly not robbery but 
the police are at a loss to state what the motive, If any,is.

Un the evening of January 16, the Chinese-American 
paper "Hua Mei *an  rao” office was damaged by the explosion 
of a hand grenade thrown by a person who may have boon Chin
ese, Korean or Japanese. Three eoolles were Injured as wore 
some window» In the office. Bo motive is known.

-S-
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These various activities on the part of robbers, 
terrorists or whatever the perpetrator» are, caused the 
police of the French erd the International area» to raid 
certain places on the evening of the 19th. by the evening 
ef the 80th, 9'1 men had been brought in by the pel lee of 
the Concession and Settl osent. In this group were indiv 1- 
doals who sra alleged to have assaasins ted ^r. loh ^a-hong, 
and two of those who tried to kill kr. Fan (Van). It may 
be that the worst of the terrorist gangs have been eaught.

Cvj’^SfT: It is hard to state that a certain murder or 
attempted murder w»s politlo&l ar not. ^one of the acts, 
this office feels sure, have been .aede on a political 
basis bat since soae of the individuals involved are not 
well known men it i» difficult to see a political connec
tion although snob might exist.
TiB SADlo liTATL - -JAbl:

This offloe has received information from a re
liable source that the Japanese had no desire to take over 
the radio station but certain aetiona on the part of &r. 
boheeklln, who is said to have acted somewhat belligerently 
toward the Japanese forced the Japanese to take over*  1’he 
Japanese did not wish to do so on account of foreign reaction 
and would much preferred to have a neutral committee com
posed of two Americans, one British, one German and one 
Frenchman run the place without any interference but the 
subsequent actions of the above mentioned American forced 
the Japanese to take the action they did. The station is 
now being put into condition end will probably bo run with 
all Japanese employees.

The lackey radio is now working to Manila, nothing 
has been decided as to the inpounding of funds but since 
most messages are received and only a few mt the question 
of funds should not prove too difficult of solution. This 
station has also all Japanese employees although nominally 
under an American, Mr. McClellan who states that ho has a 
hard time getting into his own office. Ha further stated 
that all the Japanese are working for the Japanese iny 
regardless of their former status in Japanese communication 
concerns - that they have Just been drafted for service by 
the Japanese army and sent over to Shan^ai.

G&1KBAL LIV MS UNG:
General 14u Malang, Chairman of Ssoehwan irovinee, 

died on January Both, at Bankow*  Hie death finishes the 
career of one of the former war-lords who finally came into 
the Central Government fold after being an independent for 
many years.

His death, whieh is probably not mourned by many 
people, opens up the possibility of greater Central Govern
ment influence In one of the largest provinces of the coun
try, if the Government appoints as new Chairman of the pro
vince, a reliable Central Government man. It is already 
rumored that General Chang Chun, who is a Ssechwaneso, may 
bo appointed.

CŒ'::
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The Japanese column moving along the Grand. Canal 

in Maiigsti Province still remains at the town of kaoya. 
Whether this Is due to Japanese desire or Chinese irrogu- 
lars is not mown.

The eolumn moving north along the Tientsln- 
iukow line has still not reached Lengp**  Their last re
port wee that after severe fightIng around the town of 
MingKwang, which changed hands several times, they have 
suaeeeded in reaching the town of Lin Hwai &wan. The Chin
ese troops In the vicinity of x-ongpu have evidently been 
giving the Japanese much trouble. It Is believed, but 
cannot be verified, that guerrilla warfare is hampering 
Japanese efforts to reach lengpu. The Japanese press con
ferences have simply stated that nothing has been taking 
place which frequently means that the Japanese are not moving 
forward as rapidly as they desired. This office believes, 
however, that they will reach xengpu during the next few 
days.

In the Hangchow area, the Japanese efforts to ad
vance have again been checked by the Chinese troops and 
the assistance of guerrilla units. The Japanese did try to 
cross the Chlentang diver but were beaten back. They are 
still et Hangchow.

In the #uhti sector, Chinese reports state that 
they have taken the mountains surrounding the town end that 
fighting of a guerrilla nature is taking place constantly.

kertlal law was declared in the xootung area. The 
reason riven is that there are b,000-d,000 irregulars In 
the area who need to be rounded up. Lome of those Chinese 
irregulars are stated to have captured the town of ChwanSha 
and to have taken prisoner some 270 Japanese troops. The 
town Is now reported by Chinese sources to bo surrounded 
by Japanese troops who have not actually attacked the town 
due to the Japanese prisoners held there. As this is being 
written, martial law is still in effect in JFootung and no 
reports as to the Japanese operations are available, ether 
areas said to be affooted by these guerrilla operations are 
Wanhwei end FengSlon.

COOkTTT: Operations during this period nave not been very 
extensive on the part of the Japanese. Whether it has boon 
the wish of the Japanese to go slow or Chinese guerrilla 
activities it is hard to state. There has been recently a 
greatly Increased activity on the part nt the Chinese,chief
ly of an irregular or guerrilla nature. This may bo playing 
its part in slowing down tho Japanese moves as it has been 
very noticeable that tho Japanese frequently seem to care 
nothing about their lines of emasanioatione which can bo out 
suite easily. This would naturally make supply a difficult 
problem for the Japanese if tho Chinese can continue this 
lino of attack. z

JAjfAffKSE ACTION II HAKklW:

A member of the dritiah ambaasy reported that fol
lowing in th® steps of tho Japanese elean-up in Banking 
that the Japanese removed any man fro*  tho neutral tone 
that was suspected cf having been a Chinese soldier. 'Thio
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British off!sial stated that on several o«easions the Japan
ese, having taken several hundred Chines*  sen, would for*  
a large elrele with their troops. Th*  Chin***  would then 
b*  released inside this circle and the Japanese troops 
weald then hold bayonet practise on the living Chinese. 
After tty*  Chines*  were all on the .«round, living and dead 
wer*  dragged together io a heap which was then thoroughly 
soaked with gasoline and kerosene and lighted off. Heedless 
to my, there were no survivors. This British official 
stated that this method was followed on several occasions.

CüMMBITs Hone.

GaSàKâL HAK FU-CHD;

It has been reported from Hank©»» that General 
dan *u-chu,former  Chairman of shantung province, was ar
rested at Hsnohow by General ii Tsang-Jen ok orders from 
the Central Government. General Han has already been sent 
to Hankow whore he will stand trial for various offences 
including neglect, failure to carry out orders, retreating 
without orders, etc. It is hoped that the Central Govern
ment fools strong enough to mate an example of the gentlemen 

COUMOT: Ihcro have recently been reports to the effect 
that many officers of the Chinese forces have been executed 
for failing to carry out their duties, that others have b**n  
desbted, etc. If the Government feels strong enough to car
ry out strenuous measures regarding senior officer*  it can
not but react favorably on th*  rank and file of both th*  
fighting forces and the people at large.

WOCEAW:

The following ha*  been received from an American 
who returned from Nanehang, i-iangai province on January 6. 
The individual is Quite reliable.

pThero are two American aviation aoehahio*  in 
Hanohang and I saw on*  of them who stated that he was tired 
of the n***  out here and wished he were baer in the State*.  
He told n*  the following items - there are very few Ameri
can aviators flying in China probably only five or six and 
e few other nationalities.

"vutside of about two doson other make*  all th*  
planes in lanehang w*re  Russian of which tharo «*r*  approxi
mately one hundred bomber*  and. pursuits, fa*  Aussi an*  had 
their own pilot*  and mechanics in other words, their own 
er*w*.  He had heard that the J-aselans were only send lug 
their second rat*  pilot*  and if this were true, their first 
rate pilots must be a***.  Ho had a very good opinion of 
their skill and estimated that their planes mad*  better than 
300 mph. The ihusiana were making almost daily bombing 
trip*.  He added that th*re  wer*  mor*  G. S. filers in Chin***  
service than now but moot of th*m  were amateur fliers and 
had been quietly left out after a Short time. The American 
mechanic had been teaching Chines*  ground crew*  in Sseehwaa 
until recently when he was moved back and forth from Hanke*  
to Hanehang. Ho could not *p**k  Chinese and had no inter- 
Îr*t*r  *o  had to draw diagram*  and Illustrate with gesture*  
a explaining to the Chine**  mechanic*.  fie thought th*  

Chin***  pretty good for the small amount of training that 
th*y  had received but it took th«a too long to get back to

-«-
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work after a bombing raid. He stated that the carpenters 
at the ^snchang airfield wore kept busy making wooden dummy 
planes for the Japanese to bo-^b as from high up It was dif
ficult to tell the difference between real and d^mmy planes. 
He added that in his opinion bombing did not pay, that he 
had changed his original opinion. The expense ©f sending 
ont a bomber was very high and they always went ent in 
groups of five to thirty and the proportion of its®» of 
importsnow that they hit was very low and the waste of 
bombs very great. (^nd of mechanics items).

"I found fro® talks with ®r. 1 and others at Jan- 
ohang that Japanese planes often released bombs in the open 
country snd fields, doing little or no'damage, apparently 
because they could not make their objective or were afraid 
to and were also afraid to return to their hone airdrome 
without having used their bombs. Useless trips are ex
pensive.

■’In "'anohang there were many soldiers, 30^ of toe 
civil population had moved away. I wag told by an official 
that these troops had come from Yunnan and were «11 supplied 
with French arms and anuitions. I saw many with the char
acteristic French type trench helmet.

In an earlier letter (January 4) the same American 
states that he left xiukiang by auto, used a military road, 
which skirted io Yang Hu and came through Teh-An (this 
means that there is e military motor road running practi
cally parallel with the hallway from xiukiang to KanChang, 
EGH). He stated that the Chinese did not expect the Japan
ese to attack seriously toward Nanohang for three months.Qiun' AMulfC J^AMdSi CFFICEho:

L’o those acquainted with the squeezing of Japan
ese officers in aanehoukno the following will oeeaston no 
surprise rather it will impress once more that the Japan
ese officer, regardless of his theoretically high moral 
standard, is Just one more individual who is oat to get for 
hl®self wh*t  he can while the getting is good.

Using one of its slogans as the desire to rid the 
poor Chinese of s.ueexitig Chinese official», civil and 
military, there is now going on in the Sangha! ares sueh 
8 scramble for money on the part of Japanese officers that 
former Chinese wrr-lorda and civil officials would d le of 
shame at being bo out-done by the Japanese. The grafting 
group comprises officers of all grades in the army and navy 
who have any authority to do business with Chinese or others 
with the possible exception of General Matsui «at Vice-Ad
miral Hasegawa. The best that can be said for the Japanese 
Bsvy ie that Its officers have not had pilto the opportuni
ty that presented itself to the Army.

Specifically mentioned were the Japanese Military 
and ®avsl Intelligence «ervlaof.the bpoeial Service Branch, 
and by name General Matsui, Colonels •■miaaote, Captain / 
Mori, Colonel Magai, a retired General Uohida and offi
cials of Mitsui, Mitsubishi, the S.M.h. and several others. 
There are also foreigners mixed up in it including Italians 
end soverel Americans. Two of the Italians are priests 
from an Italian Salesian Mission, Father Fontana and Father 
Antonio. Fontana is known as a person vdto is eu. posed to 
be 1® the drug trade and is well known to people following

-7
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th» narcotic traffic, The Italian lawyer used by Father 
Fontam, one Lizarraga, is also e crook and has recently 
become persons non grata with the Japanese but for Just 
what reason is not known, vne of the gases played by these 
Italians (and this office believes that Americans are 
also involved} is to locate cargo which may have the slight
est trace of Chinese Government in ^ich case it is cold 
by the Japanese. notaer game is to remove cargo, literal
ly steel it or "lose" it enroute and the profits are split 
between the Japanese in the deal and th® foreigners.Colonel 
kusumoto and his assistent. Captain **ori,  no longer think 
in thousands of dollars - tens of thousands ia whet they 
want. The whole set-up is continually trying to double- 
cross the other party in this med scramble.

Cases have occurred where tha Japanese have is
sued passes for the removal of goods,rao-- ived their aqueese 
and before the individual oonld remove the property from 
the godown, the property has been "stolen' by Japanese and 
Chinese stevedore and sold for the benefit of the Japanese 
who pocket the proceeds from both ends, the victim so caught 
has nc place to go to complain aid is simply minus the squeeze 
he pa d and his merchandise.

Cû/WTT: It would be extremely difficult to prove the above 
dur to the na lural desire o*  any individuals connected vith 
the above deals to keep ^uiet. àut it Is going on and this 
office feels absolutely sure that the foregoing represents 
only a small share of what is actually taking place. The 
above notes come from various sources.lyiSiilAL CvMFStaKCÏî

The following regarding the Imperial Conference 
cornea fTon a source that has been fairly reliable.

Due to the dispute between the two parties,mili
tary end civil, (or military end moderates) the Emperor had. 
to act «8 arbitrator. The moderate group la said to have 
been composed of a rince ^anln, rrince fushiml, xyinee 
Konoye and Finance Minister Kaya who represented the banks 
and Industry. The military group was composed of General 
Sasaki, Admiral Guetsngu, General Araki, Admiral Takahashi 
and rince Kunl(?). There were others also present, but 
the above repres nted the mein figures.

General Araki read a petition or appeal which 
stated that (1) the 'resent time insures or allows of 
success; (s) in China which can be dominated by two measures - 
the declaration of the general Blockade and increased mili
tary efforts to the final aim of occupying the whole ter
ritory sad th® elimination of all foreign interference In 
the Far East. (?) Meaeuros to carry out these alms - mobi
lisation of ten reserve divisions to full war strength, the 
creation of a new regime *nd  the immediate recognition of 
seme wnen created, actlvityagainst the regions around nong 
Aong, occupation of Hainan, eto.,(appended to this was a 
report from the Japanese military attache, t© the
effect that If Japan showed force the British Government 
would certainly give up^he vfaole Chine field.)

This Araki appeal was supported by Kuni, Takahashi, 
Suetsugu, Masski and General Kakaarara.

-3-
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Irlnoe Lenin than read the opposition appeal welch 
la said to have been drawn up by -rinse Salonjl and whioh was 
supported byYonal, Suglyaiaa, Tada, »o?a, Fushimi end xaya. 
It contained the following points - the creation and sup
port for » new regime for China should not be done before 
it ie absolutely evident that tae present regime will not 
enter into negotiations. It should only be doue If the at
tempts fall as tho continued support of a now regime would 
tax the strength of «lapan for several years and would make 
it defenseless in case of other wars. Ibero is still a pos
sibility of coainr to terms with the present Government as 
proved by the despatch to dorr Kon Dierkson from aerr 
Trsatmann dated January iota, which contains a series of 
new proposals, (g) The depatches from Genexsl oshlma frv« 
Berlin, received the aaae date, leave no doubt that the 
British had advanced far already in negotiations wits Ger
many and also Italy which at any aoment might allow the de
parture of the fleet for the Far «last. Also Salto's latest 
American depstehes begin to warn about the possibility of 
Anglo-American cooperation, not only with Fleets, but with 
>.rniie«. «it a regard to tae general mobilisation of the ton 
divisions demanded not even the equipment for their complete 
mobilization sag available, lue soviet danger, though not 
acute at present would, materialize through sudden changes 
in the European situation including hitler's attitude.

statements fro® the agents of lada and i-oga were 
re®d from raria, Berlin, uo«ae and -on don.

The answer of the emperor is given as follows - 
Beth the Chiefs of the General 1 taff and the Admiralty have 
my full confidence and their advise will be followed along 
the lines suggested, namely: The decision as to a now 
regime for all China 1 place in the hands of the Imperial 
Headquarters, but before the decision, efforts will be con
tinued to arrive et sn understanding with members of the 
present regime. The military operations in China meanwhile 
to be continued in a retarded manner as worked out by ®y 
General Staff with no lacrosse Ln mobilisation. The utmost 
caution shell be adopted with regard to the lowers nnd no 
steps shall be taken which would lead to armed confllot at 
the proment time, The plan approved by myself is Hlrota's 
gradual advancing method In tho élimination of Foreign 
rowers from China.

After this declaration it is stated that Guaarels 
Arakl and Sasaki tendered their resignations from the 
Imperial leedquartera.

Further instructions of tnese ha peninga are that 
Konoyo instructed hlreta to begin a reseneillation move 
in London baaed on points (1) that aritish interests lu China 
would not be touched and,(3) an invitation bo extended to 
Britain for a Japanese-British conference on China, (3) 
thst an American, British «nd Japanese naval armament con
ference, after the Washington 1S21 model,was urgently desired 
by Japan and that, (4) a general Far Eastern Conference is 
desired by Japan In the near future.

In regard te China, the General Jtaff received 
orders to continue the campaign in a retarded manner with 
tho least possible forces with the followlag places limit
ing the area - Swatow, Changsha and Hankow.

Hiro tn »a also told to continue German mediation 
attempts with members of tho present regime but sot the

-9-
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whole body and to contact the Hoadquarters of *atsul  snâ 
farauohi with • v.ew to participating in efforte to in
duce ue>&tierE and. ooMax*ders  of «ho ^resent reyime to cose 
to terms, at all events official support should be given 
to all local autonomy bodies as they are created.

l‘h« question of the declaration of war and coa- 
nlete blockade was decided in the negative by the Conference

It is further stated that the results of the 
imperial conference vat very disheartening to the Head- 
ruarter® of General .'-etsui. the -’•endquarters have desired 
at least four additional divisions, an unlimited advance 
into China, a complete blockade and ths ®li®lnation of 
foreign influence - it even hox®d that Admiral Soetsugn 
would replace Aonoyo ana that General lasaki would replace 
1 rince Kanin. lhe defeat is ascribed to the influence of 
Csionjl over tne Imperial Household. also to the in
fluence of toe tankers and. industrialists. Ii. short, it 
is felt here that the gray has ro longer a free hand in. 
getting tao results it desires in Chins. The aodorhtes 
nave won trie day.

In regard to peace terns hirota is aS id to have 
told Vox» Dterkson that China nust recognize /«anehoukuo, 
China could not station troops In Sorth China and. th® arms 
of the rest of China mast be limited. Indemnities could 
be discussed.

ïhe foregoing terms are regarded by the j^atsui 
headquarters as u collapse of morale on the Governmeïît*  s 
part duo to financial etrlngeacy «nd fear of international 
complications. The Junior officers of the Mat ami Head
quarters are being watched closely because of their dis
content over tne fact that neither a close blockade or 
anti-foreign measures have been adopted and another Feb
ruary 26th Incident might be brought about.

COMtNx: Time is a necessary element needed to prove or 
disprove the above. The Japanese offensive on the lientsln- 
*akow railway ie going slowly but whether this is due to 
orders to the Japanese allltary or Chinese reeistanoe, ie 
difficult to state. A> the present time this office is 
inelined to believe that Chinese resistance (end else poor 
weather) is chiefly responsible for the alow Japanese 
advance.

-hila in the Shanghai area no Chinese Government 
has to date been recognized officially, the starts that 
have been made have certainly received & blessing from the 
Japanese otherwise they would not have oeexi able to function

CHIKiîSE ,-U.rLY LISES:

Lines of supply for the Chinese are stated to be 
the following of which, nt the present time, several are 
no longer available for the purj ose.

(1) Mong Long-Canton - chiefly via the railway to 
Canton and the new motor road which has Just been ecmpleted.

(2) fiaeao-Lappa - fe« supplies have arrived at ^aceo 
and have then boon transported by truck to Canton.(not im
portant. )

10-
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(?) Kwangchoawan - steamers have unleaded here end 
then trucked to the <e«t Liver for further distribution.

(4) Hongey (in French Indo-China near the &wsngtung 
border) then by truck overland te -ungohow.

(b) Haiphong - thence by rail into Tunnan.

(6) Rangoon (^urma) to the durmose border and then 
via road which is now under conotruction fro® Annlong (Chin
ese a&ng  lung) to funnan. asy he >iraa aide sit dif
ficult on the Chinese as the road at present is a oaravan 
trail. Three convoys arc said to have needed L6 days 
(average) to get to ïuananfu. The road le now being made 
wider and also thrae more bridge? are needed before eoaple- 
tioo. »t beat it will i>e a long, hard route.

* *

(7) Bimgpo - thus inland by rail and motor trunk. 
Can no longer be used.

(8) awatow - by rail (very short di a tasse i anti thence 
by truck. This route has been praotically closed by the 
Japanese.

(9) Siberia via Chinese Turkestan to Lauchow - now 
being used for supplies fro® Soviet Haasla. The actual 
route is not at present known. It may follow the route 
shows in the 1936 ioatal Atlas although a recent report 
indicates one route via south of AUkonor moko Laks) ir 
Chinghai.

(10) From the Siberian rail station south o ___
Baikal, thence to Urga, then considerably west <of zaotou 
into Shensi £rovines to Si ah Fu. (This office doubts whether 
much can be moved via this route as the Japanese' hold iaotou 
and should be able to watch the routes west of ti.jt town for 
supplies from Outer Mongolia.)

The following figures are given as supplies receiv
ed during the month of Deasmbsr, 1937, via these routes:

71a Sroneh Indo-Chlna - 18 batteries of Belgian 
manufacture, 3003 oases various types ammunition, 300 trucks, 
about 1000 machine guns and automatic rifles.(French Cus
toms Luard report)

Via Surma - three caravans of ammunition.

Via Long »ong - 8 batteries, 230 cases of ammuni
tion, 67 trucks, 1000 cases aviation spare parts, 40 motors, 
34 airplanes, knocked-down.

Via Siberia - Urge - 10,000 rifles, 2 heavy guns, 
100 eases ammunition. by air - 78 planes with various war 
material chiefly bombs, 10 planes returned to Siberia.

Also from other so arses, Skoda recently delivered 
42 8-em. anti-aircraft guns which arc reported to be the 
latest model. Reported as already arrived in Hankow and 
distributed to various fronts. Arrived via Hongay, wuohow 
thence Cantea to Hankow. Two Skoda employees arrived with 
them and will remain six months.

-11-
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■' Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 13, 1938

According to a Reuter/ 
despatch from Peiping, dated 
Febr. 4th, Tsingtao is to be 
included in the regular run 
of the Hui Tung Kungssu, an ' 
air line operated by the Japan
ese between Japan and north 
China. Apparently the stops are 
to be Fukuoka, Tsingtao, Tien
tsin and Peiping and there is 
to be a tri—weekly service.

ARR
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fltJ Sir: 

t/1

I have the

espatches nos

honor to refer to this consulate’s.

152/of October 21, 1936, file no

Japanese Airplanes in Tsingtao, and (0 
04, subject:

f November 
recording desk 
ett,r » n.Kiait to Tsingtao of Chief of Staff of Japanese Forces

- Proposal to Extend Sino-Japanese

13, 1936, file no. 979.6, subject: «3

"in North China

Air Service to Tsingtao. In connection with the above 

subject, there is given below a Reuter despatch from

Peiping, dated Friday, February 4, which would indicate 

that by reason of the Japanese occupation of Tsingtao,

Tsingtao will at least be included in the airplane 

service of the Hui T’ung Company , the Zg

1REAJV DIVISION Lino-Japanese enterprise which was organized in 192&

.PR 2 11938

DEPARTMENT OF SÏATE

LlLHVICK BEThHJM JaPaN aND '35 
NORTH CHINa oTaRTKD. Peiping, Friday - a re- 
gular air service between Japan and North 
China started on Wednesday. Thrice weekly the 

5 plane service between the two countries will « 
i be maintained by the Japan Air Transport 
I Company end Huitung Kungsu.

"REGULAR PLANE

"passenger planes will leave Fukuoka on 
I Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays while those

bound CD
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bound for Japan will leave Peiping on the 
other days of the week.

"The Chinese bound planes will make the 
trip via Tsingtao and Tientsin. - Reuter." 

The air field in Tsingtao which was formerly used 

by the airplanes of the China National Aviation Corpora

tion and which was marred by the Chinese authorities in 

the autumn of last year, was in a very short time after 

the Japanese occupation repaired and has been in use 

ialmost from the first week of the Japanese occupation. 

Land planes are continually using this field, and while 

this consulate has no knowledge that commercial planes 

are using the field, it is very likely that a commercial 

service will soon be inaugurated. On a visit to the 

air field this morning a large amount of steel frame 

work obviously for a hangar of a permanent nature was 

observed.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
American Consul.

879.6 
oÜ/GML

Original and five copies to Embassy, Peiping, 
Copy to Embassy, Hankow, 
Copy to Chefoo-Tlentsin.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE________________________________  FOR__

FROM__2^5* _______________ ( lockhart____> dated Feb. 18, 1958
TO NAME 1-1127 ...

REGARDING-.
Military aid to China:
Japanese advance in Yangtze Valley:
Warfare in the North:
Japanese air attacks in South China; threat of invasion;
Chinese preparations for resistance:
Increasing cruelty of the Japanese military: 
Development of Japanese-controlled political organs.

793.94/ 
12705

M
> :

I
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*• MIUfarr &U la
Seputable eyewitness**  continuée to report the 

arrival is Chin*  fro» tns west of Soviet plane», true**,  
«a®d other foras of war salariais. So far as cou*d  be 
learned, toe supply of thess salariale was » eoaeercial 
ratner taau « political transaction. Beanwnile Soviet 

natxuaals continuer to instruct Chinese In aviation} and 
an unknown number of Husaians piloted Chinese Military 
planes.

4. J.aa&fit 

a. J&oanese advance tfte Yangtze Vallert 

Having finally overcome during Boveaber Chinese 
resistance at Shanghai and having subsequently occupied, 

the cities of Somehow &nd Wusih, Japanese forces occupied 

on Deceaber 12 the cities of Banking and Buhu, the wester» 
Unit of the advance during the period under review, ano 

on D-ecesaber dS Hangcha«• Subsequently th® Japanese forces 
of 

south/'the Yangtse were engaged by guerrilla activities 
of Chinese troops, thereby Halting the nuaber of Japa*  

xiese troops which could be withdrawn for assistance in 
a drive northward fro® the fangtse River toward the lung- 
hai Hallway. South of the Yangtze, as 1» berth China, 
Japanese control was confined primarily to certain Hees 

of ceawunlcatlon, between which large area*  were still 
under
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under CMn«»« coatrol. Meaarbilt, northward free 
t«® langtso, Japanese forças were cavaccirg against 
strong CMmm resistance for ultimate battle for con

trol of the Usnghal üailway for an Indeterminate dis
tance inland. Those Japanese forces had rescued the 

aual ftiver by tn« close of January, while Japanese forces 

in Shantung ware attempting to advance southward toward 

the hunghai Railway. e
*>*  Mf£M& M Mi M1M»
la topei, Shansi, *n«  the northern tip of honam, 

Japanese troops <wde na important advammo during tiw 
two aontos under review. They continued to bold certain 

lines of coswuniCAtlon, or p&rts thereof, while ou wither 
side of thus® lines Chinese fores*  eere in control and 

frequently raided the narrow sones held by the Japanese. 

Japanese uaapateuad punitive expeditions into the Chinese- 
occupied areas without, iwvevar, extending tiieir eotstrol 

significantly. Meanwhile, agents of ths national Govern- 

ae»t, in large part Chin»**  Cowsuniats, sere active in 
Shantung, Hopei, and Snansl reorganising political ad- 

alnistr&tlun, organising armed forces, strengthening the 

will of tte people to resist, «nd proselytising for the 
'‘popular front". An increase during January of th*  num
ber of Japanese troops Ln dopel sont Stianai indicated that 

preparations wore 1» progress for a push southward toward 
th« Lunghal Railway 1» coordination with the advances of 

Japanese forças southward in Shantung and northward 1» 

ta» ïangti'9 Valley.
Ill

Ô. «isbassy*»  (Peiping) despatch 1S1Û, January 11.
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la Shantung» th® reluctates of th® Japanese, 
«vident la Buveaber and part of D^eeaber, to abandon 

their i»p« ®f gaining control of Shantung without war
fare ended with the systematic destruction on Deeeaber 

IB by Chinese of Japanese cotton aille at Tsingtao, al

legedly »u orders fro® the Bati^nal Governaont. The Japa
nese crossed tits fellow fciver lecexber &5, occupied Tsinan 

leceaber kT, entered Tsliigtao January 10, and aade slow 

progress southward. By the close of January, however, 
Japanese forces bad not yet reacned T’enghslen, which 

la sows fifty wiles north of Hsuehow on th*  Tlontsln- 

Puloe Bailway.
e. J ananas g air attacks in South China*  

□ümilaai mao-
Mam Xas xsüWmw

Balds b;/ Japanese planes continued throughout 1»« 

ceaber and January in South China, aoaetiwes tnree in a 

day. The objectives were usually the railways In l*ang-  
t'uiS, and at lises coastal and Interior highways. Usually 

tne raids resulted in only aioor da*ag.e,  although occa
sionally there wus heavy loss in civilian life *ne  prop

erty.
Reports becaae currant during leeesber that the 

Japanese silitary intended an Invasion of £.wa.ugtung 

land. It seasod evidOïit in January, however, that such 
an luvaaiun would await decisive dovelopaants along the 
kungual üailwuy fronts. Bo»w attempts were asaae during 

the final days of January by Japanese to land snail forces 

oa the Kwangtong coast but without suaaose. À few islands 

off tha coast «ere, however, occupied.
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Meanwhile psbltlous prograaa «ere being carried 

out In Kwangtung, Svangsl, and ton&n for the spiritual 

and, physical mobilisati^u of tne people. Several hun

dred# of th.'uswnda of new «ntered nilitary training. 

The trend of th® propaganda used for the spiritual 
æ>oblLlxatio<. was radical. *

M Jaaaaeso nilltar.y.t
Although th^ro hats occurred in Morth China «any 

instances of cruelty on to® part of ths Invading Japa

nese silltory, inelucilng lootlr<, shooting sown of civi

lians, rape, and destruction ©f property, reports &f the 
behavior of the Japanese Military in the low^r faagtge 

Valley stowed that th® Sorth naa been cooperatively for

tunate. Xn the lang toe Valley, Japanese cruelty was 

treaetoouely intensified. The causes of that Intensifi

cation probably inoltoedt (&) Japanese anger at tno un

expectedly staunch resistance of the Chinese in tto fang toe 

Valley, (b) Japanese disappointaant in discovering taat 

hostilities «oui© n^t ce terninated as expected, ato (c) 

the inevitable effect on nerves ato «orale of prolonge© 

warfare and toe opportunity of license. It vas believed 

toa.1 the excesses of toe Japanese Military would delay 

for a long period the possibility of genuine friendli

ness on toe part of the Chinese people toward toe in

vaders.
10 

iema*
In tto occupied areas in the ïangtse Valley, Jspa- 

ueo al 11 tory s®t up in cities and towns Chinese c-Mimittees

Xax

t. Masking's telegraa Sa, January 1k, 1M noon*
10. embassy's (Pelting) despatetos IbOO, I’acsabftr 

1J?7, Mid tola, January 11, Is&d.
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for the nuniaal direction M affairs, as aad been 

dorse in Sorth China. SoatwhlLe, a regime of con

siderable pr«te:< sloes l&augunitM'i on I<eoeotber 14 

at Peiping under the a&©« “Provisiot al Gavern&ent of 

the Republic of China*.  This »»a followed by the aboli

tion of ths Peiping &nd Tientsin local Maintenance Socie

ties. Presumably th® Japanese military in Sorth China 

responsible for the creation of the "Provisional Gov- 

arm^nt’’ envisaged tae extension of its control to in

clude atix«r occupied arems. Their Tlwa, however, ap

parently cash into conflict with the views of other Japa

nese authorities, with the result that it seamed at the 

close of January as though the sphere of the “Provisional 

Government*  would bo confined for sose t&ae to a part of 

Bor th China and tuat similar register would be set up in 

jtter occupied regions. There was during the period un

der review little evidence that the Kwantui< Army In

tended to turn over to the Provisional Government Chahar, 

Sulyuan, and north Shansi which the Kwantung Àrsay con

trol Led through the guise of the *Kongol  and Border Pla

telets Federated Committee*  at Kalgaa.

The character of the “Provisional Government • in

dicated Chat sd>ht be expected with regard to future re- 

glnesi that Is, th*  *Provlaio»aA  ftovernsest*  was offi
cered in general by second-rate men of doubtful loyalty 

who had served in gevornoeats «blob had existed prior 

to the Satinai Govem&mt*s  rise to power and who were 

willing to put up with Japanese dictation which directed 

and controlled all official acta of significance. The 

difficulties of the Japanese in forsûog sue© a regia*
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were illustrated by their Inability ta persuade a 
CM»«4hî of sufficient caliber nnu rcput&tlj» to aeeept 
the leadership of the ’♦Frorlsloaal Govornaent* , which 
continued throughout the period under revise with the 
chief office vacant,

r« smU mX
Tne Chinese Ambassador to Japan, Mr. Hsu 8hlb~ 

ying, sailed January W fro® Yokohama for China aad tj» 
Japaneo Ambassador to China, dr. Snlgeru K&wagoe, sailed 
January hô froa Shanghai for Japan, thereby increasing the 
anomaly of the relations of Japan and China.

U Ife
I» *£fisfisau  gfmfttUgj”* MRmcAUasfor a new bank»
Japanese wconoafc development of Morth China in 

’’cooperation*  with Chinese did not progress during Deees- 
ber and January beyond a preparatory stage because of (a) 
differences of opinion «song the Japanese interests con
cerned asto tow sue® development should be carried out, 
(bJ lack of capital, and (e) th« fact that the Japanese 
anntrolled only tfi« Peiping-Tientsin area and certain 
narrow sones along lines of comaunication. It beease in
creasingly evident during the period under review that 
Japanese interest is exploitation of Worth China was 
centerlug on utilities rather than on ran nateriala, 
except in instances where raw materials lie near toe 
Jap&nftSà-control.ed railways.

The wst significant step forward toward econoaie 
exploitation was presumably tho annoaneemeut in oarly

January

11, Eabaasy’s (Peiping) tolegran 6», January id, £ p,n, 
IM. Embassy4s (Peipirg) telegras Ml, January B, 6 p.».
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January by the •Frovisional Ûovera«wt« of tbe afb. 
poiotiawat of eight ccwmissioners, aXX proeiseot Morth 
CMm benhers (iaeludlag the oeaegers of the Tientsin 
braaehea ©f the Bank of China and the Dank of Coesmnl- 
eatlons), to prepare for the «st&blishlng of a "Chine 
Joint Reserve Battle*  for the stated purpose of stabilis
ing the eurreasy sttd fostering production and econo»!c 
progress*  This development seemed to foreshadow the 
forwal severaneo of the financial strueture of berth 
Chine froa that of the Batioael dovemweat aad to depend 
for its success or compliest«d political ftad ecoBowle 
factors eoBi-ect -.d with the choXo Jepaoese progrès in 
Chloe.
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REGARDING: Sino-Japanese situation; A meeting was held last month in 
Geneva between Delbos, Wellington Koo, Eden and Litvinov, 
regarding the

793.94/(2706
 

W
 
■ 7/
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
GRAY

From Shanghai via N

Dated March 23

Rec’d 1:55 p.m

R

1938

Secretary of State

Washington
I of

443, March 23, 4 p.m

r 1

■1'1

IWision 
MSA;

MAR 2 4 1938 J
‘ K J .

Japanese offensive operations in Sournejm'Shantung

My 422,/March 19, 3 p.m

have carried them down the Tstnpu Railway to Hanchwang

which is approximately 35 miles from Hsuchowfu. The

Japanese column operating to the east of the railway

is reported to have captured Yihsien 13 miles northeast

of Hanchwang but to the west of the railway in the

vicinity of Kinsiang little progress is reported

Japanese continue large scale mopping up operations 

of Lake Tsi. Japanese force which was landed at

ngchow is reported to have pushed rapidly north and 

J-^Snow forty miles north of that city.

1*'  ‘ On March 21st Chinese claiming to be acting under the

ders of the "Great Way Government" and accompanied by

yeral Japanese seized the customs superintendent’s

office located in the American

a notice reading "salt gabelle

defense sector and posted 
■ * 

for Kiangsu, Chekiang an^

Anhwei

79o.94/
I 2707

 
F/F

q
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-2- #443, March 23, 4 p.m., from Shanghai via N. R

Anhwei", Officers of the Chinese Government Salt 

Administration here have no information as to the 

significance if any of the posting of the notice 

mentioned^

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

CS3
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TQ NAME 1—1127 opo

regarding*. The situation in the Far East.

Review of the past week.

FRG.

793
*94/

 
12708

 
Ai7er
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Action: Opnav.

Info: Amcon at Shanghai; Cincaf; Amambassador China;

4th Marines.

793.94/ f2709

0025. In discussing problem Japanese military traffic 

in American sector Colonel Price with my approval made 

proposal allow staff cars, couriers, and limited number 

supply trucks enter sector. Supply trucks containing not 

more than two armed rifelmen will use only Bubbling Well 

Road in proceeding to Sungjao area, no restrictions on move

ments staff cars, officers, or couriers with side arms. 

Pointed out necessary obeying instructions Marine sentries, 

desirability reducing traffic to minimum, and reserved right 

suspend all military traffic at discretion and without prev

ious notice. Japanese have made no definite reply but appear

ed willing accept. Difficulties will probably continue unlcrr, 

Japanese issue detailed instructions to all motor units, 

make certain that drivers obey instructions and interpret 

limited to mean not more than twenty 1357.

NPL EMB «> pT
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1—1336 FROM FOURTH MARINES

| S’ei'n 1 i G ■)
! M.i.D. |

March 24, 1938

Rec’d 8:30 a.m,
1 j Yg

ACTION: CINCAF 'J*f ’ 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
AST ALUSNA
ALUSNA PEIPING SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD

8624. In Shanltung vigorous Chinese counter attacks 

line and Kinsiang sectors holding up Nipponese advance. 

Japanese force repulsed in effort cross Yellow River north 

of Kaifeng, In Hangchow sector Chinese guerrillas seized 

several Japanese motor convoys on Shanghai Hangchow road. 

1853.

CSB

to 
ta

§

793.94/12710
 

_ 
F/FG
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MR From
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone

Hankow: via N.R

Secretary of State, O.N.I. .

Washington

171, March 24, 3 p.m

Following from Stillwell dated Sian

Rec ’d 30 a.m

Dated March 24, 1938

Division 
eastem

P2J

"Chiang Ting Wen expressed confidence that he had

enough troops to prevent Japanese crossing of Yellow

River. He said that he thought Japanese would not st

tempt to occupy Sian and Tungkuan for some time as there

are still some three hundred thousand Chinese troops in

Shansi, and that he does not believe there will be any

move via Ninghsia on Lanchow until after Sian is taken

793.94/ 127 I 
I

General Chiang stated that he thought Japanese would

have a difficult time cleaning up Shansi. Stillwell left

Sian for Lanchow by plane March 19."

Please inform War Department
to

CSB:

Repeated to Peiping

JOHNSON

£

2 0
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paraphrase

A telegram (no. 171) of March 24, 1938, from the 
American Ambassador at Hankow transmits a message dated 

Sian, March 17, from Colonel Stilwell which reads sub*  
stanttally as follows:

Confidence that he had a sufficient number of troops 
the

to keep the Japanese from croasing/Yellow River was ex*  
pressed by General Chiang Ting Wen, General Chiang is of 
the opinion that thare will be no move on Lanchow via 
Ninphsla until after flan is taken and that, as there 

are some 300,000 Chinese soldiers still in Shansi Province 

the Japanese would not try to occupy Tungkuan and Sian 

for some time. General Chiang was of the opinion also 
that the Japanese would find the cleaning up of Shansi 
Province a difficult Job. colonel Stilwell left Sian 
on Harsh 19 by airplane for Lanchow.

793.94/12711

FE:E(JC:HES 
3-24

FE



Division of

Lear Mr. Hamilton:

convenient for you.

(0

to

to

or

CM

I wish to brin a friend to see

State Pept

Mission Court
1208 Rennie Ave
Richmond Va

40 NOlsIAlQ

UMAjaOSM

It 10, 1972 o 
Date

DECIASSIFIEDt E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

March 16,

Mr. Maxwell, Hamilton, 
Chief, Pivision of .Far Eastern Affair

7/ashington, P.C
8£6l tu

KOapartmen^of State

I hope that you can gave a half hour of your

me on Saturday morning, the 19th,

valuable’'time for. .

you who has just arrived by China Clipper, direct from Nanking.

On Saturday morning I shall telephone to find out what time will be most

please find enclosed copy of some letters from Rev. Kepler VariEvra

of the Presbyterian Mission, Hangchow

Sincerely yours

(D
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naagoaow, China, 
ceetobex*  £3, 1937.

ir. .crown, tn© same .. r. Srown of Thanksgiving bay fame, 
arrived in .hxngchow today bringing the children ’s letters. 
Thank you so isuoh » a fine Jhristeua presently I’ll try to 
send this back by liics,

hast night £ slept soundly. It me rumored that the bridge 
would be blown up last night. ill th© Hailway itaff is supposed 
to have left, I’nis morning at 3:45 I had waked up when off went 
a great blast. 1 assumed that it was th© bridge - an hour later 
camo another and soon after five several more. Baa oame in for a 
meeting about 10:30 and said that t:j© bridge was 4jat»« intact, 
oar» and people going over it. This morning the rumor was that 
it was to go at 13:00 but it is now 12:2£>. hut they did blow up 
part of tue power plant, no lights now, no radio to listen to. 

o&eone said that the feirry landings went but I have not had titee 
to go and see. *he  town is cleaned out - not & soldier or police 
left - a f«B firemen are 4 stationed on the street, presumably 
to keep order - doubt if they could do anything, ko reason why 
they should not come in at any time. The radio report of yester
day was a bluff evidently fox’ they talked of eae-SHM counter drives 
toward the great lake.

4:30 p.m. Kr. brown also brought a number n£ consular 
px’oolamations for our compound, Ku Lou, Teen Teeh, ?ong noh 
dyao and Jiris’ a school and I have spent most of tae day in 
getting them up. Th® town is quiet, few people on the streets 
except those robbing the rioe shops and that is going strong, 
une mob at ong Klang Gyao lias been at it all day since before 
9:GO thia morning. Another at Tai Ting ?ong near lai Chang shoe 
«tor©. Th*  street is covered with rice.

A half hour a^o there was another terrific explosion that 
rolled for several minutes. It may or may not have been the 
bridge, ko way to know unless you go t iere - too far this late 
in the day.

i<e got a doctor and four nurses at the Ku Lou today from the 
d.l.J. hospital, tin emergency dispensary for the next few days.

e hope that we stall have little or nothing to do. ho news to 
be had today, no radio, no one knows anything, even a dearth 
of rumors.

.xave not read ail th© children’s letters yet but to the end 
of October all seems to be going well, lust aloee for this time 
as it is getting dark and no lights now, no telephone - we’ll 
have to go primitive with candles.
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.feQ^csr i.u, 19J7.

*e have managed to paua «hrlstmos >.ny «.uietfcy, in a way not 
so y,ulet either, and have come to another day tint pi'omises to 
be even more hectio. ïeoterday I tore from place to place, 
was at the Girls’ School in the morning Just in time to meet 
three officers bringing proclamaLions regarding the purpose of 
their army - they were of the military polio© - and as they wore 
ready to write proclama :ions for jjrotection of foreign property 
I succeeded in getting them to write for practically all the 
wuses in the city, of all cilsaione, also churches and tae school©. 
Rft«r distributing them to Saylond, Chang Memorial, M Tab R 
ïang» Ku l«ou, 1 went to rest and put them on our own gate, Gene 
Turned and I decided on ©upper at SjOO - he ©am and I decided to 
go to ’.jng Dao for tne night. We rode down the Great street 
in the gathering twilight, lost of the shop doors were forced 
open and soldiers were spending the night inside. It was about 
dark when we arrived at the f. I went on to ’ong Dao alone.
ill was çfulet. About 6:30 two officers came to look in, on© spoke 
a bit of English - after a short time they left « we saw than to 
t ie front gate. X went to bed about nine - slept well until 
three - all quiet when I t,ot up at d;30 and left to get Gene 
and go ixofiie for breakfast. »e rode by Fong Loh Gyao - Kri Van 
was at home - during the night someone of them had hung a 
Japanese flag there. *e  took it down, went on to Tah R Tang 
and found the * same thing there. They said the Chamber of 
Commerce had sent word to welcome them. But we told than that 
till© was Red (Kross and we could not have both flags. Then to tn© 
hospital to talk with Dr. Jturton as he is secretary of Red 
cross. .nila knocking on his door in came the gatoman and lies 
Garnet to say there was a big fire Just aoroaa the La 2 Kyal 
not far from Las .torton’s homo. Dr. -»turton came out half dressed 
asked us to help the eervjints together with all the palls they 
could got. “t first it looked rather bad but the place was en
closed with high walls so could not spread and soon died down.

e went on home for breakfast, got cleaned up and shaved. *ene  
left soon after breakfast. I wrote up ny Journal and left at 10:00 
went to Tai tiao Tang. h crowd of women and children were down 
back of the chapel along the canal wanting to get to the Chinese 
Red Jwaatika Refuge Center in the Tai liao fang Government school, 
but wore ©oared to death of some soldiers in toe street. They 
followed me and . ot to t e denier without trouble. I went on and 
stopped at the Ku ~>ou for a few minuted, then on th the "Y” 
and to the Girls’ school, tr. .a was very 4 much upset beoauee 
soldiers had come and searched both liim and tr. Vong in the guest 
room, broken the glass case with the oUpe and silver shields 
and t ikea out some smiler ones. 1 went back to see Turner who 
went with meto tne school. e decided to see if a meeting 
could not b® called to ask for guards - were too late for lunch at 
”T” so ate a Chinese cookie and rushed on over to the hospital, 
jturton being out we went to see the nlahop but got little 
«satisf action - he did not seem to tuink anything could be done.
•»e started off and at th® gat© met utorton, 'Illis of tn© Asiatic 
;.eti‘oleu« company, nd .^tapleton Jotton, the costal Commissioner, 
who iad Just been to dong koh Tsang and other places and found that 
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they had broken into kr. ditch’s back gate and were taking out I 
bedding. -Ince tne three of them felt that tn^y oould do nothing 
1 did not oars to go back and try it singlehanded. xhey loft a 
proclamation with the cook to put on the back gate when they leftl 
»e decided to meet at 2j30. Gene e then left to tell M Clacton 
and lr. Mlrolough. I went on back to the school until tii! a for 
the meeting. *d  same in at t ie end. It waa deaided that a delega
tion go and get in touch with some authority and Eturton, ->illls, 
•*d  and bishop Deymler ('Tench Catholic) started p££» 1 started 
back to the school, met Gene at the edge of the Tartar City - ne 
told me that he had found the place to go - we went to the "Y", 
Tso Kong Yang wanted a proclamation for the *’¥’* - Gene and I took 
aim riding between us, for Chinese on wheels had been having 
them taken away, «e got tue office of the Military Police, 
presented our matter and were Just getting our ideas across 
when the other group came, having found a good interpreter in 

.’hiïiese. After talking a while trie officers said they would be 
glad to see the places if t;iey had a car. ^illio said we would 
take then at once, àturton said to see only the hospitals as 
he thought them of first importance. Ed said they Lad 1300 
women and children at Rayland and it would take only a minute to 
drive there from tn© hospital and then straight from ..ayland 
north to the Gatholio hospital, but the guiding was up to ^turton. 
Gene and I rode home to early supper up the G^eat street, crowded 
with soldiers getting ready to pass the night in shops, beyond 
tnc Drum Tower a string of cars lined up as far as we could see 
toward Vong ...an len. e arrived at home and sow| Ah 3, ïhi 1M
ao, the cook and *>  r. Van all were there to tell of the Japanese 

soldiers coming in paying no attention to either the consular 
proclamations or their own proclamation and going through all three 
houses, upstairs and down - all were excited and trembling - told / 
us to go in and see for ourselves wnat they had taken. 1 went 
through the oouse, remembered tnat 1 had left my poaketbook in the ; 
drawer - it gone, my razor and $20 U.3. currency given by peoplel 
at home to buy things for them, also ^.SO and change. The locked I 
boxes in the attio were not opened, my suit was still in the hall I 
closet and my big overcoat - they had not gotten at the iron box. ( 
irom our place they went to the middle home, then to Arthur’s, 
went through the Van's things, broke into tb® room on second floor 
on w iiah we had put Arthur's things. "e ate supper in a hurry, 
it was getting dark and we g felt that we must get back to the ”Y" 
and ' ;ng Duo - we hoped they would not come in the night - but we 
felt an obligation to about 15C0 women and children in the two 
places. ”<3 left as it was getting dark but a fire at Man using 
lighted way. ky flashlight was taken - so no help from that. 
1 arrived at 'ong Dao after leaving Gene at the HY”, surprised that 
neither of us was robbed on the my. all was quiet at the school - 
we had over 1200 tonight against 150 last night - all women and 
otiildren, frightened to death by stories of rape and looting of 
taelr homes -"pitiful, jltiful. -Sleeping on a "lien Birt(quilt) 
on the cement floors of the gym and dining room, aa close as 
bed puds could be laid out, some four and five, mother and children 
in one bed. Two light meals a day. About 7; GO o'clock one of the 
gatemen earn© running as in to say that the soldier» bad come
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Fags .4.

to inspect. -»e want oat and feudal found three of them slipping 
across the walk into the dark, two with rifles with bayonets 
fixed» I tried to talk to tn«u in hnglieh, they understood one 
or two words, talked among tijemcelvea for a blue, then said good
night and left. Er. Vong saw them to the gate - they instated 
that we do not go with them. At the gate the gateman told us 
that when they came in they asked for girls» I sat with tne 
group in a barge until 9:30, t hen went to jjjy room and write 
until 10:30 when they pulled me out, but as ths knocking on the 
door md stopped I soon went back and went to bed» Naturally 
everyone is Jittery as can be. Everyone's home has been looted, 
why should they feel at ease? The only ray of hope tonight is 
that 1 was stopped in coming here by three sentries, one at the 
corner just this side of the one in front of Mr. Fitch's 
house and one just opposite hr. Oliver's gate» old gate, we 
hope it means a beginning of control of the soldiers, ve'll 
see what tomorrow brings forth. Good night - thia is supposed 
to be a Sunday night but I have thought little today of its being 
iunday.

Monday, Dec. 27.- In spite of all this I slept well from 
11:00 until about 5:30 - dosing until 6:30 when I got up, went out 
to the Gy$» All was quiet so I told Mr. Vong I was going home. 
1 went to the "Y" - met Gene - we went by Fong Loh Gyao, found 
txt they had had a fairly good night, also the True Model School. 
They were all right though ooldiers oad come in during the night, 
but nothing had happened, then back up the Great Street - a fire 
was burning on th® east side of the street just south of Drum 
Tower, a fire company with old equipment was hurrying up the 
street covered with soldiers, carts, artillery. >‘e got home - 
found Van at the gate but ti» night had been fairly quiet, »<e 
xvent in to get cleaned up - my rase» was gone - no shave. Just 
as I came down the gats opened and three soldiers same in on 
bicycles. I went out to talk to them - they wanted chickens, 
asked me to lead them around, I did not do as they asked - Gene 
came out, told them nothing doing, snowed them the proclamation 
on the door and we helped them out with tnelr wheels» 1 stayed 
at home this morning. Gene went alone» how at 1:30 he is back 
road I am going this afternoon. well, well, an Interesting llfel

will close for tais time. Don't say anything to worry ir.
Itch about tilings. [la oar was taken too. '/e hope that t ils will 

soon begin to calm down. It's one time I'm glad you are not In 
■oangchow.

December 27, 1937.

It la now time for bed. things feel a bit easier tais 
evening. Mr. Turner wrote down an account of the visit of the 
soldiers to our compound yesterday and took it to the office of
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tho iilitary xolioe. T.ie captain had ealled at the Y.L.j.a. 
on -Æturday so Jone felt that he had a contact, ria left the 
letter at their offioe and this afternoon after I had gone to 
’Ong -Mo an officer called and a Chinese from the «namber of 
Commerce with him, inquired into the action of th® soldier®, it 
nade us feel that they were beginning to get on tne Job. After 
they left Gene and . r. Van went over to the little American 
school*  There was a soldier in there attacking someone there 
and Gene put hir out, apparently scared the life out of him from 
wrsat they said. I went around by the joliae school and down t’ie 
Great street, lined all the way to the Arum Tower with artillery 
sind carts - a new contingent was just arriving Vat stretched 
from the -Drum Tower betaw to below the Camercial T'resa. I 
woua&rny way down between soldiers, horses, cannon and carts with
out much apparent notice from anyone and on to the Girls’ -»chool, 
then back to tne Y.L.J.A. to go with Tao Kong Yang to a meeting 
at tn® hospital. Jhinese who go out on a bicycle those days alone 
usually have th® taken away, ly, how Tao did tear along! I 
could hardly keep up! After the meeting I rode back to the "Y” 
with him, then back to look in at the .A>ng .i^h Gyao Cauroh and 
True î odel school before going to the Girls' school again. Generally 
things bad been going vex-y well today - without too muoh molesta
tion from the soldiers. I went back up th® Great street, stopped 
to see how the nurses werfl getting on at Ku Lou, found them all 
right, went on hone for supper. Gene could hardly tell me his 
;;tory of the afternoon for r. Van jumping in and talking excitedly.

Lr. and ire. Chu arrived at- our gate about 9:X'. They had 
had a terrible night, they said and I guess they were relieved 
to ho back at our place though just that time I felt far from 
secure, watolling the gate with stone slabs propped against it and 
someone banging on it every little while. But nothing more happen
ed during the morning except that two servant women and four 
children from Kiss osar’s asked to oome in and I let them in 
expecting taws to take them to the Tai ilao Johool refuge. But 
after Mr. Van and I had been over there and e%w how many soldiers 
there were along the way I decided to let them spend the night.

Tonight we have been talking here at the school about how 
to take care of several cases of sickness and one or two maternity 
caser. I’ll see Ur. Uturton In the morning. we have about 170G- 
1U0V women and children tonight. Gene is staying at home tonight. 
Ji® asuae with mo down to uayland to see M. came right down 
Ban B. Yang, hardly saw a soul on the way and from there on across 
IM Jang reh X saw scarcely no one but the two sentries. It lass
ie a new idea, being halted by sentries and then e waved on when 
you a.iow your Bed Cross badge.

-«ill close here for tonight. It is near 11:00. 1 have a 
comfortable bed but these women and a children are glad for a plaoe 
on th® ament floors of the gymnasium or dining rooms with "Mien 
Bi" spread as closely aa possible. The hallways of the east
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dormitory are full, nai-d to get thi-ough witaout stopping on some
one. Ono woman had the stair landing with the lower step for a 
pillow; another, lying close to the door where sue got t ie 
draft every time the door opened, thanked us for being so kind. 
Just a plaoo to sleep with a feeling of safety and two light 
meals a day is all t iut cun be promised. 'Oil, thei’e ounnot 
be much left in any of their homes, mouses are entered time 
after time, what one does not care for another will take, all 
very interesting except i when its your home that is being picked 
over. •© dropped in at Tso Kwan ..u’s home yesterday - four*or  
five were inside going from room to toon, breaking open tills 
and tuât. I watoned tne bicycles while Gene stopped inside 
but there did not seem to bo anyViing that we could do. (kr. 
/’s bicycle was stolen from him at J. headquarters, it iiaci a 
British flag and J. permit J.

December 2d. - before daylight I could hear dripping from 
tne rooT'anïT wsen it was light I could oee that it w had been 
snowing. I got up, told i.r. Vong 1 would go to Da Tah R. 'fang to 
ace if they had more room and then come back, ^t the i>ong Loh 
Gyao jnurah two mon ran up to me to ask if their women could come 
in. 1 told th®, to bring their women to bah ïah R. Yhng. I 
went on over there, at the door ? met a dozen or more leaving 4 go
ing name to see wint was left, in a few minutes t hroe women 
came from the fong ..uOh Gyao to fict in. I returned to tne Jiris*  
school and at the door a huge crowd were trying to get in. They 
opened for me and Inside were an many with taelr bedding ready to 
leave, -o it goes - I trued to persuade t tern not to leave but 
they insisted on going home.

next 1 went directly home and found that they had had a quiet 
night. Gene waa sitting in the dining room but he told me to 
take a b -.th. 1 could not suave since the callers on Bunday took
my razor. They did not take much of anything from the attic.

*fter breakfast we vuth decided to leuve but for i.r. Van w 
to stay behind. It was a wet ruin. rode to Ku uou, found 
that Dr. jturton had t Ken the nurses away the night before, 
hr. and 1rs. fang, members of the Church, and taelr daughter and 
two small call (Iren were truer®. e decided they should be taken 
away. I put their bedding on my wheel and pushed it. They 
followed and we went without trouble t ’irough several groups of 
soldiers, though a few tifces impudent young fellows stared menacing
ly. Then to the hospital to soo Dr. uturton for medio 1 care at 
the Jiris’ school, n© thought best to go with me to see for 
•imself. une woman, apparently with T.B., ae could not take 

since there was no disposal could be made of throe sail dron. One 
with an abscess of tne brevet we took to the hospital. liât 
yesterday were thought to be maternity cases were not important 
so we loft foi’ tne hospital. The woman was registered and sent 
in. hext Dr. Jturton said he would go with me to get tne î.urses*  
things and the patient with a broken leg, who was treated by the 
nurses yesterday*  ® found that sjû lived over on Yang Z Gyai 
and that the nurses’ t lings would more t san fill tne aar. ->e 
came on back to tne hospital. Dr. Jturton had to go to Long ioh
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Dsang because soldiers were firing around out tuere. io told me 
>o take t.ie car and find the patient on Yang jyal and 
nuFwee1-things kr. .Illis would take iiim. I took one of the 
nurses and went two tiirdo of the way home, hunted up and down 
a little ’’goug" (lane; on the east side of '.-•■.tng Uyai, inquired 
ol people not too frightened to talk, finally fuund the
patient, a girl of fourteen. «hen her mothex*  saw me she threw 
up her hands and begged me for help. ... man there got the girl on 
his back and carried nor out to the car and we put her- inside be
side the nurse, - the leg broken, not a moan only an occasional 
twist of hex*  lips and so all tno way down the rough Yang à Gyui 
and to tue aospital where she was registered and put into hr. 
Jaddon’s hands, i then went to ‘•ayland to soe Ed Clayton. ,le was 
lying down, not feeling at all well. I talked a few minuted and 
ao-.e one came to say that the woman they were taking to the uospit 1 
a maternity case, was ready to go. (There were 27 babies born 
in that camp). 1 noticed that «d was not keen on getting 
out, besides t .elr dinner was Just ready, so offei«ed to take the 
woman. ^d said that would not do for I would have to bring the 
men back. They would be taken to carry things for soldiers.
1 told him that 1 could easily do that so I went along. <he woman 
was registered and the men oaxTiod her in to the bridge that goes 
up and over to t.ie new . edioal school building, now the woman’s 
hospital where i met Jr. Jurtis who took the woman on in. nen 
1 got back to toe ■.ayland gate the crowd of ’ jobs en clamoring to 
get in was increasing, but with 1,700 they could t.ke no mox'e.
•e pushed our way to the door and had to push them back and say 

no more could be received, until further notice. 1 went in to let 
^d know that we nad gotten back u.K., a but he was not in and Kyi 
uon Invited ma to dinner. I decided to stay as I wanted to see 
■^d a minute, rlyi -»on fixed a plate. I sat down, soon after Gene 
□time in. l.r. Brown, tae Shanghai insurance man wa was there also, 
•.laving finished ids dinner, also i-r. .<hirolough, who had eaton. 
I said that the crowd nt the gate coulu be taken in at Tab h. 
Yang. That relieved ^d’o mind and . r. ehirolough and I took them 
over, about forty women and ehilttren, the men nut being allowed in. 
That brought their number to over 400. Kong noh Gyao Chur oh has 
ovex*  200. The count in the Girls’ school tills mox’ning was 1040, 
Jammed, bedx-aggied but uncomplaining humanity, homes, perhaps 
nothing left.

.>oon after 1 made a call at trie Girls’ ->chool, all was going 
well. 1 said tuât i would not be coming back tonight. They seemed 
to feel all right with a guard at the gate. The question of enough 
rice is bothering everyone now. The Chamber of Commerce is try
ing to get rice, people try to keep it stored, but it may be 
commandeered one of these days, ho one oould move rioe on tne 
streets these days without a guard of soldiers. ■ e had at first 
counted on four days of this. It now looks as if it would continue 
for a week, .^fter the Girls’ ochool I called at the "Y’hj? at the 
office of military ?olice to ask a question, then back to look in 
at Fong hoh Gyao Jhurch. They were excited because a soldier nad 
gotten over tho wall at the back of the church into iastor Van’s 
compound, wnioh is shut off from the church compound by a wall
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and tie gate way locked. jO there ns was like a nan in a well. 
But he had made so much noise fulling down, on and off the tint 
roof of a siui.ll kitchen tiat t.iey all knew someone was in tae.ro, 
30 they opened the door and four of then escorted him out of the 
front gat®. The laugh was on him.

i went on to the hospital and at Dr. turton’s listened to 
Lao and ur. hanget, the same turbulent kind of happenings. Lac 
t links the college io getting on very well, but soldiers have 
been in trie T’ien bue Syao compound. ue had ^uite a row with 
tnam there. I was Just re dy to start home when hene came in. 
.xs left some letters with Dr. jturton and we went along together. 

> riving at ■ •ome lr. Van was ut the gate. <*e  helped the servants 
tell now tiie people who live in the new house by our old a gate 
house today, frightened to death, put a short letter ladder over to 
our wall, crept over on it and Jumped down inside, first tne mother 
then the father who fell on top of her and I do not know now many 
more same over the wall, joiae got in by the gate, lhe soldiers 
iiad ^otten one girl, and she got away and got in here somehow. 

a.r. Van camo over. They picked up the mother, put her in our oM 
porch c.'&ir. Tills was about 11. e talked to her when we cams in. 
ihc said that she could not move her legs, gene and I did not like 
tint so we got Ji ;;*s  son and An Lin, tied up the chair, and took 
her to the hospital. brief examination oeemed to indicate a 
fractured spine. Van and I want on with the man tords cuurah, 
got some things, it was pitch dark. kr. Van had loaned fce his 
flash, mine went to th© visitors the other day, and we tropped 
back through the puddles, stopped a number of times by soldiers, 
not sentries, as no sentries were posted along our route. But 
our tied Dross badges took un by and we got home all x-ight, One 
soldier tried to get me to uand aim my flash but I kept on going 
and not understanding what his idea was so nothing happened. ir. 
Van case in and sat and talked while we ate supper, «e are beginning 
to wonder wiat t >e coming days will oring. .ill we be able to got 
food or wood, for everything is just now being used up vei’y rapidly.

i'm thinking of you all tonight and hoping that you are all 
well, and finding your work as interesting as I am mine, Miey 
say that change, variety, makes tilings interesting. That is 
exactly wmt we are having, ; ontinued uncertainty, surprises ahead 
all of the timel

December 29 - In spite of t ie exciting experiences of t.se 
day I slepCwell during trie night, once or y twice, wiiile writing 
before going to bed I thought I heard noises, and pictured soldiers 
jumping down from the front wall, unce I actually went out and 
Looked along tie front wall as I still ‘nd hr. Dim’s flash, but 
nothin ^ was there. hen Ah J brought the water up this morning 
X asked him if all uad been all right, he said yes. I got bathed 
and. dressed, cannot sauve anymore since tne soldiers took my 
raaor and w ien X e u,,o do»n -»h .» came in and in nia dramatic way, 
wondered want under heaven would happen next, for ae nad found 
that six .,en had come in over th© wall during the night, and were 
in the old gate house. *tiere —t ney-weyef-elx-er-seveny-'X-eeHld-s^t  
e-want* ’* «4 i ~
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■Quia ui tuc aunbaads of the woiaan who had cocse in last evening.
1 went out wi to .Tin, to the g'.t® house. 'zxieve they were, six ox*  
aatea,bl could not count ttom all, with baggage, rolls of bedding, 
and a oox or two - all on theix*  knees begging me to do a ‘kao h"~ 
(good deed/ and protest tarn. I took a dislike especially to on® 
who begged most professionally pitifully and at onoe told taem 
that the men would have to get out. Then I walked bask to tto 
douse, - Ah s talked to th®i a l it and soon they all come and w® 
let them out of the gate, Thea 1 went round to «ene’s servants’ 
quarters and there was the professional beggar and hie wife who 
asked that since kiere waa but two of them with no children to bother 
that they be left to stay together. was insistant about not go
ing. 1 left th® matter rest fox*  the time being. 1 want back to 
t to house, tone oame over and w® had interesting breakfast - con
versation. e decided that I should go out this morning and 'ton® 
this afternoon. 1 had told the cook we would have to be sparing 
of wood and he onr> e in to say that some of these people tod wood 
if we could only get it. few more women came in the gate. e 
took away the stones find let them in, in many oases tueir ®.en push
ing in quilts and rioe after t ham. Gene and I got five or six 
men together to go after wtod but we decided to clear out any 
man who did not belong in. sine® Ah « and others had been 
suepiaious of th® professionalbeggar X went to find aim. lie 
had slipped out to the gate house and was sitting there eating 
parched comma® 1. The oomplaint against him was ttot he was from 
north of the rlvex*  (Klang .-oh too K. ) and so unreliable! I toll 
iii;.-. to come along. Then he got to th» gate he wept and wanted to 
see his wife» Then he tried to hang on longer so I took him from 
behind and hustled «A# ,Aixt. along from Gene’s servants ’ 
quarters and so out tn® gate.

© then went around into t.w alley near ©or old gate, by 
t.w old dump piles, and got out the wood from the new house and 
brought it in. Then I started down town» leaving Gene to bring 
in the old mother of the Ir. yen who cam® over th® wall yesterday. 
I wont to the hospital where ’ao, ^turton, the hisoop, j4 Alayton 
and br. ^hirolough were discussing the contacta we tod tod with 
the military iolio®, the incident® that had happened to the 
various refugee oai«po and hospital and the possibility of getting 
pei’ulselon to transfer rioe to tue refugee centers. All are getting 
low on x’ioe now, the Ghaxabor of '«oxuïieroe is woxking on the problem, 
Mi not yet got tan it through. The niahop was to see tn® Military 
. slice about it. i'no was to bo® them to get a guard for T’ien a© 
Jyao. I tnen want on and inquired about the rs. ton at the 
&o®an‘s hospital, but *>r.  uurtla told me tant hse tod a real 
fraotux*e,  that t i® spinal cord was saaewtot involved and ttot it 
. ould require several months of treatment. Mext J. called at 
mh Tail .i. fang and .tong Loh dyao, found tnat they nad nad quite 
a night, went on ta the ”Y" to see if they were still reoeivlng 
women, then back to the hospital with a letter Tract the "Y".
1 was then read:/ to âtart home, up the Great street, all the my 
to the Ku Lou saw fewer soldiers t an any day since tto 24th. 
all was qulot at the i u Lou Ctiuroh. The nurses tod not come took, 
tae caretaker and ttoee Christians there wore u.K. I tnen rode 
on and beyond the Ku tou still a long line of artillery but not so
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auah a» yesterday. 1 ran into a group of s old i er® moving a cart, 
wound in and out for a time but at last -jad to off i.y wheel and 
take it to t:® sidewalk*  I stopped at tue *ed  jwastlska Refugee 
Center in the -ai Lao fang w dch naa been Jammed for days*  
ïaey are troubled with aoIdlers wandering in and out but do not 
keep their door shut aa »e do. hein^ foreign property with 
consular proclamation and also their own ■ iiitary olioe order 
we cüAii perhaps do it better t ..«w can a Jtinea® society in /nina e 
property. fhe lai . iuo fang Chapel had not been broken into. 
l.ri and ?ra. ;hu left on® window open, being burred so no one 
could gat Ln, on a wire inside hung a small *\>®rioan g flag and 
the order of tae £ illtaxy olios and on the door he wrote unerionn 
reabyterian ' lesion.

Jens had had a busy morning getting in women from a number 
□ X places. *e  had dinner and he got away to get off on his wheel 
in the rain which has been falling since yesterday morning*  --ie 
tied oxi a bundle of lettuce for ^d ^layton and a quilt for 1rs. 
■>©n at the hospital. The hospital lias run out of quilts. I went 
out to get in a woman after mstor Van and L.r. Cau returned about 
2toQ*  iustor Van remained to watch the gate wiiile L.r*  ohn went 
with me down along the canal past tae d.A.S. !,e brought in four or 
five and when we got in th® gate we found five or six who had 
rushed along of their own accord from somewhere else. Gene had 
told me at noon that there were twenty-eight people in .ils servants' 
quarter». . ore than a doaan more had now come in, all of them 
asking to be "saved.” Think of the old -ities of ^efugel "’e 
went out ao-ain to get bedding and food for some who had failed 
to bring ther. and others o«®e in with us. <e were going steadily 
till five when Gene came hoaeand we made one more trip after that. 
. r. and irs. Chu took right hold. One woman began to complain fiat 
an® had urought fifteen packages of wood from Mos caen's place 
and that others had. been using her wood. Ir. Ohu told her that 
we would have to be saving wood, that people could not cook separate
ly under tn© present ® circums tances. XT. Chu was given the job 
of registering all who had com® in. It ms getting dark and he did 
not complete it but he came in at supper time to say that he had 
down seventy-two names*  ill canpl tree it tomorrow and include

1 Vong*a  family and irs. Ah .> and son. She old gate house is full 
upstairs and down, our carpenter roam*  .t Gene's two rooms upstairs 
and one down of the servants’ quarters arid two downstairs along the 
wall over at the t drd house. One fairly loekiw^ nice looking 
woman spi*ead  her quilt there on the cement floor and a-id "This 
is heaven." .low frantic they are to get where they feel safe! 
after eupper . r. Van and 1 md® tae rounds of all the rooms to 
see that they were all right and that they had no foot stoves going 
and to warn tuoa. ® expect a quiet night. Today it looked as if 
the bulk of troops had passed on and Xao said tlmt lines of artillery 
were passing the college t ila morning and he had difficulty oomixig 
in - was challenged every little way «tare usually he met only one 
or two sentries on the my in*  f4o doubt some other place will be 
stripped tomorrow and people fleeing, hunting a place to sleep in 
peace, but under far worse conditions. The small towns and villages 
must ouffer Unspeakably.
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■Jecembar bQ - it way niter seven when 1 got up - another 
cloudy Guy - the people had had a quiet night, und as I looked 
around after oouln „ down 'ill was in order. e had breakfast about 
d;00. after breakfast ir. Van oar.e in - someone osxie to the door 
to got in - it seams that several woman wanted to oucie in. I was 
to go out for the morning and left about 9:00, h®ne and ; r. Van 
both remaining at home. I went down the fang z I'yai, which had few 
soldiers, and to uiyland where I saw rr, Aire lough, and soon after, 
.••'4. ihe ohief problem. aeemed to be eloe but some had oom® to /ay land 
already from t ie Chamber of Domu-erce mid we expected the problem 
to be solved today. I went on to the hospital, inquired about 
L-rs. ;en’s condition. Just as I was leaving lac drove up, we 
chatted a bit - he said the situation at th® college waa eaoior 
this morning. I went on to Da ïah R fang - th»y had just gotten 
ten bags of rice and so were feeling better. At the ong Loh Oyao 
a maternity case was reported as on the way. I rode back to tlae 
hospital to see if they had apace and ' iss Garnet said to bring her 
alo^s so four men carried her in on a -hineae bed bottom and I went 
with them into the Oman’s hospital and brought them right out 
again. These days the hospital is allowing th. no visitors and 
watohea oarefully each one who passes the gate, for nil kinds of 
people are trying to get there as a refuge. hen J reached t « (Jiris’ 
ohool a military truck was unloading 25 bags of rice, w ilah solved 

their rice problem, I waa asked to take tie receipt for the rioe 
back to the -;»mber of -'Oi-merce but flrat I went 4e In to tell lr. 
yong and .ra. .aaao Keh Ven that Dr. ladden would come at 2:00 to see 
tue sick children and thifc she would like to have them collected 
in one place by that time. ^r. Bao said he would be glad if 1 
would look in at their home on the Yang ■=.. Xaai if I had a chance 
sometime.

1 wont along up th® Areat -'treat, stopped at t is Dna^er of 
!oi arce to take the receipt, was taken far in whore the chairman 
was ta Iking with a timber of Chinese and Japanese, then went on 
to Ku x.ou, which waa quiet; then back, first to Da Tab. R Yang with 
a message, and then to the Lurtisea for dimer. Ir. ^airclough, 
.:,d and lr. Drown were there and we had a pleasant time, much of 
tne conversation about events of t ie last few days.

ufter dinner I lurried home for dune was planning to get- away 
and was Just ready when I arrived. They had had another enojunter 
with soldiers, this time they were trying to climb tri® school wall 
and were standing on top when hone told them to o®4 down and 
one of tnoci drew nia pistol, But somehw he came down anyway though 
it was a nasty affair.

; ore people were asking to oœoe in, a ®.n had epokun to me near 
,ao m ilyao, asking if hi a women could get in. I said tant 1 would 
<3©e and give .ilm a reply. Van and I went back, found him and were 
talking to him when soldiers came along poking into houses. ^ne 
woman went to get same things and we waited for her, Js- young soldier 
a ca&e up, examined our badges but could upeak neither angllah nor 
Uidncce*  I asked him a few questions but he merely turned around, 
put a cartridge in his rifle and stood like a sentry on guard. I told
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Van that they only thing to ^o to go to tfie ilitary .olice
branch office on Alling ho SUng and we a walked directly t here. «
rd-je yowot, fellow from Tun,; en College talked to us - he spoke 
both v.n,,ili.5d and ciiines© quite well, listened to ».;hat we had to say,
sailed three sen and went with ha. -ft er passing -no -«-n -'yao
and nearing home the women waoœ. we had planned to take in - rather 
their men - began to a ok 11 they could dome in. .e told tw they 
could. £ stopped to explain where the soldier had pulled off his 
little stunt on us, then showed where lie had olimbed the h.a.j. wall, 
and while st; aiding txiare a dosen or more women o«e up. Tua officer 
began to ask them in Chinese what had been taken from tn® and why 
they were afraid, he tried to quiet them. Then we went on - they 
went in one door, the pollue talked among themsalvee and finally 
oanie in. ïhe officer wanted to see tae refugees 00 I took him io 
the gatehouse and to each of the other groups, he talked to thœ very 
nicely, tried to w quiet them., and told th® that by tomorrow or next 
day they would surely nave tilings in hand so tint they need aaw no 
fear and that if they had furtaar trouble to report it to thorn, 
lhe officers seemed to .«e very much interested in wnat I hey had seen 
?u.d were trying to think aï a plan for putting pueple’c fears at 
rest, (it will take some t uinklngi) .\:e were busy until dark re
ceiving propio, going out a number of tii.es to help tueai in. e de- 
cidod to put tn®i on the veranda, moved the tulos arid chai.rs, 
hung up all t 10 curtains and matting we could find, and when it was 
full all the way around we put the overflow on bene"s veranda, ir. 
and f/ra. Jhu went around and registered them all and when h® counted 
up he found that yesterday S2 had come in and toduy 75, a total of 
1&7. ■'& arranged for men to sit up in pall’s through the night in 
periods of two and u naif hours each. e had our supper and felt Lt 
was a. day.

December 31 - It was rainy w;«n we got up for this the tiird 
day. If had’ ^ oen. a quiet night. Ah ..» said so when he brought the 
hot water up. Defer® I was dressed I heard the gate begin to open - 
some wanted to go but to <_et things, others had things brought in 
by non from t:xelr lœsou. Aft@r breakfast ’^&a& got ready to get off - 
Van and I were staying for the morning. People began to ask us to •»*  
come and get taeir women. I went first to tne Deen home by t,-» door 
seat near the U.A.J., brought bedding, a stove, wood and a couple of 
women, kext went over the bridge and dwn toward the city wall 
for one woman but about five same. man came and asked us to oome 
to u : lag fang, several young fellows went with us - we loaded up 
on "lien Bi", wood, rice, ata., brought in t ree women, but an 
arrival sit t is gnte a man oarae up and said that two of the finest 
girls ^a4-e®4-da«ed-«s»e-eM4 were not with us. another told him 
that soldiers had some in and that the girls had not dared come out 
so we made another trip to get the girls and an old graAdaother. yn 
the my back 1 kept saying, "here is a time when a woman’s beauty 
is her greatest liability."

i-r. Van took t.ieia and put th® on their verandah. e decided 
not to go out any mox1© sins© the flight of us meant t .at several more 
would écria begging us to corae inside and we wex*e  getting too crowded.
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; ut it w aouut 11:00 by this ti o and t-lings ted quieted and we 
had fewer calls at ths door oxoopt that soIdlers came and rapped 
oocaslonally. Von and X eat around tte front door and I took ad
vantage of the ocoasion to trim the limbs froj^ the little maple 
tree ue-'ir the foot of tue steps that nor© spread Ing and getting 
everyone in the fnoe.

Jon® had brought Ms pu^gai home from t ne *Y"  before lunch, 
acting as convoy to the man who carried It, no X conveyad .aim back, 

the way, r.yi Jen, zîd’s oook, was taken by the soldiers the other 
night, made to carry tilings for that tor a®(® time, was released 
and .' Ot teok after Jd had gone to the Japanese consulate to see how 
he could get him hack, ’-ror;; the “Y" X went on to the Jiris’ school - 
they teve been able to get in plenty of rice and their numbers are 
down as some have gone home the last day or two. They reported 1S08 
today, hext I went on to Hyland, .n tne way l met one of the 
Japanese interpreters of tie ilitary olice wiio was going there to 
see i-r. Trown so we rode al on;: together. hen we got to M’s home 
; yi jen said that hr. Brown was over in the new primary building, 
for yoldiars ted gottnn in there. I asked our guest, lr. hijlmaru, 
to go along to see it. .urown there» Just as we got to ths little 
gate into t ue . rimary chool jompound out a:v<..e the police guard 
of the school leading two soldiers with -M smd Lr. Brown following, 
hr. ^XUumaru straightened up, snapped out nt them in Japanese, called 
one to utsp forward, slapped Ms face first on one aide, then on the 
other, took away their numbers, told the guard to take tiir out. 
They will probably hear froiji that agalnl

te was running a clinic today - Lias orton, who is with f>r. 
tenget, was examining some dozens of wauen add children. They 
fixed up the ayland report and asked m to take it alon0 with the 
’ong >ao report to the Chamber of Commerce - they reported over 
££00. Fh?«n*  the Chamber of J cm eras X went over to !rs. sweet’s 
place, near Ten o en, wnere kr. "hire lough ted gone to see about 
one hundred women who ted been collected in the place. Jntil yes
terday they had bean all right but soldiers were beginning to try 
to get in. I found ;x. x’alrolough there talking with sir. Sokomoto, 
the mn from Tung ’’en College who ted coma to our place yesterday. 
They decided to stay on another night and see how things go and 
if they have trouble we'll move then to 'ong !Mo and some to teng 
Loh Syao.

Jhen I turned back home, going up the Jreat '‘treat and around 
th® ’olio® johool. hot a gre tmany soldiers to be seen as compared 
with a few days ago, but still artillery from Ku Lou on and horses
stabled » in ahors right up to 'lai Mao Yang teapot, which had not
boon antered.

/.t home 1 found the wœuen ted been coming in all afternoon -
•lens was at the gate - a young mn about eighteen ox*  nineteen was
begging to be allowed to stay inside but we ted to insist that he 
rauet go Ohi, though he was frightened to death. All t ne roo^s and
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verandahs ware full» there were charcoal stoves going beside the 
cistern, beside trie chicken pen, t.tings were luuamlng and bussing 
but they seemed to get settled» kr. Jnu s kept on with his registra
tion and when finished he cams in and reported 258» kr. Van sat 
and talked all the time we wre at supper, nfter supper we went 
around to ouch group Just to let them know tîiat we were on the look
out - appointed men to eit up in pairs for two hours at a watch 
from 18:00 until 6:00 a.m. he snail be up until about 10:00 bo 
no need to watch until then. Its been another long day trough 
not as much of a strain as yesterday. Tomorrow we plan not to 
take in any more, at least we expect not to go out for anyone for 
we feel that things are improving. But this completes the 
eighth day - we expected not more than four or fiveI

Rev. Kepler Van gtera.

January 5, 19158.

By Way of clarification for those of you who have not lived 
in iiangchow, I shall give a few facts about our places.

our compound - Presbyterian kisaion (North) located at the 
south end of the city - three houses, a garden, surrounded by a 
wall, somewhat irregular, some sections ten to fifteen feet high, 
the main outer sections eighteen feet. kr. Van Kwang Yong - ir. 
Van - a nreabyterlan minister is living in one of the houses on 
our compound with his large family of eight children, his wife, 
and several other relatives. They could not leave the city without 
him and he felt that he should stay by the church, kr. and ira. 
Jhu, evangelists at the Tai Liao Yang Chapel, our nearest church, 
are also staying there.

Hangchow American school, H.A.3., is a amll building on 
our property but separated from us by a narrow street w4 and with 
a wail of its own.

hou jjOU Church (Drum Tower Church) is an institutional build
ing, situated about a half mile from our compound near t» Ku Lou 
ox*  brim Tower, an old landmark. The Croat street goes through 
the Drum Tow er.

■‘’•bout two miles from our compound and not far from west uake 
is the heart of the city with several important mission centers 
fnlrly close together.

The Y.b.C.A. is a fine large building, a gift from Amex’ioa.

’*5)
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The one Dao Cix'lts’ -chool - tas a large campus with several 
good buildings. •‘■he school i>; conducted by the , resbyterian 
las ions Hox'th and .«■outil and the «sierioan -baptist 1 lesion. Dr. 
itch’s residence ia near ung Dao. Di*.  a. d Lrs. ^lich are working 

in shanghai at present.

The .Lnglican mission (0.have several centers, the 
largest being the hospital faroup. ^r. and 1rs. .^turton, bishop 
Curtis, whose wife is Dr. Curtis, Dr. daddon and several British 
nurses are there. Dr. i-anget, -uteri can southern ; ethodist lesion 
from hue how, brou, .-it hie group of curses, among them one unerioan, 
to help in thio hospital after it was impossible for then to 
continue their work in .iuchow (now called u Hsing).

* he ï a en faoh or ïrue iodel school at Da Tali a fang, and 
jueng iomcx’ial Jhurch at ‘Ong ooh Dyao, on adjoining px’operties 
belonging to the ..resbyterian 1 lesion, were also oide refuge 
oentera, assigned to -,r. 1‘urnex*  of the Y.&.C.A.

.ayland ^oudeiuy, Baptist boys’ School - a large plant not 
far from trie hospital, ia in c range of ir. -*d  H. Clayton who 
Lives on thecaiapue. kr. ?h.irclough (British) of the China Inland, 
..isoion is assisting him. kr. ^rown stayed, there during his visit.

I tas extrema north end of th© city about three and a half 
idles from our oompound is tho ^outhex*n  .reebytsrian Compound, 
with three residences, school and oriuroh. Ihex-e is no foreigner 
there as i r. .orth, who had come to uhanghai to see his family, 
was out off before he could get back to .tangohow.

Out in trie ailla, a few miles from the city, is Hangohow 
.iiristian College - Union of t resbyterian lissions, north and 
outh. hr. kolullen 'ind i r. hautensahlager are in charge.

Kepler’s letter is in journal Ions and has a number of details 
of interest only to tangchow residents but I’m sending it in full. 
It was written by o:uid>elight and at odd times when he was dead 
tii’ed, and I appreciate every word of it as it gives a more 
intimate picture tlian a general account could.

,xo told little of the beginning - having been too busy - but 
.hr. Brown told us of the looting. Eo place escaped. In some 
places books and furniture were taken for fires as the soldiers wer® 
cold and tired. If you can imagine any large oity at home with 
lav; and order gone you -mb get an idea of vast happened. Or can 
you? t- Chinese began looting, first food for the hungry, then 
other things. Then the soldiers - 10,000 - came and broke in 
evurywhei’e, put t ie aorsos into the fine shops and homes, tore out 
counters md floors for firewood, impressed Chinese into service 
to carry loot. >ome of theoe were later killed by others for 
lootingl -‘bout two thousand dead bodies lay in the streets.
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Thia, in war, la called ’’moping up.” All my life I’te heard of 
the wiaketaeas of war but it as to come to your people before 
<ou a an realise it, our men were in actual danger, but at auah 

in..es one forgets all about everything but the thing to be done 
next, I am not reoonolled to the fact that we Am er loan women 
were sent out, Kepler and I had agreed to stay together but it 
was not to be, «*e  are needed there very mush and it has been 
a great strain for the men alone, “e oould have helped with all 
those woman and children I

ire, Kepler Van inféra
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 894.032/187 FOR____ Tel.

from__
TO

(.—Grew______ .) dated ...
NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese situation: "The Nine Power Treaty is of only 

nominal existence inasmuch as many of its provisions have 
never been fulfilled. Abrogation of the treaty is to be 
expected at an appropriate time. Japan has no territorial 
designs in China. This, however, is not a consequence of 
the treaty; it is based upon the functioning of Sino-Japan- 
ese relations.” Foregoing views expressed by Japanese 
Foreign Minister at a session of the Lower House Budget Com
mittee, March 18.

793.94/ 
12713
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EG GRAY

Tokyo

Dated March 19, 1938

i Rec’d 8;08 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

186, March 19, 6 p.m.

This morning’s press reports that the following 

views were express,ed by the Foreign Minister yesterday 

at a session of the Lower House budget committee!

(1) The Nine Power Treaty is of only nominal 

^existence inasmuch as many of its provisions have 

never been fulfilled. Abrogation of the treaty is to 

be expected at an appropriate time.

(2) Japan has no territorial designs in China. 

This however is not a consequence of the treaty; it is 

based upon the functioning of Japan-China relations.

(3) In time the Provisional Government of China 

will come to be recognized by the powers. Japan is 

doing all it can to assist the regime but recognition 

by Japan now would be premature.

(4) Japan’s withdrawal from the International 

Labor Office will perhaps come about.

(5) With the Permanent Court of International 

Justice the Foreign Minister intends to maintain the 

relations now existing.

GREW
RR;CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___ _______ _________7ÆQ«.QQ/3S4__________ FOR____ Tal^..8.7--3çn-_____________

FROM------------IIa..§a..Sa_.R>---------------- Dav-ias.___________) DATED -X^r-Gh-24-ylO^S____
TO NAME 1-1127 sro

REGARDING: /t6
^£

6£

Sino- Japanese conflict» Statement of Litvinov that
Japan has a million men in China and three hundred thousand in 
Manchuria;Japanese aggression against the Soviet union is out — 
of the question now because China is causing Japan much troubllP 
by her unexpected military successes»

01

fp
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FS

1—1336
From

ACTION CINCAF FLAG ADRN 
OPNAV
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI
COMDESRDN FIVE /<
COMYANGPAT / '
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR china" 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FOURTH MARINES

March 25, 1938

Rec’d 11 :os m.

8624. situation northern fslnpu front unchfoged 

Japanese northward offensive from Bantongchow reached 

Anfeng 54 miles north Bantungchow this being major 

effort which if left unchecked will soon threaten 

flank Hsuchow defensE. 1924
east

to

793.94/127(6
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REB
1—1336

GRAY
From Tsingtao via N.R

O.N.L A

Secretary of State

Washington,

March 25, 5 p. m.

MarchDated

5:34Rec ’ d

1938

i.separw:-

Chinese sclrooJapanese soldier shot in former

in Tsingtao early morning March 24 Sentries posted

on many streets searching Chinese and some foreigners 

for arms,

Sent to Peiping, Hankow,

GOURLEY

NPL
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FROM GRAY

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

458, March 26, noon.
/ /JQf?

My 443/ March'23, 4 p.m

Military observers state

Shanghai via N, R, 

Dated March 26, 1938 

Rec’d 7:40 a.m,

counter offensives on either side of the Tsinpu Rail

way have temporarily halted the Japanese advance in 

southern Shantung. Severe fighting is reported in 

progress to the west of the railway in the vicinity 

of Kinsiang where the Japanese are believed to have 

actually lost ground and to the east of the Railway 

near Yihsien and Lini. Japanese efforts to cross 

the Yellow River north of Kaifeng have thus far been

(D 
01
0

CO

unsuccessful. Japanese claim to have killed more

than a thousand Chines e guerrillas in mopping up

operations west of Lake Tai indicating that Chinese

units have been operating in considerable strength s:

in that area. Repeated to Hankow and Peiping

GAUSS ■n
DDMjWWC

0
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3 19-North Hunter Street
HLÜEI fcU

ANIMENT or STATE Stockton,California, -

1938 MAP 96 4M Cl I A
March 20,1938

Secretary of State,Co.^^j|((^|U^s

Washington,D?$.' r'^''

Honorable Mr.Hull :

am

Division of 
?ÀR EASTERN AFFAIRS 
/>'R 2 6 1938 

''n'epartmetrtof State

Perhaps this letter may never be read by you.However I

V

1

determined that it shall be sent, as requested to do so by the 

Executive Secretary of the Governor of California.

I am Chinese by race and I am American by birth.Therfore 

the situations confronting my Mother country and America is vitally 

important to me. Hut being vitally impàrtant to me ,it also gives 

me the privilege to understand.

We Chinese in America has faithfully entered or stood 

by in the great World ’War.We Chinese are not afraid to defend or 

die in that defense again should America become involved into another 

war.
My country was in great woes when America placed the 

Embargo act upon her.China depended upon America so much,not only 

for her own source of defense,but for the longevity of the 

Democracy and Freedom that Americans have bred into her.China 

learns today that manpower without adequate equipments can not ho_ge 

to fight modern wars.If wars should ever visit upon these shores^f 

America,we Chinese in America wants and pleads for the front lineg, ® 
so that we can show those that may live that we Chinese are not-§ 

afraid and that we are walling to defend America as America means 

much to the Chinese and that we know's that we must not be selfish 

to give our lives to protect the shores and lands that the pioeers

793.94/12719
 

F/FG
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of America gave their lives for us to enjoy and to defend.

Lately there has been rumors of a well known newspaper man 

to make wars less barbarious; to leave wars to the combatants;and 

for countries to have pacts towards such.

Is such rumors swindling the people of civilized nations? 

I'll say it is. If we can make wars less barbarious;then we can 

eliminate wars.

Let us not become fooled by pacts that becomes nothing. 

Let the living people of China today teaches the rest of the world 

the futility of pacts and promises. Let the the deads of China 

speaks for itself.They too believed in pacts,but they are better 

off as they have found their 'Path of Glory'. The living people of 

China will find their 'Path of Glory' soon too when a shell shall 

be unloaded upon them.It will not matter much then,because their 

bodies are wacked,starved and broken.lt will be Mercy.

Can wars be eliminated TPerhaps not as long as there are 

human beings .Put being human beings,wars may become eliminated. 

It is not too late. When the world war ended,those that unfortunately 

came back minus a part of their bodies said that should another war 

become in reality ,that they should get the leaders of the conflicting 

nations together to talk over their troubles until a satisfactory 

answer is agreed upon.

Is it too late for all peace loving nations to become 

together to force the leaders of conflicting nations together ?

Force them together and arbitrate their troubles.Let 

them view the scenes of the filthy dead once boasting of a body 

such as theirs ; let them view the scenes of the living, a horrible

them.It
broken.lt
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'mass of screaming,maddened wrecked bodies and souls, striving so 

desperately to cling to Life.And perhaps by these leaders being 

together there may become an understanding ^among themselves to 

realize that war is futile,and all men are brothers,and all broth- 

are men and human beings.There may become that chance whereas they 

can also realize that peace can be restored without further 

blood shed and vilence in a land that wa given to the human 

beings by God Almighty to have peace and plenty.

Thank You and Humbly

Joseph Wesley Hee Won 

19-North Hunter Street 

Stocktpn,California
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In reply refer to
PE 793'.94/12719,

Ky dear Mr. Won:

The receipt ie acknowledged of your letter of 
March 20, 1938, relating to the situation in the Par 
East.

The views expressed in your letter have received 
careful consideration and the spirit which prompted you 
to bring them to the Department's attention is appreci
ated.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State»

793.94/ 127(9

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. Joseph Wesley Hee Won,
19 North Hunter Street, 

Stockton, California.

FE:E(MJ:HES 
3-30

FE

jyj- 1938*
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG FOURTH MARINES
From

March 26, 1938

Rec’d. 10:09 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) x/
CINCAF (ADM) /
OPNAV —-f------------- -

INFO: AMCONSULAR SHANGHAI CHINA / \
COMSUBRON FIVE X -------- ■
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI \f >,îvi«-, \ 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8626. On. Northern Tsinpu front vzest of railway ~

reinforced. Chinese counter attacks forcing Japanese 

retire on Tsinging. 1830. C
CSB

□□

§

£

!

>
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FOURTH MARINES

ACTION;
Cincaf
Flag Amn Opnav
Info: t—
Amconsul Shanghai ■ .
Comsubron
Asst Alusna Shanghai!
Comdesron 5
Comyangpat
Comsopat
Amambassador China
USS Marblehead
Alusna Peiping

From March 27, 1938

Rec’d 10:55 a. m.

8627. On northern Tsinpu front heavy fighting in progress 

six miles northwest Taierchwang, Nipponese attempting 

outflank line defense by encirclement from eastward.

Reported Japanese controlled central China Government to 

be inaugurated Nanking 25 March. 1835

793.94/12721

WC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
ML

ACTION: 1—1330

Opnav 
INFOt 
Clncaf 
Flag and Admn 
Comsubron 5 
Comdesron 5 
Comyangpat
Amambassador China 
USS Marblehead 
Fourth Marines 
Alusna Peiping

------------------ COMSOPAT

=■=«« March 27, 1938FROM '

Rec’d 10:57 a. m.

0027. Air raids airfields and railroads vicinity Canton 

and northeast suburbs city thirty seven Bip sighted 2000
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TELEGRAM

ACTION: From
Opnav
INFO:
Cincaf Flag and Admn Yangpat
Comsubron 5
ComdEsron 5 
Comsopat 
Amambassador China 
USS MarblEhEad 
Fourth Marines 
Alusna Peiping

March 27, 1938

0027. At fourteen forty about thirty three large bombers

accompanied by several pursuit planes raided Wuhun

numerous bombs vicinity air fields Wuchang and Hankow ana

over terminus Hankow-Canton railroads eighteen hundred 

yards from LU^&N reported forty or fifty dwellings de- - 

stroyed, between one and two hundred civilians killed and 
injured, four fires including large oil field Wuch&^^f^;'= s,:. 

2030

£ 
me * ê

7
 9o • 94
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 7J23 
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MB
Thia itfTBsagE was.received FROM 
in navy code and must be 
closEly paraphrased before 
bEing oommunicated to any-
one.

MARDET TIENTSIN

March 28, 1938

Rec’d 10:40 a.m.

TO: NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO: CINCAF

MARDET PEIPING

0028 During pEriod twenty one to two Eight March ap

proximately seven hundred Japanese wounded or sick evacu

ated via Chinwangtao. No unusual troop movements, Hospi. 

tai ship unloading supplies, nature undEterminEd. 0935

SMS:KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEI

MB
This message was received FROM
in navy code and must Be 
closEly paraphrased be
fore, being communicated to 
anyone,

COMYANGPAT

March 28, 1938

Rec-’d 10:40 a.m.

TO; CINCAF
PASSED BY CINCAF TO NAVY 

DEPARTMENT FORINFORMAT ION

0028. After Bombing yesterday small fragment of 

shell found on TUTUILLA, No injury personnel 0936.

SMS:KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PLAIN & GRAY SPECIAL GRAY

qpo v |From pEj_p^ng v^a N R.

Dated March 28, 1938

Rec ’d 7:30 a.m
1

Secretary of State

Washington

7 ,C1 191, March 28 4 p.m» /
3 ' jT"/ 0 / / C?

Embassy’s 184, Earch 23/4 p.m.

One. An agreement was signed March 26 inaugurating

"Sino-Japanese Economic Council1' (paragraph four of
7^3 -

Embassy’s 178, March 19, 11 a.m.) -with Wang Keh Min as

Chairman and Haichi Saburo Hirao as Vice Chairman. According

to the Japanese press this organ will be the highest

793.94/12726

a

organ for directing economic activities in North China

(including finance commerce, industry, mining 

agriculture) and a special "Ministry" will

and

be establishe d,

for the carrying out of its decisions. It is re ported

however, that a similar organ is to be set up in the

Japanese North China Army with Hirao as its head, and i1

seems probable that this organ will give instructions tp trfF

new organ of the Provisional Government.

Two. The local Japanese military spokesman outlined

this morning alleged Japanese successes in Southern

Shantung, Northern Honan, and Shansi. None of them appears

to alter the military situation significantly. Chinese

reports
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-2- #191, March 28, 4 p.m.., from Peiping via N. R. 

reports indicate some successes in counter attacks by 

Chinese forces-. From the reports of both sides it would 

appear that Japanese advances in southern Shantung and 

Shansi have been checked, at least temporarily, and that 

severe engagements are in progress in which Japanese as 

well as Chinese forces are suffering heavy losses.

Three. A strike began March 24 among Chinese workers 

of the Kalian Mining Company in Eastern Hopei and has 

effected several mines of the company. At one mine fifteen 

strikers were reportedly killed March 25 and forty wounded 

while seven or eight Chinese of a "self protection" corps 

were also killed. Strikers are understood to have occupied 

on March 27 the compound and offices of the company of 

Tangshan. The strikers have not yet damaged company 

property. The origin of the strike is obscure but there 

is evidence which indicated that, if Japanese interests 

did not instigate the trouble, they may now be making 

use of it in the hope of obtaining control of the company’s 

interests. The local British Embassy is understood to 

have requested the assistance of the Japanese authorities 

in settling the strike.

Repeated to Hankow, by courier to Tokyo.

SAILSBURY

CSB
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Karen 28, 5 p.m.

Following week of comparative aerial inactivity during

___ _ ....... inclement weather, fifty two Japanese planes on twenty

.seventh raided Kwangtung Railways and Canton Eastern Suburb 

Participation of land planes indicates return of

7' ~ carrier to coast.
। f3 ' - i
; 7 t? o < Damage to railways was slight and through Hong Kong-
i t— I
■. 7 *
। ■' /Hankow service maintained. Municipal water substation in

■4 tZi J> - < ;
I "7,_____ ____ Eastern Suburban Tungshan bombed and storage tank damaged

cutting off water supply in that area Canton temporarily.

Two bombs directed at undetermined objective fell very near

793.94/12727

American Ling Mam University campus,, but caused no damage.

Four out of the five Kwangtung Government’s sugar mills

bombed recently; two near Canton were badly damaged oïf°the?3 
w ’£-1

17th. Attacks on mills and water station indicate industrial
JQ 

plants are increasingly becoming objectives. jg
V O-T-t-l.

situated on Pearl River delta east shore near

British territory was shelled twice recently by Japanese_

war vessels. Damage was not serious and ‘fecenuo-e—&£——set
(J7VW«_

Object of -So-(■?■) ■ shelling believed to test strength

of this 0
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CA — 2-- March 28, 5 p.m. from Canton

of this area understood to be garrisoned by Kwangsi

troops Equipped with shore batteries

Following promulgation of foreign exchange control 

measures. Canton dollar declined in ratio to national 

currency. Some speculation among financiers resulted but 

business was not seriously affected

LINNELL

EMB
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mpril 1

Much of tfe information centaine' 
in the enclosure to the Hankow Em
bassy’s despatch no. 9 of Feb. 11 
has already reached the Department 
but it is here presented so well 
that you may care to glance at the 
marked passages at least. A good 
summary of the events connected 
with the occupation of Nanking.
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Hankow, February 11, 1938.

Subj e c t : Relief of Chinese refugees in Nanking,

CONFIDENTIAL.

795.94/12728

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter 

dated January 10, 1938, addressed to certain of his 

friends by Dr. M. S. Bates, an American citizen, member 
ÿ 

of the faculty of the University of Nanking, which gives 

a preliminary*-  survey of work for Chinese refugees in 

Nanking following the Japanese occupation of the city on 

December 13, 1937. It was only recently that a copy of 

this letter reached me. b -n
a J1 

Further information on this subject, more detailed co -q 
co 0 

in nature, is to be found in letters written to the Jap

anese Embassy in Nanking from December 16 to December 27, s.

\ 1937, n
\ ; ------------- \
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1937, by the Chairman of the Emergency Committee of 

the University of Nanking. The American Embassy at Nan

king is now preparing a report to the Department and 

copies of these letters will be attached thereto.

I have received, also, a copy of still another 

very long letter written by an American citizen in Nanking, 

carrying the narrative to December 31, 1937. In reply to 

an inquiry the Embassy at Nanking hes informed me that it 

has not seen this account. It goes with such frankness 

and minuteness into the atrocities committed by Japanese 

troops on the Chinese population in Nanking that the 

writer would be placed in some danger, it is to be feared, 

if a copy of the document were to reach Japanese hands. 

It would be unwise to entrust the copying of this letter 

to Chinese employees here and I am, therefore, asking 

that the American Consul General at Shanghai endeavor to 

see that a copy reaches the Department through some con

fidential channel.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosure^

NELSON TRUSL3R JOHNSON.

Copy of letter January 10 from Dr. 
Bates, at Nanking.

In quintuplicate to the Department. 
Copy to Peiping.

WRP.EA.
300
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COPY

Nanking, January 10, 1938.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION.

Kill try to write articles soon.

Dear Friends;

A few hasty jottings amid rape and bayonet stabs 

and reckless shooting, to be sent on the first foreign 

boat available since the situation developed after the 

Japanese entry - a U.S. Navy tug engaged in salvage work 

on the PANAY. Friends in Shanghai will pick this up 

from the consulate General and will get it away somehow 

on a foreign boat without censorship.

Things have eased a good deal since New Year’s 

within the crowded Safety zone, largely through the de

parture of the main hordes of soldiers. "Restoration of 

discipline" very scrappy indeed, and even the military 

police have raped and robbed and ignored their duties. 

A new turn may come at any moment, through fresh arriv

als or vacillations in action. There is no policy vis

ible. At last foreign diplomats have been allowed to 

re-enter (this weak), which seems to indicate a desire 

for stabilization.

More than ten thousand unarmed persons have been 

killed in cold blood. Most of my trusted friends would 

put the figure much higher. These were Chinese soldiers 

who threw down their arms or surrendered after being 

trapped^ and civilians recklessly shot and bayoneted, 

often without even the pretext that they were soldiers, 

including not a few women and children. Able German

colleagues
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colleagues put the casas of rape at 20,000. I should 

say not less than 8,000, and it might be anywhere above 

that. On University property alone, including some of 

our staff families and the houses of Americans now occu

pied by Americans, I have details of more than 100 cases 

and assurance of some 300. You can scarcely imagine the 

anguish and terror. Girls as low as 11 and women as old 

as 53 have been raped on University property alone. On 

the Seminary compound 17 soldiers raped one wanan succes

sively in broad daylight. In fact, about one-third of 

the cases are in the daytime.

Practically every building in the city has been 

robbed repeatedly by soldiers, including the American, 

British, and German Embassies or Ambassadors» residences, 

and a high percentage of all foreign property. Vehicles 

of all sorts, food,clothing, bedding, money, watches, 

some rugs and pictures, miscellaneous valuables, are the 

main things sought. This still goes on, especially out

side the Zone. There is not a store in Nanking, save the 

International committee*s  rice shop and a military store. 

Most of the shops after free-for-all breaking and pilfer

ing were systematically stripped by gangs of soldiers 

working with trucks, often under the observed direction 

of officers, and then burned. We still have several 

fires a day. Many sections of houses have also been 

| burned deliberately. We have several samples of the 

| chemical strips used by soldiers for this purpose, and 

| have inspected all phases of the process.

Most of the refugees were robbed of their money 

and at least part of their scanty clothing and bedding 

and food. That was an utterly heartless performance,

resulting
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resulting in despair on every face for the first week 

or ten days. You can imagine the outlook for work and 

life in this city with shops and tools gone, no banks or 

communications as yet, some important blocks of houses 

burned out, everything else plundered and now open to

I cold and starving people. Some 250,000 are here, almost 
I 
tall in the Safety Zone and fully 100,000 entirely depend- 
| ent on the International committee for food and shelter.

Others scraping along on tiny hold-overs of rice and the 

proceeds of direct or indirect looting. Japanese supply 

departments are beginning to let out for monetary and 

political reasons a little of the rice confiscated from 

considerable Chinese Government supplies, though the sol

diers burned not small reserves. But what next? When I 
?
I asked Japanese officials about post and telegraph ser- 

’ vices, they said: ’’There is no plan". And that seems to 

be the case with everything economic and most of things 

political.

The International committee has been a great help, 

with a story little short of miraculous. Three Germans 

have done splendidly, and I’d almost wear a Nazi badge to 

keep fellowship with them. A Dane and three Snglishmen 

aided a good deal in the preliminary stages, but were 

pulled out by their companies and governments before the 

Chinese retired from Nanking. So the bulk of the work 

has come on American missionaries, only nine of whom have 

been outside the confining strain of the Hospital filled 

with bullet and bayonet cases; and of course some of us 

have had varying duties and conceptions of duty. Natur

ally there has been considerable Chinese aid and coopera

tion from the beginning, and most of the detail has had

to
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to be done by and through Chinese. Yet at some stages 

| nothing could move, not even one truck of rice, without 

the actual presence of a foreigner willing to stand up 

to a gun when necessary. We have taken some big risks 

and some heavy wallops (literally as well as figurative

ly) » ’ou't have been allowed to get away with far more than 

I the situation seems to permit. We have blocked many rob

beries, persuaded or bluffed many contingents into re

leasing groups marked for death, end pulled scores of sol

diers away from rape and intended rape, besides all the 

general work of feeding, sheltering, negotiation, protect

ing, and protesting after sticking our eyes and noses into 

everything that has gone on. It is no wonder that a Jap

anese Embassy officer told us the generals were angry at 

having to complete their occupation under the eyes of 

neutral observers, claiming (ignorantly of course) that 

never in the history of the world had that been true be

fore .

Sometimes we have failed cold , but the percentage 

of success is still big enougi to justify considerable ef- 

ffort. We must recognize that although in some points the 

relationship is far from satisfactory, we have gained a 

good deal by the effort of the Japanese Embassy to put

I cushions between the Army and foreign interests, the rel- 

iative decency of their Consular police (few and not al

together angelic), and by the fact that the main figures 

of the enterprise have been Germans of the Anti-Comintern 

Pact and Americans to be appeased after the barbarous at

tacks on American ships» The Japanese refused twice to 

send out for us a mild request for the return of American 

officials, because of the great number of property cases 

and flag problems; and even with this week’s improvement

we
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we are still in practical isolation even from the country

side and river front, except for the opportunities of 

American naval wireless through the Embassy for a limited 

scope of messages.

No mail since about December 1, and that most tardy. 

Electric light in our house last night by special arrange

ment (seven Americans among whom were personal links to 

the staff of the power plant), Japanese shot 43 of the 

54 technical men on the staff, falsely accusing them of 

being government employees. Bombing, shelling, and fires 

on top of that, and you can imagine that utilities are 

slow in resumption. But insecurity of workmen and their 

families was the main stumbling-block at that, Water de

pends on electric pumps, but we are beginning to get e 

trickle at low levels of the city. No dreams of telephone 

or bus or even rickshas. The Zone is about two square 

miles in area, not all built up. In this concentration 

we have had no accidental fire of notice, and practically 

no crime or violence except that of soldiers, until this 

present week’s turning to loot outside the area in open 

buildings - especially for fuel. No armed police.

The University has 30,000 refugees on various parts 

of its property, problems of administration are fearful, 

even on the low scale of living that can be maintained. 

We have very few indeed of regular university staff and 

^servants, most of whom have done splendid work. There 

' are many volunteer helpers hastily got together by the 

tInternational Committee, who have come with considerable 
I 7
I adulteration of motives. Now we must add delation and the 

| intimidation and purchase of agents by the Japanese.

I’m in three hot spots right now over this sort of busi

ness , and begin to wonder whether they are out to get me

or
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or the university into a corner. For instance, the two 

occurring in the past three days involve a contradiction 

of my report of losses for the University Middle School 

(thus putting me down for lying and cheating to the Japa

nese, and striking between me and a key man in that tre

mendous refugee camp) ; and a severe shove through, the gate 

of a terrible military police officer when I tried to in

quire about a good-spirited interpreter whom they carried 

off bound as for death (after he had refused to leave the 

Middle school camp to accept their offers or submit to 

their threats). Incidentally, police from that office 

last night took a woman from a University house and raped 

her thoroughly, after putting a bayonet against our man 

Riggs when he happened along at the wrong time. So you 

get a little of the flavor of our daily diet while strug

gling to do something for these wretched but remarkably 

durable and cheerful people.

The real military police numbered 17 at the time 

that over 50,000 soldiers were turned loose on Nanking, 

and for days we never saw one. Eventually soldiers were 

given special armbands and called police, which means 

that they have special preserves for their own misdeeds, 

and keep out some of the ordinary run. We have seen men 

scolded for being caught by officers in the act of rape, 

and let go without a tie; others made to salute an offi

cer following robbery. One motorized raid on the Univer

sity at night was actually conducted by officers them

selves, who pinned our watchman to the wall and raped 

three women refugees before carrying off one of them 

(another was a girl twelve years old).

Lilliath had every reason to think that I was fin

ished or wounded on the PANAY, for my messages about

remaining
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remaining in Nanking had not got through to her and the 

papers in Tokyo implied that all foreigners rare taken 

on the boats. But after forty-eight hours of distress 

she read in a Japanese paper an interview that a couple 

of dumb-bells got out of me shortly after the Japanese 

entry. The paper responded to the thanks of her friends 

by rushing out reporters and a photographer on the 17th. 

(Entry on 13th; PANAY sinking on 12th, reported slowly). 

One of their men brought me a picture and a letter New 

Year*s  ©ay, the latter of course dutifully read in the 

Japanese Embassy. Thus we were saved a good deal of 

prolonged concern. I have no other word since November 

8 save that letter, although she wrote and wired many 

times by all sorts of routes and agencies. On December 

17 she expected to come to Shanghai the first week of 

January, but I have heard nothing more. Perhaps a recent 

radio through the newly arrived gunboat will get some 

information from Shanghai.

However, I am not allowed to pass through a Nanking 

gate, and she would not be allowed to start west of 

Shanghai even if means of communication were open to her. 

How long this state will continue we do not know. Chi

nese have been greatly afraid lest Americans or all for

eigners would be expelled from Nanking, but they seem 

more afraid to have us go than to have us stay - so far. 

Meanwhile I try to keep on friendly terms with Embassy 

staff and a few Japanese in semi-official posts, and 

even with a few of the less violent and treacherous of 

the police and soldiers. But it*s  hard going. Four 

weeks to-dayt The shells and bombs were almost comfort

able, if we had only known it. And what*s  ahead?

M. S. B
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Dear Edith and Margaret:

Sorry for wretched disorder of this hasty and oft- 

interrupted letter. But for lack of better, I’m going 

to ask you to try to get copies to the following persons 

or their entourages: Elsie for U. of N. and Chengtu; 

A. Moffet and E. Spicer, wherever they may be - last 

known at Hankow, Lutheran Missions Home and St. Hilda’s 

School (or London Mission) respectively; E. Tappert at 

Szechuen university for Chungking people. I don’t know 

at all about air or other postal service at present, as 

we are just beginning to get radio scraps once more; but 

try as well as you can. Your house untouched, mirabile- 

dictuî Anna’s place badly robbed and knocked about. 

Ginling teachers’ house on hill lost seme things, but on 

the whole little pilfering, save possibly the outside res

idences.

Appreciation of your aid and willingness.

With all good wishes,

Searle.

(A true copy - EA)
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
April 1.

-MasC

UK’s despatch #'122 of March 1 
reports that on Feb. 21 an Imperial 
Airways plane bound for HK from 
Hanoi was fired upon about 40 miles 
south of HK by Japanese Haval vessek 
A news report of this attack was 
denied the instigation of the 
HK government (because of its de
sire to avoid an incident) and the 
Imperial Airways (because of its 
fear that its business would be 
marked6*̂  LaSt Para®raPh (P-3)
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No. 122

: ÛEPARTMF.M’

AMERICAN CONSÜLATEGENERAL
Hong Kong, March 1, 1938

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: British Imperial Airways Plane fired, 
upon by Japanese Naval Vessels

The Honoràble

The Secretary^of^State —/.H /P-

Sir:

OiViSiCN (?■'
EUROPEAN Apr

7
.oantfænî oi '>

1-3/

- Wash iis{GT0Nf

I have the honor to enclose herewith clippings

from the HONG KONG TELEGRAPH and the HONG KONG CHINA

MAIL, both of March 1, 1938, regarding the firing upon 

an Imperial Airways passenger plane by Japanese war

ships near Hong Kong.

It may be noted that the article in the HONG KONG

TELEGRAPH contains a flat denial that any. such incident

occurred while, on the other hand, the Shanghai des- 
e-

the CHINA MAIL, which purports to quote the 

naval authorities at Shanghai, states that on 

21st, the day the incident is supposed to have

793.94/12729

occurred, a "strange plane appeared over the Japanese

naval anchorage a.considerable distance from Hong Kong 

at a height of about 3,500 metres (between 11,000 and 

12,000 feet) which was identified as a twin-engined 

monoplane".

The Consulate General has learned from sources

believed to be reliable that on February 21st an

Imperial Airways plane, carrying mail and one passenger, 0

bound
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bound for Hong Kong from Hanoi, was fired upon about 

forty miles south of Hong Kong by Japanese naval 

vessels. The ship was flying on its normal course at 

a height of about 12,000 feet and the first indication 

which the pilot had of the firing was the concussion 

of the shell bursting beneath the machine, which, ac

cording to this same source of information, "raised 

the plane about 200 feet in the air". The pilot did 

not see the shell burst but the sound of the explosion 

was, it is stated, plainly heard. A group of Japanese 

planes went in pursuit of the Imperial Airways liner 

and one detached itself from the group and fired upon 

it with a machine gun without effect.

The local officials of Imperial Airways immediate

ly reported the matter to the Hong Kong Government which 

it is understood, suggested that they continue their 

service but that they keep the Japanese authorities in

formed at all times regarding their movements in order 

that there might be no danger of the plane being fired 

upon by mistake. It is further understood that the 

Japanese Consul General will call upon Imperial Airways 

today in order to make arrangements that the Japanese 

naval forces may be kept informed regarding the move

ments of Imperial Airways planes.

It is possible that this story was denied in the 

HONG KONG TELEGRAPH at the instigation of both the 

Hong Kong Government and Imperial Airways, the former 

in continuation of its reputed policy of leaning back

ward to avoid any incident with the Japanese navy or

army
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army, and the latter to avoid injury to its passen

ger business. In this connection it may be added 

that Pan-American Airways have confidentially stated 

to the Consulate General that if the true story were 

known it might have an unfavorable effect on their 

passenger business.

The Chinese Government is at present having as

sembled at the Kai Tak Airport in Hong Kong three 

DeHaviland hospital planes which closely resemble 

the Imperial Airways planes and which, at a distance, 

i might easily be mistaken for them. These three hospital 

| planes, it is understood, will be flown from Hong Kong 

! to China, the local authorities having consented to 

| this because they are for hospital use. Three DeHaviland $ I 
' air transports were brought into Hong Kong recently 

but were sent to South China for assembly as the 

British authorities would not permit them to be as- I
| sembled in Hong Kong and flown out of the Colony.
I
| These three DeHaviland air transports also closely 
| resemble die Imperial Airways planes, and since the 

| Japanese Intelligence is undoubtedly aware of the 
I whereabouts of these six planes the possibility of an 

f Imperial Airways plane being mistaken at some future 

| date for one of them must be taken into consideration, 

| according to well-informed sources.

Very respectfully, >

Sot^har^ 

American Consul General

Enclosures;
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March 1, 1938

In quintuplicate to the Department
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 122 dated 
March 1, 1938 from Addison E. Southard, 
American Consul General at hong Kong on 
the subject of "British Imperial Airways 
Plane fired upon by Japanese Naval Vessels."

HONG KONG TELEGRAPH
March 1, 1938

SWK) OF ATTACK ON' 
COLONY-BOUND PLANE 
BRINGS SHARP DENIAL

A sensational story, attributed by Reuter to 
passenger? arriving in Shanghai, was broadcast during 
the Davejiiry News Bullétifi last night.

Quoting a message from Shanghai, the commentator 
stated that the Imperial Airways air-liner Delphinus was 
fired on by Japanese warships whilst proceeding to 
Hongkongi from Bangkok.

The alleged incident is stated to have taken place 
just outside Hongkong waters, “an unknown number of 
warships Jppening fire. Machine-gun bullets whizzed 
and anti-aircraft shells exploded around the machine 
which, however, escaped untouched.”

The Telegraph is informed from a reliable source that 
'.o such incident has taken place.

On Monday last week, the- 
Delphinus pissed over a number of 
warships in the Ladrones Group, 
flying at an altitude which was 
definitely beyond the effective range 
of machine-gun fire. It was later 
discovered the ships were Japanese.

When the plane was first sighted, 
it is revealed by another source, the 
■Japanese aboard one of the warships 
are said to have manned anti
aircraft guns, suspecting that the 
Delphinus flight be a Chinese 
bomber.

No attempt was made to fire on 
the Delphings, it is emphasised, for 
as soon as *the  plane came within 
range the British flags prominently 
painted on its wings were clearly 
visible to the ships below.

Arising out of the incident, how
ever, the Telegraph is informed from 
a reliable source that the Comman- 
der-in-Chief of the Japanese 
squadron radioed the Hongkong

( Government, requested that commer- 
I cial aircraft be warned not to fly 
(over Japanese warships, in view of 
the possibility that one might be 
*viistaken for a Chinese plane, and 
fired upon.

There is no question of any protest 
having beeivmade, however, because 

Delphinus' did fly over the war
ships. The Jteritish airplane follow- 

t ing iter normal route at a normal 
I altitude. < 

*■
The only; passenger aboard the 

Delphinus ok Monday last week was 
Dr. A. Gi^ot, of Calcutta. The 
message fH>m Shanghai quotes 
“Dassengers’V as having told the 
story of the alleged attack.

Since then the Imperial Airways

planes have flown bv way of Gap 
Rock. This takes them well clear 
of any Japanese occupied islands or 
naval base.
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Enclosure Imo. 2 to despatch No. 122 dated 
March 1, 1958 from Addison E. Southard, 
American Consul General at Hone; Kong on 
the subject "British Imperial Airways Plane 
fired upon by Japanese Naval Vessels".

HONG KONG CHINA MAIL

March 1, 1938

Shanghai, To-day.
Questioned regarding the alleged attack on the 

Imperial Airways plane, Delphinus, south of 
Hong Kong, the Japanese naval spokesman, at 
a press conference this morning, declared that 
he had nd information and knew nothing about 
any incident concerning the Imperial Airways.

He said, however, that on February 21, the day of 
the alleged attack, a strange plane' appeared 
over the Japanese naval anchorage a consider
able distance from Hong Kong at a height of 
about 3,500 metres (between 11,000 and 12,000 
feet) which was identified as a twin-engined
monoplane.

He declared that Japanese 
planes pursued the machine to
wards Hong Kong until they 
perceived the British insignia.

On the same day, another 
monoplane was sighted over the 
anchorage which was also chased 
until it was discovered to be Bri
tish.

PROTEST TO HONG KONG
The Japanese authorities drew 

attention of the British naval 
authorities on February 22 to 
the fact that such flights were 
“potential causes of friction/’ 
and requested the British to 

abandon the practice.
The British authorities replied 

that these were passenger 
planes. The spokesma-n added 
that this was the first time that 
British planes had appeared | 
over the Japanese naval anchor-*  
age. — Reuter. f
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Enclosure No. 5 to despatch 
No. 122, dated March 1, 1938 
from Addison E. Southard, 
American Consul General at 
Hong Kong on the subject of 
"British Imperial Airways 
Plane fired upon by Japanese 
Naval Vessels".

HONG KONG CHINA MAIL 
Larch 1, 1938

IMPERIAL 
AIRWAYS PLANE
FIRED ON BY 
JAPANESE

Considerable mystery surrounds 
a report that the Imperial Airways 
plane Delphinus, which arrived in 
Hong Kong on February 21 from 
Penang, was fired on by Japanese 
warships.

Although definite allegations 
were made by a passenger, or pas
sengers, on the plane that the 
craft had been attacked, no con
firmation can be obtained in Hong 
Kong.

News of the alleged attack was 
contained in a Reuter message 
from Shanghai, quoting passen
gers on the plane as stating that 
they were fired on south of Hong 
Kong.

The plane, it was stated, had 
been attacked en route from Pen
ang to Hong Kong while flying in 
the vicinity of a group of Japanese 
warships, believed to be destroy
ers, outside British waters.

“An unknown number of war
ships opened fire,” the passengers 
stated, “and machine-gun bullets 
whizzed and anti-aircraft shells 
exploded round the machine, 
which, however, escaped untouch
ed.”

The passengers stated the air 
liner was following the same route 
taken in the past two years.

Imperial Airways Hopg Kong 
office told the “China Mail” this 
morning that a number of discrepan
cies existed in the report.

There was only one passenger in 
the plane, a Dr. A. Griot, of Cal
cutta, who travelled om to Shanghai.

The report of the captain of the 
Delphinus says that although he 
sighted a number of warships, he 
saw nothing of any attack on the 
plane. At the time of the reported 
incident, he was flying at a height 
of 12,000 feet. --

1
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hong &cng, aareh X, im

Subject» m?* ”?• nr*d

The honorable
The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose herewXtb clippings 
fra the HQSG JWSG FLWSfUPB «Bd the BOKO KO&J €EIKA 
mail, both of liarch 1, 1988, regsjpding the firing upon 
an imperial Airways passenger plane by Japanese war*  
•hips near hong £eng.

It may bo noted that ths article in the komo M.0S3 
1;'ULOFAFM con tains a flat denial that any such incident 
occurred «toile, on the other hand, the Shanghai dee*  
patch in the CMMA MIL, which purports to Quote the 
Japanese neral authorities at hhan^ai, states that on 
February 81st, tho day the incident is supposed to hare 
occurred, a "strange plane appeared over the Japanese 
naval anchorage a considerable distance fro» bong Kong 
at a height of about 3,600 metres (betwen 11,000 end 
18,000 feet) which ear identified as a ttdL»»onglnod 
monoplane”.

The Consulate General has learned fro® sources 
believed to be reliable that on i-ebruwry 81st an 
imperial Airways plane, carrying mail and eno passenger.

bounft
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bound for fiottg Song fro® tanol, woo fired upon about 
forty Mias south of Kong Kong by Jap&neaw naval 

vessels. ïhe ship was flying on its normal oovrae at 
a height of about 12,000 foot and the first indication 

atilah the pilot had of the firing was the concussion 
of Ü» shell bursting beneath the machine, which, as» 

cording to this «®i« source of inl'oraatlon, *raiaed  

the plane about 800 feet In ths air®. The pilot did 
not see the shall burst but the sound of the explosion 

was, it is stated, plainly heard, A group of Japanese 
planes went in pursuit of the Imperial Airways liner 
and one detached itself from the group and fired upon 
it with a machine gun without offset•

Who local of Malais ef Imperial Airways immediate*  
Ly reported the natter to the feoag Long loverment which. 

It is understood, suggested that they continue their 
service but that they keep the Japanese authorities in
ferred at all times regarding their movements in order 

that there might be no danger ©f the plane being fired 
upon by a; le take. It Is further understood that the 
Japanese ensoul General will call upon imperial Airways 

today in order to make arrangements that the Japanese 
naval 1 orcas my bo kept informed regarding the move
ments of Imperial Airways planes.

It is possible that thio story was denied in the 
W« K0W WWH1 at the Instigation of both ths 

Long. hoag Wenwaent and Imperial Airways t the former 
in centinuatten of its reputed policy of leaning back

ward to avoid my incident with the Japanese navy or
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arsy, md the latter to »vold Injury to it*  passe»» 
gar luslneas. in tills cumwctlon. It my be added 

that Paa»£M»rio*n  Airways have ©©nf'identially stated 
to tho Consulate General that if the true story wore 
known It night have an unfavorable offset on their 
passenger business*

ïhe Chinese ''overrssent la at present having a«- 
s cabled at the Kai Tak Airport in rong Kong three 
; el>avlland hospital planes which closely reaeiatle 
ha Imperial Airways planes end ahleh, at a distance, 
æl^ht easily be Mistaken for them. ’fhsae three hospital 
planes, it is wsderatood, «ill be flown fro® tong Kong 
to China, the local au&oritio*  having consented t© 
ttia beeause they are for hospital use*  Three s.«i«avlland 
air transports ««re brought into hong hong recently 
tut were sent to South China for saaessbly »« the 
ritlCh authorities would not permit them to be as- 

sewbled in rung Kong and flown out of the Colony*  
These three Del^avlland air transport*  also closely 
resemble She imperial Airway*  planes, and since the 
Japanese Intelligence is undoubtedly aware of tho 
Whereabouts of those six plane*  the possibility of an 
Imperial Airways plane being mistaken at some future 
date for one of' them must bo taken into consideration, 
aecording to well»informed sources*

Very respectfully.

Mdlaon E*  ii-cuthard 
Awrioan Consul General

ïneloaurea:
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»»rah X» 1938

Ln <julntupMc&t® to tho ropartoant 
top^ to ïïïabaaay, Todtfo 
i’opy to Maoagr» Mmeükow
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STOI(y OF ATTACK ON 
COLONY-BOUND PLANE 
BRINGS SHARP DENIAL

A sensational story, attributed by Reuter to 
passengers arriving in Shanghai, was broadcast during 
the Daventry News Bulletin last night.

Quoting a message from Shanghai, the commentator 
' stated that the Imperial Airways air-liner Delphinus was 
fired on by Japanese warships whilst proceeding to 
Hongkong from Bangkok.

The alleged incident is stated to have taken place 
just outside Hongkong waters, “an unknown number of 
warships opening fire. Machine-gun bullets whizzed 
and anti-aircraft shells exploded around the machine 
which, however, escaped untouched.”

The Telegraph is informed from a reliable source that 
o such incident has taken place.

On Monday last week, the 
। Delphinus passed over a number of 
I warships in the Ladrones Group, 
■ flying at an altitude which was 

definitely beyond the effective range 
! of machine-gUn fire. It was later 
discovered the ships were Japanese.

When the plane was first sighted, 
it is revealed by another source, the 
Japanese aboard one of the warships 
are said to have manned anti
aircraft guns, suspecting that the 
Delphinus might be a Chinese 
bomber.

No attempt was made to fire on 
the Delphinus, it is emphasised, for 
as soon as the plane came within 
range the British flags prominently 
painted on its wings were clearly 
visible to the ships below.

Arising out of the incident, how
ever, the Telegraph is informed from 
a reliable source that the Comman- 
der-in-Chief of the Japanese 
squadron radioed the Hongkong 

‘ Government/ requested that commer
cial aircraft be warned not to fly 
over Japanese warships, in view of 

i the possibility that one might be 
I *nistak^n  for a Chinese plane, and 
। fired upon. T

There is no-^questicn of any protest 
I having been made, however, because

D?1 hinp\did fly over the war
ships. The ^British airplane follow
ing its normal route 'at a normal 
altitude.

The only passenger aboard the 
Delphinus on Monday last week was 
Dr. A. Griot, of Calcutta. The 
message from Shanghai quotes 
“nassengers” as having told the 
story of the alleged attack.

Since then the Imperial Airways

planes have flown bv way of Gap 
Bock. This takes them well clear 
of any Japanese occupied islands or 
naval base.
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jaoloeure Mo*  2 to despatch Mo*  128 dated 
arch 1, 1038 froct Addison southart, 

.Wrioan Consul Joaeral at bar hong oa 
tbo subjoet "British Imperial Airways Plano 
fired upon by Japanese Naval Vo&m1sn*

h’JK-3 XOSO CbIHA MIL
^arch 1, 1938

Shanghai, To-day. j
Questioned regarding the alleged attack on the | 

Imperial Airways plane, Delphinus, south of 
Hong Kong, the Japanese naval spokesman, at 
a press conference this morning, declare^ that 
he had no information and knew nothing about 
any incident concerning the Imperial Airways.

He said, however, that on February 21, the day of 
the alleged attack, a strange plane appeared 
over the Japanese naval anchorage a consider
able distance from Hong Kong at a height, of 
about 3,500 metres (between 11,000 and 12,000 
feet) which was identified as a twin-engined
monoplane.

He declared that Japanese 
planes pursued the machine to
wards Hong Kong until they 
perceived the British insignia.

On the same day, another 
monoplane was sighted over the 
anchorage which was also chased 
until it was discovered to be Bri-
tish.

PROTEST TO HONG KONG
The Japanese authorities drew 

attention of the British naval 
authorities on February 22 to 
the fact that such flights were 
“potential causes of friction/1 
and requested the British to

abandon the practice.
The British authorities replied 

that these were passenger 
planes. The spokesman added 
that this was the first time that 
British planes had appeared 
over the Japanese naval anchor
age. — Reuter.
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Bo. 122, dated March 1, 1938 
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Ziwarican Consul lanaral at 
iicng fcong on the aubjeet of 
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ilone fired upon by Jqpmeae 
Tîavel Vessel»®•

hOKS KOKJ ChlîU MAIL

IMPERIAL 
AIRWAYS PLANE 
FIRED ON BY 
JAPANESE

Considerable mystery surrounds 
a report that the Imperial Airways 
plane Delphinus, which arrived in 
Hong Kong on February 21 from 
Penang, was fired on by Japanese 
warships.

Although definite allegations 
were made by a passenger, or pas
sengers, on the plane that the 
craft had been attacked, no con
firmation can be obtained in Hong 
Kong.

News of the alleged attack was 
contained in a Reuter message 
from Shanghai, quoting passen
gers on the plane as stating that 
they were fired on south of Hong 
Kong.

The plane, it was stated, had 
been attacked en route from Pen
ang to Hong Kong while flying in 
the vicinity of a group of Japanese 
warships, believed to be destroy
ers, outside British waters.

| “An unknown number of war
ships opened fire,” the passengers 
stated, “and machine-gun bullets 
whizzed , "and anti-aircraft shells 

( exploded round the machine, 
[which, however, escaped untouch- 
led.”
I The passengers stated the air 
liner was following the same route 
taken in the past two years.

Imperial Airways Hong Kong 
office told the “China Mail” this 
morning that a number of discrepan
cies existed in the report.

There was only one passenger in 
the plane, a Dr. A. Griot, of "Cal
cutta, who travelled on to Shanghai.

The report of the captain of the 
Delphinus says that although he 
sighted a number of warships, he 
saw nothing of any attack oh the 
plane. < At the time of the reported 
incident, he was flying at a height 
of 12,000 feet.
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hiu wuat surely also indicate the arrival uj unoix new equip
ment. It can well be said that Japan has tseeu held to a 
stslenate in the tw above rwntiuned areas»

7. offensive operations and oountei attacks by :he 
unlnese near mhu and in we imngshow area a®» to indicate 
that they cue proceeding with that part of tne threefold 
general plan mentioned in the last sumary. Offensive oper
ations in these areas naturally have for their objective the 
diversion of Japanese forces fron their drive on unengohow 
in northern Honan. yrota reports received it io oelieved 
that the' ueatral Govermsant has to s«ss extent been success
ful in this operation.

8. Frota tite abuv® it can be seen that the only reel 
progress japan has mde tes been in northern rionan where they 
occupied territory held by inferior troops, and in south
eastern ohensi. otherwise their offensive to date has coxae 
to naught and the Chinese arc now occupying positions which 
they intended to occupy from the first; any tiras thftt elapses 
until the Japanese troops are La position to attack along the 
Lunghol front will be time gained according to the chines® 
plea of resistance.

9. die wnole military situation, however, may cii&nge 
ooMpletely and almost over night as the result of the tremen
dous upset in 'Urope. Just now the most important factor is 
■ïBethff ar not uhiang Kai-shek and th© central Govern ent cfm 
absorb the political blow given by xierway’s action w Eden's 
resignation and still continue to function politically and 
militarily. Their problems wart? sufficiently heavy to oc
cupy their whole attention without adding others; if the 

uropeon situation iafluenooa ^he demoralisation of the 
Gcntrsl Government find its troops, a tremsndous rout ban be 
envisaged.

10. The question .aay well be asked, will soviet t-'.usais 
be content to see the strengthening of the Hofiie-Berlln axis 
against her and raced© from her own .us it ion supporting 
China»  or is the time rips and is ituscia prepared to in
crease ter aid to China in the endeavor to fustrate japan's 
jiSiatiu advance? Hi the event that soviet huasia does de
cide to increase material aid to China, win this be suf
ficient to keep china's amies offering a dogged resistance 
«an prevent the deiwralization of th® ventral dovermaeut? 
Finally, should china'g resistance continue, due largely to 
oviet aid, will Japan with th® knowledge of a Strengthened 

alWusse behind her, strike at Ohma by attempting the destruo 
tion of the uuichow line of cx^nunioatlons, or take the bolder 
course and strike at both anomies together by launching the 
lung planned offensive fron iinnehukuo into the l&ritime 
?r winces?

*

11. it in considered very doubtful that «ussia will de
liberately permit terseli’ to end up definitely alligned to e 
losing side; but at the sa®e tit® it does not appear that the 
present is the propitious tir» to shut off suppliée to china.

«•&**
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On th» aontrury, «nia uffioo la huh to tne belief that auania 
will try the alternative of largely inoreasiag supplie» of 
louait loua to tie natueaiats future tuid wrait results.

to. Japan tes already iteioated the imrens^d aunilâ«nee 
&ia& h&a in tte turn vT even a by suddenly tekiag new detnnas 
fur toe t el ease or japttaftse nationals detained by teViet of
ficials on bharges of espionage in northern Sakhalin. te. 
Hirota speaks pointedly of the soviet oypresftion of Japanese 
interests, of to*  newnslty for tne to expedite the
euaulualou of a new risîM&ry freaty find he w?®bs that Japan 
tntei effective dlplmatio asMUJt# to oo»x*  with the threaten
ing situation.

IS. Japan*  s exultation may b»-- short lived for ehmilâ 
‘iermny awe Italy by oui^irouia© obtain what they wish in 
; uroi>© there will be lit tin incentive for either to âotlwly 
support Japeui or aontlnua toft bugaboo of righting ü«æ"unisî-i. 
:;lth «hoir luaal European prvbxma settled, a. wakenlns of 
Win japaarniorio^Bvrlin axis is alraost sertoin to uGOur» I’hls 
will relieve toe J.a.n.w ftwa bajtonst at Isust on ter western 
frontier one peradt her to take a stronger tend on the eostex*»  
frontier, «j^rwaiiy at least should tew no tremtmidous objection 
to a later eurtailaejBt of Japunftse power in china, oonee^uent- 
ly, it strongly teteoves to ouanol tente tel*  gains to 
uhlan before tte uimertain mtl-^ualntern «wt begins to wak
en. jMs may steongly tofluanbe ter to ne^tiate for so^ 
^enttostot ttet will mate it uaneeeesary w eoteuet lailitary 
opérations south of the fallow hiver•
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FOURTH MARINES SHANGHAI

FROM March 29, 1938

Rec’d 11:17 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG &ADMIN) 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
GONSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8629. Chinese continue counter attacks northern 

Tslnpu front. Recapture Hanchwang confirmed, Japanese 

northward drive from Nantungchow reached Paichu 125 mile 

south Lunghai Railway. 1806.

KLP; SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FromC0MS0pat

March 29, 1938

Rec’d 1:10 p.m.

ACTION : OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG) 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADMN) 
COHYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0029. Air raids railroads '.'.'hamooa district

and northeast vicinity Canton six BLP sighted.

2000.

CSB

793•94/12732
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG From CINCAF

March 29, 1938

Rec 'd 1:10 p.m
ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (ADMN)
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
AST ALUSNA NANKING 
ALUSNA PEIPING

1529. Alusna Peiping departed Shanghai

1O Ê-AH tWto A
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

jr FOURTH MARINES

I March 30, 1938

Rcc’d 10:03 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMIN & FLAG) 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
CCMDESRON FIVE 
COÎ-TYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8630, Heavy fighting continues northern Tsinpu front, 

Japanese apparently regained portion of lost ground southwest 

Tsinning. Lini HanchEwan remain in Chinese hands. 0840.

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPAT
1—1386

4
O.hi.C Afrit-' lYtJ.J, ;

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: CINCAF FIA G

COILSUBRON 5
C0I.IDESR0N 5
CINCAF ADMN t
COMTANGPAT ' <
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
4TIÏ MARINES 
ALUS NA PEIPING

SENT I , ,FROk’laroh ’0» 1938

0030 Air raids railroads vicinity Canton five BLP 

sighted 2000,

HPD:

tn

§

793.94/12735
 

F/M
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.^v5'.^•^M&bjeet» Tar astern Situation.

1. fâerewlth are Suaaary and Situation <ï».p covering 
events la China fay the week ending Harsh 18.

2. The Important event» for the pest wok have been:

a. J'oroed withdrawal of Jajmnese bridgeheed 
from the south bank of the Yellow River at Twshul.

b. Increased Japanese air activity la Central 
and South China.

e. Report of a renewed Japanese drive down the 
iain-iU Hallway directed at iieuchow.

d. Preparations for the formation of a new 
puppet govarwaent at {tanking.

e. Passage of National Mobilisation Bill by 
the low house of the Japanese Diet.

E. R. W. MeCABB, 
Colonel, Oeneral staff, 

Asaiatant Chief of Staff, 0-2.

£ UneLosuroa
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CON Fl nrNTI,z ■

G-2 Digest of Information 
Slno-Japanese Situation 

March 12-18, 1838.

GENERAL

Reports from Tokyo state that the National Mobilization Bill 
passed the lower house of the Diet on March 16. The bill now goes before 
the House of Peers and its early passage is indicated. As predicted, 
the Government succeeded in overcoming the serious opposition to ths 
bill. The opposition petered out into expressions contained in a reso
lution passed with the bill. This resolution mildly condemned the "rule 
by decree" features of the bill and recommended that in future the Gov
ernment should rule by law and stay within the constitution.

Reports from Nanking state that a New China Affairs Bureau 
will be shortly set up in Tokyo. Toshio Shlratori, former Minister to 
Sweden, will head the bureau, which will also contain representatives of 
the Array and Navy as well as of the Foreign Office. The functions of 
the bureau will be to coordinate the military and civil viewpoints re
garding China and to make concrete plans for the carrying out of Japanese 
policy in China. The new bureau will report directly to the Cabinet in
stead of through the Foreign Minister.

Press reports from Japan state that the Society of Mothers of 
Eagles which comprises those mothers whose sons have been lost in avia
tion training and combat was formed on February 86 with 600 members. One 
observer remarks that Array and Navy aviation losses to February 26 may 
therefore be set at at least 600.

The Chinese Central Government has taken steps to control for
eign exchange in order to prevent the new Federal Reserve Bank of the 
Peiping puppet government from acquiring foreign exchange at China’s 
expense. The new bank is reported to be exchanging Its own bank notes 
for notes of Chinese banks. The Chinese bank notes thus acquired could 
be readily converted in foreign exchange for the benefit of the puppet 
goverrinient or Japanese interests, unless the Chinese Government imposed 
restrictions. Late reports froa Peiping indicate that the capital re
serves of the new Federal Reserve Bank (Peiping) are still a bit shaky 
and that the new note issue has far less real backing than anticipated. 
There is, therefore, considerable diffidence among all business men and 
bankers in accepting the new notes In any quantity, particularly as the 
policy on foreign exchange has not yet been published.

Reports from Hankow state the Chinese Government la considering 
moving the Foreign Office to Yunnanfu in case the Government finds it 
necessary to evacuate Hankow. Yunnanfu would be much more convenient for 
foreign diplomats as it is readily accessible via a safe route (for the 
present) through French Indo-China.
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CONFIDENTIAL

u^snarul Hsu Pei—kôag, Chines*  Chief of Intelligence, stated on 
.•»arch 15 that 21 Japanese divisions are now in China, distributed as fol*  
low®: In North China and Inner Mongolia, 12 divisions (3 in Shansi, 3 
on th® Ping-Han front, 3 1/2 in Shantung, and 2 1/2 in Sulyuan and North 
Shansi)} In Central China, 9 divisions (3 on th*  Tsin-Pu south of th*  
Lunghal and 6 in th*  Shanghai-Nanking-Iuhu-Hangchow area). This distri
bution is believed to be approximately correct. 02 records Indicat*  
that about 510,000 Japanese troops are now in North and Central China 
and in Inner Mongolia and about 350,000 Japanese in Manchoukuo. These 
figures include service and other non-divisional units but exclude Man- 
choukuoan troops.

Hellable reports state that of 50 Chinese reserve divisions 
which have been under training under German advisers, 33 are now ready 
for service and are held in the areas north of Changsha# They are reported 
to have fairly good leaders. Same sources report that Chinese have suf
ficient supplies to last over a year of war.

Chinese press reports that Japanese agents continue to foment 
trouble among the Moslems in western China. They are reported to have 
organised an extensive separatist movement in Mnghsia and adjacent regions 
where the population is predominantly S^oslem.

NORTH CHINA

Except for guerrilla attacks, little military activity is re
ported in North China, as stated last week, the Japanese forces which 
had entered Ghensi via Haoteh (northwest ofaansl) had been driven back or 
had withdrawn into Shansi. Chinese claim that their guerrilla operations 
in the area east of Hoku and Paoteh are making it difficult for the Jap
anese to maintain themselves there. Chinese also report that a Japanese- 
directed Mongol force dispatched from Ninghsia to aid the Japanese in 
Cuiyuan had turned over to the Chinese.

Reports from Tsingtao state that Chinese Irregular activity in 
northeastern Shantung continues Japanese officials consider it unsafe for 
foreigners to travel on trains, while off the railway in parta supposed to 
be under Japanese control, many minor clashes are reported. Only mail and 
a few Oriental passengers are carried on trains between Tsinan and Tsingtao. 
About 200 Chinese irregulars raided Chefoo on the night of March 12, 
seized a number of rifles from the local police, and escaped.

Reporta from North China state that General Kolso, now commanding 
the Japanese forces in Korea, will replace General Terauchl in canmand of 
the North China District shortly. Koiso is a clever, hard boiled, bombas
tic, but able, officer. He was a moving spirit in organizing the Kwantung 
Artsy and in its conquest of Manchuria. His arrival «dll probably mean a 
change from the moderate policies pursued by General Terauchi.
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Terauchi, who has just returned from an Inspection trip on 
the Shansi front, le expected to report to Tokyo that large scale rein
forcements are needed to properly pacify the present occupied territory 
or to make further advances. Late reports from Chinese sources state 
that four additional Japanese divisions have arrived in Tientsin from 
Manchoukuo and that these troops are destined to reinforce Japanese 
unite on the fIng-Han and Tsin-Pu Railways. These reports have not been 
confirmed.

According to reliable reports, a total of about 1,500 Japanese 
sick and wounded left Chlngwangtao on hospital ships on March 7 and 10. 
Troop train with 500 men and 20 flat ears loaded with passenger cars and 
ambulances moved into Tientsin llarch 11.

LUNGHAI FRONTS

In southern Shansi, while the Japanese continue to control the 
main routes, considerable fighting continues. Chinese report they are 
attacking Linfen, Chaocheng and Kwohsien, all on the Tung-Pu Railway. 
Unconfirmed reports state that Linfen has been recaptured by the Chinese 
A Japanese attempt to cross into Shensi near Hancheng, 80 miles north 
of Tungkwan, has been repulsed. Japanese still occupy the north bank 
of the Yellow River opposite Tungkwan.

Th® Japanese bridgehead on the south bank of the Yellow River 
at Txeshui has been liquidated and the Japanese forces there either 
destroyed or forced to retire. Rail service On the Lunghai between 
Chengchow and Sian has been restored but Is subject to interdiction 
by Japanese artillery on the north bank of the river. Few Chinese Cen
tral Government units are north of the river, but irregulars and other 
organised units continue to harass the Japanese rear areas, particularly 
along the Ping-Han Railway.

In Shantung the Japanese report they are driving down the 
Tsin-Pn Railway, supported by heavy artillery and aircraft. So far they 
have made little progress south of Tsohsien. Tenghslen is still being 
vigorously defended by Chinese. Farther east a Chinese counterattack 
in the vicinity of Linl is reported to have forced the Japanese back 
toward Chnhsien. Severe fighting is reported at all the above points 
with heavy casualties on both sides.

South of the Lunghai there are few reports of action. The 
Japanese are still held up at the Hwal River.

Thirty-three Japanese airplanes bombed the Sian airdrome on 
March 15. The Japanese claim extensive damage to hangars and gas tanks 
and the destruction of 18 Chinese airplanes.

>3-
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CENTRAL CHINA

An undetermined number of Japanese troops assisted by naval 
action landed at Nantungchow, on the north bank of the Yangtze, about 
30 miles northwest of boosting. Chinese units in the area are reported 
to have retreated without opposition. Nantungchow is iwport^n*  only as 
a shipping point for local canal traffic in Kiangsu. This landing 
does not appear to have any significance in relation to the Lunghai 
front.

Both sides report victories in the Shanghai-Nanking area. 
Chinese claim that they forced 800 Japanese at iAichow in the lake Tai 
region to retire by a surprise night attack. The Japanese report ex
tensive successful Bopping up operations in the area.

Japanese air activity continues unabated. Special emphasis 
was placed on the Hankow air field which was bombed on the 14th, twice 
on the 15th and again on the 16th. Vhen the "all clear" signal was given 
after the second raid on the 15th, three Japanese planes came in by 
moonlight with motors cut, and dropped incendiary bombs, destroying 
three twin-motored Russian bombers and damaging another. On March 17 
45 Japanese airplanes raided the Nanchang airdrome. Japanese claim 
heavy damage to ground installations and airplanes, which is denied by 
the Chinese. Six Chinese planes raided the Hangchow air field on March 
16 but no reports on damage are available. Japanese naval officials 
report that two Chinese bombers were shot down after a 60 nils chase. 
The Chinese aviators were machinegunned after they had bailed out.

According to an American observer, general conditions in Ran
king have improved considerably in recent weeks. Chinese have been re
turning to their homes from the refugee zone in increasing numbars. Mis
sionaries report that the number of rapes and assaults on civilians have 
been reduced to only two or three of each dally. Unarmed Chinese police 
are on duty and the postal service is scheduled to resume operations 
on March 24.

Many signs indicate the early formation of a new puppet govern
ment in Central China. Five-barred flags were distributed by Nanking 
police on March IS with orders that they be displayed for three days. 
About 3S Chinese who had accepted posts as officials of the new regime 
arrived at Hanking on the 15th. It is possible they were sent to Nan
king to safeguard than from terrorists. According to reliable sources 
the new government will include Liang Hung-chlh (former Secretary Seneral 
under Tuan Chl-jui and an Anfu party nan), Chen Chung-fu (formerly with 
Hopel-Chahar Political Council), ban Tung-yao (old official in retire
ment since 1920), Chen Chun (Japanese returned student), Chan Chen-tao 
(Minister of Finance in 1926), Chao Tze-yu (a one-tine Mayor of Hangchow) 
and lesser Chinese. Tang Shao-yl is reported to have definitely refused 
to have any part In the now government.

Recent announcements by Maaayuki Tani, Japanese "Ambassador at
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Large" now at Shanghai, and General Bata, Comnander of the Japanese y 
forces in Central Chinn, indioate a much sort conciliatory view of for
eign interests in Shanghai than that expressed by General Matsul. Never» 
theless, Shanghai has been full or rumors of impending Japanese military 
action to take over the French Concession and to otherwise strengthen 
their position in the foreign area.

SOUTH CHINA

With the return of Japanese aircraft carriers from Formosa, 
where they had gone to refit, Japanese air activity was renewed on a 
large scale. Uba Canton area was subjested to the severest bombing in 
weeks on March 15. Sixteen Japanese planes bombed the highways in the 
vicinity of Haying near Swatow. The Foochow air field was bombed on 
March 16 and 17. No authentic reports of damage are available.

An American traveler who arrived at Canton on March 9 reports 
many military supply trains moving north on the Canton-Hankow Hallway. 
Troop trains carrying well equipped and good appearing Chinese troops 
toward Hankow were also reported.

nNrIDENTIAL
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1« Herewith are suwmry and Situation Map covering event*  
la China for th*  wok ending March 25 .

2. The Isportimt event*  for the past week have been*

a*  Rogglng down of the Japanese drive on 
Hsuohmr after a hÇ-alle gain.

I ba Reports of widespread laareasing Chine**
। guerrilla aotivity throughout territory oacupied by 
I the Japan***.

I «• Approval by the Japanese Slot of an sot
| authorising the fomatlon of two ooMomrolal oo»> 
f ponies under military dcoaimtion, for eeoncmiie «*-  
r ploltatloo 1» Morth and Central China*

d. Deports indlo&tlng the probable foraa- 
tion of a Japanese headfaarter*  <m the nainlaod 
under General Terauohl*  to ooerdinate tie» nativi
ties of th*  «taantung Amy, th*  Berth China Arsy, 
and tins central China any»

■P
2 enol*.

M. K. », JtaCABi, 
Colonel*  General Staff*  

jMeiefcant Chief of ttaff*  G-a,

793.94/12737
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G-2 Digest of Inforaatjon 31np^&panese Situation 
' Mareb 19-25.1938

saeiuL,

Reports fro® «sinking indicate that the Japanese are consider
ing a reorganization of the Japanese armies in Chine «nd Menehoukuo. The 
proposed measures are to organize a continental high command which would 
be over all Japanese troops in China, Inner Mon^lie and i-lanchoukuo. 
Qenoml Terauchi, who is reported about to be relieved us commander of 
the north China District by General Koi so (reported Kurch T<), la slated 
to command the proposed headquarters. The stated object of this change 
is to insure a s?reater degree of .ar Office control over the Japas-.eae 
forces on the continent. There have been numerous rumors of jealousies 
and schism betwen the various Japanese high eœwmds on the continent.

High Japanese naval authorities have definitely denied tin® 
reports that naval officers held responsible for the •’anay bombing had 
been exonerated. Because of reasons of morale end discipline, however, 
they say the nature of the punishment cannot bs disclosed.

The United States Government requested a total of §2,214,000 
intiesanity for loss of life und property in the Danay incident.

The lovier house of the Japanese Diet on Ranch 24 passed bills 
authorizing the organization of the North China Development company and 
Central China iYoisotion Company. General Gugiyasta, the War Minister, 
is reported to have informed the Diet that the companies would operate 
under the direction of the Japanese Army and the Govermtsnt. It ia 
the apparent objective of the Japanese /«ray to maintain a strsinjilehold 
on the economic exploitation of the occupied areas similar to that exer
cised by the Kwantung Army in Manchoukuo. Prince Konoye, the Premier, 
stated in the Diet on March 22 that Japan is determined not to evacuate 
one inch of the territory now held by her armed forces in China.

Buehiro Nishio, a member of the Social Mass party, was formal
ly expelled from the Japanese Diet March 83 for daring to compere Pre
mier Aonoye to Mussolini, hitler and Stalin. The only other instance 
of expulsion from the Diet dates book to 1893.

Reports from i'aiping and NankiM indicate that the now puppet 
government for Central China will be established between March 2d and 
April 1. according to Peiping reports the now puppet government will 
be subordinate to the Peiping regime and eventually will be absorbed. 
a report from Tokyo states that the Cabinet adopted a measure stipulat
ing that the new government at Nanking be established "under the um
brella" of the present Peiping regime.
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Reports from unofficial Japanese sources nt '5hasii?iuji state 
tx-at negotiations botwon Japan and ^reet Britain with a view toward 
recognizing British rights and interests in Central and outh China, 
and Japanese dominance in Jtorth China, are now in pro;*ros8  and that 
en agreement may be reached soon. ..a far as can be ascertained by 
0-2, these reports are untrue. Iley probably wraanate from wishful 
thinking or «say be a deliberate attempt to discredit th© British in 
Chinese and forci?» eyes.

HOiffH CjKIMA

Increasing activity in Inner -oné-olia and Worth lansi is re
ported. Chinese units attacked a Japanese fje .rissoa south of i/weihua 
(Sulyuan City) and inflicted heavy oasualties. other chia®»© mobile 
units fro® bases v?oat of Paotow are reported raiding in Inner iion^olia 
as far eest as Kalgan. Reliable reports frcm X’eiping state that large 
number» of Japanese replacements or reixiforceîwmts ere proceeding to 
xaotow via .iali’aa.

In Chanai heavy fighting is reported near Tanlng at Xihsian 
and at Linfen, with heavy casualties on both sides. Japanese occupation 
of 51 ansi province ie still not secure, and will not be until consider
ably more mopping up is done.

a foreigner who has Just returned to Peiping after » tour of 
Hopei states that the Chinese oomunist politico-military organization 
is functioning well. He reports 26,000 tr>ops Including fairly well 
armed peasant» east of the Hag-Han, led by Hu Cheng-tsao, formerly a 
division coEæænder in 3®j i\i-lin*8  33rd Array Corps. Eleven small ar
senals, several of which he visited, are operating in the area. These 
are asking band grenades, assail aras amtunition sad trench sorters. 
Ziynaaite is used in the trench mortar projectiles because of chemical 
shortage. A steady flow of supplies from Peiping and Tientsin is main
tained. .l?ea the necessary chemisais for explosives arrive, railway 
sabotage will bo intensified. The beds conduct many suocasaful raids, 
capturing supplies and killing many Japanese. Letters and diaries 
taken froa the dead Japanese show that Japanese norala is suffering 
because of the constant Lassassent. Tï» Beds also told the inforaant 
that over two Japanese divisions era out off from their lines of supply 
in Shansi south of the line linfen-xuiobeng (southern hhnnsl). They 
claim 1,700 Japanese wore killed at CLengeheb, south of Lueheng, in 
February.

Reports fren the 8th Route Aray state that in six engagements 
in the vicinity of the Hag-Han Railway in Hopei fraa March 10 to 19 
over 400 Japanese were killed with only a "few” Chinese casualties.
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In southern jfaanai Chines» haw succeeded in driving the Jap
anese fro» the follow River in the vicinity of Tungkwn, The oeetion 
of the Lung-ltei Railway between Chengehow «nd Unn, which had been under 
Japanese artillery fire froci the north shore of the Yellow liver, is 
again operating freely.

a Japanese concentration ia reported at Fenfljc.il, nort; of 
Kaifeng. Chinese report that they have repulsed one attempt at a oro**-  
ing at that point with severe losses to the Japanese. They appear to 
be confident of their ability to prevent the Japanese fr<® establishing 
and holding a brld^head anywhere on the Yellow River from calf eng to 
Tungkwan. Chinese claln to have crossed the Yellow River axid driven 
beck a Japanese force near Usqjtelan, northeast of Loysng, with 400 Jap
anese casualties. A Japanese detachment at ehhsien, X) miles east of 
Kenghaien, la also reported to be surrounded.

The Japanese drive down the Tsin-t'u gist with ærkeâ success 
the early part of the week. Driving hard down both aides of the rail
way they reached Hanchwang, about 3G nilas north of Gushow. One unit 
moving east down the branch railway from. Lineheng reached the outskirts 
of Ihalen. The Jnane.'ie drive is bogged down at these points. Stiff 
Chinese resistance on ths Grand Canal at lænohwng and Chinese counter
attack*  on Lineheng, Tsining and Yenchow during the last few days appear 
to be giving the Japanese trouble. Severe fighting and heavy casualties 
are reported by both sides. Late reporta from Peiping çuote the Japanese 
spokesman as saying the fighting Ln Shantung has shifted to the Ihsien 
area and that the Japan®**  are now pushing on llsuchow, a»y indicate 
Japanese revere**  on the north Taln-lU front.

East of the Ttiln-LU, heavy fighting is reported In th® vici
nity of Llni s-hore the Chinese appear to be hoiking their "*vjn  against 
determined Japan®;;*  attacks. Chinese report a iwsaacre of 1,000 civil
ian*  by Japanese at Chuhsien. Th*  Japanese eceusod tbase civilians of 
aiding the Chinese force*.

A reliable report fro® Telping states that additional Japanese 
units are being seat down th*  Tsin-PU. The Japanese wish to nop up th*  
area la Ghantung north of th*  Luag>Bai in preparation for & possible 
drive between Kaifeng -and Hsuehow.

iiouth of th*  Lung-Kai, little action 1» reported. The Jap
anese are still held south of the Kw»i River. Chinee*  raids on their 
rear end flanks continue. Chinese are reported to b© in possession of 
Changpaling on the Toln-.'u, half wy between Hanking and Psngpu.

A correspondant at Bsuchow reports that th*  Chinese troop*  
passing through th*  city to and froa th*  front appear to have r/'od.

Fenfljc.il
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discipline and maintain order. Chines® morale in the urea e peers to 
be high.

Chiang Aai—sdiek is reported to be at Chengchow actively 
superintending the lung-rial defense.

cgm chxka

action is again reported in the chantihal-L'anking- uhu-llang- 
show area, doth the Chinese and Japanese claim capture and recapture of 
x^wangtoh, 3scan and Anchi, towns between Hangchow and uhu, and presun— 
ably well Inside ths Japanese-oecup!ed area. The Japanese sgokosiaan at 
■Shanghai stated that SO,000 Chinese troops mere surrounded at xA-angteh. 
This is a sizable body of Chinese troops to be so close to .3}m?ighai. 
..•«evural Japanese motor conveys have b«en seized by Chinese forces on 
the Shanghai-Hangchow motor road.

Japanese forces which were landed at Hantungehow, northeast 
of Cbanghai, are reported to be pushing north and are now 40 miles 
north of that town. Chinese report that 00,000 (?) troops were landed 
and that they intend to push north toward the lung-Uni.

In order to avoid further incidents in armed J«!w;oss trespass 
in the j'uiarlcan Karine lector at Shanghai, the local Marine commander 
proposed to the Japanese that their staff cars, and couriers with per
sonnel armed with aide arsis, would be penaitted to enter the sector 
without restriotion. In addition, a reasonable number of supply trucks 
for the hungjao area, containing not aore than two arwd men, will 
also be permitted passage through the Sector but will be confined to 
the use of Bubbling -ell Road only. The nocesalty for obeying instruc
tions of the snsrine sentries was pointed out and the right to suspend 
all military traffic in the sector without previous notice was reserved. 
It is believed the Japanese oomand will agree to this proposal.

COUTH CHIBA

<outh China appeared romrkably quiet this week. Chinese re
port three Japanese gunboats on Larch Cl shelled feogbai on the Fukien 
c-ast and attempted to lend naval troops. The lat-dljag was repulsed. 
Air activity s oas to be at a standstill.

The Japanese Uavy is seeking to intensify the blockade in the 
Canton area. They have requested that neutral owned vessels follow cer
tain lanes in order to avoid ”unfortunate errors involving the Japanese 
Navy.” They also request that foreign owed junks bo plainly narked 
both vertically and horizontally. A protest over the flying of Pan 
American Clipper ships ov«r the Manshan Islands, near Haeao, has also 
been registered.

According to qualified observers there is a definite improve
ment in Chinese war spirit in South Chine, duo in part to the growing
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confidence in China’s ability to resist and in part to the measures 
taken, by the Central Jovernaent toward aiding the Kwantung defenses.

The bogging down of the Japanese drive down the Tsln-ïh Indi
cator that they have again underoatiwtod the Chinees resistance. 
Though the Japanese advanced unite are now only 30 nilas north of Hsu- 
chow, their progress south appears to be definitely stopped. It is also 
difficult to account for the leak of drive in the Japanese forces south 
of the ûung-Hai. The Japanese drive in southern Shantung should have 
been aceaapcnled by sinoltaaeous pressure north up the Tsin-Pu. Three 
Japanese divisions are reported to be on the south Tain-ru front and 
six «ore are available in the ihan^wi-Nanking-Han^chow area, yet the 
Japanese have boon held south of ths Heal River for months. Hath on 
the isin-Pu front south of the 14mg-Hai and in Central China, the Jap
anese appear to be on the defensive, attacking Chinese at points long 
supposed to bo in occupied territory.

kièespread Chinese ..guerrilla activities are reported. In 
Shansi, limer Mongolia, and in North and Central China, there are con
tinual and increasing harasmonts of Japanese linos of communias tiens. 
Hegular Chinese units have crossed the Yellow River on the western 
Lune-Jial front and attached Japanese units on the north bank. Despite 
the <b*«iilo  Japanese advance toward Hsuohow, the Chinese appear to have 
more than held their own for the week.
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crADHiwr. Conflict in the Far East. Address by the Chinese Minister to W
regarding. Denmark, Ur. NaQ-Ju Wu, before the Aoademin Association for Foreign

Polities and League of Nations in Copenhagen on subject of,-. CN
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On February °3, 1938 the Chinese Minister to Den

mark, Mr. Fan-Ju u, addressed the caderdn Association 

for Foreign Politics and the League of a ions In ;open- 

hagen on the CONFLICT TN TH' p /■ Ea’-T.

Mr. Su said that lack of ^oresi ht, lack of courage 

and lack of understanding of Japan*a  true and terrible 

aims are the background of the catastrophe which today 

threatens to spread from the Far East to other parts of 

the globe.

The Mlniste further Said that It h s been stated 

again and a^nln by the Japanese propaganda service that 

Japan must aculre new territory for her population for 

which there Is no longer room In the Empire; that figures 

show that the question of over-population is not «s 

serious in Japan as is claimed; that, while there live 

In J-pan 145 people per square killmeter, there live in 

Belgium 871, In Holland 26 , in Great Britain 191, in 

Denmark 175, while at the same time there live tn certain 

provinces In China from 282 to 305 people per square 

kilometer; that by means of false and s:js+ematlo propa

ganda the Japanese have succeeded In making the world 

believe that the demand for expansion is justified; that 

another factor used by the Japanese propaganda service 

is the assertion that she must have China in order to 

obtain raw materials; that this is not correct because 

Jipan is not dependent on China for raw materials, which 

she gets - particularly such as sre used in the war in

dustry - from the Hnlted States, Dutch East India and 

the B Itish Empire; that, with regard to her supplies of 

ooal, Japan has been able to extract all she wanted from 

Manchukuo since 1931; that Japan claims that her war

against
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Chinn to e. war gainst Co»mnis®j that she fur- 

to eay thist the '«wjHrista In ■'Ttlna now support 

the ■•atlonel ‘w^'t ' n ft« atm .-el <•■ •.-a tost the 

Tnpnnwae ^nd thnt the polUy ‘f -he ^-pn^eee Ln and t> 

ward •'!htna !« rasp>nslble tn en-t «‘or the rise of 

■'wminiWB therej tfot. T-oan hn® oyat wantienlly parried 

on a hlp'h-Hft'^ed p lley end that there tore «he * ® r®~ 

sponsible herself for the anti-y«pane«e sentiment pre

vailing In fhinn today; that J pan*»  final is that 

of spreading J-paneee culture throughout the world by 

peaceful æeene, 1 ” possible, bat tnr-mrh might, If 

neeessaryj that the Japan®»® theories are that, tn or- 

der to eon nier the world, she uaist flrat east«re china, 

•*nd  that, in order V- oapture Chine, it wn neeeasary 

fl rat to o ■■.pture y*jnehuk«o|  that fro# there the way 

lends to tn® Philippine Klan**,  v.ew "uiaee, ‘ilaa, 'ntteh 

"aat Indies, 'nd1n, Malayan "t'-ies and -’re?.oh Tr.d-;> "bins 

tt-it. thus w •'«•■'• pf hrned, 1 pen will ee abliah an yest 

’siatlo «pire; that the ultimate elw 1» v-.u*- ’ ->f driving 

the white reoe ont ■}?*  \slaj th .t this «ay result In an 

armed conflict with ^reat 1Wt«lr, which perhaps oannot 

be helped} thnt Shine is tafein®- her bitter part in the 

•truw’le —? l*w  ^n.d order and that It te otranre for 

China to see the r«»t the world k® ^peetators with 

fol-’ed aras na I*  .Tapas*»  ««r s$’»lrjet Chinn did not eon- 

oern Europe and '..wrleoj ttv>t China d ®a not re> ueet 

nrmrd intervention on th*  part of other eountrtee, but 

only eeor-draie biyoott.

PolitfWa, February F4, 1933.

Intermtiorwl
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SEE„B.67n.01/lQ4Q letter.

from -Iraq. 
TO

(....Knabenshua.) dated Jeb-Jl,

79
 3.94 / 12739

REGARDING:
British-American cooperation in the Far Eastern situation.

Belief that Sir Archibald Clark Kerr, new British Ambassador 
to China, has been instructed to encourage in every possible 
way American cooperation in the Ear Eastern situation.
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TO NAME 1—1127 «PO

REGARDING*.
Sino-Japanese hostilities: Since outbreak of-, 

text of three lectures delivered by Chiang 
Kai-shek in 1934 have been published, on 
subject of ’’Resisting external aggression and 
regenerating the Chinese Nation”»

793.94/12740
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REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations:
War propaganda work; activities of Japanese naval forces around 
amoy; relations of a general International character.

M
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Section
2. Foreign Relations.

A. Relations with the United States.
Nothing to report.

B. Relations with other Countries.

1. Japan.
(a) War propaganda work.

The Amoy Enemy Resistance Society, com
posed of local business men aided by men from Chinese 

arjpy units stationed in Amoy, have been engaged in 

promoting patriotic spirit in this district. It 

has kept informed on supplies of food stuff, con- 

struction material, medical supplies, and all supplies 

which are needed to continue resistance to the Japanese 

invasion. This information has enabled the local 

government to prevent the export of needed supplies 

and prevent profiteering. This organization has 

also assessed unofficially the amounts to be paid 

by Chinese in this district for war contributions 

and salvation bonds. The Society has collected 

these assessments, and when it was found nevessary 

used considerable pressure on people to secure their 

payment•
Mr. Chen Chao Ying, the High Inspector 

for Fukien and Chekiang provinces, toured South 

Fukien and Amoy inspecting the Kuomingtang and ctt^l 

and military offices. He is said to have delivered 

anti-Japanese speeches in every city visited.
Another patriotic society known as the 

Anti-Japanese Propaganda Society organized a procession
in
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in Amoy on the eve of China New Year. Anti-Japanese 

lectures were given and free meals served to several 

thousand poor people. A similar demonstration was 
held in Change how (yf ')*]  ) on January 28th, to com

memorate the Sino-Japanese incident in Shanghai in 
1932.

Mr. Hsu Chun Tsao ( ) and Mr. Chang
Sheng Tsai (^^ , two very able men from this

district, were sent as propaganda workers to the 

Philippine Islands to collect patriotic contributions 

from Over-seas Chinese. Twenty-six Chinese arrived 

from the Philippines on January 2oth, who are said 

to be the vanguard of Chinese overseas militia re
cruited abroad.

, (b) Activities of Japanese naval forces 
around Amoy.

Although Japanese naval or merchant vessels 

are almost constantly anchored around Quemoy island, 

the area around Amoy was raided only twice by Japanese 

planes and warships during the month of January.

Arriving with the tide from Quemoy on 

January 3rd, one Japanese cruiser and three des
troyers bombarded the Wu-tung ( Ji 2^, ) area on Amoy 

Island. As stated in a previous report, this area 

now has Chinese artillery defences. These guns 

returned the fire of the Japanese and after firing 

about thirty guns, the Japanese vessels moved to a 

different position from where they shelled Ta Teng 

( ) > æ1 Island between Quemoy and the mainland.
Local newspapers reported that there was no particular 

damage as a result of these engagements. Ta Teng
was
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was again bombarded by a Japanese destroyer on 

January 25th and 26th, with no damage to defence 

works reported.
Chio-bay ( an important trading

center about 12 miles up the Dragon river from Amoy, 

was bombed twice by Japanese planes on January 25th. 
Four planes flew from Quemoy to Chio-bay ( fa >£J^) 

about 11 in the morning, where they dropped eleven 

bombs on the jetties. The planes returned to Quemoy 

about 11:30 a.m., but at 12*50  p.m. two Japanese 
planes again attacked Chio-bay (fa dropping

6 bombs. It was reported that there were about fifty 

casualties (all civilians), of which about twenty were 

killed. It was also reported that three Customs 

cutters were sunk in the river, and five houses 

occupied by sing song girls were destroyed with the 

occupants, as a result of the bombing.

On the same day, three Japanese planes 

circled over Kulangsu and the Amoy forts about 8:30 

a.m. They finally dropped nine bombs around the 
Hu-li-shan ( sat*»  and Pai-shih fa ) forts 

and the naval aerodrome. The all clear signal was 

given at 9 a.m. After this raid, planes appeared 

over Amoy four times, without dropping bombs. The 

local press reported no casualties or particular 

damage to objectives bombed in Amoy.
C. Relations of a General International Character, 

Hotel Keepers and Other Passage Ticket Sellers 
boycott Foreign Steamships'.

Hotel keepers and boarding house proprietors 

usually obtain passage tickets from agents for foreign
steamship
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steamship companies in Amoy through another inter

mediary known as the "Shipping Ticket Sellers union" 

In January, however, these steamship companies 

engaged in the emigrant traffic announced that 

passage tickets would be sold on a Hongkong currency 

basis, which meant an advance over the former rates 

in Chinese National currency. This action of the 

steamship agents resulted in a boycott of their 

ships by the ticket sellers.
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NAME 1-1127 aro

REGARDING:
Far Eastern situation - War in China and threat to 

British possessions, especially to Singapore, if the Japanese 
arny should advance further southward.

ML
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—.The situation in the Far East. REGARDING*.

Review of the past week.

ERG.
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FOURTH MARINES
From

March 31, 1938

Rec’d

ACTION; CINCAF (FLAG & ADM)
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI

/ AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
/ USS MARBLEHEAD

ALUSNA PEIPING

8631. On northern Tsinpu front

units have recaptured greater part of lost ground. 

Chinese forced abandon Hanchwang. Heavy fighting north 

Taierchwang which still in Chinese hands. Reliably 

informed 280,000 Chinese on lines between Tsinning and 

Lin. One regular Japanese division recently transferred

from Central China to Japan, 1859.

SMSiDDM
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^arch 31. The Fourth regiment of ’’.®. Marines stationed at Peiping (t) 
cabled that one regular .’apanese division hud recently been trans
ferred from Central China to Japan.



Talegram dated March 31, 1938 from Fourth Regiment, United States Marines, Peiping
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INFO: CIHCJ.F (FLAG) 

COi'SUBRON 5 
COiDESRON 5*1 CINCAF(ADMN)
COI.IÏANGPAT
Ai AMBASSADOR CHINA

. USC MARBLEHEAD
. 4th MARINES
r l ALU3NA PEIPING

March 31, 193$

0031 Air raids air fields and railroads vicinity

Canton fourteen BAP sighted 2000.

SMSjKLP

793.94/I 27^5
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

fronP^ay

Secretary of State,

Vil ashing ton.

485, March 31, 5 p.m, 

My 458, March 26, noon

Shanghai via N. R.

The vigorous and well-coordinated. Chinese counter

offensive 'which was launched on March 26 in southern

Shantung not only forced the Japanese to give ground but 

necessitated the despatch of two additional divisions of 

Japanese troops to this front as re enforcements. The 

Japanese claim to have regained the ground lost but 

Lini is still in Chinese hands and the Chinese continue

to attack in the vicinity of Tsining. Severe fighting 

is reported in progress at other points along this front, 

Japanese mopping up operations west of Lake Tai continue. 

The Japanese now claim to be encircling the force of seven 

thousand Chinese guerrillas near Kwangteh Anhui.

Liang Hung-Chih, President of the Executive Yuan, 

and other important members of the so-called ’’reformed ■33
Government of China" arrived in Shanghai yesterday and

called on General Hata and Admiral Hasegawa. General

Hat a

G
En
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Hata is reported to have congratulated them on the 

adoption of such "sound policies" as rehabilitation. 

Eradication df,Communism and the promotion of friendship 

with Japan and "Manchoukuo"•

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

CSB
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Des Moines, Iowa

March 28, 1938

PHONES

manufacturers of 
DISTINCTIVE NEON SIGNS 

SPECTACULAR DISPLAYS 
UNIQUE LETTER DISPLAYS

HcS. Cordell 1
S^retary of : 
Washington, n

' Division of Ü 
HR EASTERN AFFAIRS

Dear sir;

Full 
State
). C.

The writer 
In China and Japan 
visit, and other visits to the orient 
very close acquaintances.

f/y APR 1 1938 j 
x Ùepartmem oi /

and his family spent several months 
about two years ago and through this 

we have some

1 niiiaiiiBi
M

z

decently we received two interesting letters as 
to the exact conditions in the orient relative to mili
tary and civic affairs.

One letter was from one of the largest silk deal
ers, Laou yai vook & Co., as per the attached letterhead, 
from which we quote as follows;

"We appreciate very much the sympathetic consensus 
of opinion of your country regarding the present Japanese 

j aggression and would ever be grateful if you and the other 
| well meaning powers would give China material assistance 
J by putting an embargo on Japanese goods and by severing 

economic relations with her. By so doing not only she 
can’t carry on the war but will collapse within six months.

APR 111938

Historical records show that our Chinese nation 
can never be subdued by any foreign power. Witlsr five 
thousand years of history and culture, more than ten million 
square kilometers of vast territory, and four hundred and 
seventy millions of population, we are sure that the final 
victory will be ours since we have determined to resist 
and sacrifice.

For the time being, owing to the backwardness of 
our manufacturing industry, we lost some territory but the 
recovery of such will not be long, yhat the Japanese hops*  
will in the long run turn into only "castle in the air".'
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Hon Cordell Hull

#2 (cont’d.)

It is» indeed, hundred per cent true that they are fool
ing none but their own people in their present aggressive 
policy.”

The other letter was from the manager of the shanghai 
Telephone company, Mr. Phillip Streit. Mt. Streit is a for
mer Iowan and he writes as follows;

”The Japanese military is quite out of control and 
incidents occur daily. Even their government in Tokyo has 
little control over them. Their naval forces are not so 
bad but their army is the most arrogant lot of swine on 
earth.

The Japanese are still holding a considerable part 
of the Settlement and these areas are closed to the Chinese 
and most foreigners. At best it looks as if poor old 
Shanghai is in for a long spell of hard times though in 
spite of it all the cabarets are still operating.”

If the British could make a deal with the Chinese 
for a strip of territory on the coast in exchange for the 
Chinese debt to the British, it would be an excellent op
portunity for the Chinese to get supplies through the 
newly acquired British territory last above mentioned. This 
arrangement would make it possible for the British to protect 
the newly acquired territory without criticism from other 
nations.

I thought this information might possibly be of 
some service to you coming, as it does, from parties who 
have no interest in propaganda.

yours respectfully.

TIS:LBS
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In reply refer to 
PE 793.94/12747

My dear Mr. Stoners

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of

March 28, 1938, in which you qhote excerpts from let-
I

tens which you have received f^ori Laou Kai Took and 

Company and Mr. Phillip Streit, of Shanghai, relating 

to the situation in the Far hast.

Your letter has been read with interest and we ap

preciate your courtesy in making available to the De

partment the information contained therein.

Sincerely yours.

For the Secretary of States

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

795.94/ Ï2747

Mr. T. I. Stoner,

1213 Grand Avenue, /
/ Des Moines, Iowa.

, 1938/ /o

FE:Ew:HES FE^ 2^
4-9 3
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

f r <• w As^TT-AA-------- FOURTH MARINES
SEN I TGlfROM

j U.l'4rf;-'A;\’ty ysj 0 ] April 1, 1938
p^T' Rec’d 12:10 p.m.

3W

ACTION: CINCJ.F (FLAG & ADM)
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI CHINA
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSA. DOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8601. Japanese northward drive frc>m Nantungchow

passed through Liuchwang 120 miles south Lunghai Railway.

No reports changes other sectors. 1844.

KLP

790.94/12748

en g

$3 OT

20
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EMERY, BOOTH,TOWN S END, Ml LL ER & WEIDNER
FREDERICK L.EMERY COUNSELLORS LAW
THOMAS B.BOOTH 
IRVING U.TOWNSEND 
EVERETT S. EMERY 
LOUIS A.JONES 
LAWRENCE G. MILLER 
HENRY M.WEIDNER 
IRVING U.TOWNSEND,JR.

AND TRADE MARK CAUSE

50 CONGRESS STREET

BOSTON

b U V L t < L ^TELEPHONE HUBBARD 51

M<TMENT nr STATE
CABLE 

EMBOVA
WESTERN UNION CODE1938 I am h 3*7

s

LHViSuj;^ OF 
arch

Maxwell Hamilton, Esq.
Division cf Far Eastern Affairs 
State Do pa rtmen t 
’Washington, D. 0.

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

Mvision of \ 
eastern affairs Î 

MR 31 1938 . I

^Wment estate

I enclose a photostat of further reports by my son-in-law

The Kev. Ernest H. Forster, extending from January 28 through February 

The original of this material was gotten by hand to daughter at 

Shanghai. she delivered it to Air. Georg6 Fitch, who brought it 

over on the China Clipper and mailed it to me from the west coast.

This report is a continuation of the one whion I have alreauy sem you. 

Yours very truly,
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h ' sHUtttt X*  WM • tTMt to receive the mil and nackacea which •MM W tk. AVU» >hia worning and to know how you wore all faring.

X hM. Mt ret MM tie aoeks( letters and |S0 which you say you sent k 
X MNMR*  W fajBMfc The lent consignment coming through Darnel arrive I 
•JE.es yen know If MW. X wonder whether you sent the other things by 
that JdMHÛHBt. He VU to have ccsw back In 2 wks time with a fresh 
last of sunlies tut has not yet appeared. Kola ordered milk and a 
radio tube ny kin and another person entrusted him with |50 to be 
dslivaxad tn ttanghai*  We wonder whether he has absconded, has not had 
a smmo to return or was hindered on the way. X have found my pipe very 
usefnl and conferting these days while doing police duty. X find It 
Very vgdfnl to hare oi^rettes to give /.soldiers on occasions. We do 
not need aadh seffb t. v» as we can get it from the International Committee 
amt Jbhh has a oonsldarable eash supply on hand. Yesterday 1 did not get 
a chance to write as X was busy preparing for Sunday’s services at which 
X a*  to preach. Then I was invited to a Chinese dinner. One of the men 
at 117 celebrated his 30th birthday and as it is so near the Chinese 
Bow Tear, they prepared a spécial seal for the occasion. In the p.m.
X and Kola, one of the Chinese teachers and the Chinese architect of 
Bunking Univ. (he built the M.Liaul’s parish house) rode down to St. 
Haul’s to look over the damage. When we got there we found that nearly 
all of the whining portions of the Kugg Kuan had been burned down.
*Me Of the timbers were still smoldering on the ground, and the bricks 
and tiles were hot. It happened on Wednesday a.m, since one of our 
servants spent Tuesday and Tuesday night in our day school building on 
ths loberts compound, and the Kung Kuan was burning flrecely aat about 
gwvesi o’clock on Wednesday morning. Allison had visited the compound 
SA Tuesday and the building was still intact. We went through all the 
bouses. though nothing much seems to have been touched in them since my 
previous visit. Soldiers had started a five in the Church sacristry 
as there were evidences of the red festival scrolls having been burned 
and the door and other parts of the wardrobe in which they had been 
stored were charred and scortched. Fortunately the fire did not gain 
headway but it indicates that soldiers still wander through the buidlings 
at Will. We are trying to get passports for some of our servants to go 
there to live. It is still a risk without such a passport, as they might 
be impressed and carried off. Their money and clothing and bedding might 
be stolen or they might be Injured if thev are asked to provide women 
and cannot do so. It’s hard to know what to do but we will try to think 
of a good plan. With soldiers irresponsibly starting fires in buildings 
there is a chance for anything to happen. Bessie Sims sewing machine is 
gtae. that is the machinery. I retrieved a small box full of extra 
fittings for it. Her piano, if she had one. is also no more. The 
Boberts piano was still there yesterday, but their vlctrola is gone and 
the records strewn over the floor in fragments. Their rug and camphor 
chest (emptied of contents) are still on hand. I’d like to gath^rup 
everything and bring them here, but we can’t get transportation, and if 
we oould, I do not know where we could store the tings safely. If we 
oan get some servants down there we may be able to get everything into 
one house and nail it shut. There is no use to do that now. that is 
without someone staying on the premises. In a few minutes I’ve got to 
go the Uhiv.to lead the meeting. We shall study St.Mt.xx today. I hear 
the Aphis is going back tomorrow a.m. so all mall must be at the Embassy 
by nine tonight. John.and I are both well. So is Kola though the latter 
has been laid up with grippe for a few days. I was pleased over the 
surprise party for Gilmore. He has certainly done valiant service.
The news about Yangohow isn’t happy, but we’ll be patient and see. Things 
do not matter so much. To becacceptable to Him we have to be content 
with much or little. •• .Had a good meeting at the Univ .today. John is 
ready to start for the Bibassy now with the letters. Wo understand there 
will be another chance to send on Tuesday.
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^ohn took the letters to the Bnbassy this evening but came 
back with a whole earload of mil which I have been reading until now 
and it ia nearly 11 o’clock. He also said we could have as late aa 9 
O’clock tomorrow to get nail all in. The rail we got thin even! nr hag 
been stacked up in Nanking somewhere and hag Just been retrieve?' by the 
!• It includes your letters from Hankow and from the family at heme. 
I also had letters from K,P.Steve, and a letter from you written last 
Sunday. I do not understand why the J.are so insistent about not letting 
anybody come to Nanking, if they are lett^ing them go to other places» 
Geo.Fitch ie desperate to get down to Shanghai as all his teeth and rilling 
are falling out. But while he can get permission to go down, he can’t 
get permission to get back, so he is trying to be patient. I hope Steve 
can get back to Yangchow. A Britisher from the Int.Import and Export 
Lumber Co.Hsiakuan, has been back for several day'? but‘ Kola reported this 
evening that he had received an ultimatun to clear out by tomorrow a.m. 
The Britisher said that would be impossible since ais car was out of order, 
so they told him to get it fixed and go. According to the rudio broadcast 
at 1 today the J. have Issued statements about the lapping of Allison. 
The meeting at the Lniv.was very good thia afternoon end the people listen 
ed attentively. Prof .Chen told me that ovary evening he uas a group of 
Ïoung men and girls studying the Bible for two hours, and he Uop-s that 

bhn and I my eventually baptise then. I had an amusing experience thia 
afternoon. lust ns I was about to turn in at the Univ, gate a youngster 
spied me and s°id in approved Yangchov’ fashion’TTorèâgn devil, Oh, I mean 
Mr.Forelgner’4• We certainly are gird to get svppliec fror tine to time. 
We are enjoying the candy ever so much, *nd  th^ two tins of tobacco will 
keep me well supplied for th^ old pipes hove ’ **en  ?. great confort in these 
tunulttous days.

Jen.30th. Yesterday I also didn’t sret a chance to rite. The nail 
which came on Friday was such a treat ttot I nent through it ell over again 
yesterday. In the a.m.I took one of the servants to the Hospital, the old 
gatemsn whom Mr.Schultze had left on the place to look after things. As 
I had to wait for the doctor to examine him to find out what was wrong. 
I went to the Hospital office where Miss Bower was holding an indignation 
meeting. Thinking she would giv^the nurses an extra treat on account of 
China New Year, she sent the cook out to buy some pork, which he did, 9 lbs 
of it for which he paid $4.50. On his way back he was accosted by J. 
soldiers who demanded the meat. Ho protested that he bad bought it for the 
hospital and was responsible for it, so they took the meat and gave him 
about sixty cents for it. Sunh things are happening all the time, so you 
can understand why people are afraid to go outside the refugee zone, 
albeit this happened in the safety zone itself, which the J,ar* 1 trying to 
force the civilians to leave. In fact they have Issued an ultimatum 
through the "self-Gov’t society" that they much leave the refugee centers 
by Feb.4th or they fill be driven out b? ’oree. While I am on the subject 
I’ll tell of another incident thft happened. The wife, or widow? of that 
Univ.Middle School student who ms teken by the J.to interpret For them, 
and was put through th° third degree by one of the Consular police and, 
wo believe executed for he has not yet returned, the wxnn was going to 
buy some things at a district outside the refugee zone which has been 
designated by the Japanese as safe for civilians to live in. She and 
about 19 other young women were taken into a truck by passing J.Soldiers 
and brought to a building used by officers. A Chinese nan who had been 
impressed to work for the officers whispered to her that her only chance 
to escape was to force herself to vomit several times, which she did. She 
was thus released from a fate which would have been worse than death. 
You can easily understand why the people do not feel encouraged to go back 
Yesterday a girl was foreed into a straw hut opposite ?17 by three passing 
soldiers who defamed her for over an hour. Imagine what is in .rtpre for 
the J .women when their men come back having contracted every sor> of disease
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Y?d? toJt.Paul’, with Mr.'JcCalluffl. Sverythixw

MSMd ^4? ^iADgsu bank in wliich Kola and Mr.Sangroen lived nrni bn a teîi^«®îrî,Te*«T ,^t'?^?k wa? teing loaded with furnSture from the 
Sui* 1th^I2£id 5^ went down in tho p.m.to Iook-3OO. He

Î* 10 offices and rooms had been stripped bare of 
furniture and that two over-stuffed chairs of theirn had been taken 3VOpC ^k*W and ChaPQ1 be “i^Tt&iving 

gainées. We had a heavy anaw-fçii all day yesterday.
* eocifortablo night at #17 coming back at seven for breakfast

ïF 2iabbe3e ,preached at No.25 and took Corning Prayer 
while the Rev.Mr .Chian# celebrated the Ccommunion. We had a pood 
attendance. After lunoh I went back again to Ho.25 to be present at 
the Sunday School which we have started for the smaller children.

cm?* LTi3a 3ha° t01d the story of the infant .-ioses, 
Paul Ton# conducted the worship and taught then Tever^l children’^ 
songs. The other day I retrieved in St .Paul’s parish hall the 
hymns written on clcth that had been used for the children previously. 
Also the wooden standard for banging the hyims. Anl from the dayschool 
buildin# we rescued some more hymns and some picture charts. So we 
feel jilt o well equipped. John end I were inf J ted to a Hew Years’ 
Supper along with the refugees from #23 and #17 who get their food 
from our common kitchen.(There are a good neny who cook their own.) 
The food was placed in circles on the floor of .25 and we sat around 
on kneeling cushions to eat it. In order to save rice and money, 
the people have beer taking only two reals © day and they are chiefly 
vegitarian with thick rice congee. The managing committee asked for 
pe mission to servi dry cooked rlqe end an extra bowl of food. John 
readily agreed. In addition X contributed -|5 aa from you and me 
and John contributed $5 as from h:îm$elf and 7a1th, so they wrre all 
able to have two extrr dishes of meat. It was a grand party, about 
fifty people and everybody ate to his heart’s content for cnc?. For*  
tunatoly wo nave not had any very serious illness so far nmong the 
people. Tho fifteen refugee bo s from Tsingpoo look v/ell an*  have 
rosy chooks, reminding me of Daniel and his three friends preferring 
the beans and pulse to the wine and rich viands from tho Kind’s 
palace. But v/e must not let tho young pocrle became undernourished. 
That will be one of the grant langera unless a larger an<? more varied 
food supply can bo procured for the people. Everythin# that they are ? 
accustomed to is scarce and the price ver- high. One egg when procurable 
costr eight cents and meat, varying much in quality, a round flft^ 
coats a poundf Fish around 70 cents, chickens and lucks around. V1.50 
don ending on tho size; besides there things are ell scarce. Cralually 
however, some of tho people outside th*  ciû; arc manarin to bring more 
in but if they urry in or buy much, it Is very apt to b- taken by 
J.soldiers, ünch duy briiigs its incidents, but <x>d has beer ’^nderful 
in c-rkj for his peoplet and wc are dearly grateful for din mny mer
cies. .. .Toll the family, they can use any of then^’3 bits provided 
àhoy *;.?q caref^J. about using iny name in connect ion witu anvthlng that 
the J .night find unpalatable x’eadin#. Not that 1 am afrall go back 
trô anything ~ have witt^n, but 1 should hat. to Ws u^e^ilness 
hère endangerad b;.= such publication. * nave tvp.-d -or . o. -h oxtract, 
■cwv. Frth-.r’?. lett r: ibou'G the roture ion oft tv ’ opx a?- 
Wrd the 1-anl'lne nltm-.tion. Bates aivaieutod ti.13, ao he anid ^aoae 
ol the foreillers needed sceic encourrgamont undo--' win 
hero. Geo.Fitch left cj. Suturda ror Giv-ngnai o” .,jj -i.a.o.^.e. ue 
h-« beer h vil-, tooth 'rouble, > i:<- as sa-oboay vise re.j::?Tce<l, needa ï-^uiee of seer er 4-; ^ïvÉ uùtho^tie.

felt heSid r.ÆV<'+c:ia’nce' of getting be.<;7: by going to and fra*  tho boat
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with the Am.Consul when he takes the mail-etc.down to Hsiakuan. John 
hopes to go down to Hsiakuan tonor-ov/ in this way. The news does not 
look too good for Japan.does it? They are finding Chinese gorilla 
warfare and the activities of the Yellow Spears and Bl*  Sword Society 
not only decimating for their troops, nan*  of whom have been killed an4 
.wounded in such encounters, but also hard on the morale of their troops 
who, I have heard cn good authority, are seared to death of these out
laws whom they reg?’rd with superstition, since they claim to make them
selves invulnerable b a magic formula, and who in rwàlity work them
selves into a frenzy in which they fear neither God, mn nor the devil. 
Also this continual harmsslnr makps it necessary to d&'olov many troop 
units and thus delay and make impossible tianv tiinea a concerted action 
against a definite objective. It also allows the Chinese troops to re
form their lines and consolidate their position. It is very excellent 
strategy and may prove the undoing of J.arrogance. I wonder what 
experience Lee will have at Aisih and Steve at Yangchow if he is rcrmlttsd 
to go there. I take it that L?e has recovered from his rec en4: operation 
and I hope he is strong enough to rough it for a month.

John and I contributed a similar -amount to th^ -*f^g',es  from. the 
Model Village. They have nc common kitchen, however, «c I do not knew how 
they used the money for all.

Zeb.1st. Just heard that tho mail must ho dr th^ Kr,be°^y by four o'clock 
this afternoon. Hy cold, fortunately was much better an*  it was not 
necassar- for *•.?  to stay in bed yesterday, Abn”t eleven a J.Consular 
policeman an*  n. T'-ilitarv Police camo to a^v me to look over som^ uianos 
they have collected to see vTh^the1* the two from St .Paul's were anon*  them. 
They weren't whi^h apparently did not rlease some ofthe military nolice 
who said among themselves that I was trying to hold out for new pianos. 
Kola went with me ^nd understood their conversation. They wanted me to 
select two pianos end call it quits, but I refuse*  to accept what 
obviously did not belong to me. Wh*n  they started on th^ir pi>»no search 
after 1 had reported our loss, th •• were most insistent that I should 
know the exact number of the piano, their make,etc. They arc certainly 
a double-tongued gang of thieves. John ws able to get down to Hsiakuan 
yesterday with Hr.Bishopric (an American from the ^hina inp.tnd bx . 
Lumber Co.whc got permission to return to Hanking) to look ovtr the 
mission premises there. He found them in pretty good condition. There 
has been sone looting, but not as much as he feared. Son- of tho rooms 
and closets have not yet been broken open, as has happened everywhere 
else. Our two am clrira were ct.i?.! there. Also the corpses of two 
Chinese soldiers in the trunk room of John's houst, ml nether 'O'-pse 
on tho eomvound. Since it vns Chinese New Year, sow : ofthe J.soldlers 
apparently decided to celebrate,too. They can-.- to #ln an*  ;*P5  *n  the 
mornin,!• while John vms there rn*  were "ton harpy" to be trusted ve**y  
far. Tt was much milder yosterd’7, so I ’vent over, but no soldiers came 
in. fortunately. Lurt nijht I slept ■■».+. #10 uni an feeling fine today. 
This morning there was a raeetinp of the managers oftthe refugee centers 
whlr.h I attended, it present th<?rn a”e ebout 58,000 neonl*  bein^ eared 
for in these centers by th*»  International Oo-inittee, These centers are 
all located in the Refugee Zone. It is interested to see how they are 
distribute!, 36,?71 or ôryl in American nrooerty; ôOl, or V 1- German 
property; 17,100 o*  ~lfo in Chinese government rronerty; 3,139 or 6^ in 
private property,Chinese. The Jananes ■ are Insisting that th»? 'copie 
mu^t move out of these centers by Feb.4th or they 'will be driven out by 
force. Notices to this effeoc have been tosteû in all.the centers and 
sone people have begun to move back into the areas designited as safe by 
the J.authorities. But at tae mootin’- this a.n. pi’ac^i-nll' ■'very camp 
manager havo reported incidents which have caused peopl•' to cent back 
into the refugee centers. Women suffered from raping nnc! ’"wr f*om  robbery 
by the soldiers. Cinlinr college alone has more than forty authenticated . 
cases which have happened since Jan.28th when the phonic started moving
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%Mk. tttar Mrt«M also had many casaa to report. All these will b4 
BNMBM.t*  *ha  J,tt an Indication that they are not carrying out their 
yroiMM to »rotact the people if they go back to their homes. Just 
B abuaco Jfln and X vers sailed to a neighboring house where two drunk 
SeaàL&hra saa locked a girl into a root and raped her. We broke down 
the door and drove them out. turning one of then over to some J.soldiers 
an guard In a noarby street crossing. Wahear that the high military 
affieial diopaohod frat Tokyo to investigste conditions in Nanking 
arrived today. Be will bo bore about two days but representatives of 
the three lmso|os ore hoping to confront him with all the evidence 
that has been aedumlating of their outrages and atrocities. We were 
interested to hear ovee the radio that J.has already expressed regrets 
over the slapping of Consul Allison» which means that they were confronted 
OS in the case of the Penny incident with irrefutable evidence. Perhaps 
they will believe sane day that their army Isn’t cuite so nice in the 
Opinion of tne world as it is in their own...Nov/ John wants me to type 
•CM notes f<*r  him about the atrocity cases which caneto the Univ .Hosp, 
and of Which he took movies. I will send a copy along with this letter.
Tthrd TM* is just a short note before I go over to #17, which I hope 
can go down by Ur .Bishopric tomorrow. I have quite a letter ready to go 
bat think it safer to find seme other way, as Mr.B. is driving down in 
his oar and there is no telling what might happen on the way. I Just 
Wanted to send something to let you know that we ere safe and well. 

"Wny ©y th© people are returning to their homes in pursuance of orders 
Mtkit have been Issued from above but we are not breaking un our group 

yet since it is still uncertain whether we shall be able to live either 
Sft Hsiakuan o r in the southern part of the city, the one being in the 
?itside of the city and the other in the section set aside for the military 

Ws down at St .Paul*  s this afternoon to take four men servants for 
WbM X received a passport from the American ftabassy to the effect that 
'they are servants sent to watch our premises, uehed to make too trips 
gown, since there wasn’t enough room in the car for tho men and their 
bedding too. When ve reached the Church compound, I found a lot of 
Military trucks lining the sides of the street for a whole block or so. 
and in our compound a group of from twelve to fifteen soldiers eating 
their food. They had built two fires on the lawn outsido the parish 
hall and had dragged out one of the heavy teak clergy stalls to hold 
the iron bar upon Which they had suspended thoir rice buckets. The 
Chair has a piece hacked out of the back of one end and has also been 
Whittled on one side in front. Some of the other soldiers vzere sitting
around the fire which they had build on the fl^or inside th**  room or 
passageway which leads into the Kungkuan meeting room. There is only 
a Mall section ofthc Kmv '*uan  still standing end it vms in this that 

, they had Built the fire. Another soldier on ny second trip was cooking 
Shis food over a fire in thn room >sed by the ^atemrn. the fire having 

been made on the floor alsr • I drove the soldiers all out end made 
them carry water to extin^iish the *ire  which they did. But I have 
enough evidence to convince nie how the rest of the buildin» was burned 
last week. I reported the vit ter to Mr .Allison and he expected to b ring 
It up at the J.Mbassy this p.n. where h.v was goin» for dinner. I am 
also giving him a written report, tfhilo 1 was remonstrating with the 
soldiers around the fire, another came from behind the pariah house 
with an armful of good choira which 1 sunpose were either to be carr ied
off or to supply fuel for -he fires. »e have ur jervunta there
now. two on ths Church compound and two on the res i dene a compound. I

L found a J.eoilier whe had aal a fe- drinks abusing hinsalf 3n tha Roberts
H piano. X escorte bin to the door,too. I have toll the servants to
»*  do what they isn to block up the entrances into th° corrc’md, to gather

«P all loose things on the floors of the houses, and to store all the 
furniture into one or two rooms so that it rill bn eerier to look after.
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It haw been a gray raw day. And thia afternoon it beaui tn aww very 
hard and the snow was very wet. I spent the nornina wcwn to ths 
hospital for triataent and also called at Ginling and tho%uhribawy« a 
hare heard that the new garrison otwaander is quite a different typo froi 
those who have preceded him. He was in charge of the district around ’^1 

. Chinklang and when the news of his transfer was announce*  the Chinese * 
petitioned that he might be retained. Alan Mr^Hidakn, who Ms cow to 
replace the recently returned Ambassador Kmgoe, Is also well-thocWt 
of by the Chinese. So let us hope that this will make a change for the 
better in the general situation. The socks, money and letters you sent 
last month have not yet put in an appearance, so I am afraid we most 
kiss them goodbye.' The radio broadcast bpoke of fighting at Tangehow 
on the Grand Canal. X wonder what that means. I askedAllison What ths 
chances were of my getting permission to visit Chinklang and Tangchow. V 
He didn’t give me much encouragement. My cold is much better so It Is 
lust a case of getting some exercise and working it off, I suppose you 
nave had a chance to see Geo.fitch and perhaps Kroeger. We heard that a 
business man recently returned bo Shanghai from Hanking had told a —ill 
Soup of conditions here. Were you in that group? We understand that

e next mail will not come until about the 14th. That seems a long 
time off, but is better than not being able to hear at all.
feb^dth This is just a chance for a p.s. as Mr.Bishopric did not leave 
today, which has boon another wet snowy day. The morning started by taking 
a woman to the hospital, then coming back for another at #8b and stopping 
at the Am.anbassy en route to get certificates for the servants we are 
sending to Hsiakuan and the C.T.3. to guard the places against looting. 
While the people were being treated at the Hosp.I drove down to 3t .faults 
to find that the servants Ï had leit there yesterday had bad a good night 
and were unmolested, for noon today John and I were invited to a Chinese 
feagt by one of the lumbers of St .Paul’s living at #17 which ms not 
really a feast but a nice meal consisting mostly of a certain kind of 
patty popular at this time of the year. Some were filled with chopped 
■eat. some with vegetables, some with sugar and chonped nuts. Some were 
fried, others were cooked. This was the day by which th*»  people from the 
refugee centers were to have moved back to the other parts of the city. 
Xt was said that force would be used upon those who did not return 
Voluntarily. but I am glad to say that there were no instances of it. 
We went around to the various centers to obse^e in case any was used, 
but everything was quiet.
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Jota has gone to a meeting of the International Committee,so 
while I wait for him to come home for supper, I have a little chance 
to v^ita...Yesterday John and I were both busy all day, try in# to get mail 
ready, for Mr.Bos to take. We had been told that it should be at the 
ftabassy by four, but John asked me to take a letter to Mr.Bos personally 
authorizing him to yet a copy of John's in ^ùunghai. John himself 

'had to speak at a Bible class At the Univ. Mr.Bos wus staying with Dr*  
Rosen of the German Embassy. When 1 got there they v/ere entertaining 
Count ? the french Military attache who recently cane to Nanking for a 
look-see. Mr. Bos said he would be glad to deliver the letters in pei’son, 
as he lives on Yu Yuen Hoad, not far from ycv.r goarocund. I was awfully 
glad as it would give you a chance to meet him. Wc did not otan; any of 
the letters, as I thought you might want to add to com , and in any case 
read them. The letters for perrons in Shanghai you can troBably deliver 
personally. John cane back from the meeting which ^eo.Fitch attended. 
The Oahu got in about throe o’clock,! think. All 1*  trough^ me was a 
letter from Betty; s*ncc  you did r#t read it, I wonder if there mns some 
ether mail which you did rmt receive. In your last lette**  you sold you 
were sending by th© Oahu. John was disante inted not to hava ^ny letter 
from Faith either in thia batch or the one which cane by H.M.S.ÏW. 
We are hevin# e chance to ©end mil tomorrow by Father Kearney who is 
Soing back to Shanghai on a Trench boat. He came only yesterday,I believe< 

e are mighty «lad for every chance to send or receive mil. I have at 
last located the list*  I made of our fumlnt4re,etc. which v.’e left in

| Yangchow, and I an sending the black note-book herewith, ‘rhe contents 
of the trunks ere not listed,so I guess you will have to do that from 
memory. 1 have not had r chance to check up on ^Jiss Sins*  or the Roberts 
thing? but hope to do that soon. Last night I spent at #17. This a.n. 
John and 1 have had a meet in# with some of our Chinese staff to discuss 
the question of moving back. They did not seera awfully keen to do so, 
but 1 fear w^ will never succeed in getting other ncoplo to return to 
their homes unless wc do so ourselves. The thought has buon constantly 
in my mind Intel?/ that I should bp willin'*  to move b?ick to 3t .Paul’s 
with any who my be will in# to go with ne. Hsiaicuan be in# outside the

; gate presents complice uions. The gu< stion in ny rJnd i - whether if I 
move back I can be of as much service as by staying here. I suppose 
there is no answer except to try it out. 1 asked Mr.Mills today about it 
and he felt I could be of greet use bv keeping ar. eye on thin. r. at that 
end of the city. Our rehabilitation Committee will sot uy its first 
relief office in the Christ irn Mission build ins on ' luinr Tu.'. which 
is not so far ^or our rlace. So I p?n rrob^blv h© h^lnf^l there. 
Another problem will be that of tmnsnortrt ior. • X hove ’v b*  eyr In which 
will be o.k. 5n good weather, bu*  for nrny ressens I think the ^merl- 
ment is worth trying. I hate to have th*»  door ev^ry eh»-rob closed 
in the districts to which rhe reonle nv© 'retuminr. My going will 
certainly create conf denee sinon# the tacuI*  who hev? gor-'s beok, v»hat I 
think I -hall do is to stay down there st night bn# still take my meals, 
or moat of them with John at aio.IO. That will g.ivp ie a c lie nee to size 
up the situation and see if it is worth while. I hone it will b o possible 

;■) for you and Bessie Sino to cone bs?»k soon. »*on ’t that be a v rend dayi 
Thia afternoon we had a meeting of our Rehabilitation Committee at 

which wo discussed a possiDlo budget. We h^n^ to have about £ 100,000 
for this work. It will be used t‘or helping people to repair their hones, 
to go bac^; to their native places, ii” To ' *r  .•■t-in-r 1' foa wliovs, 
orphan.-» and other destitute nersonu. Je’ll nocd all we con rot. It 
wus sonderful to hear hit too.7it.-h h 1 ' <' 'bln ’ * 7ine sum in
Shanghai for relief here. Hove n^t had a ehr nee to ^cc hi~ but hope 
to tomorrow. Did you see him in Strmirhai? John i? 'vrfnllv ^loannd that 
his pictures turned out co veil. A number of Embassy people van*  copies• 
Dr.Rosen is ordering f set to send to Hitler to see. ©ending down n 
roll of films which contains, I believe, nictures whVh Btev took of 
our house in Yangchow. If I een remember tn briny ry ©ancra over from #17
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I may sand another roll which contains pictures of men Who were killed 
in th© Temple precincts across from Nôe17e Would you please send, ne 
sorte rolls of films because I can probably get sone interesting snapshots 
I am also sending down a few othei’ personal things which I c amo across 
in suit casos • It is av/ful to have things tucked eround in suitcases 
and drawers and then not remember where. 1 hope things will g et 
straightened out sone day...Kola and Slndberg cane in from ChiHslashan 
this morning and stayed for lunch And then went off again. Slndberg 
knows Sengr^en and Mr.Suhr. It seems a long time sine*'  we made that 
trip,doesn’t it? (NoW.Pnd fror Shenphal to Yangchow) This afta^eon 
Chinese planes paid us a visit. The J.fired off a lot o’ anti-aircraft 
and made a let of noise but widely missed their mark end did no 
Spring will soon here end I am wondering if it will not be wise to 
hâve son vegetable seeds to start n garden at St.Peul’s. It may be 
useless to do so, and also it m-y be a very wise move. Will you ^et 
some seeds end send them. I don’t think that we can get them from the 
Univ.here. I hove Just typed out the nws from tonight’s broadcast. 
Those to whom I give it are crazy to receive it and almost mob me when 
I appear. Tomorrow I an to preach for Mr .Chen’s Christians next door 
so I must be rottin 1 to bed.
eb.ICth. Just a postscript which will have to be seuu out in lees 

than un hour, be ixad a good service this •loraing with fine attendance 
despite the rain, and with reverent attention all through. I preached 
to them on the; -pls tie, rum Ing the race that is set before thorn, et--, 
I talked over,with John again the question of moving back to St.Paul*a t 
and ho think;, it a very rood idea. ’Ve shall still take most. of our 
meals together. He will stay on ^t Mr.Schultze’r house until the 
Usla’man situation becomes clearer. So I expect to move thia week, 
which reriinds rr thnt yon night send me 3..verni tins of cigarettes 
which I c n hr nd around to the soldiers who might chsnc- to d’-op in. 
They do not h .ve to be the ^ost expensive, brand. John "n*  I «rn both 
well *n  ■ busy. I’d ltk'; to drop in for °. Ynn^ohop-' Old Hone 
Give ny b'-f.4* to ell the fol-as.
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April ' 19

In reply refer to 
FI

My dear Mr. Townsend;

I am inreeelpt of your letter of March 29, 1938, 
enolosing photostatic copies of further reports by 
yoùr son-in-law, the Reverend Ernest H. Forster, on 
conditions in Nanking.

Your continued courtesy in making such material 
available to the Department is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. Irving U. Townsend,
Emory, Booth, Townsend, Miller & Weidner,

\/ 50 Congress Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts.

FE;ARR:NN 3/31/38

793.94/12749
 

F/FG
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 7, 1938.

on pagesnîte2DlaRkeâ p3ssaSes
13jPînd thX ?ni?’ 9> 311(1

"* 16

SDeot n/+fanese demands in re- 
Council La no“gajnMgloiPal 

du“;e Z.;ngggegs,;_5 
and the present hostilities.
ARR
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NO.

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL.

Shanghai, China,
3 A ■ 1 P,4Marcl 1, 193S

SUBJECT: Summary of Editorial Comment in English
Language Newspapers of Shanghai During 
the Month of January, 1938.

THE HONORABLE ,h tailtli« AfFAIHS
THE SECRETARY GF STA^f,O^ 38 I 1- 1938

I have the honor, with reference to my despatch No. 

1210, of February 7, 1938, on the subject "Editorials 

from Local English Language Newspapers During December 

11937”, to submit herewith a brief summary of editorial 

comment on various phases of the current situation as it 

affected Shanghai, appearing in local newspapers during 

the month of January, 1938. A number of representative 

editorials are attached to this report, but, because of 

the difficulty in obtaining them, are being sent to the 

Department only in single copy.

795.94/12750

ResjStectfully yours,

C. 3. Gauss, 
American Consul General

Enclosure: 5
09

1—1221

Summary of Editorial Comment
800 
JSSîIMF

T| 
0

In
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In quintuplicate to the Department.
Enclosure of editorials, in single copy, to Department 
only.

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Admiral Yarnell.
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General Policies of the Newspapers Studied.

All four of the local English language daily newspapers 

have been included in this survey; their general editorial 
backgrounds are as follows;

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS is British owned and con

trolled. It often represents the views of the official 

British community and of the Shanghai Municjpai Council. 

Although striving to appear impartial and judicial in 

tone, it is critical of Japanese aggressive actions and, 

ion the whole, sympathetic to China. During the month 
funder review it was much aroused over Japanese actions 
i 
jin the International Settlement.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY is American (Fed

eral Incorporated) in ownership and editorial management. 

It is often extremely out-spoken and anti-Japanese and is 

prone to indulge in non-constructive criticism. As would 

be expected, it devotes a good deal of attention to Amer- 

I lean foreign policy: while wanting America to keep out 

\ of the present conflict, it strongly urged the retention 
lof American interests in the Far East and the strengthen- 

ling of naval armaments.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES is British owned but can usually 

be counted on to present the Japanese side of any contro

versy. Its favorite argument is that ”we must face the 

realities of the situation”. During January it stressed 
|the hopelessness of the war, the need for an early peace, 

|and the Soviet danger.
the ohtna PRESS, a Delaware corporation, is believed 

to be largely owned by official Chinese and is the mouth— 
piece
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piece of Chinese opinion. Apparently fearing possible 

Japanese action, it has recently, however, been rather 

guarded in tone. In discussion of Settlement affairs, 
it upheld China*s  ultimate sovereignty; with regard to 

peace terms, its plea was ’‘live and let live”. There was 

a tendency not to attack Japan directly but to quote ar

ticles by well known authors such as Guenther Stein or 

publications such as the MANCHESTER GUARDIAN.

Japan*s  Peace Terms.

Proposed Japanese terms, as communicated through the 

German Ambassador to the Chinese Government, were the sub

ject of extended comment by all the papers. According to 

a summary carried by Reuter these proposals were the follow 

ing:

1. The granting of Japanese participation 
in China’s national resources, Customs, 
communications and transport.

2. China’s adherence to the anti-Comintern 
Pact.

3. Stationing of permanent Japanese garri
sons in China.

4. Creation of demilitarized zones.
5. An independent government in Inner Mon

golia.
6. Payment of war reparations by China.

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, reflecting British views 

was particularly skeptical of the demand for "economic 

participation" in China; it predicted that this would

1/ have the practical effect of control. It characterized 

the terms as "disappointing" and only likely to strength

en the Chinese will to resist.

THE CHINA PRESS, in a rather mild article, mentioned

China*  s
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China’s unfortunate experience with "demilitarized zones" 

and "special regimes", compared others of the peace terms 

2/ to the unacceptable "Hirota*s  Three Principles", and conclud 

ed that Japan*s  "minimum requirements" were "too all-embrac

ing".

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY" went much further 

and ridiculed the peace terms as "wistful, wishful thinking" 

3/ In its view the Japanese had not proven themselves "hardboil 

ed" but pathetic. "They had better get right on with fight 

ing, garrisoning and forever spending".

But THE SHANGHAI TIMES maintained that "there is no 

4/ reason for supposing that co-operation would have any other 

effect than a beneficial one for the Chinese people as a 

5/ whole", while "demilitarized zones would be a reassuring 

factor in rehabilitation". Stressing the ability of Japan 

to continue the struggle and the lessening chances of for

eign intervention, the TIMES doubted the wisdom and honesty 

of foreign advice that encouraged China not to accept the 

6/ terms. "Pacts are facts, and the plain fact of the matter 

is that China is an unequal adversary . . . continued hos

tility is virtually national suicide . . . it is a tragedy 

of leadership".

Decisions of the Japanese Imperial Conference.

Consistent with its critical attitude toward Japan, 

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NWS failed to find any great signifi- 

7/8 cance in the decision of the Imperial Conference to sever 

all relations with the Chinese Government. It remarked 

that "this presents no new development in the situation".

THE
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THE CHINA PRESS also found it difficult to see that 
t 

it was "a momentous declaration**,  holding rather that it 

was for "home consumption**.  Taking up the question of 
9/10 why war had not been declared, this paper concluded that 

**the risk of war with a third-party power was evidently 
considered too great**.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES, as usual, held the opposite view 

and maintained that the "momentous declaration" was to be 

5/ expected "after Chiang Kai-shek1s virtual defiance of the 

Japanese peace moves’* for now, "having been challenged", 
the Japanese had "little choice" but to continue the 

struggle to the end.

Japan’s Policy Toward Other Powers in China.

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS found the most interesting 

parts of speeches on foreign affairs made in the Diet by 

Prime Minister Konoye and Foreign Minister Hirota to have 

been the "pledges addressed to the Powers concerning the 

11/ respect of China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity 
and the legitimate rights and interests of third Powers 

in China". It pointed out, however, that Mr. Hirota spoke 

of "necessary and rational readjustments" and concluded 

that "foreign opinion can hardly be blamed if in the light 

of all that has happened it discounts the value of the 

pledges given".
THE CHINA PRESS contrasted these fair words of civil 

officials with statements such as the speech of Baron 

12/ Sonada, in the House of Peers, in which he said:

"If
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"If Great Britain insults the Far Eastern 
peoples and refuses to recognize Japan’s posi
tion in the Far East, Japan will not be in à 
position to guarantee the preservation of British 
rights and interests in China”.

or General Matsui’s statement:

”In principle I do not recognize the neu
trality of the foreign concessions in Shanghai. 
Therefore, I myself, intend, hereafter, to ex
ercise China’s sovereign rights over the con
cessions. If we act with determination, the 
foreigners will recognize our authority".

The same paper also observed that there was an "obvious ten

dency to sow the seeds of dissension between the two Anglo- 

Saxon countries" by praising the "fair impartial attitude of 

the United States" and attacking Great Britain.

Japanese Demands With Regard to the Shanghai Municipal Council. 

It was to be expected that THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 

would take a serious view of the Japanese demands for an 

increased share in the administration of the International 

13/ Settlement; it stated that "the Japanese demands amount to 

a request that the Shanghai Municipal Council hand over its 

authority to Japanese control .... and that the Interna

tional Settlement of Shanghai shall become a Japanese dom

inated city".
THE SHANGHAI TIMES, on the other hand, held that the 

Japanese "did not demand control but only greater (and more 

justly proportionate) participation". It sympathized with 

many of the Japanese grievances and claimed that "the facts 

14/ of the situation call for a placatory attitude". It believed 

that administrative changes could be made which would satisfy 

the Japanese without altering the fundamental status of the 
Settlement
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15/

15/

17/

Settiement.

THE CHINA PRESS held that the International Settlement 

is "a co-operative community among the various national 

groups represented on the Council. Its status cannot be 

subject to the fortunes of war between any of those nations, 

or between one of them and China". But it stated that there 

has long been "a fundamental need of readjustment". If the 

government were democratized by doing away with the differen

tiation between Chinese and foreign ratepayers, the Japanese 

would be deprived of grounds for complaining of discrimina

tion; at the same time "the self-centered wishes of one par

ticular group would be defeated by the united front of the 

other national groups". "But", it maintained, "one principle 

which must never be forgotten is that the whole Settlement 

rightfully belongs to China and must one day be given back 

to her - and not to the Japanese".

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY admitted that there 

was some truth in the Japanese contention that the govern

ment of the Municipal Council had not always been perfect 

but argued that "since the Japanese themselves are giving 

no example of good government in the areas under their con

trol, any extension of their personnel and influence into 

Settlement affairs would only be disturbing and for the 

good of no one, least of all the Japanese themselves".

Undisciplined Actions of Japanese Troops.

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS was very indignant over the 

attacks by Japanese soldiers upon officers of the Shanghai 

police and upon the civilian population in occupied areas: 

six editorials were devoted to this subject. With respect 
to
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to the attacks on the police it declared that such actions 

18/ ^reflect upon the commanders of the men guilty for it leaves 

the unfortunate impression that they are not controlling 

their men with efficiency and suggests a lack of discipline”. 

It therefore suggested that ”the Japanese commanders will 

regard these incidents with just as much gravity as the mu

nicipal authorities” and remarked that although the Japanese 

have complained of the inefficiency of the Shanghai police, 

such actions tend to reduce its effectiveness. It demanded 

that "there should be straight talking on this subject". Ex- 

19/ tremely condemnatory articles described Japanese outrages 

20/ in the Western district and at Nanking. It believed that

the Japanese command would do its best to punish offenders, 

because "it is imperative from its own point of view that 

discipline be vindicated" and "steps be taken to restore 

the shattered confidence of the Chinese ... so that the 

countryside will not indefinitely be left a desolate waste". 

In the case of the assault upon Mr. Allison at Nanking, it 

21/ held that he was doing his duty and that "disciplinary ac

tion" against the Japanese offender was necessary.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES, on the other hand, attempted to 

minimize the incidents involving the Shanghai police. They 

22/ were "to be regretted more on account of their psychological 

import than because of their real gravity ... There must 

be guard against allowing such things to get out of reason

able perspective". It alleged that Britain "has been mak

ing a most frightful bogey out of Japan" and that a hostile 

local reaction "was not to be wondered at". The outrages 

committed by Japanese troops against Chinese civilians were 
largely
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largely overlooked; in the Allison case it questioned his 

rights and actions in the matter.

TEE CHINA PRESS expressed the opinion that ’’were Japan 

resolved definitely to estrange foreign affection for her, 

16/ there are few methods which would prove more effective”. 

23/ Discussing incidents and brawls in cabarets and other 

places, it affinned that ”one incident hushed up is bound 

to lead to more incidents of a graver nature. The time to 

show the hand of law is now”.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY spoke in the 

strongest tenus of Japanese action at Hangchow and Nanking, 

24/ where the ’’troops ran wild in disgraceful excesses”, and 

attached considerable importance to the Allison case - 

’’when Mr. Allison’s face was slapped, the echo reached to 

America’s Atlantic seaboard ... an inquiry into abduc

tion and rape of women who had sought refuge on American 

property may not be of interest to Japanese but it is 

25/ very interesting to Americans who have odd sentiments on 

such matters”. It pointed out that ’’reports concerning 

the continued atrocious conduct of Japanese soldiers 

could hardly have received a more clinching endorsement 

... this case is going to hurt Japan’s case much more 

than Tokyo realizes”.

Japanese Censorship.

The strongest stands in regard to Japanese censorship 

of radio and cable facilities at Shanghai were naturally 

taken by the two foreign-dominated papers. THE NORTH 

ohtna DAILY NEWS contended that ”the only test the censors 

2A/Z1 could or should apply was whether publication was likely 
to
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to give any assistance of a military nature to the Chinese 

Government”. On this ground it protested vigorously 

against the delay in forwarding messages filed by the MAN

CHESTER GUARDIAN correspondent regarding Japanese outrages 

at Nanking, and declared that ”the truth ultimately comes out 

and, when it does emerge, is rendered all the more impres

sive by the fact that for a time it was withheld”.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY remarked that ”the 

usual effect of such censorship is (a) to give the facts 

even greater publicity than they would have had in the 

28/ first place, and (b) to allow a lot of false reports to 

see the light of day because editors abroad lack the reg

ular means of checking directly”.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES took the attitude that the Japanese 

29/ were only exercising a right previously established by the 

Chinese and that ’’censorship is censorship and the best 

way of dealing with it is by trying to co-operate with 

those who are enforcing it". With regard to Japanese 

supervision, it deplored the attitude of the American

80/ R. C. A. Communications in refusing to work under "terms 

which it could easily have justified owing to existing 

circumstances".

Probable Course of the War.

31/

Rather pessimistically, THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 

foresaw a long war. It admitted that the announced guer

illa tactics of the Chinese would considerably inconvenience

the invaders but stated that "those who believe that the 

financial state of Japan precludes the idea of a lengthy 
war
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r war should disabuse themselves of the idea ... Japan has 

\ been preparing for years ... important though finance may 

|be, the will to war is the prime factor".

"Not writing to dash Chinese hopes but to present im

portant and decisive considerations", THE SHANGHAI TIMES 

32/ stressed China’s lack of well trained officers and men, 

inferiority in aviation and equipment, and the difficulty 

of financing a war in the face of vanishing receipts. It 

contended that "there could be no doubt of the outcome of 

a prolonged war".

THE CHINA PRESS pointed out that continuation of the 

war on the present basis "assures China of an unimpeded in- 

9/ flow of munitions and other war supplies" and believed that 

Japan would hesitate to extend hostilities to South China 

because of the danger of involvement with Great Britain and 

the very difficult terrain. It approved of guerilla war

fare as the only logical course for China to follow and, 

33/ drawing the analogy of a boxer who "dances" himself to vic

tory, predicted that these fighting methods would win the 

war for China "in time".

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURÏ was likewise hope

ful for China and gave weight to the economic stress on 

Japan. In its view the early stages of the war had re

moved certain internal problems in Japan and united country; 

34/ but "the pinch of war" was beginning to be felt. It ques

tioned, "If the war is protracted, and continuously costly, 

can Japan’s leaders maintain what is in essence an abnor

mal attitude even for Japan?"

Chinese
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Chinese Patriotic Terrorism.

The assassination of Mr. Loh Pah-hong, presumably for 

35/ patriotic motives, was regarded as "tragic" by THE NORTH 

CHINA DAILY NEUS, for "the Chinese community needs the 

wise guidance of its leaders ... to stand between the 

needs of the civilian population of Shanghai and the mili

tary necessities of Japan".

THE SHANGHAI TIMES was even more condemnatory and, 

36/ harping upon its favorite theme of "realities", hoped that 

"intimidation will not be allowed to thwart whatever hon

est movement there is among those whose sense of duty is 

37/ strong enough to rise above the passions of the moment". 

Energetic action on the part of the Settlement police was 

demanded.

THE CHINA PRESS took the moderate view of recognizing 

the need of some organization to assist in rehabilitation 

38/ but held that such an organ should be without political

39/ significance; it hoped that the assassination of Mr. Loh

was not from political motives.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST & MERCURY, however, saw "a 

grim logic in Chinese policy". The destruction of Japanese 

40/ property at Tsingtao and the power plant at Hangchow, the

41/ assassination of Mr. Loh and the execution of General Han

Fu-chu were all seen as the result of "grimly realistic 

thinking" and the unswerving following out of a definite 

policy which was "already causing the more conservative 

Japanese to see danger signals against pressing military 

conquest much farther ... in order to lighten the ruinous 

cost to themselves". Its newspaper contemporaries were 
criticized
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criticized for failure to view the matter in "terms of 

long range policy".

Foreign Policy of the United States.

Ten editorials were devoted by THE SHANGHAI EVENING 

POST & MERCURY to the subject of American foreign policy. 

It did not wish the United States to become embroiled in 

the present conflict, but stated that "isolation doesnt ex

ist ... every nation has a stake in the welfare of every 

other nation". It lauded statements by President Roose

velt and Secretary of State Hull, approved of the strength

ening of American armed forces and hopefully believed that 

there were signs of a greater Anglo-American entente. "Amer

ican leaders", it said, "are correctly determined not to let 

’incidents’ alone pull them into action ... on the other 

hand they are equally determined to make their stand in 

company sharing democratic ideals. ... The American 

people are facing facts".

THE CHINA PRESS hoped that the defeat of the Ludlow 

Amendment would deal a death blow to the ultra-Pacifist 

movement in the United States and strengthen the hand of 

the President in formulating "an enlightened foreign poli

cy . • . which should be predicated on the permanent wel

fare of the American people, even to the point of making 

present sacrifices".

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, under the heading "States

manship", commended the American refusal to put policy toward 

the Far East on the mercenary basis of whether or not inter

ests there justify intervention. It did not feel this to 

be "too idealistic a view" and declared that "American sen

timent
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timent is turning towards a more willing acceptance of the 

responsibilities of leadership which naturally fall upon 

a great world power. ... Acceptance involves recog

nition of the fact that the United States cannot seek refuge 

in isolation”.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES, on the contrary, ”was not disposed 

to think that America will take any greater participation 

in international councils just because of the defeat of 

the proposed (Ludlow) amendment”, which in its opinion was 

defeated "simply because it was a bad proposal”. In an 

interesting article on the President»s message to Congress, 

the view was advanced that "Mr. Roosevelt’s views are 

.nothing less than ideal”. It contended that in saying 

I that disregard for treaty obligations followsthe trend away 

’ from democracy, Mr. Roosevelt confused cause for effect. 

’ Dictatorships, it claimed, are the product of dissatisfac

tion which it has proved impossible to remedy by reliance 

on the fundamentals of peaceful solutions and thus, con

sistently, “some of the positive contributions to peace

I
 which are called for today are open advocacy of treaty re

vision, greater economic freedom, recognition of the urgent 

needs of big populations and encouragement of co-operation 
|between neighboring States".

Soviet Influence in the Far East.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES devoted five editorials to the 

Russian danger. The foreign policy of the U.S.S.R. was 

described as "opportunist" and sympathy was expressed for 

Japan in her efforts to "prevent China from becoming a

prey
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prey to Bolshevism". Fearing that present difficulties 

might cause China to make an official move to the Left, 

it emphasized that such action would have "serious reper

cussions".

THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS commented that "there is 

49/ no more desire in London to see China bolshevized than 

there is in Tokyo" but feared that Japan’s warlike actions 

would have the effect of driving China into Russia’s arms. 

It did not, however, believe that Russian help would be 

31/ more than the supplying of material, because Russia cannot 

fight "until the whole of the Russian system is brought up 

to the efficient standards of its army".

Miscellaneous.

Among subjects treated with general agreement were the 

need for opening up the occupied areas and the distressing 

relief problem. With the exception of the TIMES, all the 

papers blamed Japan for the naval armament race. Rather 

surprisingly, there was little comment on the plight of the 

Chinese Customs.

Enclosures:

1/49 - As stated in the list of 
editorials attached hereto.

800
JSSjIMF
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Encl. No. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers

NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS

Date
1 Japan’s Terms Jan. 4
2 Live and Let Live CHINA PRESS tt 25
3 Japan’s Peace Plan SHANGHAI EVENING POST tt 4
4 Important Speeches 

in Japanese Diet SHANGHAI TIMES It 24

5 Tokyo’s Decision SHANGHAI TIMES tt 17
6 Tokyo’s Decision and 

its Implication
SHANGHAI TIMES tt 8

7 As Expected NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 17
8 The Cheshire Cat NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 28
9 The Imperial Conference CHINA PRESS tt 17

10 Battle of the Giants CHINA PRESS tt 18
11 Japan’s Pledges NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 24
12 Four Japanese Views CHINA PRESS tt 28
13 Japanese Demands NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 7
14 Shanghai’s Problem SHANGHAI TIMES tt 13
15 Japanese Demands CHINA PRESS tt 7

16 S.M.P. Incidents CHINA PRESS tt 10

17 Theory vs. Practice SHANGHAI EVENING POST tt 8

18 Co-operation Wanted NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 10

19 A Great Change NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 21

20 Hungjao Outrage NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 17

21 Another Protest NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS tt 29

22 Shanghai Incidents SHANGHAI TIMES tt 11

23 "Looking for Trouble" CHINA PRESS tt 20

24 For Instance - Hangchow SHANGHAI EVENING POST tt 7

25 The Allison Case SHANGHAI EVENING POST tt 29

26
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Encl. No. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers Date
26 On Censorship NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS Jan. 19
27 Abortive Proceedings NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS ft 31

28 Censorship SHANGHAI EVENING POST ft 11

29 Cable Censorship SHANGHAI TIMES ft 20

30 Radio Control SHANGHAI TIMES ft 7

31 Tsingtao and After NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS ft 12

32 Decisive Phases of 
China Crisis

SHANGHAI TIMES ft 12

33 On Winning Fights CHINA PRESS ft 24

34 At A Beginning SHANGHAI EVENING POST ft 25

35 A Tragic Affair NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS ft 1

36 A Cruel Murder SHANGHAI TIMES ft 1

37 Shanghai Terrorists SHANGHAI TIMES ft 3

38 "Virtually Without 
Government?”

CHINA PRESS ft 1

39 More Anxiety- CHINA PRESS ft 3

40 Grim Logic in Policy SHANGHAI EVENING POST ff 3

41 The Lesson of Han SHANGHAI EVENING POST ft 31

42 Mr. Roosevelt on Peace SHANGHAI EVENING POST ft 5

43 Isolation Doesn’t Exist SHANGHAI EVENING POST ft 16

44 A Freer Hand CHINA PRESS ft 14

45 State smanship NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS ft 13

46 Proposed Referendum 
in U. S. Rejected

SHANGHAI TIMES ft 13

47 President Roosevelt’s
Message

SHANGHAI TIMES ft 5

48 Soviet Influence in 
the Orient

SHANGHAI TIMES ff 3

49 New Year Messages NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS ff 3
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Enclosure No. 1

From The North-China Daily News, Shanghai, January 4, 1938

that China should pay war reparations. Com
bining the twoi term’s it is, not unreasonable ; 
to believe that Japan intends to play the part , 
of the broker’s man, if not permanently, at i 
least until whatever sum may be demanded 
of China is paid in full. Japan has learned I 
the lesson from the Great War that in- ! 
demnities, the unfashionable word for repara- I 

: tions, are difficult to collect, but with a I 
strangle-hold on the activities of the Chinese! 
Government such as the acceptance of these 
tetrrls would suggest, and the presence of 
Japanese garrisons in China, that cduntry 
would not With the same eâée, àà was the 
casé of other countries in thé big struggle, 
avoid meeting the obligations she had entered 
into. Interpreted shortly, therefore, the report
ed Japanese terms constitute a demand for a 
complete Japanese economic, political and 
military hegemony in China, and while it 
appears that the nation’s sovereignty will 
continue to exist, it will be in so attenuated

' a form that China will scarcely be able to! 
i call her soul her own. ’

The Generalissimo has been in receipt of 
these terms for the past week, it is reported,! 
and the result of the talks between him and ; 
Dr. Trautmann have not yet been revealed. 
He has not up to the present rejected the 
terms outright, but opinion in Hankow ■

ultimately prove to be the case. He has con
sistently held the view that this was to be a ! 
long struggle, and if there ever had been any 
weakening of that attitude—and there has 
been no indication of it—these terms are 
likely tq reinforce it again. Short of actual 
demand for the surrender of territory the 
terms are those of a complete victor to the 
vanquished, and the present Chinese view is 
that it has not yet been decided which of 
thec. two nations shall play the respective 
roles. Chiang Kai-shek may decide that the 
price is already too high to pay for the) in
ferior part, a view which may be accepted by 
the majority of the Chinese nation. If that 
proves to be the case, the prospects of a con
tinued warfare are grave, and the inevitable 
increase in the devastation which has already 
been effected, will prove an addition to the 
price which China must eventually pay for 
whatever peace she may ultimately secure. 
In the meantime, until peace is reached, for
eign interests must continue to suffer. That, 
of course, need weigh little with the Generalise 1 
sirno; in reaching the grave decision which 
he must eventually make. Nevertheless, the 
Japanese terms, as reported; are disappoint
ing. In the present state of China’s temper ! 
they might almost amount to an incitement 
to further effort, and only by the most 
biassed can they be held to provide any real 
basis for negotiation. They seem, rather, to

Of the six reported terms four 
namely China’s

! The terms upon which Japan is ready co 
make peace with China have, according tœ 
authoritative sources in Hankow, been com
municated by the German Ambassador in 
Tokyo to Dr. O. Trautmann, German Ambas
sador to China, and in this news comes con- '■ 
firmation of earlier reports that Germany was 
seeking to bring the two countries together. 
Bitter as is the pill which has been adminis
tered, in considering what attitude China 
may be expected to adopt towards the pro
posals it has always to be remembered that 
the terms will probably become severer if 
hostilities are prolonged. The question which 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek has- to answer 

| is whether he will accept the terms now 
’ offered or continue the struggle in the hope 
Î that by inflicting further considerable 
economic damage upon Japan the latter may 
be induced to modify her demands. It was 
very right and proper that just prior to the 
fall of Nanking endeavours should have been 
made to ascertain whether there were any 
basis for peace in existence. The occupation 
of the capital marked an early and possibly 
definite stage in the hostilities, and the lull in 
the fighting along the Yangtze may as well 
be due to a desire to give the Chinese Gov- j believes that he considers them unacceptable, 
ornment a breathing space in which to review ! It should come as no surprise if that should. 
the whole situation, as to the wish of the 
Japanese high command to give its forces a 
welcome rest. The German activities in 
Tokyo and Hankow have proved valuable in 
that they have elicited information concern
ing the minimum aims Japan has in mind, 
and, if the terms are as they are now reported 
t’q be, it will not be surprsing if they cause 
the gravest disappointment. If they represent 
the least Japan requires, what will be the 
price of peace in the event of a long-drawn- 
out-war? 
were to be expected, 
adherence to the Anti-Comintem Pact, the 
stationing of permanent Japanese garrisons 
in China, the creation of demilitarized zones 
in areas specified by Japan and the formation 
of an independent government in Inner 
Mongolia. The first represents, if accepted 
by China, the fulfilment of Japan’s alleged 
aim in opening hostilities; the second is 
designed to secure satisfactory performance 
of any pledges which China may give in the 
course of settlement; the third provides for 
the neutralization of such areas as that sur
rounding Shanghai, with possible extension 
of the scheme to other ports; and the last 
contemplates the provision of a buffer state 
between North China and the sovietized 
Outer Mongolia.

The demand for the conclusion of a Sino-
Japanese economic agreement granting Japan _ .
participation in China’s national resources,! be designed at the moment for the purpose 
Customs, communications and transport, on of indicating to the Chinese Government, 
the face of it, seems innocent enough, but how, up to the present, it has been so sadly j 
much depends upon what is meant by, worsted in a military sense. ।
“participation.” Japan has had just the same ------------------------- I
opportunities to avail herself of these Chinese 
facilities as have other nations, and at no 
time has it been denied her. She is apparent-

| ly asking more, and what she will be taken 
I really to mean is that degree of participation, 
which in effect will amount to control. The 
control of the various services through the 
medium of adviserships, as has been adopted 
in Manchoukuo seems to be the least that can ' 
be expected under this provision, and this j 
will mean the diminution of Chinese national. 
authority to a degree similar to that which • 
has taken place in Manchoukuo, and the 1 
reduction of China to a similar state of pup- j 
petry. This view is supported by the demand I
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Enclosure No, 2

From The China Press, Shanghai, January 25, 1938

IN disclosing Japan’s four “basic conditions” for peace 
before the Diet last Saturday, Mr. Koki Hirota, the 

Japanese Foreign Minister, declared that the Chinese Gov
ernment had failed to give a reply that could be regarded 
“in any way as sincere,” and therefore the Japanese Gov
ernment, he continued, was compelled to announce on Jan
uary 16 that it would no longer deal with the Nationalist 
regime. Mr. Hirota added that Japan now looked “to the 
establishment and growth of a new Chinese regime capable 
of genuine co-operation with Japan.”

To the man in the street it is explicable that Japan’s 
so-called “minimum requirements,” conceived from the stand
point of a victor, should have proved unacceptable to the 
Chinese Government that does not consider itself irretriev
ably defeated. As long as the Chinese people and their 
leaders are prepared to continue the war of resistance, in 
spite of the terrible costs inherent to a bitter protracted 
struggle, it seems to be only human for them to be more 
determined than ever to resist to the end, for the simple 
reason that any other nation similarly circumstanced will 
not relish to be called cowards by posterity. The Chinese 
are convinced that the present hostilities had been forced 
on them, and consequently if Japan desires to call off the 
struggle, the offer of peace must be a peace with honor— 
namely, genuine respect for China’s territorial sovereignty 
and administrative integrity. Unless the leaders of Japan 
are disposed to view the situation from the viewpoint of 
their Chinese victims, the latter will' have no alternative but 
to prolong their war of resistance indefinitely.

Latest despatches from Hankow have more than con
firmed the ordinary layman’s way of looking at things. 
According to a Reuter’s message dated January 23, it ap
pears that Japan submitted certain proposals to the Chinese 
Government before the four “basic conditions” announced 
by Mr. Hirota had been communicated to China, and then 
“changed her mind and practically reversed them before 
a reply could be given.” These “basic conditions,” it is 
understood, were presented to the Chinese Government 
towards the end of last month, presumably through the 
German Ambassador Dr. Oskar Trautmann, when Japan 
pressed for a definite reply—either acceptance or rejection.1 
In the opinion of the Chinese Government, those conditions 
were “too all-embracing and susceptible, without further 
details, to the widest possible interpretation.” Then on 
January 16, the Japanese Government issued a declaration 
withdrawing recognition from the Chinese Government, 
“thereby closing the door to further negotiations.”

As announced by Mr. Hirota, Japan’s basic conditions 
are:

1. Abandonment by China of her policy tolerating com
munism and opposing Japan and “Manchukuo,” and adoption 
by China of a policy of co-operation in the Japan-“Manchukuo” 
anti-Communist bloc;

2. Establishment of demilitarized zones in “necessary local
ities” and creation of special regimes for these areas;

3. Conclusion of an economic- agreement between China, 
Japan and “Manchukuo;” and

4. Payment of “necessary indemnities” by China to Japan.
It is coirjmon knowledge that China’s experience with 

so-called “demilitarized zones” has been most unfortunate, 
and it is also evident that, with the possible exceptions of 
“special regimes” and war indemnities, the above-mentioned 
“basic conditions” constitute a reincarnation of Mr. Hirota’s 
previously enunciated “Three Points.” For almost two’ 
years the Chinese Government had found itself unable to 
accept Mr. Hirota’s Three Points, and the same Government 
can now hardly be expected to be more amenable to persua
sion after six months of bloodshed, “scorching,” destruction 
and “chastisement.” Moreover, any one of these terms— 
“necessary localities,” “special regimes” and “necessary 
indemnities.” ’’demilitarized £ones.” etc:—is capable of 
generous connotations, unless as liberally qualified andj 
circumvented. The man in the street can, therefore, 
sympathize with the Chinese Government’s predicament 
when they consider Japan’s “minimum requirements” as * 
being “too all-embracing and susceptible, without further 
details, to the widest possible interpretation.”

When the Chinese leaders declare their readiness to 
cease hostilities as soon as Japan’s armed forces withdraw I 
from Chinese territory, or as soon as Japan pledges herself I 
to respect China’s territorial sovereignty and administrative I 
integrity, Japan is being asked to give to China what Dail 
Nippon herself expects from other Powers—independence I 
equality and the inherent rights of a master in his own I 
house. In other words, the principle of “live and let live ” I 
From the latest declarations of her leaders, Japan’s inten-1 
tions towards China are now transparent.- fl
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Enclosure Noo 3*

From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.4,1938

T> EPORTED Japanese peace proposals said 
to have been indirectly presented to 

General Chiang Kai-shek through tfye Ger
man Ambassador give no ground for belief 
that a Sino-Japanese get-together is anywhere 
near at hand.

< As forecast by this newspaper at. the time 
of the fall of Nanking, they are strictly a 
victor’s terms and such an attitude-r-while 
regarded by Japan as the only one the Japanese 
can take—is not at this time tolerable to the 
Chinese, who feel they still have a number of 
good cards up their sleeves and,, in the histo
ric phrase, “have just ’begun to fight/’

According to the summary -carded by 
Reuter the proposals are six in number; । 

1. Conclusion of a Sino-Japanese economic ?
agreement granting Japan participation in 
China’s national resources, Customs, com
munications and transport. kj

2. China’s adherence (to the anti-,Comintern 11
pact. .Z|

3. Stationing of permanent Japanese garrisot^zl
in China. 1

4. Creation of demilitarized zones in areas fl
specified by Japan. |

5. Formation of an independent government 
in Inner Mongolia.

G. Payment of war reparations by China.
It is our estimate that in the .past, Chin

ese leaders might have gone in on the first 
point despite the opposition of the Communists 
and the Kuomintang Left Wing, but that the 
time for anything of the sort is now passed 
unless Japan can bring China completely to 
her knees.

On the second point, no.
On the third point, no.
On the fourth point, even in the past there 

would have had to be true “demilitarization” 
including withdrawal of Japanese forces.

Inner Mongolia has been buffeted about 
with rather cavalier treatment from the Chin
ese, who on the whole have deserved to be 
pushed out because they sought to exploit the 
Mongols unfairly. Now, however, it seems 
likely that in erecting an independent govern
ment the Japanese will have to think about 
Soviet Russia much more than China because 
of the fact that Inner Mongolia is next to 
Outer Mongolia and Russia is in Outer Mon
golia with no expectation of yielding either to 
Japan or to Japanese puppets.

As to the final point, war reparations, such 
a point is to be expected in any victor’s peace 
plan. But China’s capacity to pay repara-1 
tions, if and when a time comes, is likely to 
prove very disappointing. The World War has 
lessons in this and other respects which Japan 
seems little disposed to study—because they 
would convey no cheèr.

That probably gives the answer to this 
whole, not really “absurd” (as the Hankow 
Herald calls it) but obviously foredoomed 
peace plan. It represents wistful wishful 
thinking by Japan, which feels it can propose 
no less but which must know the hopelessness 
of such a program to which no Chinese Gov
ernment could subscribe in expectation that it 
would remain a government and able to 
deliver.

The Japanese think of themselves as' 
“hard-boiled” in their China policy. But there ■ 
is nothing hard-boiled in this plan. Just 
something a little pathetic. Japan had .better 
get right on with fighting, garrisoning, and 
forever spending. ' I
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, January 24, 1938.

IMPORTANT SPEECHES IN 
JAPANESE DIET

The opening of the seventy-third 
> session of the Japanese Diet was marked 
I by important speeches from the lips of 
I the Premier and Foreign Minister. While 
Prince Konoye emphasized that Japan 
was looking forward to the emergence of 
a new régime in China which would co
operate with Japan in laying the founda
tion for permanent peace in East Asia, 
Mr. Hirota, besides making the same 
point, gave the four “basic conditions’’ for 
the settlement of the conflict, embodying 
Japan’s “minimum requirements,” as 
being: (1) abandonment by China of her 
pro-Communist and anti-Japanese, anti- 
Manchoukuo, policies and collaboration 
with Japan and Manchoukuo. in opposi
tion to the Comintern; (2) establishment 
of demilitarized zones in “necessary 
localities” and creation of special régimes 
for those areas; (3) conclusion of an 
economic agreement between China, 
Japan and Manchoukuo; (4) payment of 
“necessary indemnities” by China toq 
Japan. In doing so, Mr. Hirota reiterated | 
that Japan had no territorial ambitions 
in China, nor does she intend to separate 
North China from the rest of the country. 
Of necessity, these “basic conditions” are 
wide-drawn and vague. Details, no doubt, 
would be the subject of discussion 
between the Chinese and Japanese, 
Governments, and it seems pretty certain

I that, unless the Chiang Kai-shek 
i administration can secure a military 
■ victory, terms on the lines of the “basic 
j conditions” will have to be accepted. The ; 
first and third of these conditions would 
involve, of course, the de jure recognition 
of Manchuria as a separate entity to 
CJiina and the decision to work in close 
co-operation with the new State and 

^JapamyThere is no reason for supposing I 
that such co-operation would have any 
other effect than a beneficial one for the | 
Chinese people #s a whole. The second ; 
and fourth conditions are in a different 
category in that they are conditions. 
imposed as a penalty for the taking up

sweep of countryside around 
Shanghai, for instance, could be 
demilitarized, and kept demilitarized, 
what a wonderful stimulus it would be 
to the rebuilding of trade and industry. 

. As regards the payment of indemnities, 
•] this is the usual fate which-befalls an> 
] people that nas engaged in and lost^ a 

• major conflict. When entering into the 
|hostilities against Japan the Government 
cf General Chiang Kai-shek, then 
presuming to speak for the whole Chinese 
people, could not but have realized that 

; the country would have to pay heavily 
if it lost. The conflict has been an 

; extraordinarily destructive one and a good 
. deal of the damage done has been wilful 
; and could have been avoided. Directly or 
indirectly, this damage will have to be 
made good by the Chinese and Japanese 
peoples between them, and the latter, if 
they prove the final victors, cannot be 
blamed if they lay the largest share upon 
those in whose name the damage has 
been' chiefly brought about. It is most 
regrettable that this damage has been on 
such a scale as must impose a considerable 
burden upon the development of the Far 
East for some years to come.

The interpellations in the Diet were 
particularly interesting. The most im
portant result of the queries of Mr. 
Kawasaki, the Minseito spokesman, was 
to secure the Government’s assurance 
that it would “absolutely never discuss 
peace terms with the Nationalist 
administration in China.” Mr. Kawasaki
said he harboured a misgiving that the 
Government might 'possibly resume 
negotiations with the Chiang Kai-shek 
administration if a third party were to 
offer its good services. Amplifying the 
Premier’s reply to Mr. Kawaski, Mr. 
Hirota declared that it would bo 
impossible for a third party to mediate 
between Japan and the Nationalist 
Government in the future, since the 
outside world <now fully knew that Japan 
intended to readjust Sino-Japanese rela
tions with a new régime, whose 
organization was expected by Japan. All 
the speeches in the Diet were marked by 
a sense of the seriousness of the situation

of arms against Japan and as a safeguard 
that such will not happen again in the 
future. The establishnient of demilitarized 
zones in various important parts of the 
country would not only be a safeguard ' 
against the recurrence of trouble but ' 
they would also be a reassuring factor in ; 
the rehabilitation of this country. If a |

which faces Japan from the decision that 
has been made in this matter of refusing 
any further recognition of the Chiang 
Kai-shek administration and a determina
tion to pursue the adopted policy to the 
end. The Finance Minister, Mr. Kaya,
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disclosed the Government's intention to 
control every branch of economic 
endeavour in the belief that the conflict 
will last a long time. Supervised by the 
State, he revealed, would be foreign 
trade, movement of money, and the 
production and consumption of goods. 
The funds required for carrying on the 
hostilities, he added, would be raised 
mainly through the issue of bonds, 
although taxes would also be raised.

Mr. Kaya pointed out to the Diet 
that the exchange rate of the yen had not I 

। been affected by the conflict, its level of 
one shilling and twopence on London 
having been maintained firmly without 
any fluctuations. It is the Japanese 
Government’s policy to keep the yen at 
this level and it is planning to effect a 
general adjustment of international pay
ments by promoting exports and 
encouraging gold production, paralleled 

? 3y efforts to regulate imports, decrease 
« foreign payments and curtail the 

consumption of gold. Price regulation will 
orobably follow as prices show a more 
marked tendency to rise. In reply to an 
interpellation, however, Mr. Kaya said 
he had no intention of “thwarting 
imports without need.” We have no doubt 
that the measures being adopted by the 
'Japanese Government will see the country 
through the struggle. The idea that 
Japan is on the verge of an economic 
collapse, so dear to some hearts and 
tongues, seems quite untenable. The 
armament and allied trades are working 
at capacity. Textile trades have, of course, 
suffered a definite curtailment of new 
business and have had to cut down their 
operations drastically. Imports are con- ; 
tinuing to diminish, however, whereas 
exports are well maintained. An export 
surplus has been recorded in recenj 
months. The note circulation continues 11 
expand, but wholesale commodity pried 
have declined slightly. Japan is drawinl 
in her belt to some extent but th] 
operation is not likely really to hurt fo 
a long time to-come--------
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From The Shanghai Times. Shanghai, January 17, 1938.
Tllî'ï"1TÇ!Trïlvr Ij Japanese belief that the occupation of the 1VlY IV o U£ùvloiViN II Jiangsu and Anhwei provinces would deal 

As was widely expected after thel a very serious blow to the Nationalist 
Chiang Kai-shek Government’s virtual « Government seems well justified. It has 
defiance of the Japanese peace moves, the | already been reported that General Chiang 
Tokyo Government has formally announc
ed its intention to cease relations with 
this administration. The Japanese 
Government, the momentous declaration
declared, anticipates the creation of a new 
regime and expresses its readiness to 
co-operate with such an administration in 

। the establishment of a “New China.” It 
' is, however, emphasized that there has 
been no change in the Japanese 
Government’s policy of respecting the 
territorial integrity and sovereignty of 
China and the rights and interests of 
Foreign Powers. The onus for the 
continuation of hostilities is thrown upon 
the Chiang Kai-shek Government in these 
words: “In order to afford the Nationalist 
Government its last chance to reconsider 
its attitude, the Imperial Government has 
waited since the fall of Nanking until 
to-day. However, the Nationalist Gov
ernment has failed to appreciate this 
Government’s true motives and made 
reckless plans foi’ a continued resistance. 
In doing so, it utterly disregarded the 
indescribable misery of its own country
men and never stopped to consider the 
peace of the entire Far East.” It is added 
that the Japanese Government has been 
compelled to accept the Chinese challenge 
and will wage protracted hostilities ih an 

| effort to attain Japan’s objective, namely, 
। lasting peace in the Far East through the 
i eradication of the anti-Japanese régime 
in China. The die is therefore cast and 
we have before us a struggle to the end 
between the Japanese Empire and the 

- Chiang Kai-shek administration and its 
following. Actually, we presume, there 
will be little difference in the situation 
in future to what it has been in the past 
five months. There will be no declaration 
of war because Japan will no longer 
recognize the Chungking and Hankow 
authorities as constituting a Government 
against whom war can be declared but 
presumably the Ambassador will be 
withdrawn until such time as there is 

t formally recognized a new Chinese 
Government to which a diplomatic envoy 
could be accredited. The hostilities 
themselves will be prosecuted, of course, 
with redoubled vigour and during the 
coming weeks Chiang Kai-shek may 
expect to have the whole armed strength 

I of the Japanese Empire exerted against 
him. It is unlikely that he will be able 
to resist with any great degree of success, 
judging by the performances of his forces 
up to the present. Chiang still commands 
the adherence of very large armies and it 
is reported that no less than 400,000 troops 
in the field in North China acknowledge 
his authority and are putting up a fight 
against the Japanese. The Japanese 
military authorities themselves expect a 
major battle to “precede the fall of 
Hsuchow” which is the most important 
point in the Chinese defence line but they 

(are quite confident as to the result.

Kai-shek has himself proceeded to Hsu- : 
chow to try to hearten his troops to make ; 
a really effective stand. It is quite possible 
that the coming battle on the Lunghai line 
may have a decisive effect and that if the 
Chinese soldiery are routed the position !
of the Generalissimo will become very 
difficult. Whether Chiang’s decision not to 
accept any terms of peace with Japan 
was founded on a hope of a military 
success in this area or on deeper motives 
it cannot, of course, be guessed, but, on 
the face of it, it seems a great pity that no 
attempt was made to come to an accom- ' 
modation. It is possible, of course, that 
the Generalissimo felt that he dared not 
agree to any kind of terms which would 
be acceptable to Japan, largely in the 
hands, as he is, of various interests which 
take a most uncompromising attitude 
towards Japan. It is likewise possible 
that he, still has hopes of foreign 
intervention but it seems to us that the 
chances of this are dwindling. China has 
already suffered so severely that anyone 
intervening actively on her behalf would 
be undertaking a grave responsibility , 
quite apart from any military risks. It is 1 
not at all probable, we think, unless some 
grave new circumstances arise, that anyone 
will hurry to thrust his thumb in the 
Chinese pie. Should the Japanese inflict 
a severe defeat upon the Chinese troops 
on the Lunghai line, the writ of the 
Nationalist Government will speedily be 
reduced to running only in the West and 
South-West of China and it will become i 
increasingly dependent upon the Can- \ 
tonese. Gradually, no doubt, new ) 
authorities will spring up in other parts ! 
of China who will be prepared to work 
with the Japanese rather than against 
ibem and such a situation is not likely to 
encourage any direct intervention.

Looking at matters both from the 
point of view of foreign business interests 
and of the Chinese poorer classes, who are j 
suffering so terribly, we cannot help but 
feel profoundly sorry that the hostilities 
now seem bound to continue indefinitely. 
We do not think we need ask pardon for 
saying, that we hate this war and that we 
desire to see it ended at the earliest1 
possible moment. We cannot see that 
China has anything to $ain by allowing it 
to continue and indeed we anticipate that 
she is likely to lose much more than she 
has at present lost. The decision of the 
Japanese Government no longer to 
recognize the Chiang Kai-shek administra
tion is a serious one which puts a fresh 
complex upon the present struggle. It 
is one which we think Tokyo itself must 
have reached wTith regret. But there was 
little choice. The Nationalist attitude is 
luch that the Japanese are directly 
lhallenged to put an end to the 
administration if they are ably so to do.

There is no doubt that 400,000 
soldiers, if they were properly trained, 
equipped and handled, should be able to 
stem the advance of an invading force i 
much larger than themselves and the |
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, January 8, 1938

TOKYO’S DECISION AND
ITS IMPLICATION

In the prepared statement issued 
the Secretary-General of the Cabinet 

Lfokyo after a special conference 
^Ministers on

by 
in 
of 

^Ministers on Thursday it was stated, as a 
summing up of previous paragraphs, 
that “Japan is fully ready for prolonged 
hostilities, and finishing touches are now | 
being put upon preparations in every ■ 
field of activity to ensure full military 
Success.” Those who have felt that 
Japan, behind the scenes, has been feeling 
out for the possibility of peace sheerly I 

| on account of the growing size of the 
I undertaking to which she is committed : 
। have, in the light of the Secretary- j 
I General’s statement, to revise their ideas j 
and to realize that Japan is fully j 

.determined and prepared to see these ; 
I hostilities prolonged until “China really^ 
repents of her attitude and announces ; 
the fact to the entire world.” The 
statement, published in yesterday’s issue ; 

I of this journal, is worthy of careful study 
। for it clearly reflects what is in the minds ( 
1 of those who comprise the highest and I 
inner councils of the Island Empire. 
Japan is under no illusions regarding 
the heavy sacrifices and cost entailed, but 
having embarked upon what she herself ! 

regards as “a l------ ------------- -------------
peace in the Far East” she is going ! 
through with that policy with all the | 
force and logic of which the world knows 
her to be capable. Firm determination 

। .«both a phrase in and the essential

vast country 
The price of 
with Japan’s 
be weighed

gravest decisions ever made in the history 
of the government of this 
and its millions of people, 
peace to-day in accordance 
established policy has to
against the colossal—and historic—price 
of a hopelessly prolonged struggle. We 
know of no comparable instance in history 
where what is virtually national suicide 
was chosen by a people’s leaders in pre
ference to the bowing of the head in face 
of forces too great to be successfully 
withstood. It is a tragedy of leadership 
as well as the travail of a great people.

And those who are interested wit
nesses have their own important questions 
to ask and answer. Is their advice and 
outward attitude truly and honestly in 
line with the deep solicitude which ought 
to be theirs for the people of this land 
and for the peace and prosperity of this 
important sphere of the globe? Are the 
contributions being made to the solution 
of this great and tragic problem along 
lines which will facilitate the healing of 
wounds and the closing of the schism? 
Is there effort clearly and fully to under- 

j stand the Japanese thesis and to bring 
31 »about that co-operation which could save 

China from being further reduced to a
sacred mission to establish gambles out of which no-one will profit?

Is the best way being sought to protect 
those third-party interests which it is 
very properly the right and duty of 
foreign Governments to protect? Is there 
not more constructive and pacifying

IJ&.4ÜUU1 a pnidbc ill dim uie Cbscmiat . «17
। keynote of a statement which cannot be Vatesmanship called for in face of what, 
’ . . . . , - . wnpfnpr ntnprs liko it nr nnt ic a mninrwhether others like it or not, is a major 

1 Readjustment of relationships between 
the two principal partners of the Far 
East although that readjustment is being 
brought about by the regrettable process 
of war with all the delicacy of incidents 
attached thereto? The list of questions 
—important to the future peace of the 
world and the prosperity of international, 
trade—could be greatly extended but 
surely enough has been indicated to give 
those who are capable of doing so cause

ignored by any who would come to an 
intelligent J
It means

I neighbour 
| and that 
. neighbour 
will have 
from control of all but the backwoods, 
câid other persons invited and assisted to 
set up régimes prepared to work with 
those whose power will have become 
paramount in the areas concerned. Term- 
ed a “China Incident,” this phase of Far to Pause and think on the real essentials ; 

i Eastern development is seen to be nothing ^be problem in the knowledge that at

assessment of current history, 
that a hostile continental 

is no longer to be tolerated, 
if the Government of that 
continues its hostility then it 
to be fought until it is driven

| less than a major change and the duty 
’ ic< InîJ oil nlonrlw I/o ranncTnî7(^ tlnn

the moment we seem to be doing nothing
'is laid on all clearly to recognize the other than sliding downhill to what, 
! movement for what it is and to determine flight be a far bigger disaster than that • 
I what is the best attitude to adopt thereto, already witnessed. I
Those who complain that China is thus ...."* “*’■*" ..... . ■
being swallowed up must ask themselves 
whether what is happening to-day need

i ever have come to pass it the Nanking 
1 Government had been guided along 
different lines as regards both its internal 
and external politics and policies, because 
no worthwhile appraisal of to-day’s 
events can be made without full regard 

| to the historical causes which gave them 
rise.

But, putting all that aside for the 
moment, the latest Tokyo statement gives 
fresh opportunity to consider not only the 
situation to-day and the relative positions 
of the two principal parties to the dispute 
but also the role to be played by inter
national Powers having material as well 
as cultural and sympathetic interests in 
this part of the world. General Chiang 
Kai-shek and his civil and military 
associates are doubtless putting up as 
good a show of resistance as can be 
expected in all the circumstances, but 
day-to-day news of military happenings j 
proves that there is really little hope j 
indeed of effectively stemming a Japanese i 
advance wherever it might be planned. 

there no day come,
whether be late when the
forces to be driven
,out of 
which, 
suffered 

1 of war.
। there might be armed agents within the 
| Japanese-controlled areas, there might 
be all manner of hindering factors

the major part of the country 
in the meantime, will have 
all the ravages and destruction 
There might be guerrilla tactics,
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associates are doubtless putting up as 
good a show of resistance as can be 
expected in all the circumstances, but ; 
day-to-day news of military happenings ; 
proves that there is really little hope ' 
indeed of effectively stemming a Japanese । 
advance wherever it might be planned. 
If there is no peace the day will come, I 
whether it be late or parly, when the I 
forces opposed to Japan will be driven j 
out of the major part of the country 
which, in the meantime, will have 

, suffered all the ravages and destruction
of war. There might be guerrilla tactics, 

j there might be armed agents within the 
« Japanese-controlled areas, there might 
■ be all manner of hindering factors 
devised and put into execution, but the 
essential result will be unchanged. 
Whichever way one looks at it, the 
National Government is fighting a losing $ 
war. It can damage the other side; it g p,.o;. 

‘cannot defeat it. And there might be L <
j much more than propaganda in theï^ f \ v
Japanese claim that General Chiang’s F 
administration is now making something 
of a false show of power. Facts are facts, U ' 
and the plain fact of the matter is that | n 
China is an unequal adversary for her ; , rn.< 
powerful, highly-organized and efficient, 
neighbour. One comes then to 
realization that continued hostility in 

| present circumstances is one of
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Enclosure No. 7

From The North-China Daily News, Shanghai January 17, 1938.

wuw m --------4

; The long awaited announcement of the 
r Japanese policy vis-à-vis of China as decided 
I upon by the Imperial Conference at Tokyo! 
and now appears to be little different frorrl 
what was anticipated by expert observers ini 
the Japanese capital. The expressed intention

. to sever all relations with the Chinese govern
ment and to co-operate with a new régime 
to. be established in China presents no new

I development in thq situation, for as this 
j journal pointed out on Saturday it was un- 
: thinkable that the Japanese should refuse re- 
I cognition or co-operation with a new Chinese 

government of its own creation. The text of 
ithe declaration as carried by Domei presents, 
■nothing new and in fact has all the appearances! 
■of having been drafted for home consumption! 
fentirely, and seeks to lay the blame for the® 
indescribable misery of large sections of the । 
Chinese population on the Nationalist Gov- !

; ernment as the result of their failure to 
recognize the Japanese Government’s “true 
motives” and the making of “reckless plans 

Lfor a continued resistance.” The Japanese^ 
■Government has therefore committed itself toi 
Ian extension of its activities in China, and| 
pthe long drawn out war which Chiang Kai- 
shek has consistently predicted is about to
become an established fact. The opinion has 
been expressed in Tokyo that Japan is able to 
continue protracted warfare for a very long 
time to come and without doubt it is better 
equipped for the purpose than is China. That 
it will be doing itself considerable harm can
not, however, be gainsaid Foreign Powers 
will note the assurance that there has been 
no change in the Japanese policy of respect
ing the territorial integrity and sovereignty of 
Chiiia! -and the rights and interests of the 
Powers as again emphasized by the declàra- 

; tipn. If none of these things are recognized 
; any more scrupulously than they have been 
in the case of Manchoukuo, and there is every 
indication that such will be the case, the fact i 
that the declaration will not tend tp allay j 

Aanxiety on this matter need cause no surprise!
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From The North-China Daily News, Shanghai, January 28. 1938.

If Alice was only a little surprised at the 
manner in which the Cheshire cat faded 
away, there need' be no astonishment at; 
Japan’s apparent belief that she can fade out 
the Nationalist Government by a mere stroke ; 
of the pen. Should she succeed in justifying ■ 
that belief an anomalous state of affairs will 
be produced. Japan will set up an autonomy ' 
which she and perhaps one or two other coun
tries will recognize, while there will still be 
in existence, no matter how much Tokyo may i 
consider it has disappeared, a régime re- { 
Cognized by the rest of the Powers. The i 
parallel is to be found in the civil war in j 
Spain. .One set of Powers recognize the! 
rebels and the others the Republican Govern- i 
ment. Certain nations assist rebels against ' 
the government and then proceed to give I 
them, the rights attendant upon a sovereign ! 
integrity which the insurgents have not yet Î 
attained. ।

The analogy is not quite complete, for in ! 
the case of China there has been no foreign j 
assisted rebellion, but the conduct of fiostili- ’ 
ties against a government in full control of

I the country, the occupation of certain areas 1 
by the Japanese, the setting up of a new 
government, not very successfully up to the 
present it must be admitted—and the declara
tion in effect that Japan’s mission is to crush 
what amounts to a rebellion led against it 

>by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. This 
is all very difficult for the Occidental 
mind to follow, but it has about it 
all the attributes of Oriental ingenuity. 
Prince Konoye has in fact announced 
on the part of his Government that the 
only means of bringing peace to China is! 
for Chiang Kai-shek and his party to mend 
their ways and submit to the very attenuated । 
authority which Japan has established in j 
north China, or may set up in other parts of i 
this country. The autonomy set up in Pei- i 
ping is but a shadow. There is considerable ! 
reluctance on the part of prominent Chinese 
to participate, and much more hesitation to 
co-operate. It certainly does not represent the 
people alid is merely an instrument for 
the carrying out of Japanese will. Prince 
Konoye’s statements will deceive nobody. 
The claim that what has taken place is more 
serious than a declaration of war is to be 
taken for what it is worth. The attempted 
destruction of a government is nothing but 
war, no matter how many of the preliminary 
formalities have been ignored. That govern
ment has not yet been destroyed. Despite the 
defeats it has suffered there is still a chance 
that it never will be. Indeed it hopes so to

i prolong the struggle that Japan, herself, will 
be obliged to ask for terms*  Should that 
position arise it will make Prince Konoye’s 
declarations more than a little premature, and 
perhaps embarrassing, for nothing could be 
more awkward than to have to open 
negotiations with an organization which the 
other side has definitely declared does not 
exist. Fortunately declarations made during; 
the prosecution of hostilities very often 
amount to very little indeed when the reality

I of the necessity for peace Ultimately forces 
itself on the combatants.

The verbatim account of the interview 
which Prince Konoye, Japanese Prime 
Minister, granted to the Press last week, has 
now come to hand, and throws an interesting 
light on Japanese intentions vis-à-vis of the 
Chinese Government. More particularly the 

, phrase that Japan will “cease to deal with” 
the national Government of China is given its 

j full interpretation, and it is apparent from 
what Prince Konoye says that it has in the 

i Japanese view, a much greater significance 
! than was at first understood. The Prince 
I was asked:—
I The Government’s statement said the Gov- 
| ernment hereafter will have no dealings with 
J the National Government. The phrase “cease 

to deal with” is being interpreted in various 
ways. What is the real meaning?

Answer. It means that hitherto we have 
been regarding the National Government as 
the other party in possible peace negotiations 
and have accordingly been studying the details 
of peace terms but that hereafter we shall 
have nothing to do with it and shall sever all 
relations with it. It means that we shall look 

• to the establishment of a new régime in China 
for our negotiations to regulate Sino-Japanese 
relations. In our determination to crush the 
National Government by armed action, we 
have undergone no change.
This is reinforced by a statement on the 

same day by Mr. Akira Kazami, chief secret
ary to the Cabinet in which he says “The 
Japanese decision to cease to deal with the 
National Government means that it—the 
Japanese Government—-is committed iVrevo- 

: cably to the judgment that the National 
j Government does not represent the Chinese^ 

State and to the decision to continue the holy*  
! war against this anti-Japanese regime for the 
’ sake of lasting peace in East Asia. Thus the 

term ‘cease to deal with’ is stronger than even 
a declaration of war.” These two statements 
should serve to remove any misunderstanding 
as to Japan’s present intentions, for diploma
tically it means that in Japan’s eyes there is 
no authority with which to negotiate peace 
except the provisional régime which is being 
set up in north China, and which may become 
the nucleus of the government which Japan 

i contemplates establishing in the areas under 
• her occupation.

It may seem very extraordinary that Japan 
■ should consider that it wipes out a Govern
ment merely by refusal to have anything to do 
with it, but in order to see exactly what 
Prince Konoye has in his mind, it is necessary 
to take another excerpt from the interview:—

Q. Even if the National Government should 
sue for peace, do yqu intend to refuse any 
dealings with it and incorporate it in the new 
regime?

A. If the National Government should 
abandon its traditional policies completely and 
submit to the rule of the new régime, there 

i would be no problem any longer, but in that 
i case it would not ibe a matter between China 

and Japan but something to be adjusted be
tween the National Government and the new 
régime. “What Japan wants is merely to have 
a more reasonable régime to deal with. That’s 
all.
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J?rom The China Press, Shanghai, January 17, 1U38

/ THE IMPERIAL CONFERENCE

HOWEVER else the results of the Japanese Imperial CV 
ference imay be interpreted—announcement was

made yesterday in Tokyo that Japan intends to wage 
“protracted hostilities” against Generalissimo Chiang Kai- 
shek “because of China’s failure to change her attitude to
wards Japan,” as reported in new dispatches—one thing is 
certain : the undeclared war in China will continue for many 
months. There is very little that is startling in this. I

It is also difficult to see eye-to-eye with Domei new» 
intention of severing rel 

a “momentous 
put the matter mildly, relations between*  
for some months now have been “rather

the decisions of the Imperial Conference

agency that Japan’s announced 
ations with the National Government is 
declaration.” To 
Japan and China 
strained.”

Just what do 
portend? What led to these decisions? Why was not a 
formal declaration of 'war voted? Few observers will dis
agree that Japan, especially in recent months, has more' 
than ever wanted a short war—in fact there is every 
evidence that the great majority of the Japanese leaders 
Und people would welcome an immediate halt to th<! 
Ihostilitées. However, Japan ha's found that ;she cannotl 
fstop. There has been no indication that Generalissimo*  
Chiang or other National leaders have shown themselves 
as being penitent (as Japan would have them) nor any
thing but an increase in anti-Japanism throughout the land 
where freedom of expression is possible.

Surely, serious consideration must have been given at 
the Imperial Conference to the plan of declaring war and 
thus x permitting an attempt to blockade the entire China 
Coast to all shipping—even neutral vessels—and thus starve 
out China, especially where munitions imports are concern! 

Ied. The risk of war ’with a third-party power was evidentl 
ly considered too great to take such a step as. this.

Prosecution of the war under the present (Imperial 
Conference) basis permits a continuation of several factors 
favorable to China. One of the most important is that 
China is assured of an unimpeded inflow of munitions and’ 
other war supplies from abroad.

There is, of course, considerable reason to believe that 
Japan may extend the hostilities to South China. Most 
observers are now inclined to believe that a direct and con
certed attack from the sea at Canton, similar to the drive 
on Shanghai, will not be attempted at this time by the 
Japanese, the obvious reason for this .being that Japan 
does not want to affront Great Britain by bringing the war 
so close to Hongkong, .ft is recognized by all disinterested 
observers that an attack from this direction would certainly 
lead to incidents involving the British. More likely, Japan 
will drive inland and to the south from the vicinity of 
Swatow, or some other South China coastal city, her ulti
mate objective being Canton and the severing of the newly 
completed Canton-Hankow Railway, which has proved of 
such great military value to the Chinese as a means ofsuch great military value to the Chinese as a means 
transporting war supplies inland.

Even though this drive materializes, it is a safe 
sumption that it will be some months before Japan can pos
sibly attain her objective, to say the least. It must be 
realized that a military campaign in Kwangtung and Fukien 
will present entirely different problems. to the Japanese— 
problems much more difficult—than anything that they1 have 
experienced to date.

In the first place, the topography of these provinces, 
especially Kwangtung,*  works entirely to the disadvantage 
of the aggressor. A large part of Kwangtung is extensive
ly interlaced with canals and lakes such as would not be 
encountered anywhere else in China.

as-
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Another important factor which must be reckoned with 
by the Japanese in any possible attack on South China is 
the announced reorganized tactics which will be used by the 
Chinese armies. Reference is made to the plan for entirely 
reorganizing China’s military forces on a guerilla basis. 
Foreign military experts, both in China and abroad, are un
animous in saying that guerilla warfare might well cause 
Japan to fight for years before she could make any mate
rial headway in her present conquest.

With the Japanese armies spread out over hundreds of 
square miles of China, both in the North and in the Yangtse 
Valley, the use of these same, guerilla fighting methods, 
which include the arming of the entire peasantry, another 
difficulty presents itself in territory already occupied. Since 
the beginning of the hostilities Chinese military leaders 
have frequently stated that drawing the Japanese inland 
was their immediate objective and long-term hope for a 
conclusion of the war favorable to China. A glance at the 
map showing the various fronts will reveal that the Japan
ese forces are well dispersed and that their lines of com
munication are constantly being lengthened. This being 
true, it fs reasonable to anticipate that a much better show
ing will be possible on the part of the Chinese.

Much has been written on the financial aspect of the 
hostilities in the Far East, the general gist of most articles 
being that either one or both belligerents will be forced to 
end the war because of an inability to pay for its con
tinuance. While China is not in an enviable position—her 
Custom’s revenues in North China ports and in Shanghai 
unavailable, her trade with foreign countries drastically re
duced, vast areas of taxable wealth either destroyed or in 
the hands of Japan and a number of her most important 
industrial cities now unproductive—she is still not faring 
too badly, everything considered.

Her credit abroad remains excellent, her currency in 
foreign exchange is stable, a surprisingly large volume of 
trade in exports to countries abroad is being continued 
through South China ports with the assistance of neutral 
ships and her great interior rural areas in South and West 
China in virtually the same condition as they were before 
the beginning of hostilities.

On the other hand, Japan must depend upon an ever 
increasing export trade to foreign countries. The secret of 
her industrial and manufactured goods export success in the 

jpast has been her advantage of cheap labor and consequent 
low production costs. Higher taxes and increased living 
costs in Japan will radically change this advantage. Should 
boycott movements gain momentum abroad, as news reports 
indicate to be the case in some countries which have been 
Japan’s best customers, then valuable markets built up over 
a period of years will be seriously imperiled.

It is not to be deduced from the above that the war is 
to be an easy one for China. However, a culmination of 
many recent developments, similar to a snowball gradually 
gaining momentum starting downhill, indicate that neither 
will the contest be a walk-away for Japan.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 18, 1958.

BATTLE OFTHE TJtANTS
ITH the formal announcement of Japan's decision to 

cease relations with the so-called “former Nanking 
^Government,” the world at large must be prepared for the 

ninviting prospect of the present hostilities between Japan
and China dragging out into a long and bitter struggle. 
This unhappy struggle is consequently developing into a

zM veritable • battle of the giants, and few will make so bold 
•** as to predict the outcome.

To the Chinese people there can be no turning back 
from the fateful decision, when it is once made, that the 
war of resistance can only be terminated by the offer of 
an honorable peace. And the acknowledged leaders of the 
Chinese nation have reiterated that there can be no honor
able peace for China, unless Japanese armed forces are 
withdrawn from Chinese territory and unless the rights of 
this country’s territorial and administrative sovereignty 
are respected as well as safeguarded.

To the world at large the latest decision arrived at 
in Tokyo signifies that Japan is not prepared to make that | 
offer but prefers to think that the Chinese leaders are un
willing to reconsider their so-called anti-Japanese attitude. 
Dai Nippon’s campaign of “chastisement” will therefore be 
intensified, with the hope that the exertion of further force 
will beat the Chinese leaders to their knees and compel them 
to sue for peace. And as a further incentive to the Chinese 
leaders to reconsider their traditional attitude of “anti-
Japanism,” Tokyo will cease formal relations with the 
“former Nanking Government” on the one hand and, on the 
other, accord recognition to a new regime which is willing 
to “co-operate” with Japan in the establishment of a “new 
China.”

When the entire evidence is taken into account, it isj 
apparent that Tokyo’s latest manifesto is primarily intended! 
for the Japanese people at large. For their benefit it wasl 
solemnly declared that the Chinese Government “has fatledi 
to appreciate the Japanese Government’s true motives andl 
made reckless plans for continued resistance.” In doing' 
so, the Japanese nation was assured, the Chinese Govern
ment “utterly disregarded the indescribable misery of its 
own countrymen and never stopped to consider the peace of 
the entire Far East.” The same declaration goes on to 
state that Japan’s responsibility in connection with the 
maintenance of peace in the Orient is “great and heavy,” 
and therefore, concludes the declaration, it is the Japanese 
Government’s “earnest desire” that the Japanese people “will 
exert still greater efforts to fulfill this grave responsibility.”

In the course of the past six .months the Japanese people 
were at one time told by their military leaders that the 
’’China Incident” would be liquidated in three weeks, and 
then at another time that the promised liquidation would be 
achieved in two or three months—because, for example, 
China’s new-found airforce, which had begun to give a 
creditable account of itself, would all be wiped out “in five 
weeks.” When Chinese resistance showed no signs of 
weakening, in spite of the Japanese occupation; of the area 
around Shanghai, the Japanese premier Prince Konoye 
warned his countrymen that the Sino-Japanese hostilities 
might last until 1938. Since then tentative approaches for 
peace negotiations made through the medium of a third 
party by Tokyo have been coldly received by leaders of the 
Chinese Government, and the Japanese Diet has voted a 
war budget which, it has been estimated, will eventually 
amount to several billion yen.

It was felt that the Japanese taxpayers had a right to 
be kept informed, and the decision to “accept China’s 
challenge and wage protracted hostilities in an effort to 
attain Japan’s objective, namely, lasting peace in the Far 
East through the eradication of the anti-Japanese regime in 
China,” was thus communicated to the Japanése nation.

Leaving aside the probable course of future military 
developments, it will seem that Tokyo’s intention to cease 
relations with the “former Nanking Government” will be
followed by the mutual recall of each country’s diplomatic 
representatives. According to Dümei News Agency, the re
call of the Japanese Ambassador Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe will 
be made “very soon,” while his 'Chinese confrere Mr. Hsu 
Shih-ying “is expected by political observers to leave Tokyo 
voluntarily without waiting for the Japanese Government 
to hand him his passport.” General sympathy will be felt 
for the Chinese Ambassador fir*  his unenviable position; 
whereas his Japanese confrere had seen fit to speak out his 
own mind, Mr. Hsu preferred to resign himself to the situa
tion and maintain discreet silence. His return to China will 
regularize at least one phase of this undeclared war.

To the historians of the future the Japanese statement 
that the Chinese Government has “utterly disregarded the
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AJvavHig aoxuc uic pxuuauic course (Ji mure military 
developments, it will seem that Tokyo’s intention to cease 
relations with the “former Nanking Government” will be 
followed by the mutual recall of each country’s diplomatic 
representatives. According to Dÿmei News Agency, the re
call of the Japanese Ambassador Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe will 
be made “very soon,” while his Chinese confrere Mr. Hsu 
Shih-ying “is expected by political observers to leave Tokyo 
voluntarily without waiting for the Japanese Government 
to hand him his passport.” General sympathy will be felt 
for the Chinese Ambassador ’in( his unenviable position; 
whereas his Japanese confrere had seen fit to speak out his 
own mind, Mr. Hsu preferred to resign himself to the situa
tion and maintain discreet silence. His return to China will 
regularize at least one phase of this undeclared war.

To the historians of the future the Japanese statement ! 
that the Chinese Government has “utterly disregarded the | 
indescribable misery of its own countrymen and never stop- f 
ped to consider the peace of the entire Far East” will appear [ 
enigmatic. When the statements of Chinese leaders, notably f 
those of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, are placed side by 
side with the above extract -rom Tokyo’s latest manifesto, the 
outside world will derive a different impression from that 
intended by the Japanese statement. Whatever may be said 
about China’s uttef unpreparedness to conduct a life and
death struggle with her powerful and better equipped 
neighbor, posterity at least vMill not accuse the Chinese 

ï Government of rushing headlong recklessly and heedlessly r 
^/Jinto the present large-scale hostilities, callous of its people’s/ 

Bsufferings and oblivious of the staggering costs. The verdict
of posterity will perhaps rather read : “The Chinese people ’ ’ 
and their government have counted the costs and, with their 
backs to the wall, resolved (as their saying goes) to emulate 
the broken tile rather than the perfect jade.”
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From The North-Chinn Dally News, ShEinghai , January 24, 1938.

PLEDGES
Saturday at the Diet’s session, but they can 
hardly blame foreign opinion if in the light 
of all that has happened it believes the value j 
of the pledges given must undergo no small 
amount of discounting. Could they be ac
cepted at their face value much of the anxiety 
which at present exists would disappear, but 
sympathy with China in her travail would 
still remain. That sympathy is all the more 
genuine because present world conditions 
prevent the extension <qf that assistance to 
her which she obviously expected when 
hostilities first broke out, and there is not 
a foreigner who watches the devastation being 
wrought in this country by Japanese action 
with the greatest sorrow, and with the deep 
fear that, by doing what she is, she is driving 
China straight into the arms of Moscow, and 
certainly doing nothing to entice her away.

It is probable that when all that is hap
pening now can by the flux of time be re
legated into its true historical perspective i 
full realization will be had of the enormous ■ 
disservice Japan has Tendered to the peace' 
Of the World, and the great service she had ! 
the opportunity of rendering but seven short ' 
years ago. Had she, in 1931, prepared the

Of the importance of the statements made I 
in the Japanese Diet by the Prime Minister,! 
Prince Fumimaro Konoye, and the Foreign! 
Minister, Mr. Koki Hirota, there cannot bel 
the slightest doubt, not only because they! 
constitute the first official statement of • 
Japanese terms for peace with China, but 
because 'of the announcement of generalj 
policy. Naturally the Japanese attitude with 
regard to China is of paramount importance,: 
but little need be said about the Japanese 
requirements save to say that they dp present 
ground for negotiation, though China’s 
present position is that as they stand they are 
unacceptable. Though Mr. Hirota claims 
that China is still insincere there can be no 
doubt of the sincerity of her rejection, and 
it has been made perfectly plain that China 

I does not yet consider that all is lost and is 
■ still prepared to continue. to struggle for 
ultimate victory. Whether that view is cor
rect only time will show, but that consider
able doubt should be felt about it is only 
natural when all that has happened during 
the past six months is taken into considéra- j 'famous Document A which she eventually 
tion. The most interesting items in both produced at Geneva, prior to embarking on 
speeches are the pledges which are addressed the Manchurian adventure and had laid it 

! to the Powers concerning the respect toi^fore the League of Nations with a demand 
i China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity I for the redress Pf her wrongs, she might
and the legitimate rights and interests of either have secured it, or failing to do so 
third Powers in China. Prince Konoye is could then have proceeded to do what she 
quite forthright in his method of expressing ultimately did. Japan’s list of complaihts 
that pledge, but Mr. Hirota does not go quite Was a formidable *qne  and would have had 
so far. Japan, he said, Whs prepared for thej to be dealt with by the Leagup. But it is 
purpose of promoting the welfare of the clear that Japan’s ambitions on the Asiatic 
Chinese people to leave the door wide open] continent were incongruous with membership 
to all Powers and to welcome their cultural-of the League which she then deliberately
and economic co-operation, but “necessary 
and rational adjustments” designed to meet 
new conditions in China would have to be 
made. If the history of recent years is any
thing to go by, those necessary and rational 
adjustments are just the things which the 
foreign trader in this part of the world 
regards with such anxiety. He fears that if, 
and when, those adjustments are made they 
may still preserve the open door but make' 
it so difficult of passage that it will to all notorious Twenty-One Demands upon China 
intents and purposes be closed. was. just such an attempt to reduce China

flouted and eventually left. It is this sort 
of thing which makes the wbrld look some- \ 
what suspiciously upon present assurances. 
It would like to believe them, would be only 
too happy to do if it could reconcile similar 
past pledges with, what actually happened. 
There is no failure to understand Japan’s 
intentions regarding China. They have been 
perfectly apparent for the last thirty years, 
if not longer than that. The service of the

intents and purposes be closed.
Mr. Hirota’s statement on Japanese foreign to a state of vassalage as the one which is 

relations is to a great extent highly satis- now being made.
factory. He pays tribute to the calm anc Asia for the Asiatics was interpreted as Asia 
fair-minded attitude adopted by both Greal fOr the Japanese, and when his utterances and 
Britain and the United States in connection 
with the incidents ’qn the Yangtze as a resuT 
of which Japanese relations with both nations 
had suffered no impairment. He is not quite 
on such good ground when he suggests tha 
the British Government, in the interests o 
those relations, should endeavour to com
prehend cqfrectly Japan’s position in Eas 
Asia. Whitehall thoroughly understands th*  
whole matter; has in fact no illusions abou 
it. If it indeed had any they would arise 
from the frequent difficulty of reconciling the 
statements <of the civilian elements in. the 
Japanese Government with the acts of the 
Army and Navy. It would find that difficulty 
disappear if it could be certain that the 
Japanese Government exercised that authority 
over the nation’s naval and military forces 
which is exercised in other countries. It has 
been shown that the Navy as much as the 
Army can, and does “gang its ain gait,” and 
it is because of the wide gap separating 
promise and performance that foreign puzzle
ment exists. The Powers have learned by 
now to regard fair promises made by the 
civilian side of the Japanees Government 
with nq small degree of scepticism. They do 
not for one moment, nor does this journal, 
doubt that Prince Konoye and ,Mr. Hirota 
firmly believe every word they uttered on

General Araki’s talk of

those of other prominent Japanese are re
membered Mr. Hirota’s speech loses much of 
that happy significance which could other
wise be read into it. The two speeches are 
nevertheless of the greatest importance even 
though they must be somewhat discounted, 
and if the promises made could be regarded 
as certain of fulfilment much of the present 
alleged misunderstandings would not exist»
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 28, 1938.

FUUK JAPANESE VIEWS

ÀN the course of the last lew aays certain Japanese states
men nave given iree vent to cneir views, not only on 

me relations Detween China and Japan out aiso between! 
japan ana other countries. While they may differ on minor 
points, uiey present a unanimity on. funaamentals which I 
are or serious concern to the world, particularly to tnose 
rower# having vast interests in China.

neiore me Japanese uiet, on January 2^, Mr. ivoKi 
Hirota delivered an address in which special emphasis was 
jam un me amicaoie seiuejiiient oi various incidents wincn 
had occurred in Chinese waters and in wnicn créât Britain 
ana tne uriitea btates were airectiy invoivea. in mis con
nection he renewed his assurance tnat there was no cnange 
in japans poney tow ara Great Britain, ne sam;

There nas oeen no change in the poney oi tne Japanese 
Government toward Britain wnich aims at tne maintenance ox 
tne traditional irieniasiiip between the two countries, i hope 
that the British Government and people, grasping the mil 
importance of Anglo-Japanese relations, will endeavor to com- 
prtnena correctly ua,pans position in i^ast Asia ana co-vpexuve 
with Japan for a furtherance of peace and goodwill between 
tne two countries.

With special reference to the Sino-Japanese conflict, Mr. 
Hirota declared that “in conducting military operations m 
China, Japan has been exercising special care lest the na
tionals and rights and interests oi third Powers should • 
suffer/’

The reception of Mr. Hirota’s speech in New York was 
frankly characterized by a tone of scepticism, according tc/ 
a Keuters dispatch. Official quarters were reported to have 
expressed the “fear based on past experience that Japan’s 
real policies are too often improvised by her forces in China.”

immediately following Mr. Hirota’s speech there ap’i 
peared in the Japanese periodical, Kaizo, an interview with 
General Matsui, Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Ex
peditionary Forces in Central China. Local Japanese 
spokesmen stated this week that General Matsui was 
“misquoted” in the interview—also that it was very dif
ficult to “properly translate his remarks from Japanese 
into English/' General Matsui spoke out his mind on the 
subject of foreign rights in, China. On his own authority he 
expressed the impression that “they (foreigners in {Shang
hai) realize that it is useless to oppose Japan and that it is 
preferable, under existing conditions, to entrust us with thq 
protection of their interests.” Then he proceeded to explain 
his attitude toward foreign concessions in China:

In principle I do not recognize the neutrality of the f oreign 
concessions in Shanghai. Tnereiore, I myself, intend, hereafter, 
to exercise China’s sovereign rights over the concessions. If we 
act with determination, the foreigners will recognize our 
authority.

Though General Matsui qualified his statement with 
the assurance that “we should not unnecessarily rankle the 
feelings of the foreigners, but neither must we fear them,” 
yet he did not hesitate to assert that “What is Japan’s by 
right must be claimed loudly, and I believe that I have 
acted in this direction. That is why I organized the parade 
of my troops through the concessions, and I believe that 
the demonstration had an appreciable effect.”

If Mr. Hirota’s speech enjoyed a negative reception in 
America, General Matsui’s declaration caused a positive stir 
in France, in spite of the effort of the Japanese Embassy 
in Paris to soften the effect by attributing it to “a fever
ish atmosphere which followed the capture of Nanking.”

As if the broad declaration of General Matsui were not 
sufficient as a warning to the Powers, Baron Takehiko 
Sonada, when paying a tribute in the House of Peers to the 
Konoye Cabinet for the “unprecedented strength it enjoys,” 
took special pains to give a piece of his mind to Great Bri
tain and to commend the “fair, impartial” attitude of the 
United States. To the British he delivered a frank warning 
in these words:
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If Great Britain insults the Far Eastern peoples and! refuses 
to recognize Japan’s position in the Far East, Japan will not be 
in a position to guarantee the preservation of British rights and 
interests in China.

Baron Sonada further warned the British Government 
against “unnecessarily exciting the Japanese people, and he 
was preceded a few days earlier by no less a personage than 
Admiral Kanji Kato, now living in retirement since he 
signed the London Naval Treaty of 1930. Supporting the 
policy of the Japanese Government, he issued a stirring 
statement to the press almost on the eve of the opening of 
the Diet. It read in part:

Japan is infinitely more interested in restoring the centuries- ! 
old spirit of the Orient, in freeing the people of China from the 
dreadful clutches of the Comintern and from the endless exploi- | 
tation of Europe’s material civilization, than in the trivial things 
that meet the eyes of the world. ।

i From these statements one cannot but gather the im- 
’ pression that Japan’s policy toward China consists in not 
only “chastising” the National Government but also in 
either ousting European interests or subordinating them to 
her own. Mr. Hirota, guarded as he must be as the For-1 
eign Minister of the Japanese Government, could not have! 
been as outspoken as the other Japanese spokesmen, but 
even in his guarded statement, he did not refrain from 

Jcounselling the British Government to “grasp the full im-| 
Iportance of Anglo-Japanese relations.” ’

Baron Sonada was obviously inspired when he tried 
Ë— the United States and condemn Great Britain.] 

utterances seem to give weight to a recent tendency in| 
an to endeavor to sow the seeds of dissension betweenj 

the two Anglo-Saxon countries. While it may be to Jap- ' 
an’s interest to see these seeds bear fruit, it is highly doubt-1 
fuj whether Great Britain or the United States will fall prey 
to such an apparent attempt at their mutual alienation. 
The American participation in the forthcoming naval man
euvers in Singapore should be construed as a pointed an
swer to the Japanese spokesmen who may yet cherish the 
Jiope of bringing about Anglo-American estrangement.

|o cc 
fais i 
papa
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JAPANESE DEMANDS
the contrary there is a very'grave danger 
that matters would be worsened. The main-

Though the Japanese authorities preserved 
, complete silence over the week-end concern
ing the bombing outrages, etc., which had 
occurred, the lepresentations made to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council on Tuesday 
afternoon were not unexpected, nor was the 
tenor of the complaints made unanticipated. 
The charge that the municipal authorities are 
either inefficient or lacking in earnestness and 
ability to meet the Japanese demands for the 
suppression of subversive elements, has al
ready been made too frequently to expect that 
it would be absent from the representations 
which it was thought the Japanese authori
ties would make. The Council is now re
quested to take appropriate measures for the 
eradication of anti-Japanese elements, and to 
exercise rigid control of anti-Japanese news
papers, and, as an essential means towards 
•such ends, it is asked to increase the number 

I of Japanese members of the Shanghai Muni- 
; cipal Police Force, and raise their status and 
Î authority, and also to place Japanese in con- 
' trolling positions in all the important organs 
of the Municipal Council’s service. The op
position of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 
and the Special Citizens’ Federation to the 
formation of the Shanghai Citizens’ Federa
tion is also complained of and the Council is 
requested to take such steps so that these 
bodies shall retract their statements and 

! publish their retraction in the press, and 
' hereafter be kept under the rigid surveillance 
' of the Municipal Council. These demands 
; have been amplified to some extent by ut- 
, terances of Japanese spokesmen at the Press 
! Conference on Tuesday, from which it is clear 
j that the suggested control of the Press, an- 
■ other of the Japanese demands, included for-

tenance by the Municipal Council of its 
neutrality has been the best possible safeguard 
for peace south of the Soochtow Creek, but 
control of its activities by Japanese officials 
would divest it of that neutrality in the eyes 
of the Chinese resident here and might tend 
to aggravate what is even now an exceptional
ly difficult position. There is the real danger. 
The Chinese are looking to the Municipal 
Council, upon which there is sufficient 
Japanese representation to secure adequate 
liaison with the Japanese military, naval । 
and diplomatic authorities, for that protection ' 
which it is in duty bound to afford them. 
It is in then’ trust of the Council as at present 
constituted that the best guarantee of peace 
and good order is to be found, and a con
tinuance of the present system is the only 
method by which that tranquillity can be 
preserved.

How the Council can deal with the Chinese 
bodies of which the Japanese complain re
mains to be investigated, and it is to be hoped 
that some solution satisfactory to the Chinese 
and the Japanese alike can be found. With 
regard to the suggestion that the Council ; 
should seek to secure control of the foreign ; 
language press other considerations arise. For 
the most part those organs are under the 
extraterritorial jurisdiction of their respective 
nationalities, and interference with them may 
bring about complications which it is highly 
desirable to avoid. That they have been cri
tical of Japanese policy is undeniable, but it 
is safe to assert that few if any have been ' 
guilty of conduct which might be said to be j 
anti-Japanese per se. Interference with them 1 
may amount to a further denial of that respect 
for foreign interests which the Japanese have 
so frequently asserted they desire to pay, and5 UU1C1 UX Cirer V V4.V7A1 AC111V4O, 1U1- ’ ~ ** —---- ----- ---------------------- ------------------------- — -----v 7-----------

; eign newspapers, and the suggestion implied | m^y bring about just those very complications 
by the spokesman’s answer to questions is thatl which everyone is straining every nerve to 
if the Council did not act to the satisfaction avoid. This is clear, under the provisions of

1 of the Japanese in this respect there was a J the Order-in-Council British papers guilty of 
I possibility of the Japanese taking the initia- conduct calculated to prejudice the friendly; 
• five themselves. The seriousness of the situa- [relations between Great Britain and other ' 
; tion created' by the Japanese demands cannot.) Powers can be disciplined, and it is with thatj 
be over-estimated, for they amount to a. knowledge in mind that certain journals, 
request that the Shanghai Municipal Council I though they have criticized Japanese actions, । 
ihall hand its authority over to Japanese con- I have kept that criticism^vithin the bound of । 
trol, and that to all intents and purposes the ’ propriety. Censorship ahd any other type of 
International Settlement of Shanghai shall restriction on the foreign press of Shanghai 
become a Japanese dominated city. would only serve to increase irritation not

! The charges that the Municipal Council has only here bfat throughout the world. It is 
been lax in the performance of its duties has sincerely to be hoped that when these con- 
been refuted so often that it seems to be a siderations are placed before the Japanese 
work of supererogation again to undertake authorities they will realize the difficulties of. 
the task. Nevertheless it has to be em- the situation, and by modifying their require-

I phasized, as strongly as the written word ments contribute to the maintenance of satis- 
permits, that those charges are inaccurate and ' factory relations between themselves and the 
amount to a misrepresentation of the whole mnany other communities who have the right 
situation for which it is difficult to perceive ; dwell and carry on their business in

i any justification whatever. Operating in a thi^Sritv.
I greatly increased population whose loyalty to f 
the Chinese Government was so strikingly ; 
demonstrated by the display of the national ; 
flag over the New Year’s holidays, whose dis- < 
like of the Japanese has been intensified by!

j all that has happened around Shanghai, the ! 
municipal authorities have managed to pre
serve the peace in a manner that only the 
very captious can criticize. The fact that so 
few anti-Japanese outrages have occurred is 
directly attributable to the excellent work that 
has been done, and when the potential dangers 
of the situation are taken fully into account 
it must be clear to the reasonably-minded 
that everything is being done which can be, 
and being done efficiently. The Japanese de
mands will, of course, be carefully studied, 
but it is by no means certain that even if the 
Municipal Council made the concessions re
quired the situation would be improved. On
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, January 13, 1938.

of the Settlement and we incline to the 
view that in present difficult circumstances 
it would not be wise to witness the rise to 
virtual control of Japanese authority here. 
There are top many delicate factors to ; 
make that h&lthy for the peace, good ; 
order ancb 'smooth running of the

SHANGHAI’S PROBLEM I
Telegrams from London and allp 

Tuesday’s lengthy meeting of the Consular 
Body here indicate that serious thought 
is being given to the recently-madl 

! Japaneses request for an increased share! 
! in the administration of the Foreign!
'Settlement. It is generally recognized]administrative machine in all it's branches, 
that it can only be by the Powers that But the facts of the situation do call for a 

[any modification in the status of the]placatory attitude towards the community 
be 

is 
considered. Thcs whose fighting services have succeeded to 

an elected bod4 the control of this part of China, and such
Settlement can
Council itself
empowered by the Powers in agreement an attitude might well be adopted without 
with the Chinese Government to in any way impairing or threatening the j

: administer the Settlement, and it is there- administration which has been built up | 
fore beyond the competence of the Council over a long course of years and which has | 
alone to alter the status of the administra- shown itsplf to be well equipped and Î 
lion. But inasmuch as the Japanese organized to discharge its proper functions. । 

'demarche did not demand control but only One of the complaints which is. 
I asked . for greater participation the undoubtedly in Japanese minds is that i 
‘.question of status is one which has to be there should be no room for the existence , 
judged in the light of what it is that the ln Shanghai to-day of any Chinese;' 
Japanese now desire. There has been no political or subversive organizations and j 
demand for greater elected representation it must have been with that thought that j 

; but for the appointment of Japanese in the request was made for the appointment 
'executive posts on the staff, not at the °t a Japanese to a high position in the | 
head of Departments but in positions Pobce. The Japanese have also ha^H 
nearer equality with others than has so a grievance with regard to the disbqt^J 
far been enjoyed. It has not been made*  ment of funds for educational purposes

I dear whether the request which Consul-1 and with the nature of the atmosphere in 
I General S. Okamoto made was inspired by certain Council-assisted Chinese educa- 
j Tokyo or whether he was acting on behalf tional institutions. As was stated in this 
of local Japanese leaders who for several’, column a few days ago, the Japanese

1 years have felt that their community community have felt they are viewed as 
j should have a greater voice in the affairs being somewhat apart from other 
; of the Council. Whatever might be the communities and they desire closer and 
i truth of that background or the precise freer participation and a greater share im 
and exact nature of the Japanese request, the inner counsels where matters of policy’’

. it is clear that the interpretation placed are first—and often finally—decided upon.;- 
upon. it~by others is that the status of the Concessions along these lines would

Settlement would be affected—factually not conflict with the present status and 
if not de jure—and that it is a matter for would have the effect, if a workable modus 
consideration by the Powers concerned, operandi were carefully evolved, of? 
The meeting of the Consular Body ombringing together parts of the community 
Tuesday undoubtedly considered the which now seem to be at a disconcerting: 
matter, possibly to supply the guidance*  distance. It would be competent for the 
upon which home Governments have to Council itself, as possessing the power of? 
rely. making staffappointments, to recrüit in:

Well-informed comment emanating whatever way it thought fit the paid, 
from London indicates that the view of the assistance of suitable Japanese personnel
British Government is that during the to even up the balance and to bring about 

' present emergency it would not be wise that closer connection between the Council 
to introduce radical changes in the and the Japanese community the desire for 
administrative machine—a view which, which libs at the root of the Consul- 

. will be shared by a great many people. General’s representations. There are many- 
; At the moment it looks as though the considerations affecting finance and 
advice will be to continue in every wa} efficiency to be studied, but, as we see it, 
possible to work in close co-operation witl the greatest need in Shanghai is for a 

■the Japanese, to suppress all and ever truly co-operative working between all
i anti-Japanese political and terroris the communities which go Jo make up the
: activity, and to leave it to Tokyo t< international population of the Settlement,
approach London and Washington direc We have paid a terrible price for the
if it feels that such a stand is unsatis-jfriction which has led to this disastrous 
factory. Perhaps it is still far too early to Sino-Japanese war and we want no more 
attempt prognostication on the outcome of of it. If we can accommodate ourselves 
the Japanese move, but this journal is as;.without hurt to aspirations which are kept 
fully concerned for the truest welfare of reasonable and do not destroy the 
Shanghai as others when it expresses the; principle of our international partnership 
hope that something more constructive here should be an effort made accordingly, 
than a wholly negative attitude will bej ^ondon and Washington might well be 
adopted. We are fully of the opinion thad idvised afong those lines. Ÿ
nothing should be done which might tend |..... .
to undermine the international character
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 7, 1938.
[ ■' JAPANESE DEMlNDS~“

THE aide-memoire which had been presented to the
Shanghai Municipal Council by the Japanese authorities 

has been generally construed as a series of dejmands which, 
if accepted, would materially altçr the status of the Inter
national Settlement—partly because of their wide implica
tions and partly because of the circumstance in which they 
were presented.

It may be recalled that prior to the outbreak of 
hostilities in Shanghai there had been much agitation in 
the local Japanese press for a larger voice in the affairs ! 
of this community. Whether that agitation was a spon
taneous one, fostered by those Japanese who were inclined to 
take a genuine interest in the municipal administration, or 
whether that agitation was engineered in anticipation of the 
subsequent developments, only historians may tell. It is 
safe to suggest that the movement once set on foot must 
have gained further momentum with the Japanese oc
cupation of a portion of the International Settlement and 
large areas surrounding it.

The exact facts behind the Japanese agitation will have 
important bearings on the international frame of mind in 
which it may be received. If the aide-memoire were only 
an official presentation of Japanese aspirations which had 
been already expressed by the Japanese press in the early, 
part of last year, it may find a more friendly reception in 
responsible quarters. If, on the other hand, the demands 
have been made on account of the present military success 
in a purely bilateral war between China and Japan,. then 
they will take on a hostile complexion which is bound to 
find repercussions in the chancelleries concerned.

It may be pointed oj^that tnèsHiternational Settlement 
is a co-operative community amongsthe various national 
groups represented on the Council. status cannot be 
subject to the fortunes of war between àny of the nations 
participating in its/administration, or between any one of 

, such nations and |China. If one natiop should achieve 
^victory at the conclusion of a war, the Victor may reap its 
5 spoils from the other belligerent but pdt at the expense of 
the International Settlement. Sucfiz'à view is likely to be 
held by the Powers yrîiich tl^atde-memoire will be even
tually referred. /----

On broad principles, however, there appears to be a 
long-felt need of adjusting the administration of the. Coun
cil. For years the Chinese residents have desired a more 
active participation in the affairs of the International 
Settlement, ancj through a series of minor concessions they 
have been able to exercise a small Voice in local problems. 
If the princip/e of taxation and representation had ever 
been adopted,/the Chinese should have had many more coun
cillors and enpoyed greater control over the administration.

In the wpke of the Chinese endeavor th gain an equit
able treatment, the Japanese began to demand increased 
representation on the Council. If the Japanese demands were 
based on thelsame principles as those of the Chinese, the 
question coula be tackled without difficulty through diplo
matic channels and the public might readily accord them 

I a sympathetic ̂ hearing. It is much to be regretted that J 
instead of waiting for a fitting opportunity to renew theirj 
attempt in the uskal manner, the Japanese authorities have! 
taken advantage oF^solated incidents press home their 
wishes. Pressure tnU^exerted c^n<hardly be expected to 
accomplish as much as nïùr&Ppe^suasion based on accepted 
principles of modern gpyefnment.

Moreover, satisfaction of Japanese aspirations, if ever 
.given by the Powers concerned, will have to be predicated on 
general principles in any event. The Council cannot give 
recognition to Japanese military success in considering the 
Japanese aide-memoire\without impairing in a fundamental 
way the neutral status \of the International Settlement and 
without creating a precedeu£_jyjnch may prove inimical to 
the future of Shanghai.
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By these considerations we do not propose to ignore 
the fundamental need of adjustment which time has 
brought about since the time when the Land Regulations 
were first conceived. The population of the Settlement 
and the extent of its area have grown and have outgrown 
the expectations of the early pioneers. It would be most
unprofitable to pour new wine into an old bottle, and the 
Council would be rendering the community and posterity a 
distinct service if it should see fit to evolve a formula by 
which the legitimate aspirations of all national groups may 
be gratified to the detriment efnone.

In our opinion the differentiation between the Chinese*!  
.and foreign ratepayers should be\done away with. Ifj 
Shanghai is to reman! an international community, it must 
be international in Spirit as well as inlname. The foreign 
residents must have a right to register their approval of 
the Chinese councillors, just as the Chinese must also have; 
the prerogative to]vote for the foreign councillors. It can-| 
not be emphasized too strongly that wh^t one councillor or| 
a group of councillors, be they Chinese or!foreign, may do in| 
the name of the Cpuncil may affect all residents alike. 
removal of this d “___ 1 _ J __ "1 __ ______

■ and make the CouiSçil truly representative of the residents 
I without discrimination.

If this suggestioiN^hould Jbe adopted, the Japanese 
aspirations may be met to a considerable extent. A new

vote for the foreign councillors. It can-| 
too strongly that wh^t one councillor or|

Thej 
fferentiation will facilitate co-operation

ratepayers’ body will be then created, and by exercising*  a 
strong voice in its elections,' the Japanese, like other re
sidents, may directly control the policy of the Council, in 
respect to its personnel and other weightier matters.

It is readily admitted that, to bring about such a 
fundamental change as is here proposed, much opposition I 
from vested interests may have to be overcome and the un-1 
animons approval obtained from the various Powers con- 

1 cerned. And yet this change is certainly to be preferred 
to any arrangement or agreement which may have to be 
reached between Japan .and the other Powers as the result 
of the aide-memoire in question.

In fact, the Council should utilise the occasion created 
by the Japanese aide-memoire to solicit the support of all 
the Powers to formulate a new policy of administration 
based on modern tenets of government. In this way the 
self-centered wishes of one particular group will be defeat
ed by the united front of the other national groups. The 
ratepayers’ body will become a true controlling organ of the 
residents, and there can be little justification for one group 
to claim a special position vis-a-vis the other groups.

In the past the Council lost more than one opportunity 
to take the needed initiative, but it is not yet too late for 
it now to come forward in a statesmanlike manner to put an 
end to a system whose usefulness has been reduced by time 
and will be further reduced in the course of time.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 10, 1938

^VZERE Japan resolved definitely to estrange foreign 
-V affection for her abroad, there are few methods! 

which would prove more effective in this direction than 
adopting a “pin-prick” policy toward the Shanghai Munici
pal Council in general and the Shanghai Municipal Police 
in particular. Whether intentional or not, incidents in- 

A’olving attacks upon British policemen during the past 
week cannot but be viewed abroad as evidence of a colossal 
lack of previously professed intentions to respect “foreign 
rights and interests,”

The fact that three foreigners were subjected to in
dignities is not in itself a serious matter in European and 
American eyes. The incidents become important, however, 
because the men wear the uniforms of constituted authority 
in the International Settlement, directly delegated to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council by the various nations, includ
ing Japan herself, having a voice in maintaining the status 
quo of the Settlement. The situation in foreign eyes very 
much resembles a party of survivors leaving a disabled 
ocean liner in lifeboats who are imperiled by 
rnischevious members of the group who insist on pulling 
the plugs in the bottom of the craft or unheedingly rock the 
boat. It is a challenge to action that does not require many 
repetitions before something is forthcoming.

' This is particularly true where the Shanghai Municipal 
J^plice are concerned because their record for efficiency and 
integrity is world-wide. In fact, disinterested and highest 
authorities on more than one occasion have pronounced 
Shanghai (the international Settlement) the best policed 
city in the world and its police force directly responsible 
for this record. It is well known that there are few cities 
where crime, from that of a petty nature to murder and 
terroristic acts, regularly recorded in 
found in as great a volume^Qr with 
frequency. S'

A cogent observation £m the incidet 
day by The Manchester (fiarcliwn, whicll 
out that the Japanese Remands on the 
.represent the first direct challenge to, 

principle which must 
mle Settlement rightfully belongs 

giy/n back to her—and not

Shanghai is to be 
as high a rate ofj 

its was made Satur-*  
said, after pointing 

| Municipal Council 
The position of the 

never heWestern Powers, “One ] 
forgotten is that the wi^

China, and must one d; 
to the Japanese.”

The same journal adds that it is most undesirable that; 
the Japanese at present should be given control of the 
police force, which would permit them to do what they 
liked with the Chinese population. Also that, “even if the 
Western Powers do not care to fight for their own interests, 
they can at least champion the unfortunate wretches uçder 
their protection.”

' A more militant view is taken by the Daily Herald, 
which is reported as saying “Japan can be stopped.” And 
that “British labor demands once again that the peaceful 
governments of the world shall take common action in 
defense of law and humanity in the Far East. There is no ! 
excuse,” the Daily Herald continues, “for defeatism or 
pessimism in meeting the Japanese challenge to world law. ; 
Japan is .intensely vulnerable to economic restraints. CutJ 
off her exports and she must lose the power to wage the I 
aggressive war which she is spreading all over China.” I
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The Daily Telegraph also says, “British opinion will bel 
deeply stirred by the news of the attacks by Japanese 
soldiers yesterday on two British policemen, and will heartily 
endorse the prompt, stern protest by the Commander-in- 
Chief on the spot, Major-General A.P.D. Telfer-Smollett. 
The Japanese Government,” the paper adds, “remains res
ponsible for these incidents, which cannot be tolerated by 
other nations .... the basic rights enjoyed in Shanghai 
by Great Britain and other Western Powers are being 
challenged, and doubts have been cast locally upon 
the - juridical value of the Shanghai Land Regu
lations. In London and Washington,” the paper con
tinues, “no such doubts are held, and there should be no 

‘question of allowing Japan to seep away a permanent legal 
structure under the cover of 'incidents/ which she herself 
is so busily provoking in the background of her main war 

!on China.”
The latest development in connection with the incidents 

‘ivas the lodging of a protest Saturday morning with the 
Japanese Consulate-General by Mr. Cornell Franklin, Chair
man of the Shanghai Municipal Council, over the alleged 
assault of the two foreign police officers Thursday. In the 
letter of protest sent to the Japanese by Mr. Franklin it is 
pointed out that whether or not there was a’misunderstand- 
°fhg, or, as has been alleged but denied by the sergeant, some 
provocation, nothing can excuse what followed. A request 
is also made in the letter that the Council be notified of 
the-steps which the Japanese propose to take in the matter.

Knowledge that the Council intends to give the fullest 
possible support to the Shanghai Municipal Police cannot hut 
be a reflection of the Council itself having been given th 
turn definite support by the various nations represen ted/on 
the Consul Body.

Another report . .from— London states: • “it is 
authoritatively understood that the British Gov
ernment will make representations to Tokyo and will 
demand apologies and compensation for the ill treat
ment inflicted on British police officers in the Settlement if 
press messages on the subject received there are officially 
confirmed.” Westminster circles are said to be indignant 
over the incidents and praised the strong action taken by 
Major-General Telfer-Smollett. London newspapers also 
express the opinion that the note of protest will be sent 

[ early this week and that it will be sharper in tone than. 
^ny previously dispatched. j
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.8,i:'38.

......... -d That is the great trouble about injecting
--■'■•‘Theory Vs. Practice [military personnel and method into civilian 

f N VIEW of the recent Japanese expressic 1 affairs requiring real thought. They don’t
of confidence in their capacity tb mail * mix well. There is no real logic whatever

tain an improved status of peace and goc 1 about the Japanese proposals, or demands, or
order in parts of the International Settlemer i whatever they may be termed. They arte
which have remained under full control o| thinly veiled efforts to carry a military victory 
the regularly constituted authorities, it is °ver into the affairs of neutral foreign Powers 
surprising to realize that they have failed with which Japan is in a state of partnership 
to grant full entry north of the Soochow *—and that cannot be tolerated.
Creek to Chinese. At certain times in the not too remote past,

Here is a test, though the Japanese them- this newspaper has gone to some trouble to 
selves seem not to have realized the fact. And investigate and reveal Japanese causes for com- 
it has not been met. plaint against Settlement administration. We

Japanese who have blandly professed have indeed openly associated ourselves with 
their ability to improve conditions south of such criticism as seemed to have valid basis, 
the Creek through proposed greater participa- As many will readily recall, we have ourselves 
tion in police and Council have shrunk from hewi sharply critical at times concerning such 
such tasks and risks as might devolve upon activities and suppressions of the Shanghai 
them through allowing Chinese to return to Municipal Council as seemed to us out of line 
their occupations and their properties north With modern, enlightened municipal practice, 
of the Creek, to areas under Japanese 
control.

This is astonishing, when 
the implications of the latest 
posais.

Insofar as the Settlement
the Creek is concerned, the Japanese method 
of ruling the Chinese has been to keep them 
out!

Additional to this general fact we have a 
sequence of incidents in which Japanese forces 
have manifested what appears to be a quite 
uncalled-for truculence toward the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, a body toward whom they 
should feel friendship and gratitude to say
nothing of a spirit of true co-operation in influence^into Settlement affairs would only be 
what by their own interpretation is a com- disturbing and for the good of no one, least of 
mon enterprise of preserving the peace. The all the Japanese themselves. ,
affair chronicled yesterday, in which two For the time being the best, the only thing 
members of Bubbling Well Station police ■ to do is to go on in the Settlement under the 
force were manhandled the night before and established international plan. We are con- 
one is said to have been dragged across the vinced that the foreign capitals will see matters 
Settlement boundary, was the second reported ln this light. We hope, and believe,, that the 
attack within a week. Both—on a basis of (Japanese themselves will realize that the best 
facts thus far available—appear to have been disposal of their present proposals will be> 
disgraceful displays of bullying tactics toward Quietly to Put them on file in a not too accès-, 
those who should be deemed deserving of ?lhle  j
fullest respect.

These things all sum up to no demonstra
tion of capacity but rather an involuntarily 
candid confession of weakness and ineptitude.

Upon none of these things in the record 
do we now turn our backs. We are certain 
that the Council, Uke everything else, is due 
for change. We believe that the change must 
be evolutionary and not revolutionary. We 
feel that it is nothing chert of grotesque that 
the Japanese, who stand so solidly against 
“bolshevism” on the part of others, should “go 
red” so far as this International Settlement is 
concerned.

For the time being the Japanese are giving 
no example of good government insofar as 
matters under their own control is concerned. 
There is every reason to believe that any ex
tension at this time of their personnel and

one considers
Japanese pro-

area north of

Candor has not been an outstanding Japanese 
trait in recent months and in this instance we 
fear it is inadvertent. The damaging pos
sibility of a comparison between theory (as 
presented by Mr. Okamoto) and practice (as 
embarrassingly demonstrated north of the 
Creek) was not realized.
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From r’he «orth-Chino Daily Hews Shtm^ai, January 10, 1/38

• CO-OPERATION WANTED
On Saturday morning two Japanese soldiers 

walking along Nanking Road had apparently 
lost their bearings. Approaching a Sikh 
constable on traffic duty they saluted, asked 
how to reach their destination, were cour
teously told, and then, they with equal, 
politeness saluted and went on their way.;
A small incident in itself, but significant when 
compared with others which took place or 
came to public notice last week. It serves 
to prove that the courtesy, for which the 
Japanese have always been well known, still 
exists, and that the unfortunate occurrences 
concerning which the Municipal Council has 
felt obliged to make protests to the Japanese 
authorities may still be regarded as exceptions 
rather than the general rule. Whether that 
is. so or not the foreign communities of 

! Shanghai would like to believe such to be 
che case, and, if at the moment they find 
such a belief somewhat difficult to accept, it 
is hoped that the Japanese authorities will 
take such action as to lend it corroboration. ’ 
Of the assaults on British members of the 
Municipal Police Force it may be said that 
the two cases under notice present rather dif
ferent aspects, and varying degrees of 
seriousness. Any attack on the uniformed j 
members of a force organized for the purpose I 
of preserving peace and good order is a 
serious matter. It is unlawful in itself, tends 
to diminish the authority of the force and is 
an insult to the governing body from which | 

I it receives its mandate. That it also refiectsj 
upon the commanders of the men guilty oil 
these incidents is also true, for it leaves the’ 
unfortunate impression that they are not! 
controlling their men with all the efficiency 
which is to be expected of them, and suggests 
a lack of discipline which it is difficult to 
believe really does exist. From that point of 
view it is possible that the Japanese authori
ties will regard these offences with just as 
much gravity as the municipal authorities, and 

। it is consequently hoped that they will take 
such steps as to bring about a greater regard 
for the persons of foreigners, whether in the 
uniform of the Shanghai Municipal Council 
or not.

There is a wide difference between the two 
attacks on British members of the force. Bad 
as the treatment of the foreign probationary 
sergeant and his senior officer was at Brennan 
Road, that in which two more senior officers 

; of the force were maltreated at the head
quarters of the Naval Landing Party was 
more serious. Whether there were any 
provocation on the part of the former officer 
is entirely beside the point. It was the duty 
of the Japanese involved, had there been any 
improper behaviour, as they allege, but which 
the foreigner denies, to have reported the 
matter to the proper authorities and to have 
refrained from taking the law into their own i
hands. It is toi be assumed that if any mem
ber of the police force is at any time guilty of 
conduct likely to bring about a breach of the 
peace he will be adequately disciplined and 
in making such a complaint, the Japanese 
would have been assisting the municipal 
police in the execution of their duty. The 
incident at the Naval Landing Party’s head
quarters is a different matter. A complaint 
had been made against Inspector Bennett that 
he had held up a military motor tcycle. 
Whether he had or had not is entirely beside 
the point. At the request of the Japanese 
authorities he called at headquarters to ex
plain the matter, and it is alleged that he 
was detained and subjected to ill-treatment, 
and that when he failed to return to his

was himself molested. Inspector Bennett 
was not obliged to make the call be did, the 
Japanese naval authorities have no legal 
jurisdiction over him, and his visit may be 
taken as one of courtesy; but the importance, 
of the matter is that this was not the case of| 
a wayside fracas, but an assault, or rather! 
two assaults in the headquarters, a placej 
.where it is to be presumed that authority? 
does prevail. In view of all the circum-
stances can it be surprising that the reports 
of these occurrences have aroused the greatest 
indignation in Great Britain as witnessed by 
the Press comment which was reproduced in 
yesterday morning’s issue?

The international aspect 'of the matter is 
now being dealt with by the proper authori
ties, and in due course a new protest will be 
handed to the Japanese Government in Tokyo. 
But there is still a local side to. the whole 
matter which deserves consideration. Re
peated allegations have been made concern
ing the supposed inefficiency of the police i 
force. They are emphatically denied, but the I 
fact remains that conduct, such as that of 
which compiamr is made, is calculated to 
diminish the authority of the very force which 
is being criticized and by that means to reduce 
its effectiveness. The other communities 
residing in this international settlement are 

| entitled to expect the completes! co-operatiion 
'from the Japanese community, whether for’ 
the moment it is under naval and military 
control, or under the leaders whip function 
In more normal times. It is as well that there 

j should be straight talking on the subject. 
| Moreover it is necessary that the non-Japan
ese point of view should be represented to 

! them with all the force which courtesy permits. 
! No one for a moment will deny that these are 

difficult times, times which require the 
greatest forbearance on the part of everyone 
as much on the part of the victorious Japanese 
as on the Chinese and foreigners who live 
within the boundaries of this city. Isolated 
displays of irritation and, perhaps of ar- j 
rogance maybe not completely avoidable, for ! 
tempers are apt in days such as these rapidly } 
to become frayed. This should at all times i 
be borne in mind, and if the members »ojf the 
Japanese forces can be brought to understand 
how greatly the small incident mentioned at 
the top of this column was appreciated by 
those who observed it, they will realize how 
little is necessary to make an effective con
tribution towards lessening local tension 
which must of necessity be increased by oc
currences of a completely different com
plexion. Those two Japanese soldiers who 
went dqwn Nanking Road unconcernedly on 
their way, probably failed to notice the ap
preciative glances which followed them. It 
is so easy to maintain the peace, as yet so 
difficult to restore it when once it is broken.

——- ■ ■■ । . ■ . ■ i—<i ii

station after the lapse of some time, Superin
tendent Sinclair went in search of him and
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almost to be a habit. Can it be wondered at 
that the world stands aghast before such, a 
thing? Is it suprising that it is difficult to 
believe that an army with such fine traditions 
as the Japanese can be guilty of such conduct? 
Yet the evidence that this is the case is over- : 
whelming and the fact that innocent, harmless > 
Chinese civilians are being subjected to such 
hideous treatment is becoming plainer and 
plainer 
despite the fact that Nanking is practically 
cut off " '
day be known in all its horror. Much of it 
the world already knows: the rest will make 
sorry reading for generations tq conic, and 
in all earnestness it. is suggested that the time1 
has come when a determined effort should be 
made by the authorities responsible for the 
conduct of these men to, put a stop to such 
outrageous behaviour.

This journal does not believe, and never has 
believed that these things occur by reason of 
any set purpose of the Japanese High Com
mand. It prefers to think that those men, 
firm in the high tradition of their profession 
must as deeply deplore what is happening as 
any right-thinking man does. But that does 
not relieve the Japanese commanders of the 
imperative duty of stopping these unruly 
soldiers from further insulting the uniform 
they wear. They cannot restore the lives 
which have been lost by reason of such be
haviour, nor redress the grievous wrongs 
which have been done so many unoffending 
Chinese whose only fault is that they hap
pened to be women, but their own honour, 
their humanity, their own ideals demand that 
they should do everything in their power to 
put an end to what this journal knows con-; 
tinned up until very recently, and for all it | 
knows may still be going on. A soldier 
should be too proud to take advantage of the 
defenceless, and. if he is not then he should be 
disciplined until he understands what is ex
pected of him; In this connection the rules 
governing the conduct of the Japanese Armies 
are not known to this journal, but it is 
perfectly safe to hazard the guess that so 
highly organized a force, with its keen regard 

’ for its own honour must have somewhere in 
its code, provisions for the punishment of] 
persons guilty of the grave offences to which I 
reference has been made. This must be; 

In the initial stages insufficiency emphasized-the impression that the whole 
world must of necessity form when confronted 
with such news is an unfortunate one. It is 
undesirable that world opinion should con- 
tinue to be flouted. If it is the high esteem 

t in which the Japanese are held, even though 
; there may be disagreement with them and 
their policies, must inevitably be diminished 
and no friend of Japan—and she has not lost 
them all yet—can but hope that order in Nan
king will speedily be restored and the Japan
ese soldier again stand in, that fair fame which 
his knightly behaviour in the Sino-Japanese 
War more than forty years ago placed him.

....... .

In the Chino-JapanesgEWar
Japanese had to deckle whether 
were entitled to treatment under t 
law of war. Japa/r had acceded to 
Convention in ljc6, and to the D 
Paris in 1887. 
and observed _ 
nevertheless, /s related by her leaned judicial 
advisers, Pri 
observed to/ 
batant and I 
European Ir# 
to the repris 
provoked her.
On Christmas Day this journal had occasion 

to refer to the scenes of horror perpetrated 
in Nanking following the occupation of that 
city by the victorious Japanese forces. It was 

1 then believed that the outrageous behaviour 
of the troops was the result of temporary in
discipline, and the influence of blood lust 
aroused by the heat of battle. It was hoped 
that order would be rapidly restored and that 
the civilian population of Nanking would be 
relieved from the horrors they were suffering. 
It was even suggested in some quarters that 
the Japanese were taking revenge for the 
outrages of 1927, though, if indeed they were 
doing so, they were wreaking it upon the 
wrong people, for it was not the population 
of Nanking that was.-T^sppnsible, but the I

phina wks a part 
ie provisions of neither. Japan, 

Zfessors Ariga a 
vards the Chines/ 
noncombatant, 
:ernationlal Law 
feds to whichzC

Takahashi, 
forces, com- 

Ï the rules of 
ithoiut resorting 

hinese barbarities 
fôpaedia Britannica”.

to the whole world. This story,

from the rest lotf the world will one

soldiery. To the astonjshmeribpf most people 
it is now learned^that these oarages have 
been continued, nd that ever siriqe the oc
cupation of N ing until within the. last few 
days, abductibn of women, rape and, looting 

i have been carried on with an industry which 
! would hav 7 done justice to, a more liaise - 
| worthy catfse. Chinese have been stabbedXvith 

 

bayonets, _jbr recklessly shot. It is estimated 
that more 
some not

having the hardihood to fight for th^ir 
country.
it is impc ssible to ascertain but the estimates 
vary fron l 
Girls .of 
women a
forced victims of military lust. Refugees 
have been robbed of their scanty supply o£ 

! money, thèir clothing, bedding and food, and i 
I all this was still going on. as late as less than

a week ago\ !..____________ o___________
of military \police rendered control of Ahe 
disorderly soldiery impossible. More of éuch 
police have n appointed, but as latç as a, 
week ago solders were still breaking into 
houses day and ight, indulging in rape and 
abduction.

Contrast that des 
affairs which has /lasted 
period of many 
of the attitude ... i
case of the Sino-XapanespAvar, and the ques 
tion naturally why this change
There have been no Chinese barbarities fo 
which the Japanese could possibly have taken ' 
revenge. If there had been it is suggested 
that the propriety of their action during the 
war referred to could with splendid effect 
have been adopted in this instance, and the 
Japanese army would have been regarded in 
a better light than that in which it appears at 
present. The Chinese people have been 
assured times out of number that Japan has 
no grievance against them, but that all it is 
doing is to chastise the National Government 
which it accuses of insincerity and imperilling 
the peace of Asia, and yet the unfortunate 
quarter of a million Chinese still remaining 
in Nanking have been subjected to weeks of 
terror, and what might have been regarded as 
an isolated case has developed into what seems

than 10,000 people have been killed, 
even guilty of the trivial offence! of

How many women have been rapéçl

as low as 8,000 to as high as 20,0004 
as tender an age as eleven years; 
s old as fifty-three have been thq

eeks wi
-Nanking over à 

the correctness 
hich Jap^ln adopted in the
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/ HUNGJAO OUTRAGE ^1
So much death and destruction has^ béeiS 

inflicted upon this unhappy country during! 
the past five months that the slaughter of I 
three, patient, old Chinese countrywomen ini 
the Hungjao area seems but a mere drop in 
the ocean of misery with which China has 
been inundated. So much horror has been 
perpetrated that the death and injury meted 
out by a drunken Japanese soldier upon some 
of the few Chinese who stayed outside the 
foreign areas or have ventured to return to 

: the forsaken country adds but little to the 
sum total of grief and dismay which is felt. 
That is a sadly cynical way of lodging at the 
matter which may commend itself to some, 
but the story published in yesterday’s issue 
has graver and more serious implications. 
When the Chinese forces had retreated from 

! the environs of Shanghai, there was a general 
desire on the part of foreign and Chinese 
residents to return to their horn^s, the first 
to enjoy the delights of their country pro
perties, the latter to get back to their work 
from which they wrest so frugal a living. 
They were fobbed off with one excuse or 
another for a very long time, and, though 
slow adjustments have been, made, even now 
there has not been that wholesale return 
which was hoped, for. The Japanese them
selves have been anxious to secure the return 
of the Chinese tq certain districts, an$it was 
believed, with' the full re-settlement of for
eign residents with their servants in the 
country west of Shanghai and the re-establish-

and if that is the case how can it^l^e ej^qted ' 
that, distant from control as this yqqpg 
soldier was on Thursday afternoon, his con
duct should be any better? That it was in
finitely Woyse is all the more id be regretted.

Unfortunately the finality of death pre
cludes any possibility of the wrongs of these 
three women being redressed. There is 
reason to believe that until well into Satur
day afternoon some at least of the Japanese 
authorities were unaware of what had oc
curred. But it should not, even now? be 
impossible to. discover the soldier guilty of, 
this grievous outrage. It is believed that the 
Japanese command, composed as it is of 
honourable men, will do its best to dis
cover the perpetrator of this offence and 
bring him to punishment. For two reasons 
this is desirable. The honour, 'of one of the 
proudest military castes in! .the world is in
volved, and it is imperative from its own 
point of view that its discipline should be 
thoroughly vindicated. And then, it is neces
sary that steps should be taken to rectify 
the harm; done by the destruction of that 
confidence without which the Chinese who, 
have fled the countryside will not return. | 
Nor is it likely that foreign residents will go i 
back to their houses beyond the railway 
while the danger of a repetition of such a 
crime still exists. The sqrroundings of 
Shanghai cannot be left desolate wastes in
definitely. Their early rehabilitation is as 
necessary for Japanese policy as it is for the 
welfare of this international city, one in which 
the Japanese have as much stake as practi
cally any other foreign nation. Yet no 

ment of confidence, Chinese might be ex- Chinese, who can possibly avoid it, will wish 
pected to go baçk tp the land elsewhere with to run the risk 'of going back, nor subject his 
greater speed. This tragic affair qn Thursday womenfolk to the dangers indicated, and if ( 
last has undone the slow, work of weeks and not? then all this rich agricultural
has unnecessarily postponed the restoration area must continue to remain unproductive 
of the Hungjap dquntryside and other areas a standing reproach to the,., men who 
to that operative condition which is sp im- made it sav ir^ j
perative in the interests of the future food ---------- -- *
supplies 'qf Shanghai.

A young Japanese soldier, inflamed with 
arrogance, drunkenness and lust, has brutal
ly murdered three inoffensive, old, Chin
ese women, injured a number of 'others 
and spread terror throughput the neighbour
hood . He has done something more which is of 
the gravest concern to the Japanese authorities 
themselves. By his conduct he has cast a 
grave blot upiqn the reputation of the Japanese 

। and has comm|itted the grievous offence of 
insulting the very uniform he wears, and it 
must bp remembered that there is, in other 
instances a very tender regard for its sacred
ness and honour. Let there be no mistake 
about it: that man is a standing reproach to 
the official insignia the wears in indication of 
his military service to his country. These qre 
strong words, but they are written in full 
realization of all they mean. This was 
not one Off the many deplorable cases which 
marked the entry into and occupation of 
Nanking. There, at least, it can be said that 
thpse guilty of outrage in that city entered 
it while the blood lust was upon them, and 
men in that condition are difficult to restrain, 
as every commander in military history has 
reason to know only too well. Here, months' 
after the heat of battle has passed away, i 
murder-—that is what it is—and mqyhem have 
been committed upon the very people whose 
confidence the Japanese authorities are. so 
desirous fqf gaining. It will be argued that 
such occurrences qs thpse are bound to hap
pen in thp circumstances prevailing at the 
moment. * To a very large extent that i$ true, 
but the behaviour of the Japanese forces in 
Hongkew itself, right under tfe§ very eyes of 
authority, is not entirely free from criticism,
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/ ANOTHER PROTEST—..^ /

The further protest by the United States Gov
ernment concerning incidents in Nanking, in
volving an assault on Mr. John B. Allison, in 
charge of the U.S. Embassy there, and the terms 
in which it is reported to have been couched 
will do nothing to ease the tension which for a 
time was allayed by the manner in which the 
Japanese Government responded to the repre
sentations made in connection with the U.S.S.
Panay. Mr. Allison undoubtedly did report to 
Washington what has been going o»in the Chi
nese capital and it is possible that this aroused 

.some resentment But it has to be pointed out 
! that he was merely doing his duty. If Chinese
women, seeking refuge in American owned build
ings in Nanking have been taken out by force by 
Japanese—and there is ample evidence of it—
then it was undoubtedly Mr. Allison’s diuty to 
report it to his government. He would have 
been derelict had he failed to do so. If in the
particular investigation in connection with 
which this latest incident arose, he did disregard 
the wishes of the Japanese military, it was by t 
no means their duty to take the law in their ! 
own hands, especially when the proper course | 
would have been to make proper representations ; 
to Mr. Allison’s superiors. The statement by the ’ 
local Japanese spokesman that Mr. Allison coiuld 
have been shot for failure to obey the orders 
of a Japanese sentry, may sound very well, but 
hardly coincides with the facts of the situation. 
It is probably just as well that he was not, for 
it js apparent that this common assault has 
aroused indignation in the United States, and 
had it been anything more serious the present 
delicate situation would have been- considerably 
worsened. No wonder need be felt, therefore, 
that in making his second protest within a 
month, Mr. Joseph Grew, U.S. Ambassador to 
Japan, should have expressed himself in the 
forceful terms he did. For one nation to doubt 
the good faith of another must always be a 
serious matter, and it is to be hoped that both 
sides will show that moderation which alone 
can maintain proper relations. Much of the

I remedy is in Japan’s own hands, and proper 
I disciplinary action would seem to be the best 
lanswer. 1
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SHANGHAI INCIDENTS
The difficulties and delicacies of the

| longer period been making a most 
|frightful bogey out of Japan. If anything 
is popular in Britain to-day it is the 
wholesale condemnation of anything and 
everything Japanese, and if a hostile 
response is forthcoming and being visited 
in part upon Britons in this city it ought 
Tot to be regarded as an amazing wonder.

Britons—not a whit less 
concerned than their more 
glib-tongued brothers—who 
very grave concern this

about than to allow petty friction between 
its uniformed men and the neighbouring^ 
Japanese forces to create difficulties and 
tension, and it is most sincerely to be 
hoped that those in control on both sides 
will exert every effort to see that a 
better atmosphere is engendered. When 
angry or aggrieved men face each other 
there is always liable to be excessive 
conduct in the heat of the moment, and 
the remedy is not to hurl accusations at 
each other but to prevent the future 
presence of that anger or aggrievement.
If something official could be done as an.' 
outward sign of the mutual recognition 
and understanding of the necessity for 
better relations it would have a whole-? 
some effect on men who might now be 
thinking only of the impossibilities 
possessed by the other side. We have to 
get along as best we can with a factual 
situation beyond our power to alter, and ' 

: the wisest thing to do is to discover how 
we can do it. !

present situation in Shanghai are so 
( obvious that the calmest of judgment is 
called for as well as studied care in con
duct. Recent incidents in which Japanese 
military men have been involved with
members of the Settlement and Concession That it is unfortunate and difficult for us 
police forces have to be regretted more 
on account of their psychological import 
than because of their actual gravity. 
There are unpleasant details which it 
would have been far better never to have 

j happened, but in any contretemps there! 
pre always two versions as to origin and! 
always two sides to claim an initial’ 
grievance. It is not within the*  compet
ence of this journal to decide who was in 
the right or who was in the wrong, who 
was truculent or who was offensive, who 
committed trespass or who unwarrantably 
interfered. The fact which the authori
ties on both sides must recognize, if they 

। are going to prevent development of 
tension and resentment till a dangerous 
point is reached, is that subordinate 
officers and men must be strictly 
instructed to act with friendliness and 
circumspection and to make their own 
positive contributions to those workable 
contacts which cannot be avoided with 
the facts of the situation being what they 
are. Storms in teacups are, relatively! _____ _ ______  _____ ___________ ______

’speaking, the real status of most of the!Eastern crisis in historical and causative' 
incidents and there must be guard against! perspective,. who tries to understand 
■allowing such things to get out of allf Japan’s case in the light of compelling 
■reasonable perspective. Shanghai hasl^eeds. He, no doubt, regrets the methods 
■many things far more ^important to^think which have had to be employed, but he 

supports the contention of many that 
Japan was hardly encouraged to proceed 
wholly by diplomatic means when the 
ïLytton Commission found and proposed 
what it did. If recourse has had to be 
made to military operations it was mainly 
because every other course was barren of 
successful prospect, and now that the 
military solution is being attempted it is 
inevitable that other toes will be trodden 
upon if there is nothing but psychological 
opposition offered plus assistance and 
sympathy for the other side. We feel that 

i China and Japan could have been guided 
to peace if there had been real under- 

t standing of the vital needs of the Far 
! Eastern situation. If there has been any 
taking of the bit between the teeth it was 
because to bolt was the only prospect of 
getting anywhere, and we here in 
,Shanghai, in the presence of such a 
i development, have an exceedingly difficult 
role to play which ought not to be made 
more difficult by the xenophobia of 

It is the mental attitude which is thel negative armchair critics thousands of 
most important and we see this clearlyj mj]es away.
lenough in the comments which have been! 
made in the London press. Reactions in| 
'Japan to those comments cannot be other 
than intensification of resentment. When 
the “Sunday Times” complains that the ----
Japanese popular press has for some time 
been making a bogey of Great Britain 
surely it does not blind itself to the fact 
that the press of Britain has for a much

goes without saying, and Shanghai has 
little indeed for which to thank those who, 
from afar off and swayed by popular 
prejudice, bring nothing but condemna
tory charges against those with whom we 
have here to try to work. It is not so 
much a call for firmness, as one paper 
puts it, which is required but a tçning 
down of feeling on both sides and some, 
attempt to find a working rule during a 
period of great change. There are many 
discerning J
patriotic or 
hasty and 
view with
current misunderstanding between Britain 
and Japan and who feel that complica
tions in the Far East are greatly to be 
regretted. In this regard attention might 
be called to the article which Sir Edward 
Grigg has just contributed to the London 
“Observer” and a digest of which appears 
elsewhere in this issue. Here is a well- 
known administrator and writer who i 
makes a serious attempt to see the Far!
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 20, 1938.

UNDER the title “Looking for Trouble,” The Shanghai
Evening Post & Mercury has spoken plainly on a 

subject which is of vital concern to the whole community. 
Referring to the two incidents which were recently precipi
tated in two local cabarets by some Japanese, our evening 
contemporary observes that “While dance-hall life is not a 
part of the existence of .all Shanghailanders by any means, 
the dangerous potentialities of this sort of thing concern 
every one..” ' •

More disturbing is the information offered by this 
evening journal that -“in ht least one place under foreigti 
ownership, arrangements have been made to obtain protec
tion from the defence force of the nation involved ; in an
other case where there is Chinese ownership and a rather 
tough clientele, it seems "likely that rough tactics by visitors ! 
may be met by tactics’of the same description on the part 
of friends of the proprietor.”

If the information is correct. Shanghai may soon be
come a place of a free for all fight. It may be presumed 
with reason that if cabarets licensed by the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council can be invaded by non-paying visitors and their 
paying customers may be manhandled with immunity, no j 
place of business would be safe from similar disturbances. ; 
In the eyes of the law there should be no difference between 
a place of pleasure and a place of vital service such as a ; 
bank, a hotel, or a restaurant. If any one of them is sub-' 
ject to unwelcome and uninvited calls from any person of i 
whatever nationality, then indeed Shanghai will shortly pre
sent the appearance of the Wild West where man is man 
and the strongest wins.

The responsibility for preventing incidents of this nature 
rests of course with the police. This general principle has( 
to be qualified, however, in that the local police is handicap- • 
pe.d, because it is not the force of a sovereign state and can
not exercise certain powers usually enjoyed by the policç 
elsewhere. In view of the anomalous situation now prevail
ing in Shanghai, the task of the police has been made not 
only heavier than before but at times extremely embarrass*  
ing.

Yet if the municipal police do not undertake the task, 
however unpleasant it may be, of protecting legitimate busi
ness and law-abiding residents, then the instinct of self
preservation will prompt legitimate business and law-abiding 
résidents to take measures to protect themselves. ' This pos
sibility has been suggested by our contemporary, but we 
are inclined to believe that the local community is capable 
of greater restraint than is generally credited to it.

While in the case of the two incidents concerned the 
police showed some hesitation in taking drastic action, we 
qre sure that the authorities are not likely to be caught un
prepared for further incidents of a like nature. There can 
be no doubt but that “hooliganism” will be frowned upon by 
the Japanese authorities as by the public generally, and that 
in the interest of public peace cooperation will be forthcom
ing in a reasonable measure.

What the police should do in future is to follow the 
Same procedure which it has followed in the past. When 
an extraterritorial national is found breaching public peace, 
he is arrested and then handed over by the police to his 
consular officials and is to be tried by the latter or by his 
consular court. This is as much as the police can do. If 
the offending party is acquitted without justification, the 
responsibility does not rest with the police. But if the 
police fail to arrest such a person and hand him over to his 
consular officials, the police may then be regarded as evad
ing their duty toward the public.

It Seems to us that the military situation surrounding 
Shanghai has given rise to a wrong conception of the status 
of the International Settlement., It must be remembered 
that the Sino-Japanese war is one between China and Japan 
only and that the International Settlement is not a party to 
it. While the municipal authorities may have to give duel 
consideration to the realities of the military situation, the 
wanton breach of public peace in a neutral area can by no 
pieans be justified on the ground of military necessity and 
therefore cannot be justified at all. If this point is borne 
ih mind, there can be no essential difference between thej 
status of Shanghai of last summer and that of today, and 
consequently there can be no difference in the procedure for 
the police to apprehend violators of public peace.

The issue involved is a serious one. It cannot be 
dodged by hoodwinking tactics. In fact, one incident hush- 
ed up is bound to lead to more incidents of graver nature. 
The time to show the hand of law is now, not tomorrow, for 
tomorrow incidents may conceivably happen which may 
prove too ugly for the law to control.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post &

For Instance—Hangchow
1 'T'O MAKE the Settlement a safer place t

A live in,’’ Japanese authorities have made 
surprising proposals for increased Japanese 
participation on the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil and its police force.

These proposals were not based on any 
theory that Japan has been militarily victorious 
over her partners in International Settlement 
administration. The untenability of such a 
theory is evidently recognized at the outset. 
Instead the factor of safety was stressed.

Consul-General Okamoto also saw fit toj 
jboint out what he termed the “inefficiency” off 
the Council, and to declare that the Japanese] 
Expeditionary Force felt that our municipal! 
authorities “lack earnestness or ability” tOf 
meet Japan’s exacting requirements in civil 
administration. Ke also noted that recent in
cidents involving Japanese were “a matter of 
serious concern and regret.”

Is there anything in the Japanese recorc 
anywhere in China to lend support to the 
notion that the trained and experiencec 
Shanghai Municipal Police have a record a.’ 
enforcers of the peace inferior to Japan’s armec 
forces? Considering the long record of assas
sinations of Japanese statesmen in Japan we 
might extend the geographic and political scope 
of our inquiry, but that is hardly required.) We 
feel that even to pose such a question is to 
answer it in the minds of fair people of what
ever nationality, but we will go farther and 
cite a recent example—Hangchow.

Reports just received here, and already pub
lished in thoroughly substantiated form thro
ughout the world, show that the Japanese 
arrival at Hangchow spelled the start of one 
more orgy of rape and looting on the part not 
of disorderly Chinese elements but of Japan’s 
own soldiery. The best that could be said for it 
that it wasn’t as bad as what had previously 
occurred at Nanking.

Troops drunk with wine from looted shops 
and with what they somewhat falsely regarded 
as another “victory” went thoroughly on the 
loose. On arrival they had seized civilians and 
paraded them, bearing placards which told the 
Chinese of Hangchow to “have no fear”—but 
events immediately following gave the lie to 
this reassurance. Those who moved fast took

Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.7,1938.
We have no desire to devote great space 

to a recapitulation of what must be painful 
reading to any civilized person. But the facts 
are clear that once more there was a terrible 
record of wanton killing of Chinese civilians, of 
the raping of defenseless women and girls, and 
of the ransacking and looting of properties of 
all ' ‘ '

Subsequently, it is true, there were moves 
to place sentries over foreign properties and 
otherwise to prepare for some sort of return 
to the peace and good order previously main- 

t tained by the Chinese authorities. But during 
a three-day holiday proclaimed by Japanese 

I high command, the only action reflecting credit 
; on any organized foreigners appears to have 

been the heroic organization and maintenance 
of six refugee camps by American, British and 
French missionaries. Not only did the Japan
ese run wild in disgraceful excesses, but one 
French Father was himself subjected to phy
sical outrage by Japanese soldiers who sought 
to assault Chinese women whom he took under 
his protection.

Mr. Okamoto has impugned the efficiency 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police. But those 
police, in their alleged “inefficiency,” actually 
have done most magnificent work in protecting 
the people of all nationalities (including Japan
ese) within their jurisdiction.

Mr. Okamoto has said that the municipal 
authorities “lack earnestness or ability.” Did 
the Japanese command at Hangchow display 
either of these qualities in protecting the help
less Hangchow civilians within recent days?

Mr. Okamoto regards incidents here involv
ing Japanese as matters of “serious concern and 
regret.” Some of that concern and regret, we 
submit on the record, might far better be 
applied at Hangchow—against Japan’s 
forces—than in Shanghai against one 
most efficient police forces on earth.

We all want the Settlement to be 
place for everyone to live. The Japanese are 
not alone in that idea. But on a basis of what 
happened in Hangchow, and in Nanking before 
that, and with recollection of many other 
things in mind (including the Hongkew bomb 
outrage of 1932 on a site completely under 
Japanese control) we say most positively and 
solemnly that the Japanese have no case 
whatever for urging that their greater parti-1

kinds.

armed 
of the

a safe

refuge in cellars, attics or hidden holes. Not 
all moved so fast, unfortunately.

It is a detail of interest in connection with 
Japanese respect for authority and culture that 
every Chinese Government building and school 
in the city was looted, including Chekiang uni
versity. American schools were in no wise 
exempted because of the fact that they were 
foreign-owned. The pillaging was well or
ganized. Goods were carried away in lorries 
and on animals, with some of the work of 
removal being handled by impressed Chinese 
coolies.

cipation in either Council or police would spell 
greater safety for either themselves or anyone 
else.

With no desire to magnify the outrages of, 
soldiers run wild, and with every realization! 
that as time goes on there will undoubtedly be 
better discipline and control over Japanese 
troops in occupied areas, we say nevertheless 
that there is absolutely nothing to justify any 
contention that the Japanese could under the 
best of circumstances, and on their own chosen 
ground, even equal the work of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council and police in maintaining 

[peace.
Under existing circumstances, when Shang

hai is an island of modern foreign control in 
the midst of a Wartom country,: we say that 
[greater Japanese participation here at the pre
sent time and under the prevailing abnormal 
londitions can only spell more trouble."
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The Allison CaseNOT for the first time, it is being de- 
x monstrated that the most effective 
Chinese propaganda abroad is provided not by 
the Chinese but by the Japanese.

The Panay affair had a strong effect upon 
American public opinion. There was no ten
dency to turn it into a “Remember the Maine!” 
situation, although the circumstances were 
infinitely more provocative than the incident, 
which launched the United States into war 
against Spain. But as damning details appear
ed in the press day after day, point by point re
futing the original Japanese story, there was a1 
very appreciable growth in realization that 
here was something not hitherto encountered in 
Japanese-American relationships.

We need not stress the matter and we do ' 
not believe the American people or press did. 
Indeed, there was a noticeable restraint in alii 
quarters. Dynamite potentialities were realized' 
to be such. When Washington finally announc
ed itself satisfied, this view was accepted thro
ughout the country—-but we believe there was 
left a most vital residue of distrust of Japanese 
good intent not merely toward the people of 
China but toward Occidentals. Of course the

Now the samurai tradition, as we need 
hardly assure either Japanese or others, had no 
place for such actions as an assault by an 
armed soldier upon the official of a friendly 
foreign nation. The samurai of old had little 
or nothing to do with foreigners of course. But 
the incident has within it, in essence, two 
universal factors—outrage of a constituted 
authority, and attack by an armed man upon 
an unarmed opponent. That is not good in 
Nanking, in Tokyo, or in Virginia City, Nevada.

So this one additional apparently small 
incident, involving only a single man but that 
man an experienced diplomatic representative 
of the highest caliber both personally and 
professionally, is in our opinion due to hurt 
Japan’s case in America much more than Tokyo 
is going to realize. The Japanese have often 
deemed Occidentals unreasonable, but America 
is going to be very reasonable about this and 
other events of similar moral basis.

America is going toJ ask with increasing’ 
earnestness just how Japan, vociferous against 
“communism,” justifies apparently anarchistic 
conditions within her own army.

America is going to ask how Japan can 
accuse China or anyone else of “insincerity” 
when he? r.vn repeated assurances prove to be

Ladybird affair, coming at the same time and hypocritical.
pointing at the British, was by no means missed America is going to wonder just what good
in America. it is to continue a policy of diplomatic protest

Now comes another incident, not large, but 
probably of more moment tb^sAmericans in 
general than anyone in Tokyo\ is likely to 
appreciate. When Mr. John Allison’s face was 
slapped by an armed Japanese ^oldier, under 
whatever circumstances, the epho reached to) 
America’s Atlantic Vaboard. ZMr. Allison was; 
an American officiats-jwaz official business.l 
What is more, both because of what he was

when the insolent brutalities of armed forces 
apparently subject to no civilized influence from 
within their own land are allowed to outrage 
all with whom these forces come in contact, 
Chinese or foreigner.

One constructive factor, at least, emerges 
from the present incident although it may not 
be so regarded in Japan. Mr: Allison’s and 
other foreign reports concerning the continued

doing and because the other man was armed, atrocious conduct of Japanese soldiers in Nan- 
the action must appear brutal, uncalled-for king could hardly have received a more clinch- 
and cowardly no matter what excuse may be endorsement. Even the local Japanese 
brought forward. Finally the general nature, spokesman did his bit by suggesting, that Mr. 
of his errand—an inquiry into abduction and/Allison have been shot! Perfect from> 
rape of women who had sought refuge oni the standpoint of anti-Japanese propaganda. < 
American property—may not be of interest to — |
Japanese but it is very interesting to Americans 
who have odd sentiments on such matters.

The American people can be very calm, cold 
and factual about affairs of violence. It is part 
of their pioneer tradition. They know man-to- 
man violence, and in the past they have re
spected Japan’s soldiers because of a wide pub- 
licization of the samurai tradition which. 
essentially squared with American frontier I 
tradition. Japanese ethics appeared much the | 
same as American ethics on many points. |
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From The North-China Dally News, Shanghai, January 19, 1938

ON CENSORSHIP
î F'or the first time since its establishment 
the Japanese censorship of cables has come 
into the limelight owing to the censors hold
ing up a despatch to the “Manchester 
Guardian” from its correspondent, Mr. H. J. 
Timperley. The message dealt with the out
rages alleged to have been committed by 
Japanese soldiers throughout the area be
tween Shanghai and Nanking, and, it must 

! be admitted, formed a very strong indictment 
of the forces concerned. Resulting from the 
occupation of this portion of China by Jap
anese forces, Japan is entitled to succeed to 
all rights formerly enjoyed herein by the4 
Chinese Government, and to perform all 
functions which it had previously performed. 
The right to censor foreign cable messages 
was established when the Chinese succeeded 

i in putting censors in the various cable offices. 
) There was at the time this was done, some 
expression of doubt as to whether the Chinese 
should have been allowed to d!o| so, but the 
fact that they were completely estops any 
criticism of the Japanese decision to carry on 
the same work in their own. interests. The 
Chinese system was a closed censorship. 
Newspaper correspondents very often did not 
know until weeks afterwards whether any 
alterations had been made in their despatches, 
and only then did they receive a form stating 
that from a message despatched on a certain 
date, a particular passage, or passages, be
tween WOirds numbered so-and-so had been 
deleted. It was a faulty system and un
doubtedly created no small amount of irrita- i rendered all the more impressive by the fact 
tion, increased by the practice of the censors, f that for a time it has been withheld. Nq for- 

, in their enthusiasm, of inserting adjectival < eign correspondent worth his salt will readily 
amendments whenever reference was made : submit Hq the operation of a system which 

j to the Manchoukuo Government, the word ; may tend to distort the facts as he finds them, 
j “puppet” being frequently put in. Up to the I Nor will he purposely seek to present the facts 
. present the Japanese have maintained an in an improper light. Here in Shanghai, as a 
i open censorship, which means that when they; neutral he will at all tiipes have due regard 
object to a certain passage they immediately I to the truth, and, unfortunate though that 
communicate their intention to delete, to the truth may turn out to be, it is nevertheless 
correspondent concerned. An instance of his duty tq his employers and his profession 
this occurred on Saturday. to report it. Every possible sympathy will be

The correspondent 'qf a London paper sent felt for the Japanese high officials over the 
his usual despatch containing a report of the embarrassing position in which they find 
Hungjao outrage which caused such a sensa- themselves by reason of the acts of their 
tion, locally, over the week-end. A short| subordinates. There is not a foreign cor- 
while later he received a telephonic com- respondent who believes for one moment that 
munication from a high Japanese civil official) much of what has happened has been the 
to the effect that he had been asked by the] result of set design, not one who does not 
censors to enquire whether the correspondent} regret that it is his duty to report such cases 
would agree to the deletion qf that portion] as have unhappily come to light, and if the 
of his message. He replied that he could censors will realize that, and keep within the 

I give no such consent and that if the censors expressed intentions announced when the 
i chose to make the deletion they Would do? censorship was established, there need be 
so entirely upon their own responsibility.! little room for criticism, and the excellent 
Later he was informed that the message had1 relations which have been maintained be- 
been. permitted to go through unchanged and tween the Press and the Japanese officials 
he subsequently ascertained that this was will continue to exist. >
dbne. Had the Japanese censor decided to f
carry out his previously-expressed intention’: 
he would have been perfectly within his

; rights, and had he conveyed the fact that he 
had done so he would still have kept within 
the definition of open censorship. In the case 
of Mr. Timperley a different procedure was 
adopted. His message was held up and he 
was asked to visit the Japanese military 
headquarters to discuss the matter. It is now 
alleged that there was some misunderstanding 
over the matter and that he was merely asked 
to accompany an official of the censorship 
organ to the office of the Japanese Military 
Attache where the reason for the delay Would !

journalist, is engaged in reporting the situa
tion to the newspaper with which he cor
responds to the best of his skill and ability. 
It is to be assumed that he at all times is 
firmly convinced of the truth of his des
patches, and it is difficult to see what parti
cular good could be achieved by discussing 
possible variations with the Japanese 
authorities. His messages must either go 
forward as he writes them or n!ot at all. To 
agree^to changes which may modify the 
degree of the truth of his reports would be to 
do something which is highly unethical, and 
something which no system of censorship has 
the right to expect of a correspondent.

The reason for the establishment of a 
censorship is to prevent the dissemination of 
news which might be <qf military value to the 
enemy. There was nothing in Mr. Timperley’s 
message which could possibly come under that 
heading. That it was an unpalatable message 
in the Japanese view is probable, and the 
natural inclination to suppress it is quite un- 
der standable even if it has to be criticized. 
But; the only test which the censors could or. 
Should apply to the message was whether its- 
publication was likely to give any assistance;^ 
tof a military nature to the Chinese Govern-1 
pent. It clearly was not, and it is tq bd 
regretted that the Japanese officials adopted! 
jthe attitude they did. There is always one! 
danger inherent in the censorship system. It i 
always arouses the suspicion that it is being 
used for the suppression of the truth. It does 
not entirely succeed, for, though revelation 
may be delayed, the truth does ultimately 
come out, and, when it does emerge, is

be explained. To the ordinary man there; 
will appear to be little difference between’ 
the two stories. Mr. Timperley was un-> 
doubtedly asked to talk the matter over with । 
a representative of the Japanese high com- j 
mand. That Mr. Timperley refused, and quite ! 
rightly so, to do. He, like any other reputable
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ABORTIVE PROCEEDING
In 1911 learning that Canton was about t< 

declare its independence of Peking, th< 
‘‘Hongkong Telegraph” sent one of the mem
bers of its staff to “cover” the event. Or 
arrival in Canton he found that a close 
censorship had been established, and wher 
the declaration was made he was for a sho 
while nonplussed as to how to get the in
formation to his paper. Eventually he ad
dressed a telegram to his editor at the Hong- 

I kong Club something like this:—“Baby born 
to-day parents delighted.” The meaning of 
the message was clear, and that afternoon the 
correspondent’s journal carried the message 
“Canton declared its independence to-day 
amid the general rejoicings of the populace.” 
About thirteen years ago a Reuter cable from 
London stated that seismologists reported a 
big earthquake, giving the distance of the 
epicentre from London and concluding that 
it was somewhere on the Asiatic continent. 
Some six weeks later a local journal received 
a long letter from Kansu reporting a huge 
earthquake and giving a m'ost striking ac
count of the disaster. Two members of the 
editorial staff read the account. They were 
both correspondents for London newspapers. 
One said it was an excellent story to be 
cabled home. The other remarked “But the 
story is six weeks old. It’s not worth it.” ’ 
The former replied:—“It may be six weeks i 
old, but this story has only just come out. ! 
It is new and, therefore, news.” He cabled f 
a long account to his journal. It was a 
“scoop,” and eventually the story appeared 
in the “Literary Digest” under the caption. । 
“The Earthquake Which Was Lost.” Tele
graphic communication had been destroyed, 
and the letter with a touching description of 
a Roman Catholic Sister’s heroic death was 
the very first account to reach the coast from 
Kansu.

It is only in very exceptional cases, and 
only when it is desired t'q send a very simple 
message, that it is possible to defeat efficient 
censorship, and matters are so complicated in 
China at the moment that it would require 
the greatest ingenuity to concoct a cable 
likely to escape the eagle eyes of the gentlemen 
at present working in Shanghai cable offices. 
That disposes of the first of the two stories 
told above. The second has an entirely, and, 
probably, more important implication. Fol
lowing the revelation by this journal of what 
had been going on in Nanking, a number of , 
correspondents sought t0| send excerpts from 
its editorial article on the subject to their 
respective newspapers. The censors refused 
to let such despatches go forward. Why, it 
is still difficult to understand. The cables 
contained nothing which might have been of. 
military value to the Chinese; that is what it 
is to be supposed the censorship was 
established to prevent, and on that score 
should have been allowed to pass. That such • 
messages were distasteful to the censors 
may be taken as much for granted, as they 
were to the men who had to compile them. 
It is believed that that is the reason why this 
action, concerning which a protest or protests 
were subsequently made, was taken, and 
may be accepted as an attempt to prevent 
the sad story reaching the outside world. 
It was doomed to failure. Reports appearing 
in yesterday’s issue indicate that much more 
has appeared in London than was printed in 
Shanghai. It reached London a week late, 
but it was new when it arrived there, andf 
was, consequently, news. Such a story, if it;

ji had not got out of China for months would
?j still have been fresh when it reached the !

newspaper offices in other parts of the world. • 
and the lesson which the whole incident
teaches is that a censorship which endeavours 
to suppress information, because it dislikes 
it, or denies its truth, does not in fact do so, 
but merely delays its publication. The Kansu 
earthquake story, though it did not reach the 
world until six weeks after the event, was 
news when eventually it was known.

The fact that the emergence of the story 
was delayed by the action of the local censors 
gave it greater significance, if that were i 
possible. The editors of the big national I 
newspapers, in Britain particularly, have had 
brought home to them the fact that their cor
respondents are encountering some difficulty 
in sending their reports from here, and will 
naturally attach much importance to any 
message which they perceive has been subject 
to delay indicative of suppression in Shang
hai by the officials «operating in the local 
cable offices. Viewed in this light it must 
be apparent to those concerned that action, 
such as was taken at the end of the week 
before last, was at least unfortunate. It was 
not good propaganda, but very much the 
opposite, and, at the present time, Japan ; 
needs all the good propaganda she can pos- ' 
sibly obtain. Even if the legality of the i 
censorship of foreigners*  cables is admitted, 
and it is not, arbitrary suppression of press 
messages can serve no good end, but only the 
unhappy one of tending to create a bad • 
impression. If it is desired that such news i 
shall not be sent abroad, then every care I 
should be taken to avoid the incidents upon!

which the cables in question were based. The 
remedy is, therefore, entirely in Japanese 
hands, and this might be emphasized by 
another story of something which happened 
in the United States Court for China. A 
party appearing before the late Judge Milton 
D. Purdy asked him; to instruct the reporters 
in Court not to publish an account of the 
case in which he was involved. This Judge 
Purdy refused to do, adding “The best way 
to keep out of the papers is to keep out of 
Court.” Japan is very much before the 
Court of world opinion and nothing is more 
likely to sway it than a belief that attempts 
are being made to suppress the facts. 
These things have to be said for Japan’s own 
sake, for she is not well served if the actions 
of her officials tend to prejudice her case.
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Censorship
YVT’E DON’T so much mind being kidded but 

we like it to be done by experts.
With reference to operations of the new 

Japanese censorship we have been told that the 
reason a telegraphic dispatch addressed to 
America and referring to- the Japanese army’s 
exploits at ^Hangchow was held up for more 
'than 13 hours was that thé censor lacked in
formation tending to confirm the statements 
contained in the dispatch.

If the censor had really been very hot and 
bothered over his lack of information, he could 
have (repaired the deficiency in very short 
order by interviewing witnesses in Shanghai! 
who had seen the Hangchow outrages with! 
their own eyes.

The fact was, of course., the censor knew 
this information reflected no credit on his side. 
Why not say so candidly, and also make clear! 
whether such a state of affairs is deemed 
ground for exercise of the censorship function

In other words, are the Japanese censors 
to be governed by regard for facts—as pro
fessed—or by desire to hold up anything ad
verse to Nipponese repute^—as indicated by this 
instance

If the first is true, the censorship position 
is workable.

If the second is true., the correspondents 
will simply have to find their own special vzays 
of getting the news out. That can be done, 
though delay may be entailed. We never heard 
of a censorship yet which was successful in 
permanently suppressing facts, and we never 
shall. The usual result is (a) to give the facts 
even greater eventual publicity than they 

I would have in the first place, and (b) unfor

tunately to allow a lot of false reports to see 
the light of day because editors abroad lack 
the regular means of directly checking up with 
their correspondents on the scene.
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CABLE CENSORSHIP
In the matter of the censorship which 

the Japanese authorities are exercising 
over the cables, more especially as regards 
news despatches which press correspond
ents are sending to their papers through
out the world, it has been generally! 
Jconceded that the Japanese are possessed 
■of the right to do so by virtue of their 
buccession here to the functions formerly 
jperformed in this area by the Chinese 
|fcovernment. The situation has hitherto 
been calmly accepted and it has been 
found that arrangements are working 
smoothly and with the absence of much 
of the disability from which newspaper 
correspondents formerly suffered. The 
contention made by Mr. H. J. Timperley, 
correspondent for the Manchester “Guar
dian,” that the Japanese have no right to 
exercise a censorship is one upon which 
he has not a great deal of ground to rely. 
In any case, the facts of the situation are 
such that the Japanese are in the position 
to exercise that censorship and that the 
best way of working under it is along 
amicable lines—reserving, if one chooses, 
the right to argue that there should be no 
censorship at all. In the fullest of good 
faith Mr. Timperley may believe that “in 
the Yangtze delta no less than 300,000 
Chinese civilians have been slaughtered 
—in many cases in cold blood” but it is 
one of those statements which neither he ; 
nor anybody else is in a position to prove, 
though many cases may be known wherein 
killing has taken place for one reason or*  
another. The figure is so wholesale, with! 

jits five round ciphers, that Japanese cen-l 
Kors were not unnatural in holding it u J 
Ifor elucidation, or, at least, for a tallï 
pabout it before it was dispatched. Another 
I matter in the same despatch is still under 
' investigation, and in cases where official 
inquiries are afoot there is doubtless 
justification felt for the qualification of 
assertions of fact, pending the findings of 
such inquiries. If the system of open 
censorship—much to be preferred to the 
former system of altering or “killing” 
messages without notification to the 
senders until many days after filing—is 
to be successfully carried on, there should 
be opportunities granted for an exchange 
of thought on messages which give rise 
to queries. There can, of course, be no 
command for attendance, but there should 
be co-operation in the interests of that 
smooth working which correspondents 
have hitherto found. The Japanese censors 
have wisely allowed many highly critical 
and unfavourable messages to go through 
I mattered and undelayed. Suppression! 

generally works against those who attempt! 
t. But censorship is a censorship, whether! 
jeople like it or not, and the best way ofl 
lealing with it is by trying to co-operate! 
vith those who are enforcing it. |
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From The Shanghai Times, shanghai, January 7, 1938.

RADIO CONTROL
In common with many others in 

Shanghai we think it is a great pity that 
the management of the R.C.A. Com
munications felt that in its capacity of 
agent for the Chinese Government Radio » 
Administration it could not continue to 
be identified with the continuance of 
international radio communication ser
vices from Shanghai. The Japanese, 
succeeding by virtue of military victory 
to the authority formerly exercised in 
this area by the Chinese Government, 

t desired to take over control of the 
' international radio service, firstly to 
make sure that the service was not being 
used for the dispatch of messages which 
might be detrimental to Japanese military 

■ forces, and, secondly, to control the 
I revenues in orçler to see that after various 
international interests had received their 
due quotas the balance was held in a 
suspense account here for later disposal 
according to the outcome of the Sino- 

। Japanese hostilities and the terms con- 
| nected therewith. Doubtless feeling that 
co-operation with the Japanese might be 
interpreted as acquiescence to surrender, 
the R.C.A. have pulled out, while the 
Chinese staff also abandoned their jobs, 
leaving Japanese in occupation and with 
equipment which is not functioning. 
Other international radio telegraphic 

(iterests which had traffic agreements 
ûth C.G.R.A. have been penalized, 
nd Shanghai’s communication facilities 
?riously decreased. Possibly, within a 
lort space of time, the functioning and 
roper working of the equipment will be 
estored, but it is to be regretted that 
LC.A. Communications did not adopt 

an attitude of continued working under 
terms which it could easily have justified 
owing to existing circumstances. It was 
only after the outbreak of hostilities here 
that C.G.R.A. made over its direction to 
the American concern, and when the

I American flag was immediately flown 
ever the Chenju Station the manoeuvre 
was sufficiently thin to be seen through. 
International radio communications from 
Shanghai have been essentially under the 
control of the Chinese authorities, and 
although R.C.A. may have assumed the 
operative agency the true ownership is 
none the less Chinese. The Japanese, in 
taking the action they have, made it 
perfectly clear that they wished in no 
way to disrupt the service or to prejudice 
the financial interests of all others con
cerned, but others have seen fit to act 
in manner which, for a time at least, has 
brought commercial radio telegraphy 
here to ? standstill. The placing of 
Japanese tensors in the offices of the 
cable companies yesterday was a move 
which had been anticipated for some time 
and was an expected extension of 
Japanese assumption of functions which 
had formerly been discharged by Chinese 
Government officials through the Bureau 
of International Telegraphs. Other than 
smooth working in this case is not anti
cipated. ?
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From The North-China Daily News, Shanghai, January 12, 1938.

II . . \
} TSINGTAO AND AFTER

I I With the fall of Tsingtao and its occupa- ’ 
fion by Japanese naval forces, save for that 
portion of southern Shantung which the) 

^Chinese have not yet vacated, China’s 
5 coastline from Shanhaikuan to Hangchow is 
now under Japanese military domination. 
That amounts to practically half its total 
’ength. It is not to be expected that the 
Chinese will remain long in that portion of 
the province which is still theirs, for the 
advance of the Japanese northwards from 
PukfOfw towards Hsuchowfu must weaken

i whatever resistance the Chinese contemplate 
; offering along the Lunghai Railway in the 
| defence works which have been under pre
paration for some considerable time, and the: 
gradual closing of the gap between the: 
Japanese forces coming southwards and those 
advancing north is creating a trap from; 
which the Chinese commanders will un
doubtedly seek to extricate themselves b>\a 
rapid retreat to the west. Tsingtao h^s 
escaped much damage beyond that whicq 
was done to Japanese properties prior to the 
flight of the Chinese authorities, and the fact 
that the city was handed over in such com
paratively good shape is largely due to the 
foresight of the foreign residents who took

whole of China’s coastline comes with no 
dramatic suddenness. It would be inevitable 
in the prosecution of any plan contemplated 
under Japan’s readiness to undertake a four- 
year campaign, and the cutting of one of the 
remaining Chinese supply lines wquld appear 
to be a prime military necessity in any such 
scheme. That it adds considerable gravity 
to the 'qutlook cannot be denied, but the fact 
has to be faced that at the moment there are ; 
absolutely no factors operating for peace, and ! 
while the Japanese might even now like toi 
see a cessation of hostilities which must 
prove an increasing financial embarrassment 
to them there is no intention 'of stopping 
short of the attainment of their minimum 
desiderata. That neutrals will regard such a 
prospect with dismay is natural. Their trade 
with China is likely to suffer a lengthy period 
of dislocation, and the danger of further com
plications must increase with the lengthening 
of hostilities and their extension over a wider 
area.

Those who believe that tire financial state 
of Japan precludes the idea of a lengthy war 
should disabuse themselves of the idea. It 
is true that Japan has been preparing for this 
event for years past, and, if she had not, the 
experiences of the Great War should be suffi
cient to show that, important though finance 
may be, the will to war is the prime factor ’

control with assistance of Chinese bodies and iin deciding how long a nation will continue 
maintained peace and good order during the Japan is animliatèd with that- will to war: it 
interregnum. The task confronting the is reinforced with the*  successes she has 
Japanese in reorganizing Tsingtao should not already obtained, and the belief that the' 
be a difficult one. Their previous adminis- difficulties of the future will be no greater 
tration of the place was such, as to Commend thâfjr those she has already encountered. Thé 
itself to the local Chinese to whom they will change in Chinese methods which has been 
not appear the ogres they seem to be in announced, and the resort to guerilla warfare
localities to which Japanese control comes as.oh a large scale may prove of considerable 
a new experience. That, in all probability, inconvenience to the Japanese invaders. It 
accounts for the fact that, though large num- is believed' that it will be conducted with just 
bers of Tsingta'q Chinese fled into the coun
tryside following the departure of Admiral 
Shen Hung-lieh and his staff, they had 
already commenced to return as soon as they 
realized that the situation had developed

the same determination as China’s leaders 
have so repeatedly expressed, but the fact 
will still remain that though irregular bands 
may still continue tq harass the invaders, it 
will be the harassment of armies in occupa-
tion, and can only hope to succeed by the 
attrition of Japanese resources which may 
take quite as long as the four-year-campaign 
which the Japanese contemplate, if not longer^ 
China will look to Russia for anything more 
than material assistance in vain. Militarily, 
large though Russia’s forces are, intervention 

with two other important developments. It is not yet possible. The Bolsheviks have 
is clear that the second German attempt to created a vast military machine, but apart

; along lines which precluded any serious fight
ing in defence of the city. En passant, 
reference may suitably be made to the 
manner in which Admiral Shen-governed the 
city during his term of office and the excellent 
way in which he was developing it.

This further Japanese success coincides

mediate between the two warring countries1 from the question of morale, the organization 
has failed, and this is realized at a time when iqf this machine is far ahead of the economic, 
the Japanese were about to hold an Imperial technical and administrative development of 
Conference, the fifth of its kind in Japanese the country, and it is faced at present with 
history. What will be decided at that august the constant danger that mobilization of its 
meeting, presided ’Oyer by the Emperor will full strength would bring about a supply 
probably be known by the time these lines, crisis, even if there should be sufficient stocks 
appear, but the fact that it has been called! to-f material available. It will not be until 
at all indicates that important and far-) this danger is removed that Russia may be 
reaching decisions are about to be made.’ regarded as a practical factor in the Far East, 
There can be no doubt about it: whether for though it might be able to fight a de- 
or not the Imperial Conference decides, fensive war with success, intervention, which 
as some observers believe it will, upon would require an offensive, cannot be con- 
the prosecution of relentless warfare, there templated until the whole of the Russian 
will certainly be no amelioration of, system is brought up to the efficient standards 
Japan’s present attitude towards China. Lof its army.
Her terms for peace have been announced,|\ * .
they have been resolutely refused by the 
Chinese government, and all that remains for 
the Japanese is to seek to force acceptance 
of them by further military action. Thé 
opinion is held in some German quarters that 
the fall of Tsingtao is thé prelude to engage
ment by the Japanese forces in adventures in 
south China, and. that a drive on Cantqn is 
contemplated in the event of China remaining 
obdurate. That has long been anticipated 
and the picture of Japan in control of the
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/DECISIVE PHASES OF 
f CHINA CRISIS

From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, January 12, 1938
■I We have seen in this war—for it is | * 
■ a war—how the use of aeroplanes has P 
■ had terrific, and at times demoralizing, ’ 

The letter from a Chinese corres-l effecj- Upon men lacking effective means
mondent which was published in yesterj of repjy? and can be taken for granted 

jiay’s issue of this journal, dealing withl ^ba^. ^be japanese air arm will be brought 
China s military chances in the light on fupy jnto play in the approaching battle, 
the new armies being laised and the may be that for some days the Japan
moral training being given them, may be esc wd| remain more or less in their 
taken to represent the general lun of present positions, with quite possibly a 
Chinese hopes in this city. Military Chinese ascendancy here and there by 
reverses to date have been excused on the reason of the Japanese need to gather 
ground that most of the troops in the adequate strength for the task in hand, 
field have been ill-equipped provincials, but when the big clash does occur it wil] 
lacking discipline and moral stamina. It be of vuaj import and waged with all the 
is claimed that the Central Government power which the Japanese have been able 
forces are more or less intact and that to ■ muster. Practically all the territory 
those forces there are being added vast I north of the Lunghai Railway as far west 
numbers of recruits not only trained in : as ^be peking-Hankow Railway will be 
modern warfare but instilled with discip- affected by the outcome, for once astride 
line and moral fervour for the defence of 
their country. Whether these hopes and 
the truth of the reports behind them are 
found to be justified and proved must 
remain to be seen, but it must be 
recognized that an efficiently trained and 
organized army cannot be raised over
night, that war material cannot be 
instantly replaced and distributed, and 
that in the matter of officership there is 
a great difficulty to be overcome. From 
the armaments point of view Japan is 
and must continue to remain very much 
superior, while her military commanders' 
and the highly developed organization 
which lies behind them constitute an 
advantage which China cannot hope in 
the course of this campaign to catch up ( 
with. It takes many years of steady 
building to create an effective modern 
military machine and well-informed 
military observers are of the opinion that

’ China cannot make up the leeway in time 
to prevent Japanese occupation of any 
chosen objective. With regard to the 
impending struggle for the control of the 
important Lunghai Railway, along which 
line the Chinese have been massing an 
extremely large army in positions which 
have been well prepared for defence, it 
is pointed out that if the Chinese were, ture and the known relatively small

the Lunghai line there are no great 
physical obstacles to be overcome. And 
with the Japanese working up north
wards from the 

’chow and with a 
i effected another 
would fall under 
trol. All reports from Hankow during 
the past few days have stressed the 
strengthening and reorganization of 
Chinese troops in what has now become 
the main theatre of war, and the outcome 
of this phase of hostilities will be watch
ed with interest and concern by all.

The newly-appointed Chinese Minis
ter of Economics, Mr. Oong Wen-hao, has 
just outlined the measures contemplated

by the Central Government in order to 
bring the economic equipment of the 
country into alignment with the needs of 
national defence, and he stated that 
China can now only finance the war out 
of her foreign credit balances. These, he 
stated^ were sufficient to meet all require-*  
ments for a long time to come. On^ 
cannot help wondering just how long, in । 
view of the tremendous discrepancy I iZ 
there must be to-day between the Gov*  | 
ernment’s current receipts and expendi-»

Yangtze towards Hsu- 
possible junction being 
big slice of territory 
Japanese military con-

unable to hold such natural barriers as 
the Yellow River and the mountainous 

I country to the south and east of Tsinan 
j they are not likely to be able to hold the 
great east to west railway once the 
Japanese have consolidated themselves on 
the line itself at a point south of Tsining 
in the region of Hsuchow. The import
ance of such a point is so obvious, especi-

liquid capital funds of which China waà 
possessed at the outbreak of hostilities. 
Unless a great deal of credit is being 
obtained from foreign sellers the credit 
balances will be badly eaten into and, in 
view of Japan’s determination to wage 
this war until the anti-Japanese régime 
either changes its attitude or is replaced 

unuu ui outn a. fjunu io ou uuviuuo, copcvi- i by another, the prospect is that China will 
ally as regards East Shantung and North be financially in difficulties as well as 
Kiangsu, that the Japanese are expected militarily defeated. The above is not 
to make a concentrated bid for its pos- written for the purpose of dashing Chi-», 
session, and, by reason of the fact that nese hopes but to present important con*]  
Chinese forces variously estimated at siderations which appear to observers toi
between 100,000 and 300,000 have been be decisive in their cumulative effect! 
bunched to offset the threat, it is anti- The iength of time which it will take for 
cipated that operations in this region willfaR the factors to exert their full force 
be of almost decisive character. General! depends upon the course of quite immedi- 
Li Tsung-jen, the Kwangsi leader, is inl«te events, but those who are in a posi*  
charge of this campaign, having a number ion to make impartial and trustworthy 
of well-known Generals as subordinates, Assessment are of no two opinions as to 
and if what is now regarded as being the Bhe finaf outcome if China and Japan can 
best troops left intact do suffer serious find no other way to settle their differ- 
reverse it will not be much other than a ences than that of a prolonged war.
walk along the railway in a westerly
direction for the Japanese forces.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 24, 1938

ON WINNING FIGHTS
TT took old Nathan Bedford Forrest, the uncouth genius 
I of the American Confederate cavalry, to sum up the 
essence of the science of strategy in one ungrammatical line 
—"“Git thar fust with the most men.”

Acting on his own maxim, Forrest was a terror to 
federal generals throughout the war. And ever since then, 
military men have agreed that his terse slogan was all of 
the law and most of the prophets, as far as the art of 
making war is concerned.

It is interesting, therefore, to see that the United States 
army. is spending a good deal of money to make sure 
that in any future war it will be able to do what General 
Forrest advised.

* ¥ *
A few weeks ago the U.S. army’s new “streamlined” 

infantry division completed important test maneuvers in 
Texas. This division is a far cry from the cumbersome 
foot-slogging divisions of World War days. It has some 
13,000 men, against the World War strength of 22,000. 
Instead of the World War division s complement of 6,7001 
horses and mules, it has slightly more than 1,500 automo
biles. i

To see what it could do, this motorized division pretend
ed that an invading army was established 300 miles away, 
near Mineral Wells, Tex. The division hopped in its trucks, 
got to the scene of the “war” in one day, spent the next 
day in out-maneuvering and defeating Sts unmotorized 
opponent, and got back to its base on the third day—having 
completed a stunt utterly beyond the possibilities for any 
pre-gasoline age army.

You may be sure that this demonstration will be prayer
fully studied by army authorities, both in the U.S. and 
abroad. It is a broad hint that the old attributes of fluidity 
and quick movement may be restored to armies—things 
which were conspicuous by their absence in the World War.

Ÿ * ¥
And this has a meaning for civilians as well as for 

soldièrs. For there is a chance that motorized armies will 
make future wars a little less frightful and destructive, 
simply by making them shorter and using fewer men to 
fight them.

The World War was colossally and unbelievably destruc
tive of life and treasure largely because armies moved at 
a snail’s pace. No general could hope to “git thar fust with 
the most men” because it took a week to put his army in 
motion, and because numbers of both sides were almost 
unlimited.

Armies that depend on quick movement and mechanized 
hitting power rather than on slow-moving numbers should 
change that sort of thing. The war of attrition is the most 
costly and terrible of all jyars, as we all have tragic reason 
to know. If military science is at last finding a way to 
restore the lost art of strategy, the dreadful record of the 
World War may never be repeated.

ÿ
However, a war strategy which is good for the United 

States probably is riot sound for a country such as China, 
as results of the present Sino-Japanese conflict in recent 
months have proved. The extensive network of good roads 
which runs from one end of the United States to the other, 
both east and west and north and south, permits the wide
spread use of mechanized units. In China, where highways 
are comparatively few and where railroad mileage is 
relatively small compared to the size of the country, other 
problems are presented to those directing military opera
tions.

t k Apparently the most effective results in opposing the 
Japanese since the beginning of hostilities have been achieved 
in areas where strictly guerilla tactics have been employed. 
Many competent observers of the war in China have come 
to the conclusion that China’s best fighting .course is not to 
literally wade into the fight with both fists flying 
and to stand up to the opponent and take all the punishment 
he has to offer, but to indulge in those tactics which Tunney 
employed so successfully in his historic championship battles 
against Jack Dempsey. Tunney literally “danced” himself 
into possession of the championship belt.

I It is strategy of this sort, many observers believe, that 
may prove in future months most embarrassing to the

I Japanese military machine. The Nipponese might be com
pared to Jack Dempsey, who had a terrific punch that was 
deadly to any boxer who allowed himself to get within range 
of it. Tunney, however, in both his fights with the Dempsey,, 

I kept well out of range of this knock-out blow. He was able to 
do this because he had trained himself to run backwards with 

I great agility and exceptional endurance, meanwhile getting in J 
I short jabs of his own when the opportunity offered. After! 
! 15 rounds Tunney won the fights on points. They were|
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literally wade into the fight with both fists flying 
and to stand up to the opponent and take all the punishment 
he has to offer, but to indulge in those tactics which Tunney 
employed so successfully in his historic championship battles 
against Jack Dempsey. Tunney literally “danced” himself 
into possession of the championship belt.

It is strategy of this sort, many observers believe, that 
may prove in future months most embarrassing to the 
Japanese military machine. The Nipponese might be com
pared to Jack Dempsey, who had a terrific punch that was 
deadly to any boxer who allowed himself to get within range 
of it. Tunney, however, in both his fights with the Dempsey, 
kept well out of range of this knock-out blow. He was able to 
do this because he had trained himself to run backwards with 
great agility and exceptional endurance, meanwhile getting in 
short jabs of his own when the opportunity offered. After 
15 rounds Tunney won the fights on points. They were 
not hair-raising spectacles for a sports fan, but the import! 
ant thing is that Tunney won—he outlasted a stronger mas 
and beat him through the use of pure strategy. Very similai 
fighting methods, many observers believe, will win the wal 
for China in time. 1
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.25,1938.

At A Beginning
A LTHOUGH WRITTEN for publication two 

** mob ths ago, Nathaniel Peffer’s article re
produced on this page today is as true now æ 
is was then in its fundamental conclusion thaï 
thé war in China has hardly yet begun. Sue! 
facts as have corrie to light since then, such as 
thé extension of Chinese Red Army flank-and- 
guerilla strategy to take in the whole National 
Army, only lend confirmation.

In many respects Mr. Peffer traverses 
ground already covered by this newspaper since 
the beginning of hostilities. He points out, as 
we did at the time, the Impossibility of regard
ing Shanghai as a point of real defense. The 
unexpected success of the Chinese forces here 
caused a too-prolonged occupation which from 
the Chinese view tutrièd out to be a costly error 
except as a moral gesture. Even there the value 
was doubtful, for while the three months of 
staunch resistance gained great publicity both 
in China and abroad, it caused the eventual 
retreat (by an army too shattered to hold what 
should have been the real first lines between 
Shanghai and Nanking) to come as a defeat 
rather than the strategic withdrawal to pre
pared positions which it should have been.

At any rate, the lessons learned by Chinese 
military leaders thus far seem to have been 
efficacious in showing the need for new meansj 
of dealing with Japan's better-equipped armiesi 
AS Mr. Peffer .puts it, “the only strategy onf. 
which China has any hope of success is being 
executed” or rather it will be executed from 
sômetimé this spring when the training of 
necessary replenishments has been farther ad
vanced and the new technique has begun to be 
assimilated.

population was, as always, depressed. Foreign 
trade had boomed for some years but living 
levels had gone down. The “February mutiny” 
had caused the services to suffer a lasting loss 
of prestige with the general public. All the 
fun had gone out of the Manchuria affair and 
its cost was beginning to irk those who had 
previously hoped for population outlet and rich 
income without competition with any Japan
ese products.

Of course the start of war in China changed 
all this—apparently. Problems were instantly 
swept awày and everybody united in a com
mon bond. The religious fervor of conflict 
resolved all differences—so it seemed. No sacri
fice was too great for a people who were re
converted to a dynamic concept of their inter
national destiny.

It could be no other way. But if the war 
is protracted, and continuously costly, can 
Japan's leaders maintain what is in essence an 
abnormal attitude even for Japan? That can
not yet be answered. As we (and Mr. Peffer) 
have said, while many of us think of this affair > 
as well along, the truth is that it is still only 
at its start. All that has gone before was in 
its general outline anticipated. The period of 
imponderables is now about to open, and that 
will be the period which will tell thé real story 
of whether Japan can pull through the gamble 
or begin inexorably to lose, and lose ... to! 
what conclusion none can now foresee. I

Japan will be compelled to keep in China 
a far larger army than the Japanese are even 
yçt willing to admit, if China executes the new 
strategy (old strategy to the Red Army) with 
anything like the efficiency that the Chinese 
Communists employed such strategy against 
the Rational Government forces for years. By 
the same token,, Japan may be regarded as just 
at the beginning of her period of real financial 
outlay~bn a long-term basis. All that has been 
done and spent up to now was “in the cards” 
after a fashion, although of course it was hoped 
last summer that the trouble could be localized 
in North China—but upon the whole the pos-< 
sibility of large-scale operations was always 
realized, yet always realized with a set terminal 
paint in mind. Japan was ready to mount the 
tiger but she expected to dismount from a 
cowed animal within a relatively near future.

The pinch of war has not yet been really 
felt in Japan while the unifying and exultant 
side of the conflict has reached and probably! 
passed its peak. Before Lukouchiao, Japan was 
feeling a vast variety of aches and pains in 
the body politic as well as economic. The army 
had taken a bad beating at the polls. The farm
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Èrom "Tie North-China Daily News, Shanghai, January 1, 1938.

If that is true no reason] 
for if ever a com-

A TRAGIC AFFAIR
The shocking assassination of Mr. Loh Pah- ■ 

hong on Thursday afternoon inspires the fear 
that another one of the frequent epidemics of 
assassination is about to befall Shanghai- A 
rumour is extant that Mr. Lo was killed fora 

(patriotic motives.
I would possibly be worse, 
fmunity needed the wise guidance of its leadersl 
it is the IChinese community in the unhappy! 
circumstances with which it is beset. The ’ 
victim of this outrage was a man whose many 
services to his oWn people made him an out
standing figure in Shanghai, and his record 
shows he was one who never ceased from doing 
good. If, indeed, he was preparing to be one 
Of the seven Chinese men to stand between the 
needs of the civilian population of Shanghai, 
and the military necessities of Japan, it is not 

, even then to be believed that he was actuated 
by any unpatriotic motive. In this connection it 
should be remembered that in the Great War in 
Belgium, and certain occupied parts of France, 
Belgian and French leaders did come between 
the civil population and the military occupants 
of,the -areas involved, and, without any stain 
upon their patriotism, rendered services to their 
own people the value of which cannot be over
estimated. In this case, in view of the man’s 
career, is it not to- be thought that he was 
again seeking how best to serve his suffering 
countrymen? They may very well say that they 
need no such assistance, and refuse to co
operate with whatever organization is being 
contemplated, but to go further than that and 
murder these men who may be guided by the 
best possible motives, is to assilme a right of 
judgment which the dictates of law and order 
must .speedily deny. Hot-headed patriotism 
may be all very well in its way, but it is the 

’ calm, clear thinking man who best serves his 
. country, and a campaign of assassination may 
do the Chinese people in this area an infinite 
amount of harm. For that reason it is to be 
hoped that the culprits will speedily be brought 
to justice, and that proper punishment will be 
meted out- The interests of millions of Chinese 
in Shanghai demand that this shall foe done, and 
that if the guilty persons are apprehended the 
Courts will take such action as may be reason^ 

.ably expected of them.
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A CRUEL MURDER

Widespread and genuine regret will 
be felt at the assassination ôî Mr. Loh Pa- 
hong, one of the prominent business, 
civic, and Romaq^vathol/c leaders of 
Shanghai. .Shot dAd by two men in the ' 
guise of orhnge^ hawkers as he was about 
to enter the hc^ise of his brother-in-law, 
the deceased’s name had lately been linked 
with the proposed new Shanghai Citizen’s 
Civic Association which is being inaugur
ated for the purpose of giving Chinese 
direction to and collaboration with an 
attempt to reinstitute Chinese civic 
activities for the benefit of the many 
thousands of Chinese now in Shanghai 
and wholly without leadership. Whether 
the crime was connected with what might 
have been considered a “doubtful” poli
tical movement, or whether it had some 
other and private origin, is still being 
made the subject of official investigation, 
but, no matter what might be the result 
of that inquiry, the fact remains that an 
outstanding figure has been removed in 
manner which has shocked the whole 
community. The record of Mr. Loh’s life, 
his constant endeavour to forward 
philanthropic and educational works, his 
personal generosity to all good causes, 
and his exceedingly high place in the 
Roman Catholic Church make fulsome 
eulogy quite unnecessary. The manner of 
his living remains the highest tribute 
that could be paid, and his death under 
such tragic circumstances is widely and 
deeply mourned. If the murder of Mr.

i Loh was in any way connected with the 
new Civic Association now being formed 
it is a matter for the greatest concern by 
all Chinese in this city. The need for1 
Chinese leaders to come’ forward and 
identify themselves with efforts to bring 
about a return to normality both within 
and without the foreign-controlled areas s 
is one of the most urgent and patent | 

। to-day. If there is going to be discerned 
some “traitorous” political intent among 
those who possess the courage and 
intelligence to get on with the job of civic 
endeavour in the circumstances prevail
ing to-day then there will be sad and 
costly delay in bringing us back to a 
healthier condition than that in which we 
are now living. Whether we like or not, 
Chinese officialdom and civic leadership 

, n and around Shanghai has been dis
placed by the disastrous course of events 
luring the past few months and there 
must be a coming forward among the 
leading Chinese still here if a serious | 
situation is to be prevented from going 

Ifrom bad to. worse or if leadership is to 
be kept in truly worthy hands. A great 
many Chinese recognize this, although 
there has been diffidence shown in 
assuming responsibility themselves 
because of unfair and obstructionist 
allegations likely to be hurled at them by 
unthinking and malicious “patriots.” This 

i is a problem for the Chinese themselves 
to tackle, and it is to be hoped that 
intimidation will not be allowed to thwart 
whatever honest movement there is 
among those whose sense of duty is strong 
enough to rise above the passions of the 

I moment. -
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, January 3, 1938.

HANGHAI TERRORISTS \ 
î The incidents in the International^ 
Settlement during the New Year holidays 
show that we are living more or less on 
top of a volcano for the actual position 
is apparently that we can never know 
when some serious action by Chinese 
terrorists may cause loss of life and limb 
to innocent persons and lead to very 
serious repercussions. The extraordinary 
position of Shanghai as a kind of neutral, 
island enveloped by a sea of Japanese? 
military forces makes % the situation, 
extremely dangerous. It is not to be, 
expected that the Japanese military can 
consent to sit down “outside the gates,” 
so to speak, and watch their fellow 
nationals shot down and bombed. It 
follows, therefore, in the interests of all, 
that terrorism by Chinese in the foreign [ 
settlements • must cease and that theV 
foreign authorities must proceed to the! 
sternest measures to secure this end. The 
emergency proclamation now issued by J 
the Shanghai Municipal Council is a 
warning to terrorists that we hope will 
prove effective, but if it does not, we have 
no doubt that the foreign authorities will 
find means to proceed to even stronger 
measures. It must be understood by the 
Chinese population of Shanghai that the 
foreign authorities have not the slightest. 
intention of letting this city fall into a, 
state of anarchy—whatever may be the 
conditions in other parts of China. In

I connection with the munder of Mr. Loh 
j Pa-hong, we remarked in these columns 
that it is to be hoped that no intimidation 

| will be allowed to thwart whatever honest 
i movement there may be to take leadership 
[among those Chinese whose sense of duty 
■ is strong enough to rise above the passions 
of the moment. We repeat the hope. It 

; is reported that the leading Chinese public 
bodies here have met and decided to dis

have occurred, increases the belief that 
careful preparation went before the actual

• commission of the acts. InxalJ probability 
the organization is made up*  of ex-soldiers 
and former political agitator^ who have 
received instructions from some quarter 
or other to do their best by acttf'of violence 
to prevent any kind of reconstruction in 

j the areas around Shanghai which are 
'under Japanese military occupation at 
ithe present time. These persons must be 
ferreted out by the police and, in 
accordance with the new emergency 
proclamation, expelled from the Interna
tional Settlement. It cannot be expected 
that the foreign authorities should give 
sanctuary to any persons who have the 
intention of upsetting peace and order 
here, and the terrorists had better make 
up their minds rightaway that they will 
come to a bad end unless they obey the 
law. No-one wants to see any harsh 
measures adopted towards the Chinese, 
many of whom have suffered so greatly 
as a result of the war, but it is obvious 
that if terrorism continues some restric
tions will have to .be ipaposed over and 
above the curfew and the liability to 
house-to-house searches. It should be 
made abundantly clear that crimes 
committed in Shanghai cannot have the 
slightest influence upon any of the 
issues that may exist between the 
Chinese and Japanese Governments and 
in the long run their consequences must 
rebound upon the heads of the Chinese 
population. A determined effort should be 
made by everyone concerned to put an 
end to an unpleasant and dangerous 
situation.

approve the organization of the Shanghai 
Citizens’ Civic Association, a proposed 
Chinese organization of a non-political 
character aiming at a revival of business 
and communications. It is understood, 
however, that these public bodies, which 
include the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce, Shanghai Civic Association (an 
organization formerly headed by Mr. Tu 
Yueh-sen who is not now in Shanghai), 
the Shanghai General Labour Union, and 
the Shanghai College Professors’ Associa
tion, have decided to organize a Joint 
Office. It might be possible, therefore, for ■ 
this Office to undertake some sort of | 
organization among the Chinese public, i 
although, of course, it would have to be 
entirely free from any political ! 
characteristics and without Connection

' with the “National” Government which ; 
; has now no control over these areas.

There is no doubt that there are 
organized terrorist gangs in the foreign 
settlements here and the nature of the 
crimes ' committed during the past week 
suggest that there is probably one single 
organization behind them whith carefully 
directs aperations. The timing of several 
of the incidents, and the points where they
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From TEe China Press, Shanghai, Januaiy 1, 1936.

' ‘‘VIRTUALLFWrHWF-WrEKNMENT?’^

CONSIDERABLE interest has been aroused in both 
Chinese and foreign circles by the interview given to 

a representative of this paper by Mr. Yung Chung-ching, 
well-known Chinese industrialist in Shanghai. Mr. Yung- 
revealed that he was taking a leading part in the promotion 
pf $ new organisation, known as the “Shanghai Citteens’ 
Association/’ the avowed object of which is to assist in 
rehabilitating the war atfected areas in and round Shanghai.’ 

No one who is acquainted with the pitiable conditions*  
of the war victims now crowding in the International Settle
ment and the French Concession can fail to appreciate the 
laudable motives of Mr. Yung and his associates in forming- 
such an organization. It is evident that they all mean 
well and must be given credit on that account. But Mr. 
Yung’s statement that the proposed organization is without j 

,any political significance does not vseem to be convincing.) 
Its work, as outlined by Mr. Yung, is primarily the function 
of either an elected or appointed administrative body, which 
can not be adequately fulfilled by a body of influential 
citizens representing private interests.

In the course of the interview, Mr. Yung made several 
remarks which have definitely a political meaning. For 
instance, he asserted: “China is virtually a nation without 
a government.” Mr. Yung is perfectly free to view the 
present national situation in whatever lig’ht he likes and to 
say whatever he thinks fit. In point of fact, however, we 
believe that neither Chinese nor foreigners will subscribe 
to his statement.

It is true that the National Government has removed 
its seat from Nanking, but the location of the seat of a 
government is certainly no determining factor of its 
existence or non-existence. The Government has a perfect 
right to choose whatever locality as its seat during the 
present national emergency, and its temporary removal does 
not justify such a sweeping generalization as that made by 
Mr. Yung.

In the present national crisis, the determining factor 
of the existence of the Government is most assuredly public 
support. As far as this matter is concerned, the National 
Government commands and enjoys such public support to 
the fullest extent, no matter where it is located at any 

.particular time. Furthermore, internationally, the National 
• Government is still the only legal government in China, and 
! recognized as such by ail the foreign Powers. Weighed by 
these indisputable facts, Mr. Yung’s assertion is an 
^unfortunate misrepresentation, to say the least.
y Despite Mr. Yung’s explanations, the status of the 
proposed new organization is still ambiguous. Unless Mr. 
Yung and his associates can make its position clearer and 
obtain official approval from the Chinese Government of its 
formation, merely to compare it to the Shanghai Chamber 
of Commerce or the Shanghai Civic Association will hardly 
inaiœ for understanding. And it is highly questionable il 
such airing of political views as that indulged by Mr. Yung 
which are decidedly embarrassing to the Chinese Govern 
ment and people, will advance the cause which he and his 
co-workers have so much at heart.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, January 3, 1938.

r~PHE wounding on Saturday of fqur Japanese soldiers im 
1 the International Settlement following closely the as

sassination of Mr. Loh Pa-hông has naturally given rise to 
considerable anxiety on the part of the law-abiding resi
dents of all -nationalities. Whether the two incidents were 
related in authorship or whether they are pure coincidences, 
no one is in a position to tell. From the standpoint of the; 
two foreign administrative authorities, the incidents must be I 
looked upon as serious breaches of the peace, and the public! 
.sympathy must go to them in their effort to unravel the 
causes behind the two occurrences which have helped to 
render their task doubly arduous of preserving order and 
tranquility in an already difficult situation.

It may be emphasized here that the people of Shanghai । 
are divided into various schools of thought and belief on 
account of their national aspirations or because of their 
personal interests, and that accordingly there obtains now 
more than ever a conflict of views which may at times find 
expression in extra-judicious activities. Even among the 
Chinese residents differences of opinion have been enter
tained by the most patriotic elements. It would be indeed 
regrettable to suppose that every one who advocates re
sistance is an ardent patriot with no personal axe to grind, 
and that conversely every one who advocates peace is a 
downright traitor without a shred of conscience.

In times of war such as we are passing through, it 
takes only mere bravado to talk of war and real courage 
to think in terms of peace. Just as wars are sometimes 
inevitable, so is peace the logical conclusion of war. The 
main question is that of time. Some may think that peace 
should be sought for once the gallantry of the Chinese de
fenders is established ; others would prefer to see the entire 
country laid to ruins before they may, without sting of 
conscience, begin to turn their thoughts to peace. No one 
in his right frame of mind would ever suggest that war will 
go on*  forever and that peace may be postponed indefinitely. 
Thus we may conclude that, while all Chinese are presumed 
to be patriotic, they need not and cannot all think alike.j 
Mutual tolerance is required today more than at any other; 
time in the history of the Republic, and only through free 
expressions of opinion and exchange of views may the bestj 
interests of the nation be best served. |

It is ontthe basis of such mutual tolerance that one' 
should proceed to judge individuals either by their utter
ances or by their action. In the present Sino-Japanese war 
the Chinese have lost enormously in resources and man 
power. These can be and will be replaced once peace comes. 
There is something far more valuable than both, and that 
is the traditional Chinese sense of personal freedom of be
lief. In Chipese^histpry there lias been 
persecution or political prosecution. This is a record of ; 
which all Chinese may be proud, and it is a record which all 
Chinese^mpst strive.fo preserve as much as, if not more 
than, their national territory.

The assassination of Mr. Loh Pa-hong has been at
tributed in some quarters to political motives and particu
larly to his connection with the so-called Shanghai Citizens’ 
Association. We do not know whether this explanation is 
correct, but we hope it is not. Mr. Loh had been an outstand
ing character in this. community both for his industry and 
his’?rqlfgipu3 piety of which the best evidence is; the long 
list of achievements to his credit in the field of charity and ! 
philanthropy.. His death will, .doubtless be mourned by 
countless refugees, orphans and the 'aged, and behind him 
he had left a full and useful career.

little religious
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We cite the case of Mr. Loh, not particularly for the re
grettable crime committed against him, but because his 
fate may become the fate of others who, like him, may be 
persuaded to serve their compatriots in this moment of 
national crisis. There is no doubt but the many un
scrupulous individuals would like to fish in troubled waters; 
there fe equally no doubt but that honest Chinese may find it 
an opportune moment to render this community distinguish
ed services without prejudicing their national interests in the 
armed'conflict.

It must be borne in mind that the question of Chinese 
representation in Shanghai is a vital and urgent one. Either 
responsible and respectable Chinese will come forward to 
undertake the thankless and irksomq task or “puppets” may 
be "counted upon to betray the Chinese interests at the 
earliest possible moment. A choice between the two classes 
of Chinese will have to be made, inasmuch as things in an 
international city like Shanghai will not be permitted to 
drift indefinitely.

It would-seem the better part of discretion to suffer, 
if not to encourage, Chinese civic leaders to assume the! 
responsibility for maintaining peace and order among thei 
Chinese and to represent the Chinese interests, without re
cognizing the military anomaly within the local area. As 
pointed out previously in these columns, the Chinese Rate
payers’ Association would seem to be the logical organ 
through which Chinese views! may be expressed. Its 
leaders have refrained from participating in the local pro
blems, probably for fear of the fate which has been Mr. Loh’s ; 
in their absence some concrete measures will have to be 
evolved, if the Chinese interests in Shanghai are to be pro
tected as they should be.

If threats to personal safety may be removed; it may 
not be impossible to seek a formula by which the respected 
Chinese citizens may be prevailed upon to serve a local ■ 
cause. Their co-operation will be more readily for the i 
forthcoming if they can be assured of no untoward incidents ; 
between the Japanese and Chinese such as those which occurr- ' 
ed on Saturday. In other words, while the Japanese are 
entitled to move freely within the International Settle- 

- ment in principle, the march of armed soldiers may be 
wisely avoided to prevent further incidents. The Japanese 
must be as anxious as the others to see Shanghai held im- । 
rnune from further trouble and should be willing to con
tribute their share toward that end.

The international character of Shanghai must be fully 
recognized by the Chinese and the Japanese. Both national 
groups in a spirit of co-operation may have to forego full 

t expression of their national sentiments, so that the neutral 
atmosphere of this community may not be further im
paired—an atmosphere which may yet prove useful when 
the time arrives for both countries not to engage in war but 
to negotiate for peace.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.3,1938 

7*  Grim Logic In Policy the “scorched earth” frame is the destruction 

WHETHER one agrees with certain recenf of clllnese properties.
Chinese actions or no, these actions at Tlie Shanghai Times talks of “needless and 

least deserve credit for a consistency and anÂcostjly spoliation by retreating Chinese forces” 
! intelligibility in terms of set policy which haJat HanSchow, and of the dynamiting of the 
not been accorded thus far by the local press! electric light works it is asked: “What for?

Among the actions to which we refer may • ; ' ^aPanese army does not mind in any 
be numbered the destruction of Japanese mills yital way its task defeating the oppos- 
and even Chinese municipal and other pro- ing ^orces’ operates over a ruined or à fairly 
perty at Tsingtao, the dynamiting of the nitaftt country-side; the difference between the 

? Hangchow electric light works, and the assas- ^w0 can have little effect upon the outcome of 
Isination of Mr. Loh Pa-hong. military operations . . . Destruction for de-
i it has oeen pointed out with full justice struction’s„sake is not the spirit in which to 
that the mills were consumers of Shantung * • • 
cotton and employers of Chinese labor, that, n is not the sPirit in which the Chinese 
the Chinese property was just that, Chinese^6 operating in this matter nor do they have 
property, that the electric light plant wasi^ slightest idea that the Japanese army, 
valuable., and that Mr. Loh was a philanth- which has stupidly contributed its own quota 
ropist and a prominent business, civic and Gf destruction, minds. In terms of the cen- 
Christian leader. But it is quite unintelligent tral Plan is a11 the same the Japanese 
to end the matter there and with pious horror for a while are €ven Pleased over destruction 
to deplore all as wanton and senseless waste. in China. As a matter of fact, those Japan-1 
Waste there has certainly been, but it was not who are trying to devise means of making] 
wanton in the meaning of lack of reason and|the china machine work are far from pleased; 
it was not senseless in the meaning of lack oflthey know- as the commentators seem not to 
settled policy know, how immensely their task is weighed:

To be brief, the policy of Chinese leaders! down by such tactics on the Part of the chln-i 

is to render Japanese-occupied China a ruined ese> and theV increasingly realize that their 
machine, not merely unproductive but costly chances to win in their race against time are 
to those in occupation. They want no useful, becoming slimmer because of the non
material to pass into Japanese hands-and Productive nature of the areas they are taking 
that must include’ human material. over-

With reference to destruction of properties Probably these factors will become clearer 
before withdrawal (as we all saw done in Cha- f”om the present onwards, for there are rea-, 
pei, for example, and the Civic Center), the sons to believe that more conservative Japan-[ 
phrase “scorched earth” has been aptly coin- ese see dang€r signals set against Pressing, 
ed. The Chinese want Japan to inherit only military conquest much farther and they want] 
a desert waste. This can be and obviously is above a11 t0 begin to lighten the weight of 
now being logically extended to include Chin- rulnoUs cost to themselves as well as to extract 
ese leadership in the occupied areas. There EOme revenue from china if P°ssible- That is 
seems reason to believe that the assassination whcre the deadly efficacy of the chinese Plan 
of Mr. Loh was in effect an execution, de-l wiil begin to show ifcself more and more as the 
signed not merely to remove this individual)fateful months pass, 
but also through its dramatic effect (and the 
high repute of the victim) to convey a solemn, 
rwell-understood warning to other influential 
men that they had best not work either direct
ly for the Japanese or even merely within 
'their sphere of occupation. g

This iff grimly realistic thinking but itj 
cannot be logically _ opposed, however one's! 
humanitarian*  instincts may be outraged. Wei 
say tills in no sense of condoning. We take 
no position in the matter save that with re
ference to Chinese policies as with reference 
to Japanese policies,, it seems to us a con
tribution to understanding—and thus perhaps 
to eventual solution of this whole perplexing 
dilemma—that plain facts be plainly stated 
without unfairness, exaggeration or hysteria.

We do not believe, candidly, that much ! 
local comment at present has a great deal 
of real value when such matters as this are 
under discussion. The obvious course has been 
taken in dealing with the assassination of Mr. 
Loh. His death is deplored, as it may vrell be 
if merely personal factors are considered, and 
the affair is dismissed as an insane outrage. 
The Ncrth-Chinà Daily News suggests that 
Mr. Loh was “again seeking liow best to serve 
his suffering countrymen”—true enough so far 
as immediate local issues are concerned, but 
completely out of line with the frame of 
national policy. The Shanghai Times thinks 

to come 
identify themselves with efforts 

return to both
within the foreign-controlled
areas — for seems not

is one the 
goes far- 

many 
although there has been
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The Ncrth-Chinâ Daily News suggests that 
Mr. Loh was “again seeking how best to serve 
his suffering countrymen”—true enough so far 
as immediate local issues are concerned, but 
completely out of line with the frame of 
national policy. The Shanghai Times thinks 
that “the need for Chinese leaders to come 
forward and identify themselves with efforts 
to bring about a return to normality both 
within and without the foreign-controlled 
areas tsic—Nantao, for example, seems not 
regarded as “foreign-controlled”] is one of the k 

i
most urgent and patent today” and goes far
ther by suggesting that “a great many Chin
ese recognize this, although there has been 
diffidence shown in assuming responsibility 
themselves because of unfair and obstruction
ist allegations likely to be hurled at them by 
unthinking end malicious ‘patriots’ ...” î

All this completely ignores, or perhaps fails gl 
to apprehend, the settled official Chinese || 
attitude—far from “unthinking,” at any rate! 3 
—that not merely thé Chinese armies., but 3. 
the whole Chinese people, should in every pos- K 
sible way render the path of the invader 
thorny, even at a cost of intense suffering to 
themselves. This is the toughest, most hard- 
boiled policy we have ever seen put into effect 
by any country in history with the single 
general exception of such aggressive nations 
as Japan which go all in on a policy of con-jj 
quest. In other words it is a policy of rc-^ ' 
distance with real teeth, likewise claws; re
sistance aimed at Japan’s economic basis which 
Is vulnerable to China as Japan’s armies are 
not.

COserve how the destruction of all produc- 
tive properties fits into this picture. The|p& V 
Tsingtao mills sum up in rather complex 
fashion, for we have in that not only the gen
eral “scorched earth” policy but also a sign of 
decision that peace cannot be made, and like
wise a retaliation for the .unflinching exercise 
of that phase of Japanese policy calling for 
the breaking of China’s economic power. (As 
we have tried to bring oiit, the hard-boiled 
attitude is certainly not restricted to the Chin
ese side!) More simple and obviously within 
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From Tbe Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.31,1938.

autocratic he was also semi-benevolent and save 
for the war, only assassination would have been 
at all likely to put any sudden terminus to his 
career.

What is more, although Han’s shifty tactics 
resulted in failure to “start something” in 
Shantung at the time of the Shanghai out
burst, no one seems to have been convinced he 
was engaging in any premeditated treachery. 
Had that been the case he might not only have 
protected himself from falling into the hands 
of his Government and being taken off to Han
kow and doom, but he might have received a 

, fat post as puppet of the Japanese who candidly 
! display their need of just such men as he or 
better.

Not for the first'time, a by no means wholly 
bad man has provided a salutary pubic example. 
That has proved a shock to China but by no 
means an unconstructive sort, of shock. The 
Chinese tend to be easy-going, but now there 
is a strong impulse (starting from the Shanghai 
resistance of 1932, and the New Life Movement) 
toward emulation of western discipline.

From the Government’s standpoint it was 
excellent policy to throw Han on the pyre of 

I “scorched earth policy”. As usual, matters 
were well organized politically and there was 
nothing to fear, while on the contrary Hankow 
gains immensely in prestige by putting into 
s-ern practice the theories it has so assiduously 
been preaching. Han had been talked about 
just a little too long; the facts of Shantung, 
including how Han was run-around in provid
ing the $300,000,000 Japanese bonfire at Tsing^ 
tao, were too transparent; it was time to show 
that when the Government laid down policies 
it was a case of no blur, no show-off: The 
public and officialdom are being given new 
ideas by the minute and here is a big one, with 
ithe moral driven well home.

The Lesson Of Han
'T'HE “LIQUIDATION” of General Han Fu-chu;

of Shantung, upon which we have already! 
commented, deserves an additional word in the 
light of long-range policy.

General Han died as a traitor yet it is ob-i 
vious enough that nothing of the sort could] 
ever have happened had it not been for nationj 
al emergency. As we have pointed out, he was 
unlucky in his time. By former standards he 
was not a bad man; by present theories he 
classed as a ‘‘semi-modern warlord” and it is 
risky to be half-way between old and new. The 
warlord concept in China is deader than a 
mackrel, reports to the contrary notwithstand
ing, and this period of war is giving it the coup 
de grace as nothing else coud have done. Japan 
is indeed serving China though not in precisely 
the ways advertised!

Of the six charges preferred against General 
Han, on which he was found guilty and ex
ecuted, it rr.v. : be said that by former concepts 
they would have meant nothing. He was ac
cused, justly, of disobeying military orders of 
the Supreme Command; but since when did 
warlords ever worry over orders from any cen
tral command? He was accused, justly, of 
withdrawing troops without authority; but 
warlords have always maneuvered as they saw 
fit, with due regard for their own tender skins, 
Opium sale was a regular source of revenue. 
“Illegal levies”?—no levies were illegal if im
posed; The same for embezzlement. .As to the 
final charge, taking arms from the people of 
Shantung, one of the great complaints of Left 
Wing Communists has been that Nanking con
sistently failed to arm the masses so that they 
could add their weight to the military resist
ance against Japan.

General Han’s position with regard to 
Japan had been suspect from the first and it 
was only this which could have brought him 
into clash with the National Government. His 
little foibles would have been mere subject for 
jest otherwise—indeed, contrasting him with 
his eminent but unlamented predecessor the 
“Dog-Meat General”, the people of Shantung 
coined the nickname “Blue Sky Han”, although 
in China the arts of flattery are not wholly un
known. It is important to note, however, that 
on the whole he was liked or at least felt less 
jpppressiye than others and that while he was'
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, Jan.5,1938

Mr. Roosevelt On Peace In other words, the President wants peace
HPHE FAR EAST appears to have figured enough to fight for it in his fashion. He be- 

; largely in President Roosevelt’s thinking | Heves in plain speech and plain action. While 
previous to his address to Congress despite a J116 has been careful not to advance too far 
decent reticence as to precise ! references, g ahead of a conservative American public 
Weaving together the threads of his thought J opinion, he has kept and is keeping a position 
it is passible to discern an international pat-1 of leadership in dynamic policy. There is no 
tern in harmony with his famous Chicago! confidence in America today that kind thoughts 
speech wherein for the first time he spoke out alone will preserve the world from dog-eat-dog 
strongly against an insular view. conflicts everywhere. Reluctantly but with

When in expressing thanks that the Unit- determination the Chief Executive and his 
ed States was still at peace, he said “It has people are facing facts and acting in accord-, 
been kept at peace despite provocations which j ance with the clear needs of this extraordinary 1 
in other days, because of their seriousness*  world situation. j
could have engendered war”—there can be no American leaders arp correctly determined! 
doubt but that he was speaking of the Panay pot to let “incidents” alone pull them into rash 
and kindred incidents. ' action, and that is a lucky thing dll around.

Mr. Roosevelt pa}d tribute .to America's On the other hand, they are equallv determin- 
“capacity for restrains and a civilized approach to make their stand where they must, and in 
to the purposes of peace,” and his phrases company sharing democratic ideals. That from 
carried a whiplash flicking at unrestraint and some points.of view is a realization which in 
departure frem civilized concepts. Even more certaifi quarters maÿ not be found so fortunate, 
direct was his subsequent remark that “We But. we ^believe it is fortunate from the stand- 
propose to observe as in the past our own point of-preserving the essentials of ciyllizgtfen.. 
treaty obligations/out we cannot be certain ~ "
reciprocity on the part of others who disregard 
treaty obligations ...”

London has been watching Washington 
closely for signs pointing toward greater 
Anglo-American entente and British readers 
are reported to have been considerably en
couraged by the President’s references to de
mocracy. We believe there is justification for 
this view. Mr. Roosevelt certainly was not 
talking for the pleasure of hearing his own 
voice when he said that «it would seem that 
world peace through international agreements 
is most safe in the hands of democratic re
presentative governments—nor was there any 
lack of candor or room for misunderstanding 
when hç further declared that “peace is most 
greatly jeopardized in and by those nations 
where democracy has been discarded or never 
developed.”

In all of this, Mr. Roosevelt further pro
moted his thesis that only an active conscious
ness of the need for participation in world 
affairs can prevent America from finding her
self unexpectedly involved in those affairs at 
a disadvantage to herself. His speech point
ed out that “it becomes the responsibility of 
each nation to 'be strong enough to assure ob
servance of those fundamentals of peaceful 
solutions of conflicts which are the only ulti
mate basis of orderly * existence” and hi J 
actions in calling for a stronger army anJ 
navy., at whatever damage to budget figures! 
show determination to translate theory into! 
action. ' I
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1938.From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury,Shanghai, Jan.16,
-■ — isuimibu Boésu't

Z^HINA EVENTS have obviously played a 
great part recently in swinging American 

public opinion away from isolationist policies, 
in spite of the great ocean separating the 
United States from the Orient.

Our impression is that there is general 
sharing of the view of the Honolulu Star- 
Bulletin that “isolation is for the United States 
impractical—almost as impractically as it is for 
Switzerland, or any other land-locked Eur
opean state.”

True, this organ prodeeds, America hais 
distance and size and abundant natural re
sources, but not one of these nor all addec 
together will spell isolation.

The United States is no more isolated from
Europe and the Orient than the thumb and 
little finger are isolated from each other. As 
they are parts of the hand, so are all nations, 
an integral part of the modern world. Whe
ther finger or thumb is smashed, it hurts just 
the same. There is no such thing as an isolat
ed headache, which can go on aching by itself 
with the xest of the body happy and gay.

What has been called isolation is merely 
minding our own business. It’s not unneigh- 
'borly for people to do that. To let the party 
•get wild next door and its members beat each 
•other up if they want to is not weakness, 
^especially since there are no police anybody 
'can call. It’s just being civilized.

Some avidly grabbed at President Roose
velt’s Chicago speech of October 5 as an 
“abandonment of isolation,” as if we could 

Abandon something we didn’t possess. League 
of Nations lovers doubtless hailed the speech as 
serving notice that Uncle Sam was about to 
join that unsanctified circle of international 
card sharks. In fact, the League the very next 
day .plucked up courage enough to declare 
Japan the aggressor, which was about as much 
comfort to China as telling a flatténed-out 
pedestrian that he was hit by a car.

Prime Minister Chamberlain called the 
speech a “clarion call.” If it was, nobody 
answered. General Chiang Kai-shek, less 
rhetorical, soberly said, “International sym
pathies, though a source of greatest encourage
ment, should not be permitted to awaken fais? 
or ill-grounded hopes”.

When the president made his Chicago 
speech, tw> theories were voiced as to its intent: 
First, that the president, with Rooseveltian 
impetuosity, “abandoned, isolation,” had put 
the United States into an unofficial league of 
nations. The “internationalists” were all for 
this theory.

The other theory waà that the president, 
more cannily, was testing out the attitude of 
Britain, France and other European nations, to 
see how far they would go on trying to curb 
Japan. He was was flying “trial balloons” to 
see how the wind blew.

I Whichever theory is correct—-if either—it 
is now obvious that our administration is not 
going to get very far out on the limb.

The United States can npt abandon isola
tion, for it hasn’t any. Ipmodern world 
every nation has à stakes an rhe welfare of 
every other nation. America may, however, re
main outside the conflict, independent and at 
peace, but that is not isolation.
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From The China Press, Shansi al , January 14, 1938.

...........

THE defeat of the Ludlow war referendum amendment 
to the Constitution of the United States must have*  

been received with great satisfaction by President Roosevelt^ 
as it is by the world at large. The amendment was designed 
to deprive the Chief Executive of the power to declare war 
\and to make national referendum a prerequisite to a de
claration of war.

In expressing his personal views on the impracticability 
of the procedure as envisaged by the amendment, President 
Roosevelt frankly declared that “the proposed amendment 
would be inapplicable as well as incompatible with our form 
of government. Our scheme of government provides for a 
rule by the majority through the intermediary of the re
presentatives which the people freely elect. It was with 
special unanimity that the Founders of the Republic decided 
that the form of representative government was the only 
practical means of conducting the government by the people., 
The amendment to the Constitution such as the one proposed 
would paralyse any President in the conduct of his foreign 
policy and would encourage other nations to believe thaï j 
they could violate American rights with impunity.”

Aside from the reasons advanced by President Roosevelt ( 
it may be pointed out that a national referendum, if called! 
for at a time of grave emergency, is liable to result in de-, 
cisions which "may not be to the best interest of a country. 
The average person is hardly in a position to understand 
the complex and complicated international relations or to 
appreciate the relative military prowess of one nation as 
compared with that of another. Thus it is quite possible 
for the people to vote for «war when war may be suicidal, 
or for them to shun it when its declaration is vital. In the 
one case the President may be forced to undertake some
thing which to his best knowledge would be unprofitable, 
and’in the other he may be prevented from doing something 
which in his considered opinion may be imperative.

Democracy in its purest fodm, such as the proposed 
amendment would? seem to suggest, is yet impractical and 
Kvili remain so until the man In the street is intelligent 
enough to judge for himself what is best for him or for 
his country. When every man has become so intelligent, 
Utopia will be witnessed in this world of ours and there 
would be no need to think of war, which is in the final; 
analysis senseless and profitless.

The defeat of the Ludlow a;mencfpient, we hope, will deal 
a death blow to the ultra-pacifist movement in the United 
States. In the course of the last few months, in fact, ever 
since President Roosevelt made his famous speech in 
Chicago, a section of the American public opinion partly

saviaaivw wiainia
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From The North-China Daily News, Shanghai, January 13, 1938

1 Government is affording the appropriate 
protection and assistance for its nationals in 
China as it has always done. There is notThe letter which Mr. Cordell Hull, U S.(the slightest suggestion that those fundamental 

secretary pf State addressed to Mr. John duties will at any time be neglected, and, 
Gainer^ Vice-President, in reply to a com- at is even more important, is the definite 
munication conveying a Senate resolution assurance that the principles for which the i 
requesting specific information concerning united States stands will be thoroughly vin- I 
American interests in the Far East, is an dicated if and when such action becomes! 
^Portant one Its significance is increased necessary. In its endeavours to prevent in- 
by the defeat of the Ludlqw resolution m the volvement in the disputes of other countries 
House of Representatives, for that resolution p b oi orner countries,
requiring a national referendum on 
subject of entering or not entering into war, great restraint.
was calculated to weaken the authority of-Panted out that the sinking of the U.S.S. 
Congress and the Administration, and, had it PatlaJT’ in 'other ?ears would have constituted 
been passed, would, to a very great extent, 
have robbed Mr. Hull’s communication of 
much of its meaning. Mr. Hull has enun
ciated the high principles governing the 
Administration’s attitude towards the pos
sibility of war, and in doing so has done 
much to restore confidence amongst Americans 
resident in China. It needs to be remembered, 
to use the Secretary’s own words, that “the 
United States is deeply interested in support
ing by peaceful means all influences con
tributory to the preservation and encourage
ment of orderly processes.” That interest is 
not based upon the dimensions of American

. trade with or investments in China, and even 
i transcends the question of safeguarding the: 
| immediate welfare of American citizens; 
; in this country. The same applies to 
the U.S. Government’s attitude concerning, 
situations elsewhere in the world, and may be 
taken as a general expression of policy, as1 
forthright as it is encouraging. It is one of1 

| the most significant utterances that has been 
made for some years past, and should give 
certain nations furiously to think. There has 
been no retreat from the position already 
taken up with regard to these hostilities in 
the Far East, and though at first reading this 
would seem to be the case, on consideration it 
is apparent that American policy has been 
rendered all the stronger because of the 
high plane of thought which dictated such a( 
communication. American foreign policy isl 
not controlled by the thought of dollars and 
cents, nor by the fact that American interests^ 
abroad may as the result of the unfortunate 
actions of others pass under a temporary 
shadow, but by the adherence to, principles, 
which, were they accepted by the whole of 
the world, would bring about, that peace 
which ‘it so sadly needs.

As Mr. Hull rightly says, there is a broaderj the terms used by the above-mentioned organ.

important one. Its significance is increased necessary.

the’ America has of late shown enormous patience | 
and great restraint. It has already been

an adequate casus belli. That it did not on 
’ this occasion is not to be taken as any in- 
’ dication of weakening adherence to principle 
, Rather was it dictated by a desire to take 
\ no such action as would inevitably have 
, brought an extension of the present, unhappy 
, conflict, and it has been amply demonstrated 

that if limits of national patience have been 
somewhat extended, those limits still remain 
and need to be rrtost religiously respected by 
others.

There!will be some who will complain that 
the American Government is taking too 
idealistic a view. Those who do are mistaken. 
There have been many occasions in the his
tory of the great republic when its ideals have 
completely governed its actions, and the moral 

: salvation of a nation is sure if it can realize 
first principles and render to them the devo- 
tion which is to be found in Mr. Hull’s letter. 

; So many who call themselves realists, such as 
> those who assisted in passing the Senate’s 
resolution, are in fact not realists at all: they 
are merely the servants of expediency, and a 
nation which resorts to a policy of expedients 
not only heads itself for eventual trouble, but 
engenders within itself the germs of moral : 
decay. In this connection reference may be ; 
had to the comment of the New York “Times” 
dealing with the defeat of the Ludlow Resolu
tion. American sentiment, it asserts, is tum- 

. ing towards a more willing acceptance of the 
responsibilities of leadership which naturally 
fall upon a great world Power. Those respon
sibilities are accepted without qualification 

’ in the communication under notice. Ac- 
> ceptance involves recognition of the fact that 
the United States cannot seek refuge in 
isolation, and turns its back on the policy 
which led to the passing of the Neutrality 

‘ Acts of 1935-36. It would be vastly improper 
1 for this journal to characterize those Acts in

and much more fundamental interest than the 
narrow one which he disclaims: it is that 
orderly processes in international relationships 
bo maintained.*  In those words the Secretary 
of State has set the face of his government 
against all the disorder which at present 

' prevails and re-enunciates a doctrine for 
which the United States has always stood, 
one upon which the good government of the 
world must ultimately be based. When the 
firmness which Washington has displayed 
durifig recent months is recalled, when its 
infinite patience is remembered, it is perfectly 
apparent that American policy in the Far 
East has been fitted into the general foreign 
policy, and kept in its proper perspective. 
The reiteration of the stand adopted by the 
Administration, is, to some extent, a rebuke 

i to those members of the Senate who sought 
। to reduce the question to a purely, and im- 
! mediate material issue—were Americân in- 
I terests in the Far. East sufficiently large to 
. justify intervention in the struggle how going 
on? President Roosevelt’s administration re
fused to accept that particular yardstick as the 

; measure of what the United States should, or 
should not do. It. is emphasized that the

That they are open to criticism has been 
clearly shown in recent developments. If 
their application is forced, by reason ‘of what
ever decisions may have been reached at 
Tuesday’s meeting of the Japanese Imperial 
Conference, it will be regretted, but this 
significant fact emerges from consideration of 
the letter: in certain events the United States 
Government might be forced to suspend their 
operation, but that will only be if it finds 
itself called upon to take action in defence of 
those high principles which have so strongly 
been emphasised.
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, January 13, 1938.

PROPOSED REFERENDUM LN 
US. REJECTED ,

; The rejection by the House of 
Representatives of' the proposed amend
ment to the United States Constitution 
whereby it would be necessary for a 
national referendum to be held before a 
declaration of war could be made was 
fully expected, although the casting of 188 
votes in its favour, against 208 against, 
shows how many Americans feel that the 
country should at all costs be kept out of 
war. The letter which was read to the

' House from President Roosevelt expressed 
the essence of the objections by stating 
that any such amendment “would 
paralyze any President in the conduct of 
his foreign policy and would encourage 
other nations to believe that they could 
violate American rights with impunity.” 
Such a cumbrous method as the taking of 
a referendum in what might be 
exceedingly critical circumstances, plus 
the possibility of an uninformed vote, 
would be an extremely serious handicap to 
any Administration or Government. 
President Roosevelt recognized that those 
who favoured the amendment were sincere 
in their belief that it would help the 
United States to keep out of war, but ✓ he 
was convinced it would have precisely the 
opposite effect. The fact that Mr. William 
Bankhead, the Speaker of the House, left 
his rostrum to speak against the proposal 
shows how seriously the leaders of the 
Democratic Party took the matter and it 
must have been to their regret that it was 
a Democrat who sponsored the motion. 
Those who feel that under practically all 
circumstances the United States should 
play an isolationist role have, in the 
opinion of the New York “Times,” been 
given a significant setback. That may be 
so, though we are not disposed to think 
that America will take any greater 
participation in international counsels just 
because the proposed amendment has not 
fyeon approved of. American sentiment 
may be turning towards a more willing 
acceptance of the responsibilities of 
leadership, as the journal quoted above 
asserts, but it seems to us as though the 
proposal was defeated simply because it 
was a bad one and would have created 
executive difficulties.
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Shanghai , January 5, 19S6.
ROOSEVELT’S | words, peace is more greatly jeopardised 

in and by those nations where democracy 
has been discarded or never developed.” 

message to Those who have the knowledge to do 
whæh are so might do well to run their thoughts

From The Shanghai Times 
PRESIDENT

MESSAGE
President Roosevelt’s 

Congress, the main points 
given at length elsewhere in this issue, over the short period during which the 
has an importance over and above what wor]j has witnessed the development of 

। it would have in more peaceful times totalitarian or authoritarian States, and 
! because of the references made , to the they will find that in practically all 
international situation, America s role countries where dictatorships have arisen 
therein and the basic principles upon 0Uf of a previous democratic régime there 
which American policy is founded. More has been keen dissatisfaction with the 
and more are many nations of the world international set-up and unsatisfactory 

: coming to look to the United States for, internal conditions arising therefrom. 
I the exertion of all its powerful influence Dictatorships, or trends away from the 
in the cause of peace, for, as President democratic form of government, aro^een 
Roosevelt pointed out, it is America’s to be aimost wholly the product of 
traditional policy to live at peace withl dissatisfaction which it seemed well-nighî 
other nations and to advocate the use of I hopeless to remedy by reliance alone oxi 
pacific methods in discussion and con- the “fundamentals of peaceful solutions.”^ 
ciliation in international differences, if the world regrets—as it surely does-— 
Restraint and strength are well combined the growing currency of the idea that it 
in the great Republic, and Mr. Roosevelt js only the strong who can get what 
has done well to point out that while ■ they want or hold all that they have it 
America is determined to respect the has first to blame those who, being 
rights of others and to command respect strong, fought against every plea for 
for the rights of itself it will keep itself revision by those who were weak or 

I adequately strong in self-defence. This penalized by antecedent events. We 
might well have been a declaration made | believe, with Mr. Roosevelt, that civilize Ï” 
by a British or a French statesman, for man, jn the long run, will insist on j 
it states the fundamentals of foreign genuine participation in his own govern- ! 
policy which cannot be escaped by any ment, but civilized man in certain 
self-respecting and responsible Govern- countries has been prepared to forego 
ment. “It becomes the responsibility of ; some of that participation in the beliefment.
each nation striving for peace at home 
and peace with and among others to be 
strong enough to assure observance of 
those fundamentals of peaceful solutions 
of conflicts which are the only ultimate 
basis of orderly existence.” That is i 
axiomatic; or, rather, would be axiomatic j 
if there were a common will and readi- | 
ness the wide world over to seek those 
“peaceful solutions of conflicts.” Peace 
with and among others is, first and 
foremost, dependent upon common con
tributions to the cause of peace. To gain ; 
strength for self-defence is not enough. 
The fundamentals of 
must always lie in 
adjustment brought 
inexorable changes in 
human race itself, and where there is 
refusal or unwillingness to go through 
those processes and where a stand-pat 
attitude is adopted in face of a clamant 
voice on the part of others who regard 
their own condition as being onerous and 
unfair there are bound to arise conditions j 
which Mr. Roosevelt describes as of high H 
tension and disorder.
treaty 
people 
wilful 
fact 
sheltered 
themselves favoured by the status quo 
or who seek to derive a political advan- : 
tage by refusing to amend those treaties.

It might be true, as Mr. Roosevelt f 
j says, that the disregard of treaty obliga- I 
! tions seems to have followed the surface 
trend away from the democratic and 
representative form of government. But, 
here again, one has to make quite sure ■ 
which was cause and which effect. Mr. |i| 
Roosevelt thinks that “world 

' through international agreements, 
j safest in the hands of democratic and 
representative • governments — in other ’

that power concentrated in a few hands 
will be more effective to get what he 
thinks-bhy country should have than if 

is exposed to disunity because 
pof^ the contemporaneous existence of 
I party politics with all their petty intrigues 
^pnd squabbles over points of secondary 
! importance.

The interpretative historian of current 
events is going to have a pretty tangle to 
explain and not a few inconsistencies to 
discover. What he will discover is that 
public opinion, still the most powerful 

peaceful solutions for“ j,n alJ countries, whether democratic 
the nrocesses of or of dictatorship form, has been educated 
to necessity by aIon® The . desireh
the affairs of the P* ace and all?hat U means‘s P^^ly 

the strongest desire among all people but 
they see it obtainable and worthwhile in 
different guise. Some see peace best 
assured by leaving things as they are; 
others by seeking adjustments and 
revisions in an existing order which needs 

| bringing more into conformity with the 
economic and political pressures of our 
ime. The United States of America, 

’ /hich will doubtless give hearty endorse- 
J lent to all that President Roosevelt said 

n the international situation, could, if 
; would, play a great role in bringing 
loser together those countries whose 
lutual distances and differences 
ontributory to current tension, 
dvocacy of treaty revision, 
conomic freedom, recognition of the 

i.rgent needs of big populations and 
ncouragement of co-operation between 
eighbour States—these are some of the 
ositive contributions to peace which are 
ailed for to-day. The principles of Mr. 

ipoosevelt are nothing less than ideal, but 
|to make them safely and practicably 

peace, Iworkable there must be the facts, or 
’ 1S (realities, to suit.

The disregard of, 
obligations of which a great many 
complain has its origin not in a 

desire to scrap treaties but in the 
that out-of-date treaties are 

behind by those who find are
Open 

greater
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Eroro The Shanghai '"Ines, Shanghai, January 7>, 1938.

SOVIET INFLUENCE IN 
THE ORIENT

In the course of his New Year 
message, Mr. Hirota, Japanese Foreign 

^Minister, not only referred to Japan’s 
frelations with Great Britain but also to the 
'attitude of Soviet Russia. “China stands 
to-day at the crossroads,” he said. “We 
cannot but hope at a moment such as this 
that Great Britain will understand Japan’s 
stand and place reliance upon Japan’s 
professed intention to prevent a 
bolshevization of the Far East and to 
maintain peace in the Orient.” The 
message pointed out that last summer’s j 
conversations between Great Britain and 
Japan for a readjustment of their relations 
were “arrested only by the sudden out
break of hostilities in China.” “Russia’s 
stand,” went on Mr. Hirota, “is worthy of 
careful attention. We have the impression 
that the Soviet-Chinese non-aggression 
pact gave political endorsement to the 
military aid now being given by Russia

I to the National Government. Having 
embarked oh a campaign of chastisement 

| of China, we cannot but resent the Soviè^ 
। attitude.” There can be no doubt, of course, 
। that the Chinese Communists are securing 
more and more influence with the Central I 
Government and that recent events that| 

; have put the militarists in the saddle inf 
this country have likewise strengthened^ 
the standing of the Leftist military leaders*

those, of course, who actually think that 
। China must be dominated either by Soviet
Russia or Japan. Whether such a view 
is wholly justified it is not easy to decide. 
There can be no doubt that the Chinese 
Government had gone a long way towards 

I establishing the outward framework of 
a modern State, with help mostly non
Russian and non-Japanese, when she 
plunged into a war which will probably 
ruin for many years to come any chance 
of this country being able to stand on its 
own feet. The longer the war continues, 
however, the more is serious disunion, and ! 
perhaps even a genuine Communist 
leaning, likely to arise in various parts 
of the country. Japanese opinion is 
absolutely convinced that the danger of 
the bolshevization of this country has long 

! been acute and it is apparently a sine qua 
। non of any settlement of the present 1 
dispute that China shall officially proclaim 
herself an active oppositionist to the 
schemes of the Third International. What 
Japan appears to be seeking is a recon
struction of China on more Oriental lines 
which will imply a close co-operation 
with herself. She feels that China to-day 
is a prey to all sorts of foreign influences, । 
not the least dangerous of which is that 
of Bolshevism^ and that the result has been 
to produce chaos and anarchy rather than 

* strong permament institutions suited to 
1 the genius of the Chinese „ nation.

The reunion of the Chinese Communists 
; with the Kuomintang has been well 
received by the Third International and no 
doubt has made the Moscow Government 
feel that there is more point in giving 
assistance to the revised Chiang Kai-shek 

i régime. Recently there have been a good 
! many Soviet fighting aircraft observed 
within the Chinese lines and, although nb 
doubt the Soviet has a technical right to 
sell such craft, as well as other munitions

Personally, we feel that had not the 
^kuomintang moved so fast the result 
might have been very different; actually! 

| of course, everything was imposed from 
labove and the Chinese people had hardfr i 
mad time to get used to one foreign j|n- | 
novation before another was impo/ed. 
The result was that although very often^ 
a\brilliant façade was erected, and China , 
outwardly appeared to be all that a
modern State should be, underneath the

of war, to China, it is understandable that' 
under all the circumstances Japan should 
feel it to bo a definitely unfriendly act. 
Moreover, the refusal of the Soviet 
Government to do more than grant a ; 
temporary fisheries agreement for the year 
1938, whereas the Japanese want the ques
tion definitely settled for a term of years, 
has greatly annoyed official quarters in ! 
Japan. These fisheries are operating under > 
the Treaty of 1928, which is based on the 
Treaty of Portsmouth of 1905, and are a 
matter of great importance to Japan. 
When the arrangement fell due for renewal 
in 1936, an agreement satisfactory to both । 
parties was reached after long negotiations I 
but Russia declined to sign it following the 
conclusion of the anti-Comintern pact j 
between Japan and Germany in November, ! 
1936. There is no doubt that Japan’s con- * 
nection with Germany and Italy has j 
hardened Moscow’s heart but relations ! 
were far from good long prior to any 
thought of an anti-Comintern front.

conditions were very bad indeed. This 
has been only too apparent in the army 
during the present campaign for, consider
ing its vast size the Chinese army has 
failed badly in its self-appointed task— 
not because individual soldiers were not 
stubborn and courageous fighters but 
because ’the organization had such 
remarkable and fatal “gaps.” What we 
are now faced with is the fact fhat the 
original organization of the Kuomintang’s 
China has been badly damaged; and in the 

I efforts of the National Government leaders 
to uphold what is left it is feared that too 

' great concessions will be given to the Left. 
With many parts of China in chaos and 
a population reduced in large areas to 
misery an official move to the Left might 
have serious reperon-0^™*-  ■■ i.

It is exceedingly difficult to probe far 
into the foreign policy of the U.S.S.R. 
which seems1 largely of an opportunist 
nature. In Asia, however, there is a 
distinct trend which is hardly different 
from that of Tsarist Russia in the Nineties. 
Inner Mongolia is nôw practically Soviet 
territory, Sinkiang is almost wholly under 
the Russian thumb, and recently there has 
been a strengthening of the Soviet position 
in the Pamirs. There is a distinct trend
towards the south which must probably 
always be associated with a nation 
geôgraphically situated as is the Russian. 
It is, however, obvious—quite apart from 
Communism—that Russian interests in Asia 
can hardly be made to tally with those of 
Great Britain. When the Communist nature 
of the Russian Government is taken into 
consideration the position is worsened. 
Anÿ development which would place China 
in Communist hands and practically under
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territory, Sinkiang is almost wholly under 
the Russian thumb, and recently there has 
been a strengthening of the Soviet position 
in the Pamirs. There is a distinct trend 
towards the south which must probably 
always be associated with a nation 
geographically situated as is the Russian. 
It is, however, obvious—quite apart from 
Communism—that Russian interests in Asia 
can hardly be made to tally with those of I 
Great Britain. When the Communist nature 
of the Russian Government is taken into 3 
consideration the position is worsened. | Qg 
Anÿ development which would place China | pue

i in Communist hands and practically under |n 
the dictation of Moscow must prove to be

■’ a serious threat eventually to British
1 interests, we feel certain. And should 
j Soviet Russia come to give active support 
. to China in the hostilities against Japan
it would be extremely difficult for the 
Chinese, however

। personally distrust
I Communism, not 
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Enclosure No» 49

From The North-Chino Daily News, 

/—NW VÊAR MESSAGES \ 
The New Year’s Day messages of th^ 

Japanese Premier, Prince Konoye, the For
eign Minister, Mr. Koki Hirota, the War 
Minister, Gen Sugiyama, and the Navy 
Minister, Admiral Yonai, make interesting 
reading. Each approaches the Sino-Japanese ' 

। hostilities from the particular point of view 1 
of his own department and their pronounce
ments give a very clear picture of the policy 
of Tokyo, its htqpes and its fears. Prince 
Konoye’s message is remarkably important 
because of the implications it conveys. Fol
lowing the; fall of Nanking, he is reported as 
saying, the National Government of China 
has become “a weapon in the hands of the 
Communist Party, a destructive organization.” 
One of the reasons given for the present 
hostilities was Japan’s desire to save China 
from communism. The Chinese Government 
denied that it leant towards that doctrine, 
and that denial was emphasized by the 
readiness with which the Chinese Communist 
forces, ceased their rebellion against the gov
ernment, and, at any rate for the duration of 
the hostilities, submerged themselves in the 
armies of the nation. A common danger 
brought about a unity of purpose in which 
Nanking made no concession to the rebels, 
but received their assistance against the 
enemy. Prince Konoye now claims that 
since the fall of Nanking a state of affairs 
has been brought about, which it was the 
desire of the Japanese government to prevent. 
The Chinese will naturally deny that this has 
happened and that there has been no change 
in the political complexion of their govern
ment, and, on the facts, it would seem that 

Î this contention is correct. But if it is not, 
on whom does the responsibility rest? This 

, journal has pointed out consistently that 
Japanese action is likely to throw China 
directly into the arms lof Moscow. It has not 
yet occurred, but, if that is the final result, 
Japan will have only herself to blame. 
Nations in desperation are apt to turn' to any 
other country which will render them as
sistance, postponing the counting of the cost 
until more peaceful times. China has been 
obliged to turn to Russia for material help, 
which has now apparenty been afforded, but 

! it is not yet true that in return it has 
abandoned the principles upon which its gov
ernment is based in favour for the Russian 
doctrine. Should it do so the effect would be 
just as harmful to foreign interests as the 
present policy of Japan.

The Foreign Minister is more concerned 
with the effect of Japanese action in China 
upon world opinion, • and particularly upon 
Anglo-Japanese relations. It is a matter for 
extreme regret that at a time when move
ments were afoot to bring about a greater 
degree qf cordiality between the two nations, 
Japanese action in China should have—only 
temporarily it is to be hoped—frustrated 
them. Mr. Hirota realized Great Britain’s 
grave concern for her old * and important 

• interests in China because of the political 
implications of current events and went on 
to give the assurance that Japan has no 
desire to violate them. It is quite possible 
to accept the assurance concerning Japan’s 
desire in this matter, but the real test is to 
be found in what is happening. British in
terests in China are threatened, they are suf
fering, and the damage done lias already 
assumed gigantic proportions. The same miay 
be said of other nations interested in China. 
The loss of trade—and that is all most of 
their people are here for—is amply de
monstrated in the Customs’ returns, the 
destruction of capital values is only too ap
parent to those who have witnessed the )

Shanghai, January 3, 1938. 
devastation wrought in the environs of 
Shanghai, while the reduction of vast areas 
in China to practical destitution must have 
a profound effect upon those same foreign 
interests which IMr. Hirota has expressed 
such fervent desire not to harm. If there is 
any misunderstanding, such as that of which 
the Japanese leaders complain, it must be 
realized' that it arises from an inability to 
reconcile the sentiments which they express 
with the actualities of the situation. The as
surances given are at such complete variance 
with what is happening that not even the 
adroitest .argument can effect a reconciliation. 
Therein lies the .whole crux of the matter, and 
the sooner that is understood the sooner will 
a proper appreciation of the situation by the 
Japanese become possible. In considering 
this aspect of the matter the rights or wrongs 
of the issue between China and Japan need! 
not be imported into the argument. The fact, 
is that enormous damage is being done to । 
neutral foreign interests in China, and it is' 
because of that, that the world watches events 
here with such grave anxiety.

Again Mr. Hirota’s message may be quoted. 
“We also hope that Britain will make every 
effort to prevent a dislocation of the 
traditionally amicable Anglo-Japanese rela
tions,” he said. The mutuality of obligation 
in any friendship can be specifically instanced 
by the substitution of the word “Japan” fo^ 
“Britain” in the foregoing sentence. Britain 
is entitled to expect that Japan will also make 
every effort, and it is because the impres
sion that Japan is failing in this respect is 
gaining ground that so much uneasiness 
exists. Sound British opinion is not even 
now unfriendly to Japan. It is at the moment 
highly critical, and for this Japan has only 
herself to blame. There is no more desire 
to see China become bolshevized in Dondon 

; than there is in Tokyo. The difference of 
^opinion arises from opposite beliefs, and it 
j must be realized that the propinquity of 

r Japan to China, important though it is, does 
not constitute the former country the sole 
judge of what is occurring here. Occidental 
belief, certainly in Britain, is that China was 
in no danger of going communistic, that 
Japan created her own bogle for the purpose 
of destroying it, and if, as Prince Konoye 
seems to suggest, the fall of Nanking has in
tensified the Chinese trend towards com
munism, which this journal does not believe, 
may it not be that the bogey is being trans
formed into a Frankenstinian monster by 
Japan’s own actions? That is certainly an 
aspect of the matter which requires con
sideration, though what can be done about 
it now it is not easy to perceive. And one 
other point. The world still remembers com
paratively recent Japanese slogans of “Hands 
off China,” and “Asia for the Asiatics.” It 
finds it somewhat difficult to reconcile present^ 
assurances with past expressions qf policy! 
concerning China, and if it still looks with! 
suspicion on recent developments, it can| 
hardly be blamed. The remedy lies in| 
Japan’s hands, and she alone can apply it. I
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, Department of State

Division of far Eastern Affairs

April 7, 1938.

H. M. Cumine, a British 
subject, head of Cumine & Co. Ltd., 
of Shanghai, "architects, Surveyors, 
and Estate Agents", has been pub
lishing a Chinese language daily 
with pronounced pro-Ghinese sympa
thies. The paper is said to be 
registered with the British author
ities. The marked passages on page 
2 indicate the tenor of the editor
ials appearing in the paper. Ef
forts have been made to intimidate 
the editor into dropping his anti
Japanese attitude.

ARR
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Shanghai, March 9, 1938.

THE

SUBJECT:

HONORABLE

/ ......... APRin the Chinese 1
___ i >

Editorial Comment * " “ ‘
Vernacular Press of Shanghai x X 
During January and February, 1938>>4^21

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

-SlR>:>

1—1221

WASHINGTON. Wepartmen, oi Sfal,

I have the honor to state that the few remaining

ese language papers of standing in Shanghai con

ed throughout January and February to refrain

commenting editorially on the Sino-Japanese hos-

s and world events. However, a new Chinese

;uage paper, THE STANDARD, began publication toward

the end of January and has since almost daily carried

editorials.

THE STANDARD is a Chinese vernacular paper published

daily by Mr. H. M. Cumine, a British subject. It is

reported to be registered with the British authorities

and since its inception on January 25, 1938, has main

tained a pro-Chinese and anti-Japanese editorial policy.

Its

its

offices have been bombed with a hand grenade and

editor is reported to have received many threaten-co

letters advising that the paper drop its anti- 
co 

Japanese attitude. A number of THE STANDARD’S editorials,
inS
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"L/ in translation, are enclosed.

THE STANDARD has frequently commented on the in

creasing strength of the British and American naval 

position in the Pacific and has likewise brought to 

the fore the danger to Japan of Soviet "submarines at 

Vladivostok". France is planning on a new naval base 

in French Indo-China and the Netherlands is also 

strengthening its defenses of the Dutch East Indies.

I The situation in the Far East is exactly opposite to the 
i
I situation prevailing sixteen years ago and "the dom- 

tinating power on the Western Pacific is also no longer 
I in existence".

Commenting on the Japanese method of closing the 

"open door", THE STANDARD said "Japan’s diplomats are 

accustomed to invent new terms and to misinterpret old 

technical terms". They agree to respect the "open door" 

but later present the powers with an "accomplished fact" 

and pleas that former treaties have beeome "special 

"privileges". The transition period is one when the 

"open door” is held "half-open" as a deceiving gesture. 

Great Britain, for one, however, "already has the ’new 

^Far Eastern situation*  well in hand. The expansion of 
^her armament and the strengthening of the Singapore 

defense are very good evidence".

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss 
American Consul General

900
RPB MB

Enclosure:
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Copy to Embassy at Peiping*  

Copy to Embassy at Hankow.

Copy to Embassy at Tokyo»



SUMMARY OF CHINESE PRESS EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

NEW BALANCE OF POWER ON THE PACIFIC

In the Washington Conference of 1922 occidental 
Powers, with a view to preserving permanent peace on 
the Pacific, concluded a Nine Power Treaty to protect 
the integrity of China’s territorial and sovereign 
rights, and at the same time signed a Four Power Pact 
whereby the control over the sea in the Far East was 
respectfully presented to Japan. Although the Anglo- 
Japanese alliance was nullified at that time, since then 
Japan has become an indisputable dominator on the Western 
Pacific. If anyone then took Japan’s advantages and 
disadvantages into consideration he would hesitatingly*  
say that her interests would at least be benefitted and 
not impaired.

*An apparent error; this should be "without hesitation".
**A figure of speech meaning "a period of potential danger".

The low atmospheric pressure**  during the autumn of 
1937 adversely affected the dominating power on the 
Western Pacific. Britain, United States, France, 
Netherlands and other Powers interested in the Far East 
are hurriedly expanding their naval forces. Such new 
developments from different directions are based upon 
one common purport, that is, the old dominating age on 
the Pacific has already passed and the new era of balance 
of power on the Pacific has unconsciously arrived.

Prior to the completion of the Singapore Naval Base, 
Britain was truly a "powerless” country in the Far East. 
The new naval base in the Far last has now been con
structed, and the British Government will soon send five 
newly reconstructed battleships of "QUEEN ELIZABETH" grade 
to Singapore to remain there permanently. They will be 
assisted by one light and one heavy cruiser units, several 
aircraft carriers and a suitable number of destroyers and 
submarines. The future strength of the Singapore British 
Fleet will probably be equivalent to that of the present 
Mediterranean Fleet. Besides, the brand-new cruiser 
units in Australia and New Zealand also can come to 
assistance in case of emergency. Although the new Fleet 
cannot match the entire navy of Japan, it is more than 
enough to meet the needs of any war for defensive purposes.

Although soviet Russia is not a naval Power, she has 
stationed many submarines at Vladivostok, which cause a 
great worry to Japan. Soviet Russia can give Japan 
direct menace from the air which would make sea traffic 
between Japan and the continent unsafe. There is danger 
of conflict at any moment between Japanese and Soviet 
troops on the border of Manchuria and Mongolia. Japan’s 

"southward advance policy" is seriously affected by the 
Soviet menace.
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A majority of Japanese observers ordinarily do not 
take military operations against the United States into 
consideration. On the eve of the outbreak of the 
European War, Germany still considered that Britain would 
not interfere with the war on the European continent; this 
was a grave error on the part of Germany. It was a very 
important lesson in history. Since 1954 the United States 
has begun to build a strategical bridge between Hawaii and 
Philippine Islands and has at the same time re-surveyed the 
northern route of navigation from Alaska to the Far East. 
The United States has now made proper arrangements at 
various strategic points on Midway Island, Wake Island, 
Guam Island, and Dutch Harbor. Great Britain and the 
United States have decided to send each other naval vessels 
to participate in their respective maneuvres. The United 
States is feeling uneasy at Japan's secret building of 
large naval vessels.

France is also paying attention to the security of 
French Indo-China and is planning to construct a new naval 
base in French Indo-China. The Netherlands is also working 
on defense of Dutch East Indies. All such facts clearly 
tell us that the new balance of power on the Pacific is in 
the process of formation. It can be easily understood who 
is going to be adversely affected by the new balance of 
power in the midst of the present situation in the Far East. 
It may be said that the present situation in the Far East 
is exactly opposite to the situation prevailing sixteen 
years ago. The Nine Power Treaty has been violated, but 
the dominating power on the Western Pacific is also no 
longer in existence. Should anybody else now desire to 
weigh the advantages and disadvantages, we feel confident 
that he will also come to an unhesitating conclusion.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 3, 1938; 
published in Chinese by H. M. Cumine and 
registered with the British Government.)

JAPAN'S "HALF OPEN DOOR" POLICY

Japanese diplomats are accustomed to invent new terms 
and to misinterpret old technical terms. Recently they 
have issued a declaration saying that they have no territo
rial design toward China and that their maintenance of the 
"open door" policy in China will remain unchanged. The 
question of whether they have territorial design toward 
China needs no further study as it has been clearly 
explained by the facts of the last several months. Now 
let us see how their "door" is actually "opened".

While studying Japanese diplomatic terms, we must 
first understand their two unusual new terms, namely, (1) 
"established facts", and (2) "special privileges".

When they first occupied Four Northeastern Provinces 
(Manchuria), they repeatedly announced to Great Britain, 
the United States and other countries that they would, 
respect rights and interests of third Powers and would not 
alter the "open door" policy in China. However, sub
sequently the state of "Manchukuo" became an "established 
fact" and all treaties and agreements concluded with the

state
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state of "Manchukuo" became "special privileges".

In North China they took a very crafty measure, i.e. 
smuggling (called by themselves "secret shipments"), to 
monopolize the vast market there. Although the door of 
North China was still open in the surface, the "dumping" 
of smuggled goods in North China naturally forced other 
foreign goods out of the door. The Peiping "Provisional 
Government" has now taken over the Maritime Customs and 
has revised the tariff whereby the duties on staple 
Japanese imports have been reduced by 80$ or more. From 
now on the half open door of North China will gradually be 
closed.

During last few months the Shanghai market has been 
full of smuggled sugar. Not/ other kinds of smuggled 
goods have also appeared. According to the refugees 
coming from various places in Kiangsu and Chekiang, 
smuggled goods are being "dumped" in the interior. This 
fact tells that the "half open door" policy is being 
developed in Central China with Shanghai as center.

Why should there be a "half open door" transitional 
period between opening and closing? The reasons are very 
simple; first, they wish to moderate the tense atmosphere 
of suspicion among the nations, and second, they desire to 
induce participation by foreign capital in order to relieve 
their financial difficulties.

The unprecedented maneuvres in Singapore and the 
participation of American naval vessels therein may show 
that Britain and the United States are determined jointly 
to protect their interests in the Far East.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, Februaiy 4, 1938.)

ANGLO-JAPANESE RELATIONS IN HIROTA’S MOUTH

Great Britain and Japan had a twenty years’ alliance. 
Although the Four Power Pact was concluded in the Washington 
Conference to replace the Anglo-Japanese alliance, Great 
Britain has never changed her Far Eastern policy and has 
always trusted Japan to maintain the status quo in the Far 
East. By virtue of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, Japan won 
the war with Imperial Russia. Relying upon the Four Power 
Pact, she has established a strong position on the Western 
Pacific. Great Britain trusted Japan’s past "traditional 
friendly relations"too much, so that her military establish
ments in the Far East constituted the weakest point of her 
national defense. This international situation was quite 
clear prior to the Mukden incident.

When the Mukden incident occurred, Great Britain was 
in a state of economic panic. Meantime, it was necessary 
to undergo a readjustment of Anglo-Soviet relations. At 
that time Britain felt confident that Japanese statesmen 
could control their military men and could adhere to the 
"Open Door" Policy in China. Therefore, she declined to 
cooperate with the United States. Until after Amau’s 
statement of April 17, 1934 was issued, and Japan also

proclaimed
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proclaimed a kerosene oil monopoly policy in "Manchukuo” 
in winter of that year, and the Anglo-American-Japanese 
naval parley became deadlocked in December of the same 
year, Great Britain had not realized the unreliability of 
the “Anglo-Japanese traditional friendly relations".
Japan’s assurance that the "Open Door” Policy in China 
would not be altered was merely a lie. But this is the 
principal cause for modification of the B±itish policy 
toward the Far East.

Great Britain has substantial interests at the various 
places in the world, and her foreign policy is always in 
favor of preservation of the existing peaceful situation 
and in support of moves for protection by collective security*

Since the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese hostilities, 
the British trade in the Far East has been seriously 
affected. The attack upon Ambassador Knatchbull-Hugessen 
and upon the Military Attache of the British Embassy, the 
repeated bombings of naval vessels and merchant ships, the 
public anti-British movements in Japan, and the latest 
public declaration for driving Britain out of the Far East 
are the facts given by Japan to prove the ’’Anglo-Japanese 
traditional friendly relations”.

In fact, Great Britain already has the ”new Far Eastern 
situation” well in hand. The expansion of her armament and 
the strengthening of the Singapore defense are very good 
evidence.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 5, 1938.)

GERMAN POLITICAL SITUATION AND THE FAR EAST
The principal object of the recent political re-shuffle 

in Germany is to unify the military command under the Nazi 
Administration. It is therefore estimated that there will 
be no radical change in her foreign policy. The present 
foreign policy of Germany is directed chiefly toward her 
desire for free movement in Eastern and Southern Europe. 
The desire will become even stronger and will be pushed more 
vigorously if the military command of Germany can really be 
unified.

We must understand that Germany is interested in the 
economics, but not the politics, of the Far East, At 
present Germany has no political design toward the Far 
East but she merely desires to develop the vast market in 
China. For economic reasons Chancellor Hitler has 
recently been particularly concerned about the peace in 
the Far East. In view of the present circumstances, 
Germany has no reason to alter her friendly attitude 
toward China.

So far as China herself is concerned naturally there 
is no need for her to bother about the internal problems 
of a friendly Power. At present China merely hopes that 
Germany and she can continue to preserve the friendly 
relations that exist between them and avoid all unnecessary 
diminutions in their friendly relations.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 9, 1938.)

OPENING
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OPENING 0? INTERNATIONAL PEACE CONFERENCE

In order to preserve the ever-lasting peace in the 
world, the peacelovers on the globe should adopt a posi
tive attitude to control the wild ambitions of the 
aggressors. The action taken by a few Isolationists 
merely affords the aggressors an opportunity to realize 
their ambitions. In view of the present international 
circumstances, the aggressors*  group has become more 
powerful daily, and the action of the peaceloving nations 
has frequently been impeded by that group. When we take 
the cause of the matter into consideration we cannot but 
express our deep regret at the mistaken policy of British 
and American diplomats during past ten years. Had foreign 
Powers made every effort to support the League of Nations 
at the time of outbreak of the Mukden incident or if Anglo-American 
cooperation had been put into force at that time, the Ear 
Eastern situation would by no means have been developed 
into the present stage.

The resources of Germany, Italy and Japan are very 
poor. The key to world economics is held by Great Britain, 
United States, and France. If the peaceloving countries 
can hereafter take unanimous action and stage a large-scale 
movement for severance of economic relations, then the 
aggressors can be put to death without resort to arms.

This International Peace Campaign is really a general 
movement for world justice and also the final warning issued 
by peaceful mankind to the aggressors. It is hoped that 
the Conference will be able to decide upon some effective 
measures to enforce sanctions against Japan and to render 
help to China and will urge the various peoples and govern
ments not to give any slightest economic help to the 
aggressors and not to permit the country which is fighting 
for peace to suffer any deficiency.

We feel confident that the good conscience and justice 
of the world will grow with the day on account of this 
Conference and that the lasting peace in the world will be 
protected by virtue of the struggle put up by China.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 15, 1938.)

FURTHER DISCUSSION ABOUT GERMAN POLITICAL RE-SHUFFLE AND THE 
FAR EAST.

Chancellor Hitler is firmly determined to appoint young 
members of the National Socialist Party to replace the present 
army officers. If this conflict is developed to a degree of 
appropriate seriousness, the simple personnel question will 
become a problem of controversy between the Administration 
and the Army.

Even if the German traditional national defense army is 
disbanded and if Hitler can place both the military and 
administrative power in his hands, his eastward advance policy 
would, however, probably have to be set aside for the time 
being. Moreover, the ambition of the National Socialist 
Party toward Austria may possibly bring about further dis

agreement 
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agreement between Germany and Italy. Then Great Britain 
will have a new opportunity for her diplomatic operation in 
Europe. On the other hand, as the strength of the German 
national defense army is temporarily weakened, Soviet 
Russia may temporarily relax her efforts in regard to 
western frontier defense and may devote more vigorous 
efforts toward the Far Eastern incident. All such possible 
developments may benefit the maintenance of peace in Europe 
and the control of aggression in the Far East.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 14, 1938.)

INAUGURATION OF THE SINGAPORE NAVAL DOCK

The Singapore Naval Base which has been being built up 
by Great Britain for fourteen years was inaugurated yesterday 
and was an epoch-making event in the Pacific area. Meantime 
the rapid progress of concerted action among Great Britain, 
United States, and France as a result of Japan’s refusal to 
publish her shipbuilding plan can explain the importance of 
the Singapore Naval Dock.

The Pacific Ocean is really a naval arena of Great 
Britain, United States, and Japan. An alliance of any two 
of these countries can decide the dominating power on the 
Ocean. Before the European War, the Anglo-Japanese alliance 
dominated the Far East for almost twentyyears during which 
period the United States was unable to gain a foothold on 
the Western Pacific. The conclusion of the Four Power Pact 
in the Washington Conference established a balance of power 
among the Powers on the Pacific. Japan’s declaration of 
1934 announcing her withdrawal from the London Naval Treaty 
in fact brought to an end the chapter of a well-to-do situa
tion on the Pacific during the past more than ten years. 
The recent strongly couched reply from Japan has further 
decided the trend of the forthcoming storm on the Pacific.

Young Japanese military men are daily dreaming about 
committing a heroic act which may "startle the heaven and 
earth and make the demons and spirits weep". They wish to 
become the most glorious venerable ones and to use Japan’s 
policy to command the world and dominate mankind. Al
though they fully realize that their own navy cannot 
compete with the allied force of Great Britain and the 
United States, they stubbornly advance toward the "glorious" 
way. (1) They believe that at present these two Anglo-Saxon 
countries will not take closely cooperative action. (2) The 
British and American naval bases in the Far East are not 
competent to control Japanese naval activities. (3) They 
can conquer China within a short period after whicjj Great 
Britain and the United States will not be able to break 
Japan’s dominating power on the Western Pacific even if they 
do take joint action.

The inauguration of the Singapore Naval Dock and the 
strengthening of the defense of Pearl Harbor show definitely 
that Great Britain and the United States are determined not 
to relinquish their rights and interests in the Far East. 
The heroic resistance put up by China during past six or 
seven months has made the prospects for making their dream 
come true more gloomy daily in the eyes of the Japanese 
military men. Whether or not the situation on the Pacific 
can be stabilized naturally depends upon the degree of the 

future
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future cooperation between Great Britain and the United States.

The recent notes simultaneously filed by Great Britain 
and the United States with Japan and the presence of American 
warships in observing the Singapore maneuvres represent a 
little "noise of the wind” of the Anglo-American cooperation. 
We hope that the United States will not continue to adhere to 
her opinion in favor of "not being involved in the whirlpool", 
because in fact the isolation of the United States can merely 
enhance the wild ambition of the peace destroyer. When the 
Pacific is thrown into complete disorder the United States 
will still be required to come out to readjust the devastated 
situation.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 15, 1938.)

NEW INTERNATIONAL TENDENCY

Recently the international situation has undergone many 
changes, of which the most important ones are as follows: 
(1) Armament race; (2) Tension in Central Europe; and (3) 
New development in the Anglo-Italian relations.

In the present world under the domination of nationalism, 
mi$it is really valuable and important. Not only will aggres
sive countries have to resort to arms in order to achieve their 
unlawful development, but peaceloving countries will also find 
it necessary to employ military force to protect their soil and 
rights. Ambitious aggressors are doing their best to expand 
their armaments and to carry out their aggression. Their 
high-handed manner has awakened peaceful countries to realize 
the necessity of the latter’s unity. Secret meetings con
tinuously held among the British, American and French naval 
authorities during the last month were undoubtedly intended for 
strengthening peace in the world and were of course favorable 
to China.

It is regrettable that the degree of the cooperation among 
Great Britain, United States and France at present is too slight. 
The relations between the United States and Soviet Russia have 
improved a little recently. Since Britain, United States, and 
France are on one and the same front, this has caused more 
suspicion on the part of Germany. As the cooperation among 
Britain, United States, and France is not full yet, this has 
strengthened the ambition of Germany to accelerate her outward 
development. Such suspicion and ambition have caused Germany 
to undergo drastic changes in her internal and external affairs 
recently. Germany’s annexation of Austria is also strongly 
opposed by Italy, the so-called best friend of Germany. As 
Austria is the door of the passage to Southeastern Europe upon 
which their economic life fully depends, both Germany and 

Italy whose resources are poor are anxious to gain control of 
Austria. Mussolini’s desire to enter into negotiations with 
Britain at present is not accidental.

We express very deep sympathy and regret over Mr. Eden’s 
resignation. It would be too pessimistic if we would consider 
this as a sign of British submission to Italy. Mussolini’s 
desire of rapprochement with Britain may possibly be sincere. 
The forthcoming Anglo-Italian conversation will produce a 
decisive effect upon the international situation as a whole.

(THE STANDARD, Shanghai, February 26, 1938.)

Prepared by CHT 
Seen by HHS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From FOURTH MARINES

April 2, 1938

Rec’d 9:55 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) 
CINCAF (ADMN) 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI CHINA 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI
C0MDES10N FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSCP/P 
AMAMPASSALOR CHINA 
USS NAABLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8602. On northern Tsingpu front street fighting 

in progress Taierhchwang, fall of city to Japanese 

appears imminent. Nipponese column driving eastward 

from Sihsien occupied Siangcheng 25 miles southwest 

Lint, 1815.

SMS:KLP

793.94/12752
 

F/FG

ape 
51938
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TELEGRAM REÇg|VED

Foochow (vio N R)

FROM Dated April 3, 1989,

Reed. 11:45 a n

V
Secretary of otate

ng ton

Taking advantage of clear spring weather, 15 Japanese 

planes, evidently from carrier off the coast, dropped 45 

bombs on and around airfield between 11:45 and 12:30 this 

morning. One bond fell in west manufacturing area but 

did not explode. Fire broke out in western section of the 

efty during confusion caused by raid. Police report no- 

casualties. intent of the damage not known.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

WARD

-o Hi

wsb

793.94/12753
 

F/FG
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LMS COMSOPAT

From April 2, 1938

ACTION: OPNAV, WASHINGTON. 
INFO: CINCAF

COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
COT’YANGPAT 
ANN AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
4th MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0002 Air raids railroads and northeast vicinity

Cantor, Eight BLP sighted. 2000

RGC:LMS
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REB ------------------

CINCAF

of ninety men departing Canton fey train for Hankow 

eighteen hundred six April in five coaches marked 

with United States ensign. 1450

RGC
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 6, 1938.

Reference London’8 No. 75, 
March 22, 1938, entitled ’’Situation 
In the Far East."

The attached despatch Is a record 
of a conversation on the Far Eastern 
situation with Mr. Charles William 
Orde, C. M. G., Counsellor of the 
British Foreign Office. Mr. Orde 
seemed to view with satisfaction the 
difficulties which the Japanese mili
tary are encountering in China and 
remarked that the Chinese are appar
ently doing fairly well in spite of 
a shortage of funds. He said that 
anti-British feeling in Japan seems 
to have subsided somewhat. He be
lieves that the Japanese have decided 
not to attack Canton at this time be
cause they are already over-extended 
and because of fear of complications 
with the British at Hong Kong. He 
feels that, prior to consenting to 
any move by the Japanese Navy against 
the Dutch East Indies the Japanese 
Army would insist on removing the 
Soviet threat from Vladivostok.

FE:Ringwalt: VCI
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 75 LONDON, March 22, 1936.

DIVISION OF 
EUROPEAN AFFAihbSUBJECT: Situation in the Far East.

I have the honor to report below some observations

on the Far Eastern situation made today by lir. Orde in 

a conversation at the Foreign Office.

Asked for his impressions of the military position 

in China, Mr. Orde said that the Japanese seemed to be 

marking time and he thought it quite possible that they 
j
I were ’'scratching heads” and beginning to wonder whether 
I
I they had not gone too far. Mr. Orde said in fact he

would
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would not much mind their getting in still deeper. In 

brief, the situation was "quieter" but he hesitated to 

use the word "better". The Chinese seemed to be holding 

out quite well and he had heard of no signs of their 

cracking. They were, of course, short of money but they 

seemed to "carry on pretty well without it". He also 

mentioned in passing that one of the British Consuls in 

China had come out recently by way of Yunnan and Burma. 

Hr. Orde thought it would be a very good thing to get on 

with the road project and referred particularly to the 

great saving in both distance and safety in shipments 

to that part of China by avoiding the route by Singapore 

and the South China coast.

As regards Japan he said that the anti-British senti

ment there had subsided a little and Hr. Hirota had made 

some statements which had been helpful to that end. He 

added, with a smile, that there had been one or two round

about inquiries on the possibility of British "investments" 

in North China enterprises; these had, of course, been 
I

I answered in the negative.

. 'Jith reference to the Japanese threats to Canton he 

thought they had been dropped for the time being, at least, 

except for the bombing of the railway to Hong Kong. He 

assumed they had come to this conclusion because they were 

already over-extended and it v;ould have to be a large

undertaking
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undertaking,and because of the danger of trouble with 

jthe British arising from the proximity of Hong Kong.

Asked what he thought of the threat to the Dutch 

East Indies he said that naturally the Dutch were worried 

and in case of a European war the position would, of course, 

be grave. But examining the situation as it stands today 

he thought the Japanese must realize that the Dutch with 

a few submarines and airplanes could be very troublesome; 

and the Japanese must take into consideration the British,and 

perhaps the French, and also they did not know what the 

/United States might do. The Military Party in Japan was 

the aggressive one but the Indies would be essentially a 

naval undertaking and a long way off. As a layman he 

' was not qualified in the matter of strategy but it seemed 

to him that the Japanese Military, who are in control, 

would arrive at the conclusion that before launching a 

j dubious venture so far away to the south they should take 

j Vladivostok and push Russia well back out of striking 

j distance.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Herschel V. J/dnnson 
Counselor oy Eribassy

HM/ALC
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE ..O32..Shubini_AnnaLouise._Strong/g_. FOR „1®ÎO

from _______(.Hamilton.  ) DATED   UarjL..23^..1&3fi....
To Division of Par name i 1127

Eastern Affairs

REGARDING: Call of Anna Louise Strong to discuss situation in Far 
East. Discussion of Chinese morale, probable length 
of war, and trends of Chinese Government.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MID ----- -- ----- CINCAF (ADMIN)
’■ ■. from

7 ' , I April 4, 1938.
t ’’JOT’1 /( \ ' Rec’d. 7:30 a4 m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) /V"--.--.
/ F4R tMlEliH i/h/is t

INFOj COMYANGPAT Aiàlh n
comsopat -TOt;

'W K

0504. Your 1502 1450'should be ninety three’en

listed as indicated my 0131 1352 March also add Lt. jg 

C. C. Coley ordered Yangpat duty 1123.

ddm

795.94/12758

I?.

Ü
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EG
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

INFO: CI1TCAF
MARDET PEIPING

0004. From 29 March

FM1)ET TIENTSIN

April 4, 1938

hundred Japanese wounded transferred ships at

Chinwangtao hospital vessels unloading supplies

continuously same period. 0830.

DDM

793J94/12759
 

F/FG
FILED

A
PR 

51938
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FOURTH MARINES

April 4, 1938.

Rec'd. 7:51 a. m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMN) 
OPNAV WASHN

INFO: AMCONSUL SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON 5
ASSIST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AJ(AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

.8604. On northern Tsinpu front Chinese claim re

newed counter offensive succeeded clearing Taierchwang 

and recapturing Hanchwang. Japanese state they hold 

Taierchwang Nipponese unit driving southward from 

Siangcheng captured Lanling 18 miles east Yihsien. 

1830.

DDM
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see____ jaaa.iii5/.aQaa_____ _____ ____ for..telegram........

FROM .....C!ina..(NankLag).-.......... — (—Allison------- ) DATED ..April—L,..193.21.
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING’,
Sino-Japanese situation: Refusal of Japanese to 

offer passes to Americans for round trip from 
Nanking to Shanghai, pass to be granted one way 
with additional pass issued for return trip.
The reason given for this is that foreigners are 
warned not to spread anti-Japanese propaganda in 
Shanghai.

793.94/ 
12761

aa
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KLP ------------------- GRAY

AMEMBAôSY HANKOW FROM Chefoo via Naval Radio
A’ EMBASSY PEIPING n .pi, .., ,OTn,A-'CCNSUL SHANGHAI DatEd April 5' -1?38'

Rec’d. 10:15 a.n.

Chinese mobile troops April second and third Engaged 

Japanese ftaral forces east cf Chefoo on road to WEihalwei 

with fairly heavy casualties, Nobile forces entered 

western section ChefOo this rrrning 2 a.n. and engaged 

Japanese with Japanese casualties two trucks, wounded 

and dead. Fighting reported still going on to the west 

of city. Additional naval forces landed fron Japanese 

cruiser which arrived yesterday. Aircraft fron cruiser 

active.

ROBERTS

S11S1CSB
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CA

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Gray

PEIPING VIA N. R
^CORRECTED COPY FROM

■Secretary of State

Washington

216, April 5, 5 p.m,

Dated April ,5, 1938

Rec'd 9:33/a.m,

Embassy's 191/ March 28, 2 p.m,

One. Although the local Japanese military spokesman

dent es from day to day Chinese reports of Japanese diffi

cutties and Chinese successes in southern Shantung, the

gains which he claims for the Japanese forces there do

not ap“.ear to be highly significant. For example he

admitted yesterday and again today that Chinese forces

still hold the southwest part of the strategic city of

Taierhchuan and, although according to his previous state

ments, Japanese forces entered the northeast corner of

that city ten days ago, since when fierce fighting has

been in d ally progress. The spokesman stated this

that there was no change on the Shantung front

793.94/ 12766 
FILED

( 
A

PR 8 *601938

Two. Similarly, this spokesman announces victories

in S hantung although Chinese reports indicate that the

Japanese forces there

Presumably indicative

are experiencing difficulties 

of the situation in Shantung is a

reliable report that 5,000 Chinese troops suddenly attack

ed two towns between Taiyuan and Yutze on the Taiyuanshih

! Kiachuang
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^Kiachuang Railway a week ago and allegedly wiped out 

the Japanese garrisons against which Japanese retaliated 

by burning two or three neighboring villages.

Three. Foreigners recently returned from Suiyuan 

report no (repeat no) possibility of a concentration of 

forces in preparation for a drive into Kansu. They do 

report, however, that several attacks have been made 

recently by Chinese irregulars at points on or in the 

vicinity of the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway in Suiyuan.

Four. The sale of tickets for travel on the Peiping- 

Chengteh (Jehol) Railway which was opened April 2 was 

suspended yesterday. There are reports, as yet unconfirmed, 

that the traffic has been interrupted since April 3 as a 

result of guerrilla activities.

Five. Banditrv and guerrilla activities are apparent

ly increasing north and west of Peiping. A force of several 

thousand irregulars are reported from several sources to 

be within two miles of Mentoukou, which is fifteen miles 

west of Peiping. Although the Embassy has not received 

confirmation of these reports, gunfire in that vicinity 

has been audible at times in Peiping during the past two 

weeks.

Six. Liang Hung-Chik, chief figure in the new Nanking 

regime, arrived at Peiping April 3 with two other members 

of that regime and are now having conversations with mem
bers of the "Provisional Government" here.

Repeated to Ambassador at Hankow. By courier Tokyo.

SALISBURY
SMS CSB CA
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GRAY

Peiping via N. r.
FROM, , 

Dat ed

Secretary of State,

Washington.

216, April 5, 5 /p.m.

Embassy's 191,'March 28,

April 5, 193g 

9:33 a.m.

One. Although the local

Rec ' d

Japanese yfnilit

spokesman denies from day to day Chinese reports of 
/

Japanese difficulties and Chinese successes in southern

Shantung, the gains which he claims for the Japanese

forces 'here do not appear to b/ highly significant.
/

Fcr Example, he admitted yesterday and again today that
i

ChinESE forces still hold the: southwest part of the 

strategic city of Taierhchi^n and, although according 
f

to his previous statement^', Japanese forces entered the 

northeast corner of that/city ten days ago since when 
/

fierce fighting has bee/i in daily progress. The
Î

spokesman stated this /morning that there was no change 
/ 

on the Shantung fron#.

Two. Similar1/, this spokesman announces victories 

in Shantung althoi^h Chinese reports indicate that the 

Japanese forces t^iere are experiencing difficulties. Zg 

Presumably, indicative of the situation in Shantung

79o,94//276o
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-2- #216, April 5, 5 p.m*,  from Peiping via N. R

is a reliable report that 5^000 Chinese troops suddenly 

attacked two towns between Taiyuan and Yutze on 

Taiyuan-Shihkiachuang Railway a week ago and allegedly

wiped out the Japanese garrisons against whi-6h Japanese

retaliated by burning two or three neighboring villages

Three. Foreigners recently returned from Suiyuan 

report no (repeat no) possibility o^/a concentration 

of forces in preparation for a dr/ve into Kansu. They

do report, however, that severa

recently by Chinese irregular

attacks have been made

at points on or in the

vicinity of the Peiping Suiÿuan Railway in Suiyuan

Four. The sale of tickets for travel oh the

Peiping Chengteh (JehoD^nailway which was opened

April 2 was suspended yesterday. There are reports 

as yet unconfirmed, that the traffic has been interrupted 

since April 3 as a result of guerrilla activities

Five. Banditry/and guerrilla activities are

apparently increasing north and west of Peiping. A 

force of several

several sources t

ousand irregulars are reported from 

be within two miles of (?) 1(?)kf(?)

which is fifteen/miles west of Peiping.. Although the

Embassy has not 'received confirmation of these reports 

gunfire in that vicinity has been audible at times in

Peiping
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-3- #216, April 5., 5 p.m., from Peiping via N. R. y

Peiping during the past two weeks*  /

Six. Liang Hung-Chih, chief figure inXhe new 

Nanking regime, arrived at Peiping April's with two 

other members of that regime and are jfow having 

conversations with members of the Provisional 

Government" here. /

Repeated to Ambassador at^Hankow. By courier to 
Tokyo*  /

SALISBURY

S'7S:CSB
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DIVISION OF 
/VdteOJ’ÉAN AFFAIKS
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Paris \ f
cat edLmîEKJààëi1

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

532, April 5, 11 a.m. 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

told me yesterday that heThe Chinese Ambassador 

was greatly encouraged by Chinese successes in recent 

military operations, particularly in Southern Shantung, 

He said that the intense fighting which began in this 

area on March 24 and has been going on continuously sine., 

then oonstitutes one of the major engagements of the war. 

He said that there are nearly 200,000 Japanese troops in 

this region including 50,00® who have been brought 

secretly from Manchuria since the first of the year; 

opposing them are over 300,000 Chinese.

I said that I had noticed an article in the LONDON ' 

TIMES from its Shanghai correspondent reporting the 

793.94/12764

appearance north of Suchow of new Chinese tanks, artiller 

and anti-tank guns. Wellington Koo said that this was

true and that all this material had come from Russia. He

said that the Russians had been "very generous" in fur-
Tj

nishing war material, particularly since January 1st.

The
n o
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-2- #532, April 5, 11 a.m. SECTION ONE from Paris

The Chinese have been acquiring very little war 

material from England; some artillery and rifles 

but no airplanes.

WILSON

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must be _ Paris 
closeïÿ paraphrased be- rROM 
fore being communicated Dated April 5, 1938
to anyone. (D)

Rec’d 10 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

532, April 5, 11 a.m. (SECTION TWO).

From France they had been receiving but little war 

material since the French had little to spare, but since 

the coming into office of the present Blum Government 

on March 13 several military planes of the latest type 

have been shipped to China.

I asked what routes these shipments have followed. 

Wellington Koo said that part of the material from 

Russia came in via Hong Kong, part through Indo-China 

and many shipments of light material take the Alma Ata 

route. About two thirds of the new tanks and artillery 

which havE appeared rECEntly north of Soochow came in 

via Hong Kong and about one-third via Indo-China. French 

planEs were shippEd via FrEnch Indo-China. ThE FrEnch 

Government had not raisEd difficult!es about shipmEnt of 

planEs via Indo-China although thEy had limited the 

passage of other war mat Erial on the Yunnanfu railway*  

At one time facilities had been provided in Bordeaux for

assembling
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assembling planes destined for China. When the last 

Chautemps Government came in power the middle of 

January, however, these facilities had been withdrawn, 

and increased difficulties had been placed in the way 

of shipment of war material through Indo-China.

WILSON

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
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This telegram must be Paris
closely paraphrased be- FROM 
fore being communicated Dated April 5, 1938
to anyone. (D)

Rec’d 9:40 a.m. 

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

532, April 5, 11 a.m. (SECTION THREE)

The Ambassador said that he had always had trouble 

with the Foreign Office here in obtaining permission 

for shipments to pass through Indo-China but since the 

formation of the second Blum Government with Paul Boncour 

at the Foreign Office his task had been made much easier. 

He said that the French Government was still apprehensive 

about permitting shipments to go over the railway but 

that he had recently been given permission to have 

important shipments of war material which had been 

held up in Indo-China transshipped and transported 

through territorial waters of Indo-China to Southern 

China.

I said that I had been interested to meet Sun Fo not 

long ago in Paris and asked the Ambassador if he could 

tell me anything of Sun Fo's mission to Russia. The 

Ambassador said that Sun Fo had been most successful 

in arranging for the supply of Russian airplanes and 

war material. Fo had not been so pleased however with

the
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thE outcome of his talks concerning "political 

arrangements". The Soviet Government had indicated that 

they could not be expected to enter the conflict in the 

Far East unless they were assured that in case they did 

so and Germany should then attack Russia they would 

receive military support from other countries in Europe.

With regard to rumors concerning Outer Mongolia the 

Ambassador said that it was not (repeat not) true that 

the Soviet authorities had asked Sun Fo for certain 

concessions in return for recognition of full Chinese 

sovereignly over Outer Mongolia. He said that both 

sides continued to maintain their respective positions 

regarding the status of Outer Mongolia and that this 

situation caused no difficulties for either China or 

Russia. (END MESSAGE)

WILSON

CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 793.00/299________ ____ ___________  FOR____ Note

FROM___Chinese Enbassy_____ <_ ) DATED___ .4EF1.1..4a..1?38...

TO NAME 1—1127 «»«

RFrARnINr. Manifesto defining China’s foreign and domestic policies, issued 
regarding-. conclusion of emergency session of the Kuomintang (National 

Party) National Congress, April 2.

Salient points of a-, encloses extracts-,
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 12

Taihoku’s despatches no.20 of March 1 and 
no.23 of March 11.

A news item reported that Americans and 
Russians participated in the Chinese air raid 
on Forrneea but added "The American Government 
did everything possible to prevent the American 
fliers from participating in the China Incident, 
but the fliers in spite of this joined the 
Chinese side." In spite of this Consul Warner 
felt it necessary, having first obtained Tokyo’s 
permission, write a long despatch to the Taiwan 
government requesting publicity to correct "the 
impression that may be had that the American 
government would condone such American activities 
He adds his and his wife's sympathy for the suf
fering caused by the raid. The Taiwan government 
replied that it did not consider any further 
publicity necessary and Consul Warner states that 
he will regard the case as closed.

Consul Warner appears to have unnecessarily 
magnified the importance of this case and his 
despatches reporting it are very carelessly 
drafted.

You may care to glance at his description of 
the damage done by the bombing on p. 3 and 4 of 
the top despatch.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Consulate General 
— Tokyo, Japan, March 5, 1938.

m

g? '■ '" ^Memorandum for the Department, 

in

At^^hed hereto is despatch No. 20 from Taihoku, 
feted March 1, 1938, on the subject, "Air Raid on 
Taiwan".

J 
.3 > ' /p

1,

With this despatch there is enclosed copy of the 
Consul’s code telegram to this Consulate General dated 
February 27, 11:00 P.M» This telegram reads in trans
lation as follows:

"February 27, 11:00 P.M. Even though 
Chinese propaganda may be source of this 
report from New York based on United Press 
telegram from Hankow and gives prominence 
in local newspaper reports that an American 
and Russian but no Chinese pilot participated 
in February twenty-third air raid here suggest 
that authorization be given to me to explain 
to the Taiwan authorities the American policy 
of endeavoring to prevent such activities 
PARAGRAPH 99

2.
31

 
26

2.
’M

Your telegram of February 26, 6:00 P.M. 
was received in two hours PERIOD I am informed 
that outgoing communications of all kinds and 
the newspapers are subject to strict censor
ship in order to minimize the incident which 
is considered to be napping on the part of the 
military authorities"

Warner

In reply to the above telegram, after consulta
tion with the Embassy, I sent the following telegram:

February 28,
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"February 28, 4:00 P.M. Your 
February 27, 11:00 P.M. PARAGRAPH

No objection to explaining to 
authorities endorsement on all American 
passports as to travel in connection with 
entrance foreign military or naval service 
see Supervisory Circular No. 400 of August 
14 1937 STOP Regarding pilots of air 
raid Japan Advertiser February 26 prints 
dispatch from New York and another dis
patch from Hong Kong both based on Hankow 
dispatches denying that any but Chinese 
pilots participated "

Cameron

C. R. Cameron, 
American Consul General

Emklosure ;
Dbelpatch No. 20 from American 

Consulate at Taihoku.

Copy for:
Embassy
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NO. 20.
AMERICAN CONSULATE, 

Taihcku, Taiwan, Japan, March 1, 1938»

Subject: Air raid on Taiwan,
1—LOW G P O

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

K Division of ' 
f Aft EASIERH AFFAIRS

APR 6 - 1938
'ep&rtmenT ai State

Washington. .

>SlR : in
£ 22- r- frA (/)Ol, Ij'hsye the honor fro enclose a copy of my telegram

iH ° a. : o 
nt of February 27 to the Consul General in Tokyo, 
o G tn
■:'C- {translations of two newspaper articles concerning 

“ jt&e reported participation of an American pilot in 

the air raid of February 23 on Taiwan, and a copy 

of my letter to the Taiwan authorities in explanation 

of American policy in this connection.
So important do I feel the need for an official 

J explanation of American policy at this time and on 

7] the spot that in addition to the facts concerning 

ft [// notations on American passports and without being i ÏJrfj
■j t°° teclmical a114 lagal in language in order to 

Vfaciiita-te understanding, I took the liberty of 

setting forth parts of American law on the subject 
connected with the participation of American;, in 

the military service of a foreign state at a time 

like this, with an illustration for effect. The 

laws were taken from the 1934 edition of the Code
of Laws of the United States of America Title 18
Section 21 and Title 8 Section 16, The illustration
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was frcm Press Release Bulletin No. 185 of August 

10, 1937. I did. not go into the question of dual 

nationality since it would have complicated the 

issue unnecessarily. While not denying the present 

possible participation of American flyers in Chinese 

forces, I simply pointed out that if the local 

government permits publication of a report saying 

Americans took part in the raid then it would seem 

but reasonable that a denial of this report from 

the same sources should likewise be permitted to be 

published. Furthermore in addition to the explanation 

of dubious value in one news report, an official 

explanation of American policy in this respect should 

in all fairness be permitted to appear at this time. 
The present raid is of especial importance, being 

the first on Japanese territory since-according to 

newspaper reports- the foundation of the Entire, 
and as far as is yet known by the populace of 

Taiwan was carried out by an American. The Russian 

also alleged to have been in the wood pile is 

mentioned merely incidentally in press despatches 

and headlines. Thus in view of the damage to 

American prestige I have undertaken to have at least 

a fair statement made to counteract the impression 

already created, 

inasmuch as visits to the scene of the place 
struck 

where the bombs/in the Formosan Chinese district of 

Matsuyama sho, about 1 mile frcm the airport, 

are being done by crowds of sightseers, I made
inquiry
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inquiry as to whether or not it might be possible 

for me to pay such a visit and was politely informed 

yesterday by the military authorities that no 

foreigners are being permitted to make this trip. 

However today the prohibition was lifted and my wife 

and I visited the scene.
Accompanied by the Chief of the Matsuyama village 

police office we first drove through a narrow thickly 

populated street to the place where three small bombs 

had fallen. Two had exploded in the street in front 

of the house of a Fonaosan Chinese and had killed 

eight persons and injured a number of ethers. The 

other had dropped on the roof at the back of the 

same house, caving it in. Shrapnel marks covered 

the fronts of several houses on both sides of the 

street and numerous windows were broken, while the 

walls of the room beneath the broken in roof were 

likewise liberally shrapnel scarred. The newsphoto 

in my despatch Ko. 19 of February 25, 1938 shows the 

worst of the property damage done by these three 

bombs, but the loss of life was greatest at this point 
The other bombs dropped some quarter of a mile 

distant, some 200 yards from an electric power 

transformer station. The largest left a dry hole 

about 25 feet in diameter by 15 feet deep in the 

soft mud of a paddy field which had been covered 

with water as is usual at this season. It landed 

at the back of a house connected with a small brick

factory, the consussion having nearly toppled the 

walls of the house outward, the shrapnel killing 
two
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two and. injuring several others and rending great 
tears in the closely sown young shoots of a nearby 

rice plant hotbed. It also toppled the straw 

roof of a brick drying shed and broke nearby tall 

bamboo trees in two. Two smaller bombs also did 

damage to the brick factory. These six explosions 

correspond with the number heard at this office. 

Several potholes about 5 feet in diameter now 

filled with water and looking much like craters 

on a relief map of the moon, were roped off and 

marked with a danger sign, the explanation being 

given that there lay bombs which hadn’t exploded. 

11 should judge that the nearest bomb had landed
at least a mile from the Taihoku Matsuyama Airport. 

'Pretty poor marksmanship for an American or anyone
else if they were aiming at the airport. Perhaps 

the death and injury to some forty innocent Formosan 

Chinese and their houses was twisted by wishful

{thinking into the report that hangars and some 

forty planes at the airfield had been destroyed.
Incidentally since the day following the 

air raid, the Consulate has had a guard of from, 
one or two policemen with rifles patrolling the 

street in front of the office during the daytime 

and as many as ten men at night. The guard was 

neither requested nor considered necessary. The 

sand bags placed in front of the Taiwan Government 

General were removed three days later.

Further report will be made of any action

taken
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taken in regard to my letter to the Chief of the 
Division of foreign MfelW of the Government

General•
Respectfully yours,

Gerald Warner
American Consul»

Enclosures:
1 copy of telegram of «TlJS?;
f: ^«tSrTo Tuthoriiles.

File No. 820.02 
GW/tkb

In quintuplicate ^Department.
1 copy to Embassy, Tokyo. mrtvvn
1 copy to Consulate General, Toky
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Translation.

IMPUDENT CHINESE PLANES WERE PILOTED BY AMERICAN FLIERS 
TOGETHER WITH RUSSIAN FLIERS.
(New York February 24 Domei)

According to a U.P. telegram from Hankow received 
in New York on the 24th it has been announced that in 
the air raid on Taihoku on the 23rd an American named 
Vincent Schmidt, commander of the 14th squadron of the 
Chinese Air Force, participated together with Chinese 
and Russian fliers.

Schmidt is a notorious aviator with a record of 
refusal by the Ethiopian Government of his application 
for participation in the recent Ethiopian War.
(Taiwan Nichi Nichi Shimpo February 26, 193B)

AMERICAN AND RUSSIAN FLIERS RAIDED TAIWAN - NO CHINESE 
FLIERS PARTICIPATED (Information received in New York)
(New York February 26 special telegram to the Taiwan 
Ni chi Nichi Shimpo)

The International News Agency of the hearst 
interests reports on the 25th the following summary 
of a special telegram from its Shanghai agency concerning 
the air raid on Taiwan, by Chinese air force:

"In addition to American fliers there are aviators 
of Russia, France, Germany, and Australia enlisted in 
the Chinese Air Force. Of this group the American 
Air Force consists of 50 fliers and 25 men on ground 
duty. The leader of the American fliers is Colonel 
Ralph Chenourt (?) ( ) who was formerly an
instructor in -the Hangchow Aviation School.

In the air raid on Taiwan on the 23rd the first 
unit was composed only of Americans and the second 
unit of Russians. No Chinese fliers participated.

| The American Government did everything possible i » i 
|to prevent the American fliers from participating in // f I

J J the China Incident, but the fliers in spite of this I'f € 
| <joined the Chinese side. Their motive seems to haveV4l 

'been money making and adventure”. (Tai van Ni chi *
Nichi Shimpo February 28, 1938)
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AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, inarch I, 1936.

His Excellency

Sabuso Kato,
Chief, Division of Foreign Affairs, 

Govermaent Janeral of Taiwan, 
Taiholai.

Excellency:
I have the honor to refer to recent newspaper 

articles appearing in the local press reporting 

from New York that a U.P. despatch froa Hankow 

stated that an American had taken part in the 

regrettable air raid on Taiwan on February 23. 
Although a report appeared in the Japan Advertizer 

of February 26 fraa the sruae sources denying this 

first report and stating that none but Chinese 

pilote participated in this air raid, I have not 
yet seen any ïaention of it in the local prase to 

counteract the ill effects of the first reports.
while of course the facts in the case are 

difficult if not impossible to ascertain, I would 

like to bring to your attention the way in which 

the U.S. Government positively discourages the 

participation of American citizens in the armed 

forces of any foreign nation.
In connection with the China Incident, and 

as a part of the American policy of neutrality the 

.American Foreign Service has been under orders since

August
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Augjist 16, 1937 to endorse or. American Service 
Passports which are issued by it or my ccm into 
its possession: "This passport is not valid for 
travel to or in any foreign state in connection 
with entrance into or service in foreign military 

or naval forces.” This of course effectively 
prevents un American citizen from travel to ©line 

to enlist in its armed forces, except by subterfuge.
It is also pointed out that under the Criminal 

Cods of ths United states in citing offenses against 

neutrality, every citizen of the United states who 
serves n foreign state in war against any state 
with whom the United States are at peace subjects 
himself to a fine of $2,000 and imprisonment of 
three years.

In this connection and as an illustration of 
the danger to which an American citizen subjects 
himself in attempting to enlist for foreign military 
service, a press report fraa Los Angeles on August 

10, 1937 stated that a warning had been given to 
Russel L, Hearn, described as an .uaerican Soldier 

of Fortune, against his reported activities in 
recruiting an international brigade of volunteers 
to join the Chinese forces in North China. 
Assistant District Attorney Hughes of Los Angeles 
is reported to have said that he told Hearn "that 
anyone recruiting Americans for the Chinese Array 
or any other Array would be prosecuted*.

Furthermore, under the citizenship laws of

the
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the United states any -i^rican citizen shall be 

deemed to have expatriated himself v&en he has 

taken an oath of allegiance to any foreign State. 
Most of the oases involving loss of naerioan 

citizenship by taking an oath of allegiance to a 

foreign state, arise in connection with foreign 

Military service.
I would therefore appreciate any publicity 

which you may feel is desirable to correct the 

impression that may be had that the American 

government would condone such American activities.
My wife and I wish at this time to express 

our deepest syw»thy for the suffering caused to 

so riany innocent civilians in the unfortunate 
bombing. We Intend to avail ourselves of the 

kind courtesy of your military authorities in 

permitting ns to visit the scene of the bombing 

so that we aay see for ourselves the havoc wrought 
by such an attack, on innocant vic tiros.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew 

the assurances of ray hi^A consideration.
I have the honor to be, Excellency, 

Your obedient servant. <------ - —71

Gerald Warne» 
American Consul.
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NO. 33

Air Mail

AMERICAN CONSULATE

Subjects

Taihoku, Taiwan, Japan, March 11, 1938

Publicity of American Participation 
in Air Raid on Taiwan.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

co Washington,

-Sir

zf' FAft tfàii'Eifâ AùüihS |
Apr r - ■

\ j ......z-

I have the honor to refer to my despatch

z J

|No
Ration of an American pilot in the air raid of 

February 23 on Taiwan, and to enclose the reply

20 of March 1, concerning the reported partici

of Mr. Tamio Morita, Acting Chief of the Foreign

Affairs Division of Taiwan Government General to 

my letter of March 1 in this connection.

Since Mr. Kato, Chief of the Foreign Affairs

Division was absent in Tokyo, an oral representation 

was made to Mr. Koshimura, Secretary Translator of 

the Government General, on the matter several days 

after writing the letter to‘the Government General

It was pointed out that publication of the article. J
.concerning the non-participation of American fliers -

'the raid was not of great moment at this late

date but that in this connection it was felt that

publication should be made the neutral attitude 

of the United States Government, as explained and

795.94/12767
FILED

 

A
PR 151938

illustrated in my letter to the Government General

However, he felt that such publication was unnecessary

since
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since the attitude of our government is already 

well known. It was pointed out that however 

well known it might be^repetition of that fact 

could do no harm and would also serve to de
monstrate the good will of the Japanese Govern

ment in putting forth the American attitude.
The article of February 28 referred to in 

the reply of the Government General is the last 
report 

paragraph of the article in the press/concerning 

participation of American fliers in the raid and 

to which I referred in my despatch as being of V-~——- 
dubious value being part of a possibly erroneous 

report, and which Mr, Koshimura felt was sufficient

Both Mr. Koshimura, and an editor of a Taiwan 

newspaper, stated that the report which appeared 

in the Japan Advertiser of February 26 never came 

to their notice if it reached Taiwan, and the 

editor further stated that if it had he would 

have at least endeavored to publish it.

It is further understood that there was 

considerable difference of opinion in the Govern

ment General which delayed the decision on this 

matter, but as is seen those in favor of non 

publication had their way.

Unless I am instructed to the contrary I 

shall consider the case dosed.

Respectfully yours, .

File No*  820.02 American Consul.
Gff/tkh 

m quintuplicate to Department.
1 copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo
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COPY

Translation.

GOVERNMENT GENERAL OF TAIWAN

Kan Gai No» 203» Taihoku, March 10, 1938»

The Honorable 
Gerald Warner, 

American Consul, 
Taihoku»

Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt 

of your communication of March 1, 1938, requesting 
that an appropriate method be taken to give 
publicity to the impartial and neutral attitude 
of your government in connection with the recent 
air raid on Taiwan by Chinese planes»

In reply, however, I am firmly convinced 
that the public entertains no doubt of the strict 
neutral attitude of the United States Government 
as you fear it may, and that their favorable 
impression toward your country will not be 
influenced thereby in any way. Moreover, there 
was also an article in the press of February 28 
that your government is doing everything possible 
to prevent Americans of this sort frcm participating 
in the China incident»

I do not think any further publicity by me 
is necessary, and shall give appropriate consider
ation in case of need in the future.

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servant,

TAMIO MORITA
Acting Chief of the Foreign. Affairs 
Division of the Executive Office of 
the Governor General of Taiwan»

(SEAL)
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 14, 1938.

Tokyo’s despatch no. 2814 of March 17 
1938, encloses a copy of a translation of an 
article entitled "The American Flag as a 
Sacred Object of the U. S. Citizens - A 
Popular Study of ’Regrettable Events’ in the 
Fighting Zone."

As the article and the use to which it 
was put are of more than passing interest, 
it is suggested that the Embassy’s brief 
despatch, which contains a summary^and com
ment in regard to the article under reference, 
be read in its entirety.

793.94/12768

FE:Penfield:HES
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, March 17, 1938.

No. 2814.
SUBJECT: JAPANESE ARTICLE ON AMERICAN RESPECT FOR FLAG.

Sir:
I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of trans

lation (already sent to the War Department by the Military 

Attaché) of a Japanese article descriptive of the high 

respect in which the American flag is held by American 

citizens. The original article appeared in a recent if 

(March 2, 1938) of TSUWAMONO, a publication which is cir

£6
1 

G
T d

dV

culated
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culated to the entire Japanese army; it appears to have 

been written for the special purpose of bringing to an end 

the series of incidents in China in which Americans and the 

American flag have suffered ill treatment at the hands of 

Japanese forces.

The article refers to the success of Japanese arms in 

the war zone; admits that the success has been in a measure 

marred by misunderstandings with foreigners in the field dur

ing the operations; states that, though operations would have 

been easier had foreign interests been overlooked, the Japan

ese code requires considerateness, and every precaution has 

been taken; asserts that special attention has been devoted 

to the interests of Americans; describes Americans as generally 

sympathetic to China but fair and impartial in action, attached 

to the open door and free opportunity, and insistent upon 

proper regard for the American flag (thinking of their flag 

as Japanese think of the Emperor); speaks highly of American 

courage and enterprise; and warns that the one danger which 

stands between Japan and ultimate success in China is the re

currence of such incidents as the PANAY incident.

The Military Attaché informs me that the article’s details 

about ceremonial and popular usage with regard to the American 

flag were supplied by his office to Lieutenant Colonel Nishi 

several weeks ago. Colonel Nishi is the army officer who 

attended the conference at the Embassy on December 23 (despatch 

2719, January 6, 1938) which was held for the purpose of receiv

ing the military and naval reports on the PANAY bombing. That 

fact, taken in conjunction with the content and tone of the

TSUWAMONO
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TSUWAMONO article, confirms the Embassy’s impression that 
«

the central command in Tokyo has been and continues to be 

solicitous of due regard, on the part of Japanese troops, 

for Americans confronted in China in the course of operations.

8
CC:

Enclo e :
1/ Translation from TSÜWAM0N0, March 2, 1938
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Enclosure No. / z to despatch 
No • P-FI of «• A- / ? i cj 3 ’k? 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Translation by the office of the American Military 

Attache, Tokyo, of an article in the Japanese publi

cation TSIT.WiONO, a paper published by and circulated 

throughout the Japanese army; issue of March 2, 1938. 

s

The American Elag as a Sacred 
Object of the U. S. Citizens - 
A popular Study of ’’Regrettable 
Events" in the Fighting Zone.

Complicated Condition of the Fighting hone as a Cause of 

the "Regrettable Events".

It is needless to say that the brilliant results we 

have achieved so far in the war zone are due to the power 

and virtue of our beloved Emperor, and while we are over

whelmed by an indescribable emotion as we think of the 

greatness of our ruler, the powers are surprised at the brave 

and speedy actions we are taking at the front, for such 

achievements as ours were seldom witnessed even in the Great 

’..’ar.

Our military actions, however, have been accompanied by 

great difficulties in some of the fighting zones, where the 

rights and interests owned or established by foreign nations 

and nationals are scattered over wide areas. Such complicated 

conditions in those fighting zones naturally gave rise to 

various impediments to our military actions through the mis

understandings between foreign nations concerned and our troops.

In an interview with correspondents of British papers, 

General Iwane Matsul once said that, if the Japanese troops 

were authorized to conduct their military operations regardless 

of foreign rights and interests in the fighting zones, the 

fruits they have realized so far might have been obtained in 

half the time actually required. In this connection, we must

own
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own that all our people are of the same opinion as General 

Llatsui.

In spite of the precautions we have been taking ever 

since the outbreak of the China Incident, there have occurred 

a few cases in which we inflicted losses on the rights and 

interests of foreign nations. In fact, mishaps are unavoidable 

in the fighting zones, no matter who are the belligerent 

nations. Peculiar conditions in the fighting zones, however, 

do not allow us to be indifferent to the victims of such mis

haps, for our Bushido demands that we be always mindful/ of the 

misfortune of others, especially of the sufferers from such 

accidents as are often reported in the war zone.

Therefore, we have taken every possible measure to reduce the 

losses suffered by the foreign nations, Lkenever an accident 

took place to any foreign resident in the fighting zone, we 

lost no time in making a thorough going investigation, and 

manifested our sincere regret, provided we were, in any small 

measure, responsible for the mishap. Indeed, it is due to the 

sincerest attitude on our part, that we have so far succeeded 

in avoiding the outbreak of a serious affair between some 

foreign nation and our country.

Among these nations, we are deeply interested in the 

attitude of the American Government and the feeling of the 

U. S. citizens. The American citizens, since the outbreak 

of the China Incident, have been rather sympathetic toward 

the Chinese people. The Washington Government, however, has 

been fair and gentle in its attitude towards our country, ex

cept in connection with the regrettable incident on the Yangtze 

River, in which the U. S. gunboat Panay was bombed and sunk 

by a few Japanese naval planes, and a number of lives lost on

board
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board that vessel.

The Washington. Government filed a very strong protest 

with our country regarding the deplorable incident in 

December last, immediately after the occurrence of the 

disaster. Our country was shocked, because we were in the 

wrong. Our Government manifested profound regret about 

the mishap, and took every possible measure to make the best 

of the deplorable incident.

The U. S. people were excited over the incident, and there 

was no knowing what might hanpen. The profound regret manifested 

by every citizen of this country, deep sympathy expressed in 

various quarters cf this country for the U.S. Navy officers and 

men who had been killed or wounded in the incident, and the 

medical facilities offered by our navy to the U. S. sailors 

wounded on board the President Hoover, had a far reaching 

effect in dispersing the anti-Japanese atmosphere then developing 

all over America.

In this connection, it is remarkable that the visit made 

by the girl students of the Bunlca Gakuin (Cultural Academy) of 

Tokyo on I,*r.  Grew, the American Ambassador to Japâîh, to express 

their sympathy for the victims of the incident, and the brave 

action of some Japanese soldiers who tried to protect the U.S. 

gunboat from the attacks by the Japanese naval planes by 

waving the Sun Flags near the scene of the sinking war vessel 

until they fell in the rain of bombs, greatly moved the American 

citizens.

Insult to the Flag of Stars and Stripes is Intolerable to 

Americans.

The ’’open door policy" and the "principle of equal 

opportunity" form the nucleus of the Far Eastern policy of 

America. The U.S. citizens therefore, are opposed to the

establishment
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establishment of an. exclusive power over the Asiatic continent. 

They have been observing the development of our military actions 

in China with keen attention, and are rather displeased with 

our country, which they fear, is going to threaten the rights 

and interests established or owned by foreign nations in China. 

Especially, they have always been anxious lest Japanese troops 

might insult their.sacred national flag. The bombing of the 

Panay shocked them, because their national prestige symbolized 

by the Sacred Flag of Stars and Stripes was disregarded by the 

Japanese naval planes.

Indeed, the bombing of the Panay was not the first case, 

wherein the American national flag was "insulted.” Disputes 

took place between the American nationals in China and the 

Japanese troops in the fighting zone over various misunderstandings 

about the national flag of America. For instance, Japanese 

troops, according to the American nationals concerned, entered 

an American hospital at Wufu (Shanghai district) and some buildings 

at Nanking, regardless of the American flags hoisted at the gates 

of those buildings.

The late Mr. Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th American President, 

who is remembered by our countrymen as one of the greatest foreign 

friends Japan has ever had, and who was largely instrumental in 

bringing peace between our country and Russia in 1905, once 

remarked that the lofty spirit and the adr.iirable sentiment lying 

in the background of Bushido were applicable to the American 

citizens, provided the word "Emperor” was replaced by ’’the 

national flag”. The late Mr. Roosevelt had just finished reading 

"Bushido" by the late Dr. Nitobe.

It is to be noted that Americans citizens love and respect 

their national flag in the same manner and measure as we love

and
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and respect our emperor, as shown by the words of the late 

Mr. Roosevelt.

How Americans Salute their National Flag.

There are no people in the world who do not love and 

respect their respective national flag. Especially in the 

eyes of*  the U. S. citizens, their national flag is a sacred 

and divine object of respect and worship. In this connection 

even our countrymen are surpassed by the U. 3. people. Each 

American citizen entering the Army is required to swear that:

1. He will support the national constitution.

2. Observe the laws of the country.

3. Respect the national flag.

4. And protect the country from the attacks of any enemy.

'./hen they hoist the national flag, all the citizens who are 

present salute their beloved flag in the following manner.

a. Those in uniform will salute as do soldiers.

b. Those in civilian clothes will take off their hats 

and cover their breasts on the left side with their hats.

c. Ladies will cover their breast on the left side with 

their right hands.

Until the ceremony is over they stand still, facing the flag

pole .

At the primary schools of that country, the pupils swear their 

respect and love for their national flag every morning, when their 

flag is hoisted with due ceremony.

The history of the American flag (omitted in the translation).

........... Even the President of the U.S.A, will make a profound 

bow before the flag, while no citizens will use their beloved 

flag for private purposes, on private occasions.

Two
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Two Big Hâtions on Both Slues of the Pacific.

At this moment, two great nations of different characteristics 

are dashing toward their great national objectives. The one 

are the Japanese and the other are the American people. The 

Americans are brave, adventurous and amiable. It was an American 

flier who first flew across the Atlantic; it was an American 

youth who rolled over the waterfall of Niagara in a cask; and 

it was a battalion of -American troops who held their position 

against tens of thousands of the enemy during the Great 'Jar. 

In point of valor, the Americans are scarcely surpassed by any 

other nation.

In the meantime, Japanese troops now being reorganized for 

prolonged warfare, are ready to give the final blow to the Chinese 

troops in Honan, Shansi and Central China. The Japanese people 

at home are prepared to carry out their punitive war until they 

realize their final purpose. It seems that there is no dastacle 

whatsoever in the way of the Japanese nation end its troops, as 

far as the China incident is concerned.

The only thing which may affect our national campaign against 

China is the occurrence of another Panay case. If such undesirable 

events should occur, there is no knowing what obstacle may be 

thrown in our path. All our men and officers in the war zone, 

therefore, are sincerely requested to take every precaution 

against the occurrence of any untoward event which may culminate 

in a serious trouble with a foreign country, especially America.
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DIVISION OF EUROPEAN AFFAIRS . '
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* | uc tASTERS At t Ain;
! iAPR 1 8 ’938

In connection with the Ambàssa<Jbr’s' 
statement on page 6 to the effect that 
it would probably be within the ability 
of Japan in case of war with the Soviet 
Union to close the various straits which 
connect the Sea of Japan with the Pacific 
Ocean proper, attention is invited to the 
article which appeared in PACIFIC AFFAIRS 
for March, 1937, on "Soviet Submarines in 
the Far East", by Albert Parry and 
Alexander Kiralfy. These authors, who 
appear to have gone into the matter quite 
carefully, felt that the experience of the 
Great ’.Tar did not indicate that the Japan
ese would be able to close the Straits of 
Tsushima successfully against Soviet 
submarines.

On page 14, the^bassador asks: "Would, 
for example, the Soviet Union come to the 
help of Outer Mongolia if that area were 
invaded by Japan?" It may be recalled that 
in his interview with Mr. Roy Howard, some 
two years ago, Stalin gave a most definite 
and affirmative answer to this question.

iennan
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 8, 1938.

In despatch no. 2820 of March 18, 1938, 
(drafted by Dooman) the Embassy at Tokyo gives a 
thoughtful estimate of the prospects of Japan’s 
attacking the Soviet Union in the near future. 
The Embassy states that there is no tangible 
proof that Japan is preparing to take military 
action against Russia, that troops are not being 
massed in Manchuria and that there is no organized 
effort to stir up popular feeling against the 
Soviet Union. It is questioned whether Japan has 
a motive of such urgency that would impel it to 
take on so formidable an antagonist as Russia 
while being severely taxed with the problem of 
subduing China. It is estimated that Russia has 
360,000 troops in the Far East against which 
Japan has 220,000 in Manchuria. Of all the 
dangerous factors in the situation underlying 
Russo-Japanese relations, discussed at some 
length in the despatch, the most dangerous is 
considered by the Embassy the indiscipline of 
certain elements in the Japanese army. What 
some of these officers might do by way of provok
ing conflict is unpredictable. The Embassy’s 
conclusions are summarized in the two last pages 
which you may be interested in reading.

Comment

There may be suggested another possibility 
in the situation, not mentioned by the Embassy, 
and which, paradoxically enough, looms larger as 
the Chinese resistance to Japan’s military advance

stiffens
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stiffens. It is a pronounced Japanese character
istic to seek an excuse for failure, especially 
in a case where in the absence of explanation all 
that appears to stand in the way of glorious suc
cess is the despised Chinese army. We may there
fore expect, if the present impasse continues, a 
growing tendency to blame Russian help (and/or 
British help) to China, and if Russia is blamed 
long and loudly enough there might develop a 
popular demand (and a demand within the younger 
officer group of the army itself) that Russia be 
attacked. As the Embassy points out, what the 
younger officer group may do is unpredictable, 
and due allowance should be made for the possi
bility that a people so easily thrown off their 
emotional balance as the Japanese might act not 
on the basis of calculated judgment but under the 
impulse of war hysteria.

793.94/12769

FE:Ballant ine:HES
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To 7M f AMER,CAN embassy

Y c / Toky°> March 18, 19;
SUBJECT: JAPANESE-SOVIET

Gn ( Af/£>

No. 2820
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liùWiul Office A 4‘i

IONS

Washington

I have the honor to refer to the Department’s

in which there are

outlined observations with regard

£e honorable

telegram Noa 77, Liar ch 5, 2 p.m

’ The Secretary of State

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

MR. HORNBECK

APR 141938

to relations between

Japan and Soviet Russia made in confidence by an offi

cial of an important European government.

The representative at Tokyo of the European country

under reference, in reporting to his government that there 

is no tangible proof that Japan may be preparing to take 

military action against the Soviet Union, is stating a

* fact. Although effort is made to conceal the movements 

of Japanese military units on the continent, the casualty 

lists and other pieces of information can, by diligent

793.94/ 12769
 

F/F<3
?7'

collation,
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collation, be made to produce data indicating with fairly 

substantial degree of accuracy the distribution of Japanese 

forces; and the information available indicates that Japanese 

troops are not being massed in Manchuria. Further, no or-

ganized effort

against Soviet

to stir up and mobilize popular feeling

Russia can be discerned. It therefore fol-

lows that the question whether Japan will strike at Russia

in the near future, even as early as April 1 as has been

suggested, is one which cannot be answered affirmatively

on the basis of facts but only by acceptance of a series

of assumptions such as those set forth in the Department’s

telegram under reference. I am not in a position, and I

doubt if any of my colleagues (also) are in a position, to

know whether the leaders of the Japanese army realize that

the Japanese people are worked up to a pitch where the people

will accept any sacrifice, nor am I in a position to know

what estimate these leaders have made of the prospects of

a campaign being successfully prosecuted by Japan against

China and Soviet Russia simultaneously I can, however

express the opinion that, although the Japanese people ap-

pear to be determined to bring the "China incident” to a

successful conclusion, they do not appear to be eager for

a war with Soviet Russia. In short, I believe that the 

question whether such a war is imminent can successfully 

be examined, not by analyzing a thesis which seeks to 

rationalize a conclusion admittedly founded on'no "tangible 

proof” and is merely ”a feeling”, but to examine facts and 

trends and to deduce therefrom whatever conclusions may 

seem warrantable
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A careful review has been made of the Japanese press 

and of periodicals issued during the past six months, and 

the amount of attention given to Japan’s relations with 

Russia has been surprisingly small. The GAIKO JIHO, the 

leading magazine on international affairs and one with 

nationalist and chauvinist tendencies, has had no article 

on this subject in the last eight issues, and there has 

been markedly less examination in newspaper editorials 

of Japan’s relations with Soviet Russia than of its rela

tions with Great Britain, whose alleged policy of ’’encircling 

Japan especially moves Japanese writers to a fine frenzy, 

or with the United States. This apparent absence of lively 

apprehension over Russia is one which has also been observed 

by persons other than ourselves. A member of the Budget 

Committee of the Lower House stated on January 29; "It 

seems to us that our relations with Soviet Russia have since 

last year gradually become much worse, but I would like to 

put this question to the Minister of War. Is it not true 

that since the beginning of the China incident there has 

been a decreasing likelihood of Soviet Russia attacking 

Japan?" The apparent absence of concern over Russia is an 

interesting commentary on Far Eastern international politics, 

as the safeguarding of eastern Asia from Soviet influence 

is one of the avowed fundamental policies of this country. 

But it is a fact too important to be dismissed as a mere 

political curiosity. The expansion of Russia as a military 

power has been one of the primary considerations since the 

beginning of the present century in the formulation of 

Japan’s military policy; and when, after several years of 

tension and of world wide expectation that any one of a

series 
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series of incidents might provoke a war, a state of 

comparative composure prevails it must be assumed in all 

reason that some new factors have been imported into the 

situation.

The Department will no doubt recall the estimate of the 

British Government made last year that the disclosure of 

dissention within the Soviet Army, which led subsequently 

to th^execution of a number of high officers, did not neces

sarily indicate any weakening of Soviet Russia as a military 

power. There have been subsequently several "purges" of 

high Russian officials, both civil and military. It is 

possible that the British Government has still found no 

reason to revise its estimate, but the belief prevails 

uniformly among all classes of Japanese, to whom recent 

developments in Russia are incomprehensible, that a govern

ment which cannot count upon the loyalty of its highest offi

cials is in no position to carry on a successful campaign 

against a major power. Whatever doubts the Japanese might 

have had with regard to the accuracy of their estimate were 

effectively dissolved by the attitude of Soviet Russia in 

the Amur River incident of June 1937, when, it will be re

membered, Soviet river launches were fired on and sunk by 

Japanese troops and some casualties inflicted on the Soviet 

forces. Further, it is impossible that the Japanese, with 

their habit of examining with meticulous care every aspect 

of an international problem, have overlooked the potentiali

ties of the international situation in Europe as they might 

affect the situation in the Far East. No responsible person 

would care to venture a definite forecast that the Anglo- 

Italian conversations will result in an agreement between 

the two countries, or that, even were they to so end, Great

Britain
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Britain will take stronger measures in the Far East. 

Nor would he care to predict the final repercussions 

in Europe of the German coup in Austria. These and 

other events will inevitably have reverberations in the 

Far East, but if one is prepared to concede to Japanese 

leaders any intelligence one must assume that they will wait 

until the situation in Europe has further unfolded.

The thesis that Japan, now having placed itself on a 

war footing and having large forces on the continent, consi

ders the present to be an opportune moment for striking at 

Russia, is plausible and simple - and therefore attractive. 

Before embracing this thesis, as have several of my colleagues, 

the more careful observer would prefer to find a bridge over 

the gap which separates its premises from its conclusions. 

One would have to find, first of all, a motive of such urgency 

that it would impel Japan, while being severely taxed with 

the problem of subduing China, to take on as an additional 

antagonist one of the world’s most formidable military powers.

The air threat to Japan from the direction of Siberia 

has in recent years come in for much attention from journalists 

and other writers, who dwell on the havoc which could be wreaked 

by Soviet bombers on the principal Japanese cities. The 

Japanese are in fact concerned over this source of danger, 

as evidenced by the air raid maneuvers carried out periodi

cally by practically every city, town, and village in the 

country. Tokyo and Yokohama when rebuilt after the earthquake 

of 1923, were supplied with wide avenues to limit the damage 

which might result from air bombing, a practice which is 

being widely followed in other Japanese cities, and new 

factories are being so located that should they be destroyed

from
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from the air the effects on national defense would be 

minimized. For example, the military authorities re

cently prohibited the laying out near a coal mine of a 

plant for the extraction of oil from coal, so that if 

the oil plant were bombed the coal mine would not also 

be destroyed. Whether the Soviet air force could carry 

out destructive raids over Japan; whether the Soviet air 

force is superior "quantitatively  and "qualitatively  to 

the Japanese air force - these and other like questions are 

technical matters which we are not competent to discuss. 

However, if air bombing in Spain and China are instructive 

in any way they demonstrate that this form of frightfulness 

does not demoralize civilian populations and is not especially 

destructive of productive industries and of railways and 

other means of communication. There is no evidence that 

the Japanese as a nation are materially and temperamentally 

more vulnerable then are the Spanish and the Chinese.

* *

Reports that a large fleet of submarines is based on 

Vladivostok have come from many reliable sources. Although 

the number of submarines varies with each report, there is 

substantial agreement that the submarines are of relatively 

small tonnage and are designed for coast defense. A glance 

at a map of China will show that all but one of the various 

narrow exits from the Sea of Japan to the Pacific Ocean 

are in Japanese hands, and, in the light of what was done 

in the North Sea during the world war, it would probably 

be within the ability of Japan to close them to hostile 

submarines. The exception, the Straits of Tartary, is

so
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so far to the north, that only large submarines with a 

long cruising radius could expect to operate effectively 

against the principal Japanese mercantile routes in the 

Pacific. As pointed out by the Military Attaché of the 

Embassy in his memorandum of March 9, 1938, a copy of 

which is attached, it is essential for Japan in time of 

war to maintain intact its communications with the conti

nental mainland; and even though Japan is separated from 

Korea by a substantial body of water, it probably could 

be fairly effectively guarded against submarines.

An extended examination of the natural resources of 

Siberia in relation to the need in which Japan stands 

for such resources, would take one far afield and would 

probably lead to no more definite conclusion than would 

brief examination of certain salient facts. Some figures 

will be found in a subsequent paragraph of the production 

by Japanese of petroleum and coal in north Saghalien. These 

figures are unimpressive, not because there is any lack of 

interest and of energy on the part of Japan in exploiting 

the concessions obtained from the Soviet Government or be

cause of the various restrictions and limitations placed 

by the Soviet Government upon the concessions and upon the 

operation of the concessions, but primarily because the 

petroleum and coal deposits are not large. No responsible 

claim has been made to our knowledge that the deposits of 

petroleum in Saghalien are so extensive that if Japan had 

free access to them they would make her even substantially 

self-sufficient in respect of this important primary commo

dity. With regard to coal and timber, Japan while not abun

dantly supplied with these resources, is under no great strain

in
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in obtaining supplies from areas within its own sphere of 

influence. The fisheries of Siberia are important to 

Japan, but Japan now has a substantial measure of access 

to them.

The conclusion reached from the foregoing brief survey 

is that although Japan would, both strategically and economi

cally, be a great deal happier if the eastern boundary of 

Bussia and Asia ran north and south through Lake Baikal in

stead of at the Pacific Ocean, there appears to be on the 

basis of available facts no discernible reason which would 

make either necessary or advisable at this time an assault 

by Japan on Bussia and thus multiply by many times the magni

tude of an infinite variety of problems, not only military, 

but economic, financial and social as well, already severely 

testing the resources of the country.

There was set forth in a preceding paragraph a question 

with regard to Soviet-Japanese relations asked of the Minis

ter of War by a member of the Diet. I have reserved the 

reply to the Minister of War for this place in the discussion 

of that same question. In the official report of the proceed

ings of the Budget Committee General Sugiyama is quoted as 

saying: "As you gentlemen are aware, the Bussian forces in 

eastern Siberia are larger than the Japanese forces facing 

them”. At this point, the stenographer was directed to stop 

taking notes. One feature of General Sugiyama*s  unrecorded 

reply was divulged a few days later in the Budget Committee 

of the House of Peers by a member who remarked that the 

Minister of War had stated **in  another place**  that the 

Soviet forces in eastern Siberia consisted of twenty divisions
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of infantry, five divisions of cavalry and fifteen hundred 

airplanes (corrected by General Sugiyama to ’’fifteen hun

dred airplanes and tanks**).  The Military Attaché of the 

Embassy computes these units, together with artillery and 

other necessary complementary units to constitute a force 

of about 360,000 men. He has definitely identified as being 

in Manchuria Japanese units amounting to 220,000 men, while 

the estimate of most of the foreign Military Attachés of 

the number of Japanese troops in that area is about 300,000 

men. There is thus no reason for doubting the accuracy of 

the War Minister’s statement that the Soviet forces in 

eastern Siberia are larger than the Japanese forces in 

Manchuria. As a quick, decisive military blow depends, in 

cases where armies of approximately equal effectiveness are 

involved, for its success upon substantial numerical superiori

ty, the best available information of the respective forces 

which would be involved does not indicate that any such move 

against Russia is now being planned by Japan.

In the formal report made on January 22 by the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs on the state of Japanese international 

relations, Mr. Hirota made some very pointed references to 

the importance attached by Japan to the Japanese concessionary 

rights in North Saghalien, and he stated that the Japanese 

Government would not tolerate means employed by the Soviet 

Government to render nugatory these rights. In view of the 

fact that the attention of most observers was concentrated 

on Japan’s relations with China, and on the various problems 

arising out of the hostilities with China which affected the 

interests of the United States and Great Britain, this portion 

of Mr. Hirota*s  address did not receive that measure of at

tention
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tention which recent events show clearly they deserved.

On February 28 the Minister for Foreign Affairs was 

asked in the Budget Committee of the Lower House to ex

plain his objectives in the conduct of relations with the 

Soviet Union. Mr. Mirota replied that the relations be

tween Japan and the Soviet Union had been injured by a 

number of questions which arose primarily from failure 

on the part of the Soviet Government to fulfill its 

treaty obligations toward Japan, and that the Japanese 

Government had in mind no remedy for this condition of 

affairs other than to persuade the Soviet Government to 

carry out its treaty obligations. On March 7 Mr. Hirota 

again was asked in the same place the same question, and 

he replied that there had been no improvement in relations 

with the Soviet Union, and that there was no recourse left 

to Japan other than to resort to reprisals for actions on 

the part of Russia which violated treaty provisions. There 

will be found outlined hereunder several of the more important 

specific issues lying between Japan and Soviet Russia.

One of the focal points of friction between the two 

countries is North Saghalien, where under the various agree

ments concluded at Peking on January 25, 1925, Japan was 

granted coal and petroleum mining rights as compensation 

for the so-called Nikolaesvk massacre, when several hundred 

Japanese were killed by Russian partisans. There were sub

sequently set up two quasi-official Japanese companies to 

operate the concessions: the North Saghalien Oil Company 

and the North Saghalien Mining Company. The most recent 

available figures of annual production of petroleum under 

the Japanese concession are for 1936, when 106,200 metric

tons
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tons were produced, valued at something over ¥600,000,000. 

The production of coal in 1936 was about 200,000 metric 

tons, valued at ¥3,240,000. Each of these compan-i es pur

chases either petroleum or coal from Soviet producers, and 

these amounts added to their own production are exported to 

Japan. The total imports into Japan from North Saghalien 

of petroleum in 1936 was 167,000 metric tons, and of coal 

was 228,000 metric tons. The amounts produced by Japanese 

enterprises in North Saghalien of these two commodities 

are not very large, but the fact that there is available 

in that area a certain quantity of petroleum is regarded 

as a matter of great importance to Japan, which produces 

only about T/o of its total consumption of petroleum. The 

coal produced in North Saghalien is also reported to be 

relatively important, for the reason that it is suitable 

for coking, and Japan is notoriously deficient in respect 

of this grade of coal.

It is claimed by the Japanese thqt the Soviet authori

ties have refused permission for the entry of the full com

plement of Japanese workmen necessary for the operation 

of the petroleum concession, with the result that the petro

leum company has been obliged to employ a large number of 

Soviet laborers, whose efficiency is stated to be much 

lower than that of the Japanese laborers. At the same time 

the Soviet authorities have declined to permit the laying 

down of an under-water pipe line from theKatangli oil field 

to facilitate the pumping of oil into Japanese tankers, with 

the result that the oil produced in this field last year 

has had to be stored in,tanks, and as storage facilities 

have been exhausted, it has been necessary to discontinue

operations
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operations until the summer, the only season of the year 

when the weather will permit of loading the tankers by 

lighters. The local authorities are reported to have 

sought to obstruct Japanese operations by refusal to per

mit the importation of food and other supplies for the 

Japanese workmen; progressively increasing demands are made 

for higher wages and shorter working hours for the Soviet 

laborers; and officials of the Company are being prosecuted 

and imprisoned for alleged violation of Soviet 1 aho-r regu

lations and laws.

The North Saghalien Mining Company is said to be also 

meeting with similar difficulties. In 1936 the Company 

requested permission for the entry of 475 Japanese workmen, 

the number of Japanese workmen which the Company was entitled 

to employ in North Saghalien under a treaty provision regu

lating the ratio between the Japanese and Soviet employees. 

The Soviet authorities are said to have arbitrarily reduced 

the number of Japanese employees to 120, and although as 

a result of such negotiations the Soviet authorities have 

permitted the entry of an additional 190 Japanese workmen, 

their total number is less than that which the Company is 

entitled to bring from Japan. In addition to the difficulties 

due to the insufficient number of trained Japanese workmen, 

this Company has also been subject to constant prosecution 

of violation of labor laws, and it is stated that the 

Soviet authorities have made every effort to make it practi

cally impossible for the Company to maintain operations.

The constant difficulties between the Japanese Govern

ment and the Soviet Government with regard to fishing in 

Siberian waters are of such general knowledge that no detailed

account
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account need be given of the negotiations that have been 

had during the past two years with regard to the conclusion 

of a new fishery convention. To indicate the importance 

to the Japanese of their interest in the fisheries, the 

value of the annual catch by Japanese fishermen in Soviet 

waters is about ¥45,000,000, of which amount something over 

¥25,000,000 is sold abroad. The products of the waters of 

Siberia are, therefore, one of the important items of Japan’s 

exports. The Japanese fishing industry carried on under 

the fishery agreement with Soviet Russia employs over 

20,000 men and operates about 150 vessels with a tonnage of 

about 450,000 tons. '

There are a large number of other conditions which 

are not to be regarded as basic causes for the adverse trend 

in relations between Japan and the Soviet Union but are 

symptomatic of political and other forces which operate to 

create enmity between the two countries. There are said 

to be at the present time 58 Japanese imprisoned in North 

Saghalien on charges of either violating Soviet labor laws 

or for acts of espionage. Much indignation is expressed 

in the Japanese press over the reported refusal of the au

thorities in Vladivostok and Habarovsk to provide water, 

food and medical attention to members of the Japanese con

sulates, and it is stated that the Japanese Embassy in Mos

cow is surrounded by a barbed wire fence, passage through 

which is severely restricted. Another case which has 

aroused much attention in Japan is the reported removal 

of about 200,000 Korean farmers and fishermen from the 

Maritime Province to remote parts of central Asia. Strong 

representations have been made to the Soviet Government, 

but with no satisfaction to the Japanese Government, as the

Soviet
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Soviet Government maintains that the Koreans in question 

are Soviet, not Japanese, nationals. The case for Soviet 

Russia against Japan is not fully knovm here. The Japanese 

press referred to the seizure of a Soviet vessel for entry 

into closed Japanese waters, for espionage purposes as alleged 

by the Japanese, but, according to Soviet accounts for pur

pose of refuge from a storm. The seizure of Russian avia

tors who landed inadvertently in Manchuria has led to re

peated demands for their release by the Soviet Ambassador in 

Tokyo, who informs me that the aviators were flying a mail 

plane and not a military machine. There are, in addition, 

a number of instances of violations of the Soviet-Manchuria 

border by Japanese and "Manchukuo" forces; and these inci

dents add their portion to the inflammable character of the 

relations between Japan and Russia.

The basic causes of the antagonism which has subsisted 

for the past forty years between Japan and Russia derive 

from the fact that both are dynamic nations seeking to ex

pand in a common area. There was a time when both employed 

military means as an end to expansion, and although Soviet 

Russia chooses to use the more subtle proselytizing method, 

as in the case of Outer Mongolia, decision on the question 

whether or when there shall be war does not lie entirely 

with either country. Would, for example, the Soviet Union 

come to th^help of Outer Mongolia if that area were invaded 

by Japan? The fortunes of each country are controlled by 

a few individuals who may elect to precipitate a conflict 

at a time dictated by their fancies or calculations, but 

necessarily in response to any popular mandate.

The
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The economic and. other specific issues are obviously 

a dangerous element, especially if reprisals and counter- 

reprisals ensue. They do not seem to be intrinsically 

so complex as to be beyond the wit of normal men and 

nations to compose, but the political friction which is 

being engendered militates against objective consideration 

and makes difficult the ordinary give-and-take of the pro

cess of solution of disputes by negotiation.

But of all the dangerous factors in the situation, 

the most dangerous is the indiscipline of certain elements 

in the Japanese Army. It is not unlikely that the thoughts 

of some of the younger officers in the Japanese forces in 

Manchuria may run along the line of seizing the present 

opportunity to strike at Bussia. What these officers may 

do is unpredictable.

The position, as we see it, on the question whether 

Japan may be preparing to take military action in the near 

future against the Soviet Union jnay be summed up as follows:

1. There are at this time no indications of unusual 

animosity on the part of the Japanese people against the 

Soviet Union. In fact, public feeling against the latter 

country has been less marked during the past few months, 

notwithstanding the assistance being given uhina in the form 

of Soviet supplies of arms, munitions and aviation personnel, 

than at various other times in the past. It is believed, 

therefore, that there is being made no effort by the autho

rities to mobilize opinion against the Soviet Union prepara

tory to Japanese military action against that country.

2. So far as we can ascertain, theze has taken place

no
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no massing of Japanese forces near the Siberian frontier. 

The number of Japanese troops in Manchuria is apparently 

less than the number of Soviet troops in the Maritime 

Province. If the foregoing is correct, it is unlikely that 

any military action by Japan in the near future is contem

plated.

3. The economic issues, frontier disputes, and other 

specific questions will probably exacerbate feeling, es

pecially if both Japan and Soviet Russia resort to reprisals 

and counter-reprisals, but these disputes have been occurring 

more or less continually during the past several years.

4. Events in Europe are having repercussions in the 

Far East, but the Japanese Government will probably not 

undertake any military initiative against Soviet Russia 

until and unless the situation in Europe should so develops 

as to move Japan to act.

5. The most incalculable of all factors in the ques

tion is the turbulent ’’young officer" group in the Japanese 

Army who, by being capable of precipitating a conflict with 

the Soviet forces, introduce an element of uncertainty into 

any forecast however carefully and objectively prepared.

1/ Copy of Memorandum from the American 
Military Attaché, Tokyo, dated 
March 9, 1938.

710.
ERR • g
Copy to Embassy, Moscow '

” " " Peiping ‘ './
« * Hankow ***%  • .yV! //

V*
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch 
no. 2820 dated March 18, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Office of The Military Attaché

March 9, 1938.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE AMBASSADOR :

1. With reference to current rumors as to the im

minence of an outbreak of war between Japan and Russia, 

the opinion in the offices of the British and German 

Military Attachés, as well as the opinion of this of

fice, is in general as follows:

a. Russia:

(1) . During the past few years all the actions 

of the Russian Government, in cases of friction with 

Japan in the Outer Mongolia region, have indicated, 

if not a negative policy with reference to her eastern 

borders, at least a policy which for one reason or 

another, does not include making such disputes the 

reason for war. This does not imply that Russia is no 

longer concerned over the old question of ice-free 

ports on the Pacific, but rather, that with the country 

and the Army in course of development, such a question 

is not considered as one of sufficent importance to war

rant being made an issue. With an army fully organized, 

j-ind the nation developed industrially to support large 

scale operations, the reason for starting such a war 

would be immaterial, and the question of the eastern 

border and the ice- free ports would, along with any 

other questions, be settled according to the outcome of 

the
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the war. In short, it is not felt that Russia is 

ready to start at the present time. If she were, 

the China incident could furnish no better opportunity.

b. Japan:

(1) . A dominant tenet of Japanese policy, like 

that of any other island nation, has always been that 

her safety lies in control of those points on the ad

jacent mainland which could serve as jumping off places 

for attacks.

(2) . In the case of Japan, whose only powerful 

continental neighbor is Russia, the Russo-Japanese 

war gave them control of the most imminent threat from 

the direction of Chosen. The Manchurian Incident provided 

a further buffer in the form of Hanchoukuo, and there 

remains only the Maritime Provinces with their Vladivostok 

as a last threat in the role of base of military operations 

and, considering the present military strength of the two 

nations, and the fact that the present Russian navy is 

a more or less negligible factor, the above-mentioned 

city constitutes a threat not so much as a base for an 

invasion, but rather as a base for launching of air 

attacks. In some circles, even that threat is considered 

not as great as it is sometimes represented, with the 

distances to important Japanese centers being what they 

are.

(3) . However, if it be granted that the Japanese 

aspire to make more complete their control of the coast 

of the mainland, it is obvious that an attack on the 

Maritime Provinces would immediately involve them in 

large scale operations, and, however much they may

relish
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relish the thought of acquiring these provinces, the 

consensus of opinion is that they are heavily enough 

involved, in China at the present time to give them 

considerable pause in considering the matter of 

deliberately involving another enemy of the power of 

Russia. This estimate is not based on military 

strength alone, but upon a consideration of those 

national forces which lie behind, support, and in 

reality constitute a part of military power. It is 

felt that the present efforts of Japan toward con

serving resources, balancing trade relations, and so 

forth, are all indications that the China effort has 

been greater than anticipated, and that they are not 

now ready for a fresh antagonist as long as the China 

situation remains in its present unsettled condition. 

This opinion is based upon a consideration of Japan, 

China and Russia only. The possibility that a Russo- 

Japanese clash might bring in Germany and thus start 

another World War has been left aside, that being a 

situation which would involve an entirely new set of 

values.

2. a. However, there is in the two countries under 

consideration, a feeling that each is the natural enemy 

of the other, and their relations in the past few years 

have been marked by continual friction of various sorts. 

It is also evident that their large policies are conflict

ing, i.e., the Russians being mindful of Pacific outlets, 

and the Japanese keenly interested in the shores of the 

mai ni and T It is a matter of common knowledge that each

is
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is apprehensive of the other, that each views the other 

as its most imminent and. natural enemy, and that both 

armies are in the course of considerable expansion.

b. Under such conditions, the stage appears well set 

for an outbreak, and continued friction, and clash of 

national policy, may well result ultimately in war, hut 

with conditions as they are at the present time, it is 

the consensus of opinion that hostilities are not imminent - 

at least not as imminent as the 1st of April.

3. The French Military Attache, on the other hand, 

states that he is ’’suspicious". He feels that the Japanese 

occupation of conquered areas in China and the maintenance 

of their position therein, will not require very mahy 

troops nor any great military effort, and that the presence 

of a greater than normal number of Japanese troops in Man

churia has some meaning. However, he cannot say that he 

feels that his suspicions will materialize at any particular 

time. In short, he is on the fence and proposes to remain 

there.

(sgd) Harry I.T. Creswell 
Major, Acting General Staff, 

Military Attache.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE__ .89.4.51/J560___________________________ FOR------ #2886-------------------------------------

from Japan____ _______ _________ (_____Qr§w_______ .) DATED___ MarciL.19.,._1938
-j-Q NAME 1—1127 «'»

regarding’ Five billion yen Japanese budget for China Incident, 1938- 
1939 requirements.

Passage of- by the Japanese Diet, March 12, 1938: informing of-, 
advises that official promulgation has not yet come to the 
attention of the Qnbassy. Encloses clipping of article 
appearing in The JAPAN ADVERTISER, March 1, 1938.

793.94/ 
12770

ERG.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___D2/19„____________________________ for_____ .Despatç.U.ÆSaü7.________

FROM___Japan_____ ___ ____ ____ .......... _) DATED___ iaarch.-12^.1228
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:

Creation of China Economic Affairs Bureau under direction of .
Cabinet and provisional body to be called the China Economic 
Inquiry Oommission:

Outcome of divergent plans submitted by Legislative Bureau 
and Foreign Office for establishment of machinery to govern 
China affairs Japanese Government proposes -
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ehaurialwtlo •lem«iits..in the Govern»»*.  Likowlae f-ertiaant
| la a deapatcb to we frost 'str. tlllim T. Turner, Consul at

■ tairea, « eoyy of «bien be seat to the iej?*rt®eat,  la wbleb

’ lb reported e ooereraatlo» MU«oa Sr. Tumr sn4 a ^apaneae

f officiel (preeuaatdjr &r. OhaaeXl, Conwul-'Ganeral-»*•
1 large for China), Tî.e Japaaene officiel la ^ueetlao said tb*t  t£
| the fa$ane»e military wr® Wtl&£ a &er® acierate goeittea

? to«er® Chia*  than the Cabl et» that <*<h»lr»l  ..ueteutru •«« about
I the »o*<  eoderste ma la the Ca ln«t as r«««rd» China solides,
| that &r. Blreta and Frihoe Monoye ware the leader» of thoee
I
I adroeatihg a atroag head An China, w< that it w»» the elvili®^*

I who were ’gresalsg bard for a fuMaj&ohtwl aolatioa of the !»»«•

I with Chlane la!•«&»&.*

.^eapeotf ully y our a,

710
@X‘JUC

«fcwopb C. Grew.

Copy to iMbaeay, hailclng 
* * w
• * Mlplo».
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Department of State

vision of Far Eastern Affairs
April 7

In the enclosure to Tokyo(s 
despatch no. 2831 of March 19 the 
British Ambassador in Tokyo points 
out to the Foreign Office that no 
reply had been received by March 7 
to representations first made on 
January 13 in regard to attacks on 
members of Shanghai Municipal Police 
by Japanese forces. No special 
interest.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

No. 2831. Tokyo, March 19, 1938

Subject: Attack on members of Shanghai Municipal 
Police by Japanese forces.

The Secretary of State 

Washington.

Sir:

1/ I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of

a note which my British colleague addressed to the

Minister for Foreign Affairs on March 7 on the subject

of two incidents in Shanghai on December 26, 1937 and

January 6, 1938, respectively, in which members of the

Japanese armed forces employed violence towards British

members of the Shanghai Municipal Police, and reviewing

his previous representations on this matter.

Copies of previous documents on this subject have 

been sent to the Department in enclosure no. 26 to des

patch no. 2738 of January 21, 1938; and enclosures nos. 

and 13 to despatch no. 2760, of February 4, 1938.

Respectfully yours^^

Snclobure: Joseph C. Grew.
1 as stated. <

320. ‘ J X
JOG:mg UVh.

793.94/12772
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 2831 of March 19/ 1938. 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British .embassy to the American Ambassador 
Ur. Grew.

British Embassy

Tokyo.

8th March, 1938.

WITH TEE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew
Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni

potentiary
for the United States of America, 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. 
Craigie to the Minister for Foreign 
xffairs, Mr. Hirota.)

H
No. 33(123/70/38)

British Embassy, 

Tokyo.

7th March,1938.

Your Excellency,

Under instructions from His Majesty’s Principal 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs I have the honour 

to address Your Excellency on the subject of two incidents 

in Shanghai in which members of the Japanese armed forces 

have employed violence towards members of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police. I refer to the cases of Probationer 

Sergeant Turner who, on the Sth January, was assaulted by 

Japanese soldiers at Brenan Road and of Detective Inspector 

Bennett who, on the 26th December, was subjected together 

with Superintendent Sinclair, to violent treatment at the 

headquarters of the Japanese Naval Landing Party.

In the first case Probationer Sergeant Turner, 

who was on duty at the East Barrier, considering that the 

Japanese sentries were being unnecessarily rough with the 

Chinese peasants passing through, requested a Japanese police 

constable to remonstrate with them. Instead of doing so the 

police constable, alleging that Probationer Sergeant Turner 

had used insulting language in regard to the Japanese Army, 

instigated the soldiers to assault him and two other members 

of the Municipal Police Force who arrived on the scene. In 

regard to the second case Detective Inspector Bennett was 

alleged, when proceeding in a police car on the 25th December 

to have obstructed a Japanese despatch-rider. Detective 

Inspector Bennett went on the next day, of his own free will, 
His Excellency.

of Foreign Affairs, t0 “e/
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to the Japanese naval Landing Party headquarters with 

Superintendent Sinclair to give an explanation but, instead 

of being treated with the courtesy which he had the right 

to expect, was subjected to violence and compelled without 

any shadow of right to undergo interrogation, while Super

intendent Sinclair was forcibly evicted from the room.

On not less than five occasions I have addressed 

written but unofficial communications to the Japanese Govern

ment on one or other of these cases. On the 13th January 

I handed to His Excellency the Vice-Minister for Foreign 

Affairs a copy of a letter from His Majesty’s Consul-General 

at Shanghai to the Japanese Consul-General containing a short 

account of each case. His Excellency promised to investigate 

the matter. On the 18th January I handed to Your Excellency 

personally a memorandum giving further details of the Bennett 

case. A further letter was addressed to Mr. Horinouchi on 

the 24th January, under cover of which I transmitted to 

His Excellency copies of reports on that incident compiled 

by Detective Inspector Bennett and Superintendent Sinclair, 

and added that an enquiry made in Shanghai showed Detective 

Inspector Bennett to have an excellent record in every respect

On receipt of copies of the letters on this subject 

addressed by the Japanese Consul-General in Shanghai to His 

Majesty’s Consul-General and to the Chairman of the Municipal 

Council, I again wrote, on the 1st February to the Vice- 

Minister for Foreign Affairs enclosing copies of these letters 

and pointing out that while in both cases violence was offered 

there had been no word of regret from the Japanese side and 

no sign of recognition that it was a gross breach both of 

discipline/
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discipline and international courtesy for members of 

Japanese forces, bearing arms in the execution of their 

duty, to strike members of the police force of the Inter

national Settlement. Mr. Horinouchi was good enough to 

inform me verbally that he would do his best to hasten a 

reply on the part of the Japanese Government. In spite of 

these assurances, however, no reply had been received by the 

18th February on which date I addressed a reminder to His 

Excellency in which I observed that, unless the Japanese 

Government were prepared to give reasonable satisfaction, 

these cases would be left as a further cause of irritation 

between our two countries.

On the 21st February Mr. Horinouchi suggested that 

a settlement of the two questions might be discussed between 

His Majesty’s Consul-General at Shanghai and the Japanese 

Consul-General, but I learn with regret that Mr. Okamoto has 

taken the line that the Japanese military and naval author

ities see no reason to change their attitude. The matter 

is in any case viewed by my Government in too serious a light 

to permit of its being finally settled as between local 

officials without reference to their Governments.

। Your excellency will observe that although it is
$
f now over two months since these assaults took place not the 

f slightest expression of regret has been received from the 

Japanese authorities for what occurred. There is no doubt 

that violence was offered on both occasions. The local 

Japanese Authorities allege that provocation was offered 

and appear to consider that it is consonant with the dis

cipline/
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discipline and dignity of the armed forces of Japan that 

violent methods should be used in such circumstances. I 

cannot believe that the Japanese Government share this view 

and I am not in any event prepared to admit that provocation 

was offered in either case. My Government are waiting with 

some impatience to learn what steps the Japanese Government 

are taking, and what instructions they are issuing, to prevent 

a repetition of such incidents and they feel they are entitled 

to receive from the Japanese Government an expression of regret 

for the treatment meted out to these British subjects.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

SGD. H. L. Craigie
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' Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

— April 8, 1938.

* A copy of the report referred to 
in Hong Kong’s despatch no. 130 of 
March 10, 1938, has been forwarded to 
the Department by the Tokyo Embassy. 
All Information of interest contained
therein has already been circulated. 
The despatch reports the Colonial 
Secretary as stating that the report 
was referred to London for considera
tion and that no instructions have as 
yet been received as to its publica
tion.

FE:Penfield:HES
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No. 130

A ' STRICTLY

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Hong Kong, March 10, 1938 

CONFIDENTIAL.

SUBJECT: Hong Kong Government Commission of Inquiry 
regarding Sinking of Fishing Junks.

fl

The HonorJ&X——

THE ÿfgWB^’kre
' T^rx APR t “ ^Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Consulate General’s
IIWZ 

strictly confidential telegram of October/30, 1937, 10

a.m. regarding the report of the Commission appointed by 

the Hong Kong Government to inquire into and establish

... _------ "tthe facts in relation to the alleged sinking of cer-

< tain fishing junks, the survivors of which were broughtb-> ~W
. into

••Sj.S

Hong Kong on board the S.S

KAYING", and to report that

;islative Council of the Crown

SCHARNHORST and the

at a meeting of the

Colony of Hong Kong

on March 9, 1938, the Honorable Mr. Lo Man-kam an

tthofficial member of the Council, put the following

questions pursuant to notice:

With reference to the Commission appoint
ed by His Excellency the Officer Administering 
the Government on October 7, 1937, for the pur
pose of enquiring into and establishing "the 
facts in relation to the alleged sinking of 
certain fishing junks the survivors of which 
were brought into Hongkong on board the S.S. 
Scharnhorst and S.S. Kaying":

1. What is the date of the Commis
sioners ’ Report?

2. Is it the intention of Government 
to publish the Report for the in
formation of the public, and if so 
when?

3. If
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3. If it is not the intention of 
Government to publish the Report, 
will Government state the reasons 
for not publishing the same?

Replying for the Government, the Colonial 

Secretary said:

"Question 1 -- October 25, 1937 

"Questions 2 and 3 — The report was 
referred to the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies for consideration by the Imperial 
Government. It is at present still under 
consideration and no instructions have yet 
been received as to its publication."

The hearings of the Committee were for the most 

part published verbatim in the local press and very 

few people in Hong Kong have any doubt regarding the 

nationality of the attacking vessels. The attitude 

of the Hong Kong Government, as indicated in its 

reply to Mr. Lo Man-kam, is merely a further indica

tion of its policy towards incidents wherein the 

Japanese army and navy are involved, as reported in 
strictly confidential despatch No. 122^01 March 1, 

1938 on the subject "British Imperial Airways Plane 

Fired upon by Japanese Naval Vessels". Reference should 

also be made to despatch No. 631Jof September 29, 1937 

from this office, entitled "Destruction of Hong Kong 

Junks by Japanese War Vessels".

Very respectful'

Addison E. Southard 
American Consul General

In
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In quintuplicate to the Department 
Copy to Embassies: Tokyo 

London 
Hankow

800.

HD/mm
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l:o. 2822

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, Larch 18, 1938.

SUBJECT: RETRESEETATIOl'IS MADE BY TITS Jïi’.3L'iICjil< ÆKD 
BRITISH KIBJLSc-IES IN TOKYO l.ITH RES TEC T 
TO THE SüïO-JAPAL'ïESE CONFLICT.

The Secretary of State, 

’Washington.

Sir:

"With reference to my despatch Ko. 2797 |of March 2, 

1938, I have the honor to enclose outlines prepared by a 

member of my staff on the following subjects: ;W
I. " t4
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I. Representations made by the American 
Embassy in Tokyo with, respect to the Sino- 
Japanese conflict from March 2 to March 15, 
1938, inclusive.

II. Representations made by the British 
Embassy in Tokyo with respect to the 
Sino-Japanese conflict from March 2 to March 15, 
1938, inclusive.

710
GDA;s

Enclosures :
1/2/ As listed above.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 2822 dated March 18, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I - REPRESENTATIONS MADE 3Y TEE AMERICAN EMBASSY 
IN TOKYO UITH R. .ELECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT LARCH 2 TO MARCH 15, 1938, INCLUSIVE.

On the basis of a telegram from the Embassy at Peiping 

dated March 4 and of the Department’s telegram No. 64 of February 

18, the Embassy left with the Foreign Office a memorandum stating 

that during a Japanese air raid at Ichang on February 28 six 

bombs had fallen close to the Lutheran Mission, which suffered 

slight damage from concussions. The Embassy’s memorandum requested 

that the Japanese Government cause an investigation to be made of 

this matter and that the Embassy be advised of the results of 

such investigation at the earliest possible moment. (Embassy’s 

telegram Ko. 152, March 7, 1938).

The Embassy made re resentations on March 7 concerning the 

machine-gun attack on February 25 by Japanese airplanes on oil 

tanks at Wuchow, Kiangsi Province, belonging to the Standard 

Vacuum Oil Company. (Department’s telegram No. 64, February 18, 

telegram from the Consulate General, Shanghai, March 5, 4 p.m., 

and Embassy’s telegram No. 153, March 7, 1938).

On March 6 the Embassy received the reply of the Foreign 

Office, dated March 5, to its aide-memoire of February 21 

concerning the application to American citizens resident in 

Japan of the North China Incident Special Income Tax and of 

other taxes which might be set up in the future for the purpose 

of securing funds for Japanese military purposes in China. The 

essence of this reply was as follows: The revenues from 

the special tax concerned are appropriated, whether for mili

tary purposes or for non-military purposes, to meet the general 

expenditures; the Japanese Government, therefore, regrets that 

it cannot assent to the American view that the provisions of 

the various tax laws in question are not paid into the exchequer

and
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and are reserved and expended entirely for military purposes; 

in the opinion of the Japanese Government the term ’‘military 

exactions or contributions” in article I of the American-Japanese 

Treaty of Commerce and Navigation of 1911 means military requi

sitions or military contributions or other urgent and extraordinary 

levies made in unavoidable circumstances; and, accordingly, in 

the view of the Japanese Government American citizens resident 

in Japan cannot escape from the obligation imposed on them by 

Article II of the above-mentioned Treaty to pay taxes equally 

with Japanese subjects. (Embassy’s telegram Ho. 154, March 7, 

1938).

The Embassy made oral representations to the Foreign Office 

on March 11 with regard to the occupation of Shanghai University 

and of Baptist Mission property in Chapel, and on the following 

day written representations were made by the Embassy on the same 

subject. (Embassy’s telegram No. 163, March 12, 1938).

In accordance with the Department’s telegram No. 64 of 

February 18 and on the basis of a telegram from the Embassy at 

Peiping dated March 10, 4 p.m., which quoted a telegram from 

Hankow dated March 10, 11 a.m., the Embassy addressed a third 

person note to the Foreign Office stating that the Free Methodist 

Mission at Chengchow, Honan Province, had been bombed by 

Japanese airplanes on March 8, that no Americans had been in

jured, but that damage to the missionary residence had been 

considerable. The Embassy’s note requested that an investigation 

be made of this matter and that the results thereof be communicated 

to the Embassy at the earliest possible moment. (Embassy’s 

telegram No. 167, March 12, 1938).

On March 12 the Embassy addressed a third person note to 

the Foreign Office stating that on or previous to March 9

a
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a low-flying Japanese airplane had dropped two bombs on 

property of the Southern Presbyterian Mission at Tenghsien, Shan

tung Province; that one bomb had fallen twelve feet from a 

36-foot American flag; and that there had been no soldiers on 

the property at the time. In accordance with the standing 

instructions set forth in the Department’s telegram No. 64 

of February 18, the Embassy requested that an investigation be made 

of this attack and that the results thereof be communicated 

to the Embassy. (Telegram from the Embassy at Feiping dated 

March 10, 3 p.m., and Embassy’s telegram No. 168 of March 12, 

1938).
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch. 
No. 2822 dated March 18, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRIC THY C ONFIDENTIAL

SECTION II - REL'RBSEl'TTATICNS LADE BY THE BRITISH EJZBASSY, 
TOKÏO, ’.iITH RESIECT TO THE SILO- JAPANESE 
CONFLICT, MARCH 2 TO MARCH 15, 1958, INCLUSIVE.

On March 3 the British Ambassador left with the foreign 

Office a memorandum referring to the plan of the Japanese 

military authorities at Shanghai to impose a postal censorship 

and requesting that the Foreign Cffice take note that he 

(the British Ambassador) could not admit the right of the 

Japanese authorities to censor mails despatched by or addressed 

to British subjects. (Embassy's telegrams ho. 135, February 26, 

and No. 147, March 4, 1938).

Sir Robert Craigie presented to the Foreign Office a further 

memorandum dated March 5 concerning the restrictions imposed 

by the Japanese military and naval authorities in the Shanghai 

International Settlement on access to and removal of property. 

(Embassy’s telegrams No. 131, February 25 and Ho. 155, March 8, 

1938).

The British Ambassador addressed a signed note to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs on March 8 to the effect that in 

the opinion of the British Government the North China Incident 

Special Taxation was a levy raised for military purposes and 

must be regarded as a military contribution from which British 

subjects were exempted by the provisions of Article II of 

the Anglo-Japanese Treaty of Commerce and Navigation cf 1911. 

Sir Robert Craigie’s note ended with the request that he be 

informed whether the Japanese Government concurred in the 

British Government’s view and whether it was prepared to give 

instructions that the collection from British subjects of the 

taxes in question should be discontinued. (Embassy’s telegram 

No. 160, March 9, 1938).
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Further discussions concerning the Shanghai customs 

took place on or about March 11 between the British .Arab as sad or 

and the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs with particular 

reference to the British proposal presented to L2r. Horinouchi 

on February 26 and to Mr. Horinouchi’s counter-proposal of 

February 27. Sir Robert Oraigie and Hr. Horinouchi had 

further discussions on the same matter on March 15. However, 

no agreement on the Shanghai customs issue was reached, the 

two Governments continuing to differ on various points. (Embassy’s 

telegrams Ro. 166 of March 12 and Ho. 176 of March 16, 1938).
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE * X

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, March 19, 1938.

No. 2830

SUBJECT: SPEECH IN TOKYO BY MR

00

L.

HonorableThe

The Secretary of State

Washington

Sir:

to
co 
OJ 
CO

WO V-

Abstain 
; 

d/W 1 0 ]g3y 

mH

193£ 'sV‘

PJ

(C

Ü1

01

ro

I have the honor to enclose a clipping from today’s

issue of the JAPAN ADVERTISER containing an account of a 

speech made yesterday before the Pan-Pacific Club of Tokyo 

by Mr. P. W. Reeves, who is described as a former member 

of the staff of the United States High Commissioner to the

Philippine Islands. The speech is described by the reporter 

as "a violent denunciation of Chinese propaganda and a 

passionate justification of Japan’s activities in Asia”

As
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As Mr. Reeves apparently made statements which were 

omitted from the report, an effort is being made to obtain 

from the JAPAN ADVERTISER a complete transcript of the speech, 

which if obtained will be forwarded to the Department.

030.
EbD:C

Respectfully yours,

Joseph C.

Enclosure:
1/ As stated above
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from the Embassy at Tokyo dated Inarch 19

The Japan Advertiser. 1938. ’

Tokyo, Saturday, March 19, 1938.

REEVES TELLS CLUB 
WHY HE’S FOR JAPAN

Former Official at Manila De
nounces Chinese Propaganda 

at Luncheon Meeting

HOOVER BOMBING RECALLED

FoHy of American Boycott 
Shown—Member Rises to De

cry ‘Political’ Angle

A_ violent denunciation of Chinese
propaganda and a passionate justifica
tion of Japan’s activities in Asia were 
delivered before the weekly luncheon 
meeting of the Pan-Pacific Club of To
kyo yesterday by Mr. P. W. Reeves, 
former member of the staff of the 
United States High Commissioner to 
the Philippines. Mr. Reeves claimed 
that “it is perfectly clear to most of 
us that the United States should follow 
a policy of non-intervention and non
interference * * *”

Mr. A M. Sahay, editor of the Voice 
of India, of Kobe, also spoke. Mr. 
Jiuji Kasai, member of the House of 
Representatives, was on the program, 
but the chairman, Prince lesato Toku
gawa, adjourned the meeting early.

“I am whole-heartedly and unre
servedly on the side of Japan in this 
conflict,” Mr. Reeves said early in his 

' address. “And I don’t mind telling 
, the world why I am for Japan and 
; against China.”
| The first reason was bis experience 
aboard the liner President Hoover on 
August 30 last year when the vessel 
was bombed by Chinese warplanes off 
the mouth of the Yangtze River. He 
called it a “wilful, wanton, merciless, 
inhuman, savage-like bom bing of a 
passenger liner unarmed” and claimed 
that his life was saved by two Japa
nese warships that came near the ves
sel when they realized that an Ameri
can liner was being attacked.

- Loves Japanese People
“This, I hope, will show you why I 

feel, as I do toward China and why I 
love Japan and the Japanese people,” 
he declared.

Other reasons for his desire to help 
this country were given. These in
cluded the fact that the Chinese pro
paganda has “pulled the wool over the 
eyes of her own people and fooled or 
misled other nations.’ Jealously on 
the part of the rest of the world was 
also alleged.

“I was astounded beyond expression, 
yes—dumfounded, when upon reach
ing my own country I learned that, 

i this Chinese propaganda had taken éf- 
! feet/’ Mr Reeves went ^on. “A vast 
number of people in America aîïd^else- 
where think that China alone is up
right and is carrying on a righteous 
war, and that Japan is uncivilized and

, barbaric.

Reports Denounced |
r “There are people in China who arc 
' sending reports to America and the 
; rest of -the world—reports that are
not true. Missionaries and others In 
China are sending reports * * * about 
the savagery of the Japanese troops.
Is it any wonder that the big interests : 
in the United States want to maintain ;

i their holdings in China? * * *
“I am a great believer in the na- ( 

tional defense of our country. Every • 
American feels the same way, but I do 
not believe in sending our ships to for- 

$ eign waters, 7,000 miles westward, to 
î be used in protecting***  the Standard
Oil Company or the property of some 
other nation. In expressing this opin-

I
ion I think I voice the feeling of a 
majority of the American people.****

“From many sources the report has 
gone out *** that the Japanese people 
are not in favor of this war. The 
world has been told that this war was 
thrust on the Japanese people by ‘the 
military.’ That is untrue! People can
not be made to fight for long against 
their own will***

“I know that the Japanese people are 
our friends * * * They have been our 
largest consumer of raw cotton. I 
cannot conceive why United States la
bor groups should advocate (boycotts 
of goods from Japan. During the last 
10 months, United States exports to 
China amounted to $45,935,000, whereas, 
during the same 10 months, our exports 
to Japan amounted to $253,710,000 * * *

“The_ labor groups and labor unions 
through the United States which have 
advocated boycotts of Japanese goods 
evidently do not know they are in
juring themselves more than any other 
class * * * Out of the average dollar’s 
purchase of Nipponese-manufactured 
goods, 70 cents goes into the pockets of 
American and only 30 cents into the 
pockets of the Japanese.”

Mr. Reeves insisted that these is an 
abundance of precedent for Japan’s 
action against China.

History Proves Point
“England made no secret of her 

sympathies with the Southern States 
during the Civil War. England had an 
axe to grind. To Eng]and, a divided 
America was safer than a unified Amer
ica * * * We .tppk over the Philippines 
to Christianize and help them We 
took land from the American Indians 
and paid them what we thought the 
land was worth.”

The speaker also cited the actions 
of Mussolini in Abyssinia, and of the 
United States in Panama and Mexico.

Immediately following Mr. Reeve’s 
address, Professor H. A. Bird, of Wase- 
da University, rose from his seat and 
attacked the speeches of Mr. Reeves 
and Mr. Sahay on the grounds that 
they were of a political nature. i?hey 
were against the purpose of thé élùb, 
which is intended for peace work, he 
charged.

“I listened to the two lectures de
nouncing my country,” he Said. “As 
this club is for peace work and not 
for debates, political issues should be 
taken up in some other meeting over 
which I am quite filling. to preside. 
Every country has a colony and if 1 
Italy’s occupation qf^byssinla is right, 
every country is right. Personally, I '
welcome you two, but I cannot stand ■
having my country subjected io de- | 
nunciation and attacks.” . . ^.7/. • j
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PREFACE

The Bureau of International Relations of the University of 

Washington, under the chairmanship of Dr. Charles E. Martin, 

presents in the following pages the issues in the Sino- 

Japanese conflict.

The authors of these monographs are Mr. Shingoro Takaishi, 

editor and publisher of the Osaka Mainichi, the largest 

Japanese Daily, and Dr. Hu Shih, Dean of the Peking National 

University. The opinions of these two scholars, delivered 

before the University of Washington on February 2nd and 

February 7th, 1938, respectively, edited by the Bureau of 

International Relations and published in the present form, 

are of outstanding importance.

Both Dr. Hu Shih and Mr. Takaishi have spoken in their un

official capacities, and are therefore unfettered by govern

mental responsibility, regulations and other matters of their 

respective national polity.

Their opinions, as expressed in these addresses, are conse

quently true expressions of thought, based upon profound 

knowledge, observations and interpretations of the prevail

ing issues involving their countries, China and Japan.

Maxim von Br^vern 
Executive Secretary
Bureau of International Relations.
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ISSUES IN THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT 1

From a verbatim report by Thelma Ford Williams, Secretary to the Dean of the 
University College.

Delivered by Dr. Hu Shih, Dean of the Peking National 
University before the University of Washington, 
February 7, 1938.

I feel quite at home in this city because little over a year ago I spoke on 
this same campus, although not in the same room. Those of you who heard me last 
year, either on the campus or downtown, may still remember that I made on that 
occasion a prediction. It was to the effect that my people were reaching the 
limit of patience; that sooner or later, probably very soon, my people would be 
forced to fight for their very existence. In the downtown speech I amplified 
that prediction by portraying what Professor Martin called "The Pacific Scene." 
In that picture of the scene in the Pacific, I tried to show that there was a 
complete breakdown of Japanese supremacy, and the ascendancy of a new balance of 
powers in the Pacific. I pointed out that the balance of new forces might be 
utilized for peace, or that this changing balance of forces might lead to an 
international conflagration, beginning with a war between China and Japan, but 
eventually involving all the powers of the Pacific. At that time most people, - 
even those who were interested in watching the changing scene in the Pacific - 
probably did not take my prophecy seriously. So, today, I can say at least that 
my prophecy last year has been partially fulfilled. The war between China and 
Japan, which many people doubted, is a reality, and has been a reality for over 
six months. The second part of my prophecy, that this war might develop into an 
international conflagration involving every one of the Pacific powers, remains to 
be fulfilled. I have every reason to believe that it will be realized before 
long. That is why I am inspired to talk to you today on the issues provoking 
this crisis in the Pacific.

Now you have heard, no doubt, of many issues, presented to you from many 
points of view; issues which are unbelievable; issues which are insulting to the 
intellect and to the common sense of the listeners. I will not waste time in 
refuting them today. Common sense is a guard against such pseudo-issues. For 
example, not long ago, I shared the platform with an eminent Japanese publicist, 
Mr. Shingoro Takaishi. After my own speech I sat for twenty-five minutes listening 
to Mr. Takaishi develop his thesis, which was, "You can knock a man in the head in 
order to win his friendship and good will." When the audience laughed, he said, 
"You haven’t forgotten that when you were children your father, mother, and kindly 
teachers had to apply the hickory rod to you. Well, China is the naughty boy, and 
Japan is the kindly teacher, and Japan is now applying the hickory rod to insure 
friendship and good will." Such argument I need not refute. Another issue is 
raised by propagandists who declare that Japan is fighting China because she wants 
to eradicate the danger of communism in China. That, again, is very strange be
cause Japan fought China during the very years the Chinese government was fighting 
the Communist Army most severely. It seems even more strange when Chinese com
munists have given up the Soviet form of government, their Communist ideology, and 
have broken up their Red Army, which is now an integral part of the National Army, 
A recent article in Asia of February, 1938, described how this great epic of the 
second largest Soviet regime came to an end in 1937. This reason for war, alleged 
by Japan, seems even more ludicrous. It sounds very strange, yet Japan still uses 
this communistic issue as one of her excuses for the war in China.

You have been told that Japan happens to be one of the "have not" nations. 
Therefore she must secure an outlet for her severe population pressure; she must 
secure control of foreign raw materials for her industries. This economic issue

1
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sounds plausible to many who wish to think that to be one of the "have nots" is 
ample justification to plunder the "haves." Waiving the moral issues, we can 
resolve this economic issue into two aspects; (1) population, and (2) raw materiais. 
We know very well that Japan is not fighting for an outlet for her population in 
China, where the pressure of population in most cases is more acute than in Japan. 
If you divide the total area of China by her total population you will get a result 
that will seem rather small per square mile. But that does not tell the story.
The fact is that vast portions of Chinese territory are by nature sparsely settled, 
because great areas in the Northwest and Southwest are useless in maintaining any 
large population. They are desert lands and mountainous regions, with a low annual 
rainfall, often less than ten inches a year. Accordingly, seventeen per cent of 
Chinese territory supports more than eighty-five per cent of the population. That 
is the reason for China’s population pressure. It is hopeless for Japan to find an 
outlet in China for its population. She has not found it in Manchuria where, after 
six years of complete domination, the Japanese population remains one per cent of 
the total. She has not found it even in Korea, after thirty years of absolute 
control. Over three hundred thousand Japanese are now in Korea, but Korea now has 
more than four hundred thousand Koreans in Japan, for Koreans are now legitimate 
Japanese subjects whom Japan can no longer exclude. This shows that conquest does 
not solve the problem of population.

As to raw materials, you all know that in peace time no nation is really barred 
from access to them as long as she has money to purchase them. It is only in time 
of war that raw materials become inaccessible to other aggressor nations. That is 
why Japan wants to control them. Common sense convinces us that no nation can 
ever hope to control completely all territory from which she draws raw materials 
for her industries. Even Russia, United States, and England must depend on other 
nations.

We know that the idea is fallacious. But the economic issue of the "have nots" 
provides the clue to the historic background of the real issues. The first fact is 
that these "have not" nations, i.e., Japan, Germany, Italy, came to the position 
of world power too late. By historical accident, these three nations achieved 
political unity almost simultaneously, each within a few years of the other. It 
all happened about the year 1870. They came to be world powers too late, after 
the world was already appropriated by the greater and more stable powers. The 
result is that these new powers - these late arrivals - tried to obtain a part of 
this already appropriated world, and to find some places which were still open to 
economic concessions, leaseholds, and colonial possessions. For the last decade of 
the nineteenth century there came an acute struggle for the few remaining territories 
which were rich in natural resources but poor in government and defense; such as 
China, Persia, and the Balkan States. These nations became the stakes of diplomacy. 
So the world was threatened with war in these arenas of imperialistic strife. China, 
as you remember, fought a war against Japan, and was completely defeated, both on 
land and sea. In the same decade Russia, Germany, France and England succeeded in 
obtaining leases, territories and concessions on the mainland of China, which 
portended an imminent world war to be fought on the eastern corner of Asia. Far
sighted statesmen saw the danger, clearly evidenced by the Boxer War, which im
pelled the great powers of the world to China to take part in the struggle. These 
statesmen, under the leadership of John Hay, your own Secretary of State, who pro
claimed to the world, with the support of England, the so-called "Open Poor" policy, 
felt that something must be done. It is economic in the sense that it provides for 
equal opportunity for all countries trading with China, but the economic idea was 
supplemented by the second part of the policy which says that in order to keep the 
economic door open, it is necessary to maintain and to respect China’s sovereignty 
and independence as well as her integrity. The far-sighted statesmen of those days 
saw that such regions would become arenas of imperialistic strife because they were 
weak in defense and in government. They believed that maintaining a strong China
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was the only possibility of stabilization in the Far East, and the only way to keep 
the door open. This doctrine was more clearly stated in the Nine-Power Treaty of the 
Washington Conference in 1922. You remember the signatories of that treaty pledged 
to allow China the most unembarrassed opportunity to develop a strong government, 
and promised not to take advantage of her internal troubles to further their own 
economic ends.

The present war, viewed in the light of this background, shows that there are 
two issues involved. China was expected to develop an effective government and to 
become the stabilizer of the Far East. In doing so, China has aroused the suspicion, 
the fear, and jealousy of her nearest neighbor, who has always felt that her imperial 
continental expansion has been blocked, stopped, and checked by two things. It was 
jeopardized first by a new international order, by an international agreement dating 
back to the Open Door policy of John Hay, and not including the Nine Power Treaty, 
which is a more explicit statement of the understanding. This was found by the 
Japanese militarists to be very disadvantageous to her plans of continental expansion. 
Secondly, in the course of time, China was really beginning to develop an effective 
and stable government, as was expected by the whole world. This was not viewed with 
favor by the Japanese. So Japan determined to do two things; first, to crush this 
rising nationalist state of China which might develop an effective and stable govern
ment; secondly to destroy the foundations of the international order which practically 
guaranteed the Chinese people the most peaceful and unembarrassed opportunity to 
develop a stable regime. These are the two real issues.

During the course of governmental development there has been much internal 
strife in China, but this is only a sign of our seeking stability. The American 
people had their revolution and civil war. This was not regarded as disorder, but 
as attempts to find out the proper way to develop a nation. So it is with China. 
For these last ten years under the National Government, China has proved to the 
world that she is stabilizing herself. In seven years her schools have increased 
one hundred fold. Improvements in communications, railroads, education and roads is 
marked. The world was coming to accept the fact that China was really developing an 
effective government. So China needed peace, but Japan in the last seven years has 
forced eight wars upon us. China needed unity, but Japan has torn away large portions 
of territory, and set up puppet states under her protection and control. In this 
process China needed external assistance from her friendly neighbors, but Japan 
openly declared, on April 7, 1934, that she would not permit external aid, even in 
the form of financial assistance, that Japan could not and would not tolerate any 
concerted aid to China, "even in the name of financial and technical assistance." 
Japan has done everything within her power to crush the Nanking Government, which has 
been the only government in the last three hundred years having the possibility, if 
not the actuality, of both convincing and showing the world China’s possibility of 
developing into an effectual and stable government. The Japanese military have 
openly declared to the world, as in 1935, that the Empire of Japan cannot coexist 
with the government of Nanking. General Tada said, "Shall the Empire perish or shall 
it crush them (Nanking)?" As a result we must fight for our very existence. After 
six long years of non-resistance and of great concessions for China, Japanese 
aggression and invasion seems to have no limit. Six years of pent-up feeling is a 
long time, even for Chinese patience. It had to break down. That is why, a year 
ago and in this city, I made the prediction that war would break out. This prediction 
came true even sooner than I expected. Before I got to China, even before I got to 
Japan in November, 1936, a war was breaking out along the border of Suiyuan.

This, then, is the first issue. China is fighting for her very existence 
because, in her development, China has been regarded by Japan as the greatest danger 
to Japanese continental expansion. What you see today is Chinese nationalism 
resenting and resisting the aggression of Japan. Thus Chinese resistance is justi
fiable, and is justified by the entire civilized world. That is why everywhere I go
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I find almost all sympathy on the Chinese side.

The second issue, as I pointed out, is the destruction of international instru
ments, that part of the world order which guaranteed that China should have the 
’’fullest, most unembarrassed opportunity to develop a stable and effective government.” 
You remember when the whole world was shocked by the last war and looked to Woodrow 
Wilson to make such a recurrence impossible. Disregarding the shortcomings of the 
Paris Treaty for the moment, it gave the world at least some semblance of world order 
in the form of the League of Nations. The world order was supported not only by the 
Covenant, but by the Nine Power Treaty, the Four Power Treaty, the Washington Limita
tions of Armament Treaty, and the Locarno and the Kellogg-Briand Pacts. For ten 
years these idealistic instruments protected all the powers, weak and strong*  All 
were given ten years of respite from heavy expenditure for armaments. Even Japan 
enjoyed a form of prosperity which she has not since experienced. Yet the Japanese 
felt they should pursue a policy of imperialistic expansion. They determined to 
destroy these international instruments*  This international order began to crumble. 
It tottered, was scrapped, once in 1927 and again in 1931, when the Japanese military 
began their sudden invasion into Manchuria. What followed need not be told to this 
audience. Japan led the way, and was followed by other similarly aggressive nations 
who have called themselves the "have nots.n This issue does not involve China alone, 
it involves the whole world. Not only the small powers, but the large powers also 
profited by peace. They did not, at that time, waste money in fortifying their 
Pacific possessions. England gave up naval building for ten years. Today, the situ
ation is one of international anarchy, the complete breakdown of the post-World War 
order. The result has been not only the conquest of Ethiopia and China, but the 
greatest powers are threatened. England has never been so humiliated as she is today. 
She is now completing a naval base in Singapore, and is pushing her new armament 
program. Your country, the peace-loving country of North America, is expending huge 
sums on naval building. Russia is now placing one-half million men and one thousand 
airplanes along the Manchurian-Siberian border. This breakdown of world order is 
unparalleled in history. In the absence of world order, each nation must be prepar
ing for its own defense. Increased armaments bring the possibility of war nearer and 
make it more real. The breakdown of this world order dates back to September 18, 1931, 
to the acts of the Japanese military on that day. Therefore, I am tempted to name 
Japan the "Public Enemy Number One" in the Family of Nations. She must be held 
responsible for the breakdown of this world order, which represents decades of ideal
istic thinking and which may require another terrible conflagration to reconstruct.
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JAPAN’S AIMS IN CHINA

by Shingoro Takaishi
Editor and Publisher of the Osaka Mainichi 

Delivered before the University of Washington 
February 2, 1938

A conflict is now going on in the Far East, but that conflict is between China 
and Japan# War is a terrible thing*  Enormous sacrifices in lives and property — 
the war psychology which makes nations forget humanity is most deplorable. Then too, 
a war is always accompanied by its by-product of international complications involv
ing neutrals which in turn breed suspicion and misunderstanding*  I hope you as 
students of political science will not lose sight of the true issue behind the pres
ent conflict blinded by so many complicated side issues.

There are many Americans who sympathize with China, viewing her as an under-dog. 
I hope such sentimental bias will not prevent you to grasp the nature of the struggle 
now going on. Then too, I hope you are not falling into a habit of generalizing too 
much about the affairs of other nations. There is a tendency to explain actions of 
others by attaching misleading labels such as militarism, Fascism, and imperialism. 
Please do not forget that each nation has its own peculiar national urge to guide 
its destiny*  New history is being made in the Far East and you are bound to go 
astray if you try to study it in terms of labels which belong to other parts of the 
world.

To understand what Japan is doing today, it is necessary to grasp impartially 
Japan’s national needs — the things we Japanese are striving for in developing our 
nations. Secondly, I think it is necessary to understand the circumstances surround
ing Japan. The fact that Japan has a very abnormal country, China, as her next-door 
neighbor, is greatly influencing Japan’s national psychology.

First of all, Japan sadly lacks markets and natural resources, two essentials 
for peaceful development. As you know, Japan is becoming industrialized at a tre
mendous speed. She is industrializing herself energetically because that is her only 
salvation. Being a small island nation, dense in population, becoming a great manu
facturing country is her only destiny. Imagine a country with her area smaller than 
California, containing a population which is more than three-fifths of that of the 
United States. The existence of such a country itself is a problem. What makes the 
problem greater is a dynamic nation with her population increasing at the rate of 
some one million per year.

A century or so ago, when the world contained many sparsely populated, backward 
regions to be colonized by more advanced peoples, the population problem solved 
itself without serious international complications. Today, every comer of the globe 
is staked with nearly every one barring Japanese immigration. Under such circumstances 
there is no other way out for Japan, but to seek to support her dense population 
through industrialization. But here again, Japan is confronted with a problem. Provi
dence neglected to favor Japan with rich natural resources. Most of the raw materials 
needed for manufacturing must be imported from abroad. Furthermore, what Japan manu
factures must be sold abroad in order to keep her international accounts balanced. 
It is impossible for Japan to develop industrially without the assurance of adequate 
foreign markets.

It may be true that Japan will be supplied with raw materials if she is willing 
to pay the price demanded, but when it comes to selling goods abroad, no matter how 
reasonable may be the price set by Japan, her goods are considered undesirable^ 
In other words, just as doors are closed against Japanese emigration, barriers are
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set up all over the world against goods made in Japan. We are accused of having a 
low standard of living, but how can we raise it if the world does not accord us a 
chance to become prosperous through peaceful trade? As long as other nations keep 
our dense population crammed up within the present small area without even according 
us the alternative of freely selling our goods abroad, Japan’s problem will be a 
world problem.

The third point I want to present is that a territorial expansion on the 
Asiatic continent will not solve Japan’s problem. As you know, China too, is over- 
populated. Her people have a standard of living which is too low for Japanese 
emigrants to compete with. Those who accuse Japan of having territorial ambition 
in China do not seem to grasp this fact. They laugh when the Japanese government 
declares it has no territorial ambition in China without realizing that an acquisi
tion of any Chinese territory will only mean a burden to Japan. There may be some even 
among you who believe that Japan is seeking Chinese territory for the sake of accom
modating her surplus population. To those people, I must say that China is the last 
place on earth where Japan can send her emigrants.

Thus you can see, it is quite true that Japan has no territorial ambition in 
China. All Japan is seeking in China is the creation of a friendly atmosphere, 
facilitating neighborly reciprocity in trade. We want China to stop her anti
Japanese national policy and cooperate in the way of supplying us with raw materials 
found in abundance there. We want to develop her natural resources to the mutual 
gain of both China and Japan. Surely, there was no need of Japan taking the trouble 
and expense of endangering China’s integrity, thereby arousing suspicion and mis
understanding of the other Powers, if China was not so abnormally anti-Japanese as to 
make it necessary for Japan to take drastic measures.

Thus far, I have tried to analyze Japan’s position. Now I shall attempt to 
picture China as she really is in her dealings with Japan. To begin with, I am 
going to make a dogmatic statement that the present conflict was started because 
the anti-Japanese national policy as formulated by the Chinese government became 
unbearable to Japan. Before I finish, I hope you will change your mind about the 
above statement being dogmatic.

I think you will admit that within the last few years, China suddenly found 
herself attaining unexpected unity. She also found she was possessing a strong 
army with war planes and modern machine guns imported from abroad. Confidence in 
her apparent unity became overconfidence and overestimation of her strength. The 
anti-Japanese agitation which had long been confined to economic fields became more 
positive. It became an open threat to war with Japan.

In order to understand the true nature of the recent Sino-Japanese relations, 
leading up to the present conflict, you must grasp this psychological change in 
China. This change manifested itself in unchecked provocations and bold challenges 
directed against Japanese nationals as well as Japanese troops garrisoned through 
treaty rights.

Of course, China’s anti-Japan!sm, after all, is fundamentally a part and parcel 
of China’s traditional and chronic anti-foreignism which is historically well known 
to you all. Psychologically, there are many things in common between the Boxer 
Rebellion of thirty-five years ago and the bitter feeling against Japan today.

As I have already said, China’s intoxication in her newly inspired nationalism 
has not only made her overconfident, but reckless. It is bad enough for the Chinese 
government to make anti-Japanism its national policy, to follow an official program 
of antagonism against its neighbor continuously for more than a decade. It is 
still worse to have many anti-Japanese passages in text books used in the Chinese
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public schools, to instill in the minds of youth, hatred toward Japan. 3ut when 
this program of kindling patriotism with the flame of hate and sense of injury 
explodes into actions of reckless overconfidence, the party which is made the 
target must rely on something more than peace machinery.

In less than two years since the end of 1935, there have been more than fifty 
cases of mobbish murders, assaults, and ravaging of property directed against 
Japanese residing in China. Those who think the incident near the Marco Polo 
Bridge was utilized by Japan as an excuse to start the campaign in North China, 
and that the murder of Lieutenant Oyama and his chauffeur just prior to the opening 
of the Shanghai affair was similarly used to justify attacking Shanghai, should 
not forget that these cases were not isolated cases, but two outrages among many.

Please be sure to understand that China’s anti-Japanism is not merely 
political or economic in the sense many nations resort to as a competitive weapon 
against another. If you picture the anti-Japanism in China as belonging to the 
same category as the anti-Japanese feeling which once loomed strong along the 
Pacific Coast, you will never be able to understand why Japan is so determined to 
uproot once and for all China’s organized campaign of anti-Japanism with its 
constant provocations and attacks on lives and property.

Even General Chiang Kai-shek, when interviewed by Dr. Carlos Romulo, publisher 
of the ’’Philippines Herald,* 1 last August, is quoted as follows: ”We are ready. 
It is Japan’s move. If she wants a fight, we will give it to her.” Not only was 
China convinced that she was ready, but she was recklessly carrying the conviction 
into a series of provocations, as Mr. Nathaniel Peffer described immediately 
before the outbreak of hostilities.

What is lamentable is that whenever Japan shows willingness to be conciliatory, 
China considers such an attitude as a sign of Japan’s weakness. If Japan draws 
back an inch, China usually demands that Japan step back a foot or two. While the 
recent nationalistic reawakening of China is a thing to be congratulated upon for 
the sake of China’s unity and stability, it is most regrettable that war planes 
and machine guns imported from abroad have made China become intoxicated and wild 
in overestimating her strength.

I might also frankly admit that a couple of domestic incidents which occurred 
in Japan in the last few years made China feel that Japan is not united and strong 
as she had been in the past. The showers of insult and contempt which Japan had to 
suffer from China, no doubt, were due to China’s miscalculation of the domestic 
situation in Japan. In all probability, China figured that no matter how she 
dared and challenged Japan, our country would be unable to rise united in defense 
of our rights and interests in China. The activities of the numerous anti- 
Japanese organizations which were mostly subunits of the Kuomintang, the party
which controls the policy of the Nanking Government, which became so bold prior to
the opening of the present conflict, can be understood only in this light.

It may be true that the incident near the Marco Polo Bridge was a very small
one—too small to justify the big conflict now going on, but just as the shot
which was fired in 1914 was heard around the world because Europe was a powder box, 
the Marco Polo Bridge incident must be viewed in relation to the militant psychology 
in China directed against Japan which then existed in China.

It is true that Japan is fighting China on Chinese soil, but that is because 
China made us defend our rights, honor, and prestige on her own soil. The mere 
fact that our brave soldiers are winning and advancing does not make our campaign 
one of invasion or aggression. Anyone who accuses Japan of violating the Kellogg- 
Briand Anti-War Pact or the Nine Power Treaty is showing gross ignorance. You must
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remember that the Anti-War Pact does not preclude the rights of any sovereign 
nation to rise in self-defense, which, as Mr. Kellogg himself has put it, is a 
right ’’implicit in every treaty and inherent in every sovereign state and it alone 
is competent to decide whether circumstances require recourse to arm in self
defense.”

As to Japan’s right to dispatch troops to China in self-defense, the United 
States Senate resolution which was adopted at the time of ratification of the anti
war Pact says: ’’The exercise of the right of self-protection may, and frequently 
does, extend in its effect beyond the limit of the territorial jurisdiction of the 
state exercising it.” Great Britain was even more explicit in reserving the right 
to take up arms in self-defense outside her own territory. She reminded the world 
at the time of the ratification that: ’’There are certain regions of the world 
the welfare and integrity of which constitute a special and vital interest for our 
peace and safety. Their protection is to the British Empire a measure of self
defense . ”

As to the Nine Power Pact, it is only a mutual agreement to respect China’s 
administrative and territorial integrity, and in no way prevents any nation from 
exercising its right of self-defense on Chinese soil. Great Britain did not 
violate the Nine Power Pact in 1927 when she dispatched troops to China from 
home half-way around the globe. Neither did the United States and Britain violate 
the Pact when they bombarded Nanking in 1927. As long as China does not reconsider 
her anti-Japanism, Japan must continue the present campaign. The only obligation 
Japan may feel from the treaty is that, after the conflict is over and terms of 
peace agreed upon, she must not enjoy any monopolistic hold on China which may 
prove counter to the spirit and intent of preserving Chinais integrity.

So far, I have spoken considerably of China’s anti-Japanism. Some of you 
might say, ”Yes, but was it not Japan’s attitude toward China which made China so 
anti-Japanese?” As an answer to this question, I would like to have you stop a 
few moments and take stock of what China really is. If China for these many years 
really had been a truly organized state capable of fulfilling its responsibility, 
I am sure the history of the Sino-Japanese relations would have been very different. 
Under a normal condition, there is no nation in the world which would not seek 
friendship and good will of its neighbors in a most peaceful way. And there is no 
reason why Japan should prove an exception. If Japan’s attitude toward China 
falls short of the criterion sought by the modern peace-loving world, it is because 
conditions in China are so abnormal that they do not permit Japan to safeguard her 
interests in normal, peaceful ways.

Before China can point an accusing finger at Japan, she must first become a 
stabilized state willing to fulfill its responsibility. She must first stop her 
revolutionary diplomacy of constantly endangering foreign rights and interests. 
She must first become capable of preserving her own integrity which ought to mean 
obligations as well as rights. As long as she remains a happy hunting ground for 
foreign competitors and resembles an open international colony, instead of a 
sovereign state, Japan as her neighbor must see to it that there is full assurance 
of her rights and interests in her adjacent territories.

The forty years’ history in Manchuria which is now Manchukuo is a good 
example of the extra burden placed on Japan because China is abnormally incapable 
of maintaining her own territorial as well as administrative integrity. In the 
first place, Manchuria was never a part of China proper, and for decades, there 
has never been a central government in China which had a complete administrative 
control over Manchuria. At best, China only enjoyed a loose suzerainty, and at 
the dawn of the 20th century, she was finding herself unable to check the inroad 
of the Russian influence into Korea which was just across a narrow strait from 
J apan.
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I do not think it is necessary to review the enormous sacrifices in lives and 
wealth Japan was forced to make in driving back the threat from the north. Japan 
lost two hundred thousand heroes because China was unable to preserve her own 
territory. And look at the political conditions of China during the thirty years 
following the Russo-Japanese War. Has there been a period in which Japan was able 
to feel secure with regard to her continental life-line? Today Manchuria has be
come the independent state of Manchukuo, and I admit Japan is helping her greatly 
in maintaining her independence. Yet, looking back at the history, can China 
accuse Japan of taking Manchuria away from her? I dare say if Japan must be accused 
of taking Manchuria, it was not from China but from Russia.

Since coming to your country, I have heard often about China’s integrity. You 
speak of it as if China really did possess a full-fledged integrity inalienable to a 
sovereign state. You seem unable to realize that China is such an abnormal country 
that her integrity was a fiction even at the time the Nine Power Pact was signed# 
As a matter of fact, the Nine Power Pact itself is a proof of China’s abnormality. 
If China possessed integrity and stability enough to take care of herself, there 
would have been no need of outside Powers getting together to decide whether China 
should keep her door open or whether they should help to preserve her integrity. 
If China really were a full-fledged sovereign state, the question of her integrity 
should be China’s own domestic issue.

Even if you grant that the integrity of a weak and incapable nation must be 
guaranteed from without, one must not be blind to the fact that in China the very 
nations or Powers which are supposed to be the guardians of China’s integrity 
themselves all enjoy special rights and privileges which considerably circumscribe 
or limit the rights and freedom of China as a sovereign state. Ever since the 
Boxer Rebellion, the Powers, including your country, enjoy a right to garrison 
troops in and around Peking and Tientsin. Furthermore, the same Powers have found 
it expedient and necessary to station warships and marines at various ports along 
the China coast and even a thousand miles up the Yangtse River. China’s maritime 
customs control is still in the hands of an international body. The mixed court 
system still prevails. Then there are the foreign settlements and concessions 
where China does not enjoy any administrative jurisdiction. All these realities 
show that in actual practice, what the world terms as China’s administrative and 
territorial integrity is a pretty limited existence if not a total fiction.

I am pointing out these facts to show how abnormal is the state of affairs in 
China. Of course, China wants all these blots to her sovereignty removed or 
abolished, but the Powers, including even your own country, which have always 
championed the cause of China’s integrity, are remaining reluctant to give up the 
acquired privileges because they know China has not reached a point where she can 
be accorded a full sovereign statehood. However, they may sympathize with China, 
they must see to it first that their nationals are well protected and their rights 
and interests not jeopardized. It is certain that no Power will relinquish any of 
its special rights until the conditions in China become more assuring.

If Japan’s attitude toward China is too realistic as compared with your more or 
less idealistic policy, it is because our contacts with China are far greater than 
those of yours. One cannot be idealistic if one has an abnormal person as his next- 
door neighbor. After all, in all human or social relationships, whether inter
national or domestic, it is impossible to ignore reality. Of course, mankind will 
be devoid of progress unless we ever cast our eyes upward to high ideals, but even 
to those who are most fortunately situated, it is impossible to ignore reality. 
And Japan, today, certainly is not blessed in circumstances.

Speaking of circumstances, the whole Far East is none too blessed as far as 
opportunity to stabilize its own region. There are still many who consider Asia as
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a happy hunting ground for the Occidentals. There are too many outside bosses, so 
to speak. The region lacks the presence of a solid stabilizing Power as the United 
States in the Western Hemisphere. I think one reason why Europe is so full of 
turmoils is that it lacks an axis on which to rotate. Britain is losing her former 
prestige or it may be more correct to say that she is trying so hard not to lose 
her prestige that the old reliable England herself is a troublesome factor when 

viewed by others.

Domination is an abhorred term. The word ’’hegemony,” too is not popular. Yet 
history shows, and also even today, that peace is possible only when there is only 
one leading man and others are willing to play second fiddles. In the Far East, 
Japan is aspiring to become this much needed stabilizer. If you look at the present 
conflict as a chapter in a history of transition, it is not impossible to interpret 
it as a struggle to find out who is entitled to become the stabilizer.

You may smile skeptically and ask, ”How can you remove China’s hatred by 
continuing to hit China on the head?” Yet, we feel that the present anti-Japanism 
is instigated and organized by a small group of radical elements in China and once 
we bring them back to reason so as to eliminate the government authorization behind 
the agitations, anti-Japanism in China will die a natural death. After all, the 
mass of the 400 million people in China are political fatalists to the point of 
indifference. We know by our actual contacts with them that they do not hate Japan, 
although China is pictured as united as one in hating Japan by her propagandists. 
We are confident of bringing China into reason because we know that we only have to 
deal with the organization controlled by a small element.

Again, we are carrying on hostilities now, but once China promises to stop her 
anti-Japanism, we can foster China’s good will by agreeing on terms of peace which 
are very reasonable and liberal. Since we are not warring with China to conquer 
her, satisfactory terms of peace should not be so difficult to reach. If China 
agrees to stop her anti-Japanism, I think 99 per cent of the gap between China and 
Japan will be filled.

Before closing, I shall touch on the realistic problem to be settled in North 
China. From the standpoint of Japan’s national security, Japan must be assured that 
that region shall not be sovietized. Only the Yellow Sea separates Japan from 
North China. If Mr. Stanley Baldwin, ex-British Prime Minister, is right in his 
claim that the British defense line extends to the Rhine, Japan, too, is justified 
in showing a similar defensive concern over North China.

Again, from the standpoint of Japan’s peaceful economic expansion, Japan must 
insist that the region in China nearest to Japan must be permeated with an atmos
phere of most friendly reciprocity. There is no nation in the world which does not 
insist that she has a good neighbor. No matter what may be the outcome of the re
adjustment in North China, Japan’s aim in North China ought to be quite clear.

As you know, a provisional government has been set up in Peking. Since Peking 
is within the territory now occupied by the Japanese army, many of your American 
papers are expressing suspicion that Japan is out to set up a new puppet state. 
Yet, I am sure that this fear of having another independent state sliced off from 
China is unfounded. I am sure the North China requirement will be sought in quite 
a different manner than the course taken in Manchukuo. Whereas, there is a long 
history back of the birth of Manchukuo to make Japan feel justified in acting as 
her guardian, it is neither necessary nor expedient for Japan to burden herself by 
becoming a guardian of North China.
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I think the Peking provisional government is a temporary affair. You may 
not know that the Japanese army has not set up any machinery of military Admin- 
istration in the areas now held, as is usually done by any army of occupation» 
Since the Nanking government exists in name only and exercises no authority in 
those districts, some administrative machinery must be created to maintain peace 
and order in the wide area, now devoid of any government.

A great part of China is now a political "no man’s land." Whether the 
Nanking government’s authority is restored, whether the new provisional govern
ment fuses with the old, or whether the new government succeeds the old, depends 
on the future. But no matter what happens, the final settlement must be quite in 
keeping with China’s integrity. Since China is a country of so many special ar
rangements, I think some formula is possible without making China lose her face.

In summing up, restoration of peace in the Far East is not a hopeless task. 
All China has to do is to drop her organized anti-Japanism. We in Japan are 
confident that we can attain our national progress without making any territorial 
gain in China. We know just as well as you do that the days of territorial 
aggrandisement are over. The fact that other Powers have conquered territories in 
the past, should not mean that Japan is going to do the same. After all, even 
China is progressing, and you may look toward Japan to solve her problems by 
harmonizing realities and ideals the best she can.
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PUGET SOUND GROUP, INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIOWl >1$^,

.7
The Northwest Division of the American Council of the Instituted Pacific 

Relations, under the leadership of its Chairman, Ben H. Kizer of : Spokane 
with the British Columbia Group of the Royal Institute of International Affairs 
in a three-day conference at Shawnigan Lake, 3. C., in September, 1938:.r>oRepre>^- 
sentatives of the National Secretariat 
were prosent, 
problom, 
remained

of the I. P. R. 
as a regional 
discussed. Little

of the American Council
The Pacific situation, as it affects the world, 

and as a problem affecting tho Pacific Northwest, wqs 
outside the ambit of the conference’s deliberations.

The success of this conference determined the leaders to hold others so 
long as the project continued to be helpful and constructive. Another conference 
will be held in the Spring of 1938, on the United States side.

Several members of the Puget Sound group felt that the relative homogeneity 
of this section of the Northwest division made possible a series of round tables 
on a quarterly basis. In pursuance of this suggestion, the Puget Sound group 
has held three round tables on the present Far Eastern controversy, thus completing 
its quota for the year 1937-38. The fourth quarterly round table is merged with 
the Canadian-American conference.

Condensed summaries of discussions have been prepared for the benefit of 
those attending the round tables, and as reference material for other members of 
the Institute of Pacific Relations. These have been edited and mimeographed, and 
are now circulated as a record of the discussions, led by three capable mon of 
national and international standing. An effort was made to reproduce the words 
and meaning of the speaker as much as possible, in the interest of a clear and 
faithful record. Literary excellence has not been aimed at. It is purely a 
reoortorial function. (£)

o:
The first conference was led by an American, Mr. Chester Rowell, who is •

unexcelled in his knowledge of political conditions both in China and Japan, and (D 
who is well qualified to appraise American policy in respect of this controversy.

The second conference was led by a Japanese, Mr. Shingoro Takaishi, Japan’s 
leading editor and publisher, and one of the first and most responsible of Japan’s M 
unofficial spokesmen. *s|

The third conference was led by Dr. Hu Shih, China’s greatest scholar and 
philosopher;

None of these distinguished gentlemen were official spokesmen of their 
respective governments, yet each of them was an admirable spokesman for the aims, 
policies, and views of their respective peoples. It is the feeling of the under
signed that it would be most unfortunate to allow these conferences to become 
mere memories without some record of the significant observations of these out
standing men.

Respectfully submitted:

BEN H. KÎTZER, for the Northwest Division, 
American Council, I. p. R.

CHARLES E. MARTIN, for the Puget Sound 
Group, American Council, I. p. R.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION^ LED BY MR. CHESTER ROWELL. 
October 25th, 123?

Dr. Charles E. Martin presided and made the introductory remarks. 
Mr. H. H. Kohr acted as rapporteur.

Dr. Rowell: In view of the present situation in China we are prevented from viewing 
the long-term problems of the Far East because of interference from the immediate 
ones.

The interests of the United States in the Far East of a purely economic 
nature do not warrant our intervention in the present crisis. Of utmost impor
tance to us is the threat of this crisis to our interest in a stabilized, 
humanized world. In addition much of our material investments in China are of 
an eelymosynary type, which we do not wish to see destroyed.

From the long-term view we do not wish to see our equal position in 
the future trade with China become a Japanese monopoly.

Our immediate interest, as already stated, is primarily that of world 
stability which was overthrown by the Manchurian incident of 1931.

Regarding the strategy of the conflict: Japan planned action when 
Mussolini was keeping England occupied in the Mediterranean and Stalin was 
bothered with a purge of Trotskyites from his army. Also the United States was 
little interested in foreign affairs, domestic problems occupying her attention.

Shift of the area of conflict from North China to Shanghai was the result of 
disputed factors. Japan claimed to have no desire for action there, but that 
Chinese action forced defensive action.

However, the Third Fleet moved to Nanking and evacuated all Japanese 
civilians prior to the outbreak of hostilities at Shanghai. After this came 
the inevitable incident and a repetition of the Japanese naval blunder of 1932.

The Chinese supposedly transferred the conflict to Shanghai. However 
it is known that Japan planned to take action there on August 15th. The 
Chinese began on the 12th.

The Chinese strategy is as follows: She plans to give up North China 
to Japan but to make the yielding as slow and expensive as possible for Japan. 
China anticipates the loss of North China but a line of fortifications is being 
established along the Yellow River manned with a strong army. Action will be 
taken to make Japan realize the importance of this army, necessitating the 
presence of a Japanese army to face it on the Chinese’ own ground, while Japan 
must operate over difficult terrain and a very long communication and supply 
line.

China, at the same time, will seek to stir up guerilla disturbances 
there and also in Manchuria, compelling Japan to keep another army in the latter 
place, increasing the cost to Japan.

In case of a conflict in central China the Chinese will be fighting 
under advantageous conditions and the Japanese, conversely, will be at decided 
disadvantage. A conflict in central China will promote Chinese unity at the 
geographical spot where it can best be attained.

In brief, then, the Chinese strategy is this: Resist along the coast 
as long as possible, gradually retreating inland, mining old positions and 
setting up barbed wire entanglements, thus making Japanese advance difficult. 
China expects no victories, seeking only to exhaust Japan.

Regarding relative financial strength China is in a much better position 
than Japan.

One of China’s most crucial problems is the establishment of new 
munitions lines of supply before the old ones are shut off or her supplies run 
out. At present her chief supply is through Hongkong, from whence supplies are 
smuggled into China proper. This line is likely to be shut off at any time by 
Japan.

One alternative line is a munitions entrepot through Indo-China, which 
is out of rang© of Japanese bombardment unless the Japanese gain inland air bases 
in China.

Heid in Walker-Ames Room, Parrington Hall, University of Washington, through 
the courtesy_of Profe^ïr^D. D. Griffith.
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A second munitions supply line which is being developed is from the United States 
across the Atlantic and from European nations by the Trans-Siberian railway and the 
railway from Siberia down into Turkestan, thence across a very rough terrain. The 
Chinese are feverishly building roads and a railway through this area to connect 
the Turkestan railway with China proper. It is hoped the delay will allow the 
completion of this munitions supply line.

There is also the possibility of a camel route from Russia through outer 
Mongolia down to the Chinese.

The Japanese strategy is this: They hope to drive the Chinese back from the 
coast and from North China, make them agree to stay thore and then offer a truce. 
This, of course, would be unacceptable to China. Japan would then repeat the process 
until she would advance step by step until the Chinese government would collapse and 
the Japanese would have to establish another Manchukuo. This Japan does not desire. 
However, she wishes a strong Chinese government which would cooperate with her. 
This, naturally, could never be« The Chinese would demand the same authority over 
all of China, which Japan would refuse, another impasse being reached. In this 
situation we find Japan travelling a road of no returning.

Dr. Biggerstaff: China has good credit, but can she cash in on her loans?

Dr. Rowell: If she cannot, her credit is not a sound one. However an official 
of the United States Treasury negotiated a loan to China without crossing the State 
Department.

Dr. Pollard: How about the statement of an anonymous Japanese official in Paris 
regarding Japan’s attitude toward the Brussells conference? (Statement, Oct. 28, 
1937)

Dr. Rowell: That is a fairly valid statement. It is a face-saving device to 
utilize diplomatic action for solution of the Far Eastern problem rather than 
having a conference solution. At present, there seems to be little possibility of 
a solution, for the terms demanded by China and Japan are unacceptable to the 
other nation. Nine-Power action and League of Nations solution are also unacceptable 
to Japan.

Dr. Noble: Why has there been no declaration of war?

Dr. Rowell: There has been no war since the signing of the Kellogg Pact. It is a 
piece of paper, the letter of which, not the spirit, determines the morality of 
all future actions of nations. The real reason there has been no declaration of 
war is Japan’s respect for international public opinion or an attempt to avoid 
blockade or formal action by the League of Nations and the United States.

Dr. Noble: Is there no fear of United States’ neutrality?

Dr. Rowell; No. The Japanese control the seas and the neutrality act would not 
remove from China anything Japan is not already keeping from China.

Mr. Shank: Is it not true that other nations have not resorted to war for conquest 
so Japan does not do so in this case?

Dr. Rowell: That is a good point, but Japan has no legal title to Manchuria since 
there was no war and hence no conquest to grant her a title by conquest, recognized 
by international law. The same is true in the case of Ethiopia.

Mr. Johnson: Did not a provision of the second Hague Conference provide that 
belligerent nations should declare war? How much force has this provision today?

Dr. Rowell: None. All treaties have broken down in the last five years except 
the Kellogg Pact. True, there has been fighting since its signing, but no war.

Mr. Shank: The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan set forth the reasons why 
Japan must fight China.

1. To destroy anti-Japanism.
2. To prevent menace of Communism in East Asia.
3. Secure effective Sino-Japanese cooperation.
4. Action against the Chinese army and government which is carrying 

out an erroneous foreign policy. This should not be construed as 
an attack upon the people or territory of China.

5. Japan merely seeks Chinese collaboration with Japan.

This seems to me like the same tactics as used in the Manchurian episode.
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Dr.1 Rowell: Japan does not define the terms used therein as does any dictionary 
but in view of the Twenty-one Demands and the statements made by the Japanese in 
1936, it seems that tho above remarks indicate the Japanese purpose to destroy the 
government of China. They would like to set up local governmental agencies with 
Japanese advisors and establish a program of anti-Russianism through attacks on 
Communism.

Mr. Shank: Was this not the program in Manchukuo?

Dr. Rowell: Manchuria was established ostensibly as a buffer state. Practically 
there can be no such thing. The enemy is always just across the border. Japan is 
also looking to a place in the Northwest. The statements regarding fighting 
Russia are sincere.

Dr. Noble: How much anti-Communism is such?

Dr. Rowell: None. It is all directed against Russia. Japan is as well insulated 
as any nation against an infiltration of Communism from outside her borders. 
Japan’s real danger is from Communism as an outgrowth of bad social conditions 
within.

Mr. Shank: To what extent have the other states holding extraterritoriality rights 
in China affected this debacle and what if they surrendered them?

Dr. Pollard: Japan has taken all the fruits of Western invasion to enhance Japan’s 
national power. Japan has imitated the Western powers and has taken over their 
interests when possible. Surrender of extraterritoriality would have no effect.

Mr. Shank: Is not extraterritoriality at an end? Victory by either China or 
Japan will make it extinct.

Dr. Pollard: Extraterritoriality has not served its purpose of protection.

Dr. Rowell: Will not the concessions suffer the same fate?

Dr. Pollard: Yes. They are also going and they no longer serve their purpose 
of protection.

Prof. Gates: How about the marines, etc., in the International Settlement?

Dr. Pollard: Their effect is psychological, not practical and to protect from 
Chinese mobs and to prevent Japan stepping on the toes of the other powers.

Dr. Hiltner: -/That is the Chinese attitude toward the International Settlement?

Dr. Rowell: There are two attitudes of the Chinese. They object to the Settlement 
on principle, but welcome its protection of their property.

Dr. Hiltner; How would a Chineso government cooperate with Japan if led by such 
men as Soong of Kung?

d I?
Dr. Rowell: The Japanese really care little about the Chinese leadership so long 
as any government was conciliatory to Japan. On this point tho Japanese wero 
dealing in fictions. Kung and Soong are just as anti-Japanese as Chiang Kai-shek.

Chiang’s tactics in relation to Japan were to wait until his army was ready 
and to bluff and stall until they were prepared. The kidnapping last spring upset 
this, for Chiang’s alternatives were his life or resistance to Japan.

It is noteworthy, also, that Japan attacks China only when unity is imminent. 
So long as there is no danger of unification under one government China is left 
very much to itself by Japan.

On the other hand, the attacks by Japan on China have forced unity upon China.

Dr. Martin: Premier Konoye states that Japan seeks no settlement with China but 
will wage a comprehensive punitive campaign against her. Does this not foredoom 
the Brussells Conference?

Dr. Rowell: It does. Japan is following a road to a precipice but will not turn 
back. She will commit national suicide rather than depart from her program.

Mr. Little: Will the war exhaust Japan? If so, how long can she hold out?

Dr. Rowell: Japan will be exhausted. On the basis of her gold reserve she can 
not outlast the winter. However, war produces some phenomenal financial feats.

Mr. Shank: Japanese industrialization has weakened her whereas China has not been 
influenced by industrialization and thus can exist indefinitely without becoming 
exhausted.
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Dr. Rowell: Japan had to industrialize in order to care for her population. An 
agricultural economy was maintained for three centuries prior to the restoration 
by practicing abortion and infanticide. China can industrialize regionally whereas 
Japan must depend on foreign commerce and is thus not self-sufficient as is China.

Mr. Priestly: How about Russian intervention?

Dr. Rowell: That is not likely because of European complications. Russia desires 
to concentrate on internal problems. Although she is prepared to fight on both 
frontiers she does not wish to do so.

Mr. Priestly: Why does not China bomb Japan?

Dr. Rowell: There would be no advantage in it. Further she can not risk her 
planes. She also seeks to keep the good-will of mankind.

Dr. Hiltner: Why can not Russia intervene by the indirect tactics used in the 
Spanish civil war?

Dr. Rowell; She has done so to some extent. Four hundred planes have been sent 
to China. However, they can not spare too much in the way of military equipment 
in view of the danger which is simultaneous from Europe and Japan.

Dr. Rowell: There are 2,000 Japanese planes.

Mr. Priestly: Russia has 4,400.

Dr. Martin: Will not these bombing atrocities eventually embroil all the nations 
of the world?

Dr. Rowell: They will inevitably bring all nations into conflict unless some 
solution is developed.

Dr. Hiltner: Would not China accede to some peace terms?

Dr. Rowell: The only terms now acceptable to China would be complete withdrawal 
of Japan.

Mr. Little: A truce is unlikely, then?

Dr. Rowell: Yes.

Mr. Little: Might a truce be imposed by foreign powers exerting pressure upon 
China to surrender North China to Japan?

Dr. Rowell: No truly Chinese government would accede to these terms (a puppet 
government might) and no nation would ask such a truce and such terms except, 
perhaps, Italy and Germany.

Mr. Walkinshaw; A short time ago the Chinese government announced that the 
Communists had been driven from China. After the kidnapping of Chiang and his 
decision to fight Japan, Communism returned and the Communists are now controlling 
China.

Dr. Rowell: The Chinese war council of 17 has three Communist members. However, 
the Japanese are not fighting Communism in China. Chinese Communism is not 
Trotskyist; it is a factor in Chinese unity.

Dr. Pollard: You may be interested in the views of a Chinese student at the 
University who was a political advisor to one of the governmental armies engaged 
in Communist suppression. He statos that the Communists will likely be sent into 
Manchuria to carry on a guerilla activity against Japan. The results of this 
proposal are these;

1. The Russian frontier would be secure
2. Communism would be removed north of the Great Wall.
3. If the Communists were successful in securing the 

withdrawal of the Japanese, Chiang might give them 
the northeastern provinces as a Communist state, 
autonomous from China.

Dr. Noble: Regarding the American stake in China, would not Japanese success 
mean greater American trade with China?

Dr. Rowell: That is arguable.

Mr. Priestly: (Reading an editorial from Asia, "The War in China" in which the 
magazine condemns Japanese barbarity, although sympathetic with Japan’s problems.)
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Ûr. Pollard: I should like to hear Dr. Biggerstaff’s opinion regarding American 
attitudes on the Chinese situation.

Dr. Biggerstaff: What can be done in looking out for a world view? American 
opinion is essentially isolationist. What is the value of a Nine-Power conference? 
Condemnation gains nothing.

Dr. Rowell: Britain and America might propose intervention, which would prove 
futile. Logically the next point is a boycott. What about that?

Dr. Noble: A collective boycott is necessary if anything is to be done. Two 
questions then arise:

1. Is a boycott effective?
2. Would it lead to war?

America fears war. I feel a boycott may be effective without a war if those 
imposing it stand together. Such a sanction would ba effective within a year.

This fact would in turn endanger the Dutch East Indies which Japan might 
seize for oil. There is then, so far as the United States is concerned, danger 
of naval action but no danger of military action. Soldiers are not necessary to 
China. All she needs is material. Would the United States risk this naval action?

Dr. Rowell: Is a boycott possible?

Mr. Priestly: Italy gained oil when the United States imposed sanctions.

Dr. Biggerstaff; How about interests in this country which stand to lose in case 
of sanctions? Cotton and silk, etc.?

Dr. Noble: Could not these groups be relieved of the burden by the rest of the 
country?

Dr. Rowell: Embargoes on silk and cotton would break Japan. Prohibition of 
shipments of oil and military supplies would merely have the effect of reducing 
the length of the conflict.

Mr. Walkinshaw: Italy and Germany would not be likely to support an embargo. 
Would not this destroy a boycott?

Dr. Rowell: Would Italy and Germany do that? Might they not buy from us and sell 
to Japan? We could not control shipments except through a process of rationing. 
This failing, the only alternative is to ruin Japan. This did not work success
fully in the case of Germany.

Dr. Martin: It seems, then, that there are all kinds of reasons for doing 
nothing.

Dr. Noble: If we do nothing will not Japan also be ruined?

Dr. Rowell: That is true.

Dr. Hiltner: Nathaniel Pfeffer states that all nations are afraid of Japan 
except China. Is that true?

Dr. Rowell: Everyone is afraid of everyone else. No nation is willing to fight 
except with another nation’s forces.

Dr. Pollard: An embargo means the necessity for United States naval action, 
then?

Dr. Noble; The only action would be a patrol to control the Dutch Bast Indies to 
prevent their seizure by Japan.

Dr. Pollard; That would necessitate patrol at the Panama Canal and at Singapore.

Dr. Rowell: Such a policy of patrol threatens America’s oldest and most 
cherished policy, freedom of the seas.

Dr. Martin: How far will the United States naval program be limited to the 
Pacific triangle?

Dr. Rowell: The navy can defend the triangle. Then their hope is to trust the 
politicians to gain Anglo-American cooperation. The crisis comes, when Britain 
can not act.

Mr. Little: How would the British rearmament affect this?
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Dr. Rowell: Britain would be effective if she can bluff down Mussolini.

Mr. Shank: Britain will stand by until her armament program is completed. How 
about isolating Japan through cooperative action to shut her off from the inter
national postal service?

Dr. Rowell: That, too, necessitates wide action.

Mr. Priestly: A boycott is an act of war. Would not Japan seize the Phillipine 
Islands?

Dr. Hiltner: May not citizen groups take over the boycott technique in place of 
action by the government?

Dr. Rowell; This is happening. We even attack our American Japanese.

Mr. Walkinshaw: There are rumors that it is impossible to gain fair news of 
Japanese viewpoints in the American press# Is this true?

Dr. Rowell: In a limited way it is true. The groat difficulty is not the 
transmission of nows from China, but gathering it correctly there. Truth 
eventually filters out. The difficulty with the Japanese is that they do not 
give intelligible interviews.

Mr. Griffin: Many forms of negative action have been suggested. How about the 
possibility of positive or constructive action? Constructive concessions are not 
necessarily related to the immediate situation. Why not take up the delicate 
question of fisheries? How about remedying immigration? Why not make economic 
concessions?

Dr. Rowell: Such a program was unofficially suggested at Yosemite. Concessions 
would be attempted if the struggle to gain them militarily was given up. There 
is no chance for such action while the military action is going on.

Mr. Griffin: How about the attitudes of business toward immigration and commerce?

Dr. Rowell: The importance of commercial concessions and immigration are divergent.

Mr. Priestly: Would not concessions be impossible in view of American attitudes?

Mr. Griffin: If that be true does it not damn American political and diplomatic 
intelligence?

Dr. Rowell: The Japanese mind must also be considered. The factor of the Haves 
and the Have-nots is inconsequential. Free buying and selling might be granted 
but these would not satisfy Japan. Territory must also be given to Japan to make 
her content.

Mr. MacBride: How far will the United States Government go in its recently declared 
policy?

Dr. Rowell: Secretary Hull has been conducting an educational program on the basis 
that war is dangerous and the way to stay out of it is to prevent it. Roosevelt’s 
speech at Chicago climaxed this program. The speech was sent to him and he added 
the quarantine provision. This alarmed the State Department., That term was not 
understood and has not been explained. The length to which tho government will go 
is uncertain. And what of isolationist attitudes in Congress? Roosovelt is very 
bold in pushing domestic measures of doubtful value but he fights shy of pushing 
international questions of vital importance.

Dr. Noble: There has been a lamentable lack of constructiveness in ideas offered 
here. Would not a boycott, invoked for international order, be constructive?

Dr. Rowell: Can the American people be convinced that the stake in the Par 
Eastern crisis is not economic but involves the world structure for stability?

Dr. Pollard: I believe that Dr. Martin is opposed to the American policy of "scuttle 
and run.”

Dr. Martin: There is an economic stake which should be fought for. In addition 
there are political, diplomatic and moral stakes of the United States in the Far 
East which should not be surrendered without some effort of a diplomatic nature, 
at least.

Dr. Rowell: The question of America’s China trade is not consequential. The 
possible yielding of our freedom of trade in the Far East to Japan is important.
Dr. Martin: What of the Labor boycott?
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Mr. Priestly: At a recent mass meeting at the Seattle Civic Auditorium the 
contributions came from the groups in society least able to give, showing perhaps 
the sympathy toward a boycott from these elements.

Closing remarks made by Dr. Martin.

II.
INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS

ROUND TABLE LUNCHEON,1 Feb. 2nd, 1938 
REPORT OF DISCUSSIONS WITH MR. SHINGORO TAKAISHI, 

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER OF THE OSAKA MAINICHI

Dr. Charles E. Martin, Chairman and Rapporteur

Mr. William Allen: What are Japan’s aims in China?
Mr. Takaishi: We seek economic expansion through cooperation with China, and in 
the development of China’s natural resources. China, however, has not been willing 
to cooperate. The mentality of the Chinese on this question is not right. We 
must change it. Japan seeks no territory, and she will stick to this purpose. 
All China has to do is to abandon her anti-Japanese policy. But that she must do.

Mr. Frank Holman: What overt acts has China committed?
Mr. Takaishi: There have been 50 or 60 such cases in 20 months. Japanese business 
houses have been attacked by Chinese mobs. A number of Japanese have been killed. 
Japanese have not been safe in China.

Mr. Allen: How would Japan correct the situation?
Mr. Takaishi: We would not do it through a puppet government. We are merely in 
military occupation of China; we do not intend a permanent military administration 
there. The local Chinese leaders have themselves formed the basis of a government. 
The Japanese have cooperated with them. Otherwise there would be a no-man’s land 
in much of China today. One cannot look to the ousted Nanking government to main
tain order.

Mr. Priestley: If this is so, how do you account for what has taken place in 
Manchuria?
Mr. Takaishi: The Japanese do not regard North China as their possession. The 
region cannot be left without any political organization at all. As for Manchukuo, 
it is not analogous to the North China question. Without Manchukuo, Manchuria 
would be in Russia’s possession.

Dr. Walter Hiltner: Are the Japanese not fighting Russia through China?
Mr. Takaishi: We are not doing so now. We are making preparations for meeting the 
Russians, if need be. We have a particular reason for our campaign against China. 
She must become less anti-Japanese.

Prof. Williston: Will the new government in China be like that of the East Hopei 
autonomous government?
Mr. Takaishi: Yes. The more powerful leaders in China are joining the new 
regime. These men and their soldiers will take the place of the Japanese military 
government in China.

Mr. Kline Hillman: What is the effect of the war on Japan’s economic system? 
Mr. Takaishi: It is a heavy burden. But we will get through somehow.

Prof. Shirley Coon: What will be the effect of China’s guerrilla warfare?
Mr. Takaishi: Japan will keep on, despite this. But this form of conflict will 
not last so very long. We do not intend to conquer all China. We seek only the 
objective I have already stated.

Mr. Priestley: Does not the military element in Japan dominate and control the 
civil authorities?
Mr. Takaishi: The military element has great power in Japan. We do not deny it. 
But there are not two policies; there are not two opinions. Japan stands together 
in the China issue. The Panay was not bombed at the direction of the military 
authorities. It was bombed by mistake. Not even the Japanese, among others, are 
above an occasional mistake.

Mr. Wesley Rennie: Why does not Japan approach the problem through the agencies of 
international settlement provided for that purpose?
Mr. Takaishi: That is nice to talk about, but the Japanese do not have much 
confidence in the peace machinery of the world. We cannot have world peace on the

1. Held at the Rainier Club, Seattle
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basis of the status quo. The principle of evolution as against rigid and fixed 
settlements must be recognized in respect of the demands of an expanding race. 
Power politics will not always dictate these things. When the League of Nations is 
prepared to make the necessary adjustments of today instead of committing itself 
irrevocably to the status quo, "have not" governments will be prepared to listen.

Dr. Richard Fuller: The Japanese aim is to maintain peace. Japan will eliminate 
the Nationalist party in China, and will center the national feeling of the country 
around Japan. With this support, will not good will grow up again?
Mr. Takaishi: There is complete peace in Peiping now. The Chinese do not care 
who govern, provided they have peace. As regards the situation about Peiping, 
different people have different ingressions. It makes a difference who renders the 
report.

Mr. Reginald Parsons: Is it not a case of two bad boys getting into each other’s 
yards? Even so, American sympathy seems to be with China.
Mr. Takaishi: We have not prevented China from development, as many Americans 
have been told, and as some seem to think.

Mr. William Allen: What do you think the peace terms will be?
Mr. Takaishi: They will be two-fold; (1) the extension of the demilitarized zone 
to other parts of China, and especially around Shanghai, and (2) changing China’s 
anti-Japanese policy. If the latter is promised, most of the trouble will disappear. 
China will not be like India, or even like the British Commonwealth of Nations. 
We respect China’s independence. We seek a good understanding between the two 
countries. Will we ask for an indemnity? The answer to this question cannot now 
be made. It is a serious matter.

Mr. Frank Holman: Are there not two views of this matter entertained by different 
nations? The United States feels that each country should run its own show. 
Japan follows its nationals wherever they go, and controls other countries in its 
interest and in theirs, (nationals) The British follow the same policy as Japan.
Japan regards China as her sphere of business operation. Will she not stay there
until her objective is recognized by China?
Mr. Takaishi: The United States can afford to operate on that theory. But has it
always done so? Has not the United States become the stabilizing power on this 
hemisphere? And has it become such by always allowing every country to run its own 
show? We seek to become the stabilizing power in Eastern Asia.

Question: Have the Japanese lost all faith in international cooperation?
Mr. Takaishi: The Japanese have faith in international comity. They live in the 
world of nations, as do the American people. But they do not have confidence in 
the League of Nations. It became necessary for us to withdraw from it. We have 
not violated the Nine Power Pact. We have respected China’s territorial and 
administrative integrity. Since when has military occupation, for the purpose of 
military victory, meant prima facie annexation? There are no peace terms as yet. 
Why not speculate in Japan’s favor once? Thé Nine Power Pact did not involve war, 
and does not forbid war. What Japan is doing is not covered by this treaty. As 
for the Kellogg pact, it contains express reservations in the interest of self
defense, fully accepted and approved by Mr. Kellogg as compatible with the terms 
of the Anti-War Treaty. What we are doing is purely in self-defense, within the 
reservations of the Pact.

Dr. Hiltner; Are you not attacking Chinese soldiers on Chinese soil? How is that 
self-defense? What right have you there? And did not Japan rather than China 
provoke the conflict?
Mr. Takaishi: If your country, which has troops in China under treaty right, and 
to protect its interests, should have 3,000 to 4,000 of its troops attacked by 
30,000 Chinese, what would you do? Would you send other troops to their support, 
or let the Chinese have their way? We maintain garrison troops there under treaty 
rights. Where our troops are killed in the regular discharge of their rights under 
treaties, we shall protect them»

Comment by Mr. E. Masatomi, Asst. Managing Editor, English Edition of the Tokyo 
Nichi Nichi: The military and garrison maneuvers held in the neighborhood of the 
Marco Polo bridge were not strictly within the treaty area. However, all powers 
having troops in the Peiping district held maneuvers there. It has not been Japan 
alone. The practice became sanctioned by custom if not by law. The presence of 
troops on and near the bridge by all the powers, including Japan, met with no 
diplomatic objection. Even though operating in a zone not strictly within treaty 
limits, this did not vest in China’s troops the right to kill.

Closing statement by Dr. Martin: Both Mr. Takaishi and Mr. Masatomi have been 
patient and kind. We thank them for their consideration. They have contributed 
profoundly to a great need in the United States - a frank statement and understanding 
of the Japanese point of view In this unfortunate controversy.
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INSTITUTE OF PACIFIC RELATIONS ROUND-TABLE DINNER, FEB. 8, 1938. 
REPORT OF THE TALK OF DR. HU-SHIH WITH FOLLOWING DISCUSSION

Mr. Ben. H. Kizer, Chairman, to. H. H. Kohr, Rapporteur.

Dr. Hu: Speaking in this city fourteen months ago concerning the Pacific Scene I 
described the changing balance of power in the Pacific region. For seventeen years 
Japan was supreme in this area with a supremacy based on treaties and agreements. 
The stipulations of these limited somewhat her dominant position, but granted it 
legal recognition. This supremacy, innocuous and harmless, did not satisfy Japan.

Since 1931, that supremacy, no longer innocuous, has been abused and become 
violent, dangerous and harmful, breeding violence in opposition. This situation 
destroyed the balance of power in the Pacific, for strong opposition arose from 
three sources.

1. Russia became a Pacific power in the period since 1931. She has 
brought 500,000 well-trained troops into the Far East, equipped 
with 1,000 planes and 100 submarines. She is now a first-rate 
military power in the Pacific.

2. Another line of opposition extends from the Aleutian Islands along 
the Pacific coasts of Canada and the United States to Hawaii, the 
Phillipines, the Dutch East Indies, to Singapore and to Australia 
and New Zealand.

3. China was forced to arm to defend herself against further possible ag
gression and emerges therefrom as a new Pacific power.

This new balance of forces can be used for peace if statesmen recognize the 
possibilities which it offers as a foundation for a new regional security. The 
United States, Russia, the Pacific parts of the British Empire, Japan and China 
should cooperate for peace. If cooperation is not forthcoming and the situation 
drifts, an international conflagration will break out. The Sino-Japanese conflict 
is the first step in the direction of that explosion, soon liable to involve all 
Pacific nations.

This prophecy, made at the close of the I. P. R. conference at Yosemite in 
1936 and published in Foreign Affairs, Jan. 1937, was realized with the outbreak of 
hostilities in Suiyuan in Nov., 1936.

The latter part of that prophecy has not yet come true. The Panay and other 
incidents, however, show the ease with which nations may drift into war. The 
extension of the conflict to the whole Pacific region may be much nearer than we 
believe.

In 1933 and 1936 I warned of the dangers inherent in the Sino-Japanese 
situation, hoping those nations strong enough to lead without danger of being 
involved in war would make an effort for peaceful settlement of the problems 
vexing the Far East. This war danger is very real now. Sentiment is developing 
in the United States. What can be done to avert catastrophe?

Opinion in the United States is sympathetic to China, suspicious of Japan. 
This is a dangerous situation despite strong isolationist and pacifist sentiment. 
While "minding your own business" is laudable, the policy of isolation has never 
kept the United States or any other major power out of a war. A series of incidents 
on the Mexican border and on the high seas brought us into the World War within a, 
month after the inauguration of Wilson, who had been elected for a second term 
because "he kept us out of war." The emotional attitudes toward China and Japan 
are subject to great influence by incidents. Peace sentiment did not prevail in 
1916-17 nor will it be sufficient now to keep us out of a war if sufficient 
provocation is provided by additional incidents.

Would it not be better to work out a plan for a definite policy regarding the 
present conflict? A constructive, precise stand regarding China and Japan, announcing 
that these terms will bring peace, or may mean our fighting,is necessary. This is 
risky, but it is the only means of preventing a certain involvement in the Sino- 
Japanese conflict.

Question: Should incidents continue and general conflict result, what could Japan 
do against a combination of the United States, Great Britain and France?

Dr. Hu: Incidents may not necessarily bring in these powers. Further, no one 
expected the Spanish war to last so long nor to involve all of Europe. A war in 
the modern world involves all of it. Japanese resistance to these powers could not 
be forecast, for other nations would soon become embroiled.

1. Held at the University of Washington Faculty Club.
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Question: How far will the Japanese conquest proceed?
Dr. Hu: I do not know, nor do the Japanese. Three articles in the Christian 
Science Monitor showed that the military, the diplomats, and the business men did 
not know where it would stop. China constantly menaces Japanese positions, occupy
ing territory evacuated by the Japanese. Once modern wars begin, their course can 
not be determined. Three times Japan has offered peace terms through Germany. 
Each time China has rejected them, showing a determination to fight to the finish. 
Japan does not know her limits.

Question: Are the Chinese expecting the aid of Russia?
Dr. Hu: The Communist threat is small. Russia sends munitions which any government 
may do. However there is a physical limit to the quantity of munitions attainable 
from the Communists since the Russian railways are three to four thousand miles from 
the scene of Chinese military operations.

Question: Would Great Britain favor Russian assistance to China?
Dr. Hu: Britain is not concerned. This is an undeclared war, hence British sanction 
is unnecessary.

Question: Would Japan or China favor premeditated incidents in order to involve 
other nations in their quarrel?
Dr. Hu: That is doubtful.

Question: Will these incidents continue?
Dr. Hu: If these incidents were deliberate they could be stopped. That is why 
they continue. They are the result of stupidity, nervousness and confusion.

Question: Is it possible for Russia to take an active part in this war? If so, 
would that not take in Germany, Italy, Great Britain and the United States? 
Dr. Hu: Russia is unwilling to become involved. Anticipation of Russia entering 
first is untenable. Stalin can pour oil or water on incidents and he favors water. 
Russia has a new ideology in which patriotic motives have no influence. Russian 
entrance into the conflict would come only after strong Japanese provocation. 
Russia is the best prepared of the Pacific powers, hence the thought that she will 
be the first to enter. However there are certain difficulties! (1) European 
threats; (2) European instability; (3) No desire to see her internal economic and 
social program upset; (4) strategic position which is highly vulnerable.

Question: Could you suggest practical means for realizing your suggestion for a 
Pacific Conference seeking a peaceful solution of regional problems?
Dr. Hu: Research projects for the next two years on the part of the I. P. R. are 
completely devoted to Pacific problems. Governments may be able to work out some 
program for world or regional settlement. World trouble is due to the fact that 
the new world order has not become sufficiently stable to meet crises without 
crumbling. The alternative to world settlement is an agreement of a regional 
nature. At the Imperial Conference in London, Australia proposed a second Washing
ton Conference of Pacific powers, instigated by Britain and the United States and 
supported by Russia and the British Commonwealth to confer on problems of the 
region. This suggestion failed. Difficulties which stand in the way of such a 
conference may be illustrated by the Brussels Conference, called by the United 
States. Japan rejected her invitation. Further, any solution of the problem 
must conform to the Nine Power Treaty. This involves very frank discussion and 
negotiations, with a threat of force to aid in friendly gestures. Such a conference 
Japan will not attend. On the other hand China will reject any negotiations not 
based on the Nine Power Treaty. Some Oriental bargaining may be necessary.

Question: You say that peace at any price is futile. You were once a pacifist, 
What has caused you to change?
Dr. Hu: I am still a pacifist, but the mere use of indefinite good offices is of 
no avail for peace. Most pacifists do not realize that definite commitments are 
less likely to result in war. The Monroe Doctrine is one example. The fact that 
it is known that if any part of the British Empire is endangered all parts will 
come to its assistance means the safety of the whole Empire. The Nine Power 
Treaty and the Pact of Paris were too indefinite, containing only high-sounding 
ideals and no definite commitments, hence they failed. So, while I am a pacifist, 
I believe that only definite commitments can truly preserve peace.

Question: Regarding the Nine Power Treaty. We furnish Japan with war material. 
Is this not violation of that treaty on the part of the United States?
Dr. Hu: It is difficult to say. The United States Neutrality Act is involved. 
Officials have taken no cognizance that a state of war exists in the Orient. 
Hence, legally, so far as the United States is concerned, no war exists and in 
such a case American merchants are free to trade with any nation. At the Brussels 
Conference China sought to prevent the selling of goods to Japan. Legal difficulties 
prevented any action along this line.
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Question: Should Japan capture Canton, what would happen to China’s munitions 
supply?
Dr. Hu: China has three lines of munition supply. The first, from Hongkong to 
Canton and thence to the interior, may be blocked by Japan. The second route is 
from French Indo-China to the interior of China by two routes: (a) from Hanoi 
to Kwangsi, (b) by the railway in Indo-China to Yunnanfu. This route is still 
open although the Japanese have twice threatened the French, who have nominally 
closed the route, but not in actuality. The third supply route is from Russia 
through Turkestan into China*

Question: The Post-Napoleonic world faced a similar problem of collective 
security at the Congress^of Vienna. Is there any alternative for the United 
States but to commit it?eto collective security? Collective security failed from 
the standpoint of mechanics, not in principle.

Dr. Hu: The League of Nations was doomed to failure when the United States 
failed to join. What a difference there would have been had the United States 
joined and helped to soften the terms of the Versatile Treaty and to restrain 
the hand France laid on Germany: War does not make enemies. It is the peace 
terms at the close of a war which determine whether the former enemies shall 
continue their enmity or become friendly. This is illustrated in a comparison 
of Austro-Prussian relations following their war in 1866, and that of the relations 
following the Franco-Prussian war. Austria and Prussia became firm friends. 
France and Germany continued to be the bitterest of enemies. At the present time 
the League of Nations is supported by only three of the seven major world powers. 
A new world order must be built by the cooperative endeavor of all world powers. 
It can not be done by only a few.

Question: Would not a discussion of issues only breed further animosity between 
China and Japan, making the war worse?

Dr. Hu: On the contrary. Avoidance of issues brings more resentment.

Closing summary by Mr. Kizer, Chairman.

Two major factors have been emphasized by Dr. Hu tonight.

The first, that isolation, drift, waiting, is the surest way to become 
again involved in war because we can not predict our emotional response to 
incidents which will inevitably arise. Secondly, Dr. Hu pointed out that world 
peace may be attained only through world order.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From
COMSOPAT

April 6, 1938

Rec’d 1:15 p.m,

ACTION OPNAV

INFO} CINCAF (FLAG) 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5
CINCAF (ADMN) 
COMYANGPAT
AÎ1AMBASSAD0R CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
4th MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0006 Air raids northern vicinity Canton and ’ 

Whampoa area eight B L P and five BSP sighted, 

Amoy fifth air raid Amoy forts Changchao airfield 

seventeen B L P sighted 2100.

793-94/ 12778
 

F/F G
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REB

From
PLAIN

FOURTH MARINES

ACTION:

INFO:

April 6, 1938

Rec’d 1:50 p. m.

CINCAF (FLAG) CINCAF (ADM) OPNAV

AMCON AT SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST. ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
UOX YANGPAT
CfY'SOÏ AT
AF1MBASSAD0R CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

9606. Continued heavy fighting

diately south Taierchwang and south of Lanling. In

Wuhu Hangchow sector Chinese guerrillas attacked

Hsuancheng 30 miles southeast Wuhu and Fuyang:

18 miles southwest Hangchow. On 3 April Japanese 

marines embarked in 20 landing boats and covered by
■° m

fire from 4 gunboats and 5 airplanes made unsuccessful* 0 £■}F*
attempt effect landing at Hoshien on Yangtze. 2215. 2;

co co

(0 
(M »
CD
•k

•M 
(0

KLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This t*legram  must bE 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

FRCMâUSNA PEIPING

April 6, 1938

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG) 
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
CINCAF (ADM) 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
ASTALUSNA NANKING

Rec’d 3:25 p.m.

0006. Total eighteen eight double zero Jap troops

arrived North China by rail fifteen to thirty-one March

twenty-two hundred wounded, one thousand dead departed many 

supplies including two hundred motor trucks, eight 

airplanes, much ammunition, twenty standard gauge 

locomotives and elements for bridges arrived. 1930.

795.94/12780

HPD

m 
0
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TO

(.....Qay.ies_____) DATED____ Mar*2iU..123S_.

to
CM

<0

REGARDING: Sino-Japanese conflict

China causing Japan much trouble 
because of her unexpected military 
successes.
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REVIEW OF THE WEEK IN CHINA

CHINESE GAIN IN 5th WAR AREA
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2. Defenders recapture many towns\^Mi.. T
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To invoke escalator naval clause 
Japan contracts for Mexican oil
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Chinese

which was

Gain In 5th War Area (0
resumed on March 14 in the neighborhood 

of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway in southern Shantung Province has assumed 
the proportions of the most decisive battle in the war between the 
Japanese invaders and the Chinese defenders. Observers believe that 
failure to reach the strategic city of Suchow will prove to be a 
decisive blow to Japan’s military and political plans, while on the 
other hand, even if 
resistance will not

China should lose Suchow, her power of 
be broken.

prolonged
CO 
ro

I

Chinese 
on the 
miles north

as a whole was characterized by fierce 
including frontal and flanking attacks

Last week 
counter-offensives, 
Japanese forces which had previously reached Hanchwang, 26 
of Suchow. As Japanese military headquarters in Japanese-dominated 
Peiping and Shanghai kept silent, Hankow, temporary seat of the Chinese 
Government, received daily reports of Chinese victories. Not onlv were 
the Japanese balked north of the Grand Canal, but they were repulsed 
time and again from Lini, east of the railway.

In addition, the Chinese forces recaptured at one time or 
another many towns on the Tsinpu Railway and its branch lines, 
including Hanchwang, Tsaochwang, Lincheng, Tenghsien, Tawenkow and 
Tsining. On March 29, with the arrival of Japanese reinforcements 
under cover of bombs and big guns, Lincheng and Tsining were reported 
fallen again. Desperate struggle, however, went on along the 100-mile 
front in the extremely vulvernable area marked off by the Chinese as 
the Fifth War Zone and so ably defended under the command of General 
Li Tsung-Jen for the past two months.

General Li, interviewed, attributed the present favorably 
Chinese positions and their recent success in counter-offensives to 
change of tactics from positional warfare to the present mobile § H 
guerrilla strategy, aided by the cooperation of the Chinese masses» E

03II

Both Sides See Long War

Having failed of their ambition to seize the entire length 
of the Tientsln-Pukow Railway, thereby linking the Japanese-occupied 
areas in the north with those in Central China, the Japanese militarv 
set up another puppet government in Nanking on March 28. Chinese 
officials in Hankow stated that the inauguration of the Nanking puppet 
regime was without significance and constituted no progress whatever 
toward Japanese consolidation of control of China.

0

lhine*s  confidencein a successful long-term resiag’ince was
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increased as the Kuomintang National Congress was about to convene. 
In some quarters there was hope, on the strength of recent overwhelming 
Chinese militery gains, that Tsinan, the capital of Shantung, might 
be retaken by the time of the meeting. The importance of the 
southwestern province of Yunnan in the national defense scheme was 
recognized as the Central Aviation School got underway at Kunming, the 
provincial capital, and vast mineral deposits were discovered in the 
province in a survey by the National Resources Commission.

In an interview with the correspondent of the New York 
Herald Tribune, Madame Chiang Kai-shek made an appeal to American 
women to use their influence to prevent the disintegration of 
civilization as expressed by Japan’s aggression in China. She pleaded 
for collective action--"economic, if nothing else”—as the only 
course that will save the democratic ideals of liberty end justice. 
She said: "We have never ceased to resist and we shell not ceese. Our 
spirit is undaunted, even though our means are jeoperdized by the 
studied cautiousness of the powers. But we ere unafraid."

In Tokyo, the 73rd Session of the Imperial Japanese Diet was 
closed by Premier Konoye with these words: "Lately there seem to be 
some people who think the (China) incident is virtually terminated. It 
is more proper to say the fight has just begun. In this situation it 
is my desire to work together with the whole Japanese people for the 
realization of our aims in this sacred war."

The session just closed was marked throughout by dissension 
between the Cabinet and the Legislature and conflict between the 
houses and the parties. It has, however, taken the nation far along 
the road to totalitarianism. Among the measures enacted were:(l) The 
National Mobilization Bill, (2) The Electric Power Bill, (3) A 
regular budget of Y.2,876,000,000 and a military budget of
Y.4,850,000,000 to meet the costs of the war in China,(4) Legislation 
empowering the government to create and partially finance two huge 
corporations for exploitation of areas under Japanese military 
occupation in North and Central Chine.

Ill

Anglo-American Concern In East

Subsequent to Japan’s refusal to disclose her naval-building 
plans, notes are being drafted in Washington and London in which the 
United Stetes and Greet Britain will formally accuse Japan of 
exceeding the 1936 naval treaty limits and vrill invoke the escalator 
clause to increase the size of their own navies. This will mean 
construction of battleships in excess of 35,000 tons and guns of more 
then 16-inch calibre.

A Japanese navy spokesman declared that he believed the 
United States Navy’s $1,121,000,000 expansion bill showed the United 
States was considering reval operations against Japan.

Another projected Japanese activity that engaged the 
attention of the United States and Great Britain had to do with 
Mexican oil. Tokyo was authoritatively reported about to offer Mexico 
a huge oil contract for the purchase of 500,000,000 gallons of crude 
oil annually. The proposition, which would be carried out through 
private Japanese companies, also provides for Japanese technical 
assistance in construction of pipe lines end improvement of some of 
Mexico's Pacific Coast harbors.

The Japanese Government, according to the Domei news agency, 
will pay the full amount of $>2,214,007.36 demanded by the United States 
as indemnity for the sinking of the American gunboat Panay. Meanwhile 
British authorities have forwarded to Tokyo claims of approximately 
$540,000 indemnity for bombings of British boats on the Yangtze, 
similar to that of the Panay.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR From fourth marines

April 7. 1938

Rec’d 3:10 p.m

.ACTION: CINCAF
OPNixV

INFO: ANCON SHANGHAI 
COMS.UBRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SH^NGMI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
.JÎAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

bejMiriniMi oi NÀ

Division of \
Aft EASÏEflyAF^As ) p 
APR SF WtC

8607, No change northern Ts situation

Chinese aircraft active behind Japanese lines. Japanese

reported made unsuccessful effort cross Yellow River 

vicinity Menghsien, Honan. 2022,

KLP
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE .393^1133..P..22/30------------------------------- FOR____JEelagr.am..#.- ^..2..p^tn*. _____

FROM__ Ghefoo
TO

(------ aober-ta.....) DATED „.Api:il..Z^.JL23a.
NAME 1—1127 apo

REGARDING*.
Sino-Japanese relations: Reported that three Chinese 
patients have entered American hospital. Japanese 
authorities request permission to enter the hospital 
to investigate patients, that they be surrendered to 
Japanese forces. Instructions from Department requested 
toward bringing about a satisfactory arrangement 
between the Japanese and the hospital.

795.94/ 
12784
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JR GRAY

Chefoo via N. R.

Dated April 7, 1958

Rec'd 6 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

RUSH.

April 7, 2 p.m.

Temple Hill Hospital of the American Presbyterian 

Mission following fighting in Chefoo April 5th accepted 

three Chinese patients suffering from gunshot wounds. 

Japanese Consul acting for Japanese commander of naval 

landing forces asked this Consulate:

One. To have the hospital investigate and report 

whether the wounded persons were in the hospital and to 

permit Japanese or Chinese authorities to enter hospital 

for identification purposes.

Two. If any such patients were under treatment 

to surrender them to the Japanese forces (medical 

attention to be supplied by Japanese or Chinese hospital).

Three. In future to inform Japanese authorities of 

any suspicious patients entering hospital with gunshot 

wounds 
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-2- April 7, 2 p.m., from ChEfoo via N, R.

The JapanESE Consul said thE JapanESE naval 

authoritiEs in future will takE any st Eps thEy dEEm 

fit*  My incrEasEd Efforts to bring about a satisfactory 

arrangement bEtwEEn JapanESE and hospital havE failed© 

Mission takES position hospital is nEutral institution 

of mercy whose chiEf purposE is humanitarian, Please 

telegranh instructions©

SEnt to Peiping and Hankow.

ROBERTS

RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From comsopat

April 7, 1938

Rec’cI 5:27 p. m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF
FLAG COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FIFTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

0007. Air raids north and East of Canton 2000.

NFL

EMB

795 >94/I 2785
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AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
A7ÎCONSUL SHANGHAI

GRAY & SPECIAL GRAYFROM
Canton via N. R,

7
Dated April (d=) , 1938

Rec'd 2:55 p, m. April 7

Secretary of State

Washington.

7 cfZW
April

- J,

Japanese planes raided Kwangtung and-(^4-irst

week of April bombing railways, highways and Canton 

air field without serious damage. Industrial plants 

continued as objectives. Kwangtung Government sugar 

mill at Sitau near Canton previously seriously 

damaged bombed again on March 31. Saichuen Government 

industrial center at Canton bombed on fourth and 

fifth without damage, cement factory apparently being 

principal objective.

Five, Japanese cruisers reported off Hainan coast 

late in March. Planes bombed several Hainan cities 

including Hoihow causing a few civilian casualties but '%3 *•  
£ 
£ slight damage. |

03
On fourth and fifth Japanese dropped hand bills on® 

Canton branding Chiang regime communistic and oppressive.

On fifth General Yu and Iwu jointly telegraphed

C entrai

99
Z£

//^
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REB

2- From Canton, April (?) 
Rec’d 2:55 p. m. April 7.

Central Government their approval of Kuomintang conference 

results.

LINNELL

EMB

NPL
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Dep ■
Air Lail.

AMERICAN CONGlJLATi

'ÿàift&âtyTTaiwan, Japan, warch a, 1938.

The Honorabler
Joseph c. Grew,

American Aa^ap^sdpœ^ f.
Tokyo,! jpjjnah. .XNLJ

? - /if 10

/ ‘'Vision vr \

7 I LASitfiÜ kt I sifts 
J j APR S“ 1938 ’■

Sir:
I have the honor to report the following 

developments during February in Taiwan related to 

the China Incident.

Chinese Air Raid on Taiwan

By far the most important event of the incident 

as far as Taiwan is concerned was the air raid on

Taiwan by Chinese planes on February 23, as reported 

by telegram on that day and in my despatches No. 17 

of February 24 and No. 19 of February 25 and No. 20 

of rarch 1. No further developments have taken 

place. In connection with the delay of telegrams 

the local post office has stated that on the 23rd and 

of February all telegrams out of Taiwan were una

voidably delayed about one or two hours by the 

pressure of business and the fact that only one 

cable was in order. Those messages were sent to 

Nagasaki and the delay must have taken place from 

that point on it is explained. perhaps the Embassy 

or Consulate General might wish to take up the matter 

with the authorities in Japan proper since this 

is not the only occasion on which, telegrams from

A
PR ' 51938

this
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tills office have been delayed, on one occasion 

for twenty-five hours. The Consulate General 

can supply details.
in a cabinet conference of the Taiwan Govern

ment General on February 34, it was decided that 

deep sympathy should be shown for those victims 

of the Chinese air raid of the 33rd on the towns 

of Matsuyama-sho and Ghikuto, near Talhoku and 

Shinchiku respectively. Condolence money will 

be presented by the Governor General and the 

Governor of Taihoku Province, who will make speeches 

of condolence at the funerals to be held in those 

villages. A specially appointed organization 

will attend to the medical treatment of the wounded. 

Allison Affair
Less than a week after the occurrence of the 

assault on Consul John M. Allison at Hanking, Mr. 

Kunio Kato, Chief in Charge of Foreign Affairs of 

the Military Police Section of the Taiwan Government 

General called at this office to ask my opinion of 

the affair. I replied that I had nothing to go 

by other than radio reports and reports of the affair 

in the Japanese press in which there seemed to be 

considerable conflict of statement as to what had 

taken place. I could therefore make no other 

cornent than that the affair was most regrettable. 

Departure of Chinese Consul General
Mr. Kato also asked if the Chinese Consul General 

had paid ft visit on me before leaving and I replied 

that
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that he had of course come to take leave. He then 

asked what we had discussed and I was so taken aback 

by the question that I nearly used impolite Japanese 

but finally confined myself to stating that the 

Chinese Consul General had merely come to say 

goodbye. He asked if the Chinese Consul General 

hadn’t expressed anxiety over leaving Taiwan in 

safety and not yet being able to think of proper 

words in Japanese to express my thoughts I replied 

again that it had been only a formal visit. 

Taiwan*s  Projected New Radio station

In connection with the proposed erection of 

a new powerful 100 kilowatt radio broadcasting 

station near Kagi, Tainan province, Taiwan to be 

in operation by the end of 1939, as reported by 

this office on February 23 last, the Taiwan Ni chi 

Hi chi newspaper of February 20 reports that ’’the 

menace of war without arms, and the horror of 

unchecked propaganda must be excluded from Japan 

who is spilling her heart's blood for the peace 

of the Far East. The powerful new radio station 

to be erected near Kagi will help the Imperial Army 

which is brandishing the Holy Sword on the continent 

and will play an important part in the war without 

arms (or the war of propaganda)." 

Second Funeral for Soldiers Killed at Front

Under the auspices of the Taihoku city office, 

Shinto, followed by Buddhist funeral services were 

held on February 5 at 2 P.L. In the Taihoku New Park

for
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for the ashes of about 50 officers men killed 

on the Shanghai front. Some 2,000 persons 

including Governor General Kobayashi and other 

high officials and bereaved faMlies attended 

while some 90,000 others belonging to some 203 

organizations filed past the altar In the drizzling 

rain to pa.y their respects. It is understood 
that for the first time since the outbreak of th® 

Incident, the ashes of a few Formosan Chinese 

coolies ware brought b’dk. Jl:allar services 

were held on the same and on the following day 

In Taiehu, Shinehiku and other places for about 
30 other Japanese war dead. 
spy scare story

As a matter of interest there is enclosed a 

sslf-explanrtory translation of nationalistic 

fare for the spy scare table frcm the Taiwan Nichi 
KIchi of Larch 3,

Respoctfully yours, -
hnc eUn »< utl 

i- 07 K3^ 

Gerald Warner 
American Consul.

Enclosure:

Translation.

File No. 820.08 
CBf/tkh
In triplicate to Department.
1 copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
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Translation,

A "NEW METHOD» FŒ OBTAINING SPY IKF0RÏ4ATI0N 
DON’T Bi TAKEN IN BY THE ,/,AR STRATEGY OF A PARTY 
INVITATION

secret activities of the International s^iy ring.

(By special telephone from Tokyo to the Taiwan Hi chi 
Ni chi ..arch 2)

The international spy activities rife in Japan 
are becoming increasingly desperate to a raarked degree. 
Cudgelling their entire brainpower and assuming various 
disguises the spies watch for their chance to eat into 
the very heart of Japan. With clever organization 
they spread their net and are liable to penetrate 
through <ny smll opening. However, our authorities 
by strict police supervision are warding off the spy 
invasion, but recently the spy ring has been changing 
its tactics in all countries. That is it has started 
to adopt what is called ’’guest smuggle spy” methods, 
and the authorities concerned call upon the entire 
nation to cooperate in spy eradication. This new 
method in spy tactics is to use various pretexts in 
inviting to dinner generally prominent members of the 
business world or government circles, or to make a 
present to them of some famous product of their country, 
and thus cleverly make contacts and by this method 
obtain facts for spy reports.

Caught in the trap before they are aware of it 
there are very many who without realizing it speak 
unreservedly and reveal natters of vital national 
importance. So that a certain important Russian 
stated abroad that: ’when Japanese nr© coxae in 
contact with individually as a guest or are invited to 
dinner or a party they actually speak openly of 
national affairs and set forth their opinions without 
deception. So that no matter how much the governmental 
authorities think up plans nor with how great determination 
they do what they like to put them into effect there 
is no country in which it is easier to find out tilings 
than in Japan.» We should heed these words. This 
comes from the Japanese habit of babbling about 
everything as though a spell had been cast over them 
in exercising social amenities in the presence of 
foreigners, which comes from the idea of not being 
able to shake themselves free of the idea of worshiping 
foreigners. Aimed at this weak point of the Japanese, 
’•guest snuggle spy" tactics cannot be left to take 
their own course and the authorities concerned give 
warning that one’s ayes must be kept wide open.
(Taiwan Ni chi Ni chi newspaper «Jarch 3, 1938)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

COMYANGPAT

April 8, 1938

REc'd 7 a.m.

ACTION: OPNAV 'D*

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMN) 
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0507. FiftEEn bip bombEd Ichang vicinity airfiEld

at ElEVEn fiftEEn. 2020.

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Action: Opnav 
Information: 
Amcon at Shanghai 
China Cincaf (Adm) 
Ambassador China 
Fourth Marines

From

CINCAF (Flag)

Rec’d 10:10 a.m.

April 8, 1938

kH tASÏtKH
APR W
ttaparimeni ot

0008 Japanese military traffic through our

sector somewhat decreased but still greater than 

agreed upon. Negotiations cc^inue amicably Japanese

liaison officers appear sincere in desire cooperate

but command ineffective due improper staff control and

apparent inability secure compliance instructions by 

junior officers and enlisted personnel. Any further 

expansion such traffic will necessitate reestablish

ment of inspection posts which were withdrawn when 

Japanese agreed keep traffic at minimum. 1430

RR

WWC
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from---- Japan----------------- -----(_____ Grew___ } DATED___Merehia^lUSa
TO NAME 1—1127 o Fo

REGARDING*.

Sino-Japanese conflict:
Military Operations; aerial operations; replacement of General 
Matsui by General Hata; official Japanese statements.

790.94/ 
12790
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II. RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.

(a ) Chins.

mg

(1) Military Operations.

In reply to a Diet interpellation on February 3 concern

ée lull in military operations in China, the War Minister

explained that the comparative quiet on the China fronts for 

the past month had been due to the fact that the severe fight-

-.ng in the Shanghai-Nanking area had caused heavy casualties to the 

.'apanese forces and had depleted their stocks of arms and ammuni- 

tuon,- General Sugiyama stated by inference that operations would

______ ____________ _______________________ be
Tmbassy’s telegram No. 159, February 28, 1938.
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be resumed on a larger scale as soon as these gaps in men 

and Eamitions had been filled.

With the capture of Chefoo by Japanese Army and Navy units 

on February 3 it was said by Japanese sources that the Japanese 

forces had practically all of Shantung Province in their 

possession. Subsequently, offensives were opened on the 

Tientsin-Pukow and the Peiping-Hankow railways and in Shansi 

Province. At the close of the month the Japanese were reported 

to be pressing toward Suchow on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway. 

On the Peiping-Hankow Railway the Japanese forces advanced 

southward toward the Yellow River, capturing Tangyin and 

Chihhsicn, the latter point being about 60 miles north of 

Chengchow, the junction of the Lunghai and Peiping-Hankow 

Railways. According to Japanese reports, the large force of 

Chinese troops massed around Hsuchow, on the Peiping-Hankow 

Railway, estimated at from 250,000 to 500,000 men, abandoned 

that city during the month and retreated in the direction of 

Hankow. It will be recalled that a large scale battle had been 

expected at this point.

It was in Shansi Province, however, that the Japanese seem 

bo have had their greatest successes. In this Province Japanese 

detachments captured Fcngyan, Lingshih, Sihhsien, and finally 

Linfcn. At the close of the month it was stated by Domei that the 

Japanese Army had completely broken the resistance of the Chinese 

in Shansi Province.

(2) Aerial Operations.

During the month Japanese airplanes raided Canton, as well 

;-s numerous points in the interior. Eighteen Chinese planes were 

aid to have been demolished on February 21 as a result of a raid 

•,i the Chinese airdrome at Hengyuang, Hunan Province. The largest
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air battle to take place during the present hostilities was 

reported to have occurred above the Nanchang air base in Ki angsi 

Province on February 25 when, according to the Japanese press, 

a Japanese air force engaged a superior Chinese air force of 

50 planes and destroyed 37 of them.

The first Chinese air raid over Japanese territory took 

place on February 23 when several Chinese airplanes conducted 

two raids over Formosa and bombed two villages. The Embassy 

was unable to ascertain whether any military damage had been 

inflicted by the Chinese air raids.

(3) Replacement of General Matsui by General Hata.

It was ammounced on February 23 that General Shunroku 

Hata, Inspector General of Military Education, had been appointed 

supreme commander of the Japanese forces in the Shanghai area 

in replacement of General Iwane Matsui. Among the probable 

reasons for this decision of the Japanese High Command were 

the following: General Matsui was about 60 years old and was 

on the retired list before being called to active service in 

the Shanghai area; and General Matsui was a man of strong political 

ideas and less amenable to control by a central authority than 

wou.d be an officer of a more conservative type, such as 

General Hata.*  It did not appear that this measure implied 

censure of General Matsui, who had been successful as a command

er in the field.

(4) Official Japanese Statements.

General Sugiyama, the Jar Minister, declared at a committee 

meeting of the House of Representatives on February 4 that the 

Army was following a policy of ’’making Chinese govern Chinese” 

ear» that its policy was different from that adopted at the time 

..... .............................................................................. .............................. ........................of 

Embassy’s telegram No. 125, February 23, 1938.
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of the Manchurian incident. Ike jj for Foreign Affairs

stated before the budget Committee of she House of Poors on 

February 22 that the Peiping regime did not yet control 

sufficient territory to merit Japan’s recognition of it as the 

Central Government of China. Mr, Hirotu also stated that the 

Japanese Government had no intention of using Jc.pe.ncsc troops 

to maintain peace and order in China ’’forever". In response 

to an interpellation in a. committee meeting of the House of 

Representatives on February 3, the War Minister announced that 

approximately 20,000 Japanese officers and men had been tilled 

in China since the outbreak of hostilities in July.

On February 18 the 'Jar Minister made the following announce

ment: ’’In order to envisage strategic plans for prolonged war

fare in accordance with the new phase of the China incident, 

and to strengthen the fighting power of the Japanese Expeditionary 

. imv, part of the despatched units will bo replaced and other- 

wisj adjusted." The Embassy’s Military Attache was informed 

et the War Office that the moves contemplated in the War Minister’s 

announcement did not necessarily mean either a strengthening or 

"weakening from a numerical standpoint of the forces in China 

but rather a reorganization and redistribution with c. view to 

a strengthening of the Japanese forces organically and strategic

ally for the prolonged hostilities which the Japanese High 

Command envisaged. 7/hen asked whether General Sugiyama’s state

ment implied any change in the objectives of the Japanese Army, 

rhe officer in the War Ministry with whom the Military Attache 

spoke assorted that these objectives remained the same, namely, 

:bc destruction of the Chinese forces opposing the Japanese Army, 

•'.r.ô. of the anti-Japanese communistic influences in China.*

In reply to an interpellation in the budget Committee of 

J'o House of Representatives on February 3, the Minister for 

__ __________________ ____________________________________ Foreign 

Embassy’s telegram No. 117, February 19, 1938.
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\ Foreign Affairs said that the four abstract peace terms which 

Japan was unable to induce General Chiang-Kai-shek to accept 

in December would not be altered when negotiations for a 

settlement of the conflict were opened with the anticipated 

new Chinese regime, since these terras constituted the "essential 

conditions" for the prevention of another Sino-Japanese con

flict. In the Budget Committee of the House of Peers Mr. Hirota 

declared on February 16 that there was no implication of a 

compromise when the Japanese Government let the German Ambassa

dor to China show the Japs .ese peace terms to the Chinese auth

orities, the Japanese Government’s attitude being that it would 

be willing to enter negotiations with the Chinese if the latter 

would sue for peace*
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____________ GRAY

- 1—U30 — From
Ts

SHANGHAI via N. K

Dated April 6, 1938

Rec'd 1 fid p.m

Secretary of State

Washington

514, April 8, 1 p.m.

I
My number 485,/March 31,

Heavy fighting continues

5 p.m.

Division of

in the vicinity of Taierhchuan 

which the Japanese claim to have completely reoccupied but

which the Chinese say has been surrounded and isolated by

strong Chinese columns. The Japanese right flank has made

vast progress south of Tsining while their left flank has

been unable to penetrate the strong Chinese defenses at

Lini in spite of repeated attacks launched during the past

three weeks Additional Japanese reenforcements are report-

ed being sent to the Shantung front

The Japanese force ooerating from Nantung has reached

Liuchuang about midway between the Yangtze River and the

Lunghai Railway. However, this force is now meeting with

opposition both from regulars and guerrillas and is no

longer making rapid progress

Notwithstanding Japanese reports of the

their mopping up operations in the area west

successes of 

of Lake Tai,

strong

793♦94/1279
I 

F
/FQ
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strong bodies of Chinese guerrillas continue to operate 

not only in that area, but also in the vicinity of Hangchow 

and Wuhu.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 13, 1938

From March 2 to March 4, 
a band of Chinese guerillas 
besieged the town of Tengchow 
50 miles northwest of Chefoo, 
capturing it on March 4th. 
The police sent from Chefoo 
for the defense of the city 
were disarmed. The town is 
fearful of possible reprisals 
on the part of the Japanese 
armed forces.

ARR
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NO. 46.

/

Chefoo, China, Meroh 8, 1938.

Cf Subject: Tengohow Attacked by Guerilla Units

The Honorable
COPIES SI

Nelson Trusler Johnson

Sirs

American Ambassador

Peiping, China
z <J~Vl£ioa

। FAft CASrSfiif Aft AIKS 1
l APR9-Î938
X üeparrmeni Stat. /

1/ I have the honor to enclose a copy of a news'

paper story itiich will appear in the Chefoo Dally News

edition of March 9, 1933, in regard to an attack by

guerilla units on Tenge low (J?*  eag-lai ), a town fifty

793^94/1279

miles northwest of Chefo o The story is based on

an account written March 6 1938, by Mr. Arthur 0

ins, an American missionary in Tengchow.

There are nine Americans resident in Tengchow

all members of the American Presbyterian Mission.

Respectfully yours,

Stuart Allan 
American Consul -o

Enclosure:
^4

1/ Copy of a newspaper story. co

800.
SA:YCY S

:tuo copy Original

£
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Original to Bnbassy, Peiping.
Copy to Smbassy, Hankow.
Five copies to Department.
Copy to Consul General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consul, Tsingtao.
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(Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 4G of Stuart Allen, 
American Consul at Chetoo, China, dated March 8, 1238, 
on the subject: Teng chow Attacked by Guerrilla Units»)

T1NGCH0W NOTES.

Tengchow is having a second teste of guerrilla 

warfare, this time not altogether a bloodless affair. 

Guerrillas attacked the city at daybreak, March aid 

and fbr two and a half days continued an exchange of 

sniping fire with die defenders atop the city wall. 

The city fathers raised a white flag over the 

east gate at 1,00 p.m., March 4th, and by B.00 p.m. 

the guerrillas had entered end taken possession of 

the city. The defense fbrees were required to sur

render all their erms, which w^s a bitter pill fbr the 

thirty-seven police sent here from Chefoo with arms 

for the defense of the city. They are said to have 

argued for some time to save at least a part of their 

guns but at they were outnumbered ten to one they 

finally had to yield. The guerrillas are also said 

to be holding under arrest tie magistrate, the chief 

of police, and the chairman of chamber of oommeres.

No accurate checkup on the casualties during the 

fighting has been made yet but two children and two 

adults were killed and a number wounded inside the 

city th lie the guerrillas claim they had only three 

wounded and none killed.

Reliable reports here state that all wooden 

bridges and culverts on the motor road between Teng chow 

and Chefoo have been destroyed end unconfirmed reports 

say
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say that the same thing is true between Teng chow 

and. Weihsien. Telephone and telegraph wires are out.

Khat plans the guerrillas have is not known but 

it is presumed that they will stay hare three or four 

days and then retire to the country, as they did be

fore. The people ere greatly concerned lest planes 

or gunboats come md bomb the city in reprisal, so 

are hoping that the guerrillas will leave soon. But 

if they do leave the city will still have e problem 

to maintain order without any arms. Before, when 

the city was without police or guns, the gates were 

kept looked for three days until the arrival of police 

from Chefoo. Thieves ere taking advantage of the 

situation to loot trenches of boards and to cut down 

trees along the motor road.
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SEE...... ...... 890.00/33 ...... ................... .......... for____ Memorandum

State Department
from__ (_________________________ Jo^es______ ) dated____ _MarcJj__5
TO NAME 1-1127

^.JLS38

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Report on situation during 

week ending March 5, 1938.

aa

793.94/ 
12 793

 
^

7?3
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
FOURTH MARINES

FROhipril 8, 1938

Rec’d 3:30 p.m.

ACTION: OPNAV
CINCAF

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8608. In Tairchwang sector renewed counter attacks 

by Chinese nine, thirteenth, and thirty-second armies 

succeeded driving Japanese northward toward Yihcien, 

causing heavy casualties to Nipponese fifth and 

tenth divisions. Japanese marines made successful 

attempt to land at Uuwei 16 miles northwest Luhu in 

Yangtze. 1731.

SMS

793.94/12794
 

F/FG
FILED

111938
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From Swatow via N.R.

Dated April 8, 1938

Rec’d 7:17 p, m*

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

PLAIN 

AMEMBAS SY ‘TSKNKOW 
AMEMBASSY PEIPING

[ O.rv.- ■ 

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

April 8, 9 a. m.

Five Japanese planes raided Kaying air field morning 

April 7 with no casualties and damage reported slight, 

Chinese official sources claim two planes shot down by 

machine gun fire but pilots escaped.

KETCHAM

NPL
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- , o 4 19
Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom

CALIFORNIA STATE BRANCH
Office of Corresponding Secretary

14>1 Arch ht., Berkeley, Calif
April i,

non*  rranklin i>» noosevelt / r-'vi 
v/hite nouse / f z
Washington, b. C. j ”

I. MPR 11 1938
w.y dear ^r.President:

itfjpaHy

At a meeting the State Council of the California 
branch of the v/omen’s international neague for reace and rreedom, held in 
nentfield, ^arin County, California, on Saturday, inarch <A>, the enclosed 
resolutions, addressed to you, were unanimously passed#

respectfully

U'VsvuQ)

Corresponding Secretary.

94/ 
12 796

3 0

PLEASE TURN OVER
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Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom
CALIFORNIA STATE BRANCH

Office of Corresponding Secretary

Resolutions Passed At the Meeting of the State Council of the W I T. p F 
at Kentfield--Marin County--Calif orn ia--Saturday,March 26, 1V3S

No.l
Résolution to the President on the Si no-.Japanese Conflict

Whereas the avowed policy of the Administration ie to avoid dangerous 
involvement in foreign conflicts, and

Whereas the presence of United states troops and war vessels in China 
clearly increases the likclyhood of dangerous incidents which might 
lead to such involvement,

Therefore, he it resolved that the California Branch of the Women’s 
International League for Peace and Freedom again presses its demand 
that all troops and war vessels be withdrawn from China, and that 
such ^f our nationals as remain do so at their own risk.

No. 2
Resolution to the President on the so-called "PEFENSE" Appropriation

Inasmuch as the proposed appropriation for the army and navy seems tj 
go far beyond its alleged purpose for defense against invasion, and

Inasmuch, Mr. president, ad you have repeatedly assured the people of the 
United States that it was the intention of this Administration to end 
participation in foreign ware for the preservation of trade, profitg 
and foreign investments,

Therefore, resolved, that we call upon you, Mr. president, to make clear 
to the citizens of the country the PURPOSE of your request for this 
tremendous increase of appropriations £or the army and navy.

No. 3
Resolution to the President on the Neutrality Act

Whereas the Neutrality Act of 1^37 is now the law of the land, passed 
after thorough discussion and bearing the presidential signature, 

Be it resolved that this act should at once be brought into effect ' 
through a recognition by the President that a state of war exists 
in China

And be it further resolved, that the Neutrality Act, once in force 
should be followed by further measures providing an embargo on oil, 
scrap-iron, and other materials necessary to the promotion of war.’

PLEASE TURN OVER
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Women’s International League For Peace and Freedom
CALIFORNIA STATE BRANCH

Office of Corresponding Secretary

Resolutions to the president Page 2 Saturday, March 26, 1>38

No. 4
Resolution to the President on the War Referendum

Whereas the principle of a war referendum is in line with the intent 
of t/£ uonSui »o t._ jn wi.ich placed the war making pow°r as fur 
from the Chief 'Executive as was physically possible"at the time, 
and

Tnusmuch, as a referendum was provided for in connection with the 
Administrât ions’a farm program , we do not accept the statement 
that the referendum is inconsistent with our principles of govern
ment. But on the contrary we hold that neither war nor conscrip
tion fcr war service should be possible unless approved by popular 
referendum to the people

'fh.s^’efore, res olved, tnat we urge that executive pressure against war 
referendum, bills be abandoned in tie interest of genuine democracy.

jxj 0 • P #
6 station ent on the panay 1 ndemni ty

neso3ved, that the California State Council, of the Comer’s International 
Teague le ace and Freoaom, meeting in Kentfield, Marin Countv, 
Cali. - n. j. .urges tiîe President to apply the Panay Tndeminity to 
senoing a cormn ssion ox men and women of goodwill to Japan and 
China to work for mediation.

PLEASE TURN OVER
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Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom

CALIFORNIA STATE BRANCH
Office of Corresponding Secretary

14^1 Arch bl., Berkeley, Calif 
April i,

branch of the women's international neague for reace and rreedmm, held in 
nentfieid, war in County, California, on Saturday, war ch <A>, the enclosed 
resolutions, addressed to you, were 'unanimously passed#

respectfully,

Corresponding Secretary.

94/ 
12 796

-ü 
xj
co
co
co 
co 
co

rK

PLEASE TURN OVER
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Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom
CALIFORNIA STATE BRANCH

Office of Corresponding Secretary

Resolutions to the president Page 2 Saturday, March 26, 1^38

No. 4
Resolution to the President on the War Referendum

Whereas the principle of a war referendum is in line with the intent 
of the Constitution which placed the War making power as fur 
from the Chief Executive as was physically possible at the time, 
and *

inasmuch, as a referendum was provided for in connection with the
Administrut ions’s farm program , we do not accept the statement 
that the referendum is inconsistent with our principles of govern
ment. But on the contrary v/e hold that neither war nor conscrip
tion for war service should be poss2.ble unless approved by popular 
referendum to tie people

Therefore, resolved, that we urge that executive pressure against war 
referendum bills be abandoned in tie interest of genuine democracy.h0.5

Kesolution to the president on the panay 1 n d e m n i ty

nesolved, that the California State Council of the "rom«”-1t s Tntem+i anal 
meting in KentfieM, Marin County,

Cul^.f-'- nu, re..<^tne President to apply tie Panay Indemnity to 
sending a commissi on of men and women of goodwill + j Tauan and"China to work for mediation. J wn dnd

*^>°se PLEASE TURN OVER
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Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom
CALIFORNIA STATE BRANCH

Office of Corresponding Secretary

Resolutions Passed At the Meeting of the State Council of the W I L p p 
at Kentfield--Marin County--Califarcla--Saturday,March 26, 1V38

No. 1
Resolution to the president on the Si no-Japanese Conflict

Whereas the avowed policy of the Administration is to avoid dangerous 
involvement in foreign conflicts, and

Whereas the presence of United States troops and war vessels in China 
clearly increases the likelyhood of dangerous incidents which might 
lead to such involvement,

Therefore, be it resolved that the California Branch of the Women’s 
International League for peace and Freedom again presses its demand 
that all troops and war vessels be withdrawn from China, and that 
such »f our nationals as remain do so at their own risk.

No. 2
Resolution to the President on the so-called "PEPENSE” Appropriation

Inasmuch as the proposed appropriation for the army and navy seems to 
go far beyond its alleged purpose for defense against invasion, and

Inasmuch, Mr. President, ad you have repeatedly assured the people of the 
United States that it was the intention of this Administration to end 
participation in foreign ware fur the preservation of trade, profits 
and foreign investments,

Therefore, resolved, that we call upon you, Mr. president, to make clear 
to the citizens of the country the PURPOSE of your request for this 
tremendous increase of appropriations £or the army and navy.

No. 3
Resolution to the President on the Neutrality Act

Whereas the Neutrality Act of 1937 is now the law of the land, passed 
after thorough discussion and bearing the presidential signature, 

Be it resolved that this act should at once be brought into effect • 
through a recognition by the President that a state of war exists 
in China

And be it further resolved, that the Neutrality Act, once in force 
should be followed by further measures providing an embargo on oil, 
scrap-iron, and other materials necessary to the promotion of war.

PLEASE TURN OVER
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12796.

My dear Miss Harding:

The receipt is acknowledged, by reference from 

the White House, of your letter of April 1, 1938, ad
dressed to the President, with which you enclose a 

copy of resolutions relating to foreign and domestic 

policies of this Government which were adopted on t 
March 26 at a meeting of the State Council of tie 4 

California Branch of the Women’s International League 
for Peace and Freedom.

The views expressed in those resolutions have 

received careful consideration and your courtesy in 
bringing the resolutions to the Government's atten
tion is much appreciated.

As of interest in this connection there are en

closed for your information copies of certain documents, 

as 
Miss Bernice Evans Harding, 

Corresponding Secretary, 
Women’s International League 
for Peace and Freedom, 

1431 Arch street, 
Berkeley, California. *n

3

793.94/ 
12 796
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a« listed below, relating to various of the points 
mentioned in the resolutions. It is believed that 
a careful study of these documents will give a clear 
understanding of the attitude of this Government and 
the policy whioh we are endeavoring to follow.

Sincerely yours,
for the Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Enclosures:
1. Letter from the Presi

dent to the Speaker, 
House of Representatives, 
January 6, 1936.

2. Letter from the Secretary 
of State to the Honorable 
S. D. McReynolds, Janu
ary 8, 1938.

3. Letter from the Secretary 
of State to the Vice 
President, January 8, 1938.

4. Address by the Honorable 
Louis Johnson, January 5. 
1938.

5. President’s massage to the 
Congress, January 28, 1938.

d. Press release of the Navy 
Department, January 31, 1938.CR z 7. Press releases of the Depart» 

Apr z i 1938.PM ment of State, February 4,- - 17, and March 3, 1938.
8. Address by the Secretary 

Of State, March 17, 1938.

4/20/38
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

H EF 1—1336

ACTION; OPNAV

COMSOPAT

April 8,1938

Rec'd 7:17 p.m.

INFO CINCAF
COMSUBRON 5
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT

AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0008. Air raids northern vicinity Canton

2000»

NPL;
EMB:

ten B.S.P. sighted

793.94/ 12 797

«3

P3
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MID
1—1336

’ ^ROhf'OUR'TK MARINES

Action : Cine ai*  • 
Opnav

April 9, 1938

’ • Rec'd. 10:59 a
Information: Amcon Shanghai China 

Comsubron 5 
Asst Alusna Shanghai 
Comdesron 5 
Comyangpat 
Comsopat

i Amambassador China
J Alusna Peiping

USS MARBLEHEAD

8609, Chinese counter offers 

b

northern Tsinpu1VE

front reported reached Yinku six miles southeast

Yihsien 2000,

KLP
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NO,

RE
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,

Shanghai, China, March 12, 1938.

Confidential
i"n-•'’fcpclc

SUBJECT: Intelligence Summaries for
February 1938. ■

Ho

The honorable

The Secretary of state,

Division 
' JAR EASfBftN AffAi)

APR 11 19®?

SIR:

I have the

WASHINGTON.

honor to refer to my despatch No. 1222

1/ of February 15, 1938, and to enclose, as of possible

interest to the Department, copies of intelligence

summaries prepared by Captain R. A. Boone, Intelligence

Officer of the United States Fourth Marines, for the

month of February 1938.

793-94/I 2799

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss
American Consul Genera.

Enclosure:
1/- Intelligence 

for February
Summaries 
1938. 03

800
EFS MB

oo

I In Duplicate

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

1—1221 •«
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OFFICE GF THE ERlGiiDE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEATFVARTERS, SECOND EaRIHE BRIGADE

SriAKGLAl, CHINA

, 3 February 1938 w- "

RE STR IC TED W* 30 
B-2 REPORT ?

PERIOD C80G, 31 JANUARY, TO 080Ç , g FEBRUARY, 193g

1. Operations

While the Japanese attack on .the northern secti 
of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway rests in a stalemate CFi 
the drive on the southern half has finally taken i|f 
As noted in the report of 31 January, tire Chinese fr* ’ 
resistance forced the Japanese to shift their attp.cfc011, 
the rail line. The ’unit operating east of the raii^^^ 
has succeeded in driving northward and, after form-Z'*'  
the evacuation of Mingkwang, occupied the town <p 
Linhwaikwan on the afternoon of the 1st.

The Nipponese column operating west of the reiiWP 
concentrated all its efforts on the capture of Tir->Z 
on the Fengyang-hof ei motor read, 2w miles southwest cf ’ 
Mingkwang. A portion of the Chinese force which fell 
back from Mingkwanc attempted to strengthen the dpfP.,nA 
in the Tingyuan region, rut to no avail. Tingyuan wq-. 
occupied on the morning of the second, and the Nipponese 
forces at once took up the advance northward towax-d 
Fengyanr. secerning to Japanese 1 eports, these two 
columns were finally successful yesterday in forcing the 
abandonment of Fengyang and of Dengpu,--ten miles tc the 
north.

Although important, in comparison with the static 
situation of the past three weeks, the fall of these towns 
will have little strategic significance unless the Je.pl 
anese are able tc force a crossing of the Kwai River.

The situation in the hangchcw-Wuhu region is unchang
ed, An observer recently returned from Hangchow states 
that Chinese troops are entrenched on the south ban.jp of 
Chientang River directly across from the city, and that 
three Japanese attempts to cross and dislodge them have 
ended in failure.

2. Aircraft

Japanese bombing flights were carried out ever the 
Canton-Kowloon and the Canton-Hankow Railways cn the 1st and 
2nd.

Gn the 1st, Loyang, Kaifeng, and nsuchcw,--key cities 
on the Lunghai rail line were raided by Japanese bombers.

We are reliably informed that 
to arrive at Hankow from Lanchow.

Soviet planes continue

Exx nssa. Ws wi
OSÙ INK w 

hr ,SM8 #«* —

. ■' Z H.t*-  R. A. LOG NE, 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1» Operatiens

The Chinese defenders on the southern section cf the 
Tient sin-l-uccu Railway ha\e completed another characteristi- 
cally Chinese nithurawal tc previously prepared positions on 
the north bank of the ibwai hiver, Althcurh there is evidence 
that a number of the last units tc leave the Pengpu area were 
annihilated, the retreat appears tc have been well executed, 
and as in the Shanghai and Ranking phases, delayed to the 
last possible mcment»

While their main fom is engaged in réorganisât icn pre
paratory to continuing the attack, small Japanese units ere 
pressing east and west from tne railroad along the river 
bank» One cf these detachments .cas reached Lchho, 14 miles 
southwest of Pengpu with its apparent objective as lienkiaan, 
the northern Terminus of too Yuki-'.ofei railroad»

The Tsinpu front in Bhantung remains unehanged. 'Chin
ese forces east of the railroad continue their counter offen
sive operations in the Ivienyyin <‘-rea. Sintai, yv miles tc the 
northward remains in Japanese hands, despite Chinese claims 
to the contrary.

g» aircraft

-sachow, k-eiteh and oth^r key ceints along the Lunghai 
defense were visited by Japanese aircraft on the 3rd and" 4th .

The railways in the Canton area were vigorously bombed 
on both the 3rd and 4th. On the 4tn the nocea Tigris Fcrts 
were attacked, as cere the hiciuays running southward from 
Cant on.

It is significant to note twat .espite tin continued vig
orous bombing operations carried cut by the Javanese along the 
Cant on-hankon Railway, trains continue to yet tl rough, Chin
ese repair gangs worn cuite as fast as Japanese bombs. air
craft, without sone sort of ground suruert apparently loses 
mucn cf its efficacy on a mission of this type.

3 » idi s c e 1 la ne o us

After widespread rumors ot indiscriminate Japanese bombing, 
and cf a coup d’etat by an -nt i haomi ntang, prc-Jananose gr^up, 
Canton is losing’ a little of its tension. It arrears that any 
intended overthrow of the government m nipped in the bud yes
terday and the day before ri.en a number of suspects wore arrest
ed .
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There are, at this time, in the International Settlement 
and French Concession, about 105,CGC refugees living on the 
municipalities or charitable organisations. In "C" sector 
there are 53 refugee camps, housing 3h,136 persons.

There remain S6G wounded Chinese soldiers under treatment 
in International Settlement hospitals.

/></ /_> y

xt . A, xjO ONE , 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE

SHANGHAI, CHINA

7 February 1938

RESTRICTED

B-2 RETORT

IERIOD 0600, 5 FEBRUARY, TO 0800, 7 FEBRUARY, 1938

1, Qperaticns

Resuming their northward drive on the Tsinpu. frcnt Jap
anese units operating west of the railway have succeeded in 
crossing the southern (smaller) fork of the Hwai River and 
are assaulting Chinese positions in the vicinity cf Hwaiyuan. 
Japanese rejects claim that the Chinese are fleeing in dis
order from that region, tut the reports remain unconfirmed.

As nearly as can be ascertained the Chinese defenses 
fellow the nerth bank of the Kwai River westward about to 
Luhho, where they cross and bend southward to cover the Hefei- 
Yuki Railway. The Japanese offensive moving westward from 
Tingyuan has the dual purpose of flanking the Hwai River 
defense by crossing where the river is narrower, and cf forc
ing the Chinese to abandon the Hofei-Yuki line.

'Chile the northern Tsinpu front remains quiet, reports 
continue to arrive describing extensive guerilla activities 
in central Shansi. n sireable guerilla band,--estimated at 
almost a thousand, engaged Japanese troops near Taiyuan on 
the bth, Cther guerilla operations are reported in progress 
along the Feiring-Hankow Eailv/ay only 4C miles southwest cf 
Feiping.

The situation in the Hangchow area remains unchanged.

2. Hisoellaneous

The "Ta Tao" city government has begun tax collections 
in lootung.

Further relaxing their restrictions cn visits to areas 
cutside Shanghai, the Japanese have completely opened the 
Hungjao area to foreigners and Chinese alike. Admission to 
Hcngkew and Yangtsepoc,--already unrestricted to foreigners, 
will be accorded to Chinese cn passes.

R. A. BOG KE, 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer»
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGALE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
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SHANGHAI, CHINA
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KGSTP.ICTEL

P-2 REPORT

PERIOT OFCC , 7 FEBRUARY, TO 1600, 9 FEBRUARY, 1930

1. Operations

There is little change in the Tsir.pu situation. Japanese 
units aient the sc uth tank of the Lirai river, east of the rail
way continue to be harassed by Chinese remnants. Mopping up 
operations are in progress around Hwaiyuan, the loss of which 
city the Chinese admitted on the eighth. Although reports ar-e 
conflicting, it does not appear that the Japanese have yet forc
ed a successful crossins- of the Hwai river.

The Nipponese column driving westwai’d from Tinryuan is 
meeting considérât le resistance and has not penetrated the Hofei- 
Yuki rail./ay defense. One section c f the Japanese attacking 
unit is reported nearing Lukiac, 29 miles west of Tingyuan, and 
10 mill’s from the railway.

/ith the apparent intention of increasing the flank pressure 
on the Tsin.'U defense, Japanese units on the Feiping-Hanke;» rail
way have er. to press southward. The situation on this front 
has been at a stalemate for more than tw^ months, in the vic
inity of Ch-1.. rteh (north Honan tarder). Resuming their drive 
on the rail..'ay, the Japanese southward advance is attacking 
Tangyin, while supplementary columns east and west of-the rail 
line are attacking Neihwang and Linhsien respectively.

Figntix.' continues in the ,.uhu region with the Chinese 
making sir.' progress. They ne; hold the right bank of the 
Yangtze t? /it..in ten miles of Juhu cn the south, and are in 
pcssessioi of all of the Nanking-Sihsien railway south of Suancheng,

Respite the vigorous efforts of Japanese clean-up units, the 
guerilla situation in the Taihu region is unimproved. Irregular 
bands abound in the Socchow area, and during the first week of 
this month one of these groups was told enough to attack and 
annihilate a small Japanese supply convey on the Nanking-Ghinkiang 
highway.

2. Mi scellanec us /
Regarding the murder of Tsai Tsio-tu, by pro-Japanese terr

orists it is recalled that a bomb was thrown into the premises 
of the’’’Social Evening News”, of which he was editor, on 24 
January.

R. A. B0',NE, !
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer,
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EISÆICÏEr

P-2 REPORT

PJRIOI 0600, 9 FEBRUARY, TO 0600, 11 FEBRUARY, 1958 

1. Operations

In an effort to pass around the flank of the strong 
Tsinpu defenses in the pengpu-rivai yuan area, a -Japanese 
column is ./orking northwestward along the south bank of the 
Luo river-(north fork of the Hwai). Meeting considerable 
resistance, this unit has made its way to a point about 20 
miles northwest of Hwaiyuaa. Another column, which left 
the railway at Linhwaikwan, has moved northeastward and, 
from the latest reports, is still engaged in trying to force 
a crcssir. • of the H/ai near Shun Hsing Chi, 15 miles from 
Li nh? aim? an.

The Japanese are maintaining their southward pressure 
on the Pinghan line, gradually increasing the attacking 
force, vangyin is reported to have fallen to the advance 
on the J th.

The Chinese offensive activities in the uhu and Hangchow 
regions are assuming appreciable proportions. Repeated small 
sorties have forced the Japanese to surrender the greater 
part of their foothold west of the Yangtze in the ..’uhu area. 
Advancing from the southward, Chinese units are reported 
tc Re within six miles of ./uhu itself.

In the Hangchow area, Chinese troops north of the 
Chientang river are within 15 miles of the city, and south 
of the river Chinese forces are virtually opposite the city 
walls. The Japanese appear quite content tc remain on the 
defensive ia this region.

2. Hiscellaneous

A wave of pro-Japanese terrorism which saw its incep
tion in t _e murder of Tsai Tsic-tu (see report 9 February) , 
was inv:-nsi.fied yesterday when another bodyless head was 
discovered in the French Concession, accompanied by a warn
ing note. In addition, two foreign registered Chinese news
papers, the Twa Mei .an Pao and wen lei Pao were bombed 
yesterda evening.

The local labor situation is improving very slowly. 
There are now 39,560 persons employed in mills and factories 
in the ^ity and environs. This is approximately one tenth 
of the number so employed in July 1937.

/ Y "h- xZ 
R. a. BOONE, 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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RT§TRICTSI

B-2 REPORT

PlRICr 0800, 11 FEBRUARY, TO 0800, 12 FEBRUARY 1938

Operations

There is considerable evidence to indicate that the Jap
anese have forced their u&y across the Hwai river a short 
distance east of Pengpu. The crossing has not yet assumed 
large proportions, but provides a foothold which may be rap
idly expanded.

The drive northwestward from Hwaiyuan is gradually gain
ing momentum. Its objective appears to be the town of 
Hengcheng which controls a good motor road running northward 
to ./ithin 20 miles of Kjweiteh, an important Lunghai railway 
town. Following the above route, there remains about 125 
miles between this column and Kweiteh.

The Japanese column moving westward from Tingyuan to
ward the kcfei-Yuki railway is making slow progress. Chin
ese defenses east of this rail line, reported manned by 
troops of the 43rd army (26th, 123rd, and 124th divisions) 
are effectively holding the Japanese attack.

In an effort to cart the threatening Pinghan advance, 
Chinese forces (troops of General ./an Fu-lin) have launched 
a counter offensive from the westward aimed at Changteh. 
hast of the railway however, the Nipponese advance has 
continued southward, reaching a point about 10 miles south 
of Jsi.ng.feng on the 10th.

In central Hopei the activities of small Chinese units 
are making transportation on the Pinghan and faiyuan- 
Shicniachwang railways increasingly hazardous. Considerable 
fighting has recently been in progress near the important 
rail centers of Paotingfu and Shihchiachwang.

There are no reports of operations in the Hangchow- Juhu 
sector.

2» mi see11aneous

A wave of pro-Japanese terrorism in the French Concession 
continues unabated. A total of four severed heads have been 
found in tne Concession in the past week. A most intensive 
search campaign has resulted in numerous arrests, including 
the red-hended apprehension of two persons 7/ho threw a bomb 
into the door cf the Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury yester
day.

There are, at this time, 110,062 destitute refugees, 
being supported in 187 camps, in the two municipalities. 
This represents an increase of ever 5,000 in the past week.

/g /Z U ' ■
' E. A. BO(jNE, ' 

Captain, U.S. Uarine Corps, 
Erigade Intelligence Officer.
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RESTRIGTLI

1-2 REPORT

PERIOD CROC, 12 FEBRUARY, TO .0800, 15 FEBRUARY 1958 

1, Opérations

Illustrating cncc tore the sound Japanese preference for 
flanking rather than frontal pressure, the heavily reinforced 
Nipponese units on the Peiping-Haiiko i Railway are sweeping 
rapidly southward. The Japanese offensive consists of four 
columns. One, operating vest of the rail line has progressed 
to a point 25 miles due vest cf Tangyin. The column driving 
down the railway itself, preceded by a mechanized vanguard, 
has reached the walls of Chihsien, only 50 miles from the great 
Yellcw River bridge. East of the rail line one unit has captur
ed Taokcw, 20 miles east of Chihsien, while another column, 
leaving Puyang, has pressed southward to Ching Jan-chi only 
ter. miles from the Yellcw River.

Accompanying this vigorous drive is another reinforced 
column moving southwest;? ard from Taiyuan toward Tungkwan, 
important LungLai railway town epoosite Pochow,-terminus of the 
T a i y uan- Pc c no ; < rail w ay.

The obvious and inevitable weakness of a swift offensive 
such as the ne.: pinghan drive is the weak communication and 
supply lines. Taking full advantage of this condition, Chin
ese mobile units have redout led their harrassing acti vities 
alcng the railway, south cf Paotingfu.

On ths northern Tsinpu front, fighting has resumed between 
Lianghsiatien and Tenghsien, On the southern section of the 
railway the immediate Hwai River defenses have teen definitely 
broken. Pouring across the river unopposed near Pengpu and 
Hwaiyuan, the attackers have advanced to a point 20 miles north 
cf Pengpu, and only miles south of hsuchow. The column driv
ing northwestward from Ewaiyuan is reported within 12 miles of 
Yengcheng.

It is obvious that unless the rapid pursuit of the Pingnan 
offensive .from the north and the Tsinpu drive from the south are 
curbed, the entire defense of the Tsinpu-Lunghai junction will 
crumble. Events, shaping as they are now, indicate that in all 
probability Hsuchcw will be evacuated without a snot fired.

There are no reported changes south of the Yangtze River.

Captain, U.S. Narine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer..
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OFFIv- ûF THS BRIdAIF IÜTLLLIlEHCn OFFICER 
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SHAi. ' j-HAI, CHINA

17 February, 1936

iTSTF.ICFir
F — 1- Rj1 FC -~.T

PEETCL PECO, 15 February, Tr CPC1, IF February 193S 

1. Iterations

•Jcntinuino their crushing drive down, the Peiping-Hankow 
Railway, Japanese units are within 3C miles of the Yellow 
hiver bridge nt Kwanghckc. Strongly supplemented by tank 
units and m .c’ arisen artillery, the center column fought its 
A'ay into tne Certified town cl .'cihwei in the early morning 
hoars cf the lith. After a short reorganization period the 
southward drive .’as resumed, end is last reported heavily 
bembardin; t....e Chinese defenses before Sinsiang.

tf the two columns operating east of the railroad, no 
reports arc. at rand concerning the extreme left flank unit, 
but the .detachment adjacent to the rail line has made rapid 
progress.. Following its occupation of Jhangyuan on the 15th, 
this unit moved on to take Fengshui. Passing through that 
village, adv-.v oe units are reported nearing the banks of the 
Yellow River across from Kaifeng.

The Japanese right wing force, operating west of the 
railway is reported held, up along the Chi Fiver near Ling Chi.

Or. tne southern Tsinpu front it appears that the Chinese 
defenses alm... the north tank of the Kwei River are still 
intact. Frei, tlie northern section cf tne rail line come con
tinued reports of Chinese counter-offensive activity in the 
Tsinnine area. According to the Chinese, they have managed 
to make 'their way into the- town itself.

The Japanese rear areas continue to suffer from depreda
tions cf small Chinese units. It is certain that both the 
Pinghan ax! fsinpu Railways have been emt, from time to time, 
in various places,-further complicating the gigantic Japanese 
supply problem. On the northern front it has teen frequently 
necessary c:’ lute to resort to airplane drops.

There is no change in the situation south of the Yangtze.

2. Hi s c el 1 a. aec us

A report is current in local, high Chinese business circles 
that Madame Chiang Kai-shek has definitely separated from her 
husband.

on the 12th and 15th, several armed Japanese army patrols 
consisting of from four to about a dozen men under a non-comm
issioned off ioer of the Sendarme Corps entered "C" sector. 
Since^the 14th a Karine sentry pest established at the corner 
o? ^Yu Ya Ching and Bubbling '.ell Road has turned rack a num
ber of such patrols which endeavored to enter the sector.

E. Aw BOONE, 'I 
Captain, u.S. Marine Corps, 

brigade intelligence Officer
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SHANGHAI, CHINA

19 Fel ruar;',. 1933

1.-2 H2FCHT

FUJI Of Of CO, 17 FEEü.UAH'f, TC OfCO, 1<? FEFHUA7.Y 193A

1» Ope rations

Ihe Japanese Pinghnn advance is stead il-' nearing its 
most difficult test,—passage of the broad and treacherous 
Yellow Hiver, liie central column is last reported attacking 
the Chinese defenses north of Jinsiang, after a costly tattle 
for the cap-cure of .eihwei, A. Javanese report claims the fall 
of Sinsia/p., but as yet remains unconfirmed. On the 17th, 
units fro., this center column moved west to join with the 
riaht flank t a chme nt in ar. effort to outflank the Sinsiar.g 
defe.-Ses. I...is combined organization is last reported in poss
ession of T .•eihsien Station, 10 miles northwest of Sinsiang. 
Ihe units opmatina east of ’.‘ho railroad have captured Yangwu, 
3 miles fro/, the ri-'er, and Chen Chiao on the north hank, only 
10 miles Oroo. halfeng.

Once in possession of the north tank of the Eoangho, the 
Japanese still have a trying problem in effecting a crossing. 
The river it. inis region avera es about Tour miles in width 
and it is .; fire'one conclusion that the Chinese, before re- 
tirir.; , /ill lave destroyed most of rhe available bo; ts,--and 
most certain'..’ the Yell'?’:; Hiver hrii.ee.

Th-re is little change in the Tsinpu situ.tio?. Chinese 
troops, artackin' the left -'Trank of the Japanese northward 
advance hive, at least temporarily, removed rhe thro t to 
ilucbmn. J.i. Japanese have ’~een forced to .ithdraw southward 
to within fi-e miles of tengpii. The Jippoaese drive cm 
Tingyuan to.:-rd the Hofei-Yuki railway is held up I c th by 
strong fro i rai resistance and irritating guerilla units oper
ating on r.ir lines of supply.

most interesting phase of the entire Japanese offensive 
campaign is tie resumption of the southward drive in Jhansi. 
For*'the  past few months, the hi-.nth noute Arm'” troops and other 
guerilla units have worked up a great popular sentiment by 
their continued harassment of the Japanese garrisons. Now, 
faced with û real moving offensive, the conduct of these units, 
be it good or bad, should have a nreat effect on the resistance 
morale of all twa Chinese oorces.

The Jha...:5i offensive appears to le directed at three 
principal o actives, the attainment of ./rich would encompass 
the entire oroviiice. One column, casing at .uan, northern 
Henan is driving south: est/rn rd toward Luan, Shansi. It is

hrii.ee
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reported within 40 miles of its objective. Another column, 
pressing so.’.tlward on the railway from Taiyuan is apparently 
aimed at f”.n;'kwan, on the Lunghai;—(see report 15 February). 
This unit is at Chiehsin, 75 miles south of"Tai yuan. A 
third o?ftusive, directed toward Fenchow and. thence west
ward to th: Teller; River. This drive has passed .'enshui, 
2C miles northeast Fenchow.

The situation south of the Yangtze is unchanged.

f,. Mises Ila neo us

It is reported that General Ilatsui is to be recalled 
to Japan and relieved in his command by General Shuruko 
Rata." Ha -.a is reputed to be a more conservative officer 
than Ilatsui, and more prone to tend his './ill to the wishes 
cf the Diet.

R. A. BOOira, 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps,

Regimental Intelligence Officer
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ILZADQU^RTERS, F0UR1A BRUTES 
SHAR'GnAI, CHILJA

21 Feo r mary, 19 3F 
RESTRICTED

E-2 REPORT

PERI 01 0800 , Q8Q0, 21 FEBRUARY, 1936

1. Operations

Following the occupation of Sinsiang on the 18th, the 
Japanese center col men in the Pinghan drive veered suddenly 
west./ard along th<-. laoko.?-Poai Rail.jay. fleeting only an 
apatnetic resistance this .mit has advanced 25 miles, cap
turing the to.7ns of E.okia and sinwo, and is last noted 
attacking Liho. Inis sudden shift of direction appears to 
have a twofold purpc se,— first to press upstream to a point 
where the rivjr is narrow and, at this season, fordable,— 
second to exert flank pressure on the Chinese units in 
Shansi which are teing sc vigorously attacked from the 
north.

The Shansi offensive is developing with great rapidity. 
The motorized unit based on henshui captured Fenyang (Fenchow) 
on the 19th, a.xd struck swiftly ’west yard, taking Euchencheng 
50 miles from the Shensi border, on the 20th. The column 
moving southward along the railway is reported 10 miles 
south of Eiehsiu. In the eastern part of the province the 
story of a rapid Japanese advance is the same. Hoving 25 
miles in two days,- the column aimed at Luan (Change hih) is 
reported within. 15 miles of its objective.

There is little change in the Tsinpu situation. South 
of rhe lirai River Japanese efforts to break through to the 
Hofei-Yuki Rail./a have teen frustrated by a strong defense, 
and I y frequent counter-attacks.

2. ifisLcella-ieous

Because of rue visit of Prince Yasuhiko Asaka to the 
Hungjno area, tm Japanese military stopped all traffic 
through the barrier between 0900 and 15ÔC yesterday.

There are about 108,000 destitute refugees living in 
camps in the french Concession and International Settlement.

h /> / ' • "
F. A. 3Û0K1, 

Captain, U.S. Marine 
Regimental Intelligence

Corps, 
Officer..
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HBAE^UARlSRS, FOURTH LÎARILIES 
shahgilj: , CHIUA

24 February, 1938

R_SIRICIER
3-2 RE1011

PlhlOI 0800, 21 FEBRUARY, TO 0800, 24 FEBRUARY, 1938

1. Oj) ;jg._t io-ll

Th- Japanese offensives in Honan and Shansi continue to 
develop rapidly. On the Feipin,-Hankow front the center Jap
anese column is new within five miles of tie Yellow River 
...•ridge (already partially destroyed by the Chinese). The 
units >mst of the rail line have taken H./aiking and Chingyuan, 
25 miles ./est of that city. Another unit, moving southward 
from '"./aiki.\g occupied lenghsien on the lank of the Yellow 
River, on tine 22nd. last of tne railway it appears that atout 
20 miles of the north lank of the river opposite Haifew is 
in Japanese hands.

Nipponese commun!cazions 
the Pingnan line from parting 
fron frequent depredations ry

along the 200 mile section of 
south to Changteh are suffering 
small Chinese units.

ide sweepinc drive eri racine almost the whole of Shansi 
province continues. The mechanized column aimed at Luan took 
its objective on the 21st, /here it split, one section con
tinuing southward toward looping and another section moving 
off to t..e northwest toward rhe railway. - In the central part 
of tne province a detachment moved southward from hiehsiu 
alcn*,  the east lank of the Fen liver, and is assaulting 
Linyshih, while a column from Fenchow has taken Tamakiao, 16 
miles ./est of Lingshih.

On the northern Tsinpu front, Japanese units have fourht 
their ./ay across the Grand Canal once more, and are reported 
in possession of nlahsianp and ^nchuclen respectively 6 and 
11 miles from Isirming. Another unit, bent on moppin-' up 
the Shantung coast rep ion, has swept southward from the 
Kiaotsi fmilwa~. Covering 75 miles in three days this letach- 
ment ms captured Chuhsien.

2. ZMiscellaneous

Japanese fears of a Russian threat which caused the dis
patch of r.e.vy reinforcements to Hanchukuo appear to have teen 
at lust temporarily e.llayed, for we learn that the troops in 
the rem wed Shansi drive were augmented by two division;: from 
that créa.

/ z ' / ■ S 1 ' // 7 w / / • f
/ / 1 /

R. A. BOOLIE,
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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IRAIigUARTHRS, FOURiH 1LLRIK3S 
SHANGHAI, CHINA

26 February, 1938

RESTRICTID
R-2 REPORT

PERIOD 080-, 24 FEBRUARY, TO ^800, 26 FEBRUARY 1938

1, Operations

.There is little change in the military situation on the 
Pinghan line. An greatest problem for the Japanese in this 
region still remains the constant menace to their lines of 
communication arc. supply from Chinese guerillas. ..’hile Jap
anese détacha nts are engaged in searchin;, out the small 
Chinese bands in southern Honan, artillery ,:hich has reached 
the river in the Ifenghsien area is shellin.-: defenses on the 
south bank of tl.e river.

In Shansi, the most important battle of that campaign 
appears to o in progress. Reinforced Japanese units have 
been pounding at the Chinese defenses north of Linshih for 
four days /ith no particular success. The situation now how
ever, seems to be rapidly developing in favor of the Japanese 
through flankin' tactics. A column pressing southward, west 
of the rail line has already taken Hsihsien, 50 miles south
west of Lins'1.!.thus menacing the Chinese left flank. An
other unit, moving northwestward from Yuan (see report 24 
Fetruary) is reported nearing Hsichiangtien, thus endanger
ing the Chinese right wind defenses.

In Shantung the Japanese mopping-up column pressing south
ward parallel to the coast is reported nearia-- Lini 35 miles 
south of Chuhsien. Fighting continues in the region immediate
ly west of ..iab.siang (west of Tsinning) with the Chinese offer
ing a vigorous resistance.

2, Aircraft

The sudden and concerted revival of Chinese offensive air 
activity cannot e without significance. Planes taking part 
in the air defenses in ilwangtung where only anti-aircraft guns 
have been operative for the past three montas; Chinese air 
attacks or. Ui.isiar.u and Fengpu;-and the much publicised Formosan 
raid, all point to greater cohesion in the command and to a 
continued influn of fresh planes.

3. Hi scellante us

Al tn ou •-x it is suspected that the Chinese finances are 
feeling the strain of the protracted campaign, we learn from 
a source very close to the Chinese Government that the nation 
has mené" and rms sufficient for a continued resistance of 
from 6 months to a year.
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The same source states that the peace terms first propos
ed by Japan /ere "not so bad" and that China agreed to consider 
them as a basis for conversations. Japan did not answer for 
about three u?eks, then, replied by proposing new terms tota
lly different from, the original and of such a drastic nature 
that no Chinese Government could possibly consider them, China 
thereupon broke off negotiations and now feels that she has no 
alternative but to keep on fighting since to talk peace with 
Japan is impossible. "’./hat they propose today they will change 
tomorrow."

Lieutenant General Yang-hu, former Commandant of the 
Shanghai-.Zoosung Garrison, reported executed some time ago, 
is living in good health in Hankow.

R. A. BOONE,
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Regimental Intelligence Officer.
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DOCUMENT FILE 

NOTE

SEE — “ ?•“- Ctotoo/Ul--------- FOR p.lplM

FROM ----------- ----- ----  -----  ( Allan ........ j DATED _|BSJU8L.
TO NAME MI27

REGARDING*.

Chinese Relations with Japan; Japanese .Army movements.
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B. Relations with other Countries.

1. Japan;
Japan ese and Mary forces occupied Chefbo 

(1) without apposition on February 3, 1$3& • Chinese

rapiwwtatim of th® "Peking rovlsionsl Government” 

who arrived with the Japen^s© wore promptly inducted 
into office^. Jap ae®e Ar®y regained only

two days in C^efoo before proceeding westward and 
Installing their Chinese officials in Twngehow (Feng- 
lai)* 4*,  Swenghsiea, Lungkow^ » Cheoyuen and Uiohow.

Prior to entry into Chefoo they had entered end 

arranged new goverment organisations in Laiyang, 
Ch’i«hsia and Fhshwi. Japan es® narines Mid blue» 

Jeekets remin m control of Chefbo after the departure 
of the Japanese anay.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

Fourth Marines

Dated April 10, 1938.

8:15 a.m.

Action Cincaf Opnav 
Info Agicon at Shanghai 
Comsubron 5
Asst Alusna Shanghai
Comdesron 5
Corny angpat
Comsopat
Amambassador China
USS Marblehead
Alusna Peiping 

8610. Chinese claim their forces rounding up cut off 

Nipponese units Taierchwang Yihsien sector uihile another 

detachment moving from westward attacked Tsinanfu. The 

latter unit believed to be mobile detachment taking ad

vantage weakness Japanese Tsinanfu garrison 1800.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EMC FROM COMSOPAT

j . *:”7~ """ April 10, 1938

1■—t MID Rec’d, 11:30 a. ni.

Action Opnav
Info Comsubron 5

Comdesron 5 
Cincaf 
Comyangpat 
Amambassador China 
Alusna PEiping 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
4th Marines

0010. Air raid northwest sEction Canton incendiary

bombs uniform factory over hundred casualties four BLP 

sighted 2000

793.94/12802
 

F/FG
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j' Department of state 
-- ----- 1

/Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
April 14

Shanghai’s summary of editorial 
comment during February (despatch 
no. 1282 of March 14) contains 
nothing of outstanding interest.

The first paragraph of the en
closure gives a summary of the 
editorial policies of the four 
English language papers and the 
list of subjects in the table of 
contents shows the main questions 
of editorial interest. You may 
find of interest the section on 
American policy beginning on p.6 
and the paragraph on Russian aid 
beginning at the bottom of p.7. 
None of the editorials appear to 
be worth reading w/JKP
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NO. THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
°FTHE 

UNITED STATES OF AN 

', ï. . : ii 40 ( Ô W j 
X.ZA.

AMERlClR^Ot^^lÿt^^hAL
Shanghai, Chin^WfE^iZ, 1938

AP

Subject» Summary of Editorial Comment In English 
Language Newspapers of Shanghai during the 
Month jJfFebruary, 1938.

The Secretary Of State.

The Honorable :

**■ lAMthn AliAijtfc 
APR 11

SIR:
COPIES SWAOinSSdn.
O.N.l. AND M.I.D.

With reference to my despatch No. 1255 of March 1 
1938, on the subject “Summary of Editorial Comment in 
English Language Newspapers of Shanghai During the 
Month of January, 1938”, I have the honor to submit 
herewith a brief summary of local editorial comment 
during the month of February, 1938. A number of 
representative editorials are attached to this report, 
but, because of the difficulty in obtaining than, are 
being sent to the Department only in single copy.

ResflBctfully yours

E. Gauss, 
American Consul General

1/- Summary of Editorial Comment.
800 
CAC/hk

APR 211938
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Copy to Embassy, Hflnirng 

Copy to Embassy, Peiping 

Copy to Embassy, Tokyo. 

Copy to Admiral Yarnali.
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In quintuplicate to the Department.
Enclosure of editorials, in single copy, to 
Repartaient only.

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Admiral Yarnell.
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I

Summary of Editorial Comment in English. Language News
papers of Shanghai bur Ing the Mont nor February, 1958.

Contents.
Page

Preface ........................................................................... 1
The Course of Hostilities ......................................

Trade and Financial Outlook ................................. 3
Restricted Areas .....................................................  5

Foreign Policy of the United States . . • • • 6

Policies of Other Powers in Relation to the 7
Sino-Japanese Conflict • •.•••..

Japan’s Naval Attitude • •••••••••« 9
Rumors of Dissention in Szechwan Province ». 10

Miscellaneous .... .............................................. H
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Preface.

Although the editorial policies of the four English 

language newspapers under review have been analyzed in 

previous surveys of this nature, it would seem worth 

while, even at the risk of unnecessary repetition, to 

point out that each of the four papers has well-defined 

sympathies which almost invariably color its treatment 

of subjects discussed. THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS (British), 

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY (American) , and THE 

CHINA PRESS (a Delaware corporation principally owned by 

Chinese) are all sympathetic to China in their editorial 

comment although the general tone varies greatly in each 

case, ranging from the restrained and guarded tenor of 

articles appearing in THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS and the 

subdued and cautious treatment or careful avoidance of 

controversial subjects by THE CHINA PRESS to the con

sistently vehement criticism of the Japanese by THE SHANGHAI 

EVENING POST AND MERCURY. THE SHANGHAI TIMES, alone, can 

be counted on to present the Japanese version of any con

troversy and to act as Japanese apologist when the others 

unite in criticizing aspects of the present Japanese 

program. 

The Course of Hostilities.

Speculation centered on the problems of strategy 

attendant on the Japanese advance on the Lunghai Railway 

and Hsuchow, generally conceded to be the next principal 

military objectives on which both sides are concentrating 

their major attention. The probable ultimate attainment 

of that objective by Japan is envisaged by THE NORTH CHINA

DAILY NEWS but it holds that this will only prelude the 

stubborn
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stubborn defense of Hankow. Then should the provisional 

capital fall, it foresees a retreat of the Chinese forces 

’’into the mountainous districts of western China thence 

to continue a campaign of guerrilla warfare designed to 

make Japanese successes more costly in the future than 

they have already been in the past”. The possibility 

that the Chinese air raid on Taihoku may prelude a re

versal in air supremacy is mentioned.

From the advice reported to have been given by the 

Japanese Embassy in Peking to the other diplomatic mis

sions, that all third party nationals should completely 

evacuate the area between Tsingtao in the east and Taiyuan 

in the west, down as far as the Yangtze River, THE SHANGHAI 

TIMES concluded that the Japanese are determined ”to free 

the country north of the Yangtze of all opposing military 

forces”. That paper points out, however, that rather 

than defend any particular point at great cost, ’’from the 

Chinese point of view it is the retention of their military 

capacity to offer resistance which is the all-important 

consideration", while the Japanese strategists must 

strive for "the destruction of the Chinese Army rather 

than its retreat to new territory".

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY warns against 

the misinterpretation of a Chinese shift from "positional" 

warfare to guerrilla tactics as indicating Chinese defeat. 

That newspaper also finds noteworthy the report to the 

Hong Kong CHINA MAIL, said to have originated in Tokyo, 

to the effect that Japan will be satisfied with territory 

now occupied, to which territory she will accord protection 

from the Chinese Central Government and a measure of

autonomy 
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autonomy. This is interpreted by THE SHANGHAI POST AND 

MERCURY to indicate that there are at least some grounds 

for believing that Japanese civilians would count 

additional military gains a "luxury" offering slight 

prospect of profit and enlarging the responsibility of 

the nation to set up new, workable governments. 

Trade and Financial Outlook.

Quoting from "The Trade of China, 1937, Introductory 

Survey" published by the Chinese Maritime Customs,THE 

NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS cites the staggering blow dealt 

Chinese foreign trade by the hostilities of last year. 

In spite of the drastic contraction of trade during the 

months of hostilities, it finds that "China was in a 

fair way to having the most prosperous year for a long 

time past when the blow fell" with the result that the 

total trade figures for 1937 are slightly higher than for 

1936. It reports that the economic devastation in North 

China is so extensive that, coupled with the flight of 

wealthy Chinese, the prospect of Chinese rehabilitation 

of the country for many years to come is slight. It 

doubts that Japan will be able to interest foreign capital 

in the grandiose industrial undertakings, which it is 

projecting, because of the small likelihood of realizing, 

in the near future, substantial returns on capital outlays 

in that area. It takes issue with the reported scheme 

of Manila business men, alleged to have received the 

endorsement of Kir. McNutt, the United States High Com

missioner to the Philippines, for a usurpation by Manila 

of Shanghai’s position as the chief port of the Far East, 

arguing
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arguing that the "essential services" of Shanghai have 

not been greatly impaired by hostilities and that it is 

therefore in a position to economically resume its ac

customed role as soon as conditions in CMna again ap

proach normal.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST Aï© &HRCURY directs special 

attention to the monetary problems which Japan must en

counter in attempting to revive commercial activity in 

the areas under its control. It reports that attempts to 

circulate Japanese yen in Tsingtao have proved unpopular 

because, subject to the same exchange limitations as in 

Japan, the yen is not available for foreign remittances. 

It also finds amusing the pretentions of the new "Federal 

Reserve Bank of China" which, according to a Reuter dis

patch, will cover its note issues with neither silver nor 

gold, but with the tank notes of three Central Government 

banks.

THE SHANGHAI TIMES views the North China problems 

with much more optimism and would dispel foreign appre

hensions with blithe assurances that "if the right atmos

phere is created and a cooperative spirit shown, there is 

no reason, it seems to us, why third-party interests 

should not only not suffer in the long run but share in 

the greater prosperity which the future ought to hold". 

Apparently fearing that that word of caution might go 

unheeded it continues by pointedly recalling the warning 

of Mr. H. Hirao, president of the semi-official Japan 

Iron Manufacturing Company, that "our troubles since last 

July have all had their root in refusal to contribute 

friendly
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friendly cooperation, and that lesson ought to be learned. 

Japan is forging cooperation from China".

Restricted Areas.

Unabated interest in the subject of readmission of 

foreigners and Chinese into the areas still under Japanese 

restrictions, for the purpose of resuming residence and 

repossession of property, and irritation at the Japanese 

activities in those areas, were amply evidenced by the 

considerable comment devoted to these subjects, seven 

editorials on these matters appearing during Februaryin 

THE SHANGHAI EVENING ROST AND MERCURY and six in THE 

NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS.

Particular indignation was expressed by the SHANGHAI 

EVENING POST AND MERCURY and THE NORTE CHINA DAILY NEWS 

at what the latter termed the "systematic removal" by 

Japanese of metals from Chinese properties north of Soo- 

chow Creek. The seizure of a film from a representative 

of THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEV/S, who was engaged in photo

graphing scrap iron removals, was the occasion for two 

caustic editorials from that newspaper. In connection 

with an attack occurring in Hunjao on two Germans by a 

Japanese soldier, it emphatically demanded "punishment 

of the soldier who behaved in such a brutal and cowardly 

manner toward two unarmed men" and concludes that the 

danger in reopening the closed areas "does not seem to lie 

in anything that the Chinese might do, but because there 

is really no guarantee that members of the Japanese forces 

will pay due regard to the dignity of the uniform they wear".

THE SHANGHAI TIMES finds, in the reopening, under 

restrictions and limitations, of Hongkew and Yangtzepoo to

Chinese,
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Chinese, permission for the removal of goods under permits, 

and the opening of the Hungjao area to both foreigners 

and Chinese, reason to believe that "if there is good 

behaviour all round we shall progressively climb out of 

the deep slough in which Shanghai has had to struggle on 

for so many months". Even the SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND 

MERCURY, despite its consistently critical tone, grudgingly 

admits in an editorial of February 25, that "a great 

improved tone on the part of the Japanese military toward 

foreigners in China appears to have developed recently". 

Foreign Policy of the United States.

THE CHINA PRESS, although it appeared to avoid direct 

comment on most controversial subjects, made no attempt to 

conceal its pleasure at "signs that the big stick is being 

dusted off and made ready for use", enumerating "American 

notes to Japan in connection with the PANAY incident," 

"American protests to Tokyo over the ’Allison incident*  

in Nanking", "the decision of the American Government to 

speed rearmament" and "the evident cooperation being shown 

between Great Britain and the United States in their for

eign relations, especially where the Far East is concerned" 

as concrete evidences of stiffening American policy. While 

applauding the broad principles of the American trade 

agreement program and Mr. Hull’s deprecation of "economic 

nationalism as practiced by what he terms ’hermit*  nations", 

it qualifies its approval by arguing that the political 

aspects of nationalism are inseparable from its economic 

aspects:

"It is only patent that between economic 
nationalism and political isolation there is 
no clear-cut cleavage. No nation which is 
isolated politically from the others may succeed

in
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in reaping the fruits of trade, even with 
reciprocal accords and in the absence of 
tariff barriers. This interrelationship 
must be amply recognized before Mr. Hull’s 
aspirations toward eliminating economic 
nationalism may be fully attained”.

In much the same vein THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND 

MERCURY commended negotiations between the United States 

and Great Britain looking to the conclusion of a trade 

pact, adding that "it is felt in many quarters that 

behind the whole move lies a theory both interesting and 

significant - that the best way to combat the threat of 

dictatorships is to strengthen the economic structure of 

the democracies”. Likewise it praised the stand of the 

High Commissioner to the Philippines attributing to him 

in the course of his speech at Indianapolis a warning 

"against withdrawal from the Far East", and it ridiculed 

the "fiction of wishful thinking" that America with its 

world-wide interests can "build a Chinese wall about it

self merely because it does not like what goes on outside 

its borders".

THE SHANGHAI TIMES although not disagreeing with"Mr. 

Hull’s dislike of the doctrine of economic nationalism 

and economic warfare", makes a plea for a realization by 

the wealthy nations of their duty to humanity and deplores 

the tendency of the ’’’have-all’ and ’have much’ to condemn 

airily the actions of the ’have-nothing’ and the ’have- 

little" .

Policy of Other Powers in Relation to the Sino-Japanese 

Conflict.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY reports Chinese 

disillusion over the performance of Soviet aircraft, but 

that newspaper suggests that this dissatisfaction probably

does
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does not arise from any defects in Soviet aircraft and 

poses this question: "If the Reds and the Kuomintang got 

along better wouldn’t the Soviet aircraft perhaps per

form better?"

THE POST contests the validity of Herr Hitler’s 

"Bolshevist Bogy" arguments, ennunciated in his announce

ment of Germany’s recognition of "Manchukuo", with the 

observation that "they entirely ignore that whatever trend 

China has shown toward bolshevism has been because Japan 

was pushing her in that direction". It contends that the 

true reason for Germany’s action lies in the fact that 

"Germany and Italy have agreed to play ball with Japan 

according to rules made to their ora measures, and a hold

out on Manchukuo would hardly be in accordance with the 

highest ethics of this particular game".

THE SHANGHAI TIMES reiterates the Berlin reasoning 

to the effect that the recognition of "Manchukuo" merely 

takes account of a de facto situation which cannot be 

changed and it deplores the Chinese official reaction which 

interpreted Germany’s action as unfriendly to China, point

ing out that Manchuria is not in any way involved in the 

present hostilities.

THE CHINA PRESS apparently has not yet despaired of 

outside assistance and still looks to the League of Nations 

as evidenced by the following statement in an editorial of 

February 5: "Especially in view of its inaction in the 

past, the resolution adopted by the Council on Vfednesday 

authorizing the member states to assist China individually 

must be considered as significant". Despite denials from

London,
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London, Tokyo and Hankow, it refuses to completely dis

credit rumors of British mediation in the Sino-Japanese 

conflict, arguing that "Dr. H. H. Kung's present visit 

in Hongkong, the impending arrival of the new British 

Ambassador to China, and Viscount Ishii's sudden presence 

in London" must have some significance.

Japan's Naval Attitude.

Taking a grave view of the similar requests addressed 

to Japan by the United States, Great Britain and France, 

asking for information on Japan's naval intentions, THE 

NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states "It must be apparent that 

the three governments acted upon information which they 

have every reason to believe, for no responsible govern

ment would take such action upon, mere guesswork or ill- 

founded belief". While admitting that "Japan is within 

her rights to do what she is either actually doing or 

about to do" it places squarely on Japan's shoulders "the 

responsibility of making the world embark upon a naval 

armaments race".

Speculating on the probable Japanese reply to the 

notes from the three powers, THE CHINA PRESS compares 

the present mood of the Japanese military to that of the 

"proverbial gambler who is ready to stake it all in order 

to save himself from a losing game" and suggests that the 

notes "may produce just the opposite result to what 

President Roosevelt and all other lovers of peace would 

like to see".

THE JAPAN TIMES can see no "theoretical justification" 

for the notes, which it considers an unnecessary irritant 

to Japan. Attempts to make Japan adhere to the London
Naval
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Naval Treaty to which she refused to subscribe are 

described as ’’naive”.

Rumors of Dissension in Szechuan Province.

With the death of (general Liu Hsiang, former Chairman 

of the Szechuan Provincial Government, rumors of dissension 

between that province, now the seat of the Nationalist 

headquarters, and the Central Government over the selection 

of a new governor appreared in the local press. Whether 

those rumors were given credence seemed to depend upon 

the political sympathies of the individual newspaper. 

THE SHANGHAI TILES reports that the Central Government’s 

selection of General Chang Chun ”is meeting with strong 

opposition from the provincial military authorities" and 

adds that "as the struggle with Japan lengthens out the 

danger of internecine strife grows greater". THE CHINA 

PRESS in discounting these rumors says "The purpose 

which these rumors was intended to serve is self-patent. 

Ever since the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese hostilities 

the Chinese nation as a whole has stood loyally behind 

the National Government". THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST .AND 

MERCURY comments that "Japan would like to see disunity 

spread in Szechuen as has been openly the case in Canton ... 

but despite the presence of the old factors which in an

other day would inevitably have spelled success to the 

forces of disruption, things do not seem to be working 

out that way now, but rather the contrary". THE NORTH 

CHINA DAILY IWS finds "the situation in Szechuen is none 

too reassuring" but holds "it may be that by the proper 
exercise of tact and wisdom actual fighting will be averted".

Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous .

Referring to a report that the Chinese Government 

is going to give some attention to the question of relief 

for the huge army of war refugees, THE SHANGHAI TIMES 

castigates the Chinese Government for not having taken 

earlier steps to meet this pressing problem and develops 

the theory that the Chinese Government had no right, 

from a humanist point of view, to defend its political 

theory by force of arms when it could not ’’adequately 

protect people against defeat and distress when it is 

assailed by a stronger (power) in the course of ironing 

out the difficulties which a world full of sovereign 

nations seems inevitably destined to suffer’’ and continues 

by counseling the prudence of bowing one’s head in pref

erence to inflicting "a bludgeoning on helpless fellow 

creatures whom one is unable to rescue”.

Decrying smuggling activities at Shanghai and blam

ing the Japanese military for tolerating such practices, 

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY calls on the newly 

changed high army command for ”a thorough housecleaning”.

THE POST in an editorial denouncing recent terroristic 

activities in Shanghai attributes the blame to, first, a 

Chinese patriotic group, and secondly, to an "organization 

intent on demonstrating the error of all things anti

Japanese” and states that the latter group is "believed 

to be supported by Japanese ronin”. The newspaper remarks 

that it is to the latter group that it is inclined to 

believe it owes "thanks” for the two bombs and some 

anonymous communications directed against itself.

Enclosures:
1/50/- As listed in attached 

list of editorials.
CAC MB
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No. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers Feb.

1 Hsuchow and After NORTH CHINA ]DAILY NEWS 11
2 Looking Ahead tt ft tt tt 19
3 In South China it If it it 25
4 Air Possibilities h II tt tt 26
5 A Severe Struggle h II tt tt 28
6 Major Military Operations SHANGHAI TIMES 4
7 Extended Hostilities ft tt 5
8 War Prospects ft ft 19
9 No Peace EVENING POST & MERCURY 8

10 The Military Position ft tt tt 19
11 General Matsui Leaves II tt it 21
12 China’s Will to Resist tl it tt 25
13 Turn in Strategic Tide ft ti tt 27
14 Future in N. China NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 25
15 China’s Trade « tt tt tt 21

16 Shanghai’s Future « it If it 26

17 Alice-in-Wonderland Money EVENING POST & MERCURY 3
18 Weird and Wonderful ft tt it 9

19 Stagnation at Tsingtao It tt tt 18

20 Japanese Activities in China SHANGHAI TIMES 8

21 North China Economy ft tt 16

22 Steps Towards Normal NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 3

23 To What End? it tt ft tt 4

24 Outrageous Affair tt tt ft tt 28

25 Robbing China’s Poor EVENING POST & MERCURY 3

26 Toward Normality ft tt ff 11

27 An Unnecessary Irritation ft tt ft 21

28 Tension Eases ft tt ff 19
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Encl. DateNo. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers Feb.
29 Opening Hongkew to Chinese SHANGHAI TIMES 9

* 30 The Big Stick Again. THE CHINA PRESS 3
31 "Hermit” Nations THE CHINA PRESS 13
32 Quick Settlement NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 2
33 Angl-American Trade Pact EVENING POST & MERCURY 19
34 No Chinese Wall for America tt tt tt 22
35 Hermit Nations SHANGHAI TIMES 9
36 Disillusion Over Russian Aid EVENING POST & MERCURY 16
37 Not in Line with Facts tt tt tt 22
38 The League Acts THE CHINA PRESS 5
39 The Rumored British Mediation THE CHINA PRESS 12
40 German Recognition of Manchukuo SHANGHAI TIMES 24
41 Naval Armaments ft tt 7
42 Something to Think About THE CHINA PRESS 7
43 Japan’s Responsibility NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 7
44 Szechwan Trouble THE SHANGHAI TIMES 7
45 Confidence Renewed THE CHINA PRESS 10

46 Szechuan Uneasy NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 8

47 Szechuen as China’s New Base EVENING POST & MERCURY 18

48 War Refugees THE SHANGHAI TIMES 9

49 Smuggling at Shanghai EVENING POST & MERCURY 24

50 Bull Market on Terrorism w tt ft 12

MB 
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j?roru North ^>hina Daily News, Shanghai, February li, 19sq

HSUCHOW AND AFTER
After a lull of some months the Japanese j 

forces have commenced a series of actions 
designed to bring about the fall of Hsuchow 
and thereby secure domination of the whole ? 
of the Tsinpu Railway and its junction with . 
the Lunghai Railway. The Chinese have all ; 
along considered that this city was one of the 
main strategic points in their resistance to 

i the Japanese invasion, and for a very con
siderable time have been busily engaged in ’ 
perfecting its defences which are reported: 
to be very strong, strong enough to be called i 
China’s “Hindenburg Line.” The last few • 
days have seen a considerable increase in the 
activities of the Japanese Army moving 
northward and with the recent capture of 
Pengpu, and Fengyang and the move towards 
Mengcheng the first steps towards the ulti
mate reduction of Hsuchow may be said to 
have been completed. The whole action is 
assuming greater dimensions with the Japan
ese attacking the Lunghai Railway from no

Chengchow will provide adequate com
munication with the Peiping-Hankow Railway 
and will provide the Japanese troops with 
excellent supply lines behind the con
templated advance through Anhwei towards 
Hankow. For the moment the Japanese : 
armies south of the Yangtze are purely on the 
defensive, seeking to consolidate the gains 
they have already made and preparing 
eventually to take part in the advance upon 
Hankow. If the Japanese plans, as they now 
appear, prove successful, the defence of 
China’s temporary capital will have to meet 
at least three converging attacks. One from 
the north down the Peiping-Hankow Railway, 
and two others along each bank of the Yang
tze and it seems to be quite clear that a 
successful resistance to these advances can 
only be offered if the large number of troops 
at present operating in Anhwei and Kiangsu 
can be withdrawn in good order to reinforce 
those upon which the defence of Hankow will • 
naturally devolve. j

The prospects of severe fighting and, per- i

haps, the fall of Hankow itself, will not 
necessarily dampen the ardour of the resist
ance which China is presenting to the Japan
ese invasion. They have accepted the idea 
of a long-drawn-out struggle, with the 
possibility of repeated military defeats in the 

; field, believing that an intolerable strain will 
be placed upon Japan’s resources, such as to 
bring ultimate victory to themselves. There 
are many who believe that this is not only 
possible but probable. In some cases the wish 
may be father to the thought, but the fact 
that it is also held in some high neutral 
quarters suggests that it is not so wild as 
some observers appear to think. It is, never
theless, a strategy which, even from China’s 
point of view is most expensive, but it is fully 
realized that the Chinese nation is imbued! 
with a spirit of self-sacrifice which none of 
the Japanese successes up to the moment has 

I done much tq modify. Despite claims to the 
j contrary there is very little real evidence that 
| in the defeats which the Chinese troops have 
| sustained in the field they have suffered any

fewer than five proyinces, Honan, Hopei and 
Shantung in the north and Anhwei and 
Kiangsu in the south. The fighting is con
sequently, being carried on over a wide front, 
from the Tientsin-Pukow to the Peiping- 
Hankow Railway. It is quite probable that 
the Japanese high command will seek to 
bring about the fall of Hsuchow by cutting; 
the Lunghai Railway somewhere to the west 
and at the moment it appears as though Kwei- 
teh and not Hsuchow is the immediate objec
tive, for as the armies advancing upon it from 
the north and the south draw closer together 
the salient around Hsuchow will be sufficiently 
squeezed to oblige the Chinese to withdraw. 
Kweiteh in this instance plays exactly the 
same role as Tazang did in the defence of 
Chapei, for it will be remembered that when 
the Japanese reached that important spot the 
danger of the encirclement of the Chinese 
forces in the Chapei salient was so great that 
withdrawal was the only prudent method ofj 
keeping the troops intact. Kweiteh need not 
necessarily have to fall before the Chinese

! materiaTdtoi^ 
impending battle for the Lunghai Railway 
may prove a distinctly fateful one to either 
side, its loss need have no greater effect upon 
Chinese determination than the fall of Shang
hai or the capture of Nanking. A Japanese 
estimate has been published suggesting that 
the funds, which China still has at her disposal 
will permit her to continue the struggle for a 
further year. By that time huge as are the 
Japanese commitments in China already they 
will have assumed enormous proportions. 
They will still be faced with the task of 
defeating the Chinese armies, and at the same 
time will have to dissipate quite considerable 
forces for the maintenance of their lines of 
communication against the guerilla warfare 
which is now being so enthusiastically or
ganized. It is not suggested for one moment 
that the Japanese will not be able to cope 
with the difficulties which such a situation 
would present, but it becomes increasingly 
apparent, that the further the Japanese 
advance into the interi'qr, the greater becomes 
the demands made upon them, and they are 
already increasing to such an extent that it is 
permissible to wonder whether the Japanese 
fully realized what they were taking on when 
they initiated this venture.

tenable, for the mere reduction of the distance1 
separating the northern and southern Japan
ese forces will render it imperative for the 
Chinese command to extricate itself. !

That the Japanese may eventually succeed - 
in carrying out their present plan seems to be 
fully realized by the authorities in Hankow, 
who are determined to make the whole move 
exceedingly expensive for the Japanese. The 
bitterness of the fighting is indicated by the 
reports that on occasion the Chinese have 
been able to beat off Japanese advances, and 
the crossing of the Hwai river is still being 
hotly contested. Roughly speaking the Japan
ese are endeavouring to advance in three 
directions, from the south towards Hsuchow 
and Kweiteh, from Tsining south westward to 
the latter city, and down the Peiping-Hankow 
Railway towards Chengchow, the capture of 
which would be an additional step in turn
ing the Chinese position at Hsuchow. Indeed 
both Chengchow and Kweiteh are key posi
tions upon which the fate of Hsuchow com
pletely depends. With the capture of these 
three cities, if and when it is brought about, 
the Japanese campaign in China will assume 
a new phase involving the ultimate fate of 
Hankow itself. With the whole of the Tien
tsin-Pukow Railway in Japanese hands, the 
portion of the Lunghai Railway westward to
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From North China Daily News, Shanghai, February 19, 1938

LOOKING AHEAD
The statement emanating from Hankow on 

the military situation in China breathes of 
optimism, and if all that is said is correct the 
Chinese government may still be in a position 
to offer the sternest resistance to the advance 
of the Japanese. It is clear that though the 
Chinese will continue to hold Hsuchowfu to 
the last possible moment, the Government does 
not intend that a final decisive battle shall be 
waged for that important railway junction, for 
it is stated that the main fighting strength of 
the Chinese army will not be concentrated there 
Contemplating the ultimate fall of Hsuchowfu 
it is apparent that the Chinese command will 
make a further stand against the Japanese if and 
when they decide to advance on Hankow, so 
that the capture of Hsuchowfu by the Japanese 
will be merely a preliminary in the general 
struggle for the Lunghai Railway. Nevertheless 
it is quite possible that the Japanese advances 
towards Chengchow and Kweiteh, together with 
the movement northwards along the Tsinpu 
Railway from Pengpu may have the effect of 
turning the Chinese position at Hsuchowfu, in 
which event it may be expected that the Chinese 

I will withdraw from that city in order to avoid 
being cut off. All this, however, will only lead 
up to a big struggle outside Hankow, and, in 
the event of their being worsted there, it is 
expected that the armies will withdraw into 
the mountains of the north-west and south-west 
whence it will be possible to maintain those 
guerilla tactics to which the Nationalist Govern
ment are pinning their faith in the hope of 

j wearing Japan’s forces down and ultimately 
exhausting her. If the Clûnese can successfully 
carry out such a programme the Japanese may 

, eventually come to believe that they have taken 
j hold of the bear by the tail and find it ex- 
I ceedingly difficult to let go.
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From The North-China Daily News, Shanghai, February 25, 1938

%•> IN SOUTH CHINA

In spite of reports to the contrary, informed * 
circles remain a little sceptical about Japanese 
plans to land a force at present in South China 
for an attack on Canton. From the more 
obvious quarters of approach, Canton is well 
defended, while from other sections, such as 
Swatow and Amoy, landings and advances into 
the interior might prove an unnecessarily 
laborious and difficult task, with the ultimate 
gains very much a matter of speculation. Amoy

I itself, according to foreigners who recently 
visitéd the port, is three parts deserted. Whole 
streets of shops are closed, and the only persons 
to be seen are police men and occasionally 
members of the Peace Preservation Corps. A 
Japanese light cruiser lies outride the harbour 

(entrance and keeps a sharp look-out on ships 
entering and lèaving. There are few experts 
from Amoy except fruits and vegetables. 
Swatow is in hardly better condition. There 
are very few troops to> be seen in the city. It 
has not suffered from the same amount of 
bombing as has Amoy. But trade has been very 
severely handicapped by the practically com
plete disruption of the Chinese shipping services 
into the interior. There is a highway into 
central Kwangtung from Swatow which has 
received the attention of Japanese bombers and 
is therefore far from popular with the average 
trader. As a result, exports from Swatow have 
diminished to such an extent that the port 
cannot seriously be reckoned as a gateway to 
commerce for the interior regions. There is no 
regular Japanese patrol outside the port, and 
persons in the city are not worried l?y the 
possibility of the Japanese using it as a landing 
point for an attack on more central positions 
in the province. X
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From The North uhina Daily News, Shanghai, Feb. 26, 1938

AIR POSSIBILITIES
^^TKe raid on Taihoku, Formosa, by Chinese 
aeroplanes has opened a new chapter in the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities which show no sign 
of an early conclusion despite the spate of peace 
reports. Hitherto, Japan has justifiably claimed 
mastery of the air in China, a position acquired 
after the first few days of the outbreak when 
Chinese raiding activities on Shanghai gravely 
threatened the Japanese forces here. At that 
time Japanese aeroplanes were of a very slow 
and old type and proved no match for the new 
Chinese machines, most of which had been 
bought only a few months before under the 
Chiang Kai-shek “birthday scheme.” Since then, 
of course Japan has brought in much more 
modern machines, and some thousands of bomb
ing flights have been made, the most distant 
interior point reached being Chungking, while 
Chinese aerial activities, outside the successes 
at Hankow, have been negligible. Now the 
sequence of events shows every indication of 
reversing. Chinese air units are striking back 
by invasion of Japanese territory, and it needs 
little imagination to conceive the feeling of 
surprise which this development has been 
received within a few days of the spokesman’s 
statement that “entire China now finds itself 
under the eagle wings of the Japanese Naval Air 
Force.” Probably it does, but Japanese territory 
now no longer enjoys the immunity gained at 
the expense of attacking Chinese bases. Air 
raid precautions were adopted throughout 
Kyushu, Japan, including Nagasaki, on Thursday 
after Chinese aeroplanes had been sighted head
ing in that direction. Apparently, they never 
reached their destination even if it were their 
intention to attack points in Japan Proper, but 
it does reveal that following the Japanese 
example the Chinese air force, re-organized and 
re-equipped with new machines and personnel, is 
Stretching out to more distant points. Wide
spread operations are now envisaged making 
Japan’s combative plans more difficult, and | 
although Shanghai may be adequately protected ' 
as the principal Japnese base in the Yangtze 
Valley yet it would be foolish to ignore pos
sibilities. The days and weeks which once were 
used as the yardstick in the Far East only a 
few years ago are reduced to fractions of hours 
by aeroplanes, say with a speed of 180-200 miles 
an hour, which is by no means high. A map 
illustrating this point will be found on another

. page. -
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From iNorth China Daily News, Shanghai, February 28, 1958.

A SEVERE STRUGGLE^-^*^ 
^it seems clear from the telegrams published 
during the week-end that the long expected 
struggle for the Lunghai Railway has now com- ; 

| menced and that a period of bitter fighting may 
s be expected until the issue is decided one way 
or the other. Comparing the reports emanating 
from Chinese .and Japanese quarters the two 
opponents have been jockeying for position for 
weeks past, anti it was only towards the 
end of last week that the real fighting began. 
The Japanese right wing has been making some 
advance in we$t Shansi and to counter the 
advance made there Chinese reinforcements are 
being rushed to the spot. Should the Japanese 
carry the day in that area it is believed that 
Chinese troops depending upon the Reds for 
supplies will find their communications cut, 
while the Japanese themselygs by extending 
their gains and consolidating them should be 
able to protect their flank while they negotiate 
the crossing of the Yèlfow River. In bnantung 
developments are pçcurring which appear unfor
tunate for the Chinese. Tsinîing has been 
occupied and Chinese troops have been 
obliged to retreat west of. the JBrand Canal. 
Unless the Chinese, can stop thir advance west 
of Tsining the fate bf 'the Lunghai 'Railway will 
be sealed and it is because of that that Hankow 
has issued order^ fpr the southwestern portion 
of Shantung to ^e held at all costs. Should 
the Japanese obtain commandât the railway it 
would seem that the fall of -^ùchow* would then 
be only a matter oi time, for the further south 
the Japanese rnMage to get the more will the 
neck of the Hsuchow salient be reduced, making 
Chinese withdrawal from the vicinity impera
tive if it is desired to maintain the Chinese 
forces intact. This would by no means put an 
end to the Chinese defence of Hankow, for it 
has been reported that the Nationalist Govern
ment intends to offer the most stubborn resistance 
to the Japanese advance on the provisional 
capital, and that if that defence is beaten down, 
then, and only then will the Chinese forces ’ 
retreat into the mountainous districts of western 
China thence to continue a campaign of guerilla 
warfare designed to make Japanese successes 
more costly in the future than they have already 
been in the past. Chinese activities south of the 
Yangtze appear to have been planned for the 
purpose of holding as many Japanese troops in 
that area as possible from being sent north to 
reinforce the Japanese armies there, though, j 
from the reports, it is apparent that the 
Japanese realizing the stubbornness of the, 
resistance which they were likely to meet there 
have already been drafting in reinforcements 
which have assisted those already in the field to 
make the comparatively slow progress they hâve j 

^e.
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From The Shanghai Times Shanghai, February 4, 1938.

MAJOR MILITARY 
OPERATIONS

4

Of immediate interest, therefore, is । 
the development of the Japanese cam
paign converging on the Lunghai Railway.

After a considerable period of relative It has been slow in developing because 
quiescence, hostilities on a major scale the Japanese must have found that the 
are now being waged in two direction^ forces at their disposal were insufficient 
on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway. Pushing safely to undertake the task with economy 

I their drive northwards from the Nanking to their man-power, of which they 
I end of the line, the Japanese have made invariably take the greatest care. Heavy 
• considerable advance and have captured equipment in the way of artillery and 
the important strategic points of FengJ aerial bombers has now been assembled 
yang, Tingyuan and Pengpu, the last- and news from the front tells'of severe 
named of which has so often been 
referred to as the key to Hsuchowfu 
which is situated on the junction of the doubted whether the defenders can hope 
Lunghai and Tsinpu Railways. As Pengpu to withstand a general assault by their 

Î lies just to the south of the Hwai River] better-equipped opponents, and although 
and as the Chinese claim to have'a good defence will doubtless be put up 
destroyed the bridge which crosses this) around Hsuchowfu itself, which has been 
quite large stream, the Japanese have well prepared for defensive operations, it 
now to overcome the obstacle of crossing is extremely unlikely that the Chinese 
that barrier before they can press further commanders will allow; anything in the 
upon Hsuchowfu, which lies about 100 w^y of a severe defeat to be inflicted on ! 
miles to the north. The other “jaw” of their armies but will prefer to withdraw, 
the pincers which the Japanps^ . are more or less intact, even, perhaps, to 
endeavouring to close on the Lupghai; Hankbw itself. From the Chinese point 

of view it is the retention of their military ' 
capacity to offer resistance which is the 
all-important çOrisiâ^ption. They argue 
that the farther the Japanese penetrate

punishment to Chinese defensive positions ; 
preceding any advance. It is generally

Railway is at present situated ''in the: 
region of Tsining, which the Chinese 
claim to have partially surrounded and 
to be in a position to hold the Japanese . .
in check. Tsining is approximately 85 into the courffry without achieving the 
miles to the north of Hsuchowfu, so that {complete smash-up of the Chinese forces 

■a total distance of something just under I the more difficult will Japanese operations 
200 miles has still to be traversed by the (become and the greater will be the toll 
Japanese armies before they join hands which the Chinese can exact. The
on the east to west railway which is Japanese objective is to break down 
regarded as giving them a more or less 
straight and relatively easy road west
wards to the Peking-Hankow Railway 
down which they are now moving, though 
slowly, in the direction of Hankow. A 
study of the map over which this 
extremely large tactical operation is 
taking place shows that the Japanese 
envisage nothing less than the eventual 
occupation of all that part of China which 
lies north of the Yangtze and to a point 
as far west as the western boundary of 
Honan. It is significant in this connection 
that at the Japanese press conference 
yesterday morning it was announced that, . 
in view of the possible extension of ' 
operations, the Japanese Embassy at 
Peking had sent a Note to all the 
Legations advising, in view of Japan’s 
desire to avoid loss of life and property 
to third party nationals, to evacuate all 
that part of the country lying between IN 
Tsingtao in the East and Taiyuan in the 
West, down as far as the Yangtze River.

, A colossal stretch of territory is enclosed 
| between those points. It goes to show 
that Japan is fully determined to free 
the country north of the Yangtze of all 
opposing military forces, though just how 
long such an enormpus campaign will 
take is extremely problematical, depend
ing aS it does on so many uncertain 
factors of which the chief is the merit of 
the resistance offered by Chinese forces.

resistance to such a point as will lead to 
a “throwing up of the sponge” by General 
Chiang Kai-shek, and so it is the destruc

tion of the Chinese army rather than its 
retreat to new territory which the 
military strategists of the Island Empire 
will essay. For this reason it will be 
interesting to watch the development of 
the struggle around Hsuchowfu. Many 
believe that the Japanese will avoid a 
frontal attack on this citadel in pre
ference to striking swiftly towards a 
point on the Lunghai Railway to the west 

; of the city in an endeavour to cut off as 
many Chinese troops as possible. It is 
move against move, and it all depends on 
the cohesion and morale of the Chinese 
forces as to whether they can, under the 
heavy pressure which is expected to 
develop, evade encirclement while giving 
fight at the same time.
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 5, 1938.

EXTENDED HOSTILITIES
Evacuation of third-party nationals 

from a vast area of Central China 
between the Yangtze on the south and 
a line extending from Tsingtao to Taiyuan 
in Shansi by way of Yenchow, Taming ; 
and Chengte, has been requested by the », 
Japanese authorities in a Note to the J 
various foreign Embassies and Legations ■ 
in Peking. In its scope, the warning is 
unprecedented for it is believed that not 
less than 150,000,000 Chinese are living 
in the area demarcated and that a large 

in this area may be expected in the 
immediate future. The Japanese are 
determined to secure control of the whole 
of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway which 
would greatly facilitate their troop move
ments between Shanghai and Tientsin. 
Indeed, the control of this line is of the 
greatest importance to the Japanese for 
it would give them effectively the 
dominance over about one-fourth of the 
country and is a necessary step to an 
even larger and graver operation, the 
eventual seizure of the Peking-Hankow 
line.

foreign missionaries and 
' educational workers are' engaged in 
.various activities within it. It has been 
given, according to a Japanese spokesman, 
in view of the possible extension of the 
present zone of hostilities. It appears 
that, now that the possibility of peace 
has faded into the background, the 
Japanese are planning large scale opera
tions so as to embarrass as much as 
possible the Nationalist Government. 
Chinese circles in Hankow are expressing 
concern over reports received there that 
the Japanese forces at Paotou, in West 
Suiyuan, appear to be making prepara
tions to advance westward into Ninghsia 
province. A Japanese invasion of 
Ninghsia and Kansu, it is pointed out, 
would seriously threaten communications 
between China and Russia via the north
west provinces. It is* believed, however, 

I that the Nationalist Government has 
I made certain preparations to meet, or 
attempt to meet, this danger which has 
always been anticipated as a possibility 
by students of the Far Eastern scene. A 
drive through from the province of 
Suiyuan to Ninghsia and thence to 
Kokonor could possibly be effected by a 
comparatively small force of infantry if I 
this were supported by a large air force 
but, nevertheless, the distance, long lines 
of communication, and the arid nature 
of the terrain must combine to make it 
no easy operation to carry out in quick 
time. That it would effectively cut off 
Chungking and Hankow from Sinkiang 
and Soviet Russia, however, seems pretty. 
sure. Whether the Japanese would care 
to undertake such a formidable operation , 
at the present moment when their 
military commitments on Chinese soil are 
already so vast seems doubtful, to say ; 
the least. It may, however, come to be 
regarded as a necessary operation if the 
Lunghai line campaign can be brought I 
to a successful conclusion. Of this latter i( 
there seems every likelihood. Although

An interesting event in the Shantung 
“mopping-up” operations is the peaceful 
entrance of the Japanese into Chefoo 
from which the Chinese troops withdrew 
some weeks ago. The Japanese occupa
tion of the city had been expected for 
some time, and consequently caused no 
surprise. Chefoo’s eight hundred police
men were disarmed and Japanese sentries 
were posted at each street corner. There 
wras only one incident. A Chinese police
man threw a hand-grenade at the Japan
ese soldiers as he was being disarmed. 
He was shot dead on the spot and the 
missile did no damage. The Rising Sun 
flag was hoisted on all official Chinese 
buildings and the Chinese inhabitants 
were advised to fly the five-barred flag 
on private premises. Former Japanese 
residents of Chefoo are to return, it is 
reported, and the city hopes to settle 
down to a normal life without a lopg 
delay. With the formal taking over of 
Chefoo, th^< greater part of the province 
of Shantung is now in Japanese possession 

,(and it hââ' fallen into their hands with 
'comparatively little fighting except along 
[the Tsinpu line in Western Shantung. 
[This fact appears to have led the Chiang 
; Kai-shek Government to make General 
Han Fu-chu^ the scapegoat but it is 
evident^tfcat the provincial troops were 
never sufficiently numerous and well- 
equipped ias .to be able to put up a serious 
resistance to the Japanese expeditionary 
force and that it was only on the Tsinpu 
line, where Central Government troops 
with aircraft were available, that a 
serious stand could be made. If the 
Chinese army at Hsuchow meets with 
disaster it would seem that the provinces 
of Anhwei and Kiangsu must quickly join 
Hopei, Shansi and Shantung as part of 
the occupied area and a vast slice of 
China may see itself controlled from 
Peking.

the Chinese have apparently amassed a 
large army in the strategically important 
Hsuchow area, the Japanese appear to be 
making a steady advance despite the 
severe weather conditions. The fall of !
Pengpu, now admitted by the Chinese, 
will enable the Japanese forces to press 
up in the rear of the defenders of 

i Hsuchow and important military events
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 19, 1939.

x WAR PROSPECTS
Elsewhere in this issue will be found 

a long telegram from Reuter’s Hankow 
correspondent on the prospects of the 
war from the Chinese Government’s 
point of view. According to this, General 
Chiang Kai-shek hopes to put at least 
forty divisions in the field for a decisive 
battle which will be fought in Hupeh, 
possibly near Hankow, and is confident 
that it will be Japan’s Waterloo. A 
stream of all the most modern weapons 
of war—heavy guns, tanks, anti-aircraft 
guns, anti-tank guns, machine-guns and 
automatic rifles—has been steadily flow
ing into China from abroad. These 
weapons are being distributed to the ‘‘new 
army”—reorganized divisions and well- 
trained new ones emerging from the drill
ground. It has, of course, often been asked 
as to what degree, if any, General Chiang’s 
own highly-trained divisions have been 
involved or smashed up so far in the 
course of the conflict. We learn quite 
reliably that the figure is put as high as 
seventy per centjjt for the Shanghai- 
Nanking operations. If General Chiang 
Kai-shek has succeeded therefore in rais
ing the Chinese army to anything like 
the possibilities now described by this 
message from Hankow he must be a man 
of remarkable energy and resource. If he 
is able to reorganize and equip forty 
divisions under the adverse circumstances 

, with which he is confronted, it will be a 
j feat indeed. It is also stated that with 
the arrival of bombers and pursuit planes 
from Russia, England, France and 
America, and with new pilots being 
turned out from various aviation schools, 
the Chinese Air Force is growing 
stronger every day, and is expected to 
make a serious bid before long to 
challenge Japan’s acknowledged suprem
acy in the air. We cannot help feeling 
that this is too optimistic a view 
considering the actual accomplishments 
of the moment. The Japanese aircraft 
still continue their raids far inland and 
if the Chinese Air Force is growing 
progressively stronger it should be able 
to deal with these incursions more 
adequately. As a matter of fact, the 
Chinese Air Force has not come up to 
expectations and there has been some 
dissatisfaction with its management. It has 
been handicapped, of course, like other 
branches of the Chinese fighting services, 
by the purchasing of equipment from a 
number of different countries. By having 
to obtain most of her munitions from 
abroad China is at a disadvantage and 
the fact that so many different types of 
equipment are in use leads to error and 

; confusion.

It appears that while great import
ance is attached by General Chiang Kai- 
shek to the battle for Hsuchowfu, the main 
fighting strength of the Chinese army will 
not be concentrated there. In this connec
tion it is interesting to note that military 
observers in Shanghai take the view that 
the Japanese march towards the Yellow 
River by way of the Peking-Hankow 
Railway represents the most important 
development in the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities since the fall of Nanking, and 
that these operations and their attendant 
threat to China’s most important line of 
defence, the Lunghai Railway, are looked 
upon as being rather more vital than the 
current battle for the possession of 
Hsuchowfu. Although Weihui is still in 
Chinese hands the Japanese forces are 
progressing in this sector and are report
ed to have occupied Yangwu. This place 
is south of Weihui and the troops that 
have taken it have been working along 
the left bank of the Yellow River from 
the southern tip of Hopei. Progress is 
also being made in the new offensive in 
Shansi so that before long we may expect 
to see the Japanese forces massed along 
the northern bank of the Yellow River 
opposite a line drawn from, say, Loyang 
to Kaifeng. On the Tsinpu line, fighting । 
is still going on both north and south of

Hsuchowfu and the Chinese forces have 
I been reorganized in this area. Hankow 
reports that the Chinese have now 

■ secured much better co-ordination among 
their commanders. General Pai Chung- 
hsi’s forces in Eastern Anhwei and 
Chekiang are constantly attacking the 
Japanese positions in the vicinity of 
Wuhu and Hangchow, for instance, to 
prevent them from shifting their troops 
to the Tsinpu line. At the moment, with 
so many scattered theatres of operations, 
the military situation is somewhat con
fusing but no doubt it will clarify itself 
into more definite battle-fronts during 
the course of a week or two.
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From Shanghai Evening Post x Mercury, February 3, 1933.

No Peace
J^ATHER RIDICULOUS, all facts considered, 

was the Japanese Diet interpellation 
of Mt Yoshiji Yutani concerning the alleged 
“inappropriateness” of German efforts to re
store peace between China and Japan.

Mr. Yutani found these efforts inappro
priate because they came at a time when,, as 
he put it, “Japanese are vehemently angered’ 
therefore they amounted to interference.

But the Japanese Foreign Minister, Mr/ 
Koki Hlrota, took a considerably calmer 
attitude (based on some first-hand knowledge 
evidently lamentably lacking in the case of Mr. 
Yutani) when he explained that although 
Japan insisted on direct action, the Govern
ment still could not consider a third pa. Ly’s 
good offices to be interference When other 

means to reach a settlement had been 
exhausted.

The last thing, .as a matter of fact, which 
conservative elements in the Japanese Gov
ernment would resent would be anything what-, 
.ever that might persuade recalcitrant China 
to come to terms. Having mounted the tiger, 
the question of dismounting has already be
come prominent but there is no easy answer 
in sight.

Sitting well inland, Chinese leaders can 
afford to smile sardonically at such childish
ness. After all, it is they who make the deci
sion, and they have at no time shown any 
expectation that they would ask peace on 
Japan’s terms at a point which they knew in 
advance would presently be reached—and 
particularly at a point when for the first time, 
they could begin to inflict gradual but hurtful

{injury upon Japan’s resources.
The war might well be said to be just 

starting, from the standpoint of Chinese long
term strategy. Half a year had to be pretty 
much all Japan’s. Such toll as China could 
take would not be particularly hurtful to an 
assailant so well prepared and so psychologi
cally braced for everything but a complete 
disaster and reverse China was clearly in no 
position to inflict.

But from the time of the establishment of 
approximately ’the present position, w*ith 
Chinese Nationalist forces occupying the re
mote hinterland and Japan widely spread out 
over a largely devastated terrain of no 

immediate utility but of constant cost—from 
this time the advantage begins gradually to 
turn in China’s direction. It is not an advant
age which lends itself to headline treatment.
There will be few big battles, few victories of 
any sort which can be put down in black and 
white. *

What is more, the outcome is clealy im
possible to discern. Some have suggested a 
complete Japanese economic breakdown com
ing suddenly in company with revolution. 
But those close to the situation regard this 
as fantastic though having in it the germ of 
what may occur, finally, in modified form.

This is a war in which precedents are set 
rather than followed. Irregular in virtually 
every respect from the very moment of its in
ception, its finish may prove equally surpris
ing. It would be a bold prophet who would 
risk any established réputation today in laying 
down a guess as to how things will eventually 
work out—one factor never quite fitting into 
anybody’s calculations being the giant figure 
of Soviet Russia, never far in the background.' 
The only sure thing is that facile explanations! 
and half-baked jingo sentiments have no 
longer any paît in this matter, if they ever 
had.

Those close to the heart of events know' 
that here is a deadly serious struggle, bound to 
mean deep trouble for both China and Japan 
over many years to come, and by no- means 
certain to mean any great gain for anybody 
whatever the outcome. The one thing to 
which China seems irrevocably committed k 
that she will never become a Japanese colony.. 
History, at least, gives her an edge in the| 
argument. ')

When Mr. Yutani speaks of anyone’s being 
"‘vehemently angered” he is either out of date 
or merely blowing off steam for political pur
poses. We suspect the latter, although it is 
probably the fact that the great mass of 
Japan’s more or less obscure hole-and-corner 
politicians, (who have greatly aided in streng
thening Army influence by making themselves 
so ideal a target) know little about the funda
mental facts of anything except the further
ing of their own interests. Whatever the, 
reason for the Yutani bombast, the China 
adventure has already dragged out to uncom-'l 
fortable though not yet distressing length, 
and what is being sought by Japanese leaders 
with increasing diligence is an opportunity to 
liquidate the affair on a basis satisfactory to 
Japan before the pericd of distress is opened.

Throughout the various peace feelers both 
direct and through German intercession,, how
ever, General Chiang Kai-shek and his National 
Government have said nothing and sawed 
wood. This has been for them a period of both 
trial and error, in the most literal sense of both 
words. The trial is obvious enough to all. 
The error, chiefly having to do with the pride
ful resistance at Shanghai which astonished 
the world but cost Chiang the heart of his 
German-trained modern army, is in process of 
being repaired. In any event everything that 
has happened thus far was, in |ts general 
aspects, discounted in advance.

Chinese strategy for years back has en
visaged <a retirement from the coastal areas 
whenever a modernly-equipped foreign foe 
assaulted this country. It has been presumed 
that the one sound method of resistance would 
be to provoke a long-drawn-out campaign, en
tailing costly garrisoning by the invader and 
gradually wearing him down by the combined 
burden of fruitless effort and such punishment 
as could be inflicted by a more or less guerilla
type of resistance.

The only deviation from this old plan, first
outlined to the writer upon his initial arrival 
lin. China in 1&24, has been that the upbuilding 
of a modernized army allowed more protract
ed resistance at Shanghai than .any believed 
possible—or than most well-wishers of Chin?, 
believed desirable. At any rate, the retirement 
to the present general position (which may be 
assumed to include certain areas now still in 
dispute) cannot from any realistic point of 
view be regarded as a Chinese defeat in the 
&mse that China should sue for peace. It has
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as could be Inflicted by a more or less guerilla
type of resistance.

The only deviation from this old plan, first 
outlined to the writer upon his initial arrival r 
hi China in 1024, has been that the upbuilding! 

of a modernized army allowed more protract-* 
ed resistance at Shanghai than any believed 
possible—or than most well-wishers of Chin?, ■ . * \ 
believed desirable. At any rate, the retirement !- 
to the present general position (which may bcWjf’ft* ' 

assumed to include certain areas now still 
dispute) cannot from any realistic point of| 

^view be regarded as a Chinese defeat in the I 2.^ 
•s sense that China should sue for peace. It has 

been amusing to observe the wishful thinking 
in this c’xcticn from, certain pro-Japanese tjl / 

; publications, which have virtually accused^ 2?®^ 
China of disregarding the rules of the game, W 

by failing to hobble, up on bended knees at 
this stage of the proceedings and, with many 
a humble kowtow, imploring the ccnquerer to 

grant such terms as he
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From Shanghai Evening Post * Mercury, February 19, 1938.

The Military Position
ILITARY DEVELOPENTS in interior China 

are at the present stage so entangled 
with both political and economic considera
tions that all news dspatches should be accept
ed only in company with a large grain of salt. 
There is more than a little reason to believe 
that within the Japanse military-civilian ranks 
there is division of council as to how far the 
campaign should be pressed. As to the Chin
ese point of view, this also is difficult to fathom 
because of complexities arising in the shift 
from positional to a more generally guerilla 
type of warfare.

Initially the Japanese plan was to stop 
with the capture of Nanking. That is under
stood to have been the extent of General Ma- 
tsui’s assignment, and he would have returned 
to Japan some time since had it not been for 
the unexpected development of such complica
tions as the Panay and Ladybird incidents, to 
which may perhaps be added the difficulties of j 
internal discipline within the army forces.

So far as we can ascertain the general F;*cm that Line forth there will be no more 
orders under which Japan’s armed forces havei positional warfare but instead, unabated gueril- 
been operating, these have envisaged response i& operations from one end of the country to 
to attack as always necessary but they have the other.
not directly contemplated any determined 
advance except as such advance might be made 
under what the army commanders could deem 
provocation. It was obvious that there was 
lull after the Nanking capture during the 
period when peace terms were being put for
ward through the good offices of the German 
Ambassador, but it has also been clear that 
there was always enough Chinese activity to 
serve as excuse for the Japanese army to keep 
some sort of drive under way rather constantly.

The present situation involving the Lung
hai, with special reference to both the Tsinpu 
and the Kinhan intersections, has given non
military Japanese plenty to ponder over in
cluding the obvious possibility that a consistent 
thrust of Japan’s armed forces might even
tually result in the capture of Hankow. That 
this could be done has always been asserted by! 
the Japanese, but their very certainty has been 
mixed with misgivings as to the desirability 
of taking on such an additional burden in the 
way of garrisoning, pacification and economic 
rehabilitation along with the establishment of 
additional puppet governments. Those things; 
all cost money and Japan is beginning to count 
sen and yen with increasing thoughtfulness if 
not actual anxiety as yet. But the general

From the Chinese point of view, despite tall 
talk at one time and another of determined 
head-on resistance at this point or that it 

I appears that the most effeetve work has been 
done on the new lines of flank and guerilla 
warfare as practiced with notable success by 
the Eighth Route (former Red) Army. Now it 

; is forecast that the last great positional battle 
of the present war, “before which tin the 
words ^f Reuter] the battle of Shanghai and 
the. prospective struggle for the Lunghai Rail
way are expected to pale,” will be fought ip, 
Hppeh, possibly near Hankow, with General 
Chiftng Kai-shek putting at least 40 divisions 
into the field.

While the Chinese declare that this may ' 
prove Japan’s Waterloo, it is clear that the 
possibility of a defeat has been clearly recogniz
ed. In such event, it is said, both Government 
and army will withdraw from Hankow to the 
mountains to the north-west and south-west, 
concerntrating their attention upon holding 
the seven provinces of Szechuen, Yunnan, Kwe- 
chow, Kwangsi, Shensi, Kansu and Chinghai.

This dispatch seems to us considerably more 
in line "with the actual facts of the case than 
previous declarations stressing the importance 
ot the battle for Hsuchowful, for example. In 
our own none too expert opinion it is more 
accurate to say, as is now said, that the various 
battles for the Lunghai (though probably not
able as disclosing a vastly improved Chinese Co
ordination) should be regarded chiefly in the 
light of curtain-raisers for another clash—and 
even if that should at the last moment be found 
less important than is now envisaged, the fact 
would not be surprising in view of the general 
highly intelligent turning-away from posi
tional warfare on the part of the Chinese. In 
other words, Chinese high command has the 
choice of electing a great battle in Hupeh but 
it is entirely conceivable that in the light of 
the cost of past positional fights (as at 
Shanghai), it might be deemed best strategy
to harass rather than to risk the demolition of. 
a second army. |

It is important for Chinese and their sup
porters to envisage this possibility, lest a last- 
minute change of strategy he misinterpreted as 
defeat,

warning for foreign evacuation seems to 
indicate expectation that a thorough-going 
cleanup is in contemplation.
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General Matsui Leaves
{GENERAL MATSUI’S DEPARTURE may be 

mere routine. We have no information to 
the contrary. But the elaborate secrecy which 
surrounded events of last week, with gradual 
“leakage” of . the fact that a change was in 
progress, inevitably stirred up a cloud of 
rumors; and when rumors were stirred up it 
was equally inevitable that some of General 
Matsui’s extremely blunt public utterances 
should be brought to mind and speculatively 
fitted into the jig-saw puzzle as possible factors 
in his return to Japan. f

Like many another high military official in I 
many another country, General Matsui is • 
obviously a good deal more a soldier than a ; 
diplomat. When he speaks, it appears that hej 
speaks his mind quite freely. When he thinks, 
he is not inclined to boggle at fences labeled 
‘Precedent,’’ “International Amity” or similar 

high-sounding titles.

Perfectly casually, in'a well-remembered 
interview given to selected* correspondents for 
publication abroad General Matsui said in 
effect that he was the coriquerer of Shanghai, 
and he intended to behave as such. Thé' 
“Victory March” and other incidents gave 
illustration of what he seemed to have in mind. 
More recently he said that it had at first been 
his intention to seize the Shanghai Customs out 
of hand, and that while other little matters 
had deterred him, he might still go ahead. 
Things like that delivered much more of a 
repercussion in foreign capitals than even the 
good . General himself understands, we suspect.

So whatever । the fundamental causes be
hind the recall , and the substitution of General 
Hata, this action has the effect of clearing away 
to a degree some well-founded foreign anxieties. 
Foreigners had heard so much of the virtually 
unlimited powers accorded a man of General 
Matsui’s standing that they felt they had a 
good deal of reason to fear him when he spoke 
out as he did. Perhaps General Hata shares 
General Matsui’s views entirely, but that fact 
remains to be established.

Our own impression of General Matsui, not| 
gained by\gy personal meeting, is that hej 
represents a considerably better tradition than! 

has been exemplified by many of his soldiers 
and that while’he has rather extreme ideas of 
his capacities in tackling foreign Powers at 
large* his attitude toward his foes was of the 
samurai tradition; in other words, that the 
excess of his soldiery, particularly at Nanking, 
Wfcre not in line with his own attitude in the 
slightest degree.

Great interest will attach to the words and 
performance of his successor. General Matsui’s 
fa$k was primarily one of military aggression. 
While General Hata will no doubt direct some 
extremely important fighting (if forecasts of 
events on the Lunghai and in Hupeh work out)^ 
from a Shanghai point of view his attitude 
toward tasks of reconciliation and reconstruc
tion will be especially observed, it is to be 
hoped that he cornea with an open mind and 
a readiness to learn that military successes do 

t not always tey the . whole story 
nation’s
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From Shanghai evening Post & Mercury, February 25, 1938*

China’s Will To Resist Interesting remarks at Hankow by Mr.
f\NLY FROM JAPAN have there come any Shao Li"tze’ Minister of Publicity;, and Gen- 

very strong rumors that China was <e,ral Chen MinS-®hu, veteran of thé 19th Route 
anxious to sue for peace, and these reports rtny ?>efore Shanghai in 1932, are pertinent, 
have clearly been a case of the wish proving; r’ ® 30 P^dg^d that China would lite up, 

- ; T A fho it-v  s_
father to the thought. The Japanese people 
wer© promised a short, victorious war, and al
though they have now been told that due to 
unforseen developments the war may stretch 
out, nevertheless it has been evident that talk 
of peace was more popular than talk of more 
War.

put the only peace which Japan is now 
ready to consider is a peace entirely our

^to the expectations of her friends by con-* 
tinuing her resistance against Japan in a de-! 
termined and vigorous manner.” We know of 
no friend of China who would expect her to 
do anything against her own interest in that 
respect, but it is frite-that those who have al- j

ways felt China had more stamina and self
-reliance than she was generally credited with 
possessing have had confirmation in their 

Japan s terms in which a cowed China would | view by the staunchness of the present cam
paign. I

Rather more pertinent from the stand
meekly bend her neck to an alien yoke and 
dig in for tlie long years ahead of striving to| 

pay for à war not of her making. About such point of China’s own realistic view was the do
o' peace there can hardly be any question un- claration of General Chen that to surrender
less or until a phase of complete Chinese 
breakdown occurs. For Chinese practicality, 
if^nothing else, must stand in the way; why 
close à bargain in which there is all to lose 
and nothing to gain?

’ Recent reports from Hankow, coining to us 
from a variety of sources, seem clearly to in
dicate that although there was a period of 
some demoralization not long ago, that psy
chology is being steadily overcome and in its 
place there is developing a new birth of Chin
es^ united nationalism.

The execution of General Han Fu-chu of 
Shantung is a convincing item in the record. 
As we pointed out at the time of his “liquida
tion”, he was symbol rather than individual. 
Many sympathized with his position and few 
or none believed him actively a traitor. But 
he failed to carry out Government orders, he 
procrastinated and displayed weakness, so he 
furnished a test case as to whether the Gov- 

to aggression would not only fail to end 
aggression, but would serve to encourage 
violation of peace and order. That is some
thing for all the nations of the world to con
sider. If we are to revert wholly to the

' jungle, to discard all that civilization has 
’ taught us of decency in international rela- 
! tions, the last thing anyone can do is sur
render.

I The only answer seems to be to arm to
' the utmost and prepare for the inevitable] 
knock-down and drag-out,, in which perhaps! 
the present aggressors might show up as con-] 
siderably less potent than they now believe. 
The aggressor nations may well discover that 
in driving not only China but other countries 
to a stage of desperation, they actually robbed 
themselves of any possible chance to reap 

^fruits of victory.

ernment meant what it said it did.
4 There is a rather amusing story about the 

grim fact of his execution. According to in
formation from certain circles in Hankow, 
General Han was not actually put to death at 
first, but a rumor of “trial balloon” sort wasi 
circulated to the effect that he had been put: 
to death—and the effect was studied. Every
one responded favorably to the news, so the 
rumor was quietly made fact! We can’t vouch 
for the authenticity of this procedure but the 
net result is plain enough; in his way, Gen
eral Han served a very concrete function in 
knitting together the spirit of a united front 
against Japan’s aggression.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, February 27, 1938

. xr I” Strategic Tide \ The Chinese> on the ofcher hand> hav£ now 
TERESTING SERIES of reports on the, made considerable progress in the joint enter

military situation in China gives at leastLnirises of building a fresh modem army to re
surface evidence of a turn in the tide, with thefpiace that shattered at Shanghai, and in train- 
Chinese taking something of an offensive posi-|ing the new army in tactiçs wherein so-called 
tion while the Japanese show signs of wishing| “positional warfare” plays a small part but 
to set their lines and hold them without addl-•• the Red strategy of flank attack and guerilla 
Lcnal advance. It would be a great mistake warfare plays a great part:> In keeping with 

j ~ .. _ this progress it is natural that there should be
a call for a more %Lggrç0àv^ Chinese attitude, 
particularly as the forj^r of Japanese aggression 
spends itself eVenxthougJ$the Japanese easing 
of pressure is in oo^federabte degree due to 
orders from homey

It is impossible* from this distoice to judge 
with any accuracy just raw relfflt&'are the 
reports of either Chinese er Japanese victories. 
Actually it 
panese conclude

ticnal advance. :
to regard this aÿ any direct reflection of spe
cial military success on the part of the Chinese 
on the one hand, or failure on the part of the 
Japanese on the other. But^ there are some 
underlying causes which give basis for belief 
that things may be (for à miracle, in China!) 
more or less actually as they seem.

With reference to the Japanese attitude it 
Is of interest to note a report from Tokyo to the

Hongkong China Mail. We have no idea of the 
source ol the report but itîs in line with others 
and will serve as example.

This report affirms that Japan will, declare 
herself satisfied with territory alreac^M5ccupied, 
that she will be prepared to.'ferant the occupied 
territory a certain amount of autonomy, and 
that she will defend, it a^gairist attacks of the 
Chinese central government; also that the pro
visional Peiping government will shortly be 
recognized.

All this is in line with/probaînlities as out
lined to us by ordinarily N reliable Japanese 
sources in Shanghai. The army, it is true, has 
a tendency to push ahead,whenever there is 
the slightest reason or even excuse. That is 
what an army is for, and there has thus far 
been no specific order from Tokyo which com
pelled the adoption of a line beyond which 
there should be no passage. But civilians 
entrusted with the joint jobs Up new
governments in the occupied-areas, andnïaking 
those areas pay if pgssiblê, view with obvious 
anxiety the army’s tendency ^to add more and 
yet more territory to the areas already taken. 
They see not a gain- butfa/ new responsibility) 
every time the army pushes inland"
They know that the yen1, and sen element is 
increasingly coming to the fore. ^Conquest does 
not unlock rich treasures^ to be had for the 

■ grabbing, save insofar as arffiy looting may be 
construed in (and army looting in
no way lessens the burdens of the home tax
payer). Conquest on the other hand isr in itsj 
immediate aspects at any rate, a luxury antH^i 
expensive one. '1

So there is increasingly a pressure among 
the Japanese for solidifying what has been 
done, and proceeding with the necessary work; 
of political and economic rebuilding—a work, 
incidentally, which it is the function of the Na
tional Government and its supporters to oppose 
with every means at their disposal even at the 
cost of great suffering to Chinese behind the 
Japanese lines.

//wtW the <a
JJjjèir hh0s, such 

victories will det^jj^ûâgly important. • The 
Chinese strategy musHfely primarily^upon at
trition. I^is hopeleS^ to expectthat^great 
frontal attaéks will hurl the Japanese back. 
There was just one* such chance in this'Whole 
affray and that was in the early days at Shang
hai, and the Chinese muffed the ball on that 
play (probably very fortunately for the rest of I 
us whose role of innocent bystander was un-| 
comfortable enough anyway).

What the Chinese can do and we believe 
will do is bite, snap, and get away. Such tactic 
can be very worrisome ând costly, if capped 
di^t skilfully and with due restraint.
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, Feb. 25, 1938

FUTURE IN N. CHINA \
Mr. John Goette, a well-known foreign* 

correspondent in China, in an interview with 
a Japanese newspaper, gives an interesting 
account of conditions in North China, which' 

। he recently left, and it is probably just as I 
well that his observations should be recorded 
in connection with any consideration of the 
possible future for that part of this country. 
It is apparent from what he says that though 
there may be a degree of submissiveness] 
amongst those Chinese still remaining in 
northern China, there will be at the same 
time a passive resistance which the Japanese, 
when it comes to developing that ter- 

! ritory, may find not a little embarrassing. 
J “The railways, except for the Peiping-

Mukden line, are in shambles; the departing 
Chinese took what rolling stock they could 
with them and destroyed the rest. Outside 
of Peiping and Tientsin everything possible 
has been burned. Mongolians from the 
border region, who used to furnish much

example, it is reported that five spinning 
mills belonging to Japanese are being 
constructed in Tientsin, the Nakayama Steel 
Works is now expanding its plant in the 
same city, while the Toyoda interests have 
recently purchased a site for the assembling 
of motor cars. In addition to these there are 

! plans afoot for the immediate operation of 
i a paper mill company, and the establishment 
of chemical works, dye-stuff works, and 
bean-milling works. At the present time the 
Japanese industrial interests in Tientsin 
cover 49 factories, representing an investment 
of Yen 126,703,000, and from the estimate of 
the further amount required it is apparent 
that the immediate Japanese programme 
amounts to the approximate multiplication1 
by nine of the amount of money which has 
already been invested in Tientsin. From the 
list of undertakings which the Japanese con
template it would seem that a substantial 
number of them will pay no profits for a 
fair number of years. It is even suggested 
that it may be necessary to contemplate

wool for the American carpet trade, have something in the nature of an eight year 
stopped bringing wool down because the Iplan. Much of the required investment will 
Ja?^estunow act as-middl!men- have to go into the re-establishment of

“The Chinese, suspicious because the Pei- ••• - - - ■ - - -
ping light and power works have been taken 
over by the Japanese in trust for their 
former Chinese owners, have become afraid j 
of investments. Foreign firms, with their | 
goods tied up in warehouses because off
lack of transportation to the interior, see no

amenities already destroyed either during 
the fighting or by the Chinese in their retreat 
before the Japanese invasion.

It is clear from what Mr. Goette says that 
the Japanese can depend upon little or no

chance of trade for a long time.
The last blow to foreign investment pos

sibilities is that import-export restriction is 
considered by the Japanese. How can they; 
expect any foreign firm to invest when they 
may tell it the next day that it can’t export. 
The foreigners won’t take the chance.

“And so many Chinese have been ruined 
by the turnover that outside the cities the 
country is crowded with bandits; not bandits 
in any real sense, but people forced to 
pillage and steal because they have lost 
everything.

The position seems to be that there has 
been so much economic devastation already 
in North China that this fact, taken together 
with the wholesale flight of wealthy Chinese, 
has created such unstable conditions that it 
will take very many years before the country 
is again in such a position that it will be able 
to embark upon its own rehabilitation.

On the other hand, Japanese economic au
thorities appear to be of the opinion that 
at least Yen 1,000 million will be required 
for the development of North China. But 
it is apparent from an article appearing in 
the “Hochi” that this money is not for the 
actual rehabilitation of the Chinese in North

Chinese capital support. That must be so,
for the first to flee in a case of trouble are 

the wealthy, and the last to return when 
peace is restored are the same privileged 
class. This will be especially true of the 
Chinese in North China where, added to 
their natural fears, is a suspicion that they 

; may be reduced to a condition of servitude 
somewhat different from the liberty which 
they possessed under their own possibly 
faulty régime. The Japanese up to the 

'present have provided a budget of approxi
mately Yen 7,250 million as their estimated 
war costs until the end of this year. That 

I very obviously is not the end of the demands 
which have to be made upon them, for if 
the rehabilitation of North China is going 
to cost the Japanese in eight years alone 
Yen 1,000 million, what will be the cost when 
they have to undertake the reconstruction 
of the other vast areas which have now 
passed under their control or which may be 
expected so to do before hostilities come to 
an end ? It has been stated that the Japanese 
’are able to finance a war up to the extent 
of Yen 50,000 million. That, it is to be 
presumed, represents the money they are

China but for the establishment of a large 
number of Japanese industrial undertakings 
At the present time the provincial govern
ment at Peiping has taken over all Maritime 
Customs in North China and is going to set 
up the Federated Reserve Bank of China. 
And in this connection it is reported that 
Japanese authorities and others in Peiping 
are pressing upon the Japanese Government 
for a decision as to how they are to raise 
the necessary funds for what is, after all, 
the Japanese development of that part of 
the .country. The general scheme which ap
pears to have been formulated requires1 
much expenditure especially for investment 
in and Repair of railways, ports, harbours 

j and river improvements and the establish- 
; ment of large industrial enterprises. For

prepared to lay out on the actual necessaries 
•of warfare. But, when the magnitude of the 
figure is considered, it becomes plain that 

; post-war endeavours are likely to be just as 
expensive as those which they are at present 
incurring, if not more so. It has been fre- 

; quently stated by Japanese authorities that 
they would heartily welcome the co-opera
tion of foreign capital in the areas of which 
they are now the conquerors, but in view] 
of the fact that so much of the money im- i 
mediately to be laid out will not for years 
be profitable,—apart from any political con-] 
siderations,—it is unlikely that foreign! 
investors will be easily prevailed upon to 
supply such large sums of money as on the 
face of it appear to be necessary.
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From North China Daily News, Shanghai, February 21, 1938

CHINA’S TRADE< >
A very fair idea, of the magnitude of the 

catastrophe which struck Shanghai in August 
of last year may be obtained by a perusal 
of “The Trade of China, 1937, Introductory 
Survey,” which has been published by the 
Chinese Maritime Customs, and is now on 
sale. After reviewing the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities briefly the Survey goes on to state.

What the eventual consequences of the con-
flict will be it is, as yet, too early to predict, nor 
is it possible to compute the material losses 
involved. It is, however, obvious that with 
hostilities assuming the magnitude of a general 
—albeit undeclared—war, involving the in
vasion of several provinces, a blockade of the 
China coast to Chinese shipping, the closure 
of the Yangtze River, the practical isolation i 
of Shanghai, and the bombing of lines -of 
communication, a temporary halt has been 
called to the period of increasing prosperity 
noticeable since the depression of 1932. In 
view of the conditions prevailing, the year’s ! 
review can be considered as covering normal | 
trade and Customs revenue for a period of 
seven months only, i.e., to the end of July. 
In this report, therefore, to illustrate better 
the disastrous effects of hostilities upon China’s 
trade for the last five months of the year, key
tables have been so made out to allow of 
comparison between the periods January to 
July and August to December for each of the 
years 1936 and 1937.

It is apparent from the figures which are 
contained in the book that China was in a 
fair way to having the most prosperous year 
for a long tim^ past when the blow fell. The t 

' total foreign trade, had there been no j 
hostilities, wojuld probably not have ap-1 
proached the high figures of 1931, but they I 
would in all probability have exceeded any 
year’s total trade since that peak year. In 
1931 the value of China’s foreign trade, less 
that of Manchoukuo consisted of $2,002,000,000 
worth of imports and $915,000,000 exports, 
leaving an adverse trade balance of $1,087,- 
000,000. By 1935 the figures had dropped to 
$1,495,000,000 of which $919,000,000 represent
ed imports and $576,000,000 exports, with an 
adverse trade balance of $343,000,000. The 
following year saw the commencement of the 
upward rise of China’s foreign trade and for 
1937, the year under review total foreign 
trade had risen to $1,791,000,000, 'of which 
imports accounted for $953,000,000 and ex
ports $838,000,000 leaving the reduced trade 
balance of $115,000,000.

Softie idea of the effect of the outbreak of 
hostilities can be seen by comparing the 
figures for the August-December period of 
last year with that of the previous year. In 
gold unit valuation, the direct foreign imports 
for the final five months »of 1936 amounted to 
G.U. 180,276,408. . In 1937 it had dropped to 
G.U. 99,429,695. Nevertheless, the trade for 
the first seven months of the year, had been 
so good that the total foreign import trade 

! represented, in 1937, G.U. 420,607,399, as 
I compared with G.U. 417,837,139 in the previous 
| twelve months. Had last year’s imports for । rapid as it was after the 1932 troubles.
the August-December period been no more1
than for 1936, the year’s total figures would 

have amounted to G.U. 501,454,112, so that 
fiad it not been for the hostilities China’s im- i 
ports wôù.l$ have been at least G.U. 80,846,813 
higher than actually proved to be the case, 
or roughly 20 per cent. Considering, how
ever, the general upward swing of trade 
shown in the seven months prior to the 
outbreak of hostilities, and assuming that it 
would have continued throughout the rest of 
the year the total amount of direct foreign 
imports which might have been expected, 
would have been in the neighbourhood of
G.U. 565,177,000, so that the probable loss of 
trade which China suffered would then have 
been in the vicinity of G.U. 145,000,000. 
Turning to the figures for Shanghai in the 
January-July period of 1937, its trade 
amounted to G.U. 224,508,948, as compared 
with G.U. 245,655,570 despite the fact that 
for the August-Decemlber period the figures 
had dropped from G.U. 104,630,524 in 1936 
to G.U. 30,634,637, or a loss of G.U. 74,000,000. 
Tientsin saw a drop of G.U. 8,700,000, while 
other northern and Yangtze ports account for 
further declines amounting to G.U. 7,500,000. 
Increases were shown at Canton and other 
southern ports amounting to G.U. 18,600,000.

It is particularly interesting to note that 
the adverse trade balance of 1931, namely
G.U. 594,000,000, had been reduced in 
1937 to no more than G.U. 50,000,000, 
or approximately one-twelfth of the former 
figure. The Survey points out in this 
respect that “while there has been little 
difference in the percentage of exports to 
imports as expressed in dollars or gold units, 
it will be noticed that the reduction in the 
adverse balance has been caused rather by a 
decline in the value of imports than by a 
growth in the volume of exports. Before, 
therefore, a trade balance in commodities can 
be struck, even with a reduction in imports 
by the promotion of native industries, there 
must be a considerable improvement in the 
export trade. The lifting of the world de
pression, together with the investigations 
being carried out with a view to relieve in
ternational trade from some of its many 
restrictions, were raising hopes of world 
economic recovery in which China would, no 
doubt, have participated. The effects of the 
present hostilities will, however, postpone at 
least temporarily the possibilities of such 
participation though—given peace—China’s 
recuperative powers may well reduce the 
time required for recovery.” That is a happy 
note upon which to leave further considéra-., 
tion of China’s trade as dealt with in the I 
Survey. It serves to justify one of the con
tentions of this journal that the future of this !

country In general, and of Shanghai in parti
cular, should not be regarded with too 
pessimistic an eye. It is true that neither of 
them has suffered quite so severe a blow as 1 
has been administered by these hostilities, but 
the resilience of the country and this port, 
justifies confidence that, when it is possible 
to get back to work, recovery will be just as
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From The North Jhina Daily News, Shanghai, Feb. 26, 1938

L ’ SHANGHAI’S FUTURE \ something approaching the same ease as that 
r which existed before the outbreak of trouble.

Some months ago a scheme was mooted bj Industrially Shanghai is still capable of being 
business men in Manila to bring about e supplied with cheap power, land is by no
usurpation of Shanghai’s place as the chiei 
port of the Far East, by the Phillippine city 
It was believed that Shanghai was then suffer
ing so much destruction that the work oi 
rehabilitation would be so large, and the time 
in which it could be done so long that prompt, 
effective action by Manila interests could 
prevent her ever regaining her preeminence 
in Far Eastern trade. The idea seems to be 
founded on the belief that the port machinery 
of Shanghai had suffered so much damage 
that, during the period of restoration,- if 
Manila summoned up enough enthusiasm it 
could outpace any Shanghai efforts and 
capture most of the business of the latter 
city. Mr. Paul V. McNutt, U.S. High Com
missioner to the Philippines is now, according 
to a United Press despatch, supporting the 
idea, probably being fully acquainted with 
the situation as a result of his recent visit
to Shanghai to, discuss Philippines matters limited resources.
with Admiral H. E. Yarnell. Mr. McNutt iSK Interests in Manila may very well regard 
reported as saying that he foresaw the sue- these proposals with a great deal of scepticism, 
cessful prospect of a transfer to Manila of . for they amount to a proposal that it should 
many trading activities now conducted at invest in preparations for the purpose of
Shanghai. Commerce, he is quoted as saying, 
could be handled on a large scale in Manila 
just as well as in Shanghai, and he drew 
attention to the fact that twice Shanghai had 
been the focus of military activities in recent latter port is quite able to look after itself, 
years, causing shock to and disrupting the and When it comes to making an onslaught 
commercial life of the port. The destruction upon Shanghai’s position it should be realized
of Yokohama by earthquake in 1923, and the 
possibility of a recurrence of such a catas
trophe did not deter the Japanese from re
building that port, nor will the now remote 
possibility of Shanghai being again subjected 
io the strain she has eventually restrain com-
merce from again coming to the port which 
is most convenient for it, especially in relation 
to the whole of central and some of south 
China. It would be idle to contend that 

: Shanghai’s position from an economic point 
of view is invulnerable but it is contended 
that despite reverses it is so strong as to make 
it possible to offer a very stubborn resistance, 
to any such scheme as that under considera
tion by some Manila interests.

It has to be remembered that, while an 
enormous amount of damage to industrial 
concerns was done during the hostilities 
around Shanghai, the city’s essential services 
have not suffered to anything like the same 
degree. The machinery of the port has not 
been very badly damaged, as the increasing 
number of vessels handled in Shanghai 
readily proves. It is quite clear that were the 
Japanese to permit free utilization of the 
whole of the Hongkew, Wayside and Yang- 
tszepoo districts, especially so far as the 
wharves and riverside godowns were con- 
cerned, Shanghai would very soon be able 
to do a large amount of business, if conditions' 
in the hinterland were returned to normal. । 
Shanghai’s facilities for handling cargo are 
such that if and when the trade of the 
Yangtze valley is again resumed, it will be 
able to handle all that is required, with 

means expensive yet, and there are still large 
resources of skilled labour, at present, it may 
be, idle but anxious to return to work im
mediately the opportunity offers» Municipal 
taxation, is not high, and so far as these 

. aspects of the ease are concerned there appear 
to be no real «obstacles to a rapid return to 
normal, or at least more rapid than many 
other cities would find possible in the circum
stances. It has to be admitted that a great 
deal depends upon the revival of the internal 
trade of China. With scores of millions of 
people refugees from their homes, and the 
land being reduced to destitution, it will be 
some time before the excellent trade figures 
of the first seven months of last year are 
again to be recorded, but if there is no 
trade there can be no cargo and Shanghai 
with its present equipment can handle that' 
just as easily as can Manila with its more' 

capturing Shanghai’s commerce when condi
tions in China permit of its being resumed. 
Manila would present no real threat to Hong
kong so far as south China is concerned. The

that this city even now is in a position to 
offer the sternest resistance to any competition 
which Manila may care to attempt to offer. 
The Philippine port is too far from the seat 
of ultimate disposition of sea-borne cargoes 
to permit of its cutting out Shanghai in that
connection. Transhipments mean increased 
handling and consequently higher charges, 
and. unless Manila were able to offer con
siderably lower charges than those made by 
Shanghai, it is difficult to see how any great 
quantity of the trade normally passing 
through this port equid be diverted south
wards. It is probably true that Manila could 
handle commerce on a large scale as well as 
Shanghai, but can it do it so much cheaper 
as to offset the disadvantages under which 
Manila labours by reason of its geographical 
position? A glance at the map seems ' 
to give a ready answer, and while the 
future of Manila as the chief port of the 
Philippines seems to be assured, there is 
nothing to indicate that it has before it any 
possibility in the future of becoming an im
portant port with regard to China’s foreign 
trade. The factors which contribute to the 
normal prosperity of Shanghai have not been 
wiped out by the hostilities of recent months. 
Their operation, it is true, has been disrupted. 
They may remain disrupted for some con
siderable time to come, but so long as the 
geographical fact of China’s existence re
mains, so will all the attendant potentialities, । 
and it is for these reasons that it is suggested j 
that Shanghai’s economic future cannot be; 
denied, and that any threat from Manila need | 
not be taken too seriously.
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From Shanghai Evening Post i Mercury, February 3, 1933

Alice-In-Wonderland Money- I Parity with the yen is to be maintained but 
“l^TATIONAL CURRENCY” of China con-fit would appear that no international exchange 

tinues to be the primary medium of Sis to be permitted save perhaps to Japan, 
exchange in Japanese-dominated China as well; Japan is already under rigid restriction in this 
as those portions still under control of the ’ respect, which is not true of the Chinese yuan 
National Government. This is of course deem-Ü so that purchases abroad can still be made

ed by Japanese leaders a scandal and an 
anomally but, as with more than a few other 
problems in Japan’s brave new land, the ques
tion is—What do do?

A Reuter dispatch from Tokyo some days 
ago quotes the Asahi as feeling confidence that 
it will be relatively a simple matter to conduct 
a sort of presto, change-o! operation bringing 
Japan-in-China within the scope of the 
“Japanese yen block” consisting of Japan, 
Manchukuo and Inner Mongolia.

It is intended ?to set up a China Federated 
Reserve Bank destined to become the central 
bank of China in -good time. This bank is to 
“control the money market in the territory 
under the jurisdiction of the ‘Provisional Gov
ernment of the Chinese Republic’, and when 
that territory is expanded to Central and 
South China, the money market in the new 
districts also will be placed under its control.” 
The bank is to be capitalized at 50,000,000 yuan, 
“half to be invested by the new regime and 
half by existing Chinese banks,” and with its 
establishment all note issues of existing North 
China banks will be transferred to it.

We are far from representing expert knowl
edge, but from where we now sit it looks to us 
as though the proposed bank was planning 
quite an undertaking. It is said that silver 
stocks now held by all banks in Peiping and 
Tientsin will be concentrated on the new bank 
as a specie reserve, but are these of any such 
magnitude as to give what anyone would regard 
as an adequate reserve? (quite apart from the 
moral aspect of confiscation); and the next 
proposition, saying that no free conversion of 
notes into specie will be permitted but a man
aged currency policy will be adopted, seems to 
admit something amiss about the available 
reserve although it is stated that Peiping has 
16,000,000 yuan and Tientsin 40,000,000 yuan.

freely with the yuan—barring some delivery 
difficulties!—which is not true of the yen.

Fundamentally the scheme seems to be to 
make Japan guarantor for this new currency 
of Japan-in-China, which would be of no use
in import trade save when importers go into 
a double business and balance what they buy 
With what they sell. In other words, from the 
standpoint of international transactions, money 
vanished in China and the age of barter 
returns. Meanwhile China’s own thus-far- 
stable currency, with international suggest, 
presumably vanishes in a mist. '

About all that the Chinese banks can put 
into such a cheme is actual silver, which prob
ably does not belong to them anyway. They, 

are bankrupt if put to test, and current events 
are doing nothing to make them less so. In 
other words we shall have in effect a new 
made-in-Japan currency of no visible backing, 
held up against the yen by Japan and possibly! 
though not certainly usable in buying Japanese 
goods, and we surmise that no one who can 
possibly keep from accepting any such green

inflation is bound to
occur, whatever Japan may say about yen par
ity, for anybody who can possibly get, ksay, an 
American dollar or a British pound sterling is 
going to be all too glad to give far more for 
such currency than for any theoretical equiva
lent in China’s new Alice-In-Wonderland note 
issue.

Having first disclaimed any capability for 
doing so, we have spoken at some length. Any
one able to show where we are wrong either 
wholly or in part may enjoy the hospitality of 
our columns to any reasonable extent, ,

i back currency will do so. 
i
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From Shanghai Evening Post 3c, Mercury, February 9 , 1938

Weird And Wonderful
^AUR PREMONITIONS with regard to the 

new “Federal Reserve Bank of China” at 
Peiping and Tientsin seem to have been con
siderably more sound than the scheme itself, 
in at least some some of its aspects.

It will be recalled that at the outset it was 
planned to provide a silver reserve, and the 
backers said that “all the silver stocks now 
held by all banks in Peiping and Tientsin will 
be concentrated on the new bank as a specie 
reserve.” It was estimated airily that Peiping 
had 16,OCO,OOQ yuan in silver and Tientsin 
40,000,900 yuan.

But new “comes the dawn” and we read 
in a Reuter dispatch from Peiping: “it is believ- ! 
ed that no silver or gold will be available for 
cover” . . . further, that “it appears that the 
only cover which may be procured are bank 
notes of the three Central Government banks, 
which arc still in circulation here.” ;

As regulations of the bank provide that I 
cover must be at least 40 per cent “gold, silver 
and foreign currency” and as the National 
Government has now been officially declared 
out of existence so far as Japan (sponsor for 
the new bank) is concerned, we presume that 
Central Government bank notes may be con
strued as those of a foreign country—some
thing like those of the pod of Hell, whose in
teresting notes might also be thrown into the 
bank as cover, if not required as bumt- 
Gfferings for the souls of potential depositors 
recently wafted to other realms as result off 
the current civilizing processes now going on 
in China.

But it must strike even the most naive 
as a trifle extraordinary that, in an effort to 
drive a National Currency cut of existence, the 
backers of a new puppet bank should find it 
necessary to employ the outlaw currency as 
cover' for the new notes. One for Bob Ripley, 
we call it.
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From Shanghai Evening Post à Mercury, February 18, 1938

Stagnation At Tsingtao
'T'SINGTAO, according to a mailed report 

from a special correspondent there, appears 
to have been emulating the stagnation record 
of Shanghai. During the first two or three 
days of Japanese occupation there was plenty 
of zip in evidence but the force of that initial 
impulse spent itself and since then it has been 
"h^case of everyone sitting around lugubriously 
and, like Micawber,. waiting fdr “something 
to turn up.”

Communications seenu.to > 
major obstacles in 
turn to true normal! 
we find Shanghai

one of the 
sort of re- 

erein again 
Jarf had not 

been opened tocommereial “ftbr had the 
railway started lunctignièg, ®rgg vessels could । 
not get into the inner h's^boVi the'-boom. was not j 
cleared^ and ^utning^ wpanese residents j 
lacked financial*-siupMrr ’̂ gVt themselves' 
started once^mjpre^ \ *

The yen has crowded into"the Tsingtao 
market but fKrjseveral reasons it is proving 

j unpopular, one of these fcfeing that no Japa
nese bank will issue foreign remittances against 
yen. Why should they? They wouldn’t in Ja
pan and there & no reason why China should 
receive special treatment in that tespect; in 
fact, if such a practice ^ere to start, Japan’s 
yen would be^in to 'he tunneled out through 
China. The Japanese Wftks will pot exchange 

yen for Chinese dollars either, and it is the 
supposedly vanquished currency which enjoys 
popularity over the monëy of the invader.

So far as one can judge from this distance, 
Tsingtao affords a compact Illustration of j 
what is bound to prove one of Japan’s great
est and increasingly great China problems— 
the need for more means than the home coun
try can conveniently provide. Perhaps Japan 
can as expected appropriate a four-billion-yen 
military budget, perhaps “baby bonds” are still 
popular with devoted Japanese buyers, and yet 
the fact remains that for other than strictly 
military purposes the Japanese are bound to 
have a hard time to provide money which] 
they need if they are to carry on anything] 
effective in the way of z China’s rehabilitation 
and development in “conquered” areas.

Here is where the Japanese army has struck 
a vital blow at its ownÆause. For whatever 
popularity the China campaign night have 
had abroad has been stabbed to the heart by 
the long series of largely uncalled-for outrages 
in which the military has so light-heartedly 
engaged. Those incidents continue, and some 
of them register far more abroad than closer 
to the scene. Passing*over entirely such things 
as the bombing of civilian populations and even 
the atrocities perpetrated after the occupation 
of Nanking, we have such seemingly minor 
but actually significant affairs as the Shanghai 
“victory march”, the constant efforts by Japa
nese patrols to encroach on Shanghai areas 
of other forces, and similar things Wholly un
dermining foreign confidence that any effective 
control over Japan’s armed forces exists. It 
is significant to note the grimly amused at
titude manifest in virtually the whole foreign 
press over Japanese explanations and apologies 
following the Panay affair. No single incident 

m would be too much held against a country at. 
■ war, even in a most unpopular war, but the 
■ aggregate has told -a story impossible to read 
I in two ways.
I All of whicl' is far from moving any foreign 
■ country to want to go to war with Japan. In 
■ fact, the contrary may well be true. What is j 
I happening is that Japan is building a wall 
H around herself,, over which her exports will 
■ have increasing difficult} in passing and into 

•w/kuoT-i .nn fArbion Inane rnnv kn j
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is signincant tonote w gnmiy amusea at- 
titude manifest ip virtually the whole foreign 
press over Japanese explanations and apologies

. following the Panay affair. No single incident 
would be too much held against a country at _ 
war, even in a most unpopular war, butthe ~~ 
aggregate has told *a story impossible to read

| in two ways. < ■ < - •’
All of which is far from moving any foreign 

country to want tô go to war with Japan. In, 
fact, the contrary may well be true. What is 
happening is that Japan is building a wall 
around herself,, over Which her exports will 
have increasing difficult j in passing and into s 
which no foreign loans may be expected to 
come within any future at eU. immediate.
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ïro,n The Shanghai Titles, Shanghai, Febraary B, L9BB.

' JAPANESE ACTIVITIES 
IN CHINA

While no-one knows how long hostili
ties in this country are likely to continue, 
the Japanese are becoming very active in 
beginning work on the rehabilitation of 
the large sections of China which are now 
in their hands. Especially is this the easel 
in North China. An important decision was, 
taken in Tokyo ovei* the week-end when; 
the Japanese Cabinet’s Planning Board 
decided upon the formation of a North 
China Development Cqmpany to take 
over the management of six railway 
systems in North China—the Tientsin-' 
Pukow, Peking-Hankow, Pekirfg-Suiyuan,

now feel that the time has come for the 
tide to turn in their favour. It appears 
that some fourteen shipping companies 
would participate in the new shipping 
corporation; some of these would be 
wholly absorbed, others would simply 
offer their interests in China shipping 
with their vessels engaged in it.

The question of the accommodation 
of foreign interests to the new situation 
which is now beginning to loom On 
China’s economic horizon is a difficult 
.one to discuss at this juncture. There is 
no desire, said a Tokyo spokesman 
recently, of permanently hurting third- 
party interests, although the essential 
ingredient of peace in the Far East must i 

I be closer economic and cultural ties
Shantung, Tatung-Puchow and Cheng- between the two predominant peoples of 
tmg-Ta.yuan ra.lways Jhetotal length china and Ja view £ Japan-
of these. Unes ts 5,660 kJofflMres. I ts>ese GovernmenVs desire to ^ent 
understood that Mr. Matsuoka, President* .5 a

m W’ I .’undesirable complications with the for-
of the S.M.R., was responsible'Tor draw-' u • T.. . . . .. i eign-governed areas m Shanghai, Japan-
ing up the plans and that the new ese State_controlled enterprises will first 
organization w.ll be under the supervision make theil. bow -n other • 
and capitalization of the S.M.R The ; Therefore> private Japanese concerns 
new concern is to be independent of the o-> ,kt zi T j 4. • i tï i 4. already operating m Shanghai are urged
North China Industml Development to in the economic rehabiiitation
Corporation. Planfr for the establishment, and development of the shanghai area on 
of the latter have also been mapped out their own initiative. So saëid Govern_ 

by Japanese government officia s and spokesmen in the Lower Chamber
the necessary Bill is to be submitted to 
the Diet soon in order that it may begin 
ictual operations by April or May. The 
undertaking that will handle the rail
ways, it is understood, will have its capital 
?ntirely subscribed by Japanese and will 
ue incorporated under Japanese law. 
The Peking Provisional Government, it is 
reported, has already agreed to hand over 
the management of railways to the North 
China Development Company which, in 
addition, will manage ports, harbours, 
utilities and motor-bus services in North 
China and undertake all new railway 
construction. Another important enter
prise on which progress has already been

of the Diet a few days ago, in reply to 
questions regarding the establishment of 
State-controlled firms in China and the 
scope of their activities. They emphas
ized, however, that State-controlled 
concerns would eventually be established 
in the Shanghai area. It seems clear, 
however, that it is in North China 
that the Japanese Government is seek
ing the largest amount of control in 
a number of specific industrial under
takings and even there it is proposed to 
leave as much as it is felt is possible to 
private initiative. Special attention is to 
be paid to the question of the cultivation 
of cotton, in view of its bearing on

made is for the extensive production ot 1 japan’s “cotton policy” and the livelihood
bauxite in North China of which it is 'of masses jn North China. Big as
hoped to win half a million tons annually. ' Japan’s military task is in this country it
Bauxite is used for the extraction of | wouic[ appear that the economic pro

outlined and 
even greater 
. * . The 

vast and far- 
must be a

aluminium and is essential for an import- ' <5. 
ant Japanese industry. Meanwhile, the ’ r Y
Shipping Control Bureau of the Japanese I d °r’+umUTt make tVCu 
Ministry of Communications is busy on | nrnb1o S e /aPanese people, 
drafting extensive plans for the shipping | ° nancm£ such
industry in China and a high official of I economic plans ------ _ «
the Bureau is visiting Shanghai and other ?ne an .^_1S not easy to see bow
important centres for the purpose of Lnl_c„ e p0SSlble to carry them out 
exploring possibilities. Japan’s shipping' e assistance of f°reign capital is
activity in China has been handicapped ] r? a^ y a considerable time 
for some years by the anti-Japanese T e a^se e ?re ^bere can be any hope 
campaign, especially on the Yangtze. Of s^cur^n^ foreign loans for the
the freight transported on that river, only opmen o its conquests in China, 
twenty per cent, has been carried by + 6 3ure Chinese Government still 
Japanese ships, mostly those belonging to S a S°verning and fighting force 
the Nisshin Steamship Company. The 1 e does so it is hardly likely
remaining eighty per cent, has been c nancial assistance from foreign 
carried by foreign ships. The Japanese I L°U^S can be °n by Japan. While 

in appears that the Japanese are seeking
to secure a virtual monopoly in certain 
industries in the North we feel that there 
is so much room for industrial effort and 
trade development in China that if there
is the correct accommodation to new 
conditions Occidental interests need not 
suffer to any great extent, if at all. 
Shanghai itself must always be, we 
believe, a great emporium of trade as 
between China and the West, and, even 
if there is a' great extension of Japanese 
influence here that does not necessarily 
mean that foreign trade must decline. 
But there can be no doubt that the 
circumstances of that trade will be con
siderably changed. Whatever the out
come of the present upheaval, we believe 
that will be the case. It is quite possible 
that this conflict may be the actual begin
ning of a more profound awakening of 
Asia than has hitherto been witnessed 
and that the hundreds of millions of men 
who live in this great Continent will I 
become of more importance in the
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• believe, a great emporium of trade as 
: between China and the West, and, even 
if there is af great extension of Japanese 
influence here that does not necessarily1 
mean that foreign trade must decline, j. 
But there can be no doubt that the " 

^circumstances of that trade will be con-t 
\a!Sh changed. Whatever the out- "

/w come of the present upheaval, we believe 
! «H that will be the case. It is quite possible 
O that this conflict may be the actual begin- i 
lllgning of a more profound awakening of 
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and that the hundreds of millions of men 
who live in this great Continent will 
become of more importance in the ‘ 
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 1Ô, 1938.
NORTH CHINA ECONOMY

The very sound views on the 
question of economic development in 
North China, put forward by Mr. H. 
Hirao on his return to Tokyo from a 
visit to North China where he was 
offered the post of Supreme Economic 
Adviser to the Japanese Garrison, are 
worthy of more than casual notice. Mr. 
Hirao, who is President of the very big 
semi-official Japan Iron Manufacturing 
Company, a former Minister of Education 
in the Tokyo Government, and one of 
the leading industrialists and economists 
of Japan, has been giving study to the 
problem of the economic development 
of North China, and the first thing he; 
does on returning to Tokyo is to issue a 

: warning against excessive haste and to 
। stress the fact that Japan’s first task is 
to provide for the welfare of the Chinese 
in the region concerned. “It would be 
the worst thing imaginable,” he said, “to 
treat the question from the Japanese 
point of view aldRe,” and he proceeded 
to add that rash people who think that 
economic activities can be launched the 
moment military activities cease, forget 
that the economic development of any 
area costs money and requires well- 
considered plans. It will be generally 
assumed, and not mistakenly, that here 
is evidence that the lesson of Manchoukuo 
has been learned. So soon as a new 
régime had been established at Hsinking 
there was a rush on the part of Japanese 
capitalists and traders to “get in on the 
ground floor” in what was envisaged to 
be a splendid opportunity for develop
ment, and although a great deal of 
success has to be recorded in the matter 
of the betterment of conditions for the 
thirty million inhabitants of that new 
State it is common knowledge that a 
good deal of uneconomic investment has 
been made. Money was poured in upon 
which there has been a disappointing

■ return. There is every intention on the 
1 part of high Japanese officials to avoid 
any repetition of previous mistakes. The । 
setting up of a friendly régime in North 
China, with its promised extension of 
authority* later over a very large area, 
is viewed as an opportunity for mutually 
beneficial co-operation between Chinese 
and Japanese and not one merely for 
exploitation on the part of Japanese 
capitalists. The “mistake” of Man
choukuo, to use a term current among 
more thoughtful Japanese themselves, is 
to be avoided, and it is by, and with, and 
through, Chinese administrative and 
economic interests that those now direct
ing affairs in North China seek co
operation for the purpose of forging 
better relationships between the China, 
Manchoukuo and Korea bloc. “Japan 
must give full attention to the feelings 
of the Chinese,” said Mr. Hirao, and 
coming as it does from such a highly-

placed personage who might yet accept 
the proffered post of Supreme Economic 
Adviser this sentiment is one to be 
welcomed.

So far as third parties are concerned, 
it needs to be understood, we think, that 
while there is a great deal of Japanese 
criticism on the score of political moves 
there is also quite a widespread realiza
tion that foreign trade and investment 
in China is necessary for this country’s 
proper development. The vastness of the
country and its people, its tremendous 
resources, its potential buying-power, its 
industrious population—all these things 
are seen as making up scope for the 

I employment of greater funds and enter
prise than Japan, or any other one 
country, could provide. Some there are 
who fear virtual exclusion, but if the 
right atmosphere is created and a co
operative spirit shown there is no reason, 
it seems to us, why third-party interests 
should not only not suffer in the long 
run but share in the greater prosperity 
which the future ought to hold. Primarily 
iof course, it is between China and Japan 
that a new neighbourly destiny is being 
'sought at great cost and sacrifice, and it 
will be only in the natural order of 
things for those two partners to seek to 
reap the benefit of the outcome of this 
present travail. But, as Mr. Hirao points 
out, the economic development of any 
area costs money. Large-scale invest
ment will have to come in all manner 
of industrial enterprises as and when 
conditions become suitable and in the 

। interests of the Chinese themselves, and 
the task is too great for Japan to.under- 

Î take alone. Foreign money and business 
1 enterprises already in this country will 
still be needed, and as development 
proceeds under newly-stabilized condi
tions, as economic expansion and social 
improvement takes place along what 
ought to be parallel lines, and ,as stand- 
ard§ are raised and the burden of

malàdministration and excessive military 
costs is removed, there should be a 
greater field for all. Maybe, some 
political changes will have to come and 
also some readjustment of ideas generally, 
but no-one can take a long view based 
on the most likely portents of to-day 
and remain pessimistic regarding the 
interests of any participant in the Far 
Eastern scene provided there is the will 
to work together. Our troubles since 
last July f have all had their root in 
refusal to contribute friendly co-opera
tion, and that lesson ought to be learned. 
Japan is forging co-operation from China 
fully mindful^ according to Mr. Hirao, of 
the necessity of respecting the interests 
of the Chinese. That is a hopeful sign 
for all who are minded to contribute 
their quota to the creation of a better 
atmosphere.
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From The North Qhlna Jelly News, Shanghai, February 3, 1938

STEPS TOWARDS NORMAL X
The resumption of work by two Japanese 

cotton mills and the probability that several 
more will resume in the near future, coincid
ing with the announcement that many of the 
restrictions on residence and traffic in the 
areas occupied by the Japanese Army are being 
relaxed mark important steps in Shanghai’s 
march towards normal. The reopening of the 
mills will help to absorb a portion of Shanghai’s 
unemployed, while peasants will be able, after 
compliance with the regulations, to return to 
what the war has left of their homes and so 
relieve the burden of refugee support which 
has become increasingly heavy as the hostili
ties have dragged’ on, month after month. For 
the relaxation of the restrictions on visits to 
the occupied areas to become really effective, 
it is, necessary that the Japanese should see 
that confidence is restored and the organiza
tion for the preservation of law and order 
should be tightened up. So long as there is a j 
chance that there may be a repetition of some ; 
of the regrettable incidents of the past, the j 
humble peasant will be chary of leaving the * 
comparative safety of the foreign zones. This 
fact has doubtless been appreciated by the 
Japanese, since a return to normal in this part 
of China would! ease them of very serious 
responsibilities, and leave them free to devote 
more attention to the problem of sorting out 
the chaos which reigns in other districts in the 
Yangtze delta. It is satisfactory to note that 
this question has been successfully tackled in 
some cities, such as Hangchow and Kashing. 
The need for the revival of confidence was 

; well illustrated in the account of the develop* 
ments in Kashing given yesterday by the 
Japanese embassy spokesman. Though the 

<utilities in that city have been restored, there 
are still only 8,000 Chinese living there, though 
the number is increasing by hundreds daily. 
There are still 90,000 former inhabitants whb 
must be persuaded to return. It can bp taken 
for granted that the majority of them are 
willing enough, and are only waiting for the 
necessary assurances. x
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From The l.orth China Daily Kev.s, Shanghai, February 4, 19S8

^ Impartial not neutral

S TO WHAT END ? I
The systematic removal of metals fromAe 

areas north of the Soochow Creek to which 
reference has already been made in the 
columns of this journal is giving rise to very 
considerable anxiety in the minds of neutral 
observers. The word “systematic” is used 
advisedly, for gangs of Chinese coolies under 
a Chinese foreman, and controlled by Japan
ese, have for weeks past been making house 
to house, factory to factory visits on Chinese 
property removing not only metal which 
might be rightly termed scrap, but all types 
of metal fabrication from boilers down to 
small motors. The process which is going on 
hardly oomes within the ordinary definition 
of looting where marauding soldiers take off 
what they can carry themselves, but amounts 
to the careful and systematic removal of 
every piece of metal which can be found on 
Chinese property. Obviously the Japanese 

’ are cleaning up the northern and eastern 
areas for the purpose Of increasing their sup
ply of scrap to be used for the manufacture 
of munitions and as a precautionary measure 
against any eventuality with which they may 

i ultimately be faced. Actually compared 
with Japan’s requirements the amount which 
can thus be taken away from Shanghai is not 
very imposing, but, in view of the hope that 

l rehabilitation will soon be set afoot in Shang- 
I hai, the removal of essential machinery, which 

at no time could be considered as mere scrap 
iron, the carrying off of machinery which 
could be put into operation again, represents 
one of the cruellest blows which could be 
directed against the future prosperity of this 
port. Machinery, costing lakhs of dollars for 
the manufacture of rubber goods, and for 
making textiles, down to the smallest motors 
for driving tool-making machines, steel bars 
weighing many tons down to the smallest 
pieces of metal costing but a few dollars are 
being taken out of Shanghai, and it is feared 
with every justification that Shanghai is being 
treated in a manner from which it will take 
decades to recover.

1 It was recently stated on the authority of a 
Japanese journal that in the future Tientsin 
wbuld take over many of the functions which 
have up to the present been carried out by 
Shanghai. Chinese factories which have 
escaped the effects of bombardment are being 
reduced to mere shells of brick and mortar. 
The ruins of those which have been destroyed 
are being thoroughly searched for whatever 

, metal may still be found, and when the time 
comes for' the Chinese to return to these areas 
they will find nothing with which to recom
mence their industrial activities. Two con
siderations are consequently involved. One is 
the often-repeated assertion by the Japanese 
that they are conducting hostilities against the 
Nationalist Government and not against the 
Chinese people, and the other concerns the

'■ future prosperity of Shanghai. With regard 
to the former can it be suggested for one 
moment that this organized plunder of one of 
Shanghai’s most important industrial areas 
can be carried out without the humble Chin
ese themselves suffering? The question has 

but to be asked to answer itself. The Chinese 
industrialist is being made to suffer in his 
pocket as so many of his nationals have 
suffered in their bodies. The businesses which 
have been laboriously built up during the 
past ninety years or so, are being ruthlessly 
destroyed, and the flourishing districts of 
Wayside and Yangtszepoo are being reduced 
to mere shadows of their former opulence. It 
may be argued that shipping is the founda
tion of this port’s fortunes. That is un
doubtedly true, but the undertakings which 
have been created during all these years are 
just as necessary for Shanghai’s well being as 
is the sea-borne trade in which she figures so 
largely. In face of these things how can it 
be said that these hostilities are not being 
waged against the Chinese people?

This journal would be failing in its duty to 
Shanghai if it did not register the most 
emphatic protest possible. The matter con
cerns practically every neutral in Shanghai, 
as well as the Japanese themselves, and may 
be expected to have serious repercussions 
upon the fortunes of this great city. The or
ganized spoliation of the areas in question 
must of necessity have a direct bearing upon 
the trade which has brought the foreign com
munity to these shores, for without a prosper
ous Chinese community that trade would be 
impossible. The sterilization of these in
dustrial districts will have a profound effect 
upon the future revenue of the municipality. 
And so it follows that not only are the 
interests of unoffending Chinese being 
damaged, but those foreign interests, the 
scrupulous respect for which has been so 
often promised, are being damaged to an ex
tent which it is at present impossible to 
estimate. Let there be no mistake about H; 

/ it is not only mere scrap that is being re
moved from Wayside and Yangtszepoo; Chin
ese installations of machinery are being 
dismantled for export to Japan. The where
withal for ultimate rehabilitation is being 
taken away, and when the Chinese are allowed 
ultimately to return to these areas of desola
tion they will find themselves faced with the 
enormous task of building their undertakings 
from the bare ground up again. There can 
be none of that failure to understand the 
Japanese in this manner. The facts speak- for 

i themselves, and Shanghai is entitled to ask 
1 the question with which this article is headed. 
What is the purpose of stripping these areas 
of Shanghai of all that is necessary for a 
portion of the rehabilitation of this port, un
less it is an endeavour permanently to dis
able it? It may be argued that it is a form 
of reprisals for what was done to Japanese 
concerns in Tsingtao. What was done there 
this journal just as emphatically reprobated, 
and the considerations which applied in that 
instance just as closely apply in this. So much 
has already been done toward reducing these 
districts to mere skeletons of their original 
industrial proportions that considerable 
disaster has already been wrought. It is to be 
hoped that even now the Japanese authorities 
will hold their hands, for it must be apparent 
to them that a prosperous Shanghai is just as 
essential for them as it is for those Chinese, 
and foreign interests which are being placed 
in such grave peril by a perfectly incompre
hensible procedure.
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From North China Daily News, Shanghai, February 28, 1938

OUTRAGEOUS AFFAIR
Nothing but the strongest condemnation is i 

possible of the outrageous conduct of a Japanese f 
soldier who, apparently under the ’ impression 
that the men he was dealing with were British, 
attacked Pr. Ed. Birt and Mr. Hans Diefenbacher 
in the Hungjao area slashing the face of the 
foymer and imperilling the sight of one eye. 
Considerable sympathy will be felt for the 
victim of this gross outrage. The Japan
ese soldier obviously thought he was 
wreaking his spite on two ^J^fishinen, 
calling them “English pigs,” thereby ^Manifesting 
his opinion of that much mglign^d race, and 
it seems that anyone havip^a .white shin ven- 
turing into the western areas ruhs the same 
risk as Dr. Birt and Mr. «Tiefenbachet. What 
steps the German authorities take in the matter 
is somethmg solely for them to decide, but it 
is to be noped t^pt such representations will 
be made as will ensure theMue punishment of 
the soldier who behead hfy^uch a brutal and 
cowardly manner toward» two unarmed men

' This journal has been Continually agitating for ! 
' the complete reopening of the ^ungjao area.
pn a question or principle it will, in all pro
bability, contfnue- to do so, though it will now 
have rather more sympathy with the Japanese 
attitude that it is not at present really safe to 
comply with the request. That on the face 
of it appears to he the ease, but the danger 
does not seem to lie in anything that the Chinese 
might do, but because there is really no 
guarantee that members of the Japanese forces 
will pay due regard to the dignity of the 
uniform they wear,
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From Shanghai Evening Post 3c Mercury, February 3, 1938

Robbing China’s Poor
ADHERE CAN BE no possible argument save 

that of a desire wholly to exterminate the 
people of China—an extreme view which even 
the most violent of Japanese spokesmen have 
avoided—for policies of continuously. depriving; 
those people of the means of livelihood.

Far from enunciating such a view, General 
Matsui and Admiral Hasegawa have made gene
rous personal contributions to Chinese refugee 
relief in Shanghai. Other leading Japanese, 
have repeatedly declared that Jap Un has no| 
animosity toward the Chinese people.

Yet daily in Hongkew and Yangtzepoo, ob
servers see. continued Japanese removals of 
machinery from Chinese factory k properties, 
while Chinese owners and workers are alike de- 
bared even from access to those properties. '

We do not refer, now, to the removal of 
damaged machinery from buildings which have ‘ 
shelled and burned. Such removal is an un
justified. confiscation but it is far less serious 
than the removal of sound machinery, in work
ing condition. This latter act is virtually the 
taking of rice from the mouths of hungry work
ers, now unemployed and placed more’or less 
permanently in that category through the gutt
ing of their places of former employment.

Of course any such unauthorized removal is 
plain theft. But when it entails an elimination 
of the means of employment at such time as 
Hongkew and Yangtzepoo may be freely opened 
once more, it is something worse for it con
tributes to the starvation of innocent men, 
women and children.

. If there is anything that can be said for the 
Japanese position in this matter we shall be 
glad to hear it. Does anyone doubt the facts, 
to begin with? And the facts granted, is 
Japan’s need for metal a sufficient extenua
tion for this piratical activity which after all 
can hardly decide a war’s issue, but which cer
tainly has a most vital bearing on the welfare 
of helpless factory workers quite apart from the 
rights of the property-owners themselves? .
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From The Shanghai Evening x^ost à Mercury, Feb* 11, 1938.

Toward Normality • 
JXÇPINITE EFFORTS are now being jh^de j® 

ttïe Ww? military' authorities £ffecfe
some restoration of normal conditions among 
Chinese as well as foreigners with interests in 
the Hongkew and Yangtzepoo areas, and as 
critics of past inertia we are bound now to 
note in favorable light these belated but none
theless welcome moves to reopen the closed 
areas and permit withdrawal of goods.

We also note that repeated and evidently 
now extremely firm orders have gone out from 
various authorities prohibiting the use of semi-, 
military attire by Japanese civilians. Thisî 
should play its part in reducing the harass
ments to which the “ronin” have subjected 
virtually everybody coming within their orbit— 
a type of conduct which we felt to be un- 
platable to official Japanese, but which they 
had seemed unable to check effectively al
though it never reached the proportions of 1932 
during the present affair so much more serious 
otherwise. At Nanking too, General Matsui 
himself has voiced a solemn call for a tighten
ing of discipline—certainly needed in view of 
the thousands of outrages there. |

A great deal of the loss and damage to 
foreigners and civilian Chinese in the Shanghai 
area has been, we have no doubt, without intent 
of Japan’s high command. But it has been im
possible to avoid noting that the traditional 
Japanese ideals of discipline and honesty have 
suffered gravely with little or no apparent 
effort on the part of responsible authority to 
check it.

Such things will not be readily forgot. But 
meanwhile there is no gain in stressing them, 
and every reason to take advantage of changed 
conditions • an effort to reduce present suf
ferings in every way possible.
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From Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, February 21, 1938.

z An Unnecessary Irritation . \.
T^HOUSANDS of foreigners who had expected 

to visit their Hungjao properties or enjoy 
a Sunday motor trip, horseback ride or walk 
through the Western areas were without warn
ing or explanation suddenly debarred tfrom 
access to these theoretically open districts 
yesterday.

While there were rumors of disorders to 
account for t^iis, the most plausable explana
tion s'ni* y C3em:d to be that high authority, 
wanted to give a tiffin party for a distinguished 
visitor—on the one holiday that other people, 
the. actual owners of large sections of the area, 
could have in the week. Surely an act more 
in the Chinese warlord tradition than that of 
ancient Japanese chivalry!

Perhaps this is a small matter but it is 
illustrative of the stubborn and arbitrary army 
attitude which has created world antipathy 
unjustly but explicably embracing the whole 
Japanese nation. When even such an ordinary 
undertaking as to keep Hungjao open (more 
than1 four months after hostilities had ceased) 
is thus broken for no reason conveyed to the 
general and interested public, what wonder 
can there be that Japanese “sincerity” as a 
fundamental quality is regarded as non- 
existant?

Even when Hungjao is theoretically open, 
passes are still being demanded, motorists are 
subject to halts and demands for free tran
sportation by Japanese soldiers who seem to 
treat the whole affair as a picnic for their 
benefit, and in general no opportunity is spared 
to keep neutral nationals in a state of anxiety 
and irritation. As for the Chinese, the petty 
“squeeze” tactics employed against them by 
Japanese soldiers are disgraceful; as are the 
Cuffings and beatings so generously dealt out 

| on little or no provocation and in full sight of 
foreign observers.
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From Shanghai evening Post x Mercury, February 19, 1938.

Tension Eases
A GREAT IMPROVED TONE on the part of 

the Japanese military toward foreigners 
in China appears to have developed recently. 
We welcome this tendency and hope that events 
will not belie the apparent alteration in 
attitude although we concur in the view of the 
North-China Daily News that continued restric
tions in the residential Western District pro
vide a most runb^j^rf ^use for foreign 
annoyance.

Such ineidefekas the several 
clashes betWe^iS^W^ American Marine 
forces in Sh|mÿhgl djter7^jfhefetion of the 
Japanese pa^rpüfi^^bt^^ê'E^e of the Victory 
March bomb* taking over)
parts of the Art^fcr’dat^ise area were in
credibly stuj^j^^^.figgEiréssion,^ regret by 
Japanese &ÏW now been
made, togbth^'Wh^ -against recurr
ence of such,^ai^, ^'^he ^^intelligent move 
to be recôr4edb$a’suiis 4*onfiection, and it is 
hoped that‘thir^r^ents the general "point of 
view which mlÿ jfeéàceforth be anticipated.

Even moite important was Mr. Anthony 
Eden’s statement^in the Commons when he 
said that thé ^àpanese Government had ex
pressed regrets for an incident involving viola
tion of Hongkong sovereignty and had given 
strict instructors' that such incidents be avoid
ed in future. 'Jahn’s attitude toward Britain 
appears to be Considerably more friendly and 
this point might prove extremely important in 
thé event of drastic development in southern 
waters.
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 9 , 1933

Z OPENING HONGKEW TO 

CHINESE
Although governed by restrictions 

; and limitations, the promised reopening 
of Hongkew and Yangtzepoo to the 
Chinese and the removal of goods under 
permits are further steps forward along 
the road to the return of normality in the 
Shanghai area. Full details as to the 
procedure to be followed were made 
public on Sunday and they show that the 
Japanese authorities are keen to take.the 
fullest possible precautions against any 
untoward incidents and that it is through 
either Japanese military police or the 
Special Service Section of the Japanese 
Navy that goods can be removed or 
residence resumed. Doubtless the 
resumption of residence will be slow, 
though we incline to the view that it is 
far better to get a few bona fide people 
back first as the basis of healthy reopen- 

I ing than it would be to throw all restric- 
( tions overboard and run the risk of 
unfortunate trouble. Permission to 
remove Chinese goods will be a great 
relief to many who are now living on this 
side of the Creek and who have been wait
ing for so long to get repossession of the 
belongings and effects they had to Tëave 
behind when the exodus had to take place. 
Much has been destroyed, but there is 
doubtless a good deal of salvagable 
material to be recovered. Many there are 
who think that we cannot look for the 
restoration of general normality for a 
great many months, or at least until the 
further clarification of the Sino-Japanese 
military struggle. But the beginnings 
now planned can be welcomed as evid- 

jence of the great improvement which has 
been seen in our local situation. The 
unrestricted entry of both foreigners and 
Chinese into the Hungjao district is now 
working smoothly, and if there is good 
behaviour all round we shall progressively 
climb out of the deep slough in which 
Shanghai has had to struggle on for so 
many months.
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From The ûhina Press, Shanghai, February 3, 1933.

THE BIG STICK AGAIN

THEODORE Roosevelt once remarked that in its foreign 
relations the United States should walk softly and 

carry a big stick. The advice promptly became enshrined 
in a proverb, but the practical application of it soon lapsed 
during succeeding administrations in Washington, a number 
of which have been skilful at walking softly, but the big 
stick has rested among the cobwebs back in the woodshed.

Now, however, there are signs that the big stick is 
being dusted off and made ready for Use—and this by an
other Roosevelt. First there were the American notes to 
Japan in connection with the Panay incident that carried an 
insistence and grim sternness that American rights be ob
served that had not been heard around Washington in a 
long time. The swinging of the big stick cotld be seen 
dimly in the background again in the latest American pro
tests to Tokyo over the “Allison incident” in inking late 
last month. |

Still another evidence—and a very concrete one—of big
stick reasoning in Washington is seen in the decision of the 
American Government to speed rearmament,, especially in 
bringing the U. S. Navy and the merchant matjne up to a 
strength that will compare favorably with the* ojher two 
leading world naval powers. The evident cp-opera^on being 
shown between Great Britain and the United\g(tate$ in their 
foreign relations, especially where the Jfjjr^East is" concern
ed, is read as a tendency in the same direc^fon’Ty all but 
the politically blind. It is worth while to* examine the 
reasons for this trend. f

I !
First of all, Uncle Sam once more has a big stick to| 

swing—a big one when the observer stops to look at it. The I 
U. S. Navy has been built up tc a point where it can command, 
respect everywhere. And the building is still proceeding.; 
Naval estimates for the next fiscal year will run around 
U.S.§650,000,000 or better. All arms of the fleet have been 
strengthened and will be strengthened still more. The U. S. 
air force has also been built up. Only recently a promi
nent British authority testified that the American air force 
was “one of the largest and possibly the” most efficiently 
armed in existence.” American war planes are the best in 
the world and the U. S. has a good many of them. More 
important, in any extended war the ability Ito enter mass 
production in the construction of the air arm would be a 
most vital factor. There is, perhaps, no country which 
could turn out planes of the newest design as rapidly as 
could the American plane manufacturers.

All of this means that American might is once again 
a factor to be reckoned with. No longer is American 
strength merely potential, expressed in terms of latent re
sources. It is actual visible strength, ready to be used. No 
foreign office in the world is likely to overlook it.

On top of this, there has evidently been a growing 
realization in Washington that there are more ways than 
one to work for a peaceful world. The peaceful, diploma
tic way was tried for years—the way of scrupulously 
observing all treaty obligations and piously hoping that 
other nations would do the same. This way has not worked 
out too well—to put it mildly. America’s humble but in
sistent requests for international good faith have been 
ignored.

The other way is to demand bluntly that treaty obliga
tions be respected—and to have the big stick casually 
swinging, in the background, while the demand is being 
made.

Either way may be risky. But at least the second way, 
Washington seems now to believe, has some chance of suc
cess—whereas the first way seems to have had no success 
at all in this modern world. Muscle appears to be 
the thing that commands a hearing in international politics 
these days. Uncle Sam is endowed with as much muscle 
as anyone else and if he is at last getting ready to put it 
on display and let it talk for him, there are few peace- 

" loving people in the world who will blame him.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, February 13, 1938

' “HERMIT” NATIONS
1\/TR. Cordell Hull, the American Secretary of State, has 
AVI recently been reported by Havas to have voiced a 
strong ènticism of economic nationalism. From the brief 
extracts available it appears that he has not spared the feel
ings of his own people who have till recent years persistently 
maintained a high tariff wall irrespective of the changes in 
idministration. v

Whether or not the protective policy of the Unft^s 
States in the past was justifiable is now beside the point. EM 
the opinion of Mr. Hull, the United States “ought to carry 
its share of the responsibility” and to relax the obstacles) 
imposed upon international trade. Even from an ulterior 
point of- view the desired relaxation would help to promote 
further,.American trade with the other countries. Recalling 
the result's obtained in this direction in 1937, Mr. Hull ob
serves :

During the first 11 months of 1937. our exports increased 43 
per cent over the same period for 1936 with those countries with 
whom we had signed reciprocal accords, and 33 per cent with 
other countries.

This increase, while attributable in part to the improved 
economic condition of the world, is doubtless the result of 
the reciprocal accords cited by Mr. Hull. The increase might 
have been even greater, had imports into the United States 
shown greater volume than was actually the case.

It must be recognized, therefore, that if America wishes 
to sell £o the outside world, she must also try to buy more 
from tfre other countries. International trade, as this ex
pression implies, cannot in the very nature of . things be 
unilateral. On this point Chinese business leaders have on 
several occasions of the American Foreign Trade Week in 
Shanghai taken special pains to dwell, and until it is given 
due consideration by American manufacturers interested in 
Far Eastern trade, the prospective increase of their exports 
to China will not be capable of realization to the fullest ex
tent. ।

Ort broad principles, however, one cannot but agree with 
Mr. Hull in his endeavor to deprecate economic nationalism 
as practiced by what he terms “hermit” nations. His can
did criticism must be accepted as an indication of the gen
eral trend being followed by the Roosevelt administration 
in the field of foreign trade. Should he and the Chief Exe
cutive of the United States, gam sufficient support from 
their constituents, perhaps a new era of international trade 
may be ushered in, in a manner befitting that remarkably 
highly industrialized commonwealth.

Finally, as is generally admitted, the growth of normal 
trade among nations cannot be promoted as long as a major 
portion of the world’s natural and financial resources is de
voted io armament and war. Thus Mr. Hull pointedly de
clares^-; 1 1 •

The feverish preparation of eventual armed conflicts under
mines economic health which is already severely strained in 
many nations. It la only when international order is firmly re
established that the economic and moral foundations of a coun
try ynll become strong and we can hope for a durable peace with 
some possibility of attaining that hope .... We are ready at 
any moment to join other nations in a common effort involving : 
a general limitation and reduction of armament.

The hope which Mr. Hull has so ardently expressed can 
hardly* be fulfilled when international law and treaties con-, 
tinue to be regarded and discarded as scraps of paper. In I 
this rdspect it may well behoove the United States to par
ticipate in world affairs to a larger extent than has been 
possible in the past.

If is only self-patent that between economic nationalism 
and political isolation there is no clear-cut cleavage. No 
nation which is isolated politically from the others may suc
ceed in reaping the fruits of trade, even with reciprocal 
accords and in the absence of tariff barriers. This inter
relationship must be amply recognized before Mr. Hull’s as
pirations toward eliminating economic nationalism may be 
fully attained.

T&e Roosevelt administration has been cautiously guid
ing the American people toward the ideal of international 
comradeship in spite of the opposition of the so-callëd paci
fists. It is such criticisms as Mr. Hull has voiced which 
may eventually lead America back to the preeminent moral 
leadership which she go well deserved in the last world war 
and for which she is admirably fitted by natural endowments 
as well as her own achievements.
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from ^ort^ China Daily News, Shanghai, February 2, 1938

QUICK SETTLEMENT
The prompt settlement of the incident con

cerning Mr. John M. Allison, in charge of the 
United States Embassy in Nanking, should do 
mjuch to relieve the tension which arose in the 
United States on receipt of the reports. It is 
now stated that some twenty officers and men' 
of the unit involved will be brought to court- j 

j martial and it is to be hoped that this will 
■entail the punishment of those found to be I 
guilty of the assault on a diplomatic officer of 
a friendly Power. There are still many in the 
United States who feel it the duty of their gov
ernment to order the withdrawal of all Ameri
cans from wh places as Nanking and Hang
chow, and by doing so prevent recurrence of 
these unhappy affairs. But there are considera
tions which do not seem to appeal to those who 
hold that view. Not the least imposing is that 
which inspired the decision of the American 
missionaries to remain at their posts in Nanking 
as well as Hangchow. They felt that they could 
do so much to relieve the sick and) suffering, 
while it was also believed that the very fact of 
their presence would serve as a sort of moral 
protection for the thousands pf Chinese who did ; 
not Hee into the countryside at the approach i 
of the Japanese forces. The protection may not 
have proved very effective as matters eventual
ly turned out, but the fact remains that they 
have done an enormous amount of good in such 
directions as military exigences permitted. They 
will probably continue to do so, realizing that 
the United States’ Government will always take 

j firm action for the protection of their interests. 
; For th#t present it is to be hoped that the dis- 
* ciplinihg of whoever may be fojund guilty by 
the military cpurtmartial will have a sialutary 
effect upon the conduct of the soldiery in Nan
king, for if that were improved the danger of a 
recurrence of such incidents as that which has 
now been settled would be considerably re
duced.
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From Shanghai Evening Post x Mercury, February 19, 1938

Anglo-American Trade Pact
T ATEST EVENTS in Austria are likely to 

have a number of indirect effects, prob
ably including an expedition of efforts to 
achieve a trade pact between Great Britain 
and the United States. “Informal” negotia
tions have been under way for months, but 
recently the broad outlines 'became discern
able as having not only an .economic but a 
political aspect.

It is felt in many 
whole move lies a 4 
significant—that thd, 
threat of the died 

.the economic 
Ndt only is a reduq 
culated to stimq 
countries concerfi^d, 
bond between j 
creasingly des|$ 
(despite the WJ 
movement infWl 
the Far EasfipB

ting and 
,t the 

èngthen 
idf^dçrjitctes.

il^OJ^j^^ strong 
Jjppd is ih- 

Am&rica 
ÆF isolationist 
^as events in 

ope bringme £■ ul tineütal r
into sharpe^ocus fact that 'collective |
action—though g^v ad name by past 

solution for Jthe
democracies.

Gn the Britis^^|^^0s believed that the 
trade pact .will en^Si!granting to America 
of privileged now re^erve^.for the dominions 

1 under the empire-preference system. Oh the 
American side, there is «p^ted the most sub
stantial reductions "in tariff which have yet 
been granted. The arrangement will subse
quently be consolidated by subsequent agree
ment with the dçmlnions.

A few days ago Mr. Oliver Stanley, pre
sident of the Board of Trade in London, em
phasized that the proposed agreement “will
bring economic advantages to this country and 
is justifiable here on commercial grounds.** He 
assured the House of Commons that there was
every possibility of arriving at “a sound busi
ness deal”.

That is of course what the pact must be— 
a business deal advantageous on commercial
grounds to both parties. Neither England nor
America has faith in the efficacy of a political 
arrangement not economically supported by 

I the facts of the case. But fortunately the 
। wisdom of this plan, from a viewpoint of eco- 
nomic strategy, is beyond dispute. Economists 
have been urging it for years.

Valuable as the pact is likely to prove both 
1 from the economic and the political points ol 

view, it is timely to note a recent warning from 
the liberal New York 'Nation to the effect that
“in no sense is it a substitute for a positive 
political program” against aggression. And 
it goes on to say: “There is real danger that, 
our world may tumble about us before we have^ 
an opportunity to enjoy the benefits of long4 
range-economic collaboration.”

Here as in so many other spheres today, the 
race is against time. Japan races time in 
China as we have often observed; in that 
case, time is against the aggressor. Britain
and America race time in improving their 
economic entente, for events in either Europe 
or China may bring things tumbling before 
they can reap the fruits of their present 

■ actions (which, incidentally, should by all ! 
I means include some sort of final settlement! 
I of the post-War debts so long a thorn in thefc 
I side of both countries.) I

It is at any rate encouraging to see here I 
and there an effort at constructive action.] 
enterprise not aimed at hurting someone. Ini 

I the British and American trade effort there! 
I is plenty of room to accommodate others, if I 
I they wish. Efforts of this sort stand in pleas-l
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case, time is against the aggressor. Britain 
I and America race time in improving their 
! economic entente, for events in either Europe 

or China may bring things tumbling before 
they can reap the fruits of their present 
actions (which, incidentally, should by all 
means include some sort of final settlement 
of the post-War debts so long a thorn in the 
side of both countries.)

It is at any rate encouraging to see here 
and there an effort at constructive actloi., 
enterprise not aimed at hurting someone. In 
the British and American trade effort there 
is plenty of room to accommodate others, if 
they wish. Efforts of this sort stand in pleas
ing contrast to those policies of aggression 

j which cast such a somber hue over large areas 
Of. tUfijorld today.
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From The Shanghai evening Post à Meroury, Feb. 22, 193a

No Chines®. Wall For America 
T>AUL V. McNUTT, High Commissioner to the 
x Philippines, enunciated a mouthful in 
his speech at Indianapolis when he warned 
against American withdrawal from the Far 
East.

“If America withdrew from the Orient,” he 
declared, “the balance of power would be so 
upset that the Sino-Japanese conflict could not 
end for another century.”

When it comes to getting down to specific 
details of a century or two Mr. McNutt may or j 
may not be hitting things squarely on. the! 
nose—We don’t see how it can be subjected to 
proof, But on his fundamental thesis he is so 

right that we hope his words ring out over the 
whole United States.

The impulse toward American isolationist 
policies in both the Far East and Europe is all 
too understandable, all too excusable so far as 
its reasons are concerned. Mr. Average Amer- 

i lean, trying to run his own affairs as sanely 
as possible and finding in his country’s re
lations with Canada a standing demonstration 
that two neighbors do not have to throw all 
the furniture and kitchen utensils at one an
other, feels deeply dismayed at the messes being 
created in China, Spain and other countries 
and the catastrophes apparently just around 
the coiner. He wants to pull in his neck,, his 
arms and his legs like a turtle and he is not 
in the least ashamed of the impulse nor should 
he be.

But turtle-like isolation is simply not a 
possibility nor in the present state of the world 
is there any moral justification for it. Amer
ican interests are world-wide whether any 
individual American may like it or not. Talk 
of withdrawal from the Orient is idle. America 
cannot and will not withdraw from the Orient.

President Roosevelt and such men about 
j him as High Commissioner McNutt are per
forming a valuable educational service as they 

1 strive to show the American people their true 
1 place in the world. It is a fiction cf wishful 
thinking, quite out of line with modem actuali- 

■ ties, to think that such a country as the United 
States can build a Chinese wall about itself 
merely because it does not like what goes on 
outside its borders. Those days are gone for
ever, and it is one of the ironies of history that 
in at least one example, and that the case of 
Japan, Uncle Sam himself played a conspicuous 
part in showing others what some Americans 
cannot now fully apprehend in their own case
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From The Shanghai Tines, Shanghai, February 9, 1938

HERMIT NATIONS One remark made by Mr. Cordell
In his broadcast speech the other which is particularly true is that in 

night, Mr. Cordell Hull used the striking ; which he said that the nation that chooses 
phrase “hermit nations” in the course of j spend only those material and intel- । 
his criticism of countries which are i Actual resources existing within its own ; 

' seeking economic self-sufficiency. Now, frontiers condemns itself to an inevitable ; 
' we share to the uttermost Mr. Cordell lowering of its standard, of living. “Such 
■Hull’s dislike of the doctrine of economic a hermit nation,”, he added, “upon with- 
* nationalism and economic self-sufficiency, drawing from the community of nations,

5 it* • 11 i ♦ j i i • XX7 Vn 0" C 11* O yi /*\4' 1*1 1 z-* ▼ 4-1**and we believe, with him, that economic 
warfare is largely responsible for the 
recent alarming disintegration of inter
national relationships, but we have to 
acknowledge that it is very easy for the 
“have-all” and “have-much” to con
demn airily the actions of the “have- 
nothing” and the “have-little.” To 
speak frankly, behind the international 
political disorder of the modern world 
to-day lies the economic disorder and 
behind the economic disorder lies the 
moral disorder. This moral disorder is 
both wide and deep. We are here inter
ested chiefly in one particular phase of it 
—that which directly affects the livelihood 
of people generally, irrespective of 
nationality. It ought to be realized that 
countries like the United States, Great

i Britain, the Soviet Union and France, t 
being possessed of such wide territories I 
and vast resources, by that very fact owe 
a duty to the rest of humanity. If they 
fail to realize this duty their predomin- 

i ant position in the world’s economy can j 
hardly be considered a blessing to man
kind at large. There is no use blinking j

i this fact. That it is largely realized by 
। many people in the United States, Britain 
and France is shown by their attitude 
towards the Raw Materials Committee 
appointed by the League of Nations and 
the recently presented Van Zeeland

• Report. Nevertheless, there are many 
( Americans, Britons and Frenchmen who, 
I if they devote their lives exclusively to 
' the interests o/ themselves and their own 
: country, think they have done all that is 
sufficient. But circumstances are rapidly 
showing that such a viewpoint is incom
patible with the building up of a happy 
and prosperous world under modern 
conditions. The people of the Soviet 
Union are in a rather different category 
in this respect, for Communism hardly 
recognizes the principle of doing good to 
others if those others are “outside the 
pale.” The whole strength of Commun
ism lies in the abuse of capitalism. We 
are convinced that the capitalist system 
is thoroughly sound if it be worked in the 
proper spirit and all possibilities of abuse 
were adequately restricted. But this 
adequate restriction of the abuses of 
capitalism is made difficult by the fact

a hermit nation,” , he added, “upon with

wrongs itself and others.” Neverthe
less, we know that millions of people can 
be-» brought to acclaim the doctrine of 
“guns before butter”—a fact which sug
gests to the unprejudiced observer that 
they have been so unfairly treated that 
the iron has indeed entered into their I 
souls. One of the great obstacles to ■ 
better international co-operation un
doubtedly lies in the maladjustment of 
individuals to the complex system of 
civilization under which we are called ! 
upon to live to-day. So many people still ' 
live on the principle of trying to “get the ! 
better of the other man’” that the cumula- ‘ 
tive effects upon the communities in ; 
which they live, and eventually upon the 
policies of whole^nations, is very great. 
This principle is wholly out of date; it 
belongs to the more primitive ages when 
the means of production were limited. 
What is wanted is a greater co-operative 

ispirit, but it needs to be understood that' 
the extension of the co-operative prin- 

the international domain 
the surrender of many 
fetishes harboured by

! ciple into 
must mean 
out-of-date 
politicians, so-called economic experts and 
others.v Nor can it be a rapid progress. 
What the world requires is for a start to 
be made with this better system, and, to 
some extent, this means a retracing of 

of tariffs, 
aggressive

steps. It means the reduction 
the abolition of quotas and 

subsidies, the abolition of 
restrictions, the cutting down 
charges where loans are made by one 
State to another, and the scaling down of 
international debts to a minimum and in 
such a way that the inhabitants of no one 
country shall feel that they are in 
economic bondage to those of another. It 
is useless to complain of the Behaviour of 
confiscatory revolutionists and “ruthless 
Reds,” even if such persons have been 
able to climb to power by flaunting the 
most specious of doctrines, when the 
abuses of—that is to say, the exploitation 
of the excrescences of—capitalism are not 
taken into consideration. To take one 
country as an example—Mexico. Can ।
anyone come justly to any other conclu- i 
sion than that it was the gross foreign; 
exploitation plus the burdensome domes
tic landlordism of the past which has led 

that the Governments of various coun- j directly to the confiscatory Red “racket” 
tries regard themselves as rival corpora- of to-day? When Mr. Cordell Hull spoke 
tions trying to “down” one another. If of “hermit nations” we have no doubt 

s the spirit of co-operation among the that he had Germany specifically in mind, 
j nations were tried, we feel certain that Theoretically, we may regret the German 
। it would be speedily found that there l economic system with its policy of finding 

were greater profits to be attained all Substitutes for natural products, its 
pound. .currency manipulation, and its all-round j

Iself-sufficiency doctrines, as unsound. 
(But what was Germany to do if she 
desired to build herself up as a national 
State under the adverse circumstances 
with which she was more or less deliber
ately surrounded? We have not the 
slightest doubt that had the other nations 
shown the necessary co-operation and 

........ .... helpfulness in the early days after the I
War — the!
political— of Germany would have I

exchange 
of interest
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From Shanghai Evening Post A Mercury, February lo, 1938

Disillusion Over Russian Aid
TAI8ILLUSION oyer the performance 

Soviet aircraft is being expressed
of 
by 

Chinese leaders at Hankow. At the same time 
another dispatch speaks of “the Chinese Gov
ernment’s disillusionment over the prospect of 
effective assistance from Soviet Russia,” and 
indicates that the alliance between the Chin-| 
ess Red Army and the Kuomintang is “by no 
means firmly riveted.”

One wonders whether this feeling of simul
taneous disappointment concernin gjmatters 
mechanical ççfïù political is not closer-linked 
than might %t first be thought the case. In 
other words, if the H^çte Md,ttie Kuomintang 
got along better #biffdnt^W Soviet aircraft 
perhaps perfori^*^^^

There is nothing Wong with the Soviet air
craft,, so far as Wf^^^awrtain. Both the 
twin-engined bombai^and the fast pursuit 
ships are p^^fcgd dk models from other coun
tries and least up to what the
Japanese are China, even though the
Japanese ha^|jW^;|Wroved the standards 
of the aircraft heg^itoce the initial hostili
ties. But xWShplan*© is any use when grounded 
or flown wil^out a,^ enthusiastic desire to get 
the most out of Jt; ^nd/rom all accounts, the 
imported Russian pilots are a rather glum and 
taciturn Jot apparently acting under strict 
orders to keep their powder dry until the 
National Government adapts a more cordial 
attitude both towards Moscow and toward the 
Chinese Reds. We are a Rmg way from the 
scene and our information may not be airtight, 
but that is how the matter has come to us.

As to Chinese gflo^Xyïng Soviet aircraft, 
we have no information which may be regarded 
as up-to-date hut $ie last we had heard there 
was still a long wày to gp before the Chinese 
air force would be as good $8 everyone used 
to think it was. Madame^ Chiang Kai-shek’s 
direction has not been popular in some quarters 
(including the Russian),, and certainly the re
cord of Chinese flyers during the early part of 
the hostilities was nothing short of shocking. 
Our understanding is that intensive training 
has been given a new crop of pilots, but we 
doubt if much can be heard frpm them before 
spring.

A Moscow dispatch quoting Stalin on the 
dangers of armed attack by “capitalistic coun
tries” is interesting in connection with the 
Whole question of Chinese-Soviet entente, 
Stalin said the U.S.S.R. could not close its eyes 
to the fact of encirclement by potential foes. 
It seems clear that his preoccupation was de
finitely with the home front rather than with 
such matters as helping -China;, which fact 
may go a long way to explain the whole matter 
of Hankow’s “disillusionment.”

We imagine, that Russia will continue to 
feed planes and pilots to China and that both 
will be of some service, but by no means of 
decisive aid. Moscow is keenly aware of the 
danger of provoking too much action in the 
other direction by her own enemies; and ever 
since 1927, Moscow has deeply distrusted Gen
eral Chiang and his group—a state of affairs 
positively side-splitting in view of Tokyo’s 
thunders against the alleged “communizing” of 
Chiang & Çp.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post 3c Mercury, Feb. 22, 1938.

Not Itt Line With Facts 
/^."ERMANY’S ACTION with reference to the 

recognition of Manchukuo can hardly 
come as a surprise to the National Govern
ment though neither can it prove pleasing. 
Germany and Italy have agreed to play ball 
with Japan according to rules made to their 
own maasure, and^a hold-out on Manchukuo 
would hardly be in accordance with the highest 
ethics of this particular game.

Herr Hitler’s words in announcing that 
Manchukuo was to be recognized by Germany 
unfortunately bear very little relation to cur
rent Far East realities. They entirely ignore 
that whatever trend China has shown toward 
bolshevism has been because Japan was push
ing her in that direction. On the contrary 
they éreèt:the Bolshevist Bogy as Japan’s anta
gonist, a portrayal of the situation h which we 
capnot believe informed Germans on the scene 
would confirm.

The, Fuehrer’s remarks are perfectly logical 
providing the Information behind them were 
sound; but this unfortunately (perhaps “for
tunately” is the word) is not the case. W&èïr 
he speaks of a Japanese defdat bping the 
equivalent of a bolshevist victory, he simply is 
not dealing with realities of a situation where 
a steadily unifying, soundly capitalistic China 
was set upon by a neighboring country in the! 
course of that neighbor’s candidly imperialistic 
policies of gaining an Asiatic foothold of 
empire.

“I shall always regard Japan as an element 
of security in regard to the culture of human
ity,/’ concluded Herr Hitler. “A bolshevist 
victory would have destroyed European 
culture.”

Herr Hitler is entitled to his opinions but 
we wish he might have a searching, even 
though bfief, look at Japan’s courses at China 
as seen first-hand. We wonder if he could then 
hold to his view that Japan represents any 
element of security to the “culture of human
ity,” or to Germany, or in fact to anything in
cluding herself. And we also wonder if he 
would; not then agree that such bolshevism as 
is in the situation has been largely interjected 
by Japan’s own reckless ruthless aggression.
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From The whina Press, Shanghai, February 5, 1938

THE LEAGUE ACTS

THE League of Nations has acted on the Far Eastern 
crisis. Especially in view of its inaction in the past, the 

resolution adopted by the Council on Wednesday authorizing 
the member states to assist China individually must be 
considered as significant.

In the first place, adoption of the resolution indicates 
that the League is no longer satisfied with the ‘‘moral sup
port,” with which it assured China last October. As shown 
by the march of events during the past few months, the 
phrase has degenerated into mere “lip service,” serving only 
to raise false hopes in the victim and embolden the aggressor.

Secondly, although we&k in wording, the resolution 
nevertheless marks the first concrete step the League has 
taken since the outbreak of the Far Eastern crisis half a 
year ago. Now with the nfechinery set in motion, it is 
reasonable to expect that the** initiative thus taken may 
eventually develop into effective collective action.

Thirdly, the resolution is important in the light of the 
failure of the Nine-Power Conference a.t Brussels last 
November. China placed high hopes on the outcome of that 
Conference, but she was bitterly disappointed. During the 
session of the Conference, much publicity was given to the 
consideration and adoption-of a “common attitude” by the 
participating Powers. After muctf” ado about nothing, 
however, not only the “common attitude” was not adopted,] 
but even the “individual attitude” of the participating^ 
Powers failed to be clarified.

Fourthly, in taking the action proposed in the resolu
tion, the League is apparently making a valiant effort to re
assert authority and restore confidence which has fast 
dwindled since the Abyssinian Affair. Evidently the League 
realizes that the present Far Eastern crisis presents an ex
cellent opportunity to recoup its prestige. Either it has 
to be bold to live up to its obligations or it has to suffer 
further exposure of its impotence which will eventually lead 
to its collapse.

Of course, from the Chinese point of view, the resolu
tion will be accounted as falling far short of their expecta
tions. China appealed to the League for the application of 
Sanctions, but what is provided in the resolution is only an 
Authorisation of individual aidT to China.( Nevertheless; 
China has to face realities and accept the resolution as the 
best possible action under the circumstances.

In securing the action thus taken by the Council, Dç. 
Wellington Koo, China’s Chief Delegate, has served his couip 
try well. As on previous occasions, Dr. Koo emphasizes that 
the Far Eastern dispute has world-wide importance. Not 
only the integrity and independence of a League member, an 
ancient Asiatic state, is at stake, he points out, but also the 
cause of general peace in Europe. He substantiates his 

.statement by quoting the French Foreign Minister, M. Yvon 
Delbos, that the Far Eastern situation is linked with the 
Spanish situation.

Referring to the past policies of the League, Dr. Koo 
observes: “At the present moment when so much skepti
cism and doubt prevail about the future of the League, the 
Chinese Government sincerely believes that it is the duty 
of the Council to seize the opportunity to initiate effective 
action intended to discourage the aggressoi* and help the 
victim. Such action would restore confidence in the League 
and safeguard its prestige and authority4 The adoption of a< 
strong and constructive policy to combat flagrant aggression • 
in the Far East would secure the support of millions of 
people living in peace-loving countries of the world.”

Dr. Koo makes it plain that he is not satisfied with the 
terms of the resolution. At a moment when the Far East
ern situation demands practical and vigorous measures, he 
emphasizes, the action proposed in the resolution is evident
ly ineffective to cope with the exigencies of the real situa
tion. While accepting the resolution, Dr. Koo explains 
that the acceptance is based on the fact that the Council] 
remains seized of the appeal of the Chinese Government,’ 
which ha? invoked Articles X, XI and XVII of the. League 
Covenant involving the application of sanctions.

Concerning the practical significance of the resolution, 
it is evident that the responsibility for giving effect to it 
lies mainly with the three Powers vitally interested in the 
Far East—namely, Great Britain, France and the Soviet 
Union. Their individual aid to China will undoubtedly be 

i of immense help. But if they choose to take collective 
action, it is believed that they can immediately end the war 
in the Far East,

However, their common action has to depend on a power J 
ful non-League member but ^equally interested Ppwer, 
namely, the United States of America. I

Judging by the latest reports from Washington, the 
United States Government,shows nofindication of modify
ing its present policy in the Sino-Japanese crisis and is not I 
likely to join the League action. Unless the United States 
deems it appropriate to revise its policy of independent!
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it is evident that the responsibility for giving effect to it 
Si lles mainIy with the three Powers vitally interested in the Î; 

'• Far East—namely, Great Britain, France and the Soviet
union. Their individual aid to China will undoubtedly be 
oi immense help. But if they choose to take collective! 
action, it is believed that they can immediately end the war 
in the Far East,

However, their common action has to depend on a power- 
nu non-League member but equally interested Power, 
namely, the United States of America.
tt 7 ] by the latest reports from Washington, the. 
United States Government, shows no indication of modify
ing its present policy in the Sino-Japanese crisis and is not 
likely to join the League action. Unless the United States! 
deems it appropriate to revise its policy of independent' 
action and is prepared to take a common stand with other 
interested Powers, it seems likely that the Far Eastern cri
sis may drag on indefinitely.
1
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From The China Press, Shanghai, February 12, 1930,

* THE RUMORED BRITISH MEDIATION 
________ \ ■

CONSIDERABLE interest has been aroused by the rumors 
of a British mediation in the Sino-Japanese conflict. 

Although these rumors have been denied in London, Tokyo 
and Hankow, many observers attach much significance to 
Dr, H. H. Kung’s present visit in Hongkong, the impending; 
arrival there of the new British Ambassador to China, and: 
Viscount Ishii’s sudden presence in London. 1

According to a Havas message from London, official 
circles there declared that the rumors were at least prema
ture, if not totally unfounded. They added that Great Bri
tain might attempt to reach an agreement with the United 
States on the question of mediation, if the conditions were 
favorable for a speedy conclusion of the hostilities. Present 
conditions, according to these circles, however, are not re
garded as fulfilling the desired requirements.

If there be any truth in the ruhiors at all, the above 
message may be taken as a fairly credible description of the 
situation. Probably, both China and Japan would like to 

♦see an early <wl of the war, Certainly friends of. both 

! countries would fervently desire the conclusion of an’ 
honorable peace between the two combatants. If British 
mediation, should it be undertaken, can achieve the devout 
purpose, it will earn the benediction not only of. China and 
Japan but also of the entire world.
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From The Shanghai Times Shanghai, February 24, 1938

GERMAN RECOGNITION 
OF MANCHOUKUO

The Chinese Foreign Office has 
decided to postpone the dispatch of its 
intended protest to Berlin against the 
German decision w recognize Manchoukuo, 
pending a careful study of the original 
text of Herr Hitler’s speech before the 
Reichstag on Sunday. Versions of the 
Fuehrer’s speech circulated in Hankow 
have shown considerable differences, says 
Reuter. This has been our own experience 
as a newspaper. While there is no doubt, 

I whatsoever, about the Fuehrer’s statement

r against China; it has nothing to do with 
। the present Sino-Japanese conflict, but 
I must be interpreted as being part and 
I parcel of an attitude which takes into 

consideration Germany’s policy as a whole 
I vis-à-vis the League of Nations. Germany, 

as before, is determined to remain neutral 
I and to maintain her traditional friendship 
towards China and her people, it adds.

! In addition, it has been pointed out in 
Berlin that the recognition merely takes

I account of a de facto situation which 
' cannot be changed and, further, that 
Manchoukuo, which lies outside the 

| boundaries of China Proper, was in formerof his determination that Germany shall j times regard
recognize Manchoukuo, there are consider- • to Russjan influence. Herr von Ribbentrop 
able, and material, discrepancies in \e । exolained similar views tn Mr 
reports as to the exact language he usecb 
with reference to the Far Eastern situa
tion. However, as to the general tenor of 
Herr Hitler’s statement of policy, we .may 
say, on the basis of Transocean’s summary, 
that it is to the effect that quite 
irrespective of whatever ultimate solution 
the events in the Far East might take, 
Germany would always > regard Japan in 
its defensive attitude towards Communism 
as an element of security, because a 
Japanese victory would not affect the 
culture of the white nations whereas a 
victory of Bolshevism would put an end 
to the thousand-year-old civilization of the 
white races. Herr Hitler likewise declared 
that Germany wished to maintain the best 
possible relations with the greatest possible 
number of States. Only with one State no 
closer relationship existed—with Soviet 
Russia. In Bolshevism Germany saw more 
than ever the incarnation of the instinct 
of human disintegration. The response of 
the Moscow official organ “Pravda” to 
these passages in the Fuehrer’s speech 
is of great interest. It asserts that if 
Germany does not want to collaborate with 
the U.S.S.R. the Soviet Union will 
demonstrate full reciprocity of that feeling. 
The paper also declares that Hitler’s 
statement regarding the Sino-Japanese 
conflict indicates that “Fascist Germany is 
impatiently awaiting the division of the 
Chinese bear, but the Chinese bear is not 
at all killed; he resists at length and 
courageously, and who knows how the 
Japanese hunting expedition will end, 
despite the fact that it inspires such 
enthusiasm in Herr Hitler.” I ’ 
that Dr. Oskar Trautmann, the German' 
Ambassador to China, had an interview 
with General Chiang Kai-shek in Hankow 
on Tuesday at which he explained the 
circumstances leading to Germany’s 
decision to recognize Manchoukuo. What 
passed at this interview we do not know, 
but we may point out that the statement 
forwarded to the office of this newspaper 
on behalf of German official circles in 
Shanghai declares that the Fuehrer’s state
ment clearly reveals that the recognition

! of Manchoukuo by Germany can in no 
| way be construed as an act directed

, explained similar views to Mr. Cheng 
Tien-fong, Chinese Ambassador to Ger
many, but Mr. Cheng expressed the great 
disappointment of China’s official circles 
and refuted the charges that China had 
submitted to Bolshevist influences, adding 
that the German military advisers in China 
surely knew the falseness of such 
rumour. Meanwhile, we have received 
unsigned manifesto which purports to 
come from the “United Association 
Chinese Civic and Cultural Organizations 
of Shanghai” and claims to speak for the 
“Chinese people of Shanghai.” Somewhat 
violently worded, this manifesto calls the 
German action a “stab in the back” coming 
in the midst of a mortal struggle for life 
against China’s deadly enemy, Japan. It 
also declares that “under no circumstances 
will we consent to the forcible detachment 
of Manchuria from the administrative and 
territorial integrity of China,” and that 
“we shall redouble our determined efforts 
to recover all our lost territories from ’ 
our enemy.” Being anonymous, of course, 
no real value can be attached to this 
manifesto, but it may be pointed out that 
at no time has Manchuria been under the 
direct control of the present Chinese 
Government. Moreover, no Chinese Gov
ernment spokesman, so far as we know, 
has admitted that China was plunged into 
the present conflict with Japan for the 
purpose of obtaining possession of 
Manchuria. Any such admission would, of 
course, run contrary to the long-continued 
protest that Japan was the aggressor in 
the events that led immediately to the 
hostilities in 

It is reported Japan for 
chuna, once 
the Manchu 
satrapy of Chang Tso-lin and Chang 
Hsueh-liang? If so, it would seem that the 
plans of those who conceived the ideq 
have sadly miscarried and that great ruin 
and misery have been brought upon the 
nation in an attempt to secure control of 
a country which has never been subject 
to the sovereignty of the Chinese Republic 
in the full sense and in which, indeed, 

(there has never been an entirely Chinese 
population. The exact significance of the 
various factors in the present conditions

' in the Far East—the Manchurian1
question, Communist intrigues, Kuomin- 

vtang nationalism, Foreign interests, 
Japanese ambitions—can hardly be
appreciated at a time so close to 
remarkable events but we do feel that it 
is not unwise to separate the question of 
Manchuria from that of the? future of 
China Proper. The recognition of the 
independence of Manchoukuo under the 

g actual circumstances of the case in no way 
■ indicates German hostility to the ' Chinese 
I people or even to the de jure Government 
I at Hankow. The accompanying attitude 
I of Herr Hitler with respect to Bolshevik 
I influence in the Far East is another 
I matter and, if consideration of it be 
I pursued, it will be found to have wide and 
■ deep ramifications.

a 
an

of

1937. Is China fighting 
the possession of Man- 
the personal appanage of 
Emperors and later the
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 7, 1938.

NAVAL ARMAMENTS
Although no doubt the action has 

been taken with the object of preventing 
a naval armaments race, it is a little 

I difficult to see theoretical justification for 
I the American, British and French Notes; 
to Japan. Japan has declined to subscribe 
to the London Naval Treaty because its^ 
provisions were unsatisfactory to Ker and 
the attempt to make her adhere to its pro-r 
visions, although she be not a party to it, 
is somewhat naive. The suggestion will 
probably not be received very well in 
Japan especially as the armaments of two 
of the Powers, America and Great Britain, 
are in actual practice greatly in excess of 
Japan’s. Perusal of the text of the British 
Note reveals that it is worded somewhat 
like an ultimatum and it i% hardly likely 
to achieve the desired result. It is obvious, 
of course, that Japan could not compete 
with either the United States or Great 
Britain if these Powers cared to go oni 
building warships indefinitely. What 
Japan desires is parity with the United 
States and Great Britain but she would 
like parity on a reasonable basis. Tokyd 
claims that it has already at the London. 
Naval Conference submitted proposals— 
based on the principle of complete equality 
—which if accepted would have produced 
far more positive results towards an all 
round restriction of armaments. It is' 
pointed out that since these proposals were 
rejected, Japan is not likely to-day to 
recognize demands aiming at a virtual 
restoration of imparity in naval strength 
which was the very thing wh,lch prompted 
Japan to revoke the..Washington Naval 
Pact. .

The rumours of ^Japan’s intention to 
build giant battleship .have been denied 
and it would not appeâMthàt such ships 
would be of suffîcieny^jtée, ^4>her as to 
justify the exp$h$L' ‘ Japanese naval 
quarters are reported to believe that the 
step of the, three Powers is. intended to 
secure froi^Japa%a statement regarding 
her naval àfrns^j^Êbn plans. The ques
tion of nav^’ certainly a
difficult on^jj^fegy^nd* although every 
effort sho^y^^gggâ^j^o1 avoid a naval 
armame^tV*5^0»€W^|p^^of restricting 
other peopWÿ.according to one’s 
own a sound one.

i “upper for molding had taeen
agreed toWmong all the Powers it would 
have beeï^ a wiser course than this argu- 

। ment about tonnages and gun calibres, ; 
which is chiefly calculated to lead to bad 
feeling. On the other hand; we welcome 

|%he idea that there should be no secret 
about each nation’s naval construction; it à 
seems to us that if there were frankness 
plus an absenée ôf restriction or attempted 
restriction, naval armaments would even
tually tend to find their own level and 
probably a considerably lower level.

Unless ij?^H||^y*enters into an agree
ment nôt'tdrao ’Sovereign State has I 
the rightw^ttf^Xwhalt1 ships it thinks' 
necessar^p^W^fefence. Obviously, each \ 
State a different set of 1
circumstoees ^nd the<requirements of all
are;if âh^ûa’

lilar.' We think that 
&ve limitation—-an
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From The China Press, Shanghai, February 7, 1938.

f SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
'.'tW ; , ‘ ' 7 ÿ

’T’HE United Static Goveniment has practically served 
1 notice On Japan to desist from reckless naval armament, | 

Unless she gives definite assurances that she will not build-1 
over-size battlçsfiips or cruisers. Uncle Sam will be “com- J 
polled to invoke the Escalator Clause of the London Naval 
Treaty and builtl whatever size ships are necessary to match 
those being built by Japan.”

This notice, wé are sure, will not be left unheeded in 
Tokyo. The: o$ly question is . whether Japan -willtake 
America's adyic^pr accept^ her challenge*. ope jnay judge 
by the pres^| j^mod( of the Japanese ( military, very much 
like that of th* 'proverbial gambler who is ready to stake 
itf ail iii order save himself from a losing game, the notice 
may produce just the opposite result to tvhat President 
Rposcvélt and all other lovers of peace would like to see?

Yet if the calm-minded people of Japan would stop to' 
reflect on what a race, with America with Great Britain and 
France to boot would mean financially to Japan already head 
over heel in debt, they may perhaps exert sufficient in
fluence to have sanity restored in tjme.
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om Nort^i vhina Daily «ews, Shanghai, February 7, 1933

It will be seen that what appears to be the 
present naval policy of Japan does not bring 
about any breach of the provisions of the 
Treaty to which the three countries are party, 
but provides for their taking common action 
within its framework calculated to offset 
whatever may turn out to be Japan’s ultimate. 
intentions. Failing a satisfactory reply from : 
Japan, these three Powers will take steps 
permitted by the above clause and proceed ; 
with any construction they may deem neces- i 
sary always notifying each othei' of their in- ‘

JAPAN’S RESPONSIBILITY

information upon which they 
communications. That has not I

if Great Britain and the United States desired 
to insist upon the 5-5-3 ratio they might each 
very well lay the keels of two such vessels, 
with the result that the construction of one 
by Japan might call five others into being.

It is apparent that Japan is being faced 
fairly and squarely with, the responsibility of 
making the world embark upon a naval 
armaments race. She and she alone has to 
decide what the naval future of the great 
“ . An acceptable assurance

‘released from the that she has no such intention as that sug
gested in the Notes would, at any rate for 
the time being, prevent any competition, but, 
if the unofficial statement of an official of the 
Japanese Ministry of Navy is anything to go 
by, Japan will not give any assurance which 
would place her under exactly those same 
liabilities which she left the London Naval 
Conference to avoid. It would indeed be a 
step back towards the ratio system which 
Japan resents as a yoke. There is still a 
way out if Japan is already committed. The 
American Note states that in the event of this 
being so it would be willing to discuss with 
the Japanese Government the question of 
tonnages and calibres to be adhered to in 
the future, providing that such consultation 

would be concluded by May 1. It is apparent, 
hôweVér, from all that has occurred In the 
past that nothing will satisfy Japan except 
the “common upper limit,” or, in other words 
the substitution of naval parity for the 5-5-3 
ratio under the Washington Treaty. That 
the other Powers are still as unlikely to ac
cept now as they have been in the past, and 
it is more than a little doubtful whether any 
settlement of the matter can be reached along

The addressing of similar Notes by Great 
Britain, France and the United States to Japan 
on the subject of her naval intentions should 
serve to clarify the air, no matter what 
attitude Tokyo adopts in the matter. She 
may refuse to give the information desired 
of her, and in all probability that will mean 
that the Powers concerned will accept as 
correct the 
based their ____________ ___  __  __ .
been made public, but it is apparent that । tentions. Thus, should they find that Japan 
Japan has already commenced, or con- I is indeed proceeding with the Construction of 
templates the commencement of, the construe- a 45,000 ton capital ship armed with 18 in. 
tion of war vessels outside the limits pres- ! SJ^s, they each may decide to build one, and 
cribed by the London Naval Treaty, and that 
the signatories to that document feel that 
advantage should be taken of those safeguards 
which were inserted in the Treaty as precau
tions against the very situation that has now, 
apparently, arisen. Japan is party to no 
treaty limiting the numbers or sizes of her 
war vessels, and shortly after she left the 
London Naval Conference in 1936, when her 
proposal for a “common upper limit” was 
rejected, the Naval Minister boasted that | Powers is to- be. 
Japan had now been “i_____ ____ ~
naval rafio bondage.” There is, therefore, no 
reason Why she should not proceed to increase 
her Navy to any extent she considers desir
able, and in any consideration to(f the subject 
that fact should always be borne in mind. It 
does not matter how wise or unwise her naval 
policy may be considered, it is perfectly plain 
that Japan is well within her rights to do 

। what it is believed she is either actually 
i doing or about to do. It must be apparent 
I that the three Governments acted upon in- 
! formation which they have every reason Do 

believe, for no responsible Government would 
take such action upon mere guesswork 'or ill- 
founded belief. The United States’ Note is 
quite explicit. It says:—

“There for some time have been, persistent 
and cumulative reports, which, in the absence 
of explicit assurances from the Japanese Gov
ernment that they are unfounded, must be 
deemed authentic that Japan has undertaken 
or intends to undertake the construction of 
capital ships and cruisers not in conformity 
with the above limits. (Those to which Great 
Britain, France and the United States are 
committed by the London Naval Treaty of 
1936).
Governments do not address Notes in terms | these lines. There is no reason in the world 

such as those unless they are quite sure of j why Japan should receive parity, for she has 
their ground, and it would seem that there | neither the possessions abroad nor the long 
is very little room for Japan to reply with a | sea lines tiq protect which is the case with the 
denial. Refusal to give the assurances re- । other Powers. Her navy from the point of 
quired will immediately bring the “escalator” 
clause of the London Naval Treaty into 
operation. Article 25 provides:—

In the event of any vessel not in conformity 
with the limitations and restrictions as to 
standard displacement and armament pres
cribed by Articles 4, 5 and 7 of the present 
Treaty being authorized constructed, or 
acquired by a Power not a party to the 
Present Treaty, each High Contracting Party 
reserves the right to depart if, and to the 
extent which, He considers such departures 
necessary in order to meet the requirements 
of His national safety............

Her navy from the point of 
view of defence is adequate for that purpose, 
and a decision to build to higher limits can 
only be taken as a sign <0^ an aggressive policy 
which the signatories to the London Naval 
Treaty cannot afford to ignore. With dll that I 
Japan is at present committed to, she is not 
so well placed as either Great Britain or the 
United States to enter into the competition 
which appears inevitable if Japan adheres to 
what appear to be her present intentions, and 
even now it is to be hoped that she will modify 
her naval policy, for the only danger of ag
gression which she might ever run will 
of her own causation. .
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rom The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 7, 1938.

SZECHWAN TROUBLE
Immediately following the reports of 

dissension in Kwangtung province, comes 
the news of a serious political crisis in 
Szechwan wherein the present head
quarters of the Nationalist Government is 
established. The - Szechwan trouble is 
immediately attributed to friction over 
the appointment of a successor to the late 
General Liu Hsiang, the Governor of the 
province, who died a week or two ago, 
but there is no doubt that behind it lies 
a strong feeling of jealousy on the part 
of the Szechwanese of the Central Govern- j 
ment officials. There are rumours that ? 
despite the assertions of the latter, the 
Szechwanese have not taken kindly to the 
settling down of part of the Central 
Government in their midst. The province 
has its own peculiarities and its people 
have so long been accustomed to go more’ 
or less their own way without much 
interference from the Central authorities* 
that the attempt to run things on new 
lines has not been very* well received in 
some quarters.

The Central Xxiqvernment has selected 
General Chang Chun, former Foreign

There is little doubt, however, that 
i as the struggle with Japan lengthens out 

the danger of internecine strife grows 
greater. The contention of spokesmen of 
the Nationalist Government that protract
ed warfare must favour that Government 
has always seemed to us an argument that 
was the exact reverse of the probable. If 
the determination not to come to terms 
with Japan is based on this assumption 
we fear that the end will be disaster. The 
fear of increasing anarchy in this country 
is a growing one to-day. Banditry on a 
large scale has raised its ugly head in wide 
areas where it had died down to quite 
small proportions while many persons are 
busily intriguing for their private profit. 
It is improbable, perhaps, that the country 
will fall back into the condition in which 
it found itself during the so-called 
Tuchunate Period but the splitting up of 
Chinese territory into a number of not

Minister, as the new .Governor but this 
selection is meeting with strong opposition j 
from the provWCial military authorities I' 
who fear a 'diminution of their power. 
Chengtu, the Capital of the province, is at 
present the, scene of negotiations between 
the Szechwan military leaders and re
presentatives of the Central Government. 
When General Liu Hsiang died, the 
Szechwanese expected General Wong 
Fong-tso to be appointed as his successor, i 
as he is a local man who has given 
evidence of much ability and it is the non- j 
fulfilment of this expectation that has

very friendly areas might come about with 
the gradual break up of "the Central 
Government’s authority. If any such 
thing comes to pass it will be a sad 
disappointment to all who have given time 
and service to help build up this country 
on better lines. If the challenge to Japan 
results in such an eventuality it will be 
one of the most regrettable occurrences in 
history. We are more and more convinced 
that a speedy settlement of the war is. 
China’s only hope of saving herself from 
-the dangers of a long period of anarchy.

caused more ill-feeling. Should the 
negotiations break down there are even 
fears that hostilities may occur. The
Central Government is reported to have , 
one division of well-trained troops at its 
own seat in Szechwan—Chungking—while 
the Szechwan levies number about one 
hundred thousand. There have already 
been incidents in Chengtu and anxiety is 
natural. It seems unfortunate that the 
Central Government should, at this 
juncture, have failed to take more account ■ 
of Szechwanese feelings. The outbreak of 
any civil wars .at the present time, with 
the conflict with Japan unconcluded, must
prove ruinous.
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Froin The China Press, Shanghai, February 10, 1938

CONFIDENCE RENEWED

Liu

ALFTER the death of General Liu Hsiang, former Chair- 
man of Szechwan Provincial Government, much specu

lation arose concerning the relations between that western 
province and the Chinese National Government. Almost 
simultaneously rumors became current about possible dis
sension between Canton and the central Chinese authorities. ’

The purpose which these rumors were intended to serve 
is self-patent. Ever since the outbreak of the Sino-Japan
ese hostilities the Chinese nation as a whole has stood loyal
ly behind the National Government. The prolonged defense 
of Shanghai removed all doubts regarding the ability of 
Chinese troops to resist, when given the necessary equip
ment and ammunition. The moral encouragement thus en
gendered in the hearts of the people has been since demon
strated more than ever. The withdrawal oL£J|iipese forces 
from Soochow, Chinkiang, and even front Narikihg has not 
dampened the ardor of the Chinese publie, nor has it pro
duced the slightest demoralising effect on the Chinese Gov
ernment itself.

In the face of such national solidarity ^almost unheard 
of in the entire history of China,’thp prospect of Japan’s 
beating her 4‘down to her knees” is f|a.r<fly bright, to say the 
least. While cities may be occupied ^and non-combatants 
killed as the result of military operations, the Chinese will 
to exist as a nation is impregnable^ and that will is the 
strongest asset which China poÆefees. Uday.

Fully aware of the futility to try to conquer a nation 
dominated by the will to exist and undaunted by military 
reverses, those who wish it ill must seek means to des
troy it. When General Liu Hsiang^assed away still in the 
service of the Chinese Government, attempts were 
made to create public misapprehension for the obvious pur
pose of undermining the implicit confidence which the peo
ple has reposed in the Central Government.

The death of an important figure like General
Hsiang admittedly could not but give rise to various prob
lems, both civil and military. In the process of selecting a 
successor the Chinese Government, or any other government 
for that matter, would have to consider general susceptibi
lities, just as the President of the United States would have 
to sound party or Congressional opinions in the question of 
important government appointments. The procedure is no
thing singular, and it was manifestly mischievous to try 
to attach to it any sinister significance by inspired quarters.

No sooner had these rumors about Szechwan died down 
than new ones were spread about Canton. The declaration 
of martial law in that city th prevent possible subversive 
activities instigated by extraneous influence was immediate
ly seized upon as an opportunity to sow the seeds of dissen
sion between General Chiang Kai-shek on the one hand and 
General Wu Te-chen and Yu Han-mou on the other. These 
rumors which resounded practically throughout the world 
were even more ridiculous than those about Szechwan.

While the appointment of a successor to General Liu 
Hsiang presented a serious problem for the National Gov
ernment because of the importance which the position com
mands, the allegation of disloyalty on the part of the offi
cials in Canton was most ludicrous. Their personal rela
tions with General Chiang, to mention only one thing, have 
been and still are based on the common desire to serve the 
country. General Wu could not have so easily forgotten 
his experiences of 1932 in Shanghai, nor could he relish the 
idea of repeating similar experiences on a much larger scale 
in Canton, now that threats to its peace are becoming more 
ominous.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that, if in time 
of peace Chinese public opinion did not tolerate internal) 
strife, it certainly will not Tor a moment condone it in the, 
gravest hour of the Chinese people. Those who are inclined < 
to see the dark side of China, as they once did see, have yet 
to learn that Chinese public opinion today plays a most’, 
potent, though not a clamorous, part in the affairs of this* 
nation.

The fact that Japan has so far failed to secure the 
cooperation of respectable Chinese to head various local 
regimes, in spite, of her promise of protection, bespeaks the 
high regard which Chinese officials have to pay to the sen
timents of their people. While human beings cannot be 
free entirely from selfish ambitions, in China as in any 
other country, yet moral censure, as history has so often, 

^proved, will in its own way produce the desired result, 
Even more effectively.than the terrorism of which Shanghai 
■has seen not a little within recent weeks.
B Any scheme which is calculated to estrange the 
■Chinese people from their National Government is fore- 
fcoomed to failure.
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From The North uhina Daily News, Shanghai, February S, 193b

Z SZECHUAN UNEASY >
Tile situation in Szechuan is none too reas

suring. It is but natural that the people in 
that province should desire a successor to the 
late General Liu Hsiang to be selected from 
their own people, and the appointment of 
General Chang Chun as provincial governor 
was probably not the wisest possible course 
for the National Government to have taken at 
this juncture. It may be that by the proper 
exercise Of tact and wisdom actual fighting will 

' be averted, but it is clear that the military in 
Szechuan resent the appointment of a man 
who, in their eyes, cannot but be regarded as 
an interloper. It is necessary for the National
ist Government that the man who succeeded 
Liu Hsiang should be one of proved loyalty to 
itself, and it is for that reason, undoubtedly, 
that it chose Chang Chun, in whom it has 
the greatest confidence. It is to be hoped that 
a settlement of the dispute which has arisen 
will be effected, for it would be a serious em
barrassment to the National Government if, in 
addition to meeting an alien enemy, it had to 
protect its rear from the attacks of the Sze- 
chuanese provincial army. General Wong 
Fong-tso, who is desired as provincial governor 
by some, is, it is reported, securing increasing 
support for his candidature, and if the 
Nationalist Government could be assured of his 
fidelity, and there is no suggestion up to the 
present that he is anything but faithful to 
China in her present struggle, it might still be 
the best policy to placate growing opinion in 
the province by acceding to its wishes in this 
respect. It may be quite true that the mer
chants and intellectual leaders favour General
Chang Chun, but they represent only a small 
minority of the inhabitants of the province. 
The latter are very jealous of their rights, 
and are apt to regard other Chinese as 
alien to themselves. It is from that sentiment
that the present opposition to the appointment 
of General Chang Chun arises, and unless that
is recognized, there may still be trouble.
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Fro,'a Shanghai evening Post i Mercury, February 18, 1938.
In similar vein the Ta Kung Pao, liberal 

organ at Hankow, points out that though Sze- 
a h^tuen is rich in natural resources its poor

‘ danger spot” for the Chinese National communication kept the province isolated in 
Government but there seems more than equal* past years so that there was little development, 
reason to count it as the potential center oïj and this paper suggests three points:
Chinese national defense. i—The local or provincial attitude must

This Wild West area of China, once a ^ eliminated, and .with Szechuen regarded as 
happy hunting ground for avaricious feudal fety # part of the united nation it must be 
warlords, underwent a cleanup process several the base of operations for revival of the 

years ago. That probably was the crucialüxrtfre nation.
period for Szechuen. Had things gone on in 
the old ruts, the hostilities with Japan would 
have found this rich hinterland in no condi
tion, either mentally or physically to^ake ite 
appointed part as center of a unified 
The changes which were then started;- 
probably enough, however, to tide S^cHuen 
through far worse tests than recently répèted 
crises.

That 
vital to 
question. 
Liu Hsiang, former chairman of the Szechuen 
provincial government, the National Govern
ment has appointed General Chang Chun as 
well as approving a three-year reconstruction 
plan.

Commenting editorially upon General 
Chang’s ability, the Standard terms him “one 
of the most able, experienced and courageous^ disrupt/^, things do not seem to be working

Szechuen As China’s New Base
ÇZECHUEN PROVINCE has been reported 

'< HanoPi’ s.nnt.” fnr tha ChinpRA N’nt.in

3.
Szechuen is important and perhaps 
continuation of the war is beyond 

With the recent passing of General

2—Special. attention must be paid to cul- 
^ural and educational development of the pro- 
ftfiice. Leaders are now concentrated in Sze- 
4huen so this gives an unexcelled opportunity.

3—-Szechuen is famous for natural resources 
Wnd to develop national defense, the mines 
$nust be opened and agricultural production 
strengthened while at the same time factories] 
arc built for industrial growth. Capital must, 
be provided to these ends. |

Without aJdoubt, Japan would like to see 
disunity spread in Szechuen as has been cpen- 
ly thé casç in éanton, where it is part of the 

^Japape^'program to promote a “breaking-off”; 
moveinent designed to sever relations with the 
NâjldnaL government at no military cost to 
Dai Nippon. But despite the presence of the 
old factors which in another day would in- 
evitably ’have -spelled success to the forces of

officials of the Government,” whose “achieve
ments as chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government several years ago are a fair in
dication of what may be expected of him in 
Szechuen. It is to be hoped that he will bring 
order out of chaos in such matters as opium
suppression, the inauguration of the ‘paochia’ 
system, and the liquidation of banditry.”

This paper, pointing out that as Shensi is 
gateway to the Northwest so Szechuen is to 
the Southwest and that the latter is richer of 
the two, declares that the Government,, in

out that way now, but rather the contrary.
In her recently discovered national spirit, 

born in làrge degree of the desire to remain an 
independent nation rather than become a 
Japanese protectorate,, old China appears to be 
learning new things with rapidity born of 
dèspiration. Thus even turbulent Szechuen 
and the traditionally fiery South are willingly 

1 taking orders from a Central Chinese author
ity, lest they find their orders coming out 

-7?okyo.

instituting reforms in Szechuen, will have the 
fullest support of the Chinese nation. “A small 
group of people in Szechuen may have been 
misled by the propaganda of agitators to 
oppose the Government’s plan of a political 
housecleaning in the province,” the: Standard 
goes on, “but there can be no doubt as to where 
the majority stand on the matter. Let these 
latter come out strongly for the Central autho
rities and defeat the selfish designs of the ex
ponents of ‘Szechuen for the Szechuen ese’ by a 
movement aiming at ‘China for the Chinese’.”
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, February 9, 1938.

WAR REFUGEES
Although the problem has grown to 

such enormous magnitude as to be almost 
incapable of adequate handling, the ques
tion of providing help for China’s huge 
army of refugees, estimated to number 
one hundred million people, is now— 
according to a Reuter report from 
Hankow—to be given the attention of the 
Government at Hankow. The saddest of 
all sad features connected with the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities which have now 
swept over such a large expanse of terri
tory is that little or nothing has ever 
been done by the Chinese authorities for 
the care or succour of the millions of poor 
people who have been forced to flee their 
homes in face of devastating warfare. 
Perhaps never before in history has so 
thickly populated a countryside been so 
torn and ravaged by armed strife nor so 
many humble and quite helpless people 
been scattered and left to shift for them
selves. We here in Shanghai know all too 
well of the misery an^laardship which 
has been inflicted uporf* people in the 
countryside around, we know of the 
defenceless state in which they were, ancKj 
we know also of the absence of practical 
solicitude on the part of the military and 
other officials who were the only ones 
placed and fitted to render aid, at least 
in the way of seeing to it that the civilian 
population was removed to places of 

, safety before the fighting swept over 
their towns and villages. In the decision 

i to resist there was little thought dis- 
j cernible for the immediate welfare of the 
I people, and perhaps the greatest criticism 
l which has been forthcoming against the 
! militarists who made that decision is the 
lack of provision for the inhabitants who 
were bound to become involved in the 
loss of theii' homes, their livelihood and, 
in a vast number of cases, of their ability 
economically to survive. It must be a 
matter of„ mere guesswork to attempt to 
give numbers when one remembers the 
many provinces which have now fallen 
wholly or partly into the hands of the 
Japanese, but when the total of 100,000,- 
000 people is mentioned in Hankow as 
being a fail' estimate of the number of 
war refugees it can be accepted as being 
somewhere near the mark. The plans of 
the Government are still, apparently, in 
very embryonic form, but it is all to the 
good to learn that it is proposed to form 
a Committee of which either Mr. Hsu 
Shih-ying or General Chiang Tso-pin will 
be the Chairman. An enormous sum of 

| money for re-settlement and other similar 
1 schemes would be required and also a 
| quite formidable organization to co- 
I ordinate whatever might be done in the 

various provinces through the Provincial 
Governments. By leaving the problem 
alone for so long it has become very much 
biggei’ than it might have been, while it i 
has to be remembered that Japanese i 
military plans are still being developed 
in face of General Chiang Kai-shek’s 
continued determination to fight and that 
more and more areas will experience the 
devastating sweep of waY.

A great many people ’"are being^ 
driven in their own minds to put the 
welfare of humanity above political 
theory when they see disastrous attempts 
to insist upon theory made by régimes 
which lack the strength to defend it. In 
answer to the charge that such a view is 
the elevation of Might over Right and the 
condonation of aggression by the strong 
against the weak, the humanist replies 
that there is little virtue in the preserva
tion of political power which cannot 
adequately protect people against defeat 
and distress when it is assailed by a 
stronger in the course of ironing out the 
difficulties which a world full of sovereign 
nations seems inevitably destined to 
suffer. Sometimes to bow the head is not 
only more prudent but far more creative 
of real happiness and welfare than to 
inflict a bludgeoning on helpless fellow 

. creatures whom one is unable to rescue. 
J The world has known more sorrow 
I through the rivalries of nations than it 

has from any other cause and men at long 
last are beginning to question whether the 
“rights” and “sovereignty” of weak and 
disorganized peoples ought ever to be 
made superior to the humanities. In a 
day when the spirit of nationalism was 
never more rampant nor so destructive 
of what could bq. a greatly quickened, 
spread of mutual welfare by the aid and 
interchange of man’s material inventions 
and industrial application, it is no bad 
thing that a questioning spirit is arising 
against the group egotisms, and quarrel- 
lings which lead to wa^ If the decision 
to go to war is going t(^ mean that defeat 
and dire distress are tojbe practically the 
inevitable experience oi one’s people in 
face of powerlessness to help them in any 
adequately compensatory way then the 
wisdom of, and purification for, that 
decision is hard to find^These thoughts 
are prompted by the pictul'c with which 
we are confronted to-day.
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From Shanghai "Sra’’„Vg,iiIfeiferS^gnIfbruary 34’ 193S'
T ONDON is explicably beginning to take

notice of the harm, being done foreign 
business at Shanghai by Japan’s extension of 
North China smuggling technique to the local 
terrain. To be specific, while other people’s 
goods pay duty the imports of Dai Nippon axe 
being landed duty free—at first because the 
landing was in purely Japanese-controlled are
as, and latterly, so it is whispered, as supplies, 
for the army.

This is obviously a passing phase and per
haps little attention should be paid to it. No 
responsible Japanese are disposed to offer ex
cuses for tactics of this sort. They admit that 
wrong is being done but disarmingly take a 
“What can we do?” attitude, promising better 
control as the situation progresses.

The unfortunate thing, in our opinion, is 
the fact that honest and responsible Japanese 
elements have so little to say—nothing what
ever to say, it appears most of the time—when 
wrong is being dene by their own fellow-coun
trymen perfectly obviously and'with no ap
parent sense of shame. For many months the| 
smuggling in North China was a world scandal 
without any extenuating circumstances what
ever. Still less could and can be said of the 
narcotics situation which many now fear may 
rapidly spread down to Shanghai, if it has not 
already started to do so.

We havç no desire to take a conspicuously 
irritating attitude with reference to the Japa
nese army but each time that a thing like this 
is under examination, responsibility appears in 
one way or another to trace back to the army; 
if for no other reason, merely bucause the army 
is cited as the reason why civilians can do no
thing to check the acts of irresponsible rogues, 
the so-called “ronin” both Japanese and 
Koreans. We therefore must ask flatly whether 
the army feels that it adds to its own prestige 
oi’ benefits itself in any slightest degree to as
sume so dictatorial a stand with reference to 
civilian authority that it must perforce accept 
responsibility for every evil act, even extending 
to such matters as smuggling at Shanghai? It 
seems to us there can be no question but that 
the army would be better off if it drove the 
civilian authority with a looser rein, and active
ly encouraged efforts to clean up rascality of, 
that sort.

The army’s problems of discipline and gar
risoning are complex enough in all conscience. 
(There is forever present in this area a tendency 
'on the part of the common soldiers to treat 
their stay here as a lawless holiday, and if 
army officers were to devote their whole atten
tion to checking such manifestations they would ’ 
be well and fully employed.

It would be a generous and constructive 
gesture on the part of the newly changed high 
army command to see to it that JJiere is at once 
a thorough house-cleaning, both with reference 
to army discipline—a thing naturally to be 
handled only by the army itself—^and with re
ference to such things as smugglings, which 
we believe the civilian authorities would gladly 
go after if given leeway to do what they know 
should be done. /
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From Shanghai Evening Post a- Mercury, February 12

Bull Market Ou Terrorism
CTS OF TERRORISM in Shanghai are now 

being perpetrated by two opposing organi
zations, it seems clear. First to swing into action 
was a Chinese “patriotic” group; next appeared 
some sort of organization intent on demonstrat
ing the error of all things “anti-Japanese.” 
The latter group, believed to be supported by 
Japanese ronin, has been to the fore lately and 
We are inclined to think that it is to it that 
we owe thanks for two bombs and some
anonymous communications^ It has been sug
gested that all these acts are due to a single 
group of Chinese fanatics but recent warnings 
are directly against this theory.

It is superfluous to say that such activi
ties are both cowardly and contemptable. 
Terrorism,, directed from whatever camp, must 
fail in its objective when directed against 
people of the slightest courage,- conscience and 
sincerity. Most unfortunate i»,.a state of affairs 
where two conflicting parties- bath engage in 
such tactics for this not only confuses the 
moral issue but, what is more to the point, it 
renders the efforts of the police in striving to 
curb such illegality much more difficult.

Seldom or never do the directors of sucfi 
outrages show enough spunk to take any direct 
part in the things they pay others to do. In 

। a city like Shanghai,, there are always enough 
unemployed hoodlums about to provide willing 
(though often bungling) service in the arts oi 
bombing, anonymous communication, abduc
tion and murder.

No good cause can be well served by 
practices of such description. The fact, un
fortunately, is of very little interest to the 
thugs who will stoop either to direct or to 
carry them out. Such being the case,, all that 
can be dene is to rely on the police who 
can’t* always start even with gangsterdom but 
who have a happy habit of catching up sooner 
or later. Gangsters are not smart. If they 
were they wouldn’t be bombing newspapers^ 
they’d be running them!
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

rp 1 1886 —
dK From
This telegram must bE 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone; ■

0011. Member local Nippon army staff while 

tacitly admitting Shantung situation confidentially 

states large scale three way offensive-beginning 

Tsinpu front in ten days, interpret this mean 

simultaneous push from north, south, and Haichow. 1440.

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CINCAF 
OPNAV

ACTION:

From
to =

. .. . !

FOURTH MARINES

April 11, 1938

Rec’d 7 a.m.

INFO : AMOON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASSTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8611. On northern Tsinpu front Chinese forces 

reported attacking Japanese positions at Yihsien and 

Siangcheng while mobile unit active vicinity 

Tsanochwang. One Japanese division left Shanghai for 

Shantung 6 April, another preparing depart. 18242g
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
April 14

As the material reported in 
Shanghai’s despatch no. 1287 of 
March 18 is adequately summarized 
in the two telegrams cited/therein 
(attached) it is suggested that 
it is not necessary to read the 
despatch or its enclosures.
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NO. / X 7

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL.
Shanghai, China, March 18, 1938.

- ,v . il A! I,’

I In c a A

SUBJECT:

Statements Issued by Mr. Massayuki 
Tani, Japanese Minister at Large, 
R-nd General Shunroku Hata, new 
Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese 
Expeditionary Force in Central China.

THE'HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON.

FAR EAjdtllii Alt/iHS, | 

APR II Mol

SIR

I have the honor to refer to
[arch 11, 11 a.m., and No

7 3'^
my telegramsNo. 378
/ '2L, 42
of March 12, 9 p.m.,

brietfly summarizing statements made to local Japanese
press representatives by Mr. Massayuki Tani, Japanese

Minister at large who has been recently despatched to
China by the Japanese Government, and by General
Shunroku Hata, the new Commander-in-Chief of the Jap-
anese Expeditionary Force in Central China. A full
account of the statements made, as released by the semi-
official Japanese news agency DOMEI will be found in the
enclosed newspaper clippings taken from THE SHANGHAI TIMES
(British, pro-Japanese) of March 10, and TEE NORTH CHINA

2/ DAILY « (British) of March 12, 1938.

Mr. Tani’s statement is of interest not only because
of his references to ’’third Powers” but also because he

indicates the nature of his instructions from the Japanese

Government -------j=t-  
co

co

790*94/12806
 

F/FG
^/^
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Government. With, respect to "third Powers", Mr. Tani 

is reported to have declared that Japan intends fully 

to respect foreign rights and interests in China, and 

in regard to British interests in particular is quoted 

as having said "there can be no friction between Japan 

and Britain, unless Japan infringes British trade inter

ests and vested rights in the Orient”. Continuing, Mr. 

Tani referred to the replacement of "Eden diplomacy" by 

"Chamberlain diplomacy", and described the former as a 

policy of idealism and the latter as one of realism. In 

this latter connection he is reported to have asserted 

that "Japan must pay careful attention to this point, so 

as not to violate Britain’s rights and interests". The 

iinpression given, perhaps quite unintentionally, is that 

the present Japanese solicitude for British rights and 

interests is directly connected with their belief that 

there has been a change in British policy.

Of interest also was Hr. Tani’s disclosure as to 

the nature of his instructions from the Japanese Govern

ment. He intimated that these instructions called for 

the furtherance of the Japanese Government’s frequently 

reiterated determination "to pursue the sacred war for 

the chastisement of the outrageous Chinese" to a victor

ious conclusion and indicated it was his task to cause 

the foreign powers fully to understand the objectives of 

this "sacred war" and to ensure foreign support for Japan. 

Mr. Tani stressed, as have other Japanese military and 

civil officials in recent weeks, that the "sacred war" 

would probably be of long duration but urged that neither 

this
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this fact nor the admitted shortage of commodities in 

Japan should cause any apprehension.

The statement made by General Hata aroused more than 

usual interest both because of its content and the fact 

that it is the first statement made public since he 

assumed command of the Japanese forces in Central China. 

Of especial interest to foreigners were his references 

to the course he expected to pursue in dealing with ’’third 

Powers” and the International Settlement. With reference 

to the former he is quoted as having said that ”we shall 

follow the honorable path of justice in accordance with 

the Government’s foreign policy" and furthermore, that 

’’friction with third Powers would only arise should they 

attempt to interfere with the Army operations”. In this 

connection it is of Interest to note that when calling on 

Admiral Yarnell, Admiral Hata stressed his desire to 

maintain friendly relations with the foreign military and 

naval forces in Shanghai and with Americans in particular. 

His assurance that he would exercise caution in dealing 

with the problem of the International Settlement was 

received with satisfaction by the foreign community here.

General Hata referred to the return of General Matsui 

to Japan and emphasized that this development did not 

indicate any change in policy and that the army was de

termined to ”go on no matter how long the current war may 

last". He mentioned, however, that hostilities had now 

reached the second stage and that preparations must be 

made for a protracted campaign.
Several references were made by General Hata to the 

formation of a new regime in Central China. He is reported 

to
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to have said that he had noted "the growth of popular 

sentiment in Central China in favor of the birth of a 

new administration" and expressed the opinion that "such 

an overwhelming demand must be treated with consideration 
rather than be suppressed". The Japanese army is ready 
to cooperate with a new regime in Central China, General 
Hata is quoted as saying, if its basic policies are 
friendship with Japan and war on the Kuomintang and the 
Communist Party. He also mentioned the necessity for 
the rehabilitation of the Central China area and indicated 
that in his opinion such rehabilitation could best be 
brought about by the restoration of commerce.

of March 10, 1938.
2/- Clipping from THE NORTH CHINA 

DAILY NEWS of March 12, 1938.
800
EES MB

In Quintuplicate.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 toôespatch No. /2-2T"7 of C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai,z China, dated March 
18, 1938, on the subject: "Statements Issued by Mr. 
Massayuki Tani, Japanese Minister at Large, and ueneral 
Shunroku Hata, new Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese 
Expeditionary Force in Central China.”

SOURCE: THE SHANGHAI TIMES (British, 
pro-Japanese) of March 10, 1936

Japanese Respect Foreign 
Rights, Says Mr. Tani

New Minister-At-Large Declares He Will Endeavour 
To Make Third Powers Fully Understand 

Objects Of Japan’s Sacred War Ip China
Instructions brought here by Mr. 

Masayuki Tani, Japanese Minister- 
at-Large, seek to further the Japan
ese Government’s oft-reiterated de
termination to “pursue the sacred 
war for the chastisement of the out
rageous Chinese” to a victorious 
end.

This was disclosed by Mr. Tani on 
Tuesday in an interview with 
members of the Shinko Club, the 
Japanese Press Club.

The Envoy, according to the 
Shanghai “Mainichi,,” also told the 
journalists that he had been placed 
in charge of all Japanese diplomatic 
organs in Central and North China, 
and would commute frequently be
tween here and Peking.

। Japan, Mr. Tani declared, intends 
! to respect fully foreign rights and 
interests in China.

“Although various troublesome 
issues will inevitably crop up in 
Central China and elsewhere,” Mr. 
Tani was quoted by the “Mainichi” 
as saying, “I shall make every effort 
to make third Powers fully under
stand the objectives of the sacred 
war, to ensure their support of 
Japan.

British Trade Interests
i “There can be no friction! be- 
1 tween Japan and Britain, unless 

Japan infringes British trade inter
ests and vested rights in the Orient.

“This has especially been made 
true by the replacement of ‘Eden 
diplomacy’ by ‘Chamberlain diplom
acy,’ or, in other words, the replace
ment of idealism by realism.

“Japan must pay careful attention 
to this point, so as not to violate 
Britain’s rights and interests.”

Admitting that he was scheduled 
to have conversations with the 
British and Italian Ambassadors to 
China, Mr. Tani said these meetings 
would not “extend beyond the limits 
of diplomatic courtesies.”

Counselling his co-nationals against 
“undue optimism” regarding Japan’s 
capacity for waging protracted hos
tilities, Mr. Tani declared there was 
no ground for pessimism.

“I believe,” he was quoted by the 
“Mainichi” as saying, “that between 
60 and 70 per cent, of the money 
spent by Japan will eventually find 
its way back to Japan’s coffers.

Long Conflict Envisaged ;
“Therefore, if the situation con- 1 

tinues to develop along the present 
lines, we should entertain no ap
prehension even if the conflict should 
last additional three or five years 
more.

“The shortage of commodities in

! Japan now is of no con
sequence if’it is compared with the 
situation in Germany during the

! Great War.
The growing demands among the 

Chinese people for the establishment
of a new regime in Central China, 
Mr. Tani was reported as saying, 
coincides with the desires of Japan 
and other foreign Powers.

“As the situation in Central China 
is far more complex than that in 
the North, we had better follow the 
policy of rehabilitation surely but 
slowly.

“As the current sacred war aims 
at laying the foundation for the 
establishment of perpetual peace in 
the Orient, the entire Japanese na
tion must devote its energy to the 
achievement of the decided objec
tive,” Mr. Tani concluded.
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. of C. E. Gauss,
American Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated March 
18, 1938, on the subject: "Statements Issued by Mr.
Massayuki Tani, Japanese Minister at Large, and General 
Shunroku Hata, new Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese 
Expeditionary Force in Central China.”

SOURCE: THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS (British) March 12, 1938.
r ' " ..... .

Japanese Ready
To Assist New

Army Will Back Friendly 
Administration

GEN. HATA ON OFFICIAL 
STAND

The Japanese Army is ready to co
operate with a îiew regime in 
Central China, if its basic policies are 
friendship with Japan and war on 
the Kuomintang and the Communist 
Party.

This statement was made on Thurs-. 
day afternoon by Gen. Shunroku ‘ 
Hata, Commander-in-Chief of the 
Japanese Expeditionary Force in 

। Central China, in an interview with 
I Japanese newspapermen following a 
! military review at the Civic Center. 
; “The troops participating in the 
review,” Gen. Hata said, “have ex
hibited siuoh high morale and fighting 
spirit that they could march to any 
point, however remote—even Han
kow.”

• The Army, the officer declared is 
I “determined to go on, no mlatter how 
long the current war may last.”

Rehabilitation Aim

Meanwhile, he said, the troops are 
preparing for future operiations, 

* maintaining order in the area under 
; Japanese occupation, and striving to 
I rehabilitate the war-torn districts.

“In dealing with third powers,” 
; Gen. Hata declared, “we shall follow 
the honorable path of justice, in ac
cordance with the Government’s 
foreign policy.”

Friction with third powers, he 
added, will arise only should they ; 
attempt to interfere with the Army 
operations.

Gen. Hata said he would exercise 
caution in dealing with the problem 
of the International Settlement, in 
view of the complex inter-relation- 
ships of foreign interests within it.

“The China incident,” he went on, 
“has reached its second stage. There
fore, the Japanese forces must make 
full preparations fox' the coming pro
tracted hostilities.”

With the return of Gen. Iwane 
Matsui, his predecessor, to Tokyo, it 
has been assumed by many, Gen. 
Hata said, that Jlapan “may take a ÿ 
negative attitude to the China in-w 
cident.’*

No Change Foreseen

“There is no reason for a change in ! 
Japan’s firm attitude, even after the 
change in the commanding officers,” 
he declared.

Gen. Hatla noted “the growth of 
popular sentiment in Central China 
in favor of the birth of a new ad- i 
ministration. Such an overwhelming 

’ demiand must be treated with con
sideration, rather than be suppres
sed.”

Japan, he said, will pay equal at
tention to the situation in North and 
Central China, and “‘there is no 
justification for reports that the 
north would enjoy greater attention 
than this arda.”

The keynote of Central China’s 
rehabilitation, he declared, lies in the 
restoration of commerce.

The Army, Gen. Hata declared, 
will vigorously pursue “mopping up” 
operations in the areas under military 
occupation.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 026-Foreign Relatione/1351  ___  for____ letter_____ ________

FROM .Daniel.J. ..Gage.... .........  (______________ j DATED ....Mar,...19.38.
TO NAME 1-1127

793.94,' 
12 807

REGARDING: Negotiation and termination of the Lansing-Ishii 
agreement of 1917 will be additional to documents 
hitherto published in PAPERS RELATING TO THE FOREIGN 
RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES.

th
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Subject» rar Tfastem Situation.

I. Herewith ere turnery and Situation. .ap covering 
«vents in Chin* for the week ending April 1.

2. The iaportcr.t events for the past week have been»

a. Heavy fighting now jraltyr on in the vicinity 
of th® Tsin-Î’u railway north of fsuabew where the 
Japanese are reported to !.*w difficult going.

b. Reports that two additional Japanese DLvi- 
tZ siens have been rushed to Southern Shantung to 

reinforce th® units ipgaged there.

i o. Severe action in th® area between ranking
and ICaagebow wlwre heavy Japanese oasualties are 
reported.

/ d. ■■.«ports that Japanese are ecnoentratirif.
troop* and supplies in the vicinity of Chiakiang 
(on the Yaagtso east of Soaking) in preparation for 
another drive up the Grand Canal toward Hsuchow.

793.94/12808

E. R. B. JfieCASE, 
Colonel, General Staff. 

Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2.

r'O'SFIDENTT.AI
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3-2 Digest of Information 
.________ se Situation'"'
iiaroh feàiAprù 1, lÿjë

Gt&toAL

The Tokyo Foreign Office announced on torch 26 that an import*»*, 
revision in the ordinance controlling foreign exchange would be promul
gated torch 28 and beccm® effective April 5. Under the new regulations 
government permission will be required for* purchase and sale of foreign 
exchange in J&pmnt sale of Ten by Japanese Bunks abroad; raaittances, in
cluding cash, destined for foreign countries; export of security coupons 
in foreign currencies; and issuance of letters of credit.

A compilation by the Japanese Cabinet Statistical Bureau showed 
a general increase in the comodity price index for torch 19J8. Mth 
July 1937 <u6 a base the torch ratio is 106.1. The Tokyo index shows food 
at 1Q7.3, clothing at 112.8, shelter at 101*3, and fuel at 112.3. This 
index fails to show the full extent of the inorensos because July 1937 
was s high point, and ootsaouity prices tod shown a decline since that 
date, despite the war.

One of the lust measures passed by the 73rd Japanese Diet before 
its adjournment un torch 27, was tit® uleotric Power Bill. This bill 
which gives the utats complote control of ths electric industry was passed 
against dotemtoed opposition in the house of Peers. Like the Lower house 
in the case of the National Mobilisation Bill, the House of Peers finally 
had to bow to Government pressure.

According to Tokyo press dispatches, the Japanese Government 
has decided to pay the full amount requested for settlement of the Pansy 
incident, without question or discussion. The amount was stated to be 
much lower than that expected by the Japanese.

The Russian Ambassador at Tokyo on torch 29 presented a protest 
from his Government to the Japanese Foreign Minister against Japanese re
fusal to act in the failure of tonchoukuo to meet the payments due the 
usslan Government for the sale of the Chinese Eastern Railway. Payaient 

■«vs to have been made In cash and goods Manufactured in Japan* The final 
cash payment due torch 23 has not been paid. Instead the tonohoukuo 
Government presented counterclaim* covering debts due the railroad and 
claim discovered after the solo totaling 5,600,000 Ten. The Russian* 
cltlu tho teiw of the sal* were guaranteed by the Japanese Government.

Reports from the Military Attache's Office at Tokyo indicate 
that the Japanese too ar* '’streamlining" their divisions. A ’’light’’ 
Division totaling about 12,000 troops and a "heavy " Division ef about 
18,000 are reported. The Infantry regimental gun company is to be

nOKTiiïTnPntfTT A 1
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equipped with light howitsers normally attached to tiw» battalion*
in action, and 75-ffin. hcwitsers for general support, a battalion of 105 
gun* ha* been added to the Divisional Field artillery regiment.

MOiiTh CiilBA

Little military action 1» reported in Korth China this wek. 
Chinese claim that their cavalry units have raided on the
Tsin-Pu railway north of the Yellow idvor, and destroyed a section of th® 
railway. This is the first organised Chinese action in this area for 
months.

koports reaching Tientsin from reliable observers in Lorth 
China state that tho Chinese in the interior believe that the rank and 
file in the Japanese forces uro discontented and discouraged and do not 
think that Japanese military activities can be profitable to Japan, Re- 
ported remarks of Japanese in th® area tond to confira this attitude.

Viang Ke-Min, Chinese head of ths “Provisional üovcrrœiont” at 
Peiping ws attacked by Chinese gunmen on March 28 while riding in an 
automobile with his Jupenoec “adviser," LiJi Yamtusoto. $ang was unhurt 
but th* adviser suffered a alight wound. The assailants escaped. Japa
nese gendarme and. Chinese police imediately instituted a search for the 
attackers, even entering th* Legation quarter and stopping foreigners. 
Protests against the unauthorised violation of th* Legation quarter were 
made to the Japanese uabassy by American and British official*.

LUBG-HA1 FxvOKT

Chinese claim* sad Japanese counterclaim of viotori** in south
ern Shantung tend to obscure the true situation in that area. It is evi
dent, however, that the Chinese launched a counteroffensive when the 
Japanese drive bogged down on Kerch 26, and succeeded in forcing the Japa
nese to retire from several of their advanced positions. Mth the re
ported arrival of Japanese r*inforc*®onts some of these points have been 
retaken. The severest fighting is going on at Kanohwang just north of the 
junction of the grand canal and the Tsin-Pu, about 26 mile* north of 
Hsuohew, and along th* branch railway running east from Llncheag, par
ticularly at Yihsion and Taierohwang. The Chinese appear to be holding 
a salient running from liunchwang through Ylhsien to Taierchmng against 
desperate Japanese attack*. hanchwang and Ylh«l*n are reported to have 
changed hand* several times. The Japanese ar* also reported to have se
cured a nreearious foothold in Taierohwang only to be driven out with 
severe losses. Chinese officially report 2,000 Japanese casualties dur
ing tho last few days at Taierchwang.

To the northeast of this salient another battl* is going on in 
the vicinity of Liai. There tlxe Chines* are steming Japanese effort* to

- 2 -
A T <
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reinforce their units now engaged on the branch railway described above.

At Tslniag about 70 wiles northwest of Hanchwang Japanese forons 
have bean pushed back across the grand canal from their advanced positions 
about 15 toiles west and southwest of the town. Chinese mobile units have 
raided Taian on the Tsln-Pu south of Tsinan and are reported to have out 
the railway at Tawenkou, about 15 ailles south of Talon.

Chinese report that may of the Japanese units in this general 
area are out off from their cosmasioatione and supplied only by airplane. 
At ilanohwang Japanese airplanes dropped leaflets appealing to their troops 
to hold out until reinforcements arrive.

Increasing air activity is also apparent in this general area. 
Chinese claia they shot down two Japanese bombers over Kwwlteh on Kerch. 25 
and four more at Tongshan on lî&roh 27* Hsuehow was bombed on baroh 26. 
Seventeen Japanese planes raided Talerehwang on March JO.

To the west several thousand Chinese troops are reported to have 
orossed the Yellow hiver into Sorth Honan and are harrassing the Japanese 
units in the area, baron Chinese pianos bombed Fongkiu, north of Kaifoag 
on karoh 27»

uoports from Peiping state that two additional Japanese divisions 
have been sent to reinforoe the South Shantung front. Japanese roinfoi-ce- 
mente are reported to be forcing their way couth of Tsinan despite breaks 
in the railway*

The front south of the hunghai remains absolutely quiet. Japa
nese forces which landed at Bantungchow on the Tangtso on March 17 have 
continued north but are still over 120 miles south of the nearest point 
on the Lunghal.

CaKTSAL CHUA

Heavy action continues to be reported in the vioinity of Kwang- 
toh whore the Japanese claim they are surrounding a force of from 7 .000 
to 12.000 Chinese. A convoy of UO trucks containing an estimated 600 
Japanese dead is reported to have arrived at Shanghai testifying to the 
seriousness of the action. Chinese offioially report U.000 Japanese 
casualties in the Kwangteh area. Raining. northeast of Hangehow. is re
ported oapturod by Chinese irregulars who are also threatening Chapu on 
Hangchow Bay.

Chinese report that six Japanese war vessels and 10 airplanes 
bombarded Chinese positions at Tatung on ths Yangtso. 6h miles southwest 
of sïuhu. An attœpted landing by the Japanese was repulsed.

- 5 -
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The .»uhan area (ixaakcw) was rwid&cl by 33 Japanese bcuxbors 
accoMpaniod by savonsl pursuit planes on haroh 27» No reporte a* to 
daaa’o inflioted are available.

imports fro©. Chino»* source# state that bias Jhpaneae are 
raaseing supplies at Chinkiang (on th® Tangtse about l& Mies down 
stream fro& Nanking) and troop» at ’xanohcw (across the river frocs Chia- 
klang) in propara.tian for a path up the grand ami toward ïisuahew.

Keports fro» Shanghai state that on® Japanese division ms 
transferred fro» Control China to Japan recently. It would i««r proba
ble, however, that any troops which could b» spared in central China 
would bo «ont to reinforce the l»rd pressed J&psnsse units in shantung.

Japan* s latest puppet ^ovomannt "The Kefarmed Sovernaont of 
the Republic of China," was officially Inaugurated at Hanking on March 23. 
I>i® senior Chinese Is Liang Rung-Chih, forsaar Secretary General at Peiping 
in 198t>»5 when the notorious Tuan Chi-Jul was President. Liang is Presi
dent of th® fuseoutive Tuaa. Meat of the Chinese participating in the 
w papaut regime wre officials of the Chinese <rcnr®m»ent prior to the 
Nationalist revolution of 1926-28. Mace ar® outstanding or respected 
Chinese leaders. An officiai statement issued by t2ie new govartmnt on 
Kerch 29 say® that the govsrxwmt is temporary, tJmt it has no intention 
of conflicting with the Peiping regime which will handle all national 
affairs, and "as so-un as service is restored on the Xsln-Pu and Lunghai 
hallways” th® new govornaent would be incorporated in the Peiping. Jevem- 
ment.

Japanese military at Shanghai oontiuua to refuse psnuission for 
Americans to travel to banking. The American Consul at Laruting reports 
that 13 Japanese shops are now open there and that 6UJ Japanese civilians, 
including a nmbor of wmn and children, are now residing at Nanking. 
Jis reports that order within the city 1m« greatly ingwroved and that dan
ger to foreigners is oatrwoly slight. It would appear that Japanese 
intend to hold foreign competition in else faagtse Valley to a Mninusu

LJUTH cum

Ixioleamt wathsr caused a lull in Japanese air operation until 
’. arch 27. an that date 52 Japanese planes raided the Kwnugttwg railways 
and the eastern suburbs of Canton. Dom^e to the railmys was slight and 
through eervioe was ;.»intalx»d. ^ator works and provincial owned sugar 
ullls a.ppai.r to be Uw r,:x«T objectives of air raids. Four mills have been 
Laabed recently and two near Canton badly damaged.

Woports from Iwaanfu state that the Primary Air Training àohool 
is now functioning well. The first class of 1J0 pilots was graduated dur-

- 1*.
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ing February and over hOO cadets are now undergoing training* The 
graduates are sent to Lanohow and another unnaiaed point in Chinese 
Turkestan for advanced training reportedly under Russian instructors*

A late report from Yunnanfu states that under instructions from 
Paris, no more munitions will be carried over the narrow gauge railway 
running from Haiphong, French Indo-China, to Yunnanfu# There have been 
rumors and news reports to this effect for the last few months* This 
last report however is from official sources*

A report from Foochow states that the Fukien Provincial Govern
ment is preparing to move its principal offices from Foochow to Yungan 
in the center of the province shortly* Preparations are also being made 
to destroy roads and bridges, indicating a fear of Japanese invasion.

CO WANT

The battles now going on in Southern Shantung show a remarkable 
improvo^oat in Chinese fighting qualities* Their counteroffensive launched 
March 26 succeeded in pushing the Japanese back at several points and 
their guerrilla attacks on the Japanese lines of communication in Shan
tung appear to have been well coordinated and timed* * The Japanese have 
made a serious error in underestimating Chinese ability to resist and 
their drive on Hsuchow is likely to prove a much more costly undertaking 

। than they bargained for* Two Japanese divisions are reported on their 
I way to reinforoe the drive* Had they been used at the start, the Japa- 
| nese should have had little difficulty in pushing on to their objective. 
? How even these reinforcements may prove insufficient for the task*

. The loss of Hsuchow, provided It does not develop into a debacle,
v will not be a serious blow to the Chinese* That section of the Lunghai 

merely serves to supply the local Chinese forces* Chengchow is a much 
more vital link in Chinese comiunications* That junction forms the con
necting link with Hankow for supplies coming in from Russia and for sup
plies coming up from Canton for the Chinese forces along the length of 
the Lunghai and for the regular and irregular units in Shansi, Hopei, 
and Honan*

The action reported in the region between Hanking .and Hangchow 
(serves again to emphasise the difficulties of the Japaneso/rfd^callod 

occupied territory* In that area the Chinese have succeeded in inflict
ing heavy casualties on the Japanese* While their own losses undoubted- 

j ly were heavy, the Chinese troops have every reason to feel that they are 
| giving a good account of themselves*^ If the Chinese Government succeeds 
I in standing up under adversity as well as the Chinese Army, Japanese 
I prospects for an early end to the *Incidenttt are quite remote*

5
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This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone»

From

MARDET TIENTSIN
April 11, 1938

ACTION: NAVY DEPT
INFO: CINCAF

MARDET PEIPING

Rec’d 10:30 a.m.

0011. Four to ten April about six hundred sick 
or wounded Japanese transferred aboard hospital ships 
CHINWANGTAI, ’’ANCHUKUOUAN. Soldiers acting as railway 
guards between Tientsin and Shanhaikwan. No unusual
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SEE ...ja9.5..0.0..£.JR....-CailtQnZ12Q___________ FOR____ Daapatah #07 tn T&nhaaay^a^ing

from------ Canton------------- ---- - (....Xinnall------ ) dated ....J4arch..l4,-193a..
TO NAME 1—1127 opo

CD

REGARDING*. Sino-Japanese relations: Report on-, for month of
January, 1938.
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3• Helatloxid with Other Countries»
1 • Halations with JananT" ' ~ 1

(■J in !altn iMrtntl*

Japanese naval and serial noatil» operations continued in 

the fora of frequent unimportant island landings and eoaatal 
shellings in and near the lower Pearl and West hirer deltas, 
persistent air raiding of the Kwongtung section of the Hankow» 

Canton-Bong Aong railway and other objectives in the regions of 

central Kwangtung converging on Canton, and new attention to 
Hainan, western kwangtung and Kwangs!, which involved naval

âM
^feïegr'anâ'of «hua. 17, 11 a.n,t 22, id' '<•»• Y anà' '“«^eapaick of ~ 

Jan. 27 (to 3nbaaay).
**felegraas of Jon. 6, 6 p.ia.j ie, 3 n.su| 27, Koon,
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and aerial raiding of coastal points and a series of air raide 
over the principal Kwtmgai cities.

Although small forces of Japanese marines and sailors 
effected new landings on a number of Islets In the lower host 
hiver delta and reportedly on on® in Bias Bay, it appeared 
that such operations wer® only for the purpose of obtaining 
fresh water and food aupplie® and that the landing parties 
scon returned to their ships. The only Innaing» which seeded 
of interest were those made on Jung Kim a fairly
large island lying a few aile» south of fâftcac» and claimed by 
the Portuguese Government as Portuguese territory. The appearance 
of some Japanese a&rinee on this ialaXid aVov.t the first of 
January resulted in a prompt protect by th® Portuguese authori
ties. The marines were withdrawn on January 3rd. A few days 
later another group landed on the Island, who, however, also 
shortly departed. Chlne.se sources claimed that the Invaders 
Indulged in Indiscriainate looting, kidnapping and other 
atrocities.

Japanese warships also bombarded a few coastal points, 
on both aides of the Pearl River delta and in the region of 
Bias Bay; but the shelling was of very light nature apparently 
undertaken only for the purpose of exploring the Chinese 
defences. 

(to) luraistent ..Air.-Rui.dlng of Central .tonngtvng Hull- 
ways,,

Japanese air raiding of central Kwangtung - from the 
southern delta areas to the Hunan and Klangs1 borders In the 
north - continued with the monotcucua daily regularity and 
general ineffectuality of preceding months. According to 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

’Telegraaa of January â, d p.e.j H* H a.a.J .O»®*!18, 3 p.ffi.j 2£, 1 p.m.î £7, Loon; 29, 6 p.m.; and Feb. 3,
4 p.m.; 8, 3 p.m.;and 14, 3 p.a,

Chlne.se
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information supplied by local Chinese military headquarters, 
68 raids were .yide on the area, during January, In the course 
of which aucvt 970 bombs were dropped. The raiding continued 
to be done mostly by naval planes despatched from tenders 
anchored Ln lower delta v. a tens, two or three flights being 
generally imde uaiiy by un average of from 15 to 20 planes and 
the raiding operations being usually performed In small groups 
of from two to six machines.

The Canton-Hankow hallway was bombed with particular 
intensity and p<rsistencyt at leaït five hundred bombs being 
reported dropped along its southern section (Canton to Yingtak) 
alone. The otnci* railways were frequently raided, though 
ouubings of tue Conton-Kowloon hallway were markedly fewer than 
in previous souths. lsuc.iln® :.;un attacks from low altitudes on 
trains and locouotives were reported with increasing frequency, 
particularly -.•x; the Canton-Kowloon and the 4a.;nhui lines.

Bombing uf railway tracks axil bridges continued to 1® 
re«uerkably ineffective, the oxily important stoppage of traffic 
achieved being a two or t!iree day interruption of through 
service on the Canton-K-..-.nkow Hallway In the middle of January. 
The folioviiug sxuamary of the losses sustained by the Canton
nowloon hallway as a result of air raiding from the eoamxicefflent 
of the raiding to february 1st was issued by the Director of the 
Chinese section of the lino:

dumber of raids .....    97
Bombs dropped .......................... Ô45
Bridges damaged .........  5
Stations damaged ................  16
Hails damaged........   208
Sleepers damaged .....................
Other structures damaged (including

staff quarters, goods shelters and 
workshops)  .........  21

Locomotives damaged  .............. 6
Cars riddled by machine guns ..........   12
Total cost of repairs of all the above

items (labor and materials) .............EC&293,770.
The
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The Canton-Hankow Railway administration reported that up 

to February lut eight of the line’s locomotives had been 

put out of comieeion.

Japanese planes rarely appeared over Canton and raids 
in the Uusediate locality of the city were confined to a few 
attacks or. the air fields, ether military eetabllshiaenta and 
railway tracks beycM the northern and eastern suburbs, 
üuch attacks were hampered by usually vigorous and fairly 
effective Chlrtaee ground fire.

A feature of the raiding was the increased attention 
paid by the invaders to wtor highways, particularly those 
leading to Hong korig and the doits, and to JunA traffic on 
the river approaches to Canton. Most of the operations not 
directed at the railway routes «ere concentrated on these 
objectives, the chief s.iws of the raiders apparently being 
to destroy highway bridges and truck caravans and generally 
to disrupt highway and river aioveaent of troops and supplies. 
On the basis of reports fro® Chinese and missionary sources, 
it appeared that the attacks on river traffic were being mde 
quite indiscriminately and were resulting in the frequent 
sinking of passenger vessels and consequent heavy non-combatant 
casualties.

In general the Japanese invading planes showed a tendency 
to ccver widex- areas of territory than previously, to utaks 
more ure of machine guns, and to intersperse their raiding 
operations with more extensive scouting flights.

(o) Propping of Propaganda Leaflets by Japanese.J&aao* 

The Japanese also eomenced to drop propaganda leaflets 

on a considerable scale. On the night of January 10-llth a 

Japanese plane dropped over the suburbs of Canton quantities 

®£ 
*Wlegra& of January 1Ï, 11 a.&.i ani'"û2, 1 p.£r“
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of handbills purporting to bo iasuad by the "Kwflngtung People’s 
^presentation -.a sedation** Mid urging the Kwsngtung public to 
to overthrow Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuorxintang, destroy 
coiar.unlaa, orgtuiiue self-goverivsent in Kwang tun." and support 
’’the new leader whv will protect the land and restore pence to 
the people.” similar loaf lets were reported t.o have been dropped 
on several other ©cessions at points near Cantor, end along the 
railways.*

(d) I,fcw Japanese ..ctivlty in Kaidlny Hainan, Western %wangwig. an4 KwtogsT - iÿeneïj' Reaction '^le're'to1^*

In addition tc the dei-criusd nwal and aerial raid Ing in 
central hwamsitwig sieas, Japanese warships ard btw-blng planes 
devotod new fattwitioi. to regions further west - Hainan., western 
hvnuigtung and Kwan^si. Japanese warships had vlnited Hainan 
and Pakhoi in the closing days of 3ece;..Ler; had been greeted 
by a French naval .sature of disapproval; and had nevertheless 
shelled ju.-ss on ths northern Hainan coast and air bombed i-’akhoi.

“blsplaying a not surprisingly detailed iuanvledge of such matters D01ÎÎI iHeng Kong, January 28) provided the following account of 
propaganda dropped over Canton (as published in JAPAK Tliffb of 
January 20th) :

rt.jiti-Chlang handbills *tre scattered over Canton by 
the Canton People’s League during the period of strict control 
of lights, enforced recently, it was learned here today. The 
handbill® indicate that anti-war »entimsnt is steadily climbing 
among the people.

"'Leaders of tieKatlonal Goveranent are dancing to th® tune 
of the Ccïsrur.ists, and are continuing to resist Japan, throwing 
the nation into a miserable plight without considering the 
national strength,” the handbills road .

"Great Britain and America are seeking to separate China 
and Japan, brotherly Oriental nation®. The Soviet Union is 
working to cause these races of the same origin to kill each 
other.

"The Nationalist forces have suffered heavy defeats, yet 
the leaders are shouting for resistance to the last man. If 
this is not cheating the masses of the people, what else can it 
be? rtre we guilty of any crias ?

"1Ae hereby organise the Canton People’s League to voice 
our rights tod justice. #e call on you, citizens, to for» a 
new government which atanda for justice and democracy. Thereby 
wo shall be able to have peace with Japan, in order to save our 
brothers from distress,” the handbill concluded.

**Telegrams of Jan. 6, fl p.m.)7, Ô p.m.j 11, 11 a.».) 13, 3 p.m.‘, 
18,3 p.m.j 22, 1 pma.j 29, 6 p.m.; and Feb. 3, 4 p.m.;10, § pua.
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During January Japanese naval vessels appeared frequently off 
Hainan, and, with the occasional assistance of a few planes, 
raided, wreral place» ua to® lul&nd’coast* àuoL actions

- iaoluded c-.ieflys the de struct,lus* of Jui.ks plying W tween 
I*aixiun uni Fxvnc»* lnav**w*iAruii v,ie of ponut«* ox* tue
northern and northwestern shores of the Island; a raid on 
laiichong District ( ?L » northeast Hainau) by a swell landing 

force; ineffective aex'ial boabluga of Koihow and nearby ..lung- 
chow on January l«ith, «£<& and 29th; and winor attacks on 
Chinese defences at Yuling Harbor o n t ne 1 land * s
southern coast, on the ilth and. *.Oth. <-ith re upset to the 
attacks at YUling, a -pokeaman of Fourth aoûts ..ray Headquarters 
stated that aUvut uüO Jupauuae .aarinea frow three wurs&lpa and 
*»c.je accompanying ’’at. rehaut vessel» ' -xwie attcaupts to land at 
the port unuer cover of ahelilug and air U«nb&.rdiieut and that 
the attempt a repulsed I.; tho defence g«rrli>o;’. «iter- fairly
heavy fi^htiiig in which the mrlnea suffered considerable 
casualties. Aa ofilciulcm.conique iusueû by the Jup*.nese ftaval 
Authorities at Tokyo on January 20th* provided the following 
different version of the affair;

squadron of Japanese warships in the .booth China 
Eea, «uspeetlng Chinese junk# of frequently stealing 
into Yulin port «cross the line of interception, ssent a 
warship to the port on the aoming of January 19. Sy 
mans of air scouting ths vassal discovered «any Chinese 
Junks at anchor there, 

"The warship forthwith «ent out « raiding party in 
cutters, ^hile .making for the land, the party was sudden
ly fired upon with rifles and oaehlne gun& froe* the bushes. 
The raan-of-war ixtaediately proceeded to protect the raiding 
party by bombarding the enony*» aaenlne-gun position.

"lû the course of this engagement, three membera of 
the party wre slightly injured, but no other casualties 
were’caused to the Japanese side. The port hua been found 
strongly fortified or. all sides.**

Tt;e

♦as published in illSH ar Junuai'y 25, 19«â
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The Japanese Kavy’a raiding of Hainan coastal points 
resulted In further manifestations of French concern end 
disapproval. Accor ding to M'l'TEK and UNITED despatches 
from Tokyo, the French Axb^sador to Japan asked the Japanese 
Foreign Office for an explanation of the Japanese action at 
YUling and was Informed to the effect that it was undertaken 
only for the purpose of enforcement of the blockade of Chinese 
shipping. A trustworthy American resident of Ilolhow reported 
that, following the Japanese air raid on Holhow on January 88th 
a French warship appeared at that port on the 89th; that its 
appearance was followed by the almoat simultaneous arrival of 
a Japanese plane which again bombed the area and, "according to 
reliable sources", radioed the French Consul at liolhow demand
ing ar. explanation of the ship*a visit; and that the Consul 
replied that it was for the protection cf French nationale.

Japanese warships also appeared repeatedly Ln Pakhoi 
waters. In the early part of th® »nth a seaplane tender 
anchored near Melchow Island (?|^| y)f| ), between lakhol and 

Hainan, and during the week from January 5th t© 11th, inclusive 
its planes, apparently about twenty in nunb^r, carried out a 
series of raids on towns of the northern mainland, including 
?akhol and other western Kwangtung points, the Kwaagsi cities 
of Nanning and Liuchow( ’M'j ) and several smaller Kwangs! 

towns. .>os3e two hundred bomba were reported dropped in the 
raids, principal objectives being the aerodrome and military 
academy at Hanning, aviation establishments at Lluehow, forti
fient ions near Pakhoi and the highways leading from that city 
and from the nearby frontier of French Indo-China. Damage of 

iliiusx.
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ailitary consequences was reported to oe relatively alight.
Th® squadrons xttseking Nanning and l.luohow encountered 
vigorous opposition by th® Kwwagsi air forces and anti-aircraft 
ground batteries; and, according to an official Kwangsi source, 
five Japanese boaters were shot down ui.d out one Chinese plane 
destroyed.

Local observers expressed the opinion that, aside fron 
their LwedlMte military objectives, thane raids were under
taken as a threatening gesture against the importation of
munition® from French Indo-China.

flhlle satisfied that a definite Japanese plan for Immediate
Japanese invasion of bouth China had been abandoned in late 
December, the Chinese military authorities indicated that they 
nevertheless still expected an invasion ix. the relatively near 
future and contix^ued their active preparations against such an 
eventuality.

The building of a new extensive system of defence work» 
for Canton continued to be energetically pushed. Tlie system 
was understood to ix.volve a aeries of lines of "pill boxes’ 
and entreuchxwnts surrounding Canton on the east, south and 
west at frequent Intervals all the way to the eoast.

The despatch of additional troop re inf orceinent a to the 
Blas Bay and other coastal regions and the arrival of more 
Kwangs! regiments in areas west and north of Canton were 
reported. The approximate disposition and strength of the 
Kwangs! forces in Ewangtung by the end of the month was 
believed to be: western Kwangtung coast (from French Indo
china to Toiahan), two divisionsj Bamahui and other points 
in the West River valley west of Canton, one brigade or less;

northern
n1inJan’ pmidnight 3 p.m.; and-------
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northern Kwangtung (Lirchow, nohow and Kanyung), one 
division.

otep» were token to put the conscript leu. and training 
of recruits for ths Fourth (Kwangtung) iioute nn^ on a xwr# 
efficient baais, a nev; cy; ax. with heaiq.uartt.ru at Canton 
and b?ar<ches throughout the province lelng established to 
handle such work. It was reported that a large military 
base was being developed at a point in. northern Kwangtung 
(believed to be ohiuchowr or Kanyung) which, in the event of 
a large scale Fap&nes© invaaiox;, would ve the headquarters 
of the Fourth ïtaute /jw/ end, according to soxue reports, of 
a higher Ml it ary organ which would coordinate and direct the 
entire defence of booth China (Kwangtung, kwangsl and ^outh 
Fukien).

rtork on strategic Military highways in both Kwangtung 
«id Kw«igsi continued to bo rushed. On January 3rd a highway 
bridge was completed at .hwschun ( ) near the Hong Kong
territory border - where transportation by ferry only had been 
available - by which through hl^^ay ooKa.«xication froia Canton 
to Hong Kong *.«as provided.

(f) fffr...W«»WMe Pi viaions

^a far &a could be learned, no ».or® military units fTon 
Kwangtung were ^ent tc the northern fronts, and it appeared 
unlikely that any would be «ent for sow tine ir. view of the 
fear of Japanese invasion of Kwangtung and the heavy demand 
for replacements needed to rebuild Cantonese divisions in 
Yangtze areas which suffered tremendous losses in the fighting 
from Shanghai to banking. Lieutenant Generals Yeh Chao (-^ )
and Teng Lung-kuang (^p^^j), ccnoanders of or®y ©orpa of the 

Fourth 
Mlÿ©le^-em rGf"l‘/aixuarly11^, S 'p.a........

heaiq.uartt.ru
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fourth Rout. Artsy at the Yangtae front, returned to Canton; 
and it appeared from press reports that their commands had 
been virtually reduced to skeleton organisation» which could 
not resume important participation in the war until replenish
ed and reorganised.

(g) Kew ..rmlea heady for War service1*'
ka usual, Kwongs!*s achievements in meeting the war’s 

demands for troops excelled Kwangtung’s. Ix:- the latter part 
of January the local papers reported Fwangai’s "Third War 
^oblllxatloti”, involving the ivnediate deapateh to the northern 
fronts of 2CC,CC0 new troops, including student groups. 
Information obtained from the local Kwangs! military representa
tive Indicated that about this number of trained militia 
reserve® had in fact completed u several months "advanced” 
second training course; that they would be sent to the north 
in a steady movement during the next month or two; and that 
some groups had already left. He expressed hl® belief that 
most of the troops would go to the Eisuehw area; w& unable to 
state what proportion would go as replacements and what propor
tion as new units.

There appeared to be no appreciable slaoJeening in support 
of the war by the authorities and public in Kwangtung. Occidental 
Kew fear®, Chinese Kew Years and the anniversary of the 1932 
Shanghai affair were rnade occasions for governmental and press 
appeals for increased efforts In the cause of resistance to 
Japan. beelaratlons by Japanese leaders regarding Japan’s 
mission to bring peace to China were derided caustically as "talk 
of bandits". The decisions of the Japanese Imperial Conference,

telegram' of January âi,' .......... I"'"'1""1
**Telegrams of Jan. 16, 3 p*m.; 22, 1 p.m,; and Jeb. 3, 4 p.a.
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particularly the announced termination of relations with the 
Hankow Government, were greeted with professed unconcern.
There followed mny editorials and ataterseuta by officials to 
the effect that Japan’s action must ee answered b/ all the 
sore resolute resistance, inauguration of a vigorous Chinese 
counter-offensive and the de struct loi of •’puppet” governments, 
in order to corvine© Japan and the world of China’s determina
tion, frustrate traitors iind peace advocates and stimulât» the 
people to treater cooperation with the Government.

Public opinion appeared strongly to approve of the 
execution, of îiwa Fu-chu.

Millie initiative în respect to the war remained with the 
authorities, press and students, the Kwangtucg public seemed 
to be generally reapcnulng to war deaumds with a willing if 
not very spirited patriotism, units of National ..nivation 
banda increased by only about Kc|3,C '‘.,000 to a total of 
approximately 415,OOC,GOC (75% of quota); but a simultaneous 
drive for funds to purchase planes for the defence of Kwimgtung 
was also reported to be midLag progress. As far as could be 
learned, attempts to fcvadc military conscription and desertions 
were not presenting ar.y serious problem.

Signs of grievances against the Central Government and
Internal political friction sstned slightly mot© evident than 
in previous souths. Apparently such tendencies involved chieflys
1) dissatisfaction over the Central Government's» failure to do 
more tc strengthen the air and other defences of Kwangtung;
2) resentmnt ovex the Central Government’s reprimands, for 
alleged Military incompetence, of General Kai&ng Ean-p’lng

<04 ■ Vice Coriander of Fourth Scute *rmy) and other Fourth
Routt.
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Koute ./iray officers of certain Canton divisions which had 
fought to virtual annihilation in the operations from 
Shanghai to ranking; 3) objections of local officials to 
assertive young Kuomintang officials appointed by the Central 
Government; 4) friction between the local civil mid military 
regimes due to the latter’s usurpation of authority; 3) opposi
tion of anti-radical groups to the increase of leftist influence. 
Kone of these matters appeared to have developed to -any serious 
extent, however, and all factions aeoned to be itill basically 
united in support of the war under the leadership of Chiang 
Kai-shek.

all reports from Kwongs! continued to beatify to that 
Province’s strongly maintained war spirit, effective unity of 
effort and valuable contributions tc the rational cause.

(1)

The movement to am and train the trasses, which hud been 
ii.itlated in late December under instructions from the Central 
Government, was actively pushed by the Kwangtung military, 
civil and Kuomintang authorities. The objects cf this ambitious 
program appeared to be: 1) arouse in the people and particularly 
peasants, laborers and students an aggressive fighting spirit 
and conception of the war as a centImation of Sun fat-sen’a 
popular revolution against foreign, imperialist Invaders and 
traitorous northern militarists who would sell their country 
for a ’slave’s peace” and pecuniary profit; 2) impress the 
people with a ^anae of responsibility tc share actively the 
Government’s military defence of Kwangtung, "Cradle of .Revolu
tion”, and combatting of Japanese agents; 3} raise huge armed 
citizen forces which could be utilised to assist the regular

tom

♦Telegram or January 20, S p.m
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troops and wage guerrilla warfare against Invading Japanese.
Manifestos were circulated throughout tne Province 

exhorting popular support of the program, Inviting complete 
freedom in voluntary organisation of self-defence corps and 
political activities within the framework of Sun’s doctrine, 
and encouraging the populace in hitherto forbidden private 
possession of arms and dedication of the weapona to patriotic 
usage. High Chinese officials stated that privately o»«ned 
arms actually in the Province included at least 500,000 modem 
rifles; and it was reported that the authorities were diatribut- 
ixig several hundred thousand none rifles to the people.

The movement was formally organised as the "Kwungtung 
People’s /mt 1-Japanese -elf Defence Corps'*, and a eoamlsslon 
which included the highest military, civil and party officials 
was appointed to supervise th® program. General Hsiang Han-ping 
Vice Coamunder of the Fourth Route ^r^y, was made commander of 
the corps, and active direction of the work was entrusted to 
fourteen regional comanders who were apparently to be respon
sible for all enrollment and drilling of ndlitia, coordination 
and training of volunteer Self Defence Corps and the emergency 
defence of their regions in cooperation with the Regular r»y. 
These leaders and their chief assistants appeared to be all 
Cantonese who are or were formerly high military officers in 
Kwangtung armies, moat of them being well known colorful 
figures. Veterans of the former Nineteenth Route .-ÆK.y understood 
to be closely associated with the Kwangs! leader, 11 Chi-aen, 
and strong supporters of the "popular front" war against Japan 
appeared to constitute the most numerous group, which Included 
Ts’ui Tlng-kal and Chiang Kuang-nal. The other appointees

ocï.sisted
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consisted chiefly of Fourth Route .jay mn, Kuomintang 
leaders, and veterans of the forraei’ Kw&ngtung Fifth jrsy 
(of 19i?7 Katicnallst Forthcrn Expedition fame) of whom 
the w«t prominent was General Li Kn-lin (

The mvement was boosted by tremendous press publicity 
and by officially encouraged student activity in leading 
popular ier.'.oustî'«tionü and ar anlzed young Hen’ * patriotic 
associations and propaganda easspsigns, and the authorities 
announced that over 10,000 Canton students would be sent to 
the interior to promote it t:jou, hout all districts. It was 
learned from the director of the Provincial Kuoxalntang that 
the students, consisting of college and higher school pupils, 
j»ere being given a brief course of training, upon completion 
of which in early February, they and their teachers would 
leave for a month’s work in the interior; that their principal 
mission would be to arouse and train the teacher» and students 
in smaller towns and villages; and that the latter would in 
turn explain the movement to their coxwunlties and start 
establishment of -elf Defence Corpa.

The revolutionary aspect of the project was capitalized 
to encourage its backing, by labor groups, and the riovement

-1 istlnctly leftist in appearance. It emphasized special 
concern for farmers end laborers and appeared to support 
elosei- relatione with Russia as well as the démocratie nations 
and the policy of destruction of Japanese and surrendered 
Chinese properties.

( J ) student.

What appeared to be identic coordinated movements were 
reported in Kwangs! and Hunan. Th® program seemed less signi
ficant in Kwangsi than in Kwangtung, due to the .Province’a

’F^eïegram "oïk January ’âÔV'ÏV*»
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existing highly laveloped ndlitla and political training 

systems. Its inauguration «u followed, however, by a 
«urlwn Increase in the< already noteworthy student

ar.l laborer participation in the wur. Th© t'zwartfsi press was 
full of student activities. Kwengsi officials sale 

frequent »poeche« to bodies of students and laborers prepar
ing for war service, iofonsing the» r; □uch attors as guerrilla 

strategy, "’scorched ourtu policy”, need far national unity, 
reasons for cooperation with the ecvwunists, faith In victory, 
and political and socialistic reforms to follow termination of 
the »asr. mi liicreaitirg part of all atudenta* time w devoted 
to propaganda work and military training, and a resident of 
a re.xcts western Kwangsi town reported that volunteer student 
propaganda squads ’’were travelling about in distant country 
regions, systematically calling on iaarkst towns during market 

days and iwtructlng the simplest far, .ers on the present 
conflict.«

Additional units of students and laborers rare sent to 
the Hsuohow front and other areas whsre Xwangsi troops were 
doing active service. They were reported to be trained both 
for front line service it. vol-lot.» cepaoities and also for 
propaganda work among the students uni poasontn of Mxhwci and 
other northern previtceu. The importance assigned tc the 
litter terk ■.vau ixmlcutsd L-y the fact that General Chong 
Jetw-.u -re »f hlzheat .-.tarf officers of the
î-'ifth (Ktsax^sl) Ku-ute «rray, ws reported ap;.<lntC'd to tn<os 

cliart:e of student activities in Anhwei.
The Awugsi military representative also confirmed that 

there were lar~e a yj’jbers of Kstangsl. student a s®i’V.'.ng as of* ioe* s

and soldiers in the newly organized Kwangsi forces which were 

being, t-.snt to the Hsuchow front.
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Rec’d 11 a.m.

i (07 
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR _______ ________________________ GRAY
!C0PfES SENT TO ^RqM Shanghai via N. R.

1 (-^•^•1. AND 'AJ.D J 
------ j

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

531, April 11, 5 p.m. 
Za7?/

My 514/ April 8, 1 p.m. 

Foreign military observ

launched a new and well coordinated counter offensive qj
* 

against the Japanese at Taierchwang on April 8th and
Ji. succeeded in driving the Japanese northward toward

Yihsien. The Japanese 10th division which has borne 

the brunt of the fighting in the Taierchwang sector 

for the past two weeks is reported to have suffered 

heavy casualties and to have been disorganized. The 

Japanese military authorities here continue to deny 

reports of Chinese victories.

Liang Hung Chia acting head of the so-called 

"reformed government" returned recently from Peiping 

where he conferred with Wang Keh Min regarding the merging

of the two governments. Liang informed' Japanese press 

reporters that the amalgamation will take place as soon 

as possible and that the two governments will appoint 

commissioners to work out the details. The more

important
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important members of the "reformed government" continue to 

spend most of their time in Shanghai, Repeated to Hankow 

and Peiping.

GAUSS

DDM:KLP
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DEPARTMENT OF7 STATE,., . , ' I---------4 m /
Memorandum of C(M$tyghon,Ui'1 X

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AîfefW oh
- ' daté: Ma*

30, 1958

Mr. John Foster Dulles of New york called by appoin^“

ment on Mr. Hornbeck. Mr. Dulles has just returned from a 
trip to Japan and to China. He called to communicate views 

formulated and information gathered while on his trip* 
After being with Mr. Hornbeck for sometime, Mr. Hornbeck 

had to receive other callers and brought Mr. Dulles to 
Mr. Hamilton’s office. Mr. Hornbeck later joined Mr. Dulles 
and Mr. Hamilton.

Mr. Dulles said that Japan’s whole program in China 
derived, in his opinion, from concepts somewhat as follows: 
For years China had been under the virtual domination of 
the British. The British controlled the two principal

seaports
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seaports. The British had a dominant influence in the 
Customs Administration. The British as a result of 
Leith-Ross’ visit to China held an important position in 
China’s finances. The Japanese saw that the Occidental 
world had been closed to them through trade and immigra
tion barriers. The Japanese were developing rapidly as 
an industrial nation. China seemed to be the logical 
place for the Japanese to find an outlet. Consequently, 
the Japanese had embarked on a program of supplanting 
British influence in China by Japanese influence and on 
a program designed to bring about a situation where the 
Chinese people and the Chinese Government would cooperate 
willingly with the Japanese. Mr. Dulles said that the 
Japanese military program in China could not possibly 
succeed in bringing about a situation where the desired 
cooperation on the part of the Chinese would be forth
coming. He said that, however, the Japanese Army still 
had this concept and was not yet prepared to relinquish 
it.

Mr. Dulles said that upon his arrival in Japan he was 
met by a Japanese gentleman who said that he had arranged 
for a group of Japanese financiers and industrialists to 
meet with Mr. Dulles at dinner that evening in order to

discuss
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discuss financial collaboration between Japan and the 
United States. Mr. Dulles said that he had told this 
gentleman that he wanted to talk to him about the danger 
of continuance of Japan's disrespect of American rights 
and interests in China leading possibly to a conflict 
between the United States and Japan; that that was the 
matter which was most on his mind; and that any question 
of financial collaboration between the United States and 
Japan was out of the question. Mr. Dulles said that the 
dinner was thereupon called off. Mr. Dulles said that 
while in Japan he pointed out to the responsible Japanese 
whom he met the serious consequences which might flow from 
further acts by the Japanese in China which would Indicate 
disrespect for the dignity and honor of the united States.

with regard to the financial situation in Japan, 
Mr. Dulles said that he had formed the conclusion that 
Japan could maintain the yen at its present value for 
two or three years; that Japan’s exports of gold could 
perhaps be restricted to the amount of newly-mined gold; 
that because of the large adverse trade balance last year 
Japan had been forced to institute a strict control over 
and/fco curtail, imports; that the restriction of imports 

would necessarily bring about diminution of the volume of
Japan's exports; but that on the whole he thought that

Japan's
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Japan’s financial structure could be maintained without 
curtailment of the hostilities in China for another two 
or three years. He said that after that time it was his 
opinion that Japan would face a very serious situation 
financially which could be met only by increasing taxes 
or by resorting to inflation. He said that he did not 
think that Japan would gain any financial dividends from 
her China adventure during the next few years.

With regard to the general political situation in 
Japan, Mr. Huiles said that Japanese financial and indus
trial circles were disturbed by the extent to which the 
military in Japan had assumed control; that these circles 
were perturbed about the procedure which the military was 
following in China; that the Japanese Army and Navy had 
succeeded in making the Japanese people feel that Japan 
was faced with a national emergency by holding up Russia 
as a potential enemy; that Russia had by its actions in
dicated that it was not likely to attack Japan and that 
the Japanese Army and Navy had thereupon substituted 
Great Britain as the country from which an attack upon 
Japan might be feared; and that in his opinion as the 
China campaign continued the Japanese people would gradually 
begin to question whether any national emergency really
existed. Mr. Dulles said also that the Japanese Government 

permitted
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permitted publication in Japan only of material relating 
to the United States which indicated that the United States 

was taking a "correct" attitude in regard to the Sino- 

Japanese conflict. He said that the Japanese Government 

was keeping from the Japanese people the fact that the 

American people were sympathetically disposed toward China 

and were severely critical of Japan’s actions in China. 

He said that in his opinion the Japanese Government had 

adopted the tactics of featuring to the Japanese people the 

correctness of the American attitude in the belief that 

Great Britain, because of its preoccupation in Europe, 

could not take any positive action toward checking Japan 

unless the United States would also take a positive stand 

in the Ear East; and that the Japanese Government was 

apparently proceeding in the belief that the best means 

of insuring against the united States taking a stronger 

stand in the Ear East was to cause the Japanese people and 

the Japanese Army to believe that the American attitude was 

••correct" which in turn would tend to prevent the Japanese 

military from showing such a disregard of American rights 

and interests in uhina as would be likely to cause the 

united states to take a stronger stand, mt. Dulles said 

that in his opinion the Japanese Government would be 

willing to grant anything within reason which the American 

Government might ask of the «apanese Government, provided
that
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that the approach of the American Government to the 

Japanese Government were made singly and not in concert with 

one or more other powers and provided that such approach 

were made quietly and without the appearance of undue 

pressure. In reply to an inquiry as to whether Mr. Dulles 

did not believe that Japanese control of north China would 

result in Japan endeavoring to link the currency of north 

China with the yen and by means of exchange control and 

other devices close the open door in that area, Mr. Dulles 
replied that infi&âÿprinciple there was not very much 

difference between the currency of north China being linked 

to the Japanese yen and the currency of China being linked 

to English sterling. He said that the linking of the 

currency to the yen rather than to sterling would of course 
affect adversely American trading interests because the 

sterling represented a free exchange whereas the yen 

represented a controlled exchange. He said that from what 

he had been told in Japan, Japanese financial and industrial 

leaders did not desire to duplicate Manchuria in north 

China; that they realize that a mistake had been made in 

ousting foreign enterprise from Manchuria; and that they 

would endeavor to leave the door open in north China.

Mr. Dulles said that among American residents in 

Japan there was prevalent the view that Japanese control of 

certain areas of China need not result in a diminution in

the
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the volume of American trade with those areas; that the 
trade might assume forms different from thoæ obtaining in 
the past; but that the net volume of trade might very well 
register an increase. Mr. Dulles said that he would not 
undertake to appraise the correctness of this point of view 
but that he mentioned it as a point of view which had been 
presented to him.

With regard to China, Mr. Dulles said that he had 
gone first to Shanghai where he had spent a number of 
days and then had traveled to Hankow by way of Hong Kong 
and Canton.

Mr. Dulles said that among certain groups in Shanghai, 
consisting principally of British residents of many years, 
there was the feeling that the mass of Chinese people did 
not care by whom they were governed; that the Chinese 

people would readily adapt themselves to Japanese dominance 
and control, and business and trade would resume their 
normal functioning. Mr. Dulles said that he was not 
qualified to appraise the correctness of this point of view 
but that he was convinced that among the mass of the Chinese 
people who lived away from the cities and among the Chinese 
in the interior there was a growing and strong sense of 
nationalism and hatred of Japan. He said that he thought 
that the Japanese were bound to encounter continued 
resistance; that the Japanese controlled only the railways
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and the rail heads; that in the country away from the 
railways bands of Chinese guerrillas roamed about harrying 

the Japanese; that in their efforts to support the new 
puppet governments which they were setting up and to bring 
about conditions of order in the country, the Japanese would 
inevitably encounter tremendous obstacles and be put to 
very heavy expense; and that in his opinion no Chinese 
government or responsible group of Chinese could come to 
terms with Japan without destroying its and their political 
position in China.

With regard to the situation at Hankow, Mr. Dulles 
said that he had met and had been very favorably impressed 
by Chiang Kai-shek but that he had not been favorably 
impressed by many of the Chinese surrounding Chiang Kai-shek. 
He said that in Chinese governmental circles there was a 
great deal of intrigue and jealousy and the playing of 
politics. He mentioned H. H. Kung and Madame Kung as being 

especially bad influences in this respect.
With regard to China’s finances he said that if 

certain wealthy Chinese transferred their wealth out of 
China — as he had heard they were doing —, the Chinese 
currency might not maintain its level for more than six 
months but that if the Chinese Government husbanded its 
financial resources he thought the Chinese Government 
could maintain a sound financial position for another 

year.
Mr. Dulles
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Mr. Dulles said that if the British Government should 
be successful in composing its differences with the Italian \ 
Government, it seemed conceivable that the British Govern- 
ment might endeavor to come to some sort of an arrangement j 
with the Japanese Government in reference to China. He 
said that he thought the British would be desirous of doing 
anything practicable to bring about cessation of further ' 
destruction of their physical interests in china. He said 
that he felt, however, that the British would have great 
difficulty in coming to any arrangement which would accomplish 
what the British had in mind.

In reply to inquiry as to whether Mr. Dulles had 
formulated any suggestions as to American policy in 
reference to the Ear East, Mr. Dulles said that he had 
returned from his trip with admiration and respect for 
the policy which this Government is pursuing. He said 
that he also wished to make mention of the fact that in 
his opinion the American diplomatic and consular officers 
in the rar East were doing splendid work. He mentioned 
by name and with special praise Mr. Grew and Mr. Gauss.

Mr. Bornbeck and Mr. Hamilton thanked Mr. Dulles 
for his courtesy in calling and for having given them the 
opportunity to hear Mr. Dulles4 most interesting account 
of his trip.

mmh/rek
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JAPANESE AIR RAID ON THE 
CANTON-KOWLOON RAILWAY

AN ADDRESS GIVEN AT THE THURSDAY CLUB, CANTON ON FEB. 10TH 
BY

MR. LI LU-CHAO, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE 
CANTON KOWLOON RAILWAY.

When the history of the Sino-Japanese war is written honqr will'be paid Io tbe thousands of railway employees who have risked 
their lives daily to keep lines of communication open. Residents of Canton are greatly indebted to tbe workers of the Canton-Kowloon 
Railway who have shown distinguished bravery in tbe operation of trains and the maintenance of tracks which have been under 
continual attack during recent months. There is no greatek^eyhjencty of new spirit in Chinese life than tbe courage and loyalty 
in the face of danger of tbe staff of this railway from the lowSstme/scBger boy to the Managing Director.

Mr. Li Lu cbao, tbe Managing Director of the Canton-Kowloon Railway, bas given tbe necessary leadership to tbe thousands of 
employees of this line. This address on Japanese Air Raids on tbe Canton Kowloon Railway was given to the Thursday Club at 
its meeting io the Man Yuen Restaurant on 10th February. Mr. Li is one of many of the new type of leaders io tbe government 
service of China who combine adequate training with courage of high order. Those who read this account of bombiogs by the 
Japanese will be impressed with the fact ibat Japan can never conquer China by force. For months the Japanese bombers have 

been doing their worst in attempts to destroy lhe Canton-Kowloon Railway from the air but this line still continues to perform its 
important service of linking China with lhe outside world.

February 111 h, 1938.

E. H. Lockwood.
Y. M. C. A.

Canton, China.

That a railway contributes much 
to tbe economic development of tbe 
area traversed cannot be gainsaid 
and that an agricultural country so 
developed offers ao excellent market 
to a highly industrialized neighbor 
is also ao accepted fact. But few 
are aware that tbe Mukden Incident 
of September 18tb, 1931, over 
which tbe League bungled so hope, 
lessly, was brought about mainly by 
tbe construction of a network of 
railways in lhe Three North 
Eastern Provinces by lhe defunct 
Peking Government of Chang Tso- 
lio. Our present misunderstanding 
has for one of its reasons the ad
ditional mileage we are constructing 
without Japanese technical and 
financial blessings. Thus our swash
buckling neighbor does not like 

being a lover of । railways and the symbol of progress 

reason for ibis animosity is that this 
quick means of transportation does 
not fit in with tbe Japanese idea of 
Permanent Peace io tbe Far East.

Importance of C. K. Railway 
After tbe Japanese declaration of 

a naval blockade of our seaports, 
tbe Canton-Kowloon Railway im
mediately assumes a new and 
important role. Instead of being 
merely a local railway linking up 
Canton with Hongkong, it becomes 
one of the important links which 
make quick transportation between 
Hongkong and the interior of 
China, possible. Our humanitarian 
service is viewed with dislike by the 
Japanese fire-eaters, as evidenced by 
tbe daily raids with which they have 
thought fit to honor us.

Permanent Peace in the Far 
East

Io propounding the Japanese idea 
governing Permanent Peace in the

When I was first approached I 
was requested to talk about tbe 
Japanese air raids 
Kowloon Railway, 
notification expects 
on something 
Wreckless”, 
permission I shall refrain from 
being reckless in my observation on 
the matter of Japanese air raids on 
the Canton-Kowloon Railway, for 
tbe sake of international peace. 
There is also tbe added reason for 
proceeding with extreme care be
cause after all tbe Canton-Kowloon 
Railway 
luckily 
I hope 
a little 
cannot 
bringing you here under false 
pretence. I mean, 1 
peace, lam unequal to a “reckless ' they represent. The most obvious 
and wreckless” situation.

The whole subject relating to lhe 
Japanese air raide on the Canton- 
Kowloon Railway, as a matter of 
fact, can be summarized and dis
posed of in a few words—routine 
bombing with indifferent results and 
routine repair to damage caused by 
flukes. I have here a summary of 
the record kept of tbe raids begin
ning from the middle of October to 
the present •... ,

r'Number of Raids....................... 97\
»» „ Bombs dropped... 845<

-------s____  
Stations „ ... 15
Rails „ ... 208
Sleepers „ ... 816
Other structures ... 21 
—(staff quarters, gang 
huts, goods shelters, 
workshops, running 
sheds, etc ) 

Engines damaged.. 6 
Coaches „ ...6 (Riddled with
Wagons ,, ...6 bullets by ma-

............x 
^Totafcost of repairs $293.7701 

^jljbor and materials)

on tbe Canton- 
but tbe official 
me to discourse 

“Reckless and 
I think with your

is really wreckable, but 
it is also “reparable”.

I am forgiven for having 
fun with words, but I 

accept responsibility for

precincts of my Office, but it does 
not mean that tbe Japanese have 
stopped raining duds off and on.

To tbe Japanese mediaeval mind, 
the best method of securing friend
ship of a peaceful neighbor is Io 
outrival tbe Hun invaders in atrocity 
and brutality in their dealings with 
the militarily weak. In their air, 
sea and land operations, they have 
indeed put to shame the Huns, but 
they have so far failed dismally in 
their objective i.e. in their endeavor 
to retain Chinese friendship. They 
have instead fostered intense 
anti-Japanese feeling. In their 
haste to impede China’s progress 
their invading hordes make it their 
special mission to destroy all public 
and Government institutions, in 
particular educational institutions. 
These seats of learning are seriously 
regarded as the centre of dangerous 
thoughts, hence should bs per
manently effaced.

Japanese Sense of Humor
Though an Oriental, yet I fail 

appreciate tbe Japanese sense
humor, when their gallant aviators 
sought to announce their presence 
to the trains bringing down British 
Naval units, British Charge 
d’affaires and foreign refugees 
from 
ping 
these 
tier bl 
lifted
liquid nourishment they are in 

habit of imbibing, they 
not above bombing au- 

conveying diplomatic

remind you that ibis un
war baa lasted 7 calendar 
and tbe end is still far 
Our little neighbor at one

deeply appreciate these gestures, but 
we also fear for the safety and peace 
of our foreign friends. Such actions 
may easily be construed by the 
Japanese as communistic, hence 
aoti-Japsoese ; therefore, it shall 
become Japan’s incumbent duty to 
establish Permanent Peace even in 
the West.

Ladies and Gentlemen, tbe usual 
allotted time for freedom of speech 
in this congregation of free men 
and women is 20 minutes and I 
fear I have more or less used up 
the valuable time. Before bringing 
to a close my uninteresting talk, I 
wish to 
declared 
months, 
distant.
time called it “Tbe China Incident” 
implying thereby that tbe subjuga
tion of China could be accomplish* 
ed within a very brief period; the 
total outlay for the adventure would 
be negligible and tbe benefit to be 
reaped therefrom would be colossal.

Actual Facta
What actually are the facta of tbe 

case as opposed to lhe fond hopes 
cherished by the Japanese Govern
ment ? A few provinces have been 
partially occupied but do! subjugat
ed; tbe “China incident” baa now 
blossomed forth into a full fledged 

interna-! war (undeclared so fer); tbe adven
ture has cost lhe Japanese Nation in 
men, cash and material, a total 
exceeding that expended during 
the last Russo-Japanese War. 
Japan according to reporta baa 
used up one third of her re
sources in men, material etc., but 
I think thia is a very conservative 
estimate. The firm belief entertain
ed by her misguided statesmen that 
by thia adventure Japan shall enjoy 
complete economic control of China 
and also earn them the undying 
thanks of the people, has been 
exploded. Instead, we find that she

to 
of

Hankow, by playfully drop
bomba fore and aft of 

trains of an 
character. When well for-
with ‘Sake’ or whatever

the 
were 
totnobiles 
and consular representatives of
friendly Powers. Nor were war
ships of these friendly Powers 
immune from molestation» If these 
and other acts of ruthlessness and 
ba barity do not make tbe nationals

Far Ea.r, ber «pokeemen including of ffiend|y Powero ,ee tbe realities 
Hirota bare time and again ioaisled of |he 8i,a.,ion fa chin, h ,hek 

correct perspective, then tbe Japan
ese may oblige them with other

ibat all and sundry should consider 
the realities of tbe situation in
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on something v*necKiess 
Wreckless”. I think with 
permission I shall refrain 
being reckless in my observation on 
the matter of Japanese sir raids on 
tbe Canton-Kowloon Railway, for

anu 
your 
from

the sake of international peace. 
There is also the added reason for 
proceeding with extreme care be
cause after all tbe Canton-Kowloon 
Railway is really wreckable, but 
luckily it is also “reparable”. 
I hope I am forgiven for having 
a little fun with words, but I 
cannot accept responsibility for
bringing you here under false

io a mgniy industrialized neighbor 
is also an accepted fact. But few 
are aware that the Mukden Incident 
of September 18lb, 1931, over 
which the League bungled so hope
lessly, was brought about mainly by
the construction of a network of 
railways in the Three North 
Eastern Provinces by the defunct 
Peking Government of Cbang Tso- 
lin. Our present misunderstanding 
has for one of its reasons the ad
ditional mileage we are constructing 
without Japanese technical and 
financial blessings. Thus our swash-

pretence. I mean, being a lover of 
peace, I am unequal to a “reckless 
and wreckless” situation.

The whole subject relating to the 
Japanese air raids on the Canton- 
Kowloon Railway, as a matter of 
fact, can be summarized and dis
posed of in a few words—routine 
bombing with indifferent results and 
routine repair to damage caused by 
Hukes. I have here a summary of 
tbe record kept of tbe raids begin
ning from the middle of October to 
the present:- ____
"Number of Raids..................... 97\

„ „ Bombs dropped... 845
—'***.----- -Bridges damaged..7... 5

Stations „ ... 15
Rails „ ... 208
Sleepers „ ... 816
Other structures ... 21 
—(staff quarters, gang 
huts, goods shelters, 
workshops, running 
sheds, etc )

Engines damaged.. 6
Coaches „ ...6 (Riddled with
Wagons „ ...6 bullets by ma

chine guns.)
TotaV^cost of repairs $293770J 

(labor and materials)
One of the paradoxes of the 

bombing incidents is that we re
covered from a Japanese plane shot 
down somewhere along the line, a 
parachute wireless set and a Lewies 
gun. Unknowingly I showed tbe 
gun to a member of the foreign staff 
nearby. Much to bis chagrin and 
to my surprise, tbe offending gun 
bore tbe mark of the British 
Small Arms Co., of Birmingham. 
Thus Biitieh guns are being used to 
destroy a railway built with British 
loans.

Cantes

But to come here and merely 
give you a report in this manner 
would be a case of doing an 
injustice to tbe Japanese idea of 
Permanent Peace in the Far East ; 
therefore I propose Io accord it,— 
tbe Japanese air raids on the 
Canton-Kowloon Railway,—its pro
per place in international problems 
of import. To do ibis I have to 
explore and investigate into tbe 
causes leading to the blessings 
showered by Japanese ’planes on 
the Canton-Kowloon Railway. After 
devoting considerable time to tbe 
study of tbe Japanese official mind, 
I solemnly come to the belief that 
this railway bears moat intimate 
relation to the Japanese idea of 
Permanent Peace io the Far East.

buckling neighbor does not like

peaceful neighbor is toship of a
outrival the Hun invaders in atrocity 
and brutality in their dealings with 
the militarily weak. In their air, 
sea and land operations, they have 
indeed put to shame the Huns, but
they have so far failed dismally io 
their objective i.e. in their endeavor 
to retain Chinese friendship. They 
have instead fostered intense 
anti-Japanese feeling. Iu their 
haste to impede China’s progress 
their invading hordes make it their 
special mission to destroy all public 
and Government institutions, in

railways and tbe symbol of progress 
they represent. The most obvious 
reason for this animosity is that this 
quick means of transportation does 
not fit in with tbe Japanese idea of 
Permanent Peace in tbe Far East.

Importance of C. K. Railway
After tbe Japanese declaration of 

a naval blockade of our seaports, 
tbe Canton-Kowloon Railway im
mediately assumes a new and 
important role. Instead of being 
merely a local railway linking up 
Canton with Hongkong, it becomes 
one of the important links which 
make quick transportation between 
Hongkong and the interior of 
China, possible. Our humanitarian 
service is viewed with dislike by the 
Japanese fire-eaters, as evidenced by 
tbe daily raids with which they have 
thought fit to honor us.

Permanent Peace in the Far 
East

Io propounding the Japanese idea 
governing Permanent Peace in the 
Far East, her spokesmen including 
Hirota have time and again insisted 
that all and sundry should consider 
the realities of tbe situation in 
China. Our successful efforts to
wards political and economic reon* 
struclion within recent years have 
earned for os just recognition 
from other Powers, but in the 
Japanese eyes, we as a nation 
have communistic leanings hence 
are a menace to the world,—the 
Japanese world. In spite of tbe 
fact that we are her best customer, 
our neighbor who knows more 
about sabre-rattling than economic 
principles, thinks fit to destroy the 
very market which her industrialists 
so eagerly seek. Apparently, 
nothing short of total subjugation of 
China will satisfy our little neighbor. 
However, within recent months, 
enterprising members of the Im
perial Japanese Army, not to be 
outdone by tbe salesmen of their 
industrialists, have treated us 
to a good few specimens of Jap
anese goods as manufactured by 
the Japanese munition factories. To 
my utter disgust, an unexploded 
bomb—a dud—was once brought to 
my office, and my reaction towards 
Japanese goods being what it is, I 
threatened those responsible for 
bringing tbe dud, with dismissal 
unless the offending object was 
immediately removed. Since then, 
presents from the Japanese Air 
.Force have not invaded the sacred

particular educational institutions.

antiJapanese ; therefore, it shall 
become Japan’s incumbent duty to 
establish Permanent Peace even in 
the West.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the usual 
allotted time for freedom of speech
in this congregation of free men 
and women is 20 minutes and I 
fear I have more or less used up 
tbe valuable time. Before bringing 
to a close my uninteresting talk, I 
wish to remind you that this un
declared war has lasted 7 calendar 
months, and tbe end is still far 
distant. Our little neighbor at one
time called it “The China Incident”

These seats of learning are seriously 
regarded as the centre of dangerous 
thoughts, hence should bs per
manently effaced.

Japanese Sense of Humor
Though an Oriental, yet I fail to, 

appreciate tbe Japanese sense of 
humor, when their gallant aviators 
sought to announce their presence 
to the trains bringing down British 
Naval units, British Charge 
d’Affaires and foreign refugees 
from Hankow, by playfully drop
ping bomba fore and aft of 
these trains of an interna- 
ti<u bl character. When well for
tified with ‘Sake’ or whatever 
liquid nourishment they are in 
the habit of imbibing, they 
were not above bombing au
tomobiles conveying diplomatic 
ar.d consular representatives of 
friendly Powers. Nor were war
ships of these friendly Powers 
immune from molestation. If these 
and other acts of ruthlessness and 
ba barity do not make tbe nationals 
of friendly Powers see the realities 
of tbe situation in China in their 
correct perspective, then tbe Japan
ese may oblige them with other 
methods more forceful and effective.

Realities
The realities of tbe Chinese 

situation as understood by tbe 
Japanese when deprived of their 
trappings mean (1) A Japanese 
person io China, however lowly, is 
sacred and above all laws, (2) The 
total subjugation and enslavement 
of China is pre-ordained aod any 
attempt to depart from this happy 
state on the part of China is at 
once unseemly and wicked, (3) 
Kohoye, Hirota, Matsui and 
others of their kind are China’s 
saviours, and (4) Japanese fighting 
forces are invincible and tbe (right
fulness inflicted by them upon tbe 
defenceless men, women and chil
dren is but a form of favor con
ferred upon tbe Chinese. Of course 
there are others too long to 
enumerate, but these will suffice.

Appreciation of Sympathetic 
Strikes and Boycotts

Eu passant, I wish to offer a 
timely word of advice to the 
stevedores, dockhands and sea
men responsible for sympathetic 
strikes against Japanese vessels and 
the various organizations abroad 
responsible for promoting boycotts 
against Japanese goods. I know for 
a fact that we Chinese as a nation

implying thereby that tbe subjuga
tion of China could be accomplish* 
ed within a very brief period; tbe 
total outlay for the adventure would 
be negligible and tbe benefit to be 
reaped therefrom would be colossal.

Actual Facts
What actually are tbe facta of tbe 

case as opposed to the fond hopes 
cherished by tbe Japanese Govern
ment ? A few provinces have been 
partially occupied but not subjugat
ed; tbe “China incident” has now 
blossomed forth into a full fledged 
war (undeclared so far); tbe adven
ture bas cost the Japanese Nation in 
men, cash and material, a total 
exceeding that expended during 
tbe last Russo - Japanese War. 
Japan according to reports has 
used up one third of her re
sources in men, material etc., but 
I think Ibis is a very conservative 
estimate. Tbe firm belief entertain
ed by her misguided statesmen that 
by this adventure Japan shall enjoy 
complete economic control of China 
and also earn them tbe undying 
thanks of the people, bas been 
exploded. Instead, we find that she 
has cut her own nose to spite her 
own face ; has also managed to 
foster lasting distrust and animosity, 
and bas failed signally to impose 
upon us her Might.

Tribute to Railwaymen
As a railway man, I note with 

extreme gratification tbe general 
recognition accorded to railway men 
who risk tbeir lives to maintain 
communication for tbe travelling 
public. Generalissimo Chiang Kai- 
shek, has kindly donated a munifi
cent sum to tbe staff of tbe Canton- 
Kowloon Railway as a recognition 
of tbe good work done under 
adverse conditions. I am, however, 
glad to report that tbe amount so 
donated has after a meeting of tbe 
staff, been remitted to the proper 
authorities for tbe purchase of 
’planes which are so badly needed. 
Tbe underlying idea is that our 
passengers may thereby be spared 
tbe doubtful pleasure of leaving 
tbeir respective trains for a hurried 
excursion Io tbe bleak countryside 
on wintry days, when enemy 
’planes hover overhead. Tbe spirit 
of my staff is excellent and so is the 
spirit and morale of the Nation, 
therefore, if I am asked, “Are tbe 
Chinese down hearted?”, I shall 
immediately and definitely say 
.“No”
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 14, 1938.

Foochow’s despatches no. 29 of February 26 
and no. 31 of March 10.

In the first cited despatch the Consul re
ports details of the air raid on Foochow and 
Kienow on February 24, the latter place report
edly having been bombed because large supplies 
of the Central Government’s gasoline were stored 
there. The attack was locally interpreted as a 
retaliation for the Chinese raid on Taihoku.

The latter half of this despatch and all of 
despatch no. 31 are devoted to discussion of 
Northern Fukien politics. Provincial Chairman 
Ch’en I is notoriously pro-Japanese and is 
rumored to have made an agreement when hostili
ties broke out in which he guaranteed protection 
of Japanese property and ôej«ssion of defense 
efforts in return for immunity from Japanese 
attack. High Foochow officials do not believe 
that Northern Fukien will be attacked in the 
near future because it could easily be defended 
and because the Japanese do not wish to embar
rass Ch’en I so that he would not be available 
as a Chinese representative in peace negotia
tions .
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NO. 29

AMERICAN CONSULATE,
Foochow, China.

CONFIDENTIAL

February 26, 1938

Subject: Bombing of Foochow and Kienow by Japanese 
° Airplanes.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

COPH

fw a

1 3 1938

Sir:

Washington,

I have the honor, in confirm, at ion of this Con-

sulate’s telegrams of February 24, 3 p.m. and February
25, 8 p.m., to transmit a copy of my despatch no. 24 

to the Embassy, dated February 26, 1938, reporting the 

bombing of Foochow and Kienow by Japanese airplanes.

' ■ I

! - A'l ' r
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch no. 24 dated February 26, 
1938, from Robert S. Ward, American Consul at Foochow,
China, on the subject of: "Bombing of Foochow and Kienow by Japanese Airplanes1*.
No. 24

AMERICAN CONSULAT;
Foochow

February 26, 1938.

CONFIDENTIAL

subject; Bombing of Foochow and rd enow by 
Japanese airplanes.

The Honorable
Nelson Truaier Johnson,

American Ambassador,
relping.

dir:

I have the honor, in confirmation of this Con

sulate’s telegrams of February 24, 3 p.m. and 

February 2b, 8 p.m., to report that on February 24 

six Japanese bombers attacked the Foochow Airfield, 

dropping probably from twenty to thirty bombs on it 

and on the village of Shang Yuan to the south and 

somewhat to the east of it. The Airfield was struck 

at least five times and rendered temporarily unfit 

for use, while the empty hangar end another building 

on the ground were almost completely destroyed. The 

village was partially demolished, probably about 

nine grown-ups and three or four children, one of them 

a baby-girl, having been killed instantly by the 

impact of the exploding bombs, and about fifteen 

people more or less seriously wounded.

Yesterday
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Yesterday, February £6, Japanese airplanes flew 

over the city at three different times during the 

morning, at least one of these flights being obviously 

for reconnaicance purposes. On the second visit to 

the city, the planes flew over it in an Inland 

direction, the third air alarm being sounded when 

what appeared to be the same planes returned over 

the city, flying toward Taiwan.

-ubse^uent information Indicated that these 

planes, supported by another group which had flown 

inland at a point along the coast considerably to the 

north of Foochow, had between eleven o*clock and noon 

carried out an intensive attack on hlenow, an impor

tant up-river city in the center of Northern Fukien 

and on the line of communication between Foochow and 

the present southern war front in Chekiang and Anhwei. 

A fire was reported to have followed the bombing but 

it is not known how mueh damage It caused, nor has 

any reliable estimate of the number of casualties 

become available.

In reporting both the attack on Foochow and 

that on Klenow, the local press appeared to be deli

berately understating the amount of damage which the 

Japanese had effected, probably as a part of a 

deliberate policy of the Fukien Frovlncial Govern

ment to avoid unduly exciting the Fukienese people, 

who are not characterized by any marked stability of 

temperament.

The
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The bombing of Klenov is, by rumor at least, 

' credited to the fact that the Central Government had 

। maintained a eache of gasoline and kerosene in that 

\ city, and according to a presumably reliable but 

unsubstantiated report yesterday’s raid was in fact 

successful in destroying a large part of those stores.

The attack on Foochow is generally interpreted as 

being simply an effort on the part of the Japanese to 

retaliate for the Chinese attack on Taihoku, and it 

is of course not improbable that the Japanese were 

at least partially motivated by a desire for prompt 

revenge, especially when an attack on this city 

afforded it to them without any particular risk, 

Foochow’s lack of aerial defences being unquestiona

bly well known to the Japanese.

An informant close to the Government who has in 

the past been a source of reliable information on the 

political situation here believes, however, that 

certain other circumstances have contributed largely 

to Foochow’s temporary loss of her status of immunity 

to attack.

The first of these is the fact that on or about 

February 19 the Japanese wife of the Chairman of the 

Provincial Government, who contrary to all previous 

reports had remained in Foochow after the evacuation 

of Japanese nationals from this port, left the oity 

for Yunnanfu. This fact, although it has not become 

generally known, is apparently regarded by my informant 

as amounting to an admission on the part of the

Chairman
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Chalrman of the province of his inability to observe 

any longer the terms of the tacit or perhaps very 

explicit understanding which the informant quoted 

and several other persons tn gaged in the Chinese 

Government Service in Foochow have led me to believe 

was reached in august between Ch*en I and the Japanese 
Consul General with respect to neutrality of that 

part of the Province of Fukien controlled by the 

General in the Sino-Japanese hostilities which were 

just then commencing. Tills supposed agreement, which 

may represent only a survival in rumor form of local 

memories of Ch*en 1’s old-time friendship for Japan, 

is believed to have stipulated the immunity of

' Japanese property in and around Foochow from attack or 

I destruction, the prevention by the Chairman of any 

wide-scale anti-Japanese activities, end the cessa- 

j tlon of efforts to prepare for the defence of the 

city.

The informant referred to above indicated to me 

as clearly as he could that he believed that Ch*en 

I’s action in keeping his Japanese wife with him, 

in spite of the rising feeling throughout the province 

against Japan, had been intended by the Chairman and 

accepted by the Japanese as an earnest of his con

tinued adherence both to a policy fundamentally 

friendly to Japan and to the alleged agreement Itself. 

He had stated several times that as long as the Chair

man's Japanese wife was in Foochow, Japanese planes 

would pass the city by, and on the day when she left

Foochow
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Foochow, he appeared to believe that an air attack on 

Foochow was imminent. It is interesting in this con

nection to note that he expects Foochow to be attacked 

again.

a circumstance which lends some color to the 

allegation of the existence of an agreement is the 

fact that, although the planes which bombed Foochow 

came in two relays, and were clearly visible from the 

city for a considerable length of time, no attempt 

was made to drive them out by anti-aircraft fire, 

nor, aside from the sounding of the alarm, «ere defen

sive measures of any sort taken against them, the 

city lying passive end silent beneath the attack.

whatever may be said for this explanation of 

Foochow’s situation, there can be no doubt but that 

the success of the Chinese armies in Central China 

in prolonging hostilities, the energetic local propa

ganda campaign, and the rising patriotism in the 

Province, to which both have contributed, together 

with the action of the Military Commission in execut

ing General han Fu-chu and several almost equally 

prominent leaders, have placed General Ch*en X in a 

position in which he is almost certainly committed to 

at least a perfunctory defence of Foochow and Northern 

Fukien.

another rumored circumstance which is believed 

by some Chinese at least to have attracted the 

attention of the Japanese to Foochow is the reported 

arrival in the city sometime last week of an unnamed

but
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but allegedly well-known communist leader*ho is said 

to have been enlarged with the organization in h or them 

Fukien of Chines© irregulars on the model of the com

muniât squads which functioned a> long against the 

Central Government, and of the i«anohurian irregulars 

who are said still to be resisting Japanese control 

of various interior points in hanchuria.

A third explanation of the recent attack on 

points in Northern Fukien not completely at variance 

with the first of those offered above is that they 

have been made to silence reports of an agreement 

between the local Chairman and the Japanese, and of 

negotiations which were only recently (but probably 

falsely, reported as being in progress between cer

tain Japanese military officials and an official of 

this Province.

Respectfully yours,

Robert S. Ward 
American Consul

800
RSW:HCY

Five copies to Department, under cover of despatch 
no. 29 of February 2Ô, 1930.

Copy to Embassy Hankow.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
April 14

The enclosure to the Hankow 
Embassy’s despatch no. 12 of 
March 2 gives an interesting 
picture of conditions in Chung
king as of last February. You 
may care to glance at the second 
paragraph on p. 1, the first 
paragraph on p. 2, and the second 
paragraph on p. 3.
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/embassy OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Hankow, March 2, 1938.

Subj ec t ; conditions in Chungking.

The Honorable
'7?he secretary of

Washington,
State,

D. C.

17 I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter

2) 
0-

(9

p 
03

01

dated February 21, 1938, from Mr. Hsi Rwen, a Chinese 
employe of the Embassy who was sent with two others 
of the Chinese staff to Chungking in January to await

the arrival there of the Ambassador. t>

Mr. Hsi gives information in regard to conditions
°at Chungking which is of considerable interest to the

CO
isff icee*fe

T,

Tj 
0
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officers of the Embassy now in Hankow, in view of 
the possibility that they may themselves at any 

moment be called upon to take up their residence 
in Chungking

Respectfully yours,

. / Nelson Trusler Johnson

Enclosure:
1/ From Mr. Hsi Rwen, 

February 21, 1938.

Original and four copies to Department. 
Copy to Peiping.

800/124.3
WRP/MYH
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c/o standard vacuum Oil company, 

Chungking, Feb. 21, 1938.

Willys R. Peck, Esq.,

American Embassy, 

Hankow.

Sir;

Mr. Li reported on Jan. 24 our arrival at this 

port, since then, I have made several trips to the 

south bank of the Yangtze with a view to finding a 

suitable house, but so far have been unsuccessful 

owing to the matter of fact that practically all 

inhabitable houses have been occupied by people from 

Chungking local who moved there in the belief that 

the south bank, in the absence of government organs, 

would not be subject to Japanese bombing. Consequently, 

we are still staying in hotel, although we are continu

ing our efforts to look for a house near the Naval 

canteen.

The air-raid warnings on Jan. 30 and Feb. 9 as well 

as the air-defense maneuver from Feb. 16 to Feb. 18 

(the bombing of the military airfield on Feb. 18 was 

known that day to only a small number of local people) 

witnessed and proved the local people being lack of 

knowledge and common sense in seeking refuge during a 

raid. The scarcity of dug-outs drove thousands of 

comparatively well-to-do people to the south bank of the 

Yangtze and to Kiangpeh Hsien, opposite Chungking on the 

north bank of the Kia Ling River. Other inhabitants 
either climbed to hills or stayed home whoa warnings were

sounded
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sounded. In the past two weeks, ten or twenty thousand 
people have evacuated Chungking, mostly to the south 
Hot Spring, about ten miles south, and Pehpei, a town 
up-river approximately twenty miles distant. There 
are at present 13 refuge quarters in Chungking, as 
reported in the press, capable of accommodating 8,000 
persons, and 12 more are under construction. As they 
did in Nanking, the government offices have started 
making dug-outs for their limited staff who are perform
ing only routine duties here. Very few public dug-outs 
are available.

With the arrival of two or three hundred refugees 
from outports each day, Chungking is densely populated, 
at present having a population of 478,988 as announced 
a few days ago. The price level has gone up considerably. 
Foreigners are rarely seen here, presumably because of 
the disturbed condition and unpleasant weather. Goods 
originated from lower reaches of the yaigtze, domestic 
and foreign, are nearing exhaustion. Many, if not all, 
necessities for foreigners are not obtainable. To take 
the place of kerosene and gasoline, for instance, 
vegetable oil and "Gasoline Substitute" ( ) have
been introduced by certain consumers. Chungking local 
maintains fairly good order, while petty robberies have 
been reported at places on the south bank of the Yangtze.

I have got in touch with friends in the Foreign 
Office, and have on several occasions been told that no 
news has ever been received regarding the coming of 
Dr. Wang Chung-hui whose departure would, I think, mean 
the simultaneous leaving of the Embassy staff from the 
same port, we are waiting for your instructions to do

anything
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anything here before your arrival.

I met Mr. Jenkins’ landlord who inquired whether 
any arrangement could be made whereby he might receive 
the payment of rent for the past several months. He 
will issue receipts end give them to whomever transmit
ting the payment.

In regard to the evacuation of local inhabitants, 
I may add that some refugees, of course only a minority, 
have also chosen to go. Richest flew to Hong Kong 
where they boarded steamers for shanghai. Others went 
to Yunnanfu by bus where they proceeded to shaighai via 
Haifong and Hong Kong. The latter method of evacuation 
is not very safe, as the road is too narrow and as 
robberies reportedly happened on Jan. 15 and Jan. 21 
between Chungking and Kweiyang.

With best regards to you and Mr. Ambassador and 
other members of the Embassy staff.

Very respectfully yours, 
(Signed) Hsi Rwen 

Hsi Rwen

Copied by MYH 
Compared with,
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
April 15, 1938.

Reference despatches from the Embassy at 
Hankow no. 13 of March 4 and no. 14 of March 7, 
both enclosing memoranda prepared by Captain 
McHugh, Assistant Naval Attaché. Captain 
McHugh’s conversations with T. V. Soong and Mr. 
Rogers are of more than passing interest.

It is suggested that you may wish to read 
despatch no. 13 in its entirety. The material 
contained in the first part of the enclosure to 
this despatch has been reported by telegraph 
but you may wish to glance at Mr. Soong’s views 
on the British position and developments, be
ginning on page 3 of the enclosure and the 
penultimate paragraph on page 5.

Despatch no. 14 is brief and also may be 
read in its entirety. The following portions 
of its enclosure may prove of interest: last 
paragraph on page 1, last few sentences on 
page 2, middle of page 3 to top of page 4, 
middle and bottom of page 5, and last half of 
the last paragraph.

FE:Perfrield:HES
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Hankow, March 4, 1938.

Subject: Present Role of Mr. T. V. Soong in 
China*s Resistance to Japanese 
Aggression. OFFICE GF THE ADVISER OH

1/ ..... - I have the honor to enclose a memorandum pre
pared by Captain J. M. McHugh, U.S.M.C., Assistant
Naval Attaché, on February 26, 1938, reporting a con
versation held by him with Mr. T. V. Soong on that
date.

The first part of the memorandum relates to a
message which Mr. Soong asked Captain McHugh to trans- -c> 
mit to me, relating to two peace overtures from the gg 
japanaae. This subject has been reported to the De- cS

partment by telegraph, certain details were, however,

793.94/12*.
 316 

py
 pQ

necessarily
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necessarily omitted from the telegram, and the Depart
ment will doubtless be interested in reading the com
plete account.

The second portion of the memorandum deals with 
proposals made by General Chiang Kai-shek for formal 

entry by MT. Soong into the National Government. Soong 
is now president of the Board of the Bank of china. As 
such he has been regarded for a Long time as being a 
stronger supporter of the currency stabilization opera
tions of the National Government than Dr. H. H. Kung, 
Minister of Finance, since the reserves of the Bank of 
China have constituted one of the main props upholding 
the value of the Government’s note issue. Moreover, 
Soong is credited by Chinese with being a financial ex
pert and is regarded by foreign banking circles as a 
factor for reliability and continuity in China’s fiscal 
policies.

Since Soong’s retirement from the post of Minister 
of Finance in 1933 he has been a power behind the 
scenes. As Minister of Finance he was perpetually at 
odds, with General Chiang, his brother-in-law, over the 
latter’s military expenditures. He objected not so much 
to the large expenditures for the building up of a war 
machine as to General Chiang’s seeming reliance on num
bers rather than efficiency. Jealousy of Soong on the 
part of Dr. Kung, some persons have thought, has worked 
to prevent Soong’s reappearance in the strictly polit
ical field. According to this belief Dr. Kung is the 

figure-head behind which works that master-mind of in
trigue, his wife. Moreover, one of Soong’s earlier

achievements
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achievements was his success in obtaining for China 
the collaboration in technical matters of the League of 
Nations, resulting in the creation of the National 
Health Administration and the National Economic Council, 
and in the coming to China of numbers of foreign advis
ers in economic lines. The American cotton and wheat 
credit of 1933 was another of Soong’s ventures. On the 
whole, the opinion is held by certain influential Chi
nese and probably by General Chiang, himself, that the 
net profit to China of these activities, allowing for 
the expense involved, has been slight. His intolerance 
of advice and opposition has habitually estranged those 
who might otherwise have become friends and adherents.

Soong is believed to be a bitter foe to the idea of 
a China dominated by Japan. At a time when China is 
fighting a losing fight against this fate he is willing 
to place himself at the service of the Government and 
there appears to be, at length, a disposition on the 
part of General Chiang to give him responsibility, anti
pathetic as they are to each other, captain McHugh’s 
memorandum shows, however, that Soong is averse to em
phasizing in the public view the ’’Soong Dynasty” concept 
of the Government, and that he prefers to continue be
hind the scenes. The character of a statesman who 
eschews the outward trappings of power, but is neverthe
less recognized by an inner circle as dominant, is one 

that attracts him.
With reference, however, to the actual situation, 

it may be noted that although Soong informed Captain 
McHugh on February 26 that he would not take over con

trol
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trol of the air force, the Assistant Naval Attaché was 
informed on February 28 by Mr. Donald that on the pre
vious afternoon Mr. Soong had been installed in office 
as vice Chairman of the commission on Aeronautical Af
fairs by the Generalissimo and given full authority over 
aviation matters including the use of the Generalissimo»s 
seal, it being agreed that there should be no public 
announcement of the appointment.

Bespectfully yours,

Enclosure:

Memorandum dated February 26, 1938, of conversation 
between Mr. T. V. Soong and Captain J. M. McHugh, 
U.S.M.C., Assistant Naval Attaché.

In quintuplicate to the Department.
Copies to Peking and Tokypr 

/y t
WRP.EA 
800/710/851.5
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Hankow, February 26, 1938.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Memorandum, of conversation with Mr. T. V. Soong

Mr. Soong asked that the following information be 
transmitted to the Ambassador for his confidential use:

He said that just before he left Hongkong the 
Italian Ambassador had arrived there ostensibly on a 
holiday, but accompanied by Mr. Ito whom MT. Soong de
scribed as ”japan»s unofficial Ambassador to China”. 
(Ito is the former Japanese Ambassador to Poland.) Mr. 
Cora had brought greetings and presents to MT. Soong 
from Count Ciano, which Mr. Soong interpreted to mean 
that Ciano and Mussolini were cognizant of the visit. 
Mr. Cora told him that he had come to discuss peace 
terms with Japan and differentiated his position from 
that of Dr. Trautmann by saying that Mr. Soong could be 
sure that he would not, as the German Ambassador had 
done, convey terms which he personally did not believe 
to constitute a reasonable basis for negotiation.

Mr. Cora referred to the terms as ”very lenient”. 
Mr. Soong enumerated them to me roughly as follows:

1. Recognition of ”Manchukuo”.
2. Military garrisons for North China.
3. Economic privileges for Japan in North China. 

4. Establishment of a neutral zone in the
Shanghai area (but without a Japanese Con
cession) .

5. Indemnity.
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MT. Soong said that he had inquired: "Indemnity 
for whom? For China in recompense for the bombing of 
Shanghai and the destruction of Nanking?” To this Mr. 
Cora had rather apologetically replied that of course 
"there always had to be an indemnity after every war and 
that Japan naturally expected something”.

Mr. Soong said that he had replied very diplomat
ically to Mr. Cora because he did not wish to hurt his 
feelings, since he hoped that eventually cordial rela
tions might be restored,and that he had been especially 
careful with MT. Ito because, as he put it, ”that type of 
official (the unofficial representative) is always the 
most dangerous". He told them, however, that no terms 
could be acceptable to China which did not concede to her 
full honor and equality and restore all occupied terri
tory. He added to me that while the terms were relatively 
more moderate than those previously offered, and indicated 
he believed, an increasing desire on the part of Japan to 
secure the termination of the present hostilities as soon 
as possible, no solution of the present crisis is possi
ble, and that China will go on fighting.

He said this had been the second approach to him in 
a relatively short time; that a short time previous to 
this General Matsui had sent a personal representative to 
him to talk peace who had promised "very easy terms" if 
he would consent to discuss them. MT. Soong said that he 
believed they had approached him because they knew he 
would keep his word and that he possessed enough influ
ence at home and abroad to be able to speak with a cer
tain authority.

(The foregoing was all that Mr. Soong indicated 
that he would like conveyed to the Ambassador and,through

Ms»
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him, if he so desired, to the American Government.)
I then inquired what he thought of the recent Brit

ish developments and whether he thought they altered 
Boger’s position with respect to anything that the latter 
might be able to do for China. He replied that he thought 
Roger’s position to be unaffected. He said that he be
lieved the present Chamberlain Government must fall soon; 
that Winston Churchill’s attack upon it had been very sig
nificant because that official had been about to enter 
the cabinet; and that many civil and public bodies who had 
heretofore withheld criticism of the Government by reason 
of sympathy for Eden would now come out in open opposition. 
He furthermore stated that he thought any alliance between 
England and the Central Powers to be unnatural, and that 
the only hope for a successful ana durable policy lay in 
Great Britain achieving a thorough understanding with the 
United States and working in harmony with us. This he 
thought impossible as long as the Chamberlain Government 
remains in power. He added that he understood that there 
had been daily consultation between Washington and London 
prior to the recent change.

I inquired whether he saw any signs of the British 
shifting their position with regard to the present con
flict. I suggested that this might come about through 
their desire to retain a unified Customs Administration in 
the interest of securing their loans. He admitted that 
this was possible and then informed me that the Japanese 
had recently executed, as he put it, a ’’volte face” in 
Shanghai where they had been "wining and dining’’ the Brit
ish. He said the Japanese had thought the British should 

have approached them for some kind of new economic ar
rangement with respect to shanghai in view of their com

plete
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plate military control of that area, but that since the 
British had not done this the Japanese were now making 
overtures in that direction.

With respect to his discussions with the General
issimo, he said that Chiang had been very insistent ever 
since his arrival that he take over the administration 
of the air force and had wanted him to accept the posi
tion of Vice-Chairman of the Commission on Aeronautical 
Affairs. Mr. Soong said that he had asked the General
issimo if there were no military leader to whom this task 
could be entrusted, and that the Generalissimo had re
plied: "Not one”. Mr. Soong said that even as late as 
yesterday the Generalissimo had brushed aside his repeat
ed refusals and had eagerly inquired if they could not 
consider the matter agreed upon, and suggested that he 
give a dinner to announce it. MT. Soong said he had told 
his sister that she would have to find some way to dis
courage the Generalissimo on the idea, since she "had 
lighted the train of fire” herself.

He said that he believed there were other and more 
important matters on which he could assist; that he did 
not want any formal posts, and had told Chiang he would 
act as unofficial adviser to him on any question - seek
ing expert foreign assistance and making a study for him. 
He said it was not a question of a family reconciliation; 
that he had always maintained very friendly personal re
lations with them; but that ha wanted to avoid any ques
tion of the present crisis being a family affair and of 
sharing any posts with them. He added that he felt it 
necessary to maintain his own political independence in 
the present situation (which struck me as very signifi

cant
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cant and as probably the essence of his whole attitude 
with regard to any formal re-entry into the Government).

He referred to the fact that the Generalissimo had 
not utilized the services of his foreign advisers to the 
best advantage during the present war, adding that he 
thought both the Germans and Colonel Chennault to be ex
ceptionally capable, and spoke rather depreciatingly of 
the fact that Chiang had admitted that he did not possess 
a single general to whom he could entrust the affairs of 
the air force.

Mr. Soong nevertheless appeared cheery and confident 
and seemed to have lost the depressed and bitter attitude 
which he had displayed on the occasions of my recent 
meetings with him in Hongkong. His reference to his de
sire to "maintain his own political independence"; to the 
Generalissimofs apparent eagerness to turn over the avia
tion tangle to him "in toto"; and the fact that I know 
that he has had at least two lengthy conferences with 
Pai Chung-hsi since arrival, in addition to his daily vis
its to see Chiang Kai-shek, lead me to believe that he 
either anticipates some greater concession on the part of 
Chiang or feels confident of maintaining a position of in
dependent power satisfactory to his vanity.

In parting he asked that I convey his respects to 
the Ambassador and said that he hoped to call soon.

Respectfully submitted!
(Signed) J. M. McHUGH

Captain, U.SJÆ.C.
Assistant Naval Attache.

(A true copy EA)
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NO. 31

Foochow, China.

March 10, 1938.

CONFIDENTIAL

Subject: Probable course of future events in Foochow: 
o Conversations with local leaders.

The Honorable 

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

Divirioa vf \
FAfi AHAiHS )

APÇ 13 1.938

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s 
despatch No. 29, dated February 26, on the recent 
bombings in northern Fukien, in which the political 
situation of the Province vis-a-vis the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities was discussed, and further in connection

2.
19

3 
l/>

6*
 2

62
.

with that subject, to transmit a copy of my despatch
No. 26 to the Embassy, dated March 10, 1938, concern
ing the probable course of future events in Foochow.

Respectfully yours,

American Consul

F

Enclosure:
To Embassy No. 26, 
March 10, 1938.

800
RSW:HCY
In quintuplicate.

kt

XI
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch i*o. 31, dated Larch 10, 1938, 
from Robert S. 7/ard, American Consul at Foochow, China, on 
the subject of "Probable course of future events in 
Foochow: Conversations with local leaders”.
No. £0

.udEHlCâh CO».. UL..4T‘i 
Foochow

*Æroh ID, 1938

CONFIS »TIAL

.ubject: rrobable course of future events 
ln"'joochowl wônver'a'atlons with' 
Tocaï leaders»

Ike Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson,

Atiierican Ambassador, 

i?eiping.

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s 

despatch No. 24, dated February 26, on the recent 

bombings in northern Fukien, in which the political 

situation ot‘ the province vis-a-vis the oino-Japansee 

hostilities was discussed, and further in connection 

with that subject, to submit the following condensation 

of recent conversations with each of three ranking 

and influential Fukien officials.

None of the three believe that Fukien will 

actually be attacked, although all feel that it may 

be bombed again, perhaps several times more. For 

this belief two give as their basis the fact that 

Foochow and northern Fukien are relatively unimpor 

tant from a military and strategic standpoint, and 

that while Its capture could be made difficult by 

even a small Chinese force of defenders, it would

require 
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require a lar^e force successfully to Invest it, and 

it would not be worth the price which would hav; to be 

paid for it.

The third had a more Interesting explanation of 

his view. He recalled that General Ch* en I, the 

Chairman of the Fukien Provincial Government, wa. 

notoriously well-disposed toward the Japanese and 

that in the councils of the Chinese Government he 

had opposed war; it was well known to the Japanese 

that General Ch’en war friendly to them, and that 

to Invade northern Fukien now would be to '’strike 

his face”, and would place hint ir an untenable posi

tion, in which to retreat would be to invite the 

fate of Han Fu-ch’u, and to fit hl would be to abandon 

the attitude toward them which the Japanese have in 

the past found so acceptable. Even if he fought, 

defeat would be inevitable, and under its stigma 

Ch’en would "lose face” to such an extent that he 

would not then be available to act as China’s repre

sentative in the peace negotiations. This informant, 

an Intelligent Chinese who has held important posts 

in the Chinese diplomatic service for many years, 

and only recently was the u-ayor of an important 

Fukien port, feels that any war, no flatter how long, 

roust at last end, and that when it does it is a virtual 

certainty that General Ch’en I will act as a Chinese 

plenipotentiary at the peace conference.*  It is

*See in this connection p. 8 of the Consulate’s 
political report for September, 1937.

interesting 
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interesting to note in asslng that the official 

quoted expresses it as his view that although China 

will not be obliged to formally surrender any territory 

within the Great <all, she will have to accept the 

loss of han churl a and recognize ‘,.slanohukuort. be 

derices the Chinese who, In the face of so many further 

losses, still talk unraellstlcslly of' the recapture of 

banchurla in the present war.

Consistently with the reasons which he gives for 

his belief that Foochow will not be attacked, this 

inloxmant thinks it likely that the. city will pass 

through the whole period of the hostilities more or 

less undisturbed, even if the provinces around it 

were all taken - a contingency which he regards ae 

remote.

his two colleagues both state that if, contrary 

to their expectations, the Japanese should consider 

Foochow worth attacking and capturing, the city would 

be defended for a short period and then abandoned, the 

Government of the Irovince withdrawing to Yenp’ing or 

Klencw, together wlth such troops as are now here. 

One of the informants asserted that the precedent of 

Tsingtao would be followed, and all Japanese property 

in this area destroyed before the withdrawal of 

Chinese forces, he asserted that he would remain 

at his post until he received orders to leave it, 

but that he was certain that the Central Government 

would issue those orders In time to avoid unnecessary 

sacrifice.

Both
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Both regarded it as much n.ore likely that Foochow 

and Fukien would be taken en passant when and if the 
conquest of Chekiang end the invasion of clangs! is 

completed; that if it were not so taken, it would be 
costly to acquire and would be valueless after it had 
been captured, whereas if the Japanese could gain 

control of all Chekiang and of uiangal, the invasion 
of this province would be vastly simplified, and the 
likelihood of any real resistance correspondingly 

reduced, since the Central Government would be un
willing to waste ammunition and man in so hopeles 

e contest when they could be better spent elsewhere.

Kospectiully yours,

nobert o. jard
naierican Consul

800

Five copies to Department, under cover of despatch 
No. 31 of Siarch 10, 1938.

Copy to bmbaasy hankow.
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REVIEW OF THE WEEK IN CHINA

CHINA HOLDS FORTH IN SHANTUNG

1.
2.

April 6, 1938

Battle rages over Taierhchwang 
Guerrilla warfare increases 
Japanese War Minister to Peiping

KUOMINTANG HOLDS CONGRESS

1. Chiang becomes Director-General
2. National united front strengthens

Division or, 
EAST^RH AFF^r, 

APR?»].

III.MORE DIPLOMATIC NOTES TO JAPAN

1.
2.

Soviet Russia asserts rights 
Japan, Britain conflict 
Japanese-American naval

in S’hai.
problem looms

China Holds Forth in Shantung CM

*

I

Taierhchwang, southern Shantung walled city, 45 miles 
northeast of Suchow, was the focal point all last week of one of the 
most bitterly contested battles in the ten-month old war of Japan’s 
invasion and China’s resistance. The entire theater of war on this 
front was within a rough quadrangle bounded by the Tientsin-Pukow 
Railway on the west, the Lincheng-Taierhchwang branch line on the north 
and east, and the Grand Canal on the south.

cr
*

w œ

In this hilly region some 50,000 Chinese troops fought 
desperately against 20,000 Japanese invaders to hold a recently gained 
advantage. For several days fighting see-sawed, with heavy losses on 
both sides. The Chinese reported on April 2 that they had killed 
3,000 Japanese troons in three days, a Japanese division of 1,000 
having been wiped ’Out in one night. On April 4 the Japanese claimed 
the capture of Taierhchwang but this was denied the next day by a 
Chinese military communique from Hankow. Dispatches from the front 
said almost an entire Chinese division had been sacrificed to halt a 
Japanese attack southeast of the ©ity. Now the Japanese force faced 
annihilation with the Chinese seeking to prevent Japanese reinforcements 
from coming through from Tsingtso or Tsinan.

The successful Chinese positional defense of the Lunghai line ' 
was coupled by reports of ever-increasing guerrilla activities in a -'S 
widespread area between Peiping and Shanghai. Particular recent v
victories reported for the Chinese mobile units are: the recapture of - 
Haiyen and Haining and attacks on Chapu, near Hangchow, in Chekiang 
Province; attacks on Kwangteh, in Anhwei Province, where 4,000 Japanese^ 
were routed and 1,000 killed in three days; raid on a Japanese force bj£ 
1,000 Chinese guerrillas 15 miles southwest of Shanghai near Sungkiang;’ 
cutting of the Japanese communication line at Tawenkow north of the 
Tientsin-Pukow front.

f3

-n
The Japanese armies are finding their positions untenable 

also in other parts of northeastern Shantung, in Shansi and Hopei 
Provinces, and in the Shanghai-Nanking-Hangchow triangle. The 
precariousness of the invaders’ position was shown in Japanese War 
Minister General Gen Sugivama’s hurried flying visit to Japanese- 
occupied Peiping to bolster the morale of Japanese forces weakening 
before fierce Chinese counter.-attacks.

%»
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II

Kuomintang Holds Congress

While resistence continued on the fighting fronts, the 
Chinese Government took 8 new step toward internal consolidation for 8 
prolonged war. An extraordinary session of the Kuomintang Nations! 
Congress wfs held in Hankow at which General Chieng Kai-shek was 
elected to the post of Tsung Chai (Director-General) of the Kuomintang 
with powers of veto or approval over decisions of the central executive 
committee. Mr. Wang Ching-wei was elected to be the Deputy Director- 
General. The Congress also passed a resolution calling for the 
creation of the Peonle’s Political Council to enable the people to 
participate more in public affiirs.

In regard to the hostilities with Japan, the Congress 
announced in a manifesto that the struggle must be continued until 
Japan has abandoned her policv of aggression. The Kuomintang’s cell 
for a national united front to continue resistance against Japan was 
taken up by the Communist party, leaders of which praised the 
accomplishments of the Kuomintang Congress end pledged cooperation.

Ill

More Diplomatic Notes to Japan

More diplomatic notes were exchanged between Tokyo and other 
powers regarding Japan's invasion of China. In a sharp verbal 
interchange st Moscow, the Soviet Foreign Commissar Maxim Litvinov 
told Japanese Ambassador Shigemitsu that Soviet Russia had not sent 
any military detachments or individuals to fight in China. In answer 
to Japanese protest, however, the Soviet Government asserted its rights 
to send munitions to China. Reports from Tokyo stated that the 
Japanese Government is not satisfied with Russia’s explanation and 
intends to take "other steps", pending further explanation from Moscow.

In the atmosphere of general unrest which has prevailed in 
Shanghai since Japanese domination, more incidents broke out between 
armed Japanese civilians and British troops defending the International 
Settlement. The occasion was when the Japanese celebrated the 
establishment at Nanking of the puppet government. The British protest 
later was rejected by General Shunroku Hata, the Japanese commander in 
chief, in the following strong terms: "It is a matter of regret that 
the British commander (Brigadier-General A.P.D. Telfer-Smollet) wes 
acting on e one-sided observation, and assumed a discourteous 
attitude toward the commander in chief of the Japanese forces."

Between Japan and the United States the naval question 
continued to loom large. Greet Britain, France and the United States 
formally announced their intentions to invoke the escalator clause 
under the London Navel Treaty. Meanwhile Vice Admiral Noda stated in 
Tokyo that this action on the part of the powers will cause Japan to 
build her navy up to the "necessary limit" to safeguard her national 
security. Admiral Node at another time announced that the Japanese 
Government had nothing to do with Mexican oil and that the navy is not 
interested in the situation in Mexico.

The Japanese newspaper Hochi accused the United States Navy 
of practising land operations end training for a trsns-Pacific war with 
Japan as the hypothetical enemy. The charge wes based on suspicion of 
American ships manoeuvring near Truk Islands of the Japanese-mandated 
group. But this wes denied bv the Nuvy Department in Washington.

In reply to a Japanese note last month, the United States 
Ambassador Grew delivered a memorandum to the Japanese Foreign Office, 
in which it is stated that "there rests upon American officials and 
other American nationals in China no obligations whatsoever to take 
precautionary measures requested on behalf of contending forces." The 
Japanese had wanted the American Government to ask the Chinese not to 
place military objects near churches, factories end other neutrel 
pronerty."

At the same time it was revealed that Secretary of State Hull 
has been asked by the Committee on Relief in Chine of the Foreign 
Missions Conference to make formal protest to the Japanese Government
against the continued occupation of American-owned mission property in 
the lower Yangtze Velley.
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Paris, March 21 -- Statement issued by His Excellency Dr. 
Sun Fo,*  President of the Legislative Yuan of the Chinese National 
Government, who is on a special mission in Europe.

* Dr. Sun Fo is the son of Dr. Sun Yet-sen, founder and first 
President of the Chinese Republic.

♦ * *

I. China’s determined resistance

II. China’s unity and reconstruction

III. China is not communistic but believes in 
the mutual respect for each other’s 
political belief and institutions.

IV. China in defence of international law 
and sanctity of treaties.

* * *

In her defence against a ruthless aggressor, China shall yet 
emerge victorious.

China’s present struggle against Japan is a struggle for her 
existence. In a life-and-death struggle, there can be no compromise. 
There will be no surrender. We shall have to fight to our last breath 
or until our enemies realize the futility of their attempt to smother 
an ancient, cultured, proud and peace-loving nation.

No, it is not contradictory to say that we are a peeceloving 
nation. In fact, our entire social and political structure for 
centuries has been built on the foundation of civilization, in contra
distinction to militarisation. At present, it is true millions of our 
men are in arms. We ere in arms because we have been forced by our 
neighbor to the wall. For more than a generation we have been patient 
and conciliatory with Japan. At times we were even submissive to her 
pressure, for the sake of peace in East Asia. Japan’s militarists, 
however, seem to be insatiable. Finally, to meet force with force has 
been the only course left to us.

We are fighting for peace, an equal peace that will endure. 
We desire peace now, as we have always desired peace in the past. But 
we cannot consider a peace that will compromise our independence, 
diminish our territory, and restrict our administrative sovereignty.

Eight months of extensive operations against the invader 
from the Great Wall in the North to the Kuangtung Coast in the South, 
have clearly shown that China’s 475,000,000 people are solidly united 
behind the National Government and ready to face unparalleled 
sacrifices in a war for national survival.

Under the Kuomintang National Government, China has been 
steadily progressing towards unity. In the field of reconstruction, 
she has accomplished within a decade what had been left undone in a 
century. The political consolidation, financial stability, social 
advancement, industrial expansion, military improvement, end economic 
betterment of the nation heve become, for the Japanese militarists, 
the anathema of Japan. A powerful end unified Chine stands in the way 
of their dreams of continental expansion end Asiatic hegemony. They 
have, therefore, set out to obstruct the growth of a powerful end 
unified China, which alone will become the bulwark of peace and 
stability in the Far East. The Japanese militarists want neither
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peace nor stability in Eastern Asia, For it is only amidst disorder 
and chaos of their own creation that they will be able to pillage and 
plunder

Anti-communism has been the war-cry of the Japanese 
militarists against Soviet Russia as well as against Cnina, It has been 
raised with the sole purpose of confusing the opinion of their own 
people as well as that of the peoples of the world. It is the smoke
screen to shield their military adventure in China. The question why 
should the form of government of one nation or the political belief of 
one people become the casus belli of another has never been answered 
by the Japanese. So far as Chine is concerned, she respects the 
freedom of other peoples as she desires that the freedom of her people 
be respected.

In the face of national danger, the Chinese communists have 
regarded themselves, first and foremost, as Chinese patriots. They 
have adopted a common front under the National Government to repulse 
the alien invader. They have abolished their soviet organizations and 
submitted to the incorporation of their troops in the Notional Army. 
Fundamentally, China is a land of small landed peasants and household 
handicraftsmen. With her family system and her doctrine of filial 
piety, communistic theories are alien to her people. While we have 
been fired by the ideal of freedom and democracy, for which we have 
been striving during the last 25 years end until lest July we were on 
the threshold of success, we are unopposed to the ideologies, as such, 
that ma^ be different from our philosophy but are best suited to the 
countries where they flourish. None should be against the ideology of 
a nation for no other reason than that it is different. But all should 
rise against a nation that is blinded by the ideology of external 
aggression and international anarchy.

In defence of the sanctity of treeties, of international law 
and order, of the principle of collective security, China has borne 
the brunt of the onslaught. At a time like this when the entire peace 
structure, in Asia as well as elsewhere, is being dangerously undermined, 
the logical course for all nations concerned to pursue is to buttress 
that structure. It will be foolish to think that one can run away. 
For there is no running away from a catastrophe that is going to engulf 
us all. We either survive by our common efforts or perish under the 
debris the complete collapse of international law and order is going to 
leave us.

It is never too late but it is not too soon that all peoples 
should form a united front to advance against the forces of chaos, 
anarchy and aggression.

#

CHINA OUTLINES GOVERNMENT POLICIES

Hankow, April 2 (via radio) — At the conclusion of the 
emergency session of the Kuomintang (National Party) National Congress 
today there was issued a manifesto defining China’s foreign and domestic 
policies.

In regard to the hostilities with Japan the Manifesto says ’ 
that the security of the northern Provinces means the security of China 
as a whole. If they cannot be preserved, not only the hope of a 
reasonable settlement of the question of the four northeastern Provinces 
will be forever lost, but the whole territory of China will be virtually 
gone. "Our final object is peace, which has been the basis of our 
policy. But the peace we value is the peace founded upon justice. The 
peace patched up at the expense of justice is no peace at all. It is 
mere surrender." The hope for peaceful co-existence between China and 
Japan cannot be fulfilled until Japan has courageously forsaken her 
misguided plans and abandoned her policy of aggression, and cooperates 
with China for the restablishment of oeace on the basis of 
righteousness and justice. Meanwhile, the struggle must be continued. 
China is determined not to stop at any sacrifice that may be necessary.

Chine’s foreign relations are governed by two principles: 
Firstly, Chine will scrupulously respect all the treaties for the 
maintenance of peace whereto she is-a party and unflinchingly defend 
their sanctity and inviolability; and Secondly, China will seek not 
only to preserve but further promote the friendly relations with other 
powers. "At this time of unprecedented national calamity we realize 
811 the more that we should not entertain any flese hopes of
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tlous happenings, nor entirely count upon foreign assistance, but 
inouead we should rescue ourselves and carry on our struggle by dint of 
our own efforts amidst whatever difficulties and privations.”

Turning to internal problems, the Manifesto says that the 
guiding principles for building up new Chine are the San Min Chu I 
(the Three People’s Principles). China must proceed with the struggle 
of self-defence simultaneously with the task of national reconstruction. 
Prior to the promulgation of the permanent Constitution, the 
Government should set up the organs of participation by the people in 
public affairs. Efforts should be directed not only towards the 
maintenance of rural economy but towards its active improvement. Three 
points ere of great importance: first, the entire nation must practice 
the greatest of economy in accumulating the capital, secondly, ell 
industrial plans must be directed toward one goal, namely, China’s 
victory, and thirdly, the Government should carry out the planned 
economy in accordance with the San Min Chu I. The task of carrying on 
hostilities and national reconstruction simultaneously seems difficult, 
but its final achievement is sure if we preserve our internal solidarity 
and oneness of purpose.

Among the important resolutions the Congress adopted was the 
one calling for the creation of the People’s Political Council to 
enable the people to participate in public effiars, and another setting 
up Tsung Chai (Director-General) and Fu Tsung Chai (Deputy Director- 
General) within the Kuomintang and General Chiang Kai-shek and Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei were elected thereto respectively. The Congress also 
adopted a political platform for the Government’s guidance during the 
period of armed resistance. The platform stipulates thet the San Min 
Chu I shall be the guiding principles of the national thought end 
re-afflrm the freedom of speech, publication end assembly within the 
bounds of law.

#

EXCHANGE REGULATIONS EXPLAINED BY FINANCE MINISTRY

Hankow, April 1 (via radio) -- In response to inquiries, the 
spokesman of the Ministry of Finance further explained the operation of 
the new foreign exchange regulations.

It is the policy of the Centre! Bank, he stated, to determine 
the allotments of the foreign exchange in the light of the past 
experience- end the current conditions based on the amounts needed for 
the legitimate requirements over and above the cover available in the 
market. It is likely that a forwarding office will be shortly 
established in Shanghai, end the means of facilitating the operations 
of the new system are under consideration.

Questioned regarding the amounts allotted, the spokesmen said, 
the Central Bank is making generous allotments. The first two weekly 
allotments for Shanghai totalled materially more than the excess of the 
imports over the experts at Shanghai in the first two months of this 
year. The allotments for all China during these two weeks are nearly 
as much as the excess of the imports over the exports in an entire 
month based on the January-February average. Furthermore, the 
allotments exceed the amounts that were being sold by the Central Bank 
in one month or two ego before the adoption of the present measures.

The spokesman urged the public to pay no attention to the 
fabricated reports, such as, the amount of the allotments is governed 
by the relation of the export exchange to the sums that the Government 
has to spend abroad. Actually, the Ministry of Finance is exercising 
strict control over the Government’s requirements for foreign exchange. 
These are being met separately whereas formerly they were to considerable 
extent purchased from the open market. The present regulations are 
designed to conserve the backing for the currency by preventing it from 
coming into the hands of those who are striving to undermine the 
currency. The calm attitude on the part of the public will help the 
Central Bank in the task of upholding the currency.
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^ome concern was expressed by foreigners because 

of the increased activity in the posting of notices on 

property by th® Japanese authorities to the affect that 

the particular property was "sealed*  although no actual 

interference with the use of such properties was observed. 

Criticism was also made of certain foreigners (Germns ) 

who insinuated themselves with T sing Vo Japanese and 

obtained some official sta tus in negotiations regarding 

foreign...
* oee Tslngtao’s despatch no. 256 of February 3, 1938, 

subject: Damage? by Japanese Forces at Tainlng, Shantung, 
to Property of American Saptlst Mission.
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foreign property and interests of no direct concern 

to themselves.

Post office Censorship»

feUile the Japanese immediately assumed control of 

the Chinese lost Office in Tsingtao officially, the actual 

administration during February was not interforred with 

by the Japanese who nevertheless raeintsined several 

officials in the Post Cft'ice. It appears however that 

a aharp struggle has resulted from an attempt by cer

tain Japanese wi th army support to oust the Japanese 

orlgi.^ally lust? lied 'ey the Japanese Navy. This con

test for control of such Japanese authority as does 

exist at the Chinese lost vffice emphasised perhaps 

the most striking feature of the Japanese occupation 

of Tsingtno, via. the lack of coordination between 

the ^ray and the Navy.

Restoration of Communication*

*Tsingtao*a despatch no. 271 of February 16, 193B, uubject: 
daily Trains to 'Tsinan Resumed but Occidentals not 
Carried as Passengers.

The principal achievements of the Japanese during 

the month of February appeared to be the resumption 

of railway service between Tsingteo and Tsinan and the 

repair of the airfield which according to newspaper re

ports will be used for a commercial air service between 

Tsingtao, Tientsin and Japan, on February IB, regular 

passenger service was resumed between Tsingtto and 

Tsinan; however, Americans and Europeans have not been 

able to avail themselves of this opportunity to travel 

to Tsinan by rail aa the Japanese autnorities have re

stricted the traffic to Chinese and Japanese only.*
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EG

GPO

FOURTH MARINES

FROMApril 12, 1938

Rec’d." noon*

ACTION: CILTCAF
OPNAV

INFO: AIÎCG7 SHANGHAI 
CCHSUBRON FIVE 
CO’IDESRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COiiYANGPAT
0CHS0PAT
AHA2 BA3SAD0R 0 HL NA 
USE 'GARBLE HEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8612. On northern Tsinpu front Chinese claim 

occupation Sianhchen and Chuchen on Tsaochwang Lini 

Road. Japanese military report large scale mopping 

up operations central and western Shansi. Chinese 

irregulars activities resumed Pootung and Shanghai 

Hanchow region. 1913.

HPD
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REGARDING-, sino. Japaiiese relations: Discussion concerning reorganization
of the Cabinet in Japan and whether military or political 
courses should be pursued by Japan in dealing with the 
conflict in China.

796.94/ 12 822
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RGC
From

p^ÎFSSENT to]

I O.;X.L AM) AVLD. |
-T>7"

GRAY

Tsingtao via N. R.

Dated April 12, 1938

Rec’d 6 :28 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington, D. 0.

April 12, 5 p.m.

An American missi—onary reports

"guerillas" on Japanese troops near Tsimo, 25 miles

from Tsingtao, on April 1, Japanese soldiers at

Tsimo consisting of sixty men were all killed Except 

four. During last week of March attacks were made on 
I''.

Japanese at other nearby places when it is reported^ ' 

200 Chinese civilians were killed and six villages 

burned by Japanese in retaliation. Missionaries also D 
c° 

report recent fighting near Weihsien. Considerable En U 
03

number of Japanese wounded in evidence, at Tsingtao

CD 01• 
(.0

W 03 
W 
01

during last few days. Motor rood to Chefoo impassable 

due to deep trenches dug by Chinese. Pro-Japanese 

police said to have deserted nearby mountain resort

in fear of attack.

Train

"H 
0
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RGC -2- From Tsingtao

Train departed northward this morning but tickets 

were sold only as far as Weihsien. Train due from 

Tsinanfu April 11, 8 p.m. arrived April 12, 11 a.m. 

Delay said to be due to damaged bridge.

Sent to Hankow, Peiping

GOURLEY

NPL:RGC
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1—1336

Canton via N R

Dated April 13, 1938

Reus’d 4 a.m.

on emergency soldier’s

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

April 13, 3 p.m.

On afternoon of April 10 

planes at a great height fell 

uniform factory in city proper employing about 400 

mostly nomen in chiefly residential district approxi

mately three quarters mile from Shameen. Total 

casualties as yet undertermined but about 75 bodies 

thus far removed and 105 reported injured mostly women 

and some children. During raid considerable Chinese 

antiaircraft shrapnel fell on Shameen and American 

gunboat hl’TDANAO but caused no injuries or damage.

Last night large lantern parade was held in Canton 

to celebrate reported Chinese victories in North. , 

Participants who displayed great enthusiasm included 

militia, Red Cross units, guild representatives and 

some Kwangsi women troops.

Sent to Peioing, Pankow, and Shanghai.

LINNELL
IŒP RR

fa

co QGO 
œ

795 . 94/12
 824

 
F/FG
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1—1336

COP^ SEN'irToTR°M
FOURTH MARINES

April 13, 1938

Rcc’d 11:03 a.m.

5 7 */

ACTION: CINCAF
OPNAV

INFO: AMCONSUL SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNrx PEIPING

8513. Little change northern Tsinpu situation, 

Chinese attacking Kwolitsi 4 miles east Twaochang. 

1928.

RR

793.34/I 2825

"O

23 co œ
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American consulate, ociren, Hanchurie, February b, 1938

STRICTLY COrT’lprHTTAL

Ûf V i '

SUBJECT:

The "onorsble

Joseph c

Japan’s Mans for the Yangtze Region - 
Record of Conversation

•« WlàjL, .

i.APRl'<
are».

Lïr'/’ ' / iJ D-7a. xtvo?

Sir:

iœerican «bas sad or
Tokyo, Jepan MU 

04

^c/.ûZ- -f 7f3<
I have th© honor to transmit heivewith a record,

made as nearly verbatim as possible, of a conversation 
between a responsible Japanese civil official and my« M

self which took place in my home a few days ago. This 
official is in the closest touch with events in China 

and has recently visited Tokyo where he had important 
discussions with «embers of the Cabinet and other high «

officials

As some of the statements made by my caller in the
course of our conversation were remarkably frank and UH'

guarded, I have omitted montion of his name in order to
afford hla ell possible protection. However, it is be»

lieved that the Embassy will be able to guess his identity
from the statements set forth in the record of conversation.

Respectfully yours

Enclosure :
As stated

800m/x

William T. Turner 
American consul.

Original
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Enclosure to co/mnunication dated February 5, 1938, from 
William T. Turner, American consul, De Iren, Manchuria, 
to American Embassy, Tokyo, entitled "Japan’s plans for 
the Yangtze Region - Record of Conversation".

question: «ell now that you hixve taken shyaghui a nd the 
lower Yangtze, what are you going to do with them? After 
your experience since 193k, surely you are not going to 
rove out and abandon the field to the Chinese again? 
Answer; Absolutely no. ;e are in the Yangtze to stay. 
me st ion; But what do you propose to do? conquering a 
territory by force of arms is comparatively easy - the 
problem is to disposing of that territory aftei’ it is 
token.

Answer: That is what we are worrying about. Although it 
is supposed to be a secret, I can tell you that we have 
in Chine (in the Yangtze valley?) 400,000 .men — 
question; Do you mean you hud that many during the battle 
of Shanghai, or here at present?
Answer: Doth then and now. Tith this force we unquestlon 
ably are able to take u^nkow, and we can go still further 
inland if we want to. put then our lines would become 
extended and our difficulties increase.
Question; so then what is to be done?

.Answer; well I will tell you this: we have been havingi
’conferences in shanghai between the Array, Navy and repre
sentatives of the foreign Office in the endecvor to solve 
that very question. Hecomendatlons were drawn up at 
those conferences, which were conveyed to Tokyo by a 
committee composed of Admiral Hondo, General H . •?, and 
myself. It was recommended that the military campaign 

not extend to Hankow and that it not include Canton, but 
that it take in Ningpo and suehow. With that territory 

under occupation, which, corresponds rougnly to the three

provinces
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provinces of chekisn^T, T<iun.<,su and nhwei, we would tlisn 

set up a local government of some kind.

Question? On the order of the present regime in i eking? 

Answer: Yes, something like that.

Question: would it be affiliated with Peking?

Answer: Not necessarily, but perhaps, of course the diffi

culty is first to get the right «son among the Chinese to 

cooperate with us. And then the next and greatest diffi

culty is that of getting money. I was assured, when I was 

in Tokyo, that fimmciuti any such scherae would involve 

grave difficulties. The question is what to do with the 

official Chines© banks: whether to support the existIng 

currency of the Nanking Government, or to issue e new 

currency. They told us in Tokyo that there was no possi

bility of issuing e new currency in view of the great 

difficulties which they are now having in keeping the 

yen et its present level. Kveryone told me that there 
was no money available.x It*s a very serious situation, 

and things look very glooray.

Question: Are the recommendations mde by your cowsittee 

going to be approved by Tokyo?

Answer; T don’t know. They hadn’t taken any action by 

the time I left. The fact is that the Cabinet is set on 

taking strong measures, and the military are counseling s 

moderate settlement.
question: Whatt Do you mean that the military are taking lllfotH rill——————»
a more moderate position than the cabinet?

Answer: Precisely.

Question;■iifcwn—i m —hi—.. .
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question; how do you account for that paradox - is it 

beoause of the prepondrance of ex-soldiers and such die- 
hards as suyetsugu in the cabinet?

? Answer: On the contrary, Suyetsugu is about the most 
moderate man in the cabinet as regards China policies, 

k 'îirota and fonoye are the leaders of those who advocate

a strong hand in China. Suyetsugu is, in spite of his 
reputation as e fire-eater, a r»st reasonable san and, 
with the exception of [Tirota, the best informed man on

1 international affairs.I talked with all of them while 

I was in Tokyo, and «B8 surpised to find how compara
tively reasonable and practical wyetsugu is. T’is re
putation as a fire-eater Is accounted for by his inter
views with newspaper men, in which he likes to ,-rive them 
something strong for their columns. Yo, the fact is 
that it is the civilians who are pressing hard for a 
fundamental solution of the issue with Chiang Kai-shek. 
The military would be glad to cosae to a moderate settle
ment. They certainly don’t want to go any further up 
the Tangtxe,

( Further Statements )

The Allison ease had one aspect that was awkward for

us to explain in official coasaunicatlons. You see, as is 

made for bordelsour troops,provision wasa the custom among
I in which were placed professional women purchased from their 

(Chinese owners. It was not unnatural that sorae of these 

women were at first frightened and offered objection to the

arrangement
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arrangement. Hence the rumor got around that Japanese 

troops were kidnapping and making away with Chinese women 

(The speaker did not explain the connection between these 

statemnts and the case referred to, being apparently of 

the opinion that I was Informed of other details.)

Mr. Okamoto, our Consul Generul in Shanghai, Is in 

many ways an able csan. However, he is not tactful and 

he and I are often completely at loggerheads. H® often 

finds himself at Odds with our sallitary and nuval author! 

ties in shanghai.
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Oopy also 

f and---------------- -
telegram received 
 WR 15193»

ME 1—1336 FROM GRAY
Nanking via N.R

l.bHHS SEN T TO 
O.N.l. ANü MJ.D.

Dated April 13, 1938
m.

-SgMretary of State
Washington

Rec ’

Mie local Japanese
92, April 13
According to an announcement

sponsored newspapers yesterday a model Japanese market 
and what amounts to a Japanese town will be set up in 
Nanking. The paper states that on March 30 the local
Japanese residents held a meeting at which it was
decided to increase the budget (presumably agreeable
to the Japanese Residents.’Association)from $80,000

to $300,000. The market is to be built along East 
Chungshan Road and Tair Road and other areas in what 
was formerly the chief business district of Nanking, 
which has now been designated as a ’’Japanese town”
according to the news item. Of the money appropriated, 
$50,000 is to be used for building a Japanese shrine 
and park, while other amounts are designated for con
structing new buildings and repairing damaged ones, 
as well as repairing houses for the poor.

It would

APR 18

t" . 
DE^k j 
B.Ù& i

n-i

FAfi tASrmjktt^i V?

1938k
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ME 2-No,92 From Nanking, April 13, noon

It would appear from the above that the Japanese 

intend to set up a community of some size within 

Nanking and that plans for this are proceeding apace 

while other foreigners are still prevented from return

ing to Nanking and resume their normal occupation.

Sent to Embassy Hankow. Repeated Peiping and 

Shanghai. Peiping please forward to Tokyo by courier.

ALLISON

RR KLP
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Department of State

THE UNDER SECRETARY

April 11, 1938.

- MrXZHamiltonj

Please have the Division

draft some reply for my 

signature to the letter from

Mr. Henry Rood, which I 

attach herewith.

FAB EÀSFEHM AH WHS

’ÂAPR 111938
Oep&rtm&ii si Stai*.V *ç
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BRIARCLIFF MANOR , NEW YORK.

APm

4 Hri< 1 ;> j £

Hon. Sumner Welles, 
Department of State, ■ <c.
Washington» c ^s’

Dear Mr Welles,

It's more than possible that the State 
Department knows about a beautifully printed 
booklet entitled " America and Japan's Manifest 
Destln*y," Issued by "Businessmen of Kyoto , 
Textile Building, Kyoto,Japan>"

If you or your colleagues have not, however, 
seen this engaging booklet I will be glad to send 
you a copy which reached me by mall a few days ago. 
The envelope containing It bore the exact address 
given hy sketch in "Who's Who In America." Therefore 
I think It probable that not a few copies of the 
booklet were sent to other journalists, magazine writers, 
college and university lecturers, etc.

The booklet tells why the Japanese feel it 
necessary to expand territorially, recites vain effort 
èo regulate increase of population by birth control, etc.

One of cynical mind, nevertheless, might see in 
various brief paragraphs, sentences, and at least in a 
single illustration reproduced from a New York newspaper, 
distinct purpose to arouse suspicion of the ^ritlsh and 

to drive a wedge between the United States and' Great Brit
ain.

793.94/12828

Please let me know whether you would like to have 
my copy of the booklet. In such event it win go forward 
promptly.
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April ip
in reply refer to
FE

My dear Mr. Rood:

I have received your letter of April 10, 1938, in 

which you describe a booklet entitled '’America and 

Japan’s Manifest Destiny", issued by ’’Businessmen of 

Kyoto”, which you have recently had mailed to you.

I have not seen the booklet in question, although 

there has come to the Department’s attention a booklet 

entitled "The Sino-Japanese Conflict” which also pur

ports to have been issued by the "Businessmen of Kyoto" 

and which seeks to Justify Japan’s actions in China as 

a defensive measure against communism. Officers of the 

Department have examined a considerable number of pub

lications of the same general character emanating from 

other sources in Japan.

I 

Mr. Henry Rood,

Briarcliff Manor,

New York.

793.94/12828
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I shall be very glad to avail myself of your kind 

offer to send me your copy of •America and Japan1s 

Manifest Destiny” and appreciate the courtesy which 

prompted your offer.

Sincerely yours,

Sumner Welles

Under Secretary
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•pre booklet entitled America 
and Japan* a Manifest Destiny11, is- 
sued by the "Businessmen of Kyoto", 
is worthy of note as perhaps the 
most cleverly written and the most 
plausible piece of Japanese propa
ganda that has so far come to our 
attention. The authorship is prob
ably American.

The publication describes 
Japan's needs for raw materials 
and markets In China as something 
which Is a matter of life and death 
to Japan and which Japan must achieve 
at all costs. It promises that Jap
an's presence on the mainland will 
not mean the closing of doors to 
other nations, and states that although 
America is the only country of conse
quence without investments in "Manchu- 
kuo", Ayukawa will shortly make a 
visit to the United States to invite 
American capital to cooperate. Atten
tion is especially invited to the 
travesty of the facts in the descrip
tion on page five of the important 
rights given up by Japan in Manchuria 
as an evidence of her good will.

Also
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Also worthy of note Is the 
arraignment of Great Britain for 
its alleged machinations in thwart
ing Japan and in alienating Ameri
can sympathy for Japan.

FE:JWB:VCI
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AMERICA
AND

JAPAN’S MANIFEST DESTINY

BUSINESSMEN OF KYOTO 
Textile Building 

KYOTO, JAPAN
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PURRR!

Daily Olympian, Nov. 6, 1937.

JAPAN today is wrestling with the very serious 

fundamental problem of securing proper sub
sistence for her ever-growing population. With 
70,000,000 people crammed into an area smaller 

than that of the state of California ; with 2,774 
individuals jammed into every square mile of 
arable land ; and with the number of inhabitants 

increasing at the rate of 1,000,000 a year, Japan 

must find an adequate solution.
It has been suggested that the problem may 

be solved by means of birth control. There 

was a time when the national leaders of Japan 
seriously entertained the idea and even attempted 

to encourage the practise among the people, but 
their efforts resulted in failure, 
manifested a tremendous energy 
which refused to be suppressed 
means. Birth control, moreover, is
the future. The problem is of the present. 
What shall be done with the millions now born 
is the urgent question, not the control over 

potential millions yet unborn.
Emigration would be a possible cure if the 

Japanese had places to go. Practically all of the

The nation 

for growth 
by artificial 
a solution of
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doors of the West have been slammed shut and. 
sealed. But, even if the Japanese were welcome 
in different parts of the world, emigration would 
not be a relief, as they are not essentially a 

migrating people. They will not wander per
manently away from their homeland. And fur
thermore, emigration as a means of solving over
population has already been proven inefficacious, 
since any gap created by emigration only tends 

to whet fecundity.
Agricultural improvement is a remote pos

sibility, as every available inch of land in Japan 

is now being cultivated intensively. Application 

of scientific methods is tending to increase yields, 
but the increment is far from keeping pace with 
the rapidly growing food requirement consequent 
upon a geometrical increase in population. The 

total area of Japan Proper is smaller than that of 
California. Of this, only a third is arable ; the 

rest is mountainous and unfit for any agricultural 
purpose. The population, on the other hand,'is 
more than half of that of the United States. 
Imagine the conditions which would result if half 
of the residents of America were transported to 
a land two-thirds as large as California and with

a part of it too cold for habitation and without 
the oil and other products with which California 
is blessed !

Industrialization, therefore, seems to be the 

only remedy left and on it Japan has staked her 
future existence. Japan, consequently, has been 

marshalling her economic forces, especially so 
since the World War. Most of the Western 

nations, however, failing to sympathize with 
Japan’s position, are preventing her from acquir
ing an access to their resources and at the same 

time are making astonishing efforts to exclude 
Japanese goods from their markets in the West. 
These acts are sovereign rights, so Japan is not 
complaining. They are, nevertheless, terrible 

blows. Japan is now forced in her struggle for 
subsistence to find new channels of raw materials 

and to cultivate fresh markets which cannot be 
shut against her. This is her only salvation.

With the West closed, Japan has turned her 
face toward China. Fortunately, she has dis
covered coal, iron, timber, and other resources 
which China has in abundance and which Japan’s 
small area cannot supply. Then again, she has 
found right next door to her a natural market

3
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for her goods on the mainland of Asia with 
people of her own race and culture. The big 

problem now is to secure peace and stability in 

those regions as a forerunner to economic re- 
habilitaton. This is a matter of life or death 

to Japan and a matter which she must achieve 

at all costs. I
Japan’s economic presence on the mainland 

of Asia will not mean the closing of China’s door 

to other nations. Manchoukuo and North China 

have enormous resources whose full development 
leaves room for the efforts of all countries. 

f America is the only country of any consequence 
' without investments in Manchoukuo. Gisuke 

Ayukawa, president of the Manchurian Heavy 

Industries Development Co., fifty per cent of 
the stock of which is held by the government 
of Manchoukuo and to which the task of opening 
up the country has been assigned, will soon 

make a personal visit to the United States to I
invite American capital to cooperate with that j

of Japan and Manchoukuo in exploiting this new 4
I land of opportunity. Similar development is being j

sought in North China. Japan knows as well !

as any other country that nothing can induce an j

4

antagonistic Chinese people to produce raw ma
terials, or buy manufactured merchandise from 

a conqueror. It is cooperation, not subjugation 
that Japan wants.

It should be noted in this connection that\ 
whenever it has been practically possible to do I 

so, Japan has given up important rights on the I 
mainland as evidence of her goodwill. She re- j 

cently relinquished her right of extraterritoriality I 
and her administrative rights over the South Man- • 
churian Railway zone in Manchoukuo. This j 
means that the Japanese must now face courts | 

of adjudication composed of Manchurians and ( 
that the government of Manchoukuo will now j 
directly manage the flourishing cities and towns 
along the South Manchurian Railway. This 

means that Manchoukuo has attained with Japan’s 
help what China has vainly sought to extort from 

the Powers for more than fifty years.
Western nations have been enforcing extra

territoriality in China for nearly a century and 
yet have not seen fit to abolish this restriction 
on China’s sovereignty. This is because the 

Chinese unassisted by outsiders are unable to 
develop their resources and to consolidate their

5
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economy, to say nothing of establishing an au
thoritative government. In other words, the 
Chinese have not been able to put their house 
in order.

Even before Japan’s hope for economic ex
pansion in the West was frustrated, her eyes 

were fixed upon Continental Asia as a field in 
which to solve her subsistence problem. Fifty 

years of Japan’s diplomacy have been conducted 
mainly with a view to the fulfilment of this 

aspiration.
Early in 1900, Russia, which already held 

North Manchuria, grabbed South Manchuria. In 

1903, she threatened to move down into Korea. 
This would have been a dagger thrust at the 

heart of Japan. Japan, thereupon, with China’s 
professed cooperation, approached Russia. 
Moscow’s evasions and procrastinations, however, 
thoroughly ired Japan and precipitated the Russo- 
Japanese War.

It was a titanic struggle, a case of a David 

against a Goliath. Japan triumphed, but only 

after a staggering sacrifice of manhood and 

money. Japan could have taken advantage of 
an impotent China and annexed Manchuria—no 

nation could oppose this—but instead she return
ed that region to China, trusting thereby to ob
tain the lasting gratitude and friendship of the 
Chinese, and retained only temporary control 

over a tiny bit of peninsula and the narrow 
South Manchurian Railway zone. It later tran
spired that while Japan was engaged in a war to 

save China, this same China was in secret mili
tary alliance with Russia against Japan.

The Chinese, seeing the altruistic attitude of 
the Japanese, became confident that their little 
neighbor was eager to please them because she 
was weak and that it was quite an easy matter 

to control her as they wished, especially with 
the aid of the Western nations, which they felt 
was always available. This illusion led them to 

assume an overbearing attitude in dealing with 
Japan.

In the face of this Chinese hostility, Japan 

endeavored to remain patient and tried different 
means to alleviate the situation. Baron Shide- 
hara, as Foreign Minister, experimented with 
the policy of “ gaining Chinese goodwill at any 
cost ”, but the result was disappointing. The 
Chinese intensified their insulting attitude,

6
7
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thinking that Japan was an abject nation. Ten 

years of conciliatory policy only led to a more and 
more aggressive attitude on China’s part, while 

on a few occasions, such as in 1927, a display 

of force was necessary to prevent wholesale 
massacres. Unfortunately, neither side realized 

that such a policy would eventually lead to 

catastrophe.
Japan has always tried to make it clear to 

the Chinese as well as to the Western nations 

that what she wants is reasonable access to the 

resources and open markets in China. A con
crete expression of this desire on the part of 
Japan was the Lansing-Ishii Agreement, which 

was interpreted, at least by the Japanese, as 
America’s recognition of Japan’s priority in the 

affairs of Manchuria. Yet the Western nations 

grudged even this minimum favor and lost no 
time in causing it to be scrapped.

The creation of Manchoukuo meant in reality 
the creation of a new source of peace and pros
perity for the Chinese people.

Where outlawry and death by bandit chief
tains were rife, today, peace and prosperity 
reign supreme under Manchurian rule. This

8

I is attested by the millions of Chinese who are 

• crossing the boundary and establishing domiciles 
\ in Manchoukuo. Compared with famine-stricken, 

i pestilence-breeding, dirty, and disorderly China, 
Manchoukuo is a veritable Utopia.

The Chinese, however, renewed their sys
tematic anti-Japanese movement which they have 
persistently pursued since the Russo-Japanese 
War. Under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek, 
the Chinese began to instill in the minds of the 
school children hatred of the Japanese as a basic 
national policy and inculcated in them a spirit 
of revenge. They tried to harrass Japan by 

every possible means, military and otherwise.
It would have been a miracle if this policy 

of hate did not in time bear fruit. As a matter 
of fact, the Chinese have been at virtual warfare 
with Japan ever since Chiang Kai-shek came 
into power. They assassinated Japanese when
ever they could. They paralyzed Japanese 

mills by forcing their operatives to strike. They 
terrorized Japanese residents by conducting mas
sacres and raids. They formed organizations for 
a thorough-going boycott of Japanese goods and 
punished those who engaged in legitimate trade

9
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with Japan. The Chinese, in short, made it im
possible for Japan and China to maintain a normal, 
peaceful relationship.

It was this deplorable state of affairs which 

was resposible for the precipitation of the pre
sent China Emergency. As the world saw, 
Japan at first made serious efforts to localize the 

friction and to settle it as a contingency of no 

consequence. It may be that the Nanking Go
vernment was also disposed to handle the situa
tion in a similar manner, but the effect of the 
long-continued anti-Japanese policy asserted 

itself at this unfortunate juncture.
Now, virtual war is going on between China 

and Japan, much against the wishes of the Japanese 

and, one may venture to state against the will 
of the thoughtful elements among the Chinese. 
There should be a peaceful means of adjusting 
both the Chinese and the Japanese claims, as 

they are not by any means incompatible. What 
is needed is a change of heart from hostility to 
mutual friendship. This is possible, as the 

Chinese and the Japanese share common cultural 
heritages and enjoy racial affinity.

What prevents them from becoming real 

friends is, as can be easily seen, the influence 

of third parties. The role which Russia under 
the ill-fated Czar played in the drama is well 
known. The part that Communistic Russia, 
under a new despot, Stalin, is playing in open
ly taking sides with the Chiang Kai-shek faction 
is also patent to all. Bolshevism is today one of 
the two wheels of the cart which has carried 
wounded China into the abyss of hopeless war
fare. Japan cannot accept Communism. It is 

radically contrary to the fundamental principles 
on which her national existence is based. Neither 

can she ignore the relations between the Com
munist International and Red Imperialism, the 
forces of revolution and disorder that are working 

for the political expansion of the Soviet State. 
And those forces are being directed against 
Japan. That is why Japan is fighting Communism 

as much as she is fighting anti-Japanism in China.
Hardly less serious than the communistic 

factor is the role performed by the other wheel 
of the cart. Great Britain with vast interests 
in China naturally feels great concern over the 

trend of Chinese affairs. It is highly regrettable 
that her reputed statesmanship could see no

IO
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other way of safeguarding her holdings in China 

than by antagonizing Japan.
Great Britain has proven to be a great 

opportunist. She seems to dwell little on past 
friendship when her own interests are at stake. 
To her, the end seems to justify the means and 
the end is always to Britain’s advantage. She 

sees to it that right will coincide with gain. 
This is proven by history.

One of the most stabilizing influences for 
peace in the Far East was the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance which England and Japan formed in 

1902. For twenty years the pact was in force. 
Then when it dawned upon England that Japan 
was becoming stronger and was beginning to 
compete with her interests in the Far East, she 
changed her attitude. The nice little Asiatic 

nation was no longer to be petted, but instead 
pressure was to be brought to bear upon the 
growing youngster. This she applied at the 

Washington Naval Conference of 1922 when she 
scrapped the Anglo-Japanese Alliance and forced 
Japan to reduce her naval armament by dint 
of sheer physical display, while she saw to it 
that her strength was maintained at a high parity.

It was at this conference that the now famous 1 
Nine Power Treaty came into being. In it can | 
be seen the clever and insidious hand of the ■ 
planner. Outwardly, the Nine-Power pact is al 
noble and a sedate document reflecting the! 
ideals of American statesmanship, but in the? 
light of the intents and purposes of those Euro

pean powers who possess large vested and 
territorial interests in China, it is as astute an 

agreement as ever was framed. Under the
pretense of maintaining the status quo in China, 
these powers barred all outsiders from securing 
a foothold in the Celestial Empire and made 

secure their own spheres of influence. As might 
have been expected, Great Britain, with tremend
ous spheres of influence in China, was by far 
the outstanding beneficiary. All that America \ 

obtained was a 100 per cent chance to become 

entangled in a Chinese imbroglio.
China under the Nine-Power pact was ex

pected to put her house in order. But, far from 
this, civil wars continued. The Nationalist group 
in Canton, with the aid of Red Russia, marched 

all over the country, assaulted foreigners, and 
clashed with foreign troops legally stationed in

*3
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the territory. Chinese armies, too, became 
larger than ever until today they are the greatest 
numerically in the world, reaching the stupendous 
total of 5,000,000 men, equipped with the latest 
weapons and backed by a formidable air 

force.
Under such circumstances the Treaty should 

normally have been abrogated, especially as the 

principal party in whose favor it was drafted 
did not live up to its promises. But, leaving 

the pact as a dead letter did no practical harm, 
at least so the Western powers thought, and gave 
the nations concerned a certain sanctimonious 

appearance.
In May, 1923, a train was attacked at Lin- 

cheng in Central China and some thirty 
Americans and Britons were killed. Great 
Britain immediately proposed to put the Chinese 
railways under international administration. This 
was a step in violation of the Nine-Power pact.

In January, 1927, the British concession in 
Hankow was attacked by Chinese regular troops. 
England retaliated immediately by sending her 
forces to Shanghai, asking the other powers 
to join her in intervening in China !

r4

In March, 1927, the foreign Consulates in 
Nanking were attacked by the Nationalist regular 
forces ; foreign women were disgracefully out

raged and all foreign residents in the city would 
have been massacred had not the British cruiser 

Emerald and two American destroyers steamed 

up the Yangtze river and bombarded Nanking.
When innocent Japanese residents in China 

were being deliberately murdered, when the 
lives of tens of thousands of others were im
periled and hundreds of millions of dollars worth 
of investments, upon which the subsistence of 
Japan largely rests, were being destroyed by the 

regular forces of Chiang Kai-shek, England, 
forgetting the many precedents she herself had 

created, accused Japan of “ invading ” China.
Great Britain, knowing that Japan had em

barked upon a campaign such as she herself had 
undertaken in 1927, just ten years before, al
though she did not have to use the armed forces 
she had landed in Shanghai, as China did not 
dare to attack her openly, is doing everything 
possible to assist the unruly Chiang Kai-shek 
faction without herself becoming directly in

volved.

*5
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For instance, when Japan was trying to land 

her expeditionary forces in the heavily fortified 

Woosung sector of Shanghai, British destroyers, 

which usually steam carefully up and down the 
'river would, time and again, speed by the 

Japanese transports, leaving a turbulent wake, 
thus making landing in small boats precarious. 
She also sent ships to interfere with the Japanese 
blockade of Chinese sea traffic, going as far as 
to notify the Japanese Navy that the British 
fleet was holding maneuvers in an exclusive area 
around Hongkong, for an undetermined period 
of time and requesting the Japanese Navy to 
abstain from entering that zone, thus allowing 
Chinese ships to elude the Japanese blockade. 
Such duplicity and unfriendliness explains the 

wave of resentment against Britain which has 
swept through Japan.

It has now come to light through secret docu
ments of the Chinese seized by the Japanese 
Army authorities in Shanghai that two companies 
of Chinese OGUP had been allowed to develop 
bases for anti-Japanese military operations in a 

sector of the International Settlement assigned 
to the British garrison for protection.

16

When the Japanese forces marched on from 
Shanghai to Nanking and Chiang Kai-shek fled 
in the face of the irresistible advance, England, 
realizing that the intractable elements in China 
had been put to rout, surreptitiously started to 
align other nations against Japan.

New York Post. Nov. 5, 1937.
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This she attempted to do at the Brussels 
Conference, which she invoked in order to indict 
Japan before the world. And, when she became 
aware of the fact that the council was about to 

end in dismal failure, she immediately shoved 

the blame onto the United States and thus tried 

to alienate America from Japan. England thought 
that the United States was an easy mark, as she 

rescued her in the World War and then paid all 
her debts. England tried to use the United States 
again, but this time Uncle Sam was not so pliant.

Rest assured that though England is caressing 
the United States now, she will nonchalantly 
cast Uncle Sam into a ditch when the expediency 
arises and the occasion demands. She did this in 

the case of Japan and will do it again in the future.
The people of Japan generally feel that 

England, by her hostile actions, is putting Japan’s 

life in jeopardy by trying to stifle her righteous 
economic struggle for existence in the Orient. 
They feel that this is being done merely to protect 
British interests in Asia, which have no direct 
bearing on the question of existence, and that 
England is using Chiang Kai-shek as her puppet 
for the express purpose of weakening Japan by

18

. causing her to keep on fighting.
The Japanese are convinced that England, 

while trying to suppress Japan in China for the 

sake of British investments, is at the same time 
striving to gain supremacy in the Pacific with 

Singapore as a base by bringing about friction 

between the United States and Japan. By pitting 
the United States against Japan, England figures 

that she can kill two birds with one stone. All 
the British propaganda in America since 1922 
has been, and from now on will be even more 
so, directed toward embroiling the United States 

into a conflict with Japan. This propaganda will 
be as insidious as it is dangerous.

From now on America will be hearing a 
great deal about the Germany-Italo-Japan Anti
Comintern Agreement. Great Britain will try 

to make the United States believe that it is a 
kind of bloc aimed at America. Nothing can 
be further from the truth. It is an Agreement 
against one of the world disturbing factors, Com
munism, pure and simple. The action of the 
Comintern is directed toward international revo
lution and the only way to check it is to co
operate on an international basis.

>9
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America and Japan have been joined in 

bonds of friendship ever since Commodore Perry 
first knocked at Japan’s door at Uraga in 1853 
and later introduced Japan to the comity of 

world powers. For this reason, Japan owes 
America a great debt of gratitude which she 

will never forget. Since then trade and other 

relations between the two countries have been 

most cordial. America is Japan’s best customer. 
Japan buys from America more than China and 
the rest of Asia and Oceania combined. She 

purchases from the United States even more 
than the whole of South America. America’s 

favorable balance sheet with Japan is, according 
to U. S. Department of Commerce, $80,000,000, 
while her unfavorable balance of trade with 
China is $50,000,000 during 1937. Raw silk and 

cotton constitute two-thirds of the entire volume 
of trade between the two nations.

America is Japan’s biggest raw silk buyer, 
while Japan is America’s greatest raw cotton 
buyer. The two commodities are so important 
that they enter the portal of each country free 
of duty on the basis of mutual reciprocity. No 

happier relationship can be found elsewhere.

20

America’s outstanding President, Theodore 
Roosevelt, one of the best friends that Japan 

ever had, predicted a great era for the Pacific. 
It is here and destiny demands that the United 

States and Japan cooperate in making the Pacific 

basin pacific in the literal sense of the term.
Japan hopes that America will now have a 

better understanding of the situation on the 
Asiatic mainland. Japan’s economic advance is 
a matter of life or death to her. With the West 
definitely closed, Japan is seeking subsistence in 
the Far East among people of her own race and 
culture. She hopes that Soviet Russia and Great 
Britain, which are threatening the means of 
her existence, will soon realize the predicament 
into which their actions are leading the world 
and that they will adopt a more reasonable 

attitude.
She then hopes that America, with the other 

nations of the West, appreciating her true 
cause, will cooperate with her in working out 
her salvation in East Asia, and thus bring about 
permanent peace and stability in this part of 
the world for the benefit of the nations con

cerned.

21
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Front cover design is known in japan as •• Ema ” of •• Oshie ”. In 
olden days it was the custom among samurai of high rank to offer a horse 
to a shrine when victorious in a battle. This custom gave rise later 
among the commoners to the practise of offering a painting of a horse.

This particular design is not a painting, but is made by a process 
called •• Osh ie ”. •• Oshie ” is an art in Japan. It consists of creating
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The picture represents Heikuro 
the presence of the Shogun some 300 
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Magaki, a great equestrian, who, in 
years ago, climbed on horsebank the 
Atego shrine and then descended in

doll of Kyoto. ’■ Maiko ”, or young 
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BRIARCLIFF MANOR , NEW YORK.

April 14, 1938

Hon. Sumner Welles, 
Department of State 
Washington.
Dear Mr Welles

Di vision, of 
FAR EAS^fiN^ 

^.PR f5^938

VepartmeoLaLStat»

Your note of April 12 ( FB) ' is received 
today. Thank you for it.

I am forwarding the booklet to which your 
attention was caned in my communication of April 10

FW 793.94/12828
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APR J 5 $$
In reply refer to 
FE

My dear Mr. Rood:

I hsve received your letter of April 14, 1938, 

enclosing a copy of the booklet entitled America 

and Japan* s Manifest Peatiny, to which you referred 

in your letter of April 10.

The publication is of unusual interest to the 

Department and I wish to express my appreciation of 

the courtesy which prompted you to forward it to 

se.

Sincerely yours.

Sumner Welles

Under Secretary.

Mr. Henry Rood,

/ AJ®
1938 e

Briarcliff Manor, 

New fork. New Xork.

FE:JWB:VGI FE . i
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

GRAY

FrombA
[copies SLAT TO I

>N I
Ü.N.Ï. AND M.LD.

L..........,................ —J.

Tsingtao via N.R, 

Dated April 13, 1938 

Rec’d 6:35 p, m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

April 13, 3 p, m.

N

Report dated April 11 from reliable American in

Tsinanfu states press reports concerning street fighting 

in Tsinanfu absolutely false. Arrest of plain clothesmen 

on April 6 probably gave rise to rumors. No fighting 

has occurred near Tsinanfu since Japanese occupation. 

All Americans in Tsinanfu safe as are believed to be 

those in southern Shantung who, however, are isolated.

Sent to Hankow, Peiping and Nanking.

GOURLEY

NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG From

[côpî>?s SËNT~TÔ1
I M.I.D.J

ACTION: OPNAV

FOURTH MARINES
April 14, 1938
RecM 8:45 a,m.

INFO: COMSOPAT
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8614» No reports

northern Tsinpu front,. Japanese apparently receivirg 
reinforcements. Tsinpu line between Tsowhsien and
Lincheng further damaged by Chinese mobile units. 
Chinese reported launched counter offensive Pinghan 
sector north Yellow River vicinity Tsiyuan. Chinese 
guerrilla activities increasing in area immediately 
west Shanghai, skirmishes reported within two miles 
of city, small number Japanese wounded noted entering 
Nanto. 1832

KLP:CSB

co co co
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

REB
1—1336

From GRAY & PLAIN

COPIES SENT TO 
O.N.I. AND /VM.D.

Peiping via N.R

Dated April 14, 1938

Rec’d 3 p. m

Secretary of State

Washington

Department of S'!

232, April 14, noon, 
/ /A763 's'

Embassy’s 216/ April 5, 5 p. m. "

One. A competent American observer who returned yes

terday from Taiyuanfu states that he saw no (repeat no) 

indication of any Intention on the part of the Japanese 

to withdraw from Shansi. He was informed residents 

(0
C!

of Taiyuanfu that the Japanese control the area surrounding 

the city for a distance north, west and south of only some

40 miles and that large parts of the Province which are 

under the control of neither Japanese nor Chinese forces^
S3 W 

are overrun by Chinese bandits. In his opinion the contro^H 
co 

of the Japanese forces along the Peiping-Hankow and Shi|giaw 
co 

chuang-Taiyuanfu Railways still dees not extend beyond the

railways into the countryside. He reports a considerable 

improvement in railway traffic with eight trains running 

daily each way between Peiping and Shihkiachuang and

Changteh in Northern Honan. He states that the rolling

(0
Ju

stock
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REB
«

2-#252, From Peiping, Apr.14,noon.

stock is almost entirely from the South Kar.churia and. 

Korean Railxvays and. that southbound traffic carries 

mostly military stores and Japanese, Korean and Chinese 

civilians, while northbound traffic carries large amounts 

of cotton, some Japanese wounded and other troops and 

comparatively few civilians. Only military trains 

operate on the Shihkiachuang-Paiyuunfu Railway and only in 

rare Instances are foreigners other than Japanese per

mitted to travel on the line.

Two. Traffic on the Peiping-Jehol Railway reported 

in the above-mentioned telegram as interrupted has been 

resumed. Foreigners who have travelled on the lines 

report that there is one train daily in each direction 

and that there is considerable delay because of the un

satisfactory condition of the road bed.

Three. The local Japanese military spokesman again 

denied yesterday Chinese reports of victories in the 

Shantung front but refused to give positions of Japanese 

forces on the grounds that such information would be help

ful to the Chinese. He stated that the aim of the Japanese 

was not (repeat not) to occupy Hsuchow but was to clear

Chinese
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3-#232, From Peiping, Apr.li.noon.

Chinese forces out of the area north of the Grand Canal 

which is twenty five miles north of Hsuchow; that aim 

had not been achieved because the Chinese has sent

■heavy reinforcements into the region north of Taierchaung; 

that this development necessitated new steps on the part 

of the Japanese; and that these steps are now being taken 

but cannot yet be revealed. He denied that Japanese 

reinforcements have been sent via Tsingtao to the Tientsin- 

Pukow front.

Four. The same spokesman stated this morning that the 

Chinese now'have thirteen divisions in the Taierchaung- 

Yihsien area; that nTal£rchaung may be in Chinese hands"; 

that there are three Chinese divisions in Lini (Yichow) 

and one Chinese division at Haichow; that Chinese forces 

are attacking Hanchuang; and that there are "a few Chinese" 

east of Lincheng and "some" near Tsining.

Repeated to Ambassador and Hankow; by courier to Tokyo*

SALISBURY

GW

KLP

(-# ) Appare nt omi 0 3 i-en-
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gelations with, Japan.

.Military Operations. During the north of February the 

most important Japanese military efforts took phoe firstly 

in a vigorous offensive down the Pinghan (Peiping-Hankow) 

Railway which brought the Japanese forces to the banks of 

the Yellow River and secondly in a drive south from Taiyuan 

into southern Shansi with the Yellow hiver as the objective 

In spite of vigorous Chinese opposition both operations 

were successful though costly.

On the Tsinpu (Tientsin-!ukow Railway) front the end 

of January found the Chinese offering such stubborn resist

ance to th® Japanese offensive directed against Pengpu that 

the Japanese were forced to abandon their frontal attacks 

and commence flankiig operations to the east and west of 

the railway with considerably augmented forces. The flank

ing operation undertaken by the Japanese column to the 

east of the railway forced the Chinese tc withdraw from 

Mingkwang and resulted in the capture of Linhwaikwan 

located on the south bank of the Hwai River, approximately 

twenty Mies east of Tengpu.(9) The attacks launched by 

these combined columns compelled the Chinese forces to

abandon
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abandon their positions at Fengyang and resulted in their 
withdrawal to the north bank of the Hwai Silver on February 
fifth. Japanese units pushing west along the southern 
bank of the Hwai River captured Hwaiyuan on February 
eighth and forced the Chinese to withdraw across the river 
at this point also. The Chinese withdrawal, although de
layed until the last minute, is reported to have been 
well executed.(10)

In view of the strength of the Chinese positions 
along the north bank of the Hwai River between Hwaiyuan 
and Linhwaikwan, the Japanese, after a brief period of 
consolidation, once more resorted to flanking operations 
to the east and west. A crossing was effected with diffi
culty and at the cost of a large number of oasualities, 
opposite Linhwaikwan, but toe units operating in this area 
made very little headway. However, the Japanese column 
operating to the west of Hwaiyuan, pushed northwest along 
the southern bank of the Kuo River, a tributary of the Hwai 
River, end advanced to within twelve miles of Uengcheng, 
the terminus of a motor road running north to the strategic 
city of Kweiteb on the Lunghai railway. True flanking 
operation contributed greatly to the success of the Jap
anese efforts to effect a crossing of tae iiwai River in 
force in the vicinity of lengpu and enabled Japanese units 
to push north to the vicinity of Kucheag which lies to the 
south of the Xwei River and about seventy miles south of 
Hsuchow.(11) as tne month closed th© contending forces 
faced each other across the Kwei River (see map attached).

The Japanese forces operating down the Tsinpu Railway 
made no attempt to launch a frontal attack on Hsuchow, an 

undertaking
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undertaking which they realized would he too costly la 
view of the strong Chinese concentrations on this front 
and the great strength of the Chinese defenses. In 
southwestern Shantung the Chinese assumed the offensive 
and launched repeated and vigorous attacks against Japanese 
positions in the vicinity of isining. These attacks which 
continued until th© middle of February are reliably re
ported to have been mat sanguinary. >hen the strength 
of the Chinese attacks had been dissipated, the Japanese 
renewed their drive in this area and. after extreiuely 
bitter fitting succeeded in capturing the town of Kia slang 
«sosie ten miles west of i’sining. ( 12) However, although the 
Japanese continued to attack in thia area with a strong 
force consisting of infantry, heavy artillery and mechanized 
unite they had made little progress beyond Xiasiang as 
the laonth closed.

In eastern Shantung a Japanese column driving south 
fro® the Kiaotsi (Tsingtao-isinan) Railway advanced rapidly 
down the coast. This foxee, which met with little oppo
sition, captured Chuhsien about the middle of the month 
and on February twenty-sixth was reported to be nearing 
uini, thirty-five miles southwest of Chuhsien. This column 
is apparently heading for the Lun&hai Railway and will 
probably cut it somewhere between Haichow and Hsuchow.

Chinese guerrilla activities in the uhu and Hangchow 
areas were intensified during the month of February. In 
the uhu area Chinese mobile units operating in consider
able strength vigorously attacked Japanese outposts and 
forced them back to within ten miles of the city. These 

a.W?
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attacks we launched along the south bank of th© Yangtze 

Kiver and from suanoheng in the southeastern section of 

Anhwei Province. The Japanese were forced to despatch 

reenfox'Ceuerits. to .«uhu and succeeded in reestablishing 
their positions.

In the Hangchow district Chinese units established 

the:neelvea in strength on the south bank of the Chientaug 

iiiv&r and immediately opposite the city from which vantage 

point they fired frequently st Japanese positions across 

the river. Chinese guerrilla bands were active to the 

west of U^u&iïiwt aau between ô^nechow and ./uhing (.Huehow) , 

forty -dies to the north. They continued their activities 

around the Taihu lake region and were known to have appeared 

and ambushed several Japanese motor convoys between 

Nanking and Chinkiu.nu and between Shanghai and ousih.

t-ilit. ry observers in Shanghai did not fail to note 

the greetly increased, activity of the Chinese Air Force 

which in addition to a spectacular raid carried out over 

Formosa, appeared with increasing frequency over the 

Luughai front and in a number of instances successfully 

fought off Japanese planes raiding the interior.

aecull of General Iwane uteixl. 11. ring the month 

General Iwane matsui, Uoiaffl».nderin-vhief of the Japanese 

expeditionary Force in central China was recalled to Japan; 

he left Jhan^hal on February twenty-first.(13) At the earn» 

tl;ae lieutenant General Prince Yasuhiko Asaka, who ws in 

cosuiand of the poorly disciplined troops which captured 

<:nd occupied Nanking, and Lieutenant General Heisuke 

Tanagawe, Jomoander of the Hangchow Bay Landing Force, 

v;®re rsoallad to Jew. General foateui was succeeded toy

General
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G©neral Shunroku Hata, former Inspector General of 

military Mucatlon.

The recall of General I’atsul not unnaturally aroused 
great interest locally and was the subject of much spec
ulation. The official statement released here in con
nection with the important changes in the Japanese bi^h 
command indicated that they had been made in eoaforwity 
«ith the Japanese army’s plans calling for a ’’révisée 
organization Assigned to met e new situation" a nd that 
in order to acet the prolonged hostilities which the 
Japanese army apparently anticipates. varie as *readjust
ments” had been cariied out. The statement concluded 
with an expression of* hope that "the various countries 
of the world will comprehend the objectives of the army 
and heighten their full understanding of its mission by 
calmly and impartially watching the developments in the 
situation so that their bonds of amity with Japan will be 
further strengthened".

It was conjectured locally, however, that certain 

additional considerations might well have influenced the 

army in making these changes. The poor discipline shown 

by General Matsui’s troops had led to the most serious 

complications with the American, and British Governments 

and had cast a blot upon the reputation of the Japanese 

army. Then a^ain General Matsui made several statements 

to foreign end Japanese press representatives regarding 

various political matters which gave the definite impression 

that he was a law unto himself and dictated in ell matters 

arising locally, even when such matters concerned the 

interests of third party powers. It was said locally,

furthermore
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furthermore, that General Matsui was not amenable to the 

civil elements of the Japanese Government and was felt 

by those elements to be entirely too independent in both 

speech and action. His recall was welcomed in local 

foreign circles for many foreigners had been personally 

affected by the indiscipline of his troops and alarmed 

by his statements regarding the International Settlement 

and various other matters of vital interest to them. 

Whether General Hata’s hand will be less heavy remains 

to be seen.

Transfer of Japanese Consul General Announced. To

ward the end of February it was announced that Hr. 3. 

Okamoto, the Japanese Consul General here, was being 

transferred as Counselor of Embassy at London, and that 

Mr. Hidaka, at present Japanese Charge d’Affaires in 

China, would be Mr. Okamoto’s successor as Consul General 

at Shanghai. It is not known what the attitude of Mr. 

Hidaka will be toward the many important problems affect

ing foreign interests in the Shanghai area. It is said, 

however, that Mr. Hidaka is in closer contact with and is 

more acceptable to the Japanese military authorities than 

was Mr. Okamoto. It is reported that Mr. Okamoto will 

leave Shanghai toward the end of March.

The Customs Issue. Little progress «®» made locally 

during the month toward a settlement of the Customs issue. 

Early in the month the Japanese Consul General called on 

the Inspector General of Customs and sought to induce him 

to agree to the deposit of all revenues in the Yokohama 

Specie Bank and to other Japanese desires concerning 

Customs matters.(14-16) It was pointed out by the In

spector General that the proposals made by the Japanese

Consul
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Conaul General were not agreeable to Interested foreign 

governments vitally interested in the disposition of the 

revenue which ie to such a large extent hypothecated for 

the service of foreign loans and that, therefore, it was 

not possible for him to conclude a separate arrangement 

with the Japanese Government not acceptable to other 

governments. It was suggested to the Japanese Consul 

General that he see the représentatives of the interested 

foreign governments in Shanghai and seek to overcome their 

objections to the Japanese proposals.(17-18) The Japanese 

Consul General acted on this suggestion but was unsuc

cessful in his efforts to persuade the representatives of 

the interested powers to accede to Japanese wishes. In a 

communication dated February eighth addressed to the Com

missioner of Customs the Japanese Consul General renewed 

his request for the placing of the entire Shanghai customs 

revenues in the Yokohama Specie Bank. However, the Japanese 

Consul General was informed by the Commissioner, on 

instructions issued by the Inspector General, that inas

much as it was his understanding that conversations wore 

proceeding in Tokyo between the interested diplomatic 

representatives and the Japanese Government regarding the 

Customs question, it was not possible for him to conclude 

an a greement which would not be acceptable to other powers 

whose interest in the indemnities and loans serviced by the 

customs revenues exceeded those of Japan; it was suggested, 

therefore, that the matter bo deferred pending the con

clusion of negotiations at Tokyo.(19-84)

The negotiations proceeding at Tokyo appeared to hold 

some promise of an agreement being reached between the 

Japanese Foreign Office and the Ambassadors of tbe inter-
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ested powers, for it we reported toward the end of the 
month that thex'© had been sue xao ification of the British 
position, particularly as regards the question of the 
bank of deposit, and that the Japanese in turn appeared 
to he wiox-e disposed to tiite soae of the assurances asked 
for b_- the «merioan Government concerning the Chinese 
Maritime Customs.

There was no improvement during February in the 
situation affecting the payaient of tonnage and customs 
dues by Japaneee vessels and -eremints and the Customs, 
continued to be seriously restricted in the carrying out 
of their functions. No tonnags dues v/ex-e paid by 
Japanese vessels, Japanese goods of all description 
continued to enter the port without payment of customs 
dues, Gus taxas officers were unable to board incoming 
Japanese ■vessels or to inspect passengers' baggage, only 
Japanese members of the Customs were permitted to function 
on the foreign owned wharves while not even Japanese 
Customs examiners were permitted on Japanese wnarves. 
This extremely unsatisfactory situation was frequently 
pointed out to the Japanese Consul General here and 
also formed the subject of representations made in Tokyo 
to the Japanese Government by the «xabussators of the inter- 
estated. foreign powers. Locally, the Japanese intimated 
in reply that these irregularities would cease upon an 
agreement being reached regarding, the Customs issue.

Japanese Censorship♦ Japanese censorship of press 
and commercial messages continued. There were a few 
instances in which press reports regarding local incidents 
were either refused transmission or heavily censored. _

Following
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Followiiuj the arrangements œde during January for the 

despatch of commercial cable messages no difficulties were 

experienced by the senders of this type of ioesa&ge.

It was announced during the laonth that a censorship 

of the mails would be Instituted upon the arrival in 

Shan ha 1 of several trained Japanese oeneors. (25) 

Japanese iki'bassy spokesman when queried at press con

ferences about the impending censorship of the mils 

indicated that in all probability such censorship would 

be confined to mail matter sent to and received by Chinese, 

although the Japanese authorities claimed the right to 

inspect all raa.il matter, Kevertbeless protests were made 

to the Japanese Consul General by the American ano British 

Consuls General regarding the censorship of mail of their 

respective nationals.(2d)

Japanese Controlled Chinese Organisation Takee Over 

Control of Consolidated Tax Bureau. Luring the first week 

in January the Shanghai Municipal Council received a letter 

from a Chinese signing as director of ths Genei^al Tax 

Bureau for Kiangsu, Chekiang and nnhwei stating that the 

Shanghai office of the Internal Revenue AdminiBtraticn of 

th© Uinictry of finance and the Shanghai Special district 

Office of the Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhwei Tax Bureau 

had been taken over and emlgamted with the General Tax 

Bureau for Kiungeu, Chekiang and Anhwei. It was further 

stated that the office for the inspection of rolled tobacco 

located in tile International settlement had been taken over; 

that the officials connected tberewith bad been instructed 

to carry on their duties; end that the agreement concluded 

between the Shanghai Municipal Council and the "oraer Tax
Bureau,
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Bur.au concerning the collection of the consolidated tax 

on rolled tobacco was held to be in effect. Upon receipt 

of this coinamiiicaticn the Chairman of the Council 

addressed a letter to the Senior Consul and inquired 

whether the interested powers recognized this new Tax Bureau.

These developments were reported to the Department 

which Instructed that representations be made in Shanghai 

and at Tokyo, calling the attention of the Japanese 

authorities to the fact that the consolidated taxes are 

security for toe American cotton, wheat and flour credits 

of 1931 and 1933 and insisting that no action be taken 

which fails adequately to take into account such obligation.

During February foreign firms handling or isanufacturing 

commodities which were formerly subject to the consolidated 

tax were pressed by this newly established Tax Bureau to 

pay to it the taxes heretofore paid to the Consolidated 

Tax Bureau of the Chinese Government. To these persuasions 

a number of foreign firms yielded, notably the Yee Tsoong 

Tobacco Company (British) which during the month paid 

over a considerable sum to the new Tax Bureau and succeeded 

in arranging for exemption in respect of such taxation at 

Shanghai on cargo destined for south ChinA and other pointe. 

The action of the Yee Tsoong Tobacco Company (formerly 

known as the British-American Tobacco Company, Ltd.) in 

paying taxes to the new tax office is understood to have 

been dictated by the desire of that company to maintain 

intact the consolidated tax administration in China with

out which the company would be subjected to competition 

from numerous small Chinese cigarette factories evading 

all taxation and undermining the market. So far as is
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known the only American firm which paid anything to the 

new Tax Bureau was an American match company. This firm 

was also endeavoring to obtain exemption on oargo 

destined outside of the Shanghai area.

officials of the new Tax Bureau were reported as 

having informed one or two of the foreign firms paying 

taxes to them that all moneys collected were being banked 

with the Banque Franco-Chinois and would be used for 

recons tx action and rehabilitation purposes upon the 

termination of hostilities; none of this revenue, it 

was said, was beino remitted to Japan.

-activities of the ’’‘Great tay Government of Shanghai". 

The existence and activities of the so-called ’’Great Way 

Government of Shan^al" was much more definitely brought 

to the attention of local residents during February. 

Sarly in the month an array of tax collectors, functioning 

in behalf of this Japanese inspired organization, spread 

through Pootung, Nantao and the west district and commenced 

actively to collect tolls and taxes. Little escaped 

these ubiquitous collectors for taxes were Imposed upon 

all kinds of farm and garden produce and upon practically 

all goods and commodities sold in the areas mentioned. 

a heavy tax was also imposed upon.American and British 

kerosene, the rate being first fixed at ^1.00 Chinese 

currency a tin (five gallons) and subsequently reduced to 

sixty cents.
The "Great <-ay Government” also commenced to collect 

texes from Chinese river craft and small boats plying the 

waterways around .Shanghai and also collected license fees 

from
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from Chinese vehicles of all descriptions, a finance 
Bureau, Transportation Bureau, Social Affaire Bureau 
and Land Bureau were added to the administrative machinery 
of the "Cleat Way Government" to take care of the growing 
activities, Policemen of the "Great Way Government’’ 
assisted the tax collectors, as did Japanese soldiers 
who would not permit Chinese hawkers of farm or other 
produce to bring their goods in the Settlement and Trench
Concession unless they displayed a tax receipt showing 
that the requisite tax had been paid.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG FROM

copy^s SENT to] 

WaNi)/n.l.D,
ACTION: CAF

OPNAV

INFO ; AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FOURTH MARINES

April 15, 1938

REc’d 11 a.m.

8615. No rEports changEs Tsinpu situation.

DElayEd rEports indicatE northward advancE NipponESE 

rEinforcEd brigadE from Nantungchow suffErEd SEri.ous ,

rEVErsE vicinity Wuyu 91 milES north Nantungchow Earlj^ 
~o w 

April whEn advancE infantry units cut off from artillery 

support. MagnitudE ChinssE guErrilla activitiEs this m 
co 

area indicatEd by EntrancE into Shanghai of about 14OCP0
i

woundEd JapanESE past two wEEks. 1911 '

KLP

790.94/12833
 

F/FQ
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED ‘ °'°

dMS>on of. 
europ ean^h!

OtPARl|lEN1 Of

1—1338

Washington

GRAY

| O.N.i. A:\ü \

Secretary of State

543, April 15 3

Dated April 15, 1938

Shanghai via N. R

My 531, April 11, 5 p.m.

DI VIS i<

From

p.m.
Department of s

No further- Chinese advances are reported on the

;£c|d 10:47 a.m,

Taierhchuang sector of the Shantung front due to the 

arrival of heavy Japanese reenforcements. One division

793. 94/ 12834

of Japanese troops has been withdrawn from the Shanghai 

area and sent to the Shantung front. Chinese guerrillas 

are operating with increasing boldness over the entire 

Lower Yangtze area and have appeared and clashed with 

Japanese troops two miles from Shanghai with resulting 

Japanese casualties.

The announcement made yesterday by the local

. *^0 Soviet Consulate that no visas will be granted for Transhg M 
ÈÎ 

W I Siberian travel between April 13th and 29th has given ris-E fe
\ ' co C

b to much rumor locally. It is also learned that visas mdy

not be granted after that date and that Trans-Siberian 

travellers with Visas have been informed they may be
Tj 

turned back at the Soviet frontier. \

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS
HPD
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Telegram Sent1—138 
preparing office 

will indicate whether

Collect _
Charge Department^

\ ,' W1» ****■

\ \\ ''K -.?%?« 15 Pf* 5 00

AMEMBASSY,

TOKYO (Japan). . S

nf
1—138

Washington,

April 15,

TO BE TRANSMITTED 
^Confidential code*/* 

nonconfidential code

PARTAIR

PLAIN

1938.

& i / s /Press despatches Trom China'indicate/with a'good / 
deal/jf detail,'/hat/Japanese force&^sustainec/a veryz 

severe^setback 'in ^recent /fighting /fnzsouthern Shantung/ 
The Department^is informed /hat one/lengthyzdespatch/was 

based upon''informât ion/given to'correspondent 4>y a/tfapa- 
nes/ higt/in/ official circles/

Please report/ffhether anj/such a^reverse 4ias been 

announcedAn Japan/r whether/here are/any further'Cn-

described'in your 4/9 / April 11/6 p.m./which might/

793.94/I2834A

FEiJWBlNN PE pa/h

Tl
Enciphered by

Sent by operator M, -, 19.

D. C. R.—No. 60.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
GRAY

1—1336
From

Canton via N. R

COPIES SENT TO 
).N !. .V' D M.i.D.

Dated April 13, 1938

Rec’d 15th, 9:11 p«m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

April 13, 5 p. m. x y

Twenty Chinese planes flown to Canton last night, 

believedly because of rumors that the city was about to 

be bombed heavily, attacked Japanese raiders this morning 

from a hidden altitude. Military authorities claim six 

Japanese planes brought down in dog fights. Believed two 

Chinese planes lost.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow and Shanghai.

LINNELL

NPL

RGC

CD 
GO
00

793. 94/ I 2835
 

filed F/FG

“O
=0
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T^LÆiGrl^A^i RECEIVED

EG

1—1336 From

COPIËs'sIÏÏt’tF
CjN.l. AND MJ.D.

GRAY

Foochow via N. R.

Dated April 15, 1938

,?//- Secretary o.^ State 

' ‘ ' • ."‘'Washington-,

tU' April 15, 10 a.m

Japanese air raids

occurred on April 12, when 12 seaplanes dropped 9 bombs

at about 10 o’clock in the morning, two of which took

place on April 13, when 12 planes dropped 28 bombs around

92
9E

1 /
V6

*2
6L

9 and 4 planes dropped 7 bombs about 11 a.m., with no 

casualties on either day) and exaggerated reports of 

presence of large number of Japanese warships off Fukien 

coast have occa/sioned considerable nervousness and ten

sion in official circles here, as a result of which 

Foochow pagoda anchorage road was cut on the night of 

the 13th, and gasoline shipments over the Foochow Amoy 

Road are being rushed by the government which is rumored 

to be prepared to cut that road also.

Provincial official states that barrier will not be X» 
-u 
30 

closed, but that if the situation warrants such action it M 
g -Tl 

will be mined. He does not believe that occasion for thEJo &
op 

action will arise in the near future. 0
Report
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”2- April 15, 10.a,m. from Foochow via N. R.

Report repeated, to me in confidence by the Commissioner 

Qf Posts from presumably reliable source in the Provisional 

Government is to effect that the chairman received Japanese 

ultimatum on the night of April 12 demanding that he fly thr 

flag of the new Nanking Government by April 16. It is not 

unlikely that this report is a result of the present tension 

rather than the cause of it.

In the course of visit to Foochow by the Commander of 

the USS ASHEVILLE, calls were made on April 13 on Chairman.. 

General Chen, and Admiral Li, at which time all of thrm 

appeared to be confident that present situation on the bay 

front made attack on Foochow unlikely.

To Hankow and Peiping,

WARD

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336

EG
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

From
MR. HOiÿfrfiECl

APR 2 11938 

n . . Moment of5^ 
Dated Apr

Tok

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

252, April 16, 7 

Department’s 134

One. There has been no announcement of any Japanese

reverse in Shantung. About two weeks ago press despatches

from China predicted the capture in a few days of Ichow

and Taierchan. Since the reported capture of the latter 

place by the Japanese there has been no news whatever of

developments in Shantung until yesterday when severe fighting

793*94/ 12837between Taierchan and Lincheng was reported.

Two. On April 14 a Foreign Office official was asked 

by us to comment on radio broadcast from London that there 

had been a serious defeat of the Japanese forces in Southern 

Shantung and that Tsinan had been recaptured by the Chinese. 

The official replied that "The fighting there is not going frj 
to £ 

on as well as might be expected". w [%
co Ü

He denied that Tsinan was recaptured or that the

Japanese reverse was extensive but virtually admitted that -jj

the Japanese force which occupied Taierchan had been driven 

out.

Three
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-2- #252, April 16, 7 p.m, from Tokyo

Three. There has bEEn a changE in thE direction of 

one of the important bureaus in the War Department and 

it is rumored that the previous director, a major general 

is being ordered to China. Otherwise there has been no 

unusual political or military development in Japan. The 

situation in the Cabinet is apparently to remain in 

suspense until the latter part of next week.

GREW

CSB
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[CONFIDEHTIAL]

PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 252) of April 16, 1938, from the 
American Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as 
follows i

Ko announcement has been made of any setback to 
Japanese forces In Shantung Province. The capture 

within a few days of Talerohwang and lohow was predicted 

about the first of April in press despatches from China* 
There lias been no news whatever concerning developments 
in shantung since the reported capture of Talorohwang 
by Japanese forces until reports on April IS of severe 
righting between Linchong and Taiarohwang.

In reply to a request from the Embassy on April 14 

X'or ooment concerning a London radio broadcast to the 
effect that Tsinan had been retaken by the Chinese and 
that the Japanese had met with a serious defeat In 
southern bhantung, a Foreign Office official said that 
"the flrhtlng there is not going on as well as might be 
expected.” Although the Foreign Office official practi

cally admitted that the Japanese forces occupying Taler- 

chwang had been expelled, he denied that the Japanese 

reverse was widespread or that Tsinan was recaptured.
Apparently the cabinet situation is to remain in 

suspens© until about the end of April. 22iere has been 
no
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no unusual military or politieal development In Japan 
with the exception of a change in the direction of en 
Important bureau of the War Department* There la a 
rumor to the effect that the previous director, a 

major general, is being sent to China*

783.94/12037
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

î COPIAS ENT TO
I o.ng. .^4) MJ.D.

FOURTH MARINES
From

April 16, 1938
Rec’d 6:13 p. m.

ACTION:
INFO :

OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
CINCAF
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING
COMSUBRON 5
ASS'T ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA

8616 On northern Tsingfu front Chinese claim their 
reinforced units have surrounded Yihsien while heavy- 
fighting in progress at Chuchen 8 miles southwest line 
1820

NPL:RGC

795.94/
I 2858

Tj

>

co

co
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EG

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROM FOURTH MARINES

ACTION: CINCAF

COPIES SENT TO 
O N.h- AiYB-MJ.D.

..April 18, 1938

Rec’d 8:20 a,m

OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMTJÎ.PON FIVE
AST , T J” .'jT.x SHANGHAI
COTa? ti-? FIVE
CCIYAGT’’
COUSOFAT
AMBASSADOR. CHINA
ALUSNA PEIPING

8618, Repeated Chinese attacks Yihsien area 

past two days repulsed. Chinese thirty first army 

comprising three divisions withdrew to Hsuchow area 

leaving ten divisions in Yihsien sector., Japanese 

reported made unsuccessful attempt cross Chientang 

River at Lu iota southeast Hangchow, 1927.

793.94/
 
I 2839

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

SEN! TO
M.LD.

ACTION: CINCAF
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COWSUBRON FIVE 
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDR.EON FIVE 
COMYANGFAT 
COMSOPAT 
AHBASS CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FOURTH MARINES

April 17, 1938
Rec’d 10:58 p.m.

8617* On northern Tsinpu front Chinese claim
street fighting in progress Tsaochwang. Reliable 
informed Chinese aircraft active past week raiding
Japanese garrisons airdromes between Wuhu and Taihu

Lake. Informed that restriction on trans-Siberian 
to n

visas will be removed 3 May. 1811 ® È3

795.94/
 
I 2840
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
From 

c<wS~sent7o 
AiW M.I.D.

COMSOPAT

April 17, 1938

Rec’d 10:58 p.m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAHBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0016. During week routine air r u. ds railroads, 

air fields, industrial areas adjacent Canton. Chinese 

claim several Japanese planes shot c-.own on thirteenth 

bombing vicinity Amoy Foochow. 18C5

793.94/12841

RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

FROM

MARDET TIENTSIN

April 18, 1938

Rec’d 10:30 a.iii.

TO: NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO: CINCAF
MARDET
AMEMBASSY PEIPING

I FA& EA$T£M / 
MpR1r 

XiDepartment ef

CM
0018. Period eleven dash seventeen April. About 

one two eight zero sick and wounded Jap soldiers transferred S1 aboard hospital ships at Chinwangtao, large number young

Nipponese troops moved in garrison that city from direction 

of Shanhaikwan. 1000.

hpd

zo 
co
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This message must be 
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From

ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI
April 18, 1938

TO; NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO; CINCAF

ASTALUSNA NANKING
ALUSNA PEIPING Department efSta^

e 
01

0018. Japanese censored press cables reporting
Nips virtually closing Tsingtao to foreign shipping

<0 
1

while reinforcing troops and supplies east Shantung, 

passengers not permit land, speculation orange form
new rules strangle other trade that section. Censor 
says direct orders military stop that news but he 
allowed general news of Province to pass. 1305.

HPD

L 
CD 
■r 
ci

"U
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in ° 1. Herewith are Summary and Situation L*&p covering 
event* in China for the week ending April 3.

2. The important events for the past week have been.

a. Continued heavy fighting north of Hsuohmr 
where the Japanese drive faces a serious setback.

b. Asports of minor Japanese reverses in 
northwestern Shansi, in southern Shansi, and in 
northern Honan.

c. Increasing activities of Chinese irregu
lar units ia the vicinity of Peiping, Taiyuanfu, 
Chofoo, Shanghai, and hangohow.

d. Upsurge of Chinee* am*le as a result of 
th* successful stand of their troops north of 
Hsuohsw*

790.94/12844

o. Reports of increasing tension between 
Japan and Soviet Russia over alleged military aid 
«attended to China»

2 enols*

S. JU W. «SCABS, 
Colonel, General Staff, 

Assistant Chief of Staff,
C9 
s

n
m 
“S
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G*2. of Inforaatlon 
SSituation

April W

CWERAL

A three-day emergency meeting of the National Kuomintang Con
gress adjourned at Hankow on April 1. Though attended by Ç00 delegates 
from all parts of China, no news concerning this meeting was permitted 
to leak out for fear of attracting Japanese air raids* Among the w>st 
important decisions wares (1) The appointment of Chiang Ksi-sltek as 
general executive of the Kuomintang, a post hitherto held only by Sun 
Yat-sen; (2) the appointment of hang Ching-wei as Chiang? s deputy; (J) 
the creation of a People’s Political Council a® a step in giving the 
people an opportunity to participate in Government before the adoption 
of a oonstitutlon. All attempts to sabotage China’s united front in this 
congress have fallen flat# The communists hail the decisions of the 
congress as entirely satisfactory* while the red influence lias been 
growing stronger, they still liave a long way to go to achieve even a 
small masure of ascendancy. The differences bet-wen the reds and old 
Kuomintang politicians seesi to have been well ironed out for the present. 
Chiang emerges stronger than ever and continues as the rallying point for 
a unified China.

Press reports from Shanghai state that six Chinese aviators, 
trained in America, have arrived at bong Kong, April 2, and that JO more 
are due next month#

General Suglyam, the Japanese Ur Minister, is reported to 
liave made a flying visit to General Terauohi,s headquarters at Peiping 
in order to bolster falling Japanese norals. Press dispatches from Tokyo 
report that General Sugiyam on April 7 at a conference of division com- 
‘vandars states, "We are far from attaining our military objectives in the 
current incident and no one can foretell the future of the international 
situation." Ha urged extraordinary efforts to increase and maintain Japa
nese fighting strength.

In connection with the announced Intention of the United States, 
Great Britain and France to invoke the "escalator clause" and to build 
battleships greater than 35*000 tons. Admiral Hoda, naval spokesman at 
Tokyo, stated that Japan regarded herself as defender of the Western 
Pacific and that she would gravely resent increased naval activities by 
any other power in that area. He said that the apparent enlargement of 
tlw American naval frontier was being watched by Japan with grave concern.

The Japanese Government has requested the United states to Item
ize the bill for indemi fixation of the Panay incident. Karli er reports 
stated the Japanese were satisfied with the bill and were agreeably sur
prised to find it so stMll.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The Japanese Ambassador at Moscow presented & protest from 
hie gownwont to Russia charging that th© Soviet Government is furnish
ing military assistance to China# The protest cited that two Russian 
airplanes containing Russian aviators had been shot down by Japanese in 
Central China, and that as Russia is now organised, no planes nor pilots 
could be furnished China without Governmental sanction. The Japanese 
Ambassador warned that Russia would have to Maseuw responsibility for 
th® consequences'* if such aid continued. Litvinoff rejected the protest 
by pointing out that many other countries were furnishing munitions to 
China and volunteers from saay nations were fighting with the Chinese 
and that Japan had mdo no protest. He also pointed out that Japan has 
disclaimed that she was at war with China.

Japanese dispatches from ^sinking connect the Japanese protest 
to Moscow with fears of new trouble on the Amar River boundary between 
Siberia and nanohoukuo. Anxiety was expressed both at ^sinking and 
Tokyo that Russia might take advantage of th® spring thaw to reoccupy th® 
islands of Bolshoi and Gennufu (about 75 ^il®« southeast of Blagovest- 
chenek) seised by ?Mnohoukuo on Jun® JO, 1937»

Tokyo reports state that the Soviet Government lias placed an 
embargo on oil shipments destined for Japan. Reuter, Tokyo, reports that 
additional strain is being placed on Soviet-Japanese relations by the re
port Uat several Koreans had Wen executed at Khabarovsk in January for 
espionage activities.

General Chen Cheng at Hankow stated tWt he estimated th® Japa
nese casualties from the start of the war to £Jaroh 1, at u3,2Ç9 killed 
and 220,072 wounded. This estimate, though emanating from Chinese sources, 
is believed to be conservative, asports state that the Japanese are keep
ing their wounded in Korea and i^nohuria probably because they wish to keep 
inforaatlon on casualties from spreading through Japan. The fighting 
since the first of Mroh lias been exceptionally severe and will add many 
thousands to the casualty lists.

Tokyo press reports that the Chrysler Export Corporation had ex
tended a one million dollar credit, divided a^ong three Japanese automo
bile companies. The credit is to cover th® purchase of 1,200 to 1,300 
Dodge, Fargo, Plymouth and Chrysler units. A credit of 10,OCX),000 yen 
( >2,090,000) is reported to have been granted the Totyo Steel Company by 
the United States Steel Corporation some time ago. Newspapers in the 
United States apparently have given th© matter of these credits little 
publicity.

Lianr Hung-ohih, number one boy of the new Hanking puppet regime, 
and two members of his government were in consultation at Peiping froa 
April J to 0 with officials of the Peiping puppet government. According 
to th® Japanese press the discussions covered the relations, policies and

nONFIDENTIAI.
- 2 -
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ultimate merger of the two governments. it was decided that the Peking 
regime would absorb the banking review after the fall of Esuohow had 
placed the entire Tsin-Pu line in Japanese hands» Agreement was also 
reached to **refera” the custom tariff to ellMmte ”antl*Japanose duties/ 
and to make arrangements for using the new Korth China currency in both 
regime» Some junior officials of the Peiping regime feci that consolida
tion may be difficult because of jealousies♦

Despite reporte to the contrary, the Prench railways in Indo* 
China continue to forward shipwnt® of nunitiong into China via Tunnanfu 
and Lungchow, Kwangs! ♦

MOHTH SHIM

Aocordlnr to fairly reliable Chinese sources at Hankow, Chinese 
troops, probably units of the Sth Kouts Arcy, have crossed into horth 
Shansi from Shexisi and have driven the Japanese out of Hoku and Paoteh. 
These two towns had Wen reported in Japanese hands for tlte past three 
weeks» Mngw, an importent town northwest of Taiyuan, is also reported 
to have been recaptured by the Chinese. Reliable reports also state that 
5,00U Chinese soldiers attacked two towns on the Chengtai railway between 
Taiyuan and Yutse and wiped out the Japanese garrisons. Japanese retalia
ted by burning neighboring villages.

The Chime® claim that the Japanese campaign in Shansi has re
sulted in a emploie failure. They have been unable to cross the Yellow 
Hirer and over 1ÇO,OOC Chinese troops still remln In Shansi. Japanese 
troops are forced to remin inside the welled oit les and their lines of 
cewmmi oat ions are out dally. The Japanese Ihth Division, under General 
Doihara, has been forced out of Shansi into Korth onan and is now hard 
pressed in the vicinity of Slnsiang (Ping-Han railway).

Peiping reports that foreigners who have returned Trois Suiyuan 
recently refute previous reports of a Japanese concentration near Paetow. 
They report repeated attacks by Chinese irregulars along the Ping-Sul 
railway in Suiyuan.

Banditry and guerrilla activities are also on the increase north 
and west of Peiping. A force of several thousand is reliably reported In 
the vicinity of lisntoukuo, 15 Mies west of Peiping. The new railway from 
Peiping to Jehol via Tungohow and Kupeikow was opened for trafflc on 
April 2. On April J traffic was suspended. The Japanese report the inter
ruption is due to floods. There are unconfirmed reports, however, that 
Chinese irregular* are responsible for the stoppage. Chinese claim that 
irregular units have recaptured Yunbing, JO miles south of Peiping.

Chinese mobile units raided Chefoo on April 2*J, entering the 
western section of the city. The local Japanese garrison, reinforced by

CONFED WFAb
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a landing party and an airplan® from a cruiser in th® harbor, succeeded 
in driving the attackers out* A. number of Japanese casualties are ro- 
ported* Three wounded Chinese took refuge in an Amrloan mission hospi
tal at Chsfoo, and th® Japanese demnd that they be turned over to them* 
This ratter le- nor- under negotiation.

Reliable reports from Peiping state that Japanese military 
movsmnts into and out of $orth China for the period iarch 15*51 are as 
followi In * lb,BOO troop©, 200 trucks, ô airplanes, 20 standard gauge 
locomotives, bridge equipment and large quantities of supplies and alu
nit ion. Out * 1,000 dead end 2,200 wounded* Bight hundred more wounded 
were reported to have been sent out by April 4*

'Tver 250,000 .gallons of gasoline have been admitted to Tsingtao 
free of duty, according to reliable reports* The gasoline is being sold 
by Japanese merchants at prioo® considerably lower than those permissible 
to their foreign competitors. This is another indication as to how the 
"Open Door" is swinging.

WEGMI F%O&T

Desperate fighting with heavy casualties for both sides con
tinues in southern Shantung. Taierchwng is the no at bitterly contested 
point in the battle. Late dispatches fr<w Chinese sources state that 
except for a few troops surrounded in the town, the Japanese forces at 
Talerahwang are in retreat toward Yihsien. Chinese are jubilant over 
their success and claim to have captured large quantities of military 
supplies frow th® retreating Japanese. Japanese and Chinese forces are 
still heavily engaged at Yihslen and at Hanohwang. Japanese reinforce
ments from T sing ta o are being held up at Llnl and appear to be unable to 
force their way south or west. Chinese claim that their troops have out 
th© Tsin-Pu railway in l|0 places between Taiau and Tenghsien and that 
they are preventing, reinforcements from coming south from Tsinan* 
According to the Chinese, many Japanese are cut off from their communi
cations and are supplied only by airplane* Air activity m both sides 
is increasing* The Chinese claim to have tombed Japanese units north 
of Taierchwang while the Japanese claim their aircraft are destroying 
airdrops along the Lunghai*

Only Chinese guerrilla activity 1® reported south of Esuohow* 
The Japanese arc still south of the !hmi Piver. The Japanese solum 
which landed at Kantungchow (on the Yangtze) on BMroh 17, nw reported 
to be a reinforced brigade, has been stopped at Tungtalhsien, 125 miles 
south of fniohow.

In southern Shansi and northern Fonan the Japanese appear to 
have been pushed back from the Yellow River* A number of Chinese units 
are reported to have siowd north across the river between Kaifeng and

1MENTIAL
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COOTTDENTIAJ

Loysng and are hsrrassin^ th® Japanese. An wrxccnflrmed report state® 
the Japanese mde an unsuccessful attempt to force a crossing at 
Henghsien on April 7*

An observer at E&nkow, evaluating infora&tlon obtained from 
the Oeraan Advisers and the Chinese Intelligence Service, reports that 
in order to secure the Lunghai railway the Japanese will have to conduct 
three coordinated drives: one from the Fwal River south of Hsuohow, 
toward Chengohowj on® down the Pln^-Han on Cheng.ohowi and a third down 
the Tsin-Pu toward Fsuohow and Æweîteh. The Japanese do not have a 
sufficient force in these sectors for the drives and, in addition, will 
first have to clear their rear aroas of the Chinese astride of the Jape* 
nose lines of eoœunioations»

CEOTKAL CHIKA

An attempted landing by Japanese at Hohsitm on the Yan^tse near 
the scene of the Ranay bombing we repulsed by the Chinese on April 3* 
Twenty landing boats participated in the attack covered by fire from four 
Japanese runboats and five airpianos•

Fighting is reported at Xwngteh, at Hsuaxioheng, JO miles 
southeast of Y.uhu, and at Yuyang, IS Mies southwest of Hangchow. Chines® 
report guerrillas ambushed a Japanese patrol 15 ailes west of Shanghai on 
April U* Guerrilla activity is also reported in the vicinity of Sunkiang 
on th® Shanghai-?'angoh<m railway.

SOUTH g H IE A

Air raids over Xwngtung and Fukien provinces continue with 
little damage reported. Foochow airfield was bœabed April J, no casual
ties reported. .Amoy forts and th® Changohow airfield wre bombed on 
April 5 by 2$ Japanese airplanes. Ko reports as to damge are yet avail
able. The Japanese claim they damaged the Canton-Hankow railway and sank 
15 large junks loaded with munitions on April 2.

reports fros? Shanghai state that a Japanese warship wont aground 
off the Chungghan district in fcouth Kwantung on April 1 and that it was 
heavily shelled by Chinese artillery before It could be refloated.

COMMON

In southern Shantung the Japanese are in diffloultiee. Their 
drive on Hsuohcm which started about >Mroh 15, began to bog down after 
a l;5~Mle gain. Heating strongly prepared Chinese position* and deter
mined resistance on the so-called *ha(-inot Line1* at Hamhwang, they swung 
east in their usually successful maneuver to outflank the strong Chinese
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position and found themselves against the me stone wll at Tlhslen 
and at Taierohwang. Chinese counterattacks on the Japanese flanks and 
rear apparently were well coordinated with guerrilla operations on the 
Japanese lines of commnieations and have prevented relnforoeinents and 
supplies frw reaching the spear heads of the Japanese attack* Local 

• Japanese reserves have long sinee been thrown into the bettie and un* 
’ less reinforcing units reach the^ soon the Japanese ar© in for their 
; first serious defeat* The next ten days or two woks may be most fate* 
‘ ful to the Japanese cause* Chinese norale has gone up by leaps and 

bounds over the excellent showing they have mde in the Hsuohow defense* 
They are jubilant and are already celebrating their "victory” at Pankow.

In Shansi, too, Japanese earlier suoceoes arc now being 
heavily discounted* They have beer forced to retire fron the Yellow 
River and, while they allegedly control the main aoœwzio&tian routes, 
there are mny organised Chinese units in the province* These are giv
ing* the Japanese considerable difficulty. Raids arc reported within 10 
miles of Taiyuan A4.

Flsewher® in so-ealled Japanese occupied territory, guerrillas 
have been most active. Attacks are reported north and wst of Peiping., 
at Chefoo and in the iw^dinte vicinity of Shenghnl art? Hangchow.

Criticism my be leveled, too, at Japanese strategy. Through
out the CM.m campaign they have tim after ttee underestimated the 
character of the resistance against then and overestimated the value to 
the Chinese of the succession of objectives seised* They have permitted 
thewelws to be spread over an enoraous extent of country and so have 
been weak at decisive pointe * There appears to be no strong central 
ruldarce of the three large Japanese armies on the mainland. It would 
seem that each ws Interested mainly in carving out for Itself an empire 
similar to that of the ^wentung Army in ^anohoukuo* With a part of the 
Korth China Army in apparent desperate straits north of Esuohow, there 
appear» to be little excuse for the apparent somnolence of the Japanese 
Central China Army unite south of Hsuehow along the Wai Hiver.

Whether the Japanese military mohine can stand up under 
reverse® has long been a mot question* Many observers believe that the 
Japanese have built up a spirit of superiority and invincibility in 
their military forces in order to cover up a serious lack of staying 
power under adversity. (Mee this bubble of superiority and invincibility 

j 1» burst, a most serious debacle is possible. The Japanese in retreat 
in a hostile oountry ray bosom an entirely different fighting man from 
the Japanese in a continuously successful advance. Despite the legends 
of oriental stoicism and impassivity, they are as susceptible to mass 
hysteria, if not wore so, than the Occidental.
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Seports of increasing tension between Japan and Kussia lead 
some observers to predict that Japan 1» oontenplating an attack en 
Siberia as a ”faae" saving gesture to cover their withdrawal from the 
impossible situation is China. These observers fail to take into 
account the physical difficulties of a Japanese withdrawal in the face 
of an increasingly aggressive spirit euaong th® Chinese troops and people 
It would be a difficult natter for Japan to get her scattered troops out 
of Central and forth China without suffering serious losses. Japanese 
wfaoe". too, would suffer tremendously.
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Department of State
s.

Division of Far Eastern Affairs xk.
All FE: April 26, 1938. \

Reference Peiping’s despatch no. 1571 ofp 
March 1, 1938, entitled "Politico-Military 
Situation in China." <

01
Most of the facts and conclusions sum

marized in the first section of this despatch 
do not appear to be new or of unusual value, 
but much of the discussion in the despatch it
self is of interest. The first two sections 
constitute a good summary and evaluation of 
military events since the beginning of hostili
ties and, although there have been important 
developments since this despatch was written, 
most of the conclusions reached seem still to - 
be valid.

In the third section on China’s economic - 
strength it is believed you will be interested 
in reading the last paragraph, beginning on 
page 12.

In the fourth section the possibilities of 
international aid to China are discussed, it 
being concluded that the only power in a posi
tion to help China substantially is Russia, and 
that she may be expected to continue to give 
material aid but not to become directly involved 
in hostilities with Japan.

It is believed that you will be interested 
in reading in its entirety the fifth and last 
section (conclusion), beginning on page 17.

FE:Penfield:HES
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No. 1571

Subject:

4703
EMBASSY OF THE /;

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

OFPARTMENT 0: jr
Peiping, March 1, 1938.

1938 APR H PM 2 K
Politico-Military Situation in China.

DIVISION OF
COMMUNICATIONS 

AND RECORDS .

The Honorable f*

The Secretary of State, R
Washington, D. C. Ô

co

Sir

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s despatch

No. 1541 of February 7, 1938, giving a survey of signifi

cant developments in China during the course of 1937, and 

to discuss below certain factors which seem destined to 

have important bearing on the future trend of military 

and political events in China.

SUMMARY
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SUMMARY:

The fighting that took place in the Shanghai-Nankirg 

sector over a period of four months operated as a drag 

on the Japanese campaign in North China: during that time, 

military action in the latter area was confined chiefly 

to the main lines of communication. It had apparently 

been thought by the Japanese leaders that the fall of 

Nanking would bring about the fall of the National Gov

ernment and thereby result in peace. Various factors com

bined to cause the National Government to decide upon a 

war of attrition, and thus Japan was robbed of the ex

pected fruits of victory at Nanking; with the landing of 

Japanese troops at Tsingtao on January 10 the campaign 

in China therefore was carried forward into a new stage 

looking toward the destruction of the Chinese forces 

which remained along the Lunghai front to threaten Japan

ese control in North China. In spite of the determina

tion and vigor with which China is currently defending 

itself, the advantages, militarily, at least, apparently 

are on the side of Japan, and the breaking of the Lunghai 

line would seem now to be only a question of time. China’s 

financial and economic strength is limited, extensive 

credits do not seem to be available, and the economic 

difficulties of the country will probably increase. The 

radical reorganization of the National Government which 

is in process for the purpose of coping with the diffi

culties of waging warfare against the invader will favor, 

so long as the hostilities continue, the growth in political

power
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power of the Chinese groups closest to Moscow in their 

ideology and organization. The international situation, 

with the tri-partite agreement between Japan, Germany 

and Italy in existence, undoubtedly has its bearing on 

Japanese objectives in Asia. It is scarcely to be ex

pected that, in the present circumstances, the Soviet 

Union will launch a direct attack on Japan in support 

of China, but it will probably continue to lend assis

tance by way of material and personnel, but whether in 

greater or lesser degree remains to be seen. That as

sistance, it would seem, is to be given in such form as 

will facilitate the carrying on by nationalistic Chinese 

groups of the mobile warfare, which is said to be favored 

by the Russian strategists. The economic and financial 

resources available to Japan for the implementation of 

its political program in Asia are not to be under

estimated - and it is moreover to be borne in mind that 

Japan will exploit the resources of the conquered areas 

as quickly and as extensively as possible for the support 

of that program. It is not unlikely, however, that the 

military advance may shortly be halted to permit a con

solidation of the present gains.

END OF SUMMARY.

1. SIGNIFICANCE
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1. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SHANGHAI-NANKING CAMPAIGN.

Although there are few overt Indications that the 

Japanese leaders responsible for the implementation of 

policy in China are proceeding other than in accordance 

with the general principles of a strategy which was 

adopted some time previous to the actual outbreak of 

the current hostilities between China and Japan, the 

argument between observers still continues - as it does 

likewise in regard to the "Lukouch’iao Incident” - as to 

whether the Japanese leaders elected voluntarily to at

tack the Chinese forces in the Yangtze delta region or 

whether they were committed to action there, contrary to 

their plans, either by the action of the Chinese, or as 

in 1932, by the undisciplined action of Japanese naval 

officers striving for their share of glory. The point 

is of historical interest, but holds only academic sig

nificance for a discussion of the situation as it exists 

at the beginning of 1938; it is the results of the fight

ing in that sector which are of importance for the future 

trend of events.

One of the primary effects of the fighting which 

began at Shanghai on August 14 and continued until the 

capture of Nanking by the Japanese forces on December 14 

was, because of the requirement imposed upon Japan of 

transporting huge supplies of war materials and large 

numbers of troops to the Shanghai sector, a progressive 

relaxation of the military tension on the North China 

fronts. One month subsequent to the Initial clash at 

Shanghai,
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Shanghai, the Japanese are believed to have had about 

80,000 troops ashore there, confronting 26 Chinese divisions 

estimated to comprise some 200,000 troops. The Chinese 

defense was of such strength that it was necessary for 

the Japanese command to build up their attacking force 

to an estimated total of over 250,000 before the Chinese 

line could be thrown back (on November 9-10) and the ad

vance on Nanking be undertaken.

The movements of the Japanese forces in North China 

during that period reflected the exigences of the Shang

hai battle. The main work done consisted of clearing 

the chief lines of communication in preparation for the 

developments which were to follow the fall of Nanking, 

the national capital. The several drives along railways 

and highways culminated in the capture of Paotow (western 

terminus of the P’ing-Sui Railway) on October 17, Chang - 

teh (on the P’ing-Han Railway in North Honan) on or about 

November 4, T’aiyuan (Shansi capital) on November 8 after 

bitter fighting in the region to the north; and, after a 

long period of inaction,*  the Japanese column operating 

on the Tsin-P’u Railway arrived at the north bank of the 

Yellow River opposite Tsinan in mid-November. After the 

destruction of the Japanese cotton mills at Tsingtao on 

December 19, and the removal southward of the Chinese 

forces, the Japanese still did not act immediately. It 

was not until January 10, 1938, that a Japanese landing 

force occupied, without the firing of a shot, the port of 

Tsingtao, and thus inherited the political authority of 

the

* Cf. Embassy’s despatch No. 1461, November 23, 1937, for 
a discussion of the reasons for the delay.
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the vanished Shantung regime.

It is evident that the Japanese leaders had considered 

it in large measure probable that the capture of Nanking 

by their forces would mean the collapse of the National 

Government and the acceptance by China of the Japanese 

peace terms: the fall of Nanking was followed by the Ger

man attempt at mediation and the presentation of Japan’s 

minimum terms. That the desired result was not achieved 

can perhaps be accredited to the operation of several fac

tors: 1) the increasing participation in 1937 in the af

fairs of government by nationalistic Chinese groups, promi

nent among whom were the Communists and the Kwang si mili

tarists, had changed to an important degree the whole 

complexion of the National Government; S) the Govern

ment’s war policy, if reluctantly decided upon, was first 

demanded and then sustained by powerful sections of the 

Chinese population; 3) Japan’s capture by military force 

of China’s chief urban centers put the Chinese in the po

sition where they could continue resistance with a more co

hesive military organization; and 4) those elements within 

the National Government which might conceivably have de

sired to negotiate for peace if they had been residing in 

comparative safety in the French Concession in Shanghai, 

had felt compelled to accompany the Government to Hankow 

where controlling elements were apparently opposed to 

peace. Despite the losses suffered by the Chinese Army 

at Shanghai and Nanking, in terms of materiel and of troops 

and their morale, therefore, the Chinese renounced the 

opportunity to conclude a peace which would have meant
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a Sino-Japanese alliance under a direction which would 

have been primarily Japanese; they chose instead to com

mit themselves to a long-term war of attrition in an ef

fort to exhaust the Japanese and thus emerge finally vic

torious - even if China be bankrupt and economically para

lyzed in the attempt. When this determination was con

veyed to the Japanese leaders, they embarked upon the 

next stage of their conquest. It was announced that 

Japan would have nothing more to do with the National 

Government (unless that Government were to sue for peace); 

the "Chinese National Provisional Government", established 

at Peiping on December 14, after the dissolution on Decem

ber 31 of the Peiping Maintenance Society began to take on 

concrete form; and, beginning with the landing at Tsing

tao, the Japanese forces in Shantung and the Shanghai- 

Nanking sector began to advance on the Lunghai Railway 

line for the destruction of the Chinese military forces 

concentrated there.

2. LUNGHAI FRONT.

The National Government over a period of two years be

fore the occurrence of the Lukouch’iao Incident had put 

all energies which might have been available for the de

fence of North China into the strengthening of the Lung

hai Railway line, some 400 miles from the "front", it 

being argued that the Northern generals, apparently dis

loyal because of the Government’s lack of military support.

should not be given support because of this disloyalty.

It
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It is that Lunghai line which the Chinese have now chosen 

to defend in what may be the last big battle of positional 

warfare of the Sino-Japanese struggle. Political authority 

’which formerly existed in the five northern provinces has 

now crumbled completely, and the Government’s "first line 

of defence" along the Lunghai has become its last strongly 

fortified defence system north of the Yangtze River. Of 

the Japanese now under arms, about .200,000 are believed to 

be in the lower Yangtze region; General Terauchi in North 

China has probably at least 250,000. Four Japanese divisions 

are reported advancing northward along the Tsln-P’u Rail

way and the Grand Canal, while four more are advancing 

southward through Shantung along the same railway; three 

Japanese divisions are estimated to be operating along 

the P’ing-Han Railway in North Honan, and it is believed 

that at least an equal number are now driving southward 

from Taiyuan in Shansi in an effort to cut the Lunghai 

line at T’ungkuan. Against those divisions, numbering 

some 260,000 men, equipped with first-class modern arma

ment, the Chinese have disposed forces numbering over 

200,000 men on the Lunghai line itself and about 100,000 r 
troops in Shansi, the while mobile columns of unknown 

strength are evidently moving into action against the 

flanks of the Japanese forces on both the northern and 

southern fronts.

The Chinese defence works along the Lunghai line are 

thought to be substantial, but not necessarily effective 

against the Japanese war machine, notwithstanding the fact 

that the aggressive flanking tactics now employed by the 

Chinese
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Chinese are proving much more effective than the former 

procedure of leaving all initiative to the Japanese for

ces. It is nevertheless practically certain that the 

Japanese attack will,in the end, break down the Chinese 

defence on the Lunghai front and achieve the elimination 

of the exposed Hsuchow salient and the sweeping of the 

Chinese forces back to Chengchow - this by reason of the 

Japanese superiority in equipment, organization and di

rection, as well as tactical position. It would appear 

that the Chinese forces in the eastern part of that salient 

can withdraw only with great difficulty: the main line of 

retreat is the Lunghai Railway, which will undoubtedly be 

subjected to intensive bombing by the Japanese air force; 

a Japanese flanking force is endeavoring (for the time 

beirg without success) to move southwestward from Tsining 

(southwestern Shantung) in what is evidently a design to 

cut the Lunghai Railway at Kweiteh (125 miles west of Hsu

chow); the Japanese column on the P’Ing-Han Railway has 

already reached a point only a few miles north of the 

Yellow River; and, the southern Japanese column will form 

the lower jaw of a pincers designed to be destructive of a 

considerable portion of the Chinese military strength on 

that front. The Naval Attache in his report of January 28, 

1938, pointed out that the fall of Hsuchow and Chengchow 

would open the way for an advance southward, saying: "The 

loss of the Lunghai line would mean the loss of HANKOW 

and the cutting of China’s last overseas’ lifeline - the 

Yueh-Han Railway.” Whether or not the Japanese would con

tinue their drive onward to Hankow after the capture of

Cheng chow
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Chengchow appears to be open to question,*  but the serious

ness of the loss of the line to China is not to be denied, 

and it is reasonable to believe that a great effort will 

be made by the defending forces to hold that front as long 

as possible. In those circumstances, it is to be antici

pated that the Chinese losses in terms of troops, matériel 

and morale perhaps will be as great as occurred in the 

Shanghai-Nanking fighting.

* See below, pp. 17-19.

3. CHINA’S ECONOMIC STRENGTH.

It has been stated that General Chiang Kai-shek early 

in the course of hostilities promised his army commanders 

and political colleagues that China would have to maintain 

resistance against odds for only eight months, after which 

assistance would come from the outside. It is not known 

what was the basis for his assertion, if made, but the 

eight months have nearly elapsed and China’s military re

sources are still being destroyed, apparently more rapidly 

than replacements can be acquired. This phenomenon re

flects in part the reduction of the National Government’s 

financial strength. A Japanese Foreign Office official 

is reported to have appeared before the Japanese Diet early 

in February of this year with the statement that China in 

November 1936 deposited Y$830,000,000 in New York and Lon

don, that the National Government in July 1937 had a war 

chest of Y$l,200,000,000, and that current war expenditures 

of Y$50,000,000 monthly and Y$300,000,000 for debt service 

have
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have subsequently reduced the total to Y$600,000,000 - 

sufficient for one year more of warfare at the current 

rate of expenditure.* Considerable doubt in regard to 

those figures was expressed in a leading article in the 

London FINANCIAL NEWS of February 10, 1938, it being there 

observed that Chinese shipments of silver since November 

1936 totalled 500,000,000 ounces, that American purchases 

in 1937 comprised 240,000,000 ounces, and that 200,000,000 

ounces of un-sold Chinese silver are now stored in London.* 

The initial Soviet Union credits, reputed to total 

US$100,000,000, are said already to have been exhausted. 

The unfortunate state of the Chinese Maritime Customs 

revenues is a matter of general knowledge.***

Finance Minister H. H. K’ung after the removal of 

the Government to Hankow uttered courageous words in re

gard to the desire and intention of the National Govern

ment to maintain China’s credits abroad by servicing the 

loans and supporting the Chinese currency at its present 

level. It is thought, however, that Dr. Franklin Ho - 

whose announcement was the apparent immediate cause of 

Dr. K’ung’s statement - probably gave a truer picture of 

the situation when he said that a continuation of current 

developments would possibly bring the National Government 

to a position where it would be forced to default on its 

existing obligations (undoubtedly including domestic bonds) 

The losses suffered by Chinese industry and even agricul

ture are enormous, and the revenue possibilities have been 

______________________________________________________ reduced 
* THE PEKING CHRONICLE, February 9, 1938. (Note that 
¥$50,000,000 monthly would probably represent a minimum 
estimate of China’s war expenditures. Cf. FAR EASTERN SUR
VEY, January 5, 1938, ^China’s Finances Disorganized by War 
for statement that those expenditures probably lie between 

Y$45,000,000 and Y$100,000,000.)
* * PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, February 11, 1938.
* ** Cf. Embassy’s despatch No. 1559, February 17, 1938.
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reduced correspondingly. It is obvious that the National 

Government’s income, already reduced, will not suffice to 

finance a long war if there is only dependence upon former 

sources of revenue coincident with the maintenance of pay

ments on existing obligations.

Reorganization of the National Government in all its 

aspects, financial as well as political, is evidently 

being pushed forward as rapidly as possible to facilitate 

prosecution of the warfare to the end that attrition of 

Japan’s forces would force the Japanese leaders to con

clude a peace based upon the principle that the partici

pants are equals and both sovereign. The impending defeat 

on the Lunghai front will make China’s needs more exigent, 

increasing the strain on a structure which is far from 

solid.

The National Government as it is at present consti

tuted is a conglomeration of men of conflicting interests 

and ideas - bound together chiefly by the necessity of 

offering resistance to the foreign invader. This exi

gency has assumed a definite form, and the disciplinary 

action which has recently been meted out to various gen

erals and other army officers* is an earnest of the action 

which will be taken by the party against dissenting groups. 

With only one objective existent around which authorita

tive political power could gather under present conditions 

of popular sentiment - the aim of continuing resistance 

against the national enemy - the group which, by reason 

_________________________________________________________ ________of 
* Nine officers, including General Li Fu-ying (Army Com- 
mander,’ Shansi), were given death sentences, and thirty, 
(including another Army Commander) were deprived of their 
posts. PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, February 7, 1938. General 
Han Fu-chu, Shantung feudal warlord, was executed in Han
kow for ’’disobedience to orders”and other offenses (cf. 
Naval Attache’s report of January 28, 1938, pp. 15-16).
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of its single-minded determination, will increase its 

power under Chiang Kai-shek’s control, will be that 

possessing the more fanatical and ruthless variety of 

nationalism. Prominent, even outstanding, in that group 

is the experienced Chinese Communist Party organization, 

possessing the twin advantages of being politically au

dacious in its own right and being in a favored strategic 

position insofar as concerns negotiations with Moscow.

4. INTERNATIONAL SITUATION.

The failures of "collective security" in 1931 (Man

churia), 1933 (disarmament clauses, Treaty of Versailles), 

and 1935 (Abyssinia) were the underlying reason for the 

confidence with which Japan in 1937 began the search for 

a final settlement of "the problem of China". It was ob

vious that, when a head-on clash between China and Japan, 

which was inevitable, should occur, the status quo for 

foreigners with their treaty rights, established interests 

in commercial and educational fields, and outstanding 

loans and credits, was certain to be severely disturbed 

if not quite destroyed. Reliance upon the existing system 

of international agreements, defining the spheres and modes 

of action in the Far East for the several signatories, 

would not suffice to check a determined nation any more 

than did dependence upon the Treaty of Versailles, a treaty 

which more countries were actually interested in preserving 

than was true in the case of Far Eastern treaties.

General Walter Von Reichenau’s visit in 1934 (?) to 

Japan (first) and then to China was little noticed at the

time
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time, but it is thought that his mission as Hitler’s rep

resentative merited more attention than it actually re

ceived. It was shortly after his visit to the Far East 

that there began to be bruited about the reports of an 

alleged Japano-German military alliance against the Soviet 

Union,*  and in actual fact, after the initial admission 

of the existence of an arrangement between the German and 

Japanese General Staffs for the exchange of information, 

there was signed in December 1936 the now famous Anti- 

Comlntern Pact, providing for Germano-Japanese cooperation 

against Communism - and, by implication, against the Soviet 

Union. The strengthening of the agreement by the adhesion 

of Italy to the Pact in December 1937 created a solid front 

of those autocratic Powers.

The so-called "democratic Powers" have little to offer 

in the way of resistance to any advance in the Far East, 

especially while the situation in Europe remains tense. 

Germany, Italy and Japan are evidently prepared to assist 

each other reciprocally by a judicious application of 

pressure in a manner designed to check any attempt of the 

democratic Powers to concentrate their forces to deal with 

any one situation. The French interests in Asia will not 

be seriously threatened, it would appear, so long as the 

British front is maintained at Hongkong; but the British 

are scarcely in a position, so long as there exists the 

threat of war in Europe, to take effective action to check 

the Japanese advance in Asia. The only first-class Power 

which
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which is in a position to take effective action against 

Japan in support of the Chinese military resistance is 

the Soviet Union. It is to be taken as axiomatic that 

the Soviet Union will not launch a direct attack on Japan: 

a conquest of "Manchukuo" is not politically desirable; 

so long as Japan commands the high seas in the western 

Pacific it cannot be invaded for a final defeat; the situa

tion in Europe acts as a brake on any Russian movement 

toward the east; and perhaps most important, while the 

hostilities in China continue, time is an element which 

favors the Russians more than the Japanese. This is not 

to say that indirect Russian help on the basis of commer

cial transactions, will not continue to be forthcoming. 

It has already reached proportions which constitute a con

siderable stimulus to the Chinese will to resist, and a 

substantial contribution to China’s war equipment.* As 

stated above, the Russian contribution would seem already 

to have far exceeded the initial war material credits 

granted to the National Government by Moscow, but if the 

Japanese military strength depreciates by a proportionate 

amount it cannot rightly be said - and the Russian political 

leaders would not contend - that the expenditure is for 

other than "value received". It seems reasonable to be

lieve, in view of the circumstance that the Soviet Union 

would be the next victim of Japan’s expansion in Asia 

should China’s resistance be overcome, that Russian sup

port will continue to be given to such political organi

zations or groups in China as continue to offer tffective 

______ _ _______________________________________________ resistance 
* For a discussion of the political factors involved, see 
the Embassy’s despatch No. 1425, October 15, 1937, "The 
Japanese Military Campaign in Northwest China", pp. 16-17.
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resistance to Japan on the continent.. It is not without 

significance that Foreign Minister Koki Hirota, speaking 

before the Japanese Diet on February 8, should feel it 

pertinent to declare that "Soviet Russia is the only na

tion whose Government is openly assisting China in re

sisting Japan." *

* PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, February 10, 1938.

It seems highly improbable that the Soviet Union 

would, if it could, support in China an army capable 

of dealing with the Japanese Army in large-scale opera

tions. In the first place, those energies would be far 

better spent on strengthening either the eastern or wes

tern defenses of the Soviet Union; in the second, it 

would be unlike the Soviet Union to expend its national 

wealth to support its sometime enemy the Kuomintang against 

Japan except insofar as benefit derives to the Soviet 

Union thereby. It is submitted that the Russian strate

gical concept of the requirements of the China situation 

probably contemplate primarily the engagement of large 

numbers of Japanese troops in the interior of the country 

(far away from the Russian borders) by guenilla units 

armed with machine guns and light artillery and supported 

by airplanes. With the loss by the Chinese of the Lung- 

hai line, the war perforce would be still more than now 

a war of irregular tactics, and the comparative successes 

which have attended the use of guerrillas in Shansi and 

the Wuhu-Hangchow area have probably confirmed the Rus

sian strategists in the belief that those tactics are 

best suited for employment in China under existing con

ditions. The situation therefore will probably differ 

from
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from that in Spain, in that there will not be one fixed 

battle-front, for several reasons: 1) China has not the 

gold stocks possessed by Spain with which to continue to 

arm itself with the heavy armaments of warfare; 2) the 

morale of the Chinese troops is generally substantially 

lower than that of the Japanese forces, making it impos

sible for them to acquit themselves effectively where 

large bodies of troops are in contact; and 3) with 

China’s main urban centers and military defenses lost, 

the advantages to the Chinese forces far outweigh the 

disadvantages in guerrilla warfare where the Japanese 

are operating far from their bases in hostile territory.

5. CONCLUSION.

The Tokyo correspondent of THE TIMES, London, in a 

despatch dated January 19, stresses a factor of great im

portance in ary attempt to determine the probable course 

of events.*  He points out that Japan’s financial outlook 

is not as bad as it can be made to appear on paper, and 

that Japan’s power to wage war should not be under-estimated: 

"Japan can make war cheaply as well as cotton. The 
cost of maintaining armies of occupation in China 
will be little greater than the cost of maintaining 
them in Japan. Those armies will be engaged in the 
preservation of order and the new Chinese Governments 
which owe their existence to the Japanese Army will 
be expected to contribute to their maintenance. Since 
the principal ports are in Japan’s possession the 
Customs revenue promises a ready means of obtaining 
money. This may not interfere seriously with the 
foreign debt service. China’s trade will not cease; 
on the contrary, a recovery is to be expected with 
the end of active warfare and the revival of North 
China and the Shanghai region.®

* Printed in the PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, February 8, 1938.
If
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If this estimate of the readiness with which Japan can 

bear the cost of warfare is somewhat optimistic, the 

essence of the matter is there: the conquered territory 

and its resources will be put into the service of Japan’s 

program in Asia - Foreign Minister Hirota, speaking be

fore the Diet, has said as much.* Moreover, radical 

changes are being effected in Japan’s economic structure 

to enable it to bear the stresses of "national crisis". 

It should be kept in mind that the initiative still re

sides almost entirely with the Japanese: the choice is 

theirs whether they shall call a halt to their advance 

at the Lunghai line and consolidate their gains over 

North and Northwest China, whether they shall attempt to 

drive the National Government from its temporary resting- 

place at Hankow and pursue it into the mountains of south

western China, or whether the Impatient Japanese Navy shall 

continue its operations both from the sea and the air in 

South China. In view of the strains being imposed upon 

the Japanese economic system and the consequent demand 

of Japanese commercial interests that stability and the 

possibility of profits be restored, and in the light of 

the belief of many Japanese militarists that the Soviet 

Union must be crushed in the Far East while there is time 

and opportunity, it would seem, from the Japanese point of 

view, the better part of valor for the Japanese militarists 

to stop their drive southward at the Lunghai line, or at 

most take it no farther than Hankow. It is believed that 

the decisions evidently reached at the Imperial Conference 

_______________________________ _____________________ in 
* PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, February 3, 1938. Cf. also 
General Matsui’s interview with Woodhead, ibid., February 
1, 1938.
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in Tokyo in January, the replacement of General Matsui by 

General Shunroka Hata, and the current Japanese declarations 

of friendship for the United States and Great Britain, alike 

are evidence of a spirit of prudence, and that such pru

dence will prevent the Japanese Army from committing hara- 

kiri in China.*

The Soviet Union, the only Power, as hereinbefore 

stated, which conceivably would be prepared to take action 

to assist China, is not likely in the present circumstances 

to embark on a course which will bring it into a frontal 

clash with Japan. Even before the Austrian events and For

eign Minister Eden’s resignation, the editor of the PEKING 

& TIENTSIN TIMES had observed that recent events had in

creased Moscow’s preoccupation with developments in Europe, 

the British Government having turned down Mr. Litvinov’s 

request for an agreement of mutual assistance providing 

for Soviet assistance to Great Britain in the Far East in 

return for British assistance to the Soviet Union against 

Germany, and that it was therefore "entirely credible” 

that Mr. Sun Fo’s visit to Moscow had resulted in failure:

"It would seem that when Mr. Sun Fo asked for more 
positive assistance to China, the Soviet represen
tative asked what he had to offer in return. Had 
the Chinese emissary been familiar with the history 
of diplomacy in the Far East since the middle of 
last century he would not have been so surprised. 
China’s man-power is not an inconsiderable aid, but 
that is virtually committed to her own cause anyway. 
We do not suggest that Moscow wanted an offer of 
Sinkiang, or Outer Mongolia - where its position 
is secure enough, though anomalous - or the restora
tion of the old Russian position in North Manchuria 
as the reward. It is not impossible, of course - 
not at all. But Moscow not only did not think of 
counting chickens before they were hatched - it does 
not want the hen to lay just now."**

______________________________________________________________________ The 
* Note, from the Embassy’s despatch No. 1404, September 9, 
1957, that the Army program allegedly contemplated originally 
no more than the conquest of North China.
** "Moscow Marks Time", PEKING & TIENTSIN TIMES, February 12, 
1939.
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The recognition of nManchukuon by Germany, and what it 

implies, will make the Soviet Union more reluctant than 

it was before of direct action.

It is scarcely open to argument that the Far Eastern 

situation at the present time is characterized by insta

bility, that the situation as it stands at the moment 

gives no immediate promise of being resolved, and that 

any third Power which might wish to alter the course of 

events in favor of either China or Japan would be forced 

to make a major effort.

Respectfully yours, 

For the Ambassador:

Frank P. Lockhart
* Counselor of Embassy

Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

800

EC/kt
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FE:Penfield:HES
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No. 45. 1938 APR 18 CONSULATE,

Chefoo, China, March 15, 1958.
DiViSiON GF

COMMUNICATIONS
AND RECORDS

Subject: Attack on Chefoo by Guerrilla Force.

THE HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE; Department rfw»

WASHINGTON.

Sir:

I have hie honor to refer to my telegrams of 

9 a.m. and 2 p.m. March 13, reporting the attack on 

Chefbo made by Chinese guerrillas on the night of 

March 12-15.
Members of the attacking party are referred to 

"bandits” by Chinese police and Japanese consular 

officials. This Consulate believes they should be 

called "guerrillas” or "mobile units” in English and 

"Ya Chi Tui” ( ) in Chinese.

The guerrillas were seen by tiro foreigners on 

the night they attacked Chefbo. One foreigner saw 

a band of several dozen men in plain clothes armed 

with rifles. Another foreigner saw to band estimated 

at three hundred in number, most of idiom were in the 

gray uniforms of Chinese soldiers. It seems well 

established that women accompanied the bands of at

tackers, although the foreigners above-noted did not 

see women* H
_ co &
The Eo dOù co
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The only official report available on the attack 

was released by the Chinese police, who simply an

nounced that bandits who attacked ahefoo were driven 

off by Japanese® Fragmentary information available 

to the Consulate indicates that the guerrillas entered 

Chefoo from the southeast late on March 12. They 

attacked and probably killed two Japanese marines on 

patrol in the eastern end of Chefoo® They are said 

to have taken arms from every police substation in 

town except the westernmost substation, No® 3. insofar 

as is known to the Consulate, no guerrillas and no 

police were killed®

The guerrillas are said to have looted two Japanese 

shops alleged to deal in narcotics. They did not 

succeed in entering the Central Police Station and did 

not reach the residence of the Mayor, itioh were re

puted to be their objectives® They affixed a number 

1/ of posters throughout Chefoo, a translation of one of 

which is enclosed® The poster from ihich the enclosed 

translation was made was still affixed to a wall on 

March 14®

Since the attack above-mentioned, patrols of 

Japanese marines and bluejackets, and of Chinese police, 

have shown increased activity® No formal declaration 

of martial law or curfew has been made, but Chinese are 

not allowed to use the streets after eight p«m,, and 

foreigners are challenged by patrols after that hour® 

At 'die request of the Chefoo Bureau of Police, the 

local English language newspaper, the CHEFOO DAILY NEWS,

published
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published no story on the events of March 12-13.

Only fragmentary reports are available to the 

Consulate on events in March to date throughout the 

Consular District* Normal interurban telephone and 

telegraph service is not available* Travel by auto

mobile is not practicable* Insofar as is known to 

the Consulate, however, the five-barred flag of the 

"Peking Provisional Government” is now in evidence in 

this district only in Chefoo and Weihaiwei, i.e. only 

where Japanese aimed farces are maintained*

Some observers estimate the number of guerrillas 

in Eastern Shantung at 15,000. The Consulate is in

clined to believe that, although guerrillas in the 

interior do not seriously threaten Japanese naval 

forces in port cities, their presence indicates the 

emptiness of claims to domination over Eastern Shan

tung by the "Peking Provisional Government". Unless 

Japanese-Chinese hostilities are discontinued, the 

Japanese Army may be faced with an extensive campaign 

against 1he guerrilla units in this district.

I Respectfully yours,

/ y 
1 Stuart Allen,

American Consul 
Enclosure:

1. Translation of poster 
issued by guerrillas. 

800. 
SA:YCY

In quintuplicate to Depar huent.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow*

” ” " Peiping*
” ” Consul General, Shanghai. 
" " Consul, Tsingtao.
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(Enclosure No. 1 to despatch Nd. 43 of Stuart Allen, 
American Consul at Chefoo, China, dated March 15, 1938, 
on the subject: Attack on Chefoo by Guerrilla force.)

PROCLAMATION 

(Issued by the Headquarters of Commander of the 5th 
Lieutenant-General Column, 16th Major-General Branch 
Corps, under direct control of the Directorate-General 
of the Mobile Units* of ihe 5th War Zone.)

Since 1he invasion of this country by the out

rageous Japanese our lands have been seized, our people 

massacred, raped, and pillaged, all carried out to the 

most extreme point. Nearly all the descendants of 

Super or Huang are subject to extinction. To speak 

about these disasters will make the heart ache and at 

the recital of such things one’s hair will stand on 

end. How can we, descendants of the Han race, tolerate 

all these?

Acting under the instructions of the Central 

Government, we are leading the mobile units and Chinese 

citizens in the several districts of Kiaotung to fight 

against fee enemy. We swear to drive out the *dwarf 

pirates”, so as to rescue our fellow citizens in Eastern 

Shantung from fire and water, and to "place them upon 

a comfortable bed”. Arrangements are complete for a 

large scale attack to exterminate the enemy. It is 

hoped that all our people will promptly join with the 

organization and week together with a harmonious heart 

and united strength. Everywhere the enemy go, the 

people should determine to resist. When the enemy 

arrive at a village, the residents should rise up and 

drive them out or else move en masse to other villages. 

Should they extend accommodation or welcome to the enemy, 

thqr will be liable for severe punishment.

Chi Tui ( )
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In ihe recent past, our forces in both the 

southern and northern war zones have won repeated 

victories. Our National Army is at present advancing 

to WUhu and is getting near Nanking. Our Eighth Route 

Army has retaken Paotlng. The Szechuan farces under 

General Teng Hsi-hou are marching toward Pengpu, 

General P*ang Ping-hsun and his forces are attacking 

Chu-ch»eng. The recovery of Kiaotung is, therefore, 

only a matter of time.

Internationally the tide also turns in our favor. 

Great Britain, France, the United States, Russia and 

other powers are all giving active assistance to our 

country, and at the same time have enforced economic 

blockade against Japan. furthermore, a serious finan

cial orisis has already been keenly felt in Japan, the 

Ten having dropped to 25 Sen. The entire economic 

structure of the "Country of Dwarfs" has already entered 

into the stage of ruin and collapse.

We wish all our fellow citizens will push on to 

continue their resistance with untiring resolution and 

unwavering determination. There is no question that 

the final victory will eventually belong to us. In 

ease any degenerate villains "treat the thieves as 

their own fathers", puni dime nt will not be spared 

where the rational laws are violated. We are under 

orders to get rid of rebels; all traitors of this 

category will be given the severest punishment and 

their property confiscated.
It
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It is expected that all the citizens will appro- 

elate the purport of the foregoing and obey the order 

without fail. All the people are urgently requested 

to take careful notice of this praeiamotion.

Chang Chien-hsun, 
Commander of the 5th Hank Column.

Chao Han-ch* ing, 
Deputy Commander.

March, 27th Year of the Chinese Republic (1938). 
(Seal)

800.

Translated by Y. C. Yang.
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Th© Honorable ■ ’ ■. z

Nelson Trusler Johnson, '

ÆJorl ° on mb assador, | Wfi us f£W Àf£J(fô -j
Peiping, China. I APR 1 S 1938

(X^^eparh«eeî< a* Sta**

I have the honor to <y.uote below two letters

s.H-lrassed to this oi fice on .,ec©si>er 24 and >aoe--i- 

her 25, 1937 by the severe atl Perry c. Hanson, an

m»r loan missionary at Ted an, hnntung;

"tSoe bor 24, 1937.

"Thank you for the notice which Jws 
ocme advising us to leave this place.

"Hnder the alrcuxnstanoes it seems 
UtdLt© Impossible to travel anymore and 
so it will be necessary to remain here and 
take what c.ree. ’?© are told that Tsinan 
ia being shelled today.

*’■’© appreciate your keeping us on 
the list for vdxat information you have.

"1 sent your letter to ^ise Gjreer 
who is now in the Vast suburb of this city; 
she is also unable to leave here at the 
present time.**

* ♦ * ♦ * * ♦

"Decs her 25, 1937.

"THE OXT DAY.

".Tter writing you and before there 
wan © ehiJio© to send mil to the 1-oet, wo 
had a real attack in two parts with a total

795.94/12347 
wtt
FILED

 

APR 23 1938
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of about 100 boubs dropped from planes* 
It was by far the worst we have had.

"Several bombs hit the Church of 
;zi gland '.1 salon and some hit the catholic 

Uission with considerable destruction in 
each case though no foreign lives were 
lost.

”& large number of civilians were 
wounded and several killed, &any printed 
leaflets were dropped stressing the old 
idea that this is not a war against the 
common people but against the army of the 
Kuo ;in I’angj also that as there was danger 
for westerners, it will be best for all 
from third countries to leave the interior. 
The Catholic church has a high steeple and 
and was flyijtig the German flag. Our hos
pital here in our compound is crowded with 
wounded."

* erry 0. lanson"

©Bpeotfully yours,

Samuel sokobln, 
American consul.

3S0-Method 1st .Episcopal

S^/Clfâ

Original and 5 copies to ..Assay, Peiping.
copy to Aassy, Ffenkow.

I A true W’py.o'11 
(the signed ong- <
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, March 30, 1938.
No. 2843.

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO DESPATCH No. 2822, "REPRESENTATIONS 
MADE BY THE AMERICAN AND BRITISH EMBASSIES IN TOKYO 
WITH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT".
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The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.
Sir:

■ 7 I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s despatch

No. 2822 of March 18, 1938 and to enclose an addendum to
Section II, "Representations Made by the British Embassy^ 

to 
in Tokyo with Respect to the Sino-Japanese Conflict, March

/710
GDA:C
Enclosure :
1/ As listed above.

to March 15, 1938, inclusive." g
oo
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 2843 dated March 30, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

ADDENDUM

The Embassy received from the British Embassy on 

March 10, 1938, a copy of Sir Robert Craigie’s note to 

Mr. Hirota dated March 8, 1938,concerning the arrest 

on February 7, 1938, by a Japanese warship and the de

tention until February 19 by Japanese naval authorities 

of the British steamship ASIAN. The British Ambassador’s 

note referred to his memorandum of September 11, 1937, 

concerning the verification of ships flying the British 

flag; stated that the British Government reserved the 

right to claim compensation for any loss or damage suf

fered as a result of the apprehension of the SS ASIAN; 

and asserted that this reservation of rights was independent 

of any representations or claims which might be deemed appro 

priate in respect of any unlawful acts committed by Japanese 

while the vessel was under detention.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 23, 1938.

The enclosures to Tokyo’s 
despatch no. 2845 of March 31 
are for the record only.

FE:Penfleld:HES
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, Earch 31, 1938.To. 2845

uiS12T?ATI01'K3 L1T9E LY TLE h:.JEICAT, BUITISH 
FLETCH E'.S^iS.SIES 1L TOKYO '..ITS P.J3TEGT TO 
SIHO-JAPâlIESS 3CS7LICT.

3T.RICTLY CClglDKïTIAL

The honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

J i • uith reference to my despatch To. 2822 of Larch 18, 

' 1938, I have the honor to enclose outlines prepared by a

member of my staff on the following subjects:
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I. Representations made by the American 
Embassy in Tokyo with respect to the Sino- 
Japanese conflict from March 16 to March 29 
1938, inclusive.

II. Representations made by the British 
Embassy in Tokyo with respect to the Bino- 
Japanese conflict from March 16 to March 29 
1938, inclusive.

III. Representations made by the French 
Embassy in Tokyo with respect to the Sino- 
Japanese conflict from March 16 to March 29 
1938, inclusive.

Respectfully yours,

Joseph G. Grew.

710

l/s/s/ As listed above.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 2845 dated March. 31, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I - REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE AMERICAN EMBASSY 
IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO THE 3IE0-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT, MARGE 16 TO MARCH 29, 1938, INCLUSIVE.

In accordance with the Department’s instructions and 

after consultation with the British and French Embassies, 

on March 19 the Embassy made an oral approach to the Foreign 

Office supported by an aide-memoire, concerning the Salt 

Administration in various Chinese cities. The Embassy’s 

aide-memoire stated in substance that the Chinese and foreign 

Salt Administration officers at Kalgan, Taiyuanfu, Hangchow, 

Tsinanfu, Yangchow, and Panpu, as well as the Chinese Salt 

Administration officers at Tientsin and Wuhu, had been com

pelled to evacuate their posts as a result of actual hostili

ties or of chaotic conditions associated therewith; that with 

the forcible evacuation of senior foreign and Chinese personnel 

from the affected districts the administrative procedure govern

ing production, storage, and release of salt against duty pay

ment had either been brought to a standstill or taken over by 

the de facto authorities of the locality for their own benefit; 

that prospects of servicing American loans secured by revenues 

of the Chinese Salt Administration, amounting to -.^15,000,000 

(American currency), were being adversely affected in conse

quence of the action in China of Japanese armed forces; and. 

that the G-overnment of the United States desired to bring to 

the attention of the Japanese Government the substantial 

American interest in the Chinese Salt Administration and to 

make full reservation in regard to American rights and interests'. 

(Telegram from the Consulate General at Shanghai dated March 18, 

9 a.m., Department’s telegram to Shanghai No. 205, March 16, 

and Embassy’s telegram No. 185, March 19, 1938).

£ % * * * The
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The Department’s telegram Ko. 99, Karell 19, 4 p.m. in

structed the Embassy to communicate the following note to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs:

’’Reference is made to the exchanges of 
communications between my Government and the 
Government of Japan regarding the attack upon 
the U.S.3. PAL7AY and American merchant vessels 
on December 12, 1937, by Japanese armed forces 
and to the assurances contained in your Government’s 
note dated December 14, 1937, and reaffirmed in its 
note of December 24, 1937, that the Japanese Govern
ment would make ’indemnifications for all the 
losses’ sustained.

I am instructed by my Government to state that 
it finds (1) tha.t the amount of the property losses 
sustained is one million nine hundred forty-five 
thousand six hundred seventy dollars and one cent 
(41,945,670.01), and (2) that the amount of the 
indemnification which should be paid in the death 
and personal injury cases is two hundred sixty-eight 
thousand three hundred thirty-seven dollars thirty- 
five cents (1?2,214,007 .36 ). Therefore the total 
amount which my Government is prepared to accept is 
two million two hundred fourteen thousand seven 
dollars thirty-six cents (-^2,214,007.36).

These figures have been arrived at after careful 
consideration and represent only the actual property 
losses and a conservative estimate of the damages 
resulting from deaths and personal injuries; the 
amount includes no item of punitive damages.”

Inasmuch as the Department’s telegram concerning the 

PAliAY indemnification was not received until the evening of 

March 20 and as the following day was a Japanese holiday, the 

Embassy delivered the American Government’s note on the 

morning of March 22 (Embassy’s telegrams Ko. 187, March 20, 

6 p.m., and Ko. 191, March 22, 1 p.m.).

It will be remembered that in accordance with the Depart

ment’s instructions and after consultation with the British 

Ambassador, on January 31 the Ambassador addressed to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs a note which reiterated the 

American Government’s interest in the preservation of the

integrity
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integrity of the Chinese customs and. in the safeguarding 

of the customs revenues, protested against the arbitrary 

and illegal action of the provisional regime in Peiping 

in causing a revaluation to be made of Chinese customs rates 

on certain articles entering into the foreign export and 

import trade of xTorth China, and added that the present 

representations were being addressed to the Japanese Govern

ment because of its “inescapable” responsibility for the 

creation and the acts of the provisional regime in Peiping. 

(Embassy’s despatch No. 2757, February 3, 1938, Department’s 

telegram No. 31, January 30, 1938, Embassy’s telegram No. 59, 

January 31, 1938)l

On March 23 the Ambassador received from the Minister for 

Foreign fairs a note dated March 22, in reply to his note 

of January 31 concerning the action of the provisional regime 

in Peiping with respect to the Chinese customs. Mr. Hirota’s 

reply was to the following effect: The Japanese Government is 

not in a position to assume any responsibility with respect to 

the partial revision of the Chinese customs, since this revision 

was enacted and enforced by the provisional Chinese Government 

established on December 14, 1937, in Peiping; in the view of the 

Japanese Government the tariff revision in question is a reduc

tion or exemption of tariff rates on materials urgently required 

and indispensable in the restoration of devastated war areas 

and on a limited number of articles directly related to the 

livelihood of the masses; and, from another point of view, the 

tariff revision gives no preferential treatment to any third 

country, and in the light of the fact that the ’’Special East 

Hopei Trade" which constituted a problem in the past has been 

abolished, it is believed that the American Government will 

recognize
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recognize that the revision in the present instance will 

from a practical standpoint in no way impair Ajneri’can 

interests. (Embassy’s telegram ho. 196, Earch 23, 1938). 

❖ x- i *

The Department will recall that on September 17, 1937, 

the Embassador addressed a note to the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs protesting against the attack on September 12 by 

Japanese airplanes on the American Seventh Day Adventist 

Mission at Waichow, Kwangtung Province, South China. By a 

note dated September 20, 1937, Er. Ilirota informed Er. Grew, 

among other things, that the Japanese Government was prepared 

to give full consideration to the question of damages to the 

mission at .,'aichow. Pursuant to the Department's instructions 

the Ambassador addressed a note to the Ilinister for Foreign 

Affairs on January 17, 1938, presenting the claim of the 

American Seventh Day Adventist Mission at Eaichow totalling 

„;7,957 (Chinese currency), the equivalent of ..,2,362.59 in 

American currency. On March 25 the Embassy was informed by 

the Foreign Office that the Japanese Government was about to 

send to the Embassy a check in settlement of the claim of the 

..’aichow Mission. This represented the first case since the 

beginning of the current Sino-Japanese hostilities in which 

the Japanese Government expressed readiness to make payment 

of a specific claim arising from damage inflicted on American 

property in China by the Japanese armed forces. (Department’s 

telegram No. 210, September 16, 1937, and Embassy’s telegrams 

No. 381, September 17, 1937 and No. 202, March 25, 1938). 

* * * * *

Acting
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Acting under the Department’s instructions, the Embassy 

addressed an aide-memoire to the Foreign Office dated March 

26, referring to its note of Marell 12, 1938, again inviting 

the attention of the Foreign Office to the continued occupation 

by Japanese forces of certain American mission property in 

Shanghai, stating that American mission property at various 

other specified places in China was occupied by Japanese troops, 

and adding that the action of the Japanese military authorities 

in preventing American owners or their representatives from 

occupying or even inspecting their properties was obstructing 

the early settlement of claims for damages which had been or 

were to be presented. The Embassy’s aide-memoire concluded 

by requesting that prompt action be taken by the Japanese 

Government to cause the evacuation by Japanese forces of American 

property and to direct the Japanese military authorities in 

China to permit American owners or their representatives to 

occupy or to inspect their property. (Telegram from the 

Department to the Consulate General at Shanghai, _.o. 226, 

March 23, and Embassy’s telegram To. 213, March 28, 1938).
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Enclosure Ko. 2 to despatch 
Ko. 2845 dated March 31, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION II - REILuiSEMTATIOES LLADE EY THE SEITISH EMBASSY, 
TOKYO, ulTH B2SEECT TO THE SI1TC-JAIAKESE 
CONFLICT, MARCH 16 TO MARCH 29, 1938,INCLUSIVE.

On March 18 Sir Robert Craigie gave Er. Grew a copy of 

a memorandum dated March 14 which he had left with the Foreign 

Office regarding the projected formation of a North China 

Industrial Development Company to be established under official 

direction or encouragement as a Japanese corporation controlling 

a number of subsidiary companies to engage in public utilities 

such as railway and air transport, telegraphs, telephones, 

electric poxver generation, manufacturing and mining. The 

British memorandum pointed out that reports of this project 

had given rise to anxiety in financial and industrial circles 

in Great Britain; stated that this anxiety was shared by the 

British Government on the ground that the contemplated company 

would have or would almost inevitably acquire a monopolistic 

character inimical to British interests in China and would exclude 

free competition by British trade; expressed the hope that the 

Japanese Government, in view of past undertakings, would not 

countenance or support the formation of industrial or commer

cial enterprises open to the above-mentioned objections; and 

concluded with the statement that it would not relieve the 

anxiety of the British Government or British interests to be 

assured that British capital might be invested in the nevi Japanese 

enterprise in China, because that privilege would not necessarily 

ensure protection of existing British interests or freedom to 

compete in trade in China. (Embassy’s telegram No. 179, March 18, 

repeated to the Department by the Consulate General at Shanghai).

* # * * *

Sir Robert Craigie addressed a note to Lb?. Eirota on 

March 19 referring to the latter’s note of October 5, 1937,

in
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in which it was stated, that the Japanese Government was 

well aware of the British Government’s considerable interests 

in the Chinese Salt Administration and that it was the 

intention of the Japanese Government to do its utmost to 

respect those interests. The British Ambassador’s note 

invited the attention of the Japanese Government to the 

foreign loans directly secured on the revenues of the Chinese 

Salt Administration and added that the British Government 

would welcome an assurance that no action would be taken 

or countenanced in regard to the Administration in the 

areas now controlled by Japan which would prejudice the service 

of these loans. (Embassy’s telegram No. 185, March 19, 1938).

* if * *

The British Ambassador left a memorandum at the Foreign 

Office on March 19 concerning a report from Tientsin that Japan

ese authorities were supporting the claim of the recently 

inaugurated China Federated Reserve Bank to act as collecting 

bank for north China Customs in place of the Central Bank of 

China, and that the Federated Reserve Bank had delegated the 

Hopei Bank to undertake this work. Sir Robert Craigie’s 

memorandum was to the following effect: If the Hopei Bank 

should act as a customs collecting bank this would undermine 

the stability of the Chinese currency; such a development would 

result in serious losses to British and other foreign interests 

in China which the Japanese Government had expressed its 

intention of respecting; another consequence of such a develop

ment would be that all the customs collections from North China 

would tend to be in notes of the China Federated Reserve Bank 

which in practice would not be convertible into foreign 

currencies; and the customs revenues for North China would

therefore
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therefore not be utilizable for the service of foreign 

obligations. (Embassy's telegram No. 197, March 24, 1938). 

* * * *

On March 23 the British Ambassador received a reply, 

dated March 22, to his written protest of February 1 

against the announcement of the provisional regime in 

Yelping to the effect that a revised customs tariff would 

be put into effect in North China. (Embassy's despatch 

No. 2757 February 3, Section II, page 3). Mr. Sirota's 

reply was similar to that which he addressed to the American 

Ambassador on March 22, 1937, and covered precisely the 

same points. (See Section I of the present outline, page 

3, and Embassy's telegram No. 206, March 26, 1938).

%

Sir Fobert Craigie informed Mr. Grew on March 24 that 

his negotiations with the Japanese Government with respect 

to the settlement of the Chinese Customs question were 

coming to a close, adding that in his opinion the agreement 

tentatively reached represented the maximum concessions 

obtainable from the Japanese and that it would be generally 

satisfactory to the British Government. The important points 

of the agreement as proposed were as follows: "(1) All 

revenues collected by the Chinese Maritime Customs at each 

port within the areas under Japanese occupation to be deposited 

with the Yokohama Specie Bank,or, where the Bank has no branch, 

with any other bank or banks agreed upon; (2) From revenues 

thus deposited foreign loan quotas to be remitted at intervals 

agreed upon to the Inspector-General's account at the Yokohama 

Specie Bank in Shanghai in order to meet in full on due dates 

the service of such foreign loans and indemnities secured

on
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on the Customs revenues as were regularly met up to 

July 1937; (3) The service of foreign loans and indemnities 

secured on the customs revenues to be treated as a first 

charge on the revenues after deducting the maintenance 

expenses of the Customs Administration.” Sir Robert Craigie 

stated in a telegram to his Government that he hoped to 

receive the assurances that Japanese non-military imports 

would pay customs dues and that the ships carrying such 

imports would pay the customary tonnage and harbor dues, as 

well as the assurance that customs launches taken over by 

the Japanese would be released. The British 'Ambassador 

telegraphed the text of the proposed agreement to his Govern

ment but received no reply thereon before the close of the 

period under review. (Embassy's telegram ITo. 198, March 24, 

1938).
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
No. 2845 dated March 31, 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

3TNICTLY COIE'IDENTIAL

SECTION III - EEI2E3E17TLTICNS MADE BY THE FRENCH S3ASSY 
TOKYO, NITE FESFECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE ’ 
CONFLICT, MARCH 16 TO MARCH 29, 1938,INCLUSIVE.

By a note dated March 19, 1938, the French Ambassador 

took action similar to that taken also on March 19 by the 

American Embassy and by the nritish Embassy concerning the 

Chinese Salt administration. (See page 1, Section I, and 

page 2, Section II, of the present outline). 
* * * ¥ *

Monsieur -J?sène-Henry received from Er. Hirota two circular 

notes dated March 20, which were also received by the American 

and British Ambassadors, concerning vessels navigating south 

of Fearl Liver near Canton, and concerning the marking of 

junks belonging to third countries and operating in the vicinity 

of Canton. The first note stated that the Japanese Navy was 

taking measures "to make even more effective" the blocking of 

communications at the mouth of the pearl reiver near Canton 

and requested that French vessels, whenever passing south of 

the mouth of Pearl Liver, pursue a certain course in order to 

avoid the danger of occurrence of unfortunate errors involving 

the Japanese Navy. (Embassy’s telegram No. 189, Larch 21, 1938). 

The second note spated that the Chinese were extensively using 

junks fox* the transportation of arias and munitions in the 

vicinity of Canton in attempts to pass the Japanese blockade, 

and requested that those who might be concerned be informed 

of the Japanese Government’s desire that junks belonging to 

French nationals carry vertical and horizontal markings clearly 

discernible from a distance. (Embassy’s telegram No. 190, 

March 21, 1938). The French Ambassador addressed to the Minister 

for Foreign -affairs two formal notes, dated March 21, acknowledging 

the
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the receipt of the above-mentioned circular notes, 

stating that tue convents tuereof would. be brought to 

the attention of the french Government, and making, mean

while, fual reservations in behalf of French nationals in 

respect of any injury or loss to French property or of the 

right of French vessels to navigate any course. (Embassy’s 

telegram ITo. 195, Larch 23, 1938). 

<

The French Ambassador received from the minister for 

Foreign Affairs a reply, dated Earch 22, 1938, to his 

representations of February 1 concerning the arbitrary and 

illegal action of the provisional regime in Peiping in putting 

into effect a new customs tariff for north China. (Embassy’s 

despatch ïïo. 2737, February 3, 1938, Section III, and Embassy’s 

telegram l?o. 70, February 2, 1938). LIr. Sirota’s reply was 

similar to the replies addressed to the American and British 

Ambassadors on Larch 22. (See Section I, page 3, and Section 

II, page 3, of the present outline end Emoassy’s telegram

no. 212, -iov ember 28, 1937)
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.248 Manchuria/2 FOR_____ Telegram #240, 10 am

FROM_____ _C.h.i.n.a..„.___________ (Salisbury........ } DATEq___ April 18, 1938
TO NAME i-ii27

REGARDING-. Sino-Japanese conflict: Approximately one hundred
planes, mostly military, were destroyed at the 
hangars and factory of the Manchuria Aviation 
Company. j?orty of this number were said*• to have 
recently arrived from China for repairs.

790.94/ 
12850

aa

o
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EG
This message must be Peiping via N, R.
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated Dated April 18, 1938
to anyone. (A)

Rec’d 6:45 a.m. 

Secretary of State, 

. • Washington,

240, April 18, 10 a.m.
-K

The following telegram from Mukden was received 
G *

April 17, 6 p.m.

"32. April 14, 11 a.m. A two and one half hour 

fire yesterday afternoon destroyed to a large extent the 

hangars and factory of the Manchuria Aviation Company her

Chinese sources state that approximately one hundred 

planes, mostly military, were destroyed. Forty of this 

number were said to have recently arrived from China for 

minor repairs. The foregoing statistics are viewed with 

(?) press states that cause of fire is unknown."

SALISBURY

WC ;HPD
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5'KAMÀ1UG4H GOKdULit-Th,

Tsingtao, China, February Id, 1938,

bUiJJLCT: Juaerican Newspaper Reports of si toy» tj ftp 
In Tsingtao.

The Honorable

— Nelso!d"‘^ru81er>d ohnson,

-- Jfflerl o«h - juatoSs sad or, 
''-<0

Peiping, China.

< USftfM a! Hi« -u J

'itpARFMtNI 'D SFAff
OF. ft ION OF

AN j
PlifePtAlfUN'

APR J. 9 1W

8o> 
I have the honor to state that thirÔonsïïTâ^e-

has been impressed by reports which appeared in
Maier lean newspapers in December and January last con

cerning the situation in Taingtao at the tiue. The

reports ns they appeared in the American press were of

such a sensational nature as to give a distorted pio-

ture of conditions here. The situation was critical

but such quotations as the following appear fantastic:

93.94/II

"Chinese Ply Torches To ï«reok Tsingtao 
before Foes March In” (Christian Science 
Monitor - December 31, 1937);

’’Dynamiters were active through the 
streets Sunday”;

"Chinese refugees and foreigners 
ing nearly 300 .^aerleans streamed out 
Tsingtao today*;

inolud- 
of doomed

"D

threats of terrorism within the 
(?) - December 31, 1937).

cl ty'

Un January 1 there was published the following <x>

believed...

i
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believed to be a UNITED PW&3 item:

“Thia once prosperous German port was a 
mass of flames and ruins today as retreating 
Chinese dynamited the city, the roar of ex
plosions echoing the rumble of cannon In the 
northwest hills where three Japanese columns 
pushed relentlessly on a mission of revenge.”

In its telegram of January 1, 4 p. m. this consulate 

reported:

’’This has been the most comfortable day 
in a long while. ïhe night passed absolutely 
without disorder and at this moment there is 
an air of easiness such as we have not enjoyed 
for many days.1* * *"

I now have the honor to transmit herewith a copy 

of the Tsingtao International Club’s ’’aCCuUNTü aW 

hLWüï EUH YEaH eIWEU 31oT DjuCnfcma 1937” which has 

just been published, and to invite the attention of the 

Department and the Embassy to the following which ap

pears therein: 

”30011.1,;- The usual New Year’s Eve Ball 
was cancelled owing to the disturbed condi
tions prevailing in the city. The Children’s 
Party on New Year’s Day was held and was well 
attended.” (Underscoring by consulate).

The Tsingtao International Club is the most pro

minent social organization of foreigners in Tsingtao; its 

membership is made up of the leading American and Euro

pean residents. The quotation from its annual report 

may perhaps convey best to the Department and to the 

bassy a truer picture of the situation which pre

vailed in Tsingtao on January 1.

i Respectfully yours,

I ! A '"cue copy ct

\| ! ;he signedI? Samuel Sokobin,
■iuai7 ' American Consul.

Enclosure: i--
1. annual report, Tsingtao International Club.

000 
sa/CML
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Saingtao international ffinb

th;

ACCOUNTS & REPORT
FOR

YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER 1937

For presentation to Members

at the Annual General Meeting, to be held at the Club

on Thursday 24th February 1938 at 5.30 p. m.

.xH .4 hijOKljS
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COMMITTEE 1937.
Mr. F. Nauert Chairman

„ Y. Hanawa Vice-Chairman

„ H. J. Zimmerman

„ Wm. Lyttle

„ K. R. Fischer

„ K. Ishii

„ F. G. Keefe

„ Y. F. Lee

„ H. C. Pope

„ G. G. Telberg

„ C. Y. Yik

Hon. Secretary

Hon. Treasurer

DEATH OF THE SECRETARY

MR. H. J. HEARNE

On October 16th 1937 Mr. H. J. Hearne died and by his passing the 
Club lost a valuable employee whose constant aim was to serve the interests of 
the Club and its members. For nearly fifteen years he served the Club efficiently 
and loyally, and the Committee desires to record its appreciation of his services 
and regret at his untimely death, sentiments it is confident the whole member
ship of the Club will endorse.
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notice is hereby given that the annual general meeting of the. 
members of the tsingtao international club will be held in the 

CLUB ON THURSDAY 24th FEBRUARY 1938, at 5.30, P.M.

PLEASE NOTE:

BUSINESS

To confirm Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held 24th February 1937.

To adopt the Committee’s report.

To pass accounts for the year ended 31st December 1937.

To elect General and Balloting Committees for the ensuing year.

To transact any other business that may come before the meeting.

F. Nauert

Chairman.

Tsingtao 31st December 1937.

Rule No. 39: (2nd para) “That all proposals relative to the rules, or 
likely to affect the policy of the Club, shall be submitted in writing to the Sec
retary by two Active Members and such proposal shall be posted on the Bullet
in Board and circulated in writing to the Members for not less than five days 
before the date of the Meeting at which the proposal is to be submitted for dis
cussion and action”.

Committee for 1938: Nomination Forms for the new Committee can be 
obtained on application at the Secretary’s office. Members are specially request
ed to hand in their nominations on or before February 19th to facilitate the 
ballot that takes place at the Annual General Meeting.

N. B.—Members desiring to propose amendments to the Rules, etc. which 
may be put forward for discussion at the forthcoming Annual General Meeting are 
reminded that amendments must be circulated in writing to the Members of the Club 
and posted on the Bulletin Board for not less than 5 days prior to the date of the
Annual General Meeting.

Rule No: 36 “At General Meetings there shall be a quorum of at least 

thirty Members”.

NOTE: Members desiring further information in connection with, or explanation 

of, any items in the Accounts, are requested to give notice to the Hon. 

Secretary at least 48 hours prior to the time fixed for the Annual Gener

al Meeting.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.
ACCOUNTS.

Profit:- Profit on the year’s working, transferred to Balance Sheet, is $1,734.
76 as compared with j

$1,753.01 1936

Depreciation:- The budget provided for $5,000.00. The actual amount writ
ten off under this heading was $5,108.91 as shown in the expenditure account. J

Salaries & Wages:- 1937. j

$17,032.31

Secretary’s Salary $6,000.00
Office Staff and Collectors 2,980.00
General 2,035.70
Bar 1,723.19
Dining Room 600.00
Bowling Alley 697.05
Reading Room and Library 655.00
Beach Bar 516.45
Gardeners 438.00
Squash Court 216.00
Billiard Room 429.92
Yacht Club 116.00
Special Bonus 625.00

The amount paid in Salaries and Wages in 1936 was $13,337.85. From May 
the cuts, made by the previous Committee, were restored to the Chinese Staff, due to 
the increased cost of living.

Stationery & Printing;- Expenditure under this heading was $691.56 as aga
inst $750.00 budgeted.

For the previous year 1936 the cost was $577.20
Subscriptions :- $22,575.00 1937

$22,642.50 1936
$25,495.00 1935

Entrance Fees:- $ 3,150.00 1937
$ 2,350.00 1936
$ 2,400.00 1935 j

Bar:- The total receipts for liquors, wines and tobacco sold in the Club and
Beach Enclosure during the period covered by this report amounted to $56,112.03 dis
tributed as follows

The total receipts for 1936 were $41,933.85 as shewn hereunder.

Liquors & Wines. Tobacco.
Bar $25,826.52 $ «7,884.60
Wholesale 6,822.35
Billiard Room 1,224.06 151.48
Bowling Alley 2,739.11 261.81
Card Room 236.15 18.20
Dances 1,059.99 14.83
Lounge 1,247.30 102.88
Beach 6,216.82 1,078.44
Dining Room 229.61 8.67
Yacht Club 905.84 83.37

$46,509.75 $9,604.28

Liquors & Wines. Tobacco.

Bar $19,425.17 $6,394.49
Wholesale 4,533.00
Billiard Room 561.97 51.01
Bowling Alley 658.45 90.43
Card Room 93.52 13.07
Dances 597.05
Dance (New Year’s Eve) 325.22
Lounge 984.79 35.33
Beach 6,554.46 1,165.76
Dining Room 440.79 9.34

$34,174.42 $7,759.43

The Beach Bar receipts amounted to $7,295.26 as 
compared with $7,720.22 in 1936.

Catering:- The catering service has been fairly satisfactory, and not more 
than the average number of complaints received.

The patronage of the Lions and Rotary Clubs and the Masonic Lodge has 
given appreciated support to this department of the Club’s services.

Billiard Room:- The Billiard Room patronage was above the average. No 
new equipment was purchased, but existing equipment kept in good condition.

Total receipts during the period of this report were $714.85; total receipts for 
1936 were $639.80.

Bowling Alley: - Bowling was more than usually popular. Additional facilities 
extended to the American Navy kept the alleys in demand at hours when members do 
not play and increased the revenue. Total receipts for 1937 were $1,722.87 whilst for 
the previous year they were $1,084.60.
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Sweep Commissions:-Received 1937 $182.42
Received 1936 $272.24

Card Room & Dominoes:- Received 1937. 
Commission 10% $529.70 »
Sitting Fees 343.70

Received 1936.
Commission 10% $405.70
Sitting Fees 231.90

Investments:- Fixed Deposits.
Hongkong & Shanghai Bank $4,116.27 @ 1/2% -£242-5 -2

ditto $1,000.00 @ 1/2/1/16—£ 58-11-10

Chartered Bank $2,082.73 @ 1/2% -£122-11-6 for 1 year at 1%
ditto $5,431.14 @ 1/2% -£319-12-11 for 1 year at 1%

Yokohama Specie Bank $2,041.09 for 1 year at 4%
ditto $4,084.38 for 1 year at 4%

Finance:- Through the courtesy of the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Cor
poration and the Chartered Bank the Committee was able to convert the Chinese Dol
lar fixed deposits into sterling, a measure deemed desirable in view of the uncertainty 
of the currency situation.

Library:- 213 books were purchased, $1,824.96 being expended in this con
nection.

Library fines netted $47.00 and the total number of books taken out by Mem
bers and Visitors was 8427, a daily average of 23.

Last Year’s Figures are as Follows:- 274 books were purchased costing $1, 
602.98. Library Fines netted $40.00 and the total number of books taken out was 7161 
a daily average of 17.

Library Periodicals : -
The cost of Periodicals and Newspapers for 1937 was $1,701.83
Whilst the Auction of Periodicals for 1937 secured $ 558.00
The cost of Periodicals and Newspapers for 1938 will be 

approximately $ 1600.00
The Auction of Magazines and Periodicals for 1938 will be held during 

January 1938.

Renovations & Fittings:- A sum of over $4,500.00 was expended during the 
year, including the sum of $2,839.24 for the parquet floor in the Ladies Room, Bar, 
and Hall. Other items were the garden wall, Beach Hut roof, etc.

Social:- The usual New Year’s Eye Ball was cancelled owing to the disturbed 
conditions prevailing in the city. The Children’s Party on New Year’s Day was held 
and was well attended., ‘ '———

Squash Court:- The Court increased in popularity and was patronized to a 
greater extent than in former years. Officers from British and American ships availed 
themselves of the facilities the Court afforded and expressed appreciation.

Dances:- Owing to the imposition of Curfew the usual Club Dances were 
discontinued early in the autumn.

Membership:- The total number of Active Members on the 31st December 
1937 was 144 (against 150 at 1st. January 1937.)

The various nationalities were represented as follows:-

American 17 German 24
British 50 Japanese 25

O Chinese 12 Russian 12

I Danish 4

Life Members:- 252.
American 61 Japanese 7
British 90 Norwegian 2
Chinese 39 Portuguese 3
Danish 3 Russian 7
French 6 Swiss 1
German 33

General Committee:- Met 16 times during the term of this report.

Gross Receipts from Members. Y3Vi2/36 Ye3i/i2/37

Total amounts debited to Members
$100,543,46 $95,921.31 $114,641.41and Visitors accounts...................

Gross Receipts from Bar........................ 33,541.90 34,174.42 46,509.75
Gross Receipts from Meals................... 7,594.15 9,261.20 11,021.63
Gross Receipts from Tobacco................. 9,724.60 7,759.43 9,604.28
Profit transferred to Balance Sheet .. . 2,318.25 1,753.01 1,734.76

Staff:- Credit is due to the Staff for the way in which most of them remain
ed at the post of duty during the days of fear. Especially does the Committee wish 
to express appreciation of the work done by Mr. Shen, the Chief Accountant, upon 
whom the whole burden of the office work fell after Mr. Hearne’s death. He gave the 
Club unstintedly of his time and service.



TS1NGTAO INTERNATIONAL CLUB
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 1937.

LIABILITIES
SUNDRY CREDITORS:-

General . ... .................................................. $ 7,007.26
Entrance Fees Suspense ......................... 900.00
Non Resident Members Fee .................. 24.00
Subscriptions Received in Advance. . . 1,235.00
Subscription Received in Advance

(for Prizes) ........................................ 106.25
Dance Sweep Received in Advance.. . 50.00
Reserve for Beach Land Tax 1936 & 1937 1,416.60
Medical Attendance to Staff ............... 33.32
Reserve for Country Club Land Tax . . 77.66 $ 10,850.09

SURPLUS:-
As at 1st January 1937 .................... $75,890.38

Add:- Surplus for the year ended
31st December 1937 .................. 1,734.76 77,625.14

Carried forward
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ASSETS
BUILDINGS:-

Club Premises as at 1st January 
1937 ...................................

Additions during the year ....
$18,492.62

213.70

Less Depreciation at 2 ^ % per 
Annum ......................................

$18,706.32

467.65 $ 18,238.67

Beach Hut as at 1st January 1937 $ 2,304.20
Less Depreciation at 33 1/3% 

per Annum .............................. 767.30 1,536.90

Beach Bathing Box as at 1st Jan
uary 1937 ...................................... $ 75.71

Less Depreciation at 33 1/3% 
per Annum ............................ 25.21 50.50

FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT:-
Club as at 1st January 1937. . . . $ 5,552.97

Additions during the year .... 1,199.03

$ 6,752.00
Less Depreciation at 20% per 

Annum .................................... 1,350.40 5,401.60

Beach as at 1st January 1937.... $ 108.99
Additions during the year .... 78.00

Less Depreciation at 50% per 
Annum ...................................

$ 186.99

93.50 93.49

Cutlery as at 1st January 1937.. $ 829.56
Additions during the year .... 27.00

Less Depreciation at 25% per 
Annum ...................................

$ 856.56

214.14 642.42

Crockery as at 1st January 1937 $ 383.98
Additions during the year .... 61.80

Less Depreciation at 25% per 
Annum ...................................

$ 445.78

111.44 334.34

$ 88,475.23 | Carried forward 26,297.92

TSINGTAO INTERNATIONAL CLUB

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 1937.

Brought forward
$ 88,475.23 I

Brought forward $ 26,297.92

Glassware as at 1st January 1937.. $ 541.97

Additions during the year............. 6.65

$ 548.62

Less Depreciation at 30% per Annum 164.58 384.04

Linen as at 1st January 1937 .......... $ 482.52

Additions during the year ............. 236.00

$ 718.52

Less Depreciation at 25% per Annum 179.63 538.89

Kitchen Utensils as at 1st January 1937 $ 747.84

Additions during the year 32.65

$ 780.49

Less Depreciation at 30 per Annum 234.15 546.34

LIBRARY:-
As at 1st January 1937 ....................... $4,178.71

Additions during the year .................. 1,824.96

$6,003.67

Less Depreciation at 25% per Annum 1,500.91

STOCK ON HAND:-
Wines & Liquors.................................... $5,709.98

Cigars & Cigarettes .. ............................. 584.68

Coal ............................................................ 542.00

Squash Court Gear ............................,. 48.20

SUNDRY DEBTORS :-
Members Accounts ................................. $9,602.13

Payment in Advance ...........................

COUNTRY CLUB EXTENSIONS:-
Acquisition of Land ..............................

Beach Land Deposit ..............................

4,502.76

6,884.86

1,467.64 11,069.77

14,508.44

927.60

Carried forward $ 88,475.23 Carried forward $ 65,660.62
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TSINGTAO INTERNATIONAL CLUB

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 1937.

Brought forward $ 88,475.23 Brought forward $ 65,660.62

CASH ON HAND AND AT BANK:- 

Chartered Bank ...................................... $ 1,930.44

Hongkong & Shanghai Bank ............... 1,983.65

Petty Cash ..................................................... 6.19 3,920.28

FIXED DEPOSITS:- 
Yokohama Specie Bank ..................... $ 4,084.38

Accrued interest to 31st December 1937 87.28 4,171.66

Yokohama Specie Bank ......................... $ 2,041.09

Accrued interest to 31st December 1937 51.44 2,092.53

STERLING ACCOUNT:-
Hongkong & Shanghai Bank £300-17-0

Chartered Bank £442- 4-5

5,116.27

7,513.87

$ 88,475.23

TSINGTAO INTERNATIONAL CLUB
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1937.

F. NAUERT
Chairman

Wm. Lyttle
Hon. Treasurer

$ 88,475.23

We have audited the above Balance Sheet with the books, 
accounts and vouchers of the Club and certify the said Balance 
Sheet to be correct in accordance therewith.

Mortimer Reid & Slee '
Chartered Accountants

AUDITORS

EXPENDITURE
MANAGEMENT EXPENSES:-

Salaries & Wages .......... $17,032.31
Less Amounts transfer

red to Department
Direct ....................... 4,932.41

Secretary’s Meal
Allowance ..................

Medical Attendance to
Staff .................................
Audit Fees .........................

UPKEEP - CLUB:-
General Expenses ..........
Maintenance of Furniture

& Equipment ...............
Maintenance on Building 
Entertainment ...............
Dance .................................
Reuter ..............................

PRIZES
Cost of Silver Cups. . $ 417.45
Less Entrance fees . . 258.25

READING ROOM:-
Newspapers & Periodi

cals ......................... $ 1,143.83
Wages & Stationery 671.55

Donation to International
Relief Committee ...

UPKEEP - BEACH:-
General Expenses ..........
Maintenance of Hut,

Furniture & Equipment 
Entertainment .............

CURRENT EXPENSES - BEACH:-
Lighting .........................»
Insurance .......................
Transportation .............
Water ..............................
Beach Land Tax.............

Carried forward

$12,099.90

1,072.14

200.00
455.00 $ 13,827.04

$ 2,349.29

1,612.64

167.40
759.92
333.80
300.00

159.20

1,815.38

250.00 7,747.63

$ 133.79

817.20
28.00 978.99

$ 62.06
72.00
26.32
27.50

708.30 896.18

$ 23,449.84

INCOME
SUBSCRIPTIONS ...

Absent Members’ Fees ....................

Life Members’ Fees .........................
Entrance Fees ......................................
Non Resident Members’ Fees . ...
Fees for use of Club Over time. .

$ 22,575.00
26Q.00

325.00
3150.00

12.00
175.50 $ 26,497.50

8,088.08

WINES & LIQUORS-CLUB:- ----------
Sales .......................................................... $ 32,562.74

LESS COST OF SALES:-
Stock as 1st January 

1937 ................ $ 9,712.41
Purchase .........................  23,465.10

$33,177.51
Wines transferred to

Wholesale ............... 5,231.98

$27,945.53

Less Stock as at

$ 32,562.74

31st December 1937.. 5,709.98

Less Wages ....................... $ 1,723.19

22,235.55

$10,327.19

Sundries .................. 515.92 2,239.11

WINES & LIQUORS WHOLESALE:- 
Sales ........................... $ 6,822.35
Less transferred .... 5,231.98

WINES & LIQUORS BEACH:-
Sales ................................. $ 6,216.82

Less Purchases............. 3,629.83

$ 2,586.99
Less Wages .................. $ 516.45

Sundries ............... 14.64 531.09

CIGARS & CIGARETTES BEACH:- 
Sales ............................ $ 1,078.44
Less Purchases .... 983.81

Carried forward

1,590.37

2,055.90

94.63

$ 38,326.48
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TSINGTAO INTERNATIONAL CLUB
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1937.

Brought forward

CURRENT EXPENSES—CLUB
$ 23,449.84 Brought forward $ 38,326.48

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1937.

Brought forward
CIGARS & CIGARETTES CLUB :-

Lighting .............................. $3,193.97
Sales .....................................................

Heating ................................ 1,745.88
Less cost of sales :-

Water ................................... 540.85
Stock at 1st January 1937 $ 266.84

Stationery & Printing .. 691.56
Purchases ............................ 8,003.82

Insurance ............................ 569.02

Garden ................................. 102.13 $8,270.66

Telephone ........................... 255.60 Less Stock as at 31st Dec

Land Tax Country Club 155.32 7,254.33 ember 1937 .................. 584.68

$ 8,442.47

7,685.98

184.06

BILLIARDS :-

Proportion of cost of New

Cushions, and Renovating

Stretching Billiard Cloth

Wages ..................................

Chalk .....................................

Stationery ...........................

Billiard Cloth,

$ 395.99

25.00

429.92

23.00

20.00 $ 898.91

Less Receipts ............... 714.85

CATERING:-

Wages .............................. $ 600.00

333.00

25.58

113.56

Fuel ....................................

Stationery .......................

Ice ...................................... $ 1,072.14

Less Secretary’s Meal

Allowance .... 1,072.14

Rebate to Members on

Wines .....................

Parquet Floor ..................

Less Indureluem Floor

$ 2,839.24

1,100.00

1,986.86

1,739.24

BARBER SHOP:-

Advance to Japanese

Barber 107.40

DEPRECIATION;-
Building: Club Premises

Beach Hut ..

Beach Bathing Box ....

Furniture: Club

Beach

$ 756.49

Less Bad stock & Stationery

BOWLING
Receipts

Less Wages

Fuel

$ 697.05

86.00

8.83

747.66

Cutlery 

Crockery 

Glassware 

Linen 

Kitchen 

Library

Utensils

$1,722.87
for the Year ended 31st 

December 1937 transferred to 

Balance Sheet .................................

Net Profit

Carried forward $ 34.721.73

Stationery .............

Servants food allowance

New Pins

4.80

77.60

181.30 1,046.75 676.12

BRIDGE MAHJONG & DOMINOES

Commission 10% on $5,297.00

Sitting Fees ..................

Sale of Playing Cards

Less Stationery ...............

Purchases of Playing

Cards .......................

SQUASH COURT :-

Receipts . .

Less Wages

Fuel .

Washing . ..

Broken Balls

Carried

$ 529.70

343.70

57.86

$ 931.26

$

$

45.10

239.42 284.52 646.74

$ 467.65

767.30

25.21

1,350.40

93.50

214.14

111.44

164.58

179.63

234.15

1,500.91 5,108.91

1,734.76

$ 34,721.73 Brought forward $ 40,473.85

SQUASH COURT GEAR:-

Sales ................................. $ 220,30

Purchases ..................$ 255.50

Less Stock ......................... 48.20 207.30 13.00

YACHT CLUB - BAR:-

Sales ................................. $ 905.84

Less Purchases.................. 508.86 $ 396.98

| YACHT CLUB - TOBACCO:-

Sales ................................. $ 83.37

Less Purchases.................. 68.99 14.38

$ 411.36
Less Yacht Club Expenses 155.73 255.63

Bank Interest ............. 560.50

Commission on Sweeps 182.42

Beach Bathing Box .... 80.00

$ 458.60

216.00

99.50

59.05

7.20 38.1.75 76.85
$ 41,565.40

$ 41,565.40

forward $ 40,473.85

&
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----------------------------------- :----------- - ,-^r 

EXPENDITURE
Budget 

1937

Receipts 

1937

Budget 

1938

Budget 

1937

Expenditure

1937
Budget 
19381

Wines Etc .........................

Wines (wholesale) ....

Tobacco ...............................

Bowling ................................

Bridge, Mahjong & 
Dominoes ..

Entrance Fees ..................

Subscriptions ....................

Sweepstakes (Commis
sion) .............

Life Members Fees ....

Sundry Fines ....................

Non Resident & Absent 
Members Fees ....

Sale of Periodicals ....

Bank Interest ..................

Rent of Bathing Box . .

Squash Court....................

$ 6000.00

$ 500.00

$ 850.00

$ 150.00

$ 400.00

$ 2500.00 

$23000.00

$ 300.00

$ 400.00

$ 100.00

$ 150.00

$ 350.00

$ 500.00

$ 40.00

$ 100.00

$10143.98

$ 1590.37

$ 842.29

$ 676.12

$ 646.74

$ 3150.00 

$22575.00

$ 182.42

$ 325.00

$ 175.50

$ 272.00

$ 558.00

$ 560.50

$ 80.00

$ 89.85

$ 7500.00

$ 1000.00

$ 850.00

$ 700.00

$ 600.00

$ 3000.00 

$22000.00

$ 300.00

$ 400.00

$ 150.00

$ 150.00

$ 450.00

$ 600.00

$ 40.00

$ 100.00

Audit .....................................

Depreciation ......................

Entertainment ..................

Fuel .......................................

Garden .................................

Insurance ............................

Library Purchases ..........

Light .....................................

Medical Attendance ....

Periodicals, etc .................

Prizes ...................................

Maintenance on Building

Maintenance of Furniture 
& Equipment ....

Secretary’s Meal 
Allowance .

Stationery & Printing . . 

Sundry General Expenses 

Salaries & Wages other 
than charged to 
Departs. .......

Water ...................................

Beach Expenses ..............

Reuters .................................

Telephone Fee ..................

Donation .............................

Country Club Land Tax

$ 455.00

$ 5000.00

$ 1500.00

$ 1600.00

$ 100.00

$ 525.00

$ 1800.00

$ 2300.00

$ 200.00

$ 1800.00

$ 350.00

$ 1000.00

$ 2000.00

$ 1200.00

$ 750.00

$ 2200.00

$ 9000.00

$ 450.00

$ 1500.00

$ 455.00

$ 5108.91

$ 759.92

$ 1745.88

$ 102.13

$ 569.02

$ 1824.96

$ 3193.97

$ 200.00

$ 1815.38

$ 159.20

$ 167.40

$ 1612.64

$ 1072.14

$ 691.56

$ 2349.29 

$12099.90

$ 540.85

$ 1875.17

$ 300.00

$ 255.60

$ 250.00

$ 155.32

$ 455fcü 

$ 520o|o0 

$ 1500|00 

$ 1800*00 

$ ioo.'oo

$ 600.00

$ 1800&0 
J,

$ 3200.00 
I

$ 200.00 tv
$ 1850.00

$ 3504)0
4

$ 500.00 A**
$ 2000.|0

$ 1200.00

t.
$ 1000.00

$ 2500.00

$ 9000.00

$ 550.00

$ 1500.00

$ 300.00

$ 250.00

$ 250.00

$ 200.00

$35340.00 $41867.77 $37840.00 $33730.00 $37304.24 $36305.00

'K w
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ptPARTMENT OF SFAir
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The Honorable
i iel so ü ? Vttaeleàri I jtoîms $ nx 

AND RECORDS • f 
^jfiericun ^xabasaa^cr, \

A/\

ell>ing, China
$l- ’

I have the honor to ©nd os®

^PRlyuj3k

* ^-L

a oofy of a letter

addressed to me by the reverend C, D’Olive, an
American laXsaionary at Tsining, hantung, on February
2, 1939, which has just been received.

eferenos is also made to isankaw Consulate 
General*s despatch no, 528 of February 4, .1938, 
file no, 300, subject: Bombing Gf Baptist t..iggion

-ffit gaining, hantung. by Japanese, enclosing a copy 
{■^f a letter dated January 28 from the missionary 
itis Wenghsien enclosing excerpts fro® a letter writ»

at Taining on January 24.
The "*i>aaay will note that on February 2 in 

spite of the severe fighting in and «round Tsining

(D

w u 
01 
N

the ...nerlcuns there had not been injured.

eapectfully yours,

/
/

i.nclosure:
1. Copy of letter,

amuel feokobin, 
.rjeriean Consul,

February 2, 1939.
350-rresbyter1 ans
310-D’Olive
Original and 5 copies to labassy, S al ping. 
Copy to Etba.'.my, jankow.
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RE CEI Vffingtao, china, February 24, 1938. 
DEPARTMENT OF SFAI'r
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__\

The Honorable __
DIVISION Of f " . M 

Mel so A :IW&àfrl I Jto&ns c?n, 
.AND RECORDS ' f I /, 

. Kiericun embassador, . ■ 

helping, China.

sir:

I have the honor to unclose a ooj 

addressed to me by th© .©vers nd • C.

American missionary nt Tslning, hantung, on February 

2, 1938, which has just been received.

eferenoe is also mad® to ilankow Consulate 

General*s despatch no. 528 of February 4, 1938, 

file no. 300, subject: Bombing of Baptist .isaiun 

^t £blfling» j&astuag. by Japanese, enclosing a copy 

'9f a letter dated January 28 from ths missionary 

nghsien enclosing excerpts from a letter writ- 

t Talniug on January 24.

The 'Sdbassy will note that on February 2 in

of the severe fighting in and around Tslning

the ..«oilcans there had not been injured.

espeetfully yours,

; lac losers:
1. Copy of letter,

amuel Mokobin, 
.-'nerioan consul.

February 2, 1930.

380-x‘rssby ter! ans
310-i.;» Olive 

original and 5 copies to jabassy, Peiping.
Copy to :Li.h&,.!Sy, J&nkow.
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..u.r ;ICaN IKl&BYTi-Stf NORTH
Tsining, hsntwng, February 2, 1930.

;whuel okobin, æh. » 
American consul, 
i!s 1 ngtao, haut uag, 

. enr r. okobin:- 
File Ho. 310-D’Olive, 
3S/CH3

Your good letter of necesiber 23rd, 1937, under 
above file, wan received, by me only to-day. Thus you 
can see how slow malls have been moving since that date. 
Last week W. the first time since Christmas thet we have re
ceived my mil. .’»» we receive a little from both the 
ji'orth Mid the :outh two or throe times a week.

It wb very kind, of you to send to ray wife in 
helping, on the 23rd of eoember, by radiogram, the 
telegram 1 requested you to send in my letter of .;ece her 
Elet to you, which, 1 am sure, mi received by ray wife 
and daughters before uhristms*, and greatly appreciated. 
It was not only Christmas greetings to them, but let 
them know «TTore in Tsiniug, were mjoying <7ulet and 
peace• e thank you very much, Uncle is very
helpful and thoughtful in disturbed times,

W wife ia the only isesber of the Presbyterian 
.11 salon station In Tslnlng who is absent. .11 otters 
are here. ?e arc thankful to the Heavenly Fatter that 
He kept us In safety during the siege on Tsining which, 
us the radio announced, was a five day battle. None 
of our property wa damaged and none of our Chinees 
Christiana and friends were Injured, Contrary, however, 
to radio reports, Twining has not been retaken, although 
on January 27th, w ted a severe battle, at night. - 
presumably with the plain-elothss contingent, Another 
attack is expected at any time, as Twining is, more <r 
less, surrounded, How are conditioi* In Tai ngtoo now?

,, Miss Bertha Haith is tho only jueaber cf the
Baptist fanion station here in Tslning. Their compound, 

■ 5•” as yiu know, was bombed, and an assistant gate^n was
killed. he was ualiai'inod. If you receive this letter, 
please acknowledge its receipt, as I would like to know.

Thank you, again, for your kind co-operation in 
seiidl g th© radiogram to ray wife, and thank yon for 
your Christmas greetings, though delayed. Kith the 
best of Hew Year greetings, I remain, .lr,

Yo Jfs respectfully,

(signed) 
T. a. D’Olive.

Copied by CHS
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No'. 278
3/id'3?

RECEIVED 
oefartment gf sr;le AMERICAN CONSULATE

4-/^
i938 APR China, February 24, 1938.

„ f.f

SUBJECT: Situation in Interior in Shantung.

f*.... * !
I   -     ; , flwbi ! I 4

n ',.(■« r ; < !
The Honorable : ’ ■r \ f * l;

j A true copy »f
I the signed «rig- 
F“L>

Nelson Trusler Johnson, 'c''?<Wv ’ v.t
American Ambassador, /V Wft tASfift**

A/M 
Peiping, China. ' -4 1/

Mr:

\l |I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter 

âatea'January 2Ô, 1938, addressed to a Catholic nun - 

in Tsingtao, describing the capture of Chowtsun 
( 4^4 ) in Shantung at Christmas.

Vihile some two months have elapsed since the 

events mentioned took place, the report is herewith 

forwarded as of possible Interest chiefly because 

of the indication that no harm befell the American 

nuns or the American church property in Chowtsun.

<G 
0 ♦
©

CI. 
(N

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobin, 
American Consul.

Enclosure:
1. Letter dated January 26, 1938.

350-Missiona/360 
SS/CML

Original and five copies to Embassy, Peiping, 
Copy to embassy, Hankow.
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(COPY)

January 26, 1938.

Dear Dister Eustella and All,

A Happy New Year to all of you.* I don’t know when 
this letter will reach you but there is nothing like 
trying. Did you receive the letter I wrote the night 
we landed home? We haven’t heard a word from you. It 
was Just about our last chance to get here. How 1*11 
try to give you a little broadcast of the news, but I 
can't tell it all in detail.

Deo. 23— Many reconnoitering airplanes but no 
bombs. All busy preparing for Christmas. Bought a 
big quantity of supplies as our man said the Japs 
would soon be here and he was right.

Dec. 24— What a Christmas eve! About one o’clock 
fourteen planes came, circled around and around and 
all at once—clickety click of machine guns and the 
boom, boom of the falling of bombs, fte watched a little 
but decided to go in the cellar as the bullets sounded 
dangerously near. Forty bombs were released and "some 
damage done.” Ihe station was badly demolished. -<,uite 
a little damage was done to the English hospital build
ings nearby but no one was injured. One bomb was drop
ped on the road between Father’s and our compounds. At 
that time the road was filled with fleeing Chinese soldiers 
and of course the bombs were aimed at them. Four people 
and three mules were killed and the bread shop destroyed. 
Twenty-one planes, in all, visited us. hasn’t the dear 
Lord good? He protected his own. At three o’clock 
all was quiet again. The preparations for the Christ
mas celebrations were continued. ('The ambition of 
these Americans). Father Roch was out on mission and 
Father Theoderlc celebrated two Masses at midnight in 
church. All the Sisters except Sister Dulcissima and I 
went over and sang. All was lovely except that when the 
Sisters returned they had difficulty in crossing between 
the still fleeing Chinese troops.

Dec. 25— All the day the situation was tense. 
Planes coming and going. At-five o’clock more Chinese 
came running into our compound, bag and baggage. Vie 
had forty in the compound already. They said, "The 
army is only five miles away". »e had heard the cannons 
booming all day in the distance. Well, we ate supper 
and we prayed more fervently than before. We promised 
three days and nights of continuel prayer if the city 
would be spared. At nine thirty we all went to bed 
except the two listers who were praying that hour. 
At ten thirty bang, bang, click, click, went the guns 
and the bullets went flying through our compound.
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Every on® jumped out of bed and tried to dress in a 
hurry. All the while the machine guns were in action. 
By the time we were all partly dressed and in the cellar, 
It was more quiet. prayed quite awhile in the light 
of a blessed candle and then we began to look at each 
other. I had the left shoe on the right foot and had 
put on my habit over a klmona.

Deo. 26— Sunday. This was the funny day. (It 
seemed funny afterward.) «e arose, prayed and meditat
ed. I went out and asked Mr. Tsung about goihg to church. 
He said, "Sisters, you must not go out. Hundreds of 
soldiers went to the city last night after that shotting. 
I won’t open the gate for you." Well,we said our Mass 
prayers. Planes were buazing around and we could still 
hear cannons. We decided to prepare for a siege. So 
we took chairs in the cellar, even took some food down, 
and waited for the bombs to drop. None dropped. Much 
to our surprise, Father Boniface came out of the city 
about eleven o’clock. He said, "All is quiet. Jap 
flags are flying everywhere but no natives are permitted 
to go in or out of the city gate.** They had taken the 
city the night before. We never learned just what they 
were aiming at the night before but we found the bullets 
had some what damaged the roof of the entrance, that 
corridor between our house and the chapel, and we found 
plenty of souvenlers in the yard. There wasn’t a window 
broken. Evidently the guns were aimed from the city 
wall toward the railroad.

For several days things were quite peaceful. Not 
a Chinese on the street, all shops closed. W'e went 
unmolested to church every day. New Year’s day brought 
a little more excitement. While we were in church 
the machine guns began. Buch a noise. After Mass 
they said we could not cross the street— too dangerous. 
A company of "Red Spears", Chinese devil worshippers 
had come to take the city, armed only wilfch swords and 
their belief in the devil’s power. The Japs turned 
the guns on them. Thirty were killed at the city gate 
and many more killed in the fields. We stayed at 
Father Roch’s until ten thirty and then aame home.

Since then the troops have betn coming and going 
by the hundrafe every day—cavalry, infantry, trucks 
and trucks of supplies. This seems to be a military 
center. Bo far the Catholic Church has been unmolested. 
Father procured documents from the Major for all our 
gates. The day before yesterday, one of the officers 
visited us and wanted our names, ages, occupation, etc. 
He said it was their wish to protect American citizens. 
For two weeks there was no business at all. Now they 
have markets but many shops are still closed.

ft********?**************

Did you senu us any American mail? Tie heard that 
a truckload of mail was taken by the robbers near Fang 
Tze. I hope Sister’s glasses weren’t taken. I hope you 
dear Sisters are safe and did not have to starve. Food
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supplies are reasonable here because of the Communists. 
Flour ^4.40; Pork and lard 26 a pound. I wish I 
oould send you some but how?

♦ * ♦„* *♦♦*♦♦♦*♦*** ******* *

ülster M. Daniel
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^Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

19^
Peiping, March 9/

Subject: North China Development.

FOR PUBLICATION

onorable
he Secretary of

Washington,
State

D. C.

793.9
 4/ I 2854

^^7

T uhe honor to refer
patch No» 1488 of December 15, 

to this Embassy’s des- 
1937, in regard to various

plans set forth by Japanese, official and private, for 
the development of North China, and in this connection 
to report on subsequent phases of this subject. So

$ M
many plans have been proposed by Japanese in all walks H 
of life that it is very difficult at this point to evalu-g H

co *T|ate them. Japanese capitalists almost daily announce 00 x

T]
grandiose projects only to evoke proposals in the House 0

•£ 
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of Peers that all North China development projects 
should be government-controlled. In view of its nebu
lous state, the question will be treated topically and 
briefly, as follows:

RAILWAYS:
This would appear to be the most immediately im

portant phase of the development of North China and as 
such has received more attention in the press than all 
the other projected fields of development.

There is a similarity between the railway situation 
in North China today and that which existed in Manchuria 
as an outgrowth of the Mukden incident. ' The railways in 
this part of China, in spite of alleged central control 
by the National Government, previously operated as sepa
rate units. With the dispersal of Chinese regional au
thority the roads were left without effective adminis
tration. The Japanese Government advances the theory 
that similarity of condition requires similarity of treat
ment. Therefore, the first question which arises is what 
body is to be charged with the development of these rail
ways. The South Manchuria Railway Company, which had 
been required to furnish technicians after the outbreak 
of trouble last summer, was the obvious agent. As was 
outlined in the above-mentioned despatch, the first prob
lem which presented itself was whether the company in 
question was to concentrate exclusively on the develop
ment of railways or whether it was to participate in the 
development of all industries in North China. Mr. Matsuoka
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the president of the railway, favoring a policy per
mitting free activity for all Japanese concerns (but 
probably under the sponsorship of the railway company), 

naturally upheld the latter point of view and spent some 

six weeks in Tokyo defending his position. There is en

closed a copy of an interview granted by Mr. Matsuoka 
setting forth his views on this matter. (Although it is 

possible that this has been forwarded by the Embassy at 

Tokyo it is deemed advisable to attach it to this des
patch for the sake of convenience.) However, he ap

pears to have been overruled and is reported by the 

Nikkan Kogyo. Japanese-owned and edited newspaper pub
lished in Tokyo (said by the Japanese Embassy here to 

be very reliable, especially when dealing with commer
cial matters), as having stated on his return to Dairen 

on February 11 that, while he could not object to the 

scheme worked out by the Japanese Government, the matter 

had now been decided, but that he felt that the strong 

control measures which had been adopted presaged a gloomy 
outlook. The scheme to which he referred was reported 

in this Embassy’s telegram No. 105 of February 11, 5 p.m., 
namely, that a Japanese company will be formed in the near 

future for the control of all railways in North China. 
While allegedly this company will have no outward con
nection with the South Manchuria Railway Company, many 

of its officials and employees will be former officials 

of that company. To all intents and purposes the new 
company will be a part of the South Manchuria Railway. 

The new company is to be known as the North China In
dustrial Development Company and, as previously reported,
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has recently acquired the property of the former Russo- 
Asiatic Bank in the Legation Quarter.

According to the Peking Chronicle (allegedly Japa
nese-owned, British-edited)/ of February llr the pro

posed firm will manage not o^ly the Peiping-Shanhaikuan, 

Peiping-Hankow, Tientsin-Pukow; Tatung-Puchow, and Cheng- 
ting-Taiyuan Railways, but will operate a network of re

gular bus services in North China. This paper also states 
that the management of harbors and the building of new 
railways leading to the hinterland for the exploitation 

of resources, especially mineral, will no doubt be un
dertaken by the company.

In this connection it is interesting to note that 
Mr. Henry Kinney, for many years chief foreign adviser 
to the South Manchuria Railway, is said to have recently 
arrived in Shanghai from Tahiti after having announced 
his intention of retiring to that island two years ago, 
and to have resumed his duties with the South Manchuria 
Railway Company. It is believed that his recall re
sulted from the desire of the directors of the railway 

to obtain his assistance in the promotion of their de
velopment plans.

The Peking Chronicle of February 22 gave the fol
lowing summary of the draft of the law of the North China 
Industrial Development Company:

«Under Japanese Law.

«1. Title of the proposed company: North 
China Industrial Development Company, Limited 
(Hokushi Sangyo Kaihatsu Kabushiki Kaisha), a 
joint stock company under the Japanese law.

«2. The proposed company shall be a pure
ly investment company.

*3
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®3. The company shall invest in iron, 
coal, railways, harbor and port, communica
tions, salt and electric power industry.

a4. The company shall be capitalized 
at ¥350,000,000, of which the Government 
shall share ¥150,000,000, while ¥200,000,000 
will be offered for public subscriptions. 
The first subscription payment shall be for 
50 percent of the total shares.

”5. The company shall be allowed to is
sue its debentures to an amount five times 
its capital.

“6. With financial support from the 
Government the company shall guarantee a divi
dend at 6 percent per annum for each business 
year.

«The Government shall not receive any 
dividend from the company on the shares in 
its possession for five years following the 
formation of the company.

«7. The company shall continue to exist 
for 10 years after the formation.

®8. Directors of the company shall be ap
pointed by the Government.

«9. The company shall have a governor, two 
vice-governors and five or more directors.1*
A Reuter despatch from Tokyo dated February 27, which 

appeared in the Peking Chronicle on March 1, stated that 
the Planning Board on that day completed the preparation 

of Parliamentary bills providing for the creation of semi
official development concerns for North and Central China. 
The despatch confirmed many of the details of the company 

as set forth above.
It will be observed that, according to paragraph 3, 

the company is in no way limited to the control of rail

ways and, if this report is correct, it is difficult to 

understand Mr. Matsuoka’s objections to the scheme.
While these plans have been in the process of forma

tion some actual physical improvement of the railways has 
been effected and, as was reported in the Embassy ’s tele
gram No. 124, February 21, 7 p.m., double tracking on the
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railway between Tientsin and Tangku is reported to have 
so progressed that it will be completed by May. Traf
fic between Peiping and Shanhaikuan will be speeded up 

by the construction of numerous new sidings along the 

route. Couplings on half of the Chinese rolling stock 
on this line have already been changed to permit con

nection with South Manchuria Railway rolling stock.

Last December the Osaka Land and Sea Association 
held a meeting to consider which of the six North China 

ports, - Tientsin, Tsingtao, Chinwangtao, Lungkau, Chefoo 

or Weihaiwei- should be selected for development. After 
careful consideration, this committee decided on Tientsin 

and an elaborate plan was drawn up for the large-scale 

development of this harbor, the money for which was to 
be subscribed by the Dairen Kisen Kaisha and various 

other Japanese steamship companies interested in trade 
with North China. This project was given considerable 

attention and publicity but it now appears, if the Dome! 

report appearing in the Peking & Tientsin Times of Feb

ruary 22 is to be credited, that the plan will be aban
doned. According to the Japanese news organ, the ex

perts engaged by the Japanese authorities to investigate 

the possibilities of developing the port of Tientsin 

have reported that due to the condition of the Haiho 

that port, at least, is not worth the enormous expendi

ture which would be required for its development. On 
the other hand these experts have concluded that Chin
wangtao is the best port on the Gulf of Chihli.

Considerable study has also been given to the 
possibility of developing the port of Tachingho, north 

of
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of Tangku, which is located at the terminus of the 
canal which runs from Lanhsien through Hsinchai south 
to the Lan River. It is said that this port has water 
deep enough to accommodate seven thousand ton vessels. 
The Manchuria Daily Mews (Japanese-owned and edited), 
on February 26 stated that the plan drafted by the Pek
ing Office of the South Manchuria Railway in this con
nection envisaged the construction of a railway between 
Tangshan, on the Peiping-Shanhaikuan line, and Tachingho, 
and the construction of harbor facilities which would 
adequately handle seven million tons of sea-borne freight 
annually. The estimated cost of the project is yen 
200,000,000. It will be recalled that this was the 
harbor favored by Dr. Sun Yat Sen in his elaborate plan 
for the development of North China.

STEAMSHIP SERVICES:
The Peking & Tientsin Times. British-owned and 

edited, of December 10, 1937, published a report that, 
in order to cope with the present heavy passenger traffic 
between Japan and North China, the Kinkai Yusen Kaisha 
had decided to increase the passenger space of their two 
largest ships, the Hokurei Maru and the Nanrei Maru. by 
about three times their present capacity. The cost of 
such changes will be about yen 600,000 a ship and it 
will take about seventy days to accomplish the work, which 
it is hoped will be completed by April 1st.

A new large steamship, the Peking Maru. has been 
placed on the Dairen-Tientsin run. The schedule on this 
line has been speeded up and there are now sailings from 
both ports every other day as compared to semi-weekly

previously
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previously. According to a Domei report of March 5, 
the Investigation Commission of the Kwantung Government 
has approved a plan for the fostering of trade between 
the Kwantung Leased Territory and North China. The plan 
includes among other measures a dally express freighter 
service between Dairen and North China, provides mea
sures to encourage the operation of smaller vessels be
tween Dairen and North China, to expedite the discharge 
of cargo at Dairen, and to alleviate the application of 
the Kwantung Government’s foreign exchange control and 
temporary export and import restrictions in connection 
with North China trade.

AVIATION SERVICES;

The Japan Air Transport Company, the Huitung Avia
tion Company, and the Manchuria Air Transport Company 
have decided to pool their interests and operate shortly 
a network of air services linking the various cities in 
North and Central China now under Japanese control, ac
cording to a Reuter report of February 2&. The system 

envisaged includes a one-day service between Shanghai 
and Tokyo.

Reuter of February 5 announced that a regular air 
service had been started between Peiping and Fukuoka on 
February 2. This service will make three round trips 
weekly and will be operated jointly by the Japan Air 
Transport Company and the Huitung Aviation Company. 
The China bound planes, it is stated, will make the trip 
via Tsingtao and Tientsin.

PUBLIC UTILITIES:
According to a Domei report of December 29, 1937,

the
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the North China Electric Company, which was organized 
by five large Japanese power companies, has decided to 
increase its capital from five to fifty million yen 
for the development of electric enterprises in North 
China. It is believed that this decision was reached 
after the vice president of the Japan Electric Power 
Company, having completed an inspection tour of North 
China, had submitted his report of electrical develop
ment possibilities to the Association of Electric Power 
Companies in Tokyo.

A Dome! report dated March 2, appearing in the 
Peking & Tientsin Times, states that the Mongolian-Chahar 
Electric Communication Preparatory Company is to be or
ganized in Kalgan as a joint Japanese-Mongolian enter
prise with a capitalization of yen 12,000,000, yen 
3,000,000 of which will be paid up. In time, it is 
added, this company will become a subsidiary company 
of the aprojected company for the industrial exploita
tion of North China.®

COAL?

As was reported in the Embassy’s despatch No. 1542 
of February 7, 1938, there is evidence that the Sino- 
British Kalian Mining Administration was in a position 
to fill, for the present at least, Japanese needs in the 
matter of coal. In referring to the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1937, the secretary of that company stated that 
the Administration had sold approximately four million 
one hundred and fifty thousand tons of coal which was an 
increase of about one hundred and twenty thousand tons

over
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over the previous year. Shipments to Shanghai and 
other Yangtze ports became impossible last summer, so 
it is assumed that the company is now shipping the bulk 
of its coal to Japan. As there is no fighting in any of 
the areas in which the company has property, there is no 
reason to believe that the company’s output will be in 
any way diminished in the near future. Mr. Matsuoka, 
president of the South Manchuria Railway, in an inter
view in Tokyo on February 9, stated that Japan would be 
required to import 15,000,000 tons of coal during the 
next five years. With an annual output of over 4,000,000 
tons, it will be seen that the Kalian Mining Administra
tion is in a position, at least from the point of view 
of tonnage, to meet such a need. It is known that the 
Mentoukow Coal Company (with mines a few miles west of 
Peiping), is selling coal to Japanese buyers and that 
in October, 1937, the Kochu Koshi bought the German in
terests (which amounted to some 25 percent) in a mine 

at Chinghsing, situated west of Chengtingfu, which is 
said to have an annual output of 1,800,000 tons. The 
mine is said to have reserves of from one to two hundred 
million tons of coal and the price paid for the German 
interests is reportedly yen 1,250,000.

I ROM;
Iron deposits in all China are estimated at between 

two and three hundred million metric tons of which half 
are credited to North China. Writing in the Chuo Koron. 
Lieutenant Colonel Sumihisa Ideda, formerly economic 
”experta of the Japanese North China Garrison and now 
an official of the Planning Board of the Japanese Cabinet

which
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which board is charged with planning for Japanese de
velopment in China, states that of the iron ore deposits 
in North China some 66 percent is in Chahar Province, 24 

percent in Hopei Province, and the remaining 10 percent 
in Shantung. In view of this it is interesting to note 
that Mr. Shinkyo Nakamatsu, managing-director of the 
Japan Iron Manufacturing Company, who returned to Tokyo 
about the middle of February after making an inspection 
tour in North China, has announced, according to the 
Nichi Nichi (Japanese-owned and edited), that there is 

but one iron mine worth developing in North China, namely 
the Lungyen Iron mine in South Chahar. This is the largest 

iron mine in the whole of China and is believed to have 
some 900,000 metric tons of exploitable deposits. Its 

ore product is said to contain 52 percent of iron. As 
has been previously reported, the firm, which is partly 
owned by the Chinese Government, built a foundry west of 

Peiping at Shihchingshan, with the intention of producing 
80,000 tons of pig iron a year. The project was abandoned 
and the equipment, including a 250 ton blast furnace, has 
never been used. Experts have examined the machinery and 
stated that, although it is somewhat depreciated, with 
certain new parts the plant could be put into operation. 
Lieutenant Colonel Ikeda believes, however, that even 
after such reconstruction, the plant could not be operated 
profitably and that the only alternative is to build a 
large foundry with a pig iron capacity of at least 
600,000 tons a year in the Tientsin district. Here lime 
would be accessible from Mentoukow, coal from Kailan or 

Chinghsing, by-products could be utilized by other

industries
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industries and good transportation facilities are avail
able. Certainly there should be no difficulty in ob
taining the necessary coal for this project as it is 
said that the coal mined at Kaiping, Lanchow, Chinghsing, 
Hwafeng, Paoshan, Chunghsing and Tatung is all suitable 

for iron manufacture. However, these distances make the 
project expensive.

While numerous Japanese writers have expressed opti
mism concerning the possibility of North China’s supply
ing Japan’s iron needs, a well informed secretary of the 
Japanese Embassy here, who has made a study of the matter, 
has declared himself in conversation with a member of the Em
bassy as most pessimistic in regard to the development of 
iron production in North China.

The first of the large Japanese firms to take an 
active interest in mining and other development is the 
Mitsubishi Sha, which has reopened its Peiping office 
with a secretary of the Mitsubishi headquarters in charge. 

It is stated that this firm is interested chiefly in min
ing, heavy industry, trading and warehousing in North 
China. It is reported in the Japanese press that the 
Mitsui interests will soon follow suit.

BANKING;

The Embassy here has reported telegraphically from 
time to time on proposed currency reforms for North China. 
There is every indication that the eventual result will 
be the linking of the North China currency with the yen. 
Just how this will be done still remains to be seen and 
it is believed that details of the process are causing

the
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the Japanese and their Chinese colleagues considerable 
difficulty. The opening of the Joint Reserve Bank, the 
instrument created for this operation, set for March 1, 
has been delayed. (See Embassy’s despatch No. 1559, 
February 17, 1938.) Today’s local papers announce 
that the opening will take place tomorrow.

COTTON;
As is well known, the Japanese have been experi

menting for the last few years with producing cotton in 
North China, the present annual output of which is 
2,800,000 piculs. It is said that Japanese mill owners 
in the Province of Hopei will increase their interests in 
the province. The 310,000 spindles in operation in 
Japanese mills, located chiefly in Tientsin, will be in
creased to 1,000,000, according to a statement of Mr. 
Shingo Tsuda, president of the Kanebo Spinning Company 
of Japan, which appeared in the Peking Chronicle of January 
29. However, the occupation of a large part of North 
China by Chinese irregulars is a serious barrier to a 
successful development of Japanese plans for increas
ing the growing of cotton in this area.

WOOL:
North China produces some 30,000,000 pounds or 

100,000 bales of wool annually. This is equivalent to 
approximately one-seventh of Japan’s annual require
ments. Since this wool is relatively high priced in 
comparison with Australian wool, to which it is also 
inferior, Japanese manufacturers now use only a small 
amount of the North China product. However, the Kanega- 
fuchi Spinning Company of Japan is reported to be planning

to
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to enter the industry on a large scale by taking over 
the interests of the Kangte Woolen Textile Manufac
turing Company at Tientsin, which is believed to be a 
Chinese company. It is alleged by this company that 
certain technical difficulties which the China wool 
presents can easily be overcome and that the development 
of this industry in North China will be expedient since 
Japanese manufacturers are now forced by exchange con
trol to restrict their imports from Australia, South 
Africa, New Zealand and other foreign countries.

The Nlkkan Kogyp. Japanese-owned and edited, re
ports that there have recently been conducted in “Man- 
chukuo1' successful experiments in breeding Mongolian 
sheep with the long-wooled merino sheep. Some 3,900 
of these animals are said to have been raised of which 
a considerable number will be shipped to South Chahar 
for breeding purposes.

As was reported to the Department in despatch No. 
251 of February 23, 1938, from the Consulate General at 
Tientsin, wool merchants in that city have expressed 
considerable concern over the possibility of a Japanese 
monopoly of the wool trade of North China. The inau
guration at Kalgan of the Meng-Chiang Bank (Mongolian 

Frontier Bank) by the Japanese-controlled autonomous 
government of Chahar, Suiyuan, and northern Shansi, 
and the reported organization by Mitsui, Mitsubishi, 
Okura, Kanegafuchi, and other Japanese interests, of 
a wool purchasing guild in that area strengthen the 
belief that the wool monopoly may become a reality.

Sugar:
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SUGAR:
According to the Chugal. a leading commercial 

newspaper, Japanese-owned and edited, the Shantung Sugar 
Refining Works, the only sugar mill in North China, has 
offered to sell all its property to the Japan Sugar Mill 
Association. The Chinese company was founded in 1916 by 
Mr. Yuan Liang, a former Mayor of Peiping, with a capitali
zation of Yuan $5,000,000, of which Yuan $3,800,000 has 

been paid up. The financial condition of this company 
is said not to be very strong, however, and it is re

ported to have debts amounting to some Yuan $3,500,000. 
The company has a daily output capacity of 500 tons. 
However, it is said that the beet sugar industry, in 
which the company is engaged in North China, requires 
considerable technical Improvement. Some experts con
sider the climate of North China unsuitable for this in
dustry.

HOUSING:

This phase of North China development appears to be 
one which has been entirely overlooked by the Japanese 
promoters, yet it would appear to be a field which must 
eventually claim their attention. Perhaps they consider 
it irrelevant to plan housing projects at a time when hun
ger is still in evidence, yet there is room in Peiping and 
in other parts of North China for considerable development 
along these lines. The conditions under which at least 
95 percent of the population of North China live are un
sanitary, uncomfortable, and primitive to an extreme. 
Should the Japanese but set out to pave the streets of

Peiping
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Peiping and introduce a practical water and sewerage 
system, they would have a worth while task of consider

able proportions on their hands.

As has been reported, there is evidence in Peiping 
of a small building boom as a result of the Japanese in

filtration here. Numerous shops throughout the city, 

especially along the main thoroughfares, such as Morri

son and Hatamen Streets, have been renovated, refronted 

and taken over by Japanese firms. A great many parcels of 
land have been purchased by the Japanese in the vicinity 

of Hatamen Street, especially between the Tung Ssu 

P’ailou and the Tung Tan P’ailou. Some observers have 

stated that the Japanese intend purchasing substantially 
all property in that area and making of it a Japanese 

business district exclusively. In addition to this, a 

number of parcels of other land have been purchased by 

various Japanese interests, the more important of which 

include the former Russo-Asiatic Bank Building in the 

Legation Quarter, the so-called Cables Compound in Pei 
Ho Yen and a large compound in Ma Ta Jen Hutung which 

was formerly an American Y.M.C.A. school.

FLOUR MILLING:
According to a statement made in Tokyo by the 

Nippon Flour Mills Company, it has signed an agreement 
with the Chia Jui Flour Mill in Tientsin, a Chinese cor

poration, with a daily productive capacity of 1,200 bar

rels, whereby the properties of the latter were trans
ferred to the former. The terms of the agreement were 
not disclosed. This same Japanese company has flour mills 

in
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in Tsingtao and Tsinan, the former of which is be
lieved to have reopened and the latter of which is 
undergoing repair from the damage it suffered during 
the recent trouble.

OILS:
According to a Tokyo Domei report of January 28, 

the Japanese Oil Federation has decided upon the policy 
it will adopt concerning the exportation of oils to North 
China. The federation has announced its intention of 
establishing an office in Tientsin where it will act as 
selling agent for a number of oil companies. The same 
report states that negotiations have already been com
menced between the federation and the Manchuria Oil Com
pany, the Korea Oil Company, the Rising Sun Petroleum 
Company, and the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey as 
to the quota of oil which will be permitted each individual 
company. The Embassy is unable to state whether this re
port is correct or not.

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY:
In view of the many optimistic statements which have 

been made by Japanese promoters concerning the business 
possibilities in North China, it is almost refreshing to 
read the statement of Mr. Kenzo Hayashi, the managing 
director of the Manchuria Motion Picture Producing and 
Distributing Company, to the effect that it would take 
four or five years to develop a market in North China 
for Japanese motion pictures and even then it would not 
be a paying proposition. According to this same source 
there is but one motion picture hall under Japanese

management
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management in Tientsin and it is very difficult to 
establish cinema halls in the territory in question. 

In fact, Mr. Hayashi concludes, the investigations which 
representatives of the influential Japanese moving pic

ture companies have been conducting in this area lead 

him to the conclusion that, in view of general finan

cial conditions existent at present, it would not be ad

visable to venture into this field.

TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONSî
On August 7, 1937, just one day before the offi

cial military entrance of the Japanese troops into Peiping 

the Japanese troops took over the control of the Chinese 
telegraph administration. On January 1, 1938, the con

trol of the telegraph and telephone services was turned 

back to the North China Telegraph and Telephone Adminis

tration, a bureau of the new local government. On Feb

ruary 25, a Domei report stated that this organization 

would be converted into a joint Sino-Japanese enterprise. 
Japanese capital will be invested therein and Japanese 

tecnnicians will be employed to improve the service. 
In spite of elaborate schemes for improving communica
tions it is still impossible to telephone from Peiping 

to Tientsin, 85 miles away, except to telephone connec

tions in the Japanese Concession. Thus the entire popu
lation of Tientsin resident in the Chinese city and the 
foreign concessions, perhaps totalling over one million, 
is deprived of telephone connection with Peiping. One 

benefit which the public has derived from the change in 
telegraph administration is that the price of telegrams 
between North China and Tokyo has been reduced from 
L.C.&0.87 to L.C.$0.30 a word.
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In connection with the general subject of com
munication the Dome! report announced that the Japan 
Broadcasting station in Peiping will increase its al
ready high power and become the chief broadcasting sta
tion for North China, and that the recently established 
stations at Taiyuan and Shihchiachwang will begin broad
casting as branches of the Peiping station.

JAPANESE FIRMS ESTABLISHED IN PEIPING:
As of possible interest, there are listed below 

the names of a number of Japanese firms- which were re
ported by the Peking Chronicle of January 25 as removing 
their North China head offices from Tientsin to Peiping 
in order to be nearer the Provisional Government:

North China Bureau of the South 
Manchuria Railway.

Kochu Kungssu.
Huitung Air Navigation Company.
International Express Company 

(Kokusai Unyu).
Mitsui Company.
North China Iron Works.
Okura Company.
Manchuria-Mongolia Woolen Manu

facturing Company.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador:

Frank P. Lockh'ârt
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure: *
Copy clipping, Peking
& Tientsin Times.
February 18, 1938.

Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
710 Sino-Japanese.
CBL-SC
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Enclosure No. 1
Despatch No. 1585

(Clipping from Peking & Tientsin Times. February 18, 1958)

MATSUOKA DOUBTS PROGRAMME’S FUTURE.

Head of S.M.R. Foresees Loss of Four or Five 
Years’ Time by North China Plan.

Proposed. Strong Control of Projected Company 
Makes Firm’s Prospects ’Gloomy’.

Tokio, Feb. 11. Expressing great doubts over the future 
of the proposed North China Industrial Development Com
pany to be established by the Japanese Government as a 
special corporation, Mr. Yosuke Matsuoka, president of 
the South Manchuria Railway Company, made a clear-cut 
statement to newspapermen aboard the train by which he 
left Tokio Wednesday en route to Dairen. His opinion 
was printed in the Nikkan Kogyo yesterday as follows:

"I have nothing to say against the proposed 
company, now that the matter has been decided by the 
Government, but I have great doubts over its prospects. 
It is regrettable that Japan will lose at least four or 
five years. As is seen from the fact that the Showa 
Steel Works, Manchuria Coal Mining Company and Fushun 
Collieries all have realized satisfactory business re
sults, the South Manchuria Railway Company has left 
them free in their activities.

Free Activity ’Best Policy’.
’’Strong control measures will make the future 

of the proposed company gloomy. Free activity is the 
best policy for Japan’s economic development in North 
China. As regards this, I perfectly agree with the opin
ions of Osaka financiers.

"It is true that the railway company will find 
a new path for realization of unification of continental 
railway management. The company will undertake enter
prises which require urgency and no private companies 
want to take up in North China. Manchuria Railway will 
be only too glad to become a pioneer for industrial de
velopment of that region. If there is someone who is 
willing to undertake it in the future, the railway com
pany will be glad, to transfer it to him.

"This is just the case with the transfer of 
heavy industry to the Manchuria Industrial Development 
Company by Manchuria Railway. Dissatisfaction is ex
pressed by employees of Manchuria Railway with the trans
fer of heavy industry in Manchuria to the new company, 
but I presume they are understanding the pioneer mission 
of the railway company.

«Now that the railway company has sold its 
heavy industrial interests In Manchuria, it can afford
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to pay for new enterprises in North China, where it 
will undertake the railway and principal coal mining 
industry. According to an army plan, a Chinese cor
poration is expected to be organized for these enter
prises, but nothing definite has yet been decided as 
to its capitalization and structure. However, there 
is no concern about money to begin with.

Coal Most Important.
«The most urgent business to undertake in 

North China is shipping its coal to Japan and selling 
it cheaply. Coal is the most important item of the 
Japan and Manchukuo five-year industrial plans, be
cause it is the basis of all industries, Railways, 
port and harbor and shipping questions follow coal. 
Coal will occupy 70 per cent of all goods to be trans
ported in North China at least for the next 10 years.

"Railw-ay construction is absolutely essen
tial for coal transportation. They are inseparable. 
How active the Kochu Xoshi will be in North China in 
the future is unknown but there is an ample field for 
it. Too much activity, however, is not advisable, if 
it interferes with the expansion of private industrial 
companies. I emphasized this point with Mr. Shinjl 
Sogo, its president.

"Kochu is, so to speak an intermediary be
tween North China enterprises and Japanese financiers. 
When it finds a -promising industry, the matter should 
be introduced to Japanese financiers and industrial
ists. «

Reorganization Talk Denied.
The same paper carries rumors concerning an 

increase of capitalization to Y 1,000,000,000 by the 
South Manchuria Railway Company. Mr. Matsuoka, however 
denied such rumors, the paper states. It is reported 
that the army is contemplating reorganization of the 
structure of the railway company, taking advantage of 
the transfer of its heavy industry to Mangyo.

According to the paper’s report, the S.M.R. 
will be reincorporated as a Manchukuo corporation, in
stead of as a Japanese corporation. As a result, all 
shares owned by the Japanese government would be trans
ferred to the Manchukuo Government. Its head office 
would be moved from Dairen to Hsinking with its name 
changed to the Manchuria Railway Company Ltd.

With this, the Manchukuo State Railways, 
owned by the Manchukuo Government, would be transferred 
to the possession of the Manchuria Railway Company. 
The State railways of Manchoukuo are appraised at about 
Y.400,000,000, half of which was invested by the S.M.R. 
Incidental to all this, the company would increase its 
capitalization from Y.800,000,000 to Y.1,000,000,000, 
says the paper. - Japan Advertiser.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 21, 193,8

W* A—

Peiping’s despatch no. 1593 of March 22 
appears to add little to the telegraphic 
correspondence in regard to the extinguishing 
of lights in the diplomatic quarter in the 
event of air raid warnings. As the matter 
now stands, the lights will not be blotted 
out as a whole, but each mission will exer
cise its own discretion as regards the ex
tinguishing of the lights.

FE:Perirield:HES
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, March 22, 1958.

Subject: Extinguishing of Lights in the Diplomatic 
Quarter at Peiping.

Washington, D. C.

Sir :

I have the honor to refer to my telegrams Nos. 79 of 

February 1, 5 p.m., 89/of February 5, 5 p.m., and 143 of 
March 2, 3 p.m., and to the Department’s telegram No. 73/^ ^ 

of March 10, 3 p.m., on the above mentioned subject, and

1/ to enclose the French text, with English translation, of 

the minutes of the meeting held on March 1 of the repre

sentatives of the Diplomatic missions represented at Pei

ping, the purpose of the meeting being to give further

consideration

793.94/12855
 

~ 
F/FG
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consideration to the question of whether the Diplomatic 

Quarter should be darkened in case of an impending night 

air raid on Peiping. The action taken by the Diplomatic 

representatives at the meeting is set forth in brief form. 

It will be observed that I felt that the matter of ex

tinguishing the lights in the Quarter should be left, en

tirely as a military measure of protection to American 

residents of the Quarter, to the discretion of the Comman

dant of the American Guard, which was in conformity with 

the position previously taken by me. It will also be ob

served that I informed my colleagues that the Commandant 

of the Guard had already informed- me that he favored the 

extinguishing of the lights in case of a notice being re

ceived of an impending night air raid and that, in that 

event, he would extinguish the lights in the American Em

bassy Guard compound. The lights of the residences in the 

main Embassy compound and in residences in San Kuan Miao 

are connected with the Diplomatic Quarter electric light 

plant, and it was thought that residents of these build

ings could use their oxm discretion as to whether they 

should extinguish lights or, failing that, to depend on 

whether or not the electric plant in the Diplomatic Quar

ter should on its own volition cut off the current.

The telegrams above mentioned and the minutes trans

mitted herewith cover the main points of the controversy 

which revolved around the attitude of the representative 

of the French Embassy and the representative of the Japan

ese Embassy, the former strongly advocating the lighting
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up of the Diplomatic Quarter and the latter, with e puai 

positiveness, advocating the extinguishing of the 

lights.

As of possible interest, there is enclosed a copy 

2/ in translation of a letter dated February 6, 1938, ad

dressed to me by Mr. Francis Lacoste, Second Secretary 

of the French Embassy at Peiping, defining the attitude 

of the French Ambassador on the above mentioned subject. 

3/ As of further possible interest, there is enclosed a copy 

of a letter addressed to this Embassy under date Feb

ruary 10, 1938, by Colonel Marston, a copy of another

4/ letter addressed to the Embassy under date February 10, 

1938, by Colonel Marston, enclosing a copy of a letter 

addressed to the Peking Electric Company on that date, 

5/ and a copy of a letter addressed to the Embassy under 

date February 3, 1938, by Colonel Marston setting forth 

the views of the Commandants of the Guards at Peiping.

The views of the French Ambassador as set forth in 

Mr. Lacoste’s letter transmitted herewith were brought 

to my attention after the first meeting held by the Dip

lomatic representatives. The French representative at 

Peiping had apparently misunderstood the action which had 

been taken by the Dinlomatic representatives at their 

first meeting on February 4, which definitely was that 

the matter of extinguishing the lights would be left to 

the decision of the Commandants of the Guards, whereas 

it later developed that the French representative con

sidered that the action taken contemplated only seeking

the
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the advice of the Commandants of the Guards. As the 

matter now stands the lights will not be blotted out as 

a whole, but each mission will exercise its own discre

tion as regards the extinguishing of the lights.

Respectfully yours,

1/

For the Ambassador:

FrKns ' P. Lo c khaf t 
Counselor of Embassy

French text, with translation 
of minutes of meeting.

2/ From Mr. Lacoste, February 6, 
1938.

3/ From Colonel Marston, Feb
ruary 10, 1938.

4/ From Colonel Marston, Feb
ruary 10, 1938, enclosing 
copy of letter to Peking 
Electric Company.

5/ From Colonel Marston, Feb
ruary 3, 1938.

Original and 4 copies to Department. 
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

300

FPL/kt
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Peiping, u&reh f?, 1S?8.

.r^TJi T37HFL CIRCULAR ( INNIVI LU AT )

Subject;- ÎTIIITTTTTS Op t'J IN'-’CEUAI MEETING-
0? TH" RF.PP.FSFN7ATIVSS OF THE 
DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS NOV REPRE
SENT"!) AT PrIPING.

The Amerioen Ambessedor hrs the honor to cireulete here- 

vith eraong his Honorable Coller^ues, the Eepreeentetlves of 

the Miseionc nov represented &t Peii-inf’’ the Minutes of en 

Informel Meeting held et the United States Embsssy r»n 

W.roh 1st, 193R,
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■F*
‘ BUNION A L’AI'RASSADE DES ETATS-UNIS IE 1er N’RS 19S8

DRB REPRESENTANTS D^-S MISSIONS DIIIOMATIOUES ACTUFttvyt^ 
REPRESENTEES A PEIPING

SC’TS TA PRESIDENCE DE F. ?.P. TOCEHART, CONSEITT’irR
D* A: PASSADE REPRESENTANT T’AMBASSADEUR DFS RT t TR-UNIS
3.^. NETSON T. JOHNSON.

!rl«ent£: S.E. le Baron de Vos van steenvyk, Ministre des Pays-Bas»

•
 S.E. II. de Tacerdo Iago, Ministre du Brésil.

M. Bidder, Secrétaire de l’Ambassadf d’Allemagne.
M. r’.P. Tockhert, Conseiller de 1’Ambassade des ytete-Unls.
M. Scheyven, Conseiller de 1'Ambassade de Belgique.
N. Lacoste , Secrétaire de 1'Ambassade de France.
N. Young, Secrétaire de.- l'Ambassade de. Grande-Bretagne.
H. iamb. Secrétaire pour les Affaires Chinoises de 

l’Ambessade de Grande-Bretagne.
Comte Giusti, Secrétaire de l’Ambessade d’Italie.

•.kiyama, Secrétaire de l'Ambassade du japon, 
de- Muniz.

H. LOCNFART, Président, a indiqué qu’il avait, & 
1: demande de plusiêürs" fissions .convoqué ,i titre non’officiel, 
cette seconde réunion des représentants des Missions diplomatiques 
actuellement représentées â Peiping, (1s 1ère réunion, non offi
cielle, en date du 4 février, n’a fait l’objet d’aucun compte- 
rendu) i afin de irocèder i un nouvel examen de 1s ouestion soule
vée par l’Ambessade du Japon en demandant A 1'Administration du 
Quartier Diplomatique et au Doyen des commandants des Gardes des 
Ambassades d’éteindre toutes les lumières du Quartier en cas de 
raid aérien nocturne sur Pékin.

Il a ensuite donné la parole & M,. Lacoste, 
Secrétaire de l’Ambessade de France.

N. LACOSriR a rappelé qu'un malentendu semblait 
s’etre produit de sa part su sujet de le décision prise le 4 Février 
per l’assemblée du Corps Diplomatique de déférer la question 
d l’avis technique des Commandants des Gardes. Il s’agissait, 
dans s^r. esprit, d’une simple consultation, et non point de se 
rendre définitivement é cet avis, de qu'il n’aurait pu faire, 
quant d lui, sans instruction expresse de son Ambassadeur, 
l’avis des Commandants des Gardes n’avait d'ailleurs pas été 
unanime,-et, au surplus, M. Lacoste s’était empressé, dés 
qu’il s’était rendu compte de l’existence de ce malentendu, 
d'adresser â la date du 6 Février Æ M. Lockhart une lettre 
précisant le point de vue d 1 ’A.mbassadeur de France sur la 
ouestion en le prient d’en communiquer le texte 4 toutes les 
Missions intéressées.

S.E. II. de VOS a souligné que, comme l’avait fait 
remarquer II» llaggier,’ la question intéresse le droit du Quartier 
Diplomatique i prendre telles mesures qu’il estime oppertune 
pour la défense du Quartier, et non pas seulement l'élaboration 
de oes mesures.

Il semblait donc, selon lui, nécessaire de poser 
en principe que le Corps Diplomatique e le drrit de prendre en 
toute indépendance les mesures susoeptibles de garantir l’immu
nité et la sécurité du Quartier Diplomatioue.

Tous les membres présents ©nt reconnu que le 
principe posé par S.R. Î-T» <de Vos ételX iiroon^ es table.
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M. AI’IYAMA, « qui M. Lacoste g demandé s’il pouvait re
nouveler sur ce point les assurances données par M. Morlshima au 
cours de la réunion du 4 Février, (c’est â dire que le question 
ü’evait aucune incidence sur le Protocole de I2QI et n’affectait 
en rien le statut du Quartier diplomatique), e déclaré, tout en 
Indiquant qu’il n’ètslt pas en mesure de discuter aucune question 
de principe, n’avoir pas d’objection é formuler.

Ce point acquis, M. LOCKHART e demandé quelle régie l’as»- 
semblée entendait observer jour l’adoption de ses décisions, et

111 t: rappelé, ce que S.E. H. ^e VOS a coniirmê, que celles-ci 
avaient toujours dans le passé été prises ? l'unanimité. Il a êfr’ 
Entendu que cette règle serait resjectêgs.

i
L’assemblée est ensuite passée S l'examen de la question 

rn^me qui faisait l'objet de le réunion.

S.H» M. de vos a alors déclaré :

"J’ai appris que meme si toute 1e. ville de Pékin, y com
pris le Quartier diplomatioue, étalent ploncêp's dans l'obscurité, 
il serait facile é un aviateur moyen de trouver de nuit l'emplace
ment de Pékin.

S’il en est effectivement ainsi, il me semble que la seule 
méthode efficace pour assurer notre sécurité serait de bien signa
ler les limites du Quartier Diplomatique peur les trois raisons 
suivantes :

a) le précédent établi dans les Concessions étrangère ♦. 
Tientsin et é Changhal;

b) la demande formulée par les autorités militaires japo
naises et répétées per le Gouvernement japonais queles 
propriétés des Tierces puissances ou de leurs ressor
tissants soient clairement signalées dans une vaste 
zone s’étendent su nord du Yargtsej

c) afin de renforcer les réclamations éventuelles i l'é
gard du Gouvernement Chinois concernant les dommages 
qui pourraient €tre causés dans le Quartier diploma
tique par un raid aérien .

Au cours d'un débat prolongé, les positions suivantes 
se sent affirmées:

II* AKIYAI.TA a déclaré que 1'Etat-Major voulait, pour 
soustraire la ville eux vues de l'ennemi en cas de raid noctur
ne, qu'elle soit tout entière plongée dans l’obscurité, et 
qu'il demandait à cette fin 1» "coopération", du Quartier en 
Fênéral et de chaque Mission en particulier* Il s précisé 
qu’il ne lui était possible de soumettre à l'Etst-Major japo
nais siucune solution trsnsactionelle d'aucune espèce, telle 
par exemple que l'installation éventuelle d'un éclairage spè
cial visible seulement pour un avion passant « la verticale du 
Quartier.

II. LOCKHART a déclaré que, pour ss part, il désirait 
s’en remettre entièrement S l'avis du Commandant de la Garde 
américaine fondé exclusivement sur la question de sécurité, 
eJ: oue, celui-ci étant en faveur de l'extinction, il estimait 
devoir se ranger é cette opinion.

II. LACOSTE a vivement insisté sur le point que, 
dans la circonstance, un avis technique ne saurait être seul 
pris en considération, et que le question comportait en outre 
un aspect juridique qui était de la compétence des Missions 
diplomatiques proprement dites.

Si, comme S.R. M. de Vos venait de le rappeler, con
trairement é la pratique suivie partout ailleurs en chine eu 
oôurs des présentes hostilités, le Quartier Diplomatique de 
Pékin devait, assez paradoxalement, ^tre le seul point où les 
rJsldflOcçe étrangers n*ètsient point signalées, la 
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responsabilité des avions assaillants , en cas de dommages.serait 
amoindrie, et les réclamations faites eu nom des victimes seraient- 
affaiblies d'E-utant. les Japonais ont euy-memes demandé, encore 
tout récemment, aux Vissions diplomatioues, que les propriétés 
étrangères, sises é l'intérieur des lignes chinoises, fussent 
signalées eux vues terrestres et aériennes. Il doit en aller de 
m'ème pour les propriétés étrangères sises é l'intérieur des li
gnes japonaises.

M. YOUIIÇ s'est prononcé en faveur de l'extinction des 
lumièresmais" svest déclaré prêt é abandonner ce point de vue 
s*il devait, en adoptant cette position, empecher l'unanimité 
de se réaliser.

V. BIDDER s'est déclaré pour l'extinction des lumières.

V. de HU1II7. également.

S»?., le 3sror. de VOS & confirmé ou'il était en faveur- 
ci e 1 ’ éclairage du Quartier'.

S.?,. T. de LAOD.P.D/1 OOP également.
Le Comte GIUSTI s'est déclaré prêt é suivre l'avis des 

CommnndanTs de Gardes-, ? condition qu’il fût unanime. (')

Constatant ou'il leur êtcit impossible, de trouver un 
compromis entre les deux thèses (opportunité de l’extinction ru 
de la signalisation), et de réaliser l’unanimité, règle de leurs 
cHibèrations. les membres du Corps Diplomatique ont alors dêcià£.

I°- De ne rien faire pour la signalisation collective 
du Quartier;

it°- Que chaque Mission déciderait- pour elle-meme de l’ac
cueil â faire é la demande japonaise.

o3 - Que 1? décision en ce qui concerne l'extinction de 
l’éclairage normal des rues serait Ifissée é la. discrétion du 
Directeur de l’Usine du Cuartier, puisque M. Tockhart, représen
tant de 1’Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis,Doyen des représentants des 
Puissances signataires du Protocole, n’&vait reçu de l'sssemblér 
f-ueun mandat de donner des instructions sur ce point, celle-ci t> 
pouvant elle-m'eme lui donner aucune instruction positive ou név’- 
live. Elle n’aurait pas d'objection ê formuler quelle que soit 
la décision que le Directeur de 1'Usine prendrait.

U. LACOSTE a réservé le point de vue de l’Ambassadeur a-e 
Prance,that â l'égard de 1'Ambassade du Japon en particulier que 
vis ?! vis des autres Missions, en faisant observer qu’aucune des 
Missions qui s'étaient déclarées en ffveur de lf signalisation,et 
notamment 1'Ambassade de France, ne disposent d'une installation 
électrioue particulière, oes Missions seraient, en fait-,dsns 1 ’ im
possibilité d'adopter le mode de protection qui leur paraissait 
le plus efficace, si le courent de la ville était interrompu sur 
ordre de l’autorité militaire japonaise, aucune mesure de signa
lisation collective n'étt-nt par ailleurs prise per le Quartier, 
et le fonctionnement de 1'Usine du Quartier étant douteux en cas 
de raid • ! • 

) En outre, il a demandé i M. Akivama si les autorités militaires 
Japonaises estimaient que leur demande d'extinction des lumières 
avait gardé, depuis le 1er février, le meme caractère ôe nécessi
té, et s'il ne pensait pas que la question avait pris un tour 
académique et par oonsèauent inutile. M. Akiyama s répondu que 
1? question avait gardé le meme caractère de" nécessité actuelle.
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MEETING AT THE UNITED STATES EMBASSY OP TEE REIFFSYNT.ATIVES 
0'' THE DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS NOV-' REPRESENTED AT PEIPING.

let March, 1938.

IT.. ?.P. LOCNHAET, COUNSELOR 0? EMBASSY REPRESENTING THE 
UNITED STATES AMBASSADOR, H.E. Mr. NET SON. T. JOHNSON, PRESIDING».

Present:

H*N* Baron de Vo? van Steenw'k, Minister of the Netherlands 
Deletion.

U.E, M. de Lacerdo Dago, Minister of the Brazilian Legation.

M. Bidder, secretary of the German Embassy.

Mr* ,’.P. Lockhart, Counselor of the Embassy of the United 
States of America.

”. Scheyven, Counselor of the Belgian Embassy.

M. Lacoste, Secretary of the Trench Embassy.

Mr. Young, Secretary of the British Embassy.

Nr. jamb, Chinese Secretary of the British Embassy.

Count Giusti, Secretary of the Italian Embassy.

Er. Akiyama, Secretary of the Japanese Embassy.

M. de Muniz.

Mr. Tockhart, presiding, stated that he had, in 
aecordance with the reouest of several Missions, convoked in 
an unofficial manner this second meeting of the Representatives 
Qf the Diplomatic Missions nor represented st Peiping, (at the 
first informal meeting on 4th Eebruary no minutes were made}, 
in order to examine anew the question raised by the Japanese 
Embassy’s request to the Administration of the Diplomatic 
Quarter and to the Senior Commandant of the Embassy Guards, to 
extinguish all the lights in the Diplomatic Quarter in the case 
of a night raid on Peiping.

He then asked M. Lacoste, Secretary of the Trench 
Embassy, to open the discussion.

M. LACOSTE recalled that a misunderstanding 
seemed to have arisen on his p;?rt as regards the decision taken 
On the 4th Tebruary by the meeting of the Diplomatic Corps to 
o.-ff-r the question for 8 technical Qplnlon by the Commendants, 
in his opinion this merely implied consultation, end not neces
sarily commitment to abide by their opinion, which he for one 
•would have been unable to do without express instructions 
from his Ambassador. Moreover* the opinion of the Command
ants had not- been unanimous* and* further, M. Tacoste, as 
soon as he had realised the existence of ths misunderstand
ing* hastened to address to Mr. Tockhart a. letter dated 6th 
February setting out preciselv the point of view of the 
-■'rench Ambassador on this question, and asking him to com- 
munixseted the text to all the interested Missions.

• H.E. BARON DE VOS emphasized that, as M. Neggiar 
had pointed ôüt, the question concerned the right of the 
Diplomatic Quarter to take such measures as verë thought 
suitable for the defence of the Cuayter, and not only the 
working out of these measures.

It seemed to him necessary lay down the 
principle that the Diplomatic Corps has the right to take 
M-uite lndepcasd»«tly measures calculated fcc guarantee the /Immunity*
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immunit” and security of the Dijlomatic Quarter.

All the members present recornisec that the 
princijle laid dovn by B&ron de Vos vas incontestable.

IE. APIYANA, v'ho ves asked by y. Taocste if he 
could renev on' This joint the assurances riven by T'r. 
I'orishima aurin? the meeting of the 4th February,(that 
is, that the question h&d no bearing on the Bo>er Trotoeol, 
■nd in no wy effected the status of the Diplomstic quarter', 
oi. ;lered, vhile jointing out thet he ras not in 8 josition 
to discuss any question of jrincijle, that he had no objections? 
to make;.

This point established, Nr. Tockhart esked vhet 
rule the assembly projosed to observe' as rersrds the adoj- 
tion of its decisions, end reminded the assembly (in vhich 
point he' ras confirmed by F.y, Baron de Vos) thet these 
decisions had in the; past invariably been unanimous. It 

«-reec thet this rule should be observed. L

The assembly then proceeded to the examination of 
the actual question vhich formed the object of the1 meeting.

H.R. BARON IF VOS then made the folloving state-
ment : -

1. The right of the. Foreign Governments to take 
all necessary measures either by common consent 
or individually for the saferusrdlnr of their 
nationals and jrojerty in the Dijlomatio quarter 
cannot be questioned.

P. I have been informed that even if the vhole city 
of Peiping, including the Diplomatic quarter, vers 
darkened, it vould be1 easy for an average aviator 
to spot Peiping during the nie-ht.

3. If this is correct, it seems to me that the 
only method of safeguarding vould be to mark 
off clearly the limits of the- Dijlomatic 
C.uarter for the three folloving reasons

£. the precedent established in the For
eign Concession in Tientsin ano the Inter
national Settlement in Shanghai;

b. the; reouest of the- Jsjenese military 
authorities and rejectee by the Jajanese 
Government v-ith reperd’to the clearly 
marking of the jropert?> of third Rovers 
in a large area North of the Yangtze;

c. in order to have a. stronger claim vis- 
â-vls the Chineses Government for any 
damage that might be çy&tsee-d by air raids 
in the Diplomatic Cuerfeg.

In the course of a lengthy debate- the following 
attitudes v’e-re stated: 

IE. AIIIYAITA declared that the Japanese high 
command desired that the entire city should be completely 
darkened in order to protect it from the light of the
enemy in case of an air raid and thet vith this end in 
vlev he; vas askinr for the "co-ojerpt ion1’ çf the Quarter 
in general and of each ,rission in jarticular 4 Re made it 
clear that it m not possible for him tQ sfcbmit to the 
«T'panecee Hi ph Gommend any <*ampromice solution pf vhatever 

/nature,
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nature, such for example as the possible installation of 
special lights visible only to an serojlene passing 
directly above the lu&rter.

!?, LOO I'KART stated that fs fsr as he vas concerned 
he wished to rely"entirely on the opinion of the Commandant 
• 1 the American Guard, based solely on the Question of 
S' curity and that as the latter was in favour of turning 
out the lights he thought it his duty to align himself 
with this opinion.

I!. LACOSTE insisted vigorously that in the 
present circumstance s e technical opinion should not be 
the sole consideration, and that the Question also 
Included a juridical reject which was within the compe
tence- of the Diplomatic Missions proper.

If, as H.E. Baron de Vos had just recalled, the 
t»i?lC’:”'tio Quarter of Peiping fee, paradoxically enough, 
to be the only p>lace where foreign residences were not 
marked, contrary to the practice followed throughout the 
rest of China during the present hostilities, the respon- 
sibillt1’ of the attacking plane would, in the case of 
damage, be> diminished, and claims made- in the name of 
the victims would be proportionately weakened. The 
Japanese themselves had requested the Diplomatic Hissions 
only just recently that foreign property situated within 
the Chinese lines should be marked visibly against attack 
both from the land and from the air. The seme principles 
should apply to foreign property situated within the 
Japanese lines.

NR. YOUNG declared himself in favour of turning 
out the lights,' hut stated that he was ready to abandon 
this point of view if in maintaining it he vas likely to 
■ •"event the edition of a unanimous decision;

M. BIDDER voted for the turning out of lights.

M. DE MUNIZ likewise.

H.E. BARON DE VOS confirmed that he vas in 
favour of" marking the- £uarte-r.

H.E. M. DE IACERDO I ACC likewise.

COUNT GJUSTI declared that he- was ready, to fol- 
lov the opinion of the> Commandants provided that it was 
un-.nimous. Eurther, he asked Mr-. Akiysme if the Japanese 
Military Authorities considered that their request for the 
extinction of the lights had since the first of Eebruery 
retained the same element of necessity, end if it was not 
a- fact that the question had taken an academic end there
fore profitless turn.

MR. AKIYAIIA replied that the question still 
retained the same, element of necessity.

It having been established that it vas impossible 
to arrive at a compromise between the tvo points of view 
(advisability of extinguishing the lights or marking the 
C.uarter) or to arrive at unanimity, the rule at such 
meetings, the members of the Diplomatic Corps thereupon 
decided I-

(1) To take: no steps for the collective marking of 
the Cuarter;

(fp. that each Mission should decide for itself the 
respxmse t-x> lx made to the- Japanese request; 

/'(?)
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4.
dc^ision regards the putting cut 

of the normal street lig-hting- should be'left 
to the discretion of the Director of the 
Electric Power Station, since ’’r. lockhsrt 
the' Peiping representative- of the American 
Ambassador, Senior of the Representatives of 
the Protocol Powers, had not received from 
the meeting- any mandate to ?ive instructions 
on this point* as they vere unable to give 
him any positive or negative instructions, 
and that they would have po objections to make 
to whatever decision the Comfsnv might take.

P. T7.Ü0STF- rese.rved the- viev/ <jf the French 
ambassador, b'otT~ vl's-^-vis the J&ianese- Embassy in parti
cular and the; othe r P’iss ions, pointing out that some ’’le
sions who have declared in favour of marking- the iur-rtc-r, 
in particular the French Embassy, did not possess any 
private- electric installation and would therefore be 
Unsble to scoft the method of protection vhich seemed to 
them most efficacious if the city current was cut off en 
orders from the Japsntse I'ilitary Authorities, no collec
tive- steps for marking having- moreover been taken by the 
Quarter and the functioning- of the Cuarter Electric Rover 
-t-t-.on be-in? doubtful in the case of an sir raid.
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(Translation made by CBL)

EMBASSY Of FRANCE IN CHINA Peiping, February 6, 1928.

Dear Mr. Counselor:

With reference to our conversation of yesterday morn

ing I have the honor to set forth for you herewith the 

point of view of the French Ambassador on the question of 

measures of security to be taken in the Diplomatic Quarter 

in case of an aerial attack on Peiping.

Mr. Saggier believes that this question should not 

be considered solely from a technical and local point of 

view and that it concerns a question of ^principle, that 

of the immunity of the Diplomatic Quarter defined by the 

Protocol of 1901.

The Japanese Command itself recently demanded of the 

Powers which have dependants (nationals) in a vast zone 

of military operations situated north of the Yangtze that 

these foreigners mark their properties in as visible manner 

as possible, in order to spare the® the danger of bombard

ment.

The precautions recommended by the Japanese Command 

in view of the operations of its own aviation (corps) merit 

even more weighty consideration for the Diplomatic Quarter, 

in view of eventual raids of Chinese aviators.

This point of view would seem all the more justified 

inasmuch as the administration of the territory concerned 

has 

Mr. Lockhart,

CowOaMlflr of the Embassy of the
Unites States of America,

Peiping.
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has devolved to foreign control. In fact, the diplomatic 

Quarter Is comparable to a concession in this respect.

It enjoys to start with a position even more free (than 

a concession) since it is made up of parcels of property 

each one of which enjoys extraterritoriality. There

fore, following precedents well-known at Shanghai and 

Tientsin, trie foreign authorities are completely justi

fied in marking (with a beacon) the official properties 

and the private properties of their dependants (nationals) 

which ar situated in the Legation Quarter, and the French 

Embassy reseves formally its freedom of action on this 

question which concerns the matter of marking by day or 

night official and private Frenc: property.

I will be very grateful, Mr. Counselor, if you would 

communicate the text of this letter to all the interested 

diplomatic missions,and please accept, et cetera.

(Signed) Francis Lacoste
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COPY Enclosure 3

Despatch Mo. 1593

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

HEADQUARTERS
MARINE DETACHMENT, AMERICAN EMBASSY
PEIPING, CHINA 10 FEBRUARY, 1938

His Excellency
The American Ambassador 
American Embassy
Peiping, China

Sir:

At a meeting of the Commandants of the Embassy Guards of 
the American, French, British and Italian Embassies, vhich 
took place in my office on 4 February, at 10:00 a.m., it was 
agreed, the Commandant of the French Embassy Guard dissenting, 
that the best protection to persons ano. property in the Dip
lomatic Quarter of Peiping during an air raid against the 
city would be to darken all lights in the Diplomatic Quarter 
when lights of the city of Peiping are put out. This agree
ment was concerned with the military problem only, and had no 
reference to any diplomatic considerations which may have 
bearing on the matter. In accordance with this agreement, it 
was suggested that the Senior Commandant of the Embassy Guards 
in Peiping take over the function of ordering all lights out 
in the Diplomatic Quarter as a protection against air raids 
and when information is received that an air raid is about to 
take place.

At this meeting the Commandants also made the suggestion 
that when lights in the Diplomatic Quarter are to be darkened 
for the protection of persons and property against possible 
air raids, that the Senior Commandant be definitely informed 
at the time whether the city is to be darkened as a drill or 
exercise, or whether there is at the time a real threat of an 
attack on the city by air forces.

I have the honor to be, 
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN MARSTON 
JOHN MARSTON, 

COLONEL, U. S. MARINE CORPS, 
COMMANDANT, AMERICAN EMBASSY GUARD, AND 
SENIOR COMMANDANT, INTERNATIONAL GUARDS
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COPY Enclosure 4

Despatch No. 1595

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
HEADQUARTERS

MARINE' DETACHMENT, AMERICAN EMBASSY
PEIPING, CHINA 10 FEBRUARY 1958

His Excellency
The American Ambassador 
American Embassy
Peiping, China

Sir:

I am enclosing a copy of a letter addressed to Mr. 
George McBain, of the Peking Electric Company concerning 
necessary measures to be ta.ken reg arcing lights in the 
event of any air raids.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN MARSTON
JOHN MARSTON,

COLONEL, U. S. MARINE; CORPS
COMMANDING.
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HEADQUARTERS
MARINE DETACHMENT, AMERICAN EMBASSY
PEIPING, CHINA 10 FEBRUARY 1938

Mr. George McBain, 
Peking Electric Company, 
Peking, China.

I have the honor to inform you that the chiefs of the 
Diplomatic Body in Peking have agreed to conform to the de
cision of the Commandants of the Embassy Guards in regard to 
the measures which will be taken in the Diplomatic Quarter as 
a defense against possible air raids on the city of Peiping. 
A majority of the Commandants of the Embassy Guards has decided 
that the best protection to persons and property in the Dip
lomatic Quarter of Peiping during air raids upon the city will 
be to darken all lights in the Diplomatic Quarter when lights 
in the city of Peiping are put out. It was further agreed by 
the Commandants that all arrangements for the darkening of the 
Diplomatic Quarter will be placed in the hands of the senior 
Commandant who would take such measures as necessary to insure 
that lights were out at the appropriate times.

In conformity with this agreement you are requested to 
issue the necessary instructions to the operators of the Elec
tric Light Plant to the end that employees on duty at the plant 
will immediately cut off the current of the street lights of 
the Diplomatic Quarter and also the current to the houses and 
other establishments of the Diplomatic Quarter when so directed 
by myself or my representatives.

In view of the emergency nature of such orders and the 
possibility of misunderstandings due to differences of languages, 
I have had installed at the plant, with permission of the super
intendent, a special bell operated by a switch from my office. 
It is requested that orders be issued in the Electric Light 
Plant that when this bell rings at any time after dark, all 
lights in the Diplomatic Quarter will be darkened by pulling the 
switches to the lines carrying these currents.

When danger from the threatened air raids is over, your 
operators will be notified at once and lighting facilities will 
be resumed. It is necessary for me to emphasize that these 
measures are for the protection of lives and property in the 
Diplomatic Quarter and that the Company should be prepared to 
darken lights at any time when information is forthcoming that 
an air raie is threatened. Neither the Commission of the Dio- 
lomatic Quarter nor myself can be held responsible for damage 
to the Electric Light Plant resulting from action taken by your 
employees in turning out the electric lights in the Quarter.

It is requested that you inform me what action has been 
taken in response to this request.

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 
(Signed) JOHN MARSTON,

COLONEL, U. S. MARINE CORPS, 
COMMANDANT, AMERICAN EMBASSY GUARD, AND 
SENIOR COMMANDANT, INTERNATIONAL GUARDS
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Despatch No. 1595

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
HEADQUARTERS

MARINE DETACHMENT, AMERICAN EMBASSY 
PEIPING, CHINA 3 FEBRUARY, 1938

His Excellency
the American Ambassador
American Embassy 
Peiping, China

Sir :

At a conference of the Commandants of the Embassy 
Guards stationed in Peiping which took place in my office 
at 10:00 a.m., 2 February, when the matter of defense of 
the Diplomatic Quarter against possible air raids was 
discussed, a suggestion was offered by the Commandant of 
the Italian Embassy Guard that the Diplomatic Quarter be 
outlined in hooded lights visible only from the air to 
enable attacking planes to identify the Diplomatic Quarter 
ano thus avoid dropping bombs on this part of the city.

At my request, Captain Shiragai of the Japanese Embassy 
Guard was requested to interrogate the Commanding General of 
the Imperial Japanese Forces in Peiping to determine the 
latter’s attitude on the proposal. Yesterday afternoon 
Captain Shiragai returned and Informed me that General 
Yamashita had decided objections to the plan of outlining 
the Diplomatic Quarter in hooded lights, basing his objec
tions on the following grounds:

(a) That there were certain installations in the 
Japanese Embassy Compound vzhich were probably known to 
the Chinese and which were important objectives which 
vfould be proper targets for attacking planes. The out
lining of the Diplomatic Quarter in lights would afford 
attacking planes points of reference which would assist 
them in hitting these targets.

(b) The disorganization of the Chinese military 
forces, particularly their air force, maoe it highly 
improbable that the pilots of attacking planes could 
be kept informed of the significance of identifying 
lights, particularly in view of the fact that the most 
probable planes to be sent on the mission of attacking 
Peiping would be those of a foreign power, approaching 
the city from the west.

(c) The outlining of the Diplomatic Quarter in 
lights would give points of reference to attacking 
planes which would enable them to make more successful 
bombing attacks on other military installations in and 
around the city of Peiping.

Personally, I believe that the last two objections have 
considerable merit from a military point of view. With a 
due regard to the limitations of language, and a possible

misinterpretation
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misinterpretation on my part oi the objection I have listed 
■as (a), it is possible that the Commanding General of the 
Imperial Japanese Army in Peioing had reference to military 
installations in the Diplomatic Quarter which may or may not 
infringe upon the verbal agreement with me that the Japanese 
troops attached to the Embassy in Peiping would not be used 
for operations against the Chinese, nor would the Japanese 
Embassy Compound be used as a base for military operations 
outside the Diplomatic Quarter.

I have the honor to be, 
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) JOHN MARSTON 
JOHN MARSTON,

Colonel, U. S. Marine Corps
Commanding
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In Brussels, you and Norman Davis suggested that

we should try to work out an outline of a decent

settlement of the Far Eastern situation. At the time, “* 
h)

I was inclined to think that this was a work of super- 00
Ü1 

erogation. But we have been thinking it over, and hav4JI 
I 

now produced an essay on the subject, which I should “

like you to see. I therefore enclose it, for your (JI 

personal information, and in the hope that, on the same

purely personal basis you may give us your perfectly

frank opinion and any suggestions that you can think of.O
œ

I should explain that this memorandum sets out the\ 
7\ 

kind of settlement which we in the Foreign Office wouldZ
consider reasonable, and which we should like to T^in^ 

i-* M O
about if we had a perfectly free hand to lay down rtheO 
lines of a settlement. Vhich we have not - as yo®.’ &

Q,
It has not been considered by the G-overn/ient and must 

not/ £•■ 

Dr. Hornbeck.

& 
3*
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not be taken as committing them. The Japanese will 

of course want far more, and unless a great and

unforeseen change of mood occurs in Japan, we cannot 

expect to see a settlement on the lines sketched, 

unless our two Governments were able to exercise

effective pressure to secure it. On the other hand, if 

the Japanese were once brought to accept it, the ad

vantages it would offer them might be sufficient to 

produce a stable situation not requiring to be maintained 

by sustained pressure of a kind beyond our ordinary 

capacity.
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Memorandum on possible peace terms for"communication

to the United States Government.

His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have given 

consideration to the question of the possible terms of 

settlement that might be brought about through the influence of 

the United States Government and of His Majesty's Government 

acting on parallel lines. Action for the restoration of 

peace through the established peace machinery of the League of 

Nations or through any ad hoc machinery that may be set up for 

the purpose under the Pact of Paris or the Nine Power Treaty 

must, under present world conditions, prove ineffective. The 

only way, therefore, in which the influence of His Majesty's 

Government could effectively be brought to bear in the direc 

of restoring peace would be by action taken in defence of 

purely British interests. So far such action has been 

limited to representations to the Japanese Government and to 

various Japanese military and civil officials in China. 

These representations have not been entirely ineffective but
; i 

action on these lines seems unlikely to cause Japan to abandon 
her present intention of destroying the Chinese Government andG' 

setting up in place thereof one or more puppet Governments or 

Administrations that would be completely subservient to the will 

of Japan. Under such a settlement it seems clear that all 

foreign interests would suffer serious injury and might indeed 

in the course of time find themselves excluded from China, as 

they have already to a large extent been excluded from Korea 

and Manchuria. If, however, representations were backed by 

naval forces adequate to defend any vital British interest that

§ 7

might/
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might be threatened it seems probable that the attitude of 

the Japanese Government towards China would be considerably 

modified. The question of possible peace terms has 

therefore been considered from this angle: on the assumption 

that His Majesty's Government are in a position to enforce 

respect for vital British interests and thus dictate tenns 

of peace, what should these terms be?

2. Vital British interests in the Far East are:

(1) peace and stable political conditions, (2) the open door 

and equality of opportunity, (3) the security of Hong Kong. 

No. (3) might conceivably be obtained independently of 

Nos. (1) and (2), but it is clear that if Nos. (1) and (2) 

were obtained it would not be necessary for His Majesty's 

Government to take any special measures to ensure the security 

of Hong Kong. Consequently, if His Majesty's Government were 

able to secure a peace of a stable nature and based upon the 

principles of the open door and equality of opportunity every 

vital British interest would thereby be fully safeguarded and 

they might hope to secure the co-operation of other Powers 

having substantial interests in the Far East in the attempt to 

secure such a settlement. In particular they hope that the 

United States Government will also find that all that is 

necessary for the protection of American interests in the 

Orient is the due observance by all parties of the Nine Power 

Treaty, and would therefore be disposed to take action 

parallel to that of His Majesty's Government. Such action 

might consist in representing to Japan that American (British) 

interests are suffering damage through the failure of Japan

to/
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to observe the terms of Article-1 of the Nine Power Treaty 

and in taking such measures as will make it evident that 

the United States (United Kingdom) Government does not 

intend to acquiesce in any further or continuing breach of 

the terms of the Treaty. At the same time, each Government 

might make it clear that in their view the terms of peace, 

besides being fair to China, should be fair and even generous 

to Japan.

3. The arrangements for the future administration of 

Shanghai would seem to be the crux of the whole problem. 

The obvious solution would be to restore as far as possible the 

administration as it existed prior to July 1937 with possibly 

some improvements on the lines suggested in the Feetham Report. 

Japan, however, has 20,000 nationals residing in Shanghai 

and a considerable share in the vested interests and foreign 

trade. As it is essential to avoid arrangements that would be 

either unfair or humiliating to Japan it would be necessary to 

allow Japan to take measures for the protection of her nationals 

and her interests, and to accord her a share in the control of 

the foreign administered area corresponding to the numbers of 

the Japanese population and the importance of Japanese trade 

and vested interests. The administration, and more 

particularly the police force, would thus become to a large 

and increasing extent, Japanese in character. This would 

lead to friction with the Chinese, and eventually almost 

certainly armed clashes and a recurrence of the disastrous 

events of 1932 and 1937.
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4. It is moreover difficult to reconcile the foreign 

administration of Shanghai with the provisions of the Nine Power 

Treaty. Shanghai is the sixth largest city in the world. 

In finance, commerce, shipping and industry it is the heart of 

China and it nay be argued with some force that China can 

hardly develop the effective and suitable Government contemplated 

in the Nine Power Treaty so long as Chinese authority is in any 

degree excluded from Shanghai. Company legislation, insurance 

laws, control of education and relations between employers and 

employees, protection of labour, housing, protection and 

development of manufactures, control of key industries, economic 

planning generally - all these are essential elements in the 

social and economic structure of a modern state. But in the 

case of China that structure is distorted because nearly one 

half the population of Shanghai resides in areas from which 

Chinese authority is excluded. The traditional aim of 

American and British policy, enshrined in the Nine Power Treaty, 

has been to encourage China to develop into a modern state. But 

this aim has been to a large extent frustrated by inability to 

break away from the older tradition of imposing tutelage and 

protecting foreign interests by armed force. Important as the 

foreign interests concentrated in Shanghai may be, it is doubtful 

whether security can in fact be obtained for them in future by the 

old methods of foreign administered areas and foreign garrisons. 

It is improbable that the Chinese will accept a situation in 

which one half the population of their greatest city is withdrawn 

from Chinese control and the Governments of, at any rate, the 

United States of America and the United Kingdom will be reluctant 

in future to use force for the protection of vested interests, 

or for the maintenance of foreign municipal institutions either 

against Chinese nationalism on the one hand or Japanese aggression

on/
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5. For two reasons therefore, viz. the uneasy situation 

which will persist if Japanese control is not eliminated from 

Shanghai and the impediment to the normal development of China 

which foreign control generally in Shanghai will constitute, 

there would seem to be much to be said for a radical change in 

the existing conditions in Shanghai. A solution that would 

be both in harmony with the Nine Power Treaty and not 

humiliating to Japan can only be found by means of a self- 

denying ordinance under which whatever Japan is asked to 

surrender other Powers would also surrender, even though this 

might involve abandoning safeguards which have hitherto been 

regarded as indispensable for the protection of foreign interests 

at Shanghai. The only alternative to maintaining the 

International Settlement by force is to surrender all foreign 

control and restore complete Chinese control. The rendition of 

the International Settlement need not mean the end of foreign 

participation in local municipal government. It is suggested 

that on the withdrawal of the Japanese troops from Shanghai the 

Governments of the United States of America and the United 

Kingdom should each use their influence to secure that one 

municipal authority should be set up by the Chinese Government 

for the whole of Greater Shanghai, including Pootung, the 

International Settlement, the external Roads area, and, if 

possible, the French Concession. The existing municipal 

administration of the Settlement would be merged in the 

larger body which, while remaining a Chinese authority, would 

contain a foreign element with full representation of Japanese, 

British and other foreign interests. There would be one 

police force - also containing a foreign element - and Chinese 

laws would be applied and the Chinese writ would run throughout

Shanghai./
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Shanghai. No troops, Chinese or foreign, would be stationed 

within a radius of, say, 30 miles round Shanghai, thus giving 

effect to one of the desiderata to which the Japanese have 

always attached great importance.

6. A solution of the Shanghai problem on these lines would 

facilitate a settlement on the other points at issue on the 

basis of the open door and equality of opportunity, and in the 

spirit of the Nine Power Treaty which should obviously connote 

the withdrawal of Japanese armed forces from China and probably 

the withdrawal of all foreign garrisons. The Chinese would 

doubtless be willing to give assurances that the Maritime Customs 

Administration would be maintained on a basis of international 

co-operation fair to all powers trading in the Far East. She 

might also be pressed to give satisfaction to Japan on a number 

of points to which the Japanese Government legitimately attach 

great importance, such as anti-Japanese teaching in school text 

books, the suppression of anti-Japanese propaganda, the tariff 

rates to be applied to Japanese trade, etc. Japan attaches 

very great importance to her special position in North China.

v The terms of peace might therefore also include the recognition 

of Manchukuo by China - a measure which would remove one of the 

irritants that tend to disturb international relations generally 

and the grant of special facilities for economic co-operation 

and the investment of Japanese capital in North China. This 

might include mining and industrial concessions for Japanese 

corporations, and some measure of Japanese participation in the 

management of the Northern Railways. Finally if, in the course 

of the general settlement, an opportunity should occur for 

dealing with the question of extraterritoriality, His Majesty's 

Government would favour a solution on the lines of the draft 

agreement of 1931 which of course would be considerably

modified/
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modified - in the direction desired by China - by the rendition of 

the International Settlement as proposed above.
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BRITISH EMBASSY,

The Foreign Office hare sent us 04

 by bag the enclosed letter for you from Sir O

Alexander Cadogan.
We think you may also like to h)

00 
know that the Foreign Office have at the Ü1

6

same time sent us a copy of this letter for I

- our archives. 'x
(JI

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck, 

United States Department of State, 

Washington, D.C. zz. 
o
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April 13, 1938.

My dear Mallets

Referring to your letter of February 23 for

warding to me * letter addressed to me by Sir 

Alexander Cadogan under date February 14 and its 

enclosure, and Informing me that the British For

eign Office has at the same time sent the British
-Î Embassy here a copy of the letter under referenoe, 

may I, first, thank you for the helpful courtesy 

of your communication and, second, request that 

you be so good as to send to Sir Alexander Cadogan 

the letter and the memorandum covered thereby which 

I enclose herewith.
Yours sincerely,

Enclosures
To Sir Alexander Cadogan, 

dated April 13, 1938, 
with its enclosures.

Mr. V. A. L. Mallet, C.M.G., 

Counselor, British Embassy, 

Washington, 0. C.

793.94/12855-2/5
 

C
S/K

N

SKH:ZMK
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April 13, 1938.

My dear Sir Alexander:

It was very gratifying to ne to have, through the 

British Embassy here, your letter of February 14 and the 
memorandum enclosed therewith.

I had long been intending to write you, but, in the 
press of many matters whloh have kept me more than busy 

sinoe my return from Brussels, I have failed thus far to 

carry out that good intention — along with many other 
failures to perform.

Turning to the memorandum, I have noted carefully 

what you say in explanation of the conception which it 

represents and I fully understand that it does not commit 
your Government. I note especially your expression of the 

view that a settlement on the lines sketched cannot be 

expected unless our two Governments should be able to 

exercise effective pressure to bring it about. With all 
of that in mind, I have discussed the memorandum with some 

of my closest associates, and, in the light of our dis

cussion, we have put on paper a record of discussion in 

the fora of a memorandum which I enclose herewith. As
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is the case with your memorandum, this memorandum 

has not been seen by the highest policy-making offi
cials of ay Government and does not commit then.

It should in fact be regarded as committing no one. 
However, it accurately reflects, its authors believe, 

the spirit and the manner in which, in the light of 

prevailing publie opinion in this country, approach 

Is made here to the difficult problens inherent in 

and presented by current developments in the situation 

under consideration. Much of what is said is tenta
tive, and all of it is unofficial. I realise, as 

will you, that it does not offer much on the construc
tive side. More will be possible, we hope, on that 

side, later.

I enclose, also, for your convenience of reference, 

the full text of the most recent extended utterance of 

the Secretary of State on the subject of this country’s 

foreign policy.

Assuring you again of my appreciation of your letter 

and hoping that I may be able better in the future than 

during tho past four months to make good on the promise

which
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vhleh X Mde early in Dooewber last that X would keep 
In touch with you,

X aw, with all bast wishes,
Yours slnoerely,

Enclosures.
Memorandum;
Secretary’s speech of

March 17, 1938.

SKH:ZMK
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ON POSSIBLE PEACE TERMS FOR COM

MUNICATION TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT."

Analysis and Comment.

(NOTE: The memorandum gives a tentative indication of 

the kind of settlement between Japan and China which 

its Foreign Office authors believe the British Govern

ment might consider reasonable. It has not been con

sidered by the British Government and is not to be 

regarded as committing the British Government. Its 

authors are of the opinion that a settlement on the 

lines sketched in its paragraphs should be expected 

only in case the British and American Governments 

should be in position to exercise effective pressure 

toward bringing it about.)

1. The Foreign Office authors envisage action on 

parallel lines by the American Government and by the 

British Government. They are of the opinion that action 

toward restoration of peace in the Far East through 

machinery which might be set up ad hoc under the Pact 

of Paris or the Nine Power Treaty would, under present 

world conditions, prove ineffective. 

COMMENT: The two Governments have been pursuing in regard 

to many matters in the Far East courses of action which 

run parallel. They have been doing this without mutual 

or reciprocal commitments and (when and where so doing) 

because their views, interests and objectives have been 

similar.
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similar, The view now expressed by the Foreign Office 

authors that ad hoo machinery would under present 

tions prove ineffective is shared by the authors of 

these ooments.

The Foreign Offloe authors feel that action along 

the lines thus far employed is not likely to cause 

japan to abandon her present intention of destroying 

the Chinese Government and setting up in place thereof 

puppet regimes subservient to the will of Japan. 
COMMIT; We concur.

The foreign Office authors feel that under suoh 

an arrangement all foreign interests would suffer 

serious injury and might in course of time find them

selves excluded from China. 

COMMEHT: We concur, but with emphasis on the word "might." 

The Foreign Office authors reason that if representa

tions were backed by naval forces adequate to defend any 

vital British interest that might be affected, the atti

tude of the Japanese Government toward China would probably 

be considerably modified. They therefore approach the 

question of possible peace terms from this angle: assuming 

that the British Government should be in a position to 

enforce respect for vital British interests and thus 

dictate terms of peace, what should those terms be.
COMMENT:
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COMONT: We are not in position to make an assumption 

that the American Government would be in a position 

(that the United States would be willing) to make a 

disposal of naval forces for the purpose of defending 

and enforcing respect for American interests or of 

dictating terms of peace. Therefore, our approach to 

the question what the terms of peace should be (in fact, 

to the whole situation and its problems) is and must be 

from an angle different from that from which the foreign 

Office authors have in this memorandum considered that 

question*

2. The Foreign Office authors envisage vital 

British interests in the Far East as being: (1) peace 

and stable political conditions, (2) the open door 

and equality of opportunity, and (3) the security of 

Hong Kong. They consider that if the first two of these 

wore assured the third would be thereby taken care of. 

Hence, if the British Government were able to secure a 

peace on the basis of the first two, "every vital British 

interest would thereby be fully safeguarded and they 

might hope to secure the cooperation of other powers 

having substantial interests in the Far East in the 

attempt to secure such a settlement.” They hope that 

the United States Government would also be of the view

that
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that all that is necessary for the protection of 

American interesta in the Far East is the due observ

ance by all parties of the Nine Power Treaty, and that 

this Government would therefore be disposed to take 

aetion parallel to that of the British Government. 

They suggest that such action might take the form of 

making representations to Japan that American (British) 

interests are being damaged through the failure of 

Japan to live up to the provisions of Article 1 of the 

Nine Power Treaty, and of taking such measures as will 

indicate clearly that the United States (United Kingdom) 

Government does not intend to acquiesce in further 

breaching of the provisions of the treaty and making it 

clear that in the view of the United States (United 

Kingdom) Government the terms of settlement should be 

on the one hand fair to China and on the other hand 

fair and even generous to Japan.
COMMENT: Without attempting to distinguish between interests 

and vital interests, it is a well-known fact that this 

country is deeply concerned in regard and in relation to 

the questions of peace, stable political conditions, open 

door and equality of opportunity, the world over; and 

that it is opposed to aggression and conquest and procedures 

of violence in international relations — everywhere, and 
therefore
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therefore in the Far East. Hence, its objectives in 

regard to points 1 and 2 are similar to the British ob

jectives; and, it would have an indirect concern in 

regard to point 3. This country of course desires that 

there be peace, stable conditions, an open door and 

equality of opportunity in China (and elsewhere) and 

that there be no aggression against the sovereignty or 

the territory of any power in the Far East (or elsewhere). 

The Government of the United States has repeatedly given 

indication of the importance which it attaches to and 

the value which it places upon the provisions of the 

Nine Power Treaty. However, the action which the Brit

ish authors suggest toward obtaining respect by Japan 

for the provisions of that treaty calls for a disposal 

of naval forces, and, as stated above, it cannot be 

assumed that the United States is or will be willing to 

employ that method. Moreover, there is room for doubt 

whether an approach — to the problem of satisfactory 

terms of settlement — within the limits of the Nino 

Power Treaty alone would be sufficiently broad to cover 

the needs of the situation.

In the two declarations of the Brussels Conference 

the delegations present, with some exceptions, reaffirmed 

the principles of the Nine Power Treaty and gave notice 

that the settlement ultimately made between Japan and
China
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China must be acceptable to the parties to that treaty. 

That action should ultimately have substantial Influence 

upon the course of events in the Far East. But, both 

the Japanese and the Chinese realize that the fundamental 

issue in the present conflict is whether China (or large 

parts of China) is to be ruled by Chinese or by Japanese. 

It apparently is, as stated by the Foreign Office authors, 

the present intention of the Japanese to destroy the 

Chinese Government and to set up in place thereof puppet 

régimes "that would be completely subservient to the will 

of Japan." There is warrant for believing that an objec

tive of the Japanese is to gain complete control of China. 

In the light of those considerations, the Japanese insist

ence on their contention that the Issues concern Japan 

and China exclusively and, also, their persistent refusal 

to give countenance to any Intrusion by other powers are 

intelligible.

As matters stand, would a peace settlement brought 

about now by pressure from foreign governments with a 

threat of use of force be anything other than an uneasy, 

not-to-be-relied-upon, and short-lived truce?

With regard to the menace to the interests of foreign 

powers, while It is true that Japan Is, In those areas 

which have been occupied by the Japanese Army, steadily 

undermining and whittling down the rights and Interests
of
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of other powers, and while there is at all times an 

incidental menace to the lives and property of foreign 

nationals, does it not appear that both the Japanese 

and the Chinese are, and for some time to come will be, 

so completely occupied with problems of their military 

operations against each other as to render it unlikely 

that either power will go out of its way to add to its 

troubles by an officially planned armed assault upon 

the territorial or physical possessions of a third 

power? If, however, one or more third powers were at 

the present time to dispose naval forces in a manner 

threatening to Japan, would not the likelihood of sub

stantial assault by some Japanese armed forces upon 

territories or property of such power or powers be 

greatly increased? If such an assault were made, would 

not such power or powers at once — or soon — suffer 

injuries and incur losses greater in extent and in 

amount than would otherwise be those which they had 

sought — by making such a threat — to obviate? Suppose 

also that third powers were to bring to bear upon China 

a pressure directed toward causing China to compromise 

(at China*s expense) with Japan. Would not such a course 

be inconsistent with the treaty pledges of the powers? 

Leaving aside considerations of justice and of interna

tional morality, would a peace (?) agreement brought about

now
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now by such pressure in any way produce conditions of 

security, more than perhaps momentarily, for anything 

belonging to or appertaining to the powers and their 

interests?

Would any effort by third powers directed toward 

helping Japan to acquire control of any portion of Chi

nese territory bring any permanent advantage to any of 

such powers?

The situation and its potentialities being what 

they are, is not the policy which has thus far been 

pursued and which is now being pursued by the United 

States as sound a policy as can be pursued? In the 

course which it has followed, the Government of the 

United States at the outset urged upon both the Japanese 

and the Chinese Governments that hostilities be not 

entered upon; it thereafter urged upon both Governments 

that resort be had to processes of conciliation, and it 

assured both that it would be glad to be of assistance 

toward resort to such processes; it has throughout 

preserved an attitude of impartiality ("neutrality”) 

as between the parties; it has refrained from any action 

of interference or intervention; it has in effect taken 

note of impairments of American rights and injuries done 

to American interests by processes and instrumentalities 

of force majeure, in some oases by Japanese and in some
cases
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oases by Chinese agents; it has, however, refused to 

give any assent or countenance to such acts by either 

or both of the parties; it has made appropriate protests 

and entered appropriate reservations; it has notified 

both parties that it will hold them responsible for 

results of their unlawful acts; and it has taken steps 

toward strengthening and augmenting the armed forces of 

the United States, without adopting a menacing attitude 

or suggesting that it might use force for purposes of 

coercion. The Government of the United States took a 

definite stand in 1932 when it addressed to the Japanese 

and Chinese Governments its declaration that it could 

not admit the legality of any situation de facto and it 

did not intend to recognize any treaty or agreement 

entered into between those Governments which might 

impair the treaty rights of the United States or its 

citizens in China or to recognize any situation, treaty 

or agreement which might be brought about by means 

contrary to the provisions of the Pact of Paris. This 

Government has during the current hostilities given 

no assent to violations of international law or of 

treaty provisions by either the Japanese or the Chinese. 

This Government and the American people perceive today 

no useful purpose that could bo served, no lasting 

advantage that might be gained by facilitating or giving
countenance
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countenance to any acquisition by Japan of new rights, 

titles or privileges on the basis of aimed conquest in 

China.

There would seem to be little warrant for an ex

pectation that Japan can gain a clear military victory 

over China in the near future. Meanwhile, armament 

programs are being pushed both in the United States and 

in Great Britain, and in course of time it should become 

evident to Japan that she cannot both have her way in 

China and keep up in an armament race — if either — 

and that, because of relative changes in strength and 

of other developments in the general situation, her 

self-interest will be best served by her showing 

reasonable regard for the rights, the interests and 

the opinions of Great Britain and the United States 

and other concerned powers.
On the basis of these various considerations, it 

is believed that the most feasible course for the United 

States — and, if we may venture to suggest, for Great 

Britain — would be to persevere along these lines and 

await the coming of a time when it may appear that the 

Japanese and the Chinese have reached states of mind 

in the presence of which assistance toward the making
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by them of a reasonable settlement may to advantage 

be offered — and be given —- from without.

Seetions 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Foreign Office memo
randum contain suggestions regarding possible terms of 

a peace settlement. (It was stated in section 2 that 

the terms "besides being fair to China, should be fair 

and even generous to Japan.")

3, 4 and 5. The Foreign Office authors express 

the view that arrangements for the future administration 

of Shanghai would seem to be the crux of the whole prob
lem. They state that restoration as far as possible of 

the administration as it existed prior to July 1937 

with possibly some improvements on the lines suggested 

in the Feetham Report would meet with certain difficulties 

because of the large number of Japanese nationals residing 

at Shanghai and the largo amount of the Japanese «hare in 

the vested Interests and foreign trade there. They speak 

of an Inconsistency between certain provisions of the Nine 

Power Treaty and exclusion of Chinese authority from 

Shanghai. They mention a traditional aim of American 

and British policy, that of encouraging China to develop 

into a modem state. They affirm that the United States 

and
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and the United Kingdom will be reluctant in future to 

use force for protection of vested interests or mainte

nance of foreign municipal institutions there, whether 

against Chinese nationalism or against Japanese aggres

sion. They feel that — in view of the uneasy situation 

which will persist if Japanese control is not eliminated 

from Shanghai and if foreign control should continue 

to impede the normal development of Shanghai — there 

are strong arguments in favor of making a radical change 

in the existing conditions at Shanghai. They suggest 

that a self-denying ordinance is called for, under which 

both Japan and other powers would abandon certain safe

guards which have hitherto been regarded as indispensable 

for the protection of foreign interests there. They 

express the view that the alternative to maintaining the 

International Settlement by force is to restore complete 

Chinese control and that this need not mean the end of 

foreign participation In local municipal government. 

They suggest that on the withdrawal of the Japanese troops 

from Shanghai the Governments of the United States and 

the United Kingdom should use their influence to bring 

about the setting up by the Chinese Government of a single 

municipal authority for the whole of greater Shanghai; 

the municipal administration to contain a foreign element, 

with full representation of Japanese, British and other

foreign
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foreign interests; the police force to be «ni f i ea, con

taining a foreign element; Chinese laws to be applied 

and the Chinese writ to run throughout; and no troops, 

Chinese or foreign, to be stationed, within a radius of, 

say, 30 miles, around Shanghai.

CQKMWT: These views and suggestions with regard to 

Shanghai have a strong appeal. Our thoughts have been 

running along substantially those lines. It is believed 

that offloial opinion here would be favorably disposed 

in principle toward them. We feel, however, that the 

time has not yet arrived for a commitment — such as 

would be involved in the launching of any particular 

"plan" — regarding the future of Shanghai.

6. The Foreign Office authors suggest that a solu

tion of the Shanghai problem along the lines indicated 

above would facilitate a settlement of other points and 

should connote withdrawal of Japanese armed forces from 

China and probably withdrawal of all foreign garrisons; 

that the Chinese would doubtless be willing to give 

assurances that the Maritime Customs Administration would 

be maintained on a basis of international cooperation 

fair to all powers trading in the Far East; and that 

China might be pressed to give satisfaction to Japan on 

a number of points such as anti-Japanese teaching in 

school textbooks, the suppression of anti-Japanese

propaganda
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propaganda, and the tariff rates to be applied to Japa
nese trade.

COMMENT: With most of this, it is believed that official 

opinion here would be in accord, in principle.
The Foreign Office authors state that Japan attaches 

very great importance to her position in north China and 

suggest that the terms of peace might include the recog

nition of "Manchukuo” by China and the granting of special 

facilities for economic cooperation and for the investment 

of Japanese capital in north China, Including perhaps 

mining and industrial concessions for Japanese corpora

tions, and some measure of Japanese participation in the 

management of railways in north China. They indicate, 

also, that if opportunity should occur for dealing with 

the question of extraterritoriality, British officialdom 

would favor a solution on the lines of the draft agreement 

of 1931 modified by the rendition of the International 

Settlement at Shanghai. 

COMMENT: With regard to the suggestion that the terms of 

peace might "include the recognition of Manchukuo by 

China — a measure whioh would remove one of the irritants 

that tend to disturb International relations generally — 

there is room for doubt whether recognition of 

"Manchukuo* by China really would "remove one of the 

irritants that tend to disturb international relations
generally."
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generally." Such recognition (followed by recognition 

of "Manchukuo" by other countries) might conceivably 

operate as a palliative, but would it in any way go to 

the root of any of the causes of conflict which disturb 

the relations of Japan, China and the Soviet union? Its 

one assured effect would be to confirm the confidence 

of the Japanese in the efficacy of the method which they 

have been following, that of using armed force, in 

pursuance of objectives of policy. And this development 

in the Far Fast would inevitably encourage other powers 

which have the inclination to employ or to persevere in 

employment of that method in other parts of the world. 

It is not believed in the United States that "Manchukuo” 

possesses the characteristics of a sovereign and inde

pendent state. It must be assumed that this country 

would not wish to take, to participate in or to be 

associated with any initiative toward persuading the 

Chinese to accord the recognition under reference.

With regard to the suggestion that the terms of 

peace might include the granting of "special facilities 

for economic cooperation and the Investment of Japanese 

capital in North China,* it is, of course, highly desir

able that there be economic cooperation between the 

Chinese and the Japanese. By virtue of her geographic 

position and of the fact that she has become highly
industrialized
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induetrialized earlier than have other Far Eastern 

countries, Japan enjoys in China and in other Far East

ern markets certain definite "natural" advantages.

Measures should be devised whereby the Japanese may 

reside in, do business In, and trade with China under 

conditions of safety and of non-discrimination. But, 

is there reason why the Japanese should be accorded 

(by any political action) a preferred position there? 

Would it not seem that only when and as Chinese nationals 

and Japanese nationals arrive at a common conception that 

mutual and reciprocal advantages are to be had through 

amicable economic cooperation between them will there 

exist a basis for successful carrying out of joint or 

cooperative Chinese-Japanese undertakings? Can any agree
ments toward that end to which Chinese authorities might 

commit China under conditions of duress, if giving the 

Japanese any "special" position, have beneficial effects 

of any long duration? In the past, the Chinese authori

ties have on many occasions found it expedient under 

conditions of duress to enter into agreements according 

special rights ("privileges") to foreign countries and 

their nationals. However, the circumstances antecedent 

and the situations prevailing when such agreements were 

concluded have never been, generally speaking, such as 

those which prevail in connection with the present Japanese-
Chinese
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Chinese conflict. Sever have the issues been such as 

are the issues, between Japan and China, today. The 

questions of Japanese penetration and of Japanese influ

ence in and over China are questions of vital concern 

to the Chinese. The question whether foreign governments 

should bring to bear any substantial measure of influ

ence or pressure toward bringing about the conclusion of 

an agreement which would accord to the Japanese special 

rights, privileges, or advantages in north China differ
ing in any way from those accorded to China (and others) 
in Japanese territories or from those enjoyed by other 

powers in north China, is a question answer to which can 

be given to advantage only in the light of most serious 

and extensive consideration of the many Implications and 

the various possible consequences of such a procedure.
The suggestion that there should be mining and 

industrial concessions for Japanese corporations seems 

on its face reasonable and meritorious. However, there 

at once arise the questions: Circumstances being what 

they are, would Japan enter into any such agreements on 

a reciprocal basis; would China derive any real benefit 

therefrom; and what would be the results in terms of 

harmony or of friction?
The suggestion that there should be seme measure of 

Japanese participation in and management of the northern 
railways
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railways raises the questions: What, in the event of 

such a development, would become of the already established 

interests of other countries, conspicuously those of 

Great Britain, France, and Belgium, in the northern rail

ways; and would such a measure be consistent with certain 

provisions of existing treaties and contracts, and with 

certain features of China's national policy?

With regard to the broad general subject of Chinese- 

Japanese cooperation, the question arises: Does the 

evidence afforded by observation of what has taken place 

in the areas in which conditions have been theoretically 

favorable to Chinese-Japanese cooperation (the Kwantung 

Leased Territory, south Manchuria, and since 1931 all of 

Manchuria) give warrant for an expectation that such co

operation would be attainable in fact in north China? 

Over the period of the past thirty-three years the Kwantung 

Leased Territory might with warrant be viewed as having 

afforded a laboratory for testing the practicability of 

Chinese-Japanese cooperation, and, viewed in this light, 

the results of the test would seem to affird little basis 

for an answer in the affirmative. With the factors of a 

Japanese administration, an industrious Chinese population, 

abundant, natural resources, and an adequacy of available 

capital, there has not been produced any real économie co

operation or any substantial collaboration of any kind.
Much
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Much the same may be said also regarding south Manchuria, 

where Japanese influence has been predominant for twenty- 

three years, and regarding "Manchukuo," where the Japanese 

hare been in control since 1931. In "Manchukuo" not only 

has there been little or no genuine Chinese-Japanese 

economic cooperation but economic developments have been 

kept subservient to political and military objectives, 

and there has been afforded little or no opportunity for 

private Chinese participation (as distinguished from 

"Manchukuo" government participation) or for foreign 

participation. In the light of these facts, can it be 

assumed that Chinese-Japanese economic cooperation in 

north China would be realizable — or would eventuate? 

Might it not more warrantably be expected that facilities 

extended for economic cooperation and Japanese investment 

in north China, if and when, would contribute toward 

creating in north China a situation in all essential 

respects similar to the situation in Manchuria? The 

difficulty which the Chinese find in cooperating, even 

among themselves, is well known. Also well known are 

the rigidity of form, of national consciousness, and of 

political influences which characterize and accompany 

Japanese official and economic activities. To these 

factors, there has been added during recent years the 

factor of intense reciprocal distrust and antipathy.
These
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These observations and queries need not imply criticism 

either of the Japanese or of the Chinese. They do, how

ever, give rise to a further question: Is effective 

Chinese-Japanese cooperation possible?

In general, does not observation of Japanese penetra

tion into areas populated by Chinese lead to the conclu

sions: (1) that, where there Is olose eontaot between 

Japanese and Chinese, conflict rather than cooperation 

develops; (2) that Japanese economic effort in China 

relies heavily upon Japanese official support; (3) that 

such effort when and where engaged in tends toward sub

ordination or exclusion of the Chinese interests; and 

(4) that in areas in which such effort is successful, 

American and European interests also are gradually and 

effectively excluded?

Are not these outstanding among the actualities and 

the possible consequences to which serious consideration 

must be given in connection with the question whether 

third powers should or should not urge that special 

facilities be accorded to Japan for economic cooperation 

and Japanese investment in north China?

The suggestion that if in the course of a settle

ment an opportunity should occur for dealing with the 

question of extraterritoriality a solution might bo

sought on the lines of the draft agreement of 1931, with 

modification
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modification la the diraction desired by China in regard 

especially to the rendition of the International Settle
ment as discussed in an earlier section of these authors* 

memorandum, is altogether in lino with views which have 

for some time past been those in principle of the Ameri
can Government.

ADDITIONAL COMMENT: The contention is often made 

that the United States maintains an attitude and follows 

courses in regard to Far Eastern problems which are un

duly “idealistic” and not closely enough responsive to 

"realities.” Without going into a discussion of the ques
tion: What constitutes realism in relation to the situation 

in and the problems of the Far East? — it is our belief 

that the approach which the Government of the United States 

makes to the problems involved is in fact definitely and 

conspicuously realistic.

During the century of increasingly dose contact 

between the occidental powers and China which preceded the 
Washington Conference, the occidental powers made trial of 

and had experience of a great variety of methods of approach 

Against the background of experience, and in the light of 

serious and careful consideration of existing situations 

and existing trends of thought in various parts of the 

world, the powers concluded, at Washington, under the 

leadership of the American and the British Governments, a
collection
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collection of agreement» which were intended to diminish 

frictions, regulate contacts, and eliminate some at 

least of the factors which were making for international 

conflict — especially in the Far East and the Pacific. 

Vthatever may have been the inadequacies and the deficien

cies of those agreements, the provisions of one of them, 

the Nine Power Treaty, constitute, in our opinion, a 

sound basis for the regulation of the activities of the 

powers, including Japan, in China and in relations with 

China. Although there has been during recent years 

much criticism of that treaty and much contention from 

some quarters that the treaty either is defunct or is 

obsolete, from no source has there come any proffer of 

a better set of principles and provisions which might 

be agreed upon by the powers for the furthering of the 

objectives which were sought to be attained by commit

ment of the powers to (and respect — were it given — 

by the powers for) the provisions of that treaty. The 

treaty was based on the assumption that the Chinese people 

would be capable, if not subjected to unwarranted molesta

tion, of working out by their own methods and their own 

efforts a new political organisation and an economic 

reorganisation which would contribute toward conditions 

of stability and peace within their country and in the 

Ear East. The American people still feel that the 

assumption
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assumption under reference was (and is) sound. The 

Government of the United states believes that, generally 

speaking, the provisions of the Nine Power Treaty are 

fair and susceptible of practical application. It 

therefore seems to us that the fundamental problem in 

connection with China and Japan (and the relations of 

the powers with and in China) is that of bringing about 

a realisation by Japan that relations between Japan and 

China must conform to the general principles which have 

been evolved in world experience for the regulation of 

relations between sovereign and independent states; 

realization by Japan that neither the Chinese people nor 

the peoples of other countries which have Interests in 

the Far East are capable of becoming reconciled to a 

domination by Japan of China; realization by the Japanese 

that other powers not only have rights in and with regard 

to China but are incapable of relinquishing some of those 

rights; realisation by Japan that conquest of China by 

force of anas is expressly forbidden by international 

legislation, in the form of multilateral treaties, enacted 

during recent decades; realization by Japan that, whatever 

may be her Immediate success in use of armed force, several 

other nations, including the Chinese, have greater resources 

and power of endurance than has Japan; realization, In short 
by
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by the Japanese that principles, interests, law, treaty 

provisions, and the public opinion of many countries too 

powerful to be disregarded in the long run are opposed 

to Japan’s present policies and methods in regard to 

China, and that it therefore is advisable that ths Japa
nese themselves revise both of these.

Such evidence as we have gives no indication that 

there is imminent a breakdown either of China or of 

Japan. Nor have we any indication that the Chinese are 

at this time eager to enter upon any negotiation the ob

jective of which would be a settlement favorable to 

Japan at the expense of China. Attempts at mediation 

have already been made by an official representative of 

at least one power. Suggestions which that representa

tive made to the Chinese apparently with the approval 

of the Japanese, have been rejected by the Chinese. The 

efforts of the Brussels Conference to bring about a 

negotiation were rejected by the Japanese. The Conference 

is on record in reaffirmation of the principles of the 

Nine Power Treaty and in affirmation that the settlement 

between Japan and China when made must be acceptable to 

the powers party to the Nine Power Treaty which they 

represented. At the present moment no settlement accept
able
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able to the Chinese would be likely 

to the Japanese — and vice versa.

In the light of the above, we feel that the time 

has not yet come when it would be opportune for the 

American Government or for the British Government or 

for these two Governments or for any group of govern

ments to put forward a suggested plan of settlement. 

It seems to us advisable to withhold such a step until 

both the Japanese and the Chinese shall have reached a 

state of mind more favorable to a disposition on their 

part to take into consideration what we believe to be 

the realities which underlie the whole situation and 

which sooner or later must be faced. Is there not 

warrant for an expectation that, as the situation in 

China further develops, the Japanese will come to a 

realization that the cost of a perseverance by them in 

their effort to conquer China will be greater than such 

a conquest, if achievable at all, could possibly be 

worth to them; and that in the interval they will, as a 

result of representations made by other governments and 

in the light of developments in the fields of public 

opinion and of military preparedness in other countries, 

tend to show Increasingly greater respeot for the 

rights and interests of third powers?

(BOTE:
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(NOTE: Certain officers here are examining, with 

a view to possible future action at some opportune 

moment, the question of the practicability (possible 

methods and calculable effects) of taking action in the 

nature of "reprisals'* in the commercial field against 

Japan or China or both in connection with disregard, 

growing out of the present hostilities, for the rights, 

the interests and the diplomatic representations of 

the United States and other countries. Vie would be 

interested to know whether officers of the British 

Government have made or are making studies of this 

question and, if so, to what conclusions.)

April 13, 1938
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I must thank you for your letter and enclosure

of April 13th, and for the care with which you 
and your colleagues have considered and replied to 

the points contained in our statement. As you say, 
the two documents were written from different stand-

ro 
œ 
01 
01 

।
01

01

points, which accounts largely for such differences
of opinion as they contain.

<(

O
Ours contemplated the protection of our interest^ 

in the Far East and the restoration of peace by some 

form of armed intervention, while you have considered 
the problem in an attitude of greater detachment. I
can only hope your expectations may be justified and O 

wj O 
that Japan will in course of time be brought ^Xo See 

the error of her ways by reason only of the mgpalp CD 
indignation of other nations and her own economic 

difficulties. ,gO
Dr. Stanley Hornbeck. &
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I note with interest the statement that certain 
of your officers are examining the possibility of 
commercial reprisals in connection with the disregard 
of your interests and representations by the parties 
to the present hostilities. Hitherto our consider
ation of this question has been with a view to co
operation with other Powers in applying economic 
sanctions against Japan with the object of forcing 
her to cease hostilities. Like you, however, we 
are now turning our attention to the possibility of 
economic retaliation against the many insults and 
injuries to which our nationals and interests are 
being subjected and for which we have failed so 
far to obtain any reasonable satisfaction.

As soon as we have come to any definite con
clusions on the subject we shall be glad to inform 
you of them. Needless to say, we should be extremely 
interested to learn on what lines you have been

I working and what conclusions seem to be indicated

by/
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by your enquiry so far; and we shall be happy 
to exchange information on Japan’s economic 

position if that would be considered helpful.
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Dr. Stanley Hornbeck,

State Department

Washington.
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BRITISH EMBASSY, 

WASHINGTON,D.C.

(0 
04

2

June 1st, 1938. 
Personal.

//
*/ NOV l 1 5844
’ QiWtSsjON OF

D$ar Hornbeck:
'1 J

i enclose an envelope containing

Sir Alexander Cadogan’s reply to your letter 

to him of the 13th of April. As in the 

previous instance we have a copy of it.

Yours sincerely,

10 
00 
01 
01

I

01

3

Dr. Stanley Hornbeck, 
Department of State, 

Washington, D.C.
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June 8, 1938»

Dear Broadmead:

I acknowledge receipt of your 
letter of June first and the 
enclosure thereto, a letter from 
Sir Alexander Cadogan. I note 
your statement that the Embassy 
has a copy of the enclosure.

Thanking you, and with cordial 
regards, I am,

Yours sincerely,

Mr. Philip Mainwaring Broadmead, M.C., 
British Embassy, 

Washington, D. C.
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telegram received
___ 4th Marine 

SENT~TolFR0^Pril 19> 1938

1 Received 9:17 a. m.

ACTION: 
Cineal (Admn) 
Opnav 

INFO :
Amconsul Shanghai 
^omsubron 5 
Asst ALUSNA Shanghai 
Comdesron 5 
Cornyanpat 
Comsopat
Amembassydor China 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA Peiping

8610 Little charge Tsinpu situation fighting 

continues south Yihsien east Hanchwang. Japanese 

resumed offensive Lini sector. Guerrillas continue 

active region south and west Shanghai Nipponese re

taliated by burning entire villages. Informed Nantungchow 

offehsive halted at Tungtai 90 miles north Yangtze. 1850

793*94/12856
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HM
1GPO

| COPSES SEN S' TO
! O.N.S. AND AVI.D.

GRAY

Tsingtao via N.R.

Dated April 18, 1938

Rec’d 3 a.m, Apr. 19

traffic on the railway

Secretary of State, 

Washington.■

April 18, 5 p.m.

During the past week train 

between Tsingtao and Tsinanfu has bien interrupted several 

times due to destruction of track and bridges at different 

places. No tickets sold today out of Tsingtao beyond 

Chengyang, Train which left April 15 could not proceed 

beyond Fangtze and returned 16th. River bridge near 

Weihsien said destrdyed.

An American missionary who left Tsinanfu April 13 

and arrived Tsingtao night of April 15 reported that 

Chinese mobile units had been doing much damage to tracks 

between Lungshan and Weihsien and had to wait several 

times for repairs en route remaining all Thursday in 

Chowtsun where on the night of April 12 there had been 

a skirmish with cannonading between the Japanese and 

Chinese mobile units, 
I 

Repeated to Hankow,. Peiping, Nanking, Shanghai, By 

mail to Tokyo,

GOURLEY
KLPîRR
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s-- wiping, china

■ ebx'æry lb, 1338

aacurle m -udbaseador,

> Dtjpanmeiii oJ Mai* ■

I h«v»s t-w honor to herewith k copy

260

5 '

■ ’ ï> IA । - 
Tsingte®, china 

®æAPR IB PS| 2 |8

Wtfh /»• ranen*‘^Ù0ejr$p rocunaUon

'.-he honorable
.oison 'i'ruoler joiuWna','~’

FÀft tASHM AltAl 

/iPR 2 0 iyi^

4Jlr:

aid a translation of & proclamation roaantly pro-
cmlgatml by the ewy end navy eoaaandara
In iSlngteo.

hat:®r the promulgation of thia proalssatit» 

has been prompted by any of the aetivlties enwerated 

not known, the consulate*s general impression

being that th® Jr nne^o tew the situation very well 

in hand in ’ïeîngtao. Hœmvur, it ia reported that 

from tisse to tirm ae»«rahee are md® fbr arjas and 

that eofMî t«as rand ^-Munition have been di a covered. 

Th© ooi®ulate haa not observed the arrest of Chinese x-B 
*X5’ in ’Taingtao by the Jupunes® and no eases have oome _ 

to its attention. Tt is possible that the proelama» 
tlon was issued as a î.Mttor «f ©-3'«rset but it is 05 

also to be stated that not far ftom Tsingteo bridges

and ...

94/12858
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«• £ «•

end electric polos have recently been âeatroysd

by ..hineae.

es^cotfulLy yuwe,

...i^aol jokobin, 
^'•asrltan Consul.

jnolosure:
1. Copy of pruelamtion, with aglish translation.

800

orlgl Tai an< S copies to ,''labassy, ■ taping.
vOpy to jüt’fcawy, Hankcw.
Copy to Consola te, Chefoo-Tientsln.

O Z/- y
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(T â a. H .i L a T I .J H)

Îîï 'i'Æ-j CF i-4< uL^i-Cis.ïXLJ.’• >:eath penalty or

sever® punlatewnt sill be laeted «ut to those guilty 

yf -the following forms of coisduot. However, the eMre 

n»y be extenuated or pardoned in ease of voluntary 

confession prior to apprehensions

1. eaiatanoe against the Japanese forces.
8. espionage.

3. estructlQB or disruption of railways, electric 
wire», roads, bridges, and waterway» used by 
the Japanese forces, and other form of conduct 
obstructing ooEtaunioatiai» end transportation.

4. eetruction. of water and electric light works.

5. hndangoring the belonging0 uf the Japanese forces 
or looting of ams mfl «munition and other 
military supplies of the Japanese forces.

S. distribution of germs and poison with the object 
of endangering the «Ta pen ess forces.

7. All other foras of conduct endangering the safety 
end laovmont of the Japanese forces.

8. Instigation or assistance to tee above mntioned 
form of e oaduct.

0. uoncsaling the above desaribed oriaiaals.

January, the 13th yw* of ;Jhowa.

Hipest Cora aid of the Japanese 1-llltary i-'orcee 
idlest conmad of the Japanese naval forces

Translated by: CML.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
April 21 1938.

You may care to glance at th 
first two paragraphs of the enclo 
sure to Harbin’s despatch no. 38 
of February 16.

$ S
’ //

^7
 !#

• £
 b 

/j
FE:Pen?ield:HES
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RECEiVEO -

No. 38 rjcp^aiMENT Of TOE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

Ul'IITSCk STATES OF AMERICA \933 APR 18 P ifl 4 ^9

^VISION Of

*.Nd RECORD

CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT :

THE HONORABLE

American. Consulat eGeneral, 
Harb in, Manchur ia,

February 16, 1938

Gr.-uîe- '■

i... ' WlÙb

INTERVIEWS OF TWO AMERICANS WITH 
JAPANESE MILITARY OFFICIALS.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON.

on of
' j-M AFfMHS 1J

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose a copy of my 
^^spatch No. 35, dated February 16, 1938, addressed 

to the Embassy at Peiping, entitled "Interviews of

Two Americans With Japanese Military Officials."

Respectfully yours,

Copy of despatch No. 35, 
February 16, 1938.

In quintuplieate.

800
GRM•av

cop
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Ho. 35

1758

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
CF «HB

UNTIED STATES OF AMERICA

Amr lean Consulate General, 
Harbin, Manohurift»

February IS, 1033.

CONFEWIAL - Staff Use only.

SUBJECT» INTERVIEWS OF TWO AMERICANS WITH 
JAPANESE MILITARY OFFICIALS.

The Honorable
Melson Trusler Johnson,

Amarican Ambassador, 
Peiping, China.

Str:
I have the honor to report that Mr. A. T. 8|01S, 

representative in North China of the CHICAGO DAILY 
NWS, recently called at the Consulate General and re
ported an interesting conversation ho had had the pre
vious day in Hainking with Kujor General Kanji Ishi- 
hara, vice chief of staff of the Kwantung Amy. In 

cementing upon the reports of the looting by Japanese 
troops in Nanking after the taking of the capital, 
General Ishihara stated emphatically that if the re
ports were true, General Katsui was coenpletely respon
sible for the troops» behavior. He said that the 
morale of the Japanese army had never been at a lower

level <
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level than it was at ths present time. He depre
cated the currant lack of discipline among Japanese 
troops.

In the course of their conversation he also 
informed Mr. Steele that the Japanese would not open 
hostilities against Soviet Russia and that he believ
ed Russia would not make the first attack against 
Japan unless it was assured of Croat Britain’s sup
port. Re said that it therefore want that Japan 
would not fight Russia unless it had to fi^it Great 
Britain es well.

In this connection it seams worth mentioning 
that Mr. Richard T. -ùv^fos, a prominent American 
attorney from Tientsin who called this morning on 
EaJ'r General Sueichlro Higuchi, chief of the Japanese 
Military Mission in Earbin, was likewise informed by 
General liiguchi that Japan would not take the initi
ative in bringing about a conflict with Soviet Russia. 
;Jhen iir. Jvons remarked to the General that ho had 
been under the impression that, whoreoa thé respon
sible authorities in Japan and perhaps the highest 
officers in comand of tâie Japanese army, were opposed 
to opening hostilities with Soviet Russia, such was 

not the case with a con^rehwaaiva group of younger 
officers wiio advocated attacking Russia at this time 
while there was an enthusiasm for military conquest 
among the public in Japan which it would be difficult 
to rouso again whan it had once been allowed to sub- 
eide. General Higuchi agreed that there had been

such a
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such a conviction on the part of the younger officers 

that he had been one of them, and had shared their 

conviction, but that he had now changed his mind and 

was firm in the belief that it was wiser for Japan to 
show restraint vls-A-vls Soviet Russia.

The HARBTH HTCHINICHI of February 16 published a 
report that "anchurian troops guarding the third tun
nel of the railroad near Pogranichnaya wero attacked 

on February 14 by 15 Soviet soldiers with scouting \ 
dogs ■sho had invaded ’hlanchukuo” territory by about 
150 meters. The Invaders were repulsed Immediately 

with fire, end it was considered unlikely that the 

Incident world lead to further troublej the govern
ment at Hsinking had, however, considered it serious 

enough to make a strong protest to the Soviet Consul
ate "on or al in Harbin.

From Harbin Hr. Steele, amed with proper Japan- 
ace credentials, wont by rail to tho strongly forti
fied town of Tirheiho directly across the Amur Elver 

from Blagoveshchensk. Upon his return he informed 

the Consulate General that he had seen nothing of 
particular interest either from a military or a poli
tical standpoint, and that he did not believe the two 

and a half days’ journey had been worth making.

Respectfully your»,

800
ORMjav

Goorgo R. Ferrell, 
American Consul.

Five copie» to Department by 
despatch Ko. 38, February 16, 1938.

Copy to anbassy, Hankow* 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo. 
Copy to Consulate General, Mukden. 
Copy to Consulate, Dairen.
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' M?TMFÿT_ Qr s?AT£
3 T’ung Fu Chia Tao
Peking, China 
March 19,1938

z.
°v;o^

Pres. FrankllifeSC.'Rooseyelt
The White House ■' 56
Washington, D.C.

bi / ’.S;üù OFDear President CFtoosevelc*,,,,

It Is with hesitancy that I

-A-p *

r Vision Of
FAfi EASFERM AFMiHS

am writ! _ M 
because I am In great sympathy with your untiring effort»?^^*ofstat 
bring a more abundant life to the underprivileged in our 
country, and realize the heavy burden under which you must be 
laboring. I am also in hearty accord with America’s détermina +-<«*?». 
not to repeat the tragic futility of 1914-1918. But because 
living here in North China this year Is helping me see clearly 
why our protestations for peace are so Ineffective, I feel im
pelled to write you as briefly as possible from this perspective

793.94/12860

Despite a censored press In this area,evidence 
reaches us that the world at large, especially England, Prance 
Russia, and America are giving tremendous moral support to China’s 
cause, and have expressed In no uncertain terms their condemnation 
of Japan’s aggression. Friends write, "We are In deep sympathy 
with China and want to help her, but we cannot agree as to the 
method.” This attitude Is understandable, because thinking people 
everywhere are realizing that our methods Inevitably determine the 
nature of the ends achieved. There has been much talk of "collective 
security"- a banding together of the nations satisfied with the 
status quo to prevent Its being changed by less-favored nations. 
With no thought of justifying Japan’s alms and methods, T still 
believe firmly that we must run the risk of appearing pro
Japanese In an attempt to understand her actions, and more 1m- 
portant, the deep-seated feelings which motivate those actions. Ig m 
This course Is an especially difficult one to pursue 1n North o 
China where all the physical, mental, and spiritual sufferings cs Ei 
of the Invasion are so close, but the Chinese are remarkably 53
endowed with endurance and a kind of greatness which enables gg ' 1
them to pity sincerely the Japanese people who also are suffering, 
and destined 1n the near future to much more suffering, from the 
madness of their own military clique.

I am not under any mission board during my three- 3*
year teaching term, but on the whole the missionaries in this 
region command my deep respect. I am fully as Interested as they 
In approaching our International problems from a Christian 
viewpoint; we feel it Is not impractical Idealism, but the only 
sane and sound basis for a permanent peace. The conditions and 
feelings in Japan can perhaps be subdued by superior force of 
arms or a boycott, but they can never be healed by these methods. 
Germany today ’s our greatest witness to the fallacy of such 
attempts. We must acknowledge the fact of Japan’s overwhelming 
sense of inferiority, due In large degree to the combination 
of having her country forced open to Western trade, her people 
excluded from American soil, and her products often restricted 
bv prohibitive trade barriers.

o
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Tn the meantime she has been an apt student of Western ways, both 
In Industry and militarism, leading to an aggressive imperialism 
patterned after England’s and our own. Thus, seeking prestige In 
the family of nations, she has followed the only rules western 
history has provided, to be met with the reply that the rules have 
now been changed. Yet her Internal structure demands a search for 
raw materials and markets, and ’n defiance of treaties,she feels 
she must forge ahead with her mission to save the Far East. Tn the 
face of these facts, and convinced of the futility not only of 
collective security by force to permanently heal Japan, but also 
of moral condemnation when our own actions have given such perfect 
patterns, what remains as a course for us to follow?

At the outset we must admit that no method can 
guarantee the successful curbing of the powerful military 
machine. Tt will in all probability be self-destructive from the 
universal law of cause and effect. But this does not release us 
from what seems to me our urgent responsibility in this crisis. 
There is a movement abroad In England with the slogan," To covet 
and steal empire 1s no more sinful than to cleave unto empire." 
Its devotees hope to persuade England to initiate a conference 
at which she will submit all her colonies to international mandate 
with the purpose of providing markets and raw materials for the 
"have-not" countries. This action would be proceeded by a humble 
acknowledgment of her past sina of imperialism. I am convinced 
that until we also see and acknowledge In our own history parallel 
s1ns( our Manifest Destiny of the mîd-19th C., our exploits In 
the Philippines, the Far East, and especially the Monroe Doctrine 
policy in Central and South America) and give evidence of our sin
cere repentance by a willingness to share whatever benefits they 
have brought us, we are 1n no condition to judge Japan.Until we 
make th’s step, our very condemnation serves to inflame her Belf
ry ghteousness, and rallies even the dissenters in her land to 
support the honor of the Emperor.

This very inadequate discussion merely scratches the 
surface of a tremendous problem. My purpose in writing is,however, 
precisely that- to scratch the surface, to break through the crust 
of self-righteousness which clouds our vision and prevents us from 
being a truly creative member in the building of lasting world 
peace. If America can examine her national character, and cleanse 
it, even at this late date, her sincerity would be a powerful 
force- far more powerful than any army or navy we have ever had, 
or ever hoped to have. And with this sincere humility and generosity 
she can be a constructive agent in building entirely new foundations 
for the ideal of world brotherhood we all share. The old bases are 
fast destroying themselves- let us be willing to lose every vestige 
of false pride in order to save ourselves and the world.

Very respectfully yours,
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April 26 1938.

To the i-inericun ambassador,

Peiping:.

The Secretary of Stat® has received, by reference 
from the White House, a letter of Larch 19, 1938, ad

dressed to the President by Miss Charlotte Tinker, 
3 T'ung Fu Chia Tao, Peiping, with regard to the situa
tion in the Fer East.

The Secretary of State requests that the Ambassador, 
xmless he perceives objection thereto, wake appropriate 

acknov-ledgment of Miss Tinker's letter and inform her 
that the viev/s expressed therein have received careful 
consideration and that the spirit which prompted her to 

write is appreciated.

793.94/
 12860

793.94/12860 •

FE:

IV-23-38
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB__________ ______ _
SENT TO I

M.i.D !

COMSOPAT
FR°ïpril 19, 1938

RecM 1:30 p.m.
ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: COMSUBRON 5

COMDESRON 5 ... .
CINCAF
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
4th MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0019 On seventeenth air raids northern residential
section Canton sixty killed, one hundred forty injured, 
seventy five houses destroyed 1805

HPD

to to

793.94/ 
12 86 Î 

F/FG
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795.94/12862

MB ___ GRAY AND SPECIAL GRAY
“’H-OPSî-g gp|\jT~ÿ'0 P Canton via N,R, 

- । 22*2' M.I.D. | Dated April 18, 1938 
X>T^ ’ Rec’d ls20 Anritil

Secretary of State,

Washington.

April 18, 1 p.m.
Yesterday afternoon 24 Japanese planes^d^opped about 

18 bombs on northern section of Canton city proper. Bombs 

fell in vicinity of Sun Yat Sen Memcx-’ial, in thickly popu« 

lated civilian a??eas and on Kwangtu:..g middle school which 

is reported destroyed. Official reports state 60 killed 

140 wounded and about 100 houses destroyed. Unknown whetbc: 

bombs were intended for some particular objective or were 

released at random.
Chinese batteries were active but brought down no 

planes. Shell fragment fell on roof of this Consulate 

General without damage. 

Canton Hong Kong railway bridge reported damaged in 

telegram of April 15 12 noon is long span over East river 

at Klung. Direct hit damaged concrete pier badly. Pier 

is to be shared up with ties so that bridge can be used. 

Repairs will take about ten days, Passknger train service 

was resumed last night witti change of trains at bridge 2g "0 
*rj \ 

over co p "R 
cn Jrj 0 
<3 Ü co co
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2- April 1Ô, from Canton*

over which passengers walked*
Repeated to Peiping, Hankowj Shanghai,

FLETCHER
CSBr
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB
This teïÊgram must be 
dcsely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

FrR0ttankow via N.R.

Dated April 19, 1938

Secretary of State,

Washington,

207, April 19, 2

I have examined again my 76 of February 3, 2 putffu,
I

and/find little to add to the estimate of the situation 
then attempted. During interval since then Captain Carl"

- son returned from a trip in Shansi which took him througho' £6
L

area occupied by so-called Communists and partisans. He 

brought eloquent testimony of the thoroughness with which 

the country people throughout all that area are being 

aroused and trained in guerrilla tactics which have pre

vented the Japanese armed forces making their hold effectif. - - ™ 
beyond lines of railway communication. Commander Overesch yj 

rO A
has been down from Peiping and says that areas south of 
and to within sight of walls of Peiping are roused in £3 

opposition. Colonel Stillwell has returned from a trip 

to the northwest which took him to Sining in Chinghai, and 

tells me that throughout area which he traveled the people 
a;pe being drilled and aroused. More recently Captain 

Carlson has returned from a trip which enabled him to 
watch three days Of the fighting at Taierchuang, and "H

tella s
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2* No.207, April 19, from Hankow.

a greguse

tells me that Chinese troops in the field there won a 

well deserved victory over Japanese troops, administering 

the first defeat that Japanese troops have suffered in the 
field in modern times. All of this confirms my belief that 

t deal more force than it nor?

has in the field if it hopes begin reconstruction
operations even in those areas close to Shanghai and 

Tientsin.

Two. Conditions here at Hankow have changed from an 

atmosphere of pessimism to one of dogged optimism. The 

Governm^ni^ is more united under Chiang and there is a _ 

feeling^the future is not entirely hopeless due to recent 

failure of Japanese arms at Hsuchow. This optimism is 

based more upon the hope of «taring out the Japanese than 

any expectation of being able by force to drive out Japan

ese forces now on Chinese soil. Realization of this hop” 

is dependent upon the Japanese economic factor which is a. 
highly speculative quantity. Chinese ability to maintain 

a.stubborn long time resistance is fairly good, as the 

«aatfdwm can feed Indefinitely while Japanese forces in 
4

China will have to be supplied continually at colossal 

Expense.

Three. I find no evidence of a desire for a peact
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3- No. 207, April 19, from Hankow«

by compromise among Chinese, and doubt whether the Govern* 
v 

ment could persuade its army or its people to accept such
a peace. The spirit of resistance is slowly spreading

( among the people, who are awakening to a feeling that this 
is their war, Japanese air raids in the interior ahd 

atrocities by Japanese soldiers upon civilian population 
are responsible for this stiffening of the people.

Repeated to Peiping and Shanghai. Shanghai please 
relay to Tokyo and show Commander-in-Chief.

JOHNSON
RR:CSB
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 207) of April 19, 1930, from the 

American Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially as 
followsi

Having again examined his telegram (no. 76) of 

February 3, the Awtoasaador states that he has little to 

add to the estimate of th® situation whldh he attempted 

to make at that time. Turing the period which has In
tervened since February 3 Captain Carlson returned from 

a trip in hhansi Province at which time he traveled 

over the area occupied by partisans and so-called com
munists. Captain Carlson brought back eloquentj testi
mony of the thoroughness with which the country people 

in all of that area are being stirred and trained in 

tactics of guerrilla warfare which have kept the Japa
nese military forces from making effective their hold 

beyond lines of railway cosæamicatlon. According to 

Commander Overesoh, who has boon down to Hankow from 

Peipln>*, the regions within slrht of the walls of 
Peiping and south, of the walls are stirred to opposi
tion. According to Colonel Ctllwell, who has com® back 

from a trip into the northwest which took him to 

Slnlng in Chlnghal Province, the people are being 

drilled and aroused throughout the region in which he 

traveled. Captain Carlson, who has returned w>re re

cently from a trip which rade it possible for him to

O
 >
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observe the fighting at Taierchuang for three days, re

ports that the Chinese soldiers in the field at Taier- 

chuanp defeat ad the Japanese soldiers in a well deserved 

victory and gave those soldiers the first defeat which 

they have had in the field In modem times. All of the 

above confirma the Ambassador in his belief that if 

Japan hopes to parity and start reconstruction operations» 

evenin those regions near Tientsin and Shanghai, it will 
have to employ considerable more force than it has in 

the field at the present tltne,

With regard to conditions at Hankow, an atr.ospi.ere 

of dogged optimism has replaced An atmosphere of pessi

mism. "uo to the fallui’0 of Japanese arme recently at 

Hsuchow tÂ are exists a feeling that the future is not 

altogether hopeless, and the uovornmert la more united 

under General Chiang 'iai-shek. This feeling of optimism ■ 

is based not so much upon any expectation of being able 

to drive out by force the Japanese troops now on Chinese 

soil as upon tie ho~e of wearing the Japanese out. 

Realisation of this hope depends upon the Japanese 
„ theeconomics factor — a very speculative quantity. 

Chinese can feed themselves for an indefinite length of 

time while the Japanese troops in China will have to be taken 

care of continually at very great expense, the ability of the 

Chinese to keep up a stubborn resistance for a long period of 

time is rather good.
Atrocities
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Atrocities by Japan»»» troops upon th® civilian 

population and Japanese air raid® in th® Interior are 

responsible for the spirit of resistance which is Hourly 

spreading among the people who are awakening to a con
sciousness that this war is theirs. The Ambassador sees 
no evidence of a desire among th© Chinese for a peace by 

compromise and he Is doubtful whether the Chinese Gov
ernment could persuade the Chinese people or array to 

accept such a peace.

793.94/Ï2863
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

SPECIAL GRAY
FROM

Secretary of State

Washington

April 15, noon

Canton via N.R

Dated April 15, 1938

Rec’d 1:30 p. m. 19th

On 15th Japanese planesr bombed and damaged Canton

Hong Kong Railway bridge. Train service suspended yesterday

but expected trains will run today with transfer of

passengers from one train to another at damaged bridge

Aside from damage to bridge mentioned above and to factory

bombing reported in my telegram of April 11th, 3 p. m

air raid damage was negligible thus far this month.

793^y 4/ 12864

Canton newspaper gives following statistics for

Japanese air raids over Kwangtung between April first

and fifteenth: over seven hundred bombs dropped; over

three hundred persons killed; three hundred and seventy-

six plane flight

Sent to Peiping Hankow and Shanghai

LINNELL

to

00

"O

CSB
TÎ
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NOTE

893.01 ProTisional/lOS Despatch #604
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- FvJrv___________________________________________________________________

FROM _______________  (.....C.^.d.W.eL1..___ ) DATED_____MarCh 5’ 1958

TO NAME 1-1127 era

REGARDING*, sino-Japanese conflict: Memorandum of 
conversation between Consul Berger and 
a Chinese resident of Tientsin, regarding 
the provisional government in the hands of 
the Japanese, and the disrupted political 
conditions, due to-.

793.94/ 
12865

aa
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SEE 893.00 r.H./142 FOR.Jîiæ8 Cl

<0

FROM Lockhart
NAME 1—1127

REGARDING-. j-apanese political administration in China; establishment

K) 
CO 
0) 
O)

of a bank for the Provisional Government; replacement of 
General Iwane &atsui by General Shunroku Hata; Japanese 
military activities in China: comments on the above.
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<• laamM MUX la political

Absence ©f progr*«« 1* th* regu* at Peiplngt 
Trt* •Proviaioi&al ôovermwt of tn* ftepublic ®f 

China», Inaugurated LsceaMr 14, showed during. February 
but little, if ®ay» aea«o of strength. Ta* Japanese la 
control continued unable t® f 1ml a Chiu*»» of reculait* 
caliber or prestige to beeoa* its heads th* rag la®’« 
"provisional» character tfid aot alterj a»o ita Japatme- 
dlr®ct«KS, actlTlti*B did act *xt*nd b*yo&d tae Peiping~ 
Tiestsin area *ae«pt in aaa*. Ita a*«.laaL aptwre did 
expand., haaarer, »lth the lralttai>j» of freshly occupied 
parts of Shantung and Shan*lPro*inc*», vhlch were in 
fact aflalnlstored by th* Japanese military, and with th* 
iaelualon of th* ar«a ud4«f tu« "Kast Bopel Anti-C*»-> 
aunlet Âutonwou* Ô*v*rna®nt*. Tai* latter area was 

turned
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turned over ta tho "Provision®! Oovero®®nt* to so.se
ujhîv tvrad nod degrwv on P«bru*ry 1 as ta® result of as 
agreement signed January 350 by leaders uf the two re- 
gines, with Major General geiichl klta slgnlfieantly a 
witness. Ta» terms of the agreeae^t afv <wt knovn but 
they reportedly ineluded t&e assunlng by th< "Provisional 
(tovernaeot* of Ui asset® a»d liabilities of the Scat 
Jiapel régla», tïw eaploy»w»t by vie "Provisional Gov- 
ernaeat" &f official» of th® defunct regia», ana the 
underwriting of a»ree®ent» entered iïîto by th® Bast 
Hopei regime. Cb*ih Tsung-au, tha iw&i of the East 
iiopei réglas, became a Counselor of the Sxucutlve Go®- 
alssion of the “Provisional Government*. There *aa 
speculation aaong observers w ta what agreements the 
last Bopel regime .gat have entered into vlth Jepa» 
and •aanchuàue*, now subscribed to by the “Provisional 
Goversaent”, but ioXoruntion is that regard «»» lacking, 
Taere was also speculation as to how complete•. the aer- 
gene» sight b® inasmuch as the &wantung Army, which created 
and directed th® sUst Hoyei ragiae, eight be unwilling to 
relinquish that control cocplet^ly.

1% 
Prepara.ll,® for a basa for tne "Provisional 
Gov®rarest"i
The principal activities of the reglac at Peiping 

appeared to be directed uurtKg Februcry toward the for»- 
Lag of a new bank, to known as the Federal Meserve 
Bank. The "Provisional Government* issued an order Feb
ruary 7 for the establishing of a "Peking-Tientsin Sil
ver Custody Coasslttee* for the purpose of taking over the 

duties

IS. &abas»y»s (Poising) despatch IbSB, February 17.
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duties of the Mation&l Governaent’a '’Tientsin Br>wcu 
Codait tes» for ta* Custody *>» the Sots-Is^ue and aeservas*J 
regulations to govern tù» bans were published February bj 
afiAoanooiKOdt was «do February 1. that the BPr*vislooal 
Qovern»»ent* had subscribed its first &l£,hwù,Oûû worth of 
•hares u* iuw proposed bank, secured by the Japan»»» In
dustrial, ïokol'Aaa Specie, Chosen Baxu.aj th* per
sonnel of a Soaru of directors anu of a Boarc. of Super
visor» was aaua public February l&j and it was rwporteu 
that the wm would b® forsully oper-ad os M&rcn 1 at Fei- 
plug. By the close of February, however, it boeaae «vi
sant tl»at the cate of openiug would ba postponed.

IS
Postpon«e«mt of & r^ie* for th» lower 
fajagtx«s
Alths-.<h report* of Japan»#» origin forecast dur

ing February tha ast&bllsha*nt of ® »♦» C&kw r«<ia* 
for the aoalaal adal&istrati .>» of the occupied ar»aa of 
the lower fangti» region, presuaably to be co-eaual of 
th» ragisa at Peiping, February »r4«d without t»ah a 
development havi<< taken place. Presumably various fac
tor» were responsible for tha delay, inaludlng préoccupa
tion of Japanese farces tn the area with ChlB«»« guerrilla 
actlviti»», dlsagreeaaet easing Japanese concerned In res
pect of detail» of the reglae, change in the romand of 

the Japan»»® força», lack of satisfactory Chine»* per

sonnel, and bostblngs and as»a»»lnati ♦»» in Shanghai which 
discouraged Chinese fr^w assualr^g political r«sp5B»lbliitj[e> 

tven UiQugh it was el.eg^d that the acts of terrorisa were 
prUclpally th® act# of pro-Japanese agents. That the 

naw

IS. banking’# telegram 5®, February K, • p.a.
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new r^giae intended for th# occupied areas of tn» low®r 
Fangtse region would have friwdly association vlth th* 
raglan at Felling »*« lixiieatsd by the arrival at Shanghai* 
for participation in it» organisation* of Mr. id Ssu-hao* 
a follower of Mr. Sang fc'en-ain of the Pairing r^glwe and 
f crater ^hairœafi of the &eunoalc Cowaissian of the defunct 
hopei-Chaloar Political Council.

Meanwhile cities wa town» continued to ba nonlnally 

under tne direction of local coanlttees. That at Basking» 

Inaugurated January 1* was presuaably typical. It con
sisted of second rate sen who were report-c to ba unable 
to take any step without the epproval of the Japanese Spe
cial Military Affairs Organ ano to be afraid of initiating 
any measure unless confident beforehand that it would have 
’'apanes'? approval.

14
&• IfMftXM £&& Ûlfii £1 tail Iwaan Matsuit 
General Iwane Matsul* in cowsaud of Japanese forces 

in the Shanghai area* left Shanghai for Japan February Hit 

ana his replacement by General Steunroku Mata* director Gen
eral of Military Training* was announced February M. Gen
eral Satsul»s transfer was presumably due to such factors 
as uie having bee» called from retlrenent to active serties 

in the Shanghai area* his lack of anenabillty to central 

authority* his political assoelatloBS* his excessively 

outspoke® press interviews* his inability to get along 

with foreigners* dlaharaony existing between hi* and otMr 

ailitary leaders* and Um» need now in the lower Xangtxo re

gion for an intelligent* politlcally-aiiMSed officer rathur 

than a capable «liltsry campaigner, fho transfer nay aloe 
have

14. Tokyo's t»legr&s 1Mb* February kb* 6 p.«.* Shanghai's 
telegram «.SO, February 1’J* 11 a.«.
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have been a stop in préparait far solving tue questiun 
of supreme eomtsiand of Japanese forces an the Asiatic Main
land. General Hate is alleged to have no political bias, 

to bo a strict disciplinarian, &»d to be able to work in 
harauay with the co sounder of th® Japanos* forces In Morth 

Cistna, General Juic&i ferauchi, to *hoa General Mata is 
Junior in service.

feeports &S impending changée a®on< other generals 

in China, including Manchuria, circulated during February 
but ware n^t conflr«ed, 

Ih 
«• battle for the eastern part of the 

luMhal Railway»

The Japanese Military eoveaents northward in northern 
Anhwei Province and southward in Shantung in the direction 
of tue hunghai Railway, discuss Mi is tu» preceding monthly 
report, aid not develop definitively during February. Jape 
nos* forces moving north its Anhwei Province occupied early 
in February Pengp’u, an the Tsin-p*u Railway lisO miles 
south of hsuehow, the intersection of th® Tsinptu ami 
hunghal Railways. Xaey &l*o occupied hwalyuan, to the 
west of Pen&p’u, and succeeded in crossing the Mwai hiver 
In tn* vicinity of those two cities. Subsequently they ad
vanced but little, failing to effect a crossing of the 

River, Miles north of the Wai.

I» Shantung Province, southward n>ve«ae»ts of the 

Japanese were similarly delayed. *•enghelen, on the Xain- 

p»u Railway, some SO Biles north of Hsuchow, remained in 

CMnwse hands throughout the Month. Japanese forces were

JSMAOâ

IS. ghanghaiU February 10, 4 p.n., and 285, Feb
ruary W, a P.M., and feriMBsyt» (Peiping) l^M, Fdb- 
ruary IB, 4 p.a., 180, February Si, S p.n«, and U4. 
February M, 1 p.a.
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engaged for many days by Caines© forces in tae vicinity 

of Tsinlng, west of Che Tsiop’u hallway and 100 alias 

northwest of dauchow, although the Japanese hac succeeded 

by the end of February In taking that city ana in ad

vancing in separate units west lb tulles to Klasiang and 

southwest 80 allés to Kinslang. Thia latter wove «as 

apparently an attempt to reach the Lunghal at Kwelteh, 

In Honan, 100 miles southwest of Kinslang. Japanese 

forces in eastern Shantung succeeded in reaching even

tually th® vicinity of Uni (ïichow), which Is some 

HO miles northeast of Ksuchow.

The slow progress of the Japanese In northern 

Anhwei and southern Bnantuxsg was due to various factors, 

including insufflaient troop strength on the Japanese 

side ana effective guerrilla activities on the Chinese 

side. The Japanese were unable to transfer to northern 

Anhwei from south of th® fangtse River as many troops 

as they wished because of widespread Chinese guerrilla 

warfare south of the river. Chinese troops in Anhwei 

and southern Shantung reportedly showed little or no 

intention, however, of making strong attacks on the 

Japanese forces, preferring rather to confine them

selves to guerrilla tactics. Japanese delay in those 

areas may also have been duo largely to pulleys that 

is, they may have been waiting on Japanese action to the 

west, in Honan and Snansi Provinces.
IS 

d. Japanese advanaas III &OUI Jfiâ. ââABll ÎX&fiLfifita1
Linked with the activities in northern Annwel and 

southern Shantung were the preparations of the Japanese 
during

X6. Esbassy*s (Peiping) 104, February 11, 5 p.a., 1«M> 
February Id, 4 p.n., Iks, February 19, 4 p.m., 
184, February ad, 1 p.a,, and 151, March 4, 4 p.n.
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durlog early February In Hopei wad Shansi Frovi&ces 

fur southward advances. Coapl^tlng their preparations, 

Japanese force» experienced little difficulty in moving 

south along the F el ping-Hankow Hallway in northern Honan 

and, aided by other forces which entered the province 

through the panhandle of Hopei Province, succeeded by 

tne end of February io occupying all principal strategic 

points 1» Honan north of the Yellow River. (Tne Chinese 

destroyed, or seriously damaged, the Pelping-Hanaow Rail

way bridge, which cross®» the Yellow River north of Cheng

chow, on February Id.)

Forward movements by several Japanese units began 

about tne middle of th® month in various parts of Shansi 

Province. These forces included two or tarse units 

wr.lch entered southeastern Shansi froæ Honan ana also 

units of tnc hwantung Army which advanced in northwest 

Snansi toward towns an the east bank of the Yellow River 

facing Shensi Province. Th® occupation of the southern 

part of the Taiyuan plain in cttitral Shansi was completed 

within a fa» days. One force tno-- coved vest along the 

aain highway connecting Shansi and Shensi and occupied on 

February Chuntu, ths terainus of that highway in Shansi 

0» the east bank of the Yellow River. Another force moved 

south along the Taiyuan-T*ungkuan Railway, captured on Feb

ruary »6 Llngshih at the southern edge of the Taiyuan plain, 

broke through Chinese defense lines, and proceeded 80 «lies 

south along the railway to Hwohslen, which it occupied Feb

ruary s*®. Meanwhile another force, asking a flanking Move

ment, occupied on February k? Linfn, 40 silos south of 

Hwohsien, on the same railway, thereby endangering the 

retreating Chinese forces. Other units were active both

east
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and Hast of the railway. It sewued at the «nd of 
the month inevitable that Japanese forces would occupy 
in tne «ear future all tne principal str&togic points in 
dhans!j but it also see&ad equally inevitable tmt they 
would be severely harassed by Chinese guerrilla tactica»

Two significant aspects of Japanese drive in 
Shansi were» (a) interference with lines of cowunica
tions of ttw Chinese guerrilla forces alonü the Peiplng- 
Hanxow Railway in Hopei Province a:sd (b) the possibility 
that Japanese aight intend to «rive into Shensi Province 
frocs the ®aat anti also through Ringhala frw th<a north, 
to converge at lanchoe, capital of Kansu Province, and 
to interrupt there the main line of conaunleatlon between 
China and Soviet Russia, chief source of military
assistance.

17 
«» iMmai ax rnuUii
Reference has already bw«n aadw to the widespread 

and effective guerrilla activities of Chines® troops in 
the lower Yangtse Hiver area,. Similar activities were 
Widespread in Sorth China during February. Information 
with regard to many areas was lacking, but it was knows 
that irregulars ««long th* Pelping-HaaJcow Railway in Hopei 
Province were so successful 1» harassing the Japanese that 
the latter felt it necessary to destroy many towns and vil
lage» lying between the railway and the Mila to the west. 
Traffic on th® line was frequently disrupted by engage
wants between irregular* and Japanese and by the destruc
tion <;f track. Meanwhile, according to reports believed 
to be reliable, Chines® Communists were increasingly active 

east

17. Embassy’s (Peiping) 151, «arch 4, 4 ?.«•
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east and west of the railway organixing the people poli

tically and recruiting for military service. It was said 

that, when Japanese forces entered areas where such agents 

had been, drastic reprisals agair^st the civilian popula

tion were taken. In view of the success of the irregu

lars on the flat terrain along the above-mentioiiod rail

way, it was relieved that the Japanese forças in moun

tainous Shansi would find the irregulars even more dif

ficult to deal with.

f’ J&agn-??-; M Chefo^L

Chefoo, in northeastern Shantung, was occuplea 

February 2 by Japanese army and navy forces without op

position. Langk’ou, a port west of Chel’oo, was occupied 

February 6. Subsequently Chinese forces both east and 

west of Chefoo caused the Japanese some difficulties.

g. Jau.ane.se air-raid at JteâSfiâ âMOOS. 
air aç.Vy^i.W

Japanese planes made daily raids in Central and 

South China, with allegedly little success. iiaaaged rail

ways were quickly repaired and service maintained. There 

were reports in Kwangtung Province indicating an increase 

in the machine-gunning of civilians.

Marked improvement in the effectiveness of the 

Chinese air forces was evident during February. A few 

raids vers made on places behind the Japanese lines; and 

Taihoku, Taiwan, was successfully raided on February 23. 

Accoraiug to a Kwangtung Provincial Government official 

publication, the Japanese lost twelve planes in

18. Chefoo’s telegrams of February 8, 7 p.m«, February
8, 10 a.m., February 8, 3 p.m.

Jau.ane.se
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Kwangtung during February^ and it was reliably re
ported that tialrteoa Japanese planas were shot down an 
February 18 toy Chinese pursuit planes durliig a Japan*va 
raid on hankow, th® Chinas* aid® losing eight planes* 
Molïable reports continued to be rmiT«d of arrival in 
Chin* via the nortlavest of Soviet aviator* and planes.

h. jngjt axoMgaa ismis exploitation 
of toorth China:

Tn* factors operating agaii.s. significant eeoaowic 
exploitation of Sorth China b. Japanese Intereftts aid not 
alter during February. A further cause for delay was the 
necessity of waiting to «a» what affect on the financial 
situation tn» pro;»oa«<! Federal Reserve hank, referred to 
atocMft, would have. We-aesrhlie, press reported that 
authorities in Tokyo were planning tr.e «stablistaent of 
the *Morta China Industrial Develop®®! Company*, in
tended to supervise all ®terprises undertaken in Sorth 

IS 
China. Aaoag the few concrete development* were the re
ported rerowpti’n of rail service betwer® Tientsin and 
Iglnan and betwsan Tsinan and Telngtao am the eet«bll»h- 
®®t of an air-line between Peiping and Fukuoka, Kyushu, 

320 
via Talngtao. Only Chines» and Japanese passenger* ware 
accepted for travel o® th® Tslnan-Tsingtao Railway and on 
tiw «ir-llne*
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SEE —.8.61.111/763---------------------------- ------- FOR.....Tel.fg41t 1Q am____ ___

FROM ...

7?/
... (Salisbury.Tel.5pm to Embassy 

Apr.18,1938. NAME
.) DATED.. Apr.19,1938.____

1—1127 •»

REGARDING:
Visas for trans-Siberian travel?- Suspension of - confirmed. 
Reason believed to be Soviet desire to have as few foreigners 
as possible in the country on May Day. East bound troop move
ments likewise said to have caused the action, but cannot be 
confirmed» No hostilities seem imminenth
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Peiping via N.R.

Dated April 19, 1938 

Rec’d 3:00 a.m. 

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

241, April 19, 10 a.m.

Department’s 111, April 16, 2 p.m.

Following from American Consulate General at Harbin. 

"April 13,. 5 p.m. Please inform the Department that 

the temporary refusal of visaes to trans-Siberian passen

gers has been confirmed, and that the reason is believed 

to be the Soviet desire to have as few foreigners in
' ' ' C5b(

Russia as possible on May Day. Eastbound troop movements
Vv 

were likewise said to have caused this action, but this 

cannot be confirmed; it seems unlikely that two trains a 

week would hamper military transfers, as the line is com

pletely double tracked and no hostilities seem imminent.

See the Consulate General’s despatches No. 375 and (575 

and 6 to the Department) of November 2 and 18, 1937, when 

visaes were similarly withheld prior to the twentieth 

anniversary of the October revolution.

SALISBURY

RRjKLP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

Fourth Marines

Rec’d 8 :25 a.m.

April 20, 1938

ACTION:
CINCAF (ADMN)
OPNAV

INFOR :
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON 5
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COLZDESRON 5 
COHYANGPAT 
CObZSOPAT 
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

recapture1820 On Northern Tsinpu front Japanese

Siangcheng confirmed. Heavy fighting: continues immediate

vicinity Lini, Japanese claim to have entered city.

Three Japanese cruisers recently noted anchored Hanchow 

Bay off Chapoo while transports disembarked munitions 
and supplies. 1915 

kip
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NOTE

SEE 8S3Tsingtao/117 for _ #255 to Embassy, Peiping

FROM .. _______________ (_ ____________ ) DATED___ 1®38

TO name 1—1127 ...

REGARDING*.

* bee Tsingtao’s despatch no. 256 of February 5, 1938, 
| subject: Damage by Japanese Farces at Tsining, Shantung,

to Property of American Baptist Mission.
i

foreign property end interests of no direct concern 

to themselves

^oae concern was expressed by foreigner® because 
or the increased activity in the pushing of notices on I 

property by the Japanese authorities to the effect that * 

the particular property was ’sealed*  although no actual 

Interference with the use of such properties was observed. 

Crlticlsa was also made of certain foreigners (Germans) 

who insinuated themselves with Tsingt'O Japanese and 

obtained sone official status in negotiations regarding 

foreign••

793.94/ 
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FOREWORD

Asia magazine, in its November, 1937, issue, presents in a 
supplement the Cases for Japan and for China, as viewed by 

- Mr. Herbert M. Bratter.
Having read these presentations with care, we have been 

struck with the difference between the two.
“ China’s Case ” is a brilliant defense, couched in appealing 

and stirring terms. But on scrutiny there appear to be many 1 ‘ i gratuitous or even fallacious assertions.
I On “ Japan’s Case,” we will not comment, leaving it to
Î the judgement and fairness of the reader, though we have
J attached a referential appendix for the reader’s convenience.

We, personally, believe it to be a frank, sober and accurate 
statement of facts.

With acknowledgements to Asia for its remarkable work, 
we reprint these “ Cases,” with the comments that they have 

’ suggested to us.
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JAPAN'S CASE
Japan could not possibly follow any course different from 

its present policy toward China. Although there were long 
two schools of Japanese thought as to the proper means of 
dealing with the China problem, the nation is now fully united 
on its determination to chastise the Nanking Government.

The Japanese, whose country has been so poorly endowed 
with nature’s raw materials, are perplexed and chagrined at the 
lack of sympathy with them in their problems, and the actual 
antipathy often evidenced by foreign countries.1 This lack of 
sympathy they attribute partly to the extreme differences in 
ways of living and thinking between Japan and the Occident ; 
and partly they feel it is due to their own inarticulateness, their 
inability to express in words—even in Japanese words— 
thoughts intuitively shared among themselves. In other words, 
the Japanese feel that in connection with their present China 
policy they have a very good case indeed, but that it is poorly 
presented. China’s side of the story, on the other hand, is for 
various reasons well and thoroughly understood abroad.2

China is a vital factor in Japan’s commerce. There Japan 
has placed over 80 per cent of its foreign investments. Com
merce between Japan’s 100,000,000 inhabitants and nearby 
China’s 450,000,000 is not only very natural ; it is unavoidable. 
This is true not only because of proximity, but because each 
country has something valuable to offer the other. To China, 
Japan has to offer a large market for minerals and other pro
ducts of China’s soil. To Japan, China has to offer a great 
market for the products of Japanese industry.3

But Sino-Japanese relations have never been smooth. 
China is still in revolution. Its recent rulers have been mostly 
war lords.4 Trade cannot be satisfactorily conducted in the 
midst of constant disorder, civil warfare, floods, disease and 
other calamities. In a country where bribery, even of high 
officials, is condoned as customary, where xenophobia is

The index numerals on this and following pages refer to notes in the Appendix, p. 18.
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traditional, and economic warfare in the form of illegal and 
hysterical boycotts is constantly resorted to, trade relations 
become impossible.5

Were this the case with Sino-American trade relations, the 
United States would doubtless regretfully withdraw. In Japan’s 
case, however, withdrawal is impossible, because to Japan the 
China trade is absolutely vital.6 Japan has gained the whole 
world’s admiration in the wonderful success it has made, from 
feudal beginnings building up a great industrial nation within 
a few score years. Japan’s industrial equipment is highly 
efficient. Even England’s old-established textile industry has 
found it profitable to import Japanese looms. Thus Japan is 
well equipped to compete in the world’s markets. But despite 
every effort, Japan is not permitted to trade freely abroad. 
Quotas, high tariffs and even gentlemen’s agreements—scrupul
ously observed by Japan—have been imposed to block Japan’s 
trade. Thus China’s markets are more important than ever to 
Japan’s expanding industrial requirements.7 Japan seeks to 
trade with China, but is constantly hampered and harassed by 
anti-Japanese movements under the leadership of the Chinese 
Government and Chinese boycott racketeers.

Recognition of the Russian menace has dominated Japanese 
foreign policy for decades. To put a stop to Russian infiltra
tion below the Amur River, Japan sacrificed 100,000 men in the 
Russo-Japanese War. To end Russian intrigue and disorder it 
finally annexed Korea in 1910. That the Russian problem still 
remains grave is attested by the long series of border clashes. 
The Sino-Soviet pact and communistic truce did not surprise 
Japan. They are deemed just another sign that all is not quiet 
on the mainland.8

The list of Japan’s grievances against China is long. It 
includes treaty violations, provocative attacks, boycotts, insults. 
What Japan chiefly fears is China’s instability and uncertainty, 
both political and economic. History shows that Japan has 
been threatened many times by the Powers then dominating the 
Asiatic continent ; for example, by Korea in 200 A. D., by 
Mongolia in 1281, by China in 1894-1895, and by Imperial 
Russia in 1904-1905. It is very natural that Japan deems it 
quite necessary to be forearmed against threats from the con

tinent. Japan fears the development of Communism at its 
doorstep. Yet not only does China harbor Communist armies, 
but through political liaison with the Soviet Union and Comin
tern chiefly by way of North China and Mongolia, Communism 
directly imperils the security of Japan. China’s huge Com
munist armies are rabidly anti-Japanese.

Just as disease breeds in dirt, so Communism flourishes 
amidst disorder. Were China internally peaceful and orderly, 
no one would be more pleased than Japan. But China is in 
constant turmoil, and in the country’s northern provinces, so 
close to the Japanese interests in Manchoukuo, strong anti
Japanese movements have flourished. Mr. Hallett Abend, 
China correspondent of The Neiv York Tiwes, in 1932 recorded 
agreement, “ at least to some extent, with the arguments of 
Japan’s delegates at Geneva to the effect that China will almost 
certainly continue in a condition of turmoil and disunity for the 
next ten or twenty years.”

Americans could perhaps better envisage Japan’s position 
if they imagined their own country to be not so richly endowed 
by nature, their citizens not permitted to trade freely or live 
unrestricted abroad, and their crowded country bordered on the 
south by a disorderly nation containing large armies of roving, 
destroying Communists. Imagine America’s investments there 
to be larger than anywhere else, and assume that those invest
ments are periodically threatened, along with the lives of 
American communities resident in Mexico, that treaties are 
being unilaterally abrogated and vital rights and interests 
impaired under the constant menace of a bitter and indeed 
frenzied anti-American movement. Would the United States 
indefinitely endure such disorder at its very doorstep ?9

For many years China would not suppress organized 
banditry in Manchuria. Ambitious war lords played havoc 
with the area.13 Just as President Wilson seized Vera Cruz and 
sent General Pershing after Villa, so Japan acted against the 
war lord Chang Hseuh-liang in 1951. America could safely 
withdraw from its Mexican expedition, but long experience and 
provocation had taught Japan that order would not prevail in 
Manchuria, unless enforced by Japan.11 The progress of Man
choukuo after attaining its independence with Japanese assist-

32
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ance was quite similar to that of Texas under the aegis of the 
United States. The people of Manchuria were happy to be 
relieved from the tyranny of grasping war lords.

China has not formally recognized Manchoukuo. Instead, 
agitating for its return, it has conducted a violent anti-Japanese 
campaign, including a trade boycott. A boycott is economic 
warfare.12 Its effects on an industrial nation are bound to be 
costly in money and in human suffering. Japan would be quite 
satisfied to trade peaceably with China. It wants no Chinese 
territory. It prefers to cooperate with so important a nation as 
the Chinese. It would really like to see China united and 
peaceable. Japan, however, will not stand for a China forever 
plotting against Japan ; playing off one foreign nation against 
another to Japan’s detriment ; or allying itself with any other 
country for military purposes.

The fighting which developed during July and August was 
not of Japan’s seeking.13 It is a conspicuous fact that Japan 
showed every disposition to localize the conflict. The particular 
occurrence which set off the present clash, after the Lukouchiao 
attack on maneuvering Japanese troops early in July, was the 
subsequent northward movement of Chinese armies. This 
development, however, has as its background the kidnapping 
of General Chiang Kai-shek by the Young Marshal, Chang 
Hseuh-liang, and other anti-Japanese elements at Sianfu. The 
purpose of that kidnapping was to force Nanking to attack 
Japan. Now that effort is bearing its logical fruits.

When Chinese armies were hurried northward—contrary 
to Sino-Japanese agreements—Japanese lives and interests were 
imperiled by excited and uncontrollable Chinese soldiery. 
Peiping was plastered with anti-Japanese posters and seethed 
with demonstrations. Nanking refused to recognize agree
ments concluded on the spot. These it subsequently violated, 
including the written understanding of July n. After exercis
ing every restraint, Japan reluctantly had to act, sending 
reenforcements.

Mean while, for the purpose of weakening Japanese effec
tiveness by extending the front, the Chinese precipitated the 
Shanghai fighting, by violating the Sino-Japanese truce of 1932 
and attacking Japanese ships, the Japanese consulate and other 

Japanese interests there. Doubtless China also hoped to 
embroil Japan with other Powers, and thus to invite their 
intervention. To attribute the Shanghai fighting to Japanese 
aggression is absurd. Japan certainly has no ambition to seize 
that large city, the center of foreign commercial interests in 
China, and it would have ill behooved it to seek the port’s 
destruction since, in the process, Japan’s vast investments must 
be destroyed, along with hundreds of lives.14 From such a 
contest Japan, like China, is a loser. However, if, instead of 
cooperating with Japan, the Chinese insisted on a provocative 
attitude, threatening Japanese lives and property by mob action 
and by mobilizing their armed forces, killing Japanese officers 
and civilians legally stationed in China, and so on, the only 
course for Japan was to protect its people’s lives and sacred 
honor, and to make China’s impetuous leaders realize the error 
of their ways. No international treaties could do this for 
Japan. The anti-Japanese elements which dominate the Nanking 
Government must be eliminated.

China by itself is too weak to throw off the influence of 
Communism, which already controls Outer Mongolia «and 
Northwestern China. This movement seeks a liaison with 
Siberia. Only a firm Japanese wedge can keep the two apart.

The outlook for the future is not very bright. It is 
doubtful whether any agreement between the Chinese and Japan 
can last more than a few years. For China is a house divided 
against itself. It is not a democracy or a republic in any but a 
nominal sense. China long has been, and is today, a country 
of oligarchy and dictatorship. The National Government does 
not control the country, but operates on a basis of modi vivendi 
with provincial and regional leaders who attain and hold power 
by force of arms. There is always jealousy between the various 
groups. In 1931, for example, Chiang Kai-shek was secretly 
glad to see Chang Hsueh-liang being ejected from Manchuria, 
and sent not a single soldier to help him in Jehol.

It is true that various factions have been urging Chiang to 
fight Japan. They would rather see Nanking’s force exerted 
against Japan than against themselves. Anything that weakens 
Nanking strengthens their relative position within China. But 
any agreement with Japan, no matter how reasonable, will be

4 5
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attacked sooner or later by various regional groups who 
inwardly are opposed to any group—unless it be their own— 
holding the lucrative position of “ Central Government of 
China.” Their opposition to Japan is a domestic political 
question. CHINA’S CASE

China could not possibly follow 
any course different from its present 
policy toward Japan. Every Chinese 
feels that his country’s case against 
Japan is so clear as to be self-evident 
to the world. China is the plain 
victim of the aggressions of a mili
tarized neighbor whose passion for 
economic and political dominance 
over China is a fundamental element 
in its national policy.1 Whereas 
the Chinese regard themselves as a 
peace-loving nation threatening no 
foreign land,2 Japan—guided by its 
militarists—is determined to war on 
all who oppose its will in East 
Asia.

Japan’s illegal actions in China 
during recent years have been at
tended by duplicity, greed, cruelty 
and vandalism. Solemn treaties 
have been flagrantly violated.3 
Time and again its high officials 
have disclaimed territorial ambitions 
in China, only to have subsequent 
military actions belie their words.4

Step by step Japan has advanced 
on Chinese soil. By concocting or

COMMENTS
1 Purely bombastic state

ment disregarding the funda
mental position of Japan.

2 China has the biggest 
army in the world. What are 
the different Chinese armies for, 
if not for conquest in China, 
or to force foreign Powers to 
relinquish their rights ? China’s 
history since foreign traders 
appeared off her coast in 1516, 
is a series of attacks and mas
sacres of peaceful foreigners. 
Even in recent years, every 
time that China has felt herself 
strong enough, violent anti- 
foreign incidents have occurr
ed, as when British and 
American women were attacked 
at Nanking and when the 
Hankow and Kiukiang conces
sions were invaded and torn 
away from Great Britain in 
1927.

3 More high-sounding but 
pure gratuitous assertions.

4 Japanese action in China 
has never had for objective 
territorial gains. It is not terri
tory that Japan needs, but 
security and the means of as
suring the life of her people. 
If fair treatment and peaceful 
cooperation be denied her by 
the rulers in power, and con
stant aggressiveness shown to
wards her rights and interests, 
as it has been during the last 
decade, it is evident that she

6
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taking advantage of petty incidents 
so easy to be found under the pro
voking circumstances, Japan creates 
crises as a smoke-screen for its ad
vance. And, when the smoke has 
lifted, Japan is found firmly en
trenched one step farther in China.5 
The seizure of Manchuria in 1931 
was so obviously staged as to stand 
out in its true colors before all the 
world. A small section of railway 
was reportedly attacked by a few 
Chinese. Practically overnight the 
whole of Manchuria was seized by 
Japan. It was a planned coup.6 
Former Secretary Stimson—a neut
ral observer of the events of 1931 
—has fully supported China’s con
tentions. “ The incident,” he states, 
“ which was claimed by the Japanese 
to have caused their action ... di
minished to such small proportions 
as strongly to suggest its non-ex
istence . . . The evidence pointed to 
a deliberate action planned and au
thorized by the highest Japanese 
authorities in Manchuria and possi
bly with direction from the high 
military command in Tokyo.”7 
Manchuria was declared an autono
mous state.

As with Manchuria in 1931, so

i

r

must fight to defend them.
5 We are glad to note that 

the Chinese admitted there 
are “provoking circumstances.” 
But what territory have the 
“ Japanese militarists ” definite
ly taken away from China ?

6 Under the existing condi
tions of violent agitations 
against Japan by the Kuomin
tang, the Japanese Army in 
Manchuria was in duty bound 
to be prepared to act in protec
tion of the Japanese lives and 
property which would be 
involved in case of a clash. 
When the clash occurred, they 
acted. But the clash itself was 
but the outcome of the under
lying situation created by Nan
king’s policy which was leading 
to it. Japanese diplomacy had 
consistently, by patience and 
forbearance, tried to avoid the 
creation of such a situation. 
After the clash, events followed 
their course. In September, 
1931, nobody in Japan even 
thought of an independent 
Manchoukuo. The League of 
Nations’ futile meddling, the 
unpractical display of theore
tical rhetoric led to the consti
tution of independent Man
choukuo.

7 Many thoughtful Ameri
cans have regretted that a 
statesman formerly in a re
sponsible position should allow 
himself to give way to such 
irresponsible utterances, either 
a display of poor judgment, or 
a purely biased misstatement. 
Moreover, Mr. Stimson’s ob
servations do not represent the 
privailing opinion. His book,

with other adjacent areas since then, 
Japan has steadily pushed forward, 
on one pretense or another, until 
now its army is seeking to wrest 
from China’s control—under the thin 
subterfuge of local “ autonomy ”8 
—a huge slice of North China, in
cluding the ancient capital of Peiping 
(Peking).

Thus, following the barbaric 
destruction of Chapei in 193 2,9 
Japan advanced into Jehol and 
North Chahar in 1933, established 
puppet regimes in Hopeh and 
Chahar provinces in 1934-1935, 
invaded Suiyuan in 1936 and now 
in 1937 has launched a savage body 
blow at China on the flimsy excuse 
of an incident at Lukouchiao,10 de
scribed by the London Times as 
“in all the circumstances a paltry 
and excusable affair, . . . (which) 
could have been adjusted without 
much difficulty.11 The Japanese, 
however, made the very most of 
it, and proceeded to concentrate 
a formidable force in Hopeh, to 
make demands on the Provincial 
Government, and to warn the 
Nanking Government that they 
must not interfere with the settle
ment.”12

The Far Eastern Crisis, and 
other articles have been an at
tempt to defend his ill-advised 
Far Eastern policy when he was 
Secretary of State and are also 
an attempt to build up senti
ment for Anglo-American pres
sure upon Japan—a form of 
international (war) action dis
tasteful to American opinion.

8 “ Autonomy ” cannot be 
successfully established unless it 
meets a need and has the sup
port of the local Chinese 
population. Why should Japan 
not favor an administration 
which is friendly to her and in 
a position to cooperate for the 
benefit of both peoples, rather 
than an administration openly 
pledged to fighting Japan by 
means fair or foul ?

9 Another inaccurate catch 
phrase. 30,000 Chinese troops 
were entrenched in Chapei, 
menacing 1,200 Japanese sailors. 
If they chose to fight in Cha
pei, war would inevitably take 
its unhappy toll.

io Absolutely disregards 
the facts. Japan, to the very 
last, hoped to quickly settle the 
shooting affair of Lukouchiao, 
and repeated endeavors for a 
settlement were made. But the 
Chinese believed that the time 
had come for a show-down and 
repeatedly broke the agreements 
made. They mobilized their air 
force and sent large forces to the 
North. Only then did Japan 
decide in principle to send 
troops to China.

11 Correct. Japan did her 
best to that end. Her efforts 
failed before the demand for

9
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Until now Japan, attacking China 
segment by segment, and dealing 
with each segment separately, has 
been attaining its imperialistic ends. 
In 1931, the Government of China 
was in no v position to throw off 
Japan’s carefully planned attack,13 
although at Shanghai the next year 
an inspiring defense was made by 
the Nineteenth Route Army. In 
1932 China was still struggling with 
the vast and long-delayed problems 
of unifying and modernizing the 
scattered provinces, having already 
made considerable progress in this 
direction under Nanking’s leader
ship.

To the seizure of China’s Man
churian and adjacent provinces the 
Chinese people never will become 
reconciled. That northern area, 
over which Japan has successfully 
imposed alien flags,14 is to China 
provincia irridenta. After the lessons 
of 1931-1932, China with renewed 
incentive determined to strengthen 
and modernize the country. For 
this purpose technical and financial 
assistance was sought abroad. All 
who have visited China in recent 
years are witness to the great pro
gress made since 1931.15

war against Japan by the rabid 
reactionaries and the Com
munists.

12 Disregards the facts. It 
was after Nanking refused to 
recognize the agreed settlement 
and began to make warlike 
moves that Japan reluctantly 
sent her forces overseas.

13 Another rhetorical asser
tion. Although the Manchurian 
affair was no bolt from the blue 
to those who had carefully 
studied the situation, Japan had 
no plans for seizing Manchuria. 
However, her troops there 
were ready for any eventuality 
and acted with decision, as it 
was her duty to do, when the 
peril loomed. The further 
development of the situation, 
such as the declaration of in
dependence of Manchoukuo, 
would not have occurred had 
China and Japan been enabled 
speedily to enter into direct 
negotiations. As regards the 
“ inspiring defense of the Nine
teenth Route Army,” it is the 
more to be admired as Chiang 
Kai-shek carefully kept his own 
divisions away from the battle 
and left the Nineteenth Route 
Army to be nearly annihilated.

14 Manchoukuo is now fly
ing the old Manchurian colors 
under a Manchu Emperor. The 
Manchus and the Chinese are 
two peoples as distinct as the 
English and the French. The 
Great Wall was built to keep 
out the Manchus. Why should 
the Chinese rule the Manchus ?

15 Correct.

To Japan, however, this develop
ment under Nanking leadership was 
far from welcome. The visits of
foreign advisers were viewed with 
undisguised suspicion and displea
sure in Japan’s newspapers. This 
was not because China was any 
longer in danger of losing its inde
pendence to occidental Powers, but 
because China was now at last on 
the road to economic progress and 
military self-protection.16

Because of their ambitions the 
Japanese have deeply resented the 
reconstruction and industrialization 
of China, the education of its people, 
the modernization of its communi
cations and the centralization and 
strengthening of its man power.17 
Therefore Japan has resolved to 
check these developments. Bring
ing ruthless armies of invasion, it 
has attacked civilian and soldier 
alike, destroying with a complete 
reversion to barbarism homes, 
factories, railways and government 
offices, and deliberately bombing 
colleges, libraries, hospitals, ambul
ances and civic institutions. No
where have civilians been spared.18 
The machine gunning of the British 
Ambassador far from the “ front ”

15 Incorrect. A progres
sive and orderly China is what 
Japan-seeks. But nota China 
preaching inspired hatred and 
diverting 50*% of her budget 
into war munitions avowedly 
directed against Japan.

17 Japan herself has largely 
contributed to cultural work 
and economic development for 
the Chinese people.

18 A literary effort, but 
purely gratuitous. The Chinese 
have made the most of this sort 
of high-sounding stuff when 
they found it was so easily 
given ear to by the sympathetic 
Western nations. It is now 
being realized that their accusa
tions were false. Japan never 
waged a war of frightfulness, 
never attacked civilians on pur
pose. If civilians were killed 
—as in any other war—they 
were the unfortunate victims of 
warfare, unavoidable in the 
conditions under which the 
fighting was carried on. And 
it may be asked whether more 
civilians were not killed by 
reckless Chinese soldiers and 
planes than in the course of 
battle, as for instance when the 
Cathay Hotel, the Great World 
Amusement Park and the big 
department stores were hit by 
Chinese bombs.

10 II
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revolted under the very shadow of 
the Palace and for a time defied the 
sacred Emperor himself? Is not 
Japan the country where liberal 
statesmen go about under the shadow 
of the assassin’s dagger, where 
“ elder statesmen ” who do not 
approve of war die at the hands 
of uniformed “ patriots ” ? Japan’s 
capitalists are afraid of Chinese
Reds, yet they have to go about 
with bodyguards to protect them 
from their own militarists.24

Japan is probably in greater 
danger from Japanese communists 
than from those in China, for whose 
extirpation Japan has been making 
such great exertions. Spurred by 
Japanese pressure, the Chinese 
Government long sought to subdue 
China’s Communist armies.25 It 
should be remembered, however, 
that Communism in China has no 
organic connection with that of 
Russia.26 Chinese Communism is a 
form of domestic political expres
sion which, instead of the ballot, 
resorts to arms.27 That it was 
“ threatening ” Japan’s safety was 
just imagination. Chinese Com
munists were too remote and too 
ill-armed to cause Japan the slightest

The Army and navy are not in 
opposition to the civilian ele
ment ; they are .11 component 
members of the family, united 
in their devotion to the Head. 
There may be rivalries between 
the individual members but 
there is no antagonism : they are 
one in their relations to their 
Head and the nation as a whole.

24 The comparison as re
gards “ order ” between China 
and Japan is too ludicrous to 
call for a comment.

Bodyguards and gangsters 
are found in other countries as 
well, and troops called out 
because of labor riots.

25 Very doubtful. Chiang 
Kai-shek launched five cam
paigns against the Reds (each 
more unsuccessful than the 
previous ones), but made a 
tremendous publicity about 
them in order to obtain support 
in men and money. Foreign 
critics said that he never fought 
the Reds to a finish, as he could 
have done, in order to keep a 
convenient reason for increas
ing his own forces.

26 Very clever explanation, 
but belied by the facts. The 
Chinese Communist Party is 
affiliated to the Moscow Comin
tern. This is why Moscow 
sent help in men and money to 
the Kuomintang - Communist 
front in 1925. Russia today 
is again extending material 
help to the Nanking Govern
ment, which has allied itself 
with the Comintern and given 
up important posts to Chinese 
Communist leaders.

27 A very interesting if not
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used re the schools leaves the 
impression on the mmd of a 
reader that their authors have 
sought to kindle patriodsiL 
with the hame of hatred, and 
to build up manliness upon a 
sense of injury. As z result of 
this virulent and-foreign propa
ganda, begun in the schools and 
carried through every phase of 
public life, the students have 
been induced to engage in po
litical activities which some- /
times have culminated in attacks 
on the persons, homes or offices 
of Ministers and other authori
ties, and in attempts to over
throw the Government.”

32 A very clever assertion.
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General Chiang reluctantly decide to 
resist force with force. Too obvi
ous were the results of forever pla
cating Japan. Although China was 
not so well armed as Japan, further 
to postpone meeting the Japanese 
menace would have been to court 
complete national enslavement.

which may impress those who 
do not know that the “ Nanking 
Government ” is a mere facade 
working under the direction of 
Fascist and Communist reac
tionary forces. (Some simple 
souls are still under the delusion 
that the Soviet Government and 
the Comintern are distinct or
gans. The Nanking Govern
ment is in a similar situation).

Japan feels that it has a unique 
“ position and mission ” in Asia.33 
To the Chinese the justice of this 
claim is far from apparent. If Ja
pan deserve a special position in the 
internal affairs of China, why should 
not China enjoy a corresponding 
place in Japanese life, reserving the 
Japanese market for Chinese pro
ducts ? Yet this one-sided philoso
phy has gradually developed into a 
Japanese “ Monroe Doctorine.” Ac
cording to the “ unofficial ” Japa
nese statement released April 17, 
1934, “ This country considers it 
only natural that, to keep peace and 
order in East Asia, it must act single- 
handed and upon its own responsi
bility. .. (As to foreign countries) sup
plying China with war planes, build
ing aerodromes in China and detail
ing military instructors.. .or contract
ing a loan ... for political uses ... 
Japan will oppose such projects.”34

33 True. Which self-re
specting country does not feel it 
has duties and responsibilities ? 
Japan does not think her 
“ mission ” is to conquer China 
as this would be meant to infer. 
Japan is conscious of her re
sponsibilities and duty as regards 
the maintenance of permanent 
peace and order in Asia. Dur
ing the Boxer trouble, did not 
the Western Powers ask Japan 
to send out troops to deliver 
Peking ? And if trouble on a 
big scale were to occur in 
China, which Power would 
have to bear the brunt of taking 
effective measures of common 
defense ?

34 When quotations are 
used, it would be more honest 
to quote true official statements. 
By omissions, a quotation can 
be changed to any meaning 
desired. This, however, may 
be beside the point. Insofar as 
foreign political help is meant 
to be directed against Japan, 
she must object to it.

15
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danger.28

It is true that anti-Japanese senti
ment has been intense in China. 
Considering the unlimited provoca
tion over decades, the arrogance of 
the Japanese in their relations with 
the Chinese, the brutality and greed 
of their soldiery and the unreliability, 
if not duplicity, of their diplomat,29 
it is only natural that the Chinese 
should show their resentment. If at 
times Japanese property and lives 
are unsafe, it is the Japanese them
selves who are to blame, for there 
is a limit to human endurance, even 
of humble coolies.30

Chinese anti-Japanism has been a 
spontaneous development among 
the people.31 The Nanking Govern
ment, far from stimulating it, as has 
been claimed, has actually lagged 
far behind.32 General Chiang Kai- 
shek, China’s leader, has been well 
aware of the risks of conflict with 
Japan, and has sought by every 
reasonable means to avoid it. His 
detention by “ the Young Marshal,” 
Chang Hseuh-liang, at Sianfu was 
clearly an attempt to force him to 
assume an active anti-Japanese atti
tude. Only after renewed and 
reckless provocation by Japan did

naive explanation.
28 This is not the point. 

Besides, to wait until the very 
safety of the nation is in danger 
is not the policy of any self- 
respecting nation, however 
peace-loving.

29 Flowers of rhetoric, un
sustained by fact.

30 Peaceful Japanese resi
dents in China, police officials, 
and sailors have been carefully 
waylaid and murdered. There 
were more than io such cases 
in one year, from November, 
1935, to December, 1936. 
These were not spontaneous 
outbursts of indignation of 
“ humble coolies.” On the 
contrary, thousands of coolies 
who have found contented em
ployment in Japanese enter
prises, have been rendered 
destitute by the movements 
fostered by political agitators.

31 The Lytton Leport says, 
“ A perusal of the text-books 
used in the schools leaves the 
impression on the mind of a 
reader that their authors have 
sought to kindle patriotism 
with the flame of hatred, and 
to build up manliness upon a 
sense of injury. As a result of 
this virulent anti-foreign propa
ganda, begun in the schools and 
carried through every phase of 
public life, the students have 
been induced to engage in po
litical activities which some
times have culminated in attacks 
on the persons, homes or offices 
of Ministers and other authori
ties, and in attempts to over
throw the Government.”

32 A very clever assertion,

General Chiang reluctantly decide to 
resist force with force. Too obvi
ous were the results of forever pla
cating Japan. Although China was 
not so well armed as Japan, further 
to postpone meeting the Japanese 
menace would have been to court 
complete national enslavement.

which may impress those who 
do not know that the “ Nanking 
Government ” is a mere facade 
working under the direction of 
Fascist and Communist reac
tionary forces. (Some simple 
souls are still under the delusion 
that the Soviet Government and 
the Comintern are distinct or
gans. The Nanking Govern
ment is in a similar situation).

Japan feels that it has a unique 
“ position and mission ” in Asia.33 
To the Chinese the justice of this 
claim is far from apparent. If Ja
pan deserve a special position in the 
internal affairs of China, why should 
not China enjoy a corresponding 
place in Japanese life, reserving the 
Japanese market for Chinese pro
ducts ? Yet this one-sided philoso
phy has gradually developed into a 
Japanese “ Monroe Doctorine.” Ac
cording to the “ unofficial ” Japa
nese statement released April 17, 
1934, “ This country considers it 
only natural that, to keep peace and 
order in East Asia, it must act single- 
handed and upon its own responsi
bility. . .(As to foreign countries) sup
plying China with war planes, build
ing aerodromes in China and detail
ing military instructors... or contract
ing a loan ... for political uses ... 
Japan will oppose such projects.”34

33 True. Which self-re
specting country does not feel it 
has duties and responsibilities ? 
Japan does not think her 
“ mission ” is to conquer China 
as this would be meant to infer. 
Japan is conscious of her re
sponsibilities and duty as regards 
the maintenance of permanent 
peace and order in Asia. Dur
ing the Boxer trouble, did not 
the Western Powers ask Japan 
to send out troops to deliver 
Peking ? And if trouble on a 
big scale were to occur in 
China, which Power would 
have to bear the brunt of taking 
effective measures of common 
defense ?

34 When quotations are 
used, it would be more honest 
to quote true official statements. 
By omissions, a quotation can 
be changed to any meaning 
desired. This, however, may 
be beside the point. Insofar as 
foreign political help is meant 
to be directed against Japan, 
she must object to it.
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In reply to Japan’s pronounce
ment, the Chinese Government 
declared that “no nation which 
does not harbor any ulterior 
motive against China need entertain 
any fears concerning her policy of 
national reconstruction and securi
ty.” China’s rearmament has been 
purely for defense purposes, “chiefly 
. .. the maintenance of peace and 
order in the country.”35

Japan professes to desire a united 
and orderly China. Evidently Ja
pan’s conception of union and order 
does not include independence 
where China is concerned. Rather, 
Japan desires disorder in China, 
to give it excuses to intervene.36 
Japan does not try to control its 
nationals engaged in the opium and 
drug traffic in China ;37 instead, its 
army sells opium and protects the 
trade.38 When China was experi
encing a severe monetary crisis in 
1935 as a result of the American 
silver policy, Japanese flagrantly 
smuggled silver out of China in 
direct violation of Chinese law and 
under the protection of Japanese 
officials.39 When puppet regime 
was set up by Japan in East . Hopeh 
Province, vast quantities of Japa-

35 Conditions in China must 
be frightfully disorderly if an 
army of 90 divisions, the big
gest in the world, is needed 
“chiefly for the maintenance 
of peace and order in the 
country.”

36 An out-and-out false
hood. Japan has always tried 
to help China on the way to 
independence. For example, 
she led in giving her back her 
tariff autonomy. She agreed 
to give up extraterritoriality. 
China’s policy of trying to 
wrest by violence what she 
cannot obtain because of her 
inability to put her own house 
in order has always seized upon 
the Powers’ goodwill to attack 
them.

37 Incorrect. Great pro
gress has been made on the 
matter, notwithstanding enor
mous difficulties. Japan would 
need a police force of several 
thousand men to control illicit 
trading effectively in North 
China alone.

38 A maliciously false asser
tion. Quite the contrary : it is 
Gen. Chiang Kai-shek who, 
though outwardly forbidding 
opium smoking, has diverted 
the opium transportation routes 
into provinces under his con
trol, levying heavy transporta
tion dues which go, not to the 
National Treasury, but to his 
own war chest.

39 Untrue. Smuggling ex
isted, but no “ official protec
tion ” was given.

nese merchandise were unlawfully 
smuggled49 into China, to the great 
detriment of the Nanking Govern
ment’s revenues. Japanese money 
has been used time and again to 
back one or another Chinese war 
lord in his civil warfare. In such 
ways as these, Japan has flouted 
public opinion, precedent and its 
treaty obligations.

Through bribery and the force of 
arms it now attempts to repeat the 
process begun in Manchuria and 
carried across the Great Wall. Be
cause China’s Government is unwill
ing to accept arrangements extorted 
by Japan’s military on the ground, 
China arouses the “ indignation ” of 
Japan. Unless Nanking kowtows, 
Japan feels it has lost face and 
must ravage China in revenge.41 
China has no alternative but to 
defend hearth and home with every 
ounce of its strength. If China was 
not united before this, it is firmly 
united now.42 If in this undeclared 
war Japan conquers the Chinese 
people,43 it will be a costly victory.

40 Mostly by Chinese them
selves.

41 Appreciations in a literary 
vein which call for no comment, 
though it is difficult to see why 
Japan would be willing to sacri
fice thousands of men, billions 
of yen, enormous economic 
interests just because it has 
“ lost face ” and must “ ravage 
China in revenge.”

42 Unfortunately, day by 
day events are showing that 
this is but a pious hope.

43 Japan is not aiming at 
the conquest of the Chinese 
people. She is fighting those 
elements of disorder, fascist or 
Communist, which have thrown 
the people of China and Japan 
in strife against each other for 
their own selfish benefit.



APPENDIX TO “ JAPAN’S CASE ”

(7) Japan lacks basic raw materials

Only 16 per cent of Japan’s land area is arable, and this is already ex
ploited to about the limit. Having adopted industrialization and trade 
expansion to relieve her terrific population pressure (71,000,000 with 
an annual increase of nearly a million), Japan is forced to import vast 
quantities of raw materials, such as cotton, oil, iron, wheat, rubber, 
etc., as may be proved by official statistics.

“ Raw materials, including goods for further manufacture, con
stitute 70 per cent of her total imports and continue to increase.”— 
Albert E. Hindmarsh of Harvard University, address : “ Japan’s 
Foreign policy,” November 15, 1937.

(2) High-pressure propaganda

Numbered among China’s clever propagandists, brilliant in their 
ability to speak the English language, are : Eugene Chen, V. K. 
Wellington Koo, Quo Tai-chi, Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, T. V. Soong, 
H. H. Kung, Hu Shih, Sao-ke Alfred Sze, Mme. Sun Yat-sen, W. W. 
Yen, William Chen, James Woo and many others.

“ Eugene Chen is the mainstay of the Nanking crowd in matters 
of foreign affairs and national propaganda. Eugene is a Trinidad, 
South America, boy who has made good in the land of his ancestors. 
Of the Bruce Barton journalistic type, he is handy in merging a tone 
of piousness with materially profitable expediency. He writes English 
idiom vastly better than he writes Chinese, and much that he says in 
print for English readers has the slangy ring of a professional Broad
way publicity man. ... In America he would be a wildcat oil well 
promoter, a grapefruit real estate salesman or a Ponzi. In Chinese 
politics he has been the alternate friend and enemy of everybody so 
many times nobody can keep count. He has espoused everything and 
attacked everything.”—Ralph Townsend, Ways That Are Dark, Putnam, 
1933, pp. 211-2.

(7) Japan and China economically interdependent
“ The dependence of Japan on the Chinese market is fully rec

ognized by the Japanese themselves. On the other hand, China is a

country which stands in the most urgent need of development in all 
fields of economical life, and Japan, which in 1931, notwithstanding 
the boycott, occupied first place in her total foreign trade, seems, more 
than any other foreign Power, indicated as an ally in economic matters.” 
—The Tytton Report, p. 121.

“ A friendly China can enrich the rising industries of Japan while 
China can avail herself of Japan’s experiences in the modern economic 

I technique . . . The white races have closed the world to yellow races. 
American and Canadian exclusion laws, a White Australia and New 
Zealand, Soviet Russia’s possession of Siberia, the Dutch, French and 
Americans in the Dutch East Indies, French Indo-China, the Philip- 

f I pines and Hawaii have preempted most of the open spaces to the 
yellow races, equally to China and Japan. In the face of ‘ white ’ 
opposition they either stand together or fall separately. Most Japanese 
realize this essential factor in Asiatic politics ; few Chinese have yet 
come to understand its significance.”—George E. Sokolsky, The Tinder 
Box of Asia, Doubleday, Doran, 1933, pp. 4 & 8.

(7) China a democracy?

“ Americans speak of our ‘ great sister Republic ’ across the 
Pacific, meaning China, without realizing that there is not an iota of 
democracy in all this great land. Actually China is governed by a 
superdictator, Chiang Kai-shek, and a number of less regional politi
cal-military leaders.”—Anthony Billingham, China correspondent for 
The New York Times, November, 7, 1937.

“ And speaking of the republican label on China, nothing is more 
ludicrous in the light of facts. The head of the 6 republic ’ is the man 
who can grab the job—for instance, Chiang Kai-shek, who fought two 
years for it in 1926-27. A ‘ congress ’ of the No. 1 man’s henchmen 
elected a figurehead c president,’ it is true. But beside the dictator, 
the nominal president is insignificant. There has never been an elec
tion in China as the word election is understood in more civilized 
countries. The state of mass ignorance in China obviously precludes 

f the exercise of popular franchise. An election by vote would mean 
nothing. Military chiefs in command of private looting grounds 
would simply continue as they were, holding their gains in a status of 
torpid secession or militant insurrection.”—Ralph Townsend, Asia 
Answers, Putnam, 1936, pp. 45-6.

“ Some of our propagandists and their emotionally unbalanced
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dupes are shouting that the war in China threatens democracy . . . 
How can democracy be threatened where it does not exist ? The word 
democracy is totally absurd when applied to China. Officials there 
are not elected by popular vote, and never were.

“ China has been a turmoil of military dictatorships for the past 
26 years . . . Everybody knows that the supreme dictator of China, 
Chiang Kai-shek, . . . got his job as supreme head of government the 
same way others before him got it—by outfighting competitors.”— 
Ralph Townsend, radio address, San Francisco, November 18, 1937.

(j) Anti-foreignism and boycotts
“ The influence of the Kuomintang has introduced into the 

Nationalism of China an additional tinge of bitterness against all 
foreign influences.”—The Lytton Report, p. 18.

“ China’s profession of friendship for foreign nations would be 
more convincing if it were not for the knowledge that the principal 
textbook in use in every Chinese educational institution deliberately, 
and by means of the most ridiculous arguments, inculcates xenophobia.” 
—H. G. W. Woodhead, Oriental Affairs, June, 1937.

“ However the boycott may have been initiated against Japan in 
1931, it at once became, like everything else in China, an atrocious 
racket. The groups enforcing the boycott were in nine cases out of 
ten opportunistic hoodlums, absolutely lacking themselves in the 
patriotism which they claimed for their activities . . . This was spon
sored by the Kuomintang, the alternate name of the Nanking central 
government . . . Swarms of students, too shiftless to work themselves, 
with desperate hoodlums of the same resolution, set about becoming 
self-appointed boycott ‘ inspectors.’ Thousands of Chinese mer
chants had their goods looted or were obliged to pay heavy blackmail 
demands.”—Ralph Townsend, Ways That Are Dark, Putnam, 1933, 
pp. 300-02.

“ In the past twenty-five years nine boycotts have been conducted 
in China against Japanese goods and traders, and each of these move
ments has been better organized and more effective than the last.”— 
Albert E. Hindmarsh, The Basis of Japanese Foreign Policy, p. 194.

(/) Japan’s investments in China
“ American investments in China are comparatively small— 

$250,000,000. This is about i| per cent of the American investment 
abroad. Only $200,000,000 of this amount is invested in business ; 

the remainder is in missionary and educational work . . . American 
trade with China is similarly not tremendous. Trade between China 
and the United States in 1930 amounted to $167,572,000 . . . China’s 
trade with Japan is a little more than 24 per cent of Japan’s total 
foreign trade; China’s trade with the United States is only 3.5 per 
cent of the American foreign trade.”—George E. Sokolsky, The Tinder 
Box of Asia, Doubleday, Doran, 1933, p. 86.

“ Americans can afford to sentimentalize while chaos multiplies 
in China . . . They have oi ’ about $200,000,000 tied up out there, a 
mere bagatelle when set alongside their total wealth . . . The Japanese 
are in a different position. They have nearly $2,000,000,000 invested 
in China and their trade with that country is the back-log of their 
industrial fire.”—Hamilton Butler, “ American Delusions About 
China,” The American Mercury, January, 1933.

(7) Trade restrictions hamper Japan
“ The Japanese drive for world markets which began in the 

spring of 1932 resulted in a series of economic reprisal abroad during 
the succeeding year ... In The Manchester Guardian of January 6, 1934, 
there appeared a list of twenty-seven countries which had recently im
posed trade or tariff restrictions on Japanese imports ; by the end of 
1934 some forty countries had announced such trade restrictions.”— 
Albert E. Hindmarsh, The Basis of Japanese Foreign Policy, Harvard 
University Press, pp. 199-200.

(<?) Threat of Communism
“ Moscow, deft and clever at propaganda, has succeeded in put

ting Japan in the position of having few if any friends left among the 
nations of the world . . . The Russian Soviets started this Manchurian 
incident by trying to sovietize China and by spreading Communistic 
doctrine in Manchuria and Korea. Moscow wanted a Soviet China 
and a Soviet Manchuria and a revolution in Korea. She wanted these 
things first to balk and then break Japan’s rising power in the Far 
East ... As it was, Japan wasn’t taking any chances of a flare up of 
Communism in China where she was doing business ... As for Man
churia, Japan nipped the Russian plot in the bud. Moscow had 
bought over the warlords, the bandit chieftains. Japan drove them 
out and made of Manchuria a country with a government of her 
own.”—Frederick V. Williams in The Catholic Digest, September, 1937.

“ Communism in China . . . has become an actual rival of the
20

21
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National Government. It possesses its own law, army and govern
ment, and its own territorial spheres of action. For this state of 
affairs there is no parallel in any other country . . .

“ The attitude of the Soviet Government gave a strong impetus 
to China’s nationalistic aspirations. As the Soviet Government and 
the Third International had adopted a policy opposed to all imperial
istic Powers which maintained relations with China on the basis of 
existing treaties, it seemed probable that they would support China in 
the struggle for the recovery of sovereign rights . . . The likelihood 
of an alliance between the Communistic doctrines in the North and 
the anti-Japanese propaganda of the Kuomintang in the South made 
the desire to impose between the two a Manchuria which should be 
free from both increasingly felt in Japan. Japanese misgivings have 
still further been increased in the last few years by the predominant 
influence acquired by the U.S.S.R. in Outer Mongolia and the growth 
of Communism in China.”—The Eytton Report, pp. 23 & 36.

“ The Communist leader of China today declares that ‘ the victory 
of the Chinese national liberalism will be part of the victory of world 
Communism,’ and he continues that ‘ if China wins its indepedence 
from Japan, the world revolution will progress rapidly.’ So I beg 
my radio audience to wake up to the fact that Japan is fighting our 
battles.”—Winifred Anne Bentz, radio address, San Francisco, 
December 6, 1937.

“ Whatever the temporary formal relations between Russia and 
China, there is a recurrent tendency on the part of China to hope and 
work for help from Russia against Japan, rather than help from Japan 
against Russia . . . Whatever the momentary incidents of the future, I 
cannot but foresee a prevailing tendency for China to align itself with 
Russia against Japan ”—Owen Lattimore, Manchuria, Cradle of Conflict*  
Revised Edition, MacMillan, 1935, pp. 298-9.

* Note : First published in March, 1932. The author’s introduction to the first 
edition dated December 10, 1931. The book was written largely prior to the Man
churian incident of September 18, 1931.

“ With a gun at his head, Chiang Kai-shek came to terms. He 
agreed to abandon his anti-red campaign and to cooperate with the 
Communists in a joint attack on Japan. As Edgar Snow, an American 
explorer of Communist China, says in a recent article in The Saturday 
Evening Post : ‘ Chiang discreetly avoids any reference to these facts 
in the diary account of his captivity, but the evidence is now incontro-
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vertible.’
“ Military preparations for the attack on Japan were pushed. The 

Communist Army of t 00,000 men was re-named the Eighth Chinese 
Army. Leading Communist generals came to Nanking as military 
advisers . . . There was no need for Nanking to go out of its way to 
‘ manufacture ’ an excuse for war . . . The incidents at Peking and 
Shanghai in July and August were of no great importance in them
selves. But they gave the new Nanking-Communist alliance the 
opportunity they had been looking for.”—Yakichiro Suma, address at 
the University of North Carolina, November 10, 1937.

(^) Japan's relationship to China

“ In the East of Asia half a billion human beings are struggling 
for what they term equality with the white races of the Western world 
. . . Although Japan gives every appearance of having almost suc
ceeded in finding for herself a place in the sun, the fate of China and 
that of Japan are intimately associated : if Japan declines as a great 
Power, there can be little hope for China’s immediate future ; if China 
continues in chaos, Japan will waste her accumulation of wealth and 
influence in efforts to restore order in China, a task which Japan elects 
for herself to prevent any ‘ white ’ country from setting up an empire 
on Chinese soil that may be used as base for the eventual destruction 
of Japan as a leading state. Unless China and Japan can find a for
mula for cooperation and friendship, unless they stop baiting each 
other, China will sink from a semi-colony of jealous and discordant 
foreign Powers to a partitioned country held colonially by agreement 
among Western predatory countries. Japan will lose the advantage 
of propinquity to the Asiatic mainland, Japan will lose the only con
stant market for the export of her capital and goods which remains 
geographically and economically open to her.”—George E. Sokolsky, 
The Tinder Box of Asia, Doubleday, Doran, 1933, pp. 7 & 8.

(79) Chaos and disorder

“ Basically, the economic and social system is not one built up in 
Manchuria, but one imported from China. This means that, apart 
from the political bias imparted by the regional feeling, and the dis
ruptive effect of Westernization, the new population, as it grows, tends 
to reproduce in full the situation as it is in China, with the same prob
lems of over-population, pauperization, economic bondage to the
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land and landholders and insufficient margins of food reserve and 
financial security . . .

“ Banditry is one of the greatest plagues of modern China, and is 
commonly said to be chiefly due to civil war, famine and desperation. 
Yet in Manchuria also banditry is endemic. If, then, banditry has not 
been eliminated in Manchuria, where food and work are plentiful and 
where the population is practically free from the effects of civil war, 
how is it ever to be eliminated ?...

“ The greatest danger of banditry in Manchuria is that the old 
indigenous banditry may be entirely overwhelmed by the savagely 
destructive soldier-banditry that harries so many thousand square 
miles of China proper. It is already true that the common soldier 
has no great stomach for fighting bandits. He would far rather to 
come to a sensible arrangement by which the bandits withdraw when 
the patrols come around, and the patrols, as they make their rounds, 
do not look over their shoulders at the bandits coming back . . . This 
is because in a generation of unscrupulous violence, the soldier is far 
from regarding the bandit as his natural enemy. The soldier, like the 
bandit, is a professional. The bandit wants to take villages and loot 
them ; the soldier waits for his chance in a civil war to take towns and 
get either loot or promotion and power. Neither sees any point in a 
stand-up fight, when the prisoners and the dead are not likely to have 
anything on them but arms. Moreover, the bandit may someday be a 
soldier and the soldier a bandit. Consequently they regard themselves 
as colleagues with a certain professional rivalry, but not enemies un
less personal quarrels arise.”—Owen Lattimore, Manchuria*  Cradle of 
Conflict*  MacMillan, 1955, pp. 215, 224-34.

* See foot note, p. 22.

(zz) Japan brings order
“ High taxes, bad money and trade monopolies really did as much 

as the Japanese armies to bring about changed condition in Manchuria. 
The peasant was fed up, and he accepted any change as for the better. ..

“ Historically, Manchuria has always been autonomous. Manchu
ria became a part of China because the Manchus conquered China. 
Since the advent of Chang Tso-lin it has been wholly autonomous 
and sometimes independent of China . .. Furthermore, the theory of 
provincial autonomy is well established in China.”—George E. Sokol- 
sky, The Tinder Box of Asia*  Doubleday, Doran, 1933, pp. 359 & 388.

(z2) Boycott is economic warfare
“ If the (Japanese) charge that the boycott was an act of national 

policy is substantiated, then the boycott is an act of war. As the boy
cott preceded the fighting in Manchuria, then China has made war on 
Japan. This interpretation of a boycott as an act of war was, of 
course, novel. There was a time when submarines and poison gas 
were novel. Even artillery was once novel. The issue thus raised 
was beclouded by many other questions much less important to the 
future of world peace. One day the relationship of war by boycott to 
war by military fighting will have to be determined.”—George E. 
Sokolsky, The Tinder Box of Asia*  Doubleday, Doran, 1933, p. 234.

(z^) Clash provoked by China

“ So the stage was set for the incidents which were intended to 
provoke a Japanese resort to arms. These are too numerous to cata
logue, but in every instance they show the Chinese as the aggressors.

“ There was, on July 7, the attack at Lukouchiao on 150 unarmed 
Japanese drilling on their accustomed ground. In rapid succession, we 
have the attack on a signal corps company at Langfang, the attack at 
Kwangan gate in Peking when Japanese soldiers returning to barracks 
were trapped by the closing of the gate and assailed with hand-grenades 
and gunfire, the horrible massacre at Tungchow when several hundred 
civilians, men, women and children, were butchered in cold blood, the 
fourfold attack upon the Japanese concession at Tientsin and so on.” 
—Dr. Herbert H. Gowen, radio address, Seattle.

(zy) China brings war to Shanghai
“ The Japanese did not want a repetition of the fighting here. 

They exhibited forbearance and patience and did everything possible to 
avoid aggravating the situation. But they were literally pushed into 
the clash by the Chinese, who seemed intent on involving the foreign 
area and foreign interests in this clash.”—The Now York Times dispatch 
from Shanghai, August 30, 1937.

“ The Shanghai fighting was precipitated by hot-heads in Nanking, 
who seem to have thought that it would be a great moral victory and 
would give China’s cause much advertising abroad, if the Japanese 
Navy’s six or eight thousand marines could be driven out of Shanghai 
before the army could come to their rescue.”—The New York Herald- 
Tribune editorial, September 14, 1937.
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“ The charge that Japan desired or provoked hostilities in Shang
hai is absolutely unsubstantiated and is on the face of it extremely im
probable ... It is not tenable to pretend that the Japanese were the 
aggressors in Shanghai.”—Oriental Affairs* September, 1957.

“ One has only to be here in China for forty-eight hours to be 
shocked by the recklessness with which not only students but mature 
and influential Chinese talk and think of war.”—Nathaniel Peffer, Asia 
magazine, June, 1937.
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LIFE AND WORK IN sWfeHAI. MARCH-1938

Ronald Rees

I returned to Shanghai after two-and-a-half months’ absence, 
on February 19th. I confess I felt a keen curiosity to know what 
Shanghai would feel like in these days. I think there may be others 
in China and abroad who would be interested to know a little more than 
the papers tell them. Therefore I am dictating some informal notes 
which may serve to explain the conditions under which our work in this 
city is being carried on and what kind of activities we are able to 
continue from the headquarters of the National Christian Council.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

The French mail steamer "Aramis” brought me to the Shanghai 
and Hongkew wharf which is down the river below the Garden Bridge and 
therefore in the area of the International Settlement under Japanese 
control. But though we landed on the wharf we did not go out on to 
Broadway, as before the war, but walked along and got on to a small 
launch which took passengers up to the Customs Jetty on the Bund which 
is in the area under the control of foreign troops. We had been given 
forme to fill in about our passports, the forms in use before the war 
and issued by the City Government of Shanghai. But no passport 
officer came on board and I do not know what happened to the forms 
which we handed in. The new Chinese government authority here is 
evidently not functioning to that extent. There was no difficulty 
in landing; no foreign or Chinese passenger was searched.

The city south of the Soochow creek has a normal appearance. 
Traffic is about as dense as usual, some shops have been closed but 
well lighted shops, crowds of people are moving on the streets, the 
picture houses are open, games are in full swing and "business men go 
to their offices every day. What they do there I am not quite sure, 
as there is little or no business for most of them. The newspaper 
reports before I returned had played up certain incidents. I wondered 
whether I should see the heads of newspaper editors deposited in the 
streets. There were suoh incidents. Abnormal and irregular things 
still go on, A Chinese the other day was arrested even within this 
part of the Settlement by the Japanese. But he was not one of the 
prominent people but more the suspicious loiterer type.

793.94/ 1287 I 
F/F^?>

During the last two days I have paid several visits to the 
surrounding areas just outside the lines held by foreign troops. In 
the western district the British troops have been holding a defense 
line, known as the perimeter, a line that runs along the railway from 
the French Concession to St. John’s University and down the Soochow 
Creek. I went outside this line along the Great Western Road with a 
friend, whose house is on the Hungjao Road. A few foreign houses have 
been damaged, including unhappily the School for the Blind, but not 
beyond repair. Many more Chinese houses have been destroyed. There 
were a good number of Chinese out in this area with their children, 
which indicates a certain return of confidence. Foreigners can go 
out freely without passes but I believe only two families have gone
out to live. My friend had rented his house to the Japanese when they ?’ 
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unpleasant, so I haled a passing civilian and got him to interpret for 
me and my explanations seemed to pacify his suspicions. I came away 
before they could get any further hold upon him and reflected that 
this was an illustration of the atmosphere of suspicion and insecurity 
of life even so near as that. Walking past the Hongkew market, I 
found that it has been turned into a purely Japanese market and is a 
busy centre of community lifts, in fact a small Japanese town. I came 
into Broadway and back over the bridge. Again the few Chinese that 
were passing the sentry took off their hats and made their bow. It is 
only fair to add that Japanese civilians also did the same to their 
sentries. I noticed several foreigners pass but they kept their hats 
on their heads. I had cautiously gone over without my hat,so the 
problem did not arise. In that area there are Sikh police employed by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council. I must say that my heart warmed to 
these burly Sikhs and I smiled and spoke to several of them because 
they seemed to be a symbol of a world of oruer and security.

I have not yet been into the Chinese city south of the French 
concession. I rang up a friend who lives near by and he informed me 
that to enter that area you need two passes, one to go out and one 
to come back again into the French Concession. I understand that 
there is a great deal of destruction there but that a number of Chinese 
are returning to that district.

The foreign troops in Shanghai, as will be seen, are 
maintained at their posts. There was a request that the.British should 
remove their troops from the western sector but the general in command 
firmly refused so long as the people were being treated as they have 
been outside. The American marines also held their sector which 
includes the area round the Foreign YMCA where I am living. They 
will not allow Japanese troops to march up Nanking Road and have stopped 
them on more than one occasion. They have man posted on the corner 
by Thibet (now Yu Ya Ching) Road.

There is still a good deal of freedom here, in fact more than 
I had expected to find. Many prominent Chinese have gone but it has 
not been necessary for most of our friends whom we know to leave. 
Within the Settlement and Concession there is freedom of speech and we 
can hold meetings. There are, however, certain limitations. Police 
permits are required by Chinese for other than religious meetings. 
Japanese censors are established in the cable offices. Mr. Timperley 
of the "Manchester Guardian" challenged their right to censor his 
nessages and the British Government protested, but the censors are 
still there. Telegrams to North China have to be sent via Japan and 
are quite costly. Censors have also been established a week ago in 
the Post Office. So far there is no indication of our letters having 
been read but we may have to be prepared for developments. If so. it 
is suggested that the foreign communities may establish their own post 
offices. The Customs service is still functioning and the money 
going into the Hongkong-Shanghai Bank.

Shanghai is by no means a dead city. I found a very lively
interest among all kinds of groups and societies in what is happening 
in China today. I have been myself asked to speak on seven or eight 
occasions to report on my visits and have met with keen questions. 
People are as eager to know about Central China as others are to know
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LIFE AND WORK IN SHANGHAI. MARCH-1938

Ronald Rees

apartment oi

I returned to Shanghai after two-and-a-half months’ absence, 
on February 19th. I confess I felt a keen curiosity to know what 
Shanghai would feel like in these days. I think there may be others 
in China and abroad who would be interested to know a little more than 
the papers tell them. Therefore I am dictating some informal notes 
which may serve to explain the conditions under which our work in this 
city is being carried on and what kind of activities we are able to 
continue from the headquarters of the National Christian Council.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

The French mail steamer "Aramis" brought me to the Shanghai 
and Hongkew wharf which is down the river below the Garden Bridge and 
therefore in the area of the International Settlement under Japanese 
control. But though we landed on the wharf we did not go out on to 
Broadway, as before the war, but walked along and got on to a small 
launch which took passengers up to the Customs Jetty on the Bund which 
is in the area under the control of foreign troops. We had been given *4 
forme to fill in about our passports, the forme in use before the war <D 
and issued by the City Government of Shanghai. But no passport 0$
officer came on board and I do not know what happened to the forms •
which we handed in. The new Chinese government authority here is (D
evidently not functioning to that extent. There was no difficulty -h-
in landing; no foreign or Chinese passenger was searched. ***,

MM
The city south of the Soochow creek has a normal appearance, |\3 

Traffic is about as dense as usual, some shops have been closed but QQ
well lighted shops*, crowds of people are moving on the streets, the 
picture houses are open, games are in full swing and business men go •- 
to their offices every day. What they do there I am not quite sure, 
as there is little or no business for most of them. The newspaper 
reports before I returned had played up certain incidents. I wondered 
whether I should see the heads of newspaper editors deposited in the 
streets. There were such incidents. Abnormal and irregular things 
still go on, A Chinese the other day was arrested even within this 
part of the Settlement by the Japanese. But he was not one of the 
prominent people but more the suspicious loiterer type.

During the last two days I have paid several visits to the 
surrounding areas just outside the lines held by foreign troops. In 
the western district the British troops have been holding a defense 
line, known as the perimeter, a line that runs along the railway from 
the French Concession to St. John’s University and down the Soochow 
Creek. I went outside this line along the Great Western Road with a 
friend, whose house is on the Hungjao Road. A few foreign houses have 
been damaged, including unhappily the School for the Blind, but not **•
beyond repair. Many more Chinese houses have been destroyed. There "R
were a good number of Chinese out in this area with their children, 
which indicates a certain return of confidence. Foreigners can go 
out freely without passes but I believe only two families have gone s 
out to live. My friend had rented his house to the Japanese when they
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came into this area in November and had received the rent for one month, 
after wnich they had left without notice and without further payment. 
His eervanta had atayed to guard the house except during the month of 
occupation. I am full of admiration for the loyalty and devotion of 
theae Chinese aervanta who, as ao often in the past, aeem to put the 
interests of their masters above their own safety. As we drove back 
within the British lines, my hostess remarked that on arrival at this 
point she always breathed a aigh of relief. I understood her feeling 
of security.

I also visited St. John's University. When I had been there 
last in November it was full of barbed wire and guarded by British 
soldiers. Both were now gone. American and Chinese families have 
returned with their children who were busy roller seating round the 
paths, but there are no students; they are studying in premises in the 
centre of the city. I noticed junks on the Soochow creek were flying 
either the Japanese flag or the new flag of the puppet Cnineae "Ta Tao” 
government, a yellow ground with a sun in the middle, part red and part 
green looking rather indigestible. After coming out from &t. John’s 
I went up Jesafield Road to the railway bridge across the creek and 
out beyond the British lines,walking round by the Chung Shan Road and 
in again at the Brenan Road crossing, No passes are needed. A fairly 
constant stream of Chinese were coming into the Settlement bringing 
stuff to sell; sacks of rice or firewood or other things. At the 
border the Japanese soldiers assisted by the Chinese police with a 
yellow band round their hats were examining these people and their 
bundles. On passing the Japanese sentry they to,ok their hats off and 
made a bow. One man forgot and thé policeman hit him smartly on the 
head with his stick as a reminder. I must confess that on returning 
I also shared a little the sense of relief that I mentioned just now. 
Inside the Settlement lines there was an obvious security which no 
one enjoys outside.

The northern areas of the Settlement are across the Soochow 
creek. I went over the bridge by the Continental godown held so 
gallantly by the Chinese ba tailion when Chapei was evacuated last 
November. Just beyond it is a huge area of devastation. The district 
on the left (west) is Chapei, but on the other side of the road is the 
Settlement. A strong barbed wire barricade divides the two. Again 
British troops hold the Settlement area which goes right round to the 
North Station. Trams and trackless trolleys go all through this area 
which is quite densely inhabited because secure. The North Station 
presented an appalling scene of battered buildings. A Japanese 
officer was showing round a small party of four ox’ five fellow- 
countrymen who presumably had come to see the battlefields.

My last visit was over the Garden Bridge across the Soochow 
creek and into that immediate neighbourhood. Again no pass was needed 
for a foreigner. Chinese, however, need a pass and very few are over 
there. I turned my steps in the direction of tne peat office and saw 
a number of cars outside the New Asia Hotel where we have had meetings 
of the NCC and other friendly gatherings. I wondered ratner innocently 
whether it was back in Chinese hanas and went to the front door to see, 
but inside were Japanese soldiers so I turned round and started to come 
away. But one of the soldiers came out and shouted after me. I went 
back and asked him whether this was a Chinese hotel. He did not 
understand a word but looked as if he were going to make himself
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unpleasant, so I haled a passing civilian and got him to interpret for 
me and my explanations seemed to pacify his suspicions. I came away 
before they could get any further hold upon him and reflected that 
this was an illustration of the atmosphere of suspicion and insecurity 
of life even so near as that. Walking past the Ilongkew market, I 
found that it has been turned into a purely Japanese market and is a 
busy centre of community life, in fact a small Japanese town. I came 
into Broadway and back over the bridge. Again the few Chinese that 
were passing the sentry took off their hate and made their bow. It ie 
only fair to add that Japanese civilians also did the same to their 
sentries. I noticed several foreigners pass but they kept their hats 
on their heads. I had cautiously gone over without my hat,so the 
problem did not arise. In that area there are Sikh police employed by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council. I must say that my heart warmed to 
these burly Sikhs and I smiled and spoke to several of them because 
they seemed to be a symbol of a world of order and security.

I have not yet been into the Chinese city south of the French 
concession. I rang up a friend who lives near by and he informed me 
that to enter that area you need two passes, one to go out and one 
to come back again into the French Concession. I understand that
there is a great deal of destruction there but that a number of Chinese 
are returning to that district.

The foreign troops in Shanghai, as will be seen, are 
maintained at their posts. There was a request that the British should 
remove their troops from the western sector but the general in command 
firmly refused so long as the people were being treated as they have 
been outside. The American marines also held their sector which 
includes the area round the Foreign YMCA where I am living. They 
will not allow Japanese troops to march up Nanking Road and have stopped 
them on more than one occasion. They have men posted on the corner 
by Thibet (now Yu Ya Ching) Road.

There is still a good deal of freedom here, in fact more than 
I had expected to find. Many prominent Chinese have gone but it has 
not been necessary for most of our friends whom we know to leave. 
Within the Settlement and Concession there is freedom of speech and we 
can hold meetings. There are, however, certain limitations. Police 
permits are required by Chinese for other than religious meetings. 
Japanese censors are established in the cable offices. Mr. Timperley 
of the ’’Manchester Guardian” challenged their right to censor his 
tressages and the British Government protested, but the censors are 
still there. Telegrams to North China have to be sent via Japan and 
are quite costly. Censors have also been established a week ago in 
the Post Office. So far there is no indication of our letters having 
been read but we may have to be prepared for developments. If so, it 
is suggested that the foreign communities may establish their own post 
offices. The Customs service is still functioning and the money 
going into the Hongkong-Shanghai Bank.

Shanghai is by no means a dead city. I found a very lively
interest among all kinds of groups and societies in what is happening 
in China today. I have been myself asked to speak on seven or eight 
occasions to report on my visits and have met with keen questions. 
People are as eager to know about Central China as others are to know
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about Shanghai. It may be thought by many that thia city ia ceasing 
to become a centre for thought and work and activity that concerns 
China aaa whole. No one place can serve all parts of China with 
equal facility. I had felt that Shanghai would lose its position 
as headquarters-but there are many ways in which that position io being ><, 
retained- at. least up till now. liany newspaper correspondents and 
offices of--importance are here. .The British Ambassaddf. after making . . 
a trip to Chungking and Central; China, will make his headquarters here 
because many urgent and vital questions concerning relations with Japan 
have to be discussed in this city, the-only, city in China where they 
can be discussed with the Japanese., Visitors are still coming to 
this port, The headquarters offices of missionary societies are 
functioning here, as well as national organizations like the YU, YW, 
CIS, Bible societies, etc. Shangnai has direct touch with North China 
and with the coast down south as far as’ Canton, no part of whion is at 
present occupied territory. It is the only centre from which the 
problems of East China out to Hangchow and Nanking can be dealt with. 
We are nof eo cut off from Central and West China as might seem to be 
the esse because of the air mail service from Hongkong which can 
normally get letters to Szechwan within a week. in fact after travel?- 
ing inland, I am inclined to think that Shanghai understands the 
problems of Central China better than they understand Shanghai though 
I am not asking them to believe that too easily. In one important 
respect I believe Shanghai is a strategic point, namely, for the 
administration of relief. We have here the British Ambassador’s 
Committee, the American Advisory Committee for the Red Cross Fund, also 
the China International Famine Relief Commission, ths .National 
Christian Couriôil War Relief Fund and the Chinese Hedlcal Association. 
This means that we are in a position to coordinate the activities of 
these funds and have Information available which enables us to estimate 
the relative needs of different parts of China. Hankow is of course 
more central geographically, but is not in effective touch with North 
China, or with East China, or the Coast. No one place la ideal. I 
am just making the point that the national position of Shanghai for 
many purposes has been less interfered with than might be supposed.

Now let me give some account of relief and other activities 
with special reference to the work of the National Christian Council.

RELIEF WORK

1. Shanghai International Red Cross Committee

The Executive Committee continues to meet every week on 
Tuesday afternoon at the Park Hotel and it commands the services of 
gome of the ablest men in Shanghai. Dr. W.W. Yen is Chairman, Dr. See 
Szeming Secretary, and Dr. J. Earl Baker Director. I was interested
in getting back to this Committee to find what changes there had been 
in the situation since I left.

The Committee on Refugees has had the toughest job. The 
Chairman is Father Jacqufhot and other members are G. Findlay Andrew, 
Brig. Gen. Macnaghten,.tW. H. Plant, Y. Y. Tsu, Mrs. W. S. New and 
3» R. Jones. There has been some reduction in their burden but not 
very much because the people are just unable to go out of Shanghai and 
return to the country-side. At the end of February there were 155 
camps being supported by this Committee containing 120.407 people.
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(in addition there are camps not supported by the Committee containing 
nearly 40,000 people,) The Red Cross Committee is coordinating tne 
work of eleven societies who administer the camps under their control 
but who depend upon the Red Cross for help in the food supply. A 
fairly varied diet has been worked out on scientific lines consisting 
of rioe, beans, wheat, vegetables, salt and oil» Including coal and 
wood the cost for good works out at less than 7 cents per head per day 
(about one penny in English money). The Committee estimates its need 
for the month of March as $229,000. Other functions of the Committee 
are to help with clothing; 200,000 pieces have been distributed under 
the direction of Mrs» W. S. New, the widow of Er, New who died last 
spring just after he had become the new secretary of the Council on 
Medical Missions. Educational work in these camps is under the 
direction of Dr. H. C. Chen. 30,000 refugee children are being given 
some schooling. Adults also are being trained in lace-making, basket
making and other crafts.

The Medical Committee of the &IRC has worked on the provision 
of hospital supplies, the financial support of hospitals and the 
prevention of epidemics. The outlook as summer approaches is said 
to be somewhat dangerous. There is fear of typhoid and typhus. It 
is a continual battle to keep up even minimum standards of sanitation 
in the camps.

The Committee on Finance includes C» R. Bennett, Feng Ping-nan, 
Alfred Sze and W. C. Cassels. Its total receipts to-date have been 
$1,390,369 and there was a balance in hand on March the 7th of 
$240,731. We are warned that the present resources of the Committee 
will be exhausted by the end of April but the needs will certainly 
not have disappeared. 't i-

The Nantao safety zone has been organized separately and has 
its own budget. At least four of the Refugee Committee mentioned 
above are also responsible for the zone so there is no overlapping. 
Last November when it was organized there were 250,000 people there. 
They have now been reduced to 140,000 of whom 60,000 are receiving free 
food. The total number of refugees is hard to estimate but it is 300,000 
at the very least and the number is only being very slowly reduced.

2'■ British Fund for Relief in China

The Ambassador's Committee continues to meet weekly each 
Thursday under the leadership of Mr. Herbert Philips (the Consul General) 
and Mr. Calder Marshall, the office work being done through the British 
Chamber of Commerce. The total contributions have nearly reached 
£100,000. Medical supplies valued at £18,000 have all been allocated 
and practically all distributed over China to places of need. We are 
making our budget so as to spread out our resources up to the end of 
July if possible but i t is quite obvious that far more is needed to 
help in dealing with the situation. Reports from North China, south 
of Tientsin and Peiping on the railway lines and in between, as well 
as from North Shansi, indicate pretty terrible conditions. The new 
British Ambassador on arrival here has taken a personal interest in the 
Committee and is going to attend a meeting this week after which he will 
make a fresh appeal in the name of the Committee, to assist our friends 
in London. Mr. Baxter has done fine work though his health has recently 
been giving him trouble and Dr. J. L. H. Paterson has been taking his
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place and will continue as a member. After returning from my visit to 
Central China I have been picking up the threads of the work in other 
plàôes; The work of the Committee has been very happy and I believe 
mbst of us enjoy the occasion each week.

3. The American Red Cross Fund in addition to U.S.$160,000 sent here 
last autumn has now remitted a further U.S.$40,000 to Shanghai. Some 
of our American friends are disappointed that the response to this 
last appeal' has not been quicker but the appeal will continue till June. 
An advisory committee in Shanghai has been established which will work 
rather along the same lines as the British Committee, namely through 
regional consul-generals. The Central Committee is under the 
Chairmanship of Major Bassett and others on the Committee are Bishop 
Roberts, Dr. J. Earl Baker and Mr. C. R. Bennett.

4. The NCC War Relief Committee

The. total contributions to this fund have reached by March the 
11th $126,845 local currency and allocations from the fund have been 
made to union Christian committees in some 21 different places. We 

"" findit a great advantage to be able to respond quickly to the need 
of our Christian constituency and so give them help until assistance 
can be obtained from the larger funds if they need it. After I left 
Shanghai Dr. C.,S. Miao became secretary of this Committee and a meeting 
is held at lunch time on Friday each week. Occasionally we get visitors 
from different parts of China and they are brought in to give us first 
hand news. Dm. H. R. Williamson and Mr. W* H. -Dawson- have bean with ; 
us during the Past two weeks. 1 Dr. Williamson i'S now'undertaking a ? 
trip to North Shensi and will report fully his personal observations 
and advise us on the administration of relief there.

1. From the XMHAStation the NCC has given a weekly broadcast since the 
first Sunday in September and there has been a steady increase of 
listeners from North China down to Canton. The Chinese talk is being 
taken by W. Y. Chen or C. S. Miao, the English by Ballou or Boynton 
or myself. As the other two are leaving shortly, I shall have to find 
another colleague to help. The station of the Christian Broadcasting 
Association, XMHD, is recovering from the difficulties at the beginning 
of the war when the aereals were blown down by a typhoon and could not 
be repaired. But we do not feel it wise at the moment to transfer to 
this station as they can only offer us Thursday evening and in the 
transfer we might lose a good leal of our constituency. For the 
present therefore we shall continue as at present but are trying to 
put this work on a self supporting basis. To that end we are inviting 
subscriptions from those who receive copies of the broadcast talks. 
It has been costing us $100 a month plus |150 for stencil and postage 
of the talks in China and abroad, making $250 a month. Another line

BROADCASTING AND LITERATURE

The Christian constituency in China is thirsty for information. 
People want to know how their brethren in other places are faring. It 
is not just curiosity. It is real concern and also a desire to know 
the truth so that some of the problems that may develop in threatened 
areas may be anticipated. Also we know that the spiritual morale 
of the churches can be better sustained if they are linked together 
in a sense of unity throughout the country.
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of policy is to develop regional broadcast talks. Our friends in 
Hangchow are already doing much the same as we are here and we have 
been conferring with colleagues in Changsha, Chengtu and Hongkong 
about the possibilities.

2. Pamphlets of the Christian Forward Movement

Under the editorship of C. S« Miao these papers have been 
coming out weekly and run to about eight small-size pages. A recent 
issue. No. 15, bore the title "EcumenicityDr. T. T. Lew who wrote 
the pamphlet, has invented a new Chinese tex-m which sounds pretty much 
like the English but whose characters have also a real meaning and 
significance - "One Eternal Each You New”; they suggest oneness and 
eternal continuity, both in God and in the Cnurch of Christ, refer to 
each member, to you in particular, and indicate the need for new life.

This series is being reprinted week by week by the Canadian 
Mission Press in Chengtu and distributed throughout West China. One 
issue has also been reprinted by the RTS in Central China.

3. The Christian Literature Society is now recovering from the 
difficulties of last Augu’st when sales were down to 10 per cent of 
normal and the Society found itself in financial embarrassment and 
obliged to part with some of the office staff. Since January orders 
have been coming in from all provinces except where there is fighting. 
The receipts in February amounted to $3,796. The Society has paid its 
debts and is making plans to increase its power of distribution by 
establishing agencies in other parts of the country. The post office 
can accept small parcels of books for most places in China.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

The Executive Board of the National Committee for Christian 
Religious Education in China (NCCRE) met on March 9 and 10. There was 
no annual meeting last November but the Executive for this occasion 
was enlarged to the number of twenty and met under the chairmanship of 
Dr. T. T. Lew. Reports indicated a considerable amount of good work 
going on, even new books being published. Our policy is in occupied 
areas to take advantage of new opportunities. One instance was reported 
from Nanking where at a first service held since its capture there were 
10 Christians and 40 non-Christians. In the camps people have had an 
experience of living together on a cooperative basis and it will be 
necessary for them to go on doing so, whether in camps or not, for some 
time to come. Can we help them to understand the true basis of 
Christian community living? In threatened areas we shall endeavour 
to build upon the foundations of fellowship which God has already giveja 
us and to rally those who are members of the Religious Education 
Fellowship and others by visitation, letters and broadcasting. In the 
areas of free China in the West, more normal types of work are possible, 
especially in Szechwan Province, and we shall amphaeise the work of 
lay training. Miss Mabel Nowlin has just returned from America after 
furlough and is being asked to go to West China for two years. Others 
of us also will visit certain areas, and the quarterly magazine in 
Chinese is to be continued. There are some publications in the pre 8$»
Altogether 53 new publications have been put out in cooperation with the
CIS since the beginning of the work of this Committee in 1931. Miss
Alice Gregg is here now, has a desk in our office and is giving
invaluable help.
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SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

In January last the Council of Higher Education had a meeting 
of those who were able to attend which did not, of course, include 
representatives from Central and 7/est China. Dr. Leighton Stuart was 
present from Yenching. The Council desired Mr. Creasy to make a brief 
trip to America to confer with our friends there who have been doing 
so much to support the work of Christian education, and after a visit 
to Central and West China he will go abroad and hopes to be back in June.

The middle schools here in this city, most of which are 
carrying on in borrowed premises if not in their own, are being visited 
systematically by Mr. S« Lautenschiager of Cheeloo and Mr. Gardner 
Tewksbury of Tsingtao who are working together. They are holding 
meetings with students and with teachers. Lautenschlager remarked to 
me that the teachers were coming together very readily and responding 
eagerly and it was obvious that they were hungry for more Christian 
fellowship of thia kind.

In Fukien a team is being organized to visit Christian schools 
and a letter came in recently from the secretary, Mr. Chiu Tao-ken, 
informing us of this plan and aoking for copies of suggestions for the 
formation of Christian Teachers Fellowships in the schools. These 
suggestions, together with book lists and reports on curriculum work, 
are available in stencil form in thie office,

A MEETING FOR CONSULTATION 
> • ■ 

As there are a very considerable number of Christian leaders 
here in Shanghai, many of them from the area in East China to which 
for the moment they cannot return, it was thought desirable to invite 
a selected group to meet with the members of the Ad Interim Committee 
on February 23, 24, at the Community Church in Shanghai. I got back 
just in time for this meeting which considered the life and work of 
the churches in these days» This was an informal consultation and it
was left to the Ad Interim Committee of the NCC to make any formal 
recommendations that might be needed,. A report of this consultation
will shortly be available and reference has already been made to it 
in the breadcast given by Mr., Ballou on March 6.

Reports on present work and policy were given by Christian 
organizations but the main question considered was the position of the 
church in areas effected by the war, especially in occupied territory. 
What is our policy to be in relation to the authorities and how can we 
maintain our principles? What are our principles? It was felt that 
we should try to maintain the work of the churches and schools and 
hospitals wherever there were people whom we could serve, but not at 
the price of compromising such principles as freedom to carry on our ' 
Christian program and freedom from constant interference from outside 
forces. We should allow nothing to hinder the loyalty of students to 
their own nation or compel them to • worship any false gods or 
compromise their Christian faith.

It was urged that those concerned with work in the South-west 
should come together to make plans for developing new efforts by 
cooperative work and that the churches concerned witn East China should
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also form a council so tnat problems present and future might be faced 
together.

PREPARATION FOR TA2ÆBARAM, MADRAS

The first list of men and women to be invited to join the 
China delegation to attend the IMG Conference at Tambaram was worked 
out in January and letters have been sent by Mr. Ballou, the secretary, 
to nearly the full number that we have been allowed, namely 50 Chinese 
and 10 foreigners. The response so far has been rather encouraging.
16 persons of whom 3 are foreigners, have said tnat they will accept 
fairly definitely. In addition there are 14 Cninese wno have 
tentatively accepted. This makes a provisional list of 30. We have 
still to hear from a good many others some of whom it is believed 
will accept. It looks therefore as if we should now be able to get 
together a team of at least 30 people, with the prospect of more. 
The promise of some financial help from Dr. Mott has made a very bi£ 
difference in this whole effort.

As for preparation, there are very obvious difficulties in 
securing attention for anything that is not immediately concerned with 
the thing that preoccupies all our minds. However, the discussion 
syllabus of questions that was circulated in English last summer has 
now been circulated also in Chinese. Certain groups have been meeting 
for study, notably in Foochow and Cnengtu. Some articles have been 
appearing in the Chinese Recorder. Dr. T. T. Lew is making a 
contribution through the Forward Movement Series edited bÿ G. S. .Miao. 
I have mentioned his paper on ecumenicity. He is also writing three 
other papers on the Church for this series. Also Ballou, W. Y. Chen 
and I met with him the other evening in Ballou's room in the YMCA to 
plan an interpretation of the thought of the Oxford and Edinburgh 
conferences in the light of conditions in China. The hope is that 
this will be produced in six monthly parts, in Chinese, which can later 
by bound together as a book.

Earlier plans had been made for the carrying out of certain 
studies. It is good to know that Dr. H. R. Williamson has collected 
muoh material on evangelism and is now engaged in putting it together. 
This should be very useful. Two studies were planned by Merle Davis 
and it is still hoped to do something to carry through those studies 
even if it has to be in a simplified form. One deals with the policies 
and experiences of missions in relation to the growth and economic 
strength of the Church; the other deals with the challenge of the new 
social and economic order to the church in China. The real difficulty 
has been to get someone with the necessary ability to give time to 
uniertaking responsibility for either of these studies. Several able 
Chinese colleagues have been approached but were called on for more 
active service in Central China. But we have in mind certain suggestions 
which may lead to the carrying through of these studies.

It is very sad that Ballou is having to go north early in 
April. He will do whatever is possible in North China, but cannot be 
responsible for carrying through the work of preparation at headquarters, 
so this will fall upon those of us who remain. It is hoped that we 
may get effective help from one of the Committee who is not actually on 
our staff but who is like-ly to be fairly continuously in Shanghai.
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STAFF OF THE NCC

Dr. W. Y. Chen, our General Secretary, returned to Shanghai 
at the beginning of February and is leaving for Central China again 
this week. It is of great importance for us to keep adequate touch 
through him with the developing needs of the Centre and the West. 
There are questions of relief work being undertaken by the Wu Han 
Christian churches, by Dr. Kepler and his scheme for wounded soldiers 
and by the International Red Cross Committee. We have had recent news 
of the formation of a National Federation of Chinese Christians and 
Dr. Chen will have an opportunity to confer with those who are 
promoting this new movement. Again, Mr. T. H. Sun has been invited to 
rejoin the staff of the NCC with special reference to the needs of 
those areas. He is in Changsha at the moment. it will be necessary 
to confer with him about his future work for the NCC.

Mr. Earle H. Ballou will be returning early in April to North 
China where he will act as regional secretary for the NCC as well as 
give a good deal of time to the work of his church which is very short- 
handed in face of the many emerging problems. Mr. C. L. Boynton is 
going on furlough next week, a furlough now overdue and made the more 
necessary by his health. He expects to return in October. Mr. 
E. H. Cressy is now visiting West China and on returning to Shanghai 
will proceed for a short time to America.

This leaves in the headquarters office here Dr. C. S. Miao, 
Miss T. C. Kuan and myself. Dr. Ko Co Wang, the newly appointed 
secretary of the Council on Medical Missions, comes over }to our Staff 
meetings and ^t he War Relief Committee. We are happy in having secured 
the major part of his time from Mr. Ralph M, White of the American 
Presbyterian Mission, to assist us with general work in the office and 
to help with the problems of East China; his station was at Soochow 
and he is unable to return at present. We also have Dr. Robert Fitch 
giving part time to the work of war relief publicity.

I had myself hoped to return quite shortly to Central China 
but in view of the allocation of work within our staff I shall be 
staying in Shanghai at least till the end of April. The work I nave 
endeavoured to sketch here as undertaken from this headquarters office 
will be a pretty heavy burden.

THE FUTURE TASK

We are happy in enjoying more of the cooperation and 
confidence of colleagues in all parts of China than has ever been the 
case, I believe, in the history of the NCC. We commonly speak of 
the areas of China as the occupied areas, the threatened areas and the 
strongholds of free China. Each region has its own needs, and the 
churches and the National Christian Council have a special function in 
each. It is useless to compare them and say which is the most 
important. Though our headquarters may be in Shanghai, our work is 
actually being undertaken in all these areas with which we are trying 
to maintain constant touch. It is obviously impossible in these days 
to bring people together at any one national centre. For that reason 
we did not hold the meeting of the Executive Committee which was due 
last November, Instead it is our plan for secretaries of the NCC to
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visit or reside in each area. Tais œans the spending of money on 
travel but it would seem to be foolish and false economy to try to 
save money on this item. Experience had shown how much the visits 
of the members of the staff have been appreciated everywhere we have 
gone.

We are looking for and counting upon the cooperation of 
friends and colleagues not only in China but abroad. Many have been 
sending gifts for relief work. I would venture to ask whether in 
the goodness of their hearts some of our friends would not also be 
willing to make some contribution to the general funds of the NCC in 
view of the special burdens imposed upon us and of the need, as I 
have said, for continued travel and visitation. At the end of 
February our accounts showed that we had a deficit of more than $5,000. 
I do not know what it will be when our year closes on March the 31st 
but I do know that we should feel immensely grateful for any gifts 
that may be sent to us in these days of special need and opportunity.

I have never been so conscious as now of the sustaining and 
invigorating power of prayer. Many letters have brought to us the 
realization that people in all parts of the world were remembering 
China every day and those of us who are their friends. It ie for 
that reason that we have felt the influence of the Spirit of God 
carrying us along in ways that cannot be attributed to our own 
strength. Through all the misery and suffering of life around us 
there has been deep joy in serving and doing the will of God, a peace 
which the world can neither give nor take away. In other words the 
presence of God is a deep reality. We would crave tne continuance 
of this fellowship of the spirit which so many of cur friends are 
freely giving.

940-11
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

HM GRAY

From Shanghai via N.R

| COPIES SENT TO |
, ’■ '.NJ. A ND .'H.’.t). I

Dated April 20, 1938

Rec’d 10s45 a.m,

Secretary of State

Washington# of 
tÀSïtW

560, April 20, 1 p.m,

My 543, April 15, 3 p#m,

Following the arrival of re enforcements the Japanese 

have launched an extensive flanking.movement against

Chinese positions at Lini in Southeastern Shantung and 

claim to have gained a foothold in that city. However 

the Chinese are rushing re enforcements to this sector 

in an attempt to check this new offensive. The Japanese 

force which pushed north from Nantungchow as far as

793.94/12872

Tungtai is now reported to be making no attempt to ad

vance further but instead is garrisoning the more im

portant towns in the area between Nantungchow and

Tungtai

In an attempt to cope with the widespread and 

continuous activities of Chinese guerrillas the Japanese 

are burning villages in many sections of the lower

Tsung River area; refugees from such villages are arriv

ing in Shanghai daily. Repeated to Hankow and Peiping
to

KLP GAUSS cf11 
0
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FROM Tientsin_______________  ( Caldwell____ } DATED__ March 4, 1938
TO NAME 1—1127 or.

REGARDING-. Q. T ,Sino-Japanese relations: Report on activities 
during month of February, 1938.
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B. Relations with other Countries.

1. Japan.

a* Military activities. Renewed 

activity on the part of the Japanese military in 

southern Hopei and northern Honan begun on Febru

ary 6th and in southern Shansi on February 14th. 

Both sides reported quite severe fighting around 

Hsinhsieng, the Junction of the Taotsln and Peiping- 

Hankow Railways, about forty miles north of the 

Yellow River, which place the Japanese reported 

they hud occupied on February 17th. ,»fter dis

lodging the Chinese from the i eiping-Huakow Rail

way the Japanese continued to advance westward into 

southern Chunsi. f.t the end of th© month the Japan

ese claimed that their forces advancing westward 

from northern Honan and southward from central Shansi 

hud placed the Chines© armies in southern Shansi in 

a very difficult position which would shortly nec

essitate their rapid retirement or envelopment and 

annihilation. Reports that are bellevea to be re

liable indicate that Japanese forces operating on 

those fronts received reinforcements of some 40,000 

to 50,000 men from teanohurla during the month.
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893.00 P.H. Hankow/128 Despatch #403
______________________________________________________________________ r Un__________ ______________________________________

from__ ................... (. JOSS01jm_____________ ) DATED “552L.3t-J®!®
TQ NAME 1—1127 8P0

REGARDING:sino-japanege reiations: Report concerning Japanese 
advances during month of February,1938, and China’s 
chances for the future.
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1. Military Operations.

Japanese advances during February in the vicinity 

of the Peiping-Hankow Railway and in Shansi brought the 

invading forces at the end of the month to the north 

bank of the Yellow River and to the vicinity of 

Linfen in Shansi.In order to prevent a crossing 

of the Yellow River the Chinese military blew up the 

Yellow River bridge north of chenghsien and burned 

boats along the river in Honan.

In estimating China’s chances in the future 

progress of hostilities some observers have pointed 

out that recent Japanese tactics, particularly the 

advancement of troops over widely-separated areas 

and the failure to prevent the movement of war 

materials northward from Canton, have given China 

an opportunity to equip over 25 fresh divisions and 

to send some of the best Nanking divisions into 

Shantung where, since the middle of February, they 

have been able to counteract major Japanese efforts 

to advance in that province. It has also been pointed 

out that the outstanding accomplishments of the 

provincial troops in fighting along the Hwai River 

in Anhwei have compelled the Japanese to pay a high 

price for every foot of ground gained. The latest 

Japanese successes in Shansi are being minimized in 

official quarters where it is contended that Shansi has 

always been regarded as a reserve district for guerilla 

warfare and that the policy there is to force the enemy 

to throw their entire forces into the fighting in order 

to break through the Chinese front lines and then to give 

way and harrass the weakened lines of communication.

in 

fa) Hankow*s telegram to Peiping, Mar. i, 12 noon.
(b) Hankow’s telegram to Department & Peiping, Feb. 18, 

4 p.m.
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political report
February 1938 -8-
Hankow, China

In a radio broadcast from Hankow on February 19, 

commemorating the Fourth Anniversary of the New Life 

Movement, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek reviewed the 

progress of hostilities during the past six months 

and expressed his conviction that Japan’s military 

adventure in China is doomed to failure. He pointed 

out that the enemy’s influence is confined to the 

cities and towns; that his troops dare not go beyond 

the lines of communication; and that the farther the 

Japanese penetrate into the Chinese hinterland the 

greater will be china’s chance for revenge.

2. Air Operations.

February witnessed the most extensive aerial 

activity in this district since the outbreak of 

hostilities last July. Between the 1st and 26th of 

the month the Japanese air forces made approximately 

30 raids on places in Hupeh, Hunan, Honan, and 

Kiangsi. The three Wuhan cities were bombed on four 

different occasions and Nanohang and Changsha were 

each subjected to about the same number of attacks.(a)

During a thrilling engagement at Hankow on 

February 18, thirteen Japanese planes were reliably 

reported to have been shot down by Chinese pursuits. 

The Chinese lost eight. This victory was enthusias

tically celebrated in Hankow and, in order to strengthen 

Chinese morale, is still being featured along with similar 

Chinese successes on the northern and eastern fronts and 

in Formosa, (b)

On

T"aJ Hankow’s telegram to Dept. & Peiping, Feb. 9, 12 noon, 
w « n n rt " Feb. 11, 6 p.m.

(b) " « « peiping, March 3, 12 noon.
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On Feb mi ary 10 and 11 the Japanese bombed and 

damaged a section of the Yellow River bridge north of 

Chenghsien ) in Honan, and on February 14 a

squadron of 12 heavy Japanese bombers raided the two 

railway lines at Chenghsien badly damaging the station, 
rolling stock, and tracks.(a) Presumably through some 

inadvertency about 60 bombs fell in a densely populated 

area causing several hundred casualties. Bombs also 

fell in the compound of the American Baptist Mission 

damaging property but injuring no foreigners. In a 

counter-attack on February 15 a squadron of 12 Chinese 

planes successfully bombed Japanese positions north of 

the Yellow River near Chihsien ). More than

30 Japanese tanks and about 12 Japanese planes were 

reported to have been destroyed.

Japanese air raiders reached Chungking for the 

first time on February 18, adding a touch of realism 

to the anti-aircraft defence drills which had been 

held there a few days before. Nine planes flew over 

the military airfield fifteen miles east of the city 

and dropped a number of bombs, some of which fell in 

the center of the field and some on the river bank. 

The raid came as a surprise to civilians who expected 

that the continuous cloudy weather, native to Chungking, 

would ensure security for the district at least for two 

or three months.

Ichang was bombed by Japanese squadrons on February 

8, 17, 21, and 28. During the raid on February 17, some 

seventy 

Ja) Hankow’s telegram to Department & Peiping, Feb. 15, 
12 noon.
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Political report 
February 1938 -10-
Hankow, China 

seventy coolies were killed and over 100 were wounded 

by bombs which fell on the airfield where they were 

working at the time. On the 28th, the Ichang property 

of the Evangelical Lutheran Mission sustained some 

damage from the concussion of Japanese bombs which 

exploded near the mission compound.

Statistics published by the Air Defence Head

quarters in Hunan show that between August 15 last 

year and February 9 this year, Japanese planes made 

19 raids on Nanchang; that 876 bombs were dropped 

killing 97 civilians, wounding 231, and destroying a 

total of 483 houses. During the same period, Japanese 

planes dropped 289 bombs in 16 raids at Chinghsien, 

Kiukiang, Shangjao, Kweichi, Yiyang, Yushan, Changshu, 

N anche ng, and Kian killing 52 persons, wounding 81, 

and destroying 100 houses. In a spectacular raid over 

Nanchang on February 25, eight of the 40 Japanese 

planes were reported to have been shot down in flames 

by Chinese flyers.

According to a recently published report of the 

Chinese Board of Publicity, Japanese losses in fighting 

craft between August 13 and December 31, 1937, were 20 

warships and 375 airplanes. It is difficult to concede 

any military advantage to the Japanese in constantly 

sending large squadrons of planes over long distances - 

obviously at great expense and risk - when the most that 

they may be expected to accomplish is the destruction of 

minor military objectives and the damage of a few airfields 

which can be repaired soon after the squadrons depart. 

As the local Chinese air force grows stronger daily 

with the arrivals of new material and the training of 

new pilots, it is possible that Japan’s present air 

supremacy may soon be seriously challenged.
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regarding*. Sino-Japanese conflict: developments.

793.94/ (2875

FRG.
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&• Solutions with Japan: 
< ÛJ Continued Japanese marial Operations over South

- \ kü2â
\' ’ Japanese aerial attacks upon -xiuth China continued unabated

throughout February, as planes from naval unit» lying off the 

southern coast of Kwangtung operated over wide areas in a aeries 

of dally raids and scouting expeditions In which approximately 

200 plane flights.were made. These attacks, although harassing 

£1 
’“telegram of February id, 1 p.a. ~~ ’

♦♦Telegrams of Feb. 3, 4 p.m.j 4, 8 p.m.j 8, 3 p.n.) 10, 6 p.m.j 
11, 5 p.m.j 14, 3 p.a.j 19, 12 noon) £5, 5 p.m.
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sit time» and causing erne civilian casualties, resulted in but 
little daaauje of -.llitary signifloanee, a Kwangtung Provincial 
uovirr. ent olflclal newspaper stated that, in the course of air
raids or Kwangtung during Fe^uury, Japanese losses amounted to 
twelve planta, ton of which were found, thirteen aviators killed, 
and one captured.

hailwaya were iunong the principal objectives, noth the 

Centun-Hanàow and Canton-Kowloon railways were bombed heavily 
and damaged frecuently. .Rolling-stock also was damged Uy 

naohine-gun fire. However, repairs were made quickly, and 
thr 'Ugh jservices on both lines were mintained by trains running 
at night, ks a result, the Chinese authorities were able to 
continue to ship large quantities of military supplies from 

Hong Kong to Hankow through Canton, via the "loop-line" connect
ing the two railways, and to despatch troops from v&rlou** point® 
in the south to the north. The abort railway running between 
Canton and samehui, where It connects with west River shipping, 
was tasbed also upon several occasions but is understood not to 
have been damped seriously.

In the courue of an address delivered during the ^onth, 
the Director of the Chinese section of the Canton-Kowlooxj Railway 
announced the following statistical results of air-raids 
upon the railway up to February 1st. He stated that there 
had bean xxlxity-ueven raids on the line and Ü4S bombs dropped, 
and that damage v.a» done to 3 bridges, IS stations, £08 rails, 
816 sleepers, 21 other structures (including staff buildings, 
goods-sheltera, and workshops), 6 locomotives, and 12 c&rs. 

He declared that the total cost of repairs amounted to

*294.770
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|k93,770 Chinese National currency (US$85,193);
Highways, as well as tailwy®, wert attacked periodically 

from the air. The highways so attacked were principally In 
northern Kwangtung, along the West River, and between Hong 
Kong and Canton. Although soae motor-trucks are reported to 
have been destroyed, the roads themselves were not badly 
damaged.

Airfields also were bombed but not damaged seriously. 
Tho^e at Canton and Hhlukwan ^) were attacked several 

times. Raids were made on the field nt Chungfa ( on
the 13th and on the one at .vuehere on the 15th. The Tier. Ho 
military aerodrome at Canton was attacked most frequently.

( b) .ssembled Planer Believed Object of Attack*

*Telbgraas of February 8, 3 p.m.j 25, 5 p.a.j March 2, 12 Noon.

It is believed that planes being assembled in Canton may 
have b tn the principal object of the attacks on the Canton 
airfield, whose hangars had been destroyed by bombs several 
months previously. During the month, several more Gloucester 
Gladiator planes of British manufacture, forming part of an 
order placed before the outbreak of hostilities, arrived in 
Canton and were being aassxabled in various concealed places 
in the vicinity of the aerodrome. It is understood tint 
approximately sixteen of these planes had arrived by the end 
of February and that sixteen sore ure to be delivered la the 
near future. None of the planes in the process of assembly 
were damaged in the course of the raids on the airfield during 
Februtiry. To deceive attacking pilots,the Chinese authorities 
placed on the field several ’’dummy’* planes made of galvanized 
iron anti bamboo at a coat of CaC$8.00 (US$2.00) a piece.

&&&&
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*^eïegraî» of February 25, $ p.m.; March 2, Ï2 )Soon*
**Telegram of February 19, 12 Koon.
**Telegrams of February 4, 8 p.a.j 25, 5 p.m.
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/artfully camcuflsged without being concealed, these “dUidnies**  
were bombed heavily by Japanese places.

(e) Kea/pearance of Chinese Planes*

Eleven of the Gloucester Gladiator planes which had been 
assembled In Canton at various ttoes, arl then flow to bases 
in other province®, appeared in northern Kwanÿtung on the 
morning of the 24th and engaged Japanese raiders In aerial 
combat in the vicinity of yhiukwan, bringing down three Japanese 
plane® and losing two Chinese machines. Between the 24th and 
the end of the month, they engaged in a series of '’dog-fights* 
and are reliably reported to have shot dwn at least three sore 
Japanese planes and to have lost several of their own in crashes 
apparently -lue to faulty handling by Chinese aviator» who still 
lack training in flying these fast ships.

(d ) &achine*&unnlug  of Civilians4 *
Japanese planes are reported to have machine-gunned 

civilians in villages and on highways from time to tfee while 
scouting over interior districts. According to reports from 
trustworthy sources of information, several such incidents 
occu red in the vicinity of Canton in the course of the month.

(e) Canton City Proper Unmolested***

although numerous raids w?e conducted upon railways, 

airfields, and ether objectives on the outskirts of Canton 

by planes which flew over the city frequently, no bombs were 

dropped within the city proper. Planes reconnoitered over 

Canton upon neverol occasions but did not molest the city 

itself.
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(f) Japanese Landings on Delta Islands*

♦Telegrams of îebruarv 8, 3 p.ffi.; 11, 5 P»®.
♦♦Telegrams of Jeb. 3,' 4 p.a.; 4, 8 p.m.j 8, 3 p.m.j 10, ô p.m.j 

Ifi, 4 p.a.j 19, 12 noon} 25, 5 p.m.} idarch 2, 12 noon.
***Telegrum of Feb. 4, 8 p.m.j 8, 3 p.ia.j 11, 5 p.m.lin reply to 

Hankow’s Feb. 10, 5 pua., quoting Tokyo’s Feb. «, 8 p.®.)> 14, 
3 p.æ.

Parties from Japanese naval vessels operating in south 
China waters raade periodic landings of an exploratory character 
during the month upoxx several Islands Lu the Pearl river delta. 
These expeditions appear to have been conducted primarily to 
secure supplies of food and water, while providing exercise 
for naval personnel, rather than for purposes or permnert 
occupation. The landing parties were resisted occasionally 
by mail oande of villagers, police, or soldiers, but fought 
no major engageronts. The largest Island reported to hfive been 
occupied is Melon (^iM )» «bout 14 Mies north of liacao, where 

a force of about 300 ,T&pnnce»e mrines landed early In the month 
but departed after remaining for about 10 days.

( g ) shelling of Bocea Tigris Forts* *

Japanese warships upon nuœrous occasions shelled the 
Bocca Tigris forts, which axe located strategically at a 
narrow passage on the Pearl river about 40 .miles below Canton. 
Ko serious damgs was done to the forts, but the Chinese authori
ties stated that a Japanese destroyer was disabled by fire frcsi 
Chinese shore batteries. Apparently the vessels engaged in the 
bombardment had no intention sf proceeding farther up the river 
sut shelled the forts in order to liar ass the garrison and to 
discourage foreign steamer river traffic.

(h) Threatened Disturbances in Canton* **
On the night of February 3rd martial law was declared 

in Canton, because rumors of & proposed attempt by Japanese 
agents to create disturbances in the city that night had coe» 

to the attention of th® military authorities. According to 
statements
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♦ statements of Chix^e official®, an attempt Made to create 
disaffection tTO0p3 oy two pTO**politicians
InSong Kong, who approached Li Fu-lin a veteran Kuo-
;-iintang leader and former military comancler, with ’he sugges

tion that a battalion of troops Jcnown for their personal loyalty 

to hi® be persuaded to mutiny while Japanese agents created 
disturbances in the city. Li Fu-lln is said to have reported 
the mtter immediately to General ¥u Han-aou, Cosiaander-in-Chief 

of the Fourth Route .-xny, who udvlxed him to continue with 
negotiations in order to secure additional information.

Me disturbances took place, however, and no disaffection 
of military forces occurred. Canton remained calm during the 
enforcement of martini law, which was relaxed th© following 
day.

Extensive scouting over Canton, by Japanese planes and 
an Intensive bombardment of the Bocca Tigris forte on the 
morning of the 4th provided indications that the rumors of 
plans to create disturbances say have been founded upon fact.

(1) Closing of Pearl Hiver to Navigation*
<i« a precautionary rseaaure, the Chinese military authori

ties closed the Pearl river to navigation between the 4th and 
the 15th. On the afterm on of the 3rd, foreign steamers were 
warned to leave Canton irœxe lia tely, but most of them delayed 
sailing until scheduled hours of departure the following aornlng. 

short distance below Canton, during a bombardment of Bocca 

Tigris by Japanese warships, they were ordered by Chinese mili
tary officials to return to Canton, where they remained until 
the reopening of the river permitted them to resume regular 

services.
Lil ■Wfengther.lng 

telegram of Feb. 3, 5 ”p,B.j 4, é p.m.j if, S p,a.\ In reply io ' 
Hankow’s Feb. 10,5 p.®., quoting Tokyo’s Feb. 9, 8 p.m.), 
14, 3 p.m.j id, 4 p.m.j 19, 12 noon.
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( 4 ) strengthening of iiwangtuxxg Defences*
The Kwungtiing military authorities continued preparations 

for the defence of the province lu th© event of a Japanese 
invasion. During February additional troops were despatched 
to areaa along the coast where landInga night he feasible, 
in addition, work progressed a Cif i^Ll-"* hc<j3ce s ©2Cten.d—
lug from Canton to the sea in strategic positions. The Chinese 
authorities appeared, to be confident that they could repel 
any attempted invasion of Kwngtung or Kwangs!.

(k) Troop -"•.ovements to the North**
The Southwest continued to furnish troops for the north 

during the month, /although some Kwongtung troops were sent to 
Hankow ever the railway, larger numbers, heluding replace
ments and some additional units,were despatched from Kwangs!. 
Didiers from central Kwaiigsi were transferred by motor-road 
to Heng chow, liunan, where they entrained for Hankow, and. those 
from the vicinity of ’«uchcw were sent down the river to Canton 
to be transported over the Canton-Hankow line.
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‘ . - •,v* .■*» -•-< ?. g. r< eoi.-tly t-en ctotioned in a si
1, '. ifi T t:.r U .-c’aT thr -.erle n -etU a t.> t -t

v*-l--tcd t-- t emee la crdef -- cfs.e-.ble 
*,x "-ir 'c, - c ri- xn cl” the flan rtt.ul;

-.su ouste .8, ,ir' . f r ,., ■ j-tj ole were furnished î<1~j

.■ra..;
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4. a ht Mixture c 
guardfct- G> .is. lor, 
;.n;
Mentioned 4. 
involved Xi 
causing 
usually

SjSSTWCTED
au« fox the troops, end th©

;2fcMj ar trie nrticl’-, 
the :&attar ^ppct:rin« in the above «hilt; the rt t-.^nt c-f the donrors

ting: -rwrlORn or inion t.-. •»*

' I’f-Ct au ici et&a iaezed v..->■ lc"l
UtliCOt lOïi , ,>w »*,v ^,*.w VA.'

'allenr-tlft# -nerlann opinion to the extent of
..josi.ibls •.■«rtlciyoticn !~

rJ ex.-roseion of , » is felt tv Le K wre thon 
?ili c new feel.

■ource: inoic’.tod»

ü-2 
.$/.a 
.--'lie i «arry a » * # ore swell

: ® fe ~'» G©r;sr< i 
ilit r tt'cr.r .

ror.: AOkyo. «‘©port t«c. S271 t fïx*eh 7,
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(o 5* 7 -
.IGX'lCUXi . lUtLwtlul . Xlig. -.4ïcr<ïv --bject
çj. t-HC '■■-••'• -itlZdiS •* ■- OOSUl'ir 

' f h-ogreiwi. . vènijj 
in t--.e ■ igatlufi

- S ♦.£■>.;•• ' ..::Gr,O, ->U.v3û ( t

.Ilia.

it 1b needless to s®y th t tixe Lriili&nt results we 
Lave achieved so f■ r in the wr.r zone are due to the .■o&er 
and virtue of our belove d à«uàperor, *nd -..-hile we are ■■Mr- 

wneLwd by .-.n indescribable eaotiun r.s ■» e tn ini. of the 
gre^ti^nes or our ruler, the powers ere surprises st the 
brav*1/speedy -ctiuns ve «re taking at the fr-nt, fi.-r sue-, 
nchievœonts - s *.'ur« were select witnessed ever. ïïi the 
■>re't ar,

• ut ailit-ry étions however, have bees ■ eco .^aniea by 
gre't difficult!©» in sur® of the ilgr.tinc zones, where the 
r* nts -.nt. Int-reets owned or ©sV-blin-ed by foreign ruticnr 
.-u. n.ti-;T?'ls are scattered over aid© ure-s. --ueb
v- tec icuriiti ns in t ose Sightin ' zones natur?-ixy r.tve rise 
t. v ntve 1.-, oninents to cur ”.111 t.-.ry --cti.-nc t.-r^u. ". th© 
. it.unuerst’.ndirv s between the fore! ■;■ w.tivns c--ne?r:x.< ■*?;: 
:-<x ^roc;s.

.«a u; interview with corres/ondents of .-ritisii eap^xs» 
. fcv 5 •:«- utcui ..nee 6-nl<; that, if t;.c *>u^'.ne©e troo.-s■sela e.w,ri£»«u to conduct their aillV-ry uperfiticne r.-s«rd- 
ltS‘’ ; the f'crcixn rights :‘.-nd Intercuts in the Lighting 
zer^a, . <•• ;ruits’t..cy 'have ro^llr.ed so ->-r -igr.t have been 
C*lt ir - ; t i'df tne tl:ce -ctur xx^uirre. this con- Acct^.., .u-t ct.'t «il p^cple are of the r» 
o; ini-au ■ t .oner-: ateui.

,a £iaK<- or vh* ..reo-.uW/ïu- «e h? ve been t< xU.; ever since t.^ xter^r: -ftbc whlnn Incident, t: ere n&vc o.;tcr- 
re.c . -r..;, 0,«.«s iv v-.ic’.; *© inflicted losoes on the rir ts

; ro»r; / . .or7.' • .«port » ^-’71
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' lut i’Ci'l. •’ r- u- tluFr,. -r> ct, ! i«h ,.3 re '»u - 
&v>. Id’tu- ?. V r ï ;, ti y 7. r.'’', lu: »> rt t ♦* 
belli .erc'.l «■ cculi?r -wuih n.i ii. te 1 • r. un£
zones hi ch n «K tu ùs 1 idlrfer^t tie
Victl.x ■ uuc;, ..*sL‘.;s, for dux ->.s Ido oc: :xt t*” ! 
be gIu-^g Lwh; -ul Lit .riunr . t.-csc, ■ j3 , vi- /.y 
of tue s . .‘oxers c’r.,^ sue ccivcut: *<3 -f- citeu re ort<u 
in the .;».r z :.e. .i.troforc, w h* w t ■ rr. every ihle 
..eftsiue u reuwcc the Ic&ros f• oou l-y t e i'ure"ita< nntld” 
,1s* nent v«. r - n ceiv.ent tc- . ;1 re tc ny ivrri • ’euii'Ct 
in t.<e fi/l.tln; zone, .-e lt: t uc 11 e in . 1:. tior.u.**- 
fcoin lEVf'F.tlj-r tiur., cur elnerr? ns,Tel,
prcviùec fee u«.re, lr. nul ■ cuve, >0j.'nthL ,uc 
rdniiu^. Ànûeed, it ±ip eu»- to the r L.-.z.-j ert •'tri L.;uo tn our 
part, th i w u^ve s<. i-x" 5-•>.■.. c c<.i v %;.. ,/n r<
c-f ■ serl r rf«lr L- treor. tu ■ fuivlKn n ci <_ r. . v.ir 
country.

. ■ ;tuv tiitu'.t n-.tls 6f, e 16 Cz.-e, 1;.- 1». t«rs.rm-4. ir the 
altitude. or t«'-“ .'.eric n <-■ v<?n ..■-■<> 1 ru lue ;ec. in 
z .<- . » vitl-z..i\L. .■■.iiv. . i.rier-n eiti»-.:, sux; t...- . -i-
.r<» k .. >. /.ci -&-,z r,-.jve ; ' c>. n-t. c.y ... t -n.;,

-4 .-■ X ■■. • 11 ;ein: to,.le. ' shi;vten ‘-«OVcZ;: .v'.t, O-. -
. Ur, .» 1. ~*”\i 1': l.v ••...■ .tit, tn l".- i.r • ttitu.-r t. rx < 
....:■ C4..rix" ? 'UC. I s:; ou-iT»ect.iv;. rit thr n nrbic- aj.c.- 
>,<’ t on I;.'. ^'ny.biM? .<■ ■ 1". t'. ■'• . • ~anbo;-t u;-y
u f v . a-. -I»- u« .<• L; ' ■ •'■• »> < v l .. i .les, r;€. a
n,: ,L«t w ’Æxx- lost ..n Urr th. t uar vczccl, lie

'i woveni.-jcnt filet n v.i, ncr o,. , rd- >:.ur
cuUi ir;, re. rt i.r< t,;,... *,4^ "it.. v lx> t 1 rt
i-i. «--uiHloi;-. l*u-r 5:,r. occun'csee or the dis: ©1er. . m
cour.txi is---.--- ■?:<., i« we zerr la 1;jf ur-n- .
-.cvcru .t v inc tt”.. r fuui.c ro<;re6 - bout vhc ..Lch. . , 

r, tu-.k > v r. i-usi’-iv :><?• nia to *.».v the les t -f tue 
ue, i.^bx iixicei’t. .n<: u.- . ,.ci. 16 ir*rc exoitea over the 
Inci>‘eut, ‘uoru tus nc thnl «1 d -..iror.. x»,e
X..J.CU:;.. ,• jret '.lileEiec ty uv< ry citlacn cf this ccur.try, 
aee sy • 'thy expresses in v-riouc rtors of t-is country 
for the • « swvy u fj*lucre un6 non h&d Veen *lllca or 
'rtOunàec in the incident, on-: the seule-1 facilities offeree 
bj oar ruvy to the C-.u. sailors &cunéec. on bonra the *reciâcnt 
..Lover, h*' ■ £' r chinj; effect in û.si.orslhf the untl- 
•J y.ancse et-osphere then developing all ov* r i;erlcn.

in this connection, it is renarkeble tl't the visit 
.•4fide by b few girl students of the bunks Gskuln (Cultural 
..ceueny) of *okyo on -r. dree, ... ®vle*.»n .zabessador to Jnnen, 
to express their sympathy for the victins of the incident, 
and the bravt.- notion of soar Jnn>--nese soldiers, who tried 
to y.“Cleet the Gunboat i'roia the rttscks by the J-p-ne sc 
ncv.'l planes by waving the mm flrgs nerr the scene cf tr.e 
sinking wer vessel, until tiicy fell in the rr.ir of ox, .ts, 
;.re‘ txy rnvad tt*s .serie-"H citizens*

,h.; ‘opc.h û«cr pulley’ xai the “prir*eipl<j 01 e^U'-l 
o; ;?GxtuniV! xd- t-.c nucleus of the . :.r -astern dlicy

ru . -/■ ■• i epert he. . -rob 7, 193£ 
jjES-fRlCTEV
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1* hie citizens, therefore, ^re opposed
t- tre est'-bjlsh.;©: t Ox’ m exclusive posvr over the- 6i--txC 
continent. They hnvc been observing the dcvelouaent of our 
.nilit.-.ry vcticnc in. -hina viU. n keen attention^ ruw t.re 
r.-tner cis,le- au- rlU. uur o unir.,, u;icb, they fe:-r, la 
é* lag t< thra-.ten t»-.e rLl.t» j-nd interests, ent blished or 
ov»ncu by ft»* cl;;;. a tluu© x*i .-.iir « -ft'-tici xly, they hsve 
ic'-ya best ‘«xicus ic-ct <f panes© tr<x ' s rdj.t incult their 
sacrée rrll/n 1 fl- /. -I.o ho»u.ir^; zf tJ.r aw j stoockec. t x 
bcc-.-uie t. --ir î tivirl ;.rcx;tL-,e sy..bcllzed by the -.cred
Inf of t r._- : - U-i/cc a r -icre rdec bv. l-?e d spaiiesc

1 .l.-nea»

.ndeed, t..e b*.- Juin.• the ■ anay vu ?x-s t.j© xirut 
cj.bg, ..herein t-.n awrie- u i»-t.. ». .1 fin,- -. t.
.. Ic.ulcs toe? place b'-tneer. t.«c -x-rie n n.tion ly in 
Miv ijiv che !-_■'neec iroo. s in the. ii /.tine zi.ne over 

v- xi ,uu . launder st la bout the anti..-,.. 1 ri of 
marie*• cr instance, t«e tro..*; s, -.cuorclr.tn
tn© -’erie. n nr.tlou.ls concerned, e;;tem on - >orican 
hospit-.l t ufu i iasifhiil ..iotricp, mu. so o ■!■ in
..j.nkln , re.: rclcr • of the -i/ric n u ti-.r.-l i’r.f/f heir-ted 
•*:t .* VH CU. *•»■ -i-.*

a2k l-lo r. Ihocdore -tooscvell, th© 20..-eric-n 
.resident, >;jx> 16 re-'® leered by cur country; en one of 
tac f.rc- test Xvi’cifn frlcnce. du>un a?-, ever lice, rmd she 
u b l-.rgfcly instruit.:, otul in brinfinf pence tetteen ■■-.usels. 
nnd cur country in lâ-Od, once r^rkoc Uw.t the lofty spirit 
and the adr-iirt’bio sentiment lying in th© to*. c:,ground of 
hu0t4£o were apylie? blc to the .sieric.-,» citizens, noticed the 
«ord "xnperur'’ .. r ret-l eec by ’'tht national i*lsg“. ‘The late 
. r. .«oosevelt Jv<; Juct finie .ed weia- th» '’bushicv' by the 
lot». ..r. . itobe.

■-t is ti. ;.*•■ tiou-d t-.v .eric:-»» citizens love nncl 
respect their nnti nrl flag hi v c c< e mer, /nd jÿj-.eure, 
. n vc lev- sue- rec; ect eux- •< ...ervr, • s c.i/cr by tne words 
of th into • r« >&osc.velt«

hew .. -i
vhc-re is no people Ifa the s»orld but love -nd respect 

t. respective xu.ti&n:.! flags» /.spcci/liy in the eyes 
. f tne >.-•■• • citizens, their national ;log Is sacrec '-nd 
divine object of respect /uc worship» in tnls connection 
ven wur countrymen ©re cur; *-esed by the I» • people» ->«ch 
.-aerie-- n citizen entering the ..rr^- io required to swear 

th;-1 ;
1. He «ill su.;ort the natloml constitution;
h, . bserve the lacre of th© country,
3. ■ e&pcot t.x ..ntional hl’-gj
4» .id rutect t e country fro-' the* It cks cf • ny ene-.y

b. n the,.' hoist their nr-tUftd fW, nil the citizens 
who f.rc ; re&ent srlute their beloved fl&C 1^ the followir-d 
rwmn©ri

trom « / • 'iokyo. report --o. jS71 • orch 7t l§3û
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U, ’ t.-CXi in Ullli'OS'î-: trill s l.ite as ùo ooli-ic-rs,

, . h civilian cities v.lll t--*e off their
;,uts ;4th the rignt h;.ne i»nc * 1-4ng it over the 
r»e-. x*t.

c. ailles. exil hole the right over the .wrt,

ntil the cercaony is ovot, they st.-.nt «till, A einp, 
t.æ flng;oie.

t th‘< î rlnary bcûooIs of th-1 eountry, the i-u ils 
swear their respect -mé lovt for t air notion;! il’.ifl every 
nerning then their flor Is hoisted with duc eereaony.

The history of the .wic&n notional flor* fitted 
in the translation)•

...... ..«n the . resident of the • *• will 
riûkr e profound boo before the flag, while no- citizen v.iil 
use the..r beloved not lead flo-c for private purposes, er. 
private ocrr.el -ns,

1L&__

t this . '. >.■• tprc t n tiono tn* dlffeior.t
ch i- .4orl st Xcr, - Ta v>.. ir-g .-rd i? t’, ok* grc.t 
objectives. -Je -'‘tic are i.he . u. v«t the other the 
r<icM: ;c>ple< -h& . eriu..<ïio’ re drove, xXvert urous uè 

a-ljjblc, .«"»..•« u:> ■ .cric-i; .lier who first flow ucrooc. 
the -tit:»tie ; *t b -.a • • juric n «'n- rvllee cvvi t..n 
.root -.uteri’ ill ’ i .jar-” In .- enk, 3s it wo. u I .stv.ilcn 
cf ■ nerleun troops, who uelé tuclr ;OBitl-n .-c«<*4>t tons of 
thous- ace of the energy durlsie, t..e >re,;t -ar» xn rciut of 
V'lor, the xwrior.n. uro scureeiy surpeased bj -W-ï other 
; tion.

-n the 24.;.'.ntiMC, the Japanese tro./e, non being re- 
urerniaec for yrtloiv-cd warfare, -.-re re-dy to give & i‘Lr,~l. 

blow to the vh.ineae troops in noma, hurt J, ".nc .entr- 1 4 in-- • 
The Japanese people et ho<w ere prepcrec tv o:.rry out thuir 
punitive wor until they realise their final purpose, jt sec .s 
that there is no obstacle whatsoever in the way of the «fa-; ariose 
nation and its troops, *s fir »s the vhina incident is concern* 
Gila

ï'he only thla^, which saay effect our national eu, ipalgn 
ag?-in:-t whine is the occurrence of another ;anay cute. If 
ouch undesirable event should occur, there is no knowing 
what obstacle uny be thrown in oui’ path, All our .ac.n end of
ficer in the w-r sone therefore, are sincerely requested to 
take every grec^utlon sgi last the occurrence of any untoward 
event hich t».<y -uli.in .te In a serious trouble with a foreign 
country, especially -^series.

-ro.-,: ./.„ Apport <c-. s»271
declassified
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1. There ere attached six copies of a translation appear
ing in the Japan Advertiser ©f an artsy pamphlet issued' 
^nrch 10th coawt»rrting (the 33rd anniversary of
the battle of Mukden, • ’200,U>0 copies of this p&ap»^* 0S“ 
titled *iio* to ircpsre for the uang fera Hostilities", *«« 
distributed by the ar Office to .-il achcol®, reservists as- 
soel'.tions, young sen’s aseccl-tlone and the general :-ublic.

*'FWnl / . foityo. Report H©» &27ü ünrch 14, 133c
RESTRICTED
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RIOTED

THE JArAN ADVERTISER, MARCH 2, 1933
in the past eight months, since the 

outbreak of the China Incident, the 
Japanese Expeditionary Army has 
pushed its punitive campaign against 
the anti-Japanese regime in China as 
far as Nanking in order to induce the 
National Government to reconsider its 
attitude. But not only has it refused, 
but has appointed Communist elements 
enemies of makind to important Gov
ernment and military positions as a 
means of befriending Soviet Russia. 
Furthermore, in a fit of desperation, 
t has adopted a policy of protracted 

•warfare, a fight to a finish, on the 
strength of possible intervention or as
sistance from Britain and other Powers.

This has left Japan no choice but to 
declare that it will no longer have any 
dealings with the National Govern
ment, and to announce to the world 
its expectation of a new regime in 
China with which it will cooperate for 
the regulation of Sino-Japanese rela
tions and for the construction of a re
juvenated China.

It is with regret that Japan has 
come to such a decision, but the new 
turn the situation has taken, despite 
Japan’s earnest efforts to prevent it, 
is the only logical outcome of the var
ious forces at work.

Japan’s Place Among Powers 
• The people behind the guns gave 
money and goods for national defence 
and for the relief of the soldiers, just 
as today. As the result of victory, Ja
pan won a place among the eight great i ’-'uter iviunguiia ana omKiang, us iso'.- 
Powers of the world and laid the I shevist activities in China and Man
foundation for today’s rise of fortune, i churia, and its provocative attitude 
It also took a first step toward the towards Japan, based on the strength 
liberation of Asia, so that in East Asia its enormous fighting machine 

massed near the Manchukuo border. 
: These actions, together with large- 
f scale Far Eastern building the expan
sion of the communication system and 

■ formatiin of an anti-Japanese People’s 
' Front, constitute a serious stumbling 
block in the way of Far Eastern peace. 
Moreover, Russia is now onomhisti 
China in its prolonged resistance to 
Japan in order to reduce the strength 
of an otherwise formidable enemy.

So the difficulties in the way of ter
minating the China Incident have an 
historical and international bearing. A 
herculean effort is required to sur- 

' mount them.

Significance of Long-Term Warfare
What is making the National Gov

ernment so determined to fight Japan 
! to the bitter end. Chiang Kai-shek, 

I who at a session of the National De
fence Council once said that China is 
“fated to discord whenever it com
promises and to defeat whenever it 
fights”; he is how boasting that “long 
resistance will result in ultimate vic
tory.” pitiable bigotry that simply re
fuse to understand Japan’s true in
tentions, and a conviction that resist
ance against the lawless aggressor Ja
pan will make for the protection of 
China’s independence and the con
tinuance of internatioal justice is the 
motivating element.

Such a conception, on the part of 
China, can only be ascribed to self
created bogies begotten of the shadow 
of past European aggressions. Mean
while China seems to be utterly ob
livious to the fact that ideological and 

; economic aggression of recent year 
has eaten deeply 
of the 

It is 
dream 
course 
tional 
the solemn mission of Japan itself. The 
prevailing circumstances in China, 
however, are making it difficult to 

; achieve this awakening.
Up to the present time, North China 

and the Kiangnan area as far as Nan- 
' king have fallen into Japanese hands, 

but these areas together make up only

It is already well-known that the 
activities of Soviet Russia behind the 
scenes in China are an important fac- 
tor in this plot. The aims of Russia 
are quite clear from its annexation of 

। Outer Mongolia and Sinkiang, its Bol

Japan’s position became so powerful 
that nothing could be done to which 
this nation was not a party.

But since then, accompanying fluc
tuations in the international picture, 
the situation in East Asia, too, has 
become complex and manifold. Japan 
had to face incident after incident un
til our friend1 y neighbor Manchukuo 
was born. Here hundreds of thousands 
of our flesh and blood had laid down 
their lives that we may live.

With the Manchurian Incident as a 
turning-point, Japan’s international 
position has grown more important 
than ever, and the same incident has 
finaUy resulted in the present up
heaval.

The national strength of Japan today, 
however, is vastly greater than it was 
at the time of the Russo-Japanese War. 
Faced with the comparatively weak ■ 
Chinese military strength, desnite its 

The 33rd anniversary of the battle enormous numerical superiority, the 
of Mukden in which the Japanese spirit of the Japanese people has been 
Army won its decisive virtory in the such as to balance the scales. But if 
Russo-Japanese War, prompts us to the Far Eastern situation is closely 
recall the great achievements and examined, it will be found that its 
hardships of our predecessors. We seriousness is no less pronounced than 
must be courageous in the fact of or- at the time of the struggle with Russia, 
deal ahead of us. and not look with This is no time to rest satisfied with 
dismay at the difficulties lying in the things as they are, it on the other 
way of the heaven-sent tasks of the hand, the very moment in which we 
Empire. We must take courage in the should look back on that desperate war 
consciousness of living in this glorious and derive a lesson from it in indomit- 
age of our Enlightened Emperor. able spirit and perseverance.

Thirty-three years ago our forefath- _
ers faced exactly the same crisis as Urgency of the Emergency 
the one now confronting us. The preparedness necessary to pro-

On October 24, 1905, Marshal Oyama, secute the long-term warfare before us 
commander of the Japanese Army in need not be dwelt on, for it should 
Manchuria during the war, issued the deep in the heart of every Japanese, 
following admonitions to his troops; The new situation in the Empire to- 
it is instructive even to us living a day is the historical result of the 
’generation after: events of the past score or so years.
< “Developments’ in the Far East here- The world after the Great War became 
1 after are likely to be watched with subject to the stirrings of a new order, 
keener interest than ever before. In even before its wounds could be heal- 

*order that Japan shall not forfeit the ■ed. This was manifested in the opposi- 
£glory won in the present campaign and tion between ideologies, and the con- 
*hhat it shall increase its national pre- /test between the forces of pro status 
’ * ’ strength, adjustments and Quo, on the one hand, and anti status

of its armament will become quo on the other. Then in time, Re- 
Our duties, therefore, are gardless of doctrinal tendency, each 

grow more important than power has striven to build up a strong

Lstige and 
^expansion 
^necessary. 
Abound to

mi wnar remains of the people so 
that not a Russian soldier shall set foof 
on Japanese soil.”

General Kuroki, commander of the 
First Army, in his instructions prior to 
departure, said:

“We the people of Yamato, are to go 
and fight the Slav race. This is a war 
of unprecedented significance and 
splendor. All the world are watching 
and listening. Every deed counts.”

In one of the instructions issued dur
ing the spirited engagement at 
Liaoyang, it was said:

“The first commander of the regiment 
has been killed, the one taking his 
place wounded, his replacement also 
killed. We are to avenge our succes
sive regimental commanders. The re
giment shall, therefore, gather under 
the flag at.............. ”

From: lû/L. Tokyo.

into the very fabric
nation.

to awaken 
and to set 
that Japan is fighting the Na- 
Government, and in this lies

China from this evil 
it back on the right

state, to increase armaments, and to 
powers to pause i 
Far Eastern policy.

On the other hand, the influence of 
the Occidental Powers on the Far East 
after the Great War created a new' 
situation, and the lax Liberalistic and 
Democratic thought of the West took 
hold of the Japanese people in all 
walks of life, and placed Japan at a 
serious disadvantage in the Washing
ton and the 9 Power negotiations, much eagerness to see the end of the 
Meanwhile the movement in China to present affair would fail to achieve a 
revive national prestige by means of 
reliance on European and American 
powers, together with an anti-Japanese

i movement, was fostered by this ten- ~ ___
; dency. There seemed to be a con- necessary and make up our minds to 
spiracy afoot to reduce the strength ; see through to the end this the long- 
of the Japanese Empire. Such a con- j term warfare, no matter how extended 
spirarcy is again in evidence at the i it may prove to be.
present time. ! (To Be-Concluded)

Report Ko. 9278 March 14, 1938
«ES31UC.

in their predatory <1 section of the vast Chinese territory 
c+il1 nnHpr awav nf the Nationalstill under the away of the National 
Government. With its enormous po- 

, pulation and a country many times 
larger than Japan’s, China, not being 
a modern state, seems to be suffering 

aonsnect in the world.
Matters having come to such a pass, 

it would be unwise to strive for a 
make-shift peace in a mistaken con
ception of the world situation. Too

radical solution of the difficulties con
fronting us. Determined and un
shaken in our fundamental convic
tions, we must take all precautions

2
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Example of the Russo-Japanese War
“Can we win?*’ the pertinent ques

tion asked by Prince Hirobumi Ito. 
president of th? Privy Council, of 
Premier Katsura after the Imperial 
conference had decided on 
with Russia.

“Figures are against us.

the

^strengthen 
in short a 
that on the eve of the Great War.

Where the materialistiç and indivi-

war

can
Da

qsmedg urq;iM seat pssoA aq; ;ou I
j "r 7-' • 7 1 ■—7"L “77 —1(iaq;oqM„ qeq; sarjr.ioqjne jeoo; aq; I as
dualistic ideology is frustrated, Com-bjUi o; poionijsur uooa dbu eaiiBinpi I 
munistic agitation arises, or Capitalis- less acutely than a fully-developed 
tic aggression maintains the prevailing modern state would be, this, despite 
chaos. j the severity of its bosses in both men,

and money.
cumstance that it can still plan 
term warfare 'with Japan, even 
the loss of Nanking.

Powers Supplying Arms 
; In addition, there are certain 
j ers, possessing important interests in 

i arc supplying arms, am
munition and other war materials to 
China in order to safeguard their own 
foothold. And there are signs that 
they attempt to restrain rising Japan 
by contriving to pro^ng the Sino- 
Japanese struggle.

Mankind has had enough of wars 
and aspires after peace. Peace con
ferences, the League of Nations, the 
Kellogg-Briand Anti-War pact, dis
armament conference, etc. have all 
been attempts at preventing the rav
ages of war. These, however, have 
failed to achieve their aims because

Amid this world-wide chaos, Japan 
has firm]y and consistently walked the 
path of justice in its efforts to achieve 
its lofty mission, fighting every inch 

I of the way. The causes that had given 
rise to the world-wide conflict neces- 

' sarily spread to the Far East, and the : 
j Far Eastern situation now is even more |crs- Possessin 
! acute than is the European. The China J China, which 
I upheaval was the logical consequence '1

We 
only fight by means of Yamato 
mashii (spirit),” Premier Katsura 
plied. Prince Ito is then said to have 
stated with tragic determination, “Nei
ther the Army nor the Navy, nor our
selves for that matter, have any sure ! 
prospect of success. But the situation j 
is such that Me must stake our na- | 
tiona! fortunes and fight to a finish. I oHuch* LntematVonai^vils. 
If that great army of Russia invades 
Korea, Korea must become theirs. Our ' 
Army is planning to check the ad- ! 
vance of the Russians in Korea, but 
oven in this we arc not certain of suc- 

The fleet, to, may be sunk. No- 
is sure of “victory.” 
therefore,” continued Prince Ito, 

Japanese are defeated in Korea 
and the Russians should advance on 
Japan, I shall emulate Hojo-Tokimune 
in the time of the Mongol invasion

It is because of this cir- 
long- 
after

pow-

cess.
body

‘•If,
-the

The history of the predatory Far 
Eastern policy of the Occidental Pow- 

: ers is lengthy. In the Sino-Japanese 
War, the easy victory of Japan over 
this vast country at once brought Ja
pan to world recognition and betrayed 
the weakness of China to the world. 
This had the effect of argumenting . 

ofBolshevization and exploitation 
China by the powers.

Russian Aggression Halted
and join the Army as a private, mak
ing my wife cook for the commonest 
soldier. We shall go to Kyushu or the 
Sanin district and defend the coast 
with what remains of the people so 
that not a Russian soldier shall set foof 
on Japanese soil.”

General Kuroki, commander of the 
First Army, in his instructions prior to 
departure, said:

“We the people of Yamato, are to go 
and fight the Slav race. This is a war 
of unprecedented significance and 
splendor. All the world are watching 
and listening. Every deed counts.”

In one of the instructions issued dur
ing the spirited engagement at 
Liaoyang, it was said:

“The first commander of the regiment 
has been kided, the one taking his 
place wounded, his replacement also 
killed. We are to avenge our succes
sive regimental commanders. The re
giment shall, therefore, gather under 
the flag at..............”

The Russo-Japanese War halted the 
Russian hand of aggression in China 
and served a solemn warning to other 
powers to pause in their predatory 
Far Eastern policy.

On the other hand, the influence of 
the Occidental Powers on the Far East 
after the Great War created a new 
situation, and the lax Liberalistic and 
Democratic thought of the West took 
hold of the Japanese people in all 
walks of life, and placed Japan at a 
serious disadvantage in the Washing
ton and the 9 Power negotiations. 
Meanwhile the movement in China to 
revive national prestige by means of 
reliance on European and American 
powers, together with an anti-Japanese 

, movement, was fostered by this ten
dency. There seemed to be a con
spiracy afoot to reduce the strength 
of the Japanese Empire. Such a con- 

। spirarcy is again in evidence at the 
present time.

they have ignored the basic factors 
and underlying circumstances that 
make for peace. They have been too 
greatly concerned with the mainten
ance of merely external order. It is 
for this reason that Japan, in the light 
if international justice, withdrew from 
the League of Nations, while whole
heartedly desiring to see peace est
ablished in the world.

Matters having come to such a pass, 
it would be unwise to strive for a 
make-shift peace in a mistaken con
ception of the Morld situation. Too 
much eagerness to see the end of the 
present affair would fail to achieve a 
radical solution of the difficulties con
fronting us. Determined and un
shaken in our fundamental convic
tions, we must take all precautions 
necessary and make up our minds to 
see through to the end this the long
term warfare, no matter how extended 
it may prove to be.

(To Be Concluded)

From : k/k. Tokyo. Report Ko. 9278 llarch 14, 19 38
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THE JAP All ADVERTISER, MARCH 3, 1938
The object of long-term w’arfare now .

+K . A , * j At- ju Elimination of Utilitarian Attitudes W1 depends on the classes of peoplethat we have entered the second phase tar’aa At“‘uaes „ho talk of the conflict. It is that
of the China hostilities is no longer, utlhtarian :aine preju<iice some Americans had 
mere armed chastisement of the anti-|national polities croEeacEothei-End Italy at 1he ?ime of ,^e 
Japanese regime; nor is it to indued are creating a delicate and complex Afcy1sslnJaJ^ war. tbc. PreJudl"e which 
4, XT x. , ’ a . ciflia+in„ * 1 , '. s always in existence in various co un-the National Government, at this ™u®‘ b.® eîl'mna‘ed and the . j t othe d situa.
juuivcuxc, lv itriitci aim xeuviibiutT JU? t ~ ”
... , J«pan must help the establishment and

attituae. development of the new regime and
The object of the Empire in pro-icontinue its relentless punitive cam- 

ceeding with this costly task is to con-Ealgn the anti-Japanese govern- 
struct a civilization in East Asia found-!menti °ustmg Red influence and break

------------------- - -- — in • j ries against oxners, ana naa we suua- 
juncture, to reflect and reconsider its ja~ Qn ion in China been in favor of the for-

ner Nanging regime antagonism 
igainst this country would be turned 
o sympathy.

Mr. Haas then expressed his personal
ed on the moral ideals of the East. the resistance to race and custom, /lew of the dispute, saying that all 
As has often been stated by the Ja- 1110 new regime will assist in restoring l-he foreign investments and the lives 
panese Government, the Empire has ^h in a to a unified state as quickly p* foreign nationals in China would be
no territorial ambitions; its only de- as Possible. .ixtremely endangered by an anti-alien
sire is to co-operate with a new re- Having undertaken such a task in -amPalSn possible if China should win 
gime for the reconstruction and re- Sino-Japanese relations, the conception ,lie dispute.
juvenation of China, so that eternal of Japan as a victor nation must be Referring to the movement in Amer- 
peace may be brought to East Asia, forgotten by the people in order that ca for boycotting Japanese merchan-

Following is the manifold policy the) real co-operation shall be secured. The lise, he pointed out that though the 
campaign is being carried out by a 
;mall section of people, it has failed 
o far. Japan sells a large quantity of 
•aw silk to America but when they try 
o boycott raw silk it will be a tremen- 
lous economic blow to hundred of 
thousands of people, from hands em
ployed in silk weaving factories to those 
connected with the sale of silk goods.

Soviet Russia, and appealing to Britain. Y persons think it worth while to re-

Empire must puersue in order to Japanese people, when the time comes, 
establish a solid and unshakable'should show the magnanimity and
foundation for eternal peace in 
Asia:

sincerity proper 
that the Chinese 
and turned into

5. Diplomatic 
Government, which sees in a long
term warfare the sole means of national E 
salvation, is depending heavily onE 
Suvict xvuojia, etna appealing tu nruain.s ; y , , ... ,. .
France and other Powers for assistance^01*1.to such hostile action when they 
in order to restore its anti-Japanesehal‘“ dlat mayr "ause ?® Per cen 
fighting strength and financial re.Stf the loss to their fellow citizens and 
sources. In such a complex and de-c’nly 10 Per ccnt*° b* boycotting 
flicate situation, diplomacy encounters ^Japanese raw silk, he concluded, 
ithe greatest difficulties. Especially is *' Will Join Round World Ship 
this the case in view of the enlivened^ After remaining here. Mr. Haas will 

«activities of the Communist Party; itpVisit Shanghai and then Hongkong. । 
^is taking advantage of the defeat of~vhere he expects to join the Canadian j 
jChina and making contact with Soviet Tacific round-the-world cruiser Em- i 
«Russia behind the scenes. Jnress of Britain, journeying through |

To increase and s4rene- ! The Dining of Italy in the German-!:^ Philippines, Australia and other 
hanized u^its therefore ^aPanese anti-Comintem pact, which'^outh Seas before returning to Amer-

4o w^i«4V important. ’ Industrial115 Paying an important role in the ca.
development and the acquisition of maintenance of order in the world, has. Besides connected with the San Fran- 
material resources is also of outstanding «strengthened the Japanese ideological} bisco exposition, he is also a member

East

A Manifold Policy
1. Strategic Policy—Military

naval excellence constitutes the uncleus 
of all war plans. Inadequacy of 
armament entails weaknesses in all 
phases of warfare and makes solution 
of the present affair difficult. For it is 
a well-known fact that the immediate 
cause of the China Incident was China’s 
under-estimation of the armed strength. 
of Japan. It was fortunate that the ‘ 
test of this armed strength came in the ’ 
form of warfare with a nation com- ■ 
paratively weak. Suppose it to have,, 
been one of the great European or, 
American Powers, or Soviet Russia, and 
we Realize how essential it is to be ' 
fully armed. ’ !
then the mechanized units, therefore, 
is especially important. Industrial

and

to a great people, so 
masses may be aided, 
a good neighbor.
Policy—The National

importance front. The Berlin-Tokyo-Rome axisbbf the committee of the 1939 New York
- „ , (not only has deep significance in thepUorld fair and director of the United
2. Economic Policy—In order to con- ^history of civilization, but is calculated ^States Chamber of Commerce. He is a 

centrate materials and funds as much^æ. an important factor in the solution bipedal correspondent of two nev/s 
as possible on armament so as to enabre.ta f the present incident. Services, writing syndicated articles on
the nation to be prepared for pro- . The Emrjre must, therefore, uphold imports, particularly golfing. He is him- 
longed hostilities, the industrial pro- J anti.Comintem front against the ^ardent golfer.

j various Communism-tolerating Powers,ductivity of the Empire must be ex
Several passengers who passed herepanded to the fullest extent in one j at the same time endeavor tob , - pmr,rPcc i;n^ wc+^rdav

4_4_i.x-------  .4 — Japan Man-? j j 4 ?• ^n the same Empress liner yesterdayEffort mJt be i2.ngender a" understanding among. ki a hurried tour of j 
jsiiorts rnusi. oe|;European and American powers of the! , r * . .

totalitarian unit embracing Japan, Man 
chukuo and China. L_____ _____
directed towards the supply e_ 
materials essential for national defence, <

Kuropean ana American powers 01 me china iGr their
_________________ “tenths of Japan cultivates « of Britein at Hongkong 

promotion of important industries and! d fSvinv io^alntain^true^ interna53t0 Ina^e a cru^se around the Southern 
‘A._T„iand striving to maintain true interna-< ship wiu arrivç at Hong.advancement of the export trade In‘tional justiJe. 

addition to these efforts to build up’ — kong next week on her cruise aroundaaaiuon to rnese etrorts to ouua up[ t f or^anizina newiKons 1
the economic strength of the nation* • and renlenishing the armament i world 311(1 of filing at
means should be adopted for bringing? nrtn<aimAj ;n +n rîafp bv« Shanghai and Japanese ports this year
about the economic collapse of the «--------- — because of the Sino-Japanese dispute,
Chiang Kai-shek regime, making it animuniton from the rear. T x1-- J ‘ ' 
inevitable for foreign Powers to co
operate with Japan economically. । . _ _______  *______ 7 ____ _____

3. Ideological Policy-The lofty aimsmakinS definite plans in view of thej 
of the Empire in prosecuting the war- importance of the Liaoyang front, but . _____ __________ __
fare with China must be made manifest, on receipt of this telegram, Marshal( be regarded as a great ordeal through 
and a true national unanimity must bejYamagata could only reply: 
obtained. The national spiritual: “T" 
mobilization movement .forms the back- are adopting various measures, 
bone of exertions to consolidate the creasing manufacturing capacity, laying} tify Sino-Japanese relations and wel- 
people in both high places and low to orders with foreign firms, etc. E.—, 
a settlement of the China Incident, atj am grieved to report it is impossible 
any sacrifice. Compensations to killed to assure abundant supply at once. At 
and wounded, and to their families, the Premier’s mansion, I had advocated 
as much as tire State can afford are preparation of sufficient supply with- 
also important factors in building up out regard to expense and none of 
an ideological armament. By means the cabinet members had objected, but 
of such spiritual union among the ialas, what can we do now at a moment’s 
rï.cu-.rOzs anti-.T.Trmpw anti-ManchukuO’r»n+ino kinr>clir.ar>nprl bv vpars erf TWa-

making it arn-m.uniton from the rear. I greatly visit Manila, Fiji and other South 
- regret such a state of affairs.” . 7^.. -_i — j_ —j 4.1— —1;„

1 The Imperial Headquarters, had been! |
Sea islands and then Australia.

There were 23 passengers disembark
ing at Yokohama, and seven are 
[proceeding to Kobe.

j which Japan had been destined to pass 
‘Your telegram acknowledged. We ! in order that it may sweep away the 

in-|: accumulated evils of long years, rec- 
iviunvuo any w^i- 

Butj coming the birth of a brighter and 
happier Asia. It should be regarded 
as the inevitable tempering process 
which the nation was bound to undergo 
on its grand march towards achieve
ment in the holy task of world peace.

The preparedness of the people to 
„ ________ -r_____ ___ _ ___ , _______________ ___ — _ . face long-term warfare will be streng-
people, anti-Japanese, anti-Manchukuo’notice, handicapped by years of nega- thened by such glorious and unshakable 
and Bolshevistic fronts, which destroy tive policy? I extremely regret that convictions. The key to the solution of 
all morals and trample peace under- lack of ammunition may cause you to the China incident lies in such nation
foot, must be crushed. forgo great strategic advantages.”

From: m/A. Tokyo. Report Êïo. 9278
ally-unanimous action.

...srch 14, 1938
3 ED
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gUTOUEp Jq^ne; oq uroqM o; asoqq' §iq 
-prtpur ‘suosjod oqj ueq; ojoui ojom jjo 
unq aas ô; jaid- oq; ;y owr^j

aq; piEoqB F.ureqoqo^ joj papes Xepo; 
‘jaauep aseuedef UAvouq-poM ‘iqouiH 
rpKTH JIM— i qaJEjAt ‘XÏÏOÂ MSN 

paiuo<j

S|IJ2g JaOLIBQ QSGUECtep

•uot;eu 
oq% pire âjtuibj aq; jo ojq aq; ui suoi;
-aunj srq ;no Xjjeo o; uosrod e aiqeua 
o; puiui oq; sb qoM sb ;snC pauiEj; oq 
;snui ‘pa;B;s oq ‘Xpoq aqj, ’qroAi aq;

THE JAPAN AD^He 2ul°P q^qAV Xpoq aq; ST ;i ;eq;
——■' ■ ■—— puiui ur ;daq aq pptoqs ;i joj ‘aauEjJod

The object of long-term warfare ~U1I auiajdns jo jo;;bui e st Sutuiej;

•jarpios osauedEf oq; jo {nos 
aq; si qong -purquBiu jo osrpered e jo 
uoi;oni;suoa aq; pus ;se3 jbj aq; ui 
aoEod [EUJs;a uoijEzqeaj o; S’uiSurjq 
jo Xjqiqjssod aq; saq uoi;E;;nxa ;eq; 
uj ’;sixa ;ou saop ;t ji se si opEjsqo 
jo oauEjsrsaj Xjqao ‘uot;otauoo srq; 
si ajoq; EjaqM ’uoijEJinxa jo jqgyoq 
oqj pus Xjo;3 ;sa;Eax3 aq; oq ;sno puiq 
-ueui jo asridjajua X[oq auiajdns aq; 
ur uoijEdiapjEd ut ‘jaAoaJour Pip o^ 

praAojoj oat; o; si puEpoqjcj aq; pue 
jojaduig aq; jo aqes aq; joj aip o£

•qjSuajjs jEuopEu 
jejoj aq; jo uot;eztubSjo puB uopezipE^ 
-Æio aq; st ;t uopae ut pue ‘aauapguoa 
pun 30TAJ0S ST JT JTJldS Uj 'OJEJS 0qj 
o; spools' Jraqj puB pcoq jiaq; q;oq 
uijojjo ‘souq aq; puiqaq apioad aq; jo 

UOIJ0E jbjoui auiajdns aq; Aq pappEjsd 
aq ;snui pprj aq; uo uaui Sur;qSg 
osauEdEf aq; jo uisqoTjjEd pue XjjbjCoi 
D;n;osqE oqj; ^{dood aq; jo pooqqaAq 
9q; pue uot;eu aq; jo aaua;sixa aq; Stir 

!-aa;uEJEng apqM Xjojota jo juawaAaiqoB 
aq; uo ;uaq sasrjdjajua qe jo ‘;joqs 
ur ‘s;uauiajmboj ay£a;Ej;s jo o^ejoaoo 
a;aiduioa pue uot;bu aq; jo saojnosaj 
a;qT§uE;uT pue a^qrSue; pue sietjo;eui 
‘jOMod-ueai apjEpsAB aq; pe jq uoi; 
-Ein&aj puu joj;uoa Xq poiueduioao’e 
ajEJoui pue ;iJids jeuopEU jo iuiuaqomb 
pue £uiua;qJ?Taq auiajdns aq; ;uboui 
st uoTiEzqiqour

UOI

Sp«3]

that we have entered the second phàs W U» Suix aqj, J>
• 151 -UB^UH ;earo ui Sunner; lEDisAqd?

of the China hostilities is no jo guuaqjjnj e popueuiop knBoqBqduiaq;
mere armed chastisement of the' .anti agroof) ‘fiBqpnnf) aq; ut gui;aoui] 
Japanese regime; nor is it to ^uSredureQ ;ij[ daa^,, aq; ;b kepo;’ 
the National Government, at . thi H3’3** v UI—81 'NOONOa

juncture, to reflect and reconsider Its ----------
attitude. uolJeN ‘^içirrej jo

The object of the Empire jj^qaa m aaueuaqpnj s;j joj

ceeding with this costly task is to con- ----------
:7o?the“^ A008 S39HH 9NI
As has often been stated by the Ja
panese Government, the Empire nas 
no territorial ambitions; its only de- -Bjodjo^ JlpaJO XjTunuruioQ oq; jo d 
sire is to co-operate with a new re- -;as [BjidBo qnj oq; ute;uieui o; pauâia 
gime for the reconstruction and HIA. B possed Xepo; ajeuag oqj,
juvenation of China, so that eternal ’suiBJ§OJd uijojoj ietoos u

peace may be brought to East Asia,# ” oot;stuijb ub sb pa;ajdjo;ui aq
Following is the manifold policy uotsiaap oq; pres juapuodsorroa aq 

Empire must puersue in order ’’toi 'JaquiaAoj^ ur p[aq oq o; suoijoap urj 
establish a solid and unshakable! "Pl111 Ii;rm ssajguoQ o; saj^j
foundation for eternal peace in 

equipment, collecting war materials an 
defraying war expenses, must all 

ancj undertaken by wartime emergency!

Asia:

[BjauaS ;buot;bu Xgr
*Xj;snpui 

ui 2ut;sojtueui s;r pue 
ourriqns oq; uo poseq 
o; ootajos puB jojad

A Manifold Policy
1. Strategic Policy—Military

naval excellence constitutes the uncleus 
of all war plans. 1 
armament entails weaknesses in au o T x , " ~ —em
phases of warfare and makes solution.^ e’ apan must make every effort 
□f the present affair difficult. For it is^J°m„platehltf,Prteparaü<>ns for waSinS 
a well-known fact that the immediate P™’oaSe( hotties <so as not to be 
cause of the China Incident was China’s I, ° menace o, any kind. The 
under-estimation of the armed strength!™p?rtaniiC? adequate aimament was 
of Japan. It was fortunate that y lUustrated ln Æe Russo'
test of this armed strength came in thejd , ,it T .
form of warfare with a nation com- ? Liaoyang’
paratively weak. Suppose it to have seYe" months after the commence- 
been one of the great European or “e"‘orfMt,h® ^ar’ *e Japanese forces 
American Powers, or Soviet Russia, and f Y. scarcity
we realize how essential it is to be ammunition, and the officers and 
fully armed. To increase and strong-raany °ccaf10ns 
then the mechanized units, therefore,?<rt“w up obviaus advantages 
is especially important. Industrial!10 blt‘er exasperation.
development and the acquisition of1 dispatch from General Kodama, 
material resources is also of outstanding chief of staff of the Japanese Army
importance. -*n Manchuria, to Marshal Yamagata,

9 r> 1; , t Chief of the General Staff, dated Oct-2. Economic Policy In order to con- ober 19 19Q4
centrate materials and funds as much u .
as possible on armament so as to enable' Today the enemy is trying to re- 
the nation to be prepared for pro- arrange its disordered ranks on the op- 
longed hostilities, the industrial pro- Poshe bank of the Hun-ho. This is 
ductivity of the Empire must be ex-[yærBfore the best opportunity for us

uwSlneu.1Lieu.-,YæaSVres- Since th® European and 
Inadequacy of Amencan powers are hastening to build 

allup th€lr own armaments On a large

pun ajq Xpep 
Xoqod [BUoi;eu 
‘puE[jaq;Bj aq;
-uig aq; o; X;;e^o[ jo ;ijrds jcuopipEj; 
aq; jo Suiuaqamb pue âuiua;q§Taq aq; 
ut aq uor;Ezrpqoui jBjauaS len;uids 
[buotjeu jo safdTOUTJd ;oor aqj. 

The people behind the guns, on their 
part, must feel with those at the front. 
Some soldiers have written to their 
wives and children: “If you wish to 
see me come to Yasukuni Shrine,” or 
on the battlefield have promised their 
comrades to “meet again at Yasukuni 
Shrine”—that is, as disembodied souls 
of heroes enshrined at Kudan. If the 
people behind the guns felt as do those 
at the front and dedicated themselves 
to the cause of the nation in the same 

V way as the soldiers giving their lives 
for the Emperor and fatherland, there 
is nothing that the nation may not 
achieve.

Support Behind the Lines
During the six months since the out

break of the China Incident the people 
have contributed-¥16.078271 for na
tional defence and ¥10.005,695 for relief 
of fighting men and their families. The 
total exceeds the ¥26,000,000 donated 
in the last six years since the Man
churian Incident. Besides these con
tributions in cash, 3.565,085 comfort

. This is 
’ • ' therefore the best opportunity for us
panded to the fullest extent in oneto a surprise attack, especially ■. bags been received by tbe War 
totalitarian unit embracing Japan, Man- both «ur strength and morale are I d N offices. They include count-

Efforts must be)^"^ superior to the enemy s. But fess jous tokens of patriotism such
Of^otre prevented ’'°"1 malung as ¥1,000 saved up by a young man 

attack on account of the noor simnlv1 &I after seven years working as a poor 
; dealer in children’s sweets, and the ex- 

/ a poor laborer
! working overtime for the purpose. It 

is by such manifestation of the spirit 
of service behind the guns that the 
soldiers leaving for the front are in
spired to say: “Gladly will I die for 
my country.”

In brief the outbreak of the China 
Incident appears as a most unfortunate 
upheaval, but the fact is that it should 
be regarded as a great ordeal through 
which Japan had been destined to pass 
in order that it may sweep away the

chukuo and China.
directed towards the supply <— _
materials essential for national defence, a^ck on account of the poor supply 
promotion of important industries and °£ ammunition. At present we are ex- ! cniiaren s swe
advancement of the export trade, hre with the enemy at 300— wages obtained byaddition to these eflorte to build up day and night Wci have] ^0^0“ for
the economic strength of the nation,severa^ times heard cries of night at- 
means should be adopted for bringing tack-5. But we can only strengthen de- 
about the economic collapse of the ^ence and await the arrival of 
Chiang Kai-shek regime, making it ammuniton from the rear. I greatly 
inevitable for foreign Powers to co-!^^^ such a state of affairs.” 
operate with Japan economically. j The Imperial Headquarters, had been

3. Ideological Policy—The lofty aimsmakino definite plans in view of the 
of the Empire in prosecuting the war- importance of the Liaoyang front, but 
fare with China must be made manifest, on receipt of this telegram, Marshal 
and a true national unanimity must be (Yamagata could only reply: 
obtained. The national spiritual “Your telegram acknowledged, 
mobilization movement .forms the back- are adopting various measures, 
bone of exertions to consolidate the creasing manufacturing capacity, laying 
people in .both high places and low toorders with foreign firms, etc. But 
a settlement of the China Incident, atj am grieved to report it is impossible 
any sacrifice. Compensations to killed to assure abundant supply at once. At 
and wounded, and to their families, the Premier’s mansion, I had advocated 
as much as the State can afford are preparation of sufficient supply with- 
also important factors in building up out regard to expense and none of! 
an ideolcgical armament. By means the cabinet members had objected, but

We . _
in-| accumulated evils of long years, rec-

tify Sino-Japanese relations and wel
coming the birth of a brighter and 
happier Asia. It should be regarded 
as the inevitable tempering procès- 
which the nation was bound to undergo 
on its grand march towards achieve
ment in the holy task of world peace, 

an ideolcgical armament. By means the cabinet members had objected, but] The preparedness of the people to 
of such spiritual union among the lalas, what can we do now at a moment’s! face long-term warfare will be streng- 
people, anti-Japanese, anti-Manchukuo'notice, handicapped by years of nega- thened by such glorious and unshakable 
and Bolshevistic fronts, which destroy tive policy? I extremely regret that convictions. The key to the solution of 
all morals and trample peace under- lack of ammunition may cause you to the China incident lies in such nation
foot, must be crushed. forgo great strategic advantages.”

From: Lu/A. Tokyo. Report Ko. 9278
ally-unanimous action.

-•..arch 14, 1938

3
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£♦ .hfc i'*-y atiilxcj; the c» ' ttbre ti->:-. of * r.-iy
f ■ x gs ci %-is.rc ir. tin.- rvp-.f. ndo.

*hi?s ye; r lac r .y r vl^cx, the evant® le-d-
In,., to t. e outbreak of .‘.ustl Titles In -nine «ne urged 
fur tier m. greater ^ctriutle socilfices up^n the pert 
or the eoplo at hone. '< he . << ipnlot W'.rrUn 1 the u:-un.i 
j.rgum-tstc for . r-lougec J-.p nest .-vt.i tian of vhim 
end ‘t •»; rejuvenation of ••;■. t ■■ .t eternal eace 
i4&y b bruur/.- t tc bast --si--.

&. -iu’;.;.. hout .tilt ^C-iet t .t ve. t-r it- . rr; ..» tea with
•i«ut tuu.t frw . the-history ‘■•f ire ->ueso-Ju .nese, wrc^cn 
(•■-..rlfii anc ct-.ier wars citing lea of c^v.strop.- e or 
ccil’.-^ofc of countries because of wenkness of arssr.æents, 
’•.nd ths ; .re rent hostilities are biased, so. <ewh*.t 11logic* 
■?lly, on the “inadequacy of Japan*r s<rs»aamt . lise 5 - 
phlet states: ”...•••»*• inadequuey of arîr<a:;unt entail!? 
weaknesses in ail ph&ses of warfare and .-Ja'-ea solution 
of the nrcsent affair difficult, xr iu ie c well Unmrn 
feet t -t the iraaedir.te c»’-ute of the whine incident »sb 
«hint’s undereatimttlun &£ the «ried strength of Jxpar.. 
it tv-s fortun' te that th«> lose of t-iia ^-raed strength 
caae in the for® of warfare with a notion ooapar-tlvely 
weak. • up. one it w&s to hrve been one of the gre-*t 
-■urepean or ^aaerlcan owere» or soviet Muselat And ua 
no» realize hesr essential it is to b« fully ar«>ed...... •

£. In gen<'r»l the ^aayhlet is well written alliwy 
pcgsndf; calcul;.ted to i-.;ress upen the mines of the 
Jay.- s.-eae people not only the necetu.ity for rit-M.if :.-reut 
sacrifices in the "resent war but *-.!«< f*r the necessity 
uf J:. Ha’s rurt ..er espansicn of nrra alllt ry -.nd 
niiVJ’i.

-...a-ce: -rese.

John eckerling, 
t $1 n > * ;J ■ * - t r^.» > j.. . ... j *

.•set. ..ilit-ry .ttache.

, jO'-vo, Japan.
■':• DiviJon

Hurry J. T. Creswell, 
Major, Acting General Staffs 

Military Attache.

r roa i «i/... Tokyo . Report ho. 'J278 ‘-arch 14, 19^

^S8TRICm>
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ROW
QPO From

COPIES SENT W !

GRAY
TSINGTAO VIA N.R.
Dated April 20, 1938
Reed. 7:14 P.M.

I
Secretary of State

Washington

April 20, 3 P.M.

In Tsingtao unrest among Japanese shown by ^exception

ally large number of marine sentries, groups of middle 

class Chinese led as prisoners through streets, and meet

ings of officers at military and naval headquarters.
Severe fighting reported on April 19 at neighboring 

town of Tsimo. During past week between Tsimo and 

Tsingtao in Liuting and other rural villages Chinese have 
maltreated police brought by Japanese.

In the last Japan-&ax-4^ a skirmish is said to have 

taken place near Chucheng between Japanese and Chinese 
rumored to be led by General Yu Hsueh Chung.

Changkiu a county seat near Tsinanfu reported in hands 

of Chinese mobile units.
Railway said to be still damaged in several places 

beyond Weihsien. Railway sold tickets today only to Kaomi* 

According to a Chinese report two truck loads of Japanese 
were waylaid south of Weihsien and most of the Japanese

., (killed)

•*4 
CD 
0!
9
CD

00

œ

■XJ ....
to pn
co CTR
<x> 0
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ROW -2- April 20, 3 P.Mj, from Tsingtao 

killed. Later four Chinese villages burned by Japanese 

in same area and many better class Chinese assassinated 

in Weihs!en, Japanese of Ershihlipu garrison attacked 

recently but escaped to safety.

Sent to Hankow, Peiping, By mail to Tokyo,

NPL
EMB

GOURLEY

(*) Apparent omission
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB I SENT TO |
! O.NTrTuTï) i'ATD-J 
i------- -------D,..-

From 4th MARINES
April 21, 1938
Rec *3 8:30 a.m.

ACTION: CINCA?
OPNAV

INFO: AHCON SHANGHAI
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
CO' TANGPAT
C 01 IGO PAT
AI.IALIBA33AD0R CHE NA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALGSNA PEI ET NG

8621 On Northern Tsingpu front Japanese capture of
Lini confirmed. Nipponese recaptured Hanchwang. Chinese
claim mooile unit retook Linhsien extreme North Honan 1825.
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ocwfidentia Copy for t|ie Department of State

THE

Kpv, 2 <§> -

FOREIGN spWïfflB^;-- 
o’*® ' ""

states ofajoica

American Consulate General, 
Keljo (Seoul', Chosen, March 7, 1938

The Honorable

Joseph C. Crew.

.jaarioun Ambassador ; -..-gr
dr:

Tokyo, Japan

Ae of possible interest to the Embassy end the Military

Attach* I have the honor to report that the 79th Regiment of

the Japanese Army, which has been in service in China, has 

been returned to end Is now stationed in Keljo.

Respectfully yours,

0. Gaylord Marsh, 
American Consul General

830, 
OW-uj
3 oopies to the Departnmt
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File: 800 
GAM/rh 1938 APR

or THE

OF AMERICA
AND RECORDS 

AMERICAN CONSULATE

Osaka, Japan, 
March 18, 1938.

CONFIDENTIAL

The Honorable

Joseph C. Grew,

American Ambassador, 

Tokyo.

Sir:

The Osaka Mainiohi of MarchlSth devotes nearly 

half a page to a paid advertisement entitled "Ae Ask 

the American Nation.” This cites the more critical 

sentiment which has grown up in the United States 

sines President Roosevelt*s Chicago speech, and 

appeals for a more conciliatory attitude towards 

Japan's Asiatic venture.

Most probably this advertisement appeared also 

in the Tokyo papers, but on the bare chance that it 

might have escaped the Embassy's attention I am sending 

it along for perusal. tj

to F
Respectfully yours, &

A, true copy of co
the si 453

George A. Makinson, 
American Consul General.

Enclosure:
Osaka MainLehi clipping.

Original to Embassy, 
Three copies for Department,^ 
One copy for Supervising Consul General, Tokyo.

A
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830/Hl/nb
c;

RcCtn -u r^ARTMENT OF STATF

1938 APR 20 PM 5 35

3/zy
DIVISION Cr

COMMUNICATIONS 
ano records

The Honorable Joseph Clark Grew, 
American Ambassador» 

Tokyo, Japan.

Sir i

Hong Kong, March 19, 1938

I have the honor to enclose herewith clippings 
from the Hong Kong SOOTH CHINA MORNING POST of 
March 18th and 19th regarding the alleged sinking 
of the Japanese battleship MOTSU^ The International 
News Agency, which Is responsible for the Hankow 
despatch of March 17th» la a Chinese news agency be
lieved to be somewhat unreliable. z - z>

Respectfully ywan^

Addison E. Southard 
American Consul General

enclosures;
Clippings of March 18th and 
19th from the Hong Kong 
SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST.

c.c. to the Department.
c.c. to the Embassy, Hankow, 
c.c. to the Embassy, London.

5 A true «opy of 
J the signed orlg-

790.9
 4/12882
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SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST

Hong Kong, March 18 1938

SINKING OF MUTSU
I ' I

Eye-Witness ' Account I
Of Chinese Bombing j The anti-bombing net was said to 

I be strong enough to withstand any 
--------- | severe bombing. If it was not de- a xrr a------------- w____molished by the power dive of theTWO AVIATORS KILLED , two Chinese planes at first, subse-

----- 71
Hankow, Mar. 17.

The sinking, last December, of the 
35,000-ton battleship Mutsu, the 
pride of the Japanese navy, which 
gave rise to many conflicting reports, 
is confirmed by a person who was 
connected with that epoch-making 
event. |

Only two Chinese pilots and two 
bombers were sacrificed, as they 
dived down on the battleship.

The first object was to destroy the 
iron net protecting the Mutsu. One 
Chinese bomber made the attempt, 
but’ was not successful. Another 
bomber made the dash and succeed
ed in crashing through the net 
screen. Then fifteen other war
planes dropped bombs on the Mutsu 
until she was put out of action. 
Her magazine was exploded by a 
direct hit which caused her to sink.

Nine destroyers and gunboats 
nearby were also sunk by the bomb
ing, while their superstructures were 
destroyed by the blasting of the 
Mutsu, the cost of which was about 
Yen 40,000,000.

A flight Of light bombers from the 
Mutsu bombed Nanking in early De
cember but were brought down by 
anti-aircraft fire. Two enemy pilots 
escaped from their burning plane, 
but one of them is a European, who / 
served as instructor in an aviation j 
academy dn South China. He was 
recognised by some of the Nanking) 
Chinese pilots who were trained by 
him. ’

AU the seventeen Chinese planes 
took part in the raid as volunteers. J 
Due compensation was given to the j 
families of the two human bombs, 
who crashed through the protective 
net to open the way for intensive 
bombing. The human bombs were 
chosen by drawing lots.

quent bombing from the air would 
not have been effective, it is believ
ed.

The Mqtsu and Nagato are sister 
ships, andfwhen the Mutsu was sunk 
vernacular reports erroneously stat
ed that the victim was the Nagato. 
—International.

It will be recalled that on Decem
ber 20 at Tokyo Admiral Osami 
Nagano, Commander of the Japan
ese combined fleet, in an interview 
with Japanese and American news
paper correspondents said that it 
was not the Nagato but the Mutsu 
which was sunk. -
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REPORTS DENIED

Consul’s Statement On 
Chinese News

“RIDICULOUS STORY”

“Apart from the fact that the 
battleship Mutsu, according to my 
reports, is sate in Japan, the report 
puolished yesterday and attributed to 
International News concerning the 
alleged sinking of Japanese warships i 
last December is utterly ridiculous,” 
said the Japanese Consul-General, 
Mr. T. Nakamura, 1$ a statement 
issued yesterday.

“To any intelligent person the re
port, taken on its face value, is 
apparently quite untrue. When the 
controversy ‘aeroplanes versus battle
ships’ and the views expressed by 
world experts is considered togethei 
with this report, it will be seen that 
an answer to the Controversy has 
been provided if the report is correct. 
But no intelligent person could take 
seriously a report that 17 planes 
attacked and destroyed a battleship, 
no less than nine destroyers and one 
gunboat! And aU with the loss of 
only two planes, which, according io 
the report, were destroyed inten
tionally! The. naval battle describeu 
if it actually took place must rank 
with the major engagements in world 
history!

“Actually no Japanese warships 
were lost on the occasion referred to 
when they were attacked by Chinese 
planes.

Formosa Tranquil
“Another report which quotes for 

its authority the Ta Kung Pao, also 
published yesterday, is similarly 
obviously incorrect,” added the Con
sul.

“It refers to Japanese military 
‘recruiting’ in Formosa and the 
r’leged unwillingness of the recruits 
to go to China.

“As is well known, there is a 
’’pluntary system of recruiting m 
Korea, but the Japanese conscription 
laws prohibit recruiting in Formosa, 
and no Formosan can join the Japan
ese Army even if such be his wish. 
Actually Formosans are very con
tended just now, since the hostilities 
m China and the subsequent rise in 
tie price of grain, together with 
a particularly good harvest, has done 
r uch to better them economically * 
Mr. Nakamura concluded.

The Chinese report claimed that 
nine small vessels were destroyed 
when the battleship was exploded 
by bombing.
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Copy for Department of State.

American Consulate, 
Kobe, Japan, 

March 29, 1938
Strictly Confidential

The Honorable A!
Joseph C. Crew

C\
Auerlean Ambassador

Tokyo
/P EASTEila ÀtUiiià \f.

OepartmfiiV of

from a

have the honor to report that I have learned

dependable source that 1,600 Japanese soldiers

returning from China were disembarked at Kobe on

Sunday, March 27, 193B. It is reported that these

soldiers belonged to the Second Division but this Infor-

mation is not authoritative. The troops entrained for

795.94/
I 2883

an unknown destination immediately after their arrival

I

Kobe

The port of Kobe was reopened for normal commerce

on Monday, March 28th. It appears that no transports

are in the harbor at the present time

So far as 1 have been able to ascertain there has

been no recent embarkation of troops for China at Kobe

There is reason to believe that reinforcements or

replacements have been despatched to China recently from

Hirosnima but I am unable to obtain conclusive verification--o
X!

Unfortunately there are no Americans residentof this

in co
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r

- 2 -

in Hiroshima other than missionaries. For obvious 

reasons it is not considered expedient to request 

information of a military nature from them in writing 

and it is only on rare occasions that the opportunity 

for a confidential conversation with them presents 

itself.

Respectfully yours.

Walter P. McConaughy 
American Consul

800

WPi0iJs

Original to Ambassador, Tokyo.
—Three copies tn Department of State.' 

Copy to Consulate General, Tokyo.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 16, 1938.

The M.I.D. digest of 
infonnation for the current 
week in regard to the bino- 
Japanese situation is of 
unusual interest. Special 
attention is called to the 
section entitled "General" 
on pages 1 and 2 and to the 
section entitled "Comment" 
on p§&ê5. A and 5.

/ RECEIVED/ APR 22 1938
Divisiun <_>r'

^2i/'Mr'
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of harmony In the Japanese cabinet. One bone of contention is the future
policy to be followd in China. Une powerful group reported to be headed
by onoye 1» in favor of More drastic military action in china to force
a speedy solution. ..-Hotter group, reported to be principally military 
and headed by Dugiyaae, the .er Minister, fayare a war of attrition. The 
Japanese high oomand, probably under pressure froa the Kmntung Amy, 
has been loath to weaken their Manchurian forces. The military oosmnnd 
also appear» to be reluctant to recruit additional levies st this time, 
possibly for fear of the effects oa national economy and morale. The 
recent Japanese reverses ns e result of underestimation of Chinese resist
ance and of wide dispersal of effort, will bring the cabinet ochian to 
a head. K’ire troops are urgently needed and these can oome only from 
the few reserves In Japan, from the still intact i.wantuag ,jreiy, or from 
new levies. ''J

C
Another point of cabinet difference is the application of the ^’4

national Mobil!'/nil® Law. Prince .onoye is reported to have secured *
tit® passa?;© of thia bill throu.h the lower house of the Piet on the ex- V
pï’ess proniea that it would not be md® effective r.t this tlae. 1res- •*
sure is being pieced upon the irwiler by th® nilit&ry-faselst bloc to 
invoke the ordinance now. .umors have been current for seme time that 
..□noyo intended to reel ® because of ”111 health.** Both the fascist a:iù 
conservative groups ere urging hi» to roaaln but for different reasons. C
The fascists consider hia to be an ideal loader for a tproup dictatorship 
while the conservatives want him in power as the only possible brsi.-e on +
th® fascist trend.

■£T»a Japanese Minister of var.«’arce informed the annual meeting 
of the Japanese Federation of Industry et Tokyo on April If that stat® 
control in the Industries of national defend® is now to bo receded ns 
a permanent institution and that after restoration. of peace Japanese 
industry would not return to its forrwr status.

Tokyo press reports that Japanese political cirolos are alarmed 
over the impending Anglo-Italian accord. They express fear that Je pan 
ruy be 1 isolated as result.

increasing’ .’Soviet-Japanese tension is indicated by the follow- -j- 
ing raporta. The Tokyo ■•'ore 1;.ça Office on April 9 protested to the Russie» 
■lovurn:usnt «rAilnst the arrest of a Japanese oil company official in Mirth 
>a,Galien. The ?orel{çn office anokewaen, s'^Bcating cm alleged alstrontæeist

declassified ÿ
DOD Dir. 5200.9, Sept 2?, 1.050 X'
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of Japanese in j<u»slan Jaghalien, seid 'It imssia eaves to aggravate 
th® situation w will not hesitate to x*espond". The Jnvlct Government 
©n April 11 protested to Japan a^-ainst a flight of 11 Military planes 
over oviot territory north of iianohurla. Tokyo newspapers played up 
a statement attributed to General Bluecbar, l<ussian Ccewmder in Chief 
la th® Far hast, that "now is th® time to fight Japan". Reports from 
ioxyo state the ioviet authorities on /vprll 1Ü gar® Japan five days to 
close the consulates at Blagovesohonsk and Habarovsk, Siberia, end that 
negotiation® are under way to induce hunala to "shange her attitude”.

The ramifications of the "Yen Bloc" and its effects on the 
Open Door may be seen in the recently reported Japanese monopoly of the 
North Chine wool trade. Prior to th® war, the noiw^i flow of wool from 
Mongolia, i-ansu and Ginklang passed through Sulyunn to Tientsin. Dome 
wool was processed in Tientsin, and most of the shear, inclnrilag the 
processed articles such as carpets and cloth, was destined for foreign 
consumption, principally --nerieun. Little wont to Japon. The Japanese 
monopoly is now buying the wool crop at J'aotow, Kweihua and Kalgan, pay
ing with haul; notes of the local puppet governmental banks, convertible 
only into yen exchansjs, and shippin.- the wool directly to Nanchuria and 
Japan. As a result Japanese exebenye becomes the dominant forei^m ex
change available for the importation of good® into North china, thus 
stimule ting the sale of Japanese r/iods to the exclusion of siorcliandiae 
fro® other foreign sources, and, incidentally, the sale of the wool 
a broad furnishes the Japanese Govoï’îsaont that meh additional foreign 
oxchan -e to m-ot its external obligations.

Telegraphic reports fro« ,>han/hei state that a section of the 
Japanese -rny 1» organising an association of Japcnes® merchants which 
will attempt to Monopolize trace in Japanese-occupied areas in th® 
Ysnfjtz® Valley, Preparations are now under way to for® a bank under 
the local puppet government. This bank will either issue its own notes 
or us® th® North China Japanese-controlled bank notes, thus brining 
Central China also into th® "Y«n Bloc", reports from Nanking state that 
«hile Japanese business is being encouraged to intensify its activities, 
other forain Interests are still prohibited fro® corains to Nanking by 
tiw Jtrxiues® military because of the "dangerous situation".

The Japanese Foreign Office announeod on April 15 that it had 
reliable news to the effect that Chiang Kai-shek and T. V. S >ong were 
wounded during the bombing of Changsha on April 10. No confirmation from 
other oourecB h®a been received as yet.

NCiKHi Chïlûx T:.!.MV.H

The situation in Shansi end iuiyuen is obscure. Both sides 
olei® victories, it is evident however that for the present there is 
no threat of a Japanese crossing of the Yellow klver. Chinese report 
they have reoccupied many towns in north and south tihansl, while the
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Japanese olai® to be inopplny up l&r^» bodies of Chinese troops in centre! 
and south Dhans!• They olela to have occupied Tsiahalen elm Teh* a hend- 
querters la 3hanai on April 10. ’

Chinese guerrilla oparatione range far and wide through north 
China. Action la reported near Rwsihua, S>ulyuan, in the Imadlate viol
ai ty of ielpiMg, near Tientsin, Chefoo, and Tsingtao. lomchoukuoen gen
darmes stationed at Chsn^ping, north of leiplng, are reported to have 
autlnied and joined Chinese irregulars, Belated reports state a Japanese 
detachment of 60 ws wiped out at ItsL»», £& «lies fro® on
April 1, The TsiagtaoTsimn hallway and the chefoo-Teingtao motor road 
were out by Chinese guerrillas on April 11. nation la also reported at 
ïuntsing on the outskirts of lientsin.

A repoit frern ClCLngwangtaa status that fiüO Jepenese casualties 
were shipped out on hospital ships betwoa April 4 and 10.

The Japan®» nave» j>et a serious defeat at ïaiarohwnns in southern 
jhantung. The Sth and 10th Japanese Di violenta, coœwxded by Denorels 
Itagnkl and isogal, plus auxiliaries, have been badly muled and forced 
to retreat about IS nilas north to ïlhaien and .saoahwtig. Japanese 
casualties were «sitx'o».Æly heavy. General Isogal ia reported to ba either 
killed or bauiy wounded. About 700 Japanese ware captured, mid are on the 
»j to hankow to be exhibited. Chinese claln they have the JsiMnase in 
Tihsien and Tsaochwang practically surrounded and expect to oop up before 
Japanese reiufurceneuts arrive, Chinese are still holding Lisi to the 
northeast and so far prevented Japanese roinforaanonts Lyot; Tsingtao fro® 
breaking through. ><»» foreign observers report that only 20,000 Japanese 
out of a total of 62,000 in tbs drive on luchow rennin alive. These are 
practically cut off and can be supplied only by airplane. Chinese con
tinue the destruction of i* Hide and rallr»ds in shantung to impede the 
advance of rainL'orcejasiit».

The Japanese are reported to be greatly disturbed by ths defeat 
and axe rushing relnfirceaenta free Jehel, Tientsin, Tsingtao, and from 
the ling-ftan front by rail and forced narohes. It ia to be expected that 
the JapaxioBa uill band every effort to stags an oversdtolalag offensive 
on Hsuchow in un attempt to retrieve ’’face". a reinforcing column fro® 
Tsingtao io reported to have reached chuhalsn, about 135 miles northeast 
of .aierchuHiig. -thor units ure reported to be landing at Tsingtao. Chi
nese report that eioht divisions are being rushed to shantung, five froa 
Jape» and three K>r® are being mved in from quiet sectors in Giilna and 
henchoukuo.

In southern Ronan and southern Tiianai little activity is re
ported. Th® Chlnaso are reported to be attacking Japanese units north 
of the Tallow River and the Japanese <?lul® to have Inflicted heavy 
casualties. Mo decisive results are reported.
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South of the lunghal the eituatlon le unchanged. There are 
reports that Japanese will reinforce their troop* on the Hmi Hirer end 
a.^aln initiate their drive north on Hsuchcw. No confirmatory troop nove- 
raents are reported.

tWiA glgAlSH

Chinese guerrilla activity hua been intensified in the Imediate 
vicinity of Shanghai. Raids are reported in Pootung, oast of Shanghai 
and fro® Tasang to th* Hangohow-Ihlng road, west of the Hettlwwnt. Fir» 
lag is heard nightly "ran the British outpost line west of the city.

Fighting also continues southwest of hake Tai and In the riel- 
nit y of uhu with indaoislve results. Japanese are reported to have made 
an unsuccessful attempt to land at ’‘towel, 16 nil** northwest of îtohn.

One Japanese division is reported to have left Shanfdwii on 
April 6 for Shantung. Another division is preparing to leave. The 
cruiser Idauso, dmirel Hasegawa's flagship, left ^han^iai on April 12 
for an unknown destination.

'.hlatvie sources report that a highway now under conatruotion 
between ahensi «nd Hupeh will be ready in on® Month, ‘fhis road is prob
ably designed as an additional comuni ont ion link between Hankow and 
..,i«n in ease the Lunghai Railway is cut or captured.

Japanese air activity In Uouth Chin* continue». Two bomba were 
dropped on Canton on ,-.prll 10 free high altitude. These landed on * fac
tory, causing several hundred civilian casualties. The Aaoy forts were 
borabed heavily on April 8 and ajain on April 11,

Reporta of heavy Japanese naval «emoentratiens along the Fukien 
const in the vicinity of Foochow end Anoy are causing apprehension in 
Chinese circles. However, It is not believed likely that the Japanese 
will atteapt a landing in Fukien. a landing there would have no strategie 
advantage &a& it Is doubtful that the Japanese con spore troops for this 
purpose.

cem?

The offsets of the Japanese debacle in southern Shantung will 
be far-reaching. Chinese national morals has been lifted to such a 
height that it will be able to withstand successive reveres* with little 
damage. There is a danger however that Chinese military leaders nay be
come over confident and attempt rash operations, Thile Chines* eenbat 
ability lias steadily inprovad since the start of th* war, there still is 
r"0® for considerable Inprovwent. The Chines* have developed effective

; n^;DEA ; : -
*•4**
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Guerrilla tactic», but in the use of the cmblned anas and in the coor
dination of the efforts of Lur:;e units (division®, corps) they are still 
inferior to their Japanese opponents. Chinese morale and nllltary paver 
are at an all tine high. They clsiim to possess nnple Bros and emeun!- 
tlon for all their forces nos* in the field for at least alx months. Ad
ditional war stocks are constantly arriving via hong ^on$» They ciao 
olaiia to have sufficient tros to o<;ulp «-I least tali' of the SO new di
visions now under training.

Japanese Military pride tas bean rubbed raw. Two regular divi
sions of the Japanese -my, eoææwMtad by able and experienced generals, 
have boon defeated by the despised Chinese troops. Thia is a disgrace 
that will be difficult to wipe out. tainforeenents are tains rushed to 
the south Shantung front from all aides in order to s«vn the beleaguered 
reanants and to start an ovsrwtalntos drive on Lsuahow. Not even the 
capture of Hsuehow will now a«rv® to regain the tre&audoua loos of face 
occasioned by the défont. If th® Japanese, la their haste to throw troops 
into the aastora Lunghai area, seriously weaken other fronts, they my 
find tbmselws a^ain in unexpected difficulties. Chinese sjuerrilla units 
and partisans will becorae wire active la the weakened sectors. It is by 
ao moans certain that even with the relui' reesonta now being rushed to 
ùhniitun,: the Jaranase will be able to take th» strong Chinase defensive 
positions in th® eastern LuivMi créa.

Japanese national morale, too, will suffer keenly ns ® result 
of the de»feat. hila the dovomawnt will mk» every effort to koep th®

nows from being published in Japan, leaks will ooaur through returning 
casualties, soldiers* letters and foreign newspapers. The cabinet, which 
has been having serious differences on future policy at hone emdt in China, 
for none time, rill be severely affected b;> the news. Changea there and 
probably in th® Military high conmnd vd.ll undoubtedly result.

lata reliable reports state that the Information contained in the 
disg®tab by Mallet Abend published in the Now fork Times ,kprll 13 was given 
to Abend by a high Japanese (civil?) official. Th» dispatch peints a far 
blacker picture of the south ohaatung Japanese debacle than any received 
heretofore. It is difficult to ascribe a logical reason for e Japanese of
ficial to mke public such infomation. If th® information was intended 
to breed over confidence among the Chinese, it wold have been given greater 
circulation in China. The loss in Japanese prestige abroad too would have 
been considered. Th® only reason which seems at all logical is that there 
is a définit® schism bschm the Japanese as to the further conduct of the 
war and that this official wished to got the new® of the debacle back to 
Japan to strongttea the parties workin toward an early peace • It is to 
be ramitaared Huit «userai Mataui used similar tactics after the ï’anay bomb
ing. Matsui gave .bead a story that the "younger officers* Lad gotten out of 
hand and that he ms unable to discipline than. Matsui asked Abend to pub
lish the story because he wanted the news to gat back to Japan and no Jap
anese pa pet* vculcl dare publish such news.

declassified
DOD Dlr. 5200.9, Sept g?, 
NCR.-----
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The item here attached was 

received yesterday from the Chinese 

Embassy.

The first page contains a 

Chinese account, presumably from 

official sources, of the recent 

bombings at Changsha and Canton.
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Hë?, April 14, 0,45 A.ll.

On April 10, there was witnessed'^j^ihAherVinB--b4n&^ot:,o^ 
indiscriminate bombing by the Japanese resulting o$er si#..hundred / /A 
civilian casualties. Twenty-seven Japanese bomber scalded 
Changsha* Hunan, concentrating their attention on Nati^i^.J^sahv^ 
University and Tsinghua University. The latter was formerly 
established in Peiping and was transferred to Changsha since 
the fall of the former capital. It has been supported by 
that portion of the Boxer indemnity returned by the Americjwr1 M
Government. A large number of bombs was released on Hunanl( APR 1 ft 1Q3P 
University compound destroying the library, the science ' "°
building, the work shop and three dormitories. Several bonitnk^NoTEf> 
were also unloaded near Tsinghua University after which the 
raidersswooped down and machine-gunned a large group of students. 
It was definitely ascertained that over thirty persons were 
killed and seventy wounded. The casualties would undoubtedly 
be much greater, had it been for the fact that most of the 
students were out on Sunday.

On the same day another tragic bombing occurred in Canton 
where four Japanese planes flying at great height bombed the 
centre of the city. Direct hit scored on a sewing factory 
were five hundred girls were at work. It was feared that 
rfbt many had escaped.

After the bombing the Japanese Domei Hews Agency circulated 
a report alleging that as a result of the Japanese air raid of 
Changsha, General Chiang Kai-shek and Mr. T. V. Soong were 
killed while attending a political meeting. Both statesmen 
had not visited Changsha for a long time, nor was any political 
meeting scheduled in Changsha. General Chiang is at present in 
Hankow, and Mr. Soong in Hongkong. The Domei report was 
ievidently fabricated with the purpose of covering the unpar
donable Japanese crime of bombing educational centers. The 
'Japanese further alleged that National Hunan University and 
^Tsinghua University had been removed to Yunnanfu and the 
premises were occupied by the military.

Discussing the question of the indiscriminate Japanese 
bombing at a press conference today, the Chinese spokesman 
categorically denied all the Japanese allegations. Both schools 
with the attendance of several hundred students were still at 
Changsha. After the horrible bombing the Japanese first gave 
the alibi that a political meeting was held there during the 
raid and claimed to have killed General Chiang and Mr. Soong. 
Now that these fabrications were exposed, the Japanese were 
obliged to invent another pretext for their often repeated 
practices of bombing the educational institutions.

The spokesman also took the occasion to comment upon the 
appeal of the Japanese military to the neutrals residing in the

area between
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area between the Yellow River and the Yangtse River to produce 
maps indicating the location of their property and mark such 
property in a manner discernible from the air. The spokesman 
pointed out that the area in question comprises more than half 
of China populated by over two hundred million souls. The 
Japanese threat to carry out extensive bombing operations over 
such a wide area will not only endanger civilian life and 
property, but will constitute the most reprehensible practice 
from the viewpoint of humanity. The spokesman described the 
Japanese charges of the misue of foreign flags and property 
by the Chinese entirely without foundation.
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Hankow, April 14, IOîIO P.M.

The fighting continues round Yihsien (Shantung) with the 
Chinese making steady advance toward the city. The Chinese 
re-occupied Yunganchwang, northwest of Yihsien, and reached 
Wohushan, 4 kilometers west of Yihsien, yesterday. This morning 
the Chinese re-occupied all the hill tops overlooking the city 
and were launching a vigorous attack. In the Linyi sector, 
the Japanese had been considerably reinforced during the last 
few days.

The Chinese pursuit planes brought down seven of the 
sixty-one Japanese planes which attempted to raid Canton 
yesterday. The wrecked machines were found near the tomb of 
Ku Yin-fan, the late President of the Executive Yuan. Another 
raider was shot down by anti-aircraft gun.

Indicating the severe losses the Japanese suffered in 
Shansi as a result of the ceaseless guerilla attacks, the 
military sources announced that over 15,000 Japanese were 
killed in Shansi front during March. In the same period, 2,500 
rifles, 3 field pieces, 5 trench mortars, 2 machine guns and a 
large quantity of ammunition supplies were captured, and 
68 Japanese soldiers were taken prisoners.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB
This mj;psage was received from 
in navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to any
one. ’

ALUSNA PEIPING 
April 21, 1938 
Rec’d 12:50 p.m.

TO: NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO: ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI

CliTCAF
COIffANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAI.IBASS ADOR C HI NA
ASTALUSNA NANKING 

0021 Constant flights
confirm r eports heavy guerrilla fighting on Pinghan line 
north Paomting and hills west Mentoukuo, also along Pingsui, 
particularly north of Kueisui where numerous Nippon units
in action. Good sources say Jap casualties heavy these 
areas, Nips have pulled out all garrisons from Hopei Prov-> 
ince between Pinghan and Tsinpu lines burning many villages
before withdrawal. Every available man sent to Shantung 
where sranges now five divisions thought sufficiently 
strong carry out limited operation of breaking Lunghai line. 
Recent fire aircraft factory Mukden reliably reported about 
one hundred planes under construction and repair damaged 
or destroyed. 1550,

DDM
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Chief, Far Eastern Division 
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Washington, D. C.
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GOALS OF JAPANESE IMPERIALISM 
f CONQUEST OF THE WORLD

Many foreign writers have accused Japan of cherishing the ambition to gain 
the hegemony of the world. Testimony of this kind is open to the objection 
that it may wittingly or unintentionally distort the meaning of Japanese writers 
and speakers. No such objection can be raised if Japanese publicists are enabled 
to speak for themselves—that is a fair and convincing method and it has been 
adopted below. The statements have not been altered in any way.

An attempt at classification has been made, but it is not altogether satisfactory. 
Some of the persons quoted advocate war against individual countries. Others 
mention war against two countries and the difficulty arose under which to 
classify such statements. No hard and fast rule was feasible.

WAR AGAINST THE WORLD

Now, to fulfil the vision “to conquer the world and embrace the universe as 
our state” so as to pacify Emperor Jimmu’s desire “greatly to nourish and 
increase” our ambition has been our traditional policy ... If the actions 
of any of the Powers are not conducive to our imperialism, our blows shall 
descend on that Power . . . Our imperial morality, which is the embodi
ment of the combination of the true spirit of the Japanese state with the great 
ideals of the Japanese people, must be preached and spread over the whole world. 
All obstacles standing in the path of this must be resolutely removed even if 
it is necessary to apply real force ... In China disorder has reigned for 
twenty years and to this day there is no central government and not even the 
essence of a state. In India 300,000,000 people are groaning under the yoke of 
Great Britain and the latter is now confronted with a serious crisis. In Central 
Asia as well as in Siberia there is not a scrap of liberty. And Mongolia, too, 
seems to have been transformed into a second Central Asia. . . .

In view of such a situation it is not permissible to hush up and lose sight 
of Japan, who is the strongest state in Eastern Asia and who not only possesses 
the necessary real force, but whose historical mission it is to save the states 
of Eastern Asia. Japan must rise determinedly in the name of justice even 
at the risk of ruining the country. . . . Various lands in Eastern Asia are 
being oppressed by the white race. Roused imperial Japan can no longer 
tolerate the tyranny of the white race. It is Japan’s mission to fight against

3
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all actions which are incompatible with imperial morality, no matter by whom 
committed. In this sense Japan must not overlook a single case of disorder 
arising in any part of Eastern Asia.—General Sadao Arabi, former Minister 
of War, in “The Problems of Japan in the Showa Era.”

The international situation is determined by the fact that the white race ।
confronts the Japanese race. . . . It is Japan’s mission to preserve peace 
in the Far East. Past events such as the Japano-Chinese war, the Russo- 
Japanese war, the Manchurian and Shanghai incidents, and also Japan’s 
withdrawal from the League of Nations, were all dictated by the necessity 
of fulfilling this mission.—Vice-Admiral Suetsugu in a radio speech as reported 
by “Nippon Dempo.”

Japan has taken the initiative in establishing harmonious relations among 
the Eastern races. She is fulfilling her national mission and is thereby helping 
to bring prosperity to the whole of mankind.—Naval Captain Serine in his 
bool^ on Japan s future naval war.

The Japanese as a coloured race must take over the leadership of the 
coloured Asiatic races, the majority of whom are enslaved by Europeans, 
or are in a state of semi-independence. Nearly all the nations of Europe and 
America enjoy unrestricted liberty, whereas the majority of our brethren— 
the Asiatic nations—are in a state of semi-independence. It is the bounden 
duty of Japan to guide them and to help them to become independent at 
last. From the point of view of the individual and race morals of the 
coloured peoples, it is absolutely intolerable that the elder brother, having 
achieved independence for himself, should remain indifferent to the fate of 
his brothers and sisters. If Japan will merely be proud of the fact that she is 
co-operating with the bourgeois nations of the West (who are nothing more 
than overseers who keep Japan’s kindred nations in subordination and hold 
them in contempt) Japan will be helping to enslave these nations instead of 
championing their independence. If Japan does that she will be a con- 
temptible traitress.—Yoshitomi, in the magazine “Gaibp Dziho,” which is 
connected with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in the issue of November,.
*935- ■

While in the North, Japan runs up against the powerful U. S. S. R., there ■
is no such powerful country in the South to curtail Japan’s aspirations in ■
that direction.—Katsudzi Inahara, secretary of the Japanese Foreign Affairs ■
Association, in the journal “Kaidzo,” issue of June, 1935. ■

If the white people consider themselves superior to the Japanese, they must ■
be fought. The white-yellow conflict is the greatest obstacle to smoothing ■
out Japan’s diplomatic relations. The whites are envious because of Japan’s ■
steady rise in world affairs. In the past they felt privileged. This issue ■
transcends diplomacy, but Japan is remaining calm in the face of world ■
opposition.—Vice-Admiral Nobumasa Suetsugu in an interview with the ■
monthly magazine “Gendai.” H
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It is Japan’s duty today to protect Asia against such great powers as Great 
Britain, the United States and the U. S. S. R. Japan must fight for the 
creation of an Asiatic Asia, a self-governing Asia. Upon Japan rests the 
traditional duty of being the guardian angel of Asia. Under these circum
stances we must adopt the policy of “defence before all else” and procure 
as much money as this may require.—Simonal^a Yasaburo in the fascist 
magazine “Isin” of Februaryt 1936.

Evidendy the divine providence wishes me to assist Your Majesty in 
ushering in a new era in the Far East and to develop a new continental 
empire. The Three Eastern Provinces (Manchuria) are a political stain on 
the Far East. For the sake of self defence and for the defence of others 
Japan cannot remove the difficulties in Eastern Asia if she does not pursue a 
policy of “blood and Iron”; but in pursuing such a policy she will come 
face to face with the United States. . . . If in the future we shall want 
to take control of China we shall have to crush the United States, i.e., to act 
towards her as we acted during the Russo-Japanese War. But in order to 
conquer China we must first conquer Manchuria and Mongolia; in order to 
conquer the world we must first conquer China. If we succeed in conquering 
China all the other Asiatic countries and the countries in the South Sea will 
fear us and capitulate before us. The world will then understand that 
Eastern Asia is ours and will not dare to encroach upon our rights. Such 
is the plan that has been bequeathed to us by the Emperor Meiji and the 
success of it is of vital importance for our national existence. . . . Having 
the resources of China at our command, we shall proceed to conquer India, 
the Archipelago, Asia Minor, Central Asia and even Europe. Our capture 
of control of Manchuria and Mongolia is the first step.—Baron Tanaka in 
his memorial to the Emperor of Japan on July 23, 1927.

Whenever and wherever we fight, China will naturally go over to the side 
of our enemies. . . . Even if China is on our side, in the event of war 
against Great Britain, the United States, France and other countries, our 
army must protect her, by spreading over the whole country. This is also 
necessary from the point of view of obtaining raw materials for war purposes. 
—Senior Naval Lieutenant Goto in his boo\, “Save Japan.”

It is necessary to secure the eruption of various national volcanoes all over 
the world so that a second world war may break out. The Germans failed 
to achieve this but in 1936 the situation all over the world will be different 
from what it was during the last war. And this is Japan’s good luck.-—Senior 
Lieut. Ishimaru Fujita in his bool^ “Japan s War Against the Whole World”

If a second European war does not break out, or if a tense situation leading 
to such a war does not arise, then we must inevitably anticipate joint pressure 
upon Japan by America and Great Britain. ... Of course, had a second 
great war broken out in Europe prior to the Naval Armaments Conference 
in 1935 it would have been very bad for the whole world, but for Japan it

5
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would have been welcome.—Senior Lieut. Ishimaru Fujita in his boo\, 
“Overcoming the Crisis in the Pacific”

War is the father of creation and the mother of culture. War is the source 
of life and develops life. It gives impulse to and stimulates creative culture 
in the individual as well as in the state.—Japanese Ministry of War pamphlet 
of September i, 1934.

WAR WITH GREAT BRITAIN
The time has come when we Japanese must completely change our opinion 

about Great Britain and about the English people. If Japan continues her 
present advance and if Great Britain persists in clinging to the superfluous 
territory which she possesses, will not let go of it and will not abandon the 
principle of status quo, then an Anglo-Japanese war must inevitably break 
out.—Senior Leutenant Ishimaru Fujita.

N war between England and Japan will be as oil thrown on the flames 
of an Indian revolution.—Senior Naval Lieutenant Goto.

If Japan is victorious, India will be lost to Great Britain forever; and she 
will lose the Chinese market. Australia and New Zealand will pass to Japan. 
Great Britain is in the twilight and an Anglo-Japanese war will lead to Great 
Britain’s self-destruction. —Senior Lieutenant Ishimaru Fujita.

Australia is now a self-governing dominion; she has issued the slogan for 
a “White Australia” and is deporting all coloured nationalities. It is not 
difficult to see that these “coloured nationalities” are mainly Japanese im
migrants. Is not this policy of strictly prohibiting Japanese in a land with an 
area nearly eleven times larger than Japan and whose population is not one- 
fifteenth of the population in Japan, in a land in which one feels as if one 
were in a desert owing to the sparsity of the population, the height of 
insolence?—“Hochi Shimbun” January 18, 1934.

In the event of an Anglo-Japanese war we shall attack Canada from the 
air.—Senior Lieut. Ishimaru Fujita.

Who seized Asia? Which country is the most imperialistic in the world? 
Who is exploiting Central China? Who is building the Singapore base? 
Who rules Tibet? Who is mistress of the extensive territory of Asia? Who 
has seized the southern part of the world—Australia? Who controls the 
largest colonial markets? Great Britain, Great Britain alone. She has 
conquered the world; she is mistress of the seas. She is the aggressor not 
only in Asia but all over the world. She is actually the mistress of the 
League of Nations. Great Britain is the conqueror of Asia. She is Japan’s 
principal enemy. This is what we must firmly remember and know. This 
is our obligation, our duty.—Murobuse, editor of “Asahi,” in his bool{ 
“Japan’s Next Step.”

Great Britain has a very bad reputation in our country. Great Britain is 
“bourgeois,” “an exploiter,” “imperialistic.” Great Britain is a scoundrel
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which has seized Asia. The liberation of Asia must commence with a blow 
at Great Britain. Such is the unanimous opinion of all those who belong to 
the fascist trend. ... As my friends say, Great Britain is perhaps our worst 
enemy, the worst enemy of the people of the East.—Sinsa\u Hirata in the 
magazine “Bungei Sunju” of February, 1933.

Simon, the British Minister for Foreign Affairs, is a Jew. The post of 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of shrewd but decaying Great Britain, that land 
of intrigue and secret conspiracies, is occupied by this insolent twister. We 
must expect that British diplomacy, which fails to realize its real strength, will 
break its neck because of him. In foreign politics Japan cannot overcome 
Great Britain and America. We don’t want futile diplomacy.—Special article 
in newspaper “Nihon” in 1934.

Great Britain is striving to close the markets of the British Empire to 
Japanese goods. If this measure leads to a rupture in the relations between 
Great Britain and Japan, war may break out.—Matsuoha. in a boo\ entitled, 
“Who is the Enemy of Peace?”

As Japan’s wisest policy is to do everything she can to avoid war with 
America, war with England is not so utterly absurd as most people suppose; 
in fact, one can see good reasons why it should occur. . . . For Japan, 
whose economic difficulties are bound up with those of population and natural 
resources, force provides the only final solution. This is the reason why, 
some time in the future, she will fight England.—by Lieut.-Comdr. Tota 
Ishimaru in his boo\, “Japan Must Fight Britain,” in the English translation, 
London, 1936.

The Japanese Government has the right to make war against nations which 
have extended territories. As example: Australia should be taken away from 
Great Britain, Siberia from the Russians.—From Tify Kita textbook used by 
young Japanese officers.

Therefore, so long as Japan chooses the right moment for her first act 
of war, she need have little to fear from England. The British people ought 
to realize that this is so, and if in spite of it they persist in provoking Japan, 
they will only have themselves to thank for the consequences.—Lieut.-Comdr. 
Tota Ishimaru in his bool^, “Japan Must Fight Britain” (London, 1936).

WAR WITH THE UNITED STATES

If Japano-American relations collide in the future as they have been doing 
up to now, war will be inevitable. . . . War between Japan and America 
—that is an inevitable fate. And even the efforts of both nations cannot avert 
it. . . . Although both countries see the dangerous abyss before them 
they are compelled to advance towards it. . . . The Japanese Empire 
and the Japanese people must remember the fatal inevitability of the out
break of a Japano-American war which has been on the order of the day
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for many years.—Ikedzakj Tyuhp in “A Japano-American War is Inevitable!' 
American designs threaten our existence, the future of our country and our 

posterity. If we do not thwart these designs now we cannot die in peace. 
... A Japano-American war is inevitable and our government cannot 
avert it. ... We will not speak about America diplomatically as about 
an imaginary opponent. No. We emphatically declare that America is our 
open and immediate enemy. We must regard America as our determined 
enemy who has heaped insult upon us more than once.—Lieutenant-General 
Sato in “The Imminence of a Japano-American War."

We must say frankly that our enemy is America. Let us prepare for the 
impending Japan-American war; let us crush our enemy America.—Lieut - 
General Sato.

Behind mutinous China stand the bandit America, capitalist Great Britain 
and Bolshevik Communist Soviet Russia. . . . America who on every 
occasion interferes in Japan’s affairs. If war does break out, most probably 
it will be war with America.—Major Toyama in a bool{ entitled “The Crisis 
of Isolated Japan."

A fact which cannot be concealed is that anti-American sentiment among 
our people is growing from day to day. ... In the event of a war 
against Japan, a revolt of 15 million Negroes, discontented with many years 
of white oppression, will break out in America.—Suehiro Sigeo in the 
magazine “Towa," of September, 1932.

The whole people almost instinctly talk about a Japano-American war as 
if it were a common affair.—“To\yo Nichi Nichi” of January 31, 1934.

America is now diligently experimenting with fast bombing planes. One 
cannot but forsee the time when the “Saratoga” carrying hundreds of excellent 
planes will, with other aircraft carriers, approach the Boso Peninsula. . . . 
The war in the Pacific will come about as a result of the challenge of the 
United States.—Sinsafyi Hirata in a boo\ entitled “If We Fight.”

If a conflict breaks out with America, it will break out unexpectedly. The 
Japanese are famous for their military prowess as well as for their diplomatic 
skill. They are specialists in the art of utilizing every loophole in inter
national agreements while carrying them out to the letter. Therefore, choos
ing the proper moment they, perhaps, will start the attack.—Captain Adachi 
Rul^udzo in his bool^ entitled “The East Smells Blood."

On the Yangtse River, 1,000 miles above Shanghai, fly the flags of Japanese 
and American ships. If fighting starts it will be very fierce, something like 
the naval battles of 40 or 50 years ago. Fighting on the Yangtse will be of 
the most aggressive character and evidently will end in the utter defeat of 
the American naval patrol squadron. It goes without saying that in the event 
of fighting on the Yangtse it will not be limited to fighting between Japan 
and America alone.—Senior Lieutenant Ishimaru Fujita in a bool^ entitled 
“An Anglo-Japanese War is Inevitable."
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WAR WITH RUSSIA

Soviet Russia is for the despotism of the proletariat against the monarchical 
regime. It is clear that her policy is absolutely incompatible with the policy 
of this country which is ruled by the Emperor. Japan must defend herself 
against these wolves which are sharpening their fangs, and castaway cats 
showing their teeth for attack.—Gen. Sadao Arafy in a public speech reported 
in “Japan Chronicle."

In the U. S. S. R., east of the Urals, there are many Asiatic nationalities: 
Buryats, Kalmyks, Tungus, Yakuts, Koryaks, Chukchi and others. All of 
them, like the Japanese, are Asiatic peoples linked with them by their 
psychology, skeleton structure, colour of skin, blood, morals, culture, etc. 
Blood ties existed between them which have been naturally created in the 
course of thousands of years. This is a fundamental question ... the 
Manchurians, Buryats, Mongols and the nationalities of the U. S. S. R. 
enumerated above, have historical ties that go far back into antiquity. The 
influence of China spread via Manchuria, Mongolia, along the river Amur, 
right up to Rakutia and Okhotsk, not to speak of the Maritime Provinces. 
From Japan’s point of view Sakhalin was also Japanese territory. The path 
of development of Japan and “Manchukuo” is the path of emancipation of 
the Asiatic nationalities . . . and the path of awakening them to the 
idea of “Asia for the Asiatics.” In the first place it is necessary to awaken the 
Buryats and Mongols to this. . . .—General Iwane Matsui in the magazine 
“Ge\an Rossia" of September, 1933.

The nature of this state (U. S. S. R.) is such that it is incompatible with 
the nature of the Japanese state.—Vice-Minister of War, General Yanagawa, 
in an article entitled “The Mission and Defence of Japan."

In Japan there are those who consider that Japan must fight Russia. Among 
these there are radicals and moderates. The radicals insist on the war being 
started at once, while the moderates insist upon a cautious position. And 
there are persons who believe that there will be no war with Russia. Their 
number is very small and they are mainly the so-called political-liberals. By 
their very nature, they are relatively friendly towards the U. S. S. R. and 
believe that the latter will not fight Japan because it is opposed to war on 
principle. Third, there are persons who advocate economic friendship with 
the U. S. S. R. Fourth, there are persons who consider that Japan ought not to 
fight Russia. Their number is also very small and they are pure pacifists, 
socialists, or communists. In a word, they are persons whose existence is 
absolutely incompatible with the existence of the Japanese state.—Uehara in 
a bool^ entitled “Will Japan and the U. S. S. R. Fight."

The U. S. S. R. is persistently offering to conclude a pact of non
aggression with Japan. There are various reasons why Japan cannot lightly 
agree to this. Even those who are not particularly well-informed will under-
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stand that rapprochment between Japan and the U. S. S. R. will worsen 
relations between Japan and the United States, will shake the pro-Japanese 
position of Poland, and will be unpleasant for Great Britain.—Captain Adachi 
Ruhudzo in his booh, "The East Smells Blood”

The powers are exerting every effort to transform Japan into the vanguard 
in a war against the Soviet Union. On the other hand, Japan in her turn is 
taking the offensive against the Soviet Union as a means of moderating her 
antagonisms with America.—Nodzawa Tomutsu in a magazine article in 
“Towa” entitled “Japan and the Powers in the Far Eastern War.”

What is the cause of the tension in Russo-Japanese relations? It cannot be 
concealed that responsibility for this rests upon the wild theories of our 
unprincipled publicists. Speaking frankly . . . some of our militarists 
have been uttering futile threats and things have reached such a pass that 
foreigners have begun to think that this war is inevitable. Russia certainly 
does not want war. And so it will be in the immediate future. And Japan 
also, except for a section of the militarists, does not want this war. ... To 
speak quite fairly, if during this period of strained relations a second 
Russo-Japanese war has not broken out, it is due not to the efforts of Japan 
but rather to the peace policy of Russia. ... A section of the militarists 
however, instead of taking up this broad point of view, look with enmity 
upon Russia and spread an unnecessary theory which provokes war.—Senior 
Lieutenant Ishimaru Fujita in his booh "On Overcoming the Crisis in the 
Pacific”

If the Whites once again come into power, probably several million com
munists in the U. S. S. R. will be killed. We know from the history of 
Japan that during the struggle between the Hei and Gen families after the 
defeat of the latter all his supporters were hunted down and ruthlessly 
exterminated to the last man by the conqueror Hei. In the future struggle 
the Reds must meet with the same fate that befell the vanquished supporters 
of Gen. Such are the feelings which the Whites entertain for the Reds. 
All the nations of Asia should adopt a similarly firm attitude toward Red 
Russia.—Yoshimura Tyudzo in the magazine “Gahan” of November, 1933.

Japan does not want to permit the existence of any ambiguous territory like 
Mongolia, which is on the immediate borders of her sphere of influence. At 
all events, Mongolia should be territory that belongs to the East and she 
must have peace and quiet. ... It could be said that the question of 
introducing the imperial idea in Mongolia is a more difficult one than the 
analogous question in Manchuria. Here, one must distinctly and frankly 
express the idea that no matter what the enemy opposed to the spread of 
the imperial idea, he must be destroyed.—Gen. Sadao Arahi in “The Problems 
of the Show a Era.”

After the formation of “Manchukuo” as an independent state the next task 
is to create an independent Mongolia. The natural course of development in
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Japan’s progress should be in the direction of Mongolia, Sinkiang, Tibet and 
India. It is a great pity that the Province of Chahar, bordering on Mongolia, 
was not included in independent “Manchukuo” when the latter was formed 
and Jehol was included in it. . . . At the present time, in view of the 
political situation in North China and the growth of influence of the Japanese 
Imperial Army ... it can be said with certainty that the movement 
for the independence of Mongolia will rise again. We Japanese must at all 
cost assist the movement for the formation of an independent Mongolia.— 
Yoshimura Tyudzo in the magazine “Gahan” of November, 193$.

Compared with Inner Mongolia with its centre at Hailar, that is to say, 
that part of Mongolia which has been included in “Manchukuo,” Outer 
Mongolia with its centre at Urga, as a result of the 15 years of administration 
of the U. S. S. R. is in a more favorable, cultural, economic and military 
position. In order to achieve success in her future work in connection with 
Outer Mongolia, Japan must in a new way unite the Buryats and Mongolians 
in Inner Mongolia, she must raise them to a higher cultural level and carry 
on work in connection with the Outer Mongols. Before uniting the Buryat- 
Mongolian peoples, it is necessary to concentrate forces in Hailar and send 
them out in the direction of Outer Mongolia via Halhin-Sume. It will be 
much easier to influence Outer Mongolia from the Chahar direction. The 
most effective way would be to bring pressure to bear from both these 
directions. I have the impression that the Department of War is orientating 
itself in both these directions.—Yamamoto, editor of “Kaidzo,” in an article 
in the “Harbin Nichi Nichi.”

It would also be a very good thing to grant independence to all the small 
nations in Siberia and Mongolia, and to set up a chain of separate states. 
In one way or another, sooner or later, Red Russia must be destroyed; that 
being the case, let it be destroyed by the hands of Japan in the Far East.— 
By Furuya Eichi in an article “Who is Japans Real Enemy?” in “Nihon 
Oyobi Nihonjin,” published in May, 1933.

If the Japanese wish with their own hands to exploit Manchuria, Mongolia 
and Siberia, they must first start by seizing the Chinese Eastern Railway and 
the Siberian Railway. Negotiations should be started with the Russian and 
Chinese governments for the purchase of these roads by Japan at an opportune 
moment.—Lieutenant-General Kiohatsu Sato in his booh, “The Manchurian- 
Mongolian Problem and Our Continental Policy,” published at Tohyo in 1931.

While in Moscow, Hirota said to one of his confidants: If you want to 
maintain the superiority of your state at the present time, you must quickly 
enter into a coalition with Germany and Italy and thus restrain Europe and 
create a firm foundation for imperial policy in the Far East.”—Uehara in his 
booh "Will Japan Fight the U. S. S. R.?”

Germany is now seriously turning to Japan for assistance, and Japan must 
treat this country with confidence. . . . Japan must remember one thing:
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Germany is placing great hopes upon her, and Japan must not give Germany 
ground for regretting that she had placed this confidence in her.—Gen. Sadao 
Aralff in an article published in “Rengo Dziho” of June, 1935.

Japan and Finland should conclude an alliance for the purpose of restoring 
the ancient land of the Turanian people and as a contribution to race culture. 
Finland should rouse rebellion in the rear of Russia on the north-western side. 
Finland is seeking the hand of Japan and is waiting for a Japano-Russian 
war.—Professor Nodzoe in his boo\ “The Turanian National Movement and 
Japan's New Mission”

WAR WITH CHINA

. . . the greatest danger is that one fine day the Chinese people may 
wake up. . . .We must fear the day when China unites.—Baron Tanaka 
in his memorial.

Unless China abandons her policy of dependence upon Europe and America 
she will dig her own grave, and we Japanese must give her a thrashing in 
order to make her realize this.—Japanese Ministry of War pamphlet of 
September 4, 1933.

. . . the Japanese nation must strive for the awakening of China and 
making her tread on the right path and avoid accelerating her eventual 
ruin as the necessary measure for assuring Japan’s national existence.— 
General Iwane Matsui in a special article in “The Japan Times,” on April 3, 
I933\

With the independence of “Manchukuo,^ the process of combining and 
reconstructing the whole of Asia has to be commenced.—From the announce
ment in the “Japan Times” of April 3, 1933, regarding the principles of the 
Great Asia Association, sponsored by Gen. Iwane Matsui, Prince Fumimaro 
Konoye, Kolff Hirota and others.

The residents of North China are enjoying life under the East Hopei 
regime. . . . The criticisms of conditions there by Nanking are utterly 
misdirected, and we cannot tolerate its indulgence in remarks derogatory to 
the Japanese garrison. ... All we have to do is to push ahead with 
our program for stabilization of the Far East.—Lieut.-Gen. Hayao Tada in an 
interview with Domei news agency.

We have been forced to come to the conclusion that General Chiang 
Kai-shek must relinquish his post. ... We feel that it is wisest to uproot 
General Chiang’s influence especially in North China.—Col. Takashi Sa^ai in 
an interview with a Dempo correspondent on June 2, 1933, at Tientsin.

The smuggling of Japanese goods into China is a determined step of the 
Imperial Government to hasten the establishment of a special political set-up 
in North China which will be under our sole control. Once this objective is 
achieved, all political, economic and military issues with respect to that region
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will be settled in entire accord with our wishes.—From Major-General 
Matsumuro’s Memorandum submitted to the Kwantung Army, in 1936.

Besides, Chiang Kai-shek himself has repeatedly proved unfaithful to 
Japan. It is a fact that since the “Tsinan Incident” he has been in friction 
with the Japanese influence. ... In brief, the relation between Chiang 
Kai-shek and his clique on the one hand and Japan on the other stands like 
this: unless our Empire be brought to submission, the causes and effects of 
her incompatibility should be removed. . . . It is therefore no exaggera
tion to state that General Chiang Kai-shek and his associates may be regarded 
as the common enemy of our Empire and the Chinese masses as well as 
humanity inasmuch as they have not only failed to realize the fact that China 
cannot exist without Japan but have always been absorbed in feathering their 
own nests by exploiting the Chinese masses.—By Major-General Hayao Tada 
in his pamphlet, “The Basic Conception of China” (English translation in 
The China Weekly Review, November 2, 1933).

THREAT TO THE NETHERLANDS
It is an indisputable fact that the other powers regard a Japanese advance 

in the South Sea countries as inevitable. Immediately after the World War 
of 1914-18, Holland, fearing Japanese penetration in the Dutch East Indies, 
appealed to the Japanese Government to refrain from such attempts.—Inahara, 
Secretary of the Japanese Foreign Affairs Association in a magazine article in 
“Kaidzo” entitled “The Importance of South Sea Countries for Japan.”

In the event of a one-sided neutrality of Holland Japan will find means of 
avenging herself upon her, for example, by rousing the natives in the Dutch 
East Indies to rebellion against the Dutch Government.—Senior Lieutenant 
Ishimaru Fujita in a boo\ entitled “Anglo-Japanese War is Inevitable.”

GLORIFICATION OF MILITARISM
Our influence in Manchuria would undoubtedly disappear if it were not 

for the army. The army has created the conditions which enable Japan to 
reap the fruits of the harvest. It has long been our national aim to receive 
the reward due us for our sacrifices and labors in Manchuria. But what was 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs able to do? Diplomacy made concession after 
concession to China. Our rights and interests were trampled on. Even after 
the events in Mukden and during the rapid development of military opera
tions, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sought by every manner of means to 
put a stop to them, despite the army’s firm determination to settle the 
Manchurian question at once. I am convinced that it would be very 
dangerous to have trusted our national diplomacy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, which is incapable of visualizing our national destinies. The whole 
nation has by now become convinced that only the army is able to uphold
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our rights and interests, acquired at the grievous cost of so much money 
and life, that only the army is able to conduct a national policy. . . . The 
army should extract the maximum benefit offered by this situation and 
convince the nation that weakness of our defences means a direct blow at 
our national prestige and power. We must make the whole nation under
stand that it is imperative at least to maintain our present armed forces for 
defence in order to safeguard our national policy. On the other hand, we 
must make all political leaders declare their loyalty to the army and navy 
and introduce a ‘‘stronger navy” plank into every party’s platform.— 
Lieutenant-General Tamon.

The army should be prepared not only for military action but for solving 
economic, social and cultural problems, pursuing in foreign policy an inde
pendent line founded on firm, sound and just premises.—General Arafy in a 
speech at a Ministry of War conference on July 5, 1932.

. . . Araki at every meeting of the government presents a new list of 
demands which makes the ministers pale and speechless. ... It sometimes 
happens that Araki is the only one to take the floor at these meetings.—From 
an account of the July 5, 1932, military conference as reported in the 
“Miyake”

Japanese nation: In the name of the Emperor, destroy the existing political 
parties which are the common enemy of the nation. Kill the capitalists, 
punish the arbitrary authorities, kill the sly landowners and the special 
privileged class. Peasants, workers and the whole nation, defend yourselves 
and guard your fatherland. Under the leadership of our able and august 
Emperor, we must restore the true soul of our empire. We must institute 
the principle of self-government. It is necessary to draw in capable people. 
Complete destruction is necessary for great reconstruction. We mourn the 
present situation in Japan.—From a leaflet published by the National 
Federation of Young Officers on May 15, 1932 (the date of the assassination 
of Premier Inul^ai).

The ideology of society and the ideology of the army are determined by 
and reflected in each other. . . . The point is that the army has firmer 
ideas and convictions than all society. . . . Thus the army guided not 
only the diplomatic functions and the activities of the government but the 
entire nation as well. . . . The nationalist movement in Japan toward 
the elimination of party politics and parliamentarism is supported and fed by 
tendencies existing in military circles.—T. Nabaya in “Social Ideology and 
the Army.”

It would not be an exaggeration to say that at present no power in the 
world has such a strong and well-organized army as our Japan. The 
existence of such an army is the reason for the birth in Japan of a specifically 
Japanese fascist movement.—Motono in “Before the Organization of the 
Union,” published in “Nippon Fascismu,” No. 1.
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WHAT CHINA BUILT IN A GENERATION
JAPAN DESTROYS IN A DAY

The Japanese Government and its army in the field have repeatedly reassured 
the world that, in their military operations against the Chinese Government 
and its army, they have no quarrel with the Chinese people. Unfortunately, 
their actions since the beginning of hostilities in July up to the present have again 
and again falsified their protestations. And nowhere is the falsification more 
open, glaring and tragic than in their wanton destruction of Chinese universities, 
schools and other institutions of a cultural character. With the prolongation 
of the war, numerous other educational institutions in the country are hourly 
facing the increasing possibility of meeting a similar fate. Aside from the 
enormous toll in life and property arising out of the situation, the issues raised 
belong altogether to a plane other than, and must with all agreement far 
transcend, the mere fortunes of a war. Hence it behooves all fair-minded men 
to know the facts of the case as well as the real intentions and policy of the 
Japanese army as borne out by these facts.

For more than three months the Japanese army have with singular thorough
ness attacked with shell-fire and aerial bombs one university after another. At 
the time of writing no less than 23 universities and colleges have been 
destroyed, completely or partially; and numerous secondary, primary, and other 
schools in the country have been treated similarly. As usual, the Japanese 
command have excused their action on the ground of military necessity. But 
the actual facts point clearly to certain things too conspicuous to be ignored 
or misunderstood. The numerous educational institutions destroyed by the 
Japanese army are not isolated instances, but are scattered over so vast an 
extent of territory and have been destroyed in such a manner that no one 
can fail to perceive wherein lay the real intentions and policy of the Japanese 
army. Let the facts speak for themselves and for Japan.
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WIDESPREAD DESTRUCTION
The first thing that strikes one’s notice is the large area in which educational 

institutions of one kind or another have been the target of Japanese gun-fire 
or aerial bombs. Throughout the vast territory of China from Peiping and 
Tientsin in the north to Canton in the south, and from Shanghai in the east 
as far into the interior as Kiangsi, the property, buildings, and equipment of a 
large number of universities, colleges and schools have gone up in smoke and 
are now in ruins. The only limit apparendy has been the extent of the radius 
of the enemy aircraft in bringing their deadly weapons from their bases and 
replenishing them.

The casualty list of educational institutions for the city of Shanghai and its 
environs amounts to 14 universities and colleges. They are National Tung-chi 
University, Utopia University, Chi-nan University, Fu-tan University, 
Ta-hsia University, Shanghai College of Law, Tze-chi College, Tung-nan 
College of Medicine, Cheng-feng College of Art, Shanghai College of Commerce, 
Tung-teh College of Medicine, the National College of Music, the College of 
Commercial Navigation and the Municipal College of Physical Education. 
Many of them have been subjected to gun-fire and bombs many times and 
what now remains of their former magnificent establishments is a mass of 
ruins. Up to October 15, 27 middle schools and 44 primary schools in various 
districts in and around Shanghai were reduced to ashes. In addition the 
splendid Municipal Museum, the Municipal Library, and the Municipal athletic 
buildings were destroyed, not to mention many professional and cultural 
associations and commercial undertakings closely connected with education, 
notably the Commercial Press, the largest publishers in China.

In Tientsin, of the whole of Nankai University practically nothing was left 
standing. Its Middle Schools for Boys and for Girls and its Primary School 
were also completely demolished, as also were the Hopei Provincial Normal 
College for Girls and the Hopei Engineering College. In Paotingfu, the Hopei 
Provincial College of Medicine and the Hopei Provincial College of Agriculture 
suffered heavily. While universities in Peiping and Hopei have not suffered 
so cruelly from material damage as those in Shanghai and Tientsin, it must be 
remembered that circumstances have rendered all of them useless to Chinese 
education; and that in Peiping alone there are 14 universities and colleges 
and in Hopei eight, amounting to nearly one-fifth of all institutions of 
higher education in China. Most of the buildings of these universities and 
colleges, notably the National University of Peking and the National Peiping 
Normal University, have been forcibly occupied by the Japanese and used as 
barracks for their soldiers.

The Japanese army have not confined their attention to schools in Shanghai 
or Tientsin. In Canton, the National Sun Yat-sen University has been twice 
bombed. In Nanking, the National Central University was hit by bombs on 
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four different occasions and its Experimental Middle School and Primary School 
were destroyed. The School of Dentistry was also the object of an attack. In 
Nanchang, Kiangsi, which is in the interior of China, several schools were 
demolished by Japanese bombs, namely the Provincial Rural Normal School, 
the Provincial School of Medicine, the First Provincial Normal School, and the 
Bawlin School for Girls. All these schools are situated far away from the 
actual theatres of war; nor can it be represented that they are involved in any 
way with military objectives.

0 Among the universities, colleges and schools so wantonly destroyed, in
Shanghai and Tientsin, or occupied and put out of commission by the Japanese 

* army as has occurred in the case of those in Peiping, were some of the best in the
I whole of China. Representing a tremendous amount of painstaking labour and

effort on the part of countless men and women in building up the educational 
system of China, they were the result of hard work for a generation and more. 
The National University of Peking and Peiping Normal University were 
founded in 1898, Fu-tan University in 1905, Hopei Engineering College in 1900, 
and Nankai University proper was established in 1919 out of the much earlier 
foundation laid in its middle schools. In many of them were gathered some 
of the finest teaching staffs to be procured anywhere in the world. The 
casualty list of actual destruction and the disabled list of those under occupation 
amount to approximately one-half of all Chinese universities and colleges. 
What China has built up in a generation Japan has destroyed in a day. What 
is lost in cultural value to Chinese education is inestimable, irreparable and 
irretrievable. As to the actual material damages suffered, it is difficult to give 
even a rough estimate at present, and under the circumstances it will be a 
long time before anything like an accurate estimate is possible. But it is 
known that the aggregate monetary value of the buildings, grounds, equipment 
and libraries of the two categories of universities and colleges, viz. those 
destroyed and those occupied in the various centres of the country, amounted

( in 1935 to about 57,000,000 Chinese dollars. That did not include the National
Sun Yat-sen University at Canton, which represented by itself a fortune and 
was only recently rebuilt on its new site at a cost of more than 10,000,000 

’ Chinese dollars. It must also be remembered that the figures were those of
1^ two years ago, and since then there have been material additions in many
' institutions.

DELIBERATE AND SYSTEMATIC DEMOLITION

Heavy though the material damage and loss of life sustained by the Chinese 
universities has been, the picture of horror sinks into insignificance when one 
considers the manner in which the Japanese army have conducted their 
operations against these institutions. Reliable information shows that the 
National Central University was actually marked as a bombing objective on the

9
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map given to Japanese pilots. Only some such explanation can account for 
the fact that the institution was the object of attack at four different times, 
namely August 15, 19, 26 and September 25. The Japanese airmen cannot be 
excused as having mistaken it for a military establishment on so many occasions. 
The same is true of the National Sun Yat-sen University, situated in a country
side many miles from the city of Canton and isolated on all sides from 
any other building or establishment. So also with many other institutions 
in Shanghai, such as the Tung-chi University, which, when bombarded, was 
miles away from the field of military operations. All these have never been 
used by Chinese soldiers nor connected in any way with military operations. 
The colleges and schools in Nanchang, Kiangsi, are actually a thousand miles 
away from the scene of actual hostilities. When these things are taken into 
consideration, the conclusion is inescapable that it is the set purpose of the 
Japanese army to destroy systematically the educational institutions of China.

What the Japanese army set out to destroy, they destroyed thoroughly. There 
were no half measures. If any doubt be entertained on this score the story of 
the burning of Nankai University should set it at rest. The destruction of 
that university at Tientsin at the end of July was marked by such completeness 
and ruthlessness, and was wrought according to such a well-made plan that 
the institution was subjected to almost every known agent of destruction— 
mechanical, chemical, and manual—including high explosive and incendiary 
bombs, gun-fire and kerosene. On the morning of July 29 the Japanese army 
began to bombard the university library and other quarters; this was followed 
by more bombardment of unusual intensity in which aircraft in the afternoon 
participated in giving directions to the gun-fire as if the university were a 
military fortress. As a result of the heavy shells and incendiary bombs raining 
continuously, the university library and other main buildings went up in flames. 
Torn by more shells and bombs, the whole compound was reduced to a mass 
of ruins. On the afternoon of the next day, its primary school was bombed by 
Japanese aircraft. As if to ensure that nothing should be left of the once proud 
university, a band of Japanese and Korean ruffians were sent to the compound 
on July 31 with barrels of kerosene. They set on fire what was left from the 
previous bombardment. In this way, the whole of the university and its 
schools was completely burned out and the ruffians left with as much of the 
equipment and personal belongings of the staff and students as they could 
carry. It is estimated that damage suffered by Nankai University alone 
amounted to several million Chinese dollars. The burning of Nankai will 
always remind future generations not only of the callousness of the Japanese 
army in violating cultural institutions, but also of the systematic and deliberate 
manner in which they have carried out their destruction. What Nankai has 
suffered may well serve as a warning as to what the Japanese may be expected 
to do at any time to numberless other institutions in the country if they are 
allowed to go their way unchecked.
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REAL INTENTIONS OF THE JAPANESE ARMY

Such a widespread and deliberate destruction of Chinese universities, colleges 
and other institutions of education can mean only one thing,—that it is the 
intention and considered policy of the Japanese army command to cripple 
and ruin Chinese education in such a disastrous way that salvage will be 
almost impossible and revival will be a lengthy process. Only such sinister 
intentions can account for the thoroughness and completeness of destruction. 
The Japanese army authorities carefully prepared in advance a defence of their 
destruction of cultural establishments. A report was circulated in Tokyo 
on October 20 to the effect that General Chiang Kai-shek, finding himself 
running short of barracks due to extensive Japanese bombing, had been con
sidering the utilization of school premises for military purposes. The report 
went further to say that after deliberation with the school authorities in a con
ference General Chiang had decided to give military instruction to the students. 
Since Chinese schools, so the report concluded, were thus transformed practically 
into military establishments, the Japanese army authorities might not recognize 
any distinction between a school and an army establishment and hence their 
aircraft might bomb all educational institutions in the country wherever 
and whenever it suited their convenience. The outspoken language is not 
surprising as the Japanese army have always refused to recognize that distinction, 
as has been amply borne out above. What is surprising is that in spite of such 
subterfuges and trivialities the Japanese army should be committed so openly 
to a policy aimed at the permanent destruction of Chinese education and its 
institutions.

OUR SOLEMN APPEAL

Such being the facts in connection with Japan’s attempt to cripple and crush 
the cultural life of China, the motive behind her acts is not far to seek. Erron
eously blaming Chinese universities instead of herself for China’s national senti
ment against her, but rightly alive to a new and more powerful China steadily 
emerging from them, Japan has considered no means too degrading for the 
assuagement of her long pent-up feelings of hatred and fear. The barbarity 
of her conduct can scarcely have been equalled in the history of modern war.

Staggering as the blow may be to the Chinese educational system for a 
time, it can only strengthen the very ideals and sentiments that have inspired 
modern education in its mission of building up a new country and a new 
society, and stimulate all who work for the spread of education in China to 
greater effort and devotion to duty in the furtherance of that mission. Already 
speedy measures have been introduced and accomplished by the Government to
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accommodate students and staff from destroyed and dislocated institutions with 
a view to minimizing loss and delay and to seeing that the great work of 
education in the country is not interrupted by the exigencies of war.

The Chinese people, now facing the invasion of their soil and aggression 
against their national existence, have risen as one man to the supreme occasion. 
They have resisted the attack gallantly and are making heroic sacrifices in 
defence against the aggressor who is not only invading their own country, but 
also violently outraging all human decency and conscience. We the under
signed, therefore, feel it our bounden duty to voice our condemnation and to 
call on the enlightened opinion of the whole world to add the weight of its 
moral judgment in condemnation of this great menace of Japan against 
civilization. There can be neither progress nor peace for a world-society where 
such menace goes unchecked. We are bound to add further that where 
irresolution can only pamper and encourage the offender, a determined world 
policy based on effective sanctions is the shortest, the quickest and the only 
safeguard for the interests of the civilized world.

Signed :
Tsai Yuan-pei President of Academia Sinica

Chang Po-lin 
Hu Shih
Li Yu-yin
Oong Chih-lung
Tsou Lu
Chiang Mon-lin 
Lo Chia-lun 
Hsu Tsong-min 
Feng Yu-lang

Ex-President of National Peking University 
President of Nankai University 
Professor of National Peking University 
President of National Research Institute of Peiping 
President of National Tungchi University 
President of National Sun Yat-sen University 
President of National Peking University 
President of National Central University 
President of National University of Peiping 
Professor of National Tsinghua University

Li Cheng President of National Normal University of Peiping
Liu Herman Tsang-en President of University of Shanghai
Mei Yi-chi
Chien Yung-ming 
Chen Tsong 
Chien Tuan-sheng
Li Shu-tien 
Chang Chung-fu 
Tao Hsi-sheng 
Chen Chi-hsiu 
Yuan Twen-li 
Chen Chien-hsiu

President of National Tsinghua University
President of Fu-Tan University
Professor of National Tsinghua University
Professor of National Peking University
President of National Peiyang Engineering College
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National University of Peiping
Professor of National Normal University of Peiping 
Member of the Standing Committee of the Com

mittee of Organization of the “Temporary
University” at Sian
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Tung Kuan-hsien

Jen Hung-chun 
Han Li-wu

Ho Ping-sung 
Tsao Hwei-chun 
Wang Peh-chun 
Pei Fu-heng

Wei Yuan-kuan 
Chi Kuo-liang 
Wang Chen-tseng 
Chi Ching-hsin 
Chu Fu-chen 
Ho Shih-cheng 
Wang Yun-chang 
Ku Yu-chi 
Kuo Chi-yuan 
Hsiao You-mei 
Chao Chi 
Liu Yung-kao

Li Wei-lien 
Yang Cheng-sheng

Chu Tze-ching 
Yeh Kung-chao 
Liu Tsong-hung 
Yao Yu-tai 
Yang Shih-hsien 
Li Chi-tung 
Kiang Tseh-han 
Sun Yin-chu 
Chang Fu-chien 
Li Chi-hsiang 
Ku Yu-hsiu 
Chang Tze-tan 
Liu Tou 
Ni Ching-hsi 
Hsu Shou-shang 
Chang Yi-hwei

Member of the Standing Committee of the Com
mittee of Organization of the “Temporary 
University” at Sian

Secretary-General of the China Foundation
Member of the Standing Committee of the Sino- 

British Cultural Association
President of National Chinan University
President of Tatung University
President of Great China University
President of National College of Commerce of 

Shanghai
President of Hopei Provincial College of Engineering 
President of Hopei Provincial Girls’ Normal College 
President of Hopei Provincial College of Agriculture 
President of Hopei Provincial College of Medicine 
President of Shanghai College of Law 
President of Chih-Tze College 
President of Cheng-Feng College of Arts 
President of Tung-Teh College of Medicine 
President of Tung-Nan College of Medicine 
President of National School of Music
President of National School of Fine Arts of Peiping 
President of Woosung School of Commercial Naviga

tion
President of Provincial School of Medicine of Kiangsi 
Secretary-General of the “Temporary University” at

Changsha
Professor of National Tsinghua University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Tsinghua University
Piofessor of National Peking University
Professor of Nankai University
Professor of National Tsinghua University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Tsinghua University 
Professor of National Tsinghua University 
Professor of Nankai University
Professor of National Normal University of Peiping 
Professor of National Normal University of Peiping 
Professor of National University of Peiping 
Professor of National University of Peiping
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Kao Chun-shang 
Ma Hsi-fang 
Fang Tung-mei 
Wu Kang 
Wu Yu-hsun 
Chang Hsi-yoh 
Chen Chih-mie 
Liang Shih-chiu 
Chang Chih-yan 
Chang Su-ming

Tung Jen-chien 
Chao Lang-ping

Chao Lai-twong 
Ou Yuan-hwai 
Sun Han-ping 
Tseng Chao-lun 
Yang Lih-kwei 
Hung Sheng 
Fang Chi 
Chang Yao-hsiang 
Yen Shu-tang 
Teng Chih-yi 
Ai Wei 
Chan Tao-chih 
Tu Tso-chou 
Hu Twen-fu 
Hsiao Chü 
Hsiao Hsiao-yung 
Cheng Cheng-tou 
Lou Kuan-lai 
Lu Hsi-en 
Tsou Shu-wen 
Chi Shou-nan 
Hsu Ping-chan

Hsu Teh-heng 
Tsung Pei-hua 
Chou Shan 
Wu Nan-hsien 
Li Chien-shih 
Huang Yu-sheng

Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Tsinghua University 
Professor of National Tsinghua University 
Professor of National Tsinghua University 
Professor of National Peking University 
Professor of Fu-Tan University
Professor of National College of Commerce of

Shanghai
Professor of Great China University
Professor of National College of Commerce of 

Shanghai
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of Great China University
Professor of Fu-Tan University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Normal University of Peiping 
Professor of National Sun Yat-sen University 
Professor of National Sun Yat-sen University 
Professor of National Chinan University
Professor of National Peking University
Professor of National Sun Yat-sen University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Chinan University 
Professor of Tatung University
Professor of National Tsinghua University
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Chinan University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Central University 
Research Fellow of National Research Institute of

Peiping
Professor of National University of Peiping 
Professor of National Central University 
Professor of National Tungchi University 
Professor of Fu-Tan University
Professor of Fu-Tan University 
Professor of Nankai University
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Lin Tung-chi Professor of Nankai University 
Fan Cheng-kang Professor of University of Shanghai 
Liao Shih-chen Professor of Kwang-Hwa University

Shanghai, November 5,1937.
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SEE —033*9411/313____________________  for______

from ....Nagoya.. --------------------- (—.Stephan___ ....) dated Mar. iokr
TO . NAME 1-1127

<C
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REGARDING: Takaishi, Singoro. Copy of address by - on his recent 
visit to the United States "to give tne American 
people a true conception of the righteousness of 
Japan" in her actions in China.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE .Z-lQ-îP-ÇZ?.®.____________________ FOR___ Despatch #1073

FROM____u.._________ -----------) DATED ^aroh 26,1938
TQ NAME 1—1127 «re

Far Eastern situation. Statement of M. Litvinov that Japan 
REGARDING: has approxiniat0iy a million men in China including 300,000, in

Kanchukuo and that the Chinese were putting up a remarkable 
fight and causing Japan much trouble.

Regarding the Far Bastern situation, he said that 

Japan has approximately a million men in China, Including 

300,000 in "Manchukuo” and that the Chinese were putting 

up a remarkable fight and causing Japan much trouble. He 

indicated he did not anticipate any aggressive action from 

ffapan against the Soviet Union.

795.94/12889
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE ..................  FOP # 1104

793.94/ 
12890

FROM --------------- (....Pavies______> DATED April 1. 1938,
TO NAME 1-1127

REGARDING: Litvinov’s belief that Japan is having a hard time in China*

la the Far East, fro® «hut Goetsie-mr Litvinov tall* 

as, this Government believes that Japan la having a hard 

ti-se of It in China end that the Chinese are now putting 

up subatianttel reeletanoe. Thia Government doea not eon- 

eeal Its deep sympathy far China, but Is amtiouloualy eare- 

ful to maintain pence with Japan, at least for the present.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB P^JRTH MARINES
April 22, 1938
Rec’d 10:15 a,m

. Cf U

ACTION: OPNAV
CIWOAJ?

£yppRMAT'T nN J AMC ON ' SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON 5 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8622, On northern Tsinpu front heavy fighting continues
two miles south and southwest line, Japanese efforts drive
southward from Yihsien reported repulsed, Chinese claim one
hundred sixty sixth division troops recaptured Tsiuyan and
Mengsien North Yellow River in Honan, 1934

798.94/12891
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DIVISION OF FARÆASTERN AFfWRS
l->38--> p.. ,

/ April 6,

-A

Aft EASTtV*^J*.\

- Adftrees ffi* Dr. P, C, Chang before the Foreign Policy 
^Association Meeting of April 1.

•- Depar^n(

1939.

The following is the substance of an informal

address given by Dr. P. C. Chang (Chang P‘eng-ch'un) £& 

Professor of Philosophy and Education at Nankai Uni-

versity, Tientsin, on the evening of April 1 before 

the Foreign Policy Association Discussion Group (in 

Washington).

In discussing present conditions in China, Dr. 

Chang stressed the increasing unification of that

country and the toughening of the morale of the people 

under Japanese pressure. In indication thereof he 

pointed out that wholesale defections of Chinese war 

lords, which were generally anticipated, had not so 

far eventuated; that even persons and organizations 

of doubtful loyalty such as General Chang Tzu-chung 

and the 29th Route Army were now taking a prominent _ 
~opart in the surprisingly successful Chinese defensive Q 

operations north of Sucnow; that efficient propaganda S S 
co '**

work by agents trained by the 8th Route Army had con- °® 

tributed materially in building up the morale of the 

Chinese people; and that Japanese acts of terrorism 

and vandalism in occupied areas even where no resist
ance had been offered had tended to strengthen that 

morale.

26
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morale. According to Dr. Chang the employment of the 

various provincial Croops from such distant areas as 

Szechuan, Yunnan and Kwangs! in active operations in 

eastern China and the removal of substantial Chinese 

families, factories, business and educational institu

tions from the coastal areas to the western provinces 

were tending to acquaint the various Chinese elements 

with each other and were thus advancing Chinese uni

fication by some twenty years.

According to Dr. Chang the peak of the Japanese 

strength was reached in the autumn of 1935 with the 

failure of the Naval Disarmament Conference. Subse

quent to that time Japan’s relative strength in the 

Pacific has suffered an uninterrupted decline. In 

support of this argument Dr. Chang mentioned the grow

ing strength of the Russian military machine in Siberia, 

the completion of the construction of the Singapore 

naval base, and the decision on the part of Great 

Britain and the United States to resume unrestricted 

construction of naval vessels. He claimed that there 

are evidences of the weakening of Jape.n’s morale after 

the capture of Nanking. In support of this statement 

he argued that the Japanese had counted upon being 

able to force the Chinese authorities to accept peace

terms
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terms after the capture of Nanking but that they have 

now been forced, to the realization that the fall of the 

capital has been productive of no result and. that they 

will have to carry on military operations on a major 

scale for an indefinite period with no prospect of tan

gible benefits. Furthermore, complete and unrestricted 

license on the part of invading Japanese troops has in

evitably lead to a collapse of discipline.

Dr. Chang expressed confidence that China could 

resist on increasingly favorable terms for at least 

another year and that by that time Japan would have 

largely exhausted her resources and. would be prepared 

to accept active mediation on the part of Great Britain 

and the United States. He pointed out that there was 

every indication of an impending understanding between 

Italy and Great Britain and that such understanding 

would lead to increased support of China by Great Britain. 

He stated his belief that a prolonged war would react 

to the advantage of China rather than to the advantage of 

Japan as the cost per soldier to the Chinese Government is 

less than one-tenth of the cost per soldier to the Japanese 

Government. The Chinese soldier can live off the country, 

while the Japanese soldier must be supplied largely from 

Japan via an already over-extended line of communications.

Should
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Should war break out in Europe Dr. Chang feels 

that Russia and Japan would doubtless become involved 

in the hostilities and Japan would then have to with

draw the major portion of her troops from China in order 

to meet a combined Russo-British threat in the Orient.

Dr. Chang suggested that peace terms acceptable 

to the Chinese would include (a.) withdrawal of all 

foreign troops of whatever nation, and (b) economic 

concessions to be granted foreign powers with a view 

to the reconstruction of Cnlna on the termination of 

hostilities. He felt that there should be a gradual 

withdrawal of such troops over a given period of time 

and that such economic concessions should be granted 

on the understanding that they be likewise gradually 

terminated.

It is of interest to note that throughout the 

speech Dr. Chang made no reference to neutrality legis- 

lationand that in no case did he call upon foreign 

powers to assist China. His intimation that China must, 

and realizes that she must, depend in the last analysis 

on her own resources to check Japanese inroads into the 

continent of Asia is quite refreshing.

FE:Ringwait:VCI
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April 22 1938,

To the

American Consular Officer in charge, 

Shanghai, China.

The Secretary of State encloses for the information 

of the Consular Officer in charge a copy of a resumé 

prepared by an officer of the Department of an informal 

address given on the evening of April 1 by Dr. P. C. 

Chang, Professor of Philosophy and Education at Nsnkai 

University.
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April 22 1SS8,

To the American Ambassador, 

Peiping.

The Secretary of State encloses for the information
of the American Ambassador a copy of a resumé prepared -q 

by an officer cf the fa artment of an informal address qj 

given on the evening of A^ril 1 by ]>. p. c. Chang, Ç0 

professor of Philosophy and Education at Nankai University.
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Enclosures

Resumé.

Copy to Ambassador, Hankow.
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April 22 1938s

To the American Ambassador,

Tokyo.

The Secretary of State encloses for the informa- 

tion of the American Ambassador a copy of a resuxae pre

pared by an officer of the Department of an informal 

address given on the evening of April 1 by Dr. P. C. 

Chang, Professor of Philosophy and Education at Nankai 
University.

Enclosurej

Resumé.
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cj J As 1$ Looked in North China, February '!**O ■*
■ ■ f J? |

What follows is in no sense an authorative' re^ortvof present (J 
conditions in North China. It is merely a collection of the impressions 
made upon a visitor during a stay of over three weeks in the one city of 
Peiping. (There is an increasing tendency, by the way, to accept 
the new-old name of Peking, altho the Post Office has not yet changed 
the e characters upon its cancellation stamps). There has been no 
chance to check this report with others who have been in continual 
residence during the winter, now was the gathering of impressions the 
fflftin purpose of my visit.

I might say at the start that there lias persisted in the north a 
feeling that life here in East China during recent months must have been 
almost impossible: the actual fighting, the refugee problem, the 
wholesale destruction and the upsetting of life in general lias lost 
nothing of its awfulness as it has been imagined by people at a 
distance. This feeling in the north that life here must have been 
well night imposeible is, I suspect, pretty’welT matched by a widely 
prevalent feeling here that life in the north must be well nigh/ 
intolerable. How can people, either Chinese or foreigners, endure the 
aggravations and oppressions of the present regime? How can self- 
respecting and patriotic Chinese citizens adjust themselves to a 
situation which frustrates normal expression of personal and social 
ideals at so many points? The fact that they do, and without being 
aware that they are thereby losing any of their genuine love of 
country, is a striking testimonial to the astonishing ability of 
this people to adapt themselves to an adverse environment.

Large numbers moved away in the early weeks of the trouble. I 
presume others have continued to migrate during recent months. The 
PUMJ for instance, is as busy as ever in its general wards, but in the 
first and second class departments it has had very much less work than 
usual, partly because sick people from other sections of the country 
have been unable to get to p Peiping fox* treatment, but mostly because 
the class of people in the city who would naturally want first and 
second class accomodations has been so reduced. Nevertheless my own 
experience was this: One young man came to me who had ^50 and a de
sire to journey. all the my to Changsha via Hongkong on the wild promise 
of a free government education once he got there, said promise having 
been received from a friend at Chengchow in Honan’. I helped persuade 
him to stay by the Catholic University Ah Peiping which was doing far 
better by him than anything he could hope to find in Central China. 
On the other hand I was urged by two Chinese friends to use all the 
influence I could muster to persuade members of their families now 
here in Shanghai to go back to the north and carry on undei’ conditions 
which, they felt, must be better than anything these relatives were 
encountering here.

In general and especially in relation to Christian work, the situa
tion continues to be less tense than it has been here. This is well 
illustrated, I think, by the much less difficulty eneounteres by

| missionaries desirous of returning to oheir interior stations after 
| the tide of invasion has swept on beyond those stations. Getting back 

> has often been a long and exasperating process, but it has not compared
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with the experience you in the Yangtze Valley were undergoing a 
month and. more ago. There has been a willingness to assist on the part 
of the powers that be which might almost be called, reasonable.
People, for instance, have been permitted to travel in and oui from 
the province of Shansi on trains and under conditions which might 

jwell have been interpreted as forbidding any civilian traffic. All 
"bridges on that road have been destroyed; temporary structures, usually 
of railway ties piled up in cross-cross fashihn, make for very slow 
progress at hundreds of points along the way. I have yet tdi hear 
of a journey which was not interrupted by the necessity of repairing 
track which had been torn up since the last train came along. 
Practically all the locomotives and passenger cars were removed to 
the s/fouthern end of the-province, on the north bank of the Yellow 
River by the retreating Chinese, so that until â some twenty- five 
locomotives were shipped across from Japan - fortunately for the 
present rulers the Japan and ohansi gauge is identical - traffic of any 
kind was reduced almost to the vanishing point. Trains going te into 
Shansi are piled high with military supplies including food, and any 
passengers ride on top of the loaded open cars. It takes at least two 
days to makfe the journey from Taiyuan to Shihchiachuang, traveling 
only by day. Trains out are for the most part empty.

। But not only have missionaries, and some Chinese, been permitted to 
j share the vicissitudes of such travel, but three weeks ago one of our 
j men, Mr. Elmer Galt of Paoting, secured permission from the Japanese

embassy in Peking later confirmed by the local authorities in ohansi, to 
leave the "Japanese frontier" not far from Taiku, cross no-man's land 
into the area at that time still held by the Chinese in order to visit 
Fenchow, and at any time within the month, I thinkj.t was to be, return 

i by the same route. This permission was granted at a time when prepara- 
; tions must already nave been begun for the drive south which, we under

stand, included the occupation of Fenchow on the 17th.

In Shantung also our people were able at long last — about the 
turn of the year — to get back to Tehchow, and then at a later date 
to attempt the journey across country to Lintsing» Here they were 
held up by a bandit condition which I will mention in a minute. The 
Japanese, however, were not the ones who stood in the way.

Conditions thruout the countryside, south and west of both Peking 
and Tientsin, are best described as those of "unprecedented lawlessness 
and anarchy," as Mr. Pennell, editor of the "Peking & Tientsin Times" 
put it on Feb. 16. Most of what he said in an article in the January 
number of "Oriental Affairs" under the title of "Anarchy in North China" 
remains true. There is, however, a slight difference in that in some 
sections this "anarchy" is becoming is becoming somewhat organized,

• if such an Irish way of expressing the truth may be permitted. That 
/is, with all the foxmer organs of government removed except from the 

immediate vicinity of the railway lines and a few garrisoned country
seats and market towns, something has begun to come in to fill the 
vacuum. This something seems to be of three varities: (1) local 
bands of bandits looking out only for themselves; (2) more socially 
minded groups, such as the revivified "Red Spears" who are particularly 

j active ih parts of Shantung but are also found in southern Hopei;
| and (3) mobile units of Chinese tropps, with or without organic
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connection with the increasingly famous "Eighth Route Amy," 
the so-called Communist element in the national defence. All 
three types are united in their whoie-hearted hatred of the Japanese; 
the first type, ox* ordinary bandits, are hunted down and exterminated 

jwhen possible by both the other two; and the third type gives promise 
iof absorbing or consolidating the second.

In the meantime all three add immeasurably to the difficulties 
of the occupying forces. There are stories galore of their exploits, 
many of which have a good chance of being preserved as parts of a 
new collection to rival the tables of "The Three Kingdoms." They 
have certainly put the fear of something into the hearts of the Japa
nese all along the Peking-Hankow line. At Paoting Japanese soldiers 
no longer venture far from their barracks after dark — thereby re
moving one of the greatest causes of anxiety from the hearts of most 
civilian families. The garrison at Tinghsien is reported to have 
been wiped out three times by sudden raids. As he was passing thru 
a town some fifteen miles south of Paoting, Mr. High Hubbard 
saw a group of about a dozen Chinese police being led away, men 
who had been sent out from the city by the Japanese to round up some 
offenders. When Mr. Hubbard returned a few days later he was told that 
these police had been "liquidated," but could not ascertain just what 
form the process had taken — very possibly it meant nothing more 
drastic than incorporation into the forces of opposition. A traveller 
on the road has frequently to prove beyond any shadow of doubt that he 
has no connection with the Japanese before being permitted to pass thru 
a village, and it has gone hard with thosw k who couldn’t satisfy 
their inquisitors.

Both Tehchow and Lintsing in Shantung are occupied by the Japanese 
but our people who were trying to go from one place to the other were 
held up at a town less than twenty miles from their destination because 
bandits on the road ahead — who had had a quarrel with the citizens of 
that town — were not to be relied upon. Later Dr. Alma Cooke, one of 
the party, was told that when some of those bandits heard that she had 
been turned back by the solicitude of friends, they had asked that 
word be passed on to her that any time she cared to go by they would 
guarantee her a safe conduct. Japanese communication with Lintsing is, 
I suppose, maintained fey the Grand Canal as well as by the motor high
way. An apparently authentic story is of a squad of Japanese troops 
who stopped to drink tea at a roadside inn, hung ftp their arms while 
sitting around the table, and had all their equipment promptly stolen 
by some of the hangers-on at the inn, who were members of a mobile unit, 
whereupon several of the soldiers felt so humiliated that they 
committed suicide by hanging and another was shot down as he ran out 
of the village.

The night of February 9th there was a determined attack on the rail 
way station at paoting, with two hours of sharp firing, alt ho nothing 
decisive was accomplished and the casualties were evidently low--ve-®y 
very low. At Taiyuan Japanese showed an American military observer 
a pile of arms recently captured from the 8th Route Army. Unfortunate
ly thé American examined them closely, and said, "But these are 
Japanese guns’." His guides were covered with confusion, and
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stammered, "Yes - we gave the guns to themJ"

The tragic side of this is the retribution which is so frequently 
‘ meted out to people living near the scene of Japanese reverses. After 

one of the attacks on the garrison at Tinghsien a large number of 
civilians were reported, to have been burned to death with kerosene 
or gasoline taken from the local stoi-es of one of the foreign agencies. 
The Salvation Army Hospital at Tinghsien was visited one night and 
relieved of a large amount of medical supplies by a band from the 
8th Route Ai’iay who eluded the sentries posted all around the town. 
The hospital people were in considerable anxiety as to how this 
forced contribution would be regarded by the garrison, especially as 
the garrison troops must have lost a great deal of face because of the 
ease with which their watchfulness had been eluded. I heard nothing 
more of this, and presume the hospital's foreign connection served 
as a protection.

The Father Superior of a group of Tisane is ci ans working in Shan
tung reached Peking only a few days before I came away. According to 
Dr. Pettus of the College of Chinese Studies he reported atrocities 
repeatedly occuring in their vicinity of the same type that became so 
familiar here when news began to come out of Nanking. The illtreatment 
of women was not confined to houses and courtyards but was extended to 
the open streets, and on one occasion a civil officei’ had beaten one 
of the foreign priests. In Shansi the Japanese advance in November 
stopped short a little distance south of Pingyao, some thirty miles 
beyond Taiku. The hills on both sides of the plain have been held 
either by semi-independent mobile units or by forces directly connect
ed with the 8th Route Army, and frequent raids have kept the invaders 
in a chronic state of jitters, a but have led to as frequent a re
prisals on the helpless villagers who have remained within the area 
of activity.

One of the ways/ in which an enormous amount of useless destruction 
of property has occurred is thru the ignorance on the part of the 
Japanese of the use of coal. Many of them apparently know how to 
burn nothing but wood, even when large stocks of coal are available. 
They have therefore ransacked villages for fuel with a total disregard 
of its source. Doors, window-frames, posts, rafters, tables, benches, 
wooden farm implements, timbers of all sorts, have been carried away 
or yanked out of the buildings and usqd for cooking and heating. In 
one of the gates at Paoting an enormous bonfire was kept going day and 
night in an extravagantly wasteful manner, and anything wooden that 
could be laid hands upon was considerable legitimate fuel.

One of the worst stories which I heard was brought in only the day 
before I left Peking. A band from the 8th army had come down to the 
railway track not so very fa many miles from Paoting and requisitioned 
labor from the nearby villages to tear up the track. They did the job 
so well that for six days there was no thru train betweem 3hihehiachuang 
and. Peking. (This we know from reports in the French newspaper - the 
"Peking Chronicle," more or less the official foreign-language organ of 
the new government-had denied any such thing only two days before.) But 
in due time the railway was repaired and Japanese troops came on the
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see scene in some force. They sisited one of the villages and at 
first appeared bent on no particular errand. Shortly afterwards 
however they rounded up 200 of the men of the town, took them out 
and shot them. When a long enough time had elapsed so that the 
terrot striken people had for the most part returned to their homes, 
they suddenly appeared again and this time seized 60 of the huskiest 
young men of the village. It became known that these men were to 
be burned, but in some 4 way during the confusion of making the 
preparations for the burning, somebody was able to set them loose 
and they all escaped. Two old men were thereupon seized and substi
tuted for the younger men. As the narrator put it, people of that 
region have since determined that henceforth they will refuse to 
assist in any guerilla warfare efforts on the part of Chinese 
troops. ”It is betted to be shot by our own people for disobedience 
than to suffer in this way at the hands of the invaders." This raises 
an important question which I shall refer to a little later. The man 
who brought this story went on to say that as he came north on the train 
to Peking he saw a village very near the railway in flames, with a 
cordon of troops surrounding it, who were actually shooting people 
as fast as they tried to escape from their burning homes. After very 
careful questioning, one of my closest Chinese friends, a man with 
whom I have been intimately associated during the past seven years, 
was convinced that the village must have been the one in which his 
own wife’s parents and other relatives have always lived. A member 
of the staff of the American embassy received a report just after 
this that all the villages near the railway track for a long distance 
in that region had been burned.

What of the future, politically? The impression is general, and 
at present growing, that the Japanese have bitten off a good deal more 
than they can chew. There are those, in positions of special advantage 
when it comes to the appraisal of events, who believe that the intita- 
tive in north China has definitely passed to the Chinese: there is more 
chance for them to make trouble than for the Japanese to consolidate 
their present holdings or to expand them. The reported drive southward 
in Shansi occurred too late for me to learn how it would fit into such 
a picture. A member of the American embassy staff did tell me of a 
conversation he had less than a month ago with a Japanese who should 
have been "in the know". He asked what more information there might 
be about the fighting around Hsuchow than was appearing in the news 
dispatches. The reply was that it was of no particular interest to 
him anyway - nothing determinative would result from that battle however 
it developed or how rapidly the Chinese retreated. A question follow
ed as to how long the present state of unstable equilibrium might 
be expected to continue, with no conclusive results secured by the 
Japanese. The man drew in his breath and replied that he expected 
things would be about the same a year from now. This was considered 
the most striking admission of disappointment and failure which the 
American had heard, and was felt to be of real significance.

The ultimate outcome is held to be a question of morale.
Can the Chinese, north as well as south, maintain a continuous series 
of exasperating and disturbing attacks, that keep the Japanese in a 
continual state of nervous apprehension, that cut off small garrisons,
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that interrupt traffic, that cause losses of military supplies which 
in any specific instance may be sjjiall but in the aggregate are very 
aonsiderable, that call for a garrison force which weighs more and 
more heavily on the resources of the gees?a government at home, 
and prevents any such consolidation of their present holdings as 
shall begin to pay dividends in either money or a sense of real 
adhievement?
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Their position in the large cities is at present unshakeable. 
I was told that Japanese civilians we are coning into Peking at the 
rate of 200 or more a day. It isn't necessary to accept that figure 
to be convinced that they are increasing in numbers and influence 
very rapidly. Recent visitors to the three -Bastern Provinces report 
that the general attitude there is of hopelessness sofar as restora
tion to Chinese sovereignty is concerned. Will people living in 
Tientsin and Peking begin before long to acquiesce in like manner? 
With the threat of such retaliatory actions as have been noted — 
and which are evidently capable of duplication many times over hang
ing over the heads' of all the villages up and down the railway lines, 
is there likely to develop such social pressure against guerrilla 
tactics by either independent mobile units or sections of the 8th 
Route Army as will gradually eliminate this major type of interference 
with the consolidation of the invaders' position? When I reached Peking 
and first raised this question, people were confident that it would 
not; the countryside was to strongly snt i-Japanese and the military 
units were too independent of local infal influences to let considera
tion for the innocent stand in the way of aggressive resistance. As 
I came away I was not so sure* the region betweem Peking and Shanhai- 
kwan has evidently been thoroughly conquered, subdued, and pacified — 
along the railway at anyrate. Obviously the Japanese problem has been 
much simpler in that area — they were dealing with the East Hopei 
Autonomous Government to start with, and the "frontier" of the Western 
Hills is far away. But there was evident so much improvement over 
conditions in September— more and better trains, less interference 
with passengers, greater consideration of civilian traffic, a general 
atmosphere of settled orderliness -- that I weufide wondei* if the 
resistance west and south of Peking will be able to hold out. I 
wonder, despite the fact that conditions at the end of February 
are without much question more unsettled than they were at the end 
of Januaryl

It is under such general conditions that Christian work in the 
north has been carried on. The point is that it is being carried on. 
In every line of activitythere haâ been an improvement since November. 
In some sections, notably those east and north of Peking, country 
touring is possible: Mr. Gleysteen of the Presbyterian Mission was 
out during the China New Year Holidays with a team of students from 
Truth Hall, for instance. In other regions where banditry and general 
disorder is rife people are finding their way in to the central 
stations fox’ class work and short-time schools. The winter Farmer's 
School at Unio Tungchow, under the auspices of the North China 
Christian Rural Service Union had its most successful seasen session 
of the ten years it lias been conducted. An interdenominational Lay 
Training Institute is just drpening for a month's work at the same 
place. Inquiries by the authorities of a £ slightly suspicious 
nature were made about a Methodist institute in the Tsun Hua 
district east of Peking, but assurance that it was an annual affair 
(ladt year being the firstl) satisfied the investigators that it 
probably was not a disseminator of "dangerous thoughts." I heard 
nothing of interference with normal city church programs, tho 
undoubtedly more than the usual amount of caution is exercised as
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to subjects dealt with. As I myself was drawing iiearthh near the 
climax of a sermon in the city church at Tungchow, a sermon 
intended to magnify the Church as an institution created by God and 
above all racial or national divisions and loyalties, two visitors 
slipped into a rear pew, and I was told afterwards that one was a 
Japanese and the other a Chinese speaking Korean, who frequently 
attends services there. They did not remain to interrogate the 
preacher of the morning, nor did I experience any difficulty in 
leaving town two hours later. Evangelistic work, of the more con
ventional types at anyrate, is not meeting with insuperable difficul
ties.

Christian educational work continues to occupy a peculiarly 
favorable position. Most schools already have or are expecting to 
have increased enrollments for the second semester. Both the Methodist 
and Kung Li Hui Schools in Tientsin hoped this increase would exceed 
200$. The Anglican school in Peking and Bridgman Academy of the Kung 
Li Hui ran with full enrollments last semester. I major problem with 
these and all schools is the poverty of so many more of the students: 
sons and daughters of former government employees, whether local or 
national; young folks whose fathers have had to move away and have 
been unable to make adequate financial provision for the families 
they have left behind. One school of about 600 began the fall semester 
with over $4,000 of unpaid fees, which was reduced to less than 
$1,000 by the end of the term. The principal cannot hope for such a 
good showing this semester, and on the other hand the ability of the 
school, wnich is entirely dependent on the fees received for its 
running expenses and the salaries of all but three foreigners on its 
staff, to furnish scholarship aid or free tuition is necessarily 
very limited.

’ I gathered that up to date interference with the curriculum has 
not been great. At the beginning of the year a "codex expurgatis" 
was issued by the authorities and in accordance with its directions 
whole pages were torn out or paragraphs and sentences blotted out in 
many of the text books, particularly those in history, geography and 
Chinese literature. For the spring semester primary schools are g for
bidden to use any of the textbooks formerly issued in China. New ones 
now being printed in Japan are promised in a month, mimeographed 
lesson sheets being used in the meantime. Japanese as a required 
foreign language lias been added from the 5th grade to the 12th, but 
two periods a week at present suffices. The general trend seems to be 
to’.vards the elimination of Western ideas and influences and emphasis 
upon classical Chinese and pro-Jupanese ideas. Suring the.mid-winter 
vacation all teachers were required to attend a three day institute 
conducted by the city officials and some of their "advisors",at which 
the supreme value of China’s ancient culture, the invincibility of 
Japan, and the glorious future of a Japan-Manchukuo-China alliance 
were loudly proclaimed. The "San Min Chu I" (Three peoples’ 
principles) has been replaced - elsewhere everywhere by the "Hsin Min 
Hui" ( or "Chu I") — "The Nev; People’s association" or "Principle." 
(I regret that I never heard a satisfactory English rendering of 
this slogan of the newest renaissance.)

In the areas more recently fought over educational work is 
only just beginning to be recognized. ^tPaoting and-the missions have
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been pex’mitted to reopen schools, but were refex^red to Peking for 
the conditions under which such reopening might be made. At Tehchow 
in Shantung, more active encouragement has been given, and no restric
tions of any kind have thus far been hinted at. Information from 
Shansi was scarce and I gather that conditions in the occupied areas 
have not yet reached a state that makes reopening advisable. A very 
serious difficulty everywhere outside of Peking, Tientsin and East 
Hopei is that so many of the ablest Chinese leaders fell back with the 
Chinese axuiies before the advancing invaders. Many of these men have 
found work elsewhere in the country; some have sifted back thru the 
lines but are cautious about letting themselves become conspicuous, 
as their schools were frequently found to contain anti-Japanese 
propaganda and they naturally are fearful of arrest. At the Oberlin- 
Shansi Memorial School, in’Taiku, Shansi, Mr. Ray Moyer got back to 
find little if any damage done to the school plant, but none of his 
carefully trained agricultural staff except two or three servants are 
available to help him pick up and carry thru a number of very important 
long range experiments, which must be completed this spring is the work 
of the past six or seven years is to be of any value. The key men in 
his department migrated to Shensi at the end of October with the rest 
of the school.

| '*'■ Medical work has been interfered with less than educational. 
p?here the hospital staffs stood by and rode out the storm work has 
Igone on with no interruption. Where plants were evacuated they were 
Imuch more ee respected than has been generally the a case in the 
I Yangtze Valley. At Techow, for instance, while the school buildings 
were used as barracks, and while the missionary residences were ran
sacked from cellar to attic and well looted, the hospital plant, most 
conspicuous of all the buildings and most accessible, was left entirely 
alone. At Lintsing the hospital kept partially open until very recently 
and since it has felt ebligated obliged to close available reports 
still indicate that the plant has not been occupied by the military. 
In cases where the foreign superintendent was absent at the time of 
occupation, it was more difficult to hold the rest of the staff to
gether, and once scattered it will be more difficult still to re
build the personnel of the institution to its former efficiency.

I One general opinion which 'was expressed by many people in 
/October still holds: the worst is yet to be. The real pinch is going 
j to come if and when the military phase of the occupation passes. Up 
/ to the present the invaders have been preoccupied with such pressing 
I military problems that comparatively slight little attention has been 
\given to v civilian life. It is as likely that the comparatively 
slight interference thus far with Christian activities is due to 
this preoccupation as to any basic purpose of good will. The picture 
at present is a confused one. There have been many arrests and de
tentions with no apparent reason and no opportunity for a hearing. 
Come of these have been brief, as was the case with Rev. Timothy 
Lin, principal of the Anglican School in Peking. Others have been 
mild but no less annoying, as in the case of the foreign wives of men 
formerly connected with government educational institutions, who have 
been pex’mitted a limited amount of freedom bjit are under constant 
surveillance. One such woman was told frankly that id she had been
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the mistress rather than the wedded wife of the man concerned she 
would not have been bothered. By her mari'iage, however, she lost 
hex- original citizenship and for some reason unknown to either 
herself or her friends is an object of suspicion.

There is reliable evidence that to some members of the Provisional 
Government the type of "cooperation" offered by their Japanese ad
visors is already becoming very irksome. It is, I believe, unfair 

<to brand these men as tha?e thorogoing traitors: they had not been 
|in sympathy wi for a long time with some of the basic policies of the 
I 0entx*al Government; they were motivated by personal pique, perhaps; 
/ but they also honestly felt that they could serve their countrymen — 
I if not their country — by stepping in between a conquered populace 
? and foreign military domination. They are finding their bed is not 

one of roses (if they ever thought it would be) and that promises are 
; more easily made than kept. Foreigners àfite-friendly in friendly con

tact with them are inclined to think that sooner or later the 
situation will become so difficult tbit these men, songly oi' en bloc, 

vwill throw the up the spnnge and refuse to continue an arrangement 
phat grows increasingly impossible. They will then certainly 
be between the devil and the deep blue sea, objects of hatred no less 
to their present masters than to the representatives of a national 
allegiance which they repudiated a monthsago. There is little doubt 
th but that agents of patriotic organizations in this part of the 
country are already in Peking awaiting a chance to remove some of 
these men by assisination: there is some evidence that an un
successful attempt of this sort was made just before the Chinese New 
Year. Once these men are out, who and what will take their place? 
The future of Christian activity in North China may depend in large 
measure upon the answer to that w question. If what Japan has 
grabbed turns out to be the end of a bear’s tail, both parties are 
likely to suffer before the present relationship is dissolved. 
It is almost as difficult to visualize the processes by which the 
present regime in the North can be liquidated as those by which it 
□an be consolidated. If Japan tightens her hold and makes her 
position secure, we shall have to adjust ourselves to a situation 
which will almost v certainly grow more and more like that which 
now obtains in Lanchuria — yet with some modifications in the way 
of moderation, I believe. Fox* the present there are wise men who 
hold that the most promising way out - and it is a sorrowful enough 
path — is a continued dogged resistance by the Chinese which giyes 
the army of occupation no respite, which exhausts their resources 
of all kinds, which wears down their will to conquer, which disillusions 
them alike as to the glory and the material rewards to be gained by 
the policy on which they are embarked, and which will lead them at long 
last to lend an ear to offers of mediation which will open the way to 
some sort of retirement from a drawn struggle, perhaps under the 
face-saving camouflage of "foreign pressure." In the meantime China 
suffers, and in the midst of that suffering the Church ministers to 
her people in every way that in the providence of God opens up before 
us.

By an American Missionary
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Secretary of State

Washington

April 22, 3 p. m, -

In a conversation this morning Japanese military 

authorities are reported to have remarked that although

Lini or Ichowfu occupied by Japanese, communications with
CD
CM

that place will not be normal for several days and gave

impression that although Japanese are in Yihsien Chinese

have surrounded that place and have cut off communications-, M

Sent to Peiping, Hankow
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____ mFR<^singtao, Via N. R. 
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O.N.t AND M-E 

L. _x> I

Secretary of State 

Washington 

/ *>' ' 
,J<. ' My April 20, 3 p, m.

An American Missionary rej

fighting heard at Tsimo on the night of Aprii is to 19 

was due to a bandit attack on a temple compound near town* 

However^ skirmishes between Japanese and Chinese mobile 

units are rather common near Tsimo and Japanese soldiers 

avoid Tsimo market place on market days because of presence 

of large number of plain clothes mené A rumor has reached 

Tsimo that due to threats of mobile units pro-Japanese 

Chinese officials and small Japanese garrison have moved 13 

out of Pingtu. 5^ H

It is reported that another week may be required to <S 
03 

repair damaged railway bridge near Weihsien. It is rumored 

guerillas are planning increased activities'Weihsien area.», 

after May 1»

Two. Transports brought new Japanese troops to 

Tsingtao yesterday.

Sent to Hankow, Peiping and by mail to Tokyo.

793.94/ 12895

EMBARGO GOURLEY
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April 23, 1938
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ACTION:
INFO:

CINCAF OPNAV 
AI.ÎCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON 5 
COHDESRON 5 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COI.ÎYANGPAT
COISOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8623 On northern Tsinpu front Japanese claim Chinese 
in retreat with Nipponese advance units south of Lanline 

10 miles south Siangcheng and 12 miles south Chihien 1937.

VfflC:KLP
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Canton, Via N. R.
FROM

Dated April 22,1938

Rec*d li35 p, m> April 23rd,

Secretary of State

Washington

April 22, 4 p, m.

Canton Hong Kong railway bridge at Sheklung winch was 

damaged by bomb on 15th now repaired and used by passenger 

and freight trains with change to light locomotive for 

bridge crossing.

Yesterday afternoon Japanese planes directed about 

fifty bombs at Sheklung bridge, but did not hit them. 

Incendiary bombs dropped on Sheklung city market place 

started fire causing slight damage. Canton Hankow Railwa^ 

also bombed yesterday but train from Hankow arrived at
“ R

Canton this morning. Canton Samshui railway also raided jigit t? 
oo 

no serious damage reported.

Final official report of c a^sualt^ijs in raid on Canton 

on 17th states 48 killed, 126 , 109 houses and 2 schools 

destroyed.

Reference this Consulate General’s telegram of October

17, 12 noonoAmerican citizens registered April 20| white 

rtgistrants
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registrants 293 comprising 140 men and 153 women and 

children; Chinese Americans 49 comprising 25 men and 

24 women and children. Increase since October 16 61, due 

to fact public has become accustomed to routine bombings 

and to the general belief that Japanese invasion of South 

China not imminent.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow, and Shanghai.

FLETCHER

—n

HDHjEI'.ÎB
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COMSUBRON 5
ASST. NAV. SHANGHAI
COMDESRON 5
COMYANGPAT
COKSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
NAVAT PEIPING

8 624 On northern Tsinpu front Japanese offensive 

between Yihsien and Lini reported reached Szehushen on 

Shantung Kiangsu border 24 miles north Lunghai railway.' 

Chinese claim Japanese attacks Yihsien sector unsuccessful 

1818
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America’s Role in the Far Eastern Conflict
BY PAUL B. TAYLOR

with the aid of the Research Staff of the Foreign Policy Association

THE armed conflict which began at the Marco 
Polo bridge near Peiping on July 7, 1937 sharply 
raised the issues of American policy toward wars 
abroad. The Japanese military operations, which 
rapidly broadened out after the first clash, consti
tuted a serious threat to the “territorial and ad
ministrative integrity” of China which seemed 
likely to undermine Western interests in that 
region and increase tensions throughout the rest of 
the world.

The interests of the United States in the Far East 
differ substantially from those which would be 
affected by wars in Europe. Its economic “stake” 
remains small, despite hopeful predictions in the 
past.1 In 1936 Japan’s share in American foreign 
trade was 7.7 per cent, while China’s was 2.5 per 
cent. American investments in China are valued 
at only $132,000,000, and in Japan at about $218,- 
000,ooo.2 Of total American long-term investments 
abroad in 1933, less than one per cent were in 
China and less than 3 per cent in Japan?

The United States shares in the privileges which 
were wrung from China by treaties during the past 
century. Important among these are the exercise 
of extraterritorial jurisdiction over nationals in 
China and the maintenance of small armed forces 
for their protection.4 Chinese tariff duties are regu
lated by treaty and are to some extent pledged to 
the service of China’s foreign debts. Important 
1. Cf. F. R. Dulles, Forty Years of American Japanese Relations 
(New York, D. Appleton-Century, 1937), Chapter I.
2. Department of Commerce estimate, cited in Congressional 
Record, 75th Congress, 3rd Session, January 5, 1938, p. 64. 
This does not include $40,000,000 of missionary property in China 
and $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 in Japan, or over $25,000,000 
of property of Americans “permanently resident” in China. 
C. F. Remer estimated that in 1931 total foreign investments in 
China were divided as follows: Great Britain 36.7 per cent; 
Japan 35.1; U.S.S.R. 8.4; United States 6.1; and France 5.9 per 
cent. Cf. C. F. Remer, Foreign Investments in China (New 
York, Macmillan, 1933). p. 76.
3. United States, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, The Balance of International Pay
ments of the United States in 1933.
4. Cf. p. 283.
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posts in the Maritime Customs Administration are 
held by foreigners. The International Settlement 
in Shanghai, where foreign interests largely center, 
is governed by a Municipal Council elected mainly 
by foreign taxpayers, enjoys considerable auton
omy, and is guarded by special police and foreign 
troops. In the past, when armed conflicts have oc
curred, the interested governments have neutral
ized the Settlement and placed their troops along 
its borders. Foreign interests in China thus rest 
on a precarious basis; and while the Chinese un
doubtedly consider their continuance far prefer
able to Japanese domination, the problem of pro
tecting these interests during an armed conflict is 
peculiarly difficult.

Since 1931 American Secretaries of State have 
consistently declared that the concern of the 
United States in maintaining peace in the Far 
East transcends its legal and economic interests in 
that region.5’6 Whether due to a feeling of special 
responsibility for Far Eastern peace, a desire to 
protect future Sino-American relations,7 or appre
hension regarding Japanese hegemony in the 
western Pacific, the American government has 
displayed far more concern over aggression against 
China than over interference with American eco
nomic privileges in that country.

At the outbreak of the conflict, American opinion 
showed varying degrees of adherence to three 
main, divergent lines of policy toward wars 
abroad:8 avoidance of friction with belligerents 
through use of the Neutrality Act, accompanied 
by withdrawal of nationals and troops from danger 
zones; participation in “collective action” to sup-
5-6. Cf. H. L. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis (New York, 
Harper, 1936), pp. 241 ff; statement of Secretary Hull on 
August 23, 1937, United States, Department of State, Press Re
leases, August 28, 1937, pp. 166 ff; letter to Vice President 
Garner on January 8, 1937, ibid., January 15, 1938, pp. 100 ff.; 
T. A. Bisson, “American Policy in the Far East,” Foreign Policy 
Reports, February 1, 1937.
7. Cf. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis, cited, p. 234.
8. Cf. R. L. Buell, “The Neutrality Act of 1937,” Foreign 
Policy Reports, October 1, 1937.

press war; and protection of American rights and 
interests abroad without resort to collective action. 
Although the first of these policies seemed to com
mand greatest support from American public 
opinion,9 circumstances made immediate adoption 
of any one course unlikely. The practical difficulty 
of withdrawing troops and nationals from China, 
together with the desire of the United States to 
discourage aggression, militated against a policy of 
isolation.10’11 Although Secretary Stimson had co
operated in collective efforts against Japanese inva
sion of Manchuria in 1932, the breakdown of the 
League’s peace machinery, the growing tension in 
Europe, and the isolationist temper of American 

made effective col-

ERRATUM
page 278, line 27

for “Chinese tariff duties are regulated by treaty anJ

possible an increasing*; ——o
The President’s Chicago speech of October 5 
marked this more outspoken attitude and gave im
petus to the Brussels Conference, although public 
opposition to coercive measures made such steps
9. This was revealed, for example, in the support for the 
Neutrality Act and for the Ludlow amendment; also by polls 
taken by the American Institute of Public Opinion. In a poll 
released on September 4, 1937, 54 per cent of the voters polled 
favored withdrawing American troops from China and warning 
Americans to leave. In a poll released on January 15, 1938, the 
majority had risen to 70 per cent. In a poll released on October 
9, 1937, 69 per cent favored strict neutrality laws rather than 
Presidential discretion as a means of avoiding war. Cf. Wash
ington Post, September 5, 1937; October 10, 1937; January 16, 
1938.
10-11. The United States seems committed until 1946 to pro
tect the Philippines against possible Japanese attempts to acquire 
political control of the Islands. Although such attempts appear 
unlikely in the immediate future, steady Japanese expansion in 
the South Pacific makes them increasingly probable at some 
subsequent time. Hasty American withdrawal from China might 
have hastened the growth of Japanese influence in the Philip
pines. Cf. David H. Popper, “Creating a Philippine Common
wealth,” Foreign Policy Reports, December 15, 1936.
12. New York Times, August 18, 24, 1937. For addresses of 
Secretary Hull on September 19 and 20, cf. Department of 
State, Press Releases, September 25, 1937» PP* 239, 249. 

impossible. Finally, the sinking of the gunboat 
Panay led to sharp American demands which the 
Japanese government went far to meet.

PRELIMINARY STEPS

Following the opening clash near Peiping, the 
Administration first exerted diplomatic pressure to 
prevent a serious war. On July 12 Secretary Hull { 
summoned the Chinese and Japanese Ambassadors 
and informed them that, in the opinion of the 
American government, an armed conflict between 
the two countries would be “a great blow to the 
cause of peace and world progress.”13 On July 16 
he declared a set of general principles of interna- 
-—oi /.«nd net which were communicated to other 

1 request for their comments, 
ted that:
itantly and consistently advocates 
e. We advocate national and in- 
lint. We advocate abstinence by 
of force in pursuit of policy and 
the internal affairs of other na- 

adjustment of problems in inter- 
' processes of peaceful negotiation 
: advocate faithful observance of 
aents. Upholding the principle of 
:ies, we believe in modification of 
es, when need therefor arises, by 
tried out in a spirit of mutual help- 
tiodation. We believe in respect by 
ights of others and performance by 
blished obligations. We stand for 
.rengthening of international law. 
s toward promotion of economic 

__ < lity the world over. We advocate 
lowering or removing of excessive barriers in interna
tional trade. We seek effective equality of commercial 
opportunity and we urge upon all nations application 
of the principle of equality of treatment. We believe in 
limitation and reduction of armament. Realizing the 
necessity for maintaining armed forces adequate for 
national security, we are prepared to reduce or to in
crease our own armed forces in proportion to reduc
tions or increases made by other countries. We avoid 
entering into alliances or entangling commitments but 
we believe in cooperative effort by peaceful and prac
ticable means in support of the principles hereinbefore 
stated.”14

Sixty states and the Little Entente as a group 
replied, nearly all approving Mr. Hull’s principles. 
The Japanese government, while ' cdncurHWg^’TTT 
general, stated that its objectives could be attained 
in the Far East only “by a full recognition and 
practical consideration of the actual particular cir-
13. New York Times, July 13, 1937.
14. Department of State, Press Releases, July 17, 1937, pp. 
41-42.
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THE armed conflict which began at the Marco 
Polo bridge near Peiping on July 7, 1937 sharply 
raised the issues of American policy toward wars 
abroad. The Japanese military operations, which 
rapidly broadened out after the first clash, consti
tuted a serious threat to the “ter*’ 411 and ad
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posts in the Maritime Customs Administration are 
held by foreigners. The International Settlement 
in Shanghai, where foreign interests largely center, 
is governed by a Municipal Council elected mainly 
by foreign taxpayers, enjoys considerable auton
omy, and is guarded by special police and foreign 
troops. In the past, when armed conflicts have oc
curred, the interested governments have neutral
ized the Settlement and placed their troops along 
its borders. Foreign interests in China thus rest 
on a precarious basis; and while the Chinese un
doubtedly consider their continuance far prefer
able to Japanese domination, the problem of pro
tecting these interests during an armed conflict is
peculiarly difficult.

Since 1931 American Secretaries of State have 
asistently declared that the concern of the

\ed States in maintaining peace in the Far
Tanscends its legal and economic interests in 

fion.5'6 Whether due to a feeling of special 
nlity for Far Eastern peace, a desire to 

vure Sino-American relations,7 or appre- 
tarding Japanese hegemony in the 

'fic, the American government has 
>ore concern over aggression against 

• interference with American eco-
n that country.

the conflict, American opinion 
rrees of adherence to three 

s of policy toward wars 
friction with belligerents 

Neutrality Act, accompanied 
of nationals and troops from danger 

ficipation in “collective action” to sup-
Cf. H. L. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis (New York, 

arper, 1936), pp. 241 ff; statement of Secretary Hull on 
August 23, 1937, United States, Department of State, Press Re
leases, August 28, 1937, pp. 166 ff; letter to Vice President 
Garner on January 8, 1937, ibid., January 15, 1938, pp. 100 ff.; 
T. A. Bisson, “American Policy in the Far East,’’ Foreign Policy 
Reports, February 1, 1937.
7. Cf. Stimson, The Far Eastern Crisis, cited, p. 234. 
8. Cf. R. L. Buell, “The Neutrality Act of 1937,” Foreign 
Policy Reports, October 1, 1937.

press war; and protection of American rights and 
interests abroad without resort to collective action. 
Although the first of these policies seemed to com
mand greatest support from American public 
opinion,9 circumstances made immediate adoption 
of any one course unlikely. The practical difficulty 
of withdrawing troops and nationals from China, 
together with the desire of the United States to 
discourage aggression, militated against a policy of 
isolation.1011 Although Secretary Stimson had co
operated in collective efforts against Japanese inva
sion of Manchuria in 1932, the breakdown of the 
League’s peace machinery, the growing tension in 
Europe, and the isolationist temper of American 
public opinion since that time made effective col
lective action against Japan virtually impossible in 
1937. American anti-imperialist sentiment, which 
had supported withdrawal from the Philippines, 
opposed a forceful defense of economic interests in 
China.

The outbreak and spread of the fighting led the 
government, after more than a month of cautious 
postponement, to declare a “middle-of-the-road” 
policy toward the conflict.12 This was described as 
a compromise between complete abandonment of 
American interests and active intervention to pro
tect them. The policy involved avoiding, if pos
sible, application of the Neutrality Act; traditional 
defense of American rights and interests in China; 
and tentative gestures toward international co
operation. Although American policy did not alter 
substantially during the diplomatic episodes of the 
first half year, mounting popular indignation made 
possible an increasingly strong stand against Japan. 
The President’s Chicago speech of October 5 
marked this more outspoken attitude and gave im
petus to the Brussels Conference, although public 
opposition to coercive measures made such steps
9. This was revealed, for example, in the support for the 
Neutrality Act and for the Ludlow amendment; also by polls 
taken by the American Institute of Public Opinion. In a poll 
released on September 4, 1937, 54 per cent of the voters polled 
favored withdrawing American troops from China and warning 
Americans to leave. In a poll released on January 15, 1938, the 
majority had risen to 70 per cent. In a poll released on October 
9, !937> 69 per cent favored strict neutrality laws rather than 
Presidential discretion as a means of avoiding war. Cf. Wash
ington Post, September 5, 1937; October 10, 1937; January 16, 
1938.
10-11. The United States seems committed until 1946 to pro
tect the Philippines against possible Japanese attempts to acquire 
political control of the Islands. Although such attempts appear 
unlikely in the immediate future, steady Japanese expansion in 
the South Pacific makes them increasingly probable at some 
subsequent time. Hasty American withdrawal from China might 
have hastened the growth of Japanese influence in the Philip
pines. Cf. David H. Popper, “Creating a Philippine Common
wealth,’’ Foreign Policy Reports, December 15, 1936.
12. New York Times, August 18, 24, 1937. For addresses of 
Secretary Hull on September 19 and 20, cf. Department of 
State, Press Releases, September 25, 1937, pp. 239, 249. 

impossible. Finally, the sinking of the gunboat 
Panay led to sharp American demands which the 
Japanese government went far to meet.

PRELIMINARY STEPS

Following the opening clash near Peiping, the 
Administration first exerted diplomatic pressure to 
prevent a serious war. On July 12 Secretary Hull 
summoned the Chinese and Japanese Ambassadors 
and informed them that, in the opinion of the 
American government, an armed conflict between 
the two countries would be “a great blow to the 
cause of peace and world progress.”13 On July 16 
he declared a set of general principles of interna
tional conduct which were communicated to other 
governments with a request for their comments. 
The statement asserted that:

“This country constantly and consistently advocates 
maintenance of peace. We advocate national and in
ternational self-restraint. We advocate abstinence by 
all nations from use of force in pursuit of policy and 
from interference in the internal affairs of other na
tions. We advocate adjustment of problems in inter
national relations by processes of peaceful negotiation 
and agreement. We advocate faithful observance of 
international agreements. Upholding the principle of 
the sanctity of treaties, we believe in modification of 
provisions of treaties, when need therefor arises, by 
orderly processes carried out in a spirit of mutual help
fulness and accommodation. We believe in respect by 
all nations for the rights of others and performance by 
all nations of established obligations. We stand for 
revitalizing and strengthening of international law. 
We advocate steps toward promotion of economic 
security and stability the world over. We advocate 
lowering or removing of excessive barriers in interna
tional trade. We seek effective equality of commercial 
opportunity and we urge upon all nations application 
of the principle of equality of treatment. We believe in 
limitation and reduction of armament. Realizing the 
necessity for maintaining armed forces adequate for 
national security, we are prepared to reduce or to in
crease our own armed forces in proportion to reduc
tions or increases made by other countries. We avoid 
entering into alliances or entangling commitments but 
we believe in cooperative effort by peaceful and prac
ticable means in support of the principles hereinbefore 
stated.”14

Sixty states and the Little Entente as a group 
replied, nearly all approving Mr. Hull’s principles. 
The Japanese government, while conaîrTîfl^ïrr 
general, stated that its objectives could be attained 
in the Far East only “by a full recognition and 
practical consideration of the actual particular cir-
13. New York Times, July 13, 1937.
14. Department of State, Press Releases, July 17, 1937, pp. 
41-42.
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cumstances of that region.” After this tentative 
step, Washington made various representations to 
Japan and China, urging cessation of hostilities.

On August 23, after these attempts had failed, 
Secretary Hull applied his July 16 principles more 
emphatically to the Far Eastern crisis. He urged 
Japan and China to settle their differences in ac
cordance with these principles15 and announced 
that Washington had consulted constandy with in
terested governments for the purpose of bringing 
about a peaceful adjustment.

16.

THE NEUTRALITY ACT

The shooting of a Japanese naval officer and a 
seaman near the Hungjao airdrome on August 9 
led to hostilities at Shanghai, vastly increasing the 
scope of the struggle as well as its danger to for
eign nationals and property. This forced the 
President to decide whether or not to issue a 
proclamation making the Neutrality Act opera
tive.16 Although that Act had been framed with 
the prospect of a European war chiefly in mind, 
its provisions were applicable whenever the Presi
dent should find that a state of war existed be
tween any foreign countries. Since the criteria for 
determining the existence of a state of war are in
adequate, the Act did not lay down with precision 
the conditions under which its provisions should 
become operative.17

In striking contrast to its attitude during the 
Italo-Ethiopian war in 1935 and the Spanish civil 
war in 1937,17a the Administration showed a strong 
reluctance to apply the Neutrality Act. The stand
ard apparently used in determining the existence 
of war between Italy and Ethiopia was discarded. 
The President had formulated this standard on 
October 5, 1935 when he said: “We are now com
pelled to recognize the simple and indisputable 
fact that Ethiopian and Italian forces are engaged 
in combat, thus creating a state of war within the 
intent and meaning of the joint resolution.”18 
During the Far Eastern conflict, however, the Ad
ministration intimated that it would wait for some 
unmistakable recognition of a state of war before 
applying the Act. In a radio speech on August 23, 
Senator Pittman argued that none of the charac
teristics of a state of war had yet appeared— dec-

Ibid., August 28, 1937, pp. 166-67.
Buell, “The Neutrality Act of 1937,” cited.
Cf. J. B. Moore, Digest of International Law (Washing- 
Government Printing Office, 1906), Vol. VII, pp. 153 ff. ton,

17a. Cf. R. L. Buell, “U. S. Neutrality in the Spanish Con
flict,” Foreign Policy Reports, November 15, 1937.
18. Department of State, Press Releases, October 5, 1935, p. 
255. Cf. R. L. Buell “The New American Neutrality,” Foreign 
Policy Reports, January 15, 1936.

laration of war, interference with the free com
merce of other nations, or facts “that make it ob
vious that such conflict is going to be carried to a 
point where one side conquers.” “The declarations 
of the Italian Government,” he said, “make it clear 
that that government determined to subdue Ethi
opia.” By contrast, Japan and China maintained 
diplomatic relations and denied that war existed.19 
On November 17 Congressman McReynolds de
clared that the President is not compelled to find 
“on the basis of any specific facts or circumstances” 
that war exists.20 Apart from these statements, the 
Administration kept practically silent on the Neu
trality Act, only intimating that its policy was on a 
“twenty-four-hour basis,” and answering appeals 
for invocation21 of the law largely by legal argu
ments. Such measures as it adopted to protect 
American shipping were taken outside the Act.

The danger of interference with American ship
ping threatened for some time to force the Ad
ministration’s hand. On August 25 the Japanese 
fleet proclaimed a “blockade” against Chinese ship
ping along the China coast from Shanghai to a 
point south of Swatow. Foreign vessels were ex
cepted.22 On the following day Japanese naval 
authorities declared that foreign craft might be 
boarded to ascertain their nationality, and that the 
government might pre-empt “foreign bottoms car
rying a cargo that in time of war would constitute 
contraband.”23

The American government was not officially 
notified of the blockade until August 27, and then 
very indefinitely.24 It seemed possible that the 
Japanese navy would exercise a large share of bel
ligerent rights and force application of the Neu
trality Act. Public attention in the United States 
had already been directed to the sailing of the 
Wichita, a United States government-owned vessel, 
carrying 19 airplanes for China. In these circum
stances, Secretary Hull announced on August 27 
19. New York Times, August 24, 1937. Cf. also Secretary 
Hull’s letter of December 4, 1937 to Congressman McReynolds, 
Department of State, Press Releases, December 11, 1937, pp. 
415 A-
20. Congressional Record, 75th Congress, 2nd Session, Novem
ber 17, 1937, p. 151.
21. Twenty-four Congressmen and Senators signed a state
ment to this effect on August 19, New York Times, August 
20, 1937.
22. New York Times, August 26, 1937. On September 5 it 
was extended to practically the whole China coast, from Chin- 
wangtao in the north to Pakhoi, near Indo-China. Cf. Depart
ment of State, Press Releases, September 11, 1937, pp. 223 ff. 
23. New York Times, August 27, 1937. On September 16 ar
rangements between the British and Japanese governments were 
reported, whereby any British merchant vessel stopped by a 
Japanese warship in the absence of a British warship should 
obey the order and its registry should be established by wire
less. New York Journal of Commerce, September 17, 1937. 
24. New York Times, August 28, 1937.

that the United States had formally notified Japan 
and China that it reserved all rights on its own 
behalf and on behalf of its nationals for damages 
to American lives or property growing out of the 
operations of their military forces.25 The American 
government has in the past maintained that the en
forcement of a “pacific blockade” by one foreign 
power against another confers no right upon the 
blockading power to interfere with American 
ships.26

On September 10 Secretary Hull warned of 
dangers to shipping along the Chinese coast, result
ing from the measures announced by Japan and 
China.27 Meanwhile, officials were concerned over 
the Wichita. They believed that, by allowing a 
government-owneo vessel to carry airplanes to 
China through the Japanese naval patrol, Wash
ington might provoke an “incident” or an outright 
declaration of war by Japan against China. On 
September 14, the President announced that:

“Merchant vessels owned by the Government of the 
United States will not hereafter, until further notice, 
be permitted to transport to China or Japan any of the 
arms, ammunition, or implements of war which were 
listed in the President’s proclamation of May 1, 1937.

“Any other merchant vessels, flying the American 
flag, which attempt to transport any of the listed 
articles to China or Japan will, until further notice, do 
so at their own risk.

“The question of applying the Neutrality Act re
mains in statu quo, the Government policy remaining 
on a 24-hour basis.”28

The government, as owner of the Wichita, un
loaded the planes at San Pedro, and the steamer 
proceeded to Manila and Hongkong with another 
cargo. After long delay the planes were sent to 
China by way of Europe, on a foreign ship from 
an Adantic port. On September 17 the Chinese 
Ambassador protested the removal of the airplanes.

The essential purpose of the President’s step was 
to prevent the danger of an incident over interference 
with a government-owned ship by Japanese vessels. 
The tonnage direcdy affected was small. The only 
government-owned vessels which call at Chinese 
and Japanese ports are four 9000-ton steamers op
erated by the Pioneer Line, which altogether make 
about nine trips a year from New York through
25. Ibid.
26. C. C. Hyde, International Law, Chiefly as Applied and 
Interpreted by the United States (Boston, Little, Brown, 1922), 
Vol. II, pp. 180 ff. The Chinese government announced early 
in September its intention to take counter measures, requested 
neutral vessels to refrain from night sailing near the China 
coast, to avoid proximity to Japanese naval vessels and to have 
national colors painted on top decks.
27. Department of State, Press Releases, September 11, 1937, 
pp. 223-24.
28. Ibid., September 18, 1937, p. 227.

the Panama Canal. American privately owned 
tonnage on this route carries only a small propor
tion of American exports to China and Japan.29’30 
The President’s announcement that these vessels 
would transport arms to China or Japan only at 
their own risk did, however, have a considerable 
effect in discouraging shipment of arms to China. 
By revealing governmental concern, it caused ship
ping companies to fear Japanese action against non
Chinese vessels in this trade.31 This fear, combined 
with other factors, made it difficult for the Chinese 
government to secure tonnage for the shipment of 
arms across the Pacific. Most important of all, 
probably, was the heavy fighting around Shanghai, 
which prevented ships from calling at that port 
after August 13.32

The Administration was seriously criticized for 
its failure to use the Neutrality Act.33 Congressman 
McReynolds, in his speech on November 17, de
fended its course as best adapted to safeguard 
American interests. Assuming that a neutrality 
proclamation might lead to a declaration of war, 
he said Japan might interfere with neutral shipping 
and demand the withdrawal of American armed 
forces from China, leaving Americans there with
out protection. He also urged the need of using “all 
peaceable means” to defend American interests. 
Use of the Act would not only injure China’s im
ports more than those of Japan, but would also 
hamper action at the Brussels Conference.

TRADE AND THE NEUTRALITY ACT

What effects application of the Neutrality Act 
would have had on the conflict cannot, of course, 
be definitely determined.34 It would surely 
have affected the actions not only of Japan and 
China, but of other interested nations as well. 
Apart from such repercussions, it seems that the 
effect of the Act on American interests in the con
flict would have been slight. No interference with 
American ships or loss of American life took place 
on the high seas. No war trade boom developed 
which might dislocate American economy and 
commit the United States to the cause of one side 
or the other.

By July, Japan had accumulated sufficient sup
plies so that it did not need to expand imports for 
29-30. Cf. p. 283.
31. On September 16 it was said at Tokyo that “for the 
prescrit” no foreign ship passing through the blockaded area 
with any kind of cargo destined for China would be halted, 
but the provisional nature of this policy was stressed. Cf. New 
York Times, September 17, 1937.
32. Department of Commerce, Foreign Shipping News, Sep
tember 3, 1937.
33. Congressional Record, 75th Congress, 2nd Session, Novem
ber 17, 1937, pp. 151-53-
34. Cf. Buell, “The Neutrality Act of 1937,” cited.
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its conflict with China.35 Its chief concern seemed 
to be the maintenance of existing commerce in the 
face of its difficult exchange problem.36 After im
ports had reached a peak in July and August, ex
change controls, which had been in force since 
January, brought about a sharp decline in Septem
ber. In October the government decreed still more 
drastic restrictions.37

There was no prospect that this financial stress 
might be eased by foreign credits. Even before the 
fighting began, Japan was having difficulty in ob
taining ordinary commercial credits abroad, to say 
nothing of long-term loans. After hostilities opened, 
a tendency was noted to restrict whatever credit 
business had been done in the past on account of 
the tightened foreign exchange restrictions.38 Since 
March the Japanese government had revalued its 
gold reserves and sold large quantities of gold in 
the United States to meet its various obligations. 
The exchange problem was apparently the only 
serious hindrance to Japanese trade during the 
conflict. Exports to the United States suffered little 
decline. Imports fell somewhat—in July, they were 
valued at $26,509,000; in August, $24,644,000; in 
September, $16,769,000; in October, $20,129,000; in 
November, $i8,i33,ooo.39 Japan requires raw ma
terials of war rather than finished arms from the 
United States. During the period of August to 
October 1937, the value of arms licensed for export 
to Japan was less than 2 per cent of the value of 
total American exports to that country.

Imports of raw cotton, Japan’s leading import 
from the United States,40 were drastically reduced 
because of the exchange problem, the existence of 
large stocks, and the prospect of a reduced market 
for its cotton manufactures.41

Imports of crude oil were increased during the 
conflict. Large gains in imports of iron and steel 
in July and August were followed by sharp de
creases in the next two months. The decline in the 
heavy imports of scrap iron began in July and Au
gust, and became precipitous in September.42 
Imports of refined copper, lead and wood pulp 
35. Cf. Far Eastern Survey, October 20, 1937. In 1936 the 
United States took 22.1 per cent of Japan’s exports and sup
plied 31.2 per cent of its imports. Cf. Tokyo, Department of 
Finance, Monthly Returns of the Foreign Trade of Japan, De
cember 1936.
36. Cf. J. C. deWilde, “Can Japan be Quarantined?” Foreign 
Policy Reports, December 1, 1937.
37. Cf. The Oriental Economist, October 1937.
38. Cf. New York Times, October 17, 1937.
39. Preliminary figures issued by the Department of Com
merce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
40. During 1936 raw cotton accounted for over 43 per cent 
of the value of all American exports to Japan, while Japan 
took 25 per cent of the total American raw cotton exports.
41. Cf. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Crops and Mar
kets, October 30, 1937.

were maintained or increased during the conflict, 
while other leading import commodities—automo
biles, lumber products, leaf tobacco and milk—de
clined after July or August.

China’s foreign trade was in a flourishing condi
tion when the conflict began.43 In August, however, 
the fighting paralyzed Shanghai, China’s principal 
port and industrial center, while the blockade of 
the Chinese coast and the bombing of its limited 
internal communications created severe hazards 
for foreign trade. Exports dropped almost half ,
and imports over 55 per cent as against July.44 ’
During September imports slumped further—from 
55.5 million dollars (Chinese) to 33.8 million. Ex- । 
ports increased from 45.4 to 67.5 million dollars, 
but declined in the following month. October fig
ures showed a slight recovery in imports.45

During the conflict, the United States maintained 
its leading position in China’s import and export 
trade. American exports in July were valued at 
$5,628,000; in August, $6,081,000; in September, 
$1,559,000; in October, $1,388,000; in November, 
$2,895,000 46 A sharp increase in exports to Hong
kong, however, made up in part for this decline.47 
From July to November American imports from 
China declined from $10,858,000 to $6,026,000; 
the latter figure, however, was considerably higher 
than for November 1936.

China’s lack of arms factories and adequate sup
plies of arms, ammunition, and implements of 
war made imports of those articles a vital neces
sity. Figures published by the National Munitions 
Control Board show the value of the goods licensed 
for export in July as $309,870; in August, $1,207,- 
252; in September, $2,809,099; in October, $690,340; 
in November, $1,702,370; in December, $290,632. 
Actual exports were probably somewhat less. In the 
last half of 1937, exports of aeronautical products 
to China were valued at $1,545,897 and those to 
Japan at $1,651,063.48 The small size of aircraft 
exports to China seems mainly due to the time re
quired to fill orders as well- as to shippping diffi
culties.
42. Iron and steel imports from the United States (except 
scrap) for 10 months of 1937 were 817,339 gross tons, against 
41,908 tons in the same period of 1936. In 1937 this figure 
amounted to 28.5 per cent of all American exports of these 
products. Cf. Department of Commerce, Iron and Steel Fort
nightly, November 29, 1937, December 15, 1937.
43. Commerce Reports, October 9, 1937, p. 805. 
44. Far Eastern Survey, December 1, 1937, p. 282. 
45. Commerce Reports, December 11, 1937, pp. 983-84.
46. Preliminary figures issued by the Department of Com
merce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
47. From the normal figure of $728,000 in July, they rose 
to $1,552,000 in August; $1,724,000 in September; $4,022,000 
in October; and $3,958,000 in November.
48. Cf. United States, Department of Commerce, Aeronau
tical World News.

Although imports of the main petroleum prod
ucts and copper held up during the conflict, those 
of other important articles—automobiles, cotton, 
aniline dyes, lumber and paper—dwindled to al
most nothing after August. Leaf tobacco, the most 
important United States export to China, suffered 
a considerable decline in August and September, 
but recovered in October.

Relatively little of this trade with Japan and 
China would have been covered by the Neutrality 
Act. Prohibition of arms exports would have hurt 
China somewhat — although the amounts which 
actually reached it during the conflict must have 
been small—but Japan would scarcely have felt 
any repercussions. Since neither China nor Japan 
seems to have received credits in any appreciable 
amounts, the credit embargo provisions would 
have had little effect. Prohibition of the carriage of 
the chief export products from the United States 
on American ships would, in consequence of ton
nage scarcity, probably have reduced our exports 
somewhat. The effect of this measure on China 
would probably have been considerable; Ameri
can ships carried nearly 39 per cent of our exports 
to China and nearly 44 per cent of our imports 
from that country in 1935-36.49 Japan would have 
been much less seriously affected, since in the same 
year American ships carried less than 8 per cent 
of its imports from the United States and less than 
12 per cent of its exports to this country.50 
To have prevented American citizens from travel
ing on belligerent ships would have been less than 
a pin-prick to Japan.51 In mentioning possible ef
fects on Japan and China of application of the Act, 
it should be emphasized that, so far as the theory 
of the Act is concerned, such considerations are 
irrelevant.

PROTECTION OF AMERICAN RIGHTS AND INTERESTS

President Coolidge stated one common concep
tion of American policy toward the protection of 
citizens abroad52 when he said that “the person and 
property of a citizen are a part of the general 
domain of the nation, even when abroad.” In 
sharp contrast to this concept, the “isolationist” 
49. Cf. United States Maritime Commission, Division of Re
search, Imports and Exports of Commodities by United States 
Coastal Districts and Foreign Trade Regions, Report No. 275 
(Washington, 1937).
50. Ibid. In 1935 Japanese ships carried 70 per cent of Japan’s 
exports (by value) and almost 64 per cent of its imporb. Cf. 
Tokyo, Department of Finance, Annual Return of Foreign 
Trade of Japan, 1935, Part III, table 415.
51. Receipts of Japanese shipping lines from American citi
zens leaving this country during the fiscal year 1936-1937 are 
estimated at about $3,500,000.
52. “Diplomatic Protection of American Investments Abroad,” 
Foreign Policy Association, Information Service, April 13, 1927. 

view calls for evacuation of citizens from war zones 
and withdrawal of protection from those who re
main. In the Far Eastern conflict, the unique posi
tion of foreigners and the presence of troops in 
China created a special problem of protection. 
The policy followed during the conflict was one of 
firm but cautious insistence on American rights 
and interests. In making representations, however, 
the government constantly emphasized that the 
only security for American interests lay in stop
ping the hostilities. Most controversies of this na
ture arose over Japanese measures.

The beginning of serious fighting around Shang
hai made the problem of protection acute.53 On 
August 17 Secretary Hull stated the policy of the 
government.54 This was described as a “middle-of- 
the-road” policy between the extremes of abandon
ing American interests and supporting them by 
use of large military and naval forces.55

Diplomatic and consular officials urged and 
helped Americans to leave the danger zones as 
quickly as possible. For this purpose Congress was 
asked to appropriate $500,000. At the same time, 
the government sent one additional regiment of 
1200 marines to China to give more adequate pro
tection to those remaining or in the process of de
parting. It emphasized its wish to withdraw these 
armed forces as China’s strength and unity in
creased, but stated that it would not do so under 
the circumstances.56 Moreover, it sent notes to the 
Japanese and Chinese governments, serving notice 
that it reserved all rights on its own behalf and 
on behalf of its nationals for damages to American 
lives or property growing out of the operations of 
their military forces. The contents of the notes were 
not disclosed. From later statements it seems pos
sible that the note to Japan challenged the legality 
of the Japanese military and naval operations as a 
whole. On August 31 the Japanese government 
delivered a reply which Secretary Hull termed 
“adverse.”57
53. At the beginning of the fighting, 4326 out of a total of 
10,122 Americans in China were in Shanghai. Cf. Department 
of State, Press Releases, October 2, 1937, p. 267. In 1930 about 
65 per cent of American business investments in China were 
located in Shanghai. Remer, Foreign Investments in China, 
cited, p. 282.
54. New York Times, August 18, 1937.
55. American military forces in China in July numbered 
around 2500 men, stationed at Shanghai, Peiping and Tientsin 
for protection purposes. Part of the small Asiatic fleet based 
on Manila cruises in Chinese waters, and a squadron of small 
gunboats patrols the Yangtze.
56. Cf. letter of Secretary Hull to Senator Smathers, Depart
ment of State, Press Releases, December 25, 1937, p. 495.
57. Cf. New York Times, August 28, 1937; New York Herald 
Tribune, October 1, 1937. The Japanese answer of September 
29 to the American note of protest against the bombing of Nan
king referred to a Japanese note of August 31, which was 
later said to have been an answer to an American note of 
August 17.
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Congress made the appropriation on August 25 
with little general debate on the Administration’s 
policy. Members of the “neutrality group” called 
for the withdrawal of all armed forces from China, 
while others declared their support of the Ad
ministration’s immediate action.

During the following weeks, the dangers from 
bombs and shells in the International Settlement 
were considerable. Efforts were made by foreign 
representatives to keep the fighting far enough 
away to avoid this danger. On August 20 a shell 
struck the American flagship Augusta, which was 
anchored in the Whangpoo river, and killed a 
sailor. A Chinese airman ten days later bombed 
the Dollar liner President Hoover, lying out some 
distance from harbor. Without waiting for Ameri
can protests, the Chinese government accepted full 
responsibility and promised financial reparation. 
The accident led Admiral Yarnell to warn Ameri
can merchant vessels not to make further calls at 
Shanghai.

Despite these dangers, evacuation proceeded 
slowly. On September 3 “new and urgent” warn
ings were given to Americans to leave Shanghai 
on waiting naval vessels.58 President Roosevelt 
sharpened the warning on September 5, when he 
said, in a press conference, that Americans who re
mained in China obviously did so at their own 
risk. This statement aroused a storm of protest by 
Americans in China, but succeeded in hastening 
withdrawals. The State Department promptly ex
plained that there had been no change of policy, 
that troops and ships would not be recalled, and 
that the government understood that some persons 
were not in a position to leave at once. With these 
reassurances, efforts of American officials in China 
were bent toward speedy evacuation of citizens. 
While 3112 Americans had been evacuated by 
September 25, 7010 remained in various parts of 
China, with as many as 5802 still there on Octo
ber 29, 1937.59

On September 18 the Japanese naval commander 
at Shanghai announced that Nanking would be 
bombed on September 21, and advised foreign offi
cials and residents to move up the river for safety. 
The United States government made strong repre
sentations and similar action was taken by the 
British and French governments. Ambassador 
Johnson took to a gunboat near Nanking.

Immediately following the destructive attack on 
September 23, the United States sent a strong note 
of protest. It contended that “any general bombing 
of an extensive area wherein there resides a large 
58. New York Times, September 4, 1937.
59. Department of State, Press Releases, October 2, 1937, p. 
267; ibid., November 6, 1937, p. 351.

populace engaged in peaceful pursuits, is unwar
ranted and contrary to principles of law and of 
humanity,” and that when aerial bombing is en
gaged in, the safety of no persons or property with
in the area can be insured. It objected especially 
to the bombing of the capital city, which neces
sarily endangered the functions of the American 
Ambassador, and once more reserved its rights.60 
Two days later, the General Board of the navy gave 
out a statement of policy made by Admiral Yarnell 
on September 21 to commanders of all ships in his 
fleet, that the fleet would not be withdrawn and 
that it would accept any necessary risks to pro
tect Americans who were still in China.

The Japanese reply to the American protest was 
delayed until September 29. It declared that the 
attainment of the Japanese military objectives re
quired the bombing of the strategic facilities of 
Nanking and that every effort had been and would 
be made to spare non-combatants.61 It expressed 
the hope that the United States government would 
“cooperate” with the Japanese measures, presum
ably by moving its diplomatic representatives and 
other nationals from the city. The Japanese gov
ernment stood by its note of August 31, which was 
said to have rejected in principle the American 
contention that it was Hable for certain damages 
sustained by nationals of third countries.62

The bombing of Nanking and the blunt Jap
anese note apparently opened a new chapter in 
American policy. Less than a week afterward came 
the President’s “quarantine” speech at Chicago and 
the assumption of a more active rôle against Jap
anese tactics by the United States.

INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIONS

Throughout the conflict, the American govern
ment consulted frequently with Britain and other 
interested powers. Common action was constantly 
taken by officials in China who found their respec
tive nationals or interests affected by the same 
measures. Although Britain showed strong reluc
tance to take risks for peace in the Far East, its 
large economic interests led it constantly to urge 
joint action in defense of Western rights. The 
American government had a much smaller eco
nomic stake to protect and shunned commitments 
in Europe. Made doubly wary by Sir John Simon’s 
failure to support Secretary Stimson’s efforts in 
1932, moreover, it was careful to confine its col
laboration to matters of common interest, and ex-
60. Ibid., September 25, 1937, pp. 255-56.
61. Ibid., October 2, 1937, p. 268.
62. Cf. New York Herald Tribune, October 1, 1937. News 
reports did not state the precise content of the two notes.
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! I pressed preference for “parallel” as opposed to
“joint” action. The Japanese government tried per
sistently to prevent close Anglo-American coopera
tion, especially by showing far greater considera
tion for American than for British interests.

On September 12 China appealed to the League 
of Nations under Articles 10, 11 and 17 of the 

I Covenant. The Council referred the appeal to the 
Far Eastern Advisory Committee, which had been 

i constituted early in 1933 to follow the Far Eastern 
,| situation. The United States government, which 
I had been represented on the Committee from the 

beginning, designated its Minister to Switzerland 
to sit in as an observer. The government stressed 
the fact that, in so doing, it was merely cooperating 
with the League in an effort to coordinate League 
action with that of non-members. While it was 
ready to give careful consideration to concrete pro- 
posais, it refused to take positions on hypothetical 
questions.63

After the Assembly had condemned Japanese 
? bombings of open towns in China, and the United 

States had concurred, a sub-committee submitted 
two reports64 to the Advisory Committee on Octo
ber 5. The first of these reached the conclusion that 
Japan’s action violated the Nine-Power Treaty and 
the Pact of Paris. The second proposed, among 

3 other things, consultations by League members 
/ which were also parties to the Nine-Power Treaty.

At this point, President Roosevelt delivered a 
J powerful address at Chicago which contained the 

strongest threat of coercive action against Japan 
I that the United States had made since the out- ,1 break of the conflict. Denouncing by open implica-
] tion Japan’s invasion of China and its use of aerial

bombardment, as well as foreign intervention in 
Spain and sinkings by “pirate” submarines in the 
Mediterranean, he warned the American people 
that such practices, if continued, would end in a 
holocaust from which the American continent 
would not be spared. “The peace-loving nations,” 
he declared, “must make a concerted effort in op
position to those violations of treaties and those ig
norings of humane instincts which today are creat
ing . . . international anarchy and instability” and 
suggested a “quarantine” of aggression.65

At Geneva, the President’s speech produced im
mediate effects. In the Advisory Committee the 
British representatives changed from opposition to 
support of strong recommendations.66 Vague hopes

63. Department of State, Press Releases, September 25, 1937, 
p. 254.
64. A.78.Ï937.VII and A.80.1937.VII.
65. Department of State, Press Releases, October 9, 1937, 

; PP- 275 ff-
j 66. New York Times, October 8, 1937.
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arose that the conference of signatories of the Nine- 
Power Treaty proposed by one of the resolutions 
might be able to devise means of bringing peace. 
On October 6 the resolutions passed the Assembly. 
Secretary Hull then issued a statement that the 
United States concurred in these conclusions. Re
counting the American efforts to find some means 
of stopping the conflict, and referring once more 
to the July 16 and August 23 statements, the dec
laration stated that “the Government of the 
United States has been forced to the conclusion that 
the action of Japan in China is inconsistent with 
the principles which should govern the relation
ships between nations and is contrary to the pro
visions of the Nine-Power Treaty of February 6, 
1922, regarding principles and policies to be fol
lowed in matters concerning China, and to those 
of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of August 27, 1928.”67

In the United States, the President’s sharp warn
ing came as a surprise to the public, which had 
apparently not expected the government to take 
any strong action in the conflict. Although the 
speech did not lay down a definite program of ac
tion, its timing with the League discussions indi
cated an immediate intention to stimulate collec
tive efforts. The sharp tone and the “quarantine” 
suggestion created some alarm and a general 
attitude of watchful waiting.68 On October 16 
the United States received an invitation from the 
Belgian government to the Brussels Conference.69 
In his “fireside chat” of October 12, the President 
made clear that the purpose of the conference 
would be mediation rather than coercion.

When the American delegate, Mr. Norman H. 
Davis, and his technical experts embarked for the 
Brussels Conference, the prospect that the confer
ence could stop the war seemed highly doubtful. 
The Japanese army was practically in control of 
the five Northern Provinces and, being fully con
fident of its superiority, could hardly be expected 
to stop fighting without substantial gains. Every 
indication was given that the Chinese government 
could not agree to such conditions. Barring unex
pected changes in the military situation in China, 
therefore, it appeared that a show of considerable 
unity and determination by the other interested 
powers would be necessary to secure better terms 
for China than those laid down by Tokyo. The 
British and French governments had clearly indi
cated that their problems in Europe made them 
67. Department of State, Press Releases, October 9, 1937, 
pp. 284-85.
68. Cf. Philadelphia Inquirer poll of members of Congress, 
which showed a strong majority against sanctions. Few leading 
members of Congress answered.
69. Department of State, Press Releases, October 16, 1937, 
p. 309.
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unwilling to use measures of coercion against Japan 
unless the United States would also play a lead
ing part and would, in fact, take the initiative. 
This was over-emphasized by Mr. Eden’s speech of 
November i just before he left for Brussels which, 
according to mistaken press reports, at first seemed 
to place responsibility for the conference on the 
United States alone.

The unreadiness of the American public for coer
cive steps and the unwillingness of the government 
to reward Japan’s aggression brought the American 
delegate to an impasse even before the conference 
began. Statements made on Mr. Davis’ departure 
merely emphasized the intention to mediate and 
the lack of commitments.70 When the conference 
met on November 3, Mr. Davis could only exert 
“moral” pressure on Japan and urge other gov
ernments, above all Britain, to show a readiness for 
action which would encourage support for similar 
steps by the United States.

Failing either to agree on coercive measures 
or to secure Japan’s participation, the conference71 
looked aside when the German government at
tempted to mediate. In a final declaration, it 
outlined its efforts and re-affirmed the principles 
of the Nine-Power Treaty as well as the interest 
of nations other than Japan and China in stopping 
the conflict.72 On November 24 the conference 
recessed, with the express intention of re-conven
ing whenever a possibility for effective action 
should appear.73 The Chicago speech had probably 
crystallized sentiment against the Japanese inva
sion,74 thereby increasing public support for a 
stronger American attitude. It did not, however, 
lead to any actual measures against Japan beyond 
mediation efforts. The cautious attitude of the 
United States toward Japanese moves to control 
the Chinese maritime customs revealed in the note 
of November 29 indicated that the defense of 
American interests in China had not become much, 
if any, stronger.75

THE PANAY INCIDENT

Japanese airplanes, pursuing the Chinese up the 
Yangtze from Nanking on December 12, sank
70. Ibid., October 23, 1937, p. 313.
71. For statement by Mr. Davis, cf. ibid., November 13, 
*937, P- 376.
72. Ibid., November 27, 1937, pp. 399 ff.
73. Ibid.
74. Indices of the growing feeling were the boycott movement 
against Japanese goods and the shift in the results of the polls 
of the American Institute of Public Opinion, announced on 
September 11 and October 23, 1937. In the first poll, 55 per 
cent favored neither Japan nor China, and 43 per cent favored 
China; in the latter, 40 per cent favored neither, and 59 per 
cent favored China. Cf. Washington Post, September 12 and 
October 24, 1937. 

the American gunboat Panay, carrying members 
of the staff of the American Embassy and refugees, 
and three American tankers which it was escort
ing. In addition to the attack on the Panay, which 
lasted about an hour, small boats carrying survivors 
to shore were machine-gunned. Three persons were 
killed and a much larger number were wounded.

This heedless attack brought the first serious 
crisis between the United States and Japan during 
the Far Eastern conflict. Even before the Ameri
can authorities could make preliminary inquiries, 
Prime Minister Hirota expressed apologies to 
Ambassador Grew; during the following day these 
expressions were multiplied by Japanese diplo
matic, military and naval officials, all of whom 
called the affair a “blunder.” But as reports from 
the press and American officials came in, it be
came clear that the attack could hardly have been 
an accident. The Japanese navy, in accepting full 
responsibility for the bombing, had officially ex
plained that the navy fliers had thought the Ameri
can boats were Chinese. All other reports of eye
witnesses, however, agreed that visibility had been 
so clear that the aviators could hardly have failed 
to see the large American flags displayed on deck.76 
Japanese authorities had been informed of the 
Panay s movements in advance, and an army offi
cer had boarded the ship on its way up the river.

On the day after the sinking President Roose
velt handed Secretary Hull a memorandum, which 
was immediately published, instructing him to tell 
Ambassador Saito that the President was “deeply 
shocked and concerned” and requested that the 
Emperor be so informed; that the facts were be
ing assembled and would be presented to the 
Japanese government; and that, in the meantime, 
it was hoped the Japanese government would con
sider for submission to the United States measures 
guaranteeing against similar attacks in the fu
ture.77 The request that the Emperor be informed 
was a pointed demand that the fighting forces, 
subject only to the Emperor, be held in restraint. 
Secretary Hull sent a stern note of protest the next 
day. This note declared that the American vessels 
were there “by uncontested and incontestible 
right” and were avoiding the fighting; that previ
ous instances had occurred where acts of Japanese 
forces had seriously violated American rights and 
endangered American lives and that the Japanese 
government had promised precautions against their 
75. Cf. Christian Science Monitor, November 30, 1937.
76. For report of Lieut. Commander Hughes and the findings 
of the Navy Court of Inquiry, cf. Department of State, Press 
Releases, December 25, 1937, pp. 501, 506; New York Times, 
December 15, 1937.
77. Department of State, Press Releases, December 18, 1937, 
p. 447.

recurrence;78 and that in this instance the Japanese 
forces had completely disregarded American 
rights, taken American lives and destroyed Ameri- 

!' can public and private property. It demanded for
mal expression of regret, complete indemnification 
and an assurance that specific steps had been taken 

• which would insure that American interests and
j property would not in future be attacked or un-

lawfully interfered with.79
I A Japanese note of the same day, answering pre

liminary inquiries, asserted that the attack was a
I mistake due to poor visibility. Formal apologies,

: however, promised indemnities for all losses and
P appropriate punishment for those responsible, and 
; stated that strict orders had been issued to prevent

the recurrence of such incidents. The note closed 
\ by expressing fervent hope “that friendly relations

with the United States would not be affected by 
the affair.”80 Rear Admiral Mitsunami, chief of 
Japanese aerial operations, was then relieved of his 
post and recalled.

• Reports of American official and unofficial eye
witnesses agreed that Japanese soldiers in army

i launches had fired upon and boarded the Panay
just before it sank.81 On the basis of these reports, 
further representations were made at Tokyo by 
Ambassador Grew, pending the report of the Navy 
Court of Inquiry at Shanghai. Colonel Kingoro 
Hashimoto, an influential leader in the group of 
younger army extremists who had carried through 
the military coup at Tokyo on February 26, 1936 
and the senior Japanese officer in the Wuhu area, 
had informed British authorities on the day of the 
attack that he had orders to fire on every craft on 
the Yangtze.82 He would not, however, name any 
higher officer to whom British authorities could 
protest the shelling of their ships. The Panay in
cident, it was said, had precipitated a contest for 
control between this younger group and the more 
conservative army leadership.83 The army issued 
a report officially denying any part in the attacks 
and was believed to be opposing further assurances 
to the United States.

In the United States the incident aroused public 
sentiment against Japan to an extent which made 
coercive measures seem more nearly possible than 
at any previous time. The movement for boycotting 
Japanese goods began to show considerable 
78. For the Japanese note expressing regrets for machine- 
gunning of an American party in Shanghai on October 24, cf. 
ibid., October 30, 1937, p. 341.
79. Ibid., December 18, 1937, pp. 448-49.
80. Ibid., p. 450.
81. Ibid., December 25, 1937, pp. 502, 506; New York Times, 
December 15, 1937.
82. The Times (London), December 13, 1937.
83. New York Times, December 20, 1937.
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strength, as stores in various cities announced their 
intention not to buy Japanese goods. Strong ru
mors of joint naval demonstrations with the British 
fleet were circulated in Washington.84 On De
cember 24 the Japanese Foreign Minister handed 
Ambassador Grew another note which, while 
maintaining the original thesis that the attack was 
unintentional, gave assurances for the future. It 
cited naval orders to exercise caution in areas 
where vessels of third powers are present, “even 
at the sacrifice of a strategic advantage”; military, 
naval, “and Foreign Office orders to pay stricter 
attention than hitherto to foreign rights and inter
ests; and steps already taken to ascertain the loca
tion of American nationals and interests. Above all, 
the naval chief of aerial operations had been re
moved and recalled, and all others responsible had 
been “dealt with according to law.”85 On Christ
mas day Secretary Hull answered, accepting these 
assurances as “responsive” to the American de
mands, although he rejected the Japanese ver
sion of the attack.86 As the demands for apologies 
and full indemnities had already been met, the 
incident was considered closed.

Apprehensions raised by the Panay incident con
tinued even after it had been officially settled. The 
Japanese army, which had done much to provoke 
the war,87 had revealed a dangerous attitude to
ward American interests, and civil authorities had 
failed to make it admit its part in the attack. In 
view also of the lax army discipline, the renewed 
campaign to subjugate the Chinese Central Gov
ernment seemed, despite Japanese assurances, to 
involve the danger of future incidents of a similar 
nature.

Although the Panay incident apparently in
creased public sentiment for withdrawal of Ameri
can armed forces from China,88 the United States 
seemed disposed to hold Japan to strict ac
countability for any such events in the future. 
The President promptly announced his inten
tion to seek increases in the American fighting 
forces. During the next few days, he instructed 
High Commissioner McNutt to report on Japanese 
activities in the Philippines, and stated that Ameri
can economic ties with the Philippines might be 
maintained until i960. A gesture toward Anglo- 
American naval cooperation in the Far East was 
made in the announcement that American war- 
84. Ibid.
85. Department of State, Press Releases, December 25, 1937, 
PP- 497, 498.
86. Ibid., p. 498.
87. Cf. forthcoming Foreign Policy Report by T. A. Bisson 
on the origins of the Sino-Japanese war, to be published March 
1, 1938.
88. Cf. p. 279, footnote 9.
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ships would be the only foreign visitors at the open
ing of the Singapore naval base in February. On 
January 8 Secretary Hull wrote in a letter to Vice 
President Garner that “the interest and concern of 
the United States” in situations abroad “are not 
measured by the number of American citizens 
residing in a particular country at a particular mo
ment nor by the amount of investment of American 
citizens there nor by the volume of trade. There is 
a broader and much more fundamental interest... 
that orderly processes in international relationships 
be maintained.” The government would, “as it 
always has done,” give American citizens and 
property abroad protection “in accord with the 
realities of the situation,” irrespective of the number 
of Americans and size of interests concerned.89

The incident served also to resolve—temporarily 
at least—a conflict over the control of American 
foreign relations. Enough support for the Ludlow 
resolution,89a proposing a constitutional amend
ment, was obtained in December to force the mea
sure out of committee to the floor of the House. 
President Roosevelt and Secretary Hull then led an 
attack on the proposal, in which they were sup
ported by Mr. Landon as well as by many influen
tial newspapers. This attack was intended to con
vince Japan that the American people supported the 
government’s policy, as well as to maintain unim
paired the power of Congress to declare war. On 
January io, after renewed pressure from the Presi
dent, the House voted—209 to 188—to return the 
measure to Committee.

During the Panay crisis, President Roosevelt and 
Secretary Hull constantly stressed their need for 
support in Congress in order to strengthen their 
action. The small amount of debate in Congress 
during that period, as indeed throughout the whole 
conflict, probably registers in part a reluctance to 
disturb the executive in his conduct of negotiations. 
As in previous emergencies, this has tended greatly 
to strengthen the President’s control of foreign 
relations.

CONCLUSION

On the whole, the American government, by its 
“middle-of-the-road” course, seems to have con-
89. Department of State, Press Releases, January 15, 1938, 
pp. 100 fl.
89a. This resolution provided that, except in case of attack 
by armed forces on the United States or by any non-American 
nation against any country in the Western Hemisphere, “the 
people shall have the sole power by national referendum to 
declare war or engage in warfare overseas.” 

tinned the policy which it has generally followed 
in the Far East since 1931. Secretary Hull’s state
ment of October 6 denouncing Japan’s treaty viola
tion went further than any utterances of Secretary 
Stimson. The Department has insisted on ob
servance of its rights, but has refused to risk the 
use of force. This stand has not halted Japan’s 
course in China. The success of any coercive mea
sures—economic sanctions,90 naval demonstrations, 
or “long distance” blockade—would probably re
quire readiness for a showdown in the Western 
Pacific, which the American public appears un
willing to face.

Plans for coercion meet with strong resistance 
in the two chief countries involved—Britain and 
the United States. Britain, its position endangered 
in the North Sea and the Mediterranean, would 
oppose such steps unless this country bore the 
brunt of any necessary action in the Far East or, 
conversely, supported the British in Europe. The 
American people, which has relatively restricted 
economic and cultural connections with the Far 
East and little fear of attack from that quarter, 
seems so far unwilling to risk war with Japan or 
involvement in Europe to protect China against 
aggression. Meanwhile, the possibility of another 
Panay incident or an attack against the Philippines 
continues to exist. In the absence of collective ma
chinery the United States would have to meet such 
attacks alone.

Despite this country’s reluctance to use force, the 
“middle-of-the-road” course has led distinctly away 
from isolationism. The traditional policy of pro
tecting American interests abroad has been strongly 
re-asserted. The President’s wide discretion to apply 
or withhold application of the Neutrality Act has 
been demonstrated. Confronted by the growing 
danger of a world war, the American government 
has, as a corollary to its trade agreements program 
aiming at “peaceful change,” aligned itself more 
actively with Britain, France and other powers 
which oppose change of the status quo by force. It 
has shown support for international cooperation 
generally and has sought to discourage prospective 
aggressors by the threat of cooperation with pow
ers which oppose them. Whether this policy, if 
continued, will reduce the threat of a general war 
or merely hasten American entrance into such a 
war, are questions on which contemporary opinion 
remains sharply divided.

90. Cf. deWilde, “Can Japan Be Quarantined?” cited.
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From

; COPJ essentTo j

PLAIN AND GRAY

Peiping via N.R.

Dated April 25, 1938

Rec’d 10:20 a.m.

793.94/12902

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

258, April 25, 5 p.m. 

Embassy’s 232, April 14,

One. The local Japanese military spokesman stated 

yesterday that Japanese forces had occupied Tancheng thirty 

miles south of Lini (Yichow) and thirty miles of the Lung

hai railway to the east of the Grand Canal, He stated 

this morning that Japanese forces were pursuing Chinese 

southward from Tancheng. He made no other statements with 

regard to the situation in south Shantung. Japanese 

advance to the Luphai south of Tancheng will presumably so ttj 
- > 1

force Chinese troops to retire across the Grand Canal. °0 pj 
œ ü 

Two. Passenger service on the Pinghan and Pingsui co 

Railways has been irregular during the past few days be

cause of movements of Japanese troops in the direction of—-•••<— 

Tientsin presumably destined for Shantung.

Three, Reports have been received of considerable 

activity by Chinese irregulars during the past fortnight 

in widely separated areas in North China including allegedly

successful
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2- No. 258, April 25, from Peiping.

succesâful attacks on Japanese garrisons in Hopei Province 

east of the Pinghan Railway, an attack at Langfang on the 

Peiping Tientsin Railway which resulted in the burning of 

large amounts of gasoline, an attack on the Japanese 

aerodrome at Tehchow on the Tsinpu Railway which resulted 

in an unknown amount of damage, and an engagement April 

23 and 24 a few miles west of Mentoukou in which 300 

Japanese troops participated and effected the retirement 

of the Chinese. A considerable force of Chinese Communist 

troops is said to have entered Shantung for the purpose 

of disrupting Japanese communication north of the princi

pal battle area.

Four. It seems improbable that the above mentioned 

activities will seriously affect the outcome of the 

fighting in Southern Shantung unless those activities in

crease.

Repeated to Ambassador at Hankow, by courier to 

Tokyo.

SALISBURY

CSB
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___  __ From
I SF^,nr to '■
I V~'- S. ’ T A A . .

MIP
J)T

ACTION: CI1TCAF OPNAV 
INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI

C0Ï.SUBR0N 5
ASST NA VAT SHANGHAI 
COHDESRON 5 
COI.IYANGPAT 
C OL’S 0 PAT 
A1.ÏA1ÏBASSAD0R CHINA 
US' MARBLEHEAD 
ALUS NA PEIPING

4TH MARINES '

April 25, 1938
Rec’d 10:10 a.m.

8625 On northern Tsinpu front Japanese occupied Tan- 
cheng 33 miles south line southward advance from Yihsien 
meeting stiff resistance, last reported 10 miles north 
Taierchwang, Three additional Chinese divisions recently 
sent southern Tsinpu front. Chinese aircraft reported 
raided Chinping 21 April. 1932,

793.94/12903

ï»

co
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ivijD From
This message was received 
in navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to anyone.

TO : NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO: CIIICAF

MARDET PEIPING

0025 Approximately twenty one

Jap

and

MARDET TIENTSIN

April 25, 1938

REC!d 9:55 a*m.

hundred Kick or wou?,^ga

troops loaded aboard hospital ships at Chinwangtao

about a thousand more passed through that port toward

Shanhaikwan during period 18-24 April inclusive 0850

CSB:

793.94/ I29Œ
4

f «-H

txj
co 
cooo
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TELEGRAM RECEIVE 3̂

MB
A portion of this telegrdBROM 
must "be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone

Ç.pNT

0J

r Qf
Peiping via N.R?"''--^

Secretary of State

254, Anril 25

Dated April 25, 1938

noon. (,G

Washington

April 14, noonEmbassy’s 232

One. The Japanese controlled press continues to give 

(D

considerable space to plans for economic exploitation of N)
10

North China. Concrete and significant steps are not ap~ O 
/ X 01

parent except (a) the taking over of certain industrial

installations in the occupied areas, (b) the creating of 

organs intended for the carrying out 

(c) the making of plans for creating 

of exploitations, and

still more such organ"-»

(END GRAY).

Two, A Japanese Embassy official concerned with 

economic development states that(GRAY)(a) the purely Japan--» 

ese North China Development Company, capitalized at yen 

500,000,000, will be the chief organ of exploitation;

(b) five or six Sino-Japanese companies of a smaller scale
-o

will be formed to develop industries which have an ’’Un-* c,Q 
avoidably monopolistic character such as railways, salt^g 

co 
iron, electric power, and certain Shansi coal; (c) half 03

the capital of each of the Sino-»Japanese companies will
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2- No. 254, April 2S, from Peiping.

be supplied by the North China Development Company, the 

remainder to be supplied by interested Japanese and Chinese 

concerns; (d) a representative of the North China Develop

ment Company will participate in the direction of each of 

the Sino-Japanese companies; (e) the company controlling 

railways will receive part of its capital from the South 

Manchuria Railway Company and will be run by personnel 

formerly serving in that company; (f) the above-mentioned 

Company will form the skeleton of economic exploitation 

around which lesser industries will develop; (g) it will 

take a year for the skeleton organization to be put into 

working order; and (h) meanwhile little is being accom

plished economically in a concrete way.

Three. He further stated that the Sino-Japanese 

Economic Council (reference Embassy’s 191, March 28, 4/*/-^7Z4 

p.m.) will begin to function after return in May of Hirao, 

Vice Chairman of the Council, from Japan to Peiping, will 

formulate the policies of the Provisional Government and 

will give advice to the North China Development Company 

and to all lesser companies as necessary. Presumably as 

an aid to the Economic Council in its duties a "Ministry 

of Industries" is shortly to be inaugurated by the Pro

visional Government. According to the press Renzo Sawada,

recently
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recently Counselor of Embassy at Hsinking, will arrive 

shortly to assist the Economic Council.

Three. jMatsuoka of the South Manchuria Railway Com

pany is reported in the press as stating that some delay 

may occur in establishing the projected North China Com

munications Company as the primary problem is to prevent 

the organizing of the North China Development Company which 

is "to supervise all enterprises in North China" and that 

the South Manchuria Railway Company may be able to invest 

yen 500,000,000 in North China during the next five years.

Repeated to Ambassador at Hankow. (END GRAY AND PLAIN).

SAUSBURY

DDMsSMS
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (No. 254) of April as, 1938, from the 

American Embassy at Peiping roads substantially as 

follows:
The Japanese controlled press continues to give 

considerable space to plans for economic exploitation 

of North China. Concrete and significant steps are not 
apparent except (a) the taking over of certain indus
trial installations in the occupied areas, (b) the 

creating of organs intended for the carrying out of 
exploitations, and (c) the making of plans for creating 

still more such organs.
According to information received from an official 

of the Japanese ûnbassy who is concerned with economic 

development, (a) the purely Japanese North China Develop
ment Company, capitalized at yen 500,000,000, will be 

the chief organ of exploitation; (b) five or six Sino- 

Japanese companies of a smaller seals will be formed to 

develop industries which have an «unavoidably monopolis
tic character" such as railways, salt, iron, electric 

power, and certain Shansi coal; (c) half the capital 
of each of the Sinotjapanese companies will be supplied 

by the North China Development Company, the remainder. 
to be supplied by interested Japanese and Chinese con
cerns; (d) a representative of the North China Development

Company
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will participate in the direction of eaoh of the Sino- 

Japanese companies; (•) the company controlling railways 

will receive part of its capital from the South Man
churia Railway Company and will be run by personnel 

formerly serving in that company; (f) the above-mentioned 

Company will form the skeleton of economic exploitation 

around which lesser industries will develop; (g) it will 

take a year for the skeleton organization to bo put into 

working order; and (h) meanwhile little is being accom
plished economically in a concrete way.

The Japanese Embassy official stated that the Sino- 

Japanese Economic Council will begin to function after 

return in May of Hirao, Vice Chairman of the Council, 

from Japan to Peiping, will formulate the policies of 

the Provisional Government and will give advice to the 

North China Development Company and to all lesser com

panies as necessary. Presumably as an aid to the Economic 

Council in its duties a "Ministry of Industries" is 

shortly to be Inaugurated by the Provisional Government. 
According to the press Renzo Sawada, recently Counselor 

of Embassy at Hsinking, win arrive shortly to assist 

the Economic Council.
Matsuoka of the South Manchuria Railway Company is 

reported in the press as stating that some delay may 

occur in establishing the projected North China Communi
cations
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dations Company as the primary problem Is to prevent 
the organizing of the North China Development Company 

whloh la *to supervise all enterprises In North China* 

and that the South Manohurla Railway Company may be 

able to Invest yon 500,000,000 In North China during 

the next five years.

i.îc'
i'E : (Shristenson :NN /W?
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NOTE

see____.TJusWiaaa_____________  for.j.ii3?..................—..... ...........

from__ _______________________ (...ItertML..—......) DATED ...AprJ,...8.,..1.9Sa------
NAME 1—1127

7^^
 

793.94/ 
12906

REGARDING:

Complete information as contained in communique issued
April 4th by the Soviet Foreign Office on the recent Japanese 
protest of Soviet aviators aiding China.
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SEE....5QQ..C.H2/1337 
4------ for ._.iel..65..1pn.______________

FROM------ ■Gene.va.... ,To (—.Bicknell------ ) DATED __

REGARDING:

stated with regard to^that^the Chln^”6’ H°°’ ChlneSe Pemanent delegate 
that had never^eretofore^een^possible! mpldly being organized ifTway
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone, (A)

Secretary of State,
Washington,

214-, April 25, 4 p.m.
Apparently Chinese authorities

Hankow via N<R.
Dated April 25, 1938
Rec’d 11:08 a.m.

tion that American Government was about to make some de
claration condemnatory of Japan and possibly other countries 
for violation of treaties. Generalissimo mentioned this 
to Abend. I assume the report is connected with Scott 
resolution and have taken pains to inform those with whom 
I have come in contact of information regarding this 
resolution contained in State Department’s bulletins of 
April 18, 19, 20, 21-, and 22.

JOIiNSON

CSB:
“o
X?

793-94/12908
 

F/FG
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CONFIDENTIAL
No. 289

Copy for Department of State.

alerican consulate

Tsingtao, China, March 17, 1938.
/ .
/ A..

^Subject: Attack by Chinese on Pingtu, Shantung.

60
6^

1 /
f6

 ’5
6L

I have the honor to quote the following extract

from a letter written March 7 by an American mis

sionary connected with the American Southern Baptist 

Mission hospital in Pingtu, Shantung:

"On February 27th, Sunday, about 4 A.M. 
an abortive attack by plain clothes men was 
made upon the Japanese garrison of this city.

"Having previously secreted sane men
f\ inside the city, the sentry at the East gate

r ! j was killed and the gate opened to admit a
/ I number variously estimated up to two hundred. 
\ \j(j The garrison was aroused and the attackers 

were soon routed having received the worst
'Lof the brief engagement-”incident". The
J 'inevitable "mopping up" operations brought 

grief to a number of inquisitive and other 
citizens."

An American merchant who returned to Tsingtao 

a few days ago from a motor trip reported that one 
rumor current in Pingtu was that 20 members of the^ 

Japanese permanent garrison at Pingtu had been »-A £, 
isolated ..^
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isolated by Chinese plain clotties men (Pien Yi 
Tuei 1^4^ p^) in or near Pingtu and had been 

shot.

Reports reaching Tsingtao would indicate that 

although Pingtu is in the hands of the Japanese, 

they are still not in control of the neighboring 

countryside and that it is dangerous for any «mai 1 

group of Japanese soldiers to venture out of the 
town.

Respectfully yours,

L. H. Gourley, 
American Consul.

800
LHG-COH/CBS

Original to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
5 copies to Department of state.

A true copy of 
the signed orig
inal, z'o kJ ,
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v ‘ Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
April 27, 1938

Although the enclosure to 
Nanking’s despatch to the Embassy 
at Hankow of March 18 is drafted 
along the usual Japanese propaganda 
lines you may be interested in 
glancing at p. 2 of the transmittin 
despatch.
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Copy for Department

Kankl&g, karoh 18, 1936.

« m

g
<Q 

or 
<x 
æ 
OS

8ubjeot- Japanese r,-. 
Rankin- on ■ 
1938.

y t-r :ncvnc?.'-nent la 
W ay, Kerch 10,

The flonorable

Kelson True1er Johnson, 

.dserleaii .??.baesadcr, 

, Rvnkcw, China.

I

I have the hotter to encloee herein • tr nslstlgn §• 
■CC 

a r^ll pa^e atm un ornent *h ch appeared in th® RAffiSfeo

F®ïU’3 MOTS of Mareh 10, 1936, os the oeoasio*.of the 

oelebrstloa of Japanese -ray Say. Thia newpaper la the 

only one published in Raskin^ at present and bears on its 

aasthfed the «teteraent that It is published by spy revel 

nf the speelal iervlce aectlsn of the Jap®ae«e amy here. 

Thia statement has einee bees printed separately e&d 

posted on vails of buildings In various acet!one of the
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After «riving infomatlon as tc the historical signi

ficance «f t'arch 10th (it *«s the anniversary cf the Battle 

of luk^en) the statement goes on to describe the position 

of Jap*» as the prct- ctor of th® spiritual culture of th® 

orient frcn th© inroads of the s«t rielistic culture of 

the occident.

At one point the statement rede:

*’i lease observe the China of the period before 
the iWs.sc-J --panes® ar. in the presence cf the 
pc Ison-fanned nation® of the *hite sen, one 
could hardly lo-k et hr? without a chill of feer.”

In speakin!* --f the battle of l-ukden th.: author of 

the ctstenant s: y®.

*Eow it vae this one b; ttle that enabled Chins to 
ave>id the aggression of th® whites and to comprise 
an Independent country, maintaining its beautiful, 
distinctive culture and thus developing continuous
ly to higher levels.'*

Th® statement outlines the v. rlous steps ta.sec by Japan t 

help China such ■:? the *ur.condltlcin«l return of Tsingteo, 

the unstinted support in the recovery -.f tariff auU.-noey*, 

cl cetera, and then points out that Chino had ælaunderatood 

the Crus purpose of Japan th th® results «hich we so® 

t< day.

In disouasin^ th® development of the distinctive 

western «nd eastern cultures the statement cays:

■’However, th® people» of the western systas of 
culture can® tc have In overbearing fashion the 
ambition to conquer the world. Taking advantage 
of our ear.tarn people’s limiting their attention 
t th® building of b- distinctive culture of 
our ancestral countries, they seined ell the 
lands of the e-urth. In th® nineteenth century 
V« western per pie’s drove o^-rt?. of in ult over 
the ori*nt<il peoples. Then the oriental pwples 
everywhere suffered the westerner*® sharp blow® 
but dared not speak. The «faite races Just went 
on cherishing their arrogant outlook, and brought 
un;®? control the peoples of the world.”
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The eta tersent sontlnwe:

’la fcTMr tinea Khublal han** great arwle.< rolled 
up the ocntinont c-f Sur©;.« like a sat. .ij why 
should we rlental people.-, the Greater uf th® 
spiritual culture, 9wtly submit V the watern 
peo■ les’ greed end arr'.genoe*.

_ The Jaianese, bet nr the eleeent =.f inner
-treneth a®».-n<r the oriental people*, east Hw 
t'r- -ht si-aln -’-nd in, e. Ulnr t- Kind the ere et 
so---.ïsçllshK-;nta <f our f-there, end earr/ing cut 
the reapoBviblllty of oriental peoples tvtrrd the 
v>urld e-f mankind. CbserviAf the continual ro~ 
eta* &f histvry, oansot da ether th.-.n gusde 
the culture cf the crient»-! peoples to lt" 
glorl ?ub aseer t,....... J-tkf’tfe • tf a friendly 
nfitlcn, coFieî let us proarer toother."’

11 is believed tb<-t thl st tcs.ent put befcrc the 

Chinese people by the J.-.pane«e military authurltlea speaks 

for its If end ne«e« n-> oomcont. Jt rhould be sv-id that 

the enclosed tr nsletlon «aw &ade by an .-Keriean niaslcnary 

of lonr re-ild^no® in ^n.-.trsg who is f»miller ’-'ith b-tt the 

Shire-*® and 2span®written language*. He states that 

ear ta in expre ? i’-na us --d sere not really Chinese anti 

-.eeaslcnally the aentenees vere not grrnmetieal. In one 

c« •■■« an ®xpr®.5813« could only M tr-mUMoci by the use f 

a Japanese diet!-'-nery, Chinese friends oould only gues.*: at 

the weaning.

■teepeetfully yours.

John V. Allison, 
Third .>eoreV ry of '4sb;“esy.

ncl- .'.«re-

Tr-. nslHtbn of «nennO-H CO- et t ap. earod
U the Ï. ir. KiWLS’ of 
Weroh 10, lS3g.

SOO
J’ • : T
Original to A»b*-sawder, Mankow.
Thx*-e copies ts- the Department.
Cr.e copy to i siting
One e- py to Tokyo
One espy to 3h« n«$isi
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{Tl j;..,... it th

W 'ïSiï 10 1TE .HfcST AhTI7TT>.aRY

IT, HIST TmUFIC-'-KOE

Think bsek! Upon the 10th. cf Knrch n.® celebrate^ hy 

and the Japanese. n- then you will be able to r lite the 

actives anti results cf the Japan-China incident. You should 

learn the lofty, heroic spirit it Japan and the J*?pa»se. 

Cœe, rise up! Orients! peoples, shake han..si Chinese and 

Japane ® pec» les, one In reee -nd in languai-e.

The anniversary of the t-nth of lareh. Net only 

Ja-ane’ie, but also other orient* 1 peoples n^nnot forget this 

anniversary.

i.ook beck. to this day thirty-three ye?re ago. tte 

J«pan©r.& ùrsay defeated the iA.es an my on th© field ct 

yuknen, thereby bringing oriente! peoples safely forth fron 

the clutckea cf the white neticris, an.’ breaking dura the 

arrcg&noe of the «faite men.

Therefore the remesbr-.-nee of this day is a a&tter for 

mutual congratulations ttmong the oriente 1 peoples. The 

object :f ths confers tula t ion is none other then th-st That 

the «ignificrace cf the Russo-Japanese War &s seen in a 

^orld-vie?1 belongs in the category of the tremendous.

It is access?ry te knots the results of the Japanese 

viotery over* the Russian my, namely, th t the crT.-ntel 

peoples did net beca-ie the slaves tf the western peoples, 

but forged their own unique culture, freeing others fro» 

the spell cf invasion nd oppression. Ile»se observe the 

China ©f the period before the Jar.-.m-Russian arf. In the 

presence of the polsi.n-fanged' nations of the white æen, one 

could fatrdly look st her without a chill cf fear.
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Thus tbeir power continued to increase. The regions 

peacefully inh felted by the rrlental peoples <11 owe under 

the control of the whites. Their distinctive national oul- 

turea, such as language, custom», and habits, could not go 

forward in their development. Their political structures 

also could not be independent. In this peril '.ilcse as a 

hair’s breedth, those who nt th resolution rnd âot< mine ti on 

opposed the tussiana — who e ’Uld they be if not the Japanese? 

Sow it wa~ this cae buttle tlu.t enabled China to avoid 

th® aggression of the whites <--nd to comprise an Independent 

••cuTitry, æ? in twining it« he utiful, distinctive culture ’nd 

thus developing eartlnuously to higher Levels. It*.' net 

necessary to welt for savants to begin to understand.

J-p.’in and th® Japanese hay® long bald this attitude 

toward Chins, .f a--»sic.ering her la war» sincerity to be the 

first instructor of the oriental peoples; md therefore they 

desired good relations between Japan and China frith mutual 

handclasps. Thus the iwnlfle nee of the outbreak f the 

Japs-n-^nssisn lay in the renaissance cf th® culture of 

the oriental peoples.

.•urth#isere, the unconditional return of Tsingtoo, the 

unstinted support in the recovery of tariff autonomy, plus 

the saint-nlning of a position of absolute neutrality in re

gard to the Jlno-Brltlah disputes along tbe Yf.ngtse Hiver; 

all these put to flight the aggressors who sought to parti

tion China under the pretext of économie development. On 

the besis cf such an attitude did Japan help Chine.

3ut events 'ere. contrary to desires. The Chinese «er© 

not able to appreciate toe true purpose of Japan tnd the

Japanese; and, fearing the rise of an oriental people, turned 
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tc collusion with ®«i of the white r&ee who press upon the 

position cf Japî»n. üs-:ng the early-dl'jo-vexed method c-f 

ruling mankind, the policy of relating one's internets to 

the far while attacking the ne«r, they shewed oontmptt 

for the patience t»nd self-respect of Jap*n nd the Japanese. 

The development of the hostile Blnv of opposition and enmity 

to Japan brought on military re. IsVnce. rnfc.rtum.tely, in 

a flicker of tine, it preveked the present incident, throw

ing into the scrap—beep the crient 1 culture created and dif 

fused these many years. Common folk have ®11 suffered the 

bitterness ^f oppression. Th* a is not only unfortunate for 

Japan and Chlor, but indeed is s setter of perpetual regret 

fcr (ell ; the peoples cf the orient.

Certainly under there conditions ths "hits r«d clasp 

their hands together r-nd rejoice. The fund gentil nooning 

of the J•-.?’■ n-.-’ussien sr ia entirely oblit< reted.

In thinking b? ck ever the p st on this pwrreble day, 

vith its pitiful calamity of ncr, we must have the b» sic 

feeling that no* we should fem a most courageous nd deter

mined résolution, trying oath that we must revive the cul

ture cf the western peoples, complete the shaking-hands of 

Japan and Chirm. Bui Icing an excellent nd elegant culture 

of the orient». 1 peoples, let us contribute happiness to the 

world.

The culture erected by the oriental peoples h«s tre

mendous accumulated »erlt in the history of the world.

The five th usand years’ traces of mankind from the 

beginning are very plainly divided into the eastern cul

turel system and the western cultural system. The two 

great (groups of) peoples have each their special develop

ments, the farmer on the foundation, of spiritual culture, 

the letter on the basis of materiel culture, e»ch exhibit

ing its essence.
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Then the two (groups of. peoples eb-'.ut the fourteenth 

century o-«e Into con toot In Central sis. Each occupied 

Its o»n territory and created Ite own culture.

.■•t thz>t ttee the i.ongol tribec went the greet cistor.ee 

to etto-ek Eastern Surope. dve.-n until now they to Ik to each 

about the Yellow icrl.1, >;nd here n’t yet forgotten it.

■.hen .-Ing lexender the Great extended his authority 

in the dircotion of liula, sno two cultures of eeat and 

west begtn reletl «ships. t that tiivj the two (groups of) 

peoples l ;storieelly hnd cultures that ocuV. n-.-t be .-treund 

t, re struct.ion; but they did not Infringe upon each other. 

However, the peoples of the western sya ten ••€ culture oawe 

t- have, in c-<erbeftriag fashion thi sebition to conquer the 

world, inking sdV’-ntfrge of our eastern peoples’ Uniting 

attention to the building of the distinctive culture «f 

cur ancestral countries, they seised cU the lands of the 

earth. In the nineteenth c&ntury the western peoples 

drove c rte f insult ove the rieutol peoples. Then the 

oriental peoples everywhere suffered their (the western

ers') sbsrt blows but dared not speak. The whit* reoes 

Ju t tnt -n cherish ng their arrogant outlook, and brought 

under co trol the peoplescf the wrW.

Jo forsaer tinea Khublai idha»** great araies rolled up 

the continent of Europe like a awst. sc why should we 

orients! peoples, creators of the spiritual culture, 

sweetly subraft to the western peoples' greed end errmcnee’

Ths .Japanese, being the element of Inner strength 

a®-, ag the ^riantsl peoples, must give thought agdin sud 

again, cal. in--." to Kind the grtet socœpdlsiïœeBts cf our

cistor.ee
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fathers, and e?rrylng out th® responsibility of oriental 

people® toward the ^crld ©f rnnkind. Observing the conti

nual process of history, we eaanot do Other than guide the 

culture of the oriental peoples to its glorious ascent.

e mist turn our thoughts to Its worth, plsnnlng the 

forward progress end the lofty flight of the orient'1 

peoples; and turn the Ja’-sn-SUr» Ineids-nt from e o«l?®ity 

into a blessing. Comrades of a frienlly nation, eoæej let 

us prosper (together’.
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Department of State

Of Far Eastern Affairs

April 27, 1938
D1VISI

JV/D”

Reference Shanghai’s despatch 
no. 1289, March 22, 1938.

The interview with Tani is 
well summarized in the brief 
transmitting despatch.
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SUBJECT:

1938.

Japanese Minister-

AMERICAN CONSULATE GEN
Shanghai, China, March 22,

Mr. Hallett Abend’s Interview with 
Mr. Masayuki Tani, 
at-Large.

HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON.

jr Division of \ 
FAft EASTERN AFFAIRS

:«PR 2 G 193^ 

epartment of

~ I have the honor to enclose a copy of a self- (C
CÎ

enclosure,explanatory despatch of today’s date, with 
from this Consulate General to the American Embassy

at Hankow, in regard to the 
\V\

subject above mentioned. hl
CD

Respe fully yours,

C. E. GaussAmerican Consul General

i

.b.

Shanghai Consulate 
despatch No.

oopy Qf 
General 
with enclosure.

800
yffS MB
In ^,uintupli0£I^e-•

to 
co

1-----1221

co 
co

T

J ' ' '
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ko.
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL 

Shanghai, China.
March 2£, 1936.

Mr. hallett Abend*a Interview with 
Subject: Mr. Mesayukl Tani, Japanese Minister- 

at-Large.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American. Ambassador,

zfenkow.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer Co »y despatch No. 1144 

of March 18, 1938, in regard to a statement mde by 

Mr. itesayukl Tani, Japismeae fiinister-at-Large to

1/ Japanese press representatives. There is now enclosed 

a report of an Interview granted by Mr. Tani to Mr. 

Hallett Abend of the NiH YORK TIMES which it is believed 

will be of interest to the Embassy. The substance of 

the interview has been cabled to tho United States by 

.Vr. Abend with Mr. Tani’s approval.

It will be noted Mr. Tani sought definitely to allay 

fears that Japan will close the door to trade and invest

ment opportunities in China and endeavored to convince 

Mr. ..bend that on the contrary Japan will welcome American 

and European cooperation in the gigantic task of rehabil

itating China. Mr. Tani reiterated that Japan does not 

desire,&nd does not expect an acquisition of territory as 

the result of the present hostilities and defined Japan's
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general alias us 'boiug assux*ed of ths existence of a 

Chinese government definitely not uutl-Japtmese, even 

cordial and friendly toward Japan, the mint ©nance of 

a tariff not deliberately high-rated against Japan, the 

restoration of jpe4.ce and ordei’ and internal stability 

in order to rer^it th© nox’ml growth of co.umerce’l

Turning to tie tablet of the recent malate issued 

by the Chinese Government restricting dealings in for- 

eigu exchange, Minister Tani deplored this action .nlch 

he described as a ''blow to the stability of Chinese cur

rency . He referred to the charges, which ta said were 

baseless, that Japan is seoxing to ruin China’s finances 

wit! u view to hastsulng the ooiiolusion of hostilities. 

In this jonuaotion he asserted that the destruction of 

China’s monetary eyste;. would result in the impoverish

ment of hundreds of millions of people and the complete 

paralysis of trade und that it was to Japan’s advantage 

us well us to the advantage of the United states and 

urcat Britain taat widaia’s currency am in tain it» pux- 

caaaiiife power.

according to kr. Abend tae much emphasized threat 

of tue oom^auizatlou of China was discussed by Kr. Tani 

with refreshing sanity, ilr. Tuui expressing the opinion 

teat ’ even wire puvux'ty will not safe the Chinese people 

genuine political, économie communists”. me further 

referred to toe proverbial lacx of interest displayed by 

the great mss of the Chinese people in matters political 

and predicted that that interest would atill further

diminish with ths x-ostorutiou of peace and tranquility.

furtharracre.
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Furthermore, It is fâr. Tsni’a belief that even General 

Chiang Kai-shek’s present understanding with the cojc- 

munists ia a matter of military expediency just as it 

wi in 191Ô-20.

yr. Tani’s views as to the probable course of 

Chinese political «..nd ^overnsœntal development are also 

of interest. It is his belief that Japan’s mobilization 

of her resources and her determination to carry on a 

protracted conflict if neeu ba will cause the moderate 

elements in China gi’adualiy to seek to make peace with 

the new Cniueoo revise, leaving tne irreecnc Hables 

occupying only th© barren wustelnnds of the extreme 

northwest, «ith ref©rance to the probable fora of the 

future govermaeat of China, Mr. Tani ap}>erently favors 

a federation of semi-independent, regional administrations.

Respectfully yours,

0. M. Gauss
American Consul General

Enclosure:
< . l/~ Report of Interview by

' Japanese Dinister-at-Lsrgo.

/ ■ S5C *
, mb
V
v In Huintuplioate to Department by 

despatch of even dets.

Copy to ^abassy. Peiaina.

Cogy to Krnbessy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch Mo. //^J of C. 1. Geusa, 
iwuerlctm Consul Ceuerul st bht»n,.hui, China, dated 
fe&rcb Efc, lW3o, ou the subjects tr. Hallett abend’s 
Interview with ;«.r. Masayuxi Tani, Japanese Winister- 
at-Lsrge”.

Third party power» naeo not fear *uiy action by
Japan closing the doors to trade and Investment oppor
tunities in China. Instead, the Japanese Gcvatiiment 
realizes that the of China*» econotaic rehabilitation 
is so gigantic that no one nation could bundle it un
assisted and fill waboxae Axsex-loan und European cooperation. 
The foregoing policy was a&uhetioally stated Ihursday 
.ùoii.ln.& feLen yuài xeni, wfepuu* a ***xi*x*.twi’—ut—Large 
granted the writer en hour-long informai , v»isom1 ûîb- 
cussbi ;, üu uiie jiutoSuv Ear Lawtem altuutivn, xe«ul 
euphaaizinp that both the meeting «,nd view exchanged were 
,.oxe ux .cob t.ii u privute diurne ter out epprovxng vhe 
cabling of hie view» to the Hilt. T&ni, although at 
pïw&eut unaccredited to any 3uv«nawut fexi&vin*, in Lhl/i&, 
succeeds ambassador anwuepe in charge of *11 Jepeneee 
diplOAxtie uffuire in this country, "ft® h«ve repeatedly 
sitsxtud uu-.-t wa h.-ve no intention to close the Qr-en Door, 
?tnd these âtetoaents are absolutely sincere*’, Tant told 
the writer. ”Mo*s it is Japan’s imperative necessity by 
proper measures to de:uonstrate to other rowers the earnest- 
uses of her la.tontl.-a uad desires* . The binistor reiterated 
that Ji.pan does not desire, and does not expect an 
ucfiiniticn of territory so the result of the present 
hostilities, but defined Japan’s general aims as "being 
assured of the existence of a Chinese zovorrment definitely 
not anti-Japanese, even cordial and friendly toward Japan, 
the xiinten«nc® of u tariff not deliberately hlgh-rntad 
«gainst Japan, the restoration of peace and order nnd 
internal stability in order to permit the norml growth 
of cor-w.exce ’. Tani deplored tu© recent mandate from 
th-uifcow limiting dealings in foreign exchange, which 
seriously cripplen foreign, economic activities in China, 
wxkes Chinese ooney in the entire Shanghai urea useless 
so fur as purchasing coirnjoditiea from abroad is concerned. 
%e fear tnis action is a blow to the stability of Chinese 
currency, kome quarters are thoughtlessly charging that 
Japan seeks to ruin China’s money as a measure designed 
to hasten the c uclusion of hostilities. but such tLoutol<t- 
less charges ere baseless. If China*a monetary system 
is seriously shaken the result will be the impoverishment 
of hundreds of millions of people, complete paralysis of 
treoe, nd th« crippling of the country’s buyirg 
evar a lor.g period. It ic to Japan’s advantage the same 
r.s 'terlu&’s and Britain’s «avantage, to tnke precautions 
that Chixi&’s currency maintain its purchasing power, else 
t.:e taut- of rouaDilltation, olreedy of formidable pro
portions, would become almost unimaginably difficult”.
’ «.kt-J If the proposed Central China regine is. likely 
evsntuülly to m«rg@ into the existing North China regime,
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with tfce national capital in i-cklng, Te ni replied 
indirectly but unmistakably saying thut there is already 
fuiictioniao in Rekin^ th® Federated Bank of China. He 
voiced the belief that the future government of China 
would best follow along the ^œerican pattern, with 
states or provinces semi-indopondei.t, regional adminis
trations like state ^overaraents in the United abates, 
federated under ? national government llae that at 
'Washington. The Vinister-at-Large particularly inter
esting refreshingly new viewpoint when discussing growth 
of communist power ©nd influence st Hankow and Chungking 
and possible future communication of Chins.. ’’iven dire 
poverty will not make the Chines® people ^ermine political, 
economic communists" he an id. ’’China has undergone 
periods of radical propsü;?u.dw countless times in her age- 
long history; it nas also undergone periods of chaos and 
poverty following all dynastic upsets, but es soon as the 
turmoil and fighting cease people always settle contentedly 
into their ancient ways. Ir. ny opinion it will be no 
different ©fter the ’-resent hostilities cease. a soon 
es the tilling of the soil, trading, and merchandising 
are resumed, tranquility will be restored and history will 
repeat itself, and less than !($• of Chine’s four hundred 
and fifty mlliions will take any interest in politics”. 
T»ni then recalled that in 192Ô-E6, Chiang Kai-shek allied 
himself with the Chinese Conmuiists solely in order to 
increase his military strength for the enti-wur campaign 
and broke with the Reda in 1917. Present ’’understanding” 
of the Generalissimo with the Cor^unlsts is baaed upon 
the same .votives - military expediency. Now that Japan 
has adopted mobilization measures for a long conflict, the 
eventual development in the Chinese government, Tani 
forecasted, will probably be a split between radicals 
and ^©derates with the moderates making sensible peace 
with the new Chinese regime, leaving th® irreconcilable* 
occupying only the barren wastelands of the extreme north
west. In general, îani avoided discussing the military 
situation but he opined that once the Japanese forces 
cross the Yellow Hiver and out the Lunghai Railway, 
Hankow will become untenable. "After ell" he hazarded, 
"wouldn’t foreign business and financial interests welcome 
the opening of the Yangtze River area to trade and commerce, 
co long 8» Shencbai is deprived of access to this vest 
hinterland, business here must languish”. Throughout the 
whole interview, the writer gained the impression that 
Tsai came to Shanghai from Tokyo armed with authority, 
backed ip with the clearest vision of Japan’s ultimate aims 
and necessities. Presently there are many indications cf 
new sobtlety following the first flush of easy victory 
when grandiose paper schemes appeared overnight and un
curbed imaginations ran riot. There is certainly a desire 
for improved political end economic relationships abroad 
coupled with s genuine desire for cooperation. A broad 
policy 1® now rapidly shaping itself and what has been a 
fluid tendency will shortly become solid.

Copied by uB
Compared with RK
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. X
Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

May 10, 1938.

Reference: Shanghai’s 1293
Subject: The Central China Development Company

It has been known to the Department for 
some time that the Japanese intended, according 
to a lav/ passed by the Japanese Diet, to 
establish a Central China Development Company 
which should invest in or grant funds for the 
establishment of new electric power, gas and 
water supply works, transportation and commu
nication services, mining and marine products 
companies and other industries and enterprises 
of similar nature in Central China. This 
despatch adds nothing new to our knowledge of 
the matter.
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NO. /
5

AMER ICAN ©oKê^L^E. GENERAL,

Shanghai, China, March 24, 1938.

China Development Company.SUBJECT: The Central

the Honorable

The Secretary of state,

WASHINGTON.
SIR:

O EASïtfhft

AFR2&
vL‘epartmeJtj^

I have the honor to report that Japanese plans for

.he establishment of a ’’national policy" company for
01

the exploitation and control of the economic life of

;ne Central China area appear to be taking definite form.
31

63
1/

^6
According to DOMEI, the semi-official Japanese news 

agency, this company will be known as the Central China 

' Development Company and will be capitalized at Yen 

100,000,000. Executives of the company will consist 

of a president and vice president, appointed by the 

Japanese Government, whose tenure of office has been 

fixed at five years. Provision is also made for several 

directors and auditors to be chosen at a general stock

holders’ meeting. Executives of the company will not be 

permitted to engage in other professions.

It is understood that the plans for the formation 
w 

CjD 
of the company and the regulations governing its operatic^ 

must, as in the case of the North China Development Company,
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be approved by the Japanese Government. In fact it is 

understood that the Japanese Government is to exercise 

supervision over these companies and the carrying out 

of their projects and that the permission and sanction 

of that government must be obtained to revise articles 

of incorporation or to make loans and dispose of profits. 

The Japanese Government also reserves the right, it is 

reported, to issue any orders deemed necessary from the 

viewpoint of national defense or the economic development 

of China.

It is said that in general the company will undertake 

and interest itself in the economic rehabilitation of 

Central China, llore specifically it will invest in or 

grant funds for the establishment of new electric power, 

gas and watex1 supply works, transportation and communica

tion services, mining and marine products, industries and 

1/ other enterprises of a similar nature. The enclosed copy 

of a statement issued by the spokesman of the Japanese 

Embassy here sets forth at some length the aims and 

objects of the Japanese Government in the formation of 

these two development companies. Japan’s sympathy for 

the distress caused the people of Central China by the 

present hostilities and her keen desire to bring about 

the economic rehabilitation of this areaare strongly 

emphasized. The statement apparently anticipates serious 

misgivings on the part of the foreign powers as to the 

effect of these ’’national policy” companies upon foreign 

rights and interests and, therefore, endeavors to allay 

such misgivings. In this connection it is stated that

"it
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"it beiiie the steadfast purpose of the Japanese Government 

to respect the legitimate interests of third powers in 

China, it goes without saying, that it is not the function 

of the Central China Development Company to jeopardize 

such interests in any way. It can rather be said that 

cooperative investments, by countries understanding the 

situation, in the undertakings that are to be carried out 

for the rehabilitation and development of Central China 

will be welcomed".

The bead office of the company, according to present 

plans, is to be established at Shanghai which the Japanese 

apparently feel is a favorable location from which to 

direct the activities of the company. However, informed 

Japanese here state that the actual establishment of the 

Shanghai office must await the official formation of the 

company in Japan and also the inauguration of the new 

Chinese government which the Japanese are seeking to 

establish at Nanking.

Respectfully yours,

C. E. Gauss 
American Consul General

Enc lolfure :
1/- Statement issued by spokesman of 

Japanese Embassy regarding estab
lishment of "national policy" 
companies.

800
EES mB

In ^uintuplicate.

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

Cony to Embassy, Tokyo.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch of C. E. Gauss, American 
Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated. March 22, 1938, 
on the subject: "Japanese Plans for Establishment of 
Central China Development Company.”

SOURCE: DOMEI (Japanese News Agency), 
March 13, 1938.

Copy

A lengthy statement issued by the authorities 
here upon the creation of the Central China Develop
ment Company read:

"It has always been the policy of the Japanese 
Government to contribute to the advancement of world 
civilization through the consolidation of peace in East 
Asia, and particularly to give effect to the policy of 
co-existence and co-prosperity with our neighbor, China.

"The Chiang Kai-shek regime, however, has for many 
years overlooked no opportunity to arouse antagonism 
against Japan in all phases of its administration, and 
finally brought on the present hostilities.

"As a result, Shanghai and vicinity have largely 
lost their former capacity to function as the main cog 
in the economic machinery of China, and the Japanese 
Government feels deeply sympathetic toward the peaceful 
Chinese people of this area who have thus been placed 
in such distressing economic circumstances.

"The Japanese Government, on Jan. 16, announced 
that it would no longer deal with the Kuomintang Govern
ment, at the same time voicing its determination to manage 
the situation according to its own view and in collab
oration with any Chinese people and government sharing 
that view.

"The peaceful Chinese living in the areas of Central 
China now occupied by our forces have come to realize 
the mistake made by the Chiang Kai-shek regime; and there 
is already evident among them an increasing trust in the 
real motive of Japan as well as a growing desire to co
operate with her in overcoming the current difficulties.

"Responding to this growing trend, the Japanese 
Government has adopted the policy of lending wholehearted 
support, both official and unofficial, to the measures 
which the Chinese people must take for economic rehabil
itation and development in Central China. And it was in 
pursuance of that policy that the Central China Develop
ment Company was established.

"It is not Japan’s desire that the suffering brought, 
upon the peaceful Chinese people in general by the economic

blockade
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blockade which she carried out against the interior of the 
country to meet Chiang Kai-shek’s policy of prolonged 
resistance should increase.

’’Rather is it our wish that those good people should 
be freed as speedily as possible from the economic 
oppression to which the prolonged resistance has exposed 
them, and that, united under a new government, they 
should co-operate with us as friendly neighbors to lay the 
foundations of lasting peace in the Orient.

"It being the steadfast purpose of the Japanese 
Government to respect the legitimate interests of third 
Powers in China, it goes without saying that it is not the 
function of the Central China Development Company to 
jeopardize such interests in any way. It can rather be 
said that co-operative investments, by countries under
standing the situation, in the undertakings that are to be 
carried out for the rehabilitation and development of 
Central China will be welcomed.’’

That Japan does not wish in any manner to interfere 
with the vested interests of third Powers, but, on the 
contrary, desires to have the benefit of foreign capital 
and technique was emphasized in another statement, issued 
by a spokesman of the Japanese Embassy.

The statement read:

’’It is a well-considered policy of the Imperial 
Government to lay a solid foundation for co-operation and 
co-prosperity of Japan, Manchukuo and China by assisting 
in the economic rehabilitation and development of North 
and Central China.

"In pursuance of this policy, the Government desires 
to secure a co-ordination of Chinese capital and Japanese 
capital and technique and to develop and adjust all 
branches of economic endeavor, thus aiding in the restor
ation and maintenance of order and standards of livelihood 
of the Chinese people, for the stabilization of conditions 
in the Far East.

"YYith these aims in view, the Government has decided 
to establish a North China Development Company and a 
Central China Development Company as national policy com
panies, and will submit suitable bills to the Diet.

"The bills will be of the following contents:
"North China Development Company.— For the purpose 

of advancing the economic development of North China and 
assisting in the region’s unification, the firm will pro
vide funds for such important enterprises as traffic 
facilities, transportation, harbor works, communications, 
generation and transmission of electric power, mining,

manufacture 
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manufacture, sale and utilization of salt etc.

"The concern will be capitalized at Y. 350,000,000, 
the Government and private investors subscribing in 
equal amounts.

"The company will be permitted to issue debentures 
valued at five times the paid-up capital. Private in
vestors will have priority in the payment of dividends.

"Among other benefits to be enjoyed by private 
investors will be a guarantee of dividends, by means of 
supplementing the firm’s profits over a fixed period of 
time.

"Central China Development Company. In order to assist 
in the economic recovery and construction in Central China, 
investments and loans will be made in and to such important 
enterprises as traffic, transportation and communication 
facilities, electricity, gas, water, mining, fisheries, etc.

"The concern’s capital of Y.100,000,000 will be sub
scribed in equal amounts by private investors and the 
Government.

"The company will be permitted to issue debentures 
valued at five times the paid-up capital.

"Among other benefits to be enjoyed by private investors 
will be a guarantee of dividends, by means of supplementing 
the firm’s profits over a fixed period of time.

"It goes without saying that the Government, by 
establishing these two national policy companies, has no 
intention whatever of interfering in any manner with the 
vested interests of third Powers.

"On the contrary, the Government is desirous of 
availing itself of the capital and the technical skill 
of third Powers."

Copied by MB
Compared with RN
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

4TH MARINES

April 26, 1938

Rec’d 9:15 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF
OPNAV

INFO: AI.ICON SHANGHAI
CCJÎSUBRON 5 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE 
COUDESRON 5 
C 01 YANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AIIAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

SHANGHAI

reported at outskirts Pihsien8628 Japanese advance

9 miles north Lunghai and also within 6 miles Taierchwang 

In Pengpu sector Nipponese attempt cross Hwani River near 

Kwaiyuan 24- April repulsed 1840.
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■ iï&rti vjF aJv.. ù<-i> * *AQ*«M’S ‘xïl; jj\\H K<'U>T**•'- ■***»»••• M। W -W>>wraHRMiMM,hmm i1lllM(. .14^1 «S «NlltfM l■»>»<*««*•*■••**

1. nat c.., ào«aritXH. afi 1 crisis la .\urope la the 
l£L--t auraaary, 34 February, 1^38, way wtli be called now a 
;uper~urlsls. ' àth tte nor<; or les» peaceful annexation 

of ' ustria by t.m*£f.any, Hitler’s plan for a urcater welch 
has proceeded u long way on tte road to consumât ion. The 
result» art* aünost trouenfloua in nature and are bound to 
have striking affect on conditions in the Far ast. pes
ait': tte anpfirfintly placid acceptance of uermany’s cou>, 
Italy’s position can hardiy be said to lx* strengthened. Cn 
the whole it is not believed that tt»« berlin-liCMiie-Tokyo 
axis Is gaining strength with achievement of individual ob
jectives, bach of these countries will become more and more 
preoccupied with its own affaire. On the surface this would 
&•■.■■. 1:, to strengthen japan*a tend in china aa nglcnd, France 
tm -{usaia find ttemselvas completely «^--broiled at home.

.’;. 11 is muirely that either • nglund or Fronce will 
find op -ortunity in the near future to rantertally aid china, 
the crisis tmy awaken all countries to a realization tiu t 
peaceful negotiations are no longer in order and that force 
alone will be the deciding factor in the future of any coun
try. without nglnnd’s hoped for financial aid to unlna, 
tae xattur is inuubltabxy dependent on her own resources 
nionti.

V-. ïhe Host important event which has occurred since 
34 ■ ubnury, has been the swooping advance by Japan- 
hm> forces in southern and western uhansl. *ne oere taken 
ui disposing units, tne equip» ont used, the routes traversed, 
all bear vitnesa to an operation skillfully planned and 
swiftly executed, disregarding the fact that the opposing 
uninose troops were largely poor provincials, the fact re- 
mlns thr t objectives were achieved in good time.

4. The rapidity of the advances at different sectors, 
now ver, loaves an Inherent danger in the rear. There was 
scarcely time for troops to withdraw to the roar and in oon- 
soqutince withdrawals were largely wad© to the flanks, leav
ing the mens tiravorsad infested with scattered bands of 
more or loss disorganized uhinese troops, mis situation 
leaves the wny dear for the had 4rmy (8th rcouts) to achieve 
what has long been said to b© their fort® in war, - guerril
la operations, according to acme reports, 8th soute Array 
troops are entering .>iiansx at many places and the next few 
weeKs should give evidence of whether or not their famed 
and long teraided operations arc going to be a factor or not 
in the ) osfwit hostilities.

b« ‘rhe information obtained by uaptain Carlson on his 
trip through Shansi wouxd indicate that the uuar.' tiona of 
the ©th uouto nrmy may well be decisive in harassing /ap- 
anase lines of ocmunicatlon. a detailed report received 
in this office from a technical sxan employed as an organizer 
with the H«d Amy in tetei Province adds further weight to 
the growing insortance of the «ad .omy in this province. 
The informant statua, and aauy factual reports beer him out, 
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that guerrilla soldiers ountinuuusly disturb Japanese ooia- 
siuniuatlons throughout th® pnjvince. Th® crying need, how
ever, is tor -dynamite and other explo.Ivob with which tu 
du«pen^nent job in aeatruying bridgea, railroads, and 
équipant. working with their hands alone, the demise don® 
can 0»? rope.tirfxl by the Japan oae in meh lem tim than it 
takes the Chinese to do it. this infomat lun was received 
frora a Chinese fortruarly a professor in unemlBtry in a local 
university, who is in Tientsin and eiping to buy chemicals 
for the mnufaoture of explosives. me informtion ne gave 
indicated great enthusiasm œuong innabitants of the province, 
wide-spread organisation and violent anti-japanese resent- 
rient, All of th® above bear witness to the. fact that the 
jamino .v zum railed in both uopei and ,/hansi to either sub- 
jugate o-;■ win ov< r the areas in their raar.

ft. Er«n minkow was received ac-.w that the ven ma uavem- 
laent oiriaials looked to the future vxth groat confidence. 
There- was evidence of vastly increased supplies and planes 
boin#; received from. Russia. m high Oer an advisor stated 
that the fellow diver-lunghai front was strongly held by good 
ventral uovarmant troops and the ability of ta? Japanese'to 
effoct a najor crossing •as doubted, de spoke of a large 
number of new divisions underling rmrgunlisution and train
ing, well equipped and with good leaders, The same adviser 
expressed the opinion that th® Japanese would not rias.® a seri
ous threat to cut the. line of carœnuiioations to the northwest, 
.til together tne .j entrai (.«Vermont ws far m>« being cla
bour aged,

7. in Muionukuo tru whoie situation has apparently taken 
cut entirely different trend since late in jtmuery. observers 
hHv»; reported that there has boon a decided movement of troops 
away from the ^anchukuoan borders to the- southward and that 
the general feeling is that the tension between ...ovlnt puseia 
unrt Japan aas lessoned considerably. it was estimated that 
not less than büv,OoO troops total were in Aanchukuo with nut 
s®j*e thtih ISO,000 at important border areas. This movement 
of troops is considered remarkably significant in view of the 
political turwll which exists in h us si a proper, fhe leasing 
of fishing lota in kojachatka to the Japanese at reasonable 
prices, instead uf using this affair to deliberately ini- 
rate ja-ien, is an about face from the attitude the soviet 
ooveriuient planned to take, according to infusnetion rBceived 
in tnls office am rmwrtad in pecoaoer.

o. At tne present tha® Japan say well be said to hare a 
free hand in uhinaj she can test her strength at various points 
at will since it is unlikely that the Chinese are planning to 
offer Rore than defensive resistance, coKbined with guerrilla 
operetions in the Japanese rear. It has been iispos ;ible to 
definitely confirm intorm at ion of any large scale Japanese re- 
inforemonta in the past three weoks. without large scale re
inforcements, it is not believed possible for th® Japanese' to 
start on a powerful ofruhHivo to croon the Yellow alver- 
lunghai line and proofed in the direction of Hankow. mauing 
that those reinforamants have nut arrived, it wouj.d appear 
that Japan la deliberately resting on hrr oars and will devote
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hor energies to snwjufçotinf- th» areas through which her 
arralec have advanced, £ti the last few days, however, there 
have bean rw®» of troops arriving la the lower Yangts&e, 
in ühanwag, and others down the ifsm-pu ane Ping-Han rail
wads. information to this afreet iiaa been received from 
both jApaneso and uhlnese sources, but to date this office 
Is unable to definitely state that this is true, if ths 
œteàiero meat tow d however, in the mlghborhood of 100,000 
troops, have been landed in China, acœthlng ocre than the 
subjugation of back uro ah is in prospect and a determined 
effort to break the Lun^iai defense line laay be expected. 
This should take the font of turning tt» flank at Hsucisow 
or in th® northwest if the usual strategy la ese»
ployed.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LD. ‘
MB a-» FROM
A portion of this tele
gram must be closely 
paraphrased before being 
communicated to anyone.(A)

Shanghai via N.R,

Pa(ted April 26, 1938

Rec’d 11:25 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington,

587, April 26

My 560, April 

The Japanese

20, 1 p.m

8 p.m. (GRAY)

pivisi

offensive between Yihsien am Lini in

Southern Shantung has made some progress in the Lini area

793.94/ 
i 29 

I ofollowing the capture of which the Japanese pushed direct

ly south and are now reported to be only 12 miles north of 

the Lunghai Railway. In the Yihsien sector the Japanese 

are making very slow progress due to the most stubborn 

Chinese resistance.

A Japanese military spokesman here announced yesterday 

the reoccupation of Hohsien, Anhui, near which city the 

USS PANAY was sunk. This may indicate the resumption of 

offensive operations on the southern Tsinpu front to which 

considerable Japanese reenforcements have been sent during 

the past two weeks, (END GRAY).

Information received from a reliable American sources T 

indicates that the Chinese Government is attempting to
<x> 0L 

more directly control the activities of the guerrilla ban^s g
,. cooperating
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2- No, 537, April 26, from Shanghai.

operating in the Lower Yangtze area and that orders have 

been issued for a coordinated attack by all such bands 

upon Japanese garrisons and lines of communication on or 

about May 15th.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

LOCKHART

CSB:
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[CONFinSKTIAL]

paraphrase

A telegram (no. 587) of April 26, 1038, from the 
American Consulate General at Shanghai read# substan
tially as follows*

The Japanese offensive between Yihslen and Lini in 
Southern shantung has made some progress in the Lini area 
following th© capture of which the Japanese pushed directly 
south and are now reported to be only twelve miles north of 
the Lunghai Railway. In the Yihslen sector the Japanese 
are making very slow progress due to the most stubborn 
Chinese resistance.

A Japanese military spokesman at «.J anplal announced 
on April 25 the reoccupation of Hohslen, Anhui, near whioh 

city ths U.S.S. fanay waa sunk. Tills may indicate the re
sumption of offensive operations on tie southern Tslnpu 
front to which considerable Japanese reenforcenenta have 

been s^nt during th© past two weeks.
Information supplied by a reliable American source 

Indicates that a coordinated attack by all guerrilla bands 
operating in the Lower Yangtse region upon Japanese lines 

of communication and garrisons on or about May 15 has been 
ordered and .that an attempt is being made by the Chinese 
Government to control more directly the activities of these 

bands.

793.94/12915

4-26
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB ----------

GRAY

COPIES SEi\ r~?cP FROI$slngtao via N.R.
O.NJ. ANO AJ.D. Dated April 25, 1938

-------- ---- --- ,1^
I Rec’d 26th, 7:05 p, m.

■j i ’ 4'

Secretary of State, 
Washington.

A •■> oc nApril 25, 9 a. m. l/v jm

Japanese Consulate General states itV’i'S'"Tp*,li^ceipt 

of message from Tsinanfu dated April 24 to the effect 
that Japanese have occupied Lini (Ichowfu) Shantung and 
that no Americans injured nor American property damaged.

Sent to Hankow, Peiping, Shanghai.

GOURLEY
EMB
RGC

793.94/129
 16 
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TSINGTAO VIA N.R.

MDated April 26, 1938

s

... (copies SENT
G.N.L ANÜ M.i.D. j

------------ 3T
ecretary of StatE

Washington

i
April 26, 5 p,m.

It is reported that on April 18, Chinese mobile 

units damaged the road a short distance north of Kiao- 

hsien or Kiaochow and succeeded in waylaying and killing 

Japanese soldiers traveling in motor trucks. The number 

killed is rumored to be 48, The small Japanese garrison 

at Wangtai about 2 miles south of Kiaohsien is said to 

have recently evacuated. Foreign travellers report that 

the Japanese have burned several houses and killed six

Chinese at a Laoshan mountain village about 20 miles from

Tsingtao in retaliation for an unsuccessful attack by 

Chinese plain clothes men on Japanese soldiers. A train 

which started out for Kiaorni today is reported to have 

been held up this side Kiaochow due damage railway track. 

The number of Japanese soldiers in Tsingtao is now 

exceptionally large and two Japanese schools have been 

turned over to the military for use while the soldiers 

are waiting to go inland. 

Sent to hankow, Peiping, and by mail to Tokyo, 

GOURLEY

;.o
coCO œ

ELBsRGC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

70 ‘From 4TH MARINES
April 27, 1938
Rsc’d 8:19 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF 
OPNAV

INFO: AI.ICON SHANGHAI
C01SUBR0N 5 
AST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COmDESRON 5 
COI.ÏÏANGPAT 
CONSOPAT 
ALIAMBASSADOR CHINA

8627. Lit'.lE change northern Tsinpu situation, 
NipponEse meeting stiff resistance 2 miles south Tancheng 

and 6 miles north Pihsien. Chinese claim Japanese resumed 
three column northward offensive southern Tainpu sector. 
Chinese counter offensive northern Honan reported attack
ing Poai 20 miles north Yellow River, 1256.
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3

HM 1—1336

FromPLAIN and gray

Shanghai via N.R

Dated April 27, 1938

Rec'd 1:22 p.m.

Secretary of State

Washington

589, April 27, 2 p.m,

(£ 0.
The transfer of Vice Admiral K. Hasegawa, Commander-

in-Chief of the Japanese China Sea Fleet, has been

announced. Other naval transfers include Rear Admiral

R. Sugiyama, Admiral Hasegawa's Chief of Staff, Rear (D
Admiral T. Honda, former Naval Attache to the Japanese

Embassy and Rear Admiral D. Ohkoch£ Commander of the

Japanese Naval Landing Party since the commencement of

hostilities here. Neither these officers' new posts

nor their successors were announced

It has been learned however, from American Naval

sources that Vice Admiral K. Oikawa is to succeed

C

Admiral Hasegawa. Admiral Oikawa was in command of 

the Japanese Second China fleet prior to the outbreak 

of hostilities and upon the appointment of Admiral

Hasegawa proceeded to Tokyo where he has been Chief 

of the Bureau of Naval Aeronautics, He is said to

be an

•3 
i—I r* K u
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-2- #589, April 27, 2 p.m.

be an excEliEnt naval officer, a strict disciplinarian 

and to get along with forEignErs fairly well. Admiral 

Oikawa is expEcted to arrivE hErE shortly.

REpsatEd to Hankow and PEiping.

CSB

LOCKHART
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, ,. s7 J - 1

1—1336
FROM4TH MARINES

April 28, 1938
Rec»d 9:25 a,m.

OPNAV
INFOt AMCON SHANGHAI CHINA 

COMSUBRON 5
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI
COMDESRON 5
COMÏANGPAT
C 01 ISOPAT
AI.ÎAI.IBASSADOR CHINA

7628 In Southern Shantung Jap se making slow

progress, reached points 5 miles north Fihseng, 6 miles 
north Taierchwang, 4 miles southeast Tancheng, Japanese 
northward offensive in eastern Kiangsu reported captured

793.94/
I 2920

Yencheng 24 miles north Tungtai 1956,

KLPjSHS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LT’S 1—1336
From

Secretary of State,

GRAY

Tsingtao via N. R.

Dated April 27, 1938

Rec’d 7:30 p. m.

Washington.

April 27, 9 p. m.

An American traveller on

Tsinanfu on April 21 for Tsingtao reported that the 

train returned to Tsinanfu because the track was 

destroyed beyond Changtien. Although protected by a 

Japanese guard with two machine guns the train was 

heavily fired upon between Chowtsun and Changtien both 

coming and returning.

Japanese military officials admit that they do 

not expect to finish mopping up operations in the Wei

hsien area before May 3 and consider it unsafe for

American tobacco buyers to go to that region before then. 

The first through train from Tsinanfu since the 

15th arrived last night.

It is rumored that Chinese planes dropped bombs 

at Tsinanfu on the 25th.

Sent to Hankow, Peiping, and by mail to Tokyo 

and Allison at Nanking

GOURLEY

EHB:NPL
4
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB

COPIES SENT TO |
O.N.l. AND M-Î.D. [

--------  ~^>i

From GRAy

Foochow via N.R.

Dated April 27, 1938

Secretary of* State, 

Washington.

April 27, 7 p.m.

Three Japanese planes

REc’d 8:00 a.m, 28th

Uivislor^.uf 
fAH tASUHH/DA$

department ot

dropped from seven to nine

bombs on and near Foochow air field at about 11:30 this 

morning; No casualties reported.

To Eankow, Repeated to Peiping.

WARD

SMS:HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ACTION: CINCAF

FROtffOURTH MARINES
April 29, 1938
Rcc’d 9:11 a.m.

INFO:
OPNAV
AIIC01T1UL SHANGHAI
C0I.ISUBR0N 5
ASSIST NAVAL ATTACHE
COI.ÎDESRON 5 
COHYANGPAT
COUSOPAT
AIIAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8629 Heavy fighting in progress Pihsien Tanchenf
sector Japanese occupied Nanlokow 9 miles Southwest Tancheng, 
Japanese claim north hound column southern Tsinpu front 
making rapid progress nearing Suhsien 42 miles south Hsuchow.

79J.94/I292Ô
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YQ NAME 1—1127 epo

oi
<D
■h

REGARDING: „ , - „ \Sino-Japanese situation: Report concerning-, for "•>
month of February, 1938. ““ro
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i-aiatic»» >1 th

' apixlt of d «r rouan «os «vidoat early Ln Wife mmth

a»d ruamra of li.jpeuâla,? activity »a.d » *pu«Ha«

lamSia* la tue vloinity of jw»m>w wore prevalent. Lt:»ae 

ruKÆS-a u»i:*oubV3<ly haawâ on the cuu. slleüoo. to be 

aeuadulod in «micib for early 1» ?'«bruary, whleh roaulteo 

lu aartlMi law b«ia*- 4«el©r®« th are ok February d.

.■©:■•« «ubatanue wav tv ta» mor® t- vou&loârwbl®

aerial activity au U.® jtart of the 4«paoaae cm rabruary 

■ saetxxm, ti.lrd, 'fourth aud fifth. rha mix wu* «ouxrôod

ôii yctruary .J for th® rhst tin* ; yvoit.bcs' lv and live

pxsme*. won. .4, ht-»c. „ bu» the? *#r • «vldtmil., cm s r^smsnAts- 

«•.i.h . ii.-.l'l e» no bobbin ' *«« attar-iptvd ».my*m<sru 4< ».re 

alatriot. .«rial iaoutlh*. ecmtimmc: cm the tnlrc a: c gu

f'.uct.. a i'av t’o&tjsf were drop ..ad uoar <J.H©uhowA» muî a 

irüfi t'h th» .upto»»- 'seoehowtu railway uaa ..aaliino ,:unhad.

-ÎÂ; in th® lenpcr<jr. *ItuJJ.swwiit ox on.-, luoo ctiv-o.

«ar.. also ^0-» tne tai tiHo/.ltie ut; .eaU

hOK.bliut. uttaoiMi, partiotlsrly tho . *»«wv;-Jenton ruaa, and 

whll« cm« or two bua»«» ware Ml&htly iara^aa, only inrss 

aaaualtlaa wars rapoi tad free- tea wtxola aorta# or uttaoba.

hers was c^uwoutr»'tiut. o* japatieMS uhw!

vw-ela off th* a tens eoe at ia the flr.-t wo<as

lx. rabxuary aad ; abrtaery four it. and fliti» the area of 

.:;.ui-i&ua bay, IB tallect «out! of owota*« waa auhjeoted to 

M<lxt ahalll&H with little material reaulllfig.

It 1» probable that th® Japaüetoc «otually had platmeO 

i'or ;>v.sIsj wi ptliviCKl aleturbaue® for ^tnuem aou that 

Welt aerlfel end naval activity ir. .^atoyn waa

Ln a^EUXHiiloh wltu the tmaalsmed which UldnU &ebe-

afto.r February firth b© ®©re plattea war® al^htee 

ami th« »-ar»ni\s w-itMra*.

bile

telogrejw x,-»bruarj- S, M ..*.,, ebruary «, b
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hil* uers waa fro». tn» ally teoaufc®

o< the eatlvity tk® populace a« u whole r«noLoad

oalu>, *»ftû visit street• were cot nearly ea âeaortcd during 

the sir àlurufc us», u.4y <us<j bvidfe in t®j t,® ».

êa;a ;2.ix«ulfet8 ' „o.i t* j,r.

c»ï a u.'Xrt ; arlûk ii> vi,juetx\. « jtj«.' -.>t; lui.®r^

to the lb?t? division w.r? quartereg h< tt»« ;cm»ulate

but Uuj wart wl thdr^wxs about tn® t>w;U»k or the .sumth, 

ttner /»;•«&«<i ■'repart, visited.

Ths /mÿau4H . octptwi, «ohooi, reaifiexit# vlut, a private 

lc*r*.<3îJh ui’srfet-’iu Lj. <1 wk-uahi «/’*■ wp»!<sh»lltet. &x‘d 

th® f^rs^f ra»U«jg« of a ;W*ewa dvutor. *at>- vteltvd end 

Maurc^eU t; plain en sotoetlvee u*» . ?bruur^ -«»d w, 

ilitfo a&wL «11 iMj ^ropsrtj G»ne(J ; »i f in

.,w»t©w. . îh® doors were then % 'ii boarded attd wealed.

.he Japanaee reaideuhe club has tine® heeit ©eouplect •* 

ti.e besd^uar 1er» or the ïouoa .-*»** -otl- ae«y •allow aft ip 

6:<j«la tivn or ,,teti

Jan* for .noleaal® jv&e vat loft or the >: 1 ty.

„n «truer/ ft tht . -a^or eellec a »eetin..- of ^overnas&i 

©Iand civilian budLas, to di*s>u»s plana for a w*u©le> 

uele ■sx.ôd.fe» froe U» city i& eae® it ehoulfi beeoa.® neeeoeary. 

.-he ?«;ul»Lloo of the eltf will be divided into 8d0 groupa, 

♦irï'yfù'©*! aoeordiag to the «xee la en lei the people era r«. 

slain;-.,, Mfld aaeb grout» will Ue uiwer th® le»derel.lr or a 
eaptsia ead a rhe .lr ..-afeaMe ^oadquarUre will

&® lu eharv;c at u-,a riovMneot of refugee*♦

.odUiuwHl jontw bribes aev-J baea eonatruetet ever 

the ereck® on vlis* horti-weat alee of th® oltj, which ar®

UMWMOôd.
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to feo rvr «afor rondos la»vl*£ Ua m./ ir u 4acideàrotsotloa >.orp* -orAoa.
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j.c t&o «esXf.-~<â&r..;ft.M lotu.
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TO NAME 1-1.27

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations; Report on-, for month of 

February, 1938.
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1. relations with Japan.

(«) Jape^gea .larlal yperationa over South Fukien, 
Japanese aerial attacha on south Fukien were 

confined to the routine bombing of fartifioationa on 

.vuoy Island on February 2, 183S, and to the more severe 
bombing of Amoy City and Changehow (j^ ^| ) on February 

3rd and 25th respectively.

Air raid alarms sounded In ,‘.moy City seven 

times on February 3rd, as Japanese planes operating 
from their base at Àue®oy F , twice dropped 

bombs in the vicinity of the .«moy City Administration 

quarters in the afternoon, inflicting a total of about 

seventy casualties on civilians. About thirty of 

this total were killed by falling masonry, shrapnel 
and machine gun bullets. Bombs were also dropped in 

Ho-s&n ( ) and on the Hu-ii shan fort

without any particular damage to military works.

During the course of the bombing of zmoy atty 

on February 3rd, hsnu bills were dropped over the city

from
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• b -

frcua the planes. The translation of a copy of one 

of these pamphlets obtained from the &®yor’c Offie a 

is enclosed. kadio reporta from Manila, long&ong, 

London and othe r Bourses a ©out February üth t» t tat 

Commander of Japanese naval units anchored at „uemoy 

had sent an ultiwitua to the <®oy City authorities 

to surrender within twenty-four hours or the city 

would be destroyed by an aerial attack are believed 

to have been a local reporter’s twisted version of 

the contents of thia hand bill. Chinese city officials 

were extremely nervous and appreuensive that there 

would be a Japanese attack, but th® Mayor absolutely 

denied that such an ultimo turn had been hsnded to hi® 

by the Japanese.

Japanese planes bordbed Chengchow 'fl'} j 

three tines on February 24th inflicting more than 100 

casualties. over 60 oiviliana were reported to have 

been killed in tula raid. ’/.any of those killed were 

pinned under falling buildings or struck by masonry. 

The Saval Aerodroae in Amoy and Chan Chu a ( 

village were also uosibed on the sane day.

(b) Japanese Bayai Activities around Anoy.
The Hu-li-ahen r* an-ah in £ Ï

and * e-shlh ( Zz ) forts In Amoy were bombarded by a 

Japanese cruiser on February 85th. fter firing twenty 

guns without effect, the cruiser retired to us noy 
( 4t? f ) • The vicinity of «.u-tung ( on Amoy

Island was also attacked the same day by three Japanese 

warships. Chinese guns returned fire in both those 

engagements, but no damage wee reported. A Japanese 

cruiser fired a few shells on Ta Tong Island
on
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on February 20th,with no damage reported. Fifty- 

six Chines® refugees were reported to have escaped 

from ..u»y Island to :moy in seven boats on ti® same 

day.
Th® bobbing of Otengchow ( 7^ *H*)} on 

February 24th is eaid to oavs been in retaliation 

for assistance givan to Chinese planes when they 

stopped &t that place for fuel, enroute to Formosa. 

Chinese contrai Government officials are reported 
bo have visited Changchow (;^ 'H]; by plane ou 

February 13th,to arrange to fuel the Chinese plaues 

which rained Formosa.

(c/ Chinese Refugees In /.auy\ from Japan end 
ikaaaosa. ' ~

Fifty-seven Chinese refugees arrived in 

.kmcy on February 23rd on the British ship 31itoilÆX 

from Japan. à«ost of these people are w tires of the

Fu Ching ) hsien in the Fooehow district.

The loeel Chinese authorities in Jtnoy are 

reported to ba taking care of about 2C,v00 Chinese 

.refugees who have arrived in A®oy from Formoso and 

Japan*

(d) Defence Construetlon T>ork in the u&oy Are®.

The Commissioner of .>®fenc® in »oy announced 

in February that 100,000 days of labor (each cUy 

representing the labor of one man) for defence cons

truction in the Amoy area. Chinese civic organisations 

in Amoy and Kulm gnu were studying ways ad msans of 

raising s»ney for this construction work. Contributions 

were graded by the Chinese Chamber of Comeree in Amoy 

according to their ability to pay. Glassifications

are
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are as follows:

First class ................................ $iqo to $500.
Second class ................................ 30 to 100.
Third class .............................  20 to 30.
Fourth class ................................ io to 20.
Fifth class ................................ 5 to 10.

(e) Military Training.

Beginning February LOta, it %as announced 

that the bt.'i tara militia in «.moy comprising about 

2,200 men would receive military training. Ths 4th 

tern; contingent finished its training at the end of
January 1036.

students in tt© girls schools in Kulangsu 

ern receiving training fur war work. Girls between

16 md 30 years of age in Chang i u ( ) county

ere slso being organized for military training.
(f) Japingss Goods.

Japanese goods in the .’r»oy merket valued 

at approximately Yu’in 1*120,000 were registered in

February. Chinese shopkeepers in ,‘nroy discovered

with unregistered Japanese goods ars fined $300
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TO

... (...i'lar.ae.r.
NAME

REGARDING:

..) DATED ___ J4arch..28+..193S.
1—1127

•'J 
c 
c;

Sino-Japanese relations: Report on formation of spy 
prevention societies to "educate" the Taiwan public
concerning the presence of spies in their midst, 
the main target being suspicious Chinese. Compulsory 
training groups of Formosan Chinese adults also organized.

tt 
(D 
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see _________________________ FOR .Xelegr.aa.#58Q,,..S..Mu-----------

FROM -.Shanghai__________________(___ Loakhari.......) dated .....April..2^..1538J..

TO NAME 1 1127 ero

REGARDING: Intense situation in Soochow* Reports return of two American 
missionaries from the city, who stated that due to the presence 
of large Chinese guerrilla units outside Soochow, Japanese 
military authorities had requested them to vacate«

wth
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NOTE
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C 
04

FROM ...Jap.?.?.___________________ ( Sr9W_______ ) DATED „ABr....28^..1938___
TQ NAME 1—1127 aro

tc
REGARDING- JaPaneae drive on Hankow now believed to be inevitable due to f\)

concessions made by the Army with those who advocate more QQ
intensive military operations in China.

wb
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»
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be- 
forE being communicated 
to anyone, (A)

Tokyo
Dated April 28, 1938
REC»d 11*00 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

282, April 28, 7 p.m.
Our 239, April 11, 6 p.m.
One, Last week the Prime Minister issued a public 

statement announcing his intention to assume again his 
official duties. This statement was generally construed 
as an announcement that the differences of opinion within 
the Cabinet have been in some way adjusted.

Two, In view of the recent brief inspection by the 
Minister of War of conditions in China we attach some 
significance to indications in the press that the military 
operations in China will be prosecuted hereafter more 
vigorously than they have in the past.

Three. The Prime Minister is reported to be of the 
opinion that there is no (repeat no) urgent need for 
changes in the personnel in the Cabinet,

Four. Our opinion is that Cabinet differences have 
been tided over. It is our estimate that the army has 
made substantial concessions to those who advocate the

resort
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resort to more vigorous and more intensive military opera 

tions, The opinion is now more frequently and widely 

heard among Japanese that a drive to Hankow is inevitable 

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow,

GREW
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FROM ...Chip.?.________________ ___ _ (__ .?.8.1i.sbury....) DATED Apr.„.2gJu.Jk§3g„.

TO NAME i—ii27 «*<>

REGARDING*. Pai Chung Hsi’s troops being withdrawn from Shantung line and 
are being replaced by inferior Chinese troops. This may 
mean that Chinese do not intend to make a determined stand 
in Hsuchowfu area, which would vitiate the Japanese victory 
and render it inconclusive.

793.94/ 12929
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Peiping via N.R.

Dated April 28, 1938

Rec’d 10:45 a.m.

Secretary of State

Washington.

264, April 28, 8 p.m.

One. Yang Keh Min left by plane this morning to visit 

officials of the new regime in Central China and to proceed 

from there to ToJeyo.

Two. According to the Chinese reports Wang’s purpose 

in going to Tokyo is to obtain assistance against certain 

Japanese elements in North China who wish to oust Wang 

and to make Chin/MinPeng or some other Chinese head of the 

Peiping regime. An officer of the local Japanese Embassy 

states emphatically that Wang’s purpose in going to Tokyo 

is only "to pay his respects". However there have been 

current for some time rumors of differences of opinions 

among Japanese military and civilian groups in North China 

in regard to what the policies of the Peiping regime should 

be and it is not impossible that groups opposed to Wang 

have gained sufficient assendency to cause him to appeal 

in Tokyo.

Three. The Embassy is reliably informed that the

Japanese
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Japanese authorities here have received word that Pai 

Chung Lsi*s troops are withdrawing from the Shantung line 

and that inferior Chinese troops are taking their place. 

This may mean that the Chinese do not intend to make a 

determined stand in Hsuchowfu area but will withdraw with 

as little sacrifice of men and materials as possible. 

Evidently the Japanese authorities here do not welcome 

such a development as it will vitiate the victory and 

render it ''inconclusive”.

Repeated to Ambassador at Hankow and to Tokyo,

SALISBURY

CSB:
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Peiping via N.R

Secretary of State,

Washington

266, April 29, 11 a,m.

Dated April 29, 1938

REc’d 7:00 a.m. ____
Divisi

ÿH FASTER# AFFAIRS 
2 9 193^ I

Oepa
c
O'

Reference paragraph three Embassy’s March 28
(£
N.

4 p,m., the Second Secretary in charge of the British

Embassy here states that with the assistance of the Japan

ese military the disturbances at the Kailan Mining Ad

ministration are again normal. The Secretary showed to

ft) 
O 
0 
o

a member of the staff of this Embassy for his confidential

information a copy of a letter from the British chief

manager of the Kailan Mining Administration to the com<

mander of the Japanese forces in North China in which the

former named a Japanese ma J or and two other Japanese

presumably civilians of ronin type being guilty of

inciting the miners and of acting in a manner distinctly

uncooperative to the Administration

Reuter’s reported on April 26 the organization of
■71

the Kailan Sales Company Limited to monopolize the distri

bution of Kailan coal in Japan, Korea, Manchuria and Chi§

In a public letter dated April 27 to the Peiping and

Tientsin æ 
00

r 
t tlA
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Tientsin TII.'ES the two chief managers of the Kailan Mining 

Administration stated that the Reuter report was correct 

only in regard to Japan, Korea and Manchuria and that 

the distribution of Kailan coal in China would be carried 

on by the Administration as heretofore except to Japanese 

firms in China, to which distribution would be made through 

the agency of the Kailan sales Company Limited.

SALISBURY

RR;Vh-C
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regarding: Military and aerial operations; autonomous regions under -Tap*™- 
ese patronage; official Japanese statements*

10
FRO.

793»94/ 
12930 

L
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II. RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.

(a) China.

. (1) Military Operations.U« ---------------
The War Minister was reported to have stated at a meeting 

of the House of Representatives budget committee on March 4 as

follows:

*Embasfy’s Despatch No. 2808, March 15, 1938.
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follows: "In preparing for prolonged hostilities, ample 

fighting power must be maintained, and the transfer homeward 

of the troops at the front in exchange for home troops going 

to the front will be necessary. I think. As for the methods 

involved, I cannot make any statement for strategic reasons". 
WîsP tsment will serve to explain the difficulty of neutral 

observers in Jap’aft attempting to make accurate estimate of the 

net movement of Japanese troops from Japan to China.

Military operations in China during the month of March 

continued in practically the same theatres as during February* 

Operations in Shansi Province were rapidly pushed forward 

to the Yellow River on the west and south boundaries of that 

province. Progress was so rapid that the province was not 

cleared of Chinese forces, and isolated groups remained active 

within the province causing the Japanese forces to make "zigzag" 

manoeuvres in pursuit of these guerilla bands. Chinese forces 

in small numbers entered the northern part of the province when 

the Japanese "push" was started to the south towards the 

Yellow River. At the close of the month, in spite of the 

Japanese front line being extended to the Yellow River, fighting 

with guerilla bands within the province was occupying considerable 

attention of the Japanese army.

In Shantung province the Japanese continued their attempt 

to push southward towards Hsuchow. In this general area the 

Chinese succeeded in holding the Japanese forces along the 

Grand Canal. Ichow which has long been a Japanese objective 

was not taken. Severe fighting occurred north of Hsuchow with 

little or no changes resulting. A movement north from Nanking

toward
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toward Hsuchow in conjunction with pressure being exerted 

southward from Shantung is an attempt to use forces on both 

sides of the Chinese to reach this objective.

Repreated attacks were made by the Chinese along the Hwai 

Ho River northwest of Nanking. These attacks hindered the 

Japanese advances towards Suchow.

Further small advances were made by the Japanese northward 

from the Yangtze River in Kiangsu Province.

A force of some 30,000 Chinese was reported in the area 

between Nanking and Taihu Lake. This area had formally been 

cleared of Chinese forces by the Japanese in their advance on 

Nanking*

The Chinese guerilla warfare continued throughout most of 

the area occupied by the Japanese. Little actual military 

advantage was gained from these operations by the Chinese; it 

does however offer an effective stratagem in delaying the 

Japanese and prolonging hostilities.

(2) Aerial Operations.

Aerial operations by the Japanese continued along the same 

strategic plan which has been in operation for some months. 

Army planes were used largely in support of front line troop 

operations and attack on front line objectives. Naval planes 

were used principally for long range bombing of railways, 

particularly the Canton-Hankow line and the Canton-Kowloon line. 

Raids were also made on strategic centres in the interior of 

China such as Hankow and Nanchang. It is difficult and of 

doubtful value to attempt an accurate report of the results of 

these long range bombings. Some resistance was shown by the Chinese 

airforces reportedly owing to the presence of new Soviet planes 

and pilots.

Japanese
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Japanese press continued to report rather fabulous 

success and almost divine invulnerability for their own 

air forces.

(3) Autonomous Régimes under Japanese Patronage.

During the month of March various new regimes were 

established in areas in China under the control of the Japanese 

military forces. Particularly noteworthy was the inauguration 

on March 28 of the new administration for central China, 

called the ’’Renovation Government of the Chinese Republic”, 

the new regime was installed under patronage of the Japanese 

military forces and congratulatory messages were sent by both 

General Hata on behalf of the Japanese army and Vice-Admiral 

Hasegawa for the Japanese navy. Close cooperation with the 

Provisional Government of the Chinese Republic at Peiping and 

with "friendly powers" in establishing permanent peace in the 

Orient and opposing communism and the Kuomintang regime was 

pledged in the manifesto of the new Government. At the same 

time small local autonomous Governments in central China pledged 

cooperation with the new Government at Nanking.

The new Government in Nanking stated that recognition would 

not be accorded to any treaty or contract concluded after 1927 

or hereafter between a power or powers’and the former Nanking 

Government. Assurances were given that legitimate rights and 

interests of foreign Governments and nationals in China will be 

duly respected in accordance with the principles of international 

law and usage. The inauguration was widely hailed in the Japanese 

press.

On March 5, Mr. Ma Liang, former president of Peking Univer

sity, was formally installed as chairman of the reorganized Shan

tung "Provisional Government" at Tsinan. This reorganization

was
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was carried out as a move to strengthen the regime in Peiping.

(4) Official Japanese Statements.

On March 19, Foreign Minister, Koki Hirota told the budget 

committee of the House of Representatives that it is only 

natural to abrogate the Nine Power Pact regarding China and that 

the Government is waiting for a suitable opportunity. Withdraw

al from the International Labor Office may also be carried out, 

he was reported to have stated.

On March 12 newspapers carried the report from Shanghai 

that on the basis of the joint statement of the Japanese army 

and navy authorities issued on February 9, 1938, with regard to 

enemy property in districts under Japanese occupation in central 

China, the military authorities had decided to take drastic 

action in cases involving "illegal use", by nominal transfer or 

otherwise, of property in central China belonging to the Chinese 

Government. What constitutes "illegal use" will undoubtedly 

be determined by the Japanese military authorities.

The Japanese army, navy and diplomatic authorities in 

Shanghai issued a proclomation effective March 20 regulating 

and restricting navigation between Shanghai and inland points 

under the control of Japanese forces. Those wishing to navigate 

on the specified routes must obtain permits from the Japanese 

authorities before proceeding. Violation is to be punished by 

detention or seizure of the vessels or the goods carried.

In a plenary session of the House of Representatives on March 

19 the Foreign Minister, Koki Hirota, declared that the North 

China régime in Peiping will eventually function as the central 

administrative organ in China. It was also reported that Mr. 

Hirota informed the Cabinet on March 24 that the "Provisional 

Government of the Chinese Republic" will eventually absorb the 

__________  regime
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in central China. Supposedly looking toward this end, conferences 

were held during the month between the Nanking and Pp.ipi ng 

officials.

On March 10 General Hata, who replaced General Matsui as 

commander of the Japanese forces in central China, gave his 

first press interview. He declared there would be no change in 

"Japan’s immutable policy" towards China. "Accordingly it may 

be necessary for the Japanese forces to remain in central China 

for 5 years, or 10 years, or 100 years, depending on the 

circumstances". He gave assurances that neutral rights and 

interests will be duly repsected but said that injustices in the 

name of foreign rights and interests cannot be recognized. Comment

ing on the fighting spirit of his officers and men he said that 

he was convinced they will be able to continue their drive to 

Hankow or anywhere else.
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MB
This message was received 
in navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to any
one »

From 
ASTALUSNA NANKING

April 30, 1938

Rec’d 7:00 a.m.

T0» CINCAF
NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO; AI.IC0N SHANGHAI
C01ISUBR0N 5
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI
COIIDESRON 5

/ COilSOPAT
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0029 Twelve Henkel medium bombers and twepty-four eye

dash ninety six type pursuits attacked Fanyang at fifteen
1 '/

hundred. Were met by forty Chinese flying Soviet planes

over city. Latter attacked by twenty-five ïjàissians down

river. Japanese lost nine large, thirteen small ships.

Remaining fourteen checked out by warning. Net Sino’s
lost seven planes plus two grounded. Fivç pilots dead. 

Bombing was flat from twelve thousand feet. Escort six 

thousand higher. Weather clear, wind light. No damage

except civilians. 2100

SMSjCSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 4TH MARINES 
From

April 30, 1938

Rec’d 10:35 a,m.~
ACTION: CINCAF I COP^S SENT 7'0 /

OPNAV j I i) I
INFO» AIÎCON SHANGHAI ' . -'-■'s- j

ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI &T
COHDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT
C 01.13 OPAT
AHAÏ'IBASS ADOR C HI NA
USB MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8630 Unconfirmed Chinese reports

Tancheng. No reports other fronts 1916.

CSB:

FO
C
(A
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MJD
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

_____________GRAY

j Cof'S’S SENT To] 

j O.N.i. AND M.i.D. j

Shanghai via N. R.
From

Dated April 30, 1938.

Rec'd. 11:05 a. m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

£ 600, April 30, 1 p. m.

l.y 587, April 26, 8 p. 

Japanese claim to have

C
Oi

■n

their offensive on the Southerns Shantung front and to 

have occupied Nanlokow 9 miles southwest of Lancheng. 

However further to the west the Japanese have not yet 

succeeded in recapturing Taierhchwang.,

FÛ 
C 
o 
c

The anticipated Japanese push against Hsuchowfu

and the Lunghai railway from the south has commenced

After being initially repulsed the Japanese succeeded in

crossing the Hwai River and claim to be nearing Tzarsien

50 miles south of Hsuchow. Another column after occupying

Hohsien in Anhwei reported pushing WE S t in the direc-

tion of Hnnshan Japanese also claim that operations have

been resumed north of Nantungchow and that their forces

have reached Yencheng approximately 130 miles north of the

angtze River
h- p

4500 special agents of the National Government are

reported
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2-#600, From Shanghai, Apr,30,1pm

reported to have recently arrived in and to have 
scattered throughout the area south of the Yangtze. 
These men have been charged with the task of getting 
the Chinese guerrillas under control and coordinating 
their efforts.

Two^ Chinese detonated bombs this morning not far 
from the offices of William P. Hunt. Three Chinese 

were injured. Municipal police arrested both men who 
state they were attempting to bomb enofficial of the 
so-called Great Government” who was riding down the 
street in a rickshaw. Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

LOCKHART 
RR
CSB
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telegnam received

FROfclfH MARINES 

May 1, 1938 

REc’d 8:00 a.m.

ACTION: CINO AS’
CPNAV

INFO: AHOON SHANGHAI
CCL'SUBION 5
AST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COLDESRON 5 
CCLYANGPAT 
0CMS0PAT

- c,d ayu:bassador china
7>’“ USS MARBLEHEAD

ALUSNA PEIPING

8601 Pancheng remains 

fighting continues northern Tsznpu front with no important 

gains either side, guerrilla activities vicinity Shanghai 

continues small, number Japanese wounded seen entering 

city 1813.

possession Japanese, heavy

79d. 94/1 29o4

CSBP <

*5

rx
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MB
From

COMSOPAT
April 30, 1938

Rec’d 8:20 p.m.

INFO:
CPNAV WASH 
CCIi'JUBRON 
CIl'TCAF 
COHYANGPAT 
AüE'.iBASSY CHINA 
U" MARBLEHEAD 
4TTI MARINES 
ALU?NA PEIPING

0030 Air raids twenty-ninth air fields and r

vicinity Canton 1805

NPL
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wo
1—133»

Gray,
FoocSow via N.R.

Dated May 1, 1938,

Received 7:09 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington

Hay 1, 3 P.H.

At 1:60 this afternoon three Japanese planes

dropped about nine bombs apparently aimed at the Foochow 

airfield which fell in a village southeast of the field 

with slight damage and probably no casualties.

To Hankow and Peiping.
w tn 
c O)

WARD.
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MB ÎCoSSêsËNT TOj 4TH MRINES
FromI AiMl j May 2 , 1938

O'T" Rec’d 8:30 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF
ADI.® OP

INFO: SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON 5
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON 5
COHYANGPAT
COI.ÎSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8602 Japanese attacks continue Taierchwang and Pihsien
sectors no advances reported 1830

793.94/I29o
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HM

1—1338
From

GRAY

OPIES SENT TO
Peiping via N.R

Dated May 2, 1938

Secretary of State

Washington

274, May 2, 4 p.m

Embassy’s 258, April

Cnc

given or

mat! on of

observers

8:45 aVmRec ’d

spokesman has

25, 5 p.m

The local Japanese military

bJVlBiuJl of

ing the past week practically no infer'

nificance which fact is interpreted hy

here as indication that Japanese military

793.94/
I 2938

plans in Shantung and Shantung are not (repeat not)

proceeding to expectation; A Japanese military

communique yesterday claimed the Japanese capture on

April 25 of Matouchen (about five miles west of Tan

cheng captured the day before by Japanese) and the

occupation in the last week of April of the Hushan

area southeast of Taierhehwang. According to this

communique Chinese losses in southern Shantimg durin,

the ttack since the middle of i-Lrch amounted 8 
co co coto only 10,000 a figure which is believed to be exag-

gerated', '.’he modesty of the claims outlined above

seems

*8

n
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seems to indicate that Japanese successes have been 

comparatively meager.

Two. Pinghan railways service was suspended April 

30 and ray 1, due reportedly to activities of Chinese 

irregulars who attacked about April 28 many points 

along the line between Changhsintien and Shihchiachwang, 

blew up a railway bridge at Liuliho, and temporarily 

occupied Chochou (except the railway station). A foreig 

recently returned from Western Shantung was informed 

while there by a communist officer that 20,000 well 

equipped communist troops from Shantung are now in 

Shantung.

Three. Activities by Chinese irregulars in the 

Peiping area are continuing»-. The Japanese now admit 

that there was fighting about April 28th south of Lang

fang and several skirmishes with communist troops re

sulting in Japanese casualties have again occurred 

during the past few days near L’entoukou. Japanese plane 

bombarded, villages nearest Ilentoukou several times in 

the past week.

Four. Repeated to Embassy .Hankow and lhanghai.

SALISBURY

RR;C£B
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I. PROGRESS OF THE CONFLICT: GENERAL.

China1s Position,and Resources. Early in March, eight months after the be

ginning of the Sino-Jaoanese conflict, a military observer at Hankow assessed 

the -progress of the hostilities and the future course they ^ere likely to follow. 

Among China’s assets, this source listed lirst a general determination on the 

part of the nation to resist Japan’s aggression to the end. To the country’s 

enormous manpower was gradually being added a larger representation of the edu

cated and moneyed classes, and more students were reported to be joining the 

ranks of the military forces. The training of reserves was going on in all 

sections of China, and many new divisions were nearly ready to go to the front. 

Losses through casualties in the army were being fully replaced, and the observer 

believed that, with the advantage of greater experience, there was taking place 

a gradual improvement in the Chinese command. According to the Government’s 

foreign financial advisers, its financial condition was satisfactory. New 

shipments of airplanes we^e being received, and the outlook for the continuation 

of the munitions supply had improved. The problem of communications was be

coming less serious as the motor roads in the interior were extended; it was 

understood that there was now a highway open to Sinkieng, the road to French 

Indo-China was nearly ready for use, and work had been started on an outlet to 

Burna. The Chinese Communists were earnestly cooperating with the Government. 

The execution of General Han, Governor of Shantung, (information Series 42A), 

had furnished a salutary example to other military lenders whose adherence to 

the National Government of General Chiang Kai-shek was doubtful. The guerrilla 

warfare being carried on against Japanese forces in Shansi was becoming a 

serious menace to their advance, and the Chinese were finding additional en

couragement in Japan’s apparent failure to continue the pace of her invasion 

since the capture of Nanking and in the difficulty she was experiencing in per

suading Chinese of standing to help her politically. The morel backing of 

China by foreign democracies was of psychological value. The nation did not 

seem depressed or dismayed by the losses it had already suffered in men and 

territory, and no serious dissension was evident in the Government.

Against the above factors, the observer at Hankow believed that there 

should be weighed certain other factors unfavorable to-China. As yet there was
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no sign of offensive spirit, and the country was willing to depend on passive 

defense. Many incompetent commanders had been retained, and the army had been 

weakened by desertions. The Government had suffered serious losses in revenue. 

There was. serious danger, the observer thought, that the efficiency of the 

regular army units might be affected by the spread of guerrilla tactics.

Since Japan was unable to withdraw from her Chinese campaign, and China 

was determined on resistance, the observer believed that there was increased 

likelihood that the struggle would be long drawn-out. He expressed the view 

that, in order to win, Japan would have to make a greatly increased effort, and 

effect the occupation of all China to the East of the 110th meridian.

Press despatches in February stated that it was estimated in Shanghai that 

the total Japanese casualties in China to date consisted of 60,000 dead and 

200,000 wounded, while China had probably suffered a million total casualties.

Changes in Japanese Command. On February 23 it was announced in Tokyo that 

General Matsui, commander-in-chief of the Japanese forces in the Shanghai-Yangtze 

area, who had left Shanghai for Japan two days earlier, was being replaced by 

General Shuroku Hata.

An observer in Tokyo declared that this step was probably due to several 

different factors, among them being the feeling in Government circles that opera

tions in China were likely to be protracted and that it was therefore necessary 

to reorganize the forces in China with that in mind, and the fact that General 

Matsui was regarded as a man of strong political ideas, less amenable to control 

by a central authority than an officer of a more conservative type.

The observer reported that the Japanese operations in China were in the 

process of transition from a highly active military phase to a phase which, while 

witnessing the continuation of the military camoaign, would be more politico- 

military in character. Japan’s efforts would now be directed toward political 

as well as military stabilization. Under these circumstances it ^as considered 

natural that centralized authority, both in and out of the army, would prefer 

to have a commander in China of the type of General Hat a, the former Director 

General of Military Training, who was known as a distinguished soldier and non- 

uarty man, without oolitical inclinations or enthusiasms, and who had the addi

tional reputation of being a strict disciplinarian, strongly averse to the

.rends
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trends indicated by the Japanese army excesses at Nanking. General Matsui, 

while an officer of undoubted ability who had succeeded in the Yangtze valley 

campaign, was presumably regarded as less suited to “The forthcoming task of 

political stabilization because of his leadership in the ’’Continental policy’* 

wing of Japanese opinion and his position as head of the Pan-Asiatic Society.

It was reported from Tokyo that, according to authoritative Japanese mili

tary sources, various units in China were at the same time being replaced, with 

a view to strengthening the forces organically and strategically for the pro

longed state of hostilities which was foreseen, but that it denoted no altera

tion in Japan*s objectives in China, which continued to be the destruction of the 

opposing Chinese troops and the suppression of anti-Japanese and Communistic 

influences in the country.

Steps Toward a New Regime at Nanking. It was increasingly rumored in late 

February and early March that the Japanese intended to set up a local regime in 

Central. China, as they had already done at Peiping, and that they were seeking 

to persuade various former officials of the Central and local Governments of 

China to accent office. On March 7 one such individual, General Chou Feng Chi, 

former acting Provincial Chairman of Chekiang, was assassinated in Shanghai, 

presumably due, an observer declared, to reports that the Japanese had...made 

overtures to him to become Minister of War in the proposed regime.

On March 12 the new commander-in-chief, General Hat a, stated in Shanghai 

that the Japanese army was ready to cooperate with a new Central China regime 

if its basic policies were friendship with Japan-and opposition to the Kuomin

tang and the Communist Party.

(He declared at the same time that friction with third powers would only 

arise if they attempted to interfere with the army’s operations, and that he 

would employ caution in dealing with the problem of the International Settle

ment at Shanghai in view of the complexity of the inter-relationships of for

eign interests there. It was subsequently reported by an observer at Nanking 

that Japanese military sources in that city had expressed? the opinion that while 

it might be necessary to respect foreign rights already established intChina, 

in the future any claim to extend their interests should be disregarded unless 

the various nations concerned changed their attitude toward Japan’s activities
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in the country. The observer commented that in this same connection it was of 

interest to note that Hitler’s action in Austria—discussed in a separate sec

tion of the present Information Series—was repeatedly referred to by Japanese 

sources as having furnished great encouragement to their activities in China.)

The observer, at Nanking reported on March 14 that according to reliable 

Japanese sources the new regime to be established for Central China, probably 

Nanking, would in all likelihood be entirely independent of the Peiping admin

istration. Japan, according to this view, was more confident of her ability 

to control the North China area and to develop it economically, whereas she 

realized that it would be a much more difficult matter to control a Central 

China regime, and impossible to develop Central and South China economically 

without foreign assistance, which ’^ould probably not be forthcoming if the Nan

king Government were as openly directed by Japan as that in Peiping.

The obse^vor at Nanking also reported that a new Bureau of China Affairs 

was to be set up at Tokyo, headed by Mr. Toshio Shiratori, former Japanese 

Minister to Sweden and at present on special mission in Peiping. It was under

stood that the bureau would report directly to the Cabinet as a whole rather 

than to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, and that representatives of the army 

and navy as well as of the Foreign Office ^ould be included in its personnel. 

The function of the bureau would be to coordinate the viewpoints regarding 

China of the military and civilian elements in Japan and to evolve concrete 

plans for the. carrying out of Japanese policy in China. As an indication of the 

views--held-by Mr. Shiratori, the observer reported that he had declared in a 

recent issue of a Japanese magazine: ’’Japan may send her immigrants to the 

continent or undertake to develop natural resources there, but, over and above 

such materialistic considerations, she tnkes it as part of her cultural mission 

to enlighten the various Asiatic races on the continent and relieve them from 

their present miserable condition. For the realization of this national ideal 

she is determined to have her own way, and will combat any influence designed 

to thwart her course of advance.” . An observer at Shanghai added the information 

that Mr. Shiratori was understood to be on intimate terms with Premier Konoye.

II. MILITARY SITUATION.

Tient sin-pukow Railway Front. At the middle of February the Chinese had

succeeded
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succeeded in slowing down the Japanese efforts to unite their forces pressing 

North from Nanking and Shanghai and South from Shantung along the line of the 

Tientsin-pukow Pailway, and were still defending the extrema Southwest corner 

of Shantung, after losing a greater part of the province to the enemy. By 

March 1, however, the Japanese had reached the Shantung-Kiangsu Border at its 

Eastern end, near the sea, and on March 14 they were reported to bo within a 

few miles of Tenghsien, a point about fifty miles North of Hsuchow and the 

East—TTest Lung-hai Railway, to cut which was their primary objective in this 

sector.

Shansi: The Peiping-Hankow Railway. Hiring the month under review the 

Japanese were apparently directing a greater effort to an attempt to clear the 

Peiping-Hankow Railway of Chinese troops, and it was understood at the middle 

of February that they were preparing a concentrated drive to cross the Yellow 

River and cut the Lung-hai Railway in the vicinity of Chengchow, the junction 

point of the two lines. On February 18 it was reported that they were in pos

session of Sinsiang, the last to~n of importance North of the Yellow River, 

and that the retreating Chinese had blown up the railroad bridge across the 

river (the longest steel bridge in China) and were destroying the ferrv-boats 

and all other river craft. By February 26 an observer declared that practically 

all the Chinese forces in the area had withdrawn to the South of the Yellow 

River, and were preoaring to defend its South bank as their next lire of re

sis tance.

Farther to the West, the Japanese reached the Yellow River where it forms 

the boundary between the provinces of Shansi and Shensi, at a point called Chuntu, 

on February 27, gaining control of the main highway between the two provinces 

and increasing the difficulty of transmitting supplies to the Chinese irregulars 

still harrying the Japanese in Central and Northern Shansi. On March 7 the 

Japanese forces claimed to have taken Puchow, in the extreme Southwest corner of 

Shansi.

Despite these advances, however, Chinese guerrilla contingents continued to 

operate far behind the line of the Japanese advance, and on March 9 press sources 

declared they had retaken twelve towns along the Honan-Hopeh border, forty or 

more miles above the point where the enemy had reached the Yellow River.

The
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The Japanese made their first crossing of the river in the Peiping-Hankow 

Hailway zone early in March, taking Szeshui, twenty-five miles West of Chengchow, 

and succeeding, .according to reports transmitted by an observer in Peiping, in 

shelling the Lung-hai Railway. This important line, nevertheless, vras still 

in Chinese hands and under operation at the middle of March.

Shantung. Japan occupied the seaport of Weihaiwei in Shantung on March 7, 

meeting with no opposition, but no landing was made on the island at that point 

used by the British Navy under lease.

Observers at Chefoo and Tsingtao reported at the middle of March that 

Chinese guerrillas were still active in Pastern Shantung, and that they had even 

penetrated into the city of Chefoo on March 12 before being forced back by the 

Japanese forces of occupation.

Chinese Air Raids on Formosa. On February 23 Chinese planes made two raids 

on Formosa, bombing Taihoku ond villages at the Northern end of the island and 

killing a number of civilians, The raids caused a certain amount of consterna

tion in Japan, being the first carried out against Japanese territory, and led 

to the taking of further precautions against possible attacks on Japan proper.

Aerial Attacks on Canton. An observer at Canton reported on February 19 

that the Japanese aerial bombardment of the Hankow-Canton and Cantona-Kowloon 

Railways was continuing, but that both lines were operating, and that steamer 

traffic hnd returned to normal. The same situation prevailed throughout the 

month under review.

III. JAPAN IN CHINA: CIVIL MEASURES.

Joint Reserve Bank at Peiping. As reported in the last Information Series, 

the Pei’oing Provisional Government early in February had announced the organiza

tion of a Joint Reserve Bank, with the right of coinage and issue. Offices 

vrere opened on March 10 in peiping and Tientsin, and it was stated that addi

tional branches would soon be established in Tsingtao, Tsinan, and other North 

China cities. At the same time the new institution’s first bank notes were 

issued, with the announcement that currencies already in circulation would be 

permitted to continue to circulate at par with the new ’’national legal tender 

notes” for a limited period, of tine, and that it was considered advisable to 

fix the value of the Reserve Bank’s notes at par with the Japanese yen ’’under
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the present circumstances". Tokyo press despatches declared that the leading 

Japanese banks had voted to extend a credit of a hundred million yen to the 

Reserve Bank for a year, to be used exclusively to meet its Japanese exchange 

requirements.

On March 12 the Chinese Government at Hankow declared that the establish

ment of the Peiping Reserve Bank constituted an attempt to undermine the na

tional currency and to obtain the country’s resources in foreign exchange. It 

ordered that sales of foreign exchange should, from March 14, be centralized 

through the Central Bank of China at Hankow, which for the sake of convenience 

could establish an office in Hong Kong.

Conditions at Nanking. It was reported by observers at Nanking that the 

lawless conditions which had existed there since the occupation of the city by 

the Japanese (Information Series 41A and 42A) had shown considerable improvement 

by the latter part of February, and that this improvement had made further pro

gress by the middle of March. The Chinese who had been afraid to leave the 

refugee zone were returning to their homes throughout the city and small shops 

were being reopened. Some two hundred unarmed Chinese police were on duty, and 

cases of assault on the civilian population by Japanese troops were becoming 

comparatively rare.

IV. "MAKCHUKUO".

Extraterritoriality. The foreign governments which had protested to Japan 

in November and December regarding the abolition of extraterritoriality in 

"Manchukuo" (information Series 40A) were informed in reply by the Japanese 

Government at the beginning of March that the policy of the "Manchukuo" regime 

in this connection was not a matter with which Japan was concerned or in a 

position to make any explanation.

Mobilization and Defense Laws. The authorities of "Manchukuo” promulgated 

on February 26 a law of national mobilization, granting the Government plenary 

control, in the event of war or emergency, over the economic system of the 

state, through the expropriation of property, the fixing of prices, the régula- 

tion of financial activities and the impressing of labor.

On March 10 a defense law was enacted, to go into effect April 1, designed 

to preserve peace .and order during war or an emergency, and to facilitate

military
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military defense operations. It provided for the restriction of personal 

liberty, including freedom of movement in designated areas, and for the regu

lation of communications and transportation.

Recognition by Germany. The question of German recognition of "Manchukuo" 

is discussed below, in Section VI*

V. JAPAN*

National Mobilization Bill* Debate began on February 25 in the Japanese 

Diet on the Government’s bill for the mobilization of the nation’s industry, 

finance and population in time of national emergency. It would permit the Gov

ernment, by imperial ordinance, to direct all subjects in a "general mobilizar

tion of business", regulate exports and imports and increase or decrease the 

tariff, expropriate property, regulate the financing of business and industry 

and the use of capital, and suspend the publication of newspapers which might 

have been subjected to Government censorship twice within a month. It immedi

ately provoked such heated controversy that the Speaker adjourned the Chamber, 

after Takao Saito, leader of the Minseito, the most numerous party in the 

Chamber, hnd attacked the bill as unconstitutional nnd its provisions for 

granting sweeping authority to the Government to regulate the national economy 

by executive edict as an imitation of foreign measures, particularly the Na

tional Socialist regime in Germany. On the following day the bill was sent to 

a committee of forty-five members for revision.

Government and political Parties. An observer in Tokyo reported early in 

March that the acrimonious debate over the mobilization bill and other factors 

had created considerable friction between the Government and the political 

parties. The Government had been violently denounced for attempting to circum

scribe personal liberties and private initiative in its efforts to attain its 

objectives. During the latter oart of February the offices of the political 

parties had been forcibly occupied by members of the Anti-Communi st Association, 

which had been demanding the parties’ dissolution, and it was charged that the 

police failed to afford adequate protection. On March 3 Soh Abe, elderly leader 

of the Social Mass Party, was assaulted in his home by individuals presumed to 

be reactionaries. An army officer appearing before the committee of the Diet to 

explain the mobilization bill had addressed its members disrespectfully, and

on
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on March 4 the Minister of Uar apologized to the committee for his behavior. 

The observer declared that these incidents and the Government’s advocacy of 

legislation restricting personal freedom had resulted in widespread suspicion 

that an element within the Government, headed by Admiral.. Suetsugu, Home Min

ister,- and covertly encouraged by the Premier, Prince Konoye, was aiming at bring

ing about changes along totalitarian lines in the political and social struc

ture:- of the country.

Nevertheless, the observer reported on March 8, the Government succeeded, by 

a series of conferences with party leaders, in persuading the two most important 

factions, the Minseito and the Seiyukai, to renew their pledges of support.

VI. FOREIGN REPERCUSSIONS*

Protection of Foreign Property in China. On February 15 and 1?, the 

Japanese Government informed the foreign governments with winch it had been in 

correspondence regarding the protection of their nationals and their property 

in China that it regretted that, in some instances, such property had suffered 

damages during the conflict because its location was not known, or because it 

was not properly marked, or because it was being used for military purposes. 

It went on to repeat that it was the policy of the Japanese army to respect the 

lives and property of nationals of third countries in China, and asked the gov

ernments to instruct them to take certain precautionary measures. An observer 

in Tokyo reported that by the end of February the British, French, German, Swiss 

and American Governments nad replied that they must hold Japan responsible for 

injuries to their citizens and property whether the precautions recommended by 

the Japanese military authorities were taken or not.

Germany, to Recognize n Mancliukuo" , In his speech to the Reichstag on Febru

ary 20, Hitler announced that Germany intended to extend recognition to "Man- 

chukuo”. He declared that this step would be taken "to draw the line of 

finality between the policy of fantastic lack of understanding and the oolicy 

of sober respect for the facts of reality".

He went on to say that Germany’s friendship with Japan was based on their 

common detestation of Bolshevism, and continued:

”1 cannot agree with those politicians who believe they are rendering the 

European world a service by harming Japan. I believe a Japanese defeat in the

Far
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Far East would never be any good, to Europe or America, but would, exclusively 

benefit Bolshevist Soviet Russia.

"I do not consider China mentally or materially strong enough to resist 

any Bolshevik attack on it, but I believe even the greatest victory for Japan 

would be infinitely less dangerous to the culture and general peace of the world 

than a Bolshevik victory would be. Germany has a treaty with Japan to combat 

Comintern aspirations. It has always been on friendly terms with China. I be

lieve we may be considered most genuinely as neutral observers of this drama.

"I do not need to emphasize that we all wished and still wish that rela

tions between those two great Eastern nations will again-càlm down and become 

peaceful. We believe that there might have been a peaceful solution in the Far 

East long ago if certain powers had not, as in the case of Ethiopia, thrown into 

one scale their advice and, perhaps, promised their moral support.

nBut a drowning man clutches at any straw. It would have been better to 

have called China’s attention to the full seriousness of her position instead, as 

Usual, of quoting the League of Nations as a sure guarantee of peace.

"No matter when and how events in the Ear East find their final solution, 

Germany will always consider and value Japan as an element of security in its 

stand against Communism and in its assurance of human culture.

"Germany has no territorial interest in East Asia. She has an understand

able desire for trade and business. This does not bind us to take sides for one 

pnrty or the other. It does, however, bind us to the recognition that victory 

for Bolshevism would destroy the last possibility in this sphere. Moreover, 

Germany once had possessions herself in East Asia. This did not prevent cer

tain nations from combining with yellow races to drive out the Germans. We no 

longer want an invitation to return there.”

Chinese Reaction. A. Hankow newspaper expressed the general Chinese reaction 

to Hitler’s announcement when it stated on February 21 that he had "not only 

repudiated his own promise made five years ago not to recognize the bogus state, 

but, by calling Japan a stabilizing force in the Orient when Japan is doing 

everything in China except stabilizing law and order, he is really encouraging 

international brigandage.”

A spokesman of the German Embassy at Hankow explained to the press there

that
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that the recognition of "Mnnchukuo” could not be interpreted as an act directed 

against China because it was based only on a policy of realism and of disassoci

ation from League policy, and that Germany was determined to remain neutral in 

the. Sino-Japanese conflict.

An observer at Hankow ex-pressed the view that Germany» s action would not 

materially change the Far Eastern situation, merely furnishing a certain amount 

of encouragement to Japan.

Japanese Reaction to Eden Resignation. An observer in Tokyo reported on 

February 23 that the resignation of British Foreign Secretary Eden (discussed 

in a separate section of this Information Series), and the exposure of a division 

of opinion on foreign policy in the British Government, were received with 

relief and satisfaction in Japan, as likely to facilitate the restoration of 

European stability by the substitution of a more ’’realistic” policy, but that 

there was no general confidence that they would necessarily prove beneficial 

to Japan in the prosecution of her aims in China. Some anxiety, as a matter of 

fact, was felt as to whether Italy might not be weaned away from her interests 

in the anti-Communist Rome-Berlin-Tokyo axis by the possible success of the 

conversations between Great Britain and Italy which Premier Chamberlain meant to 

initiate at once, and whether it might not enable the British to take a stronger 

stand in the Far East. In this connection, it was stated in the Tokyo press 

on March 8 that the Italian Ambassador had called at the Foreign Office to affirm 

that it would be the policy of his Government to avoid the discussion of Far 

Eastern questions with Great Britain during the conversations which by that time 

had been commenced in Rome#
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January 24, 1938

I am enclosing a report dated January 17, 1938 

by Post Office Inspector M. McVicker, Jr., with refer

ence to the Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee and its 

members, this concern being located at 123 South Broad 

Street, Philadelphia.
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•Jàojft i&ttttt department
M. McVickar, Jr., office of inspector case no. 92390-XC.

Inspector

Philada., Pa., January 17, 1938,
Subject: PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.: Discreet inquiry to be made concerning the 

Philadelphia Peace Plan Comittee and its 
members.

Mr. R. C. Bannerman,
Chief Special Agent, Department of State, 

Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Bannerman:»

Replying to your letter of January 10, 1938, 
to Mr. J. W. Johnston, Post Office Inspector in Charge, Philadelphia, 
Pa., advising that the Department of State has been in receint of 
many communications from the Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee, 
located at 123 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; the letters usually 
being written on stationery bearing the following heading:»

•Robert Taylor & Co.
Successors to Gray & Taylor 

Successors to George Gray & Son 
Formerly of the Barbadoes and Stoke Pogis 

Established in Philadelphia 1683.”

In your letter it was stated that the letters Mre sometimes signed 
by Robert Gray Taylor and again by Elisahdth L. Seymour, and sometimes 
by Robert Gray Taylor as Chairman of the Philadelphia Peace Plan Connu

Regarding your statement that while no investigation was desired, 
it might be ascertained by discreet inquiry as to what seemed to be the 
approximate number of members associated with this committee and what 
was known about Robert Gray Taylor and Elisabeth Seymour and their 
previous history, it being stated that the parties mentioned were 
unknown to your Department and it was desired to get some idea as to 
whom they represent,»

To-day, I interviewed the two letter carriers serving 123 S. Broad 
St., which is known as the Fidelity Philadelphia Trust Bldg., both 
carriers being considered to be discreet, they having been in the service 
a number of years.

It was ascertained that Robert Gray Taylor is a stock salesman in
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the stock broker’s office of Samuel McCreery & Co., Room 1342 Fidelity 
Philadelphia Bldg. This firm is composed of three members, Samuel 
McCreery, Kennard G. Keen and Wm. H. Beaver. The carriers had a 
list of all those receiving mail in that office, being as follows

Miss Ruth G. Church 
Howard W. Arrison 
Wm. G. Keller 
James C. Martin 
John P. Mirphy 
Albert M. Odgers 
John L. C. Ulrich 
Clarence F. Hand

Elmer R. Keehn 
John R. Free 
Miss Anna M. Hall 
Sterling J. Whitcomb 
Joseph C. McCulloch, Jr. 
Robert Gray Taylor 
Cadwallader M. Dickinson 
Walker Boureau

Nothing was known of Miss Seymour, but I was informed that Taylor 
is the man who applied to one of the Courts in Washington for an 
injunction against the appointment of Hugo L. Black to the Supreme Court. 
He is considered to be rather eccentric and his name appears in the 
local newspapers quite frequently. For instance, not long ago he tried to 
close a night club all by himself, as he said the girls disrobed in a room 
whene they could be seen from the room he occupies. During the last 
municipal election, in November, 1937, he distributed circulars in the 
streets, the contents of which the carriers could not remember.

They advised that Taylor is a man of about 50 years of age; tall 
and thin, and has been with McCreery & Co. for a number of years.

The only letter they could remember coming for the Philadelphia 
Peace Plan Committee was one about two months ago, from Washington, 
sent in his care and which letter one of them took to his office and 
asked if it was good there and on being advised that it was, he left 
the letter, but this is the only one either could remember having 
seen under that name.

Under the laws of Pennsylvania, it is required that where a 
concern operates under a fictitious name that same must be registered 
with the Prothonotary, but in view of your request that this matter 
not be openly investigated, I made no attempt to search the records 
of that office thereon, as any such inquiry regarding such a well 
known agitator would undoubtedly be given to the newspapers if someone 
in that office learned of such inquiry. Of course, if you desire 
same to be done, I shall be glad to do so on your request.

It is probable if you are able to identify the case in which 
Taylor endeavored to obtained the injunction mentioned, that a great 
deal could be learned about him from a perusal of the testimony and 
those with whom he came in contact in Washington.
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

January 7, 1938.

Mr. Bannerman:

If it can be obtained without too much 
trouble, I should appreciate information in 
regard to the standing of the Philadelphia 
Peace Plan Committee, especially the approxi
mate number of members, à considerable amount 
of correspondence is received from this Com
mittee. The letters are sometimes signed by 
Robert Gray Taylor and Elisabeth L. Seymour 
and sometimes by Robert Gray Taylor as Chairman 
of the Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee. The 
letters are usually written on stationery bearing 
the following heading:

Robert Taylor &. Co.
Successors to Gray & Taylor 

Successors to George Gray &. Son, 
Formerly of the Barbadoes and Stoke Pogis 

Established in Philadelphia 1683

The address is 123 South Broad Street, 
Philadelphia.
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Hon. Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.
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FE 793.94 Taylor Robert G

My dear Secretary

The

Hull:
enclosed copy of a letter sent to the President

today and the meat of a message which I propose to deliver at

C0 
cP 
cP

Swarthmore Meeting, Sunday next, are appended for your attention. ç 

Neither Elisabeth Seymour nor I wish to over-burden x

your department with correspondence. On the other hand however, we - 

are convienced that we reflect a large amount of sentiment which is 

not vocal because most relatively simple people fail to appreciate 

the fact that the ear of the Administration is open to public 

opinion. We congratulate the State Department on the externt to 

which it has been able to sense the sentiment in America and to 

lead it as well in the direction of international cooperation to

wards eliminating the causes of war rather than to a policy of 

complete isolation and rejection of the sound theory of "live and 

let live”.
x.-

In making the address on next First Day I InteiipF to 

use as my text "Peace on earth, good will toward all men". g?s 
co 

probably conclude my remarks with the comment that ’if the religion 

and philosophy of the East can accept the maxim of Confucius, ’Do 

not do untomothers as ye would not have others do unto you’, and 

if Western civilization can accept the teaching of Jesus of Nazarath,
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"Do unto others as ye would have others do unto you”, it should 

be possible to work out a basis of mutual understanding based on 

a generous interchange of trade and ideas between the East and the 

West to the satisfaction of both Occident and Orient.

Some may say this is too idealistic to anticipate. 

We would reply that this particular idealism is practical; that 

since more selfish measures have proved so fatal and dangerous to 

the peace of the world it might be well to resort to the sound 

principals laid down many years ago by Jesus of Nazarath and by 

Confucius.

With full recognition of the unusually heavy burden 

placed on the President and yourself today by the multiplicity of 

foreign difficulties, we would, by way of encouragement, remind 

you of the closing remarks of a letter written by Grover Cleveland 

to Thomas F. Bayard at the conclusion of the Venezuelan Dispute, 

in which President Cleveland expressed himself as almost born down 

by the burden of so many unfortunate circumstances. We are glad to 

note that from all appearances the courage of the President and of 

yourself in facing the difficulties shows no sign of weakening. 

Perhaps the Christmas spirit may even pervade the thoughts of many 

trouble makers both at home and abroad. We sincerely hope that all 

may be well with you and that you will have courage and get encourage 

ment to continue your straight-forward honorable course.

Faithfully
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Robert Taylor & Co.
Successors to Gray & Taylor

Successors to & Sotl,
Formerly of the Barb&does and Stoke Pogis

Established in Philadelphia 1683

123 South Broad St. 
Pliiladelphia, Penna.
December 23, 1937

President Franklin D. Rœsevelt,
’.Vliite House, 

Washington, D. C.
Dear President Roosevelt:

In the statement on foreign policy summarising my 
remarks at C .ncord Quarterly Meeting held at Lansdowne on 
Octobei’ 30th, issued by the Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee 
on November 5th and sent you on December 7tn, we quoted from 
tae "report of the Co.umittee on Spies” written by the 4th George 
Gray of Gray’s Ferry and adopted Ip the form of a Resolution by 
the Second Continent’ll Congress on June 24, 1776. It reads in 
nart: ■

"RESOLVED: That all persons abiding within 
any of the United Colonies, and deriving protect
ion from the laws of the same, owe allegiance to 
the said laws and are members of such Colony; and 
that all persons passing through, visiting or mak
ing a teapotary stay in any of the .said Colonies, 
being entitled to the protection of the laws dur
ing the time of such passage, visitation, or 
temporary stay, owe, during the same time, allegi
ance thereto-—"
If any nutLonalooking allegiance to the American 

Government or to any foreign government wished to pursue gainful 
occupation within the borders of China or Spain or any other 
country, he must be willing to abide by the laws of that country 
even though it may involve the confiscation of his property. In 
like manner, if an American corporation or a British corporation 
has interests in China, the corporation should only be allowed to 
hold property at its own risk. The State Department or the 
V;relgn Offices should not be asked by corporations to intervene 
tv protect their commercial interests.
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This may tond to delay the economic development of 
countries like China and Russia. In the case of China, we have 
yet to see any advantage which has accrued to the country through 
the interference of foreign governments over tne last hundred 
years. Prior to that time, China was able to live peacefully in 
the civilization which best suited it. In recent years, mainly 

because of foreign interference the nation has been humiliated 
and brigandage has been stimulated.

'A’e like the policy which you are pursuing in the "rient. 
We wisn to encourage you to go one step further. We ish you to 
invito every nation of the world to withdraw all troops and all 
snips from China <nd Chinese waters on a cooperative basis. The 
best way to settle the difficulties in the Orient is to let the 
Chinese settle their own affairs internally and to urge all parties 
ant! interests to reach agreements through diplomatic chromels when 
the interests of China and the interests of foreign countrie.. seem 
to conflict. Had Britain interfered at the time of our civil war 
to the extent of recognition cf the South, no one can predict 
what would have beer, the consequences, yet it is easy to envisage 
that the break up of the Union which would have resuite,.' from a 
peace recognizing the secession of the South would have spread in 
somewhat ti.e same raannex* as the break— cf China has spread since 
the Japanese penetration of Korea and Karvhukuo, since the British 
penetration of Hong Kong and Shanghai and since other unjustified 
penetrations by foreign countries in the internal affairs of China.

Our own country has not gone so far as to demand the 

central either -f cities or sections of China, yet the presence of 
seven thousand armed men in China is hardly an evidence of the peace
ful intentions of tills country, although we can argue that tuey are 
tncrc to preserve the peace, tfe cannot argue, however, that their 
presence does not violate the spirit of the report of the Committee 

'"les quoted at the beginning bf this letter. 
/
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This may tend to delay the economic development of 
countries like China and Russia. In the case of China, we have 
yet to see any advantage which has accrued to the country through 
the Interference of foreign governments over the last hundred 
years. Prior to that time, China was able to live peacefully in 
the civilization which best suited it. In recent years, mainly 

because of foreign interference the nation has been -.uailiated 
and brigandage has been stimulated.

«Ve like the policy which you are pur suing in the "rient. 
»e wish to encourage you to go one step further. -.7e ish you to 
invito every nation of the world to -.vitudraw all troops and all 
ships from China tad Chinese waters cn a cooperative basis. The 
best way to settle the difficulties in the Orient is to let the 
Chinese settle their own affairs internally and to urge all parties 
ana interests to reach agreements through diplomatic channels when 
the interests of China and the interests of foreign countrie.. seem 
to conflict. Harf Britain interfered at the tine of our civil war 
to the extent of recognition cf the South, no one can predict 
what would have been the consequences, yet it is easy to envisage 
that the break up of the Union which -ould have résulté-from a 
peace recognising the secession of the South would have spread in 
somewhat the same manner as'the break-up of China has spread since 
the Japanese penetration of Korea and Man'’hukuo, since the British 
penetration cf Hong Kong and Shanghai and since other unjustified 
penetrations by foreign countries in the internal affairs of China.

Our own country lias not gone so far as to demand the 
control either '■f cities or sections of China, yet the presence of 
seven thousand armed men in China is hardly an evidence of the oeace 
fol intentions of this country, although we can argue that tney are 
there to preserve the peace. »?e cannot argue, however, that their 
presence does not violate the spirit of the report of the Committee 
on Spies Taoted at the beginning of this letter.
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We plead for a return to first principles. ,ïe hope for 
as happy a state of affairs between the nations in respect to 
ti.eir various interests in the Orient as exists between the nations 
in the western hemisphere today thanks to a succession cf far- 
reaching actions towards peace culminating in the recent pron unce- 
sents from the Montevideo Coïiference. Will you not raise tne 
standard of our diplomacy to a still higher level by asking for 
the Military withdrawal of all foreign governments from China 
and ifanchukuo ;-<.nd from Spain.

We enclose first priliminary draft of the remarks pre
pare^ for Swarthmore Meeting for use next Sunday, fney outline 
more fully our views on foreign policy at this Lime.

Wishing you the compliments of the season, we ar® 
Faithfully,

Hobert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Syyiaour
Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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tnat, we must realise liât t...o >mrl.! sx.cul.! V m. t;.-.mrp.s ...

■;. io. will r Î -1 r ap ■_ L„’in ■ 1/ L.\ :

<*. ■;. ov^r—...■ 'tiX-cic •:* U'..m1*vX i<■—. w'..' t..t px* u3as*t.. f ox* cv'to^lc

c... jrlit-ie...! •;• . ,i.. 1 Lo ix- *

:.• .'-l-L.it4. Ï'- la i-.6 ^reC-tUxit. CRUS'S Of iüiî'ùOt

. -4? ■ » -■- t t.,-j ... m1'.. , ■ vic-,'./ Ç:’. t-C Crïït’Cr.S "'j' iC

/, -/c.c.'in S-C L:..' t J,can, and Italy are 3tru.:.;liiv. to

'....-...t C. Let J f-’F 'V-.’i'- jO/Ut-itl • <■ f r .- ... ,/. : ...ct... ... ...fr

in'ustricx:. W eouxiti*;/ is over-populate-:: mica cannot nr :duee 

en.'a"a f all of t;w «-.sentlai foodstuff;;, to food it . people or 

manuf Lecture snougd go cis or uinc sufficient minerals to create a, 

traJ.v balance wiiicu .-.'ill permit it to buy such fordsluffs as it 

cannot produce. That is the position of Japan, Germany and Italy 

today. Ot. .or couatrie» includli.g large sections of C^ina 

.I'-.cia arc ta a certain degree in the same position. Cur ov,n 

country is pruticalarly fortunate; our troubles seem to be laxity

t —4 L” - 141 - ’. '.--j.. U1 *4 — 4 X» -. t- L 4*.- y\ aX o<gb r<niLty system.

If ;?e want peace, it is essential not only to know the 

pr.-'bLcms whicx. confront such countries as Japan, Germany and Italy, 

it is just as essential that we recognise "he importance of finding 

for tnep or cooperating to find with them outlets over- muta

tion on'- .:-roducts of tl.uir labor.

T..C difficulties of Japan can best be understood <iien vÿ0
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realise that a great deal of Japan’s agricultural activity is, of 
necessity, hillside farming and very difficult from the point of 
view of the amount of labor required to produce fo?d. I am told 
that nearly every inch is cultivated in v . ry large sections of the 
country. The d©mandatecee3 sixty-nine million people from such A 
a relatively small territory must naturally reach beyond the shores 
of Japan. It has done so and has expressed itself in the operations 
of the Oriental Development Company and other similar concerns. 
These concerns are ofmthe same character as the Dutch East India 
Company and the Hudson Bay Company. There is no real reason wiiy 
such corporations should not operate to the advantage of the country 
in which they have their origins us well as to the advantage of the 
country being developed, Ditn wealth, however, there often goes 
the demand for special privilege. It has therefore usually re
sulted that the economic power of the developing corporation has 
been used to undermine the integrity of government officials in 
the interest of the developing corporation.

Examples of tills can be found wherever Imperialism has 
played its part. The examples in China today are most apparent. 
Each of the European countries attempted to develop interests in 
G ina. At the end of the 19th century most of these countries 

had a solid foothold in some Chinese pert. Suaagnai became a 
center of International activity in China. This is what we call 
peaceful penetration. It was possible only because the Chinese 
were not organised in a way which would protect tnem from foreign 
aggression. As a policy, if it be further pursued, it is a sure 
way to counteract any hope of world disarmament. If Countries 
are allowed to continue to occupy strategic ports of weaker countries, 
on what basis can we hope that any country will give up its defen
sive armaments?

This country shares with most of the countries of the 
world an overwhelming desire to keep out of war. It is fortunate 
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for it that, under the able leadership of the Presi ent and the 
Secretary of State, it has been led to the realization that isola
tion is no substitute for international cooperation, if tne world 
economy is to be established on a basis •shic*'- will lead to peace 
ratiior tnur. to war.

There is, however, too Little recognition of the justice 
of certain demands of Japan, Germany and Italy, At the moment 
each of these countries is in disgrace in tne eyes of the world 
because of certain things which it has dor.e. Most of us fail to 
understand why these countries have acted as they have. Typical 
of the lack of understanding of tue aspirations and the needs for 
foodstuffs on the part- of a country like Japan is the largely 
admirable article by Bare. A. Rose in the Reader’s Digest of 
December entitled «Japanese Poaching in Alaskan Jaters”. V/ithout 
i.aving checked them, let us for the sake of argument concede that 
all the facts as stated in this article are true. The conculsions, 
however, fall to take into consideration the fact that if Japan 
cannot get enough food on land to feed its people, it must find 
places where tne supply of fish is good, so that canned fish can be 
supplied to a population living on a low dollar standard at a very 
low cost. Also tnvt fish must be one of Japan’s main items in the 
oxp-.rt trade, together with silk and some manufactured products. 
(><.■; are glad to note that, the Mexican government, which is 
generally conceded to be communistic, apparently recognizes the 
necessity for what you might call an Open Door fish policy off ti^e 
coast of Mexico). All the nations having interest in the Pacific 
must recognize that Japan must be fed, must be clothed, and must 
develop an economy which permits of an abundant life. They must 
further recognize that, unless this is possible, the seeds cf 
bitterness and hatred will grow within the borders of Japan and 
will branch forth in the country’s imperialistic policy and in their 
warlike activities.
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TUe American people mist ^cognize that Japan has as 
much right as Africans to a decent respect among the opinions 
of mankind. '”e oust recognise that our Xamigration policy, which 
discriminates against Orientals, is a blow to JapMn’s prestige 
and its sense of national honor. Our first step would seem to be 
to correct the only injustice toward Japan, of which we are guilty 
by reaching tne restrictions. A word from the President to the 
Congress in his message on January 3rd would probably result in 
prompt action. The President can point out in his message that, 
under the present discriminatory law, tue Japanese are allowed to 
coxae in at the rate of 500 a year, but that under the .4,uota system 
if it were applied, to Japan on the sane basis as it is applied to 
Euroo-ean countries, only 269 Japanese could enter annually. It 
if therefore dear that the repeal of the discriminatory clause 
and the application of the ..ucta system t Orientals will result 
in a. reduced number of Japanese immigrants per year. If tiie 
people of the Pacific coast ■ net see that t..is is a wise thing 
for our country tc do in its effort to reestablish canity between 
this country and Japan, the President’s voice will, for the first 
times, : ave failed to persuade.

The third problem concerns possible -.-utlotc for Japan’s 
evor -population. 'Sv have no figures or scientific evidence on 
which tc base an estimate f the number of Japanese immigrants 
which might be &bS C X* □ ÇO xchukuc: each year. The flow of 
population should be governed by the ability of the country to 
absorbe it without violating the sound principles of conservation. 
It shoal-1 also governed to an extend by China’s right to use 

liancauku- as an outlet fcr Her awn over-population. It is possible 
that tl.ere are parts of Liberia wliich could absorb sane of Japan’s 
surplus population. Anc have heard. tnat at tines there are 
demands far labor in üouth Africa which have been satisfied by 
t*-e ship-ente cf C oolies from China - a system which is no longer 
recognised as hum-onitarian ■-.••r excusable. If people are actually 
nccàe- in South Africa, we know no sound reason wljy the Japanese
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should not be pernitte ’ to etrigrate.
.Japan, however, in approaching the problem of relieving 

itself of opcr-pcpulation must recognise tnat when its nationals 
go forth to these possible outlets, they must be prepared to give 
up their allegiance to the Japanese government, to accept responsibi
lity to the gov-rnment of tiie countries into which they go. Tne 
immigrants should be encouraged by Japan to look fcrwarôdto being 
absorbed into the population of their new countries. That is the 
basis on which America has been populated from Europe. It is the 
only sound basis on which over-population Problem can be solved, 
except tlirough restriction of the birthrate.

William Penn wrote a book nearly 250 years ago suggest
ing a league of the countries of the world. After the colonies 
had seceded from England, a league of the thirteen colonics was 
formed based on the principles laid down by ;?©. Penn.

■.Wdrow 7/ilson att opted to incorporate in the Treaty 
of Versailles the covenant of the League of Nations. It was 
accepted at Versailles, but he himself was unable to get the 
American people to agree to Join it. It is quite likely that 
the American people were right in fearing that the League would 
be used to protect certain pcillleges of France and England. It 
certainly lias been used in that way. On the other hand, had we 
gone in, the prestige of this country could have been used to off
set the influences which were working towards selfish ends rahter 
than towards international coMty.

It is quite possible that the League of Nations sh uld be 
scrapped today. The only reason it should be scrapped however, is 
tuat it was given such a bad start when our country refused to go 
along and tnat a League of the signatories of the Briand-Kellogg 
Pact might prove a much more effective instrument for bringing 
about the purposes for which the league was intended by its sponsors.
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The President and Secretary Hull are entitled to the 
respect and admiration of the world oecause they have led a nation 
which had dedicated itself, since the World War to an isolationist 
policy, our of its selfisn isolation into a realization of the 
importance of using its influence and prestige to create better 
understanding throughout the world, am respect for treaty obliga
tions. The nation seems to be with them in large. The British 
Umpire has worked out a loose confederation of dominions which, 
through coraaon interest, cleave to England. The ;vorld must seek 
some sort of league such as the League of the signatories of the 
Briand-Kellogg Pact to which it can adhere with confidence and 
without fear of partiality so that, wnen disputes arise, between 
tne signatories, there will be available some sort of World Court 
the decisions of which will have the respect of the peoples of 
the world and will be accepted and carried out without resorting 
to aras. If one member will not cooperate there can be ways of 
disciplining it without destroying it, Just as a parent disciplines 
Ihls erring child wi haut losing the child’s Love and esteem.
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123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 18,1937

DIVISION OFCOMMUNICAT'qns
President Franklin DAN&cRÇA^Y^r

The White House

Washington, D.C

Dear President Roosevelt:

Nothing could have been better proof of the nonpartisan 
statesmanship of former Secretary Stimson than the publication 
of his letter in the N.Y. Times of October 7th. In effect, 
this letter supported your change of policy in respect to 
adherence to treaty obligations in the Orient. We liked every 
woid of it except his concluding comment on the reason for 
Japan*s withdrawal from Shanghai in 1932. We quote from the 
letter:

"In January, 1932, a Japanese expeditionary force 
attached Shanghai, aiming a blow at the very center 
of China's territory and commerce. But meeting an 
entirely unexpected, courageous and stubborn resis- 
tance by the Chinese Nineteenth Route Army, as well 
as with vigorous protests from the American Govern
ment and the League of Nations, and possibly because 
the total American fleet was held united aX Hawaii 
on the flank of the Japanese aggression. Japan, in 
a few months withdrew her forces from Shanghai with 
her objective unattained."

We do not believe that the underscored suggestion had anything 
to do with Japan’s change of heart. To suggest it without 
assurance tends to prompt rather than to allay the Jingo 
spirit in this country.

We believe that naval displays are bad strategy if the 
primary interest of a country Is to work out a settlement 
fair to all parties. If Japan is forced to check her actions 
simply because she fears the American Navy or the navies of 
America, Britain, France, and Russia, she will not feel that 
her change in policy was arrived at by sound reason and good 
faith , but by force and fear. What this country wants and 
what the world wants is Intelligent cooperation between all 
the nations,looking towards the settlement of every knotty 
problem, and Including due consideration for the disadvantages 
suffered by certain countries as a result of wurplus populations 
lack of natural resources and markets for manufactured products. 
À sound policy for world trade is the consent of each country 
to respect all the rights of other countries and to insist on
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such rights for them.
The suggestion In this morning’s papers that you are 

considering a naval demonstration in the Pacific unless 
J«Span guarantees American rights in China is, we believe, 
most dangerous. It seems to us the surest way to support 
the Jingo Press in Japan and the power of the Japanese Army 
and Navy. We therefore urge that you give up the thought 
of any such display. We believe it would be warranted and 
can be defended only if it is your intention to carry through 
the threat it would constitute and to lead the country into 
war with Japan in case it should prove ineffective. We do 
not believe that that is your desire, nor do we believe 
that such a policy, even if put forward by the Department of 
State, would have the approval of the American people. The 
question for you to decide is whether you are going to be 
Jockeyed by the oil and other commercial interests into a 
position where a war will be inevitable without the loss of 
national honor.

In a later part of his letter, Secretary Stimson said:
"Let me make it perfectly clear that, in my opinion, 
this is not a case where there should be any thought 
of America sending armies to participate in a strife 
that is going on in Asia. Not only is such a course 
probably militarily impossible; not only would it be 
abhorrent to our people, but to attempt it would do 
much more harm than good."

This country can maintain its dignity by cooperating 
with world powers to put a stop to violations of the Nine 
Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact—by demanding the with
drawal of Italy from Ethiopia, of Italy and Germany from 
Spain, and of Japan from Manchukuo and the rest of China—by 
insisting upon the withdrawal of all other countries from 
China in full recognition of the rights of the Chinese to 
take care of their own affairs without foreign interference 
and without the necessity for costly armaments. If you are 
really interested in disarmament, and we believe you are, 
the Chinese Government, which has been foremost during many 
centuries in the adherence to disarmament as a policy, should 
be supported in this policy by every diplomatic means avail
able to our Government and by all the prestige which adheres 
to your office.

’ATay not issue an Open Letter to all the nations of the 
world to cooperate on some basis such as this in the hope 
of building up respect for treaty obligations?

Faithfully,

Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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Copy

123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, P*. 
December 110937

The Honorable Cordell Hull
Secretary of State

Washington, D.C.

Dear Secretary Hull:

The tone of the Japanese note »e do not find entirely 

discouraging. ®e have a feeling that the Japanese do not 
wish to engage in war with this country.

like your note of yesterday protesting the bombing 

of American war and comerclal ships. *e would have pre
ferred that these ships be withdrawn from Chinese waters, 

as suggested by us last er. However, the responsibility 

of thia country under the dp$n Uo-qt* policy and the Nine Power 

Treaty is such thet w suppose you had reasons not known to 

us for letting the ships stay, #e hope It is not true, as 

suggested, that the reasons have anything to do with the 

interests of oil companies or other commercial enterprise.

*e would like it if the note had gone a little further 

and stated that, mt only do w respect and demand respect 

for ths Open Door policy, but that wo furthermore emphasize 

the obligations of both Japan and the United states under the 

Nine Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact, <e would like to see 

the statement made that the United State» does not Intend to 

recognize «ny territorial aggrandizement or commercial advan
tage secured by any country in violation of either of these 

trestles as long a s they are in legal force. There must, 

however, be recognition of the necessity for colonization
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and. trade opportunities for the Japanese and removal of 

the discrimination restrictions from the Immigration Law» 

of this country. Cannot our Government persuade Great 
Britain, France, Russia and the Latin-American countries 

to unite in an expression of some policy such as this, In 

order to show a united front against faselam?

feel confident that vigorous statements are more 

likely than mild admonitions to produce actual results. 
The best example in American history of the truth of this 

l® the Olney note in the Venesuele dispute, on ehfcfth we 
reported in the statement supplementary to our Memorandum 
on Foreign Policy, which was sent you on November 7th.

Faithfully,

Robert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour 

Philadelphia Pence Plan Committee

Postscript: «e failed to enclose with our letter of yes
terday a copy of the Span Letter to the N.Ï. Times and the 

àprlngfield Republican, &»ted December 3rd. It 1® enclosed 

herein. RGT
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12o South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 19,1937

President Frah^ÿ^^J’J^j^sevelt

The White
Washington, D.C.

Dear President Roosevelt:
We are happy to read today that the suggestion In yes

terday’s paper that you contemplated a show of force in the 
Pacific was without foundation. Perhaps it was the idle 
dream of some hopeful oil baron, whose wish was father to 
his thought. We hope that steps will be taken to prevent 
the attributing to you by the Press of designs that tend to 
increase the tension between this nation and Japan when 
such designs are far from your thought.

We regret to read in the paper today that Raymond Leslie 
Buell of the Foreign Policy Association asks for a world 
boycott against Japan and that in England there is similar 
agitation. Our position on boycott was set forth in our 
letter to you of November 7th and in the data attached.

Until we have tried the methods suggested in previous 
letters of removing the causes of war and unrest in the East, 
we have no right to hope that Japan will respect our appeal 
to reason.

Ex-President Hoover and Senator Borah both agree that 
the discriminatory provisions of the Immigration Laws should 
be repealed. Why do you not send a special message to Con
gress urging that the Congress act at once to repeal this 
unjust law and thereby remove the only complaint Japan has 
against us which involves her national honor? It should be 
accompanied by the frank statement that our Government desires 
to remove our only unfairness toward Japan, in the hope of 
supporting the friendly attitude of the Japanese people as 
against the attitude of the Jingo Press and the Japanese war 
lords. It would be a bold and daring stroke. Yet it may take 
more courage to keep the peace than to go to war.

You have nothing to lose, for you have already said you 
do not intend to run for the presidency again. Y^u have every 
thing to gain—for America, the respect of the world and the 
undying friendship of the Orient.

z Faithfully,

Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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The Honorabl e C or dell p >‘q ;j g
'ANO RECORDS

Secretary of State

Washington, D.C.

Bear Secretary Hull:

793.94

The tone of the Japanese note we do not find entirely

discouraging. We have a feeling that the Japanese do not

wish to engage in war with this country.
We like your note of yesterday protesting the bombing »

of American war and commercial ships. We would have pre- 

ferred that these ships be withdrawn from Chinese waters, 
as suggested by us last summer. However, the responsibility >> 

of this country under the Open Door policy and the Nine i

Power Treaty is such that we suppose you had reasons not 

known to us for letting the ships stay. We hope it is not k 

true, as suggested, that the reasons have anything to do 

with the interests of oil companies or other commercial

enterprise.

We would like it if the note had gone a little further 

and stated that, not only do we respect and demand respect 
for the Open Door policy, but that we furthermore emphasize 3I

the obligations of both Japan and the United Spates under Pl

the Nine Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact. We would like 

to see the statement made that the United States does not

Intend to recognize any territorial aggrandizement or commer

cial advantage secured by any country in violation of either
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of these treaties as long as they are ln legal force. There 

must, however, be recognition of the necessity for colon

ization and trade opportunities for the Japanese and re

moval of the discrimination restrictions from the Immig

ration Laws of this country. Cannot our Government persuade 

Great Britain, France, Russia and the Latin-American 

countries to unite In an expression of some policy such as 

this, In order to show f. united front against fascism?

We feel confident that vigorous statements are more 

likely than mild admonitions to produce actual results.

The best example in American history of the truth of this 

is the Olney note In the Venezuela dispute, on which we 

reported in the statement supplementary to our Memorandum 

on Foreign Policy, which was sent you on November 7th.

Faithfully,

Robert Gray Saylor Elisabeth L. Seymou: 

Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee

Postscript: We failed to enclose with our letter of yes

terday a copy of the Open Letter to the N.Ï. Times and the 

Springfield Republican, dated December 3rd. It is enclosed

herein RGT
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DISPUTE AND LATIN-AMERICAN RELATIONS Z//^ 'y
It is our contention that there is strength in a forthright statement Xf 

policy looking towards no recognition of any territorial aggrandizement resulting 
from the presence of the troops of one country in another in violation of the Kellogg 
Pact. We submit as sound precedent the Venezuelan dispute of 1695. At that time 
Richard Olney, Secretary of State, stated that no settlement of the Venezuelan dis
pute would be satisfactory to this Government unless arrived at by arbitration. The 
result was a settlement satisfactory to Venezuela, acceptable to Britain, approved 
by the United States Government and by the moral conscience of the world. Unfort
unately, the policy of our Government towards Latin-America changed on a wave of 
nationalism following the Venezuelan incident. Between 1897 and 1913, imperialism 
and dollar diplomacy dominated our Latin-American relations.

Americans should realize that Japan’s policy in China is an attempt to 
copy our policy towards Latin-America as exemplified in the Mexican War and sub
sequent policies directed towards the protection of interests, especially of oil 
companies, in Mexico. The seizure of Panama after incitement of revolution there 
was only another evidence of our policy. The necessities of the situation seemed 
to dictate such a policy at the time. When Wilson became president, however, he 
saw that in order to reestablish the confidence of Latin-iimerica in Anglo-America 
something must be done to indemnify Columbia for the Panama seizure. He fought for 
the payment of the $25,000,000.00 indemnity and was successful. He started a policy 
of appointing career men rather than political ministers to diplomatic posts. This 
policy has been pursued by his successors, with some exceptions, and' reached its 
highest expression in the appointment of Dwight Morrow as Ambassador to Mexico.

A series of diplomatic moves following that appointment and culminating 
in the recent Montevideo Conference has served to change completely the attitudes of 
Anglo-America and Latin-America towards each other. We hope that the Japanese and 
Chinese Governments will see that the two Americas, after years of travail, have 
found a ’’more excellent way” to peace, fellowship and mutual understanding. This 
change is largely the result of adherence to the principle—laid down by George Gray 
in a Resolution quoted above. We commend the spirit and letter of the Resolution 
to the governments of the world, in the hope that its use will tend to strengthen 
the solemnity of treaties such as the Kellogg Pact and the Nine Power Treaty.

signed on behalf of:

PHILADELPHIA PEaCE PLAN COMMITTEE

By: Robert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour /
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Open Letter to the N.Y. Times
Republican

and the Sorlngfield

December 3,1937

To the editors:

We read with interest the "New York Times" editorial 
of November 30th entitled ’'America’s aloofness" and the 
"Springfield Republican’s" reol.y dated December* 1st, "Our 
'Pacifists* and Brussels". le find ourselves in substan
tial agreement with the article In the "Times". le under
stand and have much sympathy with the point of vie»1 ex
pressed by the "Reoublican". Je believe, however, that
the passage of the Neutrality -act imposed on the Executive 
branch of the Government certain limitations in the hand
ling of our foreign policy which should never be olaced 
on the Executive if the best interests of the country and 
of the world are to be furthered.

It seems to us th< t it is just as Importent that we 
have confidence in the Executive Department In the hand
ling of foreign affairs as that re have confidence in our 
courts in the handling of judicial decisions. Thia does 
not and should not mean that the policies of either shall 
pe free from criticism, ft does not mean that the Presi
dent can go to war ’"ithout the consent of the senate, but 
Lt does mean that the utste Department should use Its 
Judgment in promoting international peace for the benefit 
_pf the American people by cooperating with governments which 
are earnestly seeking peace In an effort to tnwart inter
national brigandage.

it Is Impossible today for any reasonable person to 
irgue that It would not have been better for us to have 
enttred the League of Nations Ln 1920, because no one can 
know or ever will know v»hether or not the presence of 
America as a full-fledged member of the League would not 
have been sufficient to have stabilized and strengthened 
the power of the League In world affairs to an extent 
sufficient to have prevented the rape of Ethiopia and of 
Manchukuo, and the raping of Spain and of China.

The policies of this Committee have been dominated by 
a forthright -.uaker conception of World Peace based on 
justice, frankness and a desire to further peace for the 
good of the whole world, Including America, rather than 
simply to keep out of-mar for the good of America at the 
expense of the whole world and at the cost of infidelity to 
our treaty obligations under the Nine lower Treaty and the 
Kellogg Pact, Initiated by this country.

Ihe difficulty seems I'"» be that the country is not 
awake to the possibilities of utilizing Its power for good 
In the whole world. »',e believe that the President and the 
‘-'ecretary of Dtate are making an eai*nest and honest effort 
to arouse the country to a realization of its strength and 
Its duty to cooperate for peace rather than to turn its 
back on countries struggling to maintain peace in Europe and 
Asia against the aggressions of powers which are not living 
up to the spirit and letter of the Nine Power Treaty and 
the Kellogg Pact.

Many Americans seem to forget that when Washington and 
Jefferson wisely stood for Isolation, the country was so 
weak that no other policy could have been followed. They 
seem to forget that as early as the time of Honroe we aban
doned tiie policy of Isolation. The good results of the
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onroe doctrine In keeping turooe out of -‘merlea are so 
obvious that no one denies them.

But few are "llllng to admit today that entrance Into 
the -orld ^ar w& a wise course. >-ny reasonable person 
would admit, however, that had ^merles been a oerty to a 
covenant to jrotect the neutrality of Belgium, and the 
territorial Integrity of Germany in P.&at Prussia, there 
would never have been a *orld Aar.

Hatred of Communism has prevented many nations earnestly 
seeking peace from cooperating with huasia. Yet the foreign 
policy of Russia today la better calculated to Insure peace 
than the foreign policy of any otlvr nation. If England, 
franc® and the United utt'tes would cooperate with Lltvlnoff 
In whet we believe to be his genuine spirit, there would be 
no dlfxlculty in keeping franco from gaining the ascendency 
In -pain, <und In keeping Japan out of &hlna. fhe main 
difficulty today Is that we had too little Intere t in 
Ethiopia and too little Interest In Jpaln and too little 
Interest In China to aw ke to a realization of the bad pre
cedents established by such imperialistic ventures on the 
part of Italy, Germany and Japan.

If, nowever, our at; te department would declare its 
willingness to cooperate with England, France, xhissIr and 
all smaller countries earnestly seeking peace and demand 
that Ethiopia be restored to Its rightful Independence, 
that kanchukuo end -hanghal be turned back to China, and 
not to foreign governments, and that all Interference by 
outsiders in the intern; 1 affaire of upain be stopped, the 
result might be war, but we doubt it. Even If ® w^r did 
result, we believe that it would oe less terrible than it 
would be five or ten years hence after the ooeltlons of 
Germany, Italy and Japan have been further strengthened by 
the acceptance of their imperialistic acquisitions of terri
tory.

faithfully,

■obert Gray Taylor »llsabeth L. Seymour 
Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee

Postscript: fhe enclosed statement prepared by this 
Committee Is the substance of a message delivered by me at 
concord quarterly Meeting of friends held in Lansdowne, Pa., 
on lüth Mo. 3üth. The large group of (friends present were 
in subst ntlal agreement and authorized the preparation of 
a statement against boycott and In favor of World Peace. 
*e uelieve that the historical precedent contained in the 
supplementary statement on the Venezuelan dispute should 
have weight rltn. the American people today tn determining 
Its course of action. Ihe danger is that a realization 
of power might again rouse a spirit of imperialism such 
as began with the Spanish-American '•'•ar, whatever the pol
icy pursued today, there will be risks connected with it. 
> prefer the risks that would be most likely to establish 
Peace on a Just and firm foundation, rather than an attempt 
to ignore the tinxth and the responsibilities of this nation 
under the Nine Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact.

: obert ^ray Taylor
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The Hon. Cordell Hull

, PEC.",123 South Broad Street 
tl '7Ni Philadelphia, Pa.

December 14,1937 
■ ‘ -

1937 DEC ’r pm <? 2-,

Secretary of State 
Washington, D.C.

Dear Secretary Hull:

We want you to know that

President's message to Japan.
we like the tone of the r[~ 

We are not discouraged

CO 
co 
cp

about the prospects for some reasonable settlement In
the Far East. We feel continued confidence In the 

strong guiding hand at the head of the State Department 

today. We are happy that the President has your help 

as Secretary of State and that he seems to listen to 

your sound advice and counsel.

The Interchange of letters with Senst or Pope and 

Senator dlark should prove of Interest to you. We are 

rather disappointed that Senator Pope did not care to 

read the anti-boycott statement Into the ^ecord. We 
feel much encouraged, however, that Senator Clark res

ponded as he did after the Times' report that he was one p*
.. _• 3

of four senators going to the President, obviously with œ 

the Intention of trying to persuade him to invoke the
Neutrality Act.

We can say with all sincerity that we believe that 

the policy followed by this government at the present 

time Is less likely to lead thé country to war than any 

policy so far suggested by any of the leaders of public 

opinion.

Cordially,

Robert Gray Taylor
Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 4,1937

Senator James P. Pope 
Washington, D.C.

My dear Senator Pope:
You have encouraged me to write you frankly from time 

to time. As a member of the Foreign Affairs Committee of 
the Senate I thought perhaps you might be able to make better 
use of this than most senators. We shall send copies of the 
letter with statement to all senators next week. Might we 
have your reply by return mail with some clear indication of 
your attitude towards the position we take, which is certainly 
in support of the Administration’s foreign policy?

Would you be willing to have our statement placed in 
the Congressional Record? With kindest personal regards, 

I am, 
Cordially yours,

Robert Gray Taylor
Postscript: It is a real pleasure to be able to endorse so 

wholeheartedly the State Department’s attitude 
today.

RGT

UNITED STATES SENATE
December 8,1937

Mr. Robert Gray Taylor 
123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Taylor:

I have your letter of December 4th and letter and 
statement you are sending to each of the Senators with 
reference to our foreign policies.

I do not feel that I should place your statement in 
the Congressional Record because it is, in part, an attack 
on Senator Norris for whom I have a deep admiration.

However, I am glad to have your letter and appreciate 
knowing the views of the Philadelphia Peace ^lan Committee.

With regards and best wishes, Very sincerely yours,
J.P. Por»e
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123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 9,1937

Senator James P. Pope 
Washington, D.C.

My dear Senator:
Your letter_of December 8th Is acknowledged with appre

ciation. ^Ight 1 suggest that, by substituting the Open 
Letter to the N.Y.Times and the Springfield Republican,dated 
December 3rd, your objection to placing our statement in the 
Congressional Record would be removed. This letter, together 
with the statement of the Committee which is the substance of 
a message delivered at Concord Quarterly Meeting of Friends 
(Quakers), held In Lansdowne, Pa., on 10th Mo. 30th Ult., to
gether with the short letter to the President dated December 7th; 
would, I believe, make a valuable contribution to the discussion. 
Doubtless Senator Bridges would welcome it If you would Include 
the following extract from his speech dated December 5th at 
Springfield, Illinois (Extract attached). '■‘•'he use of this 
statement would convince the public that Republicans and Demo
crats with wide vision agree with the attitude of the State 
Department in refusing to invoke^the Neutrality Act, as well 
as with the policy of the State Department in respect to 
reciprocal trade agreements. Miss Bey^our and I heartily en
dorse all that Senator Bridges said in the appended extracts 
of his speech, except the third item under Reciprocal Trade 
Agreements.

Senator Norris, like most of the middle western senators, 
is an isolationist. Why these senators do not see that boy
cott is an act of aggression calculated either to get us into 
war or to ruin our own trade with the boycotted country is 
something which I entirely fail to understand. It seems to me 
these senators should aggressively oppose boycott as an un
warranted interference in the affairs of other countries. It 
is, however, unnecessary to bring his name into the discussion. 
The papers speak for themselves, The fact that he has openly 
advocated boycott is not evident from them. Should you prefer 
the use of the letter to the senators, however, we have no 
objection to your deleting the remarks concerning Senator Norris. 
In using his name I had in mind the fact that he has only 
recently been reelected and that he is in no political danger 
at the hands of the voters.

Faithfully,

Robert Gray Taylor
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EXTRACT FROM A SPEECH DELIVERED BY H. STYLES BRIDGES, 
UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE, AT THE 
STATE-WIDE CONFERENCE OF THE YOUNG REPUBLICAN ORGAN
IZATION OF ILLINOIS AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL., DECEMBER 5, 

1937.

In the field of neutrality our party can do the country a 
real service by drafting a Neutrality Act that will keep America 
at peace, Ihe present Act is certainly not a Neutrality Act at all. 
I do not blame the fresident for not enforcing Lt Ln the present 
Japanese-Chinese situation because if he did we- would at once be 
the ally of Japan. I am proud to say that I was one of the six 
senators who opposed this vicious Neutrality Act when it was up be
fore the Senate for consideration. It was hastily rammed down the 
throat of Congress with the result that we have Just a little more 
unworkable legislation on the statute books. Let us adopt, as Re
publicans, a positive program of Neutrality which should Include the 
removal of the discretion on the part of the President to determine 
when a state of war exists between foreign nations; the repeal of 
the present Neutrality Act; the enactment of a new Neutrality Act 
which would IndUde among other things the prohibition of extension 
of credits or loans to warring nations and"the sale of their bonds 
or securities in this country. This new law should also prohibit 
Americans from travelling on ships of belligerents. ±t should also 
provide for strict regulation of American ports of entry for ships 
of warring nations. It should prohibit the sale of arms and ammuni
tions to warring nations or nations acting as the agents of warring 
nations, either directly or Indirectly. Then, of course, to make 
any peace program effective we should enact legislation and take 
definite steps to take the profit out of war In this country.

#****##*###«

In line with our attempt to preserve peace is our present pol
icy of reciprocal trade agreements. These agreements are steps In 
the right direction. Efficient and increased production seeks 
world markets and It Is a sound policy to open up wider the channels 
of these markets within certain limitations and so foster inter
national trade. To do otherwise invites dissension among nations 
and possibly war. However, I believe that we would perfect the 
present Reciprocal Trade Agreements by eliminating its objectional 
features. Under this Act, the Chief Executive is given blanket 
authority to determine both the items with respect to which tariff 
reductions shall be made and the amount of such reductions. It 
appears that Congress has deliberately delegated Its tariff, taxa
tion and treaty-making authority to the President without condition 
or limitation. I am gravely concerned with the constitutionality 
of such procedure. Furthermore, It Is the duty of Congress as the 
elected representatives of the people to pass Judgment on agreement s 
that affect the whole economic welfare of this nation. The Act as 
It stands today would allow the President without limitation to re
duce duties without regard to the costs of domestic production. 
No President should be given this uncontrolled power over the life 
or death of domestic industry. Either Congress should exert control 
through ratification or it should take steps now to provide that 
tariff rates shall not be reduced below the amount necessary to pro
tect American producers from unfair competition, it is also worthy 
of attention that under the terms of this Act it is not mandatory 
that the public be advised or given advance notice of the commodities
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EXTRACT FROM SENATOR BRIDGES’ SPEECH (CONTINUED)

under consideration; nor Is It mandatory that a public hearing 
be given before the agency which actually negotiates the treaty. 
Advance notice of hearings on matters so vital to the American 
citizen should be made mandatory without delay. Ag a suggestion 
for our Republican policy for reciprocal trade agreements I sub
mit the following: first, mandatory public notice of commodities 
under consideration sixty days in advance; second, mandatory pub
lic hearings before the same agency that negotiates the treaty; 
third, It shall be Illegal to Import any commodity which is pro
duced In this country in a commercial way below the average Ameri
can cost of production.
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UNITED STATES SENATE

December 10,1937

Mr. Robert Uray Taylor
123 South Broad. Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Taylor:

This Is to acknowledge and thank you for your letter 
of December 9 In further reference to the statement of your 
organization on foreign policies and your letter to each of 
the Senators,

I appreciate your letter and regret to advise that I 
do not feel In a position to have this material placed in 
the Congressional Record at this time.

Thanking you for your letter and with best regards,
I am

Very sincerely yours,
J.P. Pope
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123 South Broad. Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 8,1937

Senator Gerald Nye
Senator B. Champ Clark
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg 
Senator Robert M. LaFollette 
Washington, D.C.
My dear Senator:

An Associated Press dispatch of December 6th Indicates that 
you anticipate calling on the President this week to discuss the 
invocation of the Neutrality Act. Under date of December 6th, we 
addressed to you a communication concerning Foreign Policy, which 
It Is hoped will be read by each of you with care. Copies of this 
letter were sent to the President and the Secretary of State under 
date of December 7th. We enclose for your Information and counsel 
a copy of the letter sent the ^resident.

A great many American citizens have been very critical of 
many Administration policies during 1937. It seems to us that the 
foreign policy of the Government has been less open to criticism 
and more unjustly criticized than the policy of any other depart
ment. To us the Neutrality Act seems to be just as dangerous an 
attempt to interfere with the power of the Executive handling of the foreign policy of the country as the recent judiciary Reorgan
ization Act was an attempt on the part of the Executive and Legis
lative Branches of the Government to interfere with the judiciary. 
As long as the State Department is headed by Secretary Hull, we 
feel that the utmost confidence can be placed in it. In our opinion 
Secretary Hull will go down in history as the greatest secretary of 
state since Richard Olney.

Do you not think it is rather a mistake to attempt to tie the 
hands of the Administration by legislative enactment in such a 
delicate matter as the handling of foreign policy in a world so torn 
by strife and dissension that it is impossible for us to know from 
day to day what new development may dictate some change in policy? 
After having been very critical of some Administration policies, we 
find great satisfaction in expressing agreement with its foreign 
policy.

Faithfully,
Robert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour 

Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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UNITED STATES SENATE

Washington, D. C. 
December 9,1937

Mr. Robert Gray Taylor
% Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
123 £>outh Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Mr. Taylor:

I wish to acknowledge and thank you for your letter 

of December 8, with regard to the Foreign Policy, and in 

which you enclosed a copy of a letter addressed to Presi
dent Roosevelt.

I assure you I will continue to do everything I can, 

as I have done in the past, to lessen the possibility of 

the United States being Involved in a foreign war.
I greatly appreciate receiving your sentiments In 

the matter, and I am entirely in sympathy with you. I am 

always glad to hear from you on matters of public interest.
Very sincerely yours,

Bennett Champ Clark
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123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
December 11, 1937

Senator Bennett Champ @lark
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Clark:

Thank you for your letter of December 9th. It is 
gratifying to know that there are members of the Senate 
who are conscientiously and seriously interested, not 
only in the domestic affairs of the country, but in its 
foreign policy also.

Some of us on the Atlantic seaboard have felt that 
the drive for isolation on the part of unenlightened 
people between the Appalachians and the Rockies has been 
made without adequate consideration for the citizens on 
the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards. We are not really 
afraid of foreign aggression in spite of big navies and 
big aerial forces. But we are afraid that isolation 
rather than cooperation will tend to alienate foreign 
countries In their attitude towards trade with the United 
States as against trade with England, France and South 
America.

The people in the Interior do not seem to understand 
that, by Increasing our foreign trade, we increase possi
bilities of employment in this country to the extent of the 
actual Increase in the foreign trade, with the result 
that workers in the manufacturing centers are better able 
to buy the products of the American farmer.

We enclose copies of an interchange of letters with 
Senator Po£e, including an open letter to the New York 
Times and the Springfield Republican and a copy of several 
paragraphs from Senator Bridges’ speech In Springfield on 
December 5th.

We like the obviously friendly Interest shown by 
Senator $ope in his two letters. We note that no real 
reason is given for refusing to read the papers into the 
Record. In view of your obvious interest, may we ask 
that you consider reading the papers Into the Record? We 
have no Interest in the free distribution of these papers. 
Our interest is primarily in getting then and the proposals 
outlined therein b.efqre the attention of the Congress, and 
particularly of the Senate. we want to help the public to 
understand the necessity for cooperation, not only between 
this country and foreign countries, but between the inland 
states and the seaboard states as well. We solicit your 
serious consideration In the hope that you may have the 
documents read Into the Record,

Cordially,
Robert flray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour
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RFCFfVEi? I23 South Broad Street 
■}; «'■ r ST A Philadelphia, Pa.

December 7,1937

■937 DEC 8 A?4 9 40Honorable Cordell Bill

Secretary of Stat# i.
COMMUNICATIONS

Washington, 4HiCS£C0RDS

Dear Secretary Hull:
* Pi*, >

Your secretary, Ur. Gray, was kind enough to refer 
to Consul General Myers, in the absence of Mr. Hamilton, when

I was last In Washington. I discussed with him in a general 

way boycott and the Far Eastern situation. After returning to 

Philadelphia, the supplementary part of the statement which I 

left with him was revised In a way that left no reflection on 

any living Secretary of State In the handling of the Latin- 
American situation. 1 take pleasure in enclosing a copy of a 

letter to the President, together with the enclosures referred 

to therein.

The statement Itself was sent with suitable covering 
letters to the Wew York Times and the Springfield ^publican, 

tying it up with their editorials of November 30th and Dec
ember 1st, respectively. I also sent a copy to Felix “orley .2, 

In the hope that the Washington Post would use it. The copied 
of the statement with covering letter are going forward to Jthe 

senators today.
If any of this material proves of any help to you In 

supporting your sound policy, Élisabeth Seymour and I will feel 

abundantly repaid.
Faithfully,

Robert Gray Taylor
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123 South Broad Street 
Phlladelohla, Pa. 
December 7,1937

President Franklin D. Roosevelt

Washington, b.C,

subject: inoi-cign rolicy 

Dear President ‘"oosevelt:

It Is with satisfaction that we are able to submit to 

you a copy of a. statement recently prepared on the inter

national situation, In which we emphasize our opposition to 

boycott and sanctions and, in a general way, endorse the 

policy of your administration in the State Department at the 
present time.

’■e note the release of the State department resulting 

from the resolution of ^enretentative Case of South Dakota 
and Secretary Hull’s reply. also note that members of the 

neutrality block are still talking of raising in the .Senate 

the question of Invoking the Neutrality act in the <>ino-Janan- 

ese dispute unless convinced oy you that there are good 

reasons against it. We hope thct you will be able to allay 

the apprehensions of these senators. e are confident that 

the sDlrit and letter of the Constitution protects treaty 
obligations from any legislative action by the Congress, 

since your action In the Far East is with the hope of bringing 
about adherence to the nine Power Treaty and the &ellogi? Fact 

by the respective signatories to those treaties, we can see 

no sound reason for invoking the neutrality Act at this time.

Faithfully,

Fobert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour
Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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n Ci P Y° Robert Taylor & Co.
Successors to Gray & Taylor 

Successors to George Gray & Son 
Formerly of the Barbadoes and Stoke Pogis 

Established in Philadelphia 1683 

123 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Penna. 

December 6, 1937

Washington, D. C.

My dear Senator:
Subj ect: Foreign Policy

The enclosed statement on Foreign Policy and letters 
addressed to Senators Pope and Vandenberg should be read with care. 
They are thought-provoking and may be helpful in guiding us through 
some of the difficulties resulting from lack of knowledge of affairs 
outside of the country.

We are a little amused that no single Senator responded 
to our letter suggesting that surpluses of food and cotton be given 
to China instead of being plowed under. The letter, however, 
served a useful purpose, for Senator Borah seems to have read it 
and based his recent able speech on its philosophy.

We suggested that the "surplus" food be given to feed 
Chinese children. Senator Borah concedes that the surpluses should 
not be plowed under, but used for the needy at home. We agree with 
this. By "surplus", we had in mind the crops over and above all 
that are needed in this country. However, Senator Borah suggests 
that whatever is left should be dumped on the world markets for what
ever it will yield. We still feel that such surpluses will be 
better given to Chinese Child Feeding. They will then not depress 
world markets, or make competitive enemies, and will cement our 
friendship with China by our friendly humanitarian action.

May we have 
willing for us to use

your frank opinion? We will assume you are 
it publicly unless you mark it confidential.

Yours faithfully,

Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee

Robert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour
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COPY
Robert Taylor & Co.

Successors to Gray & Taylor
Successors to George Gray & Son 

Formerly of the Barbadoes and Stoke Pogis 
Established in Philadelphia 1683 

123 South Broad Street, 
Philadelphia, Penna.
December 4, 1937

Senator James P. Pope,
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg, 
Washington, D. C.
My dear Senators:

A number of organizations and even some individuals in the 
Senate have come out in favor of economic boycott. It is a tragedy 
to read the report that Senator Norris, who so bravely opposed our 
participation in the World War, should now favor a method certain to 
lead to deep-seated hatred and misunderstanding between this country 
and Japan.

On October 1, 1918, Henry Joel Cadbury, then a professor at 
Haverford, now at Harvard, sent a letter to the Ledger in which he 
stated that Germany was the only country in the world honestly seek
ing peace. There was a frightful furor about it in the Press; the 
student body was so incensed that Haverford forced him to resign.

At the risk of creating the same kind of furor, we would 
suggest that, judging from actions, the only country in the world 
honestly seeking peace today is Russia. Our own State Department 
is obviously seeking it and we believe our President is seeking it. 
The Administration is, however, being restrained from its desire to 
further peace by the ill-advised actions of the labor organizations 
and by the fact that many Senators believe that a policy of isolation 
will insure peace. We do not concede this, nor do we concede that 
peace bought at the price of violation of the Nine Power Treaty and 
the Kellogg Pact is an honorable peace or likely to win for us the 
respect of the world.

Our policies in respect to the Ethiopian dispute, the 
Spanish dispute, and the Chinese dispute are based on the height of 
selfishness and are calculated to increase the prestige of such 
Fascisticnations as Germany, Italy and Japan. Recognition of 
Manchukuo by Italy and of the Franco government by Japan indicate 
the existence of a Fascistic International, much more dangerous than 
the Third International ever was. If the Senate will advise the 
Administration to cooperate with Litvinoff as well as the foreign 
officesof England and France, the Fascistic nations will listen to 
the combined prestige of these countries. Little as we may like 
many of the Soviet policies, we must all concede that its foreign 
policy over the past ten years under Litvinoff has won for the 
country the respect of all thinking people. If the Senate wishes 
to be guilty of the same offenses which the Administration stands
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convicted, of in respect to tb.e judiciary, it can play petty politics 
at the risk of the peace of this country and of the world by closing 
its eyes and, ostrich-like, refusing to see that the Fascistic Inter
national is gaining in prestige because there is no united front of 
the world powers in opposition to it.

A policy of isolation may appeal to many citizens between 
the Appalachian Mountains and the Rockies. If it does, it is because 
their political leaders have misled them. Our citizens on the two 
seaboards are entitled to some protection from the unenlightenment 
on foreign policy which seems to exist in the Main Streets of the 
inland. They have a right to ask that, since they happen to be 
nearer Europe and Asia, the rest of the country stand by them and 
protect them from the ill-advised acts of such men as Senator Borah, 
who has consistently refused to get first hand information from the 
sources of the trouble and, unstatesmanlike, prefers to listen to the 
voters in his own state. Senator Borah is not alone. Senator 
Norris and other Senators are equally guilty. We only refer to 
Senator Borah because for many years he was Chairman of the Foreign 
Relations Committee of the Senate, and openly advocated recognition 
of Russia as far back as the early 20’s. In this he was certainly 
right. If today he would express his candid opinion, we have no 
doubt that he would advocate cooperation with Litvinoff.

Our impression gathered from discussion of foreign policy 
with citizens from all sections of the country is that there is little 
real sentiment for isolation although those favoring it are making 
much noise. Sound policies such as those advocated in the attached 
statement from the Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee meet with almost 
unanimous approval among the thousands of citizens consulted.- They 
also meet with the approval of the Quaker group, which can never be 
accused of advocating measures calculated to lead to war. There are 
risks connected with any course. The Neutrality Act attempts to tie 
the hands of the Administration and is more likely to lead to world 
chaos than international peace.

We are interested in peace, but not peace at the price of 
infidelity to the Nine Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact, both of 
which owe their existence to the prestige of this country. We covet 
the reaction of the Senators to our proposal. Replies may be used 
for publication unless marked confidential.

Respectfully,

'fa..'I î 1 Z-T' -y XrUy

Robert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour
of Media. of Salamanca, N. Y.

Philadelphia Peace Plan Committee
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STATEMENT ON FOREIGN POLICY ISSUED BY THE

PHILADELPHIA PEACE PLaN COMMITTEE

November 5, 1937

It is a matter of congratulation to this country that the forward-looking 
policies of our State Department under Secretary Cordell Hull are elevating the 
esteem in which our nation is held abroad. That the President wholeheartedly 
supports Secretary Hull is most creditable to our President.

Great Britain, France, and America cooperate in stabilizing the pound, the 
franc, and the dollar. Why should they not with equal success cooperate in remov
ing the causes of war by respecting all treaty obligations? Sound suggestions as 
to procedure are to be found in a Resolution written by George Gray and adopted by 
the Second Continental Congress on June 24, 1776. It reads in part:

"RESOLVED: That all persons abiding within any of the United 
Colonies, and deriving protection from the laws of the same, 
owe allegiance to the said laws and are members of such Colony; 
and that all persons passing through, visiting, or making a 
temporary stay in any of the said Colonies, being entitled to 
the protection of the laws during the time of such passage, 
visitation, or temporary stay, owe, during the same time, 
allegiance thereto.—"

This section of the Resolution lays down a sound foreign policy on the basis of 
which all international disputes could be settled. The signatories of the Kellogg 
Pact and of the Nine Power Treaty should declare that no territorial gain or trade 
advantage secured by the presence of troops in the pay of any foreign government, 
or meddling citizens of foreign countries not willing to submit to citizenship or 
to abide by the laws of the country of residence (without recourse to the home 
country) within the country in which they pursue gainful occupation, would be 
recognized by any such signatory. Interferences such as that of the oil interests 
in Mexico must be made impossible through diplomatic channels if we would build up 
among the nations a relationship such as that which exists among the United States^ 
of America. What the people of the world want is Peace, not Peace at the price 
of national integrity, but Peace based on simple justice and the recognition of the 
rights of all people in all countries to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness".

In an address made at Bryn Mawr College in February of 1932 on the subject 
of the Oriental situation, Robert Gray Taylor stated his views on the crisis in the 
Far East as it appeared at the time. In pointing out the extent to which the 
United States was responsible for that crisis, he made the following statements:

(1) That the Japanese policy in Manchuria has been largely 
copied from our policies in Latin-America from the 
annexation of Texas to 1913;

(2) That the main cause of disagreement between Japan and tho 
United States is the discrimination against the Japanese 
in our Immigration Laws;

(3) That the United States, along with all the other signatories 
to the Nine Power Pact with the exception of China, has 
treated the pact as a scrap of paper;

(4) That we should tell both China and Japan we will enter only 
into such agreements as recognize the territorial integrity 
of both and treaty rights freely entered into by both;

(5) That all nations should withdraw all troops from Chinese 
territory;
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(6) That all nations should let their nationals travel abroad 
at their own risk;

(7) That Congress should have ratified the Geneva conventions 
forbidding shipments of contraband of war to belligerents”.

Secretary Stimson finally took the general position outlined above except 
as to the Discrimination Clause, Since that time, it is not possible justly to 
accuse us of treating the Nine Power Treaty as a scrap of paper. England and 
France did not uphold us but failed to reaffirm the Nine Power Treaty in Manchukuo. 
Fear that they will do the same again does not relieve us of our treaty obligations.

In an Armistice Day address delivered at the American Legion banquet at 
Kane, Pennsylvania, in 1933, Robert Gray Taylor argued against the boycott of 
German goods on the ground that the reasons which had brought the Hitler regime 
into power in Germany were primarily our own failure to secure the inclusion of 
President Wilson’s Fourteen Points in the Treaty of Versailles and the attitude of 
our own and other countries toward Germany since the war. He reminded that the 
use of boycott and economic sanctions as weapons would only tend to drive the more 
liberal German into the arms of Hitler. He believes that, if used against Germany 
today, boycott is going to hurt (1) the Social Democrats and Communists and other 
economically helpless people not in sympathy with the German Government, and (2) the 
Jews, who will, however, be saved from starvation by organized foreign relief. The 
boycott is a great contribution from the outside world toward cementing the power 
of the Nazis within Germany. If it should succeed in overthrowing the Hitler regime 
it can only result in further bitterness and disappointment which will poison the 
German people for years. In every country it is possible to find groups that are 
suffering from political, religious or racial intolerance, and if we wish to be 
indignant about such injustices, it is well to begin with indignation against in
justices within our own borders.

We are opposed to the application of the boycott against Japan because 
we believe it will work just as badly as it has in its application to Germany• Both 
organized labor groups and some other groups are proposing it in the belief they 
are helping Chinese labor. It may be true, but they are also trying to hurt the 
simple people in Japan; they are aiding the Military Dictatorship in Japan for the 
same reasons as those applying in Germany’s case. England has been wiser than 
America in this matter. She has officially rejected boycott. The net result 
will obviously be that the Japanese will prefer to trade with England. Besides, 
as long as the Discrimination Clause exists in the Immigration Law — in which 
President Hoover and Senator Borah have admitted we were wrong -- we can hardly 
expect Japan to listen to our counsel in the matter of the Japanese treaty obliga
tions under the Nine Power and the Kellogg Pacts.

We agree with Levinson in his suggestion that, inasmuch as our President 
has prejudged the case before the Nine Power signatories, the best available 
machinery for settlement will be found at the Conference Table with signatories of 
the Kellogg Pact. Perhaps an agreement on the part of China to accept an absorb
able number of Japanese emigrants each year for ten years on condition that they be 
suitable subjects for naturalization and willing to be naturalized will relieve the 
over-population in Japan. It is the conceded right of China to refuse to admit 
any national of any other country for gainful occupation within China, provided 
such citizen is unwilling to become a loyal Chinese citizen. Since China and Japan 
reciprocally accuse each other of having violated treaty obligations, it would seem 
that both might be called to the Kellogg Pact Conference Table and asked to find an 
agreement fair to both and as satisfactory as possible to each.

The United States wants free competition in trade. We do not want to 
find ourselves fettered and cut off from half the world by our refusal to recognize
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the control of the aggressor in such territories as Ethiopia and Manchukuo. How
ever, if we could unite with England, France, Russia, Latin-America, and all other 
willing countries in the refusal to recognize any territorial acquisitions achieved 
by military aggression, such exploitation would become increasingly difficult. 
Whether or not we recognize Ethiopia as Italian does not matter to Italy, but matters 
very much to us. If, like England and France, we were led by interests merely 
national and economical, it would be our only course to recognize Ethiopia as 
Italian. However, since, as the President says, the first concern of the United 
States is the establishment of World Peace, it is necessary that we gain the coopera
tion of the other powers in discouraging all forms of aggression and interference in 
the relationships of the world’s nations.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF THE VENEZUELAN

DISPUTE AND LATIN-AMERICAN RELATIONS

It is our contention that there is strength in a forthright statement of 
policy looking towards no recognition of any territorial aggrandizement resulting 
from the presence of the troops of one country in another in violation of the Kellogg 
Pact. We submit as sound precedent the Venezuelan dispute of 1895. At that time 
Richard Olney, Secretary of State, stated that no settlement of the Venezuelan dis
pute would be satisfactory to this Government unless arrived at by arbitration. The 
result was a settlement satisfactory to Venezuela, acceptable to Britain, approved 
by the United States Government and by the moral conscience of the world. Unfort
unately, the policy of our Government towards Latin-America changed on a wave of 
nationalism following the Venezuelan incident. Between 1897 and 1913, imperialism 
and dollar diplomacy dominated our Latin-American relations.

Americans should realize that Japan’s policy in China is an attempt to 
copy our policy towards Latin-/jnerica as exemplified in the Mexican War and sub
sequent policies directed towards the protection of interests, especially of oil 
companies, in Mexico. The seizure of Panama after incitement of revolution there 
was only another evidence of our policy. The necessities of the situation seemed 
to dictate such a policy at the time. Wen Wilson became president, however, he r 
saw that in order to reestablish the confidence of Latin-^nnerica in Anglo-America 
something must be done to indemnify Columbia for the Panama seizure. He fought for 
the payment of the $25,000,000.00 indemnity and was successful. He started a policy 
of appointing career men rather than political ministers to diplomatic posts. This 
policy has been pursued by his successors, with some exceptions, and reached its 
highest expression in the appointment of Dwight Morrow as ambassador to Mexico.

A series of diplomatic moves following that appointment and culminating 
in the recent Montevideo Conference has served to change completely the attitudes of 
Anglo-America and Latin-ximerica towards each other. We hope that the Japanese and 
Chinese Governments will see that the two /Americas, after years of travail, have 
found a ’’more excellent way” to peace, fellowship and mutual understanding. This 
change is largely the result of adherence to the principal laid down by Gccrge Gray 
in a Resolution quoted above. We commend the spirit and letter of the Resolution 
to the governments of the world, in the hope that its use will tend to strengthen 
the solemnity of treaties such as the Kellogg Pact and the Nine Power Treaty.

signed on behalf of: _

PHILADELPHIA PE21CE PL.xN COMMITTEE

By: Robert Gray Taylor Elisabeth L. Seymour
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94 Taylor, Robert Gray

My dear Mr. Taylor:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

December 7, 1937, with which you enclose a copy of a 

letter addressed to the President by your organization 

together with the enclosures referred to therein in 

which comment is made in regard to the foreign rela

tions of this Government.

The views and comments set forth in your letter 

and its enclosures have received careful consideration 

and your courtesy in bringing these views to the atten 

tion of the Department is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours.

For the Secretary of State

/ j । •*■ 11

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. Robert Gray Taylor,

123 South Broad Street, 08/
DEC IS 1937. PK Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

FE:KFP:HES 
12-14
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